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H’wood Turns Again To Real-Life
Flight to

Korea for Christinas TV Show

Adventures as Biopix Pay Off Big

One

of the most ambitious assignments in TV annals has been
blueprinted for the CBS-TV “See Juilliard’s Schutnan
It Now” show, with hopes of bringInks
Writer Deal
ing in a Christmas package for
William Schuman, president of
American families.
the Juilliard School of Music and
It involves a whole “See It Now”
task force; comprised of Ed Murrow, a composer, has inked an exclusive
15 cameramen and five topflight writer pact with Broadcast Music,
CBS correspond ents-commentators Inc., effective Jan. 1. Schuman subhis
resignation
to
the
flying to Korea to do a “Christmas mitted
Day In Korea” show for unveiling' American Society of Composers,
Authors
&
Publishers
recently. He
the Sunday after Xmas. For the
occasion “See It Now” will be ex- has been an ASCAP member
panded to a full-hour presentation, Since 1939.
Schuman’s BMI deal runs for
with Aluminum- Corp. of America,
sponsors of the program, express- seven years as writer. Concurrently
with this pact is a five-year deal
ing enthusiasm in going along for
the extra tab. Program, of course, as consultant.

+

By JOE COHEN
History repeats itself on New
York’s 52d St., a thoroughfare that
has had more revivals than “The
Student Prince” and more ups and

BMI

will be filmed.
•
Blueprint calls for

Murrow

to fly

over Korea, designating whether
he's over Gibraltar Hill or some
other key battle spot, and switching down to a correspondent and
cameraman on the field, with .a detailed coverage of now the soldiers
are spending their Christmas day.
•Final sanction of the War Dept,
is still being awaited, with a tentative okay already in.

Roving Ex-'Variety’

Mugg

Details Exactly

downs than a

roller coaster.

Its

present era of prosperity is due
primarily to the convergence of
college kids on weekends.
Over
the Thanksgiving Day weekend,
the narrow strip between Fifth and
Sixth Aves. had one of its busiest
times. The lads home for the holidays pounced down on the cribs in
that area, to the point where even
standing room was at a premium.
The clubs in that area are at’
their best, headlinewise.
There’s
Lili St. Cyr, at the Samoa; Zorita
(not the snake dancer), at the
French ‘Quarter; Lois De Fee, at
the Nocturne, and Toni Adams, at
Chez Paree. Other than Miss St.
Cyr, names do not matter too
much. Miss St. Cyr brings them
down, and the others capitalize on
the hordes. The posters are really
“Time Out For Ginger,” which all that’s necessary to capture the
Appened last Wednesday night (26) overflow.
at the Lyceum, N. Y., uncorked
The street as a gathering point
another collection of sharply con- for scholars is reminiscent of the
flicting, notices from the critics. As early days of World War II, when
in the ckse of the recent “Mr. Pick- the rah-rah crowd came down with
wick,” the contrast was especially their girls for rounds of the spots
glaring in the case <bf Brooks At- which featured the hot jazz names
kinson, of the Times, and Walter
" j>.£ that -vintage^ It -was, a. -more
~F. T^errT oFlliFTrerW^rribuhe;
wholesome feeling then.
Today,
Ronald the attraction of the street is based
giving
the
Atkinson,
Alexander show a sort of indulgent
(Continued on page 46)
rave, opened his review by observing, “Life is getting too pleasant

‘Ginger Snaps

In Crix Faces

..

Whefeianta Was Born
By COL. BARNEY OLDFIELD
Patara, Turkey, Dec. 2.
‘This is the height of the juve
debating Season about whether
there was, is or isn’t a Santa Claus.
Some very terrible things are
said about him, and some "happened to him.
-Showmen use him as an excuse

Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Hollywood producers again are
turning to the tried-and-true source
Los Angeles, Deo. 2.
of successful motion pictures
Federal Judge William Byrne set real-life subjects after a concena precedent in the case of John trated excursion into the field of

Pic Sales, Sez L. A. Judge

TV ‘Toast; Henie

To Spring Roxys
leers

.

Jimmy Boyd,

30 miles from here.
Sho.w.men... probably.

that he was the first
bank night to bolster
uct.

He

know,
conductor of

KTTV

Wexley

vs.
that will make
a great many old theatrical films
available for sale to television.
Wexley charged that
had
no right to telecast his story, “The

KTTV

Last Mile.”
Court ruled that the author had
sold all film rights and that these
rights included televising of the
motion picture, even though there
was .a clause in the contract providing that the play could not «be
shown on TV without his consent.
Understood he’ll appeal to the

higher courts.

Show Biz Role In
Ikes Inaugural
Washington, Dec.

Show

participation

biz

in

2.

weak produp dowries for unmarwhich made them more
when up for grabs in

ried girls,
palatable
the matrimonial market place.
The real fiction about Santa
Claus is that fat and jolly character plus slejgh and reindeer stuff.
The real guy was thin as a rail,
and he rode the countryside on a
pure white but motheaten jackass.
All the calories and Cinder-

came from commercial

ella

artists’

paintbuckets.
He was a soft touch for sailors,
•

and helped them off their backs
in the gutter where the barkeeps
had tossed them. They were so
grateful, thev talked him up in
Holland.
•

to

The Dutch

later introduced

him

United States, for which
(Continued on page 46)

the

r

Hits 1,000,000 Mark
Jimmy Boyd, 12-year-old counartist

currently the hottest

is

on Columbia Records on the

strength of his &lice of the

for piling up gratifying grosses,
and in a day and age when story
material nwst possess promotional
facets; ana the leading character

colorful and substantial attributes,
filmmakers are recognizing that
biopix may be turned into paying

propositions at the boxoffice.
The majority of studio story departments have been alerted to
keep a weather eye peeled for figures, both living and dead, whose
stories
would provide suitable
screen material, Apparently, producers feel the need for a change
and are willing to take the plunge,
for more than 30 biographical films
are in the hopper, either finished,
currently before the cameras or
coming up.
Notable is the fact that at least
(Continued on page 63)

the

Eisenhower inaugural celebration
is beginning to shape up here.
George
urphy is due in f rom
the Coast tbmorrqw ( Wed.) to be-

M

.

come coordinator of entertainment
for the three days of celebration,
Jan. 18-20.
First feature will be a concert
at Constitution Hall, Sunday night
(18), which will feature the National Symph and other talent
which Murphy will be asked to
obtain. Following day -will be the
large variety show which will
’call heavily upon Broadway
and
Hollywood for top nanie Chtertainers. This will be similar to
the gala of 1948; bht will go under
a different name. This time it will

Delayed

Critics’

Take On

nBefte Davis Pfeem Seen
Logical, Also Precedent
Postponement of “opening” of
“Two's Company” from tomorrow
night (Thurs.) to Dec. 15 at the
Alvin, N. Y., is viewed in the trad®
as a pretty much logical step in a
trend of several years' standing.
The tendency started with the
scheduling of paid previews prior
to premieres and may reach its
logical development with managements making a practice of inviting the critics to a “premiere”
after the Broadway .run has been

(Continued on page 60)

mark

Co! List as ‘Saw'fflbmmy'

try singer,

fictional characters.
Such films in the past, perhaps
because of their high exploitation
potential, generally were notable

nating from that house.
It will
the first time that the N. Y._
syndicated
Daily" News
coiumnisit’
has gone into a Broadway theatre
with his teleshow.
Topping the Sullivan show will
be Sonja Henie who’ll be making
her videbut via this show.
Another tele first on this program
will be singer Victoria de Los An-

12, Tops

..don't.,

put

Pre-Xmas

—

—

keep on like this indefinitely,”
and called the play a “highly enjoyable comedy.” Kerr noted that
the piece “was first tried out down
in Texas, where it seemed to need
a little work. It was subsequently
on the New England summer
tried
for lousy December boxoffice recircuit, where it still needed work.
ports.
tried out once more at the
It
was
.•There was a real Santa Claus,
and he was born in this town. It Lyceum last night. It doesn’t need
was he who became the root of work. It needs rest.”
not be held at 'the National Guard
After giving favorable mentions
the legend.
Plans are underway to launch
(Continued on page 16)
Not even the wildest-eyed de- to most of the elements in the
page
60)
(Continued
on
policy
of the Roxy
the new ice
tractor ever thought of him as a
N.
Y.,
with
Ed
Theatre,
an
Sullivan
jailbird, but he did time in dur“Toast of the Town” telecast emaance vile in a town called Demre,
to

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

TV Rights Included In

new

Christmas entry, “I Saw Mommy gelos. Lilli Palmer may read “The
Kissing Santa Claus.” Launched Night Before Christmas.”
The Sullivan telecast will be
three weeks ago, youngster’s disk
Dec. 21, one day before the house
hit the 1,000,000 sales mark this
week and rivals the pace set by opens, and p,lugs will be divided
Gene Autry’s getaway on “Rudolph between the Roxy’s new policy and
the Red-Nosed Reindeer” in 1949. the theatre’s inaugural film, “Stars
Spike Jones’ cut of the same tune and Stripes Forever” (20th).
Pacting of Miss Henie for this
is also going strong for RCA Vicshow indicates that plans for her
It has hit 400,000 to date.
tor.
do a large-screen video stand for
to
Columbia is bringing singer in
from the Coast this week to stage the Fabian houses has been disThe American Guild of
a promotional push via video and carded.
disk jockey appearances. He has Variety Artists wanted a week’s
already been set for two shots on salary for performers plus 10% of
4 Continued on page 28)
Perry Como's CBS-TV series* *
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Sir Michael Balcon

I I
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Explanation of

Group 3

Civil Liberties Union
(Wed.) is calling on the Sen-

today

(From N. Y. Daily New's.)
The odd characters who in-

guarantee fairer procedures .for
persons accused at hearings.
Persons “attacked in testimony
should be permitted, to submit

every ballet audience
usually hold back their more
daring coiffures and most spectacular costumes for times
when the ballet is at the Metropolitan Opera House. It may
be a sign of solid success that
arty characters are beginning
to attend City Center in typi-

wrote

Sen.-

recommended

Pat McCarran.

that

“members

It

of

At

was annoyed. “That one
back homosexuality
years,” he sai d critically.
set

will
100-

Anni Party, But Loses

Unusual

Slice to G1

Washington, Dec.
interest centered

2.

on

celebration of
the capital’s
servicemen’s hangout, when Presi-

the

first

birthday

USO-Lafayette

(Continued on page 13)

dent

Sq.,

Truman and daughter Mar-

Monday

curtain, hailed as

a boon to the New York theatre
public only a couple of months ago,
may be retained by only two shows
within the next few weeks. At least
one management* is still going
ahead with preparations to test
various early-curtain setups on the
road, but it’s apparently on the way
out as a Broadway policy.
With “Guys and Dolls” and “Pal
Joey” going back to the traditional
8-40 opening next Monday night
(8), five shows are continuing the
7 o’clock start, at least until further notice. They are “South Pa-

garet crashed the party. It was a cific,” “King and I,” “Wish You
surprise bonus for guests and uni- Were Here,” “Mrs. McThing” and
Sell Off
J. C. Stein
formed regulars when the father- “Fourposter.” According to Richdaughter team arrived with Mrs. ard Rodgers, composer and co-prowho had been headlined ducer of “South Pacific” and “King
Truman,
in Lots
His 6. H.
to cut the birthday cake.
and I,” he and Oscar Hammerstein
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
In an impromptu speech, Presi- 2d intend to retain the early curJules C. Stein may decide to sell
was
it
out
pointed
Truman
tain indefinitely for those two musioff his Beverly Hills home in sepa- dent
his interest and cals.
rate lots, if unable to dispose of largely through
centre had been
However, Leland Hayward, cohis lavish mansion which, like efforts that the
year in the producer of “Wish You Were
most big houses, is a resale prob- reestablished last
that Here,” said Monday (1) that he
added
He
Theatre.
Belasco
much
acres,
over
10
lem, He has
this is the first time, since and co-producer Joshua Logan and
of it flat land, and is contiguous to “though
entered general manager Herman Berndevelopments currently in progress I’ve been President, I've
establishment of this kind, I stein would have to consider the
here. There is room for 6 to 15 an
get the first piece of problem seriously before deciding
even
didn’t
houses on his estate. &
to a service- what to do about the Arthur Koberfounder and board cake.” Latter went
The
Logan-Harold Rome musical. He
chairman is keeping it open, staffed man chosen by lot.
In the shadow indicated he still favors the early
USO-Lafayette
Sq.,
by a veteran couple, even though
he plans making his headquarters of the White House, has been host once-weekly 7 p. m. start, but feels
(Continued on page 16)
more and more in New York and to<*295,640 men and women in the
traveling periodically on the Con- armed forces since its rebirth a

May

!

!

Manse

*

MCA

tinent.

-

(Continued on page 13)

CANTOR RECORDING
SONGS FOR WB BIOPIC
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Eddie Cantor was dissuaded from
doing his first Sunday night Colgate Comedy Hour until Jan. 11
(he wanted** to do it Dec. 28), but
as evidence, of his excellent progress the comedian expects to record
all the numbers of “The Eddie Cantor Story” at Warner Bros, in aboTit
10 days.
Last week he taped more shows
for- -his Thursday night deejay
show of show biz reminiscences,
'

—

—

and

will

do more

this

week. Come-

dian has been home since his long
session in Cedars of Lebanon Hospital
here, following a serious
heart attack, but plans to take it
easier.

Capp, Perelman to

Do Book

On Musical ‘Don

Quixote’

A1 Capp will probably write th
with an assist from S. J
Perelman, for the musical versioi
of “Don Quixote” to be producei
by Jack Farren and Edgar Rosen
berg. Although no one is set t<
book,

supply the music, Cole Porter i
being sought as composer.
For Capp, the creator of th
“L’il Abner]’ comic...strip,, the proj
ect will be a first venture irit
legit. However, Perelman, a regu
lar contributor of humorous piece
in the New Yorker, has been as
sociated in the authorship of sev
eral Broadway shows.

Farren and Rosenberg, member
of the

NBC

television productio]
had originally planned th
“Quixote” show for a year hencs
but are now reportedly considerin;
the possibility of doing it nex
spring.
staff,

Harry Wismer,

the

sports
his
1952 football prognosticating
for Variety last week with a
terrific
season’s average of

broadcaster,

wound

up

.773.

This was based on 282 wins

and 83

losses.

<

»

SCRAPBOOK

directed the piece, did the final polishing as well.
down by the lawyers of Shaw’s
of the dialog could be changed.. Englund combed
through the 50-page preface of “Androcles” and found livelier stuff
there than in the play. He promptly filched it and packed it into the
middle of the script. This was a smart patching because “Androcles,”
like “The Apple Cart” and several of the master’s plays, has a gay
opening and, if anything, a gayer finish but no second act to speak of.
This was true of the legit version when I first caught it around 1915
in New York, with Granville Barker playing Androcles, the Greek tailor
who befriended a lion and lived to see the lion befriend him. Lillah
McCarthy, Barker’s wife, played Lavina, the aristocratic dame who is
played in the pic by Jean Simmons.
Quel Cast!
Alan Young seems bettor cast as Androcles than Barker was,* and,
of course, the picture’s supporting cast, featuring Robert Newton as
Ferrovius,, Maurice Evans as Caesar, Reginald Gardiner as Lentulus,
Alan Mowbray as the m.c. of the man-eating circus, Gene Lockhart as
the menagerie-keeper,' Victor Mature as the captain of the Roman
guard, and Elsa Lanchester as the shrewish wife of* the sweet-tempered
Androcles, make the original cast seem strictly from Corse Payton.
The picture portrays Androcles as the first conscientious objector
of his time and, what is tough on draft boards today, a hero to Caesar
because he could tame a lion and teach a lion to tolerate even an emperor. While they stand together, Androcles points out, there will be
no cage for the lion and no slavery for Androcles.
Androcles first opened in London in 1913, a year befpre the first World
War, and when it played Berlin the then-Crown Prince arose and
walked out, unable, Shaw suspected, to endure “the clear and fair exposition of autocratic imperialism given by the Roman captain to his
Christian prisoners.” But it was Shaw’s revelation that his model was
much nearer home, the British Empire being much longer established
for its skill in living off the fatheads of other lands than the Germans,
French, Dutch or Americans were.
He thought-the Christians were thrown to the lions not because they
were Christians but because they were cranks, and the people who
went to see them eaten were quite as civilized as people are today who
watch bulls being stabbed or even attend zoos and watch lions being
fed what was once other live animals.
The war gave G. B. S. many opportunities to see his contention that
the Roman persecutions of early Christians were not due to the conflict
of false and true theologies but to the fact that a new idea was threatening established interests, ownerships and authorities.
First Century Subversives
The Christians were favoring a nobler and more abundant life for
all, a surversive idea that demanded swift action.
There were two
weapons available. One was persecution, the other was war. War
makes the herd forget everything, even their most cherished and hardwon liberties, so tense is their preoccupation with the terrdr from
abroad.
He thus thought that his martyrs were the martyrs of all time and
his persecutors the persecutors of all time, and there certainly was
no end of examples around him of the terrible topicality that war gave
the subject.
Churches were closed in England because the pastors
preached the word of God in German. It shocked Shaw. To him the
verdict seemed, in effect, to be: “Serves God right for creating Gerthe. regulations laid

18%

'

mans!”
He wished preachers would have been more candid and turned their
pulpits into recruiting stations and their .vestries into munitions plants.
Had they taken off their black coats and said, “I find in this hour of
trial that the Sermon on the Mount is tosh and that I am not a Christian” Shaw would have felt some release from hypocritical pressure of
preachers making exception to some wars.

He wanted them to say, “I apologize for all the unpatriotic nonsense
have-been-pFeaehing* aiT-these-years-.- Have- the-eourtesy-to- give- mo
gun and a commission in a regiment which has for its chaplain a
priest of the god Mars, my God.” But they wouldn’t do anything of
the sort, particularly when a few of their number tried straight Christian sermons and were reviled by the mob for not succumbing to their
passions and hating the people the mob, at the moment, hated. They
stuck to their pulpits and served Mars in the name of Christ, to the
scandal, Shaw contended, of all religious mankind.
Cold War, Hot Climate
Any civilized man in any country could fetch up countless parallels
to Shaw’s experiences, not only during the wars primarily against the
Germans but today when the war is a matter of temperature and propaganda, as it was during the early Christian era of Caesar’s imperial
I

-

-

a

reign.

^

It’s a time of speaking loudly and carrying a pig’s blown-up bladder,
for reviling temperate thinkers, for carrying on a cold war at a temperature of a few degrees below boiling point. Any attempt to apply
the early Christian principles to present troubles finds shopworn words
like ‘appeaser,” “UnAmerican,” “complacent” and “pro-Communist”
tied around the victim’s neck pending the arrival of lions sufficiently
starved not to *have a grain of gratitude left in them for even an Androcles who may have befriended them.
While no mechanical brain may be necessary to count the grosses
--on Androcles and -the- Lion,-”- -it -will be interesting-tO'"see”if_ it" makes
or loses money. It. is not a great play or a great picture, but it is a
comedie presentation of the winning ways of martyrs, and if it breaks
even it will be a straw vote in favor of the fulltime fighter? for peace.

Soph’s 50th Anni Feed

16 More Thesps Join

The Jewish Theatrical Guild will
testimonial dinner Sophie Tucker
on her Golden Jubilee on Oct.

Xmas Treks

4,

organization

Tucker.

has

feted

for GIs

Hollywood, Dec.

1953, at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y. Annual JTG dinner will mark
Soph’s 50th year in showbiz.
It will be the second time that
this

Wismer’s .773

>

who

According to

Bway Fadeaway

M M

Hollywood.
Because critical opinion seemed to treat the film version of G. B. S.’s
“Androcles jand the Lion’* much as the peasantry recently treated the
brilliant political sallies of A. E. S., our research department was prepared to mark both off as T. K. O’s. But after having subsequently
caught this Pascal presentation of the Shavian pitch for the ribald
side of martyrdom, and found it vastly amusing, I decided the project
needed further research before sealing the ballot boxes on same.
I tailed Ken .Englund, who had worked on the piece, and found that
he had escaped from RKO in the turmoil going on there, and was now
hidden in the writers’ building of Paramount. He was working on a
Martin and Lewis opus involving the more laughable side of golf. He
tried to avoid praise or blame re “Androcles” by saying that he had
worked on the Shavian script in the-next-to-closing version, that Chester Erskine,

Early Curtain In

» »

+ By Frank Scully

estate, only

Early

Truman Crashes D.C. USO

Welbounu

KS&lETr

night’s

one exhibit wore
whiskers, beaded eyelashes, a violent pink shirt-and gold- earrings in his
pierced ears.
A more conservative patron

Cake

the forthcoming

of
•

chin

1st

editorial features

47th Anniversary Number

premiere

Kelly, had been
“suppressed” by the subcommittee.
Civil liberties group said it was

scripter

regalia.

cal

Congressional committees, themselves, should seek to prevent the
disclosure of names of persons who
might be unjustly prejudiced.”
ACLU letter expressed the belief
that activities of the group’s probe
of the Radio Writers Guild “are
not in accordance with due process
of law.” ACLU said it doesn’t oppose the scope of the, probes “so
long as they are limited to subversive activities and do not* infringe upon the personal and political views of individuals.” It added that it had received no reply
to three previous letters sent to
McCarran asking for confirmation
or denial of charges that part of
the testimony of one witness,

last

in

*

*

*

one of the many

filtrate,

statements, to testify in their own
behalf, to cross-examine and confront their accusers and to present
a limited number of witnesses,”

ACLU

Pic Producing

Dance, Gypsy, Dance!

investigating
subcommittee
ate
subversive infiltration of radio, TV
industry to
entertainment
and the

in British

»-»

SCULLY’S

i

gives

American

»
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f

For ‘Fairer Red Probe Hearings

t

!

t

Mmmfr

2.

Sixteen more film names have
volunteered to travel overseas to
bring Christmas entertainment to
American military posts. This
Miss raises the total to 38.

Added

starters

are

Dawn Ad-

dams, Movita Castaneda, Debbie
Peter
Reynolds,
Roscoe
Ates,
Songwriter Jimmy McHugh is Lawford, Richard Morris, Susan
being submitted as the head of a Morrow, Raymond Burr, Wanda
theatre and cafe act by the William Curtis, Don Garner, Paul Garteiz,
Morris Agency.
Eve Halpern, Flo Add Hedley,
Package will contain five girls Marilyn Hedley, Jack Iversen and
and the Matty Malneck band.
Evelyn Russell.

Cleffer

McHugh’s Unit

...
,

Wednesday, December

3,

1952

riCTUlUES

20TH. PAR TOP 9-MO. EARNINGS
While Eyeing Foreip Earnings Record,
Disiribs Face
U.

S.

film

earnings- abroad

Upped Curbs Abroad
infj

1952 are looking towards breaking
the 1951 record of $160,000,000,
end they may go as high as $170,000,000, but the distribs are concerned over the steadily rising
curve of distribution costs and the
increasing tendency to slap taxes

confesses that he’s a poor fish
over his head in a Hollywood

ket, it isn't accurately reflected in
the coin remitted due to the necessity of meeting the hefty boost in
Situation
expenses.
operating
varies from country to country and
company to company. Where execs
in several N. Y. foreign departments say the volume increase is
proportionately less than the increase in costs, others maintain
it’s the other way 'round.
20th-Fox, in the latter group, estimates the total volume of its foreign biz is ahead this year by some
$3,000,000 over 1951, and that the
rise in expenses doesn't come anywhere near that figure.

The Commerce Department

formances were featured by the
fine showings of 20th-Fox and Par-

•

to

Win

amount Pictures.

In contrast were
the substantial loss of
Pictures and the slump of United Paramount Theatres.
In reporting its nine-month consolidated net earnings last week
for the period ended Sept. 27, 1952,
2dth-Fox racked up a jump of
$620,-563 over the equivalent 1951
stretch.
Its
net was $2,768,191
against last year’s $2,147,628. Moreover, a change in the company’s
overseas’ accounting procedure resulted in a special credit of $1,077,755 to bring the 39-week total net

Friends

*

*

*

ah amusing byline piece
in the soon-due

47 th Anniversary Number
of

P^RIETY

Cinerama Setup
At the request of Cinerama
board chairman Louis B. Mayer,
San Francisco realtor Louis R.
Lurie will take an active role, in.

cluding

a

financial

(President of Endorsements, he.)

reviews

how

Celebrities

Now a
*

9

OKs

Big Bi&
*

*

in

the forthcoming

47th Anniversary Number
of

yfcftlETY

participation,

reacquisition of the 29% block of
stock sold to the Ralph E. Stolkin
group* 10 weeks ago is the focal
point of current negotiations. Stolkin pards are anxious to give back
the purchase, even at a loss, and
have been endeavoring to get concessions from Hughes in terms of
a partial rebate of the $1,250,000

Sources close to Stolkin said an
might be made

announcement

within 48 hours.
Underlining the possibility that
an agreement might be in the making is the fact that former prexy
Ned Depinet, who came here Sat-

urday to remain through Sunday
night, was still here today (Tues.).
Neither he nor other key figures in

com-

the talks were available for

ment.
However, .it’s understood
that Depinet delayed his return on

Despite Losses

Move
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RKO

Overall sum was equal to $1.39
per share on the 2,769,484 shares of
Story’;
common stock outstanding. Consolidated 39-week net in 1951, after
deduction of preferred dividends,
amounted to 69c per share on the
$5,
2,769,396 common then outstanding.
Quarterly cash dividend of
25c per common share_ was declared payable Dec. 24 to stockholders of record Dec. 9.
Change in 20th-Fox’s accounting
Despite heavy losses incurred
procedure was effected in the third
the first nine months of this year,
quarter in order to consolidate foreign operations for the same pe- the deficit having amounted to
riod as domestic operations. Hence over $4,700,000 during that period,
the special credit of $1,077,775. In RKO presently is in a strong cash
the past foreign operations had
Company is said to have

RKO

greatness

to con-

ownership of

to $3,845,966.

position.
the three - dimension - illusion
been consolidated five weeks befilm outfit.
is preliminary hind domestic. Better airmail serv- about $5,000,000 in its accounts.
to a reorganization of Cinerama ice is said to be responsible for reParadoxical situation was detries aided by the Marshall Plan,
and expansion of its scope.
cording figures for the same dates. scribed this .week as stemming
$15,000,000 from Canada, $26,000,Lurie and Mayer, both of whom
Paramount also chalked up a from distribution policy during and
000 from Latin America and $31,000,000 from the rest of the world. are now in New York, are long- handsome tally for the nine months
subsequent to Howard Hughes’
Conversely, film rentals reported time friends. When Lurie headed ended Sept. 27, 1952. Consolidated
regime. Under Hughes, a number
to the Commerce Department from the syndicate looking to buy out earnings came'to $4,663,000 and inforeign films distributed ‘in the control of Warner Bros, last year cluded non-recurring capital gains of films were held back from reU. S. came to $11,000,000, an al- he had in mind to bring in Mayer of approximately $500,000 or $1.99 lease and carried on the books at
most 300% increase over 1949 and as studio boss if the deal were to per share on the 2,342,088 shares the customary investment costs.
outstanding. Net for the equivalent
when they amounted to materialize.
1950,
the pix into release
'
Mayer, it’s apparent, will hold 1951 period was $4,205,000 and Swinging
$4,000,000.
meant they had to be amortized in
the reins himself on the Cinerama represented $1.83 per share.
$130,000,000 Remittances
Dismal showing of
was accordance with the corporation’s
Actual dollar remittances from reorganization, with Lurie supertable, This led to the
abroad in 1952 should hit $130,000,- vising the financial •end. Addition- chiefly attributed by trade sources amortization
ink entries in the
feeling of uncertainty within heavy,, red
000 and are ahead of 1951, accord- ally, Mayer will embark on a pro- to a
company
the
due
to
lack
of
firm
ledger.'
ing to distrib execs' estimates. duction program followup to the
However, licensing of the prodBlocked funds should be approxi- company’s initial entry, “This Is management. Nine months’ operamately the same as last year. While Cinerama,” now current at New tions ended Sept. 27, 1952, resulted uct obviously brought distribution
in
net
loss
(unaudited)
of
a
$4,777,thus the heavy fund of
revenue,
York’s Broadway Theatre.
(Continued on page 15)
cash on hand.
( Continued on page 15)
Bringing in Lurie, following the
appointment of Joseph
recent
Kaufman as theatre operations
Exhib Sentiment Rising
head, is expected to lead to pronto
action ~irr the- -way of -mapping- .
Cinerama’s future course. It’s beBiz; ‘Mistress’ No. 1, ‘Plymouth’
lieved that Mayer has been anx- Thanksgiving
Oscar Fete as B.O. Aid ious to start the company rolling
2d, ‘Zenda’ 3d, ‘Pony,’ ‘Bloodhounds’
Theatre Owners of America this with new production to maintain
year will deliver its strongest pitch
Thanksgiving holiday week, with and “Savage” (Par) are runner(Continued on page 15)
up pix.
to the Academy of Motion Picture
crowds drawn downtown in many
Andersen”
Arts and Sciences for televising the
Christian
“Hans
key cities covered by Variety, is
Oscar-presentation festivities. Ex(RKO) looks most promising of
giving first-run business a shot in newcomers based on preems in two
hib sentiment, favoring big hoopla
built around the Oscar show, is
arm this stanza. Start of Xmas N. Y. houses. It will break the
rising while some of the studios ap'MUTINY' shopping cut into trade in some in- old records at Criterion^ and Paris
Theatres there, with long lines of
parently are still undecided on
Washington, Dec. 2.
stances the forepart of week, but
holiday weekend attesting to the
whether to play ball with the AcadThe Navy and Stanley Kramer biz shot up afterwards. Some keys appeal for the younger generation.
emy.
are virtually agreed on a treatwere handicapped by snowstorms
TOA view was voiced in New
“Blackbeard, the Pirate” (RKO)
script for “Caine Mutiny,”
and much colder weather while nu- shapes nice in Pitt and Cleveland,
York Saturday (29) by Mitchell ment
bestseller novel which Kramer will
spots were not favored by and is bright in Washington. Howmerous
Wolfson, board chairman and partproduce as a top-budgeter for Co- especially strong films.
ner in Florida’s Wometco circuit.
ever, it is thin in Philly. “Thief of
Agreement
next year.
“The Oscar awards are the great- lumbia
(WB), which Venice” opened with trim takings
“Iron Mistress”
means that Kramer will obtain
est single highlight in our business,
is pushing in N.
week,
“Outpost in Malaya”
last
Y.
fourth
was
full Navy cooperation.
and they should be expanded, if
up to top position currently, with (UA), not doing well in Boston and
Near-agreement -was reached at
anything, through use of televinice to solid showings in Indianapolis, is fairly good in New
mostly
a huddle at -the Pentagon yesteiv
sion,^'Wolfson opined.
some 19 key 'Cities.’ It 'is closely York;
the Navy and De“I strongly believe the Academy day (Mon.) after
followed by “Plymouth Adventure”
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA),
Awards should be based on artistic partment of Defense had previ? (M-G), a natural for Thanksgiving still big in N. Y., looms sock in
on sevmerit and not on boxoffice per- ously refused cooperation
week, although it had some okay to Washington. “It Grows on Trees”
during
submitted
formance,” he said. “We exhibitors eral treatments
(U) nice in N. Y., shapes good in
“Only fair playdates.
half.
are often called pure businessmen the past year and a
“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G), sec- Frisco and okay in Philly.
to be worked
out for the financial rewards alone. minor details remain
of ap- ond a week ago, is drifting to third
“The Promoter” (U), terrific in
In the case of the Oscars we are out before the final stamp
Fourth money is going to N. Y., is sock in K. C., solid in Boson Kramer’s slot.
given a chance to encourage and proval can be placed
“Blood(20th).
Soldier”
“Pony
acassistance,”
and big in L. A. “Steel Trap”
ton
Navy
recognize the creative, artistic tal- request for
hounds of Broadway,” another (20th) looks smart in Chi.
statement issued.
ent in the industry. An award given cording to the
20th-Fox release, is finishing fifth,
“Flat Top” (AA) looms sock in
with that concept in mind will
although disappointing in some sit- Minneapolis.
Two Kramer Layoffs
You’re
“Because
permeate down to a long line of
“Snows of Kilimanjaro”
uations.
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
(M-G) is okay in Omaha and
Mine”
pictures, many of them b.o. sucof its program from (20th), after being No. 1 for five Minneapolis.
Reduction
cesses.”
pictures annually weeks in a row, dropped down to
“Miracle of Fatima” (WB) looks
Wolfson thought it was “silly” six to three
Kramer Produc- sixth.
not to take full advantage of TV caused Stanley
stout in Chi and Minneapolis, “Son
off Clem Beauchamp,
“Because of You” (U), again
for the awards ceremonies. “Look tions to lay
of Ali Baba” (U) is smash in PortHarry
and
uniformly big to sock, is finishing
what TV has done to bring out the production manager, editor.
land.
supervising
seventh, although only in five situavote in the elections and interest Gerstad,
“K. C. Confidential” (UA> is
“Limetions covered by Variety.
orKramer
the
with
were
people in the political campaigns,” - Both
“Turning Point”
nice in N. Y.
getting
started,
begin- light” (UA), just
he asserted.
“There’s no reason ganization almost from its
(Par) looks big in Cincy.
why we couldn’t rouse similar en- ning. Gerstad won an Oscar for is eighth, while “Happy Time”
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
uneven, rounds out
thusiasm fdr the awards, spotlight- his editing of “The Champion,” one (Col) quite
.'the Big Nine list. “Ivanhoe” (M-G)
t
productions.
Oj
mu a--a>o » *
ing the
of our industry.” of Kramer’s early
in

2.

Howard Hughes’ return
trolling

down payment.

an interesting editorial feature

Has

Active Role In

Want Out

Hollywood, Dec.

The RKO

Lurie to Take

Buy Back

Stolkinites

Jules Alberti

RKO

and Affluent People

in

Washington last week put the industry's 1951' foreign earnings at
$160,000,000, which includes remitted and blocked coin after deducting advertising and distribuThe previous high
tion expensed.
mark was set in 1946, when earnings rose to $142,000,000. In 1947
earnings dropped to $124,000,000
only to rise again to $130,000,000
in 1948. They were down to $120,000,000 both in 1949 and 1950.
Breakdown shows that of the
$160,000,000 earned in 1951, $88,000,000 came from European coun-

analysis of financial reports so* far
available reveals. Spotty fiscal per-

hiimorously details
the travail of

How

RKO Control;

first

who

on American income.
While actual business volume
has shot ahead in the foreign mar-

RKDRED, UPTLAR
Film industry earnings for the
nind months of the year
ranged from excellent to poor, an

Leo Guild
pool,

Deal on for Hughes to

the possibility an agreement would
be reached. It’s believed certain
Hughes reacquires the stock,
Depinet will return as prexy. It’s
figured also that Noah Dietrich
would resume as board chairman.
All members of the Stolkin syndicate are anxious to get out but
there’s disagreement on current
procedure.
Syndicate wants to
complete the deal before the Dec.
that if

(Continued on page 16)

Pathe Newsreel, Repping
Pool on Ike’s Korea Trip,
Available for TV,

Too

Pathe News’ Dave Oliver, representing the newsreel pool, is one
of the six press reps accompanying
Gen. Eisenhower on his Korean
survey. Oliver’s footage, which is to
be handled by the Defense Dept, in
Washington and released through
it, will be available to television.
While TV has no cameraman on
the Elsenhower plane, the nets
have made arrangements for one
of their camera and sound crews

up the General’s party in
Korea. Similarly, Warner Pathe ex(Continued on page 16)
to pick
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nvrvmES
Broidy Vice Chadwick
Hollywood, Dec.

As Industry Goodwiller; No Coin Stake
United Paramount Theatres hasf
helped spark the creation of Tele-

1

conference.* Inc.i

new

package-production .firm,

but .has

no financial stake in the venture
and is not calling the shots in any
way, as /has been rumored. As an

UPT

prohibited by Government- antitrust regulations from breaking into the production and distribution end of the
big - screen
including
business,
video programs. As a result, accordany help
spokesmen,
ing to UPT
which might have been given to
purpose
the
Teleconference was for
of boosting theatre TV on an inexhibition circuit,

is

.

RKO

president of Israel.
Principals in the reading, to b£
produced and directed by Dore
Schary, are Paul Muni, Edward G.
Robinson, Deborah Kerr, Louis
Calhern and Kurt Kasznar.

Weizmann,

first

Industrial

of UPT'-o active participation

TV
To

Significant

in the venture ttrose when it was
noticed that the circuit would have
the largest number of houses tied
in to pick up the meet. It was.
pointed out, however, that in 14
•of the 17 situations where a UPT

house

secretary-treasurer.

Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Resolution lauding Chadwick is
drama,
Spigelgass’
Leonard
to be presented to his widow and
'‘Man from Rehovoth,” will <be son.
**
staged in the form of a reading at
i
the $100-a-plate dinner to ‘be held
Dec. 11 at the Hotel Ambassador
in honor of the late Dr. Chaim Jarrico to Appeal

dustry-wide basis.
flew outfit has set .as its first
-operation the closed-circuit telecasting of a Bendix Home Appliance national sales meet Dec. 30 to
theatres in some 40 cities. Ru-

mors

‘Snows’ Tops Not. Biz, Cooper-'Ride’ 2d,

Steve Broidy, Allied Artists
prexy, has been elected head of
the Independent Motion Picture
Producers, succeeding J. E. Chadwick, who died Nov. 19.
Jack Broder, Robert Lippert and

Court Victory Oyer Credit

On

‘Las

Vegas

Story’

Los Angeles, Dec. 2.
Paul Jarrico, through his counMosk, announced that
Edward
sel,
he will appeal the verdict in his
unsuccessful suit against RKO.. He
had sued the company for denying
him screenwriting credit on the
picture, “The I<as Vegas Story.”
Superior Court Judge Orlando H.

Rhodes not only ruled that Jarrico
was not entitled to $100,000 damages but that the company was

Theatre Shows

In his
within its rights.
ruling the jurist brought up a new
egal angle. He took judicial noice of the fact that the American
public believes that persons who
utilize the Fifth Amendment be
fore the House Un-Americah Com
mittee incur public ill will.
Jarrico’s writing contract with
contained a clause under

strictly

While the theatre television busiBendix con- ness conference of Lees Carpets
Monday (1) is designed primarily
has the only equipped
closed-circuit in-

will carry the

ference, UPT
to kick off the
theatre, hi the other three cities
dustrial usage of big-screen video,
Bendix chose the UPT house as the "event will also have* special
the one most centrally located or significance to the expansion of
with the larger seating capacity.
.
theatre TV entertainment shows.
_
waived his rights to
Bendix meet marks the first ma- dumber of production techniques which he
.
screen credit in the event he viohas
which
event
TV
theatre
°r
3
never before attempted on' a big- lated the “morals clause” of the
not been handled by Nathan L. screen event Will be used in what
Mosk contended that
Theatre Network TV. amotjnts to an “audition” for their agreement'.
^
contract was invalid because
With Teleconference coming into p 0 t en tial adoption for entertain- this
the writer could not waive* rights
the business, it s believed virtually men^ shows. This factor, coupled
granted under a collective bargaincertain now that as the big-screen with the ^jng of the first such
pact. He referred to the right
medium expands, several other p ro g ram three days later via the ing credit
in the Screen Writers
of
package producing firms will a « “Carmen” pickup, presages a rapid
The arbasic agreement.
Guild’s
tempi to cut in. And as pointed growth of specially-produced engument was overruled.
out by some theatre TV proponents, tertainment shows for big-screenMosk, in his final argument resuch a move would undoubtedly be ing
ferred to the inclusion of columnof help in getting big-screen video
Nathan L. Halpern’s Theatre ists John Crosby ^nd Ira Kupcinet
rolling more rapidly, since competiNetwork TV, which is handling the in the blacklist in the American Le( Continued on page 15)
Lees meet under its Tele-Sessions gion publication, Firing Line, and
division, has pacted Herb Sussan, noting they were cited for attacklongtime director of. Ken Murray’s ing blacklists, asked: “Does this
now-defunct CBS-TV show, to pro- mean that their employers could,
Chesapeake Suit Seeks
duce the affair. He plans to apply under a similar morals charge, disa number of special effects which charge them for being on the
Force Auction Of
have been utilized in home video American Legion list?”
* A1 ipa ?
but never before in big-screen TV,
“This decision,” he said at the
Rnnin
DUIU11 iiUlfU I I1II1 Thus, he’ll actually present visually
close of the trial, “will live to
Through a suit brought in N. Y. the Lees “heavenly carpets” trade- haunt the motion picture industry
Federal Court Friday (28), Chesa- mark fiy having the product “fly” because it strengthens the Hand
peaks Industries (successor to around the screen. Sussan plans of the American Legion in dictatPathe Industries) moved to force a also to combine live-action, rear- ing who will work in the industry.”
public auction of the Lou Bunin screen projection and film integrafilm version of “Alice in Wonder- tion in a theatre TV show for the
land.” Step was taken, the papers first time. Split-screen techniques
Cairo's
state, because Bunin allegedly has will be used to visualize conversa-Metro Theatre in Cairo, which
remitted only $2,400 so far on a tions during the meet between
has been closed since last spring’s
$27,000 promissory note held by leading retailers from other cities
Chesapeake and it wants the un- and Lees officials at the point of political disturbances in Egypt, is
scheduled to reopen today (Wed.)
origin.
paid balance.
with a gala preem of “Quo Vadis”
Named* defendants in the action
Show will also mark the first ap- nvr-m
a i fion-espatpr thp hmi<;p
L °u Bunin Product ions Sou- pearance of a name perfo rmer o n Las bo on com p letely iWnrhishe d.
ar
f
Pictures^ Iflc., Theatre ^TV7 iLees IbinsTTBU-W’s^Selective!
vaffie
Gustave Zelnick will manage.
“John and Jane Doe” and “other Kate Smith show as a participating
Plans for the “Vadis” preem,
unknowns.” Note was issued, ac- sponsor that same day, so Miss Loew’s International veepee Morcording to the complaint, under a Smith will appear before the thea ton A. Spring disclosed this week,
June 13, 1951, agreement which tre TV cameras in a special pres- call for Egyptian Premier Gen.
gave Chesapeake a chattel mort- entation. As part of the proceed- Naguib to cut the ribbon opening
In November, ings, the cameras will move into
gage on “Alice.”
the theatre.
Film also will open
1952, Chesapeake demanded pay- NBC’s Hudson Theatre, N. Y., to
with fanfare at the Metro Theatre
ment of the balance due but re(Continued on page 16)
in Alexandria.

RKO

,

,

,

To

Kim

Metro Reopens

i

,

ceived no satisfaction.
Action asks that the court decree
that Chesapeake hold a first lien
upon “Alice” arid* an auction be
ordered to satisfy the claim. In the
event the film is placed on the

block, Chesapeake wants all rights
to be included in the foreclosure.
Picture, incidentally, originally was
to be distributed through Eagle
Lion Classics (a defunct Pathe
subsid) but a later deal put release
via Souvaine,
Chesapeake
suit marks the sec•j ’’JAii.
a r
oil’d such ’action against "Bunin." Already pending in N. Y. Supreme
Court is litigation instituted over a
year ago by Pathe Industries. In
this case, Pathe sued to recover
$27, ,000 it assertedly advanced to
cover costs of prints and kindred
items on “Alice.”
*

Pic Salesmen

New

>

Map

See Concessions

Won by Johnston

Although there has been no

of- -the Brazil situation looks brighter

word, Eric Johnston’s mis- on several counts. Several comsion
an to South America on behalf panies that had been holding up
of the film industry has met with preparing releases for that terrim" -advices -re**'
*r^7 tOry *WGTG 3dVIS(jd' 0V61* tll6
success;- according tocom P anies in New end to go ahead, indicating a
York.
break in the stalemate there.

ficial
rial

trouble spots

at present are Brazil and Argentina, and the Motion Picture Export Assn, prexy is understood to

have wrung important concessions
from both governments. Johnston,
who left N. Y. for Rio de Janeiro
Nov. 15, almost immediately upon
his return from Paris, is due back

He

Pact Proposals! pected

to

report

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

“Kilimanjaro”

(20th).

“Springfield Rifle” (WB).
“Ivanhoe” (M-G).
“Operation Secret” (WB).
“Prisoner Zenda” (M-G).
“Because Mine” (M-G).

“Quiet Man” (Rep).
“Because of You” (U).

“Miracle df Fatima” (WB).
e h”. (RHO).
10. “Lusty
11. “Everything I Have (M-G).
12. “The Thief” (UA).
9.

M

Expect

FCC Oral

to

the

is

ex

MPEA

Also, the Brazilian Chamher of
Deputies,
in
an extraordinary
night
session
Saturday
(29),
passed a dual exchange bill on its
first reading. If two exchanges are
finally created, this is expected to
end the current exchange bottleneck. The big “if” as far as the
American distribs are concerned
is whether the Rio government is
willing to return films to the of-

ficial exchange list from which
Committee of the Colosseum of board on his arrival.
Motion Picture Salesman will
The projected reorganization of they were removed last fall.
meet shortly to draw up proposals the MPEA’s foreign division and
for a new pact with the filmeries. the position of John G. McCarthy,
Johnston’s B. A. Talks
Present two-year agreement ex- v.p. in charge of the division, in
Buenos Aires, Nov. 25.
pires in February.
any new setup also are expected to
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Film peddlers, it’s indicated, will be subjects of board discussion, Assn, of America prexy, conferred
ask for a wage boost as well as a with a number Of company top- here at length this week with
hike in travelling expenses.
No pers anxious to obtain details Foreign Minister Jeronimo Remodate or place for meeting with dis- from Johnston.
rino and Raul Apold, chief exec
trib reps has been set yet.
Although details are lacking,
(Continued on page 16)
p 9
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Interest in the elections and a
dearth of new, strong product made
the past month a tough one for candidates for' top boxoffice honors.
How badly some of tfie new pictures fared is indicated by the fact
that five of the strong entries in
October Still were among the top
nine at the wickets In November.
At least four of these played most
of their dates at upped scale, pointing up the fact that the public will
pay higher admissions if they want
to see the pic.
“Snows of Kilimanjaro” (20th),
second in October, was November’s
boxoffice champ, according to reports from Variety correspondents
in 25 representative key cities. This
was in line with expectations. Peck-

Gardner-Hayworth

starrer,

first

every week in the month, showed a
gross of better than $1,050,000 in
the keys covered by Variety.
“Springfield Riflle” (WB), with
the Gary Cooper name as a magnet, captured second place if considerably behind “Snows” in total
revenue. “Ivanhoe” (M-G), No. 1
in October, was third last month.
2.
Dec.
Washington,
Secret,”
“Operation
another
Likelihood that the FCC will
from Warner Bros., wound up
hold oral arguments on the initial fourth. Popularity of melodramas,
decision of Examiner Leo Resnick plus the presence of Cornel Wilde,
in the Paramount package pro- who won laurels in “Greatest Show
(Par),
undoubtedly
on Earth”
ceedings is seen here as a result
helped this. “Prisoner of Zenda”
of exceptions to Resnick’sr conclunewcomer,
landed
fifth.
a
(M-G),
sions filed late Friday (28) by the
“Because You’re Mine”
(M-G),
agency’s Broadcast Bureau, which
held
in
October,
near
fourth
that
represented the public at the relevel for sixth."
cent hearings.
“Quiet Man” (Rep), third the
The Bureau took strong issue
two previous months, continued to
with the examiner’s recommendaits stamina to place seventh
show
tions on the Paramount-Du Mont

Hearings Now As

AB-TV Tie Stalls

control issue, the merger of ABC
and United Paramount Theatres,
and. the renewal of Paramount’s
KTLA-TV license in Los Angeles.
“fundamental
that
asserted
It
questions with respect to the future
of the television industry” are involved in the proceedings and submitted that oral argument “is
needed in this case and Should be
ordered in the immediate future.”

month, aljnost unheard of for
one picture to hold up among the
first seven boxoffice winners for
three successive months.
“Because of You” (U), just getting under way as the month end-

last

§d,

displayed enough strength to

grab eighth. It probably will be
heard from in the future because of
its strong showings so far in repre“Miracle of
sentative key cities.
Fatima” (WB), fifth in October, is
Resnick’s holding that Paraon
(Continued
page
16)
mount does not control Du Mont
was especially opposed, in the Bureau’s brief which -took exception
to 20 points in the examiner’s conWriters Hurl Words As
clusions.
The Bureau declared
Resnick based many of his stateProxy Battle Ends
ments on assumptions rather than
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
(Continued on page 13)
Screen Writers Guild’s proxy battle is over, with tho proposed constitutional
amendment shearing
HINTS D. of J.
life of a proxy from seven years to
one
meeting
having been beaten.
INTO AB-PT TIE
But smoke from the fight hasn’t
Washington, Dec. 2.
cleared yet.
William
Langer
Sen.
(R.,
When Howard J. Green, head of
N. Dak.), who will be new chairman of the Senate Judiciary Com- SWG’s subcommittee for proxy reform,
termed the narrow margin of
mittee overseeing antitrust laws,
victory for proxy bloc-holders a
letter
the.

SWG

LANGER

PROBE

has-sent... a..~sfxong

..to—

...

Federal Communications Commission expressing “shock” at the
possibility of FCC okay for the
ABC network-United Paramount
Theatres merger and the Paracontrol issue. Copy
to the Attorney-Genthe antitrust depart-

mount-DuMont
was also sent
eral

ment

asking

make

a study of whether
“tearing
agencies
are
Federal
down those laws rather than seeking to further them.”
Langer said he was “shocked by
to

L. A. to N. Y.
Robert Ardrey
Barbara Belle

was settled when it
lost by 77 votes short of required
two-thirds majority.

claring issue

Banbury

“Milton- -Blackstone-

Abe Bowman
Terence de Marney

Tom Morton

William Dieterle
Harry Eoster
Cleo J. Latta

Lew Newman
*

Walter Pidgeon

Lee Montague

Otto Preminger

Penelope Munday
Arnold Picker
Harold Russell
Skating Ryles
Bernard L. Schubert
Harry Sosnik

Lou Smith
Rene Williams
Robert H. Wormhoudt

Young

N. Y. to L. A.

Forrest Tucker

John Cameron

Ned Depinet

Europe to N* Y,

Jerry Devine
Charles Einfeld
William Goetz
Mona Gross
Al Horwits

Louis Armstrong

Aase Bye
Salvador Dali
Felix Ehren
Elizabeth Eustis

Dave Kapp

Jose Ferrer

Mitch Miller

Don Hartman

*

Alexander Paal
Milton R. Rackmil
«*•* ******

within the guild,
lauded Green as an anti-Commu-’
nist fighter, and urged him to abandon his fight for proxy reform, de-

Frith
"

Mary Murphy

+

Communism”

Franz Bachelin

Colette Dereal

Jean' Hersholf
Louis B. Mayer

Ed Muhl

Miss Buffington asserted present
proxy system is essential to prevent any possible “resurgence of

Irving Asher

Abner Greshler

Victor

moral trfumpii,. Adele “Buffington"
replied sharply he ought to “bury
that corpse.”
Newly named to
exec board, she revealed she has
114 proxies of the 250 all-guild
proxies on file with SWG*.

N. Y. to Europe

Dave Bender
Jimmy Boyd

•

-

biggest S.A.

November’s Top 12
1.
2.

(Continued on page 18)

In Mission to Brazil Argentina

The

Ivanhoe’ 3d, ‘Secret’ 4th, ‘Zenda’ 5th

Sam Katzman have been named
veepees, Ed Finney was reelected

Weizmann Tribute

TV

theatre

.

2.

3, .1952

Boris Karloff

Polyna Stoska
*****

*

«
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riCTURKS

HEADACHE

PERSONALS
Allied States Gathering

Member Info

Lack of Studio Product

DELICATE EXHIB

On Torced’ Admish Hike for Trust Suit
Incensed over the majors’ practice of allegedly forcing advanced
admission prices, Allied States
Assn., is gathering data from members as the basis of a possible antitrust suit to end the policy. Ques,

tionnaire

went

out

from

Allied

headquarters in Washington this
week urging members to cite speinstances where they’ve been
compelled to raise prices to break
even on percentage deals.
Armed with this ammunition,
Allied board chairman-general
counsel Abram F. Myers will then
cific

suit against the
majors or submit his evidence to
Justice. Move
of
Department
the
to this Government agency would
be prompted by the belief Allied
could prove that a provision of the

either

Martin.

since it calls for the studio to shell
out the transportation and hotel
The studios declare they have
no objection when the meeting site
is on the itinerary of a personal
appearance tour. Thusly, the players can be re-routed slightly to lend
their glamor to the biz meetings.
Stars themselves are reluctant to
meet the exhibs, complaining that
their services are often exploited.

Explore Chances

violated.

For the first time, an Allied
spokesman revealed, salesmen of
the majors will also be named defendants if and when the organization files its antitrust action. Quer-

For example, when asked to make
an appearance at a convention,
they say they find themselves
forced to make theatre and other
p.a.’s at the same time. Another
star objection is that if they go to
one meeting, they’ll have to appear
at others. Still another factor advanced by the players is that
(Continued on page 13)

Arbitration Talks

ied “how can a salesman "be held
legally responsible for sales practices of his employer?,” the Allied
rep drew this analogy: “If the company gave you a gun and you went

Informal exploratory talks via
telephone were held this week between distrib reps and officials of
Allied States in an attempt to seek
out and shot somebody, who would a basis for the reopening of confabs
leading to the eventual estabbe responsible you or the comlishment of an arbitration system.
pany?.”
Despite
Allied’s apparent concluAttitude of Allied is summed up
by its Iowa, Nebraska & Mid-Cen- sive 'nix of the distrib draft, it’s
Through secretary clear that the exhib org as well Mpls. Cinema Still Uses
tral affiliate.
Charlie Jones, the regional unit re- as distribs are willing to sit down
called that some of the things and talk it over again.
‘Guys-Dolls’
Ties
brought out at the recent Allied
What is delaying a convening of
Minneapolis, Dec. 2.
convention in Chicago would “boil the various groups involved in
Despite
the
infringement
suit
(Continued on page 16)
drafting the arbitration plan is a
brought by “Guys and Dolls” probasic understanding of just what
ducers Cy Feuer and Ernest Marmatters should be discussed at the
tin against 20th-Fox, local Radio

—

*

Ad

ITOO Studies Wide
Rate Discrepancies

Of Film Carriers
Columbus, O., Dec. 2.
Rate structures of various film
carriers were studied by the board
of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio at a meeting held here
today (Tues.). Conclave was called
to consider what action could be
taken on the subject in light of the
“wide discrepancy” in rates. Organization has already adopted the
policy of providing every member

Stockholder Unit

ery, forcing the

Asks SEC Probe

,

Of Allied, Distribs’

new

sessions. In addition, the disCity Theatre, playing 20th’s “Bloodtribs have not received any official,
hounds of Broadway,” was still
specific word from Allied that it
using the musical show’s title in its
wants a meeting. There have been,
newspaper advertising-for the picit’s admitted, unofficial overtures
ture, although not directly.
for new get-togethers, but it has
Newspaper ads carried the line:

been unclear just what these new
sessions aim to accomplish.
Distribs insist anv new t alks
must be in the framework of the
arbitration plan and not turn out
to be merely’ a wide-open meeting

discussing
Allied’s
charges
of
abuses. Only way the distribs want
to discuss the “abuses” is when
they come up in talks of specific
clauses in the arbitration plan. ,
with a t^opy of the official rates his
Allied, at the moment, apparentcarrier charges.
ly prefers an informal discussion
Under the laws of Ohio, the of the “abuses.” It wants to present
-ITOO-pQints-'QU-tT.any- common car-^ Lite, evidence -te—the- distribs - and
rier may file a rate schedule with talk things over without the presthe Public Utilities Commission, ence of attorneys. If and when
and if there is no objection within
(Continued on page 15)
30 days may put the rates into effect. Prior to its. action in furnishing members with copies of tariff
slates, the ITOO claims exhibitors
had no way of knowing of applications" for rate changes.
Some of the state’s 12 film carriers,
the organization contends,
charge “a certain amount for a
minimum amount of reels with a
per reel charge for the excess.”
Others charge a flat rate for each

Got Rhythm! Laughs! Romance! and all of Runyon’s fabu-

“It’s

GUYS- and Their DOLLS.”
Words “Guys” and “Dolls” were in
lous

larger

type

than

others

in

sen-

tence.

its

tandem

RKO Board Vote
Charging that RKO stockholders
were forced to vote for RKO board
member ‘candidates who were not
qualified for the directorate, a minority shareowner group has asked
the Securities
Exchange Commission to investigate the film
company’s entire stockholder proxy
operations in connection with the

&

annual meeting which took place
June.
Letter sent to the SEC by Louis
Kipnis claims that at the time of
annual
conclave
the
Howard
Hughes was underway with negolast

.

tiations of the sale of his controlling stock. For this reason, charges

Kipnis, Hughes and the other nominees for the board, all of whom

er,”

slated for re-release starting

Friday (5). General sales manager
Charles Boasberg and his staff have
also been weighing the reissue of
two other double bills, which will
be announced shortly. Meanwhile,
company has one pic in production
at the studio
“Split Second”
and
has announced that “Gambler’s
Moon” will soon face the cameras
although no specific starting date
has been set for the latter.
It has sufficient product on tap.
either studio-made
or previous
commitments with indies, to carry
it for two or three months, but unless fullscale production is resumed
at the studio it will face a serious
product shortage. Latter aspect has
(Continued on page 16)

—

D.

not bonafide candidates.

No

specific action
is

beyond the

J.

—

Greene Target

in-

Of Minority Group

asked of the SEC.

But Kipnis alleges that the designation of the slate of board candiIn
Upheaval
dates was in contravention of the
Another hassle stemming from
SEC’s proxy laws and asks what
the
continuing
RKO
upheaval
can be done about it. He insists
broke out on a new front this week
that RKO’s over 15,000 minority
with David J. Greene as the target
stockholders
were deprived of
of irate minority stockholders. He’s
their proper voice in board electhe New York stockbroker who
tions and consequently in manageWon two seats on the RKO Thement affairs.
atres board in a proxy fight last
Kipnis, a New York lawyer, rep- year.
Also, he controls a report-

RKO

block the Kipnis group’s move to
have RKO placed in the hands of
a temporary receiver.
Kipnis contends that in taking
this action Greene violated the
Federal Court decrees in the Government’s suit against the eight
film companies. These enjoin any
individual or group from having a
voice in the management affairs of
more than one company.
By seeking to thwart the receivership move, Greene thus was

(Continued on page 16)

Radio City Theatre.

RKO

Pictures’ manageKipnis claims.
Violation
in the fact that Greene also
controls the two seats on the
Theatres board, states Kipnis.
Show cause order will be argued

acting for

ment,

The

lies

some truckers carry adver-

47th Anniversary

Number

Oi

(

RKO

This precedes
next Tuesday (9).
by one day the Supreme Court
hearing on the Kipnis "group’s* pe-

|

.

comb

to

Bobby-Soxer” and “Bachelor Moth-

were designated by Hughes, were

vestigation

company

vaults for suitable reissues.
it came up with a title
of “The Bachelor and the

The week previous to film’s opening the “Guys and Dolls” roadshow resents the minority stockholder ac- edly substantial block of RKO Pichad played a return engagement at tion seeking to place RKO in the tures shares.
Hearing on
Shareholders group repped by
the Lyceum here. During its visit hands of a receiver.
attorney Louis Kipnis obtained a
some cast members accepted an in- this is skedded for Dec. 10.
attorney
the
In
another
move,
Federal
Court order directing
vitation to witness a special preview
itself Greene to
show cause why he
of the picture for the company, and. has asked the film company
bylaws.
In
change
the
corporate
to
should not be cited for contempt
photograph of them in the
a
kereenmg- room -was run -fey—the tLletler addressed- to management* |j3tecaase-^-his^ppe&i^n ce-i^N.--^L-At
Minneapolis Star in connection Kipnis requests that the sharehold- Supreme Court last month.
with a publicity story planted by ers be given the privilege of calling that time Greene attempted to

change of show, and bill by weight
or by distance. In addition, it’s
noted,

own

This week

OUT SOON!

tising matter, trailers, candy, popcorn, etc., for free while others
charge for this service.

basic problem,' the lack of

sufficient studio-made product, a
thorn even before the Ralph Stolkin syndicate takeover of the company, continues to remain the sales
department’s No. 1 headache.
Distrib execs are currently faced
with greater product obstacles than
during the Howard Hughes regime.
At that time, besides relying on reissues, it could look to the indie
market to bolster its release program. As things stand now, with
the
uncertainty concerning the
company’s future, independent producers are reluctant to enter a
distrib arrangement with the film-

costs.

consent decree which bans admis-

had been

RKO’s

4-

institute

sion-price fixing

Basic

Problem for RKO; Indies Reluctant

Requests from exhib orgs for the
presence of stars at regional conHawks Going Indie
WB’s 25c Divvy
fabs is causing a public relations
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Dividend of 25c.. per share on
Howard Hawks ends his associa- problem for the film companies. common stock was declared at a
tion with 20th-Fox when he winds Latter, naturally faced with mainN. Y, meeting of Warner Bros.’
up current “Gentlemen Prefer taining good exhib relations, are board of directors on Monday (1).
Blondes.” He will operate as an attempting to meet the situation
Amount is payable Jan.. 5, 1953,
with the utmost delicacy, but admit
indie producer-director and plans
they haven’t come upon a satis- to all stockholders of record at the
at least two films overseas.
close of business Dec. 15, 1952.
factory solution to date.
One, an untitled Cary Grant
Objections to the presence of
starrer, is to be shot in Tangiersstars at the meetings are varied.
the other, “Sun Also Rises,” wili
The cost factor is ond of them,
star

Dewey

Still

Co.

i

tition for receivership for

RKO.

To Rep Foreign Product
Vision of a United Artists for
foreign films is still haunting B.
Bernard Kreisler, prexy of International Film Associates and IFA-TV
Corp, in New York. As seen by
Kreisler, who’s actively working on
the idea, such a setup would act as
a producers’ rep in the U. S. and
would handle certain top product

Inter-Industry Charity

Drives Stir Hassle

Forms

Usual Advertising rates prevail

closing shortly

Boys Towq in

Italy.

NEW YORK

36

W.

St.

154

46th

reservations

HOLLYWOOD
631

1

Yucca

21

St.

may be

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

11

612 N. Michigan Av*.

LONDON, W.
8

St.

Hollywood, Dec. 2.
is in the midst of a
the problem: “Who

whom?”

The

Council
Hollywood AFL Film
adopted a resolution condemning

itself.

Copy and space

over

collects charity for

Special exploitation advantages
0

First IFA release is the Italian
Marino”
“L’Orologio
Pisco
di
(“Ring Around the Clock”), directed by Paolo W. Tamburella. The
New Yorkers’ "A. J. Liebling did
the English titles for the'pic, which
is based on a Time mag story written by William Rospigliosi. Film is
set for release in January, with
proceeds of the premiere going to

Hollywood
hassle

i

C. 2

Martin’s Place

Trafalgar Square

such solicitations in the film production field by RTRA, a group
representing workers in radio, television, recording and advertising.
Resolution declares RTRA is soliciting donations from companies
producing films for release to television, thereby invading the juris-

Permanent Charities
Committee and the Motion Picture

diction of the

Relief Fund.

“

Come llmelty

Robert Mitchum, Jean Sim*
mons and routine b.o. chances
except in welLexploited play-

and top bookings.

dates.

Hollywood, Dec.

1.

Paramount release of Hal B. Wallis
production. Stars Burt Lancaster, Shirley
Booth, Terry Moore; features Richard
Jaeckcl, Philip Obcr, Lisa Golm, Walter
Kelley. Directed by Daniel Mann. Screenplay, Kettl Frings; based on the original
play by William Inge, produced on stage
by the Theatre Guild; camera, James
Wong Howe; editor, Warren Low; music,

Hollywood, Dec.

RKO

*

Mrs.. Coffman
Bruce

.

The

Nov. 26,

’52.

’

Broadway

Arthur Vance
#
Judge
V
The
1,11
ill.
“
i

legit

•••••••

Kenneth Tobey

I

Raymond Grcenleaf
Griff Barnett
Mi
rlJef
er

» » I 1

•

er

success,

Back, Little Sheba,” has
become a potent piece of screen
entertainment through this Hal B.
Wallis picturization for Paramount
release. It Is a compelling; adult
drama shaped for important handling and top bookings, with the
name of Burt Lancaster for pop
marquee value and the reputations
of the Theatre Guild legit presentation and Shirley Booth for class
appeal.
The Wallis production is faithful to the William Inge play, the
few changes conforming it to the
screen being only minor ones that
round out and abet the original’s
Just as tasteful and
intentions.
compelling is Daniel Mann’s direction of the socko Ketti Frings
script. There’s a moving, emotional
sureness to every stage of the
presentation that early takes hold
of a viewer and never loses its

“

*“Jl r

judson

“Come

!!!**. !!!!*.

RKO
drama
shapes

I

Herbert Marshall
£ eon ONeil
Barbara

Mr. Trcmayne
Richwd Jaeckel Fred Barrett
Philip Ober Krs. Tremayne
Llsa
,,
i£ni« gjjl
Walter Kelley
'

1

1

Robert Mitchum
Jean Simmons
Moha Freeman

Frank
Diane

M arv

j /,

——

Fa?iey

Jim Backus

has a fair suspense melo-

“Angel Face”
towards routine

in

and

it

grosses

names

generally, although the

of

Robert Mitchum and Jean Simmons, plus strong exploitation,
will aid its chances in some playdates.

Producer-director Otto Preminger tackles the Frank ' NugentOscar Millard screenplay too deliberately, and the result is a slow
pacing that prevents any ^ really
sharp suspense as the rather grim
Chester Erskinfc story' is unfolded,
Physical values are good, as are
the lensing by Harry Stradling and
the music composed and conducted
by Dimitri Tiomkin.
Miss Simmons portrays the title

—

Behind-the-Iron Curtain mellor; needs strong selling.

,

•

.

.

m

pirate-governor.
Edmund Grainger’s production
Raoul
is a top all-around job.
Walsh did a masterful job in di:
ruggea
recting along action-packed,
lines, yet at no time hindering the
Camera work of Wiistory-line.
liam E. Snyder adds immeasurably
to the visual effectiveness, as does
the art direction of Albert +1r*
D’Agostino and Jack Okey, and the
€
tl0n °
set de
o tu rt e va5
Victor
^aunting
a
mth
seore
Young’s

^^

1st Soldier

2nd Soldfer

I

.

(COLOR)

Rollicking swashbuckler
cause of pre-marriage love-making,
stacked with all the things big
Lancaster reaches for the bottle
pirate pbc are made of. Good
he has shunned for a year and, in
b.o.
a drunken rage, abuses his wife
and her slovenness. The ending
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
is upbeat, though, the rage having
proRKO release of Edmund GraingerLinda
awakened the* wife from her dreams duction.
Stars Robert Newton.
of the past and of her small, lost Darnell, William Bendix, Keith Andes;
Ryan,
Ireno
Thatcher,
Torin
dog, the Little Sheba of the title, features
Mowbray. Richard Egan. Directed
which had become the symbol Alan
by. Raoul Walsh. Screenplay. Alan LeMay;
drawing her away from realities, story. DeVallon Scott; camera CTechnl.
and the husband once more has color), william E. Snyder; editor, ^Raiph,
_

.

Mann'S

direction- has

nSTS: ”£ RuffiJ
a

great

Blackbeard

time, ft

mins.

Robert Newton
Linda Darnell

I

•

UA

>

!
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that

difficulty with

its ‘writers

undecided

the audience. The love scenes, also
Basic peg upon which the plot is well ballyhooed,
are ludicrous.
hung concerns a loyalty test of While objects appear to have an
government secretary Viveca Lind- elongating power that puts them
fors. Living at home in frugal cir- outside the picture on the screen,

offiC 6 fflrc*

cumstances, she’s being considered
by her superiors for a post in the
U. S. But lest she be swayed from
the party line by nylons, lipstick
and other capitalistic devices, her
preferences are sampled by the
political police.

Posing as a Communist agent
just returned from America, Paul
Christian plys Miss Lindfors with

gowns, hose and champagne. However, police chief Peter Preses has
warned her in advance to make
daily reports to him on the meetings with Christian. Before the test
the pair fall in love and
the windup finds most of the principals safely spirited out of Czechoslovakia into the U. S. zone of
is finalized

Austriflt

Miss Lindfors and Christian
acquit themselves favorably in their
respective assignments. Tneir support is another thing, for Preses*
portrayal of the police chief is
stereotyped as are most of the

The Laslo Vadnay-Hans Wilhelm script evidently
film’s other roles.

was too much for director Don
Another early-west gunman, Siegel since his guidance of the
his
life
cast is uncertain and wavering.
has
Hardin,
Wesley
John
Producer Briskin supplied adeput on film ’in “The Lawless
Dma/w)
ntiil
A
an*
quate physical trappings in keeping
results
are
the
and
Breed,”
okay, Technicolored offering for with the nature of the yam.' Title
the regular outdoor action fan and credit on the film, incidentally,
—
states-that-tho picture was •lensed
market.
Presumably based on Hardin’s in its entirety in occupied Austria
thanks both the State Dept,
actual story of his career, published and
when he was released from a Texas and the U. S. Armed Forces for

—

the illusion fades the instant contact is made with any edge of the
picture.

Oboler produced, wrote and

di-

He rates credit in the first
function for pioneering a feature
in the 3-D process. His direction
and script are extremely poor, negating to a considerable extent the
film’s decided novelty value, and
are the factors that will arouse
most of the adverse word-of-mouth.
With banal dialog, stilted sequences and impossibly-directed
players, Oboler tells a story, based
on fact, of how two lions halted
the building of a railroad in British East Africa for several months
until a young man kills the pair of
man-eaters and gets on with the
railroad.
Robert Stack, Barbara
Britton and Nigel Bruce head the
cast of unfortunates bearing the
burden of script and direction.
Some African footage lensed by
Oboler four years ago, and some
native music and language recorded on the spot, are used to background the story sequences lensed
rected.

in

.

3-D in Hollywood. The real and

the manufactured are not always a
good match. Joseph F. Biroc handled the photography, printed in
Anscolor, under the Natural Vision supervision of M. L. Gunzherg. Editing Is fey John Hoffman;

'

^

and Gordon Jenkins composed and
conducted the music score,

Natural Vision S-Dimension reflavor
prison after serving 16 years for their cooperation. Authentic
quires no special equipment for
law man, the William Al- is provided by Toni Braun’s com- theatre bookings, other than the
land production has excellent val- petent camerawork while the score glasses, available to exhibs at 10c
ues and plenty of validity to go of Herschel Burke Gilbert helps a copy in quantity. For screening,
with the robust action stirred up sustain the yam’s mood. Arthur H. the two projectors in the booth are
by Raoul Walsh’s direction. Add- Nadel’s editing could have been synchronized for simultaneous proGilt).
ing to the credence are ,the per- tighter.
jection of the right and left eye
formances of Rock Hudson, as
prints. This Requires one brief inHardin, and Julia Adams.
Devil
Brog.
termission for reloading.
The plot unfolds episodically
(3-DIMENSION— COLOR)

killing a

Bwana

...

an £ swiftly, telling how Hardin
earned his reputation as a killer
after

getting

self defense,

,

.

...

sion as the focus of the film
changes, resulting in a tiring eye
workout. Particularly irritating is
the focus change that comes with
fadeins. However, despite its present flaws. Natural Vision can be
applauded strongly as offering future possibilities for reviving interest at the boxoffice.
The Oboler production is full of
tricks devised to show off the
process, rather than to tell the
screen story effectively. Along with
the feature is a short featuring

“Flowers
apparently were Lloyd Nolan and teevee’s “Beany
whether to build the and Cecil,” explaining how 3-D
script as a “cloak-and-dagger” mel- works and providing a warmup for
ler or do a satirical treatment of viewers. In the feature, the muchCommunist bureaucracy. Picture ballyhooed point of a lion seememerges as an unconvincing mix- ingly leaping out of the screen into
ture of both. It would appear that the auditorium comes off very
The single gasper at the
if ^suspense and action were ac- mildly.
corded stronger emphasis, this premiere was the throwing of a
Viveca Lindfors - Paul Christian spear by a native, which had the
starrer may have been stater box- illusion of coming right out into

Major

is

his

first

victim

in

goes on the lam from
B
formances, and scene after scene ffiJJXa \\ ;:;.’;::";.V;.T U KSth ASd£ ‘ h .e law and vengeance-seeking kinstands out with well-directed wal- Sir Henry Morgan!
Torin Thatcher folks, is forced into more killings,
Irene Ryan loses his sweetheart, Mary Castle,
lops at the emotions. Miss Moore AivinaT.
A&\,Mowbray to a posse’s bullets and acquires
is charming as the student with a
fis
sexual curiosity that is nearly her Gmy
'skeiton Knaggs a new one in Miss Adams, the girl
Dick Wessei who later becomes his wife and
undoing. Jaeckel mirrors his char- Dutchman
Pierre La Garde ..<•••• Anthony Caruso waits for him after he has finallv
acter .exceltentJy-...Among4he-othj^ rTONf-WMBtaM”
rn.- JjeK ijmb.rt
“pt e(i by Texaf Risers.'
Noel Drayton
in the cast, Lisa Golm stands out Jeremy
Pat Flaherty A flaw in the presentation is the
as the kindly next-door-neighbor, Job Maggot
anti-climactic finale, when Hardin
and Philip Ober gives a good
Edmund Grainger’s “Blackbeard, return? to his wife and a son now
account of himself as an Alcoholics
the Pirate” is a rollicking Techni- 16 years of age and has to get shot
Anonymous worker.
stacked with to prove to the son that life with
Behind-the-camera functions are colored swashbuckler
extensive sword- a gun is wrong.
of the same high order as the high adventure,
pretty damsel,
Hudson does a very good job
production, direction, writing and play, lush settings, a
things of the main character, and Miss
playing. James Wong Howe’s pho- stalwart hero and all the
tography is an unusually important big pirate pictures are made of. A Adams makes much of her femme
contribution. Franz Waxman’s mu- captivating portrayal of the title lead. John Mclntire scores in dual
one as Hardin’s overlysic score, never over-used, is fine role by Robert Newton sparkplugs roles,
in supporting the dramatics. The the overall entertainment. “Pirate” righteous, preacher father, and the
a merry boxoffice other as the gunman’s uncle. Miss
editing and other technical credits should cut
swath.
Castle’s role is comparatively small
are of top grade.
Brog.
Alan LeMay’s scripting of the but nicely handled. Others seen to
DeVallon Scott story gives a neat advantage include Hugh O’Brian,
blending to the tongue-in-cheek Lee Van Cleef, Glenn Strange,
Ups Kranze
ingredients. Tom Fadden, Forrest Lewis and
and
on - the - level
Bernard G. Kranze, exec assist- Neither factor is allowed to detract Race Gentry.
ant to United Artists distribution from the other; actually, each
The script by Bernard Gordon,
v.p. William Heineman since April, works as a betterment of the other, from a story by Alland, gives the
1951, has been appointed general so that the combined result is an Hardin character a sympathetic,
but not slushy, treatment, and the
sales manager for the indie dis- absorbing 98 minutes.
It’s
the 17th century on the dialog is good. The action is ably
Irlb.
Spanish
Main again.
Torin projected by Irving Glassberg’s
.
,
u
,n .
,
,
He 11 head domestic sales under Thatcher, a “reformed” pirate, has color lensing, and the other fpchheineman.
been commissioned by the King nlcal credits are firstrate. Brog,
Edwina

Karl Schwetter

.

^

unbecomingly
Her cheery, comely
Ames is
gives the couple renewed interest, gowned and made up.
Kenneth
_
but also brings about the film’s excellent as the attorney.
slight chance’ as a fellow
has
climactic punen when Lancaster’s Tobey’
i
t
Brog.
fondness for her is jolted by believ- ambulance driver.
ing the girl is going too far in an
affair with Richard Jaeckel, another
Re
'student antTTffiateifir FSffied

Theodore Prokof
Robert Eckeitt
Peter Brand

tunately, the film's behind-the-Iron
Curtain subject lends itself to
exploitation, and extensive selling
is required.

Tho Lawless Breed

do
has much
presence Miss Freeman is

"

•

Tom

Innocuously titled “No Time for
Flowers,” this Mort Briskin production isn’t an excursion into
horticulture but a melodrama located in Communist Prague. For-

go

sensitivity that reflects in the per-

.

Sedlacek
Czeck Peasant
Taxi Driver

beautiful face is a diseased mind
theme used to
that plots to murder her wealthy love
another distinguished^!
Miss Booth, already loaded with stepmother, Barbara O’Neil. Drawn tage, is
fort.
innoher
although
repeats
honors,
into this scheme,
legitimate
wonderful stage performance in cently, is Mitchum, an ambulance
the film and, on the strength of her driver who attends the stepmother
work here, is certain to be among when Miss Simmons' first murder
(COLOR)
the major contenders when the attempt backfires. Attracted to
annual Academy Awards screen Mitchum, she gets him a chauffeur
outdoor action feature
Good
the
the
rigs
has
later
She
voted
on.
family,
honors are
job with the
for general release, telling
remarkable gift of never appear- car so it plunges over a cliff and
story of the early-west. gun>*
Over the
ing to be acting. Opposite her is kills tho stepmother.
man, John Wesley Hardin.
Lancaster, bringing an unsuspected cliff also goes her beloved father.
talent to his role of the middle- Herbert Marshall, whom she had
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
aged, alcoholic husband, a charac- not intended to be a victim. ArUniversal release of William AUand
murder charge, production.
ter that is a far cry from his rested
a
on
Stars Rock Hudson, JuBa
usual swashbuckling, muscle-flex- Mitchum and Miss Simmons are Adams; features Mary Castle, John McWeaver,
ing parts. It is a fine job, and his talked into getting married by Intire, Hugh O’B’rian, Dennis
Lewis. Lee Van Cleef. Directed by
Leon Forrest
attorney,
established film name sharpens the smart
defense
Raoul Walsh. Screenplay. Bernard Gor(Techthe
trial,
camera
tedious
Alland;
picture’s drawing possibilities when Ames,
by
a
»tory
After
don, from
Irving Glassberg; editor. Frank
it hits general release.
couple are acquitted but when nicolor),
Gross. Previewed Nov. 25, '52. Running
her
of
out
walk
tries
to
The story interest; centers on the Mitchum
time. 13 MINS.
Rock Hudson
somewhat dull, middle-aged and life, Miss Simmons lures him into John Wesley Hardin
JuR* Adams
middle-class husband and wife an auto and they plunge over the Rosie
• Mary Castle
Jane Brown
portrayed by Lancaster and Miss same fatal cliff to their deaths.
Mclntlre
John
J. G. Hardin
Mclntlre
John
Booth. She is a frowzy, talkative,
Mitchum and Miss Simmons John Clements
Hugh O Brian
earnestly pleasant woman contin- make a good team, both delivering Dte Hanley
Dennis Weaver
Clements
Jim
ually living JnJthe past, while he is the demands of the script and Zt)ce Jenkins
Forrest Lewis
Lee Van -Cieef
Co- Dirk Hanley
a man almost beaten by life and Preminger’s direction ably.*
Tom Fadden
Their stoogy. starred are Mona Freeman, the girl Chick Noonan
great thirst.
Race Gentry
Hardin
John
Young
routine existence is brightened one Mitchum. casts off for Miss Sim- Joe Clements
Richard Garland
Strange
Glenn
Terry
Hanley
day when a student boarder,
mons, and Marshall, but neither Ben Hardin
Pullen
William
Moore, rents a room in their home.
in the footage. Joe
to

his thirst under control.

.

•

Newton turns in a memorable
_

performance, etching a top charac
terization throughout. Andes shows
up especially -well as he gives his
ro i e the dashing dare-deviltry dema nded of it. Part is certain to
his stock with the femmes
Z00
Miss Darnell adds beauty to the
proceedings in a role that calls
for little ability, while William
Bendix is okay as the first mate
and Thatcher likewise as the

grip.

membering how he and Miss Booth
were forced* to marry young be

1952

pros and cons, with the nays having the margin because of the

mediocre story quality that fails to
back up the b.o. stimulant Of the
3-D process.
Although adding backsides to
RKO release of Mort Brtskin (JVtaurle
'Stars Viveca Lind- usually flat actors and depth to
production.
Suess)
M.
nearby harbor. Also going* aboard, for s, Paul Christian. Directed by Don landscapes, the 3-dimension techcaptain,
and
the
Vadnay
marry
Laslo
Screenplay,
Siegel.
presumably to
camera, Toni Braun; nique seen in “Bwana Devil” is
"Wilhelm;
Thatcher’s adopted daughter, Hans
editor, Arthur H. Nadel; music, Herschel not yet ready for widespread use.
Linda Darnell. Once on board, the Burke Gilbert. Trodcshown. N. Y„ Nov. It does show some improvement
pair discover the captain has been 26, *52. Running time, 83 MINS.
process of 12 or more
Viveca Lindfors over the
.....
murdered and “Blackbeard” has Anna Svoboda
Paul Christian years back, but still falls in thq
Marek
taken over. Tale then goes through Karl
Ludwig Stossel gimmick class, needing further
Papa Svoboda
it
s
but
adventui.es,
Gessner
Adrienne
routine piracy
Mama Svoboda
being
Peter Preses technical advances before
interest Emil Dadak
all so well done so that the
Manfred Inger suitable for general use.
Story winds UP find- Kudelka
lags.
never lags
Peter Czeyke
Svoboda
Stefan
must
Improvement
come
also
to
Frederick Be) ger
...
ing Andes has proven Thatcher
Anton Novotny
Oscar Wegroslek the paper-framed, Polaroid glasses
Johann Burian.
was working in cahoots wit
Janatsch
Natural
Helmut
which
without
Vision
looks
0
“Blackbeard”; Andes and Miss Mil
Karl BacHmann like a ghosty television picture.
Lawver
Hilde
Darnell paire'd ^romantically; and Mrs. Pilski
.Pcpi Glockner-Krainer Glasses are annoyingly uncomfort“Blackbeard” buried up to his neck Flower Woman
Relnhold Seigert able and not easily kept on. While
Police Guard
the
death
by
await
Willi Schumann
in the sand to
Police Sergeant
watching 3-D, viewers are con••
Woman Drunk
incoming tide.
Mitterwurzer stantly forced to refocus their vi-

i

MoSan

!'.!'.

3,

, .

,

JShT

Ttlmlfrl HP
1
Pre^wed
Previewed
Tiomkin.
Dimitri
Running time, 91 MINS.

son; "music,

,

...»

1.

produced and directed by

Preminger. Stare Robert Mitchum,
Herbert
Jean Simmons, Mona Freeman, Barbara
Marshall; features Leon Ames,
GreenO’Neil, Kenneth Tobey, Raymond
Oscar
»»>“*
Frank
ranjf Nugent
Screenplay, f
screenplay,
leaf
leaf.
c“ "
niiiiard; story, Chester E ” k y' 6
®5?:
Otto

Frans Waxman. Previewed Nov. 25, 52.
Running time, 95 MINS.
Burt Lancaster
Doc Delaney
Shirley Booth
Lola Delaney
Terry Moore
Marie Lorlng

Turk Fisher
Ed Anderson

release,

No Time for Flowers

Keith
ert (“Blackbeard”) Newton.
Andes, a young sailor of fortune
money,
reward
out to collect some
allows himself to be shanghaied
aboard a privateer anchored in the

Fair suspense melodrama, with

picturizaftion of legit hit,
Tcompellingly presented as class
offering for important selling

Sooko

Wednesday, December

of England to rid the seas of Rob-

Angel Facd

Citile Shelia

S

£

.

PUSa^efY

VIUM REVIEWS

«

h
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Mr. Wnlkle Talkie

Big novelty boxoffice possibilities
for mediocre
feature,
first full-length film in Natural

(SONG)
Fairly amusing

Vision 3-Dimension.

ice

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
release ef Arch Oboler
production. Stars Robert Stack, Barbara
Britton, Nigel Bruce; features Ramsay

comedy

program servfor

lowercase

bookings.

Independent

Hill,
Paul McVey, Hope Miller, John
Dodswocth, - Pat - O’Moore,- Pat Ah©m«»Written and directed by Oboler. Camera
(Ansocolor), Joseph F. Biroc. under Natural Vision supervision of M. L. ’Gunzburg; editor, John Hoffman; music, Gordon Jenkins. At Hollywood Paramount,
Nov. 26, '52. Running time, 79 MINS.
Bob Hayward
Robert Stack
Alice Hayward
Barbara Britton
Dr. Angus Ro68
Nigel Bruce
Major Parkhurst
Ramsay H1U
Commissioner
Paul McVey
Portuguese Girl
Hope Miller
Drayton
John Dodsworth
Ballinger
Pat O'Moorc
Latham
Pat Aherne
Indian Headman
Bhogwan Singh
The Dancer
onupesh Guha
Indian Hunter
Bal Seirgaakar
Karparim
Kalu K. Sonkur
Mukosi
Miles Clark, Jr.
•

.

•

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Lippert Pictures release of Hal Roach,
(Rockingham)- -production, Stars- .wit
11am Tracy, Joe Sawyer; features Margie
Dean, Russell Hicks, Robert Shayne,
Frank Jenks, Alan Hale, Jr., Wong Artarne. Directed by Fred L. Gulol. Screenplay, Edward Seabrook, George Carleton
Brown; camera, Walter Strange; editor,
Roy Luby; music, Leon Klatxkin; song,
Klatzkin and Tom Adair. Previewed Nov,

-Jr,

24,

-

-

'52.

Running time,

4

Sergeant Doublcday
Sergeant Ames
Entertainer
Colonel Lockwood
Captain Burke

Jackson
Tiny
Lieutenant

A

Kim

fairly

amusing

MINS.

William Tracy
Joe Sawyer
Margie D®an
Russell Hicks
Robert Shayne
Frank Jenks
Alan Hale, Jr.
"Wong Artarne

display

of

comedies is loosed in “Mr. Walkie
Unusually big exploitation box- Talkie” by William Tracy and Joe
office possibilities abound in this Sawyer to make it okay for lowernovelty feature, which boasts of case bookings. Antics follow the
being the first full-length film in line established in previous entries
Natural Vision 3-Dimension.
In in this service-comedy series, acspecialized, well-ballyhooed play- centing broad corn and action.
dates, the curious will turn loose
Plot this time has topkick Sawa flood of cash at the ticket win- yer getting a transfer to the front
dows, eager to find something dif- lines in Korea just to get away
ferent in motion pictures. What from Tracy, the sergeant with a
they get in this Arch Oboler pre- photographic mind who constantly
(Continued on page 16)
sentation will arouse plenty of
‘

-

.
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LOW

PROD. HITS 6-YEAR
Trade Practices, Product Suffer Brunt

Of Exhib Attacks Instead
Video, once the main bugaboo of +
exhibs, apparently has been shunted somewhat into the background
as the major complaint for b.o. ills.
Attack has been shifted consider-

of

Industry’s Salute to Nate

TV

Spotlights (Nice

SWG Elects Breen

Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Every year when the tin Christtrees go up on Hollywood

To Succeed McCall

trade

Hollywood, Dec.

as prexy of the Screen Writers Christmas.”
®
Guild.
This year the facts and figures of
Members voted 281-16 to ratify production
indicate that they may
the new contract with the Alliance
at last be right.
of Television Film Producers, as
There's no visible slowdown anyfar as it has been negotiated to
date. The proposal for a constitu- where in town, but production figtional amendment to abolislf sev- ures are at their lowest ebb in six
lengthy reports concerning the ef- en-year proxies was defeated by a years. As of today (Tues.) there are
fect of video on theatre attend- close margin. By a vote of 253-37, 32 pictures shooting under Hollythe Guild approved an amendment wood banners and at least eight
ance.
Another indication of exhibs’ prohibiting scribes from discuss- of these are in scattered locations
ing plagiarism suits with the press around the globe. The figure is
with
the
concern
compelessening
before they are brought to trial.
three under last year’s total at the
tition offered by video was the
same time and 12 less than the
Theatre Owners of America quietly
peak Dec. 1 figure achieved in 1949.
dropping its periodic information
And definite commitments for the
service, which lffcted the “oldies”
month of December don’t do too
acquired for television showing.
much to allay the fears since only
These bulletins, in effect, warned
16 films have been given starting
theatreowners not to book the films
Jr.,

Trend was pointed up

at the recent convention of Allied States,
mention
of
that big,
a
nary
with
bad wolf, television. It had been
at
exhib convenusual in the past
tions for committees to present

—

Censor Would

because they would provide
Reams of
competition.
unfair
mimeograph paper acquired by
TOA’s New York office for this in-

dates.

listed

service
remains
unformation
packed and neatly stacked.
Still another aspect of the sidetracking of video as the major ailment has been the mellowing attitude of exhibs towards the filmWhile
eries’ entrance into vidpix.
heretofore they bitterly denounced
every inroad into telepix production, they now have taken the view
that it’s okay as long as the vidpix
are 15-minute or half-hour seg-

Be Abolished

A study of the year’s figures,
however, indicates that the current
slackoff is not an indication of a
general production slowdown. Most
studios
have
delivered
their
I.C.C.
planned list of productions for the
year
and the preliminary anKansas City, Mo., Dec. 2.
nouncements
that 1953
An ordinance which would abol- will continue indicate
on the same level
ish the position of film censor and
despite the ever-increasing inroads
establish the post of city motion
of television. Actually, the only stupicture reviewer has been drawn
dio not actively in work is RKO,

In

Ordinance

‘

up by officials of Kansas City< Mo.,
and will come before the city counfor a hearing on Thursday (4).
The measure has been in the
ments made specifically for video.
Theatremen, however, are continu- works some time, following a recent announcement that the city
ing to fight the sale of feature films
would do away with its censorship.
to television as well as the produc-

where production has again ground
to a halt as the muddled management condition stymies operations.
RKO’s suspension of activities,
however, can’t be blamed for the
decrease in 'December production
as compared with 1949 since the

tion

studio

of*

The

features for video.
filmeries’ attitude

towards

undergoing drastic
changes.
While at one time adamant against the use of video advertising, more and more of the
companfes are using the medium to
plug pix. Although there are a few
staunch holdouts against the use of
film clips and contract stars on
video, this ban, too, is being eased
by a number of the companies.
tele

is

also

cil

The present schedules of fees for
reviewing, approving or rejecting
films are retained in the new ordinance, and penalties for violations are likewise retained.

wouldn’t normally have
(Continued on page 16)

Territorial Bally Ties

The new reviewer would be appointed by the city director of welfare, who has carried responsibilities of the present censor system.
The reviewer would be empowered
to accept the opinion of nationally
accredited reviewing organizations,
instead of being required to see all
films

shown

Keyed

to Sales to

Be

Stressed at Par Meets
Philadelphia, Dec.

2.

New policy for the conducting of
division sales managers meetings,
wi h ? rea t er s tr ss on Promotion
.
f.
(
,r
f
aftnnrioc
IrAimri
ta a
o ennm
fin terriactivities
keyed
to
specific
tory, will be launched by Para-

here.

Guy Rice,
assistant city couni
t
\
selor, who drew up the measure,
said national reviewing orangizamount beginning with product slatFor Dates With
tions whose opinions would be con.sidereid-irLd-ude-the mdusfxy--Erj0.r-L£^.i?^.
.9/
rliif'Hnn Code,
Pnrtp the
thp National
NaHnnal Board
Ttnarrt Plan Will be put 111 force ior the
duction
first time tomorrow (Wed.) here at
of Review and the Legion of DeExtensive playing time given to
the conclave of the mid-eastern
cency, among others. Newsreels
Metro product at New York's
would be exempt from review, and division. Session her'', as well as
Radio City Music Hall, which averthose
to follow, will be conducted
the reviewer would be empowered
ages about 35 weeks per year, has
by Par sales topper Alfred W.
to grant special permits for exresulted in a romance between
Schwalberg.
hibition of films furthering educaother distribs and the nearby Roxy.
Keynote of the plan, according to
tional, religious or charitable purWith its operations format changed
Schwalberg, will be the immediate
poses. The ordinance would also
via the new iceshow policy, the
inauguration
of a series of individprohibit obscene banners, posters
other companies are counting on
or other advertising matter of ques- ual regional meetings to be held
the Roxy to provide the big revin the headquarters city of each
tionable nature in connection with
enue with some product which
Par division. E. K. (Ted) O’Shea,
a film.
heretofore only the Hall could'
assistant sales chief, and Jerry
An appeal board of five members Pickman, pub-ad topper, will atyield.
appointed by the mayor, which is tend the meetings.
Latest to enter a deal with the
part of the current* system, would
Thinking behind the new policy
former 20th-Fox affiliate is Walt
be retained, along with the sched- is that the local branch and diviDisney.
Indie outfit, which re- ule
of fees. While each film will
sion managers have an intimate
leases through RKO, is set to open
have to be city-licensed for show- knowledge of their own territories
“Peter Pan” at the Roxy in Febing here, the new system will give and that their aid would
be helpful
ruary. It’s understood that Disney
exhibs relief from the bothersome in setting up regional merchandiscould have had a Hall date but
and expensive routine of censor- ing campaigns,
this would have been some time
viewing,- which- has- been in effect " Following the conclave 'here
'the'
off following a "sfring o'f'M-G pix','
several years.
homeoffice execs will return to
and for this reason the idea was
A move similar to this was op- New York before proceeding to
nixed.
posed in a hearing last April by
Samuel Goldwyn similarly had parent-teacher and Catholic groups. Dallas ior a meeting of the south
central division, Dec. 7-8. Next stop
an opportunity to date “Hans
will be Los Angeles for a two-day
Christian Andersen” at the Hall
session Dec. 9-10 with the Pacific
Tie
of
Gordon's
but decided against it because
the long waiting time. “Andersen”
Marking the entry of Gordon Coast sales force. The exec trio will
is now current at the Criterion Films into the foreign film distri- next move on to Chicago for a central division conclave Dec. 9*10.
and Paris Theatres.
bution field in the U. S., the company has signed an exclusive rep- Final session with eastern and
managers is slated for
resentation agreement with Regent southern
York Dec. 15-16. No definite
81
Film Distributors, Ltd., of Britain, New
has
been
set for a Canadian
foreign-language date
of
distributors
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
meeting, but it’s expected to .be
Permanent Charities Commit- films in England. First pic to go held before the end of the year.
the
tee’s 1953 campaign rounded into through Gordon Films under
Paramount, incidentally, has dedthe hdme stretch with pledges deal is the French “Les Mains icated the month of
December to
Hands”).
(“Dirty
amounting to 81% of the $1,225,000 Sales”
According to Richard Gordon, its fifth annual booker-salesman's
goal.
Dore Schary, chairman, anwhich
was
drive,
started
by
company
nounced a total of $992,156 to date, Gordon Films prexy, his
Schwalberg in 1947.
Drive will
will not distribute the films itself
pledged by 17,793 subscribers.
bookers
and
salesman
honor
as
well
From now on, the committee will but will align himself with one of as Schwalberg and O’Shea. Homethe field.
concentrate on members of the ex- the companies already in
will be office committee is under the chairecutive and talent guilds who have Pix coming from Regent
maj\s\iip fit <Monro.e ,R.. ^odpian,
subtitled.,
both dubbed,

Companies Eye Roxy

.

1
•

Major

^

I

’

'

Regent

%

PCC Tops

not subscribe^

.

,
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Value of Permanent MPP Foundation
By ABEL GREEN

Blvd., the town’s small but highly

2.

practices

dios.

.

the Functional

mas

Richard Breen was elected by a vocal Mourners’ Bench breaks out
and the vote
ably
of 223-204 over. Richard Mur- in the same old dirge. “You watch,”
product emanating from the stu- phy to succeed Mary C. McCall, they wail, “this will be a light
to

More

-

,

,

Blumberg

300G Suit Vs. Majors,
Philiy Exhib Under Way
Philadelphia, ^ Dec.

2.

Antitrust suit involving a claim
of $300,000 in trebje damages and
naming as defendants Paramount,
et al., as well as the late Harry
Fried, got under way here today
(Tues.) before Federal Judge WilAction is
liam H, Kirkpatrick.
brought by Fanny Harrison, owner
of the Bryn Mawr Theatre.

bells toll in the now-traditional annual custom of the MoPicture Pioneers, and the
tion

As the

passing of industry veterans mounts
with increasing regularity, the accent comes anew that this organization has an important show biz job
cut out for itself.
The pattern has been set but
the execution has been makeshift
because of certain exigencies. The
organization,

which

prexy

Jack

Cohn has been sparking for 13

successive years, is not only now
Jury trial has Miss Harrison in
its best psychological position
charging the majors and Fried ento go forward with a Motion Picgaged in a conspiracy to keep
ture Foundation a permanent inproduct from the Bryn Mawr.
dustry charity fund but it is an
Fried, who operated several of his
obligation that must no longer be
own theatres, also ran the Bryn permitted to backslide.
Mawr for the Harrison estate. The
One attempt at an all-industry
suit maintains that he consistently
favored his own houses over the benefit gala (at New York’s Roxy
Theatre)
died aborning. A predeBryn Mawr and that the majors
cessor move, sparked by Paraallegedly concurred.
mount’s Barney Balaban for a Motion Picture Foundation, likewise
found itself the victim of economic
travail and industry upheaval following the postwar recession at the
boxoffice.
The occasional individual generosities of showmen
like Nate Blumberg, the 1952 honored Pioneer of the Year; Harry M.
and Albert Warner, Balaban, E. V.
Richards, Spyros and George Skouras, Sam Pinanski, Frank C. Walker, Ned Depinet, Si Fabian, Bill
German, Bill Goetz, et al., with inAmerican distribs in France are dividual donations of $1,000 to $5,permitted to deposit 50,000,000 000, are not enough.
francs ($125,000) a month in the
Somehow last week’s shindig,
capital account during the current which so warmly honored BlumFrench pact, which runs from July berg, board chairman of Universal
The Pictures “who went from poster
1953..
1, 1952, to June 31,
money represents part of the sur- clerk to the top echelon,” as Harold
plus current earnings and can be
Fitzgerald observed—dramatized
converted into dollars.
the potential endurability of the
Question of the disposition of the MPP and the really necessary pursurplus coin, which had puzzled pose of the Picture Pioneers. Perthe distribs, was solved in the haps, too, this year’s roster of those
copies of the agreement circulated for whom the bells toll in memo*
among the companies over the riam a ceremonial that takes place
weekend. The deal was recently before the “freshmen” are inductnegotiated in Paris by Eric John- ed put further accent on the orston,. Motion Picture Export Assn,
( Continued
on page 15)
prexy.
Under the terms, MPE A distribs
get 110 permits and are permitted
to clean out the $4,500,000 accrued Lloyd’s 'Freshman’
to them under the old pact at the
less.. favo rable capU^ ^ccpunt ^te.
Jiueior
Paris
Attempts to find a purchaser for
the whole of that amount are curPreps
Other
Oldies
rently going on but haven’t jelled
Harold Lloyd’s 1925 production
as yet. Individual deals for lesser
chunks of the coin would limit the of “The Freshman,” re-edited and
companies to a monthly total of with a music track added, has been
booked into the Paris Theatre,
$300,000.
Current earnings are remittable N. Y., to follow “Hans Christian
at $120,000 a month, at the favor- Andersen.” No other engagements
able open or official rate. In addi- for the reissue have been set yet.
tion to this, the distribs are setting
Lloyd is preparing a number of
up ,an $850,000 fund out of which his other old films for re-release.
(Continued on page 13)
They include one untitled pic consisting of a compilation of the comedians' best scenes in several of
the vintage reelers, spanning the
PROD.-DISTRIB
period from 1918 to 1939. Film is
still in rough form.lt carries a narIN
CO.
ration by Lloyd.
Moving further into active pro“Freshman” is being handled by
duction, United Artists yesterday the Lippert organization and rep(Tues.) announced formation of a resents Lloyd’s second try at crash-

—

U.S. Distribs

—

Can

Deposit 125G Per

Mo. In Gallic Deal!

—

—

—

fIX

NEW

FOR UA

ITALY

ing ..the. randjern,. b.o.. .His “Movie
Crazy” was taken off the shelf
DAI, some years ago but, according to
headed by Robert Haggiag, and Lloyd, was handled the wrong way.
DEAR Film, of which Angelo Riz Comedians own rights to most of

new... pr.oduc.tiQn„-distributipn ...company in Italy. Setup actually rep

resents

a

..

..

merger between

DAI is the ex his. pix, excepting those made in
is president.
elusive distribution agency for all partnership with Paramount, and
releases in Italy.
"Mad Wednesday,” which he made
Arrangements for the merger under the Howard Hughes aegis.
and production activities in which
will have financial interests
were completed by Arthur B.
in
Sales
prexy, in Naples. Slate
Knrrt,
Conclave of Warner Bros.’ eastpix has already been set
of 10
ern district sales force got underfor release through the new disway in Boston yesterday (Tues.)
tribution outfit which remains unwith eastern-Canadian sales chief
named.
Jules Lapidus presiding.
Production details remain to be
Attending were eastern district
worked out but are likely to paralNorman Ayers and branch
manager
lel the type of deals under which
as “Melba,” managers from Albany, Boston,
releases
such
Haven and New York.
New
Buffalo,
“Moulin Rouge,” “The African

zoli

UA

UA

UA
UA

WB

Hub

Meet

UA

Queen” and others were made. Homeoffice reps included Bernard.
With UA coin in the pix, distribu- Goodman, supervisor of exchanges,
tion areas will be split along with

and
chief

I.

F. Dolid, assistant to sales

Ben Kalmenson.

4
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—
m
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—
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3-Dimenskm Devil’ Record

Baba’ Giant $14,000,

‘Ali

$100,000,
12G

Port.; ‘Plymouth’ Big

Portland, Ore,, Den. 2.
“Son of Ali Baba” looms stand-

Point’ 7G,‘Pony’ 8G

out here this round, with a sock
B r o a d wa y
session
at
the

“Plymouth Adventure”

Cincinnati, Dec. 2.
Thanksgiving stuffing overcame
a Saturday and Sunday snowfall to
give increased takAs this frame for
every downtown house. Out front

also is tall

at Liberty.
“Iron Mistress” looks
nice in two spots.
•

—

is being evidenced here this week
by “Bwana Devil,” the Natural
Vision three-dimension feature pic
It is doing record*-smashing trade
with nearly $100,000 likely for two
Paramount theatres. This includes
preem take at both houses. Figure
is possible because the first four
days played with night prices and
the scale was up to $1.50 'opening

week.
"Iron Mistress” looks okay $30,“Blood000 in three locations.
Wbunds of Broadway” is barely
average with $31,000 in five spots.
"Happy Time” looms slow $24,000
“Plymouth Adin three houses.
venture” is fairly good with $27,000 for two sites,
“Savage” and “Blazing Forest”
looks mild $12,000 in two theatres
but an additional $23,000 shapes
for five suburban locations. “Hangman’s Knot” is fair $18,000 in three
spots. “Kilimanjaro” will be nifty
$14,000 in two houses on moveover.

Estimates for This

Week

Lo few’s Stale, Egyptian (UATC)
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—“Plymouth
Adventure” (M-G) and “Gambler
Good $27,000.
and Lady” (Lip).
Last week, “Prisoner of Zenda”
(M-G) and “WAC From Walla.
Wall*” (Rep) (2d wk), $13,700,
Angeles* Hollywood ParaJ, qs

—

mounts (UPT-F&M) <3,200; 1,430;
90-$1.50)
“Bwana Devil” (Indie).

Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
“Son of Ali Baba” (U) and
Sock
“Yankee Buccaneer” (U).

Broadway Grosses
-

r

Men” (RKO) and “Apache War

Adventure” (M-G)
and “Lion Hunters” (Mono). Tall
“Because
Last week,
You’re Mine” (M-G) and “Hour of
13” (M-G) (3d Wk), $7,000.
Mayfair (Evergreen) (1,500; 65-

Ray Lifts Triend'

90)—“Pony

«

San Francisco, Dec. 2.
There was the usual Thanksgiving Day slump here, and, coupled
with ‘weekend rains, biz is being
hard hit. Johnnie Ray with a
*

stageshow that includes Georgia
Gibbs is boosting “Wife's Best
Friend” to nice session at the huge
Fox- despite this, “Iron Mistress” $7>80Q.
also is doing okay with sock total
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
“Bloqdhounds Broadway”
at the St. Francis.
65-9Q)
(20th)
and “Army Bound” (Mono).
Estimates for This Week
Last week,
or close.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65- Oke $8,000
and
(20th)
95)—“Montana Belle” '(RKO) and “Assignment Paris” (Col),
ditto.
“Ladies of Chorus”
Arctic Flight” (Mono). Thin $10,United Artists (Parker) (890; 65700. Last week, “Tarzan’s Savage
I Have Is Yours”
Fury” (RKO) and “Under Red 90) “Everything.
(M-G). Good $7,000. Last week,
Sea” (RKO), $8,600.
“Turning Point*’ (Par), $4,200.
Fox <F\to (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
Wife’s Best Friend” (2Qth) plus
stageshow headed by Johnnie Ray
and Georgia Gibbs. Fine $38,000.
Last week, “Pony Soldier” (20th)

—

—

Paramount

(Par) (2,646; 65-95)

i

:

(Indie), Pallid $11,000.

—

and Chinese, “Snows Kilimanjaro”
(20th) (5th wk-5 days), $14', 000;
Wilshireand United Artists, “Quiet
Man” (Rep) (8th wk-6 days), $5,706.
United Artists, Hawaii, Wiltern

(UATC-G&S^WB)
70-$l'.10)

2.344:

1,106;

— “Hangman’s
(2,100;

l^^TCoiran^XaaTcTnf^
(Col)

(reissue)*

Fair $18,000. Last

week, Hawaii, “Carrie” (Par) and
“Hurrioane Smith” (Par) (2d wk).
$ 2 200
.

,

Orpheum, Vogue (Metropolitan(2,213; 885; 70-90)—“Savage”

FWC)

(Par) and, “Blazing Forest” (Par).
Mild. $12,000. Last week, Orpheum,

Men”

Majestic

(Col), $10,800.

(Fay)

(2,200;

—

(Indie), $6,500.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44Stageshow, “Good Nite
Ladies” this week. Last week, “The
65)

—

Savage”

(Par)

and

“Born

to

Saddle” (Indie), so-so $4,000.
“Tight
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
Little Island” (U) and “Run for f^I^6uth““Adve'nture”~XM GtrC ke'
Your Money” (U) (reissues) (4th $13,000. Last week, “Quiet Man”
wk) si 7nn
(Rep) (2d wk), $7,000.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; 85Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
$1)
“This Happy Breed” (Indie) —“Happy Time” (Col). Slow $4,500.
and “Green for Danger” (Indie) Last week, “Hangman’s Knot’^CCol)
(reissues) (4th wk). Held at $1,100. and “Love Island” (Regal), fair
Last week, oke $1,200.
$6,500.
Good... $2,400°

,

;:

r

—

,

(Indie)
and
Passage”
“Frontier Gal” (Indie) (reissues),
Loyola,
Vogue,
Globe,
VSteel Trap” (20th) and “Yukon
Gold” (Mono), $11,100.
Globe, Ritz (FWC) (782; 1,370;
80*$1.20)
“Snows Kilimanjaro”
(20th) (m.o.). Nifty $14,000. Last
week, with other units.
Canon (ABC) (533; $1.20—“Full
Boston, Dec. 2.
House” (20th) (11th wk). Light
Three top b.o. winners are help$2,000. Last week, $2,100.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20) ing to lift the take in the Hub this
“Promoter” (U) (4th wk), Big week following a pre-Thanksgivipg
slump, with debut of the Hub’s
$5,000. Last week, $4,300.
annual Christmas festival downtown which-drew big- crowds. New

—

“Mistress’ Fancy 22G,

‘Mistress’ Torrid

11 G,

K.C.; ‘Monkey’ Big 18G,

films are “Plymouth Adventure”
day-date at State and Orpheum and
sturdy. Also “Pony Soldier” big at
Memorial. “Iron Mistress,” also
new, is torrid at Metropolitan.

‘Promoter’ Sock $3,500 “Bloodhounds of Broadway” is
okay at Par-Fenway. “The Promot-

Kansas City, Dec. 2.
er” still
Activity is somewhat improved week.

among first-runs this week, partly
because of Thanksgiving day and
partially
to
sturdy
attractions.
“Monkey Business” in four Fox
Midwest houses is big total. Missouri likewise having one of its
better weeks with “Iron Mistress.”
“The Savage” is passable at the
Paramount. Vogue Is doing sock
biz with “The Promoter,” and in
for extended-run. Cold and snow

is

great in fourth Exeter

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-95)*—
“Outpost in Malaya” (UA). Never
caught on for a poor $6?000. Last
week, “Happy Time” (Col) (4th
wk), $2,500.

—

Beacon Hill (Beacon
“High Treason”

50-90)

wk).

Hill) (682;
(Indie) (2d

Fair $3,000 after $4,500 for

first.

Boston (RK.O) (3,000; 40-85)—
‘Tarzan’s Secret Fury” (RKO) and
“Under Red Sea” (RKO). Opened
Sunday (30). Last week, legit show.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
Song To Remember” (Col) (reisThe Promoter” (U) (4th wk). Still
sue). fairish $1,500.
Last week,
oll(
L£
Ld raw with better than $9,(Continued on page 18)
000. Third week, was $10,000.

were welcome here.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 50-75)—

.

promising

downtown

stanza

at

75-$1.10.

$6,500.

start

Mistress” (WB) (m.o.). Good $5,000.
Last week, “Quiet Man” (Rep)
(m.o. 3d wk), $4,500.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—
“iron Mistress” (WB). Oke “Happy Time” (Col). Hefty $12,000
76)
$9,000. Last week, “Turning Point” or better. Last week, “Operation
(Par) and “Voodoo Tiger” (Col), Secret” (WB), eight days,
$8,500.
slow $8,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—

“Iron Mistress.” at Circle is okay.
Estimates for This Week

—

15

“Bloodhounds of Broadway” (20th)
and “Thief of Damascus” (Col).
week,
Last
Moderate $10,000.
“Pony Soldier” (20th) and “Wild
(reissue),
(2Qth)
Geese Calling”
<tq

‘Gus’-Anthony Rousing

$35,000

nnn

‘Mistress’

Perky $7,000,

‘Bloodhounds’ Mild

9G

Louisville, Dec, 2.
Some good pix in town this
week, but season’s first snowfall
over the weekend didn’t help
grosses at downtown houses. “Iron
Mistress” at the Mary Anderson
looks best with fairly good total

in Det.;;‘Zenda’

Hot 24G, ‘Mistress’ 266
Detroit, Dec.

2.

Thanksgiving Day started new
product off with a bang and weekend biz was good enough to give
Detroit a hefty gross this week.
“My Pal Gus” is being pushed to a
sturdy
with stageshow
session
topped by Ray Anthony band at
the Fox. “Prisoner of Zenda” if
sock at the Palms. “Iron Mistress’*
is good at the Michigan.
“Everything I Have Is Yours” is fading

m

second round at the Madison.
Estimates for This Week

Fox

(Fox-Detroit)

(5,000;

63-

$1.25)—“My. Pal Gus” (20th) plus
Stageshow featuring Ray Anthony
orch. Sturdy $35,000. Last week,
“Steel Trap” (20thl and “Under
Red Sea” (RKO), $17,000. <
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)—7*Iron Mistress” (WB) and
“Blazing
$26,000,
Rifle”

Forest”
(Par).
Good
Last week, “Springfield
and “Wife’s Best

(WB)

Friend” (20th) (2d‘ wk), $12,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95)—

“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) and
“Hour of 13” M-G). Socko $24,000.
Last week, “Turning Point” (Par)
and “Actors and Sin”
(UA),
.while... “Plymouth
Adve nt, qre”_at $ 12 000
Madison 1UD)-'<i",988; 76-851—
State is rated okay. “Lusty Men”
“Everything I Have Is Yours”
looms fine at the Kentucky.
(M-G) and ‘‘Navajo” (Lip) (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week
Down to $9,0 r> 3. Last week, big
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-75) $ 12 000
“Lusty Men” (RKO) and “Tropical
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 95-.
Heat Wave” (Rep). Fine $4,500. $1.25) .“Snows of Kilimanjaro”
Last week. “California Conquest” (20th) (6th wk).
Steady $12,000.
(Col) and '‘Brigand” (Col), $4,000.
Last week, trim $12,700.
Mary Anderson (People’s)
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 9554*-75)
(1,200;
“Iron Mistress” $1.25)—“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (8th wk).
(WB). Snowstorm didn’t help but Tall $5,000. Last week, $6,600.
okay $7,000 is possible. Last week,
“Flat Top” (AA), $5,500.
,

,

.

.

—

—

‘Plymouth’ Sturdy $36,000 Tops Hub;

—

2.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)—
“Turning Point” (Par) and “ToughMan in. Arizona” (Mono). Big
$7,000 or over. Last week, “Snows
Kilimanjaro” (20th) (m.o.l, third
est

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)—
Thanksgiving
day. “Plymouth Adventure” looms “Pony Soldier” (20th). Snappy $8,as best grosser with a good week 000. Last week* “Way of Gaucho”
at Loew’s. “Bloodhounds of Broad- (20th), $4,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400: 55-85)—“Iron
way” shapes mild at the Indiana.

a

44-65)

“Chnyon

$4,800;

Indianapolis, Dec.

Season's first blizzard nipped biz
at first-runs here this stanza after

Pror.

“Iron Mistress” (WB) and “Army
Bound” (Mono). Good $8,000. Last
“Bloodhounds Broadway”
wej*k,
(20th) and “Gambler and Lady”

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
90-$1.20)—“Limelight”
(UA) (3d
wk). Big $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
Stageaoor (A-R) (370; $1-$1.20)
“Quiet Man” (Rep) (4th wk). Big
$3,600. Last week, $3,300.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
Cabinet Dr. .Calagari” (Indie) ajid
“Last Laugh” (Indie) (reissues).
Last.

*

Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 50-76)—
“Outpost in Malaya” (UA) and “It’s
In Bag” (UA) (reissue). Thin $3,500. Last week, subsequent-run.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)
in
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) and
“Park
Row” (UA). Good $12,000.
2.
Dec.
Providence,
Only two first-runs are doing Last week, “Everything I Have Is
(M-G) and “Apache War
Yours”
“Because
Albee’s
well, with RKO
of You” topping list with sock ses- Smoke” (M-G), $11,000 in 9 days.
is
Adventure”
“Plymouth
50-$l)—
sion.
Lyric
(C-D)
(1,600;
okay at State. “Iron Mistress” “Fargo” (A A) with Renfro Valley
looks good at Majestic.
Barn Dance on stage. Modest $7,Estimates for This Week
500. Last week, “Hurricane Smith”
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— (Par) and “Yukon Gold” (Mon),
“Because of You” (U) and “Any- $4,500.
body Seen My Gal” (U). Hotzy $11-,
000 or near. Last week,' “Montana
Belle” (RKO) and “Beware My Snow Sloughing L’viile;
Lovely” (RKO), $6,500.

$11,000

Bowl Story” (AA), $10,500.
(WB).
Mistress”
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)
with
“Iron Mistress” (WB). Great $15,Last
week,
Okay $30,000.
Wiltern, excluding Four Star, “Be- 000. Last week, VFlat Top” (AA)
cause of You” (U), $23>8*00; Four (2d wk), $8,500.
Star, “Androcles” (RKO) (4th wkOrpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65B days), $4,400.
95)
“It Grows on Trees” (U) and
Los Angeled, Chinese, Loyola, “Guest 'W.ife” (UA) (reissue). Only
Wilshirc, Uptown (FWC) (2,097; $10,000. Last week, “Eight Iron
1,248; 2,296; 1,715; 7<L$1.10)
Broadway” (20th)
and; “Mr. Walkie Talkie” (Lip).
Average $31,000. 'Last week, L. A.,

$12,000, Indpls.

‘Because’ Bright

(2,756: 1,757; 900; 70-

&048;

(20th)

Holds. Last week, “Iron
Mistress” (WB), $14,000.
-Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
“Savage” (Par)’. Solid $9*, 000. Last
week, “My Pal Gus” (20th), $7,000.

‘Plymouth’ Trim

—

$1.10)—“Iron

•*—“Bloodhounds

Sleep”

Last week,
So-so $3,000.
“Les Miserables” (20th), $3,700.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 6590)
“Iron Mistress” (WB) and
“Park Row” (UA), day-date with
Orpheum. Fine $4,000. Last week,
“Pony Soldier” (20th) and “Night
Without Sleep” (20th), $4,300.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 659Q)—“Iron Mistress” (WB) and
Nice $8,000.
“Park Row” (UA).
Last week, “Pony Soldier” (20th)
and “Night Without Sleep” (20th),

To Hot 38G, Frisco

Savage” (Par) and “Marry Me”
Last week,
Hollywood, Downtown, Four Star “Bhttle Zone” (AA) and “Rose

(WR-UATC)

and

(20th)

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)—
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G). Nice
$16,000.

(m.o.).

Men”

(Col) (2d wk), $16,500.'

Soldier"

Without

.“Night

(Col).
Jthusky $20,000.
with Ritz, ex-

Last week,
“Lusty
Beverly,

theatres.)

$12,000.

Hong Kong”

(RKO) and “Strange* Fascination”

Total Gross Same- Week
$2,277,400
Last Year
214
( Based on 24 cities , and

—“Plymouth

(

—

cluding

,

(M-G)," 11,000.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)

“Plymouth Adventure” and war-

is

panting another round in the big
Albee. Palace has a winner in
“Happy Time”- Among the new
bills, “Savage” is solid at the Capitol. “Pony Soldier” is rated snappv
at Keith’s while “Turning Point”
looks big at the Grand.
Estimates for This Week

ing N. Y.)

Smoke”

Record. $100,000 or near. Last
week* L.A. Par., “Raiders” (U) and
“Black Castle” (U) <6Vfe days), $10,700; Hollywood Par., “Ivanhoe” and “Army Bound” (Mono), $12,(M-G)' (7th wk-6Ms days), $6,300.
500 in 8 days.
Beverly
Pantages,
Hilfstreet,
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
(•RKO-WB) (2,752; 2,812; 1,612; 70- —“Plymouth Adventure”
(M-G)
“Happy Time” (Col) and’ (2d wk). Off to $11,000. Last week,
$1.10)
Slow
•'Target
$24,000.

Estimated Total Gross
$2,499,400
This Week
(Based on 24 cities, 210 theatres, chiefly "first runs Includ-

$14,000 or near. Last week, “Lusty
-

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$612,400
(Based on 20 theatres)
Last Year
.$482,000
Based on 20 theatres )

City Grosses

Key

Week

Estimates for This

Los Angeles Dec. 2
The public's yen to welcome
something new in motion pictures

Tony’ Big 20G

—

Rialto (Fourth- Avenue) (3,000;
54-75)
“Bloodhounds Broadway”

‘Plymouth’

Season’s first snowfall put
a crimp in downtown grosses. Modest $9,000. Last week, “Greatest

NSH$14,000,

(20th).

Buff.; ‘Lusty’

Okay 9G

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
Buffalo, Dec. 2.
“Bloodhounds B’way” (20th) and Show” (Par), good $10,000 at regu“Gold Fever” (WB). Doing fine lar scale.
Biz Is mostly sluggish here this
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75
$6,500.
session, especially for a holiday
Last week, “Hellgate”
(Lip) and “Mr. Walkie Talkie” “Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) and week. “Lusty Men” looks okay at
(Lip), $4,000.
‘Last Train From Bombay” (Col). Century but “Plymouth Adventure”
- -Memorial (RKO)
Oke JfcllJlQfl. in sight,, if. weather, is no great shakes in 10 days at
(3,000; 40-85)
“Pony Soldier” (20th) and “Gam- breaks. Last week, “Everything I the Buffalo^ “Iron' Mistress” shapes
bler and Lady” (Indie). Big $20,- Have Is Yours” (M-G) and “Steel nice in second week at Center.
000 and will hold.
Last week, Trap” (20th), $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
“Because of You” (U) and “AnyBuffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)—
body Seen My Gal” (U) (2d wk).
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G). Dis‘Mistress’
great $21,000 in 8 days.
$9,500,
appointing $14,000 in 10 days. Last
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40Balto; ‘Because’ 7G, 2d week, “My Pal Gus” (20th), '$7,500.
85)
“Iron Mistress” (WB) and “No
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—
Baltimore, Dec. 2.
Holds Barred” (WB).
Big $22,Holiday shopping is beginning “The Savage” (Par) and “The Wall”
000.
Last week, Snows Kilimanto
nick
(Indie).
into
NSH $12,000. Last week,
downtown first-run
jaro’ (20th) (3d -wk), at advanced
biz, with only, fairish figures
prices, $17,000.
re- “Blazing Forest” (Par) and “Tromported
for
ba
current
Tiger
Man” (Lip), $8,500.
entries.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Iron
Center (Par) (2.100; 40-70)—
Plymouth Adventure” (M-G). Fine Mistress is attracting some trade
$2 2 ,000. Last week, “Prisoner of at the Stanley while “Plymouth “Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d wk). Nice
(M “ G) (3d Wk_5 dfl ys), Adventure” is getting a play at $7,500. First week was sock $13,s Century. “Because of You” 000
fnooo
se cond round at
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85) vhu, n J? e
Keith s. Remainder of list is dis- "Hangman's
and
Knot”
(ColJ
Bloodhound 3 B’way” (20th) and
appointing.
“Target
Hong Kong” (Col). Light
Fev er ” (Indie).
Not bad
Estimates for This Week
T
$8,500. Last week, “It Grows on
$12,500.
Last week, “Hellgate”
(Boew’s-UA) (3,000; 20- Trees” (U) and “Never Take No
£}P) and "Mr. Walkie Talkie”
Plymouth Adventure” CM-G). For an Answer” (Indie), $7,000.
(Lip), $10,000.
Last week, “Lure Of
Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40State (Loew)
(3,500;
40-85)— Wilderness” (2Qth),
70—“Lusty Men” (RKO) and “Tem$7,200,
hth Adventure” (M-G).
Sohanberger) (2,460; 20- bo” (RKO). Okay
Solid $14,000. Last week, “Prison- r,n?
$9,000. Last week,
70)—“Because of You” (U) (2d wk).
er of Zenda” (M-G) (2d wk),
“Montana Belle” (RKO) and “Be$5,000.
(Continued, on page 18)
ware My Lovely” (RKO), $12,000.
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riCTTURK grosses

$

i

‘Barrier’ Brisk

$17,000,

D.C.; ‘Blackbeard’

‘Plymouth’

$24,1X10,

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; 1. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as Indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

.

-

55-98)

Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 98)—"Plymouth Adventure” (M-G). Headed
for nifty $22,000. Last week, “Because You're Mine" (M-G) (6th
wk), $8,000.

$2,700.

Keith’s (RKO} (1,939; 50-85)—
"Blackbeard Pirate" (RKO). Bright$15,000 for 8 days. Last week, "It

$21,000 in Philly

Grows On Trees" (U), okay $9,000.
Metropolitan
(Warner)
(1,200;
50-80)— "Black Castle" (U). Oke
$6,000. Last week, "Blazing Forest" (Par), slow $4,000 in 8 days.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)—
"Plymouth Adventure" (M-G) (2d
wk). Pleasant $14,000. Last week,
below hopes at $21*000, With
Thanksgiving Day included.
way" looms big at Goldman but
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 50~$1)
"Pony Soldier" is slow at Mast- —^"Breaking Sound Barrier" (UA).
baum. "Blackbeard Pirate" shapes Big $9,000. Unanimous raves from
thin at Boyd while stageshow is crix helping. Last week, "Thief"
not proving much help to "Torpedo (UA) (5th wk), $3,000.
Alley” at the Earle where a sad
Warner (WB) (2,174; 50-80)
session looms.
"Iron Mistress" (WB). Fine $14,Estimates for This Week
000.
Last week, "Thunderbirds"
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—"It (Rep), $11,500.
Grows on Trees" (U), Okay $6,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 60-$l)
Last week, "Park Row" (UA), "Happy Time" (Col) <3d wk). Okay
$4,000.
$5,500 after strong $7,500 second
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)— round.
"Because You’re Mine” (M-G) (7th
wk). Built to $7,500. Last week,
Philadelphia, Dec. 2.
Long Thanksgiving holiday plus
Penn - Cornell and Army - Navy
games the same week (which drew
big crowds) is giving film biz three
big days. However, Sunday night
trade collapsed with cold weather
blamed. "Bloodhounds of Broad-

—

—

with Playhouse. Holds. Last week,
"Last Laugh" (Indie) and "Cabinet
Dr.
Caligari"
(Indie)
(reissues),

‘Bloodhounds’ Big

"Steel Trap” (20th)

Wk), $8,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,4Q0; 98-$1.25>
"Ivanhoe" (M-G) (9th wk). Bright
$22,000. Last week, $17,000.

•Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$l)—
Through Sound BarSock $8,000, day-date

"Breaking

(3,900; P8-$1.25)

and "Lady Says
No" (20th). Smart $14,000. Last
week, "Devil Makes Three” (M-G)
and "My Man and I” (M-G) (2d

—

74(1,174;
$1.20)
"Snows Kilimanjaro" (20th)
(7th wk). Steady $8,000 after $10,000 last week.

rier" (UA).

(M-G) plus
Nat King Cole heading stageshow
(2d wk). Hefty $43,000 due. Last
week, big $55,000.

vaude, $17,000.
Columbia (Loew’s)

tax.

Chicago CB&K)
—"Prisoner
of Zenda”

(1,500;

k

'

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
"Lure of Wilderness" (20th) and
"Toughest Man in Arizona" (Rep). nice $7,000.
Hefty $13,000. Last week, "OperaBoyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)
tion Secret” (WB) and "Wagons "Blackbeard Pirate" (RKO). Thin
West” (Cal'), $12,000.
T
$12,000. Last week, "Steel Trap"
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; '98- (20th) (2d wk), $6,000.
$1.25)
"Snows of Kilimanjaro”
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-$1.10)
(20th) (5th wk). Holding well with "Torpedo Alley” (AA) with “Stars
$13,000. Last week, sturdy $17,000. of Tomorrow” Talent Hunt onstage.
Surf (H&E Bala ban) (635; 98)
Sad $8,000 or less. Last week,
"Full House" (20th) (5th wk). Nifty "Voodoo Tiger" (Col) with Dinah
$4,500. Last week, $5,200.
Washington, Bill Bailey, plus AllUnited Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98- American Jazz Stars onstage, fair
$1.25)—"Miracle of Fatima" (WB) $15,000.
(7th wk). Stout $10,000. Last week,
Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.5O)
same.
/
"Ivanhoe" (M-G) (8th wk). Fine
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
$16,000. Last week, $14,000.
"Pony Soldier” (20th). Riding for
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50Y
a fast $24,000. Last week,
K.C. 99)
"Bloodhounds Broadway"
Confidential"
(UA) (4 th wk), (20th). Big $21,000. Last week,
$ 10 000
"K.C. Confidential" (UA), $17,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—"Strange
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
Ones” (Indie) (3d wk). Strong "Popy Soldier" (20th). Slow $15,000.
$4,000. Last week, $4,600.Rifle"
"Springfield
Last week,

—

—

‘Because’

—

Denver, Dec. 2.
generally sturdy all over
week. Session started
out with zero weather but it moderated over weekend. “Because of
You" shapes socko at Denver and
Esquire to pace field. "Pony Soldier" looks fine in three locations.
Biz

—

—

—

‘

Pitt;

Tony/

Hep $8,500, Tlackbeard'
Same, ‘Front’ Oke 5iG

this

1

"Plymouth Adventure " is good
enough at Orpheum to win holdover while "Prisoner of Zenda"
also looks stout enough to stay another week at Broadway.

.

Snow Bops

is

town

Estimates for This

Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—
(WB) (2d wk), $11,000.
"Pony Soldier" (20th) and "Leave
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 75- Her to Heaven" (20th), day-date
"Snows of Kilimanjaro” with Tabor, Webber. Fine $9,000.
$1.30)

—

-X2Qth) ITth-wk), Climbed, to $15+000. Last week, solid $14,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; SO"Prisoner of Zenda" (M-G)
SO)

Last-

and

—

week^’GoMeii Hawk“--f€olf
"Strange Fascination" (Col),

$5,500.

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 50"Prisoner of Zenda" (M-G).
Fine $11,000 and holding.
Last
week, "Red Shoes" (UA) (2d wk),

(3d wk). Oke $12,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)
Paralyzing snow early Saturday
night (29) hit the theatres just as "Iron Mistress” (WB). Great $22,they were ^heading for the best 000 or near. Last week, "Turning
Thanksgiving weekend in a couple Point" (Par) (2d wk), poor $9,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)
of years and will cost everybody
plenty.
Holiday biz on Thursday "Cattle Town" (WB). Dull $5,000.
bright
itself was big but is not enough Last week, "Hellgate" (Lip),
to overcome disastrous results of $ 10 000
85-$1.20)—
(T-L)
(500;
Trans-Lux
the season’s first snowstorm. Penn
(Col) (4th wk). Nice
is hanging on to "Plymouth Ad- "Happy Time”
venture" for another stanza in $4,500. Last week, $6,000.
hopes for recouping after a mild
opener.
"Iron Mistress" at Stan14G,
ley is mild and "Blackbeard the
Pirate” at Warner is nice if not
big.
Harr.s did fairly well with
ST. L;
"Pony Soldier” as did the Fulton
St. Louis, Dec. 2.
with "Back at Front."
First snowstorm of season last
Estimates for This Week
'Fulton "‘(Shea) (1,700; 50-85)— Saturday and another yesterday
"Back at Front” (U). Should get (Mon.) with much colder weather
close to $5,500, good (4th wk), has slowed up biz at most firsteverything considered. Last week, runs. "Because of You” shapes
“Snows Kilimanjaro” (20th) at ad- solid at Ambassador while "Plymouth Adventure,” cashing in on
vanced prices, around $6,500.
Thanksgiving Day, looks fine at
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)
"High Treason" looms
“Pony Soldier" (20th). Had a de- Loew’s.
cent head start before snow hit neat in two spots. Biz at other
but nice $8,500 anyway.
Last houses is spotty.
Estimates for This Week
week, “Hangman’s Knot” (Col),

85)

—

OK

16G, Malaya’

at $16,000

week ending today (Wed.)

is

head**

ing for trim $19,000 or*near. Holds.
In ahead, "World in Arms" (U)
(7th wk), $6,000.
Guild (Guild) (525; $1-$1.80)—
"Leonardo da Vinci" (Indie) (2d
wk). In wOek ending today (Wed. )
looks to hit great $10,500. First
week was $12,000, new record for
(Thurs.) off to a big start. Biz con- house.
tinued great through Saturday and
Normandie (Normandie Theauntil early Sunday night, but fell
tres)
(592 95-$1.80) Playing reoff sharply Monday and yesterday
issues until "No Time for Flowers"
(Tues.) as usual.
Snow most of (RKO) opens Dec. 25.
yesterday also was a handicap.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 75-$1.40)—
Pacing the field is "Hans Chris- "It Grows on Trees” (U) with
tian Andersen," which established acts of vaude.
Climbing to nice
new house records at the Criterion $21,000. in week ending tomorrow
and the Paris, where it’s day-dat- (Thurs.).
Last week, "Horizons
ing. Strong reviews, of course, got West” (U), with vaude, was disapthe pic rolling, with students out pointing $16,000.
of school giving the film real imParamount (Par) (3,664; 80petus opening week.
It landed $1.80)— "Iron Mistress" (WB) with
$63,000 at the Crit., such a figure Toni Arden, Jack E. Leonard, Art
being possible only because of Mooney band heading stage bill
tilted scale all along the line plus (3d-final wk). Second rourfd ended
the steady lines for three succes- last night (Tues.) held even with
sive days. Danny Kaye opus at the first week with $64,000, solid for
Paris is doing $24,000, gigantic for second round.
Same amount for
1

—

this small-seater.

opening week was

“Thief of Venice” is next strongest newcomer, with a trim $19,000
likely opening week at Mayfair.

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$ 1.80)—
"Hans Christian Andersen" (RKO)
(2d wk). Initial stanza ended Mon-

Equally big is "K.C. Confidential,”
is heading for a nice $16,000 at the Globe. "Outpost in Malaya" looks just okay with $16,000
at the State.
The Music Hall is climbing
sharply with "Plymouth Adventure" and stageshow and will probably wind up the third stanza today with fine $125,000, biggest session of run. The Hall brings in its
annual Xmas stageshow and “Million Dollar Mermaid" tomorrow

which

(Thurs.).

"Limelight"
with a great

is soaring currently,
$28,000 likely for
sixth session at the Astor. It also
is going ahead of fifth week’s total
for fine $9,500 at the Trans-Lux
60th St, in sixth round. "Breaking

Through"

Denver Standout

—

.

1C;’

It
is
smash both places.
"Blackbeard the Pirate" is socko
With Thanksgiving Day and the
at RKO Keith’s. "Iron Mistress" long
holiday weekend giving busiis rated fine at the Warner.
ness a real hypo, Broadway firstEstimates for This Week
run grosses are soaring this sesCapitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)— sion, Biggest crowd ever to wit"Monkey Business” (20th) plus ness the annual Macy’s parade
vaude. Pleasant $23,000, but not down Broadway on Thanksgiving,
up to holiday hopes. Last week, attracting thousands into the Times
"Night Without Sleep" (20th) plus Square area, got trade that day

pont.

four new openings, ’‘Pony Soldier"
at the Woods seems best with a
fine $24,000. Palace, with "Plymouth Adventure," should do okay
$ 22 000
wilderness"
and
of
"Lure
"Toughest Man in Arizona" at
Roosevelt looks bright $13,000
while "Steel Trap ” and "Lady Says
No" at Grand shapes Smart $14,000.
Remainder of the Loop is loaded
down with longruns, with only one
Chicago,
with
second-weeker.
"Prisoner of Zenda" and Nat (King)
Cole topping stageshow looks potent in second round. "Snows of
Kilimanjaro" at State-Lake is also
bright in fifth frame. "Ivanhoe,”
at Oriental in ninth Week still is
sharp. "Miracle of Fatima” at the
United Artists in seventh round is
holding fairly well.
Estimates for This Week

Grand (RKO)

in 2 Spots, ‘Thief Venice’ 19G,

biz currently

-

2.

Impetus of Thanksgiving, aided
by extended school holiday, is
being tempered hy the extreme
cold weather and wind. Of the

,

B’way Soaring; ‘Andersen’ Record

Washington, Dec. 2.
Nothing spectacular in holiday
but figures are generally up over recent sessions. Real
standout is "Breaking Through
Sound Barrier," day-dating at both
Lopert houses, Playhouse and Du-

OK 22G, ‘Lure’

Lush 13G, ‘Zenda’-Cole Big43G, 2d
Chicago, Dec.

15G

is holding remarkably
steady with big $19,000, especially
in view of not having advantage of
Thanksgiving Day in present (4th)
week at the Victoria.
"Iron Mistress," with Toni Arden, Jack E. Leonard and Art
Mooney band 'tdpping stage bill,
held even with opening frame to
get a solid $64,000 for second week
at the Paramount. "Snows of Kilimanjaro" also soared ahead of its
previous stanza and will get a
great $23,000 in 11th week at the

fine.

hit terrific $24,Q00, new
for
this
arty
theatre.
of trade after last Wednesday was only held down by actual
capacity of house, with long lines
every day. Playing day-date with
Criterion, and obviously in for *»
longrun.
Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 70-$2)
"Snows of Kilimanjaro" (20th)
(11th wk), Climbing to great $23,000 in week ending today (Wed.).
The 10th week was big $16,500.
Stays on.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)
"Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) with stageshow (3d-final wk). Getting a solid
boost from Thanksgiving and holiday weekend to push up near fine
$125,000, biggest session of engagement. Last week, $104,000.
"Million Dollar Mermaid" (M-G),
with Christmas stageshow including the "Nativity" and holiday
spectacle, opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
This is the world preem for *the

day

(1)

record

Amount

•

—

—

Esther

Williams-Walter

Pidgeon

stdrrcr

Roxy

(20th)

(5,886;

80-$2.20)—

"Bloodhounds of Broadway" (20th)

with Jimmy Nelson, Rosette Shaw,
Mello-Larks
heading
stageshow
(2d wk-10 days).
Ran three days
past usual second week to wind up
Sunday (30) with fair $78,000. Big
Rivoli.
"Prisoner of Zenda" was okay house is now closed down for three
$17,500 in final nine days of fourth weeks to facelift and make strucweek at the Capitol. House opens tural changes on the stage for bigger icerink in preparation for film"Because of You" today (Wed.).
iceshow policy opening Dec. 22.
Estimates for This Week
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.25)—
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 7O-$1.50)
"OjatpftsLin
.i2d.
MLimeHght’’HUA->
”~(6th wk)r CurInitial
stanza ended last night
rent stanza ending today (Wed.) is
(Tues.) was just okay $16,000.
In
pushing up to great $28,000, aided ahead,
"Steel Trap" (20th) (2d wk),
by holiday on Thursday. Fifth week 8 000

was $21,000.

$

,

.

,

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
Beekman (R&B) (550; 85-$1.50) "Four
Poster" (Col) (8th wk). Sev—"Under Red Sea" (RKO) (3d wk). enth
round ended last night
Initial
holdover
round
$4,500.
ended Mon- (Tues.) edged up to socko $8,700.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85) day (1) held at $7,200, First week benefiting
from
Thanksgiving
fine
"Savage" (Par).
was
Poor $7,000.
$7,800.
weekend. Sixth week was $8,500.
Last week,
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,350; 90"Hurricane Smith"
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

—

— —

,

$2.80)—'"This Is Cinerama" (Indie)
(Par), same.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
(10th wk). Ninth round ended last
"Because of You" (U) and "Mr. night (Tues.) finished at $41,000
Walkie Talkie" (Lip). Great $23,- for 17 shows, with an assist from
000 or near. Last week, "Iron Mis- Thanksgiving
holiday
weekend.
tress" (WB) and "Park Row" (UA), Eighth week was virtually the
22
000
same.
$
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50:85) "BeCapitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
cause of You" (U) and "Mr. Walkie
"Because of You" (U). Opens toTalkie" (Lip).
Big $4,000.
Last day (Wed.). Last week, “Prisoner
week, "Iron Mistress" (WB) and of Zenda" (M-G) (4th wk-9 days),
“Park Row" (UA), $4,500.
was okay $17,500, with a nice boost
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)
from Thanksgiving. Third regular
"Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) and week was $14,000.
'Criterion '(MdssK (r,700; '50-$i;80)'
"Hour of‘ I3”"'(M'-G). 'Fancy $16,
Holds.
500.
Last week, "Four
“Hans
Christian
Andersen”
Poster" (Col) and "Captain Pirate” (RKO) (2d wk). Initial week ended
(Col), $10,500.
Monday (1) soared to huge $83,000,
Paramount (Wolfberg) .(2,200; new house record here. Sock re50-85)— "Eight Iron Men" (Col) views are helping. Biz soared with
and stageshow. Stout $13,000 or Thanksgiving Day and stayed great
better. Last week, "Something for or bigger than Thursday’s take.
Birds" (20th) and “Notorious Gen- Was launched wUh gala benefit
show Monday (24f night to aid Will
tleman" (Indie), $10,000.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)— Rogers Memorial Hospital fund.

.

,

BECAUSE’ SOU#

TLYMOUTH’ 16G

$7,000.

Ambassador

‘

75)

—"Because

"Beware

(F&M)

(3,000;

—

—

60-

of You" (U) and
Lovely” (RKO). Solid
$14,000 or close. Last week, "Something For Birds" (20th) and "Steel
Trap" (20th), $9,000.
Savage" (Par), $9,000:
Fox (F&M)’ (5,000; 60-75)— "Pony
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)— Soldier” (20th) and "Black Castle’
"Magic Box" (Indie), English all- (U). Opened today (Tues.). Last
and
starrer
got good notices, and week, "Iron Mistress” (WB)
would have been nabe art house’s "Toughest Man Arizona" (Rep),
best in long time without the snow. fine $15,000;
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Solid $3,000.
Last week,
Holds.
"Actors and Sin" (UA) (2d wk.-5 "Plymouth Adventure" (M-G).
days), $1,200.
Nice $16,000 or ever. Last week,
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)— "Everything I Have Is Yours
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 18)

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)—
"Plymouth Adventure" (M-G), Nsq
$14,000, and obviously disappointing. Holds over in hopes of getting
some back.
Last week, "The

—

.

"Pony Soldier" (20th) and "Leave Looks in for run.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
To Heaven” (20th). Strong $9,Last week, "Golden Hawk” —“Promoter” CU) (6th wek). Fifth
500.
(Col) and “Strange Fascination" frame ended Monday (1) pushed to

My

(Pike) (600; 60-90)—"La
del Destino" (Indie) and

Vogue
"Ballet
$3,000.

by Degas"
Stays

Big
Last week,

(Indie).

over.

“Night Train Trieste"

(Indie), fair

$1,600.

Webber

50-86)—
(Fox)
(750;
"Pony Soldier” (20th) and "Leave

To Heaven"

(20th).

Good

$4,500.
Hawk" (Col)

Last week, "Golden
and "Strange Fascination"
,

fair $3,000.

$13,800 after $11,500 for
fourth week. Played to standing
room only Friday, with people
turned away. Stays indef.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)
“K.C. Confidential” (UA). Initial
week ending tomorrow heading for
nice $16,000* or close. Stays on. In
ahead, “Turning Point” (Par) (2d
wk), $10,000, being helped by preview of “Confidential.”
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.50)
—“Thief of Venice" (20th). First
terrific

(Col), $6,000.

Forza

(Col),

—

—

$1.80-$2.40)
"Limelight" (UA)
(6th wk).
This session ending today (Wed.) is heading for fine $9,Fifth week was $8,000. Pic
500.
is day-dating with Astor.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;
90-$1.50)— "Full House" (20th) (7th
wk). Current frame ending today
(Wed.) looks fine $8,200.
Sixth
week was $6,800.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70-

$1.80)— "Breaking Through" (UA)
(4th wk).
This frame. ending to-

morrow (Thurs.) looks to wind up
with big"$29;0OO.' Third' week,”taking in Thanksgiving, hit smash
$21,000, a bit over hopes.

‘MISTRESS’ HIGH 16G,
CLEVE.; ‘PONY’ $14,000
Cleveland, Dec.

2,

Best bet here this week is “Iron
Mistress," nice at the Allen. "Pony
Soldier" looks fair at the Hipp.
“Blackbeard the Pirate" also looms
pleasing at the Palace,
.Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-85)
"Iron Mistress" (WB). Nice $16,-

—

Holding. Last week. "Night
Without Sleep" (20th) and "Rain(Col), slow

000.

bow Round Shoulder"
$8,500.

Hipp (Telemanagement) (3.700;
55-85)
"Pony Soldier" (20th).
Last week, “Blod^*
Fair $14,000.

—

hodnds Broadway" (20th). $12,800.
Lower Mall (Community) (585;
(Continued on page 18)
.
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Arg. Legit Slump

PS&rerr
Worrying

Still

-London, Dec. 2.
Ralph Slater has won his appeal

Producers as Ace Shows Hit Road
——
Buenos Aires, Nov. 25. 41

The slump

in legit grosses con-

•
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Carlos

m

made

‘

b

acquire local short subjects. Many
of these shorts contain political
propaganda and/or are excursions
into the realm of tedium.
Eric
Lnc Johnston, head of the Motion Picture Assn, of America, who
came here to study and discuss
problems,
departed
“hopefully”
after a one-week stay here during
which he saw President Vargas
and high government officials.
Meantime, the “8x1” law is suf.
enn g. s har P attacks from many in£
,
fl
puentiai
uential crix
cnx wniie
while otners
others come to
the rescue of the Brazilian industiy howling
imperialism.
Also
a subject of dissension is Alberto
Cavalcanti.
Rrarilian nrnrinnorjU.
Cavalcanti, Brazilian
producer-di^ctor of the British “Dead of the
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Phoenix (9-12).
"Relative
e at,
“r!SSwJ*v.iu
5?? Savoy
afvitV,
Valu**”
V.lu*/'
(11-28-51).
„5
e c J*n
H ro #
White. (9-12-50).
f'pi
/- o
?.
« ;r,
Ring
Out/ B
Ball*/'
Vic.
C Pal. <1112)
(11-12),
“*
"S”r
v*r
ne
n
Strand
str.Jd
(10-28),
uoS>
«?ea .H
*««»{•." Apollo (6-14-50).
/«f
?Y Pacific,"
» Sorrento,"
South
Drury Lane (1M-5D.
uTomorrow , 'ilri^^comc'dv
"Tomorrow'.
Late," Comedy (11-17).
8£}£
,

«w?ilf

“

numbers and caters to a clientele Affair in Trindad” (Col), here,
seeking lowdown humor and sug- whil ® three
are already in
third weeks in Haifa.
gestiveness.
They are

r
,r
Arg to France
Arg.
*° ^Icx.
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^ rancc to
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“Tales of Hoffmann,” “Blue Veil”
ind “The Concert,” last being a
Russian
ballet *picture.
—
Jerusalem has been hit hard by
0Wer failures during the past 10
days*
Exhibitors were compelled
P° st P one their second night
.?
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f
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Telecasting
halted for the
.

'
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In September, but is still
experimental stage.
On the agenda for the 1952-53
season is a series of dramatie
in the

sketches in Italian. These include
“The Carriage of Saint Sacra-

mento,” by Prosper Merimee, and
“Macbeth.” Latter- will be directed by George R. Foa, of London TV. A musical show, “Cafe
Chantant,” reviewing popular
tunes of the last 50 years, is also
on the lineup. “Prego, Signora”

you Please, Madame)
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is the
of a show featuring styles,
kitchen hints and social
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“Annie Get Your Gun” will
^
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rrtL
r\
a*i
open
at the Theatre Royal, Sydney,
Dec. 5. Stars will be Evie Hayes
and Hayes Gordon. Miss Hayes arrived in Sydney from America Saturday <22).
Gordon is currently male lead
of “Kiss Me, Kate.” “Kate” will fin*
ish its Sydney season at the Royal
Dec. 4. “Annie” season will be limj
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films have a
in this country
films,” said Dr.

Oscar Karbus, Columbia’s director
general in Germany and one-time

Mel.
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South Pacific," Majesty, Mel.
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First pic to be made in Germany
will be a comedy, “Don’t Get Excited.” Tho cast is comprised main"ly °T German newcomers, with El-
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Kiss Me, Kate," Royal, Sydney,
holies Bergere," Tivoli. Swlnoy.
„® as ^l* 1° Air," Royal. Adelaide,
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ly of jobless technicians.
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has been set at about $25,000.
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and
including
features
In recent years Columbia has service
horts
Several American TV films
bcen Producing in many foreign
f
countries, including England, Italy have been purchased for use here
and France, but never in Germany. ii>hl«dlng the Gene Autry TV pix.
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singing at four spots
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around Pans. Ubiquitous chanter
m el Aviv No 2
has a fine style. Other spots have
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Cinema business generally has
varied farje from acrobats to comics
picked up here this month, but
and supporting songsters,
The Capucines has a girl show cannot b ® compared with last year’s
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goes to Israel after this stint,
stint is a
personable song stylist and comic.
comic,
He is a fave on the nitery circuit
here. Lady Patachou has her own
boite and is doing this public engagement before heading for a
N.Y. appearance. She is a singer
with
good voice -and
-and -dynamic perDer^
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sonality which socks her songs
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Paris, Nov. 25.

Tariffs

a signatory,
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without singing or dancing, public telecasts will yet be

Music Halls, which are the
*

it is

The government made its decision known to a deputation, from
the Trades Union Congress which
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-
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Video

There are only seven roles in the nor will there be any charge for
comedy, which makes it ideal for subscribers.
the two months that remain before
Subscription fee is expected to
the theatre closes for the summer, amount to $1-1.50 for the first year

I*he

Agreement on

Sponsored

Tborry have taken over the Smart The Bellerive film studios already
Theatre, with empresario Francis- have been rented for telefcasts
In
co Gallo’s backing, to produce a starting March 1 next year.
“•straight
comedy, “Mama’s Hus- order to train TV personnel thebands,” by radio script-writer Abel oretically and practically, a period
Santa Cruz. For the first time in of not more than six months has
her long, successful stage career been allowed to .precede official
Miss Guzman is playing a straight telecasts. During that period, no
role,

I

.

i

the biggest legit grosser
year.
Show will play the
Atlantic ioast resort of Mar del
pints in
in the
tha summer
enmmov* (December
(himamhoiriata

Guzman and Juan

j NatlVC

.

Rosario Santa Fe and
with the same vehicle
Life” (Hombres en mi

March).

n*

j*

IT

introduction of either of these proposals would be contrary to the
letter and spirit of the General

Vienna, Nov. 25.
Three authors of last year’s top
Vienna legit hit, “Reigen 51,” were
defendants in a plagiarism action
brought by Heinz Schnitzler, son of
Arthur Schnitzler, who wrote the
“Reigen” in the early
original
Michael Kehlmann, Hel1900’s.
mut Qualtinger and Karl Merz
were sued by Schnitzler and
his father s publishers for $900

,

this

Gloria

o
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Vienna Hit’s Authors

on

a Brighton
of damages was struck out on aplegal
seeking
is
Slater
peal.
opinion to determine what steps
he may take to vindicate himself
professionally.
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that so many film studios are
shuttered.
Tita Merello also closed her season at the Smart Theatre two
weeks ago. After a brief rest
rest, she
a tour that viH include
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theatre stage.
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shows when Nelida
Franco went on tour with the comedy by Spanish Academy prizewinner Lopez Rubio, “Jealous of
the. Air” JCelos del Xire), which
has been running since June.
The Empire has been leased by a
legit group called Artistas Unidos
Argentinos, headed by Jose Cibrian. The first vehicle chosen by
tiia troupe
h*nnna is
ip
T
/iot
the
“Ladron
del
Mar”
(Pirate) by local author,- Robertd
Talice, which legit and film-actor
Jose Cibrian directs. This marks
another venture into legit by a film
group in an effort to keep- working
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Londbn, Dec. 2.
There will be no distributors
distributor*
quota and no discriminatory a
adm"
dmis-

was received by Board of Trade
prexy Peter Thorneycroft.
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included reps from British Actors
Rio de Janeiro, Nov. 25.
Three Brazilian films, playing in tion has held off several German Equity, National Assn, of Thtatri*
ice attraction.
nearly 50 of Rio’s most important production offers and cooled some cal and Kine Employees and the
a
Broa
y
Gine Technicians.
^ ssn
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This suffered by comparison with theatres this week, including all
flip' authors
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j®f !i.’p
d 0C e
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the crack Vienna Ice Revue_ which
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traditionally plays nere in Decern71;’
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,,
ber to heavy boxoffice, The Redley result of both pressure Sioups and
group actually is mostly from Hoi- misguided nationalistic legislation,
harmmoie
land. Director Fred Redley claims This is actually proving
the introduction of a distrib quota
to be in the red here for about ful than beneficial to a stl ]
]
and a discriminatory tax.
$8,000. Troupe announced it will ent pix industry here. The ie <B« r e<i
film
to
Brazilian
one
of
proportion
play Graz after a two-week layoff,
Speaking for the government,
Brit.
causing a hurw
e bt forei
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Thorneycroft decline to give as^
?f to board the bandried scramble
surances that action would be
wagon of easy profits. While there
taken on any of the points menare some high-budget films, protioned.
He refused to regard the
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duction consists largely of shoefuture of the Eady plan as a quesstringers ground out at a haphaztion
calling
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for government
government; action,
action.
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Thom
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Strands Redley Iceshow

Vienna, Nov. 25.
The 42 . r
p erson troupe of Redleys'
American Ice Revue wound up unpaid and without p i ayd a tes when
the Raimund Theatre here reopened with this iceshow as its first
m
bm after long bankruptcy, suddenly repeated the foldo. The Redley
group had been playing to light
The
returns a ft er p00 r notices.
Raimund,
one bf Vienna’s largest
at
been
^financed
houses,
with
had
ti
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help
hel
P from the municipality. But the
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Govt Rejects Labor’s Plea For

Brit.

0

whaH "ai)°

tours?* in
st“
P
other years, the strawhat season
rarely started before mid-December.
Some fear that a point soon
may be reached where most theatres will have to shutter throughthis
out the summer months,
.a city’where
would be unusua
there have never been enough legit
housesto^hand^allth^ companies seeking an outlet for their

I

given a week’s notice to leave the
country.
Earlier in the year. Slater was
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1

distribution for the old UFA.
J®
Columbia doesn't finance pix, it
only grants advance payments,”
ited to approximately> ei0ht iweeks.
.
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Stolz Score for

Aroused by Abuses, Weak Pix, French

New

Viennese Blade Revue

Govt Mulls Changing Film Aid Law
4

Paris. Dec. 2.

The Film Aid Law, which has
been the mainstay of film production here during the recent years
a
dis-

parliamentary committee for
and rectification. Producers, under the prepping of Raoul
Pla’quin, are fighting for retention
cussion

government

these

of

payments

which they feel should continue
coming to them. They claim most

money which goes for production loans comes from an extra
tax oh admission tickets, and therefore is coming to them. The govof the

ernmental committee, headed by
Jean Lanet, contends that it is a
This committee has examtrust.
ples of how use of these funds has
been abused. Lanet may make public names of producers who have
misused aid funds.
Film Aid Law advances 35% of
the budget on a new film to producers depending on the gross of
their last screen effort. It’s claimed
a steady flow of product was essento keep the number of French
pix at a high level for exhibitors.

tial

Producers claim it would be a paradox if aid funds were cut down
when the import of foerign pix was
slashed from 189 to 138 per year.
Committee probing has set back
production here in the last few
months with the annual quota not
likely to average hundred mark.
French theatres in 1951 had 303
pix, 114 being French and 189 foreign dubbed. If there are only 100
French pix in 1953 and 138 foreign
dubbed films exhibs would have
just 238 pictures in which probably
would not be enough to keep all
cinemas operating profitably.
Lanet has some ideas for chang-

Aid Law via amendments.

ing the

He

feels that producers should have
to put in at least 25% of the nut
for pix undertaken. He would like
to cut the aid to laboratories be-

cause feeling they are well equipped and do not need the coin assistance which should go primarily
to production. Stressing the need
for quality, Lanet believes in a provision that quality producers be rewarded by special dispensations on
films. This might give the French
film some more prestige in the foreign market
guishing.

where

It
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now

lan-

Hassle on Estate Seen
London, Dec.
Emile

Littler,

2.

co-producer with

Tom Arnold

of the Louis Verneuil
comedy, “Affairs of State,” current
“at Hie* Cambridge Theatre," is~' fratF
dling the play on behalf of the
late playwright In all countries
throughout the world with the exception of the U. S. and Canada.
Rights in those two nations were

previously disposed

of.

Arrangements were made with
Verneuil shortly before the playwright’s death in Parfs Nov. 3. At
that time, Littler revealed this
week, Verneuil expressed intentions of returning to the U. S. and
in light of that

he “more

.or less
after his affairs,

me to look
particularly his current play here.”
Littler also has Verneuil’s “sole
written authority” to deal with the
film rights to “Affairs of State.”
Meantime, the producer disclosed,
there are two and possibly three
playwright's
claimants
to
the
wanted

estate.

“But,” he acMed, “whoever

inherits it Will receive from me the
royalties for the rights Verneuil
vested in me.
“For the moment,” Littler added,
“royalties for ‘Affairs’ in London
are held in trust for the beneficiary
under the will, when this has been
settled ih the French courts." With

Latest London

Profit

50% of Eady Fund

excellent support. Play
by Peter Cotes.

is

.

.

.

Hoyts
20th-Fox,

Sydney, NoV. 25*

Via New Mex Prez
Mexico City,' Dec. 2.
Rumors about bigtime legalized
gambling continue to float around
here. President Adolfo Ruiz Corinaugurated yesterday (1)
for a six-year term, it was rumored, intends to ban all gambling, excepting, perhaps, gaming
that has been lawful for some time
the lottery (a government enterprise run for public charity), fronton (jai-lai and horse racing.
But it’s believed that the new
President will continue the liberal
policy of ex-President Miguel Aleman regarding legalized gambling.
New chief executive may even
widen the scope of lawful gaming.
Casino gambling, halls for roulette,
etc., have been taboo throughout
Mexico for a long time, excepting
in a few spots, all on the. U.S.
border, such as Tijuana. The Foreign Club, a gilded gaming hall,
was shuttered In a drive some 15
years ago. It was the last such
place here.
tines,

—

are big sources of government
revenue. More or less wide open
gaming would be a big draw for
U.S. tourists, whom Mexico is most
eager to attract in greater numbers. Tourism is already .one of
this country’s top industries.

Those close to gambling here
profess not to be disturbed by re..poLctS-ihaL_the_Jiew...Pre^dent.Jntends to ban all gambling. They
point out that such rumors have
popped up for years with the advent of every new president.

PLANT
1

theatres,

controlled

by

Showed a consolidated

profit of $318,360 for the financial
year ending last June 30, an in-

crease of about $6,100 over prior
12-month period.

Dividends range from 10% on C
Preferred to 7% an A stocks and
on B shares leaving over $35,000 added to reserve.

6%

Me”

Film setup here is taking on a
paradoxical air with the declaraby Franstudio, one of biggest
studio outfits which owns Joinville, Francoeur and Saint Maurice studios, that the three big
Shooting stages at Joinville close
down on next Jan. 1. Proposed
closing of these this same plant a
year ago touched off the “crisis"
period now reigning in the film
With foreign imindustry here.
ports cut from 189 to 138, and the
need for more French pix by distributors growing, this move is
tion

*

shapes standout with bit
at the Plaza. “Snows ol

$11,000

—

Yank Films Again
Dip

W. Germany

.

July.

German

films again

marked

opened to a hefty $7,300 in its firs',
frame at the London Pavilion
dipped to about $5,200 In seconc
frame but is holding a third,
"Somebody Loves Me” hit a bii
$11,000 in first round at the Plaza.
Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 55-$1.70)~
(Col) and "Assign
(Col). Slightly belov
hopes with small $3,300 likely h
first round. Holds.

“Four Poster”

ment Paris”

CurZon (GCT) (500; 55-$1.35) —
"Kon-Tiki” (RKO) and "Strangei
House” (GCT) (6th wk). Holdinj

in

up

in

style

fine

at

solid

$3,900

Stays on indef.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70) —
"Top Secret” (AB-Pathe). Opened

up a good gain, about 33.8% of
modestly but building to fair $11,*
the total.
Third best was Austria with 300 for opening week.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70;
Among the American renters 9.2% followed by French pix with
“Pickwick
Papers”
who were entitled to a share of the 5.3%. The Austrian film, “Saison
(Renown)
Eady proceeds, Columbia received in Salzburg” (Herzog), was leader Opened in pleasing style, and wai
Metro, $26,000;
Para- at the box ofAce. Sweden’s “She aided by good press. Nice $8,OOC
$29,000;
mount, $23,000; RKO-Radio, $2,800; Only Danced One Summer” moved in initial week. Stays for regulai
20th-Fox,
and Warner from ninth to second position. three weeks with "Steel Trap’
$32,000
“Desert Fox” (20th) was again the (20th) opening Dec. 5.
Bros., $42,000,
most successful U>S. pic in OctoLeicester Square Theatre (CMA!
ber, going from sixth to fifth spot. (1,753; 50-$l. 70)—"Snows of KiliIt held top position in Cologne and manjaro” (20th). Attracting heftj
Brit. Cinema Grosses
Munich. Only two other U.S. pix biz with long lines nightly. Solid
were among the first 20 biggest $12,000. Holding.
for Second grossers in October, “Detective
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217;
Story” (Par) and “Diplomatic Cou50-$1.70)
"The Thief” (UA) (2d
rier” (20th). There were 12 GerQuarter; Attendance Off man films among the first twenty wk). Down to about $5,200 this
frame
after
hefty $7,500 opening
London, Dec. 2.
last month.
week. Stays another round with
Admissions to picture theatres
The most successful distributor "Narrow Margin” (RKO)
and “Girl
in Britain in the second quarter in October was Herzog, a German
of this year dipped 19,000,000 outfit, followed by Gloria, which in Every Port” (RKO) opening
compared with the first three handles Republic product, and Dec. 5.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
months. In terms of percentages, Universal. Metro was sixth in
(2,200; 50-$l. 70)—“Limelight” (UA)
this is equal to a decline of 5.5% gross biz.
(5th
wk). Still breaking house recwhereas on the previous year the
ords; established a new high last
dF©p~was-5v9%- and- -7^%- 4n~4950 t frame With" $12,500. Now fooks set
These statistics,, published by zmvi A XVJIV1U4 Vluwlw
to hold until end Of year.
the Board of Trade last week,
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,show that there were 326,447,000
200; 50-$1.70)
“Made in Heaven”
admissions in the second quarter
(GFD>. Above expectations with
25.
Aires,
Buenos
Nov.
against 345,596,000 in the first
opening
$7,200.
week.
Stays another
The Argentine production crisis
three months. Average admission
fortnight with “Folly to Be Wise”
price was about 22c, a fraction is so acute that industry workers
(B-L) scheduled to follow.
the previous quar- are taking desperate measures to
lower than

—

.

$76,000,000

—

—

HURTING TOP NAMES

obtain wages. A group of workers
belonging to the shuttered San
period were just under $76,000,000 Miguel, Studios has set up a Cooperative
Society, dubbed* Atlante
compared with $81,000,000 in the
previous quarter. In a breakdown Films, using the coin paid them as
for
dismissal
as
of the distribution of boxoffice compensation
grosses, the BOT survey shows that capital. Under the social security
approximately $26,500,000' was paid* laws all discharged workers are
baCk to the government in admis- entitled to half a month’s pay for
sion tax and a further $2,000,000 every year they have been with
represented, exhibitor payments to an outfit.
the Eady fund. Of the net receipts
With - this capital the Atlante
of $47 JOO.OOO, film hire accounted group has leased some San Miguel
for 35%, leaving exhibitors with sets and made a pact with the inapproximately dependent. As Cinematografica to
of
balance
a
$31,000,000.
roll a new production, “El Pecado
The current BOT survey is ex- Mas Lindo del Mundo” (Nicest
tended to embrace children's ma- Sin in the World”), on a 15-day
tinees. In a review of the third schedule.
quarter of last year, it is estiPicture is being made from a
mated that more than 1,700 the- script by Don Napy and Antonio
atres catered specially for this Corma, with Napy directing.
type of program with a combined
Shuttering of so many studios
capacity of over 2,000,000.
has caused great hardship to many
ter.

Gross boxoffice takings in the

Paris, Dec. 2.

mi

theatres were affected last frame
Several new entries plus a couph
of smart preems helped to hype
weekend takings. “Somebody Lovei

Kilimanjaro” looks solid $12,000 ii
opening round at the bigger Leices
ter Square.
British-made “Pickwick Papers'
field although he is well acquainted also made a good start with pleas
with Italian operas. It also is a ing $8,000 in initial stanza at tin
first for any film director in Italy. smaller Gaumont house. Anothe:
“Otello” will preem Dec. 13 at new British pic, “Top Secret,'
the San Carlo Opera House in which shapes about $11,300, fat
Naples.
for first full week at Empire.
In the holdover class, “Lime
In January, Rossellini will film
Colette’s “Duo.” George Sanders light” still leads, having broken tin
has been picked to co-star wjth In- Odeon, Leicester Square house rec
ord on each of its first five weeks
grid Bergman.
It hit a resounding $12,500 in th«
fifth session. "The Thief,” whicl

General Film Distributors, the
distrib organization of the J. Arthur Rank group, alone- nabbed
more than $2,000,000. The British
Lion share amounted to about $1,065,000 and Associated Britishin
Pathe collected around $927,000.
In addition, British Lion acted as
Berlin, Nov. 25.
collecting agent for Independent
The trend in film boxoffice popuFilm distributors (which handles larity in West Germany’s most imthe Romulus output) and their slice portant key cities (including West
totalled $498,000.
Berlin) last month showed AmeriAmong the independents, biggest can films still to be on top, but
payments were made to Associated they again lost more than 5% of
total playdates. tJ.S. pix had 34.6%
British Film Distributors ($436 ,t
of all dates as compared with
000), Butcher’s
Eros
($126,000),
39.9% in September, and 46.6% in
Exclusive
($255,000),
($220,000),
Renown ($21,000), Adelphi ($66,000), Anglo Amalgamated ($40,000),
and Apex ($60,000).

London, Nov. 25.
The annual prfe-Christmas slumf
apparently has come in ahead of
schedule and most West End filnr.

in

MAY SHUTTER JAN.

Showcase for Col

In Lisbon

Lisbon, Nov. 25.
Impresario Jose Castelo Lopes
new
Condes here. It
his
opened
has
will be the showcase or Columbia
films, which is represented here by
Fllmes Castelo Lopes L. da. New
house, seating 1,500, is on the site
occupied by the 300-year-old Teatro
Condes, which was torn down two
years ago.
Cinema Condes is currently
rated the most elaborate house in
First gala night was a
the city.

Saint Maurice studios will be
occupied by the new Anatole Litvak film, “Girl on The Via
Flamina,” film being due to start
in January. High budget Technicolor French pic, “Lucrecia Bor^
gia," with Martine Carol andJPedro
Armendariz, will occupy the BI1lancourt studios for -the next two
studios
smaller
while
months,
around town are already booked
benefit for local charities*
months.
solid for
'

25.

A detailed breakdown of the distribution of the Eady Fund, which
provides extra coin for British production from boxoffice takings,
confirms the recent forecast that
the bulk of the proceeds have goneto the three majors. Total revenue
for the year ended last August exceeded $8,000,000, and more than
half of this total was paid out to
the trio of leading British distribs.

Gaming Ease Seen

PARIS’ JOINVILLE

Majors

3

London, Nov:

traction and having a protracted
run.
*

To

directed

It was enthusiastically received
at the preem, giving every indication of proving a good holiday at-

pix.

Up $6,100

'Pickwick' Fat 8G, 'Secret' $11,300

Smash Liege, "Eve” recently opened in
Antwerp to a flock of Critical plauLondon, Dec. 2.
The lone new show opening last dits. Fact that composer Stolz per- Rossellini Into Opera
week, an Agatha Christie thriller sonally led the orchestra for the.
local run helped build the b.o.
titled, “The Mousetrap," was preField; to Direct ‘Otello’
sented by Peter Saunders at the
Rome, Nov. 25.
Ambassadors Theatre last TuesRoberto Rossellini has disclosed
day (25). Richard Attenborough
here that he has been signed to diheads the cast as a neurotic murderer masquerading as a cop with
rect the opera, “Otello," this being
Sheila Sim, as co-star; Jessica
the first time he has directed a
Spencer,
Martin
Miller,
Allan
stage production of any kind. It
McClelland and John Paul giving
Brit.
also is the first try in the operatic

even more strange.
Reported that the closing threat
Is being used by studio owners,
which include some producers, to
the lagging government deJoyce Redman and Hugh Williams force
cisions on the new Film Aid Law.
heading the all-British cast, the
Investigating committee believes
play has been a hit at the Camthere is a need for drastic revision
bridge. Roy Rich directed.
of law due to misuses which lead
to lowering the quality of French

HoyU

Socko $11000, 'Snows Solid I2G,

,

tails

Overseas;

London Pix Biz Off But 'Somebody

Antwerp, Nov. 25.
In contrast to most iceshows
which have an American motif, a
Viennese blade revue has come up
with a new twist. Tagged “Eternal
Eve," it has a score composed by
Robert Stolz.
following a successful stand at

Those who anticipate liberalization of legalized gambling observe
that the lottery, fronton and bang-

Emile Littler Handling
’State' Affairs

Christie’s ‘Mousetrap’

up before

of financial crisis, is

11

top names in the film biz. Tita
Merello,
who was 1951’s best
actress, can make no picture plans
for 1953 until she knows whether
San Miguel will reopen. She is
signed to make a film version of
“Men in My Life” the Eduardo
Pappo play which was top 1952
legit grosser. Roberto Escalada,
who had a contract to make three
pix this year, finally went into
legit, to Which he was unaccustomed, when the studio failed to
live up to its pact. He now has
been signed by Argentina Sono
‘Film for “Black Ermine.”

Plaza— (Par)

(1,092; 70-$1.70)

—

“Somebody Loves Me” (Par). This
Betty Hutton starrer opened to
hefty weekend biz, with big $11,000
likely on first week.
Ritz (M-G) (432; 30-$2.15)—“Quo
Yadis” (M-G) (7th wk). Still taking
comparatively big money, with $3,800 for seventh week of its second
season. Continues indef.

Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.7O)
"Lion and Horse” and “Night
Won’t Talk” (WB) (2d wk). Modest

—

$4,300 likely this week after opening at mild $4,000. “Retreat, Hell!”

(WB) opens Nov.

28.

Reaching for a Hula
Instead of a Sweet

is

Honolulu, Nov. 25.
Teaching Hawaiians how to hula
the present career of a former

Californian, Kent Ghirard, a member of the Ghirardelli chocolate
family.
In Hawaii a number of
years,
Ghirard learned enough
Hawaiian dancing to make his pro
debut in San Francisco night clubs
several years ago. He returned to
Hawaii in 1947, sold Hawaiian records for a living, and then opened
a hula dance studio three years
ago.
From both a financial and prestige standpoint, he is one of the
Hawaiian Islands’ top hula impresarios. Friends are pressuring him
to take a dance troupe to the U. S.

<a*
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Exchange Backroom Aides, Boothmen

Expect
—

*

Closer Ties With Distribs on Sales

FCC

Stew on Right to Inspect Prints

Wolfson

testimony. It asserted that he ig^
nored the active participation by
Par directors in Du Mont operations, that he was In error in saying there is a “remote” choice of
a proxy fight for control, that he
gave too little weight to Par veeof foreign distribution, left N. Y. last Thursday (27) pee Paul Raibourn’s powers as
on his first trip to the southeast treasurer of DuMont, that he unAsia and Pacific areas. He expects derstated the competitive situation
between the two companies and
to return around Dec. 22,
that he was at variance with the
Picker plans to spend four days testimony
in concluding that Par

Valid Than Exhib Prod. Voice—

What may develop into an open+
between two
nationally
hassle
Picker’s Asia Look
unions within the International
Arnold M. Picker, United Artists
EmTheatrical
Stage
of
Allianace
v.p. in charge
ployees has been brewing for some
time. Outfits involved are the ex-

change backroom

employees

and

Differences
stem from a reported trend of
eliminate
the back- in New Zealand, nine in Australia,
to
distribs
the
room film examiners and have the four in Singapore and three in
Manila, meeting UA personnel and
projectionists
the
by
work done
when the prints arrive at the the- surveying the company’s foreign
projectionists.

the

atres.

operations.

x

'

The exchange union is plenty
burned since 20 examiners were

Reveal Incentive’

Plan Pays Off For

Texas 750-Seater

I

Conducted by Paul Short under the
auspices of Texas COMPO, the program involved the selection of a
non-competitive Texas town with a
population of 10,000 in which an
seekindie exhib operated an “A” and

boothmen doing the examining, the
backroom outfit fears that its membership will be reduced to shippers only. In an effort to stem

the tide, the N. Y. outfit is
ing a meeting with the License two “B” houses (one part-time)
Commissioner for a clarification of and a drive-in. The “A” theatre
the department’s ruling.
was used for the test.

Meanwhile, the backroom union
House had 750 seats, made three
drawing up demands to present changes weekly (Sun.-Mon.-Tues.;
filmeries

the

for a

new

pact

Wed.-Thurs.; Fri.-Sat), wthe

admistwo-year agreement
sion price was 40c, and the theatre
which expired Nov. 30. For the played only single features. There
first time since 1946, the various were
no roadshow engagements
regional locals of the union will „and the theatre played product
deal <yi an individual basis with' from all major film companies exthe distrib reps. Formerly Walsh cept one.
conducted the negotiations for all
During the preferred time for
the locals at one time. However,
1951 exhib did an average gross
a referendum this year rejected
biz of $989 weekly, paid an averthis plan and the locals decided
age film rental of 35% and spent
to negotiate' individually. Reason
for advertising.
$45
to
due
reportedly
shift
for the
is
Agreement between exhib and
dissatisfaction with the pact .fordistrib
was that the theatre op inmerly obtained by Walsh. Although
crease his film rental to 40% on
it is pointed out that Walsh elicited
wage hikes from the picture com- his last year’s average of $989
to replace the

panies, the contention is that there gross for his preferred time. Disare other benefits for which he trib would receive 25% of any addid not press too hard. These in- ditional gross over $989.

clude hours of work, holidays, hospitalfeation
and other welfare

Pic

exhib

for experi$1,960, $971 over the
previous
year’s
average
of $989,
gains.
Although .the negotiations this but paid a film rental of 32% inyear will be held separately, the stead of an average 35% paid the
various locals have been confab- year before. Distrib last year rebin g on the demands that’ll_ be ceived $346.15 on the average of
selected

ment grossed

-

presented. Letters have gone out '$939~ gross while
from the filmeries asking what the received $638.35.
distribs

Arthur Israel of Paramount
chairman of the distrib committee.

He pointed out that the fact that
each distrib has sent a separate
letter to the backroom unions is
no strategy move nor an indication that the companies, too, will
deal with the locals on an Individual level. He pointed out that
the filmeries had not determined
as yet what their approach will
be. Actual talks are expected to
get underway in two weeks.
i
;

Distribs

Can Deposit

|

-

1

Continued from page

7

they can finance French pix or acquire films for distribution. The

French guarantee to make
able the equivalent of
investments in dollars.

50%

avail-

of such

the surplus remaining after
the annual maximum remittance
of $1,865,000 that can go into the
capital account at the rate of
$125,000 a month. What’s left after
Hi at either is kept in reserve to be
available for bonus conversion, or
else is frozen until the end of the
It’s

pact year.

The agreement gives the French
right to revise the $125,000
after the first six months’
workings of the pact have been
evaluated. Under .the deal, the
French were to have remitted
$500,000 in bulk, covering the first
four months of the agreement. The
coin hasn’t come through yet but

the

limit

is

on-'

Hte“$t,966-he-

Exhib spent $75

advertising against 45 averlast year. (On this particular picture distrib asked for a sliding scale of 40% through 50%).
Similar test with another picture
is
.revealed like results.

will be. View is that the
will set up an overall
negotiating committee to deal with
the various regional locals.

demands

expected momentarily.

TO A-Allied

.

censees of

.

.

KTLA

TV

Allied essentially work for the
same cause. “I personally believe we’ll get together sooner
or later, even if it takes
years,” he said. “Meanwhile,
it’s largely af matter of contact
and education. We must have
more experience with one an-

that there will be

the

Premature

Theatre Owners of America
still 'favors establishment of
one unified exhibitor body
with Allied States, but, said
Mitchell Wolfson, TOA board
chairman, in N. Y. Saturday
(29), “the time isn’t ripe now.”
Stressing that “we’re all independents now,” Wolfson emphasized that both TOA and

li-

KECA-TV (ABC) and

(Par) resulting in a viola-

tion of the Commission’s multiple
ownership rules and policies.” This
contention was based on the assertion that 54% of the stockholders of Par Pictures own 33% of

other.

for

age for

Observations disclosed that as a
result of the increased attendance
during* the preferred time change,
an increase of 11.8% was noted for
the two following changes of the

same week.
Col. H. A. Cole, co-chairman of

of exhibition today, according to
the TOA exec, who added with candor: “Let’s face it only few of
us in exhibition are really qualified
say what should and
to
shouldn’t be made.
A good producer can take a topic generally
thought to be boxoffice poison and
turn it into a money-maker in the
face of the most dire predictions.
As Wolfson sees it, “our only
value to the producers would be in
a consultative capacity.
But it’s

—

’

when it comes to selling
and showmanship.
That’s where

that each company would
thus own or control a TV station

Gualino Sees IFE

in L. A.

separate brief accompanyexceptions, the bureau dethat the question of perthe merger is based on
“whether the expected beneficial
consequences of a combination, of
a motion picture chain and the
ABC network of radio and TV stations outweighs the risks to the
public interest involved in permitting such a force to come into
existence in the TV field.”
The
risks in doing so, the bureau contended, are “too great” and the
merger should therefore be denied.

In a
ing its
clared
mitting

Self-Supporting

we

Closer con-

are the experts.”

tact with the sales toppers would
alleviate many of the objection-

able features now marring the exrelationship, the TOA

hib-distrib

exec

feels.

Wolfson blamed the producers
and distribs for failing to pre-sell
their pix on national TV networks.
’54 “They know that the exhibitor
can’t afford to buy local time, and
Providing its present programs very often, even when he wants to
pan out, Italian Films Export ex- spend the money, he cari’t get the
pects to be self-supporting and time. Distributors should use telefinancially independent by Jhe end vision much more than they do
of 1954, according to Dr, Renato now, just like they are now using

By End

of

Gualino, IFE topper, who returned
to Rome last week after- a twoThe brief was submitted by week stay in N.Y.
Commission lawyers Frederick W.
Gualino, who has been working
Ford, Max D„ Paglin and James O, on setting up IFE’s administrative
Juntilla, who handled the case for staff, believes it would be wise for
the bureau, under direction of its IFE to come to an arrangement
chief, Curtis B. Plummer.
with indie distributors in the JJ. S.
It is expected that ABC, UPT, who have experience in first-run
Paramount and DuMont will waste opening in key cities. He added

no time in

one hand and company sales managers and presidents on the other
is much more important than a
louder exhib voice in the type of
pix to be produced, says Mitchell
Wolfson, board chairman of«Theatre Owners of America.
Better methods of distribution
and selling are the most vital aim

different

UPT and

i

Is

Closer liaison between exhibs on

The Bureau’s objection to Resnick’s approval of the merger was
based largely on “the failure to
conclude

Distrib angle, especially as it
applies .to New York State, Is that
Dallas, Dec. 2.
the Department of Licenses reAn “incentive selling” experiquires that the boothmen must exment, whereby the exhibitor reamine the film in order to assure
the audience a good performance. ceives the benefits of extra efforts
Contention is that it is unnecessary expended by himself, has been
and costly to have' the film ex- successfully concluded in this area.
amined at two sources. With the

to

does not influence DuMont’s
broadcast activities.

common ownership between

layed off in the New York area
alone during the past month. Appeals to IA prexy Rifchatd F. Walsh
reportedly brought the answer that*
the distribs had the right to reduce staffs ffor economy reasons.
In addition, Walsh is said to have
pointed out that the distribs also
had the right to determine how
their property should be handled.

More

Continued from page 4

ads in national magazines.
They
have the money to do this, not us.”
Since he runs a TV station himself
in Miami, Wolfson avers he knows
whereof he speaks. Biz in his area
is every bit as good as last year,
he says, and he credits this partly
to the good b.o. quality of pictured.

Having
installed
new large
screens,
one an RCA Syncrowas something which Screen, in two of his Wometco cirwould have to be determined by cuit houses .Wolfson says he is
the Italian producer and would completely
sold on peripheral-vihave to be embodied in the basic sion photography, which he calls a
contract.
“must” for the industry. “It’s asThe IFE exec foresaw no difficul- tounding that we should have been
ties for setting up such arrange- so backward and slow in adopting
ments which would see IFE taking new methods,” he declared.
“I

the exceptions in order to get an early
disposition of the case.
filing replies to

that

this

(

Brisson’s Indie Co.

Maps Next Pic For

•

over distribution of pix at the subsequent-run level. The whole conSpain With Roz Russell cept of split-release handling will
Independent Artists Pictures, be discussed by the IFE board in
currently set to release its first ven- Rome with Gualino’s return there.
ture, “Never Wave at a WAC,”
Whether the Italians will ask the
through RKO, plans to film its next Motion Picture Assn, of America
production in Spain. Bruce Odium, for more money to run IFE until
son of Atlas Corp.’s Floyd Odium, it can stand on its own 'financial
will serve as associate producer on feet hasn’t been decided yet. The
the company’s upcoming film. He current deal, handing over to the
left for Madrid last week to check Italian industry 12 Vi % of the U. S.
facilities and set up location sites. distribs’ frozen funds in Italy, runs
In Spain, he’ll work closely with out in June, 1953. The Italians may
Spanish producer Joaquin Agusti, ask that the subsidy be continued
who’s- been- set -fis-geheral- -adminis- l5Ut~at* a much- iowei‘~figtn*e;
trator for liaison with the governWith IFE Releasing Corp. getment and the local film industry.
ting its official start yesterday
Independent’s prexy is Frederick (Tues.), Gualino has been desigBrisson, who’s currently in Gotham nated president of the setup, which
for the “WAC” bally campaign. will distribute Italo pix in the U. S.
.Story set for filming in Spair^ has market.
E. R. Zorgniotti becomes
been described as a comedy-adven- exec veepee and Jonas Rosenfield,
ture, with Brisson’s wife, Rosalind Jr., v.p. in charge of advertising,
Russell, and Joseph Cotten as pos- promotion and publicity.
Yarn has
sibilities for the leads!
Trio will continue as top execs
been tentatively titled “It Hapof Italian Films Export, the parent
pened in Spain.” No director is organization, with Gualino as genset yet.
eral director, Zorgniotti as U. S.
Brisson heads for Spain the first
tep and Rosenfield as director of
Shooting has been
of the year.

Texas COMPO, noted some exhibs
pencilled for mid-summer.
Alhave been penalized for extra sellthough Miss Russell has been pacting efforts based on the upward
for the Broadway musical, “My
ed
sliding-scale rental. “The interests
Sister Eileen,” her agreement with
and problems of the exhibitor and
the show’s producer, Robert Fryer,
distributor are mutual and the proallows here to do a picture during
cedure of reversing ‘penalty sell-

public relations.
Bernard Jacon, IFE Releasing
v.p. in charge of sales, said in N. Y.
yesterday (Tues.) that IFE expects
to release six Italian pix during
the first six months of 195S. At
least half will be launched in
1953.
ing’ for ‘incentive selling’ is deFinancing for the production will dubbed versidn. Jacon leaves next
cidedly advantageous and profitcome through Independent’s par- week for a month-long trip across
able to both,” Cole stated.
ent company, the Airfleet’s Co. the country to install divisional
of
exhibs
examples
cited
Cole
Latter is connected with Consoli- personnel in IFE branches.
closing down their boxoffices two dated Vultee, which in turn is a
hours early to keep from entering subsid of the giant Atlas Corp. It’s
into a higher percentage bracket. anticipated that frozen coin which
“I know this is downright sinful any of the Atlas-controlled outfits
fo be this extravagant, yet in num- may have in Spain will be utilized
p Continued from page 2
berless ^ases the exhibitor is total- for part of the financing.
ly justified,” he declared.
In addition to holding down the “glad to note that your committees
Exhib topper noted that the pro- associate producer’s berth for the have extended the right to witnessgram need clarification and quali- Spanish venture, young Odium is es to be advised by counsel. We
fication, pointing out that it could also a member of the board of In- believe, however, that further safeIt
not be applied to every picture. He dependent. Other board members guards should be provided.”
said it could bd successful if the include Brisson, William C. Rocke- added that it had advised some
they
provide
feller,
Airfleets
prexy,
RW*G
members
“that
and
William
from
exhib pushed one picture
^ach filmery during a 12-month pe- C. Hinkle of the Mendel Silberberg you with a statement of their views
Gordon Youngman, of and request that they be permitted
riod.
“In my opinion,” he said, law firm.
“the average exhibitor dissipates tfie law firm. of Bautzer, Grant, to testify in their own behalf.”
his efforts if he endeavors to sell Youngman' & Siltiert, had bden a ACL'U Requested that the Congresboard until he quit sional body publish, in their entire
more than 16 pictures a year. The member of. the
r
s board. Now that he’s ty, “all of the statements submitsuperior and comprehensive selling to join
of 16 pictures per year will carry out of the latter as a result of his ted to you by persons who have
the routine merchandising of the law firm’s break with the picture been adversely mentioned and that
for all
other pictures on the program to a company, he may return to the In- you provide hearings
dependent panel.
persons who request them.”
[substantial profit.”

manufacturers. Exhibitors can only
give their moral support.”

Star Personals
I

Continued from page

•

5

blamed for the product
They
Hollywood is turning out.
they’re

aver they’re frequently buttonholed
by an exhib who’ll brashly ask,
“why doesn’t Hollywood turn out
•better prctm*esT, “
Another complaint is that the
exhib get-togethers frequently turn
into a nightmare for the accompanying studio flack as he attempts
to satisfy each exhib’s request to
entertain the star or to have his
picture taken with a particular
glamor guy or doll. All in all, it’s
pointed out, the presence of the
glamor contingent is not completely favorable for goodwill. However,
the problem of how to get out of
it without antagonizing an exhib

group remains a tough one.

Truman Crashes
-

Continued from page 2

r

ACLU-McCarran

;

t

.

feel these innovations are largely
up to the producers and equipment

RKO

.

l

.

.

.

Considered a national
year ago.
showcase by USO, club has varied
facilities and is currently attempting to expand show biz participation.

An

tion

was a

initial step in this direcstint by Burl Ives and

members of
Wagon” cast

the
last

“Paint
Your
Saturday night

(29).

site of the club,
a historic spot, dating back to
1895, when it preemed as the Lafayette Sq. Opera House with Lillian
It
was renamed when
Russell.
David Belasco bought it in 1905,
and later called Shubert’s Belasco

Belasco Theatre,

is

when

it again changed hands.
During World War II it came

national spotlight
as
the
town’s Stage Door Canteen, operated by American Theatre Wing.
After the war, it was reconverted
to a Treasury storage house, until
it was reclaimed by USO; and unIt is
shuttered NoV. 28, 1951.
leased to USO by the Treasury
Dept., which nixed several offers
from commercial legit interests beIfore inking a pact with USO.
into

;
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Eyes have never beheld such Technicolor Wonders as A/i-G- M’s “Mill ion Dollar Mermaid”!
**

Millions of people will bring
Millions of dollars to movie theatres for

M-G-M’s miracle musical
Million Dollar

Mermaid"

M-m-m-m-ml
Merry Xmas, Happy
M-G-M presents “MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID ”
Pidgeon

•

with Donna Corcoran
Directed by Mervyn LeRoy

David Brian

•

«
•

New

Year!

starring Esther Williams ® Victor Mature
Color by Technicolor ® Screen Play by Everett
Produced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.

®

Walter

Freeman

Wednesday, December
.

3,

1952
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meanwhile, has set no definite
plans on theatre operation, with

Inside Stuff-Pictures

company indicating

better understanding of the position of the picture industry in the
16m antitrust suit is hoped for in Washington with the appointment of
William P. Rogers to be top Deputy Attorney General under Herbert
Brownell in' the Eisenhower Administration.
Rogers,, former chief counsel for the Senate's permanent investigating committee, will resign from the D. C. law firm of Dwight, Royall
Kaskev to take over the post. Koegel is general
Harris, 'Koegel
counsel and member of the board at 20th, while Kaskey worked with
the big antitrust case. Royall, an ex-Secretary
defense'of
him on' the
of the Army, represented the distributors in D. C. during hearings on

A

&

proposed legislation amending the antitrust laws.
While no one expects Rogers to become a partisan of the industry
next Attorney General' will, at least, receive both sides
it is felt that the
of the picture when he is briefed about the antitrust action, which
seeks to compel the distributors to sell their backlog of films for tele-

that

it’ll

lease,

Salute to Blumberg

buy nr build theatres, depending
!

on

1

its

needs.

With Kaufman heading the

Continued from page

in-

ternational as well as domestic op- ganization. It may be also that the
eration, it’s apparent that the deal very geographical location of this
made with Sir Alexander Korda year’s annual dinner, having shiftfor the European rights“*to Cine- ed from the Waldorf to the Hotel

7

were cited “for their constructive
contributions in both thoughts and
deeds to the progress of our organization,

their

unselfish

was

man Ned

Depinet.
Walter Reade, Jack Barnstyn, Harvey B. Day, B. S. Moss, Harold
Rodner,
Kann,
Colvin Brown,
Red
vision.
Continued from page 3
Ed Rugoff, Francis L. (Bob) HarRoving Nlugg
Louis A. Lurie, the San Francisco realtor-showman, is always amused the combination of remittances and ley, Jack Bachmann, John Garfield,
Continued from page 1
by the Balaban & Katz television station’s control lease for tjie 41st blocked funds in 19.51 set a record Nathan Gumbiner, Hugh Herbert,
and 1952 will at least match it, George A. Hirliman, Gregory Lafloor of the American National Bank Bldg., in Chicago, which spethe merchandising business has
cifically provides for the lease of “the roof up to the sky" for the 1946 remittances of $142,000,000 Cava, Col. Nathan Levinson, N. L
never been able to repay, other
WBKB facilities. He and his brother’s firm, the George S. Lurie Co., still are tops since the figure rep- Manheim, Mai St. Clair, Lamar than
by plugging “Hans Brlnker"
own and manage two of the biggest Chi skyscrapers in Chi, the other resents amounts actually trans- Trotti, Oscar S. Oldknovv, Harry and doing- up -kid books on the
ferred'
or
Sherman;
free
be
Deac
Ayies
worth,
transferred;
Elmo
to
which
building
houses
the
Chicago
National Bank.
being the
Boy-with-his-Thumb-in-the-Dike.
Lurie, now east to o.o. the shows (he is a congenital theatre angel, Prior 'to 1948, the distribs only re- Lincoln, I. E. Chadwick and WilHe had political troubles, too,
and has a piece of the current Broadway hit, “Dial ‘M’ for Murder") ported to the U. S. Government the liam Fox.
Among the 55 of the class of having been the patron saint of
stopped off for a week in Chi en route east. In his native S. F. he amounts actually put on their
the
Russians until 1918, when the
books.
Then, as now, these cover 1952, traditionally inducted by
now owns the Curran Theatre, and will probably take over the Geary
from Herman Wobber who has a 99-year lease. Lurie personally op- monies actually received in N. Y. Judge Ferdinand Pecora, were Communists gave him the legal
While the distribs have been such “freshmen" as Adolph Zukor, heavo-ho. This was probably beerates the Curran, 1,756-seater which will play 20 weeks of Edwin
cause they felt only a capitalist
Lester’s L. A. Civic Opera, after it completes its 20-week stay at the successful in their fight against J. Robert Rubin, Sam Eckman, Jr.,
local restrictions, financial and oth- Fred C. Quimby, Ben Kalmenson, can afford 'to keep up such an exL. A. Philharmonic.
erwise, the companies have been Harold J. Fitzgerald, Billy Elson, pensive legend.
This is all true.
St. Nicholas,
Mary Martin sequence in “ftlain Street to Broadway" has been con- unable to stem rising costs result- May Yellin, Watterson Rothackcr,
has been converted into
ceived by Joshua Logan, who will also stage it and play himself in the ing from inflation, and they’ve also Hal Roach, Sam Rosen, Ed (East- who
taken
some
losses
from
currency
childhood’s
Santa
Claus,
lived and
man) Curtis, and Ed Muhl, most of
Film, a Metro release, is being produced by Lester Cowan for the
bit.
devaluation.
Execs say the grow- whom obviously have served* more died in the 4th century in AnatalCouncil of the Living Theatre.
ing
volume
of
local
taxes
today
is
than the minimum 25 years re- ya, a Turkish province. His tomb
Sequence will mark Logan’s debut and will also feature a new song
written for Miss Martin by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, one of the main difficulties con- quired for induction into the MPP. in Demre is close by the blue
“They’re
As for the dinner itself, boiler- Mediterranean.
It’s titled “There’s Music in Yoli.”
Rodgers and Hammerstein fronting them abroad.
2d.
For the kids to be nuts about
Logan returned to N. Y. Monday (1) beginning to get out-of-hand," one plate speeches and citations just
are slated to be in the scene.
commented.
as often accent, as they might min- him is not new. They were when
after conferring with Miss Martin in Jamaica, B. W. I.
Proposals for levies have been imize, the real values of such func- he was alive.
RCA may put up $36,000 for a 5% slice of George Jessel’s first indie, popping up all over with only a tions. The 'salute to Blumberg was
The swashbuckling pirates (pre“Rip Van Winkle," with Jimmy Durante in the title role. Film is few bright spots here and there. something that couldn’t be scripted Errol Flynn) believed in him, and
it
was heart-warmingly there. thought so much of him, they
budgeted at $700,000, with several of the principals waiving salary for Israel recently discussed a 20% ad
valorem tax which U. S. distribs Danny Kaye perhaps best echoed
percentages.
broke into his tomb and carted
found unacceptable.
There is a the genuineness of the evening by away some of his remains in the
footage-release tax threatened in stating he couldn’t be
a harker- 11th' Century. He had been the
Germany, and a double tax threat back, by the nature of his years,
Bishop of Myra, located just a
faces the distribs in France.
but he ad libbed lucidly the gen- mile from his sarcophagus, and
Co.
In France the American com- eral attitude. Diriner
chairman Ned given them sanctuary.
panies now pay the so-called Jouve \ Depinet, a capital
Continued from page 4
man on anyHis faith and cult didn’t fit the
tax on their release footage.
The body’s dais and he was second
pattern of Roman Emperor Diotion has always been the bulwark tionwide
exclusive
telecast
of original limit per meter was 1,200 only
to
pastmaster toastmaster cletian, who jugged him and threw
“Carmen" by the Metropolitan francs, even though only 400 francs Georgie Jessel added the right
of expansion in any new business.
away the key. Finally Constantine
Teleconference is headed by a Grand Opera Dec. 11. This pre- are charged at present. The limit convincer about the honored guest; came along with a file, and unviously
had been announced for has now been raised to 2,000 that he was “a kind man, an undergroup of public relations men,
barred his way.
none of whom has had any previous Radio City locally, but Harry B. francs. Further proposed is an 8% standing man, a wholesome *man."
Like a fan dancer who has come
experience either in theatres or French, MAG president, reveals it turnover tax on the distribs’ N. Y. There were similar tributes, born
inTV. Stanley Barr is prexy, with had been withdrawn from the tele- share. It would be levied on all of intimate relationships, from Wis- aclutch with the law, his fame
Unlike a fan dancer, a
creased.
earnings
which
are
theoretically consin theatre man Harold J. FitzThomas W. Casey and Aaron Fein- cast because the show would conchurch was named for him in Isremittable,
without
regard
to
flict
with
Minneapolis
a
Symphony
gerald,
who operates Fox-Midwesco
Gerald Deckler
sot as veepees.
whether or not the money is ac- out of Milwaukee, and Jesse Block tanbul. Since then, more than 400
serves as secretary and general orchesrta Concert.
churches have been built for him
tually transferred to N. Y. Mexico (& Sully),
the vaudevillian, a longcounsel.
and in his honor in England alone.
recently put into force a consider- time personal friend,
Feinsot told Variety this week
that had thp
Least known about St. Nicholas,
able boost in import duties for ring of authenticity.
that the organization plans to conhowever, is that he was the patron
films.
Lurie
centrate primarily on setting up
Fun Portions
saint
of the pawi.hrokers, and
One
or the bright spots is Japan,
similar big-screen coverage of inContinued from page 3
The fun part included tape- what better proof is there that he
where the government is expected
dustrial meets such as the Bendix
recorded
today.
telephonic
•exists
communicathe public’s interest in the tri- to reduce the current 100% admisaffair. He added, however, that it
Who ain’t in hock at Christdimensional medium.
sions tax to 50% with the incom- tions from James Stewart (inquirwill not limit its operations to that
ing about his grosses on “Winches- mastime?
ing of the new fiscal year.
sphere, indicating that the compater 73"), Jimmy Durante and Jack
ny will also enter production of Cinerama* Expanding
Benny.
entertainment shows where posJessel was in fine fettle. Depinet
Abroad; Korda Deal Off?
sible.
himself was likened to Edward
20th, Par
Explore
Cinerama may simultaneously
As with Halpern’s deal for bigEverett Hale’s “The Man Without a
Continued from page 3
screening Monday (1) of a Lees expand its operation abroad as well
Continued from page 5
Country"
as “the man without a
Carpets national sales meet, Tele- as domestically, it wlis indicated some sort of agreement is reached, company, and the sooner he gets
compares with a loss of
which
766,
min
beco
w
ith
England
t
his
we
ek,
g -the—legal-^agtescon icronce - -is-renting— bigr-screen.
would then-bei-behind-that-company -th-e*-^ -belter"
of
for th'6""irame~"periad
r .
—L. L
i.
J
_
.. “II
*
_
..
houses for the Bendix meet on a the European showcase for the brought
in to set it down in legal will be for the entire motion pic- 1951.
slip was further
Earnings
straight-rental basis, based in each new medium.
terminology. Both approaches are, ture industry." This brought cheers. borne out by the dip in gross inOutfit’s board of directors will
city on how much annual biz Benweek in New York to of course, feelers, with neither (Since then it appears as if De- come. Estimated film rentals and
dix does in that particular market meet this
side bfeing adamant in its demands. pinet will be back at the helm of sales for the quarter ended Sept.
expansion of Cinerama
discuss
area. In addition to UPT, houses
Neither group is at all certain just RKO).
27 were $14,204,000 against $14,Warners, Loew’s, both in the U. S. and abroad. what the next step should be^
to
belonging
Cheers went also to Blumberg 904,000 for the same stretch last
a
report
survey"
RKO, Fabian and other major cir- Board will hear
his
speech
for
of
appreciation,
Meanwhile,
year.
Wilbur
Snaper,
made by Joseph Kaufman, newlycuits have been lined up. Hourwhich was patently from the heart.
Fact that United Paramount Theappointed chief of theatre opera- Allied prexy, has received the
long Bendix program will originate
green light to represent his org The citation on the plaque read: atres had more houses in 1951 than
Kaufman’s
the
basis
of
On
tions.
in UPT’s Garrick Theatre, Chicago,
“Motion
Picture
Pioneers,
Inc.,
beyear, observers feel, was a
this
report, board will determine the should the talks be renewed. Any
starting before noon so as not to
stows its highest honor upon Nate major factor in its decline in earncities in which Cinerama will next conclusions reached at these sesinterfere with the exhibitors’ reguBlumberg,
whose
40
brilliant
years
Nine months’ net for the
ings.
be unveiled. Indications are that sions would be presented by Snaper
lar boxoffice patronage.
in the motion picture
business year was $5,435,000 compared to
Boston, Chicago and Los Angeles to the Allied board, which meets
closely parallel the
spectacular the rousing $9,537,000 for the same
in New Orleans Jan. 12.
will get the first calls.
Portland Theatre TV
Another aspect is that if sessions growth and tremendous achieve- 1951 chukker. Included in the ’52
Kaufman, meanwhile, is continuPortland, Ore., Dec. 2.
tally were capital gains of $1,465,next
it will ments of the industry he has- served
held
after
week
are
sites
potential
of
survey
his
Will J. Connor, executive v.p. of ing
so faithfully and so well. For en- 000, while capital gains of $3,483,In be without the presence of Metro's
presenting the medium.
the John Hamrick Theatres, reveals for
riching our industry with his count- 000 strengthened the ’51 figure.
reWilliam
Rodgers,
generally
F.
addition to weighing the potential
that the 1.850-seat Liberty would
less contributions as exhibitor, pro- Even so, last year’s profits ran well
takes based on population count, garded as the father of arbitrasoon install a large screen for TV,
Rodgers, long an industry ducer and distributor, for his ster- ahead of this year’s to date.
he’s also studying theatre avail- tion.
has
and that the first-run house
ling attributes exemplified by his
Interesting aspect of theatre opKaufman’s job also will leader in devising a system to
abilities.
joined Theatre Network Televidevotion, his affection and his feel- orations was found in a comparison
be to set up a complete operating settle disputes, is head of the dis- ing for his fellow' man, we
sion.
acclaim of grosses reported by both RKO
committee
and
negotiating
trib
organization in New York, with
him ‘Pioneer of the Year’."
[Theatres and UPT for the quarter
the establishment of various de- played a leading part in writing
On the dais were Milton R. Rack- ended Sept. 27, 1952. RKO’s estiSalt Lake’s Theatre TV
important aspect the original draft. Rodgers, who
An
partments.
Salt Lake City, Dec. 2.
Florida mil. the new president of Uni- mated theatre admissions and other
of his task will be the training of leaves for an extended
First theatre TV tieup has been
stay next week, said he had no versal; U production chief William operating income totaled $8,510,technicians.
Goetz, who had come in from the 000, a healthy boost over the $7,announced here by Ray M. Henhis
trip.
delaying
of
intention
Taking part in this week’s hoard
dry, v.p. and gen. mgr. of InterOn Thursday (27) Theatre Own- Coast (as did other U studio execu- 965.000 recorded in the equivalent
meeting will be board chairman
tives, along with sales manager 1951 quarter.
mountain Theatres (Paramount).
On the other hand.
Alfred
America
revealed
via
of
ers
Louis B. Mayer, who arrived in
emeritus Bill Scully, who came up UPT’s grosses were $29,500,000 an J
Arrangements have been comGotham’ last week; .prexy Dudley Starr, TOA prexy, Mitchell Wolf- from his Florida home). Also on the
pleted for Intermountain’s Utah
the respective pefor
$31,650,000,
Herman
Roberts, .Jr., exec veepee Frank son, past president, and
1 boat re
present large-screen
to
that the dais were Robert R. Young, Serge riods.
Smith, who returned from the M.”LevvV general counsel,
above figures
TV.
T.
Hargrave.
the
Scmenenko,
J.
Edaything.
If
Coast yesterday (Tucs.), and Kauf- distrib draft of the arbitration plan ward P. (Ted) Curtis and William
showed that the field of exhibition
was not completely satisfactory to
man.
German of Eastman Kodak, was equally as spotty from an earnJBerger's Big Screen TV
Following the confab. Cinerama TOA. especially the omission of
Frank M. Folsom, Adolph Zukor. ings standpoint as production and
Minneapolis, Dec. 2.
specifically the city film rentals as a subject for arbiannounce
will
Bennie Berger’s first-run Gopher
But although grosses
tration. However, they indicated at Barney Balaban, Harry M. Warner, distribution.
it next will open its inilia
"dipped, depending upon
the distinction of being the in which
a New York press confab that TOA Judge Pecora and other industry may have
"This Is Cinerama.*’
tinilory’s first independent the- tial effort,
individual company, theatre
Pioneers
at-; the
Some
500
notables.
per
arbitration,
se,
reject
not
will
Success of Cinerama in its Gothnce to have large-screen television
circuits were still shelling out diviBroadway Thea- merely because it cannot obtain tended at $20 a head.
equipment installed. It’s the third am preem at the'
The conclusion remains— the or- dends. UPT paid a 25c melon Oct.
in a flood of in- that concession. Starr stressed that
resulted
has
tre
sliowhouse to be so equipped, the
ganization has a real opportunity 17 on its common outstanding, Napouring into the company’s if the MPAA did not initiate a
eilio.
tional Theatres recently declared
being the Minnesota Amus. quiries
to fulfill an industry obligation.
both by mail and telephone n ew meeting TOA would sponsor
Co's
(United Paramount Thea- office
Special awards to two members a 15c divvy and Trans^Lux Theits
TOA
own.
on
meeting
ch
a
SU
theatres for the presentaoffering
tres)
St.
atres last week authorized a 15c
Radio City here and
v\ ere made at the dinOffers have prexy said lie did not think the of the MPP
tion of the medium.
P«ml Paramount.
Veepee Marvin Kirsch and per share on common outstanding
S. as differences between Allied and the ner.
U.
from
both
coming
been
The Gopher will publicly dauneh
secretary-treasurer Harry Takiff (payable Dec. 18, of iccoid Doc. 8.
Cinerama, distribs were irreconcilable.
tbe
na- well as foreign exhibs.

Curbs Abroad

-

1

—

UPT Spurs New TV

—

—

Top

Chances

•

devo-

has been terminated.
Deal Astor in the heart of Times Square, tion to the ideals of the Pioneers,
announced some time ago had something to do with the new together with their untiring efwhen Michael Todd was associated aura and the new values.
forts in the translation of these
with the outfit in the predecessor
ideals into a practical program."
1952 Tolled 36
org of Thorfias-Todd Productions.
Words were inscribed on trays
Among the 36 industry veterans presented
the pair by dinner chairwho died in '52 were names like
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large-screen

TV

with the

I

responsibility is another indication
that Crown may soon ankle the for-

Show

Biz Role

.Continued from page

1

Three other places are

Armory.
under consideration—Loew

s

Wednesday, December

farm#*
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I

lews
Film Reviews

eign post.
Status under a reactivated Depinet regime of Condon and the apwho
pointees from within
w ere U p pe d during the Grant ten-

Continued fromi page 8

RKO

cap- ure

=

chatters like an encyclopedia, lie
doesn’t escape Tracy for long,
though, ‘“because when replaceme te arrive the talking soldier is
among them and the feud continues loosely as the pair keep the
Army and the North Koreans in a
state of confusion through a round
of antics that rate chuckles.
Under Fred L. Guiol’s direction
Jr., production,
Roach, kli.,
Hal XVUUUXI,
Uie XIUI
of the
OI
,
rnnflnncH
ffrnm
nacro
K
Continued from page 5
Sawyer project their
Tracy and gawyer
the blood of a pirate.” For exam- broad characters for laughs. Rus.
it s claimed that one exhibitor sell Hicks and Robert Shayne, two
„
paid up on a deal of 75/25 on confused officers; Frank Jenks.
Alan Hale, Jr., and Wong Artarne
]y[ e t ro 's 'Cftio Vadis.*
the
to
share
their,
contribute
<.
WQ _„. rc
amusement. Margie Dean has a
cepting any kind of deal they could
s | n gi e sequence as an entertainer
an dv Ce
.at.. .the front, singing “I Love the
^
?
? one
ri^
In
admissions- on ^Fatima.
»»
written by Leon Klatzkm
]yj en>
Kilimanase
*° usy
a
c
and Tom Adair,
?
?
;
;
r0
C
e
e
Film
rates a round of production
??^
1 t?
fr v
h
values appropriate to its light budgf
e y
et
and the technical credits are
danced prices. Yet, Fox demands okay
B rog.
in ®
s j-in

js

tional

Guard

Armory,

which

at

as
5
there will be name entertainers «
well as two or three top dance
©rchestras.

Thus

no show

far,

biz

personnel have been appointed to
cooperate with Murphy in obtaining the talent and staging the
*hows. However, it is understood
that Orville Crouch, Metro studio
xep Jhejce*.. will. be. actively Jn the
picture as wili be reps of other
studfbs. Crouch has, been appointed
to the finance subcommittee of the
..
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you likeToTet yoS^bralns beaten

out... if you like to be dictated to
and if you like having ’every pica P° tential grossing poson you with impos7-fia mm uui
i
I sibility forced vh
II
If VNI
sibl0 terms—just continue playing
*
Continued from page 2
footsie with the forcers and you’ll
continue to get the works. It all
that it may be impractiearunless
aepenas
on
0 "' you.
,OUPe “
generally ebserved by all showsv
go'
With “Mrs. McThing” due to
1\
on tour after Jan. 10, and “Fourposter” apparently nearing the end
I
OT
of
of its Broadway run, that would
leave not a single straight show
continued from page
Continued
uaee
5
r
only
and
playing the early curtain
two, or perhaps three, musicals do- been the cause of bitterness being so. Robert Whitehead and Wal- tween the new management and
ter Fried are reportedly consider- recently-resigned board chairman
ing shifting to the early ring-up Arnold Grant. Feeling of the new
for their production of “Time of controlling interests was that they
the Cuckoo,” but they aren’t ex- had been misled by Grant, who felt
pected to decide in favor of the they should tackle the reorganization of the sales and distributive
idea.
Although the early curtain was setup before putting the studio in
almost unanimously praised in pub- order.
It was the studio’s inability to
lie and press comment, the actual
response in boxoffice terms has furnish product that was RKO s
been disappointing. Suburban com- basic weakness; they noted, and not
muter patronage has been less than. the reshuffling of the executive
anticipated, despite overwhelming alignment in New York. It's besupport of the idea in numerous lieved that if the studio had been,
polls conducted by railroad com- geared for fullscale activity, there
panies, etc.
Moreover, the early- would at least be a flow of films
performance attendance tended to during the present unsettled period
be largely upstairs, with the top- of selecting new management
.
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32%
11%

13%

5%

3%

30Vs

21%
26%
23%

38%
29%

3%
3%
3%

47/s
“

'

m

10%
11%

21%
13%- Tl-

.

.

49
197
265
43
Nat’l Then ..
135
Paramount.
78
Philco
294
RCA
223
Piets.
. RKO
RKO Tbeats.. 188
Republic .... 31
2
Rep., pfd.
20th-Fx (new) 153
174
U*. Par. Th.
.

0 f ^he su bsecretariat of informalater he believed
jaier

.

.

.

...

-

11%

Warner Bros.

88

68

Zenith

Trans-Lux

.

.

.

.

.

383/4

11%

12

9%

9%

44%
12%

44%

Net.

Change
week

347/a

37/s

33/4

29
37%

3%

3%
3%

3%
3%

10%
11%
12%

— -13%
133/4

-

1-3%
61

85

3

3%

1

—
-

•

17%

+
—
— H%

27/a

3

3%

Bid

Ask

1

6
3 3/4

!i

-

3fc

27%

Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries

•

—

27

Over-the-Counter Securities
Cinecolor
(Pathe).

+ 8
+ %

+
—
1V4

27/a
.

%

— %%

12%
85%

17%

17%

27%

+ %

+
—

12%
•

%

+ %
—
%
+ u
—
%

10%

61
12

12%
88%

.

—

12

-13%

61

1

26%
34%

•

28%

12

%
+ H
+ %
—%

33/4

26%

10%

—

12%

35%
29%

99
15
39
87 *

.

9%
38%

27

33/4

90
60
35

.

9%
38%
37 3/4*

3%

4%

.

15%

2%

12%

.

Univ.'Pie.- .-v

N. Y. Curb Exchange
Du Mont*.
193/4
15
33^
2% Monogram
273/4
20% Technicolor

—

9%
45

.

.

'

38%
12%

21

Col, Pic

Univ., pfd.

%

10

39

40
28

.

57

65

3%

4

.

41% Eastman Kdk
11% Loew’s

18%

10%
12%

CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”

Tucs.
Close

for

Decca

8

.9%
48

Won

Continued from page

33

39*%

4%
5%

100s
20

8% ABC

12%
40%

declared
u °n, ana oeciarea

+ %

%

1
63/4

4%

5
4%
U. A, Theatres
he had broken the deadlock be6%
7%
+ %
Walt Disney
tween the Argentine government
&
Co.)
Dreyfus
by
furnished
Quotations
(
and the ^ g fi] m industry.
Actually, an agreement covering
both remittances and exhibition
permits was reached between the
i ndus try
and the Argentine gov--- - “
uucc »4
t.oniinueu
from page
— “
i
Continued irum
:
n>r-_nr-/-.
ernment, m
May, i1950,
andj rati
to test its
strength, came
fied by authorities here in July, the fifth entry of that month to »sue
through with some hangup to okay
1951. it provided for the remit- land high in November,' finishing

rrOQUCI
Product

==!

^

.

High Low

JS

.

Weekly Weekly Weekly
High
Low
Vol. in

1952

•

Eisenhower-Nixon inauA
gural committee. Also serving- on
this committee is Earl Gammons,
_
CBS v.p. for Washington.
.
Driving his point home, Jones
Spokesmen for the radio-TV
nets have already met here to informed the Iowa-Nebraska memwork out their coverage of the In- hers, ‘‘if you’ve been afflicted with
. write comauguration, which will take place these forced tactics
office and
outside the Capitol Jan. 20, and Plete details to this ^
Myers in Washington.
along the line of March of the Abram F.
teeth
of
Allied
the
s new
Yo
are
parade. There will be no pool arV
A>nc»mpnt hf.ip Wphs and stations policy. If you want relief, you must
information
this
kind
of
wii® b e 0Ii their vwn. There will furnish
fire
be no sponsorship of the Inaugura- that will enable ,our leaders to
However, spon- the ammunition.”
tion ceremonies.
overall

fiV.Y. Stock Exchange)
Week Ending Tuesday (2)

a matter of speculation.*

-

^

Amnsement Stock Quotations

Mr. Walkic Talkie

Theatre, Constitution Hall and Eyen w ^h Depinet’s return, it’s
Uline Arena, scene of basketball doubted that Robert Mochrie,.fore
e could be ln<luced
„!vI wpSk *>er s? 1<?s ve «P«
will be made within the next week
re t urn Latter appears solidly
or 10 days.
set as sales chief for Goldwyn.
On Tuesday, Jan. 20, following
Inaugural
the Inauguration and the
parade, there Will be a large invitation inaugural ball at the NaAllied-Trust Suit
itol

1952

3,
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'Snows’ Tops Nov.

a.

...

..

lance of up to $1,100,000 annually,

approximately

..

.

nl "‘ h

showed with sevVal sturdy dales.

„

...

w£kS

50%

enough°to
“Everything I Have Is
1
yours” (M-G), in like category,
^e
(UA),
Thief”
*‘T he
was nth
GOuld be lnves ted locally.
which never lived up to its initial
With the government blaming pr omise, rounds out the Top 12 list,
the dollar shortage for its failure Non-talking film never got above
to act, no money has come out of eighth place in monthly ratings.
Argentina since 1947.
The last
Runnerups
import permits were granted in
4<c
T
,r, ol0
L
S0
1950, and Metro, Warners and
„
and “Thp
® T r^„ 1VAern
Universal especially are down to
I
"TV
J
nnp! up
runnel
the
(U)
are
Promotor
the last few pix on their shelves.
the month. Last-named film s
With the exception of 20th-Fox, P,lx

of the U. S. distribs’ earnings, at
the official free rate of 14 pesos
dollar. The remaining 50%
to

_S)

,

^

“Blazing Forest"
-

sions.

-

-

exhibition
permits for
get
nearly six months. The companies
are down to reissuing some <of
last year’s top hits, with Metro reviving “The Philadelphia Story”
and RKO bringing out “It’s a
Wonderful Life” once again.

-

-

in

.

1
\

I

.

HGWSfCei!.

1

to

(Par), however,

was n0 bal1 of fire
“Yankee Buccaneer” (U) recorded some good to stouU results/
“Turning Point” (Par) was indined to be spotty. “Lure of Wilderness” (20th) added to its gross
total with some light to trim ses-

'

r<II||G

—

1

°f

none of the distribs has been able

...

.

|
I

|
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? ontlnucd from page 3
!!? mMNovem
t ln
rt d
J ust
.
pects to cover the Eisenhower field
|* ] |e
„
P la y ed smail
..
f
trip with a sound, crew for
the
seater arty theatres.
Big majority of new pictures newsreel pool,
launched late last month did not
since Oliver will be the only
However, cameraman on
great strength.
hint
the *
plane itse]f
there were some promising entries.
One of these wai "Iron Mistress”
of !?*
the EisenhoweTti'hf
WB>, which started out by land- ®‘fThat Mrt;,®*
t?’
>"8 fourth place the first week out
^vo
s'ound
from 'iolnlne
the"
0
souna
crews
irom
joining me
° n general release. “Plymouth Ad- g?
venture” (1^-G), while not rated Eisenhower group, they will have
any great shakes b^some crix, cap•dVdiithe^OWver loot^ge ^’Wbirtd’
WbUld be -avail-"
tured third the first session it was the-OMwfffotage’
out to any extent. Latter thus far ab l® to TV also,
All film coming from Oliver will
is inclined to be uneven.
“Limelight” (UA) still smash in be shipped directly to the Defense
sixth (current) round at two N. Y. Dept., where it is to be processed,
ucnci«ios
p^iuic icuwu
record of
ujl the
me General
Dig for
nouses, also is big
houses,
tor first two 1,1 u picture
weeks in San Francisco. “Break- trip will be released until the seing Through,” from United Art- cunty blackout has been lifted,
con ti nll es socko in fourth which is presumably after the Eis$ts
stanza in N Y its initial olavdate enhowever plane has returned to
and looming “a potentially high the U. S

^

pwd^maU-

.

.

’

20th has had an inside track here
since it ma de "Way of a Gaucho”
in Argentina along with the tinter
price downstairs seats generally execs.
of the Eva p eron f un eral
rethe actual takeover of leased here under the title “The
remaining unsold until the last. ,,^>rAOr
oL ^5 company, former , prexy _ Ned jieai±,.„of^ Argentina- Stopped.-”.the relatively light mail orders for FFepfheF reportedly outlined lo
Grant and the Stolkin group the
Monday nights. *
“Mrs. McThing” has apparently problems involved. He is said to
been a notable exception to the have t°l d them that he would be
general rule. Perhaps because it able to rely on reissues and pick
indie product to keep
Continued from page 3^ sss
•«««»
draws a large percentage of juvenile playgoers, the Mary Chase
“5? 1 21 deadline for the initial Davment
1
V
V
tbe
c
r
abl
w
reorganize
the
®.
comic-fantasy starring Helen Hayes
,f
J.
has done exceptionally good busi- studl °* The Stolkin syndicate, how- of l/o interest on more than $6,e
ver,
reportedly
relying
on
Grant
s 000,000 of the balance due on the
ness on its early-curtain Monday
showing,
sale
° ne of tha
discussed
to reconTtitute ttl?New*York setup*
Interesting aspect is that the Desyndicate members is appoint- grosser.
which resulted in Depinet’s resig“Hans
Christian
Andersen” fense Dept, will protect the the
nation as president and his reten- ment of the board, one group betRKO), which preemed in two N.Y. tres against TV competition by
tion as a consultant.
lieving
ueving me
the oirecioraie
directorate jnoum
should be
oe
S
Stockholder Unit
advance
making
in
film
available
lheatres the final week of Nove m'
‘- —
named immediately so RKO could b ei j s doing such great trade that to the newsreels for makeup. The
"
Continued from page 5
present a strong case next Wednes- already it is rated a big grosser, release date will then be set ahead
..
.
...
,
„
„
a special meeting
ee t g with
1
neW board
new
b0 r<I I
Ilaf»
day (10) when a minority stock- “Pony Soldier” (20th), with sev- so that the films will reach the
Dec. Pritfll
If
iipStSfi
+ vlp agenda.
o«il
rio
c i? a I
Prod.
I Irlla
elections
8 on the
Gnda
Such
holder request for temporary re- eral important dates, displayed Public simultaneously in theatres
fitcinn”
hT indicates,
^ 8 would be I
session, he
Continued from page
continued
ceivership is calendared.
'
Pae« 7
enough good returns to win run- and °ver TV.
called nrnntn^SMH
pronto instead of awaiting
Sources close to the Stolkin ner-up position one week in Noj.
the next scheduled meeting in more than three films in produc
produc8 rou P said that all concerned are vember.
tion.
June, 1953.
”
b
°t
to
get
out,
even at a loss.”
In contrast', “Steel Trap” (20th)
The decline in overall production
llllllicfw
w
Industry
quantity, which has been growing New group reportedly is fearful of proved disappointing on its first
f
Reisman Vice Crown?
batch of dates. “Thunderbirds”
With former prexy Ned Depinet more noticeable almost daily in more stockholder suits.
Continued from page 4 expected by some key company the last 18 months, can be attributIt’s
known Stolkin called off (Rep) opened nicely in Washing..
execs to return as operating nead ed directly to the weeding out of talks vjih all other would-be pur- ton.
“K. C. Confidential” (UA) show the star rehearsing her video
of RKO, it’s figured that Phil Reis- the independent producers. Tight- chasers, syndicates who’ve claimed fared excellently in several loca- program for airing later in the
man, former international topper, ened markets, more rigid loan they were trying to get control of tions.
“Androcles”
(RKO) did day Audience of Lees execs, salcswill be back to head the foreign strictures and the lure of television RKO. A Stolkin source said flatly okay on Its preem dates.
..
,v c triWnr<! will
men retailers ana. aisiriD
operation, resulting in the drop- film production have taken many that all deals were rejected be“Flat Top” (AA) grabbed some
pmg of Alfred Crown, present for- indies out of the ranks of theatrical cause none offered sufficient sizable biz orr initial engagements thus actuall y watch Miss Smiuis
of being
eign chief. Reisman’s comment on film production.
cash or credit to swing a deal, while “Battle Zone ” frdfo the
same show in rehearsal, instead
the possibility of his return was,
a bout it.
Even so, the independents as a S°l e exception was an S. H. distrib, fared better with several
nobody asked me.”
groui) are well represented in the Fabian alliance which had the cash solid showings
With the various talent and craft
“Way of Gaucho”
Crown is one of the two outside December list. Indies have six films but wanted only to go into studio (20th)
continued to limp for the unions committed to cooperating
a P p0 intee s made by before the cameras as of today and to make pix which they’d pay for.
most part, although surprising with with the Metopera and TNT to
ran d « n n 8 hj s short ten- two of them are shooting in Eng- Fins was rejected because Stolkin
so me fine ratings in scattered key make possible the “Carmen” pickj
uie ot £
board
of
chairman, the other | and underlining the added effort wanted to get out completely.
dates.
up, it’s believed that success
ng
ad Chief Ricllard Con - indi3 are importing to their prodIndicative
of
the
group’
group’s
attitude
“Bloodhounds
of
Broadway” that show will convince the unions
/inn w«o^
f
Vay as
1
t0
eap th ® r ches t possible is a reported comment by Ray (20th) failed to respond as
future
chief of
r
expect- that there’s a big untapped
}
u?
z
S imi.Pi rnuu,l
i
+
a tightening market.
bad a ^ r oed to harvest
Ryan who is said to have declared ed on its N. Y. preem, where fig- foi' them in big-screen video. Thus,
a* two voir
Twentieth-Fox leads the majors he put up $200,000 as part of the urod
Gran i'but
entertainment
if they okay more
big.
It
was
very
to
be
lanthe
bG I in ®~ 0 :h<V
lnkc
corn_ down payment and is quite willing guid on its first two weeks there, shows subsequently, TNT will b
FinalV/'ition
n nl/?‘s pilall0n
r,ii' ii^
P- «v! S1X fi]
«!
Gr
y d
ms before the to take a loss to get out. Members “Happy Time” (Col) was a bit un- better prepared for creating and
!S ,S .JX
exit and \ho
?
,
Sta ^ e
a ^‘ camcras
has five and Para- of the entire syndicate individually even, doing best with some nice to staging them via the experienc
fairs'at iho pnmnnn«^
mount and Warners are tied in and colle( lively are responsible for solid returns in smaller theatres.
gained in the Lees Telc-rSessio
a oMwimi
a
’
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under construction on the Camp
Horn Road, Associated no longer

f

M M rn » l

-

M »« ! »> »
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NEW YORK
Union Film Distributors inked
metropolitan

circuit

a

with

deal

Loew’s Theatres for reissue ol
"Not Wanted” and "Good Time
Girl.”

Allied States Assn, prexy Wil
bur Snaper left yesterday (Tues.)
for Indianapolis for two-day con
fab of Allied "Theatre Owners of
Indiana.
H. M. Richey, Metro exhib re
lations chief, to attend Independ

•

operates three ozoners

From Film Row

Clips

ent Theatre Owners of Boston con
vention Dec. 9.
While business at Radio City
Music Hall has been lagging, along
with other Broadway deluxers
prospecte-^^aiLJU^b.eat. .in _the imbright
appear
mediate future
judging from advance reservations
for the annual Christmas show

which opens tomorrow (Thurs.). It
has the heaviest advance sale of
reserved ducats in years, according to Russell V. Downing, manag
ing director of the Hall.
Jack Bellman, one-time ‘’eastern
division manager of Republic Pictures, joined Favorite Pictures as
manager of exchange operations.
Longterm lease for 2,000-seat

< I

M

I I

»

M

Youngstown,
4

+

in

charge

the

of

Embassy.

managed the Jefferson
operated by Alliance.

IN MONT’L; ‘SHOW’ 18G

Eastmont Park Corp., builders

Montreal, Dec. 2.
of
socko
returns
Following
"Snows of Kilimanjaro” at Loew’s
for two weeks. Consolidated Theatres is taking film out of this flagship and running it at Orpheum to
okay response and with the same
upped scale. "Greatest Show” at
pop prices looks great at Palace.
Top new pic is "Just for You,”
smash at Loew’s.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (C. T.) (2.626; 34-60)—
"Greatest Show” (Par) (reissue).
Great $18,000. Last week, "Dreamboat” (20th), same
Capitol (C. T. (2,412; 34-60)—

a large housing project near
Dayton, O., filed suit for injunction to bar construction of a drivein near State Route 35.
Samuel
Levin of Dayton was named de-

•

.

local

ST.

LOUIS

Mrs. Ethel J. Chilton will light
her new Missouri, Doniphan, Mo.,
Dec. 15. This gives the town three
Charles H> Bell, Terre Haute,
purchased the Fox, Blue
Byers Jordan,
111., from
Decatur, 111.
Harold Schaer sold his Warner,
Salem, Ky., to Ruble Johnson and
Shelby Vaughn and bought the
Ind.,

DeSoto,

a’”'

638-seater, DeSoto,

PHILADELPHIA

.

32 East 57th

St.,

.

New

.

silversmith

York 22

(2d Floor)

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT,

Refreshment

SERYICE

Service for

from Coast
to Coast
Century

over

%

DRIVE - IN
THEATRES

Wwkr-

Omaha

—"Plymouth

is

suffering

all

J_

^

«

_ t

«

f

j

itts

West”

(U), $7,500.
(Tristates)

Orpheum
70)— "Pony

Soldier”

“Something for Birds”

20-

(3.000;
(20th)

and
Slow

(20th).

Last week. "Hurricane Smith” (Par) and "Anything
$8,000 or less.

Can Happen”

(Par), $9,000.
(865; 25-76)—

along the line.
However, such
State (Goldberg)
strong newcomers as "Bloodhounds "Because
v ou’re
of Broadway” and “Flat Top’ bid Okay $4,500.
Last
likely to make fairly respectable est Show” (Par) (2d
showings.
and final
It is sixth

Mine”

<M-G).
week. "Greatwk), $4,700.

week for "Because You’re Mine”
high-stepping
second .for
"Miracle of Fatima” and also
(Continued from page 8)
Plymouth Adventure.”
"Tales of Hoffmann” -(UA) (2d wk),
Estimates for This Week

KANSAS CITY

and

D—

—

.

—

,

CLEVELAND

(3,450;

55-85)

Adventure”

BALTIMORE

—

.

(M-G).

1

—"Magic

Box”

b'

In the Nopa

Valley, near

San Franctsco,nestles " Beaulieu
lovely vineyard-estate of the

de Letour
delicate

family. Pleasant-tastlng,

BV

wines are

among

the world's fine vintages.

Pour

for

your next dinner guestf

BV Riesling,

(Indie) (2d wk).

Maintaining pace at $3,500

Cabernet Sauvlgnon

or Plnot Nolr.

after-

nice $4,200 beginning.

Stanley (WB) (3$80; 25-75)—
"Iron Mistress” (WB). Fairly okay
$9,500.
Last week, "Miracle Fatima” (WB) (3d wk), $6,400.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)
"Lusty Men” (RKO) (2d wk),
mfld $5,800 after $8,200 opener.

—

ST.

Beaulieu Vineyard, Rutherford, California

LOUIS

(Continued from page 9)
(M-G) and "My Man and I” (M-G).
$14,500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)
"Somebody Loves Me” (Par) and
"Steel Trap”

— RADIO

n

CITT MUSIC HAIL

-

Rockefeller Center

(20th).

but look askance at the action of 500.
of the Warner
Club’s any
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1.000;
Federal agencies which in efrooms.
90)— "High Treason” (Indie). Good
feet condones and sanctions anti$4,000. Last week, "Miracle of Fatrust violators, even to the point
tima 1 (WB) (2d wk), $3,500.
of refusing to consider their recSt. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 40-50)
Rialto Theatre in Beaver Falls ord in any realistic sense.”
"Body Snatcher” (RKO) and "I
celebrated 50th anni yesterday
Letter was addressed to acting Walked With Zombie” (RKO) (re(Tues.). Originally built in 1902
as FCC chairman Rosel Hyde.
FCC issues). Modest $6,000. Last week.
the Lyceum, house was remodeled replied on
(Lip)
and "Jungle”
Friday (28) that, since /Hellgate”
into the Rialto in 1927.
the case was not yet decided it (Lip), mild $6,500.
Shady
Associated
Oak
(St.
L.
Drive-In
would
Amus.)
not
Theatres,
be appropriate now to
90)— ‘High Treason” (Indie). (800;
which has already built eight
Nice
ozon- take a position on the merits of
w
Ann
im
J
ers in
$4,500.
this district, has a ninth,! the case.
Last week, "Miracle of
Fatima” (WB) (2d wk), $4,000.
•

<M-G).

week, "Duel at
Silver Creek” (U) and "Horizons

“MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID”
ESTHER WILLIAMS

closing

4

(M-G)

Smoke”

25

: i

Mild $9,000.
$2.60 per.
"Those of us interested” in anti- Last week, "Wakamba” (Indie) and
WB cancelled usual Thanksgiv- trust
laws, Langer said, "cannot "California Conquest” (Col), $7,ing kiddie party because of the

PITTSBURGH

20-70)

(2,100;

Adventure”

?£
o

i
i

(Tristates)

—

Langer Hints

£

Dept. V3.

There

—

—

Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania
Continued from page 4
lined up solidly behind
drive to repeal the city 10% the proposal” 0 of hearings examGive * SURE-FIRE hit, say "good luck"
iner Leo Resnick and added, “I
with a unique lighter your friends in the amusement tax.
theatre will applaudl This completely new
Steve Stiefel, Coast exhibitor,, note that in large measure the
automatic lighter by Evans features a dishere
findings of your hearings examiner
to
his
ailing
see
father,
tinctive raised medallion depicting the
masks of Comedy and Tragedy and the Michael, In Temple U. hospital.
are predicated on an order of the
actor's patron, St. Genesius/ Handsomely
Dr. Roy Korson, son of Colum- Commission limiting consideration
and heavily rhodium plated, the brilliant
engine-turned design has lust been created bia sales manager Dave Korson, of antitrust violations ... to those
exclusively for Harry Moss. It's fully autoand” a
>athologist
at
Vermont within the last three years. There
matic simply press lever and it lights
School, called back into are no circumstances which can
every timet Attractively gift packaged. It's Medical
postpaid.
a remarkable value.
No Army.
justify such a limitation. It made
*<3
C.O.D.'s please
The Stanley will
resent the irrelevant
a
record
of
law
See our tremendous collection of Chrlst- Metopera, "Carmen,”
Dec. 11 over violation extending over several
a s s,f ** of distinction from $3.50 to
n
, ».v
TNT, with all seats reserved at decades.”
$3,500.

HARRY MOSS — goldsmith

damage.

90)

.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-76'

"Springfield
Rifle”
(WB)
and
"Strange Fascination” (Col). Back
to regular prices here, with mild
in
sight.
$4,000
Last
week.
"Miracle* of 'Fatima” (WB1big $7,300 at 35-$l scale.

—

members

—

ings.

,

—

Mo., and continue to operate his
new Collins there.
Charles F. Carpenter, pic theatre owner, East Moline, 111., won
the election as secretary of state of
Illinois over Edward J. Barrett,

Folk

,

in

first-run biz
was buried under
worst bllWard- in 10 years here
and exhibitors are hoping to dig
out with just' fair biz. "Plymouth
Adventure” and "Because You’re
Mine” are headihg for best show-

(Continued from page 8)
nicely at $7,000 after
Okay $13,000. Last week, “Pris- Holding
bright $12,800.
oner of Zenda” (M-G) (2d wk),
Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-901
$9,000 in 5 days.
"Tales of Hoffmann” (UA) (2d wk).
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-85) Starting second round tomorrow
“Thunderbirds” (Rep).
Good (Wed.) of return at popscale after
$8,006 or clpse. Last week, "Blam- solid getaway at $5,200.
ing Forest” (Par), $3,800.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
Tower (Telemanagement) (585; "Pony Soldier” (20th) (2d wk). Beanother
round
55-85)
tomorrow)
"Cripple Creek” (Col) and gins
"Voodoo Tiger” (Indie). Ordinary (Wed.) after oke $6,200 preem.
New (Mechanic) (1,8Q0;~ 20-70)
$2,800. Last week, "Wings of Adventure” (Indie) and "Great Ad- "Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th).
Fair $8,000.
Last week, "Someventure” (Indie), $2,000.
thing for Birds” (20th), $6,900.
Playhouse (Schwaber) • (430; 50-

Democratic incumbent.

Show

,

Minneapolis, Dec. 2.
deep snow, icy thoroughfares and sub-zero temperatures finally have put in their
usual but belated winter appearance, with consequent boxoffice
Blizzards,

8G
2.

lift

(

"Plymouth

Lyric, Farina, 111., from Marvin
and Preston Bank.
William A. Collins will shutter

For

Omaha, Dec.

ScUT16.
Century (Par) (1,600; 76-$
“Sudden Fear” (RKO) (2d wk).
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)
Fine $15,000 after opening stanza,- "Miracle of Fatima” (WB) (2d wk).
"Plymouth Adventure” 'M-G)
Still plenty healthy at $8,000.
Last
big $20,000.
and
"Red Snow” (Col) (2d wk).
Princess (C. T.) (2,131; 34-60)— week, great $11,000.
Likely to stay only five days to
50-76)
Gopher
(Berger)
(1,000;
"Crimson Pirate” (WB) (2d wk).
get
house
back to regular ThursSolid $12,Q0O after socko $18,000 "Because You’re Mine” (M-G) (6th day openings. Barely okay
$7,000.
wk). Okay $2,500. Last week. $2,opener.
Last
week,
sturdy $13,000.
800.
Loew’s- (C. T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)-*
Lyric (Par) 1,000; 50-76)— "Iron
“Just for You” (Par). Big $25,000 Mistress” (WB) (m.o.). Virile $5,- "Iron Mistress” (WB) and "Army
for Crosby starrer. Last week. 000. Last week, "Snows Kiliman- Bound” (Mono).
Fancy $11,000,
"Snows Kilimanjaro” (20th) (2d jaro” (20th) (5th wk), $6,000 at and may stay a few extra davs.
wk), great $£6,000.
Last week, "Montana Belle” (RKO)
76-$l in 8 days.
Imperial (C. T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
Radio City (Par) (4.000; 50-76)— and "Red Planet Mars” (UA),
"High Noon” (UA) and "Dalton’s "Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th) $ 6 000
Paramount (Tri-States) (1.900;
Women” (UA). Fine $7,500. Last Okay $9,000. Last week, "Iron
50-75)
"The. Savage” (Par). Pasweek, "Toughest Man ' Arizona” Mistress” (WB), $10,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40- sable $10,000 In 9 days. Last week,
(Rep) and "Music in Moonlight”
76)
"Happy Time” (Col). Slight "Cleopatra” (Par) (reissue), mild
(Rep), $8,000.
week,
Last
“Montana $6,500.
Orpheum (C. T.) (1,048; 75-$l)— $6,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran"Snows of Kilimanjaro” (20th). Belle” (RKO), $7,000.
40-76)— ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
RKO-Pan
(RKO)
(1,600;
Great $8,000. Last week, "Fighting
(U)
and “Ladies of 700; 1,217; 50-75) "Monkey BusiRats Tobruk” (indie) and "Million "Raiders”
Chorus” (Col) (reissue). Oke $4,- ness” (20th) with "Fargo" (Mono)
Dollar Kid” (Indie), $7,500.
500.
Last week, "Tomorrow Too added at Tower and Granada. Big
Last week, "Because of
Late” (Indie) and "Black Jack” $18,000.
You” (U) and "Sea Tiger” (Mono)
(Indie) (reissue), $5,000.
State (Par) (1,600; 50-76)— "Flat at Tower and Granada, $16,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 50-85)—
(Continued from page 9)
Top” (AA). Rousing ’$10,000. Last
"The
Promoter”
55-85)— "River” (UA). Trim- $3,500 week, "Horizons West” (U), same.
(U).
Smash
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)— $3,500, and holdover; likely in for
at pop scale.
Last week, "Grand
"Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (2d an extended run. Last week, "High
Concert” (Indie) (3d wk), $1,500.
wk).
Good $4,500.
Last week, Treason” (Indie) (5th wk), $1,200.
Palace (RKO) (3,300 55-85)*
“Blackbeard the Pirate” (RKO). $5,700.
Pleasing $15,500. Last week, "My
Pal Gus” (20th), NSG $7,500.

State (Loew’s)

Mound,

GOOD LUCK LIGHTER

‘Pony’ Sluggish at
Expected* Thanksgiving

Top’ Sock $10,000,
Mpls; ‘Fatima’ 8G, 2d
_
_
_

Bliz;

—

houses.

%

‘Flat

He

there, also

of

his

CROSBY BIG $25,000

by

Blitzed

‘Plymouth’ Fair $7,000,

.

Emboyd. Sam Gresiman was named city manager and
as the

CHICAGO

j

Omaha

-

known

Russell Stevenson of the Times,

>
y
i

PITTSBURGH

AKRON,

Rockford, 111., becomes Balaban &
Katz Rockford city manager, replacing Milton Brown, resigned.
Richard Williams, assistant manentertainment ager at the Fisher, Danville, 111.,
hours
of
three
upped to manager of the Times.
Thanksgiving weekend.
Plaza, which went on a SpanishBennie Berger, North Central
speaking
policy last month, is
Allied president and circuit owner,
in stageshows from Mexnamed Minnesota chairman oi bringing
ico.
Cruasde for Freedom, has coin
"Hans Christian Andersen”
containers set up to receive contributions in theatres and else- granted an extended Loop playing
time of eight weeks by Judge
where.
Dave Rosen, Columbia exploi- Michael Igoe.
teer, in from Chicago to beat
Dave Gould appointed manager
drums for "Happy Time,” "Eight of the Mode.»
Iron Men,” "Hangman’s Knot”
Van Nomikas took over operaand "Invasion U.S.A.,” due at lo- tion of the Embassy, which had
cal RKO theatres.
been shuttered several months.
Earl Perkins, long-time Warner
A1 Teplitz, film booker, in
D o'n Michael
joined
salesman,
Bros.
Reese Hospital.
Swartz’s Lippert exchange.
the
"Limelight”
bought by
Sherm Fitch, RKO’s Sioux Falls,
late January run.
Woods
for
top
S. D., branch manager, landed
money nationally in recent Ned

and

Fred Herrington, 83, who just
retired as active secretary of Allied

‘

Without any admission boost,
indie nabe Princess offered lo
cally a seven-act vaude bill to augment screen show, and provide

drive

built in
in Steu-

branch also copped a number of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
(Continued from page 9) *
western Pennsylvania after more
prizes.
on the job, becomes "Iron Mistress” (WB). Management
Dave Friedman, Paramount ex- than 40 years
consulting secretary of local unit; was walking on air after around
ploiteer, in town working on reiswill -maintain tin office at Allied $3,500 Thanksgiving Day.
Then
sued "Cleopatra,” set for Cenheadquarters.
came the snow, with mild $11,500
tury Dec. 19,
Me”
For
Court Theatre, Washington, Pa
likely.
week,
"You
Last
Minnesota Amus, Co. (United
last week; will be (M-G)
and Ames Brothers- Joey
Paramount Theatres) out-of-town sold at auction
iceshow,
converted into business property. Bishop-George
Arnold
theatres’ biz on upgrade since elecHouse was operated a long time fair $22,500.
tion, according to president Harry
and until last year by the Cupler
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
B. French.
family and Mrs. Chrystal Cupler "Blackbeard the Pirate” (RKO).
Howell Owen, new Metro office Lacock.
Strong campaign, stressing fourmanager, succeeding George Duetz,
Paul Kleber, WB circuit’s as- city world preem on pre-release
assigned to other duties.
sistant contact manager, was off bookings, helped to a strong start
duty for first time in nearly 25 and vacationing school kids gave
excepting
for
vacations, meller a nice three days. Doubtyears,
o.
when he underwent an operation ful in view of weather, however,
Alliance Theaters Corp. recently' last week. Fred Epstein, of the whether will go above fine $8,500.
opened the Embassy Theatre, in horaeoffice, filling in for him.
Last week, "Cleopatra” (Par) (re[downtown Fort- Wayne, following,
issue). (M wk),. $4, 0pp.
a facelifting. House formerly was

MINNEAPOLIS

sales

it

and one

•

I

fendant.
Public on lower east side conWashington Theater Circuit, of
cluded by Berk & Krumgold, realty Cleveland,
which operates the
Lessee corporation, State and Falls
brokers.
in Cuyahoga Falls,
plans
headed by Harry A. Harris,
here, took a two-year lease on
near
to open house Christmas using
the Ohio, another Dayton house,
Long
Spanish pix and stageshows.
giving it all film houses here. Era Yiddish theatre, it will bring nie Austgen,
manager since the
an aggregate rental of $400,000. Ohio opened in 1936, plans to
Harris, who owns a circuit of
retire.
intends
Spanish-speaking theatres,
to import top talent.
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everywhere
BIGGEST

GROSSER OF ALL TIME...

U-l

mwm

at Plaza Theatre, Laredo, Texas; Palace Theatre,

Bigger than "EGG AND I"
Topping
at Civic Theatre, Portland, Maine
"WORLD IN HIS ARMS" in Worcester, Mass.,
Bryan, Texas

.

.

.

.

Brunswick, Me., Burlington,

.

.

Vt., Springfield,

.

.

.

.

2nd WEEK

I

SB?**
CHANDIER

Mo.,

Beating "BEND OF THE
RIVER" all over Texas — San Angelo, Mount
Pleasant, Nacogdoches (and lots more) .
Greenfield, Mass.

I

.

Boston, Washington, Atlanta,
Salt Lake City, Atlantic City, Baltimore.
in
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Wednesday, December 3, 1952

TERRY AND THE PIRATES

of course, it turned out that .actu- of the best buys of the season for
ally neither the married life nor its TV bow, Thanksgiving Day (27)
Gloria Saunders, Jack Kruschen, apartment were hers she was still via WCBS-TV. Outfit aired a spethe struggling, artist from Barrow cially-produced
Mari Blanchard, others
dramatic
docuStreet who had taken a baby-sit- mentary in the half-hour it bought,
Producer: Warren Lewis
ting job for the evening so that which emerged as almost 30 minDirector; Richard Irving
she could get even with him in utes of straight ccmmericial pitchWriters: John and Gwen Bagni
that way.
ing.
True, the film had a story
30 Mills.: Fri., 8 p.m.
Miss Forrest turned in a poig- line, but that was only the dressCANADA DRY
nantly sensitive performance, and ing for Harvester’s self-patting
WENR-TV, Chicago
was given solid backing by James about what a great number of
( Mathes
A review in the motion pic sec- Young, as the fiance, and Barbara great things it’s doing for the U.S.
tion of this Dougfair vidpix foot- Billingsley, as her understanding
Productionwise, the film was
age being spot booked by Canada neighbor.' Direction by Roy Kel- okay and managed to sustain a
Dry would probably read like this: lino paced the story neatly, and modicum of audience interest in
lowercase offering which will' production, under the Meridian its tale about a college boy seeking
banner,
was
excellent. info about the part played by
get by with action fans in dual sit- Films
uations in a few locations on the Schlitz hasn’t abandoned entirely American industry in the country’s
hostess
idea,
incidentally, progress. He visits his girl-friend’s
strength of its identity with the the
" coiiiic'' TStTiir -of -th^.-same- name. -I-nthe..star_each.w£ek>wiU. intro.. -home-in Chicago. -over. the .holidays,
short, off the initial installment the story with a short narrative to find that her dad is a long-time
viewed (28) “Terry and the Pi- approach.
employe of Harvester. Natually,
Schlitz blurb this time wasn’t the father fills the kid in on some
rates” converted to TV smacks
more of a potboiler than a trail- in too good taste, comparing the phases of the huge company and
manufacture of its product with then sends him downtown to witblazer in the adventure idiom.
The antics of the Gay Caballero the genius and know-how of ness a special display of the comStal.
of the Oriental airways and his Michelangelo.
pany’s products. Lecturer at the
cohorts should hold appeal for the
display got across the hard-sell
kids. Af least, the elemental yarn
pitch,
via descriptions of the variMR. AMERICA
and the mechanical thesping un- With Darryl Hickman,
Kathy ous farm machinery and appliances
folded on the first half-hour were
turned
out,
the way Harvester
Quillen, others
cut to teenage standards. Presence Director: Edward Grabill
stock is owned by a number of its
of a couple of well setup femmes, Writer: James Prindle
employes, how the women- help deone Oriental (Dragon Lady) and 30 Mins.; Thurs. (27), 5 p.m.
sign femme-slanted products, etc.
one Occidental TBurma) but both INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER And, to top it off, the boy gradublatantly torchy, was obviously WCBS-TV, N.Y»
ated from school with flying colors
aimed at an older audience! Gloria
International Harvester, which and, of course, married the gal.
Saunders looked more Occidental the TV nets had been wooing to
Show probably came in under
than Oriental as the Dragon Lady, provide some new institutional ad-' the FCC Blue Book’s interpretafemme fatale of the Far East. Mari vertising coin for video, made one tion of how much commercial time
Blanchard did okay in her routine assignment as Burma, the gal
who’s always around.
On this kickoff stanza which
dealt with the hijacking, and eventual recovery of $2,000,000 of gold
bullion, from the Air Cathay airas of Friday, Nov. 23
line, Terry, as done by John Baer,
entitled "DEATH VALLEY DAYS" now
emerged as something of a disapPRODUCTIONS
shooting.
KTtfV Studio*. Hollywood
pointment for the devotees of the
Second set of 13 in "RAMAR OP THB Producer: Darrell McGowan
decisive comic strip aviation ad- J UNCLE"
half-hour jungle adventure tel- Director: Stuart McGowan
venturer. More believable was his epix series shooting. Jon Hall stars.
comic relief, Hotshot Charlie, with Producers: Harry S. Rothschild, Leon
FOUR STAR PRODS.
RKO Pathe Studios, Culver City
William Tracy giving the role a FilmFromlcess
producer: Rudolph Flothow
"MY HERO" series of 36 comedy dragood turn.
Jack Kruschen im- Director: Paul Landres
mas starring Robert Cummings now shootpressed in his highly stylized charing.
acterization of Chopstick Joe, Chi- BARRY-ENRIGHT’PRODUCTIONS Producer: Mort Greene
Director: Les Goodwin
On Location, N. Y.
nese owner of the airline which
director: John Pommer
"OH BABY" series of 13 five-minute tel- Assistant
employs the two American flyboys. epix.
To be sponsored by Mennen through Production supervisor: Ruby Rosenberg
Film was up to snuff technically the Grey agency, starting Nov. 1.
for the most part although the fly- Producers: Jack Barry. Dan Enright
GROSS-KRASNE. INC.
RKO Pathe: Culver City
ing sequences had identical looks
Now shooting "BIG TOWN" series of
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
about them.
half
26
hour telepix sponsored by Lever
Hal
Roach
Culver
Studios,
City
Canada Dry plugs came across
Brothers.
Patrick McVey and Jane Nigh
"REBOUND" series of half-hour adult
okay.
Dave,
dramas. Sponsored by Packard Motor Car set leads.
Producers:
Jack J. Gross and Philip N.
Corp. Now shooting.

With John Baer, William Tracy,

—

A

-

-

YOUNG

TV

Filins in

on a new name and vocation and
become3 a dressmaker in the

should be allowed a half-hour
show, since there was actually no
commercial as such. Nonetheless,
the film was the type that Harvester should have paid viewers to
watch. It represented a good institutional plug for Big Business,
but was a far cry from TV's accepted version of entertainment or
even educational programming.

tinv

high Sierras town of Bodie
sitA
was rejected because the easterner
she loved didn’t think" she was
a
lady, so she’s determined to
prove
to herself she is, even though
he’s
gone, and succeeds.
Six vear*
later he walks back into her
life
tells her he’s been hunting
her

since he realized he made a
“mistake,” and there’s a clinch for
the
e
happy ending.

Stal .

DEATH VALLEY DAYS

Tracey Roberts is excellent as the
(The Little Dressmaker of Bodie)
With Myron Healy, Tracey Roberts, dance hall gal tutned dressmaker
giving her role
quiet humor and
others
dignity, while Myron Healy is
Producer: Stuart McGowan
good
as the suitor. Arthur Space Rav
Director: Dorrell McGowan
Bennett and Regina Gleason are
Writer: Ruth Woodman
competent in minor- parts,
Fri.
30.
£U3.0
..

•

PACIFIC CQAST BORAX"
KTLA, Hollywood
(

“Production-credits are, ^ttfrid'arcL

Dakiu

McCann-Erickson )

There’s a warm, realistic quality
to this series, and it must be credited to the scripting of Ruth Wood-

THE UNEXPECTED
(The Woman Who Left. Herself)

With Bonita Granville, Dan O’Her.
man, who pens them all.
lihy, Ruth Whitney, Robert
never uses w.k. names, but it isn’t
Osterloh, Roy Engel
necessary, because as a rule Miss
Woodman’s stories, based on real- Producer: Ziv Productions
Series

incidents in the old west, are Director: Eddie Davis
meaty to carry their Writer: Herb Meadow
own weight. And the same is true 30 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m.
of the latest entry, “The Little IRONRITE
Dressmaker of Bodie.”
KECA-TV, Hollywood (Syndicated)
It’s the story of Tiger Lil, queen
The “fun-to-be-fooled” finish in
of Virginia City in the roaring days
this dramatic series doesn’t get far
of the gold rush, and when Lil is
off the beat but there’s enough of
she
jilted by the guy she loves,
the other elements to make it a
ankles the saloonery circuit, takes
pleasant vigil at the tube. It is
pure fantasy that must have taxed
the ingenuity and skill of the Ziv
production
execs
and Director
Eddie Davis.
life

sufficiently

Production

Given

s=

ARROW

|

& Gamble. Features Warner Anderson.
Producer: Marion Parsonnet
Production manager: Henry Spitz
Directors: Robert Aldrich, Peter Godfrey.

.PHILDAN TV
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood
of 13 half-hour comedies "CAREER FOR CATHY" to begin shooting
Dec. 2. Patti Lee heads cast.
Producer: Michael Phillips
Associate producer: Dan Hadzlck
Series

I

the

“Outward

Bound”

treatment, would-be suicidal wife
finds herself in heaven while under
the anaesthetic. There she meets

Mr. Prince (Charming) who
shows her around all the places
she has wanted to visit. Having
had her fill of the paradisical joys,
a

she

decides

that

the old

bread-

winner on earth isn't such a bad
guy after all and happiness returns.

Bonita Granville is the “heavenbody” but at times acts too
like a mortal, which may be
start. Michael Phillips directs.
charged off to a faulty concept of
ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS how an angel (who else gets into
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
heaven?) should act. The transi"MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of 30- tional moods she handles
well with
minute situation comedies nowxshooting.
-emotional restraint. Dan O’Herlihy
Producer: Roland Reed
Director: Hal Yates
as the heavenly guide, who is
Krasne
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
Associate producer: Guy V. Thayer, Jr.
actually her attending surgeon,
Director: E. A. Dupont.
General Manager: Harve Foster
SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE OF
gives the part a sympathetic porREVUE PRODUCTIONS
STARS
JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
trayal
and others contributing
JOAN DAVIS PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
(Barrow Street)
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood
Half hour series of "ADVENTURES OP good support are Ruth Whitney,
General Service Studios, Hollywood
With Sally Forrest, James Young,
Art Linkletter starring in a series of
"I MARRIED JOAN" series of half-hour
now shooting for Robert Osterloh and Roy
Engel.
Barbara Billingsley, others
situation comedies currently shooting for 104 15-minute vidpix titled "LINKLETTER Revue^rodsT*”
Producer: Revue Production*
General Electric sponsor. Starring Joan AND THE KIDS"
Davis directed with a light but
Director: Roy Kellino
Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Director: John English.
Davis & Jim Backus.
firm touch and the camera of Curt
Writer: Edward Sherman
Associate
producer:
Irvin
Atkins
"BIFF
BAKER,
USA" series of 30-mlnProducer: P. J. Wolfson
ute situation comedies currently shooting. Fetters stood out in the heavenly
30 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.
Associate Producer:. A1 Simon
Randy Stuart, Alan Hale, Jr., head cast.
Director: Hal Walker.
scenes.
*
SCHLITZ
PAUL F.

BREWING

CBS-TV, .from N. Y,
Lennen & Newell)
Schlitz preemed its new

Writers: Arthur Stander, Phil Sharp.

(

DESILtJ

PRODUCTIONS

General Service Studios, Hollywood

series

"OUR MISS BROOKS" half-hour com“Playhouse of Stars” telepix edy
drama series
shooting for CBSFriday night (28) with a fine little TV. General Foodsnow
sponsor.
story which indicated the show is Cast: Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Jane Morgan, Dick Crenna, Gloria McMillan. Bob
already well on its way to success
Rockwell, Virginia Gordon.
of

in

its efforts

Schlitz

«.

by
regain

Gibbs
any

might have

should help
audience it

lost. New move is also
significant on an Industry-wide
basis since, if it pays off with bet-

ter shows,

it will help remove the
stigma of mediocrity under which
most Hollywood-produced telepix
lately have been floundering.
As a vehicle for Miss Forrest,
Gibbs chose “B.arrow Street” a

good story by Edward Sherman

with a modified O. Henry-type ending, which was originally published
in Cosmopolitan magazine.
Star
played a struggling young artist
Bohemian life on the street
r
of that

N.

Y

name
Her

in Greenwich Village,
fiance, a real heel,

tossed her over

when he thought

she wasn’t, up to his ideas of what
the wife of a rising young
business11311 should be. When
he returned
J
N,
-,Y- three years later and
phoned- her, he discovered she was

married had a child,
was li$
mg in the luxury he and
had always
wanted.
After she had a chance
to tell him off and slap his face,

HEARD, INC.

Studies: Hollywood
quarter-hour teleplcs en-

"WHAT'S YOUR TROUBLE?" with
and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale;
Producer: Paul F. Heard
Director: Paul F. Heard
Production supervisor: Harry Cohen

"ERNEST HAYCOX THEATRE"

series
of half hour telepix skedded for Dec. 9

1

Helm,

Director: Richard Irving
Assistant director: Willard Sheldon

titled

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS
Hal

Dr.

KEY PRODUCTIONS

ly

much

Vidpix Chatter

Roach Studios: Culver City
ANDY “ series of character
telepix now shooting. Sponsored
*''*“»«*«»*
by Blatz Beer for CBS-TV.
Ca -,’5lm M ° ore > Spencer Williams, Alvin

comedy

,

Hollywood

:

oL
Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Leo,
Horaco Stewart.
John Brahm directs Family
Su
s r
^eemai Gosden, Charle* Theatre s Christmas
i° c^
telepic,
Correll,
“A
Sidney Van Keuren
Star
Director: Charles Barton
Rises,” at the Hoi Reach stuProduction executive: James Fonda
Director: Marty Rackin
dios, Roland Reed Productions in
Assistant director: Emmett Emerson
charge. Vidpic will be given chanKNEELAND-SAX PRODS.
nels across the country gratis for
SCREEN
Centaur Studios, Hollywood
Yule screening . . . Prexy Robert
^302 N. Gower. Hollywood
Thirteen 15-minute telepix series "DOU-t
Now shooting the FORD
BLE PLAY," featuring Laraine Day and
THEATRE Wormhoudt of Vitapix Corp. here
Leo Durocher shooting. Different sports series of 39 half-hour telepix.
from N. Y. for huddles with v.p.
Producer-director: Jules Bricken
personalities will be guesting each week.
Assistant director: Eddie Seata
Bill Broidy and Don Campbell,
Producer: Carrol Sax
•
Director: Ted Kneeland
and treasurer . . . Gordon
SHELDON REYNOLDS PROD.’S wp.
Oliver skied to London to do telePost Parislen Studios, Paris
VERNON LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
FOREIGN INTRIGUE series of half- blurbs for Rheingold Beer, in conLewis Sound Films, 71 W. 45th St., N. Y.
0U
lms for presentation in nection with telepix series being
"NIGHT EDITOR" series of 15-minute
c
?
weekly newspaper-localled dramas, star- Ti
jJa 3' vastarrinff
f io H s sponsors now shoot- shot there by Dougfair Corp. Bob
ring Hal Burdick. Now shooting. SponJer°me Thor and
Longenecker set deal . . . Consolisored by Kaiser-Frazer in five markets, via Sydna Scott
Producer-director: Sheldon Reynold*
Wemtraub.
dated TV will distribute Tableau
Assoc.
Producer:
John Padovano
Producer: Vernon Lewis
Productions’
Director
“A Christmas Carol,
of Photography: Bertil Palmgren
Director: M. Baron
*
Musical Director; Paul Durand
in deal set by CT’s Pete R.obeck
and Bernie Tabakin of Tableau.
THE McCADDEN CORP.
PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios: Hollywood
FEDERAL TELEFILM, INC.
Vincent Price narrates, and Taylor
ach
"THE BURNS AND ALLEN SHOW"
City
Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood
Holmes is featured as Scrooge
"RAC*
JACKET SQUAD'* Culver
series
resumes
"MR. AND MRS. NORTH" series of half now shooting scries of half hour comedy
Vidpix
h £
lr ‘;? Iepi*- December.
Vogiirt
producer
Jack
hour situation comedies now shooting telepix. The Carnation Co. sponsor.
n 'f’2
Jr ; c ‘ rroU c “*
first 39.
and Grade Allen,
joined Young 3c Rubicam in an inA John W. Loveton Production Ca3t: * GZ? re,°
Bea Benadaretj Harry Von
starring Barbara Britton and Richard
terim appointment as film superDenning.
Producer: Ralph Levy
TABLEAU-CHINA SMITH PRODS. visor.
is co-ordinating five
Producer: Federal TV Corporation.
Associate Producer: A1 Simon
Director: Ralph Murphy.
P tl e enter Hollywood
shows, “Four Star Playhouse,” “I
Director: Ralph Levy
qK?il°«*
V; .^

to find better script- Production Executive: Larry Berns
ing. To that end, the Schlitz series Director: A1 Lewis
Assistant
is no longer being distributed by Writers: director: Jim Paisley
A1 Lewis, «Joe Quillan
Bernard J. Prockter’s PSI-TV. Instead, Schlitz has inked a deal with
DOUGFAIR CORPORATION
RKO Pathe: Culver City
John Gibbs, TV and literary agent,
First 18 of half-hour adventure series
to supply the stories on the as- "Terry
and the Pirates" shooting. Canada
sumption that, while stars are im- Dry sponsors.
portant, it’s still the play that Cast: John Baer, William Tracy, Gloria
Saunders.
counts.
Producer: Dougfair' Corporation
Not that the show isn’t still us- Associate producer: Warren Lewis
ing name personalities, however. Directors: Lew Landers, Arthur Pierson
While the services of Irene Dunne,
FAMILY FILMS TELEVISION
as program hostess, have been
KTTV Studios, Hollywood
dispensed with, the new series’
Twenty-sfac half hour religious dramatic
initialerohad Sally Forrest, until're- shows "THIS IS THE LIFE."
Cast: Forrest Taylor, Onslow Stevens,
cently a Metro pactee, as the star.
Nan Boardman, Randy Stuart, Michael
Hall, David Kasday
Other top names are scheduled for
Producer: Sam Hersh
subsequent shows and their mating Director:
William F Claxlon
with what should be good scripts

provided

KTTV
Series of 13

Jo Graham

Director:

Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood
Shooting Red Skelton series of 30-minute comedy telepix. Stars Red Skelton.
Producer: Red Skelton

^™i

GEMS

w

•

SHOWCASE

S cm,&

,

PrSL

.

.

.

-

Y&H

FILMCRAFT PRODS.

Writers: Paul Henning, Sid Dorfman, Har-

vey Helm, William Burns

f

H

»

teIe P ix

"AFPAiB?
nn CH NA SMITH,"
AFFAIRS OF

entitled

starrinir
fitarrln
«

Married Joan,” “Our Miss Brooks,”

“Life of Riley,” and “The Charles
Laughton Show”
Guild Films
slashed prices on telepix product
Lexington Ave.,
Y.
all the way up to 20%
John
A M ER, £AN Wit AND N.
..
HUMOR." seh
hoi
Hoyt drew lead in Revue Produc1*- Thomas Mitchell,
jl£'
fF P
narrator, with
cast including Gene Locktions’ “Inspector”
George LipLynn Arnold Moss. Ann VOLCANO PRODUCTIONS, *INC.
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith
Rnrr
ton is exee producer o f newly"IT'S A SMALL WORLD," starring A1 Burr and Olive Deering.
General Service Studios. Hollywood
Producer: Marion Parsonnot
Gannaway in a series of 39 half-hour famE AD
ures of ozzie AND formed vidpix company New HoriDirector: Fred Stephanl.
harri et
ily-appeal programs. Now shooting.
T/" YFuI
half hour comedy series now zons, and is’prepping series of muCast: A1 Gannaway and others
shooting
sical telepix for December start at
Producer: Isidore Lindenbaum
Cast: Ozzie Nelson, Harriet
MERIDIAN PICTURES, INC.
Hilliard NelExec chg. prod.: F. H. Fodor
Nelson Ri cky Nelson, Don California studios, with Duke GoldStudios, Hollywood
Production manager: Glenn Miller
DeFore*^
SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE OF STARS"
stone directing
Paula Winslow
cu
ntly shooting 13 half hour
An
3 and Bill Lewi*
4?i
cast in one chapter of “The AdFLYING A PRODUCTIONS
^ x^ ererd: stars featured each Director: Ozzie Nelson
week**’
11 davenport, Don
Nelson, Ben ventures of Ozzie and Harriet”
6920 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood
rJShVn?!,
Gcrshman, Ozzie Nelson
Producer: Meridian Pictures. Inc.
on
Guild Films coast sales director
5 2 half-hour Gene
A,7^ Western
™ s ? ries telepix
Associate producer: William Self
Autry
shooting. Gene
Haan J. Tyler back at work followAutry, Pat Buttram set leads.
zrv tv
ing
RA1*?|* uR l?£ R “ shooting second se- PARSONNET TV FILM STUDIOS.
illness ... Merediair Pictures
5255 Clinton St.. Hollywood
ries of 62 half-hour videoters.
at
6 in “BOSTON BLACKIE" Series
Jack MaINC.
of resumes production this week
honey, Dick Jones head cast.
X
a H'J
® u ^_ adventure telepix shoot in
Goldwyn
DeJ
studios on next batch of
Producer: Louis Gray
|j
g Islnnd City* n. y.
W0
untitIed series shoot in
Casting: Michael;°P
Meads.
D e
telepix for Schlitz Playhouse of
a aC 0
x Geo Archainbaud
Decem^je^
a f
N ew
^°c«r3
il half-hour
u
°u
dramas for series en^
series of
western drama;* titled The Doctor,"
Stars.
n i ;hou.r sponsored
Bill Self is associate pron£« n eral Eddie for 5,11 Pictures.
by Procter Directors!
Davis,
8451

Melrose, Hollywood
starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions
now shooting onco a week for NBC,
DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: 1. Lindenbaura

GROUCHO MARX

MARCH OF TIME

.

'

Dan Duryea. shooting?
Casting: Talent Associates
Producer: Bernie Tabakin
1 0
manaeer: William Stevens
Accil#? * ?
Assistant
to producer: Buck Houghton
Director: Arthur Pierson

.
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*
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Martin.
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Battle of the Brewers
Latest available ratings (ARB) in the competitive programming
sweepstakes among the brewery outfits in the N. Y. video market
gives topdog status to Ballantine, sponsors of the “.Foreign Intrigue” vldpix series on WNBT.
(Oddly enough, in all instances
except Pabst, which is represented by the Wednesday night fights
on WCBS-TV, all the competing beer companies, including Piel's,
Rheing’old, Schlitz, Schaefer and Buppert, are represented via
filmed programming.
Here's how ARB shakes them down:
Ballantine Foreign Intrigue
...
22 2
Pabst Fights
*21
.
.

—

—
—Playhouse of Stars
—Dangerous Assignment
Rheihgold— Unexpected
Schaefer—Century Theatre
Ruppert— 11th Hour Theatre

.

Schlitz

Piel’s

*

,

V 7,,', !.. ...

. . .

17 5

...

13.5

. . .

6 2

SCHWERIN DEAL
ONPILOTTE
One

;

most ambitious fronton resolving the vidpix,
situation as qualitative programming entries has just been
launched by NBC-TV, under the
aegis of Robert W. Sarnoff, head
of the web’s TV Film division. In
an exclusive deal concluded with
"HWifce Schwerin," the "“test-Temwhile-you-wait” radio-TV program
researcher who determines audience likes and dislikes on program
and commercial components, Sar-

...
.

Classy Quickie
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
his telepix debut as

Making

a producer-star of Four Star
Playhouse's “Knockout,” Broderick Crawford confesses he’s
considerably i pressed at th e

m

‘

'

,

4.0

Average

'

-

tion.

TV Films

Sarnoff

May Invite Gamble Setup, Just Like Pix
Independent television film pro-^
ducers within the next two years
will be operating on the same
“gamble” setup as top indie Hollywood producers of theatrical pix,
now that banks are opening their
vaults to TV film financing. That's
belief of vidfilm producer
Marion Parsonnet, who claims that
instead of a TV filmaker attempting to sell a series on the
basis of a pilot stanza and then
cutting the sponsor or network in
for a share of profits, he’ll be
able to produce a full cycffe of 13

the

shows and then sell them on the
market to the highest bidder, retaining all profits for himself.

Hollywood

indies, with a suffireputation to get bank financing, have operated in that
way for some time. Banks put up
the first money to finance the production, and the producer then
must pay back the bank ..at the
usual 6% interest but cuts no one
else in for a share of the gross.
Parsonnet said he is now talking
with a bank which does considerable financing of theatrical pix to
bankroll him in such a venture.
Such a deal, he said, would permit him to retain all profits,
rather than sharing them as he
now does, for example, with
Procter & Gamble, which bankrolls. the “Doctor” series he pro-

cient

duces.

TO SYNDICATE ‘RILEY'
IN

NON-GULF AREAS

series, starring William Bendix,
will also get a syndication whirl,
in addition to the Gulf-sponsored

network spread.
Gulf has bought the show as replacement for the current “Gulf

sive

on the

NBC-TV

vidpix roster.

WCBS-TV Pacts
Wurtzel Oldies
WCBS-TV.

the

key

CBS

video

outlet in N. Y., wrapped up another
deal this week for an exclusive on
a new package of 18 feature films.
Pix represent the first group of
those turned out by indie Hollywood producer Sol M. Wurtzel to
Rebe made available to TV.
leased originally to theatres by

ropolitan N. Y. area is $1,500 per
Wurtzel’s group of 18 was
film.
released by 20th from 1946 to 1949
somesrw.k. Hollywood
feature
and
names, including Marilyn Monroe,
Kent Taylor, etc. Deal was set by

David Savage, WCBS-TV film manager, with Archie Mayers, Unity
In his dual capacity as film
buyer for CBS-TV’s o&o stations,
Savage also bought the package
for WTOP-TV, CBS’ Washington
prexy.

outlet.

the group preems on
StaYear's Day.
tion will air them in both its “Early
Show” and “Late Show” slots.
First

V.P. Status
move presaging a bigseale
expansion of Screen Gems into

of

In a

national
syndication of telefilm
shows, the Columbia Pictures’ vidfilm subsid has signed John Mitchell,
formerly chief of United
Artists-TV, as veepee and general
sales manager. At the same time,
the Screen Gems board upped
Ralph Cohn, operating head of the
outfit, to veepee status. He'll continue
concentrating on general

managerial duties.
Screen Gems currently is producing the “Ford Theatre” vidpix
series and also has done about
half of the shows for duPont’s
“Cavalcade of America” video
show. Both programs are aired on
NBC-TV. Cohn and Mitchell are
slated to leave for the Coast soon
to huddle on future film packaging.

Whether the company

syndicate only

its

will

own products

or

right vehicle for the right product,
but also save the network vast sums
of money in sizing up the potentialities of new vehicles and reruns.
lot pix of

pi-

projected film series will

ences, in determining appeal to
various age groups, audience reaction to particular characters and
plot situation, and with particular
emphasis on types of product best
suited for specific vehicles. Based
on the Schwerin findings, NBC will
be able to determine whether or
not a projected series should be
scrapped or worked over. If reaction is favorable, subsequent episodes will be pre-tested for quality

WCBS-TV’s New

Client

In Sun. Preemption
WCBS-TV, the CBS video web’s
key N. Y. outlet, is preempting another network sustaining half-hour
pec. 21 for a locally-sponsored
show. N. Y. Telephone Co. is buying the Sunday 6 to 6:30 p.m.
period that date only for a special
film program with puppets, telling
the story of the Nativity. Half-hour
Is usually occupied by CBS-TV’s
“Man of the Week.”
Station on Thanksgiving Day (27)
also preempted network time for
two shows sponsored locally, one
for an International Harvester film
documentary and the other for its
“Early Show,” which is SRO via
Usual
bankrolled.
participating
time of the latter program, in turn,
for
network
the
by
preempted
was
the special Longines-Wittnauer

handle films turned out by indie
producers on a fee basis has not
Thanksgiving show*
been determined.

It was a three-day shooting
slced, and on one day there
were 80 camera setups by
lenser George Diskant to cover
fight scenes in which Crawford tangled with a variety of
pugs.

new

residual rights,
and to wrap up some concrete facts
in detei'mining what elements are
involved in retaining a loyal audience on re-runs. Thus far it's conceded, vidpix re-runs have been
sold on a hit-and-miss bais, with
no true valuation of their worth in
terms of audience or sponsor aptitles for

negotiations with Alliance of Television Film Producers and Hal
Roach companies and one of the
producer reps sitting in on the initial talks predicted that SAG would
reach a compromise settlement in
started
its teleblurb strike which
”
Strike 'developed
Monday CD’.’
_•

_

after stalemate with
ers Assn, in N. Y.

Film Produc-

Talks here were opened at the
request of the Coast producers
groups, each of which has a SAG
pact giving either side the right to
open negotiations on Teleblurbs.
The compromise settlement prediction was accompanied by the reminder that any such settlement
would be contingent upon approval
of the American Assn, of Advertising Agencies.
It’s understood some N. Y. and
Hollywood producers asked for interim agreement terms pending a
strike settlement. SAG sent them
Robert Mann, who packaged the the identical terms offered the N.Y.
“Boss Lady” TV film series which agencies and producers and rejected by the latter.
did summer duty for Procter &
•

Mann’s Three-Ply

Vidpix Entries

Gamble

Pidgeon Favors Boycott

as replacement for “Fire-

Walter Pidgeon, in his first
NBC-TV, is prepstatement as Screen Actors Guild
ping what shapes up as a major prexy, declared
the Guild will seek

side Theatre” on

one-man vidpix operation

in the
Mann is currently setting a
deal for an extension of the “Boss

nationwide consumers boycott
by A. F. of L. unions and their
members; against any advertiser
Lady” series into a 39-week cycle, or agency who uses teleblurbs
along with several other ambitious made by “scab
actors” during
a

east.

projects,

including

establishment
produc-

of facilities for east-coast
tion.

Mann has signatured a deal for
adaptation of the Philip Wiley Sat-

he’s negotiated a deal for a TV film
version of the “Blandings” series.
(Latter was done on
radio a

NBC

couple

seasons

Grant in the

back

with

title role.)

SAG's

strike against telefilm commercial producers. Walkout, first
19-year history of the actors
union, affects about 20 producers
in Hollywood, about 80 in N. Y.
and about 19 elsewhere in the
country.
in

With both “Dangerous Assign- evepost fishing series for vidpix,
ment” and “Dragnet” soon entering under the title “Holiday Adventhe second-run phase, Sarnoff will ture,” with shooting to be done off
also use the Schwerin method to the coast of Florida.
In addition,
test

Screen Gems Exoanfcion; WCBS-TV New

Cohn Gets

the

Theatre” Friday night live series,
but in view of the client’s regional
identity, limiting the number of
video markets, NBC-TV will sell
the show to the remaining TV
cities on a syndicated basis.
Series is one of the most expen- control.

nut, Parsonnel said he is vision.
breaking even on the series' firstWhile the price WCBS-TV is
run under P&G’s aegis Sunday paying for the pix was not dislooking
He’s
nights, on NBC-TV.
closed. the usual asking price for
forward to earning his profit on a first-run TV screening in the met-

Mitchell Pacting Cues

that

be subjected to the Schwerin sysNBC-TV’s “Life of Riley” vidpix tem of pre-testing
before live audi-

tion

subsequentrights via
runs and also the first-runs in the
new markets opening up, to which
he also owns rights under his deal
with P&G. By being able to bypass
the nets or sponsors in actual production of vidpix, Parsonnet said,
the producer will be able to work
(Continued on page 26)

confident

Schwerin pre-test system can not
only ease the burden of the client
and the agency in determining the

Under the new arrangement,

With “Doctor” carrying an 20th-Fox, they are being syndicated
$18,000 weekly talent and produc- for video stations by Unity Tele-

residual

is

speed of vidpix.

j

noff is moving into a new field of
pre-testing in a bid to taike the
guess work out of vidpix produc-

Lotsa Bank Coin for Indie

Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Screen Actors Guild has opened

of the

al attacks

Cary

Pidgeon said the guild hopes the
boycott request “will not become
necessary,” but predicted .it would
be a “tough strike” since “those
colossal advertising agencies display no conception of the requirements of enlightened bargaining

between management and labor.”
Prexy reiterated the SAG posimandatory.
Stumbling block is the fact that
peal.
Moppet Newsreel Spread agencies don’t actually pay the
NBC-TV’s pilot of “Fu Manchu”
coin, he said, but added that this
was recently subjected to the
Planned to offset adverse criti- may be helpful since sponsors may
Schwerin audience pre-test, with cisms of TV’s effects on juveniles, not want to have their products
the acceptance so high that NBC- a new children’s newsreel, “Ad- plugged by nonunion actors.
TV, even after releasing its option ventures in News for Young Ameron the series, has decided to ped- ica,” tees off in 10 markets Sat.
dle the package. Similarly, the de- (6).
Series, for which the Intercision to second-run “Dangerous national Shoe Co. picks up the tab, TV Film Producers
Assignment” was based on the is produced by 20th-Fox’s MovieSchwerin audience findings.
tone News.
Still Remain Untouched
Prepared with careful attention
to children’s vocabulary and with
By Walkout of SAG
Frank Luther as the commentator,
Producers of TV film commerthe reel is the brainchild of Peter
cials are not yet feeling the pinch
Levathes, Movietone sales topper,
and A1 Johnson, advertising direc- caused by the Screen Actors Guild
tor for Inti. Shoe whose Peters strike, according to a spokesman
Weather-Bird Division is listed as for the employers. They say that
most of the producers have other
the sponsor.
work, such as vidpic programs,
Children’s newsreel mixes hu- documentary and educational films,
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
man interest with novelty and ac- to shoot, since they have -contracts
In one of the largest films-for-TV
tual news shots and doesn’t presales consummated in L. A. in some
with SAG covering theatrical, nontend to reach for the very young.
time, ABC-TV leased entire film
theatrical and TV program films,
The reel hasn’t been sold in the which aren’t affected by the strike.
library of Unity Television for
It’ll be reN. Y. market as yet.
$250,000, with features also to be
However, they admit that some
the rate of one-a-wdek.
shown on net’s KGO,-TV in °Frisco. leased at
smaller firms and those concenDeal, effective Jan. 1, was negotrating on teleblurbs may be hurt
tiated by ABC western division Lang at Old Stand,
if the strike lasts long.
They add
chief Bill Phillipson, and includes
that the smaller outfits generally
Miller Into Vidpix Slot don’t have large overheads and
Laurel and Hardy comedies, entire
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
“Topper” series, and one of Marihave weathered slow periods in
lyn Monroe’s first pix, “Dangerous
Jennings Lang returns to his for- the past, so that it will take “some
Years,” also 65 features which are mer capacity as MCA agent, with time” before the effect is really
first-run on the Coast, and 18 never Alan Miller taking over as pro- felt.
before seen on TV.
ducer of Revue Productions’ highMost present TV advertisers
budgeted vidpix series, “Ameri- have reservoirs of canned commerca’s Finest.”
cials
and can use these, producer
^
Series, which reportedly is cost- spokesman said.
It’s
the new
Prep Pirate Vidpix
Int’l

Shoe’s 10-Market

tion that reuse coin is

ABC-TVs 25G For

Entire Unity Pix

'

,

ing $40,000 per film, has already spender, just entering the medium,
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
finished vidpix with Joan Craw- who may have difficulty getting his
Their recent chore on RKO’s ford, Dennis Morgan and Ray Milspots onto celluloid.
“Blackbeard the Pirate” apparent- land as topliners. Next one slated
Should the walkout be proly opened up new television film stars Jack Carson.
tracted, he said, advertisers might

Walsh
and thesp Robert tyewton. At any
rate, they’ve teamed to form a
new vidfilm outfit, Caribbean Pictures Corp., which will make 52
potentials to director Raoul

resort to animation, the use of
stills and other legal means to bypass the striking screen actors.
It’s reported that personalities
Radio-TV packager Bernard L.
under SAG jurisdiction, such
half-hour telepix in the West In- Schubert and musical conductor not
celebs, sports figures, politicos,
as
week
dies.
Harry Sosnik are leaving this
Newton will star as Long John for a quickie trip to Europe to etc., are being queried about makOutfits like
ing the film blurbs.
Silver in 30 of the films. In the scout vidpix production facilities
Endorsements, Inc., which line up
other 22, he’ll be Captain Black- and possibilities.
testimonials,
are getting
celebs
for
Duo plans to visit London. Paris
beard. Walsh will direct. They’re
begin
production and Rome, returning to the U. S. calls from bankrollers and agenplanning
t o
(Continued on page 26)
before Christmas.
shortly after the first of the year.
-

Schubert’s Vidpix

o
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AFTRA

Strike Threat Pales; Nets,

Union Negotiate Beyond Deadline

Piazza

Variety went to press

Danny Thomas Explains

Negotiators for AFTRA
and the radio and TV webs were
still bargaining in sessions which
started at 10 a.m., with several side
conferences going ori.
Fact that talks were not broken
©ff were taken as a sign that a
settlement could still be reached.
Among the issues on which the
negotiators were tugging were payscales for TV, with the union going into the session demanding increases from 10-22% for the vari©us-^ategories -and -the. .w^bs.. willing to cut down on cuffo rehearsal
time, which would in effect yield
pay boosts. In radio AFTRA was
holding out for a 10% hike, with
the skeins standing on a 7*2%
increase.
Another hassle was on the question of including commentators
in the category of newscasters.
Union doesn’t intend that gabbers
who give their own opinions should
be deemed newscasters, but feels'
that webs have distorted the definition of commentator to exclude
some newscasters from the benefits of the newscasting scales.
In addition to the disputes on
network pacts, there was disagreement on a discharge clause. AFTRA
wants the opportunity of defending staff announcers “discharged
unjustly” with deadlocks taken to

with

—

,

Show
(8)

Editor, Variety:

my

Detroit statewish to say
for your information I was
speaking of the medium as it
affects the solo entertainer and

Regarding

ment about TV,

to be coPiazza.

is

starts

is

taking over the

on the web Monday
Meredith Willson

evening.
fronting the oreh.

Into High Gear; Set

in

and week out.
Danny Thomas.

Ruppel & Aides

mula.
Coast Strike Looms
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Despite “some slight progress”

Chicago, Dec.

Chi

An

when

,

or metropolitan area.
officlias declined to estimate how soon' 'the new TV unit
would start operating here.

NBC-TV program

chief

2.

of

month

later, following issuance of
temporary restraining order
a
against its enforcement, pending
final determination by the Supreme
Court of the legal questions involved.
In its brief filed today (2) with
the court, the Commission declares
that broadcasting of lotteries was
specifically prohibited in the origi-

AM Tops TV

ideas for homeoffice scrutiny, has
been given the go-ahead to do a
couple of audition kines of a new

InABC-TVM

.

Ben

Park, who has been trekking back
and forth to New York with a portfolio crammed with new program

afternoon serial strip. Greenlight
has also been given for an audition of a quiz show and regular
weekly Chi cutins on “Today.”
Projected stepup of NBC-TV network activity, particularity if the
new soaper catches hold, would go
a long way toward offsetting the

On News: White

nal Communications Act under
Cleveland, Dec. 2.
which the FCC operates. The fact
Radio -and television need t
start moving in the field of news that this part of the Act was later

coverage, KFMB (San Diego) exec codified into the Criminal Code, it
editor Paul W. White told the Na- contends, “was intended to have
tional Assn, of Radio News Direc- no bearing upon the Commission's
duty to give it due ^consideration.”
tors confab here Monday (1).
The dollar buy in radio is still
This part ,of the Criminal Code,
the
in
particularly
and
value,
the brief points out, imposes pena
staple of news, White said. “Radio alties for broadcasting or permitis doing- a better, more effective, ting the broadcasting of “any lotmore responsible news job than tery, gift enterprise, or similar
TV,” the radio news pioneer de- scheme, offering prizes dependent
clared. While tele is scoring nota- in whole or in part upon lot or
ble successes in on-the-scene cov- chance, or any list of the prizes
erage, it has several deficiencies, drawn or awarded by means of any
White said, pinning some of the scheme, whether said list contains
blame on the fact that the choice any part or all of Such prizes ...”
of picture is not made by an exContest Nets Belief
perienced news editor, but by a
Regarding the argument by the
director “who may know pictures
networks that the “chance” elebut doesn’t know news.” Problem
ment is not present in giveaway
is pointed up when two things hapwhioh contestants are
pen simultaneously on the floor of shows in
required to answer questions, the
a convention, he noted, recomthat this contention
declares
brief
mending that a newsman be put in
i6 at ©dds both with the letter and
charge of directing cameras.
spirit” of the lottery statute.
In the sphere of regular news
“Plainly,” it asserts, “there may
telecasts. White opined that there’s
“very little plus at all” in watching be a substantial element of chance
a man speak. Although some “spe- in a scheme where one person is
broadcasters like selected at random from a mass
cialized news
Drew Pearson and Walter Winchell radio audience and asked a quesseem to be enjoying large audi- tion which, if answered correctly,
ences,” White stressed, “in general will result in the .award of a prize
Indeed, if the first conthere’s no rush to TV to watch the to him.
( Continued on page 28)
man who just sits and gives the
j

straight news.”

“The 15-minute news show

is

now

dedicated to the great god of
Production,” he declared,
adding that the two top-rated news
strips in TV aim' at “not boring
the viewer at the risk of telling
him anything important.”
In the striving to avoid boredom,
newscasters are told to move, gesture, smoke, wave a pointer, beam,
grimace, simper, frown, grin and
smile wryly. Copy doesn’t seem to
matter, as long as 37 words are
written for nine feet of film, White
argued. He hit at newsreels, saying ’The only thing missing in
most newsreels Is news. The difficulty with them is they can’t be
freshened up properly to meet
Slick

new

situations.”

CHEMICAL C0RP. BUYS

Curbs as D. C. Reviews Electioneering

*

application seeking a televi- considerable part of the cost went
permit on UHF Channel 25 to broadcast media. He estimated
here has been filed with the F CC there were 20 or 30 separate comin Washington.
The applicant is mittees which bought radio and
the Empire Coil Co., which also is TV time for Eisenhower
and
seeking UHF Channel 30 in St. Stevenson.
Louis.
Whereas a 15-minute network

broadcast, via radio, could be had
for $15,000, Brown pointed out, it
now costs from $50,000 to $60,000
for the same time on a TV network. State laws, too, are outmoded by costs of TV, said Brown.
High cost of TV was also emphasized by Hermon D. Smith,
chairman of “Volunteers for Stevenson,” who urged that specific
limits be placed on mass media
expenditures.
Importance of broadcast media
in the campaign was touched on
briefly at today’s hearing by Republican National Chairman and
Postmaster General-designate Ar-

WSM’S ACUFF

Pillsbory Hoopla

Art

Linkletter

will

bring

his

“House Party” show from Hollyto N.Y. again this year to tie
in with Pillsbury’g annual “Bakeoff” contest at the Hotel WaldorfAstoria Dec. 9. One of the participating bankrollers On the show,

wood

which

aired cross-the-board on

is

CBS

Radio and TV, Pillsbury
the program all to its
that day for the special oneshot.
Kellogg, which spits the
billings with fhe milling firm on
Tuesdays and Thursdays will give

both

will have

own

High Cost of TV-ing May Relax Com

EXPAND UHF

sion

the FCC defends its 1949 ban
on lottery shows before a threejudge panel.
The Commission’s general counsel, Benedict Cottone, will argue
the case for the government. Attorneys for ABC, NBC and CBS
will attack the ban as an abridgement of freedom of the press and
challenge the Commission’s authority to invoke and ‘enforce the ban.
-The ban, adopted. Aug. 19, 1949,
was stayed by the Commission a

for

WIP

Washington, Dec. 2.
Major changes in national elecin negotiations last night (Mon.),
there’s still a possibility AFTRA tion laws to take into account high
will calf a strike against the seven cost of campaigning via TV may
local TV stations and network AM
result from current hearings bechannels.
fore a special House committee,
Understood management has of- headed
by Rep. Hale Boggs
fered a 5% hike in what the union (D-La.),
which is investigating
calls the first step into the “realm campaign expenditures.
Of collective bargaining.” AFTRA,
Witnesses appearing before the
however, is asking for a 20% hike committee all agree that amounts
and elimination of daytime differ- spent for the recent campaign far
ential rates. Stations insist on reexceed the $3,000,000 ceiling altaining the latter.
lowed each party’s national committee and that radio and TV expenses were largely responsible.
Rep. Clarence J. Brown (R-Ohio),
EMPIRE COIL
in
(Mon.)
testimony yesterday
gave a “wild guess” that $80,000,EMPIRE 000 to $100,000,000 was spent by
Kansas City, Dec. 2.
all parties in campaign and said a

SEES TO

FCC

ultra-high-fre-

quency station.
,
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., president
and general manager of WIP, was
notified (26) that his station had
been given UHF Channel 29, one
of seven allotted .to stations in various parts of the country, and the
first to be granted in any major

Louis Ruppel, managing editor
ABC-TV’s “All Star News” projhis assistants, William
ect,, and
Stapleton and John Denson, have
resigned, effective Dec. 31.
Format of the 'show, which is on
five nights a week; is in flux, with chronic beefs about the low ebb of
dropping of the Thursday edition this production center. It’s pointed
arbitration.
Terms for staffers in likely.
An entertainment airer out that “Hawkins Falls,” the
Chi and L. A. were also in dispute. will probably be inserted into “All
web’s current well-entrenched ChiAnother fight was on the ques- Star's” .present 8 p.m. Thursday produced daytimer, averages 30
tion of N. Y. announcers getting berth between “•Lone Ranger” and thesp assignments weekly, or a
commercial fees for station break “Chance of a Lifetime?”
Now into its
total of 1,500 yearly.
plugs.
Supervision of the project will second year, “Hawkins” has used
Also at issue in the network AM be taken over by Jobn .NJadigan, over 100 AFTRAites.
pact was the union refusal to give the tele web’s news and special
The new serial, tagged “The Benbp repeat fees for off-the-line re- events chief. A new managing edi- nett Story” and using a lawyer as
cordings.
tor will probably be named by end its protagonist, has been put to
of the week, from within the ABC gether by Park and scripter Bill
fold, with John Dunn among those
Barrett who also writes “Hawkins.”
Remainder of the Park has produced “Hawkins”
mentioned.
staff which Ruppel built up will
since its inception and only re
be retained.
cently turned over the director’s
Web had talked to Tex McCrary chair
to Frank Pacelli to concenabout possibility of his taking over
trate on the new projects.
the managing editorship, but shift
Casting currently is under way
of the NBC personality didn’t maon “Story” with the expectation
terialize.
the kines will be cut week after
With negotiations between Amer
Ruppel’s pact with ABC was to
next. Web will use the kines for
lean Federation of T.V and Radio work on the experimental show selling purposes
and will stress the
through the first of the year and
Artists and major Chicago radio
where we went from there.” Park-Barrett combine’s success
which Lever Bros,
“Hawkins”
with
TV stations tightly deadlocked, the “see
Series has been used by the web
talent union here tonight (Tues.) as a counterpoint program, pitting has backed since its debut in April,
1951.
is setting up machinery for a strike
news and features against heavy
call which may be issued momen- entertainment competition on other
New quizzer slated for kine
tarily. Windy City AFTRA bargain- chains with a staggered schedule.
showcasing is being assembled as a
venture by the web and Walers, who are keeping in constant
joint
It’s been utilized as a spot cartouch with their counterparts in rier on a small and flexible lineup, ter Schwimmer, Chi indie packNew York and on the Coast, claim with four-to-seven stations picking ager.
they are farther from a new pact it up on various nights, some takPark and the “Today” producers
than when talks first started.
ing only a half-hour of the 60- are setting up an arrangement
Union is holding a Nations minuter. ABC-TV will keep the whereby the Chi operation will be
Board meeting here tonight, which staggered sked, although working called upon for regular contribuSpecial live and filmed inis expected to produce the exact towards a 9 p.m. hour on most tions.
serts using Windy City feature mawalkout timetable.
evenings.
Ruppel, former Collier’s mag, terial will be -assembled for the
While the union is asking upped
pay scales for most talent cate- dally newspaper and syndicate edi- web’s early morning spread.
If these new ventures catch on,
gories, stations have rebutted with tor, hasn’t definite plans beyond a
counter-proposals which AFTRA Miami vacation at the end of the along with others Park has -in the
preliminary
.blueprint stage, the
possibility,
how
month.
There’s
a
in
pay
rates
actually
lower
asserts
several classifications. Station bar- ever, that the trio may move to a Chi NBC plant will be working
capacity.
Florida
station.
close
to
tele
gainers and agency reps, arguing
that local TV is becoming too cost
ly and that radio costs must be reappraised in light of changes
wrought by the emergence of video
are holding out for what they claim
is a more “realistic” talent fee for-

an

city,

continue to appear on

TV week

of

.

'’~TffiraTr6fi

to

Philadelphia, Dec. 2.
programs on radio and TV will be
The Pennsylvania Broadcasting argued before the Southern Disbeen
trict Court of New York, Dec. 15
Co., operator of WIP, has

construction

me

ity

Ben Gimbers UHF Okay

granted a permit by the

I

personally/
I would ignore this matter
completely except a false impression has been created. I
do not believe. TV performers
are morons. On the contrary,
I have a great respect and ad-

Washington, Dec. 2.
Whether the Federal government
has the constitutional right to prohibit certain*- types of giveaway

Marguerite

of
spot opposite the “Your Show
Shows” soprano.

Hollywood.

(Tues.l.

Radio Shew

show on which he was
Robert Merrill

last night

1952

Ezio Pinza has bowed out of
the upcoming NBC Radio musical
starred

Threat of a strike by the Ameri-f
can Federation of TV & Fadio
Artists had lifted somewhat as

NBC

8,

‘FROLIC’

Nashville, Dec.

2.

up its time that Tuesday with Pillsbury returning the favor the following

Thursday,

when

Kellogg

will have the entire show.

Consolidated
Royal
Chemical
With Mrs. Richard M. Nixon,
Corp., of Chicago, has bought 30 wife of the Vice-Presidential desminutes of WSM’s “Friday Frolic” ignate, on hand to make the
with Roy Acuff and his Smoky awards in the baking -contest, LinkMountain Boys to hypo their Peru- letter will emcee the proceedings,

which wiU fill the usual “House
Friday night airer is a two-hour Party” slots 2:45 to 3:15 p.m. on
preview of Saturday’s “Grand Ole CBS-TV and 3:15 to 3:45 on CBS
Opry” originating from WSM’s Au- Radio.
Arthur Godfrey, whom
ditorium Studio C. Consolidated’s Pillsbury bankrolls as one of a
purchase will begin on Jan. 12 and group of participants both on his
will be fed to a regional network.
morning simulcast and Wednesday
night TV’er, will also be on the
show to hand out*the award to the
CBS Radio Writers Get
teenage baking champ. He’ll be
accompanied by Janette Davis, tne
Mariners quartet, Archie Bleyer
$5,000 Retroactive

na medicine product.

Pay
thur Summerfield. Radio and TV,
he said, helped “immeasurably” to
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
reach the public quickly. But
Wage Stabilization Board’s apthere’s still much to be desired in proval of the new Radio Writers
terms of TV coverage, he said.
Guild’s contract with CBS means
Summerfield agreed “some” lim- retroactive pay amounting to apitation on political spending is de- proximately $5,000 for that comsirable, but he was not ready to pany’s .continuity writers. Retrosay what it should be. He regarded action dates back to Nov. 1, 1951.
as “unrealistic” proposals that the
New pact raises the minimum
Government subsidize campaigns scale up to $110 weekly for the
for national office.
first year and after that to $130.

—

and

his orch, from his regular cast.
is to be produced by Pa^J

Show

Levitan

and

directed

Bleyer,

by

bon
,

While Linkletter is in N.Y. (hes
taking the entire week off for tne
Pillsbury affair) » announcer George
Fenneman will take over as emcee
on “House Party” the other four
snow
days. that week, when the
originate
Coast.

will

as

usual from tne

—

^

Wednesday, December

1952
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BERLE ‘COMEBACK
Radio Muffs ‘Third Chance’

TUB PAYS OFF BIG

*

‘‘renewal time” period finds the radio
webs
taking it on the chin
one of the most severe sponsorship cutbacks
since the
debacle initially rolled into high. CBS, in
particular, encountered a critical blow, with a nearly
$5,000,000 cross-theboard rap as the long-envied 7 to 8 p.m. Procter & ^Gamble
and
Campbell Soup strips blew wide open, putting Columbia
back in
the business of trying to wrest commercial entries from
other netnil
works to
the sustaining gaps.
.

AM

n

By GEORGE ROSEN

m

In a

F&

.

season generally, con-

.

NBC

radio takes the rap on U. S. Tobacco’s vamping
of “Martin Kane,
despite its current status as the second
highest-rated
network Sabbath daytime show. ABC loses a hefty chunk of
billings with Equitable dropping the Jerry Pevine “This Is
Your FBI ”
after eight years of continuous sponsorship and fat ratings
When network radio's “second chance” (which brought, in the
eia of tandein operations, merchandising hoopla, discount
formulas, etc.) failed to hold the bankrollers in line, the
four networks
in desperation agreed to a “third chance” pattern
through a more
realtistic evaluation of nighttime vs. daytime rates.
But apparently even the third chance” has failed to halt the sponsor
withdrawals.
Yet, ironically, radio was never better geared in selling itself
to
the advertiser.- The current campaign of the Broadcast Advertising
Bureau, the individual network presentations of cost-per-thousand
facts and figures are evidence that the radio industry was
never
more fully alerted to the need to dramatize its sales story as effectively as magazines and newspapers. But if there’s a “villain”
in the story, aside from TV, it’s the sponsor himself. He can’t accustom himself to playing around with a medium that can only
aspire to a 10 or 11 rating at best (that’s tops today on the Nielsens).
Those 50’s and 60’s that show up on TV are more to his
liking, whatever the cost.

the “comeback” staged by Milton
Berle and his “Texaco Star Thea1
tre.
With the exception* of- the
top-rated “I Love Lucy,” Berle is
now up there slugging it out with
Arthur Godfrey for runnerup honors in
the nationwide Nielsen
sweepstakes and has restored the
Tuesday night NBC-TV roster to
its erstwhile preeminent status. (At
last season’s close Berle had parted
company with the Top 10 boys.)
’

Hook; C&P, Tarcher

&

al-

•

USA”

with each jug bearing
label tying in the “homeyness” of the cider with the
show.
Later that afternoon, the
web was inundated with irate

show,

phone
the
jugs

calls

gifts,

had

offices

from recipients of

who

declared

the

exploded in their
blowing cider and

glass skyhigh. Another jug,
incidentally, also blew up in a
veecloset in the office of
pee Sylvester* L. (Pat) Weaver.

Goodman Ace heading

NBC

new

were

—

With Pabst Beer having
vision.
decided to check off CBS Radio on
Wednesday night “Blue Ribbon”
bouts to concentrate on CBS-TV
exclusively, it’s been learned that
Gillette- Safety Razor- may also
ditch radio coverage of its Friday
night fights for an NBC-TV-only

its

Working Both

tomed to having their own way
and say, a head-on Berle-Ace clash
was inevitable.

Sides of B’Cast

Pays Off

Street
The way

ride.

Reason for bypassing radio

TV

AM

Maxon
the
Spokesmen
for
agency, which handles the Gillette
account, revealed that there has 0
been considerable discussion on
the advisability of dropping the
radio coverage, as aired Friday
nights on ABC, but that no deciMaxon
sion has been reached.
that
however,
declared,
reps
they’re picking up new TV outlets
and
available
when they become
“when it makes sense to do so”
that is, when there are enough sets
in circulation to merit the invest-

in

—

In the case of
j

WW,

two-thirds

his combined audience comes
audience would
radio. His
be larger, but because of the time
news program
on
a
involved
factor

of

from

TV

Short-Term Client
In ‘Omnibus’ Ride

(Continued on page 31)

CBS-TV and the
Ford Foundation may make their
Possibility that

Sunday afternoon “Omnibus” show
available to advertisers on a shortterm basis was seen this week wil h
the pacting of Remington-Rand to
buy in for a four-week pre-Christmas selling drive.
With Willys-Overland already a
participant on the show and Greyhound Bus slated to preem as another one after the first of the year,
CBS-TV hasn’t been too successful
in lining up the other thrae weekly
sponsors to give “Omnibus” the
SRO sign. As a result, while the
web won’t go out after other advertisers to buy in on a similar shortterm deal a la Remington, it’s believed that it will not turn down
such biz if offered. Top CBS-TV
sales execs, in fact, said that R-R
came to them with the offer to buy
in for four weeks only.
R-R started its participation on
the show last Sunday (30), presumably for the $13,000 weekly talent
?
and production nut being asked of
all participating bankrollers. Firm
is pushing its new-modeL electric
shaver for Christmas gift buying.

The

47th Anniversary

Number

Of

Chicle Sponsor
CBS-TV’s new Jackie Gleason
show, despite the fact that it’s been
holding its own against the rival
NBC video web’s “All Star Revue,”
one of its three participating
sponsors this week. American Chicle informed the web that it’s
checking off the show after the
Dec, 27th broadcast. CBS, as a result, is scouting a new sponsor to
take over.
Chicle firm was the first of Gleason’s trio of bankrollers to sign the
show, with Thos. Leeming & Sons
and Schick Shavers coming in
later. CBS video sales execs said
this week that Chicle originally
had bought in for only 12 weeks,
so that the decision not to renew
lost

came

as no surprise. Other two
(Continued on page 26)

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Forms closing shortly

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and

space reservations

NEW YORK

36

HOLLYWOOD

154 W. 46th

St.

6311 Yucca

21

may be

Gulf

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

11

LONDON. W.

is

612 N. Michigan Av#.

S St. Martin's Place
Trafalgar Square

Gulf Drops Daly
oil, via Young & Rubicam,

cancelling out on the John Daly

ABC

news

C. 2
I

St.

the
sev-

with new TV market areas opening
up, they no longer need radio for
is
reportedly
coverage.
Pabst
picking up a number of new CBSTV affiliates, jumping in for the
Wednesday night at 10 franchise
as soon as they take the air. Same
reason for cancelling radio was advanced last week by U. S. Tobacco,
version
which is ditching the
of its “Martin Kane” show this
exclusively
concentrate
to
month

OUT SOON!

Gleason Loses

is

new theory being adopted by

eral top-spending advertisers that,

which radio and
television can be used jointly to
get heavy circulation and national ment.
To date, Maxon has added
coverage is pointed up in the latest outlets for the NBC video coverage
Nielsen reports for Walter Winch- of the fights in both Roanoke, Va.,
ell and “Adventures of Ozzie and
and Austin, Tex.
Harriet,” both ABC and ABC-TV
Pabst contract with CBS Radio
shows.
winds after the Dee. 17 broadcast.
Winchell and “O&II” rack up Bankroller reportedly wanted CBS
big audiences, with the bankrollers to sustain radio coverage of the
stressing that there is little, if fights, «wlth no payment for rights,
any, duplication between the but the web turned down the offer
shows’ AM and TV dialers. Winch- on the assumption that the Wednesell’s Nielsen for his first broadcast day night bouts are now so closely
was 7.1, or 3,113,000 homes (with identified with Pabst that the brewa 33.5% share of audience), and ing company would get virtually a
his advance TV Nielsen, for the free ride on a sustaining basis.
second telecast, is 12.7, or 1,601,- Radio coverage, incidentally, shut“O&H’s” first AM ters with a good one the Maxim000 homes.
show got a 4.9 or 2,149,000 homes Moorc bout for the light-heavyand 'a TV Nielsen (for the second weight title.
show) of 31.2, representing 5,462,000 homes.

Fall in Line

vania Electric.
In the merger Dave Lyon con( Continued on page 31)

••

on NBC-TV.

TV

On

It,

Airing of the major boxing
matches usually broadcast on a
regular weekly basis may soon become the sole province of tele-

a

writing staff, the trade
laying odds that
the “Goody-Miltie” association
wouldn’t last three weeks that (1)
the more sophisticated Goodman
scripting aces weren’t attuned to
the Berle comicalities, and (2) as
two distinctive personalities accusa

hepsters

week

last

“Hometown,

jected

When, prior to the ushering in
of the ’52-53 video season, it was
revealed that the Berle show would
undergo a complete change in forup

NBC-TV

•

•

mat, with

by

literally exploded in the
web’s face. Day before Thanksgiving' (26), the web’s promotion department sent jugs of
cider to various agency and
client execs to plug the pro-

most

projecting fresh

The boys are now apparently
eating those words. Although it's
reported that on occasion Ace has
given a little, and so has Berle, in
resolving minor differences, it’s
conceded that the teamup and new
situation comedy formula hag' parlayed the Texaco hour into one of
the major pleasantries of the season, with Berle becoming the “new
find” of '52.
The high costs of television will-*Not generally known is that the
press more small and moderatecurrent Texaco layout carries the
sized agencies to combine, Jack
Sherwood, Barry Huddle
heaviest writing tab in the history
Tarcher and James Cecil said Friof TV, or radio before it, with a
day (28) when merger of J. D. TarProjected
Series total of $8,500 a week earmarked
cher and Cecil
Presbrey was announced.
Robert E. Sherwood, who pacted for Ace and his writing staff. Ace
Cost of operating a 'TV depart- with NBC last week to do a series himself is down for $3,000. a week.
Nor is it generally known that
ment, Tarcher said, “makes us all of original
television plays for ex- Berle has been digging into his
flinch.” He added that while small
clusive airing by the web, had his own pocket to the tune of $3,000
agencies can compete with big out- first luncheon
huddle Monday (1) a week in order to carry the scriptfits in the creative sphere, it’s a
with Charles (Bud) Barry, NBC’s ing load. But if it's axiomatic that
different store in services such as
programming veepee. Meet was “a show is as good as its writing,”
research,, merchandising and pub- designed
to get the project under the proof is in the new Berle
licity, where the smaller firm can’t
way and to determine what help stanza.
maintain the kind of specialized NBC can be to the
author-playstaffs, either in size or competence,
First Cycle Payoff
wright in getting his initial script
which the larger agencies have.
in the works.
If there are “astonishing overNew outfit, which becomes offiUnder terms of the pact, Sher- tones” to the feat, it's because the
cial Jan. 1, keeps the C&P tag and
wood is to pen three shows a year payoff has come during the first
combines Tarcher’a $4,500,000 an- for the next three years.
Date 13-week cycle of the “new Berle,”
nual biHings with over $16,000,000 for the first one
hasn’t been final- and in the face of almost unaniof C&P. Of the $20,000,000 yearly ized.
( Continued on page 27)
billings estimated for 1953, over
half are in radio and tele. Tarcher
clients in AM-TV include Benrus
Watch, Seeman Bros, and Personna
Blade. Tarcher is giving up its portion of McKesson & Robbins, with
Ellington to take over the entire
accounts.
C&P’s AM-TV spenders
include Block Drug, Marlboro Cigarets, Electric Autolite, Menncn
foam shave, Redtop beer and Syl-

Agencies Merging to Get Off

Special promotion stunt utilized

programming
elements, the “big news” of '52 is

of

Whammo

The Old

sidered as undistinguished in terms

of r ent weeks has. exacted a heavy...
?£
com toll, including
Gs exiting
of “Beulah” and the Jack
Smith-Dinah Shore ^five-time 15-mmute strips and Campbell
Soup’s
p
r ecen ] y bowed ou t of the daytime
f
}
CBS soaper, Big Sister,
but is retaining
the time.)
-

TV

Not Fight

TV’s Bigger Hian the Both of Us’

aSg

despair.

Gillette s: ‘Lets

j Pabst,

Just When it looked as though the network radio picture
was talc
lng on a brighter hue, in the wake of the four networks'
read i us t
mentof their daytime-nighttime rate structuresV
has come a’
drastic wave of cancellations to plunge the sales
boys into new

!

strip on
Radio, 10-10:15
p,m., after the Dec. 31 "broadcast.
Reason appears to be the bankroller’s increased commitments in
tele.

ABC
Daly’s

is

expected to hold on to

daily

stint,

M

u

M

Truevision okviews
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THANKSGIVING FESTIVAL

-With

»

m

t

»

w

w*

balleV-SyaiJ^honette with Eugene Lowell conLeighton,
Bernard
ducting;
Hubie Hendrie; Frank Knjght, ’
-4-M -f
announcer.
Producer: Alan Cartoun
Fletcher Markle, who came out
-Directors: Cartoun, Ted Estabrook of Toronto a few years back and
60 Mins; Thnrs. (27), 5 p.m.
descended on New York and CBS
LONGINES-WITTNAUEK
as a “boy wonder” in inaugurating
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
the radio version of “Studio One,”
Bennett )
< Victor A.
has returned to his old stamping
This annual Thanksgiving video ground after a fling at laboring in
the Hollywood studio vineyards
offering by the Longines-WittHe’s now taken aver the produc
inauer represents a conspicuous, fion reins of the Westinghouse
coin outlay for production trap-’ sponsored “Studio One” television
pings plus musicians, ballet danc- show, and, pretty much in the tra
dition of Worthington L. (Tony)
ers and choral groups. Equally
Miner, vested his premiere proconspicuous, however, is the fail- duction Monday night (1) with a
ure to use these elements with professional finish that restores the
imagination commensurate with program to its original stature.
As his initial vehicle, Markle
the coin. As a result, this show chose wisely the Brainerd Duffield
impresses as a pretentious display adaptation of Claude Houghton’s
which moves too ploddingly to sus- 1930 novel, “I -Am- Jonathan
Scrivener.” He selected a cast of
tain a 60-minute stanza.
including
performers,
topnotch
Show presented a repertoire df John Forsythe, Maria Riva, Felicia
light classical, popular and tradi- Montealegre, Everett Sloane, Robtional numbers which were okay ert Dryden and Murray Mathesoq
sensitive difor the holiday occasion. The musi- and, fortified With a
rectorial
job by Paul Nickel!,
cal values, however, were con- brought in an intriguing and highsistently diluted by the pedestrian ly diverting hour of dramatic fare.
visual accompaniment. The prob- “Studio ’One” gives every evidence
being back in business.
lem of making a straight musical of Markle
rates a nod for his selecprogram into good TV is admit- tion of the Houghton novel betedly tough but it’s not solved, as cause it lends itself so well to telewas attempted here, by repetitious vision adaptation. It isn’t preten.ballet choreography, routine cam- tious, nor does it evade reality by
era superimpositions, dull film escaping into symbolism or makeWhile it’s not great
clips and familiar camera angles believe.
drama, it’s something that permits
for the symph orch numbers.
within the
exposition
for
complete
~
The show hit its best pace with
the production of the “Coffee show^s confines.
malcontents
of
assorted
A
group
•Grows on White Oak Trees,” a
gay traditional number which are brought together by Jonathan
who
was given a lively dance and orch Scrivener, a wealthy eccentric
arrangement. The ballet efforts, never appears on the scene. A secof
character
the
retary
unravels
however, on “Darktown Strutter’s
the unseen employer and reveals
Bail,” “Alexander’s 'Ragtime Band”
too
not
philosophy
intriguing
some
and a Mississippi levee medley,
involved or introspective. This is
were tired.
the simple thread of continuity,
The Symphonette, under Eugene yet stoiy-wise, it made for absorbLowell’s baton, played Ponchielli’s ing ana meaningful drama.
The
“Dance of the Hours” with a pleas- production .itself, though, was on
ant classical ballet routine while a much grander scale and utilized
the Choraliers were featured in a many tricks, none of them too con.

'

-

- r

flock of vibrantly-rendered num- trived.
The .sets were elaborate
bers, including the “My Lord Say and effective and gave the whole a
He’s Goin’ to Rain Down Fire,” dimension to match the excep“Going Home” and “Prayer of tional camera range. The narraThanksgiving.” Vocal soloist Hubie tion technique to supplement the
Hendrie handled his assignment on action permitted for a finer de“Bless This House” impressively as lineation of the dramatic parts and
did pianist Bernard Leighton on allowed
pacing
beautiful
for
the “Cornish Rhapsody.”
throughout. Markle's use of piano
Show was divided into three music to background many of the
parts with Frank Knight handling scenes that groped for the Scrivthe commercials for the watch ener enigma was the one area in
company in an effectively conver- the overall presentation that might
be subject to difference of opinion.
Hem.
sational style.
This could he due to the choice of
the musical excerpts.

With Ruth Geri Hagy
Producer: Mrs. "Hagy
Executive
Producer:

Roddy

Rogers

The

cast

was uniformly

fine,

with Forsythe’s portrayal of the
secretary particularly outstanding.
Misses' Riva and Montealegre and
Murray Mathe'son were first-rate
Rose.
supports.

Director: Lew Klein
30 Mins.; Sun,, 11:30 a.m.
WFIL-TV, from Philadelphia
Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis hit
In Nov.. 29 session of “Junior a high level in their Coast origination
on NBC-TV’s “Colgate Comcollegiate
Press Conference” four
•

newspaper

edy -Hour” Sunday (30). They
showed that careful planning and

Agency, gave away no secrets.
Amiable and smiling, he sat on the

imagination are going into their
efforts, rather than relying completely on the spontaneous zani
ness. That was evidenced right at,
the start, with the demonstration of
“life-sized TV.” This utilized rearscreen projection to achieve the effect of Martin & Lewis doing a
terp bit on a kingsized teleset, with
the kicker coming when the duo
entered in person to heckle themselves on the screen.
It was a
hilarious turn, with perfect timing,
and came off without a flaw.
“School for Tarzans” sketch had
an anemic-looking Lewis being
in
tutored
jungle
gymnastics,
against a background of muscular
male cheesecake, with Martin serving as the coach. It involved some
good props and registered well, al-

writers from North
Carolina, St. Joseph’s, Bryn Mawr
and Minnesota, attempted to learn
from Harold Stassen: “What are
the prospects for peace and security under the New Administration?” Stassen recently named by
President-elect Eisenhower as director of the Mutual Security

fence.

The student writers asked
some concrete idea on cuts in

for
for-

eign aid. Was aid to be used as ‘a
of changing policies of other
nations? Did he favor a return to
the gold standard, as quoted? The
young people couldn’t pin down the
U. of P. president. He reiterated
such phrasses as “study, research
and cooperation” with the President.
Eisenhower, in Stassen’s
opinion, would prove an outstanding Chief Executive. Student ques-

means

would do credit to any age
group; but no one was any the
wiser at the end of the half-hour
show.
tions

Program is less argumentative
than similar panels. There seems
to be more respect for the guest,
probably stemming from the age
disparity of the participants. The
interruptions and shouting each

other down (common panel excitements) are virtually nil on “Junior
Press Conference.” Mrs. Hagy, director of the Philadelphia Evening
Bulletin Forum, as the moderator
has little to do in the way on disentangling the protagonists. She
does the intros a little too fast with
a ‘let’s get on with it” attitude and
then remains in the background.
Chief effect of segment is to show
how adult the queries of young editors are, and to give oldsters a new
respect for the awareness of youth.
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MACY’S THANKSGIVING DAY
*

PARADE
4 With
Bob Trout, narrator
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Eroduccr; Paul Levitan
Director; Kai Purdy
60 Mins.; Thurs. (27), 11 a.m.

M-M M M

Sustaining

Gruen watch-on-the- CBS-TV, from N. Y.
With -crisp but cloudy and windv
and the Three Bears” animated time is .part .of his innate -showbiz-wise he’s made weather on tap for the long promanship.
Show
Bril.
cartoon for Halo.
quarter - of-seven ABC - TV cessional, the TV hero of Macy’s
that
annual (27 count ’em— 27) ThanksNBC-TV’s ‘Hit Parade” contin (EST) as much a must as his long- givingDay Parade was not the live
Abel.
ues as one .of the more imaginative time WinchelLatol.
Santa
Claus or the 75-foot crocoand ingenious shows in video. Proheld captive aloft by 3a
spearheaded by
crew,
duction
few bits -of inferior casting dile
grounded pirates in flesh .and blood
Clark Jones, is faced week after cut the level <of George Jess el's
week with the problem of coming effort of the Saturday night NBC- array. The man -of the hour was
describer
Bob Trout who took over
performance
up with different
TV “All Star Revue.” Jessel was
techniques for the same songs, his usually competent self and the portable transmitter at about
in
11:08
the
mom and stayed with
H-P
in
the
some of which remain
were some fairly good
there
listings for four or five months. sequenoes, but the bad taste left it until the finish at noon.
•prothe
Trout
bridged
video’s limitations
That they’re able to keep
by Denise Darcel try at selling
gram interesting and always visu a song about France, .and some with slightly sensational spot or
ally outstanding attests to the meaningless sequences in other side commentary, including the colbrainwork being poured into the sections of the show, didn’t add or values, plus some punchy tongueaffair and also to the .solid talents lustre to the Jessel stanza.
in-cheek observations. Had lie not
of the permanent cast.
Heavyweight champ Rocky Mar- been in there pitching with the
Illustrative of the problem, _“Yqk
tell-tale words, no viewer could
bis- thespao -ability- on
showedciano
Belong to Me,” “Wish You Were
Be' visual sighlflcaiQce of the
session and his try might have grasp
Here,” “I Went to Your Wedding” this
the charm that presence of comic Jackie Gleason
and “Lady of Spain” have been rid- come off with exhibited
as
parade
marshall. The CBS haron a reing the top of the H-P. lineup for Rocky Graziano
Martha Raye show. However, lequin must have been quite a sight
a number of weeks now, with the cent
per
(as
Trout’s
in
colorama) a green
Graziano had
former two almost nearing the six- it’s remembered that
him and shirt, yellow tie and checked suit
month bracket. Yet, while Jones, top people surrounding
splashed
with
four
or five hues.
sheen imparted by
his writers and crew consistently he assumed the
Miss Darcel
Gleason brought up the van and
maintain the basic motif of each his colleagues. With
surrounding players, then climbed the long, steep steps
tune, they give it almost an entire as one of the
notches be- to the reviewing stand to watch the
ly different 'backgrounding each the sketch ran several
ballons go by. Other CBS (or famstanza. Part of the problem is low par.
Jessel is, as always, an excellent ily related) participants, in parade
solved by turning over the various
song winners to different members performer. He shows charm and or sidelines, were interviewers
of the cast each week, but it’s still ease that makes him a natural in Garry Moore and John Reed King;
the writing and imaginative pro- front of the camera. He and Mar- interviewees Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
duction that provide the final pay- ciano, however, participated in a Albert itMargo), Sam Levenson, Mr,
off.
sketch that just didn’t come off. and Mrs. Fletcher Markle (MerceSeveral weeks ago, for example, One other bit that did little to ele- des McCambridge); Jack Sterling
Dorothy Collins turned in a socko vate the proceedings was the ex- and his “Big Top” troupe including
job of “Wedding,” merely by sing- hibit in which the Chi Harvest bandmaster Joe Basile, and intering it while sitting before a piano Moon Ball winner did “Shine on viewees Judson Laire (Papa) and
Esther Kleger- Robin Morgan (Dagmar) of Maxwith actors portraying her mother Harvest Moon.”
and father behind her nodding man has looks and voice, but well House Coffee's “Mama.” Intheir heads in sympathy to the needed an added gimmick to set cidentally, of the two commercial
mood of the lyrics. Last Saturday her off properly. Jack Norworth spots midway, one was the java
night (29), the .song was turned came on for a briefie as the author company’s (the other was the “I
over to Snooky Lanson, who gave of “Harvest Moon.”
Other bits Love Lucy” Baby Doll).
it a different treatment but just as were by Barry O’Hara, an Irish
Up to 11:15 there was little TV
good a ride. In one of the rare oc- tenor, who has a good voice in action and the parade proper didn’t
casions when .the same singer does the boy soprano metier. The voice develop
(naturally)
until Trout
a song two succeeding weeks, Lan- seemed strange coming from' a came on. First big entry was the
son handled “Spain” the last two mature man, Ross & Fisher con- Mighty Mouse, a 70-footer filled
fighting the

effective, particularly a “Goldilocks
.

—

A

-

weeks, but the production was suf- tributed excellently in the terp deon both to sus- partment.
The best of the outside talent
In addition to these two, June
Ben Blue, whose panto trip
Valli, who joined the show this sea- was
an art museum was the
through
son, is doing consistently fine work.
on this display.
Russell Arms, as the second male top laugh effort
Jose.
singer, handles both ballads and
novelty tunes In good style. Lucky
material
story
of
shortage
The
Strike singers and dancers are
well-routined to sparkplug each must he catching up with the ‘Man
number, and Raymond Scott and Against Crime” series. Either that,
his orch, of course, provide the best or there’s heen a policy switch
in instrumental backing. And the transferring the accent from Ralph
constant innovations in camera Bellamy’s sleuthing to something
technique, use of rear-screen pro- occasionally resembling slapstick
jection and other visual effects on comedy.
the show are hard to heat.
Show last week (CBS-TV, Wed.)
Lucky Strike plugs on this pro- paired Bellamy with the charming
gram are also easy to take, even Diane Herbert, daughter of playon a week-after-week basis.
wright F. Hugh Herbert, for what
ficiently different
tain interest.

Stal.
might have shaped into solid fare.
Unfortunately; Miss Herbert on her
Jack Benny, in another of his first assignment on this Camel
monthly Lucky Strike TV whirls Cigs-bankrolled series drew the
Sunday (30) on CBS-TV, got tan- kind of part which effectively
gled up with an over-surf.eiting of veiled any talents she might have
gadgetry, with results that were save the obvious one of looking
something less than inspiring or bright and attractive and at ease.
mirthful. Why Benny should find
Stanza, written by Max Ehrlich,
it necessary to complicate his vid- never got off the ground, which
e 9 semesters with tricked-up trap- was due largely to the Ineptness
pings (when he has at his disposal of the story itself.
Attempt at
such sock repertory components creating a
spooky atmosphere
.

and his own distinctive talents), is
the week’s major TV dilemma.
The Benny writing stable must
have been napping this time up,
for the stanza’s major “production” (in which Benny is cradled
to sleep while a couple of secondstory thugs are involved in a lot
of burglary frustrations) practically got lost in a maze of props. It
was a belabored variation of an
old Benny theme.
More in keeping with Benny’s
exacting standards, particularly on
timing,
was his bit with a
moppet.
It
added up to
a
charming five minutes of byplay
accenting Benny’s incredulity and
bewilderment on the child’s insistence that her name is Margaret
Truman, and her father works in
Washington-—until Jan. 20. ’Gal also
accompanied Bob Crosby for a

didn’t get beyond some shots of
a dilapidated mansion, a couple
of creaky doors and some verbal

“P

simon pure status,
St. Nick brought up the rear with
mechanized reindeer and then
mounted the stand for a welcoming
speech that was thrown off by (i)

a temporarily faulty mike (at least
Santa sought so) and (2) the fact
he read his brief piece.

Bat

Edward J. Montagne’s production rounded .out the hour with talk as
and direction was lackadaisical and the ubiquitous cameras studied the
fell in with the general impression crowd and traffic for about 8 minthat the show was aiming to match utes.
Wait’ll next year! Wait’ll
the thrills with laughs. Bellamy color comes in!
Trau
and Miss Herbert went through
their paces like good troupers, but
‘

J

—

with *70,000 cubic feet of helium,
said Trout. Among the better elevated and asphalt exhibits were a
showboat and band, with 30 majorets in a high kick drill plus 12
femme flag twirlers; Range Rider
(Jack Mahoney) mounted on a
horse bearing Paul Whiteman’s silver saddle (recalling, incidentally,
that Whiteman made a mounted
entry in Billy Rose’s “‘Jumbo” at
the old Hippodrome, and he (Pops)
carried more weight than currently); a circus float with trampoline
performers, etc.; an “International”
wagon topped by a live “Miss Liberty” with a 15-nation entourage;
a red and silver space ship with
jet trimmings; the Big Fish, a 60footer which last year failed to finish at the 84th St. tape due to an
altercation with a lamppost; the
Philadelphia String BSmd, attired
in silky playing card capes and
highlighting with a series of military drills while operating the fiddles, banjos, saxes, etc. Their pro
performance towered ov.er the doif
ens of other bands of more or less

jousting between Bellamy and a (Couldn’t the old boy have given
play-acting couple of crooks who’d his address from atop a chimney,
committed a murder to get their with the typescript concealed?)
hands on a large inheritance.
After the parade proper, Trout

without conviction. Rest of the cast
did what it could under the circumstances.
cessful was the satire on parents
Show could stand a lift, even
who are afraid to inhibit or spank
within the obvious limitations of
their kids. Lewis played the madthe
half-hour format.
Lensing
scientist moppet, whose new chemcould be tightened for faster pace
ical made a youngster sprout into
and
scripters
should
be
advised
an eight-foot giant. Some spots
on the basic pitch.
Acting too
were strained, but overall it was “Peter Pan” song fantasy. Rose .
could be Improved via the director
good comedy and wound with a
sock breakaway: Lewis’ termites _
Winchell seems to have to give more substance and realism
Hift.
bringing down his father’s (Mar- hit his TV stride in high with an o the proceedings.
tin’s) house, ceiling and all.
at-ease stance which makes him as
In the song department, Martin nonchalant as in front of the mike.
“Omnibus” ran off another standput over “There 'Goes My Heart” He has captured the
perfect out 90-minute package on CBS-TV
and “Louise,” and Lewis showed Front Page personification of a Sunday (30). Show fused good
a good “au natural” voice on “Be- working newspaperman
his hat taste, sincerity and intelligence
cause of You,” although gagging it askew, tie awry and with
a repor- with visual imagination for superup occasionally. Pair teamed nice- tonal
earnestness
that
even lative results.
ly on special lyrics for “You’ll eclipses his
Alistair Cooke’s urbane
trademarked
Never Get Away,” winding the pro- gun staccato wordage. The gatling- ing again keyed the adultemceemanner
tone
gram in tiptop manner and bring- in which he tilts his skimmer
which was maintained without
for
ing- orch leader Dick Stabile for a the
editorial” is refreshing, and a. false note throughout the show’s
:plug. Kitty Kallen’s vocal stint was there is a
bounce to his newscast- various features. In one half-hour
so-so. Chirper looked pert and* was
ma ^ es even a romance, segment, a charming one-act play
nicely garbed, but didn’t get full a birth
or a plug sound important. by William Saroyan, “The Christimpact into “Almost Like Being In Already a TV
identification is that mas Tie,” was played by a topLove.” She came across with more feverish
last split-second when off- notch
cast
comprising
Helen
sparkle on “St. Louis Woman.” camera
direction is heard giving Hayes, in her second consecutive
Withal, a sock 60-minute stanza.
.the half-minute cue, and appearance on “Omnibus,” BurCommercials for Colgate were Winchell’s
impatience as he is
( Continued on page 30)
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JUNIOR PRESS CONFERENCE

We^Hesday, December

PXitllSfi

-Gber-alier*,

M

.

UNIVERSITY TODAY

With Dr. Murray Kinsman, Dr.
Warren Rchm, Dr. Ephraim
Roseman; Ryan Hallor.an, announcer
Produciyr: Bob Franck
30 Mins., Mon., 10 pjm.
Sustaining

WAVE-TV, Louisville
Outstanding effort in the public
service category, this showing had
WAVE-TV’s mobile unit at the
town’s General Hospital, with two
cameras moved inside to pick up
discussions by Dr. Murray Kinsman, dean of the University of
Louisville
Medical School, Dr.
Warren Rehm, Professor of Physiology,

and Dr. Ephraim Roseman,

member of the General
staff.
Show was filmed

Hospital
for later
use by station’s technicians.
Purpose of the telecast was to
bring before the public some of
the things the University does.
Opened with a demonstration of a
diagnosis of heart disease by measuring through electronic instruments the heart beats, and during
this demonstration actual heart
thumps were amplified for the edi(Continued on page 26)
-
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White Sox, Browns Spark Imre ror

nn
ABC will change its call letters of its N. Y. flagship from
to WABC, to strengthen the network identification. Shift is conditional upon approval of the FCC. CBS, whose Gotham key, WCBS,
banner, won't fight the change,' although
previously flew the
it says recent audience surveys have established that some identity

WJZ

New TV Baseball Deals Next Year

WABC

Phoenix, Dec.

remains;

still

A “bonus station” setup is beginning to evolve in the television
industry as a result of the thaw on
new station construction. Several
of the older, established TV outlets are signing up the licensees of
new channels in smaller communi-

A few years back, when the WCBS changeover and retagging
of WEAF (N. Y.) as WNBC occurred, ABC helped the other network keys effect the call-letter switches. WNBC moniker had beABC

affiliate in New Haven-New Britain, Conn.;
station is now sporting WELI, in honor of -the proximity to
letters had been worn by the ABC affiliate in Spring-'
Yale.
field, .111., which, is now tagged WCVS, a call that’s phonetically
close to the old identification.
If arrangements can be completed, ABC would like to get the
and
for its L. A. and Frisco o-and-o stations.
tags of
Both these currently belong to its affiliates, KABC, San Antonio,
Houston.
The
KXY,
ABC-XYZ gambit would complete the
and
straddling, of both ends of the alphabet since the Detroit o-and-o

longed to the

ABC

WCBS

KABC

operation is

Under

duced,

not expected

has a humorous discourse on

Through a Wall

an amusing bylint pitet

cameraman.

Radio and

TV

upcoming

Variety

ft

limited financial contributions earmarked thus far, obviously to forestall? wholesale appeals, from teleminded educators, the Foundation’s masterminders are. giving
increasing attention to the non-

commercial field.
There have been- unconfirmed
-

Honolulu, Dec. 2.
KGMB-TV made its debut last
night bringing Honolulu its first
regular tele program service. Station, a CBS-TV primary affiliate, is
also affiliated with ABC and NBC.

that

reports

organization,

the

which is currently subsidizing
CBS-TV’s 90-minute Sunday afternoon “Omnibus,” may eventually
withdraw completely from .com-,
mercial video and put all its emphasis in non-pro TV. It’s known
KONA, on Channel 11, which that the question of which course
had announced a mid-November to take in the longterm has been
start, didn’t make it due to techni- the subject of much debate within
cal trouble,

and

transmitter

site.

is

now moving

its

9,
Channel
on
KGMB-TV,
preemed with Gene Autry, Lilli
Palmer and Hopalong Cassidy
shows, and “Time for Beany,'* on
film and/or kine, and the Gary
Ctfbper pic, “John Doe.’’ Its opening schedule includes some 30 network and syndicated shows.
Reception was described as goqd
in an area where 86,000 Honolulu
families live. Good reception was

come down.

In radio

powered

a

large

stations,

number

today (Tues.) the nation’s horsehide
reps were choosing up sides and
preparing to confront the convention^ touchiest issue—television.
Despite sagging b.o,- returns last
year in most major league situa**
tions the Boston Braves, for example, went into the red for $600;000 the diamond moguls are not
opposed to video not after realizing an estimated $2,000,000 this
year from major league telecasts.
Moot point facing conventioners is
how to split the TV financial melon.
(That TV also continues as one
of the thorniest problems con-

—
—

—

fronting college football was" indicated Monday (1), when the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.’s

10-man video committee
hinted that this year’s restricted
schedule will be consome form for the 1953
season. Final action on the gridiron, situation,, however, awaits the
NCAA’s annual convention in
Washington next month.)
In the American League higher
echelons, the cry is particularly
loud for scrapping the reciprocal
agreement on broadcasting and televising a setup that permits each
club to make its own airlane deals.
Such autonomy gives the home
club complete video and radio
rights, without cutting in visiting
-tfearas. on the financial take.
Frank Lane, general manager of
the Chicago White Sox, and Bill
Velck, bossman of the St. Louis
Browns, are leaders in the drive
to abrogate the existing agreement
and permit a more equitable division of the spoils.
Present Deal Doomed
Veeck has complained that televising of the Browns’ road games
affects attendance and thereby reduces his share of receipts. He’ll
go along with television in 1953
special

NBC-NCAA Toss
to

'televising
tinued in

ND

To Ease Grid Gripe
NBC, General Motors and the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn,
reportedly had more on their
minds in scheduling video coverage of the Notre Dame-U. of
Southern California game Saturday (29> than merely pleasing football fans. Since Notre Dame has
been one of the most vociferous
blasters

NCAA

the

of

controlled

TV'ing plan, the easing of NCAA
regulations to permit a pickup of
the last part of the game Saturday
is seen as a move to quiet ND’s
anticipated agitation against continuation of the plan at the

NCAA

annual convention next month.
Army-Navy game pickup was
carried by NBC as the regular
game-of-the-week, so that the ND-

USC game didn’t get on the air
of low- until almost the end of the third

and broadcasters quarter.

(Game

was

played

at

—

(Continued on page 27)

Storer’s $3,500,000

less-populous areas find that South Bend, Ind.) GM's sponsorthey can make a go of it as bonus ship tab was figured on a straight
operations “giving away”
their percentage of the amount of the
time in return for a program serv- game carried, and it’s believed the
ice, and selling spots and local •time and rights cost was about
Detroit, Dec. 2.
shows on the basis of the circula- $75,000. Fact that Saturday was
The Storer Broadcasting Co.,
tion
which
network programs- the last college football weekend
owners
of
and WJBK-TV,
that
.of thq. season and also the fact
bring.
carried announced purchase of a site in
The difference between the .only part of the game was claims the New Center development in upany
emerging bonus picture in TV and- .are believed to forestall
.by NCAA dissidents that the asso- town Detroit- on which a- 10-story
that in
is that in tele it isestablished a precedent by television center will be constructciation
some far-seeing local station which
the televising of two ma- ed at an approximate cost of $3,are lining up the bonus satellites, okaying
same weekend. 500,000.
rather than the webs.
The net- jor, games on the
George B. Storer, president, and
While it's not yet known what
works haven’t yet gone after the
Gayle V. Grubb, veepee and mancuffo outlets, probably because to
(Continued on page 28)
aging director of the two stations,
do so might antagonize the imporsaid work on the new building
tant affiliates in metropolitan marwould begin next spring with comkets, whose signals may overlap
pletion expected a year later. The
Coffers Swelled
into the territories served by the
property, purchased from Fisher
newer, smaller" stations.
Co., has a 125-foot frontage and a
N.Y. State Politicos
total area of 30,625 square feet:
Cable Costs a Factor
The building will house the main
Another reason is that cable
of $227,290 television studio on the ground
costs, which are borne by the netfloor with additional radio and teleAlbany, Dec. 2.
works, are higher' than the line
skeins pay. A
charges which
The Republican State Commit- vision facilities on upper floors,
chain doesn't want to pick up the tee, in a report on its winning Storer said.
It will connect by pedestrian tuntab for a cable to a small town tele campaign filed Saturday (29) with
station unless enough bankrollers the Secretary of State, listed ex- nel with the General Motors Build*totalling $227,290 to ing, the Fisher Building and the
will buy it to show a profit for the penditures
web. However, if a metropolitan BBD&O agency most of it for New Center Building, all of which
station absorbs the cable .cost to its radio and television * broadcasts. made up the New Center area.
WJBK now has its radio and
’The GOP committee’s apportion(Continued on page 31)
ment to .he two media was esti- television studios in the Masonic
mated to be 35%, whereas the. Temple Building. It now has a
Democratic State Committee spent 100,000-watt television transmitter
‘Kazootie’ to
for the same purpose $16,494 or with a 1,057 foot tower under construction and WJBK-AM is con“Rootie Kazootie” show, which about 5% of the $321,557 expendstructing and testing a new 10,000has previously been identified with. ed. The Republicans had a workNBC by virtue of RCA and Bruno- ing fund of $650,621, twice as much watt transmitter.
Other
$335,938.
New York (RCA distrib) execs be- as the Democrats’
supplehowever,
ing stockholders, will start on WJZ- organization;;,
Clorets Gets ‘Judy’
TV, ABC’s Gotham key, as a cross- mented committee-sponsored programs.
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
the-board feature Dec. 22. It’ll be
Clorets, which dropped “Date
In addition to BBD&O (whose
in the 6-6:15 p. m. period it previously occupied on WNBT, where head, Ben Duffy, is a close friend with Judy” 13 weeks ago, is renewit was backed by the Coke bottlers •of Gov. Dewey, one of the first and ing the show on ABC-TV Jan. 7, in
of N. Y. In WJZ-TV it starts as a- strongest supporters of General a deal set by Ted Ashley AssoDancer-Sample-Fitzgerald
Dwight D. Eisenhower for Presi- ciates.
Kid show will also be on ABC-TV dent) the Republican committee is agency for the gum company,
Aleen Leslie is owner-producerIt will be listed another $17,344 paid to other
as a network airer.
backed by Johnson candy, via agencies, to radio and television writer of the live show which origFranklin Bruck agency, in the Sat- stations, and to writers, et al. t for inates in Gotham. Program will be
seen on 40 net stations.
AM-TV promotion.
urday 10:30-11 a. m. slot.
in

Yanking ComTs

With U.S.

cost-

per-thousand figures. On the other
hand, they’d welcome the addition
of these “peanqt whistles” if they
could get them for “peanuts.” On.
a bonus basis, the bankrollers’ costper-thousand
outlay
would,
of
course,

Ford Foundation

were

Shows

P^ARIETY

2.

would appreciably raise their

excluded completely, on Hagerty’s
insistence that they rely chiefly
on the wire services anyway for
Prexies of
their news coverage.
the major networks immediately
sent irate wires to Ike, resulting
in the final compromise. Radio was
Chicago, Dec. 2.
granted one seat (to be occupied
The multi-million dollar Ford
by Mutual’s Everett Holies after
the four nets drew from a hat) Foundation looms as the No. 1
and TV was permitted to have one
angel for educational TV, if pres(Continued on page 34)
ent signs are read correctly. Although moving slowly with only

Hawaii TV Bows

ef

must a town be to
TV station? Among'

®

of

Ike’s initial campaign speech last
Summer in Abilene, Kan.

With only five seats on the
plane originally assigned to newsmen, Hagerty at first granted passage to reps of each of the three
major wire services, a still photog
and a theatrical newsreel pool

*

47 th Anniversary Number

big

support a
the applications- received last
week by the FCC was one from
Marion, Va., a community of
7,000 population.
Marion’s only radio station,
WMEV, a daytimer, was the applicant. The- town is in the
mountains of southwest Virginia in the Jefferson National
Forest area. Application requests a UHF transmitter with o
112kw power and a 1,616 ft.
tower.

Alan Lipscott

In the

47th Anniversary Number

its

Goes Rural

Washington, Dec.

How

*

make

TV Bone
TV

Junket in Battle of Plane Seats

*

would

spots sold during these

Reasons for this development are
grounded in video’s economics,
which for some applicants is far
from the rosy view they have had.
Most TV advertisers feel they can’t
afford to pay a great deal more ta
expand their TV coverage if this
means buying stations with relatively small audienees.
To do sor

TV Confident of Fair Shake on Ike’s

Fist

it

*

forthcoming

alrers.

-

Television industry, claiming ton
have been h*«ded the short end
of the deal in allocation, of correspondent seats on President-elect
Eisenhower's plane to Korea, is
confident nonetheless that it won
the first step of a long^fought battle to gain the recognition as a
chief news-gatherer that it deserves. In the struggle over places
on the plane, which saw TV win
a compromise victory, the industry obtained the promise of James
C. Hagerty, Ike's new press secretary, of a .meeting before Inauguration Day to straighten out
the entire situation. TV hopes
that out of that meeting will come
the victory it’s been seeking since

and

money on

*

another editor!*] feature in the

ever, its production and program?
ming costs would be greatly re?

WBKB

*

'

How-

ing for carrying the shows.

The ABC owned-station in Chi is WENR, which would take over
(for Balaban Sc Katz) identification should the. FCC apthe
prove the merger with United Paramount Theatres. Present tag
of KECA, its Coast station, was inspired by the initials of' thenowner Earle C. Anthony, -but he's no longer connected with the
is

%

this concept, the satellite

will take programs from its mother
station, getting paid little or noth-

WXYZ.

an amusing piece

Two Men on a Dog

as “satellites” of the big-city
operators.
ties

KXYZ

operation.
Effecting the multiple re-christening, however,
to be as simple as A-B-C.

Hal Kanter
has

2.

As baseball’s week-long major
and minor league winter meetings
swung into the second day here

the Foundation’s top echelon.
One of the fund’s most significant contributions to education TV
to date was revealed here last week
with the announcement it was laying out $200,000 as the initial
grant toward the establishment of

(Continued on page 34)
t
,

Moishe Oyster a Deejay

Y. is adding Moishe
also reported in many mountain- Oysher as a disk jockey in a
shielded areas beyond the city.
weekly stanza starting Sunday (7)
Channel 9 plans daily program in the 3-4:30 p.im slot. .The cantor
liturgical
service from 5-10 p. m. It’s oper- will spin record* -of
the
ated by Hawaiian Broadcasting music as well as tune* from
guests.
list
Ht’ll
stage.
Yiddish
KGMB-Aiyi
System, which also has
part
as
Show will bt in English
and KHBC, Hilo. National rep is
of the indie’* Anglo-Jtwish block.
Free & Peters.

WLIB, N.

—

Detroit TV Center
WJBK

•

AM

^

BBD&O
By

.

To Tune

AM

—

‘

—

WJZ-TV

.

•

&

Wednesday, December

KAHIO-TEUEVISION
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4>

'

Expenses , Actors , Musicians
Etc •, But Not Commercial
Prize#,
Writers, Royalties, Freelance Directors, Transportation ,
Announcers, Agency Directors, Agency Commission or Time Charges
Agencies listed by initials are Batten Barton, Durstine & Osborn; Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield; Foote, Cone & Belding; Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sainple.

Nighttime and Daytime Overall Costs Include Production

,

tern

HEAD WRITER

NET-

PROGRAM
A Crime Letter

WORK

America 'Calling

ABC
MBS

... v. ...

$2,500
1.500
(per spot)
1,000
12,000

CBS
CBS

.

Andy

’n*

SPONSOR

AGENCY

Toni

FC&B

PRODUCER

or Script Editor

from

Dan Dodge
Adventures of Maisie

Amos

COST

MBS

John J. Anthony Hour
Armstrong Theatre
Aunt Jenny
Gene Autry Show
Back to God

Riggio Tobacco
Rexall

1.500
3.250
2.750
7.500

CBS
CBS
CBS

MBS

Participating

None

,

Backstage Wife
.

.

.

.

Bobby Benson
Jack Berch
Edgar Bergen-Charlie

NBC

2.500

MBS

250
250

.MBS
CBS

22.000

MBS
ABC

2,000
2.000

CBS

McCarthy

’

Les Farber
Joseph E. Connelly
J. J. Anthony

.Les Farber

.

. . .

Cliff

Q-F-S

J. J.

BBD&O

Lever Bros
Wrigley

Ruthrauff
Ruthrauff

Howell
Anthony..
Ira Avery

& Ryan
& Ryan

Various
Sid Sion

Bob Steele
Bill Burch

*

Burch

Bill

Reform

Christian

Glenn-Jordan-Stoetzej.

& Gamble

D-F-S

Frank and
Anne Ilummert

Ruth Borden

Barbasol
Barbasol

Erwin, Wasey
Erwin, Wasey

A1 Heifer
A1 Heifer

American Tobacco

BBD&O

Paul Jones
Paul Jones
Hilliard Marks.

Sam

Kraft Foods
Prudential Ins

J.

Herb Rice

Bob Novak

Calkins

&

Holden

Hudnut

Kenyon

&

Eckhardt

Procter

16,000

Riggio.

BBD&O

Church
Barbasol Lineup
Barbasol Scoreboard .......
Jack Benny

&

....... .Hilton

Various

Arthur Phillips

Drug
Armstrong Cork

Walter Thompson

..

.

Perrin,
Milt Josefsberg

.

Faith Fay

.Henry Hull, Jr

.

.

.

.

.

Sam

Continued from page 21

with

much more freedom than he

now

enjoys.

Most advertisers and agencies,
he

pointed

out,

buying

still

and have the first Stanza ready to
go on the air the following week.
According to Parsonnet, it takes
at least six weeks to ready a
script for shooting and another six
to seven weeks to get the film
canned. Where he would have

months

to start

“Doctor” after signing with P&G,
he said, last-minute contractual
huddles brought his time down to
the point. where. he had only four
prepared prior to the
scripts
show’s preem.
In addition to “Doctor,” Parsonnet in February rolls a second
cycle of 13 pix on the “American
Wit and Humor” series, which he
is producing in partnership with
tjie March of Time, which syndicates it. He's also talking a sec-

ond series of 13 in the “Hollywood
Off-Beat” show, which would have
Melvyn Douglas repeating the starring role he had in the first cycle.
Initial group is now being opened
up for the second-run bookings under the

Zeno Klinker,

Pierce

are

vidpix as they did radio shows, expecting to set a deal one week

liked at least six

Weiss & Geller

Ray Katz

Sterling

Lolsa Bank Coin

Costs: ’52-’53

Estimated Weekly Network Radio Program

1952

3,

title

of “Steve

Randall.”

Norman Paul

CBS
CBS

Beulah
Big Sister
Big Story
Black Museum

Bob

&

NBC
MBS
NBC
ABC
ABC

Ray

Boxing Bouts
Break the Bank

Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Pall Mall

3.000
2.750
6.000
1.500
(per spot)
2.500
•

SSC&B

Participating

8000
_L

Esty

Gillette

Maxon

Company

FC&B

"Bristol-Meyers

DC&S

-Swift
Procter

Day
Brown

CBS

2.500

Cecil

MBS

1.000

State

Cecil

Brown

MBS

1,000

S.

& Gamble

Farm

Ins.

.

Young & Rubicam
Needham, Louis &

.

.

.

Beverly Smith.

.

Needham, Louis

Capital

:

NBC

MBS

Commentary

Operation Tandem
R. J. Reynolds
S. C. Johnson

6 000
6.500
2,000

CBS

.

W

.

Cities Service;

Band

NBC
ABC

NBC

City Hospital

CBS

Club 15
Club Time

CBS

BBD&O

Cities Service

CBS

ABC
NBC

.

Bing Crosby Show

CBS

John Daly and the News
Dangerous Assignment

ABC
NBC

Doris Day Show
Dial Dave Garroway
Dr. Christian
Doctor's Wife
Double or Nothing

CBS

Carter Products

SSC&B

Campbell Soup
Club Aluminum Prod.

Ward Wheelock

Carroll

1.500
1,800
4.500
15,000

General Foods
Stokely-Van Camp
gulf Oil
General Electric

NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS

500

NBC
NBC

CBS

2,000
1,000
5.000
2.000
4.000

McGee and Molly ...NBC

12,500

NBC
NBC

Best
Faultless Starch Time

Fibber

& War

First Nighter

Frank

&

Ernest

Front Page Farrell

Fun

Ben Perry
Bill

Becher

.

H. R. Baukhage

,

,

,

Mary Cummings

NBC

3.000

MBS

500

NBC

2.750

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

for All

Gangbusters
Give and Take
Arthur Godfrey

2.500
5.000
2,200
4.000
(per

\

The Buchen Co

Erwin Canham

Godfrey Round Table
Grand Ole Onrv
Grand Slam
Taylor Grant News
Great Gilderslecvc

r

9.500

CBS

5,000
5.000
4,750

.NBC

CBS

ABC

450

.NBC

6,000

Young

&

.

.

FC&B

•

Acousticon

Buchanan

Skelly Oil

D-F-S

Locke Stove

Potts-Calkins

Faultless Starch

Miller Brewing

Dawn

Bible

Students

Whitehall

t

W

'

ti

,

#

R am
.

-

fl i

om •••••.
£
Owens-Cornmg

e ler

Bruce

ABC

4,500

Young

&

d

Franklin Jones
is iss

.

.

.

Needham, Louis

Wm RoSnd

Gy

&

Frank Pittman

ABC News
John

Elliotte,

Andy White

Rub-

Kudner

'Continued on pa*e 27)

Age., Inc ....

sponsors presumably are remaining
with the show,
the
CBS,
meanwhile,
listed
search for a new Gleason sponsor
as one of the five chief orders of
business on its present agenda.
While it still must sell the open

hour on Tuesday and Saturday eve-

C

Legler.

Continued from page 23

web Is concentrating its
fire now on snaring sponsors for
established shows on the air, most
with a previous sales record. These
include “Omnibus,” for which three
sponsor availabilities are still open;
the Garry Moore daytimer, with
three of 10 availabilities open; the
Tuesday and Thursday 7:45 to 8
p.m.- slots, on which Lever Bros, is
checking out, and the new fiveminute sales pattern established for
“There's One In Every Family,”
aired Monday through Saturday
from 11 to 11:30 n.m.
nings, the

.

& Newell.... Don Coe

Kraft
1SwIalt

&

J.

Rubicam .... Larry Puck,

&

Warwick

R JvnricU

ber Co

Gleason

....

.

it

1

•••• aca mey

FC&B

it

A spokesman for Film Producers
Assn, said this week, “SAG walked
out on us. We are willing to talk
to them.
We feel our willingness
to recognize and discuss the equity
of repayment is a major step and
are determined to jresist to the end
SAG’s denr\and for 100% repayment every time a filmed commercial is used.”

Dr. ^Norman

'Hj^l^Gas?

Benson & Mather....
Leo Burnett
Cunningham-Walsh

Myers

Goodyear Tire

Dodge

21

Virginia Safford

Jack Carney
Will Roland

Brorby
Greatest Story Ever Told

)

letier

& Anne

N. Y. Film Producers
Continued from page

,Pldi°LesUe!

Hummert

Fuller-Smith-Ross
Hewitt, Ogilvie,

ai

11

Frank

which

assignment

\One firm told Variety
won’t step on SAG’s toes, but

Jack Finke,

Norman Wood-

Murray

an

promises to open a new field of
information to the average viewer.
Wied.

will supply talent, such as name
athletes, for the filmed plugs.

*

F.

FC&B

General Motors
Lipton Tea
j

Dr.

t £ i
......Young & Rubicam

.

n

Paul West

Mandeville

Joseph Ainley

Gleeson

.

Lever

Frank Edwards

Murray Bolen

Mathisson
.Win.

tackling

cies.

Alex Dreier
Noel Digby
Paul Green

Max Hutto

televising a difficult subject, and
station is to be congratulated on

Starr

Walter O’Keefe
Jack Robinson
Galen Drake

Drake

Buchanan

John

Gpn™r
Fnnrt«
Cannon Mills

R

.

Manya

Noel Digby

.....Betty

While the demonstration might
have been highly technical to the
layman, doctors taking part took
care not to make their explanations too complicated. While the
telecast could not be classified as
entertainment, it provided food for
thought, and did acquaint viewers
with the advances in technique,
and might impress on viewers of
middle years and older the importance of having periodic checkups, at little inconvenience and
with no harsh effects.
WAVE-TV technical and production staff handled the showing in
good taste and with skill. All concerned turned in a good job of

Fred Fox
Frankie Franklin
Various

&

...SSC&B

Reynolds Metals

Morrow
ABC News Staff
Bob Ryb

^

Holden
Furman, Feiner
Knox Reeves
Benton & Bowles
Bruce B. Brewer

Labor

Amei. Chicle

Galen

Lord

.. Bill

Martin Melcher
Parker Gibbs

H. B. LeQuatte
Fletcher D. Richards

Foods

Phillips H.

Murdo MacKenzie.
Don Coe
Bill Karn

McCann & Erickson ... Dorothy McCann
Warwick & Legler
Joe Gratz
Ward Wheelock
Harry Spears
Cunningham & Walsh Mike Meshekoff

General
General

Newman

Elaine Koos

Chesebrough
x - Lax
£
Campbell Soup
Liggett & Myers
Flako Prod
U. S. Rubber

of
Mills

Carroll Carroll

.

Rubicam

Armour

Pillsbury
Liggett &

CBS

Young
Young

.

Ted Bates

T,.„

Godfrey Talent Scouts

Elaine Koos

& Holden.
Henry Hull, Jr
& Rubicam
Phillips H. Lord
& Rubicam .... Bill Morrow &

CBS-Columbia

Amer. Fed.

Barbara Smith
Julian Funt,

Carroll

FC&B
Calkins

Participating

i-hour

strip)

Hal

Robert

_
Gulf Oil Co

1.500
3.750

Frank Edwards
MBS
Joe Emerson Hymn Time .... ABC
Peace

...

12,000
1,000

3.000
4.000
4.000
6.000
2.750
5.000
8.000

CBS

Alex Dreier
Duke of Paducah

in

Brown

James
James Hayes

1.500

NBC

Dragnet
Galen Drake

FBI

Brown

Cecil

Harold BlSckburn,
Alan Cartoun ....
Erwin Canham

Ellington

C°

Grady Cole Show
John Conte Show

Knows

Cecil

Brown

H. R. Baukhage

Longines Wittnaucr
Victor A. Bennett
Christian Sc. Pub. Soc, .Walton Butterfield

6.500
1.750

ABC

Father

Brown

Cecil

of

America

Counterspy*

Cecil

Needham, Louis &

DuPont

8.500
5.000
1.000

CBS

Doris Frankel

.

Art Jacobson.
Louise Froiland..

’

Esty

Brorby
Cavalcade of America
Choraliers
Christian Sc. Monitor Views

.

&

Brorby

Judy Canova
Camel Caravan

Peterson

.

.

Brorby

Johnson

C.

Wolf

24

of the viewers. Doctors
also showed that brain waves could
be traced and charted, on what
they called an electroencephelograph. These tracings were made
by means of lead wires to heart,
brain or skull, and measured voltage of body between tvfa points of
contact. Docs explained that the
electronic instruments can be an
indispensable tool in the treatment
of heart or brain disease.
fications

.

Cliff

Turner
Hutchins
J. Walter Thompson

Philco

Brighter

'Weintraub.

Tele Reviews
Continued from page

Ray Knight
None
None

Ed Wilhelm...
.Ed

Wm. H.
FC&B

Toni
O’Cedar

3,500

Ken MacGregor

Colgate

Toni

7.000

ABC

Sol Saks
Jim Seaborne
Julian Funt
Bernard J. Prockter. .. Various
Harry Allan Towers... Ira Marion

Compton

Seeman Bros
Breakfast Club

Tom McKnight

D-F-S

...
..

.
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Berle

3,

1952

P%mETY

critical pans that
first week’s entry."

mous

Estimated Weekly Network Radio Program Costs: ’52-53

greeted the

Continued from page 26

As Berle was fading from the
Top 10 rosters at the close of. last
season, the comedian, Texaco and PROGRAM
NBC were frankly worried, particu- Green Hornet
larly after several major one-station markets in the country had Guidingseived notice that they were lopping off the Berle show for '52-53
season in favor of DuMont’s Bishop
Sheen program or the CBS-TV
entries. CBS, riding the situation
comedy crest in the wake of the

Paul Harvey

NET-

HEAD WRITER

WORK

COST

SPONSOR

MBS

AGENCY

2.500

Orange Crush

H. M. Kastor,.. ........ Trendle-Campbell-

3.000.

Procter & Gamble
Hall Bros

.CBS
.CBS
.NBC

&

the

News

“Lucy” audience landslide, followed through with a brace of new Gabriel Heatter
ones for this season, Eddie Albert’
and Red Buttons, both slotted opposite Berle. A Berle “comeback,”
however, was not envisioned in

.

6.000
12.000

.ABC

750

CBS
.MBS

5.000

RCA

MBS

1.500
(per night)
.

once-a-month hiatus isn’t
enough to destroy the sponsor con-

The

allows

for fresh-up
intervals that

periods at spaced
permit him’ to bounce back with Just Plain
renewed fervor. (Fact that he’s
been able to relax on the Florida
beach this past week is more vital
to' the show’s future than knocking himself out week-after-week,
Berle feels.)
Aside from the Ace St Co. con-

The scope achieved

dimension while retain-

ing the spontaneity of a live show
has become £ topic of trade discussion.
Last week’s show, with

Frank

•

^

Dick Chevillet
Paul Harvey

Con O'Day
Don Bernard

Brorby

Holland Engle.

Cleary

Max

Bob Hawk

Motor Products
G; Heatter

Heatter

<

CBS
.NBC

CBS

*

&

Clifford.

Credit Union
Johns-Manville

Churches of Christ

1.000
3,000

Phileo Corp.
Miles Labs

3,000
4,000
1,750

Arner. Bakers

FC&B

Quaker Oats Co

Price, Robinson

Wade

Addy Richton,
Lynn Stone

Ed Wolf

Andrew Jergens
Jack Johns one

.NBC
.ABC

25,000

None

Billy

NBC

2.000

International Shoe

General Foods

Young

Graham

Waller

Noel Digby

fit

Rubicam

F.

800

CBS
CBS

1.000
3.000
3,000

White Rain, Prom

Sterling

.NBC

3.500
1.250
2,500
1,600
2,750

Milner Products
Procter & Gamble

CBS

4,000

Wrigley

ABC
NBC
CBS

1.000
1.500
4,000

Free Methodists
Serutan Co
Kellogg
Lever Bros

.ABC
ABC

4,000

Bill

Howard Blake

Lawrence

Bennett....

Henri, Hurst

McDonald

NBC

Various

1

&

fie
.

Scott

*

Simon Rady

Buckley

Hazel Bishop
1

CBS News

Metropolitan Life
Whitehall

Allan Jackson

& Anne
Hummcrt

Frank

Jack Relsey

Tom Moore

Drug

Best Foods

Cream

Wheat

of

Don Becker
Mac Benoff,
Lou Derman
Seda Tovzjian

John

Guedel

General

Mills

Meurer

Various

Hummert

Helen Walpole

Amer. Bakeries
Lorenzo Jones

J

,.

.

—with

the “Lucy”-“Kukla,
My Line”
lampooning,, coupled with a sock
Sinatra integration, vesting the
Tuesday night 8 to 9 NBC-TV slot
with its new-found importance.

&

Various

Ray Singer,

Pillsbury

Lone Ranger

and Eva Gabor
guesting, was par for the “new

Fran

None

CBS
CBS

Sinatra

course”

2,750

.CBS

in translat-

ing the Berle kidnapping incidents
of the past few weeks to give them

.Frank Stryker

Gay

Phil Harris

'

ley

.MBS
.ABC
.ABC
CBS

.MBS

and Berle’s own willingness to Life With Luigi
“face the facts," it’s conceded that
no small measure of credit goes
to Gregg Garrison, the new direc-

a film-like

Walter Thompson

Beltone Hearing
VC A Laboratories

NBC

Bill.

trib

tor.

Victor

Frank

Berle show is now laying off
every fourth week and Berle himadmits it makes a difference.

yet

Meurer

yet.)

self

tinuity,

or Script Editor

Murine

Result— the -Eddie
Albert show, -a weak entry, gets the
heave; Buttons, now recognized as
a potential bigtimer in the comedy
sweepstakes, will be shifted to a Edwin C. Hill.
new time segment to get' off the
Berle hook. (Meanwhile Bishop
Sheen has returned to his Tuesday Hollywood Playhouse
at 8 opposite-Berle slot on DuMont,
under Admiral sponsorship, but the
initial nationwide rating returns
on this one

PRODUCER

.Bill

Burton Dixie Corp
Camels
S. C. Johnson

750

their blueprint.-

aren’t in

RADIO-TELEVISION

Comeback

continuca from page 23

-=

.

.

011ie f ’-“What’s

NBC

2,750

Hazel Bishop

.MBS

None

.CBS
.CBS

12,000
2,750
1,250
4,000
11,000

Lutheran Laymen
Lever Bros

.MBS
.NBC
.NBC
.CBS

.MBS
(repeat)
Meet Corliss
Meet Millie

-

&

Procter

Walter Thompson
D-F-S

Gamble

:

Quaker Oats

*

.

.Irving

Cummings

U. S. Tobacco
Liggett
Myers

&

Miles
Miles

3,500
3,000

Electric

H. Barnett

Orin Tovrov

unningham &
Walsh

Dick Mack

Ed Simmons
Norman Lear

Labs
Labs

3,500
1,000

S.

Chas. Powers

.

.

.

Maggie O’Flaherty

.

„

White

Sox

Continued from page XI

ABC
CBS

Musical

Comedy Thea MBS

—

All Separata Deals

Most of the other major league
clubs will be confronted with the
the Line with Bob
same problem. With exception of On
the St. Louis Cardinals and Pittsburgh Pirates, all the majors were
in the TV picture this year and
figure to repeat in- 1953. Dissolution of the reciprocal agreement
will mean each club will have to

make separate deals with rival
Pabst 1
teams. Lone holdout’ in the AmerLouella

.ABC
.CBS
.CBS

.CBS

George A. Hormel

.CBS
.ABC

.ABC
ABC

3,500

Sterling.

covering. TV and Renfro Valley
especially since the Yanks,
Dodgers and other clubs are toying
with idea of dropping home telecasting in favor of road TV as a
solution to sagging attendance.

P.

Lawrence Klee

Lorillard

Philip Morris

Ed Murrow

American Oil
Theo.

Hamm

Brew

Campbell-Mithun

BBD&O

Ernest A. Villas,

Cavalier Cig
Sterling Drug

Martin Andrews

Sample

Drug

Margaret Sangster

ancer, Fitzgerald,

Sample

Dancer, Fitzgerald,

Gene Patterson

Sample

NBC
CBS

3,000
7,000

Allis-Chalmers
Willy s Overland

Thurber

.NBC
.MBS

3,500
2,500

.ABC

None

.NBC
.NBC

1,500
6,500
3,000

.CBS

Miles Laboratories
Libby, McNeill, Libby
Gospel Broadcasting
.

Miles

Labs.

Amer.

Home

Wade

James

Chet Hagen

Paul Affelder
Morgan Beatty

Fassett,

.

Dr. C. E. Fuller

.

Wade
Products

Carlton E. Morse

Carlton E. Morse

.

Hummert

6,000
7,500

CBS

Mars

.CBS

7.000
2.000
5,500
5,000
2,700
2,500

.MBS
.NBC

2,000
3.000

Seabrook Farms
Pure Oil

.MBS

4.000

Quaker Oats

.MBS
.NBC

None
6,000

Assoc.

.CBS

1,000
3.000
1,500

General Foods

Ted Bates

Colgate
Hotpoint

Larry Berns

Jean Carroll
A1 Lewis
Ozzie Nelson

John

Jackson Stanley

Maxon

Lambert
Pabst Beer
Colgate
Carter Products, Inc
'

Procter
Procter

.

.

.

Leo Burnett
Sc
Sc

Guedel

Gamble
Gamble
Hilton

&

Riggio

Hi Brown

....Various

Bob Kaltenborn
P.

Sunday

.NBC
.ABC

eoffrey

James Fassett

Mutual of Omaha.

CBS
ABC

rights

new blanket rule

Amer. Chicle

3,500
5,000
4,200

.NBC

from their ball parks.
There’s some chance that all the
club owners will get together on a

Participating

Kane

Texas Co

5,000
3,500

having already served notice

radio,*-

Manhoff,

Various

Colgate

CBS
CBS

.CBS

year.
Private Files of Matthew
In the junior circuit, it’s expectBell
ed that New York, Boston, Cleveland and Detroit may arrange a
deal calling for swapping, of TV
Queen for a Day.

,1.500
(per spot)

,

450

.ABC

home games next

Participating

ABC

League against TV is the
Washington Senators. Clark Grif-

no telecasting of Perry Mason

1,500
(per spot)
17,000
3,500
4,000

Hummert
.MBS

.CBS

ican

that he’ll permit

Bill

Joel

MGM

but for a price. With Veeck and
Lane both in accord on the situation, there’s little question that
the existing agreement is doomed, Mr.
inasmuch as- it automatically becomes null and void at the end of Modern Adventures of
the season if two clubs file notice
against it. St. Louis and Chicago
have officially posted their notices.
As of 1953, no club will be per- Philip Morris Playhouse
mitted to telecast games in which
the Browns appear unless Veeck
gets his cut. Situation is especially
disturbing to the Cleveland Indians, since the club has already
consummated a deal for televising
all home- games next year, including contests with the Browns. As it Mystery Theatre
stands now, the tribe will have to
readjust its deal with a consequent
loss of revenue
or come to terms
with Veeck. It’s expected that Ellis
Ryan and his group will give in,
but not too much.

fith

Co
American Chicle

Lorillard

Radio Bible Class ......
Amer. RRs.

Procter

General

.

Sc

.

.

.

Gamble

Mills

Knox Reeves

(Continued on page 28)

Radiozark Enterprises

.

.
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Continued from page 27

HEAD WRITER

WORK

Road

of Life.

.

.

Roy Rogers

.NBC

2,750

SPONSOR
Procter & Gamble

.NBC

7.500

General Foods

CBS

3.000

American Home

COST

AGENCY

PRODUCER

Compton

Walter Gorman

Benton

&

or Script Editor

John M. Young
Lois Landaver
Fran Van Hartesveldt Fran Van Hartes-

Bodies,

.

veldt

Romance

of Helen Trent

Products, Inc

John

Frank & Anne

Murray..,

F.

Ruth Borden

Hummert
Rosemary
Second Mrs. Burton
Sgt. Preston of Yukon.

2,750
2,750
2.500

Procter & Gamble
General Foods
Quaker Oats

Benton

Wildroot Co
General Mills

BBD&O

.MBS

2,750
2.500
2,250

CBS

2.000

Brown Shoe

MBS

1,000

Kellogg

...CBS
.

. . v

CBS
.MBS

,

&
Young &

.

.MBS

Shadow

ABC

Eagle

Silver

Sky King

.

.

Derby Foods

Carl Smith

Tom Gallery,
spotlighted his crystal-balling
by actually'drawing up the schedto its sports director,

Fran Stryker

Meurer
Chuck Vincent
Jim Jewell

Various

when it was diffiwhat kind of record
each team would come up with.
That GM is also satisfied with
the NCAA program, which marked
ule last June,
cult

Needham, Louis &
Leo Burnett

.Alan Fishbern
.Frank Ferrin

Leo Burnett.

.Carl Smith,

Brorby

Various

Frank Ferrin,
Hobart Donovan

Noel Digby

& Gamble

CBS

12,000

.CBS

1,000

I.

Space Patrol
Stars Over Hollywood

ABC
NBC

3.500
3.000
2,800

Ralston Purina
Carnation

Stella Dallas

CBS

Sunoco Three Star

Bowles,

.Mike MoSCr
.Don Clark

D-F-S

.

2.500

Amana Refrig
Naumkeag Steam
Cotton Co

Maury, Lee
Jackson

NBC
Extra .... NBC

4.500
2,750

Colgate

.Esty
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Ben-

Sun

Oil

•.

son

&

GM

Budd Blume,
Gene Dailey
Norman Jolley

Bland

,A1

Gardner
Erwin Wasey,

St

Glen Wheaton

Brennan

Bill

Gordon

Phil

Drug

Sterling

&

Benton

Grass Noodle

J.

MBS

Paula Stone Show
Strike It Rich

Procter

Various

& Anne
Hummert

Frank

Helen Walpole
Paula Stone

Marshall Bert Lebhar, Jr

L

Framer

Walt

Ned Brooks,
Cecil & Presbrey ....
.Victor A. Bennett.

NBC
ABC

8.000

.N.

.NBC

14,000
2,000

NBC

.

.

.

.FC&B

.

.

Lewis
Alan Cartoun

Elliott

.

*

.

.

Chance

A1

Albert Warner
Various

.

Bud Lesser
Elizabeth Todd,
B.

Telephone Hour
Tennessee Ernie
Theatre Guild on the Air.
This Farming Business

.

.

W. Ayer
.Weiss & Gellcr

750

NBC

.Wallace Magill
.

.BBD&O

.

.Henri. Hurst

Cliff

Adams

•

Stone
Marshall ....

is
now rehearsing in
Meadows in”one of the

Flushing
old N. Y.
World’s Fair buildings, which has
been rented by the Roxy for the
purpose.
The one-shot shift of the Sullivan vaudeo to the Roxy will be of

•

Armina

.

Mark Smith

S.

&

McDonald

CBS

This Is Nora Drake
This Is Your FBI
Lowell Thomas
Hank Thompson, Brazo
Valley Boys
Cal Tiiyiey

CBS

2,750
4.000
5.500

MBS
ABC

1,250
1.000

ABC

.FC&B

.

.Warwick & Legler.
.

Falstaff Brew.

•

«

•* •*

«

.

.

Compton

.Hank Thompson

Sample

Time

for Betty Crocker. ....

ABC

2.000

Moody

MBS
MBS

1.000
2.500

Williamson Candy

NBC

7,000.

Pet Milk

Gardner

General Foods
Ford Motors

J.

Wildroot

.

.

.

.

.

Robert Trout, News

CBS

1.500

20 Questions
Two for the Money.

MBS
NBC

3.500
4,000

MBS
NBC
MBS

400
8.500

Firestone

None

Voice of Prophecy

NBC
Walk a Mile
NBC
Welcome Travelers
Wendy Warren and the News CBS

4.000
5.000
2.500

R.

•

.'
.

.

P,

.Wm.

My

What’s

When

Line?

a Girl Marries
....

i

...

J.

Gary Stevens
Goodson-Todman

Fred VanDeyenter
N. Barasch
C.
R.

Moore

Morse International
Sweeney & James.
Western Adv

Ed Pettitt
Edwin Dunham

Ed

Pettitt

Milton Carlson

Dr. H. M. S.

&

Rubicam

sor’s cars.

.

Reynolds

Procter

Esty

& Gamble

General Foods

CBS

5.000

Stopette

Earle Ludgin...

2,700

Seeman Bros

Wm.

ABC

4.500

Foods
General Mills

Woman,

ABC
NBC

Tom McDermott.
.

H. Weintraub.

Gruen Watch Co

Leo Burnett
McCann-Erickson

NoneJ*

Dr. Wyatt

Century

2.500

Manhattan Soap

...

.

.

may be chosen
succeed him.”
In the long run, the brief continues, “the radio audience as a
whole pays for the prizes ‘given’
away, and more besides, For ad-

testant fails, others

.John Pickard,
Frank Provo

by

Mark Goodson,
Bill Todman
John Gibbs

Elaine Carrington

Wm.

Margaret Sangster
Larry Hays
Walter Winchell

..

buy advertising on the
established theory that it
that sales traceable to
advertising produce a profit greater
than the cost of. the advertising. A
sponsor will buy time on the air,
and give away prizes on his pro-

ABC-TV

Staff

well

pays—i.e.,

Carlton E. Morse

Carlton E. Morse

Ray Katz

Jamison Brewer

.

gram if and only if he is persuaded
that members of the radio audience will buy enough of his product

World News with Robert

BBD&O

NBC

Sterling

D-F-S

NBC
ABC

6.000
1.500

Amer. Tobacco
BBD&O
General Motors Corp ..Kudner

Your Hit Parade
Your Land & Mine

I
!

Last of Pitt-Browed

TErwin. Wasey

eS< to
?
„
Procter &

CBS

r

Admiral Corp

4.000
7.500
3.000
2,750

NBC

make it worth while. The fact
that inducing a mass audience to
listen will result in more sales is
at once the basis and the essence
of the illegality of the defined

to

CBS

Trout

You Bet Your Life
Young Dr. Malone
Young Widder Brow n

lot to

vertisers

Marshall
David Hire-

Beck &

Participating

1.500
(per spot)

.'.
.

Dr. Wyatt

Scheideler,

Werner

MBS

of the Year

Giveaways
Continued from page 22

Leo Burnett
...Knox Reeves Adv.,

Kellogg

2.500
17.500
(with TV)

:.ABC

of Healing
Woman in My House

Kammerman

Helen Phillips
Les Lear

Biow
Benton & Bowles.

ABC

MBS

Wings

The Roxy, which is spending
$190,000 in alterations, has set
“Peter Pan” (Disney) for February.
House is now closed for the fixup.

Richards
J.

Inc

Wild Bill Hickok
Walter Winchell

Doughto

M. Burnett
Ralph Edwards,
Paul Edwards

.

Durkee
Whispering Streets

S.

.Charles Holmes

Ed Bailey

Walter Thompson,.
Walter Thompson
Lennen & Newell...

Vick Chemical

Cal Tinney

.

i

Vicks News
Voice of Firestone
Voice of Prophecy

mutual benefit.
The theatre figures to profit on the exploitation
resulting from this show, while the
columnist will be allotted 2,800
seats which will give him an opportunity to comply with some of
the ticket requests which cannot
be met in his regular house, the
Hudson. In addition, Sullivan will
be able to display one of his spon-

*

Tinney

Aubrey. Finlay,
Marley & Hodgson. M. Burnett

Young

Lorillard

Cal

Gene Patterson
Bob Monroe

BBD&O
-

Truth or Consequences

Chas. Irving

Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample

True Detective Mysteries

.

.Frank Burt

Devine

•

.D-F-S
.Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Titus

Tom McDonnell

.Jerry

1

The Sullivan show will probably
draw on some of the Roxy production supervised by Arthur Knorr.
Ron Fletcher will do the choreography and already signed as principals are Evelyn Chandler and Jo
Barnum. The Roxy blades display

•

.Walter White, Jr

.Gardner

Roxys’ leers
Continued from pogo.

their wages for each theatre on the
circuit receiving the telecast.

Ray Henle,

Mather

5.000
5.000
2.000
2.500

CBS
CBS
CBS

Suspense
Symphonette
Tarzan
Mary Lee Taylor

tell

entry into TV advertising on a
regularly-scheduled basis, is seen
in the amount of followup biz the
corporation has tossed to NBC.
has already pacted to sponsor
the Inauguration on both NBC
radio and TV, and has also signed
for a special one-shot Christmas
show on TV. Several other special
events are also in the works.

Jack Smith-Dinah Shore

Show

to

its

Carl Smith,

Noel Digby

Space Adventures of
Super Noodle

-

who

4

Knox Reeves

.'

-

Gang

Smilin’ Ed’s

Elaine Carrington
Hector Chevigny

Betty Shay
Bowles
Rubicam.... Beverly. Smith
Sherman & Marquette .Trendle-Campbell-

—

TV

coverage the
NCAA will come up with for next
season, the association, along with
NBC and GM, feel they’ve done a
good job this year. Belief is based
on the fact that, at least for the
second half of the season, the
schedule called for televising of
the top game in the country each
week. NBC is giving credit for this
type of football

PROGRAM

1952
1111

Estimated Weekly Network Radio Program Costs: ’52-’53
NET-

3,

-

TV

and

a

half

?

Gamble
Drug

Compton

come

Aboard

its

four

rotating

!

—

Elizabeth Todd
Bob Kroll
Henry J. Taylor

Harlan

TV

Bernie Armstrong’s “Wel- Pontiac’s
Spot Coin
Club,”
Vladimir
Bakaleinikoff’s
Sinfonietta,
Slim
Musicals Fades With
For ’53 Model Unveiling
Bryant’s “Dude Ranch” and HarMajor auto manufacturers are
V. Cohen’s variety-type "StarDuquesne Beer’s Exiting old
light Revue,” and there was even continuing to pour new money into
talk of a regional network for them television
Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
campaigns to unveil their
With Duquesne Brewing Co. in ’53.
new 1953 models to the public.
Duquesne, like other breweries
dropping “Show Time” without any
here, hasn’t fully recovered yet Deals with two more car compawarning, last of the bigtime, local- from long period of idleness, and nies, Pontiac
and Ford, were
ly-sponsored live musicals has dis- it’s understood that budget-wise Wrapped up this
week by WCBSappeared from WDTV. The series outfit didn’t feel up to the big out- TV, key CBS video
outlet in N. Y.
lay.
had been on an alternate- week
Pontiac signed for a 12-day spot
basis last two months following
campaign starting today (Wed.),
Dallas KLIF has returned to
summer-long beer strike, here, but
24-hour programming, with deejay while the local Ford Dealers in
had intended to go back on an Bob
Winsett spinning platters and N. Y. bought in for a 10-day spot
every Wednesday night schedule giving
on-the-hour news briefs ride starting Monday (8>.
Kaiseragain after first of the year when from midnight
to 6 a.m. Station,
Frazer Dealers
the axe suddenly fell.
previously
had
first with round-the-clock airings
“Show Time” had employed a here, abandoned 24-hour shows bought Jim McKay’s “Sports of
the
2ot of name talent in the last year three years ago.
Night” for 13 weeks.
shows,

.Bernie Smith
Julian Funt

Hummert...
Dunning

.

on

CBS News
John Guedel
Minerva Ellis
Frank & Anne

Oberfelder

AM

Other

The brief denies that the ban
violates the Constitution and cites
various court decisions in support
of its contention that lotteries are
not entitled to protection of the

Now a V.P.

Ted I. Oberfelder, director
owned radio stations for ABC,
being upped to veepee for the
and-o

schemes.

of

in

Ober-

felder’s bailiwick include appointment of William M. Materne, manager of
(N.Y.), to national
spot sales manager for the owned
radio stations.
Hartley M. Sam-

WJZ

Amendment.

o-

outlets.

promotions

First

is

Bob Reed’s D.C. Show
Washington, Dec.

2.

Bob Reed, well known figure in
network radio and TV preemed on
the local radio horizon this week

as WRC-NBC’s “Timekeeper,” reaccount exec for the Gotham placing Bill Herson, who recently
key, is moving into Materne’s pre- resigned the spot after 10 years.
vious spot as WJZ manager and Reed tackles the early morning
Michael A. Renault, another ac- t6 to 9:15 a.m.) spot well equipped
count exec, is taking the sales man- with 20 years’ experience as a performer and director.
agership for the N. Y. flagship.
Reed, a singer and pianist,
comes here from NBC in New
Houston A new audience par- York, where he was directing
ticipation show, “Fashions in Food,” web’s new radio show, “Name That
has made its debut here on KPRC Tune.” Prior .to that, he was diand will be aired for a half-hour rector of ABC’s “Stop the Music”
each week day.
and “Original Amateur Hour.”
uels,

—

-
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119 # Vi, Before you rush that

script for your

k

TV

\S

/

commercial off to a producer, ask yourself

/

these questions:
1.

Do you have

a story that must be punched

across with greatest impact
2.

Are you going

to

and

/

interest?

make maximum use

ol the

visual potentials of filmed commercials?
3.

Have you

contracted for production facilities of

the highest quality to guarantee perfection in

sound, lighting, animation and photography?
Write a big

YES

here at NSS,

we

next to

all

three

if

you're sending your commercial to National Screen Service. For,

have mastered the art of making filmed commercials that pack the

of' salesmanship and showmanship. For over

30

years,

we

NSS

doubler-punch

have been combining hard-hitting messages

with the most imaginative and effective sight and sound values. Before

your hands, have a chat with your

vital

representative. You’ll

YOU

let

be glad you did!

your storyboard leave

**///,

Ve^nceday, DecemBcr

HAHIO-TEUEVISION

30

!

KTTV’s “Jackson’s Theatre" dur-

ing Wheeler’s vacation ... Brother
new
sponsors
Furniture
Bob’s
hour-long Town Hall Party on
L
Abbott and Costello
KTTV
dated for Colgate Comedy Hour
shbw Dec. >14 ..Donald O'Connor
was slated, but demurred ... Dorothy Lamour skied to Gotham for
her guesting on Martha- Raye’s
Dec. 6 TV show ..Betty Boyle is
working on a TV format for the
return of Lum and Abner. .Alan
Hale Jr. and Randy Stuart guested
on Tom O’Hanlon’s KNXT sports
KLAC-TV ogling George
show
the
Raft telepix series, “I
Law,” but no decision on purchase
KTLA proceeding quietly
yet
with plans for a new studio, adjacent to the present one, near

Television Chatter

.

.

New York
Will Hussung hit the TV casting
jackpot with three roles this week
—“Man Against Crime” (CBS),
“Plainclothesman” (DuMont) and
“Leave It to Larry” (CBS)
WPIX now tossing, photos on its
screen nightly of the city’s mostwanted criminals, in cooperation
with the police dept. It’s part of
the “Tomorrow’s News” show, latenight news roundup
Don Herbert, NBC’s "Mr. Wizard,” and his
wife, publicist Maraleita Dutton,
visiting N. Y. from Chi this week
and next
CBS-TV's press infor
department moved to new quarters in E. 42d Street Monday (1).
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

Hollywood Saturday

left

.

(29) after

interviewing 93 persons for his series on the live-vs.-film tele situa-

Jay Barney in “The Web”
tion
on Sunday (7) then into Equity
Library Theatre production
of
.

We Make”

“World

(10-14)

.

.

.

.

.

Harold Flender, formerly* with

..

“Your Show

scripting staff of

•

of

framework for

.

.

Abe

of

Lincoln's childhood in the backwoods of Kentucky and Indiana.
This whole half-hour portion was
deeply touching and bypassed the
official legends for authentic biography. The story was carried

WGN-TV

.

.

.

WBKB

.

.

.

.

drama

aced the story with the note that
the script took wide liberty with
actually happened,
which

what

should have been enough to asanv
literal-minded
suage
hisAs Conceived by Alexander,
Arnold almost single-handedly won
the Saratoga campaign, flouting
the orders of Gen. Gates in order
to escape almost certain destruction 'at the hands of British general Burgoyne’s forces. Story was

torians.

.

pegged to the Biblical quotation
from which the title was. drawn—
“there’s a time to live and a time
and Arnold lived too long.
to die”
While legit actors John Morley
and Leslie Barrie were supposedly
“screentested” on the show, Jory
walked off with the honors, sustaining the show with a fast-paced and
intense performance as Arnold.
Morley did a neat job as his Biblequoting aide-de-camp and Barrie
made the character of Gen. Gates
suitably reprehensible. That
“screentest” gimmick presumably

—

and
Heirens, convicted mur- mother and foster-mother;
derer whose current hearing on a Otis Reed, Jr., as young Abe.
new trial is the No- 1 local news
The show opened with a brilliant
Film was aired last week ballet sequence executed by Jean
story.
on station’s “Chicagoland News- Guelis and Claude Bessy. Made in
Russ Reed launched a France, this sequence combined
reel”
new early evening weather show modern and classical routines in
with Emergency Radio its yarn about a mad dancer- who
on
Dr. Robert hypnotizes a young ballerina. Al& TV sponsoring
Adler named associate director of most pedestrian by comparison
Dr. Adler with the rest of the show, but still
research for Zenith.
has been working on Zenith’s highly interesting, were two docuPhonevision subscription TV sys- mentary pieces about the life of a is still a payoff for owner Lester
Robert Kubicek, formerly tugboat skipper and the advances Lewis, since the show is holding
tem
editor of TV Forecast, returns to of U.S. technology in the trans- its rating. Several tyros tested
on
the fan magazine after an Army portation field.
Herm.
the show, moreover, have actually
hitch and has been appointed aswon
major studio tests.
Stal.
sistant to the publishers in charge
Sunday’s (30) “Toast of the
of -national and local advertising
Town” (CBS) was one of the lesser
variety shows put on by Ed SulliKorea Blackout
van. There was an occasional flash
Detroit, Dec. 2.
of entertainment, and some novWJR .imposed on itself a volunelty, but it just didn’t add up to
an appreciable effect. Chalk it up tary blackout of all news concernmostly to talent that didn’t come ing the trip to Korea of President-

.

.

this

and generals. As it was,
he recovered from his
wounds and later turned traitor
by selling out the Americans at
West Point.
Program host Neil Hamilton prefest heroes
of course,

Ross.

William

.

.

.

.

Anthony

flawlessly by Crahan Denton, as
newsreel department young Lincoln’s father; Marion
lensed an. exclusive interview with Seldes arid Alice Brewer, as his

.

.

.

Chicago

Cal.

.

.

gess Meredith and

Light piece was peopled with
such typical Saroyanesque characters as an eccentric old, lady
(Miss Hayes), a poetical department store clerk (Meredith) and an
exasperated floor walker (Ross).
Highlight of the show, however,
was another episode from the “Mr.
Lincoln” series. Scripter James
Agee supplied a ruggedly honest

Saturday (13)
Bonnie
O’Leary, former assistant director
at ABC-TV, now a lieutenant with Paramount studios.
1354th Video- Production Squadron
of the U.S. Air Force at Burbank.

Shows,” has switched to Red Button’s show
Paul Tripn (Mr. I.
Radio press info, incidentally, Magination)
now out of CBS. Perimoves into the radio net’s E. 52d
during
which
od
network was ‘Supi
Street studio building later this
to have picked up his option
month
Bob Downing doing a posed
expired.
has
two-week stint as an interplanetary
heavy on DuMont’s “Capt % Video”
DuMont board last week voted
.
Hollywood
a 25jc. per share divvy on its Class
A and B common stock, payable Molly Bee, 13-year-old thrush on
Cliffie
KLAC-TV show,
Stone's
Dec. 23 to stockholders of record
Dec. 9
William J. Flynn, with and
Records
warbler,
Capitol
CBS since 1938, named to the new planed to N.Y. for guest shot on
exec position o‘f CBS-TV comp- Jackie Gleason’s TV show, also to
troller
Fifteen-year-old Patti appear in three RKO musical
Oneill set as the love interest on shorts
Steve Conte grabbed role
NBC’s “Circle Theatre” next Tues- in “Ramar of the Junglq” series.
day night (9).
KFWB deejay Bill Leyden is subN. Y. News radio ed Ben* Gross bing for Jackson
Wheeler on
.

Continued from page 24

Am

•

WNBT

.

.

Comment

Tele Followup

.

.

Mili-

.

,

cent Brower signed for a part in
Prockter Productions’ vidpic series
for Pepsi-Cola
George Scheck’s
juve variety, “Startime,” moves
into the 11 a.m. to noon slot on

1952

3,

!

.

.

.

.

WJRY

elect Dwight D. Eisenhower.
had 'an amateur
News Editor Jack White exring to it all, and considerably re- plained the blackout was begun besponsible for this was the fact that cause of the “rash” of stories specthe Collier’s Magazine All-Ameri- ulating on the General’s itinerary.
can football team was a prominent
part of the bill, and so were the
across.

Never put a

on what

ceiling

Somehow

j

WLW-TELEVISION

Prijiceton U. Triangle Club’s varsity show prancers. Add to this the
ineffectual Phil Moore and His
Flock, a whipped-up revue currently at La Vie En Rose nitery.
The layout’s big plus was the
opening act, the Piero Bros. (2),
with their phenomenal juggling in-

can do for YOU***
WLW

is radio’s most famous merchandising
and promotion organization.
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KALAMAZOO

terspersed

with comedy.
Nelson
Eddy was the show’s headliner,
and he gave one of his standard
baritone performances in three

Now, to WLW-Television, comes this same
But
know-how
experience ... vigor
.

it

different spots.

.

Sullivan, as emcee, paced the
as breezily as he could under
circumstances, but the AllAmerican segment, in which the
mag’s selections all made their appearances on stage, coming in
from all over the nation, was deadly as Sullivan presented them with
their * awards.
Ronnie .Graham,
comedian from the Broadway revue, “New Faces,” came on in this
portion, also dressed in grid attire, for a weak piece of material
that tried to tie into this bit.
Leslie Randall, British comedian,
revealed* personality and for projection, but his material needs
working over.

THAN

show

Expanded!

the

20

WLW-Television

the

It’s
.

.

yes,

.

Client Service Department

20 complete and distinct services ...

. . .

all at

with

work

for you!

The WLW-Television-Albers Shopper Stopper Plan.
Display service, major grocery, drug outlets.
Retail Trade Mailings.
Jobber, broker, wholesale trade mailings.
Newspaper advertisements.
Specialty publicity releases.
On-the-air promotions.
0

Cab

covers.
Window displays, grocery, drug outlets.
Sales meetings for dealer, jobber, distributor sales-

men.
Car Cards.
Newsstand posters.
Newstruck posters.
All-inclusive promotion campaigns.
Tie-in with national promotions.
Client follow-up reports.
Client television market research department.

The WLW-Television-Gallaher point-of-purchase
Promotion consultation

plan.

Client Rating service.

The

Client Service Department is your creative assault unit
in the WLW-Television coverage area . . . doing for your
product everything . . . from holding dealer meetings to jetrocketing your sales charts with point-of-purchase action!

AS A TV MARKET!

(241,832 Sets
Against 215,000!)

The Moore colored troupe, dishing out a revue medley with Connie Saulters pacing it, was a stagewait in its brief spotting.

WKZO-TV

Eddy, still looking like the handsome hero of Metro’s yesteryear

vision Outlet ior Kala-

was

musicals,

service.

ATLANTA

effective,

Basic

ties in Michigan and
in
Northern Indiana
which Videodex re-

—

show when Sullivan

ports that

brought him on for what ostensibly was to fill a vacant moment or
two before the closeout.
.

TV homes than Station
“B”! Get all the facts!

Inqidentally, Sullivan is looking

ill

Salts Offictst Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Chicago,
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little

peaked

lately,

afford.

WKZO-TV

93.4% more

delivers

suggesting
that he’s lost weight that he can
a

Tele-

mazoo - Grand Kapids)
reaches 28 rich coun-

despite a

tendency to woodennes§, in his
opening “Paint Your Wagon” medley, followed- by a midway spot
during which he reprised songs
with which he has been identified.
It looked like a hurry call at the
finale of the

(Official

C. B. S.

Kahn.

xiuny wuuu
ocreen
Test” came up with a highly-interesting Revolutionary war story
Monday night (1) based on the
conjectural “if”—what would have
happened if Benedict Arnold had
been killed, rather than seriously
wounded, at the Battle of Saratoga?
As imaginatively penned by Alton

Alexander in an original titled “A
Time to Die” and thesped by a
good cast topped by Victor Jory,
Arnold would have gone down in
history as one of America’s great-

WKZO-TV
FETZER IRMttASTUIA
IfMf/MV
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Would You

Lik* to LIVE LIKE
'
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A MILLIONAIRE?

’

r

Amataur or professional talent •With sonfc or daughters are eligible to aydition
for this national ABC radio show.
For audition appointment talent or agents
are Invited to contact MASTER50N, REDDY
A NELSON direcf, 745 Fifth Avenue,

New

.j

York City or 'phone FLaxa 9-1120.

I

i
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Inside Stuff-Radio

31

Inside Stuff-Television

Peanut-whistle
0

RCA

NBC

RAl»XO-TELEVISION

will hold another get-together in Chicago
and
Dec 11 with
reps of the Negro press and community leaders as part of the web’s
and its parent company’s continuing project to further cement rela

New CBS-TV

Continued from page 25
satellite

it

may be worth

its

while,

with the Negro population.
in terms of the added billings it
Sydney Eiges, press veepee, will address the session with Edward will draw
as a result of its exMadden, veep, and assistant to prexy Joseph McConnell- Stockton
panded coverage. *
Helffrich, manager of continuity acceptance, and Joseph ’v.
Baker
Variety has previously noted the
special public relations counsel, also taking part in the forum.*

tions-

’

Citizens Union, N. Y. taxpayers group, has told the city’s
Board of
it favors including in the capital budget
a provision for construction of a rnunicipal TV station.
Group also went on record supporting WNYC, the muny radio outlet, which Comptroller

Estimate

Lazarus

evolution towards “netlets,” groups
of two, three or more station's to

provide

regional

Typi-

coverage.

cal of this pattern is the tieup of
N. Y., and WFIL-TV,
Philly, or the development of the

WOR-TV,

Joseph recently recommended be dropped for economy
CU said that- the cost of $379,000 for a tele outlet is ‘‘small compared Columbia Television Pacific Netto the benefits to be derived. The city has demonstrated by the hiehlv work.
The banding-together in
successful operation of WNYC the great public and social benefits
ob- these cases is among stations of
tainable.”
more or less equal economic
Annual report by WNYC director Seymour N. Siegel reveals
that strength to meet the needs of rethe station beamed 12,947 hours at a cost of $22 an hour
Citing the gional sponsors.
various awards the non-commercial outlet has won, Siegel added
In
the
satellite
relationship,
more
than 800 national and local charitable and philanthropic organizations however, the tie has its roots in
and causes have received the indie’s aid.
the more precarious position of the
hinterlands or “suburban” neoCBS Radio news commentator Dwight Cooke is being sent to the phyte telecasters who will find it
relatively
difficult to get support
Far East this week by the network to prepare a new three-month series
from already-taxed spenders.
of cross-the-board shows titled ‘‘Dwight Cooke Interviews Asia ”
ProSeveral
big station managers
gram is to be aired in the 6:15 to 6:30 p.m. slot starting Dec. 12.* Cooke
have been canvassing the field of
plans to present on-the-scenes pictures of the attitudes and
problems channel applicants in their
general
of Asiatic countries he visits, through top-level interviews
and man- area and getting them
to agree to
in-the-street comments, as well as his own analyses.
satellite status as the most likely
pattern for survival.
It’s pointed
Perry Como will be featured this month and next in a new
radio out, of course, that there is still a
series launched by the National Council of Catholic Men.
Called “The number of markets which will be
Living Word,” show consists of readings from the Catholic
translation able tap virgin televiewers and
ol the Bible.
Series will be heard Sundays at 11:45-12 (noon)
over thus be able to lure advertiser coin
NBC, and will also include interpretations of the Bible by Catholic without
depending on some other
clergymen.
‘

-

-

operation.

rate card, effective Monday (1), was mailed to the
web’s clients and their agencies last week with the notation that there
are no station increases beyond those previously announced. Class A
hour rate for WCBS-TV, the web’s N. Y. flagship, for example, remains
at $4,500, with the net’s basic interconnected group of 30 stations going
at $32,995 per hour of Class A time.
Among the chief changes in the new card, listed as No. 8, is the addition of KBTV, Denver, to the basic interconnected group. Purchase
of the Denver outlet, which took the air only recently after the lifting
of the FCC freeze, is henceforth required on all new business placed
with the web and on all renewals. Net's hourly rate for Denver is the
lowest in the lineup, of course, at $250.
New card also cites the availability of other new stations, several of
which are in the UHF channels. These would include such outlets
as WABF-TV, Baton Rouge; WNOK-TV, Columbia, S. Car., and others.
Another feature of the new card is an increase of $50 per hour in
camera rehearsal time, which was cited as the first such increase since
Sept. 1, 1951. Rate card for the first time also offers new savings to
advertisers in the use of one and two-camera setups, where possible,
rather than the standard three-camera setup previously required for all
programs.

A

RCA

gadget which
president Frank M. Folsom built as a gift for
Louis Marx, the toy man, may become a realistic merchandising item
for the company.
It’s a portable TV swivel table, including a drawer
for scratch pad, telephone, etc., so that the butler and maid can utilize.
It made such impression on the Queen of Holland and' her consort,
Prince Bernhard, when they visited America last spring, that the entire Marx party in their honor wound up eating in the pantry, just to

watch TV.

A special toy show for the benefit of parents and not for kids is being
mapped by WNBT, the NBC 'video web’s N. Y. flagship, to help the
parents malce their Christmas selections.
It’s tentatively scheduled
for airing Dec. 13 after the conclusion of the station’s late feature
film, around -12:30 a.m., which means that the kids should be in bed
by that time. Show will be titled “Toy Show For Parents Only.”
While WNBT hopes to sell the program on a participating basis to
toy manufacturers, it sees the chief value lying in the promotion angle.

—

i

Working Both
Continued from page 23
limited to a hot kine that
must be aired ^ the same night.
“O&H” now is the highest rated
ABC-TV stanza, with over 70% of
lie’s

its

BRISTOL-MYERS

combined audience coming from

SPOT CLEARANCES

The parlaying of AM- and TV
gives
a combined circulation
of 4,714,000 homes and “O&H”

WW

7,600,000 homes. It’s figured that
TV audiences don’t overlap those
of
since both “O&H” shows
are on Fridays and both
shows

AM

MARKET

•

Bristol-Myers

4

4

and Hot-

does better

4

*

4

with

SPOT

4

Pabst Fights

Wed- 9:45 pm

Pabst Fights

Wed- 9:45 pm

Pabst Fights

pm
*Wed-10:45 pm

Pabst Fights

Columbus
Dallas

Denver
Detroit

4
4

Erie

4

4

)

Grand Rapids

4

A TV FILM CASE HISTORY

4
4

Greensboro

4

Huntington

4
4

Bristol-Myers had a tough

new

to reach a lot of

C&P

at a

low

men,

TV

in a lot of

Jacksonville

4

problem t

4

4
4

markets—

Johnstown

Kalamazoo

4
4

cost.

4

Lancaster

<|

To

the agency, Doherty, Clifford, Steers

4

&

Shenfield, male audiences spelled

sport shows and evening periods.

4

Lansing

*
4

Los Angeles

4
4

So they

Miami

•?

Milwaukee

4

developed ‘‘Sports Parade,” a low-budget

4

4

15-minute film program. They realized

Minn.-St. Paul

4

4

that back-to-back adjacencies with other

4

4

sport shows would increase their audience.

4

4

So they looked

4
4
4

into availabilities—

and ended up with a Spot campaign.

Oklahoma

4

13% commission.

4

City

Omaha

<4

consolidation
towards
the agencies has resulted

>4

recently

in combinations of KenEckhardt and Owen & Chappell. Lerfnen & Mitchell and Newell -Emmet. and Calkins & Holden
with Carlock, McClinton & Smith.

yon

Wed*10:45pm

•

•
r
4

setup.
Cecil and Tarcher both stressed
that the 15% ceiling on agency
commissions “is a tough problem”
that makes it difficult to maintain
profit levels in the agency field.
While billings are up dollarwise,
expenses are higher. Further, for
their increased ad billings, clients
are demanding more in the way of
services.
Cecil estimated that of
the total billings, a typical agency
doesn’t make more than V :>°'o in
profits after taxes.
It’s a far cry
from the old days, he noted, when
an agency could retain a third of

among

Norfolk

Cleveland

4

C&P’s senior v.p. over
AM-TV, with Frank Gilday still
heading the department. Tarcher
comes in as a senior v.p., with three
of his toppers added as veepees
and 15 members of the agency’s

Cincinnati

4

4

as

Trend

New Haven
New Orleans

Charlotte

•

Continued from page Z3

its

Gillette Fights

Bloomington

•

4

Agencies Merging

being integrated into the

Pabst Fights

pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Sat-10:30 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Fri- 8:45 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Fri-10:45 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Wed-1 1:00 pm
Fri-10:45 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Fri-10:45 pm
Wed- 10:45 pm
Thur-10:45 pm
Fri- 10:45 pm
Thur-10:45 pm
Fri- 9:45 pm
Mon-ll :00 pm
Wed- 10:45 pm
Fri-

4

4
4

staff

Wed- 10:45 pm

81’rmingham

4

4

tinues

~

Atlanta

4

•

point and Listerine, which alternate on “O&H,” figure that having
the same property in bot^ media,
working both sides of the broadcast street, pays off in terms of
greater overall traffic and economies in merchandising their shows.

4

Phoenix

39 markets. On 31 stations they follow
either the Pabst fights on CBS or the

•

4
4
4

Pittsburgh

Gillette fights

4

Providence

4

Reading

cross network lines to get the best buys.)

4

Market-by-market Spot clearances are shown

4

Richmond

4

Rochester

4

—

Bridgeport Bob Crane has been
appointed program manager of
WICC hert, vice Wallie Dunlap,
"lio has shifted to WICC’s video

in the table,

which proves once again

.

.

4
4

Pabst Fights

Pabst Fights
Gillette Fights

Pabst Fights

Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Gillette Fights

Pabst Fights
Sports
Gillette Fights

Pabst Fights
Gillette Fights

Pabst Fights
Wrestling
Gillette Fights

Thurs. Nite Theatre
Gillette Fights

Studio One

News

News
Pabst Fights

«

Toledo
Tulsa

4
4

Wilmington

4

Pabst Fights

pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Wed*10:45 pm
Thur- 6:45 pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Sat- 7:45 pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Fri-10:45 pm

St. Louis

4
4
4
4

4

SPOT -MUCH BETTER

Pabst Fights

Premier Theatre

Wed-10:45

4

YOU CAN DO BETTER WITH

Pabst Fights

*Tues-ll:15pm

San Antonio

4

side.

Pabst Fights

Wed- 8:45

4

on NBC. (With Spot, you can

9:45

1

With Spot, they cleared good evening time
in

&

PRECEDING PROGRAM

DAY & TIME

•

WW

WW,

SPORTS PARADE ”

•0

TV.

on Sundays.
Grucn, backing

t(

‘

Pabst Fights

Pabst Fights
Sports

Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Going Places

Pabst Fights
Gillette Fights

4
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WALTER WINCHElH
"Phil

Moore— a

gifted

excellent creative job

exuberant players
ness in the lyrics

comedy

. .

.

can work

composer and

pianist,

— intimate and charming

. . .

. .

.

youthful

there's a lift to the music and

and the

girls exhibit

Fine entertainment

in either

THE FLOCK

has done an

-'THE

IS

FI

WOLVES

clever-

a strong streak of

. .

^

intimate or large rooms."

,

Jose

NOT JUST A NEW SHOW

A MINIATURE MUSICAL
LEE MORTIMER

—Just what the town needs.
*

^

"A must

in

*

any language

A great, wonderful show."
HY GARDNER
"An instantaneous

hit!"

INSTANTANEOUSLY !
Became

TALK OF THE
Management

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

IM MEDIA
*

TOWN

Appeared

on

E<|

TOAST OF i
Under

the Pe

r!

MONTI

BILLBOARD
L
LL

OF LOVELY LITRE LAMBS

LOVE

IT

"

"This show, tagged, 'Phil

Moore and

His Flock'

is

far

and away one of

the snappiest tab musicals to play a big league club like La Vie En

Rose

in

a long time, Television buyers, musical comedy producers and

cafe ops could take a chance on this one.
thing called for in a two-hour musical,

minute seg.

Moore up
It

isn't

It

and

The show has about everyits all jammed into a 60-

has comedy, dancing, songs, music and looks, plus

front

Phil #

on the piano.

any single song por any single performer that makes the

Phil

Moore show such a standout.
It's a blending of genuine talents that
makes it a solid eye and ear package."
Bill Smith

•

A

NEW KIND OF SHOW

’

FRANK FARRELL
"Staged with more

spice, originality

and pace than the

shows that once made the Cotton Club famous."
•

ELY

//

Sullivan's

TOWN
nal

Direction of

PROSER

*

and INCIDENTALLY
Held

° ver at

///

LA VIE EN ROSE
Publicity

GENE WEBER

pmmrf

RAWO-TKLEVISION

34

Wiley, who gave up
ficiating at The Pillsb.ury cake-bake . . . Merritt
KHJ-Don Lee • • •
his agency bertli in Frisco, now peddling time for
exec, Mary Lee Robb, takes the
Daughter of the late Alex Robb,
Harry Koplan and John Christ have packaged a strip

NBC
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HQLLYWOOD ...

ilope is planning a cross-the-Pacific jaunfc after first of the’ year
to stock up on tapes for the Jello matinee. He’ll chat with GI’s, generals and whoever else speaks the king’s English while entertaining
the troops . . . Coca Cola magnate", Sid Sti^otz, moves to Pittsburgh afCarroll Carroll penned the wordage for the ditty,
ter first of year
.
“Christmas Is for Children,” which is getting a heavy play on the platNoel Corbett is back in town and. on Milt Samuel's
ter circuit
.
George Fcnneman takes
.
publicity staff at Young and' Rubicam
over the emceeing of “House Party” while Art Linkletter is east of.

.

.

.

'

"

9

9

0

director of education and public affairs has
been cited by the American Medical Assn, for her 30 years in the pubFred Buchanan added to the Chi office of the Market
service field
Research Corp. ... George Friedman, ex-newswriter at KGVO, MisAdmiral prexy Ross
soula, Mont., hired for the WBBM news staff
D. Siragusa chaired the annual National Conference of Christians and
Jews dinner list night (Tues.) which John Daly and Arlene Francis cohosted ... Chi NBC gabber Hugh Downs had his “Soliliquy” aired by
Joseph. Gallicchio’s web orch on “Surprise Serenade” last week
John Drake, WLS theatrical reels. It’s recalled that
Aldcn Fork joined the Tim Morrow ad agency
publicity chief, elected prez of the Oak Park Klwanis Club while George TV crews were originally banned
Blggar, director of the WLS National Bam Dance, has been named a from Ike*s Abilene homecoming
Gabber Earl Nightingale airing his speech and didn’t get in until they
veepee of the Loop Kiwanis
WGN afternoon strip from his home for the next several weeks while bulled their way past Hagerty s
WLS talent Phylis Brown, opposition. They’ll base their derecovering from auto accident injuries
Captain Stubby and the Buccaneers and Red Blanchard putting on mands at the meet for equal covtheir annual Christmas show Dec. 17 at the Spalding School for crip- erage on the strength of TV’s
pled children
WBBM writer Art Thorsen talked on the TV drama wide circulation.
What TV toppers hope to hold
list night (Tues.) before the Lincolnwood Little Theatre Group.

NBC

Judith Waller, Chi
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

John Daly’s 10 P.M. News
Forces AM ‘Line’ Taping
CBS 'Radio's “What’s My Line?

.

shifts

.

.

.

.

.

out for

KNBC negotiating
after KYA pulls out

.

.

Fairmont Hotel
veep Jim Gaines flew in

move from Radio City

to

to the

from the latter. NBC
check facilities at proposed new location. Move could mean further
personnel reduction, perhaps elimination of recording department
KGO Manager C. L. McCarthy will soon how out, move to
Sacramento as manager-owner of KROY
Bill Sweeney hospitalized
after he was bumped by a truck. Shoulder in a cast, bad bruises
Merritt Willey, ex local adman, joined KHJ-Don Lee, Hollywood
Mel Venter’s “Breakfast Gang” gifting $7,000 worth of merchandise
in its “Cake of the Year” contest
Bill Weaver launched fourth annual “Gifts for the Old Folks” campaign
Several local firms investigating possibilities of employing UNIVAG’s electronic brain to their
businesses
“Science in Action” renewed for 13.

KNBC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

IN PHILADELPHIA
Edgar Bergen scheduled
their second “Operation
deejay, staged a benefit

...

to visit hospitals in Philadelphia area

—Santa Claus” tour

.

.

on

(1)

.

.

.

.

.

.

to
again,

.

.

arises

.

—

Seattle KING-TV here marked
fifth anni of telecasting on Thanksgiving Day with more than 200,000
receiving sets in viewing area.

.

SUTTON PLACE
SUBLET

.

.

.

Luxurious furnished apartment: 3‘ 3 large
rooms: 20-story elevator building: 24 hours

windows

faco to front of street.

rooms newly alr-eondltlened plus nil
other modern conveniences. Sterling silver
All

service

—linens—dishes.

Sublet to responsible

party: yearly

basis.

,

$400 monthly.

.

for

appointment PHONE
PLAZA 5-870*
New York City

.

.

.

MCA

trip

claims the first seat
should go to a single wire service
man covering for all three, and
the second seat should go to TV.
Videoites claim there’s no reason
why .they shouldstakG a back seat
to the theatrical reels, since it’s
probable that a single news show
on any of the four major nets is
seen by more viewers than witness the product of all the theatrical reels during an entire week.

.

.

.

EVERY SUNDAY. AIC, RADIO

Korean

TV

service. All

.

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL and
U.S. COAST GUARD SHOW

Ike’s

ilar

PITTSBURGH

.

exfor

each of the three competing wire
services to have a separate correspondent along on restricted
junkets. Thus, if a situation sim-

.

.

BARTON

recognition as the No. 2

Mac McGuire, WIP's

.

for Fire Chief Frank Kircher, of Pitman,
N. J. Kircher’s wife and tw"o sons are in Wills Eye Hospital following strange series of optic accidents
Bob Hall, chairman of controversial NCAA television committee, will be" the principal speaker
at the 31st annual Villanova College football banquet in the BellevueStratford, Dec. 9.
Jim Learning, WIP sportscaster, will emcee
Finals of the “Rhythm Rodeo,” sponsored by the Philadelphia Inquirer
Charities, will be televised over WFIL-TV (5), with Paul Whiteman
as master of ceremonies. Ten teenage bands will compete
Gretchen
LaFIeur has joined WIP staff as assistant to publicity director Ed
Wallis
Merrill Panitt, Inquirer TV columnist, will do a walk-on in
Kraft TV Theatre’s “The Empty House” (3).

.

Dir.:

.

.

.

.

is

medium. They point out. for
ample, that there’s no reason

.

to

.

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO

IN

IN

to

.

.

.

sponsorship by
.
.
.
Stopette tonight (Wed.), is being
Janet Ross, director of KDKA Shopping Circle, off to see her folks
taped to accommodate emcee John in Dade City, Fla.
George Thomas, formerly with Pretfs and INS
Daly. “Line” is aired at 9:30 p.m., here, has joined staff of WDTV as a new writer
Jim Murray, manager of KQV, in New York all this week for radio and TV huddles
just ahead of the cross-the-board
with CBS network
Diane Dunden, of WWSW, and Mival Harvey,
news strip Daly does at 10 for ABC of WCAE, picked as “The Freedom
Girls” in Western Pensylvania’s
and taping it at 8:30 also permits Crusade for Freedom campaign ... Si Steinhauser, Press radio-TV editor, just back from Television City dedication in
panelists to hear the playback.
Hollywood, taking a
Bennett Cerf, Randojn house month’s vacation in Miami Beach. Henry Ward will pinch-hit for him
Audrey SouthWorth is the new receptionist at Channel 2
Larry
prexy and editor of several anthol- Kepncrs (he’s the WDTV
engineer and she’s the former Marjorie Lane,
ogies, won’t be on tonight’s edition a singer) celebrated their first wedding anni
last week
Rosenbaum’s
of .the airer due to his leaving dropped Faye Parker’s qj Tier-hour teeveer,
“Fun With Faye,” after
yesterday on a short literati-lecture the first 13-week cycle
Barbara Cohen, 10, daughter of Stephanie
trek. On the junket he will confer Diamond and Harold V. Cohen, Post^Gazette
drama editor and Variety
with Illinois Gov. Adlai Stevenson, mugg in Pitt., made her teevee debut on “Happy’s
Party” . , . Max
a compilation of whose campaign Reilly, Jr., salesman at WJAS for several
years, is leaving that* station
speeches RH published, on doing to join the sales staff of
next week.
a new book.
t! T- "

which

CORAL RECORDS

.

.

.

•

Eileen

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bob

.

CHICAGO

IN

.

.

.

assigned the stint to its Tokyo
man,' Julius Zenier. Jloth the raand TV reps will work on a
di
pool system for all networks.
While top TV execs still claim
they’re being discriminated against
(one network prexy reportedly
told Hagerty after the final meet
that “we’ve been had”), they’re
confident that they can convince
Ike and his press secretary at the
upcoming meeting that they deserve recognition on a par with
the wire services and above the

.

.

.

.

»

25,

stationed

in
Ike’s party in Korea.
won this drawing and

NBC-TV

.

.

cameramen

its

Tokyo join

.

.

Morris Novik, pubserv radio consultant, is ip.
gation to seventh UNESCO general conference
Bristol participating in „alma mater's (Amher'st College) career conferDonald Buka set for running part
ence Friday and Saturday (5-6)
CBS Radio sports director John Derr back after
in “Aunt Jenny”
tourney and Red Barber returned
golf
Boros
week in N. C. for Julius
ABC renewals
after his Notre Dame-So. California gFid assignment
include Goodyear’s “Greatest Story Ever Told” and Philco’s quarterWLIB this morning (Wed.) airs
hour strip on “Breakfast .Club”
recording of "the National Conference of Christians & Jews award to
Actors Equity for its action vs. discrimination against Negroes in Washington theatres; pickup was first beaming of George Meany since being
W. Bruce McEwen, veepee of C. E. Hooper,
elected. .A, F, of L. prez
Mrs. Jackie
addresses Pittsburgh Radio & TV Club tonight (Wed.)
show Monday (8)
Robinson guests on Alma Vessels John's
(5)
on “Acting
Friday
class
radio
Columbia
U.
Merrill E. Joels lectures
Margaret Nor*hridge appointed assistant to WHLI
Is a Business”
sales v.p. Joseph A. Lenn; Joan Lee Ferber named Assistant to George
Ball, public affairs chief for the indie, and Judy Manflel and Joan Keif
added t6 script department.
topoer Bert Lebhar, Jr., and account exec Sam Rossant are
partnered in the winter session of the National Contract Bridge chamJanet Byers, ex-sales promotion director of
pionship in Miami
WBNS-TV, Columbus, added to Broadcast' Ad Bureau’s local promoWarren Jennings, commercial manager of WJZ, -joins
tion dept.
General Foods has launched
CBS Radio Spot Sales as account exec
a tontest plugging Jell-O Pudding on Menasha Slculnick’s Yiddish show
jack Gregson now handling commercials on CBS’ “Big
over WEVD
Ralph Nardella, ex-sales director of Foreign Language
Tofrn”
Charles
Quality Network, named veepee of Ray-Hirsch ad agency
A. Winchester named an account" exec for Bristol-Myers at Doherty,
music director,
Abram Chaslns,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield
will address faculty and students of „ High School of Music and Art
Frederick C. Burns has
Tuesday (9) on “Talent Is a Blind Alley”
joined the executive staff of Donahue & Coe; he was a veepee of RuthBryna Raeburn and Elaine Rost have
rauff & Ryan for nine’ years
Mary Jane Higby, John Stanjey,
been added to “Helen Trent” cast
Paul Ford, Mary Orr and Richard Janaver new to “Front Page Farrell.”
.

of

.

.

IN

Continued from page

|.
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1952

S,

Ike’s Junket

vows Dec. 13
show starring Arlene Harris as “The Human Chatterbox” and BS Sets
Lum and Abner are straining to get back into the
the first call
swing of things and Betty Boyle, who used to co-write their radio
4f
KNX wept on an albnight schedscripts, is laying oiit the format
ule to accommodate Firestone Tire Stores sponsorship of Bill Ballance,
of Don
week
. Charles Craig, late
hours
a
deejay and quipster, 27
Paris with U. S. dele^ Lee, named program director of KLAC
Don Lee prexy Willet
O'Neil.
CBS Radio's George Brown east for week of huddling with Tom
s

the Production Centres
Hi HH
4
4

December

Weclnesdlay,

.

.

.

.

HARP0 MARX

.

NBC-TV

-

.

RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.t GUMMO MARX

WDTV

!

Ford Foundation
Continued from page 25

Ghi production centre for educational programs,' With the aid of
the grant the Citizens’ Committee
for Educational TV has set in moa

TV Audience

Profitable

tion

exclusive with

plans to ’lfrahph a non-profit

corporation to ,fi#elop and produce program fare for’ the country’s non-commercial stations.
Exact scope of the backers’ plans
for the Chi centre haven’t been
fully blueprinted as yet but it’s
expected that major emphasis will
be film product. It’s also believed
that the initial Ford grant will
only
cover
the organizational
5

WGALTV

phase.

LANCASTER, PENNA

Once the centre

production and a sufficient number of stations hit the air, it’s hoped
it will be a self-supporting opera-

station
rich

station

seen

—

in

in

— only
this

TV

Clair

R.

McCollough,

Channel 11 into

Los

Angeles

San Francisco

I
Lot

action.

Chicago

dozen Chi educational institutions,
including the Board of Education,
to spearhead the campaign for the
station. Formal application will be
filed with the FCC as soon as sufficient

money

is

raised.

all

™

stations in this

r/cfrtft
it

soli

market.

your product effectivoly*

economically.

offering is
ucators matching the grant hvofor-pne with funds raised locally.
A citizen’s action committee is
being organized to raise the coin.
Earlier
an
overall
group was
formed comprised of reps from a

Pres.

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
York

shown

The Ford
contingent upon the ed-

Represented by

New

also

willingness to directly aid individual educational stations by
setting
aside
$150,000 to help
"Windy City educators get their

Pennsylvania market area,

IV

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

its

large

FM

tion.

The Ford group has

Only TV

WDEL

gets into

Write for information.

•figures released August 1952

by V. S Dopt. of Commerce,

fopnstnftd by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Now

York

Chicago

Los Angelos

San Francisco
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RADIO REVIEWS
METROPOLITAN OPERA

THANKSGIVING HOUR

JOHN

J.

0

,

rtm tin

•

»‘»

Hines, others; Fritz Stledry, conductor; Milton Cross, narrator;
Rudolf Bing; Boris Golodvsky,
Ezio Pinza, Judge Edna Jenkins;

Rod O'Connor, Richard

Widmark, Jeanne Cagney, Jerry
Colonna, Bobby Driscoll, Irene

Jimmy Durante, Rita
Johnson, William Lundigan, Ricardo Montalban, Pat O'Brien,
Gigi Perreau, Jane Wyatt, Francis X. Bushman, Emerson Buck-

Dunne,

ley

orch,

Zimmerman,

Harry

music

Joseph F. Mansfield
(Coast), Rocco Tito (N. Y.)

Directors:

Hugh

Writers:

James

O'Sullivan,

D. Roche
$5 Mins.; Wed. (26), 9:05 p.m.
MBS, from N. Y., Hollywood
To mark the Thanksgiving holiday, Mutual and the Family Rosary Assn, teamed up for the third
successive year on “Thanksgiving
Hour," a companion feature to the
“Triumphant Hour” and the “Joyful Hour” which are aired on Easter and Christmas by the web. It
treated its theme by going back
in time to the story of the creation, scenes from the Old Testament and the New Testament, in
an original script by Hugh O’SulInlivan and James D. Roche.
terspersed with the dramatic vignettes were songs, such as the
“Lord’s Prayer” and “Ave Maria,”
effectively sung by tenor Brian
Sullivan, baritone John Brownlee,
contralto Jean Madeira and bass
Jerome Hines, all of the Metropolitan Opera, and Ann Blyth.
They were ably backed by Emerson Buckley and the Mutual orch
Show was done in adin N. Y.
vance on tape, so that the jumping back and forth across the continent didn’t interfere and the production came over smoothly. Music on the Coast portion was com-

posed

and

Harry

by

conducted

Zimmerman.
Richard Widmark carried the.
heavy narration load and all of the
Hollywood talent, including many
top names, played roles without

—

being identified individually. An
impressive segment was the Rosary recitation, with the entire
Coast contingent participating.
That led to the windup message
by Father Patrick Peyton, founder
of the Family Rosary Assn, and
> producer of the “Family Theatre”
on MBS. He declared that the
program's aim was to reach the
listener’s mind and heart with the
FRA credo that the “family which
prays together stays together” and
to help him give thanks for the
material,, personal and supernatural gifts of

God

to

man.

Bril.

(

In the brief two-month span that he’s been doing post-mldnlght
duty for WMGM, N. Y., from the Manhattan midtown Hutton eatery
on West 51st St., Henry Morgan's brought a new dimension to the
insomnia circuit. For night-in-night-out consistency of entertainment on a qualitative level, the Morgan marathon is without peer
in the gabbing sweepstakes. This is Variety’s third time around
for a once-over-lightly appraisal of the Morgan techniques, and
the Wonder is that the listener can always discern new shadings
and almost hidden talents as Morgan gains weekly in stature.
Strictly aside from his capacities at vesting his ad Infinitum ad
libbing with a non-cliched freshness, and comicalities on a surprisingly high level, the programs are for the most part a revelation
in terms of the nightly “guest menu.” While Morgan himself prefers to eschew any identity as a pundit (his mimicry of the starcall letters, or his satirizations in’the French and
spieling
English idioms are more his dish of tea, and what a delightful brew
they invariably make!), nonetheless he attracts to the Hutton podium a top-level round-robin of celebs with variegated interests and
with a consciousness of human life and foibles. If, as has happened,
they have the ability to outwit and top Morgan in the cerebral
sweepstakes, it’s to Morgan’s credit that, today, he can take it
and in fact invite some pro-&-con debate which finds him strictly
on the 'defensive, but yielding some refreshing conversation pieces.
The past week’s appearance of Alfred Drake for a lively kickaround of the N. Y. public school system and the merits or hazards of teaching Shakespeare to moppets; the verbal dueling of
Morgan and Whit Burnett (with an almost conspicuous eluding of
the latter’s Majorca era and his most creative period as collaborator and ex-spouse of Martha Foley); the “tradey” and lay aspects
of the Andre Baruch and Garry Moore summations on radio-TV;
Morgan’s encounter with a Hutton patron who thought he was
sitting in on a Barry Gray seance, or again his byplay with an English authoress who refused to talk about her books
here were diverse elements of early- morning radio that were literally jumping.
Rose.

Dancer-Fitzgeralds-Sample

Sigmund

was

WMGM

-

Milton Cross was his usual en who needed money, he revaluable self, describing the opera, frained from making a pitch for
and doing the commercials. Gen- contributions, but his “in the past
eral manager Rudolf Bing got in a listeners have responded generousfewtgraceful words at the start, in ly” pitch constituted an indirect
a brief backstage chat with lead appeal, particularly since he said
singers. First intermission feature, “keep the phones ringing” and
“Opera News on the Air,” had the “Santa is going to stop at your
reliable
host,
Boris Goldovsky, house because you came here.”
chatting with Ezio Pinza and Judge
It’s obvious that Anthony isn’t
Edna Jenkins about “Forza.” Pinza spieling primarily to help listeners
praised
its
general excellence. who may have similar problems,
Judge Jenkins advised she had but rather to “make copy” out of
come all the way from Hawaii to the difficulties of his guests. He
be in the U. S. for the elections, could give this stanza greater validand for' Met performance. Noth- ity by selecting advice-seekers
ing interferes with the Saturday whose troubles are less ghoulish,
broadcasts of the Met in Hawaii, quaint or freakish. The tombstone
she volunteered.
coin theft, for example, was a
Second
intermission
feature, seamy tale with little meaning for
“Opera Quiz,” was a little dry, both the average dialer. Undoubtedly
in ttie questions and in the panel. there’s always room -for additional
Quizmaster Robert Lawrence was charitable projects, but Anthony
his usual well-informed self, but would achieve more if he’ gave
lacked punch in handling the more helpful advice and touted
panel. Sigmund Spaeth and Deems his Santa Claus role less.
Taylor were stumped plenty by
Commercially, it’s a suitable vevarious questions. Conductor Wal- hicle for Ironized Yeast, Dr. Lyons
ter Ducloux handled himself best. dentifrice and M-O, Sterling Drug
There were questions on Toscanini, products.
Bril."
•

Rossini, hunting

music in operas,

etc.

Best question was that on opera
modernization.
Spaeth said he
liked Broadway legiters like “Carmen Jones” and “My Darlin’ Aida,”
because they interested people in
the music of the original operas.
Ducloux said the fact that opera
has been insufficiently modernized,
has ’kept some people from enjoying the art-form.
Bron.

NEW WORLD

A-COMIN’

With Mason Adams, Anne Pitoniak,
Sidney Paul, Maurice Tarplin,
Bernard Lenrow, Sandy Bickart,
Carl Hammond, Leonard Slierer.
Director: Howard Phillips
Writer: Edgar Marvin
30 Mins.; Tues. (25), 9:30 p.m.

.

—

JAZZ NOCTURNE

Saturdays, 8-9 p.m., EST

call

their

kin

overseas,

beamed from

2-3 p. m.
inate in N. Y., Frisco

William Morris -Agency

.

'

Miss Tighe is -an effective song punch.
Her sexy throating of Cole

will

be

WMCA, New York
This indie, which has gone
heavily for

Her version of the
advantage.
more recent ballad entry, “Somewhere Along The Way,” also was
ear-caressing. Her patter prefaces,
however, weren’t as effective. They
were banal tidbits which added

in

MARKET

34%

of the

PEOPLE

34 1

of the

FAMILIES

accounting

35%

of the

its

own

micro

Cincinnati

financially^

On

SALES

ALL INDIANA

WTTV — affiliated

with

wave

all

nets

to

—

maintains,

relay system

and Bloomington

network shows

viewers.

to

Charleston judge who* was ostracized because of his stance that
Negroes should be permitted to

vote without special oaths or discriminatory rules.
It described
slums in Atlanta and the more
well-to-do Negro businessmen in
that city “who are afraid that
the
end of segregation” wiirhurt’them

for

between

bring LIVE

WTTV

is

owned

the progress side

added
*!^*
impact.

cently gave

York

•

Chicago

Los Ang. •!..>*

Bridgeport

San Francisco

Reasons

ping hours;stores are

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan

t0 thc

—WICC,

2 Strong audience impact
Inherent listener loyalty

power

Send for a copy of

“WHO’S

metropolitan

WHO OH WEVD*

Henry Greenfield, Man. Dir.
WEVD, 117-119 West 46th St.
New York 36

TEACHER of
MERCHANDISING
Production Capacity
Buiness, Pull or Part Time
Male, 30, Single, Will Travel

Desires Anything
In

Show

DE 2-3139

o

Whafs your

big idea for

a top-flight television program?

We are looking for a complete package show, or a new program Idea,
or a program currently running with an outstanding
record of success
behind it. The package we are seeking can be qulx, comedy, Mystery,
*
drama, audience participation, novelty, etc.

by
broad -

We

are interested In talking to principles only as

buy idea

re-

its p.m. sked a hypo
columnist Harry
Kririi
Neigher,
has added an across-theboard comic, Julie Kaye,
who

all

Potential buying

WHAT’S THE BIG IDEA FOR TV

Bril.

which

now

New York

Top adult programming

open until 9 pre-Xmas

they are more relaxed and their
guests ditto.
That goes also for
the male partner (Ed) of the team
who was content to be a panelist
while the. Mrs. half (Pegeen) did
her okay pitch as moderator. Mrs.
Clarabelle Walsh, socialite, songwriter-librettist
Dorothy Fields
and business man Victor vander
Linde (a returner, the first within
three weeks since the show’s inaugural) were the guest panelists.
The questions were good, the

Why

foremost national and local
advertisers us* WEVD y*ar after
year to reach the vast

Tli*

—

Mason Adams playing the reporter
y a t0 P fli ght cast.
Music
Music,
n
specially
composed

Represented Nationally by

New

4

a fast naif-hour over WJZ, N. Y.
Instead of McCreery’s restaurant

an effective presentation °f Rowan’s findings,
witli

8

Denver.

The MacPerrin

“Who.”

of

tion

of gold.”

cast
cast’s
s

Inc.

reported

developments at the U. of Oklahoma, where students, many
of
them veterans, have discarded segregation on busses. It ended
with
the story of Rowan’s
refusal
move into a “Negro car” on to
an
interstate tram “even if
it were
e
made

and operated by Sarkes Tarzian and

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES,

it

KBTV.

Singers offered a rousing Dixieland

some big D. C. hotels, cit- as an origination point a ballyhoo
ing the comment of a foreign diplo- exigency to kick off the departmat that conditions in the nation’s ment store’s Monday night shopcapital are “not a good salesman
for your kind' nf- democracy.” It
told
of
Rowan’s chat with a

Serving a 2 BILLION S

of

nothing to the songalog or the flow
of the stanza and could easily be
done away with.

ister at

BLOOMINGTON

3.

manager

tion

•

frequent niche.
Initial entry in

—

Omaha 4.Sam Worsham, former
Got You Under My
Skin” and “You Go To My Head” art director of WOW-TV here, lias
showed up her songselling style to been named program and produc-

the new cycle
The Fitzgeralds perhaps hit their
Tuesday (25) was based
and Omaha. book, “South of Freedom,” on the best formula Monday night (1)
by Car] with “Mend Your Manners”* by
Rowan, a reporter who made a doing it sans audience and from
tour of Washington, D. C. and Dixie their Hotel Pierre (N. Y.) apartto learn the “successes and fail- ment, and imparted an intelligent
ures” in fighting discrimination drawingroom impact that made it
It will orig-

Abel.

1.

stylist.

Porter’s “I’ve

Sylvan Levin’s orch provided an
backing
and came
excellent
through with a zestful interpreta-

Sustaining

against Negroes. The dramatization
told of Rowan’s inability to reg-

in

answers savvy, the repartee bright,

With Jean Tighe, MacPerrin Sing- and the aura one of topflight IQ.
Predicated on the premise that
ers, Sylvan Levin Orch
“etiquette” columns are among the
Producer; Mert Koplin
most popular in mass dailies, indip.m.
30 Mins., Sun., 9
cating a constant yen for self-imMBS, from New York
In “Jazz Nocturne,” which re- provement and better public beturned to Mutual’s programming haviorism, the brisk style of chitsked Sunday (30), the web has an chat was as compensatory as the
interesting mood music session Q.s and A.s themselves. The Fitzwhich would come across with geralds pioneered the Mr. & Mrs.
more impact in a later hour slot- breakfast team format over 10
ting. The tunes are prefaced with years ago, and are so trade-recsome pseudo-philosophical gab and ognized. and also have a five-aJean Tighe’s warbling is in the week tele stint over WJZ-TV. Their
A 30-minute present format makes “Manners”
romantic groove.
blending of romance and philoso- a pleasant nighttime stint.
Per
phy at 9 p.m. Is a bit too much to usual Pegeen Fitzgerald integrates
the commercials with unction and
take.

public service airers,
number and supplied Miss Tighe
Mutual of Omaha's Reprise
has brought back its award-winFor third successive year, Mu- ning “New World- A-Comin,’” a With a neat choral backing on
Gros»
tual of' Omaha has bought the “Mu- series which deals with discrimina- several of her offerings.
tual of Omaha Calling” show for tion and similar’ social questions.
Christmas Day on the Mutual net- The present edition of the 10-year»
work, via Bozell & Jacobs agency. old fchow beamed on a monthRadio Followups
Airer, on which relatives of GIs monthly basis; it deserves a more
I

Now starring on NBC's
ALL STAR REVUI
Mgt.i

That Man Morgan!

STERLING DRUG
MBS, from New York

John J. Anthony, the family
counsellor, kicked off the new seaSpaeth, Deems Taylor, Walter son Sunday (30) for his agony hour,
Ducloux
which has aired 1,295 editions since
Producer: Henry Souvaine
launched in 1932. Show’s lasting
210- Mins., Sat. (29), 2 p.m.
quality is understandable, since
TEXAS CO.
Anthony’s * approach is to lend a
ABC, from N. Y.
sympathetic ear, offer common( Kudner )
sensical suggestions and make the
The Metropolitan Opera
troubles of his guests touch the
back on the air Saturday (29), for emotions of his' dialers.
its 13th consecutive season under
On the initialer he opened with
Texas Co. sponsorship, in the first a man who had given his sister
of 18 weekly Saturday matinee and brother-in-law money to erect
broadcasts carried over more than a tombstone for his deceased
300 ABC stations. Popular series mother, but they misappropriated
couldn’t have teed off with a better the funds; a woman, deserted by
selection that Verdi’s “La Forza her husband, who couldn’t afford
del Destino,” which "had opened to give her kids Christmas presthe Met’s season three weeks ents; a mother whose GI son didn’t
before.
have the fare to visit her before
With a star-studded cast headed he was shipped overseas; and a
by Zinka Milanov, Richard Tucker man, whose wife had gotten a
asking
divorce,”
order
and Leonard Warren, opera came “mail
off on the air better than at open- whether he was free to marry
ing night. Singers were in prime again.
form, especially Miss Milanov. Air
Anthony told the first and last
audiences could hear music that guests to see attorneys; he isn’t
normally is drowned out to opera permitted to dispense legal or
house audiences by applause.
medical advice. With the two womLawrence,

Robert

.

ANTHONY HOUR

With Bruce Elliot, announcer
With Father Patrick Peyton, Brian (La Forza del Destino)
Milanov,
Richard Producer: Anthony
Zinka
Sullivan, John Brownlee, Jean With
Leonard
Warren,
Jerome
Ann
Tucker,
Hines,
Madeira, « Jerome
30 Mins.; Sun., 9:30 p.m.
Blytii,

3

I'D

If

,

JVJ*

We

we would

like to

outright.

you have a property or an Idea that fits into the category of being
* top properties for television, please contact Ns by letter.
will

arrange for interview

comes on at 9:30 weeknights
following Neigher’s interview-chatter

Variety,.
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New

York City.
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TV GLAM SPARKS
RIAA

ORCHS

to Petition Radio Brass

FBI Steps In to Aid Publishers

For Longer Ride on Xmas Tunes

N THE UPBEAT
o

The Record Industry Assn. ofV
America is prepping a campaign
Christmas tunes a bet- Kapp,
to give new
Miller to Coast
break through in futer chance to
past couple
ture seasons. For the
On Recording Biz
publishers and record
of years
Dave Kapp tflhd Mitch Miller,
company execs have been blaming
to keep artists & repertoire chiefs of -RCA
the radio station edict
Xmas songs off the platter shows Victor and Columbia, respectively,
until after Thanksgiving for the headed to Hollywood last weekend
failure of many new Xmas entries to shape up Coast recording plans
for early next year. Both are exto make the grade.
RIAA plans to get to the radio pected back in about two weeks.
brass during the early part of next
them to push back the

AFM

Thanksgiving tee off for Xmas
songs to the first week in November. According to music biz execs,
the current four-week span between Thanksgiving and Dec. 25
doesn’t give a new Yule tune
enough time to have any impact
Tradesters claim
on the market.

Olman

takes at least two weeks of
that
deejay spins around the country to
build a hit on a national scale.
The remaining two week period,
they add, gives the publisher and
the record company just enough
time to take care of the initial orders with no chance for re-orders
before the Yule season ends. The
it

maximum

Makes

Cuts

j

1

-

likely that the

new

Safari

bins,

Dreyfus Eyes

Columbia

sharing control
with British execs of Metro, 20thFox and' Universal Pictures, repping the U. S’. interests.

f

|

Reeords

they have reached the top people

Musicraft list

Max

Dreyfus,

Chappell

Music,

price

move

indie

to

his

disk

Royale.

last

expand

label,

week nabbed the masters of the
now defunct Musicraft and Allegro lines. The Musicraft catalog

The Allegro

line,

which went

on the 'market after the diskery
went into bankruptcy last month,
w as purchased for $75,000.
In addition to Royale label, Oberstein also releases the Sonora
and Majestic line. The Allegro label' will be incorporated into the
Royale label while Oberstein will
retain the Musicraft tag for his
r

Combo

&

repertoire chief, has been steadassigning the Marais' melodies
Public acto his top wax names.
ceptance of the African styled
tunes was pointed up with the
quick click of ‘‘A-Round the Corner" and "Sugar Bush.”
Marais was brought into the Col
fold primarily as a kidi3k waxer by
llecky Krasnow, head, of the disk-.,
The platery’s children’s division.
tors subsequently were released
simultaneously for the pop and
kiddie market.
ily

I

i

i

;

OUT SOON!
The
:

47th Anniversary

.

:

NASHVILLE CLEFFERS
pointing up Tin Pan
Alley’s drive to latch on to folk
and country writers, was Howie

Further

Richmond’s pacting

last

week

longterm pact with Decca Records.
Along the same lines, but without any contractual
agreement,
Richmond has set publication deals
with two other Nashville writers,
Jimmie Self and Vic McAlpin.
Self currently is waxng his output

Capital’s

PubRoyalties

Up 25%

Overall; Payoff

To Majors Drops 20%
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Records’ royalty paypublishers for the
quarter ending Sept. 30 were up
25% as contrasted with the 20%
dip in the diskery’s payments to
the group of major publishers who
collect through the Harry Fox office. Figures sharply point up the
important role played in the music
biz by the small firms, most of
which are affiliated with Broadcast
Music, Inc., and have been supplying the bulk of the hit tunes to
Capitol and other wax works.
Cap artists & repertoire chief
Alan Livingston reported that
Cap’s business during the last quarter was substantially over the same
jjperiod in 1951, with September of
$iis year having shaped up as the
second biggest business month in
the company’s history.
Capitol

ments

to

all

WITH RESIDENCY RULE
Foreign

London, Dec. 2.
musicians must reside

permits authorized by the Musicians Union. This long standing
rule was reaffirmed by the
last week.

|

i

MU

|

The

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Forms dosing shortly

Copy and space

reservations

NSW YORK
1

54

W.

3*

4*fh Sr.

HOLLYWOOD

may be

431

1

Y«c««

Sr.

41

11

2 H. Michigan At«.

LONDON. W,
9

Sr.

C. 2

Merita's Place

Trafalgar Sgaara

own indie label, Rosemay
Records. McAlpin, incidentally, la
Rpncral manager of Melody Trails.
via his

was raised anew on

the previous

week married Pearl

Louis

Bellson,

case.

Publisher Howie Richmond heads
out to the Coast next week for a
10-day stay. Richmond also is
mulling a European jaunt for the
•

»

t

A

who

the Sky.”
As a result of the reaffirmation
of the union rule he can’t hope for
regular work in Britain unless a
special exception Is made in his

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

3S

issue
reports that

Bailey, was hoping to play in British bands next year when his wife
would be appearing In “Cabin in

Special exploitation advantages

,

• n.d

MPPA

reports that the sale of
the book has been stopped at present but is still pushing for full
prosecution of the culprits. Pub
execs believe that the racket otherwise will spring up again as soon
as the heat, is off.

in Britain for at least a year before they can expect to get work

of

Nashville tunesmith Jimmie LopgsRichdon to an exclusive deal.
mond will publish the Longsdon
tunes via his Melody Trails subsid
which headquarters in Nashville.
Dongsdon also recently pacted a

distribs if they supply Info leading
to the heads of the racket.
The investigation was set back

BRITAIN HITS BELLSON

Number

Of

RICHMOND CORRALS

Several of the distributors of the

last July when FBI agent Joe
went on the market after being Brock, who had been handling the
forfeited by M-G-M Records.
case in the N. Y. office of the FBI,
M-G-M had control of the Mu- was killed in connection with the
sicraft catalog for the past three capture of a couple of
bank banyears and was paying the disk- dits in a Manhattan hotel. Another
ery’s receivers on a yearly gradu- agent has been assigned
to Brock’s
ated scale. This year, however, work and the probe is again in
full
M-G-M decided to relinquish Us swing.

topper, has shown interest in buying into Jubilee Records, indie
Jim' Peppe, former manager of label operated by Jerry Blaine.
the Sammy" Kaye orch, will be Negotiations, which were launched future releases.
feted on his 35th anni in show biz early in the fall, were stalled when
Dec. 10 at the Seneca Hotel, Co- Blaine and Dreyfus failed to agree
lumbus, O. Peppe, who retired in on terms.
Seger Records Pacts
1944, has since been retained by
It’s understood that Dreyfus’ inStewart, Vocal
Kaye as a managerial consultant. terest in Jubilee stems from his
Expanding its pop artists roster
Trekking to Columbus for the desire to get a showcase for the
affair will be Kaye, attorney Lee flock of Chappell showtunes which last week, Seger Records, indie
Eastman, Kaye’s current manager have been getting a brushoff from label, pacted baritone Bart Stewart
Dave Krengle and reps of the Wil- several of the major record com- and a vocal quartet tagged the Norliam Morris Agency, General Art- panies. Control of Jubilee is cur- manaires.
Stewart’s initial release for Seists
Corp. and Music Corp. of rently held by Blaine, his wife and
ger has' been set fpr Dec. 20.
America.
his children.

ner, Miranda) etched about 13 of
their tunes for album and kidisk
release, Mitch Miller, Col’s artist

involved.

book have been arrested and are
now out on bail awaiting trial.
catalog, Eli Oberstein, who heads Federal attorneys have
indicated
Record Corp. of America and low they would be lenient with these
In a

fee.

For Buy-In Deal

Fete Jim Peppe on His
35th Anni in Show Biz

concentration on offbeat melodies
for its wax output is recent inroads
in the pop and kidisk field made
by Josef Marais with his songs
culled from the African veld. During the past six months, Col has
cut 26 Marais tunes.
Although Marais (and his part-

In a move to cash in on the growing vogue for his African tunes,
Marais set up his own publishing
firm, Fideree Music, a couple of
months ago.
However, the majority of tunes which already have
clicked on wax are scattered among
various Tin Pan Alley publishers.

investigation. MPPA’s annual report to members last week disclosed that the FBI made several
arrests but do not yet feel that

Oberstein Buys

rights to the catalog. Obcrstein’s
deal calls for a standard yearly

Jubilee Label

FD&H

with

-

Feist firm will

take over the remainder of the Big
Three catalog for British exploitation.
It’s
understood that the
managerial setup of the 'Feist company will be the same as for Rob-

26 Marais Numbers

Accenting

!

!

j

when

Thru African Veld Catalog*

M-G-M

i

loading distributors and dealers
Major
with their Xmas platters.
flaw in this operation, however, is
guaranteed returns
that they’ve
and 'the disks, which don’t click,

Columbia

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has stepped into the music
biz to help publishers wipe out a
Cool Vs. Hot Jazz Bout
group of racketeers who have been
peddling pirated song arrangement
At Birdland for
books to bandleaders. Books, apHarry Meyerson; M-G-M Records peared a couple of years ago and
held
a
contained
as many as 1,000 songs,
artist & repertoire topper,
wax session at Birdland, New York including words .and music, on
nitery, last week for the diskery’s Tune-Dex cards. Sold for $12 to
forthcoming album release, “Lattle $25, pubs called it one of the best
of Jazz.”
Two orchs, representing looking and' most valuable publicathe Dixieland and Birdland school tions ever put out for musicians.
The Music Publishers Protective
of jazz, cut their interpretation of
through
its
attorneys,
the same four tunes, “Muskrat Assn.,
several
civil
actions
Ramble,” “Indiana,” “How High brought
the Moon” and “Battle of Blues.” against those connected with the
book
and
secured
was
settlements
to decontingent
The Birdland
headed by Dizzy Gillespie while the fray the cost of their investigation
Dixieland crew was headed by Jim- and prosecution. The MPPA found,
however, that civil actions weren’t
mie MacPartland.
enough to halt the racket and the
FBI was called in to take over the

]

potential

be coming back to them
the Xmas season ends.

bara Carroll, Mary McPartland and

Bunty Singleton, among others, all
of whom are heading small groups.
Abe Olman, head of the Big Lionel Hampton, meantime, has
Three (Robbins, Feist & Miller) added a femme sax player, Elsie
combine, planed to London yester- Smith, and plans to build an allday (Tues.) with plans to set up girl combo inside his band for speanother British company, to be cial featuring.
Ina Ray Hutton,
called Leo Feist Music.
The Big meantime, continues to be active
Three chief set up another British on the Coast with her band after 20
firm, Robbins Music, last fall in years in the biz.
partnership with Francis, Day &
Several femme
combos from
Hunter.
Britain and Belgium are due to
Since the Robbins firm in Britain arrive in the u s next year and
controls virtually the whole U. S.
(Continued on page 44)
Robbins catalog, plus a 15-year
spread on the Feist catalog, it’s

from their seasonal entry.
Disk companies, this year, are
trying to beat tlfe rap by over-

will

to London,

To Set Up New Co.

extra three-week plugging tijne
would give them plenty of time

get the

Spitalny’s all-girl “Hour of Charm"
orch, have always been 'a factor,

currently the femmes are moving
into the small-combo field en masse
with increasing bookings in jazz
spots and niteries as well as video.
Upbeat for gal windjammers in
clubs has been helped by their
Milton R. Rackmil, Universal lower-price tags as compared with
Pictures-Decca Records prexy, also the male
contingent of jazzplaned to Hollywood Monday U) men. In addition, the clubs have
on picture company business.
discovered that the femmes can
get better publicity breaks in the
dailies, which, together with their
frequent TV guest shots, tends to
boost their nitery b.o. power.
Mary Lou Williams is one of the
vet combo leaders, but in recent
years she has been joined by Bar-

rear to get

to

on glamor is
cueing the mushroom growth of
femme tooters. Although distaff
band organizations, such as Phil
Television's accent

Wipe Out Song-Book Privateers

§i

'
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Distinguished

and Disks

Jocks, Jukes

Robert Stolz

Development in
Vienna of the Iceshow

“Wishing Ring”- familiar rhythmic attack and the
“Have You Heard” (M-G-M). This slice, though interesting, lacks the
followup to Miss James’ bestselling necessary spark for top commercial
waxing, “Why Don’t You Believe impact. Reverse is ,in the more
Me,” should continue in the same familiar pop groove but it’s just a
highriding groove. Thrush’s sock so-so ballad which even Laine’s
name value will get this new cou- drive won’t be able to bring in.
pling plenty of action on all levels.
June Christy: “My Heart Belongs
“Wishing Ring,” a sentimental to Only You”-*! Was a Fool” (Capballad with a charming lilt, looms itol). “My Heart Belongs to Only
as the breakaway side. Miss James’ You” gives June Christy her best
warm wax projection and neat shellac opportunity in some time.
phrasing technique are standout. It’s an ingratiating ballad that
“Have You Heard” is an okay entry blends melody and lyric for sock
but lacks the easy melodic flow of effect. Miss Christy gives the slice
its mate.
Lew Douglas’ orch sup- an important lift with her poignant
James:

*
an

SECOND STAR TO THE RIGHT
How Long

past couple of months, has its most
potent side in “The Girl Without
Name.” It’s a strictly instrumental entry, which, incidentally,
is being used as the theme music
for the current Broadway legit
comedy, “Seven Year Itch,” and the
Lowry crew belts out the catchy
beat for top results, Lowry’s firstrate keyboard work on the tune
gives it an important lift. Jocks
should get behind it and it will
eat up plenty of coins in the jukeboxes^
Workover of the oldie,
“Sioux City Sue,” also is winner.
Delivered in a nift barrelhouse
manner with a bright vocal by the
Toe Tappers, the tune shapes up
as a good commercial slice.
Doit Cherry: “The Second Star

A

1

Right” -“How Long”
has come up
with another'strong shellac entry
in this coupling of “Second Star To
The Right” and “How Long.” Both
are sock ballad items. Latter is an
above average Tin Pan Alley product while the former is from the
forthcoming Walt Disney pic, “Peter Pan.” Both tunes’ are excellently suited to Cherry’s orthodox
baritoning and are due for hefty
spins. “Second Star to^the Right”
is a slow-styled item fvhich gets a
tender reading. “How Long,” on
the other hand, is in a livelier mood
and Cherry delivers with spirit.
Frankie Laine: “I’m Just A Poor
Bachelor”-“Tonight You Belong To
Me” (Columbia). The high-powered
Frankie Laine’s pipes get a fair
showcasing on “Bachelor,” an offbeat special material item. The
bachelor’s lament, which is backed
by a difficult melodic line, doesn't
give Laine much chance to use his

To

The

ODecca).

Don Cherry

enhanced by Pete Rugolo’V

*5Bmrt

tr»

The Hilltoppers: “Must I Cry
Again”-! Keep Telling Myself”
(Dot). Dot’s highriding combo, The

Platter Pointer*
delightful long play disk of Michael
Durso and his Copacabana Orches-

Bob Morris: “Fools Rush
(American).

WHY DON’T YOU

ft

TRYING

it

In”-

New

.

5.

I

(Brandom)

7.
8.
9.

10.

.

I

.

(13)

(Ridgeway)

.

,

.

Dean Martin

i

.

.

Pearl Bailey

LAZY RIVER (1) (Peer)
LADY OF SPAIN (14) (Fox)
JAMBALAYA (IS) (Acuff-R)
YOURS (2) (Marks)

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(8)

Kay
J
I

\
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[Figures tn parentheses indicate
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1
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number
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of

weeks song has been
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1

St Louis

of Spain

Oak Tree

. .

. . .

a Secret

. .

. .

.

. .

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

.

.

-

Acuff-K
Shapiro-B

...St. Nicholas

Paramount

. . .

Miller
Mills
Broadcast

. . .
.

,

. .

. . .

. . .

Peer

Harman

...
.

Don’t You Believe

—

'•'“Wish

You Were Here”

Sheldon

. .

. . .

Hawthorn#

, . .

Young

. .

.

Berlin

. .

.

Brandon

.

.

.

Chappell

,

.

.

Ridgeway

.

Me Your

.

.

Hollis

.

Man

Hill

& R

Harms

Lips

High Noon

Feist

“I”

Sherwin

I’m Never Satisfied
It’s Worth Any Price You Pay
Lullaby of Birdland
My Lady Loves to Dance

Simon

H

Paxton
Patricia

United
Jefferson

Disney
Robbins

Witmark

.

London

United

Paramount
Rottcom
Smith

Walkin' My Baby Back Home
Water Can’t Quench- the Fire of Love

Goday

Yours

Marks-

DeSylva-B,

Top 10 Songs On TV
Because You’re Mine

Capitol
Victor

Glow-Worm

Victor

Columbia
Victor
Capitol

|p

— t“Because

Jambalaya
Lady of Spain
Lover
Nina. Never Knew
Tennessee Newsboy

Marks

Fox
Famous
Jefferson
Tallent

,

Victor

Wish You Were Here

Victor

You Belong

to

You’re Mine. .... Feist

Acuff-R

Trying

—

Smith
’•‘“Wish

You Were Here”

Me

.

.

.

Chappell

Ridgeway

Capitol

FIVE TOP STANDARDS

)

in the

Top

10]

It i UJIJJ.ttiUJJJ.V. « 1

Carolina in the Morning
Charleston
Five Foot Two; Eyes of Blue
I Know That You
Sweet and Lovely
t Filmusical.

.»

+j±tt

H

Fox
Burvan
Leeds
Gold
Bregman-V-C
Famous

.

Nina Never Knew
Second Star to the Right
Should I
Sinner or Saint
Somewhere Along the Way
Thanks to You
To Know You (Is to Love You)
Trying

Victor

.

(9) (Feist)

...
.

Coral

Starr
(

.

Blues* In Advance
Frosty the Snow.

Coral

King Cole
Capitol
Tony Bennett
Columbia
Rosemary Clooney
Columbia
D, Cornell-T. Brewer .... Coral
Frarikie Laine
Columbia
Bill Hayes
MGM
Nat

. , .

Marks
Famous

Seoond Group

Capitol

Jo Stafford
Eddie Fisher
Les Paul-Mary Ford
Sunny Gale
Eddie Fisher.,..

(United)..,

DeSylva-B,

.

Mercury

(

\

HALF AS MUCH (8) (Acuff-R)
VOU’LL NEVER GET AWAY (Bourne)
HIGH NOON

Georgia Gibbs

Ames Bros

Feist

Four-Star

Robbins

. .

*

Wish You Were Here
You. Belong to Me

.MGM

.

Frank

. .

,

,

Live

it

.

.

. . .

Your Wedding

Keep
Lady

Why

Columbia

Johnny Standley
Nat King ) Cole
Mario Lanza
]
Dinah Shore

BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE (2) (Feist)
BLUES IN ADVANCE (Hollis)
KEEP IT A SECRET (Shapiro-B)
WISH YOU WERE HERE (14) Chappell)
MEET MR. CALLAGHAN (7) (Leeds)
I LAUGHED AT LOVE (Redd Evans)
OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN (B.V.C.)
COMES ALONG A-LOVE (Shapiro-B)

SOMEWHERE ALONG THE WAY

f

to

.

. .

.

.

When I Fall in Love
White Christmas

Second Group
\

•••••••

Walkin’ to Missouri

Dot
Mercury
.

21-27, 1952

Stay Where You Are
Taboo
Takes To to Tango
Walkin’ By the River

Capital

.

November

...

Sleigh Ride

Decca
Columbia
.

of

Sleepytime Gal

.

. .

,

Art Mooney
Eddie Fisher
Jo Stafford
Vera Lynn...

MY FAVORITE SONG (Jack Gold)
IT’S IN THE BOOK (2) (Magnolia)

stars, attended.

Opera

Silver Bells

Nov. 29

.

.

Page

Patti

.

son during the current annual
confab of sales reps in N.Y.
Festivities teed off Monday (1)
with a dinner at the Waldorf honoring Ward French, CC founder
and prez, and board chairman of
Columbia. Concert VIPS, including Dimitri Mitropoulos, Rudolf
Bing, William Schuman and Met

Meet Mr. Callaghan
My FAvorite Song
Outside of Heaven
Ruby and' the Pearl
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer

...M-G-M

.

.

Hilltoppers

WENT TO YOUR WEDDING (12) (St. Louis)
TAKES TWO TO TANGO (5) XHarman)

Went

Give

Jo Stafford

j

Week

.

Week of

Mills Bros.

(Randy Smith)

Inc., divi-

sion of Columbia Artists Mgt., is
celebrating its 25th anni this sea-

Wander

I

Jambalaya

.

Joni James

(

6.

.

.

(5)

Of Community Concerts
Community Concerts,

Heart and Soul

.

.

is

Fete French at 25th Anni

Glow-Worm

becoming famous for.
Platter’s big commercial potential song entries, “I Don’t Want to Be
comes from the pipings, of Bob Alone for Christmas” and “I ReMorris. Morris is an effective bari- member Christmas” on the indie
tone, and his reading, especially Arcade label
Philly

(Columbia, LP, $5.45).
Bron.

buyer.

Because Ybur’e Mine— t“Because You re Mine
Don’t Let the Stars Get In Your Eyes
Everything I Have Is Yours
Forgetting You

standout ..Kings of Harmony
could take off with their slice of
“Someday Somewhere” on the
indie Tuxedo label ... Anne Shelton is in top form on “Little Drops
of Water” (London) ...Johnny
Green and the Hollywood Bowl
“Pops” Orchestra- get plenty of
spirit into a pair of martial melodies, “King Cotton March” and
“Stars and Stripes Forever” (DecMantovani has a charming
ca).
treatment of “White Christmas”
Jimmy Collett could
(London)
make some noise with his Xmas

(Marks)

(8)

Survey

Anywhere

.

.

Philadelphia indie label, “American,” moves into the wax sweeps
with a nifty coupling that could, be
another of those left-field items

BELIEVE ME

*.

of

best

.

get a good ride on the deejay’s
tables as well as the jukes. “Serenade,” a Sigmund Romberg composition, is updated via- a standout

“So Help Me”

is

melodies,

terping

slick

by*, the maestro, Is the more effective of the two, giving *the orch a
chance to show off its well-integrated skills to good advantage.
It’s an effective orch piece’ and will

arrangement and the band whips
out effectively. Also rates spins.

Album, which

which are “More Than You Know,”
“A Pretty Girl is Like a Melody”
and “I’ve Told Every Little Star”
.newcomer to the Coral label,
Edith Murray, impresses with her
coupling of “I Never Knew” and
“I Lave You Much Too Much
Hoagy Carmichael and Jane Wyman have a cute slice in “Doodle
Lawrence
(Decca)
Rag”
Bug
Welk has a good slice of “Your
Mother and Mine,” from the Walt
Disney pic, ‘IPeter Pan,” on the
Coral label. Roberta Linn’s vocal is

Toddy”-“Serenade” (Victor). The
Ralph Flanagan orch demonstrates
again that it’s one of the top waxing bands around today with this
sock instrumental coupling. “Hot
Toddy,” an original composition

sell fans, platter seems otherwise
a little limited for the general disk

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
Index.
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed.

tagged “Dancing at the Copa,” showcases some,
tra.

.

this disk is a permanent souvenir of a very funny
afternoon for rapidly-growing Rus-

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

Records has packaged a

M-G-M

Hilltoppers, have a sock slice in
“Must I Cry Again.” Their effective choral technique gets a topflight
showcasing on this cut
making the platter a sure bet for
hefty support from the platter
SRinners. Cut is not as potent as;
their previous disclick, “Trying,”
but it’s still a good commercial bet.
“I Keep Telling Myself,” is a miner
item which’ll have to rely on The
Hilltopper’s name for its spins.
Ralph Flanagan Oroh:, “Hot

But although

cnin thi* other side.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

GLOW WOR&f (9)
YOU BELONG TO ME

2.

tasty'

bflckin^

1

1.

m

Sioux City Sue

Decca

In,”

should win him plenty of fans.
Reverse also points up his potential (Mercury, $5.95).
male
Decca backs two warhorse^,
as an important entry in the
vocalist contingent. Sides become Tchaikovsky’s “1812 Overture” and
the “Marohe Slave,”' played spiritedly
with
times
a- bit pretentious at
intrusion of a choral backing, but by the Stadium Concerts Orchestra
Morris overcomes this minor flaw. under Alexander Smallens. It also
A1 Morgan: “A Stolen Waltz’ has some foreign Wagnerian ex“Two Other Hearts” (Decca). The cerpts that are fine, though less
schmaltzy warbling of “A Stolen lushly played than customary in
Waltz” should send A1 Morgan back the U. S. These include “Ride of
“Loheninto hit bracket. Tune’s sentimental the Valkyries” backed by
Preludes;
melody and lyric is excellently grin" Act 1 and Act
he
by
backed
and
Prelude
style
“Meistersinger"
suited to his piping
makes the most of it. It’s a surefire “Dance of Apprentices”; and “Tris?
by
solid
backed
Prelude
nab
will
Isolde”
tan and
commercial bet which
spinning time via disk jocks ahd the Love Death music. All are adjukes. “Two Other Hearts”, is of mirably played by the Wurtenberg
the same genre and should do well State Orchestra under Ferdinand
if it doesn’t get lost ih the scramble

Have You Heard

DON CHERRY

Rush

“Fools

oldie,

the

of

GIRL WITHOUT A NAME

Columbia

1

P^RIETY

WISHING RING
.....

rate LP’s (Mercury, $5.95). MinneSymphony, under Antal
apolis
serviceable
a
presents
Dorati,
Symphony,
Fifth
Tchaikovsky
a back-toand
good,
which sounds^
Mendelssohn
the
of
backing
Mozart
and
Symphony
“Italian”
Symphony No. 40, played rather
thin
little
a
tontr
with
sprightly but

of

fe*

Best Bets
M-G-M

the soon-due

in

rendition. It could take off. More
Art Lowry Orch: “The Girl With- of Miss Christy's slick styling is
out A Name”-“Sioux City Sue” evidenced on “Fool,” another ten(Columbia). Art Lowry orch; which der entry. Should race the top side
Columbia- has been pushing for the for the payoff bracket. Coupling is

JONI JAMES

*

*

Interesting editorial feature

47 ih Anniversary Number

ports. nicely.

ART LOWRY ORCH

(Decca, LP, $2.50 each).
“Nights At the Ballet” is a Leitner.
“Anna Russell Sings?” recorded
timely, attractive disk, presenting
Town
Hall, N.Y., early ’52
(“Sylfrom
a
excerpts
ballet
popular
phides,” “Swan Lake,” “Coppelia” recital, has the fast-upcoming concomedienne
and satirist runwell
cert
others)
and
“Nutcracker”
played by the Covent Garden Or- ning through a typical program of
longnairs,
the
Braithkidding
from the
Warwick
under
chestra
art-song specialist to the Wagnerwaite (M-G-M, LP, $4.85).
Sight
soprano.
gags
and
ian
facial
Chicago Symphony, under Rafael
expressions are missed here, but
Kubelik, offers a deliberate-paced
numbers,
like
of
the
the
some
Rusbut effective Tchaikovsky “Pathesian folksong takeoff and operetta
tique” Symphony, and a sturdy
Lover!,”
“Ah,
are
waltz,
a
scream.
Brahms First Symphony, on sepa-

travels afield to detail oh

By MIKE GROSS

-

Joni

Composer

Know

* Legit musical.

Witmark

Harms
Feist

Harms
Robbins

H

!

.

)

1
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Jutes, Tavern TV Challenge Carnivals,

Vef British Music Publisher

Local 802 Election Snarl Winds

39

Op This

John Abbott
(Director of Francis,

Fairs In Mid-Pennsy Rural Belt
By PAT

BALLARD

Towanda,

Day

ft

Hunter

Week As 12,000 Members Cast Vote

hat a few observation! on

+

Those Old Songs

Pa., Dec. 2.

Merc Sets Gaylords
Video and the jukes are responsible for most mass entertainment
The Gaylords, instrumental-vocal
Mountain
district
jn the Alleghany
trio, have been inked to a
term
of central Pennsylvania where re- pact by Mercury Records.
corded pop songs and TV programs
Combo has been playing Conlive
music
and
challenging
are
ners’ Show Bar, Detroit, for the
the once potent appeal of fairs and past two years.
carnivals. Name bands hardly are
mentioned by the teen-agers, but
a record by Eddie Fisher sends the DAILEY GOES DIXIE IN
swoons up and the nickels fly in
the boxes for the “Wish You Were
SPOT
Here’’-"You Belong To Me" ilk of

Decca’s 17?c Swag
,

seem

be everywhere, even in

to
stores.

In

|

!

Election

j

AFM Local 10 this week cued
some raised eyebrows among union
observers as the local’s administracame up with a one-party bal-

ber ’s chdnces are still rated high
by union observers due to the absence of specific charges against
the administration.

Suber

on
prexy of hops into Gotham for confabs with
eastern
brass.
both the national American Federation of Musicians and Local 10,
is running unopposed as are the
tion

James

lot.

C.

distressing development is the number" of high
school girls who are trying to sing
They, will break
like Jo Stafford.
out at the drop of a bobby pin, and
this writer, who once considered
himself a bit of a judge of talent
(having been
weened on Fred

Waring’s Pennsylvanians), found it
very difficult to fend off the girls
who sang off key and the local
vocal groups who had taken a
Waring Shawnee course in a hurry
and had all the tricks excepting
the one that makes them know how

viewed cried murder.

Cap

TV.

co

T

The Manuti forces have also been
the administration for
allegedly putting Local 802 into a
near-bankrupt position due to their
free-spending policies.
It’s
conceded that Local 802’s financial status is not bright but the administration has pointed to the heavy
expenditure for new headquarters
in the old Gay Blades skating rink.
Thq headquarters, it’s claimed, was
opened at the Insistence of the

Ih

O

membership.

T
A
L

BETTE McLAURIN

criticizing

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
a

t'finiETY

o

Survey of

retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob*
tained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week.

j

j

!

j

i

o

re

w>

!

j

headway
revised

in their
British

Copyright Law. The pubs have
been steadily squawking that the
Copyright Law, which dates back
to 1911,

is

outmoded and

to

fails

meet

denyands of current music
operation.
To allay the beefs, the government set up an impartial Committee to 0 0 the trade's problems.
After more than a year of investigation the committee recently sent
its recommendations that a permanent tribunal be set up to hear
and act on' the music biz squawks.
The government has -not yet
acted on the committee’s recom-

“It’s in

8

VERA LYNN

For Country Material
of the Big Three (Robbins,
Feist
Miller) into the country
music field has been finalized with
the opening of a new publishing
subsid, Pine Ridge Music, which

&

and
handle
country
the
western material.
Morgan,
Bill
brother of country singer George
Morgan, is working as rep for the
Big Three firm in Nashville and
"ill pick up material for approval
by New York homeoffice execs.
"’ill

New York firm,
^
K* B. Morris, also opened offices in
Nashville recently, naming Lloyd
Hughes resident rep. He will also
00 on the lookout for country music
behalf of. Morris*
« *4
Another major

.
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DON CORNELL

(Coral)

his
will

8

10

30
23

10

22

9

21

•

10

18

4

4

7

|

-

15

5

9

9

15

4

4

14

7

13

(Coral)
13

(Col)

5

COLE

6

11

(Capitol)

1

7

11

10
4

8

2
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WISH YOU WI

ALBUMS

HERE

I

*

(1),

&

I'M IN THE

MOOD

FOR LOVE

NEW

BECAUSE YOU'RE
MINE
Hollywood Cast
Victor

FACES Of

Sway Cast
Victor

LOC-3058
EPB-3058

LM-7015

OC-1008

WDM-7015

WOC-1008

P-3058

DM-7015

LQC-1008

LOC-1007
OC-1007
i/ni*

Victor

%

L1BERACE
j

1952

Bway Cast

Eddie Fisher

.

Victor

Columbia
CL-6217
B-308
C-308

Harms, Brandom

Settle ’Believe Me’ Suit
Claim brought by T. B. Harms,
Chappell Music affiliate, against
Brandom Music for alleged infringement of its copyright, “They

18

5
8

“Because You’re Mine”
JIMMY BOYD (Columbia)
“I Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa”

i

Monday

Miss MeLaurin, who became a
pro last year via the amateur night
contest at the Apollo Theatre,
N. Y., will cut her initial sides for
Coral at the end of this week. Miss
MeLaurin, incidentally, is the second canary this year to use Derby
as a springboard to a major label.
Several months ago, Sunny Gale
ankled the indie for an RCA Victor pact. Miss Gale’s big Der-by
platter was "Wheel of Fortune."

32

Waltz Again With You”.

FIVE TOP

Coral assignment

head the diskery's rhythm
blues department.

37

18

Home”

Baby’s Coming

(KING)

the indie Derby label, is switching
to the Coral label, J)ecca Records
subsid. Also ankling Derby for
Coral is artist Sc repertoire topper
Phil Rose.. Rose, who takes over

79

2

“Half As Much”

'

81

1

(Capitol)

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
14B

8
.3

5

9

PAUL-MARY FORD

NAT

o

S

T

(Columbia)

TERESA BREWER
13

A

T. B.

(Victor)
Here’’

“Till I

o
u
d

(Essex)

•“Heart and Soul”

13B

Bette MeLaurin, Negro warbler
who hit the bestseller brackets
with her etchings of "I May Hate
Myself In The Morning" and "My

1

(Coral)

“Wish You Were

“My

FROM DERBY TO CORAL

0

38
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“Jambalaya”
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“Yours”

13A
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(London)

JO STAFFORD

14 A
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o
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11A
1B

Q

1

3
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(Victor)

EDDIE FISHER

12

Move

•

6

3

L.

Co.

C/3

CQ

“Trying”

10A

1

New

to

to Me"
HILL TOPPERS (Dot)

DON HOWARD

mendation.

Big 3 Starts
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“Lady of Spain"
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“Oh Happy Day"
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(Victor)

JO STAFFORD

j

3

o
4-1

•

6

“Takes 'Two

|

Q

CO

the Book!l.,

PEARL BAILEY
6

j

o
PU

1-1

2

3

10

Your Wedding"

MARIO LANZA
j

CD
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“Because You’re Mine"

9
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JOHNNY STANDLEY

COPYRIGHT CHANGES
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Heart Belongs To Only You" on

MILLS BROS. (Decca)
“Glow Worm"
JONI JAMES (MGM)
“Why Don’t You Believe Me".
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“I
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re
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Artist, Label, Title
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This Last
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BRITISH GOV’T TO 0.0.

to make some
efforts to get

73

Nov. 29

(Continued on page 44)

London, Nov. 25.
Music pubs here are beginning

re

P
u

National
Rating
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picture just opened at the Music
Hall they wont’ even pay our admission of 40c." Perhaps this was
a bit of an exaggeroo, but there
wore few patrons in the film we
attended. The ventilation was so
bad
even
enchanting
Disney’s
"Robin Hood" sent us back to the

3

w

>

Week Ending
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l
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d
M
3
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inter-

"Unless the

also being aided by his

Key issue in the campaign is
tooter
unemployment,
although
neither side has come up with ft
concrete program to correct the
chronically bad situation among
the' local’s 20,000 members.
The
administration forces have made
recorded, or "canned,” music their
chief target and have promised to
place greater restrictions dn the
use of recorded music in radio and

Inks Milt Herth
other officers of the union.
One aspect of the ballot which
Milt* Herth Trio was inked to
has aroused criticism is that it 'long-term pact by Capitol Records
gives no opportunity to the mem- this week.
bership to vote against a particular
Herth had been waxing under
candidate on the one-party ticket. the Decca Records banner for 15
(Continued on page 45)
years.

to sing.

The few theatre ops we

is

ning with Manuti.

Petrillo,

The most

got over.

marked

unity maneuver with William Feinberg, who ran against the Blues in
1950 under the Unity banner, and
According to Cap exces it’s only
Max Arons, board member and ana temporary shift and the number
other
former oppositionist. The
of eastern wax sessions will pick
unity move with Feinberg and
up after the first of the year. How- Arons,
however,
resulted in a splitever, Alan Livingston, Cap’s veeoff by two Blue vets, A1 Knopf and
pee a.&r. topper, is still headquarIly Jaffe, both of whom are runthe Coast with occasional
tering

go’s

.

m

Stew

Chicago, Dec. 2.
Elections for officers in Chica-

—

—

AFM Stirring

is

the fact that only two main
tiekels are in the field instead of
the three and four party slates
present in the last couple of years.
United opposition to the Blue ticket is expected to put up an extremely close race, although Su-

by

In a reversal of last year’s pitch
to build its eastern headquarters
as the centre of its waxing operation.
Capitol Records has been
holding most of its wax dates on
the Coast.
Eastern wax sessions
have been deemphasized since the
transfer of Dave Cavanaugh from
his post as eastern artist & repertoire head to the kidisk division on
the Coast.

1-Party Chi Ballot

dance orchs, will continue its dance
TV is it, and the bars tune in the policy for its evening bookings.
Frank Dailey, who operates the
best station when they open and
Meadowbrook, plans to tee off the
the customers appear gladly to reDixieland
season Dec. 7 and run it
frain from the oldest of saloon deThe
conversation to listen to through the winter months.
lights
matinees
will be planned along the
every rag-tag and bobtail old film
same
lines
as
the
Dixie
affairs
at
and gab program so long is it is
continuous and loud, which most the Central Plaza and Stuyvesant
Casino
on
New
York’s Second
of them are. The bartenders seem
Ave.
Dailey currently is on the
to prefer this to the old free-swinglookout for a promoter to handle
ing repartee.
The old pull of outdoor and the Sunday shindigs. He’s been
smalltime acts has about passed negotiating with Jack Crvstal, who
with the advent of Ed Sullivan and operates the Central Plaza, but
nothing definite has been set yet.
other top vaude TV offerings. The
best talent is an accepted thing,
Jimmy Dorsey and band booked
and outside of the natural symfor a one-nighter into the Harvest
pathetic attention given to locals
Club in Beaumont, Tex., Dec. 16.
who sing or perform as amateurs,
it's no place for a Gus Sun act to
drug

,

Current election battle

WHA’ H0PPEN’ TO
CAP’S EAST ACCENT?

pointed up with the- prepping of
Sunday afternoon bashes for the
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove. N. J.
The dixieland matinees will be the
Meadowbrook’s initial move away
from its regular danceband pattern.
Spot, which has long been
known as the eastern mecca lor

—

of

cians’ group.

P'&RIETY

Upbeat
of
Dixieland
music;
around the country is further

10 fist. Individual opinions seem
few any of the top 10 are worth
a spin, with regional favorites, that
this writer never heard of, grabbing a good take in the jukes which

control

j

of

MEADOWBROOK

In fact, the Lucky
hit-paraders.
Strike listings appear to mold popularity, the idea being that you’re
hep if you like what’s on the top

,

|

the forthcoming

47th Anniversary Number

.

for

fight

_
Directors of Decca Records do- sonie 12 000 footers will ballot for
dared a regularly quarterly divi- new officers; Main contenders are
dend of 17!l2C. per share at a board incumbent proxy Sam Suber, repmeeting last week.
resenting the Blue Ticket, and A1
Melon is payable Dec. 30 t0i Manuti, vet presidential contender
stockholders of record Dec 15.
who’s heading the opposition musi-

on interesting editorial feature
in

Bi-annual

New York Local 802 biggest in the
American Federation of Musicians,
[winds up tomorrow (Thurs.) when

!

!

Didn’t Believe Me,’’ by "Why
Don’t You Believe Me," was settled out of court this week. Settlement is reported to include a share
in the U.S. royalties as well as
Harms receiving exclusive rights
to "Why Don’t You Believe Me"
in several foreign territories^
Harms alleged that the identity
of melody and similarity of title
between "They Didn’t Believe
Me," which was written by Jerome
Kern in collaboration with Herbert Reynolds, and "Why Don’t
You Believe Me," penned by Lew
Douglas, King Laney and Roy
Rodde, was cause for the claim,
Both firms, incidentally; are American Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers affiliates.

Lou

Krcfetz

named

national

saics manager for Atlantic Records. He was formerly the indie
label’s traveling 'field rep.
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Melchior's Chautauqua

Road

Trek With Troupe To

Scoreboard

Aid Young Musicians
Las Vegas, Dec.

A

*

nitery will serve as a testing

ground for Chautauqua entertainment for the first time next month
when Lauritz Melchior breaks in
his new “Musical Dinner” in which
he will star with eight young musicians. Layout, which spans 105
minutes, will open at the Sahara
Jan. 2 for a one-week run. During
its tenure, however, there’ll be no
service at showtime.
Melchior, who says the 100-city
trek is designed to aid- the young

Coin Machines

artist, has arranged with
the National Federation of Music
Clubs to have two musicians appear during intermission in each
city. They’ll compete for a grand
prize of $750, a trip to Hollywood
and a screen test.
Troupe will play school auditoria principally. Nut will be about
$125,000 for the trek with troupe
getting a minimum of $250 per
week.
Personnel consists of winners of
various musical awards and includes George Roth and Ted Sadpiano duo; and singers
lovski,

Reports of Distribution

Statistical

Retail Disks

American

Retail Sheet

for

strenB th of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is
a statistical system comprising each of the three major
sales outlets enuar * correlated with data from wider sources which are exclusive
,
p ° sitions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de pp wt* scored: two MV*
the case of talent (disks, coin machines ),
i
ana three ways in the case of
tunes (disks, coin machines , sheet music).
?

.

f

un<

*?l

1

2

2

3

ARTIST AND LABEL
JONI JAMES (MGM)
MILLS BROS. (Decca)

1

JO STAFFORD

TUNE

Why Don’t You Believe Me
Glow Worm
[You Belong to Me

(Columbia)

Jambalaya
[Keep it a Secret

j

4

'PATTI

PAGE

I Went to Your Wedding
You Belong to Me

(Mercury)

group.

6

EDDIE FISHER

5
7

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
PEARL BAILEY (Coral)

(Victor)

Albany, Dec. 2.
Vaughn Monroe played to 1,800
customers at $1.80 tab in the State
Armory here Saturday (29). It was
his first appearance here since he
topped the bill at Fabian’s Palace
three years ago.
Monroe will launch a one-nighter tour in the midwest after New
Year’s. Monroe is scheduled to report at Republic Studios in March
for a musical. His previous screen
stints for that company have been
Westerns.

7
8
9

10

8

10

'

This
Last
week. week.

on Broadway, where
Christian
Andersen” is

rion Theatre

showing, to hawk copies of the
Loesser score for the pic. Since
the pic opened last week, the
counter has sold over 6,000 copies
on the various Loesser tunes.
Publishing firm’s general manager, Herb Reis, is currently eyeing the possibility of using the
same setup in other theatres when
the pic goes into general release
Dec. 26. Reis is considering making a deal with the operators of
thj candy counters to handle the
sheet music off the pic.
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2

;i

3

3

4

1

8

8
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7

5

8
9
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6
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•

10

mu-

TUNE

GLOW WORM
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE
YOU BELONG TO ME
i Went to your wedding

Gene Block to Army

U.

S.

Army

last

week.

The programming chpre has been
taken over fry Harvey Geller, formerly of London Records publicity
staff.

to Lanin

Mg t.

James Grady, formerly with Mae
Johnson Agency, has joined Howard Lanin Management.
He’s booking the British Colonial
Nassau, for. that office, plus
other accounts.

Robert Alien. He
recently, however,

PUBLISHER
.E. B. Marks
Brandon
.. Ridgeway

is collafrfring

.

ME.

. , .

.

ers.

’Goodman Anthology’

Randy Smith
Harman

Extending its Jong-play packaging program into the pop field, Columbia Records is releasing six
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You Belong to Me (Ridgeway)
Glow Worm (Marks)
Don’t You Believe Me (Brandom)
I Went to Your Wedding (Hill-R)
Because You’re Mine (Feist).,,.,
Jambalaya (Acuff-R)
Takes Two Tango (Harman)
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and Met soprano Margaret Harshaw will be soloist.
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Bernie Wayne, orch leader who
recorded under the King Records
banner, has disbanded his orch to
concentrate on songwriting.
Wayne, who penned the current
wax instrumentals, “Verardero”
and “Vanessa,” debuts in the musicomedy field with the score for
upcoming tab show at the Versailles, N. Y., which is set to preem
Dec. 10.

time in 13 years,
the Boston Symphony Orchestra
will give a Pension Fund concert
in New York, at Carnegie Hall,
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For Songwriting Chores
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Goodman Anthology/’

Wayne Disbands Orch

9
w

P

w

about

will include both of
Goodman’s “concert” disk sets as
well as one collection of his old
orch sides and another bf his small
combo works. Set will be called

Casals Festival series, comprising
over 10 long-play platters apiece.
Despite the approximately $50
price tag, both sets sold strongly.
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disks in

retail for

Album

Columbia previously used the
package idea for the two Pablo

*p.
£

LP

Col Packaging

Feist

JAMBALAYA
LADY OF SPAIN
IT’S IN THE BOOK

and Allen split
and Roberts now
with several compos-

.

....St. Louis

BECAUSE YOU’RE- MINE
TRYING
TAKES TWO TO TANGO

,

V*

Gene Block, son of disk jockey
Martin Block and programmer of
the “Make Believe Ballroom” platter show on WNEW, N. Y., began

Book

For the past couple of years
Roberts had been turning out a

PfiRiEfr

debut with his
new Sands
Hotel. He’ll backstop the fioorshow,
which headlines Danny Thomas, In
addition to providing the dance

Grady

.

at the

Evelyn Knight on tour.

in the

It’s

flock of t':nes in collaboration with

Survey of retail sheet music
sales based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week

2.

Sinatra recently was musical director for the Mario Lanza show.
Prior to that, he accompanied

.

HETAIL SHEET BEST SELIEBS

sical director, will

his hitch in the

MARIO LANZA (Victor)
VERA LYNN (London)
JOHNNY STANDLEY (Capitol)

the “Benny

Band

beat.

,

TUNES

publishing company, hao set up a
counter in the lobby of the Crite-

Sinatra, longtime radio

Trying
Takes Two to Tango
Because You’re Mine
Yours

POSITIONS

Loesser Uses Counter In
Lobby to Sell ‘Hans’ Score
Frank Music, Frank Loesser’s

Ray

Roberts believes that the young
writers aren’t falling for the quick
payoff lure of Broadcast Music,
Inc., and are showing a definite
preference for an ASCAP affiliation. In the long run, Roberts added, the cieffer winds up with bigger returns from ASCAP while the
BMI royalty returns decrease.
There’s also evidence, he revealed,
that a growing number of BMI
cleffers are angling to transfer
the^p catalogs to ASCAP.

(Outside of Heaven

Qne-Niter Tour in '53

own band Dec. 15

material.

Conquest
(Wish You Were Here
jLady of Spain

Monroe Skedded For

Las Vegas, Dec.

payoff.

Roberts revealed that since joining ASCAP in 1937 his total payoff just about reached the $25,Q0Q
mark. “That’s not much in 15
years,” he said, “but I’ve been able
to make money from writing by
supplementing the ASCAP income
with royalties on the stream of
new songs I’ve continually got
working for me.’1 There are many
other ASCAP writers who get as
little as $15 a quarter but who
make a comfortable livelihood from
cleffing by steadily turning out new

TALENT

POSITIONS
This
Last
week. week.

selections and finally pop stuff.
Singers will be used both as soloists and as members of a choral

Sinatra's

—

WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 29

"

gram will be in six parts, starting
with a selection of romance songs,
followed by the’ piano team and
selections from grand opera. After the local, talent fills in the intermission period, the Melchior
troupe resumes with more operatic

Ray

Music

as Published in the Current Issue

Shirley Emmons, Angeline Collins,
Val Valente, Alan Werner, Michael
Roberts and Edward Williams. Pro-

“Hans

writer payoff plan. According to
Roberts, these writers are trying
to make a living from ASCAP instead of from songwriting. “If the
writers would write more,” Roberts
added, “they’d squawk less.”
The dissident cleffers who are
demanding a bigger slice of the
ASCAP melon want their past efforts to bring in heftier coin return instead of trying to. turn out
new tunes to cash jin on current
mechanical and performance royalties. “ASCAP isn’t a charity organization,” Roberts stated, “and
no matter what system the society
devised, these writers would still
claim it wasn’t equitable.” Roberts
figured that if these cleffers got
their current suggested revisions,
the majority \vould end up with
about $10 more on their quarterly

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

»

A Roberts

Lyricist Allan Roberts holds no
brief for cleffers who are continually squawking for revision of
the current American Society of
Composers, Authors ’& Publishers

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from

ASCAP

Bigger

Not Squawks:

OF

2.

to

Payoff Is More Tunes,

• •

Pierre

first

(7).

Monteux

Riccardo to

Danny

will

conduct

Do Sfnglo

Riccardo,

vocalist

with

the Elliot Lawrence "orch for the
past two years, Is ankling the band
to go out as a soloist. He’ll be replaced by Jack Hunter.
Hunter was the original vocalist
with the Lawrence crew.

,

-
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ORCHESTKAS-IMUSIC

Inside Orchestras—Music

Band Review
KEN HARRIS ORCH

(S)

With Loralne Daly

•

Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City
The Ken Harris crew is a newcomer to these parts, although the
band has been playing the midwest
and the south for several years.
They are in the Terrace Grill of
the Muehldbach for the Thanksgiving season and giving a credit-

.yeclnesda y, December 3, 1952

‘~*- -~Tfiimr-

BMI Partying Pubs
On ‘Hit Parade’ Lineun

,

Marking the 75th anni of its founding, the British publishing firm of
jackets and mixes
and tunes into the Francis, Day & Hunter has published a history of the company, “The
numbers throughout the evening. Story of Francis, Day & Hunter,” written by company exec John AbThe Irish kick is becoming an ear- bott, who’s currently visiting in the U. S. As Abbott relates the firm
mark of the organization, and gives was founded in the early 1870’s through a conjunction of a couple of
it a distinctive flavor.
minstrel show producers, William and James Francis, with a songIn the vocal department, Lo- writer, Harry Hunter, who also ran a minstrel troupe. In 1877, they
raine Daly handles the most of
teamed with a young business man, David Day, who joined the firm,
the assignments, “doing pops, balwhich was then known as Francis Bros. & Day.
lads and Latins and working in 'a
The book traces the intertwining bf the publishing firm’s history
trio. A stately blonde, her warbMax Dreyfus, of the Chappell Music empire in the
lings are in the throatier stylings with Louis and
S. and Britain; Sir Harry Lauder, the late Scot minstrel, and other
U.
and on the accomplished side.
Leader adds a good deal to the show biz names of the era. Abbott also details the impact of the
output with his fancy fingerings British Copyright Act of 1911 on the music business with stress on the
and takes a frequent turn on the imnnrtam»o nf disk royalties and the creation of the Performing Rights
Kelly
Irish

green

introes

able accounting of themselves.
Music stylings of the outfit are
on tenor lines, centered around
the piano fingering of the leader.
Keynote is dansability and crew
accomplishes this nicely with its
Quin.
own particular brand of voicing celeste.
and varifety of rhythms. Harris surShowland Launches Band Policy
rounds himself with an instruDallas, Dec. 2.
mentation of three reeds, pair of
Name band bookings every two
trumpets, string bass and drums.
There is an unusual note in the weeks will be the new policy at
proceedings as Harris has woven Pappy’s Showland, local nite spot.
First band into
the spot is
an Irish pitch into the stylings.
He has the crew decked out in Johnny Long.
.

Broadcast Music, Inc., i s h
0 i<t
ing a dinner at the Waldorf-As~
toiia Hotel, N. Y., Dec. 11 to
ga i a

its affiliated publishers
who had
tunes on the Lucky Strike
“Hit
Parade” show during 1952.
BMI tunes have been dominant
on the “Hit Parade” show
this
year by a wide margin over
the
American Society of Composers
Authors & Publishers, frequently
controlling four and five numbers
out of the top seven.

Society (Britain’s ASCAP).
The 85-page book is illustrated by early sheet-music covers and photos
and present execs of the firm.

Kaye’s

of past

Reviewer in another paper said Eileen Barton’s Coral platter of
“Little Match Girl” is a “warm reading of this new story ballad about
the little match girl,” one of Dickens’ well-known characters. This would
be news to long-gone Danish writer of children’s stories, Hans Christian Andersen, whose life story is subject of current film biog.
However, confusion of Andersen with Dickens is not too far-fetched,
since the Dane was ardent admirer of the British novelist an admiration that wasn’t completely reciprocated. When Andersen visited Dickens at his Gad’s Hill home in 1857, he stayed five weeks and outstayed
his welcome. After he finally left, Dickens placed a card on his dress-

—

ing-table mirror. It read:
“Hans Christian Andersen slept in this
seemed to the family ages.”

for five weeks which

room

Revamping their operation to the dominance of the disclick, music
publishers are currently arranging stock orchestrations of plug songs
Idea to tie the orchestrations to the
to the flavor of the wax version.
disk interpretation was developed by arrangers Paul Weirick and Fred
Barovlck, who are selling the orch on a freelance basis.
Jack Gold Music launched the new idea with his stock orch on “My
Favorite Song.” Included in the orchestration are a regular dance arrangement, a femme vocal arrangement patterned after Georgia Gibbs’
hit slice for Mercury and a choral version styled after the Ames Bros,
cut for Coral Records.

5|G

1-Niter

Pottstown, Pa., Dec.

2.

In the next-to-final one-niter
of

his

two-month

tour,

Sammy

Kaye

racked up a $5,550 gross at the
Sunnybrook Ballroom here Saturday (29). Orch drew 2,450 pavee*
at a $2.25 ’top.

Tour,

which

wound up
day (30).

teed off Oct 4
in Holyoke, Mass., Sun-

Toni Arden, Mgr.

Split

Songstress Toni Arden has settled her management contract with
Jerry Purcell.

She will have no management
tieup, temporarily at least, though
Music Corp. of America continues
to book her.

On The Way!

THIRTY-TWO
and

Further pointing up impact of television as a disk plugging medium
recent revival spurt of the Columbia platter of Les Compagnons de
Chansons’ ‘Three. Bells.” The French singing Team reprised the
song about two months ago on* Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town” via
CBS-TV and sales have been climbing ever since. Although the platter was issued last year on Col’s pop label, the tele plug is being credited with having pushed it into its current bestseller slot.
Disk is
currently Col’s number three selling trailing Jo Stafford’s waxings of
“Keep It a Secret” and “Jambalaya.”
is

la

FEET

Show biz sidelight on the current N. Y. State Crime Investigating
Committee’s probe into politics and racketeering is the prominence
of music industry attorneys..
Theodore Kiendl, counsel for the committee, is special counsel for the American Society of Composers, Authors
Publishers while the attorney for the missing Thomas (ThreeFingers Brown) Luchese is Louis Frohlich, also an
attorney.
Chairman of the committee is former Judge Joseph M. Proskauer, who
represented Warner Bros, in the antitrust consent decree hearings.

&

ASCAP

Country Chatter
Frank Kelton left Nashville last
week to set up his Kenny, Mason
& Dixon, and Franklin pubbery
headquarters in Los Angeles.
Fred Rose planed to the Coast
Sunday (30) via Phoenix on business.

Ray Price and Webb Pierce together for Georgia dates next week
with showings in Albany, Dec. 9.
Waycross (10), Macon (11) and Columbus (12).
Roy Acuff’s group
will be flying for Oklahoma City
(7); Kenmore, N. D., (9); Huron,
S. D., (10); and Springfield, 111.,
(ID.
The Duke of Paducah does
an American Legion show in Bluefield, W. Va. (8). Bill Monroe and
Grandpa Jones play together in
Akron (7).
Lonzo & Oscar will
headline in Atlanta (7).
Ben Sabia, who has been handling Hill & Range’s Nashville
post for several months, returned
to the Coast last week for an indefinite stay.

The Lee Forster Barndance
Gang of WHLD in Niagara Falls,
N. Y„ are taking over the Ellicott
Manor in Lancaster every Friday
night with round and square dancing.

Dave
fifth

Walshak

year at

beginning his
in Gonzales,
directs the procarries the rural

KCTI

where he
gramming and

Tex.,

spinning chores.
Ray Whitley, who has been playing with the Tommy Scott show,
lias left to take over booking for
the group. Whitley hits the southern states this week to set dates

DANNY WINCHELL

in that area.

Tex Ritter currently on a tour
which he will play 30 stands in
Oregon,
Washington
and Idaho. Booking was handled
by Hal Spcctor of the Beverly Hills

Sings

m

California,

MCA

office.

Capitol’s Skccts McDonald has
signed with Jamboree Attractions
of Chicago who will handle his
personal appearances, radio and
.

TV

IN

CAROLINA
THE MORNING
M®M 11335
K 11335

THERE GOES
MY HEART
78
45

RPM
RPM

business.

Dea « Turner on
is now in his 20th year in
having started as a singer
and now one of the area’s ‘d.j.

KWBC
radio,

personalities.

Buster White of Entertainment,
Inc., in Savannah, is lining up top
country names for local appearances.
White had Hank Williams
for a recent appearance at Savannah's Municipal Auditorium and
brought Carl Smith in on Dec. 2.

MGM
THE GREATEST
7

0

1

RECORDS

NAME

SEVENTH AVE

IN

ENTERTAINMENT

NEW-YORK
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DONT LET
THE STARS
GET IN

YOUR EYES

ff

RCA VICTOR 20 / 47-5064
This

Week s BEST SELLING RCA

Victor Records
Playing

POPVLAH

Tima

APRIL IN PORTUGAL/PENN WHISTLE BLUES

.

20/47 5052

... 3:15/2:25

20/47 5081

.

. .

2:53/2:44

.

. .

3:00/2:52

. . .

2:33/2:26

Freddy Martin

THE THINGS MIGHT HAVE BEEN/A TEAR CAN FALL
I

Lily

Ann

Carol

•

TWLIGHT BOOGIE JUNGA-JUNGA

20/47 5082

The Three Suns
*

LULUBELLE POLKA/SCOOP POLKA

20/47 5071

.

Johnny Vadnal and Orch

•

a

GIGOLETTE/OPEN YOUR HEART

20/47 5080

r-

.

.

.

2:32/2:12

.

.

.

2:35/3:07

.

.

.

2:30/2:03

.

.

.

2:02/2:05

20/47 5069

...

2:18/2:39

20/47 5070

.

.

.

2:46/2:30

.

.

.

2:52/2:50

...

3:00/3:10

Joe Allegro

SACRED
JOHN THE BAPTIST/MY HEART

GETS SAD

AND LONESOME

.

.

20/47 5061

Brother Dutch Coleman

THE GREATEST 5IN/YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN' YET

20/47

M62

....

L’

.

I

Curtis

Gordon

PLOWED A CROOKED FURROW/HICKORY

20/47 5063

STICK

Diamond Brothers

RHYTHM-BLUES
WAKE UP FOOL/ PLEASE

i

HELP

ME

FIND

MY WAY HOME

.

.

.

Otis Blatjkwell

PEARLY LEE/LOOKIN' FOR

MY BABY

Big Boy Crudup

CHILDREN'S
TEXAS FOR ME/CHICKERY CHICK

.

W/WY

462

Dale Evans

COlXKCTOnS*
DID

,

YOU SEE MY DAdDY OVER THERE?/MOTHER S PRAYER

.

20/447 0023

Eddy Arnold

RCA
first

in

VICT0R
recorded

music

"MIS MASTER S VOICE':

+

;

M»l>
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OPS

(Week Ending Nov." 29)

Lifts Sc

Mommy

Kissin’ Santa

White Christmas
Rudolph Reindeer
Washington, Dec.

1.

Frosty The Snowman. .Hill-R
B VC
onderland
Winter

2.

St. Joseph Terpery
Destroyed in 150G Fire

Top

action not only eliminates

on prices which may be
charged for the sale of the maalso ceilings on the
but
chines,
prices charged to the public for
plays on the gadgets.
A couple of suits against juke-,
box ops for increasing the price of
plays from 5c to 10c per record,
Will probably be dropped quietly.

SAW MOMMY

1

5.

ceilings

Les Paul-Mary Ford

Molly Bee *

SANTA CLAUS

KISSIN'

±

...Nat (King) Cole

I'M

WILLIE CLAUS

Joseph, Mo., Dec. 2.
Town's top ballroom, the Frog
Hop, burned to the ground in an

benefits.

IN

BECAUSE' YOU'RE MINE
NEVER SATISFIED

4.

early morning fire last week. Loss

COLUMBIA
1.
I SAW MOMMY

from the fire was estimated at
$150,000. The ballroom was a wood-

2.

Most of the country’s name
bands at one time or another have
played the Frog Hop, which drew
widely from the surrounding ter-

Jimmy Boyd

3.

4.

IF

5.

I

MY OWN HEART

Teresa Brewer
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
HELLO BLUE BIRDS
Pe?rl Bailey
,
TANGO
TAKES TWO TO
LET THERE BE LOVE
Ames Bros-Les Brown
NO MOON AT ALL
DO NOTHING TILL YOU HEAR FROM ME

2.

3.

past

eras

there

were

i.

occa-

sional standout femme jazz mustclans, such as Lil Hardin (Louis
Armstrong’s first wife), who headed a top Dixieland combo, and
Billie Rogers, who played trumpet
in the old Charlie Barnet band. But
jazz

as widespread

as

£

CORAL
1.

p

icy.

been
J has never
it is nowadays.

Rosemary Clooney J

HAD A PENNY

YOU'RE AFTER

4

gir i

the influx of gal footers into

Jo Safford

Johnnie Ray-Dorls Day

SAYS
MA SAYS
A FULL TIME JOB
PA"

ritory.

Jo Stafford

act

con-

groups in recent months, and Ralph
Watkins, boniface of the Embers
N. Y. east side spot, has been gi vi
ing them a top showcase in his
club as part of his regular jazz 0
In

KISSIN' SANTA CLAUS.
THUMBELINA
KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART
JAMBALAYA
EARLY AUTUMN

en structure.

37

*

YOUR ARMS AND
MY BABY'S COMING HOME
SPAIN
OF
LADY

TAKE ME

Femme Orchs
Continued from page

;

Johnny Standley
to get into the
^ will attempt
Nltery bookers are showing
Les Paul-Mary Ford
siderable interest in the new
/
HOLD ME

IN THE BOOK (2 Parts)
MEET MR. CALLAGHAN

St.

policing of such Ceilings far out-

ARTIST

IT’S

3.

'finfHiTnmrr

machines were lifted last weekend by the Office of Price Stabilization, because the operation and

The

Nicholas

St.

.

Companies’ Best Sellers-,

CAPITOL

Berlin

W

2.

Price ceilings on jukeboxes, pinball games and other amusement

weighed the

LDisk

Harman

.

4
"

Youmans’ Tune Picked
For March of Dimes Pic
Vincent Youmans’ “Through the
Years” will be the featured tune
in the 1953 March of Dimes film
sponsored by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.

J
f

Pic, which is being produced by
Metro, will feature Howard Keel

singing and narrating.

-

a

Cornell

^

Kareli Chandler

J

Don

T

BE FAIR

HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
ONE DREAM

5.

DECCA
GLOW WORM

tuxedo that’s making
Mills Bros.

1.

0

76cic

-

a

CC aicvtUfj

2.

3.

4.

WINTER

5.
1.

the shawl collar

AFTER ALL
JUST SQUEEZE ME
HEART AND SOUL
DON'T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES
SALLY
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS
LA ROSITA
KEEP IT A SECRET
SLEIGH BELL SERENADE

4

^
Four Aces J

style news!

Red Foley 4
Four Aces f
Bing Crosby

4.

Patti

Page

+

Patti

Page

MERCURY
WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
YOU BELONG TO ME
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
CONQUEST
FORGETTING YOU
FORGIVE AND FORGET
IT’S WORTH ANY PRICE YOU PAY
KENTUCKY BABE
MOTH AND THE FLAME
PHOTOGRAPH ON THE OLD PIANO
I

1.

WONDERLAND

2.

S.

Recorded by
4.

ARMSTRONG-GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
THE VOICES OF WALTER SCHUMANN 'Capitol
GUY LOMBARDO-ANDREWS SISTERS Decca.

LOUIS

PERRY

COMO

(Victor)

SAMMY KAYE (Columbia
TOMMY SOSEBEE (Coral'
FRED
THE

WARING

5.

:!

M-G-M

i

1.

|,“

AMES BROTHERS

JOHNNY MERCER

-

(Coral

(Capitol)

2.

JAMBALAYA

4.

JAN GARBER

J

+

Tommy Edwards t

SINNER OR SAINT
BE FAIR
COME TO THE MARDI GRAS

5,

THE THREE SUNS (Victon

Joni James, 4

Art Mooney +

Hank Williams

WINDOW SHOPPING
YOU WIN AGAIN

(Mercury'

BUDDY CLARK (Columbia

Eddy Howard J
Georgia Gibbs J

DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
PURPLE SHADES
LAZY RIVER
HONESTLY

*•

JAN AUGUST

Richard Hayes

WHY

3.

(Decca:

:

Billy Eckstine

t

T

RCA VICTOR
DON'T LET-THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

-

1

LIES

.Perry

Como 4

Spike Jones +
I SAW MOMMY KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS
WINTER
CHRISTMAS DAY
Eddie Fisher 4
THAT’S WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS TO ME
.-.Eddie Fisher f
4 4. LADY OF SPAIN
OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN .Eddie Fisher, H. Winterhalter Ore. ::
BECAUSE
YOU’RE
MINE
5.
Mario Lanza t
4
THE SONG THE ANGELS SING
4»4-4- + 444444444-44444444 4 4-44-4 44 + » 444444 44<
M 4 444 +4 ++
2.

(Capitol'

'

JOHNNY LONG (Coral)
FRAN McKENNA 'Cardinali

4

3.

.

.

.

*76c

'Wtei'icf,

it -

'Heut

^ %

i

.

eign

SANTA

Tavern TV
Continued from page 39

and bad coffee in the taverns,
which seem to tap the cream of

vichy_

the spenders.

The dough comes from

CLAUS’ PARTY

ture and industry, an unskilled girl

drawing down $65 per week for
threading

Recorded by
LES

BAXTER, HIS CHORUS

AND ORCHESTRA

agricul-

,

little

ones into big ones,

and those who deal in cattle and
farm produce have new Cadillacs.
$4,000 Buicks are strictly a dime a
dozen. Our $700 second-hand for-

car attracted

attention

only

because it looked different.
The unattached kids and an occasional a.k. dominate the amusement patrons throughout this area.
The factory workers (without their
wives or husbands usually) also
chip in plenty for entertainment
such as described herein, and the
•cowhands- are a caution on Saturday nights. In sum, this wide strip
of mid-Pennsylvania is ranch-type.
Square dances really bring ’em out.
We doubt .if .a;iy thing just like the
present situation has existed and it
would be our observation that the
jukebox operators and the bars
with TV have show biz sewed up.

THE ORIGINAL

TONY MARTIN
TUXEDO
The slender Skinner satin
lapels make you look
taller,

(Capitol)

slimmer, trimmer.

The 2-ply imported
worsted in midnite blue
is

America's- Fastest

BREGMAN, VOCCO and CONN,
NEW YORK

®

CHICAGO

*

Inc.

HOLLYWOOD

-Selling-Records!

lightweight enough for

year ’round wear! Look
for the Tony Martin
signature on the label.

At Better
Dealers Everywhere

Wednesday* December B/ 1952
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Leslie Abbott Picks

Miller Publishing

On

Winning Am Songs

the Upbeat

Up

U.S. Tunes, Back to U.K.

Chi Ballot

Leslie Abbott, Southern Music’s
Music, of the Robbins,
Continued from page 39
London rep, planed back to EngMiller (Big Three) comMembers are required to vote for land last week after a three-week
bine, will publish the cleffing
efJan. 19 . . . Tommy Brown
all candidates in the various
In for forts of two amateurs
cate- o.o. of the Tin Pan Alley scene.
who
1
won
a
Room,
During his stay in New York,
George Shearing Quintet opens ivansas
Kansas' }??"
City, Dec. 8 before
contest sponsored by the publish- gories of trial board members, ex£oinc
Y.,
tomorrow
Birdland, N.
t
t
T P Hat e r
at
ay ton °ec. ing firm as part of its “Steve Allen amining board members, interna- Abbott set deals for handling the
Georgia
Gibbs
opens
.
»
c
24
to Jan 8
(Thurs.)
*
Getz crosses Song Book”
tional union delegates and top exec British rights to “Blues In Adengagement at the fho
promotion.
a two-week
t0 Pl
Hotel's Cocoanut Toronto, Dec. o J* y the Colonial,
vance,” a Howie Richmond copyNick Maldo, of Providence, won officers.
2 for a week . . .
Grove, L. A., today (Wed.) . . . Orioles are at Uncle Tom’s,
If all candidates are not voted right; “My Baby’s Coming Home,”
De- with his melody to an Allen lyric
Joni James into Capitol Theatre,! troit, Dec. 1 for seven davs
under the title of “Walking Down for, the ballot will be invalidated. published by Boston disk jockey
Washington, Dec. 11 . . Ella Fitzn Grim * s d es a 10 ‘ day stand a Country Road,”
while Pearl In short, it’s charged that the ad- Sherm Feller’s firm, Roxlpury MuJ? Gleason
ni
£
gerald into Angelo’s, Omaha, Dec. at
s,
Cleveland, Dec. 15 Kaufman, New York, came out on ministration has rigged the ballot
sic. Abbott also* optioned several
Nat (King) Cole inked for .
.
Lynn Hope comes into the ter- top with
9
her lyric to Allen’s “The so that every candidate will get the tunes from the E. B. Marks Music
forthcoming Warner Bro% pic,
J
18 0r a Week at the
Golden
Jj
same
number
n?V
Wedding
of
votes,
Waltz.”
Each
thus ruling catalog, among which was the
Jerry Vale, Ebony
Fhnnv Club, Cleveland,
.
“Blue Gardenia” .
Jan. 18,
recent Columbia Records pactee, and then goes into Uncle Tom’s writer received a $250 advance out any implied criticism against Dixieland oldie, “Oh, Didn’t He
from
Miller Music.
the less popular men on the ballot. Ramble.”
began an indefinite, engagement at Detroit, Jan. 26 for two weeks.
the Boulevard, Queens, yesterday

Miller

Feist

^

New York

&

OjaM

^

’

.

*

,

TWnt^n

Ambassador

,

.

.

.

.

.

Frances Faye pacted
(Tues.)
Dick
by General Artists Corp. .
Pittsburgh
Linke, Capitol Records eastern
Luis Morales
promotion manager, out on a disk Lounge placed band at Carnival
under longterm
jockey tour with 13-year-old vo- personal management
contract by
calist Molly Bee,
Maurice Spitalny office
.
Ted
Jeannette added to Tommy Car.

.

.

.

.

.

Chicago

.

week at the
week of Dec.

set for a

.

Casa Loma, St. Louis,
9 before going into the Schroeder,
Milwaukee, Dec. 17 for two frames.
Harris then repeats at the Casa
Paul Neighbors
Loma Jan, 1
follows Harris into the Schroeder
Dec. 30 for two weeks before going into the Chase, St. Louis, Jan.
Tommy Tucker at the Stat17
ler, Buffalo, Dec. 2 for 14 days . .
Harry Ranch’s band returns to
Colony Club, McClure, III., Dec,
16 for a month, the sixth repeat
. Buddy De Franco in
this year .
for two weeks at the Blue Note,
starting Jan. 2 .
. Dave Brubeck’s
group goes into the Midway, Pittsburgh Dec. 12 for a nine-day stand.
Harry Gibbs pacted for two
weeks at the Frolics, Columbus, O.,
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

now

with Bob Scott’s outfit . . .
Dolby, just out of the Army,
trumpet man with Baron El-

new
liott

.

.

.

THi

S

i

r.

a

"o'" AJ G

M

NEW HAPPY

o . THE

SONG

CHRISTMAS

ROSES
r HR 1STI*MAS
™
hv

«.

w£Y MEX

Words and Music

Vagabonds opened Thanks-

giving Night (27) at Vogue Terrace
for 10 days
Ted Perry, former
vocalist with Walter Gable’s orch
at Ankara, now singing with Wes
Parker.
.

.

.

.

JO STAFFORD FRANKIF
columb.a
pecordn 0

Dallas
Richards is headliner Dec.
22- Jan. 1 in the Baker Hotel’s
Caigil

Mural Room.

aimc

^IU MHE
I

Page follows

Patti

with a fortnight, Jan. 2-16, with
Hal Pruden’s orch a holdover for
both dates
Reta Rey opens
.
Dec. 30 at the Colony Club, where
Mel Tonne’s new date is Jan. 20
Ted Lewis orch and revue set
for Fort Worth, San Antonio and
Alice, Tex., one-nighters before
Dec. 9 date at Houston’s Shamrock
Hotel ,
Sky Club owner Joe
Bonds and Houston’s Shepherd
King, husband of Samia Gamal,
jelling a deal for clubs in Austin
and Houston. Pair will use the oneprice policy of Sky Club (beer and
setups free). Acts will open here,
then play the new locations.
.

“BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE”

Have More Fun Singing and Playing

You'll

.

•

Tom

Year

,

lyn s sax section
pied Pipers
go into Copa week of Dec. 15 .
Bob McFadden/ local baritone who.
won Arthur Godfrey’s “Talent
Scouts recently, landed a singing
job at the Blackstone Hotel in Chi
Gene Kurtz and Renn Manetti,
formerly with Tommy Carlyn, are
.

Ken Harris

This

.

.

because

.

.

YOU RE
i MINE
lCO

c

E

1

bT

.

Omaha

INC

Ruth Coleman’s

It’*

orch in

girl

at']

Lincoln’s Italian Village, with Nat
Towles quintet following until Jan.
20 . . . Stan Kenton due in at

Music by

Organthis month
Harold Kline opened at PrenYe Olde Tavern, Norfolk.

Peony Park
ist

JESSE GREER

.

.

.

ger’s

broth

Program today Yesterday's

get

Best British Sheet Sellers
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(Week ending Nov.
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Faith Move Mountains.
Mills
Blue Tango
Maurice
Auf Wiederseh 'n
Robbins
High Noon
Mellin
I’m Yours
My Love and Devotion Fields
.Robbins
Because You’re Mine.
Duchess
Kiss of Fire
Moon Malaya .... Macmelodies
Bron
Ecstasy Tango
Hit Songs
Faith

that

C#dim

i

Meet Mr. Callaghan

- ried

hope

=4=

F#(Jim

f

cook - er

who

got
hap - py,

Second 12

BMI

uu - per
Cous- in Lu V lu
Hope I’ve made ’em

=#=
=4=

pres- sure

Somewhere Along Way. Magna

Another

Bought a

of,
of,

:‘J

My Baby .... Victoria

"Walkin’

glove,

F

25.

Mellin
.Maurice
Robbins
Half as Much
Chappell
You Belong to Me
Reine
Homing Waltz
Reine
Forget-Me-Not
Chappell
Sugarbush
Cinephonic
Feet Up
Mfcddox
Zing, a Little Zong
Dash
Walkin’ to Missouri
.

er Tim a
natch - er’s
the dress she’s dream-ing
that Pa’s been talk - in*

-

22)

London, Nov.

My

Heart
in
Isle' of Innisfree. .

Here

HEAD

pipe

that with the
8

is

ros-es

Hit

doht let the stars
GET IH YOUR EYES
Published by 4 Star

letJ^4

sw.7i

Cap.: Lola Ameclio
Como™. VJc.. slim Wil* n r*°n-Cor«l; Ray

Red Foleyhofcca.

Broadcast Music, Inc.
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til
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DARTMOUTH MUSIC

INC., 666 Pifth Ave.,

New York,

N.Y.

MaDo " aW"-Ca P-!

S«0 Fifth Avenue, Hew York 36, N.Y,
WtWTPM . <HI (»C0 . HOlLTWOOt . TOIONIO •

DARTMOUTH MUSIC,
L0R1N<# IUZZELL,

Inc.
Prof* Mgr,

Fifth Avtitu*

464
.

Htw

York If, H. Y.

LUCKY WILIER, W#$t Cooit Roprofonfativo

Wednesday, December

VAUDEVILLE
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Toronto Offers Jack Arthur 3-Yr. Pact

Joe Laurie,

Jr.

52d

As Prod. After 430G Tony Martin Pull
Toronto, Dec. 2.
three-year contract, with options, for production of the 24,000sealer grandstand' show’ at the
Canadian National Exhibition here
has been offered to Jacjc Arthur,
With his decision expected within

A

•

ture grossed $430,000 at $2.50 top better than with Jimmy Durante
for the 14 night performances. last year, and $8,000 more than
Customers paid an additional 50c with Danny Kaye in 1950.
to enter the grounds, for an addi-'
One possible hitch is that
tional bite of $168,000, or actually Famous Players (Canadian) Corp.,

for kids seeking to unload them
selves before Uncle’s greetings
hit
them? It’s practically the same dur
ing every war period,, but the rel
lease that was available to youngsters of other periods has evaporated because of the pressure of varil
.ous. vice investigations.
The 52d
Streeters are a “lost generation”
of this period. At one spot there
hold tried to steer the kids to the were a pair of nice-looking youngspot’s other operation at the Hotel sters discussing a high fidelity amplification problem right in the
Sharon on West 46th St.
middle of a stripper’s act.
‘See Cyr and Die’

*

an amusing bylln# plec®

Mayor Allan Lamport to engage
more Canadian talent and dispense
with such costly American headRushed in on two liners, city’s share was higher this
fortnight.
this
produce
to
notice
summer. With Tony Martin headmonths’
year’s CNE show, Arthur’s ven- ing, the Arthur show did $11,000

la the

forthcoming

47 tk Anniversary Number
of

Variety

’

a $3 top.
Arthur’s deal this summer was
over
plus
flat,
$12,000
$350,000, thus giving him^close to
Understood
chore.
the
$18,000 for
proposed contract covering next
three years ,is slightly better than
this summer’s emergency one-shot,
more advance time being required

USO-CS Execs To

with which Arthur has been connected for nearly 40 years and
which granted him two months’
leave of absence to CNE this summer, may not see its way clear to
release, him for longer periods over
Although
ensuing three years.
parley ofL top USO-Camp
Arthur refused commeht, it’s fig- Shows’ execs is siated for the Coast
ured unlikely that he would sever shortly with Lawrence Phillips,
henceforth to line up talent. There his association with Famous shouldpl
exec veepee, planing out Saturday
were last-minute- cancellations for the exhibition pressure him into a
(6) to start huddles with CS board
f
the 52 show, climaxed by Para- contract deadline plus setting up
chairman Abe Lastfogel, They’ll
mount^ nixing of the Betty Hutton his time schedule.
joined by CS prexy James Saube
deal, and the almost 11th hour
ter who’ll take off in about a week,
pacting of Tony Martin.
Among the projec.ts to be 'disOn previous grandstand shows
cussed will be^the Resumption of
stressing big names, the William
the Coast office which will be
Morris Agency and/or Music Corp.
headed by Ed Lowry, who formerly was in charge of the Hollywood
office which has been closed for
some time. Lowry has been producing units for Camp Shows in
Betty Hutton, who returned last recent months. He did a unit which
recently
took off for Europe. Other
$230,from
Europe,
grossed
week
packages include one destined for
400 in her eight weeks of theatres
the Alaskan command, which takes
there.
Her takes were exceeded off Dec. 29, and another for the
only by those of Danny Kaye, but Far East which ships out Jan. 5.
difference represents a comparaOther major item of business on
tively small margin, relating largethe Lastfogel-Sauter-Phillips agenly to amount of standing room sold.
da will be the Christmas enterHighest grosses, of course, were tainment for GIs overseas by Holregistered in her four-week stand lywood actors.
at the Palladium, London,- where
she pulled a $128,800 total. Second highest was in Dublin, where
leers No. 1 Canton Draw,
she did $33,600, which was the
highest weekly take.
Glasgow
Roy Rogers 1-Nite Topper;
scored $22,400; Liverpool, $22,300
and Manchester, $22,100.
Longhairs Get Short End
Miss Hutton, who returned to the
PECIAL Coast shortly after arriving in New
Canton, O., Dec. 2.
S SIONAL York, will play a series of two-aIce shows still are high draw for
RATES
day
vaude
stands.
William
Morris
twrsnei A Ktnmora Avinuts at Sharldan Road
the Memorial Auditorium. In eight
L0n«lwaeh 1*2100 Agency completed a deal for a date
I hkatf* 4®, Illinois
performances, “Holiday On Ice”
at the
Curran, San Francisco pulled
31,400 persons for an esstarting Jan. 25 for four weeks
timated $60,000 gross for LCL
She’ll follow with spots in the
Presentations.
northwest ferea, same route that
LKW
lure
so far this
Danny Kaye traversed. Kaye re- . Biggest
_
_
_ , _ year has
cently hit $242,000 in five weeks been Roy Rogers, Dale Evans and
their
musical
troupe who tolled
at the Curran.
and
9,240 patrons for as estimated $17,PAT
650 in one matinee and evening,
“Caravan,” with Woody Herman’s

Coast on GI Gabs

Hutton’s $230,400
In 8

Chicago's

Wks. Abroad

NEW LAWRENCE
HOTEL

In most of the strip situation,
the “tomorrow-we-die” Attitude on
the part of the bulk of the customers prevails. Many of those going
in. are obviously not of drinking
age. These are turned back by the
doormen because the cafes cannot jeopardize their liquor license
and besides, these kids can’t spend

The gtreet provides its own bit
of skepticism at the entire setup
Two spots have a life-sized picture
of a stripper, Chiquita’, gracing the

any money. What's more, 52d St.
gets the youngsters ..past 18 and below 21 from New Jersey where the

Set Yolanda Montez

Fran Warren Breaks With

(Beauty and
the Least)
not* In

Pers. Mgr.
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°
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them down completely.

AGENCY
1697 Broadway, N.Y.
Club Dataa

NAT DUNN

ROGER
CARNE
and

CANASTA

fht Cat

Currently Resident Season

HIS MAJESTY'S
Direction

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
Latest

l

Comedy

Material

for MC’b, Mnglolans, Entertainers, oto. Bond for our
latost
price list of great
ORIGINAL gagfllos, monologs,
dialogs,
parodlos,
skits, otc. Written by show

biz top gagmon. Or sond
'$10 for $50 worth of abovo.
Money back if not sattsflod,

1

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
W.

45

St.,

little

wonder that the kids

Opening Dec. 6, 7952
JACK LYNCH'S CAMBRIDGE CLUB

have evolved these tactics. Many
on their first visit to the street
have been virtually pushed into the
spot by the doorman, and before
they know it have been put at a

Philadelphia, Pa.

where it’s a $3 minimum.
likely than not, he might
have made the “acquaintance” of
one of the entertainers, and her

table

HARBER

More

drinks cost

money

too.

Beating the

HELD OVER

Rap

On his next visit to the street
he’s a little wiser. He remains at
the bar, where there’s no .minimum, has a drink and stays through
as much of the show as he wants to.

orch, Mills Bros., Dinah Washington, etc., attracted 3,400 for about
$4,700 in one show.

N. Y., N. Y.

broke with her personal manager, about $3,200.
Holiday on Ice” and Rogers
Barbara Belle. Papers of termination were completed last week. troupe plan to return next year,
Miss Belle is one of the creditors, LCL manager Lew Platt states.
Improvement of Jtlie auditorium’s
having a $25,000 judgment against
the singer apd a confession of judg- acoustical system in its first year
cost $21,145 and has converted the
ment for $30,000.
>
Other major item on Miss War- $1,250,000 building from an nearden’s listing is a $50,000 claifn white elephant into one of the naagainst her by Arnold & Sandra tion’s best auditoriums, both for
‘Gordon, who filed suit in that arena and stage-styled presentaamount, charging invasion of pri- tions.
vacy. Suit is a result of publicity
pictures taken with a ,son of the
Gordons in Chicago. RCA-Victor
is also being sued, for invasion of
privacy in the same action.

THEATRE

Johannesburg, South Africa

100

Just Concluded

CHEZ PAREE, Montreal, Canada

a 25c. checking fee.
It’s

JU 2-0373

Scrap Kitty, Sit Pretty
San Francisco, Dec.

REX HOTEL
MADRID', SPAIN

Some spots such &s the French
Quarter advertise 15 acts
all
femmes. A singer and stripper alternate. And when he can get away
with it, he’ll hide in the bar,
shrouded by the crowd. The custodians of that area cannot ferret
them all out without raising a
ruckus, although
they do get
around to most. Some of these patrons have even gone out when the

—

2.

old days of that thoroughfare seems
to persist, especially among outof-towners. To a knowing citizen
pub-crawling in those spots, it's
embarrassing to see a guy and girl
in their 30s timidly come in. Both
acquired red faces when a stripper
starts doing her stuff. Yet to walk
out there’s a $6 or $7 tab (mini
mums) plus tax for both.
The kids seem to come back week
after week to see the same tired
strips and the even more tired
singers. It’s evidenced by the fact
that the young customers seem to

DALE

snd

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricals
*

FUN-MASTER

G LAS ON'S
Till ORIGINAL

SHOW IIZ GAG
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35
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ISSUES $11

First* 13 Files $7.00. All 35 Issues $25.00
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SEQUENCE

Only

(Beginning with No. 1— No Skipping)
• 3 Bks. PARODIES per book $10 *
$25 *
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., **. bk. $15 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue), $3.00

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
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Circle 7-1130

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON
presents

Frisco’s three bar-operas, the know most of those around the bar,
Bocche Ball, Vieni-Vienl and L$ at a given lime. They all appear
There are about 80 unsecured Casadora, which combine food, to have a common bond of attemptcreditors, including the William quaffing and opera songfesting, ing to beat the management. They
Morris agency for $2,200; publicist have been signed by American frequently cooperate in a crowd by
Kurt Hofmann, $3,000, and cou- Guild of Variety Artists and will handing drinks to one another so
touriere Florence Lustig, $1,057.
henceforth Operate in line with that the same glass will serve as
Miss Warren’s husband is Harry other niteries paying scale or bet- “permission” to remain,
Steinman, who formerly operated ter to their warblers.
Pre-GI Spree
the Latin Casino nitery, PhilaThe spots, which feature heavy
CHrrenlly.
They all seem bored at the proc
delphia; Sugar Hill, N. Y„ and the and light opera yodeling with a ess and it’s reasonable to assume
TOURING ENGLAND
Crescendo, Hollywood.
Steinman piano as the music section, employ that they hate themselves in the
American Rep- WM. MORRIS AGEIJJ'
is now a personal manager.
two to three males and femmes, morning. Yet what is there to do
TAVEL-MAROUANI AGENCY, PARI*

NANCY- EVANS

i

ANDRA

JON

CARLTON and KARROL

Creditors Totalling 80 so well. The Slavenska-FranklinDanilova ballet totalled 1,900 specSinger Fran Warren, who last
tators in two appearances, grossing management has tried to get them
week filed a petition in bankruptcy an estimated $3,800, while the to buy. Most of the kids go In
in New York, listing $138,111 liabil- Charles Wagner presentation “Car- singly.
Howpver, the reputation of the
ities and no assets, coincidentally men” one-nighter drew 1,665 for

QERBER-WEI8S

.

The bar

five and six-deep and most of
those standing up cannot see the
show. There’s a fleeting glimpse
of the peeler between craniums.
The more penurious kids find a terrific refuge in the overcrowded bar
conditions. They can. hide between
paying customers and stay through
the show without buying a drink,
Many do not even check their hats
and coats. At the Samoa, there’s
is

Longhair bookings haven’t fared

Glamor Comedy

It matters little whether
Chiquita is in either joint. The
object lesson is that it’s the same
show, regardless of title.

front.

Yolanda Montez, Mexican nitery
legal drinking minimum starts at and film headliner, is making her
New York appearance beginfirst
York),
age 21 (it’s age 18 in New
There's a sad abandon about these ning this week as she plays the
H
s
i
p a n a Theatre, Spanish-lankids trying to get some fun ahd
most wind up bored, tanked and guage house in Harlem. She apAt- the midnight pears with the Tito Rodriguez
cantankerous.
shows the problem starts with the band.
She recently signed a manageThe sihgers get little at
niteries,
tention, the strippers more and ment contract with William L.
Taub.
accomfrequently some
there’s
panying heckling,
The most rapt attention is obtained by Miss St. Cyr, who quiets

BLACK

DUNDEE

1

The
on a single consideration.
epidermis display is -frankly the
only draw. There’s only one oasis
(aside from the respectable Leon
& Eddie’s and 21), and that is Jimmy Ryan's, which remains purely
a jazz joint. The boys and their
girls were lined up in front, of the
doorway trying to get in. A management spokesman at the thres-

Wanna Be an Actor?

of America reportedly got $50,000
over
plus
50%
guarantees,
$350,000,- and taking $80,000 to
$85,000 as fortnights share. Following decision of new Toronto

St. Strippers

Continued from page

humorously Inquires
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Openinq Dec. 2? COPA Pittihurah
Opening Soon CARIBE HILTON HOTEL. Puerto Rico
Thanks to Merrlel Abbott
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Miami Operators Trot Out

‘Holiday* 108G, Toledo 11,
I
Overtaking Last Year’s
12j
I

Slide Rules

t

VAUBfiWLLE

Toledo, Dec.
"Holiday on Ice,” at Toledo
Sports Arena, Nov. 22-30, for 11
performances, grossed $108,640 before taxes, with 53,000 attending.
By LARY SOLLOWAY
leer had sellouts Friday and
Saturday night and the Sunday
Miami Beach, Dec. 2.
Fort
Piston
Co.
matinee,
with additional seats beGreater Miami cafe, hotel, resing installed, and chalked up, its
bar-lounge
and retail
Sets
taurant,
Biz
best
record of its six annual visits
business is gearing for the annual
Fort Wayne, Dec. 2.
This
“biggest” season in history.
Zollner Production, Inc., has to the Arena. Scale was $1.50 to
been organized by Zollner Pistons $3. It scored a 6% gain over last
is in face of the fact that there
year’s stay.
are more operations in all fields to handle projects other than basready to go than ever before, with ketball and fastball. Zollner Pisa fierce competitive battle in pros- tons has sponsored "Holiday on
pect. It’s a granted fact that the Ice” for five years and
recently
spread along hotel rSw from the presented the "Biggest Show
of
Ft. Lauderdale line down to this 1952”
(Nat
"King” Cole-Sarah
sector may thin patronage in too Vaughan-Sten Kenton). It
brings
many instances.
the
"Olsen & Johnson-Skating
On the cafe side, the same pros- Vanities” roller revue to the Colipect of tough battling for the seum for a six-day run opening
spender faces the scores of ops tonight (Tues.) and the Gene
Autry
from the small to the big, includ- show to the same arena Thanksing the hotel-cafes which can ab- giving afternoon.
sorb losses, marking their red
items off to "publicity.” That all
Chicago, Dec. 2.
Judge Harry Fisher, Cook Counthe big straight niteries will run
despite the litigation Plenty U.S.
ty Circuit Court, last week ordered
is realized,
Ready
17 more niteries to pay the Illinois
in which some are still involved,
with sky-high payoffs being ofsales tax of $239,683. Jurist four
Willing (for Top Coin)
fered the draw acts.
weeks ago made a similar ruling,
Copa City, though leggil entanPlay London Palladium asking six other cafes to cough up
glements are still to be worked
$70,953.
Enough
top U. S. names are willAction continues the upholding
out. has set its first show to open
during Xmas holidays (Jack ing to play the Palladium, London, of the State Supreme Court’s ruling
Carter, Ames Bros., Szonys, pro- to insure a variety season at that that cafes are not entitled to withduction, etc.), to be followed by house, according to Harry Foster, hold taxes on their claim of being
Marlin & Lewis once their pic head of the Foster Agency, Lon- in the entertainment business pricommitments are straightened out don, who returned to New York marily. rather than in the food and
—with Jimmy Durante also this week after a quickie to the drink field, both of which are subFoster, whose firm reps ject to levies.
skedded. Murray Weinger, who Coast.
However, the 23 clubs and hotels
will manage the spot he built, was the William Morris Agency in England,
declared that prices being are filing suit in Circuit Court askin New York looking for further
deals on toppers to keep the asked by topliners are on the same ing that the amount of tax only
be applied to that part which is
plushery in the "biggest” category level as last season.
The Palladium is currently play- spent for food and liquor and that
among the area’s glitter belts.
ing pantomime and wiH resume which pertains to entertainment be
Status of Beachcomber
Question
is the Beach- the variety season in mid-March. non-taxable. They also seek to leave
comber.
Current status has Ed Forster said he’ll confer with Moss cover charges untouched.
Among the 17 spots hit by the
Fielding, Philadelphia steel biggie, Empires’ managing director Val
aligning with the Schuyler brothers Parnell when he gets back. They latest decision are the Ivanhoe,
the
in
operation.
Negotiations will go over the list of availabili- $63,806; Math Igler’s Casino, $16,line
up their 783; Club Alabam $12,272, and sevwere going on with Harry Rich- ties and then
eral rooihs in the Hotel Sherman,
man to host and head up the show, schedule.
Foster
stated that two cafe acts $96,640.
with possible change of name to
Club Richman. However, Fielding have been set for Coronation week.
Evelyn Knight has been signed for
is the type of backer who likes
HITS
his own ideas, basically plenty of the Bagatelle and Noel Coward
femmes, lush production and the will make a return trip to the Cafe
de
Paris.
type of name that will bring them
Foster is slated to fly back to
in on novelty angles or definitely
Gloucester, N. J., Dec. 2.
proved draw value.
No matter London at the end of the week.
The New Jersey Superior Court
what, the spot will be in operadissolved a temporary restraining
tion and provide plenty of compeorder permitting Gloucester taptition, 'thanks
to Fielding’s reEx-Dancer Sues Cafe
rooms and cafes to remain open
lease from last year’s lease clause
two weekends following the "dry”
Chicago, Dec. 2.
which prevented him from bookvictory
In an unusual "invasion of priin the Nov. 4 elections,
ing any names while the Schuylers
vacy” action of precedental impli- which voted a Sunday closing for
were associated with the Copa.
cation, Mrs. Lettia O’Brien
this city.
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To Figure Bivvy

in Tall Competition

Wayne

Up Show

Expiration as Key Steo in Welfare Plan
The American Guild

Org

Chi Court Rules
Vs. Cafes

..

on Sales

Buy for Own Showcase

Cleveland, Dec. 2.
Musical comedy team of Recchi
iBros. & Greta, which has been notifying them that the contract
doubling between TV and local now in effect will expire at the end
niteries, has bought a cafe of its of the year and a new contract will
own. Quartet took over DeLiberos be negotiated.
Cafe, formerly operated by orchCafe ops getting this notification
ster Don Anthony, and plan to furare holding union contracts that
nish all entertainment themselves.
have long expired but were conComposed of three musicians and tinued on a year-to-year basis with
girl singer, they will continue ap- a 30-day cancellation clause. Newer
pearing on the Old Dutch telecasts agreements are not affected.
Mondays over WEWS.
Ostensibly, reason for the cancel!

j
!

j

I

Tax of $239,683

;

;

Berle Angling for Cafes

|

mm a

Ml

&

mark

SUNDAY SHUTOUT
SOUTH JERSEY CAFES

Stadelfiled a $100,000 suit
the Gayety Cafe and its
owner, Jack Spiegel, in Cook Country Circuit Court here.
She charges that a picture of her,
fully clothed, is used for display
purposes among other photos of
scantily clad entertainers, some in
suggestive poses. Retired dancer,
who worked from 1935 to 1942,
asserts that she worked only the
better niteries and never at the
Gayety and that the display has

mann has

(Continued on page 48)
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Brighton Hotel, A.C., Sold

For $2,000,000; Corp.

To Expand Cafe Talent
Atlantic City, Dec.

A syndicate headed
Morris
Corson,
and
Samuel

Corson

as

2.

by prexy
including

v.p.-treasurer

and George Rosen as secretary, has caused her
bought the beachfront Brighton
.Hotel.

Seller

was

the

much embarrassment.

Pennsylvanians.

Milton
at

the

Y^

WW

Y%

U

i

4**

<5
rPf DdllCIU
KpUPrlf
I Y TV o 1
Miami Beach, Dec. 2.

vacationing

Berle,

Saxony Hotel,

set

a

:

here

—

—

ell

newscast from

New

sented also in plans for the new
operation
the
is
Punch Bowl
Liquor Sales Corp., with Daniel
Cerson as prexy and
Robert
Kramer as treasurer, which will
operate the Punch Bowl and the

Gerson and Kramer

also

and union.
However, AGVA spokesmen

York.

welfare programs are accepted in
most industries and should be made

On Fate of Cafe License
Seattle,

Dec.

2.

The City Council here deferred Aussie’s David Martin
action on revocation of the cabaret
cafe-dance license for the Wagon
In U.S. Eyeing Ice Talent
Wheel, downtown nitery, after
numerous witnesses, including Rev.
In Super-Bike Sked
A. G.' Colbourne, rector of St. Clement’s Episcopal Church, testified
David N. Martin, managing dithe establishment had been well- rector of the Tivoli circuit, Ausconducted.
tralia, and currently in the U.S,, to
The Council had ordered* a nix line up skating talent for a new
edition of "Ice Follies,” which has
departthe
police
of the license at
ment’s request. Police officers had been running for three years Down
asserted, that the operators, Mr. Under, faces one of the toughest
and Mrs. Lloyd Ecker, had been schedules ever assigned any visituncooperative and had interfered ing showman. During his casing of
with police efforts to check serv- ice talent with his producer, Armand Perren, he’ll traverse the
icemen’s ages.
greater part of the country looking
at shows.

Martin and Perren will start Friday (5) by seeing "Ice Capades”
in Hershey, Pa., Saturday in Syracuse, "Ice Follies;” "Hollywood
Ice Revue,” Sunday, Milwaukee;

Monday, Chicago, the icer at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel, and Tuesday,
"Skating Vanities” in Kansas City.
They’ll gander the acts and routines and will then ask Eddie Elkort, head of the N.Y. office of
Lew & Leslie Grade Agency, to
pact the desirable talent. Grade
Agency reps the Tivoli circuit in

Number

'the U.S.

Martin has also set the London
"Zip Goes a Million” and

legiters,

"Affairs of State,” for Aussie presentation.

Oi

Martin

more

also.

hotel

The Punch Bowl Liauor Sales
^
as operators of -'the nitery.
already has made plans to bring
top talent here during the season
to compete with other cafes and

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Forms closing shortly

Special exploitation, advantages

Corp..

.

;

Copy and space

reservations

may be

sent to any Variety office

;

hotel grills,.

The corporation has secured approval of the city for transfer of
j
the liquor license held by Angelo
Melandra as receiver in bankuptcy for the hotel, but only after
$6,000 owned the resort in luxury
and other municipal taxes is paid.

;

HEW YORK

34

Uth

St.

154 W.

HOLLYWOOD
0

4311 Yucca

29

Sr.

as

well.

Morris Corson as prez of this group
Included in the sale are such
Hotel
properties
the
as
Brighton
pool,
cabana colony,
Brighton Cottage, once home of
the Press Club of Atlantic City
and known to many who have covered stories in the city; a laundry
and large parking lot.

show business contracts

part of

Seattle Delays Action

The

are operators of the Latin Casino
in Philadelphia.
Management of
the hotel -will be turned.' over to
the Corson Operating Co., with

feel

that the task will be made easier
by the fact that fringe benefits for

OUT SOON!
47th Anniversary

and minimums

ator

when

the Sunday night (30)
telecast featuring the films was
completed, just prior to the Winching in

is the fact that many working conditions must be upgraded,
in the pacts now
being cancelled are "unrealistic”
in that they do not take into consideration the
increased
u viug vuokd
uiv uiui
Luaeu living
costs
since thev were negotiated. Howevgr the imporlant by-product will
be the institution of its welfare

lation

program.
It’s an open secret that there is
considerable resistance by cafe
owners and club-date bookers to
the union's welfare program tax of
$1 per club date; $2.50 weekly for
steady engagements in the indoor
field, and $3.50 weekly for steady
engagements in the outdoor field.
For these sums, to be paid by the
employer, the union will purchase
insurance at the rate ’of 40c. per
club date and $2.50 for a weekly
engagement. Act gets a $7,500 accident insurance policy.
AGVX is expected to have a difficult time negotiating individual
agreements. Since its June convention in Atlantic City, union has
frowned upon negotiating with
groups. It prefers to deal with ea^h
operator or agency individually. It
may take a long time to evolve bilateral agreements between oper-„

date

with the Police and Firemen’s
Benevolent Society to emcee their
annual charity affair at Miami
Beach Kennel Club. He’ll replace
Walter Winchell, who in past years
made the shindig his top choice
on the benefit agenda.
With it, Berle is mulling offers
from the big niteries and one hotel
for a five or six-day appear*ance during the fourth-week hiatus
from his TV chores. At any rate,
he’s making the Saxony his sunrest spot every month.
Benefit show will occur at height
of season, probably at end of February. Deal was thoroughly exploited via local newspaper-pic breaks
and full coverage by WTVJ cameras, with gag scenes covering visits to police station and ride with
fire trucks around town. Understood calls for tickets started com-

Indiana-

Boardwalk Corp. headed by Alan
M. Graff. Sales price was reported
as approximately $2,000,000.
Corson said his syndicate will
begin a complete renovation and
remodeling program, together with
a new promotion built upon the
service standards established by
the hotel in former years. Repre-

nitery.

The injunction had been obtained
by the Gloucester City Licensed
Beverage Assn., representing 35
bars and four cafes, after the ban
on Sunday sales was voted in a
referendum, 3,423 to 3,152. A recount of the vote asked by the
liquor men failed to change the
tally.
Cafes offering floor shows
are expected to lower their entertainment budgets, since South
Jersey clubs depend in large measure on weekend trade from dry

VYWYTY

Ifl.tf.

To

‘

'

As Miami Commuter; To

Names

—

of Variety

Ariists is seeking to negotiate most
of its minimum basic agreements
as one step in its campaign to get
its new welfare program rolling.
Union is now sending out registered letters to many cafe owners

Cleve. Quartet’s Cafe

CHICAGO

11

412 N. Michigan Av«.

LONDON, W.
S St. Martin's

C. 2

Mac*

!

observed

money

to

that

it

produce

costs

shows

these days, but runs are much
longer. New revues must be better
than they have ever been to make
the grade, but returns are greater.
He said that the Tommy Trinder
show will achieve a run of 33
weeks, beating the previous record-holder, "Tourist Trade,” by 10
weeks. Martin would like to use
more U.S. headliners, but the economics of the two countries qre
different. In Aussie, he stated, an
act works steadily, while in the
U.S. employment is more sporadic

and performers must have higher
salaries.

He

feels that steady em*
in the

oloyment sho^d be a factor
i

alarics asked.

Trafalgar Square

i

l

IVIimi Warren Trio set
Copaeabann Lounge, N. Y.,
tomorrow (ThursJ.

for the
starting

L*
VADVKmiJK
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Miami Ops Fiqure Divvy
Continued from page 47

money-maker last sea- tabbed himself a solid lineup with
Lou Walters Latin Quarter on an agenda of Johnnie Ray, Lena
Palm Island, probably the most Horne, Billy Gray & Ben *msylavishly laid out pleasure palace Patti Moore, Jackie Miles and
Biggest

son,

around, will tee off the Santa
Claus period always the opening
week for the big shows with the
French idea associated with WalHe’ll bring in
ters as the pull.
several new European importations plus the additions of U. S.

P$asmfr

Wednesday, December

formers who’ve clickecf there before to make the Blue Sails Room
one of the most popular around.
On the booked list are Lenny Kent,
Betty Reilly, Arthur Blake typical of the policy -with runs ffom
10 days to two weeks, thus shelving one-week with, option deals.
Others skedded at Sans Souci
are Reverlee Dennis, Phil Foster,
Evelyn Knight, Dick Shawn and

Chi Chez Books Joe E.

Dallas Gilds the Lily

Jane Frontan Missout

In

—

—

Chicago, Dec. 2.
Failure to obtain Jane Froman
as the headliner of the remodeled
Chez Paree for Dec. 29 has caused
host Dave Halper to pact Joe E.
Lewis for the second time in six

probably Spike Jones and his unit.
months.’
The Vagabonds, down the line Johnny Johnston. Nautilus Hotel’s
However, comic will be in for
from the Clover, return to their Driftwood Room shapes to go along only nine days as he has prior comoperation first week in December with the idea of one show, one act. mitments. Chez then brings in Tony
and will feature their standard They’ve Gracie Barrie current with Martin Jan. 15 for two weeks and
recipe
solid young supporting others of that calibre to follow. options with one headliner likely
Casablanca has set Myron Cohen between the 8th and- 15th. Club
acts, with their own draw to bring
talent that fits the production. It the customers coming.
to initiate the Club Morocco sea- shutters for the first time in 20
is expected by most in the trade
son around the holidays. The din- years Dec. 6 for painting and alMartha Raye’s Draw
year’s
last
he’ll
duplicate
ner
and supper show policy will
that
One of, the more consistent again prevail here with hotel’s own- terations.
click.
money-makers on the beach, ers looking for
the class singles
Ciro’s Name Parade
Martha Raye’s Five O’clock Club playing
svelte
hostel-cafes
the
Ciro’s is also being readied. In looks set for a top take through
SETS
around the country, to follow.
the Copa-Beachcomber area, its the big months, with the Raye
Casablanca will stress comedy
opening is planned for Dec. 23, name value the answer to the
N.Y.
though the preem show has not dough design. Location in mid- names, with Billy Virte and Jackie
The act lineup for the Danny
been set. Booked for futures after Beach along the oceanfront is a Miles set for four weeks apiece
that date are Nat (King) Cole, plus factor. Among the intimate and probably singing femmes in Kaye show inaugurating this season’s two-a-day at the Palace TheBilly Eckstine, Harry Bellafonte, cafes, Bill Jordan’s Bar of Music support.
New Operations
atre, N. Y., Jan, 18, is virtually set.
Edward Arnold’s "Diamond Jim opqns this week with the moderate
Brady’’ revue, and tentatively, for budget setup that has marked
Entries this year in the patron- Darvas & Julia, Piero Bros. (2),
a March date, Frank Sinatra.
successful operation for some pull sweepstakes will be the new Three Dunhills and Marquis &
On the; mainland, Jack Gold- years for the pianist-host. Charlie Algiers and the Biltmore Terrace. Chimps are pacted. Last-named is
man has had his checkbook^open Farrell has shifted his entertain- The Algiers has set Doretta Mor- a European act that will make its
for any of the toppers wanting a ment wares from the Parle Avenue row, Joyce Bryant and Rosalind first N. Y. appearance on the Kaye
date in his Clover Club.
He’s (which decided to discontinue the Courtright with others in that bill.
Another act is still to be signed.
bar-lounge) to the Brook Club in class being dickered with. Definite
Surfside. His big following devel- also are Earl Wrightson and Ty- Most likely candidate for the singing
spot is June Roselle, who
oped here through the past decade rell & Winslow. Biltmore has been
angling Monte Proser and Nat toured with Kaye in the northwest.
is expected to make the new showcase a hit. Supporting acts will be Harrjs to run their cafe, far up- Darvas & Julia may double at the
in same line
that of younger acts town near Surfside, but the com- nearby Latin Quarter, where they
looking for a spot to show their mitment stage has not been recently completed a long stand.
reached. It’s a cinch, though, that
talents.
Mother Kelly’s is reopening they’ll be booking in the same type
again under direction of Chi- of performers as the others once Illness Forces Piazza
cagoan Lou Collins. He’ll follow the 250-roomer is finished.
The Lord Tarleton’s Jolson Corsame policy which marked Julie
To Cancel Memph, Others
Wilson, Gene Baylos and others as ner, which presents the top acts on
Memphis, Dec. 2.
upcomers in past years. Pat Mor- a club-date setup (once they’ve finMet and TV soprano Marguerite
ished playing regular dates); the
risey, who gained attention in the
wws.tt'VM'X*:
Piazza was forced to cancel a skedFrontenac,
Sherry
San
Marino
the
landmark last two seasons, will
'v .>
ded one-nighter here last Wednesreturn for the preem frames early with Phil Brito hosting-performing,
and the score of other oceanfront- day (26) due to a severe cold. She
next month.
ers in the club-date (weekends) wired local promoters that she was
Hotel Competition
Streamlined Comedy Sensations
bracket fill out the picture of the running a temperature of 103 and
Hotel row will provide the big- competition expected.
was ordered by her physician to
Thanks to THE LAST FRONTIER.
,
Las Vegas, for a swell engagement.
gest problem in the fight for paThen there’s the stripperies; the cancel several of her southern
tronage. Saxony is going all out cafes featuring “femmics,” working bookings, including her appearance
Club dates Nov. 26— Deo. 2ff
Available Deo. 26th
with three distinct operations. Pa- in male clothes since recent crack- at the Auditorium here.
•
goda Room will be a 350-seat sup- downs; the auditoriums in the twin
The local appearance was being
Contact
GENE YUSEM
per club with two shows featuring cities which will present touring hypoed as a "homecoming” as the
Wm. Morris Agoy.
Los Chavales de Espana, Trini shows such as “South Pacific,” “Mr. star in private life is the wife of
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Reyes, and Pupi Campo orch. Roberts,” among others; the con- Memphis business exec Graves McLineup is booked for minimum of cert and opera offerings; St. John Donald. No arrangements were
13 weeks, with two shows a night. Terre’s Music Circus season begin- made by the promoter here for anThe Shell-I-Mar Room has been ning in January. Thus the winter other Piazza booking.
IN
converted into a theatre-restaurant panorama of show biz here spreads
It's thm
layout with stage moved onto the into the biggest contemplated in
former dining terrace. Val Olman the history of this resort coast.
orch will play there with a top
Gambling Nix
single act or two for the aud-apNearby, by plane time 40 to 90
peah Third spot Is the Bamboo minutes is Havana with its gamAvery & Washington Sts.
York
Lounge, which will present a trio bling casino plus plush producThe Home of Show Folk
plus local songsters.
Fran Warren joins the Danny
tions; Varedero Beach, Nassau and
Sans Soucl ha3 lined up fh^per- the Bahamas for further distrac- Kaye Xmas show in Dallas
.
tions for local operators. They pose Dick Shawn tapped for the Latin
a problem for the big reason that Casino, Philadelphia, Dec. 22; follows with Tic Toe, Montreal, Jan.
there’ll be only sneak gambling
14, and the Sands Hotel, Las Vehereabouts,
thanks
to
Walter gas, Jan. 29
Dave Barry pacted
Winchell breaks on contemplated
for the Yule show at the Stanley,
re-initiation of the old “wide open”
Pittsburgh ... Joe E. Lewis into
days with resultant Crime Commis- the Carousel,
Pittsburgh, Jan. 22.

—
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KAYE
FOUR
ACTS FOR
PALACE

With Cuffo Champagne

For Kaye’s Eve Extra
Dallas, Dec 2
New Year’s Eve midnight

.

Special

'

show by Danny Kaye and

his

act revue has

ffll

been set for
Auditorium during Cnfin
Bowl Week, Dec. 25-Jan i Fv ° n
Fair

show, at $6 top, offers free’
chain,
pagne to customers at 11
lobby party and cuffo ContinenHi
breakfast after the show.
decorations and favors also go
to
patrons at the preshow celebra-

S

tion.

Comic’s revue will show nightly
with Saturday and Sunday mat-

inees. Scale is $1.20-$4.80 for
the

10 performances.

With Texas U.-Tennessee U.
again Cot f ->.: Bawl opponents New
Year’s Day, Cotton Bowl Athletic
Assn, has added sports lure by
skedding the second annual Southwest Conference preseason basketball tournament for Dec. 26-30. All
seven Conference teams and Arizona U. will participate.

—

THE CHORDS
Instrumentalists without Instruments
Club dates Week of Dee. 4
LOUISVILLE. KY., CHICAGO,

MILWAUKEE,

and

ILL.

WIS.

•

Dir.:

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

Club Date Bookings by

HARRY GREBEN

Sj

W

NAT DUNN

203 N. Wabash Ave.
Chicane. III.

1650

New

B’way
York

THE BENSON BROS

WHEN

MARSHALL

JAY

Star of

"OLD
FACES"

BOSTON

Mgr.:

•

HOTEL AVERY

.

New

.

.

H.WAV •«

.
•

NEVADA
s VESA*.
jack tNt((AmR
General Manager

jAKIE FREEDMAN

and local newspaper frontpaging of the "pending” return of
the "hoodlums” and undesirable
elements.
The law enforcement
contingents immediately set up
special squads to prevent any such

return.

....

mS& qg,

‘"•

The Sands ,
hotel 'on the
*
newest and fin vega
It la a
he
“ in fabulous Las
tei> and eaoh

S

r

Si”s

.

ROYAL GUARDS

Houston

Opening Dee. 9
THE CAVE
Vancouver, Canada

Mary McCarty and Eddie Peabody opened a stand at the Shamrock Hotel, with Henry King the

orch . . . Jack Carson and his
troupe have been signed by the
•

•

1650

Chavales de Espana, Dec. 11-21.
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Dec. 2.
Jesus (Gracia) Dominguez, W-B
Chicago
Cuban manager, took the thoTed Harbert has been named asracoplasty operation with a smile
sistant
to Merriel Abbott, director
and is now back at the V. C. hospital resting in cqmfort.
Ditto Ray of entertainment for the Hilton
Regal Theatre is bring(Loew) McCarthy, who mastered chain .
Din * h Washington, Cootie
his second stage of the operation.
The passing of Frank J. Birk, Williams band, Swallows, Herb
who built the Swiss Chalet supper Lance and Joe Chisholm Dec. 10
club here in 1923, came as a blow and Duke Ellington and Bill Bailey
to this mugg. Many times during vdn. y.
Prohibition days would he call on
us to fill in as emcee when he was
short an act. He was always at the
top on the list of donors for the
old NVA and the present Will
.

Martin

ie Ray*

J.u

b,
>ening day, an P
at
oan reach me
, ey
Nevada.
is Vegas,

mo

Sands,

Rogers Hospital.
Bob Smith of the Mello-Larks in
from Gotham for medical observa-

tion

routine
His roommate is
;
Thomas Harnn
of the same quartet
who recwitly checked in for the o.o

Morris Dwarski, V. C. hospital
laboratory director, takes time out
to act as chairman of the
United
Jewish Appeal fund for Israel.

Sam (RKO)

Kelley, ex-Rogersite
in 1950, in for
hecku
P and rated a
£

who graduated here
ar

?Ano/
100%

Your
jack Entratter
in

the sun

nual

\
to go

back to work.
Louis Williams (Pops & Louie)
hit the jackpot and is
now ambulatory.
Ditto for oldtimer Joe
^^nnessy, who kayoed surgery
Thomas (IATSE) Shea, Middle-

town, Conn., IA exec, shot
into
the general hospital for the
bronchoscopy operation, which was

.

• LAKE CLUB*,

Springfield,

Grant's Riviera
1

RESTAURANT AND BAR
W. 44 Sf., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

58

*

TALENT CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS

Chicago

• PALACE THEATRE*, Rockford
State Fair*,

and Preston

L

World

back).

Bill Farrell)

• "The Mounds,"

East

St.

Louis

(Held over 3 weeks).

JACK DENTON
i Greatest

Comedian

?

«

(Anonymous)
|

.

(With

Milwaukee

Foster)

I

Club,

• Casablanca, Canton, Ohio

"Dogwood” Lake

m
*****

Time

• Brook Hollow Country
Oklahoma City (Asked

TV*, Chicago (Asked back).

(with Arthur

of the

ot

• Casino "Cafe of Tomorrow,"

III.

(Hold over)

• Wiconsin

Engagement

Prizet Professional

Duplicate Prize* Awarded In the Case

• JIM MORAN, "Courtesy
Hour"

successful.

wJio are HJU

EW NcwYorkltY

•

Working ALL* Mediums ALL

irs such as

I

Y

hostelry to open New Year’s Eve.
Booked for the Mural Room
of the Baker Hotel, Dallas, are Los

Saranac Lake

.lemeni

.

.

.

President

ork

m0

—

—

sion

MARK LEDDY

I

A*
W .$<°
4

j
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u SOMEBODY
Miss Seeley

is

LOVES You

living proof that

if

*

ff

yoi/ve got it you never lose

it J

KAP
'

W<

Variety

“Nostalgic

was the return of Blossom
many years. The reception

Seeley after

“Blossom Seeley the singer who syncopated the jazz age is solidly back in

she

show

business with singer Benny Fields,
her equally famous husband, at the
piano.
Miss Seeley Wednesday night

received at the Cocoanut Grove
must have warmed her heart and that
of her devoted Benny Fields.
have
I
seldom seen a better turnout."

gave the Cocoanut Grove it's starriest
and most nostalgic opening night in
years.
All the old showmanship was
still there.
Many a young singer would
do well to catch this act."

LOUELLA PARSONS
y\

'}'

"S

St

JIM BACON, A.

;

'

*'

.

<

-

F.

™m''. '

“Theirs

is

the only real

Grove has had

in

down

years."

to earth

show business opening
MIKE CONNOLLY

the

Hollywood Reporter

“When she opened

“Fond memories were draped

Cocoanut Grove

Over

in the famous
it didn't take her
long to capture her audience, because she still had that electric
spark which had zoomed her to
stardom early in the century."

place.

.

.

.

This

all

was
was

'show business/
:% It
a Sunday night opening at the
Orpheum Theatre twenty years
ago."

strictly

.

like

LYDIA LANE
1.

the

JIMMY STARR

A. Times

Los Angeles Herald

“The greatness that was show business in
the time of the two-a-day has been re-

& Express

vived at the Ambassador Hotel. The open-

Wednesday

ing

marked the

night

'

showbiz of Miss Seeley,

to

return

“Miss Seeley is still a strong song
salesman and, with Fields, should
pack a real wallop in boites that
cater to a trade that's given to nos-

“Blossom Seeley and Benny Fields found

retirement

in

out last
'it that 'somebody loves them,'
and they didn't need to wonder who. The
big room was crowded.
It's always a
pleasure to watch the surefire technique
of well-seasoned troupers and last night
was no exception."
FLORABEL MUIR
'

for too long.

It

was more than a

phant return.

It

underlined the appeal of

King Vaudeville

in the

when

era

trium-

there

was

only live entertainment and before scientific

progress brought

the

NY

houses.

...

If

there

new media and

a

in

Palace went the

way

of

talgia.

Blossom Seeley's place
it

All of their ditty se-

prove that a good song
never dies. An A & R man could
wisely spend some time digging
these two."
JOHN SIPPEL

all flesh

Billboard

was any doubt about

annals, she dispelled

...

lections

entertainment

in

immediately with

She works with an
ease that belies the long vacation and
exudes an authority that is felt immedi-

the openjng show.

ately
.

.

and

Act

.

is

to the far reaches of the room.

staged with

KAP

“The return of Blossom Seeley and
Benny Fields to show business as

Daily Variety

the featured attraction at the

skill

with great taste/'

and savvy and

bassador's Cocoanut Grove

Am-

was a

gala event that should be entitled
'A
is

show

few

nights in Cocoanut Grove history

where nostalgia will be so prevIt was
it was Wednesday.

alent as

a

warm greeting from
who know the trials and trib-

genuine

those

ulations of

show

festive

business."

TOM

4

and provided entertainment

that earned top response."

KETTERING

JAC WILLEN

(The Rounder)
Los Angeled Mirror

*and

Memory Lane/

songs and some dance that
were the rage m their starring
days 'and which still packs a wallop and provides many comparisons for modern performers to
Greeted by an overflow
study.
crowd and fellow performers, including George Burns, who introduced the act, the event proved

busi-

ness greats, and there will be

Dowii

tine of

9

scribed in the annals of

Stroll

These favorites struck forth a rou-

no denying that the
names of Blossom Seeley and
Benny Fields will be indelibly in-

“There

it’s

and many thanks

to

Hollywood Reporter

BLOSSOM SEELEY and BENNY FIELDS
Paramount and ALL

Just Completed Sensational

its

wonderfui people for their kind cooperation.

3-Week Engagement

at the

Ambassador Cocoanut Grove,
Direction

Los Angeles

— WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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CopacaYmu

overlooking the .stage waits, the
9 N. \\
Casino,
a rush-through in femme attire.
Hot«el St. Regis, IV. V.
Jules Podell presentation
audible and often violent backof it is im inoffensive sex.
Frank Sinatra ( with Bill Mil- stage shouts, the churning curtain, Billy Daniels ( Benny Paynewith
Fernanda Montel; Milt Shaw and AllFernand Sardou is a Marseilat
Horace Diaz Orchs $1.50 and $2.50 laise comedian who tells a flock ler ), Dominique , Rudy Cardenas
and bewildered expressions on piano)'; Jackie Miles, Landrc &
Ginette Wander, Jane Laste, Laura faces of participants in the melee, Verna, Ray Steele, Carol Lee.
cover.
Line
of salty stories for .good laughs. Tunisi, Vincent Travers Orch $5
to
vent
enthusiastic
attendees gave
(8), Michael Durso St Frank Marti
Small and rotund, he ends with
widely-spaced components of the Orchs; staged by Doug Coudy; muFernanda Montel is almost two surprising romantic crooning of minimum.
revue.
sic and lyrics, Joan Edwards and
other fellers since her bow at Lou the character who could never get
Frank Sinatra is knocking off a
Walters’ Latin Quarter on Broad- to cut down the tree before his
Frothy story revolves around the Lyn Duddy; costumes, Billy Livcellar joint
way this past winter. Here at the window as life went by. He begs couple of weeks at this
wishful dreaming of a young work- ingston; $3.50, $5 minimum.
in the Paramount Hotel, and The
St, Regis’ Maisonette is exempli- off.
ing gal to go flitting about the posh
Singing Reed is- this bill’s savii^
most
fied the class impact which was
The Copacabana has given its
Hefty, throaty chanteuse Jackie grace. There are a couple of oc- haunts of Manhattan. In a
predicted when she played the Rollin,
effective vignette, Bebe Allan sets current display a tremendous lilt
looking like a bloated
mass-capacity room, and the fact kewpie doll, gives out with a few casional flashes of entertainment up, via verse, her longing for with changes of talent Surrounding
layout, but it
that she is socko in either league torrid renditions of oldtime faves .in the rest of the
from her tenement room. holdover Billy Daniels. The new
Frankie Boy, at $10,- escape
is the kind of insurance any per- to end with a zany backing of the remains for
Out she goes to find an eligible acts provide renewed interest tor
000 per, to sock over the showman- partner for her dream spree. the stubholders and make
former can’t scoff at.
whole staff for intermission.
for an
ship and personality he has acShow goes on until 2 a.m. with quired with the diminution of his Shopping is fust, opening into a exceedingly strong display.
An effective personality, flashstreet scene filled with bepiinked
ing a knockout profile, a classy Denise Clair, Comedie Francaise
Jackie Miles, in his third trip to
voice.
gals going in and out of Hattie. the Jules Podell hospice, has
chassis that knows how to select actress, who lends a dramatic
a
A click in the metropolitan area Carnegie's, Cartier’s, et al, and the knowing
the glad rags to suit her wagon, note to proceedings, for good
way with this crowd.
topped by a silver blonde coif, change of pace. She recites and early last summer, when he played meeting with her dream boy, Barry There’s a minimum of new mate#
SinJ.,
N.
Lee,
Fort
Riviera
in
a
mtthe
to
action
an
lead
to
intiPair
Ashton.
she’s even more suited
declaims with telling effect and
rial in his 'turn, but audience remate room where nothing is lost. top thespic backing. Raoul, a sing- atra is even more effective this ery on the Bowery, Palace Theatre action seems to be on the side of
The Maisonette is a perfect cameo. ing waiter, is so bad that he serves time. He has cut out much of the and “Terrace Club.”
the Miles standards. His delivery
Miss Montel supports everything as a shill for staff and aud heck- former first portion of his act as
Miss Gilbert highlights final se- in these yarns 'has reached the
with a savvy show style and a ling. His obliviousness of crowd done at the Riviera, and instead quence. Her piquant quality, good stage where the mob yell for the
and
slick selection of songs which owe makes
him a heavy puller of there is now stronger material
looks and frame, surprisingly com- pieces he wants to omit. On the
much to maestro-violinist Milt cackles in this one-man Cherry a sharper pacing, capped by his pelling voice and unusual wardrobe midnight' show of his preem (27
Shaw’s virtuoso assist on the Sisters routine. Claude Vega has smash rendition of the Soliloquy add up to sock reaction. Trained Miles couldn’t get off because
of
strings. In fact Miss Montel seem- a whole kit of takeoffs which are from “Carousel.” Gone are the carefully by her father, tunesmith requests to do some of
the numingly more than recognizes this, uncanny in precision but suffer “Black Magic” and Judy Garland and act-stager Ray Gilbert, femme bers he wanted to save
for the
as manifested by her generous ap- in .being typed here by most im-* bits, the latter especially having lilts with underlying dramatic ef- later show. He was on for
a lengthy
preciation of Shaw’s AFMing.
pressionists.
Jac.ques Mbyran, a formerly slowed him to a walk, fects. Tinge of Lena Horne creeps turn and he got maximum receuin*
Her tunes are well styled for fast-talking comic, ends show with with Sinatra’s current numbers
in many times, but is noted partic- tion.“When
opening
her sophisticated and glam man- a barrage of' stories, old and new, cluding, after the
ularly in her intense treatment of
Miles’s overlong stay made It
You’re Smiling,” the especially closer, “Love.”
ner, being mostly i: the standard that gain by his timing and desomewhat' difficult for Daniels to
Franco-American hit parade, done livery. Biz was tops when caught sockeroo “You Belong to Me.”
Miss Gilbert dresses in white follow. He had an uphill climb,
of
suggestion
lyrical
with
There
turnover
going
is
a
a
on
through
either in English or the original
troeador but the Negro singer emerged
and sequined
blouse
Sinatra’s own personal experiences
Moslc.
French such as Charles Trenet’s the long bill.
pants, not an affectation but a nec- with his usual hefty mitting. Danin the latter, and it’s nifty spot“At Last,” “Padam,” “I Hate
essity because of her stance which iels
is
an excellent performer,
ting.
The No. 2 number in every gives awkward lines to gowns.
Sundays” (which Edith' Piaf also
Fairmont Hotel, S. F*
growing steadily stronger as his
singer's routining should strive for
brought over), ‘‘April in Portugal”
(VENETIAN ROOM)
the way she sings, ‘some- turn continues.
That’s
%
At his “Black
a peak, because this is where you
and also an American pop, ‘‘SomeSan Francisco, Nov. 29.
in a half-crouch, or leg ex- Magic” closer he had the mob
at
hold ’em times
where Along the Way.” Somehow
Jerry Lester, Ernie Heckscher have got to get ’em and
almost into ballet position.' a top pitch and* provided a territended
after the invariably casual opener.
the French lyricists get more Orch (12); $2 cover.
Repertoire blends, sans gab, from fically strong finish for the show.
Sinatra’s
of
number
This
second
their
wordmeat ’n’ meaning into
“You Shall Have Music” into spe- Benny Payne at the piano, chips in
age either that, or the diseuses
The brawly hoke which is Jerry has very obvious lyrical overtones cial “Tweet, Tweet, Tweetheart,”
know how to extract more from Lester’s chief dish manages sur- as it segues into some amusing “Singing in the Rain,” “I’ve Got on vocal as well to help Daniels
reach the ultimate impact.
the lyrics, with result that a Gal- prisingly well in this polite spot, talk about his recent return from Rhythm,” “Fascinatin’
Rhythm”
The dance turn in this instance
lic song stylist has more than the and to gauge by audience reaction, Africa, and about how he’s worry“Love.”
and
is Landre & Verna, a pair of exContinental nuances as an audi- he’s on the plus side. It's further ing about Ava being in the midst
Doodles & Skeeter bring on the pert ballroomers who have apence advantage. Of course, in the proof that the old saw about a of the jungle with lions and tigers
kinetic record peared frequently on*
the N.Y. cafe
case of Miss Montel she could be hotel supper room requiring fancy while making the Metro picture, comedies with their
“Mogambo,” in Nairobi. He made panto semester during “Palace scent. Their lifts are among the
singing the third pressed duck fare is becoming passe.
Held only
register big best in the
to
stopover
Theatre”
casual reference to wolves.
from La Tour d’Argent and make within the bounds of good taste,
business. They have a
it sound very SACEM.
good dance catalog which serves
Then comes another suggestive (see New Acts).
as Lester does, solid and even
Bebe Allan & Barry Ashton are as a fine frame for the aero secPierre Bultinck, managing di- brash vaude sits oke with the tune, “I’ve Got My Love to Keep
of
the
way,
centre
most
front
and
tions of their act. The music is
rector of the St. Regis, seems to pashy customers. They lap up his Me Warm,” a strong followup that
have a flair for picking the right monkey-shines while sipping the maintains the mood of the earlier giving neat touches to the theme. generally dramatic and points up
in
their
terp
hindered
Pair
become
the
unusual parts of their routines.
babes for his class bistro, such as vintages and ask for more even number. “Birth of the Blues” is
given a neat dramatic quality, and duos, both on the short apron and They too take several earned bows.
Julie Wilson who has since suc- while munching their mutton.
chandelier
Hanging
in
full
stage.
ceeded Mary Martin in the London
The production singing is by
Lester, of course, is no cup of this is interspersed with some more
company of “South Pacific,” but tea. His speciality is thick broth brief but well-timed chatter about prevents sharp lifting, and boxed- Ray Steele, a nice-looking lad who
who is a b.o. regular here. Miss and for those who like the heavy “the funny thing that happened to in area binds routine of “Exhibi- shows a good set of pipes. Carol
Montel bids fair to carve the same stuff he’s aces. He’s strictly for me on my way to Africa ... I met tion Waltz” to a large degree. In Lee does the production terps.
and that’s how spite of all such retards, they are The line is encased in picturesque
niche. Succeeding her is Russell broad laughs in the belly region Abe Lastfogel
Nype (another returner) and Jane and those who have no stomach 1 got booked into the French Ca- given peak mitts for all efforts.
Billy Livingston costumes and the
Carmen D’Antonio goes lowdown Douglas Coudy routines hold up
Morgan follows thereafter. Along for that sort of text are out of sino.” It’s a bit tradey, perhaps,
with the room’s regulars, Horace place.
But he’s not dull and he but a cute lpugh-getter regardless. with interps of “St. Louis Woman” well. The Joan Edwards & Lyn
Diaz’s alternate combo is an ex- has curtailed his burley pitch to
“Don’t Try to Change Me Now” in “Bowery” melange. Entering Duddy music adds spice to the
pert alternate to the main Shaw pass muster with the pinky set.
gets a simple, underplayed treat- from tonk mood set by El Rancho generally good pVoduction.
dansapation; and as an expert
There is no set formula to his ment, after which comes a humor- Girls, goes into torso-twisting
One of the more notable events
overall greeter at the door is act, which runs the gamut from ous
paraphrase of “Old Man choreo with pulsating rhythm back- concurrent with this show is the
maitre d’ August who commands gag verse, two-bit prop tricks and River,” which he does as “Old Man ground. At show caught, terpers
return
of Joe Lopez as custodian
one of the best all-round closriups a wild-eyed Harry Richman rou- Crosby,” who just keeps singin’ Johnson & Midell suffered from
the
and tine, to a straight Ted Lewis clos- along. The “Carousel” Soliloquy is the paring process and were seen of the tape after a hiatus of sevof
town’s gadabouts,
eral months. It’s an event that reknows how to cope with almost any ing item.
Interlarded are wise- a fitting climax with the intense only in separated bits.
turns a more familiar tone to this
exigency, since the room’s capacity cracks of no general description, dramatic quality that Sinatra
Bill Damian croons a couple of cafe.
Ronnie, who served during
Abel.
is constantly taxed.
banter with the patrons, hokey gives it.
tunes offstage, with one mood-piece the interim period, is recovering
chatter with the band and a song
Incidentally, Monte Proser, a “Dreams Really Do Come True,” from surgery.
Jose.
item encompassing the hotel per- longtime friend of Sinatra’s, chased a product of Douglas and Fio Rito.
Liberty’s, Paris
sonnel.
The -copy has less logic over from his La Vie En Rose to El Rancho Girls are used in walkParis, Nov. 29.
than even shape, but farce doesn’t do a nifty job on the lighting for ons other than their “Bowery”
Hotel SI alter., L. A.
Les Freres De Lait (2), Noelle necessary call for sense and Lester
terps and brief “Exhibition Waltz”
•
(TERRACE ROOM)
Normand, Fernand Sardou, Mick justifies his 45 minutes in the eyes the headliner.
Los Angeles, Nov. 25.
As for the rest of the bill, it’s whirls. Ted Fio Rito orch seems
Micheyl, Jackie Rollin, Charpini of the spenders, which means value
to suffer doldrums with rest of cast
Dorothy'
Shay ( accompanied by
a holdover, featuring the young
St Brancato, Denise Clair, Claude
received.- This is nothing for the
on certain cues, but gives sharp Russ Black), Chandra Kaly DancVega, Jacques Meyran, Manne- daisy-chain brigade, but neither is French magico, Dominique, and backing for Miss
Gilbert.
Settings
ers
Rudy Cardenas, the. young juggler.
(4), Eddie O’Neal Orch ( 12
quins De Liberty (6); $3 mini- most of the current
crop of bon Both get their
share of audience by Douglas are both rich and amus- $2 cover.
mum.
vivants.
ing, but are too many for too little
interest, with Dominique's infecMusic by the Heckscher crew tious personality and clever
space.
Will.
If there were any doubts about
tricks
This is the most Parisian of the hits its usual top level for
both being particularly outstanding.
the new Statler Hotel’s eventual
slick niteries with its kaleidoscopic
show and terping.
Ted.
As for the girls in the line, they
position in the after-dark life of
intime show that brings on the
Liilo, Paris
are the tipoff how New York cafes
the town, they should be dispelled
acts conveyer-belt fashion on the
Paris, Nov. 28.
FI 11 b One-Two, Toronto are finding it tough to get lookers.
small stage
in
this
tastefully
Eileen O’Dare, Craddocks (3), by this second offering in the spot’s
Toronto,
27.
Nov.
Most of them look as if Ava Gard- Danny Ray, Margie Lee, John Terrace Room. Layout headlined
styled room. Though management
Louise Carlyle, Johnny Niosi ner booked them herself, just to Flannegan, Rosian, Fortunia Ar- by Dorothy Shay is potent nitery
is of the gay set, the clientele is
,
play safe;
.
Kahn.
primarily Gallic carriage trade. Orch (5); $3.50 minimum.
nold Bros. (2», Olympiads (3), fare. Additionally, since Miss Shay
Even for those not understandRudy Horn, Continental Orch (8); was a perennial attraction at the
On
first Canadian date, though
rival Ambassador Hotel, this show
FI Rancho, Las Vegas
ir. , the language it is worth a trip
$5 minimum.
underlines the fact that other
for the frothy atmosphere, good she’s .known, for her “Sam &
Las Vegas, Nov. 26.
to
songsters and some outrageous Delilab” disk,. plus her “Girl.Crazy”
“Windmill Revue ,” with Joanne
With
the main body of the classy rooms in Los. Angeles are going
bul hilarious limp-wrist acts album with Mary Martin and that Gilbert, Doodles .& Skeeter, Car- Lido revue planing to Morocco for have to engage in spirited comGershwin Lyrics” men ,D'Antonio, Allan
rechnt
“Ira
(Charpini & Brancato).
It „is
Ashton, the opening of a new nitery, a new petition to get the acts they want
&
genial, loud
and never a dull' album with- Nancy Walker arid ffohnson St Midell, Bill Damian, El batch of acts has been put in for and need as customer lures.
moment as prexy Ton-Ton shouts Charlotte Foley, Louise Carlyle has Rancho Girls (8), Ted Fio Rito the interim with two of the ice
As usual, Miss Shay is selling
out the acts from his position by been held over and is packing them Orch (10); produced and staged skaters kept on to keep the blade peak
her
with
entertainment
the door. Tab is in the stiff cate- into the plush Club One-Two, by Tom Douglas ; choreography by seat warm. Rumors of cafe closing mountain william repertoire. Most
gory with $3 minimum for a drink town’s top class bistro.
Jean Devlyn & Sonia Shaw; no have been dispelled and when of it is familiar, but it hasn’t
With
ladylike
assurance
in
the
but a descending scale if drinks
cover or minimum.
caught, new show’ was doing fair lost any of its charm. And the
mount. Long show makes a higher Continental idiom, the shapely
biz. Bill stays on for 10 days until slick delivery of such standbys as
tab necessary, according to man- stacked and well-groomed brunet
Hollywood decorator Tom Doug- rest get back to resume the fast- “Uncle Fud,” “Mountain Gal” and
presents her songalog with plenty
ager Fifi.
las, who refurbished the El Rancho moving floor and ice
revue of yore. “Sagebrush Sadie” guarantees conof intelligence and subtlety in a
interior last year and is still revisDinner is served at 9 and show pleasant and
Eileen O’Dare, doubling from stant attention from ringsiders.
unruffled manner that
the premises, persuaded bonibegins at 10. It starts with the
makes a decided impression on ing
the Folies Bergere, does her fine There are some changes in her
face Beldon Katleman to book the
march of the Mannequins of Lib- delivery. Apart from
patter and she’s included a prelude
the attributes young
erty <6) who are also the waiters.
Joanne Gilbert following acrodance (New Acts). More pu- to
“Feudin’
the
inevitable
of voice and rhythm, here is a
chritude is supplied by sinewy
They mince through with drag vocalist
her rave two frames at the Mothat Cues new layghs.
with plenty of charm.
costumes and depict the Queens
cambo. To showcase her, Douglas dance contortions of Rosian in her
She
opens
w
ith a lilting “There’s
cat
dance,
in supFortunia
Chandra
Dancers,
in
Kaly
a strippo
through the ages for a rib-tickling
Gonna be a Great Day,” followed scripted, designed settings, wrote a that displays a fine body, and solid- port, build the show to a fine
opener. A trio of sax, piano and
bv a restrained torch version of lyric with composer-conductor Ted looking Margie Lee in her hep climax with their final Caribbean
accordion hardly gets a chance to
“Remind Me,” a sotto voce “You Fio Rito, surrounded the vibrant skating number on the ice cube number.
Earlier routines, with
play more than a few bars before a
Belong to Me.” Second set includes headliner with talent suitable for that glides out over the raised Kaly occasionally spotlighted alone
screech from Ton-Ton has another
framing her turn.
a dramatic “Begin the Beguine,”
stage. Ditto John Flannegan who and at other times with a trm of
act on, which is a good thing.
The arfibitious undertaking, does a clown bit as a big bosomed eye-filling femmes, are in the Fast
her “Tenderly” for whisper effects,
Les Freres De Lait (2) have a ‘Til Never Smile Again”
he entitled “Windmill washerwoman in
in tribute which
solid pratfalls for Indian vein. All click strongly.
pallet* act on the hygienic prod- to
Ruth Lowe, the composer (who Revue,” was made doubly difficult good mitting.
Eddie O’Neal orch, new to the
ucts of Paris, takeoffs on letters* was
present), and a bang-up finish to present because of brief reDanny
Ray
is a personable mag- Coast, pleases with its dance heal,
to the editor, with good timing
on “Do It Again,” this rating a hearsal time and lack of space both ico (New Acts)
and the three Crad- but its show stint needs trimming
aml material and a nice share of begoff.
on and off stage to house cast and
docks do their slapstick
badly. Crew is on for a 12-minuie
laughs. They give way to Noelle
Miss Carlyle is an arresting settings.
Result:
opening was which for sheer mayhem routine
IS 0 rm and. legit
and ec- opener in which the bra.is men
actress, who does stylist and, despite the current frankly
announced
as a “dress centric
an ofieclive diseuse number. She intimery
acrobatics
bleat of their value to the band,
is
a
pleasing
booking, is tops for any rehearsal."
number that leads to heavy yocks. but the novelty wears off alter
recites and gives the offbeat twist spot.
She possesses remarkable
Viewers of late show opening The Olympiads are a fine’
to wistful songs of forbidden love, range
about
eight bars and could
balancand controlled volume, plus night saw the “second dress,” in
ing threesome .and the juggling of dropped especially since the re*
to good mitting. The Mannequins clear
diction, with no voice tricks which several
sequences were cut young Rudy Horn is phenom (New maindcr of the show runs a lull
come through again to do a re- or mannerisms.
Johnny Niosi’s following the 8:30 shambles. Run- Acts).
verse striptease that rates vocks. orch
Arnaut Bros, supply their hour and any trimming is
lends neat and disciplined ning order bore little
relation to w.k. lovebird and comic violin portant in a room where al’ ^ st'rvTon-Ton and Fifi end
up in MPm'L.
Mfi.Sttay..
pnpted pr.o^rams .on, tables ,bijl, stint for good results.
Qlosk*
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

PSd&tffFr

thrush, smartly gowned and obviously well trained for delivery,

Hotel Chase,

St. Louis
by ,ophat and cane strut,
splits and excellent legwork. Miss
(CHASE CLUB)
with top arrangements, she still
San Francisco, Nov. 29.
Banks is plus visually with her
St. Louis, Nov. 25.
needs
more
work
to
realize
with
her poXavier Cugat Orch (18),
Quintetto Allegro (5), Boliana work on toes during solo spot, setentialities. Based on her talents,
.Abbe Lane; Los Barrancos, Juan however,
Ivanko (4), Clyde McCoy Orch queled by another Wonder whirl.
she can build

(MURAL ROOM)

Guerrero

,

Eddie

Garsdn,

Jose

Xavier Cugat’s outfit, like Gaul,
cuts its appeal in three portions.
Firstly there is his slice for the
floorwalkers and this succeeds in
whipping up a compote of all manner of tunesmithing, from the staid
waltz to the frenetic samba, which
has the terpers crowding each
other for elbow room.
Secondly, there is the entertainment factor for. the aged and disabled, the jewel and jowl set, that
just wants to listen. Here again
Cugat pours it on aptly. It approximates a carousel and a military
band fused together which is especially simpatico with those who
have had the benefit of an internal alcohol rub.
there’s the show, at
Finally,
which the Cugat crew goes slightly
mayhemic in its efforts to play the
good South American neighbor.

Anyone who

isn’t convinced after
an hour of Cugat that Brazilian
nuts aren’t the dandiest on the
market is probably subversive. In
any case, Cugat’s is the busiest,
blazingest outfit ever to use music
to cast a voodoo spell. And the
jampacked turnout plus advance
reservations in this sedate room
clearly prove that Cugie knows

how to spell.
It’s a big band and it plays big.
So this end, Cugat amalgams five
inythmists, one each handling maracas, claves, congo, bongo and
tjaps; a French horn which sears
when least expected; four reed
that mostly play flute, marimba,
bass; four brass that aim to be
heard; piano and his own fiddle.
Eighteen in all the crew rides the
octaves with the gusto of a stampede that has even the busboys
and waiters lined up to listen. Cugat doesn’t relax a moment while
turning on the steam-pressure and
neither do the couverters out to
make a night of it.
Visually, the troupe resembles a
whirling dervish enjoying a nervous breakdown. Two of his charges,
one a guy with maracas, the other
an eyeful with claves, occupy
themselves glorifying St. Vitus at
each end of the stage. His various
sections pop up and down as so
many pistons in a musical motor.
Movement combines with frenzy
and is drenched with tempos to
thumbscrew the patrons into a
state of cataleptic joy. It’s primitive and provocative and it all pays
off. If you can stand It, it’s good
for you.
The Cugat show is more of the
same, even if slightly less unique.
Juan Guerrero has an excellent
tenor and his offering of “Granada” is choice stuff. Eddie Garson,
ventriloquist,
is
solid,
highly
amusing and puts over his ChicoChico routine with impact, his
four-way voice bit being particularly good. Jose Wong, Chinese
gentleman who sings in Spanish
following mime bits of Billy Eckstine and the Ink Spots, is a better
than average comic relief. Los Barrancos, boy and girl terpers who
toss up a torrid mombo, click solidly. Abbe Lane is a lush topping of
song, looks and movement to wind
up the tornado properly punctuated with sex and sentiment.
Any way you look at it, the
Cugat melange is not meant for
quieting the nerves. It ain’t symphonic but neither is a cash register. Suffice that Frisco is paying
through the nose with delight for
this engagement. The town hasn’t
had such fun for many a moon.
Ted.
,

Sans Souci, Miami R’ch
Miami Beach, Nov. 29.
Jana Jones, Ann Herman DancSacasas Orch; $2 minimum
weekends.
ers,

This oceanfront hostel cafe is
probably the leading exponent of
the “one act” feature in the area,
"with
entr’acte the house dance
studio

draw

instructors, plus the
of the Sacasas terp

without

the

Wong; $1-75 cover.

solid

orch

forced” method of shooting
into prominence via a platter and
realize her values on the basics
contained in her personality, song
ability and routining.

As currently set
them all the way

up, she keeps
via a careful

blending of a series of tunes not
kicked around, such as the teeoffer,

“Love

Isn’t

Bom, It’s Made,”
On Me,” “Hap-

“You’re Cheating

piness Is a Thing Called Joe,”
“Bye, Bye Blackbirds,” and encore sequences, with only w.k. pop
“Somewhere Along the Way.” Tops
her canto with “Can’t Help Lovin’’
That Man” and “Runnin’ Wild.”
Addition of some of the better
tunes high on the jukebox parade

would
As

help.

reminds here and
there of Lena Horne and on her
is,

she

own stylings, gets them with a
warm delivery, though at times
that delivery
overaccented. This is a tendency easily
eliminated with experience. Lass
has charm, a full-ranging set of
throaty vocal-muscles and a sense
of showmanship.

becomes

The Ann Herman Dancers set
up some Latino ideas in good fashion. As for Sacasas, he's one of
the top dance draws in the area
plus one of the best showback outfits around.
Lary.
•

La Maisonette Carol,
Montreal

With

McCoy

the

exception

Boston, Nov. 25.

Clyde
and his tooters who have
on previous visits, new
of

scored
faces are featured in the current
layout at this class west end spot
and all are acquitting themselves
with considerable eclat. The Allegro quintet, all young Italian
males, uncork a wide variety of
click stints and they were loudly
rewarded at session caught.
In white tie and tails the lads
display top musical talent, each
being able to play a multiplicity
of instruments, switching from one
to another during their fast routines. Highlight occurs when they
pratt one another at the piano and
manage to hit the ivories, individually and in group. .When one is
crowded out, he leaps onto the
bended backs of the others to do
his share of the work. It’s sock.
Their interp of “Passing of the
Regiment,” donie with three violins, a trap drum and piano, wins
a solid mitt as the soft music
starts with the room in
semidarkness, continues to full brightness and ends in the gloom. Boys
also dish out “Who Plays the Instrument,” “O Solo Mio,” “Gossiping Old Maids,” “La Vie En Rose,”
and for an encore, an outdated
band of three ancient horns, bass

drum and clarinet. The “La Vie”
number was sung in French by
the baritone, who has nifty pipes.
The Ivanko Four, a .tiny brunet

Bros.

Asias giving her solid
backgrounding, Miss Dova keeps
attention throughout a 25-minute
session as she switches easily from
French to English into Spanish,
etc.
Most of her songs are of folk
origin and each is preambled by
an explanation that is clear and
amusing.
Although most of Miss Dova’s
material is off the usual thrush
track, gal can and does inject the
occasional pop into songolog effectively.
On the whole, however,
this is an almost over-specialized
type of entertainment slanted more
to the small individual boite than
big, femme-show patron.
As such
it is okay and is further enhanced
by this attractive room and Carol's
Newt.
astute showcasing.

Gatineau, Ottawa
Ottawa, Nov. 27.
Jerry & Turk, Joey Dean, Nan
The Kings & Their
Houston,
Ladies, Harry Pozy Orch; 75c admission, $1 Sat.

Clicko comics Jerry & Turk,
with assists from diminutive Joey
Dean and looker canaiy Nan Houston, dish out some socko material
on the Gatineau Country Club’s
big floor, but -the preem mob
Turk’s
caught only the crests.
mike gabbing is rapid-fire and, to
house accustomed to slowera
paced comedy, it took nearly a
quarter Of an hour to get them to
listen at the same rate he was
A-H is overlong for this
talking.
Trimming about 10 minutes
spot.
would help here. Otherwise, it’s
more than okay and when the sitters got around to it, they guffawed
without letup.
Dean’s coiled-spring tap terps
are smooth and fine. His comedy
with the others is so-so. He uses

who’ve proved a healthy pull for
the considerable segment looking aud participation in getting cusfor exciting hip-swing ideas.
tomers to whistle and hum "April
With it, Sans Souci has become Showers” and “Tea For Two” while
a showcase for upcomers as well he dances. Miss Houston, tall, wellas for established acts looking for filled and well-distributed, uses a
further bids on the class hotel Gershwin tribute arrangement plus
nnd cafe circuit. Layout makes “I Feel A Song Coming On” and
for perfect viewing from all points “You Made Me Love You” to okay

Highlight of evening, after
effect.
age is a mixture of the regulars Jerry & Turk do an okay comic
along the routes in glitter belts jitterbug routine, is a roughhouse
such as New York, Chicago, Phil- opera takeoff which has the payees
adelphia and other metropolitan thundering with their palms.
Held over, the Kings & Their
centres.
They reTh*us, when a Jana Jones, never Ladies continue socko.
seen here before and actually new peat their click Calypso and Oriuf the 250-seater. Typical patron-

around Manhattan’s confines, ental numbers, and have added a
comes in to register with the type blues routine. Their performance
of aud attracted, she must be is solid throughout.
Harry Pozy emcees a bit and
marked up as a potent possibility
for better things.
leads his capable band for show
Gorm.
A highly attrafctive 'brunet and dancing.

&

Williams

Johnny Turnbull Orch
Paul- Clement Trw; $2-$2.50
(4),

(9)
cover.

upon

flashier duet choreography,
particularly at finish.

With Kay Thompson and the
Williams Bros, giving out with
Dancers
bring their, special brand of sophisticated
gasps with lavish wardrobe during
vocal and terp antics, the Oval
two productions.
Opener is the Room has again taken on an at-

Donn

Arden

talk of the town, with several love-

mosphere of glamor, the exception

terping
with top
French
poodles.
Don Reynolds is outstanding with his warble of “Early

lies

rather than the rule lately. Miss
Thompson was last here a couple
of seasons ago sans the four freres.
during midway dance
Full group results in nifty enterscene.
Carlton Hayes and orch
sound polished backgrounds tainment for the class trade.
The songstress is a perfectionist
throughout.
Will.
and the entire stanza reflects painstaking rehearsing which, strangeCountry, It’klyn ly enough, doesn’t detract from
Nita Bieber & Gerald Gotham, the general impresh of spontaneity.
Cece Blake, Lenny Maxwell, There’s plenty of movement and
Johnny Morris Orch La Playa 6; each number is a production n its

Autumn”

Town

&

;

$3.50

own right.
Group tees

minimum.

Current
while off

Town & Country
its

off

with

“Jubilee

Time,” a lively hoedown number
which winds with Miss T. being

layout,

regular budget, con-

some lively entertainment. held aloft by the quartet followed
Boniface Ben Maksik is in the en- by zany “Mad About the Ballet,”
tains

wherein ambition of “Peaches” to
appear in toe work is finally assured when “Daddy” buys the

viable position of being able to
get off the nut via weekend business. This outsized spot seems to

do rather well for

The show

troupe.

itself.

Finale,

with

femme

as

movie star surrounded by her
handpicked claque, is a devastating slap at Hollywood parties.
Sharp, witty and clever, it’s sophisticated stuff and should result in
brisk biz during the two-week

sans names, but the
acts are well constructed.
Bill
starts
off with Nita Bieber
&
Gerald Gotham, whose terps in
the modern idiom are frequently
is

exciting, although their work is
cut out for the more urbane entertainment centres.
Their stint
shows Jack Cole influences, but
there are sufficient twists to set
them off on their own. They do
two numbers, both of which show
imprints
of
sophistication
and
smartness.
The act is somewhat
ahead of the patronage in this

stand here.

Musical backgrounding is furnished by Johnny Turnbull’s orch
aided by the act’s pianist and
drummer. Paul Clement’s versatile
trio fills the lulls.
Elie.

looker and three stalwart males,
Montreal, Nov. 25.
Nina Dova, Gilberto Asias; no also click as they toss the gal
cover or minimum.
around as if she were a rag doll
in an adagio chore. They climax
Still one of the top restaura- via the gal swung as a jumping
Brooklyn spot.
teurs in Montreal and a cafe op- rope with one of the lads hopping
Singer
Cece
Blake,
former
erator who has been responsible over her twirling body half a
Vaughn Monroe vocalist, has profor some of the best intimery tal- dozen times.
gressed
far
beyond
the
bandMcCoy contribs to the layout
ent ever* to play this town, Carol
Grauer is currently offering the with a sturdy trumpet solo of “I singer stage. She’s somewhat unusual
these
days,
inasmuch
as
her
multi-lingual talents of chanteuse Went To Your Wedding” after an
unbilled baritone with the orch sole gimmick is good singing.
Nina Dova, with her, guitar.
Miss
Blake
has
a
well-developed
A familiar chirper via radio, tele cops a heavy mitt, for warbling set of pipes, vivid projection and
and previous cafe tries around the same ditty. Bary and McCoy sufficient personality
to put her
Montreal, Miss Dova looks and also score heavily with their “Old across in the personal
appearance
sounds best in this swank room. Phonograph Record” during which fields. She negotiates rhythm and
Much of this is due to the pres- they pantomime Bonnie Baker, novelty tunes effectively and hits
Ted
Frankie
Laine,
Johnnie
Ray,
entation and the attentive clienWeems, among others. Proceedings a fine stride with a medley of
tele that gathers here—a followtorch tunes.
ing Carol has built up in Montreal wind up with McCoy manipulating
what he Claims is the smallest
Lenny Maxwell, a youthful
over the past 20 years.
playable trumpet in existence, for comic, is a skilled impressionist,
Perched atop a grand piano with his “Sugar Blues” themer. Sahu.
but still needs to develop added

Gilberto

Thompson

JKay

Pair finish off with brief pas de
deux.
Act should concentrate

(17); $1-$1.50 cover.
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Copley Plaza, Boston*

mitts

Ciro’s,

London

London, Nov.

25.

Cecil Landeau*s presentation of
“More New Faces ,” with Liselle
Stranzinger, Aud Johannsen, Shari,

Hughie Diamond, Terence TheoRuth Hilary, Brenda WilJune McComb, Sidney
Simone band; $5 minimum.
bald &
kinson,

Once again Ciro’s is housing a
new Cecil Landeau revue. Like its
predecessors,

and

it’s

a smartly dressed

smoothly staged production,
although quite pleasant to
watch will have dubious value as
but

a lure. And that’s what’s desperately needed these days, partciularly as the first signs of the pre-

Christmas slump are becoming evident.
savvy in presentation. His material
With the illness of Diana Monks
mixes
both
familiar takeoffs along
Desert Inn, Las Vegas with those that are infrequently who was kept out of the show on
opening night with a sprained
Las Vegas, Nov. 25.
done. In the latter category is
Frankie Laine, Paul Gray, Tom- LouiS Armstrong and it’s a fairly ankle, the routine had to undergo
a last-minute reshuffle. It needs
my Wonder & Margaret Banks, expert delineation.
Jose.
further rejuggling if the producCarl Fischer, Don Reynolds, D0nn
tion is to have pace and impact.
Adren Dancers (8), Carlton Hayes
Orch (11); no cover or minimum Chez Agnes Capri, Paris Before the show gets into its stride
the floor is taken by June McComb
Paris, Nov. 25.
with some
Strictly class is this combination
magico, but she
Agnes Capri, Robert Dhery & has far too boffo
destined to keep this nitery in
big a slice of the probeyond the Co. (4), Marthe & Annie, Mon- gram and in any event she should
over-capacity even
sieur & Mine. Boulau, Max Chom- be
shifted higher up the bill.
Thanksgiving holidays.
Dance routines have style and
Frankie Laine hasn’t put forth ette, Paulette Zoiga, Pierre Latour, Roland Jacobson; $2.50 miniverve and are handsomely interhis energetic warbles in Vegas for
mum.
preted by Terence Theobald &
some time. Differences between
Ruth Hilary.
former and present appearances
Hughie Diamond
This is a new cabaret on the site warmly
He sings better, has
are marked.
fills a vocal spot, but Ligroomed his gab into sleek qual- of a famed old nitery that nur- selle Stranzinger’s rendering of
tured
many
the
present
of
variety
No longer the brash, hard“Silent Night” is not nitery fare.
ity.
Spot has been enlarged, Other
edged hurly-burly shouter, Laine greats.
members of the cast go
had advanced far along the route but the old baroque decor has been through their paces with energy.
maintained. Gilles, who runs Chez
The Sidney Simone combo, who
of the performer who can hold
Gilles nearby, also reps this but
composite audiences in respect.
have been occupying the dais
has built it around the talent and
Laine hasn’t lost his electric
since the cafe reopened several
draw of Agnes Capri.
quality enroute. His “Sunny Side
months back, backgrounds
Though it is a gamble now to duction with commendable the proof the Street” propels setup with
skill as
solid beat to contrast with mystic open a new boite, cafe presents a well as supplying lively dance mu“Ruby and the Pearl.” Takes one fine, balanced show, and with tab sic.
Myro.
level
average
and
champagne
from the old days, “Black and on
Blue,” and imbues with driving em- not obligatory, it should have a
Riverside,
phasis, then gives with the plain- good chance to build on word-ofReno, Nov. 26.
tive “High Noon/' in carbon of mouth for the nitery set seeking
Dorothy Dandridge, Paul Gilthe
offbeat
talent.
Located
in
his Columbia top-selling platter.
bert, Tom Sc Jerry, Riverside StarHis “Jezebel” has a feverish, sexy Opera district, 300-seater is still lets
(8), Bill Heathcock Orch; no
note, while “Mam’selle” is purred languishing and the next month cover
or minimum.
Lauds accomper-arranger- will decide its fate. Whether It
softly'.
or
it has showcased
not,
stays
on
88er Carl Fischer seated alongside
Dorothy
..Dandridge is. the one
some good young talent as well as
at the Steinway, then joins him on
some solid cafe sophisticate who has apthe piano bench in duo of “After refurbished the setting for
peared in Reno and she’s bloomYou’ve Gone,” relaxed and bright. tried and true cabaret artists here. ing. A
voice that is pleasant and
Bluesy “One For My Baby” re- Though Gallic in presentation, on key
has little to do with her
enough here to entertain
ceives terrif treatment, edging in- there is
click.
Her
emotional, sensual and
tourist.
the
“Jealousy”
for
big-voiced
to
warm
salesmanship
are as appreShow is emceed by smooth-talkovation.
ciated here, as they were at La Vie
Latour,
in
white
gloves
Pierre
ing
Paul Gray, impeccably dressed
En Rose, N. Y. For others of the
and looking the antithesis of a and derby, who also doles out a similar
genre anticipating a stint
comedian, proceeds to disprove the few effective stories on the doings in
Reno, only this room can proplatter by belting over a superb of the bored upper classes and the
erly display them.
dighapless,
of
simple,
a
sufferings
material.
His
sesh of yockworthy
Miss Dandridge, stunning in a
comedy is disarming, intellectual, nified man who marries a harridan. tight
black sequin gown, tees off
and satirical in the sense that al- Impressionist Paulete Zoiga, Robwith
“I Never Knew I Could Love
though he buttons his various ert Dhery & Co. (4), and Monsieur.
Anybody”
in up tempo.
Tall and
well
the
contrib
to
Boulau
Mme.
&
warped
none
is
characterizations,,
she
deliberately
squirms
Ribs “young, crowd risibilities and enjoyment. trim,
with bitter humor.
through “I’ve Got You Under My
Acts).
New
(See
their
and
apcomedians”
brash
Skin,”
sliding
over
some
particuMax Chomette recites macabre larly long nbtes with languor.
proach to the laugh, then sets forth
She
in display of “human” types. Gets poems of hunger and wonder with
builds
a
nice
mood.
audience thoroughly pocketed fol- good thespic backing for the staple
Next
set
consists of blues
&
cabaret.
Marthe
then
of
story,
type
this
screw”
in
“silver
lowing
“Talk Sweet Talk to Me,” with a
goes into a mad catalog of quickie Annie are fetching young girls who
leading into “September deliver fast takeoffs on lovelorn little rhythm, plus “You Gotta
ditties
Buy
Buy for Baby,” with some
Song” parody. Reception for this columns and beauty aids for reRapid-fire deliv- brow-mopping writhing.
is big, calling him back for lam- freshing effect.
“Blow
Out the Candle” js a propoon on “Back in Your Own Back ery is combined with an case and
emphasis that never let a laugh duction number, with candelabra
Yard.” Gets off to salvos.
three tapers.
As she
holding
Tommy Wonder & Margaret languish. Then comes Agnes Capri
Banks are delightful pair of with fine song and poetry wrap-up blows out choruses, she dittoes the
See
is
“You
Gotta
Windup
candles.
terpers who dispense with most of a pleasing show (New Acts).
ballroomology to capitalize upon Roland Jaeobson pianos for show Your Baby Every Night.” Her
the
the
fore,
of
advances.
to
little
and
Following a and lulls. There is no dancing,
singular abilities.
(Continued on page 52)
duo turn, Tommy brihgs on the bill Is presented leisurely. Mosk.
.
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Riversi

,

Reno

spectacles which always
score, are the Tokayers.
The six

bles forward in tight skirt for
friendly bows and big smiles.
Paul Gilbert is in Reno and the
Riverside for a second time. Young
comic is full of new material that’s
Still
practically devoid of skits.
using the shock opener— “I’ve just
been to see my psychiatrist and
every thing is all right’’—whereupon he does a complete forward
flip, straightens out rigid in midair and hits the floor with a thud
that shakes the tables.
Gilbert sticks with fast delivery
and only moves into a character
part once with “High Noon,” as a
As a
tobacco chewing cowpoke.
horse player, he loses everything
at the track down to a long shirt
(knee length) and in that rig he
spends the last 15 minutes of his
act, cavorting, dancing and play-

ing a trumpet.
Tom & Jerry

openers on
bars. As clown and straight, they
engage in .fancy bar flying with
blindfolds bits and hopflips,
scotching the apparatus sans hands,
Slarlets spring a new opener
with gigantic dice which they spin,
toss and terp on. The complicated
routine, with a song intro, “The
are

Hard Way,” .works the gals breatffGeorge Moro has produced
less.
a “Rumanbo” for his finale—^
combo rhumba and mambo—also
extremely complicated. He’s more
concerned with authentic dancing
than in displaying his dolls. Rethe best
suit is usually one of
parts

^

a g +* °^ ei ^be bes t Peel
routines^ seen here to

Group builds

date.

few warmup

f

easily after
bounces to a rous

climax as a small member is
somersaulted to the lofty wicker
chair.
Most; of the action is by
,
the male element with lone femme
*? okin ®. P er * and* occasionally assisting
some of the minor acro-

m

batics.

Fr °m th'J™Pr one of the mem-

.

Don

Wallys, cuts away to offor fine ovation. Guy
tall ladder which
turn is balanced by a confrere
and is handstands, layouts, etc
on t^ ls fragile perch are clicko.
The Albins, who have appeared
in this room before, sell their
comedy ballroomology as handily
as ever.
The. Martin Bros., also
repeaters, are featured with their
manonets in the
La Boheme”
number and then follo\y with a
separate that is slick but familiar,
j
In such an unlimited field as far
as subject matter goes, there seems
to be little imagination used by
the average manipulator and the
freres (with their skeleton dancers,
etc.) aren’t exactly any exception
to the rule.
Besides the femme display by
the pony line, ballet dancer Barbara Eskofier boosts general appeal with her fine toe work. Dick
Court & Genie Saunders are effecall vocal slots ad the Bix
tive
Belair band backgrounds in usual
Newt.
steady manner.
Jers,
ter

f atop of
works
a

m

•

.

m

show and for best

the

cf

ai

terboard

Flamingo, Las Vegas

viewing must be caught from the
far reaches of room as ringsiders

Guy Parkinson,' CelebAbe Romaine Band; pro -

rity

(8),

duction under supervision of J oe
Tai/ 7 o?** $3 minimum, no cover.

mum

but apparently found himself short
of talent chips in the pre-Yuletide
period. Taylor is currently dickering for top overseas acts for this
spot and expects to have a solid
lineup covering the plush Yuletide-New Year season, with a
strong followup throughout ’53.
Headlining the current show is
comedy magician Guli-Guli. Work
ing in Indian rigout he’s good forsome laughs from mainly carriage
trade customers but appears better
suited to vaude than in this type
of cafe. His act lacks the class to
win solid appeal from those who
look for glamor in Celebrity floorshows.
Guy Parkinson, spot’s featured
singer, has what it takes to win
the femmes and gets away to
strong applause with “Come Back
to Sorrento” and “Gandy Dancers’
Ball.” Young, with looks, he’s a
natural for the nitery loops both
here and abroad.
Abe Romaine, longtime feature

house

film

in

and

more, the special
packets are being whipped up for
desert gaming delta.
In Your Eyes,” an idea of

to encompass some
sonalities in an overall

Lewis

“Stars

Sammy

new

per-

medium-

budget show, comes off okay, although little deviation from standard nitery format has been cooked
U P for the occasion. Biz should be
bright, however, with some dropP 7n S off of attendance after the

Mas

incredible flinging
staee to the
thl
from one side of stage
her
r
U nd S a d
ot e r spts brin g u p th e
p
f.
r
Fomsome
ma ke a terrifSe act
fflght *on the ’departure of Martells
Mignon, the teeterboarding
Marvels amass their flips and catapults. Act has been held over for
e
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d rl r d
Ind%rve ?eai Thr iils
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Ala.n ?ing, Bobby Van, and
£?
Barbara Ruick are making Vegas
JNtery debuts, with all three captaring okay acclaim. Skylarks have
a(~
t rek to town many times,
{P
but have n ?ver put on such a show
stopping visitation before,
G aiding the show along is com
e .an Alan King.
His ease and
in

-

wit suit well for emcee role
qU
j ^
n( he shines in his own spot prior
? |
,
to “ na}®- Yocks are fast in coming,
V1 th I* in g belting more and more
^
Bucy fare for audience to digest.
He bases most of his material on
running tales of his boyhood on
Ne
York s eastside,
y0
dalliance, and growing
j.
*
in ) dl ® s a** marriage state. Makes
*'i
a funny t°“ do Wlth “Babalu” befo
^tiring to outsize mitts,
Bobby Van appears as a youth.
ul a d u tai
Ray Bol 2 er with

tricks

Bank

district
\

gets the jazz addicts
stateside musicians.

and
Tab

rpacnnaWo
nf $1.50.
"Cl RA
reasonable at
Lil
Armstrong,

.

visiting

verv

is

doubling
at
Spivy’s East Side, delivers her heo
piano pounding and chanting in
the time-honored Dixieland stvlp
that’s a staple for the
French
jazzophile.
With her engaging
voice'a'nd'pleMing personality sne
shf
rates good mitting
1

ppanntc
e

TTr»iior»/i

tru

Dete r

m"

r

fou^vears

Sing

to

^UH

thT’

P e for

h

+
ne '^
ned

a t^

His sfncing it P
soarks-the French cnmhlf

•

King

^

nd
0 g0C d
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Mfchri AtfiSmS
shows a good intemrctfvptn/i

stvleoftheNcvt

tattve

Tone

school

RV™

1'

163115

rhvthrrvim* fin

are’ topflight.
Jacques
q
ess adds his he P clarinet to the

Picture to make this a worthwhile
np for those seekin S some good
^
jazz.

Cave has its offbeat qualities i|
the torture room where clients are
S ulded for a looksee. Eerie torture
implements and rusted chastity
belts goosepim P le the curio
»-\.
Mosk.

Last Frontier* Las Vegas
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Rodriguez, Tony
(8); $1 cover.
rrt

Tempo

DiPardo

A ,,

.

e

Orch

nicely phrased, and ditto the stroking on the keys
Penchant for
warbling romantic ballads comes
into good stead when he softly
breathes “It’s All in the Game ”
consisting of singles spotted Tempo
hits
upward swing in
at random is not helping to give
this “Slaughter on 10th Avenue," and
any word-of-mouth or crix rep. in request IIICUICY.
medley, OaUdllCd
ILCU
satisfies 1many
v ..
d^
raw is bombastic headliner a tabler’s wishes. In midst of lato
Salvador Andre, who gives the ter, tosses in “Cement Mixer,”
ace
a nacdium house of strictly from left field, singing lyrics in
E
re ^ c h clientele. Cafe has shut- pash fashion for big
yocks.
^ r ed
r ®ope n
uch of lat
Liberace has surrounded himself
an d
f Lr’
merry "S°-round? with several musicians to compleaeain
nrfnk?
gai
lnk
a e av ra |® with ment his
pianistry. With brother,
|
J- J?J mixed
J.
J and
| $12 for
George, on the podium, a sensitive
pu aTrinni Jjr_
g
background
is always maintained,
.
'fi,
Show s?itrfc
art s with
dancer and particularly effective are the
^ e Granada,canoca
who does a many violin obligatos by the conJ?
d .^amenco and obviously ductor.
y
Corky Hale strums harp
e
r«
have been taught in gTissanclos, Bob Sandy works the
a ls>
r gyrations
— follow
” the
wic pviwuooiuu
percussion
pianist.
with
iJiainov* Gorwna VAUd
extra
5
«
n»»of.owikAj
-u
j
*
nrPCPn
hciH
om
l..l
^
.
P^ascribed course but have no don Robinson,
and Bob Manners
r
? P asb in. them. Neola, a plies his bass viol for added rhythely lass who cannot dance
Lighting, as usual, is
at mic effects.
out gawkily for a terrific. Manned onstage by George
A11r ^ ba t
t® P
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of the entertainment pro-

ceedmgs is livened considerably
by this two-act lineup, both firsttimers in the Eddy Bros. cafe. The

^

j

lumbia album. All this shows in
his work. Audiences won’t let him
off following his 35 minutes of
widely varied repertoire. Warms
up the 88s immediately with a
multi-faceted
“Crazy
Rhythm.”
The eandel'abra and lihting&ects
ome ,| n I° Play during “LiebesP
traum,” as for all his many mood
pieces. Tribute to Barclay Allen is

ir r*
'Ths*
R*
C.
ChamnQ FivSLs s begl nmg t0
K nsas
’^ ^u
» M, wiSi ty uS 0V 28
5
ro, n
^ be ® d ^es.
Russell
A
f j
j
MacNair; £
Teddy & Phyllis °adly paced, hodge-podge
floorsbow
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the Left

converted into a picturesque hnitH
with hot jazz, both American
French interpreted, bouncine
the sweating walls.
Run by
Club prexy Pierre Delaunav Hot
if

tivities

time on “You Just Can’t Have
teams to play this spot.
V Cl V Lllllltf
Everything”
The pair keeps things peppery,
for okay exit.
Skylarks
ucvci lUUA,eU
looked Ol
j inino never
c
or
SUUnasound but the pace becomes virtually
ed
®
d better. Choreography as
a_ well as boisterous
shortly
after
wiA konds
Bettv
harmonies are tops. Three males
U g tS g0in
The reasons
am
„ j
S
re nhvirv„o
? The lrish -sanoVi
"
and
3p
an
d
two
feiP me s make each tune a fita fak es it1 a h
bl ;‘ ea sy on “Kerry
Pi 'ent to °even
nai e Rol ld
llck chanting “Hallelujah,”
s rhythm opener,
s:--' onile
9
For thP^fnoYie k
then
b ck .aY.
d - “Vralkin’ My Baby Back Home.” lau^Ph^e ?lnt
micQipn
„ Jl^
V
s ng
rnontage of
i°i
E
>w Sweet Chariot,” “Zing hits from old
Warner musicals
taking
off
on Bebe Daniels. RiJby
11
alS
° § 00+? hoofers''. solid LoubBluefr
Keeler and Ginger Rogers
vSiV
? i and
jsual acts
Brings
the lavish Mme,
Eni ire cast works In openin'’ out her guitar to
K.jmarova
strom as she Sffs
production
numbers
sketches.
“Triangles,” for boffjT atop the piano and
that run the cultural
pulls all the
gamut from rlnnnngo ‘Starlets
-terp
h«i Boheme,“Good
which is current, to
cn ant, Tiena
w s a se S ue from curtain-raiser Va Tembla
a rousing girl-loaded
French item, with vl,
Skylarks vocalizing. Line of
Blonde songstress then
fese nt l ay out does more
than
veers to
a
Ji
t
lookers return for finale,
Jittie
to
again nonsense with “Molasse. ’•
confirm
any regular
C^moije that he is still getting ?P^mg ,t Skylarks on warble of, tune out of which she gets
Not mv
and the gang 'tossing in satrizing song
the best, all-around" value in
stylists of the dliv
town some gags on musical'
breaks
Headliners,
withjhe help of her
other
than
the
aecompLists!
- - 1,1
*

S

of

Jtaton. backgrounding and
vocals smoothly and returns
t
hore
,th
with the Normandie Boys for a tf,» ‘raSi1
5S?,.«
i«*
the^Zarde^Bros
de Bl0S groUp>
Elie.
zinging “Alabama Jubilee” with*
the brightly stepping chicks. Latter
> ilia
features
applause-roping
Esfcs Paris
effects
during stroblight cakewalking of
Paris Nov
Christina
Carson
and
Betty
Salvador Andre, Carmen De
Turner.
A1 Jahns takes his crew along
l
1
the measures and scores with com- (5) Lillian Sisters
(2) $2.50
$2 50 minimini
(2),
petent batoning.
Will
mum
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Ca?ino

1

Al?hnfi«h
1
n°
Wlth polish and suavity. Liberetran^pr ?!!
h
ace holds his ca P acity audiences in
ble getting across to aud a? show
cau
he dished
some filrly rapt attention during his keyboard
oc gf‘tul
much of u relating ministrations. Marking his 11th
? ^
10
The SUnd in the Ram0na Room this
?ick iooWn^Dnn'n'Ard/ ^' ,
Liberace fortnight tops all others
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mos

blz in

jiv e spot

one of the old torture
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around Notre Dame. Thoueh n
dank in atmosphere, this has hoo
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nA«r cave
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Buzz should be good along the a
Glitter Belt. “Stars” is far from
pretentious, maintaining a bquncng bouyancy froin curtain to cur-

^

Montreal Nov° 29
Th
<f. Do»°w3hS, Martin' Brbf (2™
ers Ba b r
E ko
o-lx S ? ? A C
Sr t
o1
elair Orch

25.

Las Vegas, Nov. 27.
Liberace,
Lucille Norman
George
Liber
ace~. Corky Hale Bob
Sis (b
ypeL which hi
Manners. Gordon Rob.
&*»'
cups,
and Trom
an
audience Inson, Don Baker, Jean Devhin
Rcrue
1 2 ,,
Garwood v«,
stooge's pocket. Inteiwoven wUh
UO); no cover or nummun,
541
StanZa

Some

adily throughout,
V®
0115 cor e
tb
^wiprffpf^^f^i
S
i^
d
ly g
d vein. Result
will
^?
hp ao reasonably
K?
be
fine fortnight in
th
n ltary
;
Doing the
m.c. chore, orch leader
lP rdo cal ls on tbe tea
J5 «
,
of Teddy Sc Phyllis Rodriguez for
some nifty terping, turn pretty
much
— comprising
7
of ajg
o a resume wa
Latin
tm
-« j
_
.
dances. tLead
off with a “Merry
Widow” waltz in soft and gentle
°° ney Cleat C ° mplete his mood, then swing into ballroom
tango done fancily and speedily to
“rping
Tico Tico.” Give over an inninu
Barbara Ruick as well as Van
are from the Metro stable of pic
h °P efuls Th e lovely* blonde miss,
J-o*
Ulna,
WHICH
also a Capitol disker, has style and proves onp of their best efforts
ha g
sexy Quality. Voice is soft, with
a “Brooklyn”, rhumba
?e £ ?
P urring intonations even on bounc- Sfifi, ai*K d,? es ,the entir e. number
mg
opener. “Getting To Know with hiball glass on his head,
You -” Takes care of the evergreen, Closer is snappy Latin paso doble.
“ You Took Ady
Two are particu^rly ade pt in their
antage of Me,”
capable fashion, and marks upbeat field and class as one of the better
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careen high alive stage^ almost
holiday weekend. Word-of- grazing thflovvbeamsandskpmouth could circumvent that fac- ing ceiling.
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Paris,
.

_ Lil Armstrong, Peanuts Holing
Jacques Hess, Michel Attor)n,7~

*

..

I952

3„

Paris

p

long

presentations, rew
kidding
as bandleader.
top showman and
knows how to sell a number from
hot to sweet. He should have little
difficulty building up quite a rep
at this stand.
Highlight of show Is the nifty f
^
?^
?
ballet featuring eight of Australia’s iong * egs klc kmg up the* floor in
most luscious femmes and surefire fancy motions. Carries a feeling
of
spontaneity
throughout stint,
with the male customers.
Gals
work in perfect harmony in both ^and se If "assurance is noted all the
y ‘j 0 ?? footwork follows brief
semi-classical and fast-moving rou® ood ay mimicry of Grant,
tines. Ballet is boniface Taylor’s
P Gagney,
Stewart,
Brennan and
best bet presently.
Rick
Lorre.
Stepping lightly, breezes
184*114*
Fsa^Snfi T%g A¥1 w9i .through softshoe, contrasting with

places Daniel
Romaine is a

Nair on conga-bongo drums. Mood
is changed for a softer “How Are
Las Vegas, Nov. 27.
Things in Glocca Morra?” but it’s
Tennessee Ernie, Irene Ryan, back to the boisterous for “Pemme
Martells & Mignon (4), Marvels Fatale,” an original. Latin mood
Johnny O’Brien, Kathryn holds through powerful version of
(7),
hnd
energetic
Duffy Dtinsations (7), Normandie “Cumbanchero,”
Boys ( 3 ) A l Johns Orch ( 10 ) pace continues through “Greene
Kosine,” “Rhtimba Rhapsody” and
no cover or minimum,
“Enjoy Yourself.”
It’s all embellished with good
sponsible for capacity biz in prevideal
of personality and show biz
repeat
to
looks
ous bookings here,
know-how on the part of Miss Reilon current three-frame stopover.
ly,
ably
backed by her own twobighis
with
Ernie,
Tennessee
Some dynamic costar team re- some and the DiPardo orch.
Quin.
from
crevasses
sound pipes, fills
bouncy “That’s My Sister Lou” to
the
In
Train.”
a crackling “Mule
Latin Quarter, Boston
the friendly, drawling
interim,
Boston, Nov. 25.
plainter brings on the huzzas with
Teresa Brewer, Artie Dann, Gal “Tennessee Waltz” and slam-bang
over
Puts
li Galli, Martha Ann Bentley, Donn
“Blackberry Boogie.”
moody feeling of “High Noon,” Arden Girls (8) with Alan Martin,
then draws big yocks in “Three Henry Kalis Orch
Zarde
(9),
Returns to Bros. Orch (4); $3 minimum.
Nights’ Experience.”
reprise of
in
rollicking tempo
Capitol disclick, “Shotgun Boogie,”
C urr e r; t layout, with exception
before quickie return with “Mule
headlining Teresa Brewer, adds
Train.” Chatter is folksy and sev- of
up
to okay nitery fare. Thrush fails
eral backwoods stories are honeys.
Irene Ryan won her nitery spurs to impress with song routines that
would
undoubtedly click with
at the Thunderbird couple of years
ago appearing at a police benefit. youthful fans but offers little for
oldsters
or visiting firemen.
Since that showstopping occurence,
Main deficiency stems from fact
she has been a fave in Vegas. Her
that
Miss
Brewer includes little or
quavering wails about men and
no change of pace for, with excepmores tickle risibilities. Oosage of tion
of
ballad,
“Till I Waltz Again
nostalgia is heavy, with comedy
With You,” balance of songs are
combination potent. Unreels a new
U
special material ditty, “Make Mye b and
Psic
.self Over For You,” setting up Jl ?®
i
??
man-hungry gab, furthered in fol- f n n n m^ti e c a nfinpccdelrfired
lowup, “My Heart Cries For You.” hrnnS-^honiS^^’niSfb tf C rle
sbo
uld
d
®
p en ty of re ’
Difference between new thrush de: c/
f
+
6
livery and oldtime shouting wins
eliciting on ^iterv circuit
heavy palms, with peep at bloomP tees off^vith Martha Ann
ered gams on flustered runoff a big
Bentle y
v alocal hallprina nff thP
yock.
Medley of oldies framed
sehonT whn
l
'
O Un d
0S
W ”“ P 1 5
agility and grace whlle'
P
an d e ffletive bowouf
ln whirls and s P‘ns. A looker, she
Martells & Mignon pile trick
a P pears *> ba a «»*• «’at can't
aft« trkk in rapfd succeslion as miss.
three formally dressed males toss
Galli
Galli,
Egyptian magico
femme in red leotard around the
1*.

this
. Current
show is a weakie and
in only for a limited span. Operator Joe Taylor has always set a
high standard at this ace nitery,
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Thnndcrlih*d, Las Vegas

rafters.

More
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Las Vegas, Nov. 27.
mi.ss all the movement and in“ Stars In Yours Eyes" with
tricacies.
Bobby Van, Alan King, Barbara
Flamingo
Bill Heathcock orch is playing Ruick,
Skylarks
(5),
its first show in this spot. Mark.
Starlets (8), T orris Brand Orch
(11); sketches by Sid Kuller; mu OIel95*ity C3ab 9 Sydney sic by Hal Borne ; produced bySammy Lewis ; no cover or mini
civHnpv Nov 19
Guli-GuH,
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(Continued from page 51)
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ciumsy acro-dance
attempt. Then standing results are obtained.
S
r
h rles who sings
Lucille “Norman, strikingly lovet??n «iai %fir»£
?am
.
n
lt
01
gown,
^ ? gs of ly blonde in classic white
nd ^ 0SS ^^P ibe f7
throb
her
is not matches
appearance- with
thprp
lieder.
Soprano range is nicely
p 'nina
^
r
de fares betterln exemplified in “When Will You
h Pr
i S0n
ntin
orcb
SS- A Bus- Surrender?”
^
with lullaby mood
EfJ SS“
n S
baircu t ^and pert face theming her sequel, “Go to Sleep.
wim a«°Yknowhow
stance help gal Full voice is used in a dramatic
nirSp P roc eedmgs. Lillian Sis- “Granada.”
£2? d(
J?
a sw irlmg can-can that
Stenning into other territory,
?
f£ show
Miss Norman voices a fine "Moody
Then topp^SawlflnrT
a° e come
d
nd
s Baby," in solid blues manner. An
r
onforhk .S?. , ^
r%
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that- original composition, the pulsating

shakes the
b eb9 out of show,
Hp cintyo"^
^s andJ cavorts
ngs ^i¥,?
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plus a fine
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Don
reception.
his berth at the

tune
wins socko
~
Baker slips into

Hammond

organ for measures of
“Because,” thrushed by Miss Nor-

^
b th * low and be-bop man with
ma?ke him an all-around very good

feeling and forming a
bowdff melody.
Jean
Devlyn
Girl Revue grabs
Format will have to be changed
.O w off big^ mitting with’ an East InT*n T n ETittA > _
i
s
bIance of class, dian fantasia, costumes brilliant
Twn
‘LST
,?
?J"
1
ood headliners with the
S. ®
with sparkling gems and sequins.
3tuff
annulled
Gals know their motions in this*
SakHhl a pot, fo
»
drink
after
?
r
presenting fine ensemble precision
i
f
0US e »..««!& built work.
Garwood Van orch ties
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Palace, IV* Y.
George & Ann Oliver Raymond
,

The Satisfiers
Bob Hammond’s Birds, Jesse,
Steve Evans
Cornell
James &
Dalton & Bailey (3), Jo Lombardi
On Trees
Grows
“It
House Orch;
iU-I'i, reviewed in Variety Nov,
Chase, Florida Trio,
)

1

,

5,

{

’52.

Kf&flSrr

ringmaster in his standard but
well-timed chatter of a comedian

Capitol,

self-deprecatingly just skirts
the blue line and then hurriedly
switches the subject.
Patrons of
all ages give the gabber
an enthusiastic applause return on
his
every entry.
Evans family, always faves here
and with new eye-filling wardrob-

mg, open in full-stage gold and
Current Palace spread is loaded blue
drapes for their two-generawith standard novelties plus other tion dance
contrasts. The kids are
variety familiars slanted toward terrific
in slide taps and shuffles
the
long
holiday
over
trade
family
plus aero in the modern rhythm*
weekend. Biz is better than brisk the
parents
and whole layout calculated to shoe routines,ditto for slow softa fast tap number
please without an individual socko and
a wham jitterbug finale
to
--just fine vaude values from teeshow up the youngsters and rating
off <o eighth.
a begoff.
The
Villenaves
score
Show starts off peppily with strongly
their comedy and draGeorge & Ann Oliver, a polished, matic aero on the
two-wheels and
exceptionally* well groomed skat- unicycles,
with
daring
double
ing duo. Good double work here, mounts
McStay.
topper
nifty
and
cane
plus male’s
solo in which left-foot spins stand
Fillip is femme’s siphoning
out.
Seville, Montreal
a cocktail while he gives her a
Montreal, Nov. 28.
whirl.
Jack Carson Show, with Con Raymond Chase continues the stance Towers,
Mayo Bros. (2)
the
in
two-spot
with
pace
bright
The Horse
Len Howard
He makes a lot of Pansy
his concertina.
tse
O rc h; “ Blues Busters ”
music with “Hot Canary” and /n*
Mono
)
“Malaguena” and adds a novel
note via a miniature instrument
Jack Carson’s recently formed
encasing a fast medley.
unit of acts that have appeared
No. 3 furthers the novelty chain
with
him on his TV layout, toin the Florida Trio, a European
gether with new entries to the vautroupe who first came to local atderies,
has solid entertainment
tention at the Latin Quarter three
value throughout and is ideal for
It’s of golliwog pervears ago.
this
type
showcase.
suasion, rarely seen since the Lime
Carson, of course, is in evidence
act passed from the vaude scene.
at
all times.. As the show’s
neat theme pegged
a
There’s
emcee,
around baggage master, femme he warms up house with yock-protraveler and her golliwog in trunk voking gabfest and ten breaks into
who breaks out to cavort and con- a patter song about how glad he is
tort on table, stage and platform to be in Montreal. The local referHe uncovers at the finish to ences in this obvious and adaptascale.
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On

tap-

good

sters,

packages seen here
recent
in
weeks.
With their expert splitsecond timing of harmonic arrangements, plus mannerism delivery qn
every nuance, the trio exhibits the*
utmost in showmanship that had
continuous customer ovation to final begoff when caught.
In startling poodle-cuts (redhead,
brunet and blonde), plus white
strapless gowns, trio bounces on
for “Pennsylvania Polka” and accompanying skat, then “Carmen
Boogie” and their “Feudin’ and
8-Fussin’,” all to interpolated cutups and mayhem; a swell travesty
on “Sonny Boy”; and the number
the customers were waiting, “In
Apple Blossom Time.” This went
over so big the girls had to encore

good for a laugh.
Patsy Jean displays some controlled aero and contortion poses,
with Dusty & Norma on next to
sell duo of traps and trumpet.
Norma displays real talent on the
trumpet with “Alexanders Ragtime
Band,” “Diane” and “Stardust.”
Pair combine for frenzied wind
with “After You’ve Gone” for big

five-a-day

response.
Mitchell

goes

sock

over

from

moment he comes on

to do “BellC,
Liberty Belle,” segueBelle,
ing into “Truly, Truly Fair.” Nice
boyish manner with plenty of
savvy makes him truly a personal-

My

capturing not only the bobbysoxers but everyone else.
Changing pace, Mitchell belts
for a smash finale.
over “You Belong to Me” in fine
Bill is compact and swift-paced, fashion and gets the audience into
wall plenty of diversity, though the act for his “Roving Kind” by
numerically small on personnel. having them clo rhythmic clappirig.
Confidently walking out to take They enter in with a will and don t.
charge of the proceedings as m.c. stop here, giving familiar “PittsWally Brown, whose macliine- burgh, Penna.” a. noisy welcome.
gun patter and song parodies
Windup is currently popular
throughout make him an integral “Pat Him on the Po Po,” with
wanting
Personality of the performance MitcheU leaving them
rather than an act announcer. more and with a lasting impact.

Brown

is

on plenty and

is

*

skilled

ity,

*
1

.

/teed.

New show

entire outfit
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Distaff
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bonnairs execute .some fancy tap
Les Duopoly*. jtipplinp

dances.

family, also rate biff palm*
is set for month*'* raw

Kilarle,

cu>it(st

Some members of the orch don’t
when they join
the 275-pounder gal in her closing
number.
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First sepia amateur teAvn* v\vr
staged here in first-run »s being
pul on at the Earle, with mixed results.
Array of 31 contestants
culled during three weeks from
over 400 auditions has resulted in
one of the best nonpro shows
around. Public reception is off,
however, with only half a house at
the
Saturday night last show

ea light.

;
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“Stars of Tomorrow” has been
given sound production values by
Warner Bros., with Clarence Rooinson,
former director of New
York Cotton Club shows, working
valiantly with tyros to whip «p
sound revue effects.
As might be expected, show is
topheavy with singers, but limiting
each turn to one number lends
speed to proceedings. All participants do their stuff four shows a
day. with prizes of $15, $10 and $5
given at each performance. Winners arc judged by applause meter,
managed by Randy Dixon, local
deejay, who also does the intros
and whoops up reception. All par-'
tielpants get daily minimum, with
opportunity to win as much as $60
a day in prizes. Winner for the
week will be booked with Lionel

Hampton’s orch, slated for a run

I

Gerber, W*iss to MAC
Roy Gerber and Norman Weiss,
who formerly conducted an in<Jie
of Fran Dowie & Candy Kane, agency, have joined the Mercury
male and a blonde, peppy gal who Artists Corp.
They'll handle club and cafe
offer their w.k. travesty of all cowboy film stuff* Powie enters to big dates At Mercury.

of

Jucle's House Oft r
jn’da Alley” <AA».

Three, two guys and a gal,
get the sesh off to fast start with
their
terpology.
Ofay act has
varied style, shifting easily from
Prime favorites in this key U.K. tap to ballroom
to
acrobatics.
vaudery, the Deep River Rn
Their choreography needs polishp hilling
turn once again, this time
billing
ing but lheir versatility makes up
it frnm
farewpll
0 11 thP ^PP aVlhrir
tbcl
.-.A ?.!,Liare^v .®:: for any lack in this department.
appearance
for time being. Boys
Comedy section is competently
sail to States aboard the Queen
handled
the Jaywalkers, ofay
Mary Dec. 16, having played Glas- trio, and by
Sammy Hinds & Eddie,
gow more than any other town. As ventro act. Former convulse pewpreviously, they bow off to solid
holders with their brand of knockapplause.
about nonsense, ranging from a
Act is surefire from outset, us- slow-motion boxing bout to a
ing actions and expression to top satirical version of screen duelling
effect. Boys seem to pluck '•songs encounter.
Hinds, flanked by a
from the very air. They open “Al- sepia dtimmv, is an expert venleluja,” and follow on with the triloquist.
With better material,
haunting "Somewhere Along the he could easily challenge any of
“Who’s
Sorry
Now?”, the current topnotchers.
Way,”
“Walkin’ My Baby Back Home,”
Leroy Strange, a handsome one“Only Fascination” and “Kiss of legged lad. can do more on the one
Fire.” Warm hand-to-hand music foot than most people can on two.
is captured for their interpretation Lad sings and hoofs (yes hoofs) in
of the “Whiffenpoof Song,” and a such an ingratiating manner that
new novelty number from the one soon forgets that he has one
States, “Tennessee Newsboy,” gains leg missing, cut well above the
the
Into this
group knee.
approval.
work, cleverly, names of "leading
Otis crew (three brass, three
show scribes in Scotland. Irish reed, four rhythm) backs the show
element is catered to in “When neatly and is spotted for three
Irish Eyes Are Smiling.”
Maestro scores in a
numbers.
Leader of group has a neat bit drum solo. However, he’s deadpan
batoning
in
and emceeing.
lie
thanks
of gabbing in which
Holt.
Glasgow stubholders for being the
they
are,
full
audience
of
type of

;

Show

Ffelik

Plnladelijs^-^

“Stars

help the situation

Carver, Agnette & Silvio, Williams & Shand, Bobby Dowds
Orch.

intelligent appreciation.

Ameri-

Englishman,

German and Italian all faced
with same embarrassing predicament. caught without funds when a
nightclub bill is due.
Rene Arnaut do their
John
love-bird duet as show’s finale and
Billy Banks. Ameriget big mitt.
can colored singer, handles a round
of U. S. songs and I he five De-

manner more suitable for a revival
meeting.
Her gyrations, bumps

Ron

Tribute is well merited.
Best of the rest on this not-soStrong stanza is the Canadian act

.

can,

and movements, however, go beyond the realm of good taste.

(5), Sid MillNitwits (with Wally Stew-

warm and

and

niteries.

Glasgow, Nov. 26.

j

of favorite interpre-

Here, on the stage, she eliminates any audience participation
save for asking customers to join
ier in son S fin <? le
She has ability
!
to switch moods fast, going .from
rendition of torchy “My Man” to
loud comedy number full of broad
humor. At opening she sang “Histoirc de Rose” “Margot,” “Gamin
de Paris” and potpourri of oldies.
Her act is on just before intermission, show’s best spot.
Ulmer, who has just completed
stint at plush Drap d’ Or, is a
unique comic. He sings of Copenhagen and Marseilles and about a
man who waited 25 years at wrong

Frenchman,

current

Deep River Boys

Fran Dowie & Candy Kane,

asides to

Good-natured delivery has

cafe, hoping his girl would show
up. He mimics American gangster
pic that’s been badly dubbed into
French and does imitations of

)

flagship.

Empire, Glasgow
art),

many

robust fashion with

*

1

Singer scores heavily with "\Vh>
time gaining rapport with the galleries. but does succeed by end of Don’t You Believe Me.” in the pop
vein,
and “Love Is Where You
his* routine of double talk, audience harangues, and an imitation Find It.” which displays her mg
voice.
At show caught, gal had to
of a man at a pinball machine. His
on after explanation from
is a jerky, formless style, hitting beg
some high spots, with resultant maestro Ol is that? his crew had
chuckles.
Much of his murnbA- only prepared two numbers for her
jumbo misses fire, but footligbt stint. Whereupon a voice from the
personality
is
appealing,
with audience countered with. “She did
enough of the troubled little guy three lor the first show.”
to gain sympathy.
Little Esther and Miss Thornton
Gets okay returns.
reveal startling contrasts in blues
Nora Wool ford brings on her and rhythm warbling. Not only do
troupe of trained dachshunds, with their styles differ, but there is a
variance in physical
a chihuahua and a terrier tossed remarkable
in for good measure.
Like most appearance. Little Esther, a petite
animal acts, there’s plenty appeal gal, presents her numbers in a
showing comin
the
four-footed
performers, knowing, subtle --way,
....
...
even when they miss their cues, plete mastery of the blues style
which was often at show caught. Miss Thornton, a behemoth of a
i,\voman, is raucous, almost primiFine for the moppet trade.
tive, and shouts and exhorts in a
Lowe.

&

roughhouse hostess who clips ties
of male customers and vocalizes in

ters of current French songs
her disks sell strongly.

Apollo, X. V.

hard

ward

owns Montmartre nitery and is
famed as comic insultress and

made her one

—

i

Supporting

Patachou,
handsome,
hearty
blonde, has appeared at same house
before and did boffo biz.
Singer

public.

Johnny Otis Band (10), Little
Esther, Willie Mae Thornton, Sally
Blair, We. Three, The Jaywalkers
(3), Sammy Hinds &. Eddie. Leroy Strange; “Rawhide”
20th

ready now for records, vaude and

Comic Gene Baylos has

|

plus a minor spot of burlesquing,
and Williams & Shand are a tricky
opener with rhythm on roller
skates. Layout is backed by the
Bobby Dowds house orch. Gord.

medley of
with some

is

acts are superior.

!

<

Theatre

and Georges Ulmer.
,

same char-

one.

presentation, a
waltzes tied together

!

of

gab and an air of authority. Customers get off their hands for this

hep

j

is

ABC

at

smash with two top pop niteryradio stars headlining in Patachou

Agnette & Silvio, dancing duo,
provide
easy-on-the-eye
terping’

chirpers dominate the
sesh at Harlem’s vaude
In order of appearance
they’re Sally Blair. Little Esthcr
and Willie Mae Thornton
Miss
Blair, making her debut with the
Johnny Otis band, rates as a
comer. Blonde-haired colored soprano has a cultivated voice and
displays plenty of savvy in socking across pop as well as operatictype tunes. With further training.
Miss Blair, a looker, should lie a
natural for a legit musical. She’s

.

opener, socking
over some precision routines and
drawing big mitt for some chalwith extra
Close,
lenge steps.
partner chosen from audience, is
are

grind,
warranted by the lengthy and continuous lineups, the Andrews Sisters are packing them in as headliners for one of the neatest stage

weekend

when

Paris, Nov. 25.
u'ith
Leo Clarens
Georges Ulmer with Jo

Rene Mercier.

acter.

Singer Earl Wrightson shows
has racked up a solid TV
rep with a routine of tunes cannily
showcased and well sung. Wrightson has dressed up act by parceling his numbers into units, giving
them a production format.
Impresses well with a breezy “Blow
Gabriel, Blow,” then goes on to
the
romantic
“Because You’re
Mine.” Hits his stride with a medley of femme titles, prefaced by
some patter, and “Girls” as his
theme song. This gives him opportunity to work in “Charmaine,”
“Mimi,” “Rose-Marie.” and winds
up with an appropriate “Every
Day Is Ladies’ Day.” Garners solid
reaction and returns with another

)

skilled

sang in RKO’s “Race Street”
“I’m in a Jam With Baby.” Also
shows to good advantage in a medley of repeats from films she has
done, including such ditties as
"When I Get You Alone Tonight,”
“Thinking of You” and “Oh You
Beautiful
Doll.”
Also
warbles
“How Are Things in Glocamorra”
and “You Belong to Me.” Gal has
a passable set of pipes, plenty of

why he

,

of

a rather tuneless version of “Will You Still Be
Mine,” gets her off to slow start.
She picks up considerably in later
numbers, and has variety and interest in them.
Seems most at
home in a torchy tune which she

(6);

Rcnhart Orch (4); John & Rene
Arnaut, 5 Debonnairs, Les Dan golys (5), Billy Banks, Les Yongs
(4), Wirlwonds (4), Balmas SisterS (2), House Orch (12) under

& his Nitwits, comprises
an outfit in which each number is
comically barbed. F rinstance, one
wears the Scot kilt and makes
much of the sporran. Others wear
ancient tuxedos, bowler hats, comedy costumes, and a colored member introduces much funny business with cymbals and drum. Gimnfick of crazy “musical fugitives”
is useful and takes on novel slant

looks, but lacks distinction.

,

Hot Shots, pair

Patachou

Orch

i\T ii

Opening number,

53

ABC, Paris

j
Millward

returns.

) ,

show he’s flesh and blood. They ble number pick up a click recepwin with juves and grownups.
tion and guy is home free for rest
Fourth niche emerges from the of offering.
dumb act class with the four SatisFronted by a glamorous doll in
fiers (one femme) in a pleasing voan abbreviated silk and sequin coscal session that has lotsa snap. tume,
Pansy the Horse takes the
Their log is warmup “Finiculi,” opening spot
and the manipulators
changing pace with “Walkin’ My of this
broken-down nag (Mayo and
Baby Back Home,” then a mixture wife) manage
some nifties that
of old and new tunes with intro draw
laughs. Act needs trimming
For closer, they group in sharply
patter.
as there are only a few
a stage inset for a Yule excursion.
things a horse of the kind can do
Bill goes back to offbeat with
before repeating and killing first
Bob Hammond’s Birds, high on good
The Mayo
comedy as the cockatoos show Bros., impressions.
two very hep hoofers, score
their learning in arithmetic, gymwith ease. Guys work on a small
nastics, aerial swings and capture
of a burning fort.
Quite an act to platform and their double and
have around for laughs, and one challenge tapping is surefire.
Constance Towers, a tall chirper
that doesn’t need corn or sex to
with a fine figure and an accenhit.
tuating
wardrobe, is a newcomer
Sixth up is the sizzling acrotap
stanzas of Jesse. James & Cornell, to present outfit and to the circuit.
with each sepian a top terper in Blonde chantootsie is a comer and
his own right and presenting a dif- has a melodic sets of pipes that
ferent item from the dance shelf have authority and enough of a
to win a large rating in the mitt change to boost her out of the
usual thrushing groove. Songalog,
department.
Steve Evans, next to closing, is although not outstanding, is varied,
a frequent Palace booking. He has tempos are good and gal has deall the age groups in stitches, espe- veloped a few neat gestures that
cially with his two big stints, a add nice
visual touches to her
Polish inebriate and classifications numbers.
of laughers.
He brings the howls,
With the help of Roy Chambereven
from the
moppets who lain at the piano, (who also backs
couldn’t be expected to savvy his Miss Towers) Carson takes over
for
saucier stuff.
a solid stanza of impresh bits and
Dalton & Bailey starts as a two- general hokum. He winds up stint
some but soon recruits the femme with Miss Towers and two combine
principal from audience. Latter is
on duet that delights customers.
as a plain jane in street dress,
Len Howard’s pit band gives
handbag, etc., livens up the prookay support to entire unit to
ceedings in misfit comedy trapeze
round
out a value-plus package.
calisthenics.
Segues into straight
'Newt.
work for an overall winner and
Jo
characteristic
show closer.
pitmen
Lombardi
his
sends
Palomai*. Seattle
tli rough
an energetic workout in
Seattle, Nov. 26.
backstopping the show.
Trail.
Hot Shots 2 Patsy Jean, Dusty
& Norma, Guy Mitchell, Ray WatCasino. Toronto
kins House Orch (10), “Back at
Toronto, Nov. 28.
Ul
the Front”
Wally
Andrews Sisters
<3),
Brown Evans Family (4), The
Guy Mitchell’s ebullience and
Yille naves.
Archie Stone House big voice make this a good one,
Orch; “ Glory Alley ” (M-G).
carrying the show for big returns.

when

yocks

.

-

.

Wash*

j

m

(

MOUSE REVIEWS

outfronters note his
boots sparkling. Act’s pistol-packWashington, Nov. 30.
Gale Robbins, Earl Wright son, in’ type of humor is of good standGene Baylos, Nora Wool ford’s ard, and has strong video potential
Dachshunds; “Monkey Business” both with moppets and adults. In
opening segment, male does a solo
(20th),
spot minus his wife, scoring as a
small
boy and as various types of
This is not too impressive a holiday lineup. Accent is on music, drunks. This is twain’s second apwith two singers on four-act lay- pearance in Auld Lang Syne land,
and they confirm previous elicko.
out, and pace is on the slow side.
Ron Carver, young U. S. comic
Hollywood chantoosey Gale Rob- in his Scot debut, promises well
bins makes a fetching picture on with a
humorous line of patter
the big stage, but has less to offer which
garners continuous yocks in
in the voice department, with a
lightsome Vein. He also introduces
routine style. Currently specializ- the violin into
his friendly turn.
ing in Metro musicals, gal may At show
caught,
his spot on pro~
have been too long before the gram was badly
placed, following
cameras to have developed stage immediately on the yock-raising
know-how and ease. Certainly, she skit of Dowie & Kane.
•plays it straight with only so-so
lazy English bandshow,
Sid

who

(

.

beginning Christmas Day.
Dixon in his intros gives background of contestants, who range
all the
way from a valet, who
dances, to a femme medical student, who sings torch numbers.
Only act that has a pro look is
Prince Darnell’s “Dance of Fire,”
at Earle

a nitery specialty with Oriental
terping while flames lick from the
head, fingers and toes of the
dancer.
Robinson and his aides have uncovered a wealth of raw talent.
Two high school kids score solidly.
Clay Shore, 17, does a standout
takeoff on Billy Daniels, and a
shy 16-year-old girl singer, Lynn
Peters, gets a surprising amount
of feeling in “Have a Good Time.”
Local niteries a te already casing
the new material at the house.
Show runs 70 minutes and is varied with three vocal and instrumental groups spotted along the
!

way.
Robinson has costumed the acta
brightly and arranged a cafe setup
to keep most on stage, using a full
line across for his opening and
Frank Juele’a
closing numbers.
house band is mounted on stag*
to back up the performers.
>G<tgh.

.

.

-

I

Si

New
20 Mins.
Zi-Zi, N. Y.

,

Blackie Jordann, who switched
his former monicker, Burt
when he transferred to the
Decca label from Columbia Records, only needs one of those unpredictable lucky breaks to hit big.
He needs, of course, that wax click
which nowadays is the open
sesame into the top coin slots of
all show biz media.
Jordann has the suitable vocal
equipment in tenor pipes which
can croon smoothly or belt in the
powerhouse style that catapulted
Tony Bennett and Don Cornell
into the bigtime. He’s a goodlooking lad, and that could be a factor
with the disk-buying bobbysoxer
crowd.
In his New York nitery bow,
Jordann impresses as a good but
That’s
not standout performer.
not IT reflection of his vocal quality
but on the studious artificiality of
His first mistake is
his routine.
to walk on singing from the back
of this intime club. That’s a corny
gimmick but,
attention - getting
Jordann’s
importantanly,
more
pipes, without benefit of a mike,
doesn’t have the sock impact needed for this kind of walkon.
Jordann also overplays those
sentimental recitations before each
number. ThatTs a sophomoric approach to the eastside club hepsters, as is his sitting down on the
bandstand step for his “relaxed”
workover of “As Time Goes By.”
That’s another corny bit which detracts from the excellent quality
When he
of Jordann’s songalog.
accents his pipes, instead of that
phony conception of showmanship,
Jordann registers as a strong bet
in the wide-open male vocalist
sweepstakes. He has a wide rarige
as indicated by his firstrate renditions of such tunes as “It’s Wonderful,” “I Cover the Waterfront,”
“Laura,” “Besame Mucho” and
“Solitude.”
Vet nitery performer* Paul Villard is the highlight of the Chez
Zi-Zi bill with his repertoire of
traditional and sometimes spicy
sea chanties. Betty Norman (New

the

bill’s

only other

act.

sextet cuts the show
also furnishing solid

customer dansapation rhythms.
Herm.

ROBERT DHERY

Sc

CO.

(4)

Sketches
15 Mins.

mitting.

vious know-how -technically, and
his voice has a vibrancy and ring
along with a faculty to project.
He’s a good booking for the moderate-budgeted Continental or Middle Europe type of cafes.
Fassel requires no mike as he
goes through the standard Viennese operetta tunes, deviating with
an occasional French song done impeccable in Gallic. (He now makes
his home in Paris, incidentally,
where he operates a Viennese-type
cafe.) Fassel, garbed in tails, has
a pleasant, jovial personality that
finds the audience with him from
the start. His sense of humor is exemplified by his sudden insertion,
after a string of Viennese and
French songs, of “Irish Eyes are
Smiling,” which is good for a laugh.
The Lantern’s standard violinist
now is Ernest Schoen, who has replaced Emery Deutsch. Schoen is
an excellent fiddler with his Continental melodies, along with the
pops, and he had a good voice, too,
though he doesn’t have much
chance to use it because of the conKahn.
flict with Fassel.
,

GEORGE LLOYD
Songs, Impressions
10 Mins.
Spivy’s East Side, Paris
George Lloyd, American performer, has played the Gallic circuits, on and off, for three years
now and has part-timed in legit
here. His is an offbeat act that fits
this intime room, and his verve
and exhuberance carry this act
over for heavy mitting.
Pipes are ordinary but he puts
the songs over by dint of fine
mime and projection. He chants
“Je Suis Citoyen” in French and
English about a Yank’s switch to
His “Take It
the French way.
Easy” is a fast-paced monolog on
His
the rushed stateside living.
impressions run from a takeoff on
the jaw-sticking perils of eating a
peanut butter sandwich to his spe-

Lloyd ends act with a
bourine-pounding Salvation

tam-

Army

pitch that is ribtickling in its obvious hep observation. Lloyd has
the self-assurance needed up front

and has audience with him. A
larger reportoire would channelize
this into a good nitery bit. Mosk.

client make this heavy in laughs.
Use of real props add to the carryings-on. He drops, a pancake on
the floor, sets the man’s scarf on
fire, suddenly whips out a scissors
and fork to cut his hair, and with
the slowminded reactions of Saget,
this is heavily mitted.
Next skit has Dhery as a bumpkinish character entering a hotel
room with a joy girl. Colette Brosstripped to a slip, is fine
set,
adornment to Dhery’s fright, prud-

ery and final flight when he scans
a medical mag lying on the bedside table. Gerard Calvi gives a
good piano background to the
Mosk.
stage antics.

SKEETER

ARTHUR WALSH
Chai, Honolulu
Versatile Arthur Walsh,

From a
Pierre,”

Doodles singles on “You Always
Hurt the One You Love,” with
Skeeter rejoining for hoked “Ballin’ the Jack.”
Latter then dons
silly hat for old-maidish “In Bos
ton.” Stepping up pace even faster,
duo caps with “How Could You Believe Me.” Exit mitts are big.
natural for intime bistros.

Will

(WR) Walter Reade

NEW YORK

CITY

Rosette

pix in Latin-.
America, has a gentle approach
backed by delicate work on three
guitars or two guitars and.maracas.
Repertoire includes Tin Pan Alley tunes such as “Green Eyes,”
done in Spanish; a novel Chinesetoned item, the Iberian classic,

“Granada,” and bolero-rhythmed
“Maria Dolores,” and a potpourri
of “JalisCo,” “Guadalajara” and

Wilson Keppel
Betty
Beryl & Bobo

<P> $

Rathbone
Robert Alda
Polly Berger
Carney
Alan
Fanton
Basil

Lincoln

Palace (R) 5

only

5

(P)

Harry Savoy

Asylum of Horrors

Le Roy Bros
George Kirby

Asylum

PEORIA

R & J Sobey

Palace (P) * only

Horrors

of

ROCKFORD

Barrys
Cheerleaders

Palace

Armandis
Paramount (P) 3
Toni Arden
Jack K Leonard
S Condos At J
Art Mooney Ore
Roxy (I) Z
Jimmy Nelson
Mello Larks
S

5-7

(I)

Ken Griffin
Hank the Mule
Wayne Roland

Capitol

Singing Girls

Mosk.

Lowe

Elder

Sc

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 1
Tommy Trlnder

Show

dis-

Chow Ding
LEEDS

B Stuart
Lydia
BOSCOMBE
Sc

1

1

Tony' Dalton
BiUy Fennell

Jock Glen
Leonard Astor
Eric Coverdale

Barnett

Ac

in

pop numbers of

4

P

Ac »'S

«Bage

Hotel Plaza
Victoria

Cordova

Raye

Ac Naldi
Dick La Salle Or*

Continentals
Hotel Roosevelt
Hotel st. Rbgts

Elizabeth Ac Collins
Flying Comets

Milt

Shaw Ore

Horaco Diaz Oro
Hotel

Ac

Statler

Woody Harman Ore
Barn
Zeb Carver
Ted Huston Ore
Village

1

Miles

Palace (M) 1
Teresa Ac Luisillo

BeU

Rev

NEWCASTLE

Allien Hot.
Beachcombers <4)
Casablanca Hot*]
Charlie Carlisle

Ac

T

Julio

C Kane

George Williams

NORTHHAMPTON
New

<l)

Roiidart

Dam Bros
Jon Gresham
Hercules
Ac

Jeretz

Roboto

NORWICH
Hippodrome

1

(I)

Street Singers

Davies

Ford

De Lelo

Ballet

Empire (M)

Flash Lane
Camile- Stevens
Ann Mitchell

1

Co

Ginger Marsh

Teenagers
Boglno 3

PORTSMOUTH

Royal (M)
Betty Driver

Cooper
George Martin
Kenny Baker

Mills

SHEPHERDS bush
E mpire (9) 1
Freddie Frinton
Irving

Collis
-Ac

Ron Parry
Nl.ta

Girdwood

Mh*

Count Smith
Day Aiii.u
Sc Alva
mvttb wvn
Belle Barth
Music Box Trio
Malayan Leung*
Elaine Brent
Calypsoans
Nautilus

Hdtol

Ore
Rendezvous
Fats Noel Ore
Clltton Hayes
San Marino Hotel

De Vere Dancers

SWANSEA

1
* *

Irving Fields

Town A Country

Buddy Hackett
Son

Sonny

*c

Matti Sondl
Johnny Morris Ore
La Plaza 6
Two Guitar*

Ahern

Slgi

EU Spivak
Misha Usdanoff
Kostya Poliansky
Versailles

Emile Petti Or*
Panohito Ore
Villeg* Vanguard
Robert Clary
Sylvia Syms
Charlotte Rae

Clarence William
Wlvtl
Sal Nobl*

»

Phil Brito

Arne Barnett

(3)

Gaiety Club

Mary Mack
Fay Mitchell
Blue Drake
Mari* Stow*
Gaiety Girls
Bob Morris Ore
Jthnlni’ Hotel
Berri Blair

Jack Murphy

Tony Matas.

Randum
L*#n A Eddie'*
Babe Baker Revu*
Patti T>an*

BUI Gray
Kitty O'Kelly
Jackie King
Ians Souct Hot*

Jana Jones
Eddi* Snyder
Sacasas Ore

Ann Herman Bbrs
Saxony "Hotel
Bobby Escoto
Val Olman Ore
Tano St Dee
Rosalie

'St

Sid Stanley

Jeanette

Empire <M)

Carolyn Carpenter
Larry Marvin
Joe LaPorte Or*
D'Aqulla Ore
Perk Sheraton

Saxonettes

Grade Barrie
Louis Sc Lconer

Valerie

William Cloifiier
Wallace Delyce Me

Gwon* Llddlc

Sonny Sands

Henry Taylor
Martinique Hefei
Manolo St Ethel
Danny Yatos Or*
Rose St Paul
Vincents
Mont* Carl*

Peterson Bros
Senor Carlos

Ronnie

Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster
old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

Lombardy
Don Baker Or*
Julio

1

Tommy

Reg Radcllife
McAndrews Ss
Tony Walsh

Kathle McCoy
Don Charles Or*

Rusty Marsh

NOTTINGHAM
Carroll I evls
Violet Pretty

Delmenlc*
Allan French
Crayton Ac Lopex
Carlos A Melisa Ore
Frolic Club

Harem Club
Jimmy Day

Lee
Sheen

Ac

Ac

Clover Club
Nov-Elites (3)
Peggy Gt-eer

Richard Gannon

Aldine
Sensational

Mae

Peggy Palmer
S Marlowe Lint
Tony Lopez Ore
Cork Club
Jo Thompson

1

Reggie Dennis

Idris Valita

Ac

Phyllis Arnold
Irving Fields Ore

Elliott
Ac

Paul Judson
Midge Minor
Helen Curtis
Art Waner Ore
OUver Dcrs
Ne. 1 Fifth Av®
Nancy Andrews
Bud McCreery
Bob Downey

Bob Lee

Geraldine Ac Joy
Beryl Orde
Jackie
Hazel

F Dowie

Eddle'o

Bobby Ramses
Argo Ac Fay

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Empire (M) 1
Deep River Boys

V

A

Eddie Davis

Guy Lombardo Oro Edith Plaf

MANCHESTER

»

rrio

Pierro

Fernanda Montel

Royal (I)
Barry Lupin o
Renee Reel

Del Rio

Lcemans

Ac

Margaret Phelan
Stanley Melba Or*
Chico Relll Ore

Ward
LINCOLN

.,

.

Joan Walden
Bobby Blake

Benson Dulay Co
Clayton

day and yesterday.
An easy style and unassuming
personality are nicely conveyed
over the footlights.
At show
caught, crooner did a takeoff of Moroccos
3 Cyclonios
Jimmy Durante to solid mitting.
Palace (I) 1
this a crowd-pleaser.
Okay for vaude and disks.
Stargazers
He juggles six balls and then
Harmonica Rascals
Gord.
Cardew Robinson
bounds them off a snare drum with
George Meaton
a march background for a good MONSIEUR Sc MME.
BOULAU Hillbilly Polecats
opener. He thejn twirls 10 rings Songs
Yolandas
BlUy O'Sullivan
and makes it look easy. Clubs and 15 Mins.
Linda Ac Lana
regular material follow as he Chez Agnes Capri, Paris
FINSBURY PARK
works up to his phenom topper
Empire (M) 1 '
This strangely monickered duo
Max Wall
that is an aud-gripper. He mounts belies a refreshing song pair
who Beryl Reld_
a unicycle, and then as an assist- mime and prance to their
reper- Dick James
ant hands him the paraphernalia. toire of well-lyriced tunes that Hodley Ward S
5 Spcedmaca
h® -begins -to. foot them -onto his
. - tContimued. jwl page
63),
.

Sid Krofft

Hotel

Palace <S> 1
Jewell Ac Warri9S
Gerry Brereton

Metropolitans (I) t
Tommy Fields
3 Monarchs
Randolph Sutton
Scott Ac Foster
3 Berts
2 Sterlings

to-

Teddy Powell Ore

Adrian ttolUn*

LEICESTER

Rona Ricardo
another member of the Yvonne
Prestige
w,k. Scot vaude family, Buddy Lo- Charles Stephens
EAST HAM
gan has pleasant pipes and regia

warmly

Hotel Blltmoro
Michael Kent Ore
Hotel Edison
Henry ..Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker

Collin

Empire <M) 1
Josef Locks
Del Cortino
Louise Pets
Rex Ac Bessie
Merealx Ac Lclian
Revel Ac Fields
Archie Glen
Harry Benet

Still

ters

Three Suns

1

Eddie Calvert
Allen Bros Ac June
Ral Allen Ac Steve
Jackley Ac Jee
Jill Ac Odette

Peggy Desmond
Howell Evans Sc

Glasgow

(S)

Bonn

Malcolm Mitchell 3

Stern

(I)

Empire
Issy

1

Hippodrome

Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore
Hotel Astor

& Rose
HACKNEY

Dawkes

•

Harry Secombe

Pat
Donald
George

Vincent Travers

1

(I)

Lewis

.Tack
*

3 Skyliners
Moran Sc Elof
8c

Dominique

Rudy Cardenas

GRIMSBY

Palace

Wander

Glnette

Jane Laste
Laura Tunis!

Fountains

Coopers

3

Daughters
(I)

Frank Sinatra

K 3c A Alexis
Lesters Midgets
2 Virginians
Frederick Ferrari

Camacho

Leon

Barbara CarroU
French Casino

1

Pat Adair
Art Waner Ore
La Via *n Rose
Phil Moore's Flock
Van Smith 2
El Chico
Rosita Bros
DeLeon Ac GraoleU*
C Ac G Galvan
Alvardo do la Crus
Carlos

Embers

Empire <M>
Hal Monty

BLACKPOOL

Jack

Blackie Jordann
Betty Norman

GLASGOW

Merry 3
Gena Mae

Palace

Paul Villard

Girls

Rhodes

Patricia

Chateau Madrid
Los Panchos
Chez Zill

Sherman Fisher

1

Jackie Wilson

Hotel Taft
Norene Tate
Vincent Lopez Ore
Garland Wilson
Latin Quarter
Maa Barnes
Murphy Sisters
Cafe Society Dntwn Audrey Sperling
Virginia O'Brien
Paul White
Cy Coleman
Plroska
Celebrity Club
Carol! Bros
Alan Gale
Marcel JLebon
Freddie Stewart
Dagenham Pipers
Warren. Latona St
Haydocks
Sparks
Copacaban*

Steele
Milt Pago

Jean Paul

Hotel Warwick

•

Ray

BRITAIN

'

Pavilion,

St

Singers

ASTON

Mlscha Borr Ore

Landre Ac Verna
M Durso Ore

Ballet

Norton

Ac

Harold Sandler Oro
Hotel Sherry
Nernerlend
Helene Francois
Hugo Pedell Ore

Jackie Miles
Paul Sydell

Girls

Boy Dancers
St

8 Girls

is

Ray

Nudes

CITY

Waldorf-Astoria
Victor Borge
Alex Alston* Ore

Madmoiselles

Betty Prentice

-Suzette

Formers

1

Bills

Patrioia

Tony & Eddie
t

Ladd

-St

'Alice

Sylvia- Hilton

gere, she also doubles into the top
Paris boites.
American dancer has a fine aero
style of dance based on the more
classic ballet steps. Solid appearance, good rhythming and pirouettes make up the first part of her
routine as she warms and goes into
her top -acro-dance flip flops that
rate solid applause.
Gal looks good and is fine for
nitery solo slotting or
on the
visual appeal. She can also put

(I)

Penny Copper

Bon Satr
Jimmie Daniels

Sonya Corbeau

Myrna

Dorlna Claire
George Chicane

EILEEN O’DARE

YORK

Cmpire

Jack Store}' Co

Cheerleaders
Ellis Larkin 3
Bart Howard

Guy Nelson
Halama St Konarski
Renita Kramer
Bouna
Norman Vaughan

Betty Sullock

Hippodrome <0

3 School Horses
Trained Llama
Joan Pets
Sad Alf Co
Charlie Bale
Los Volentos

Charlotte Rae
Stan Freeman

Duke 3

Bert

Terry Scanlon
Babs Maoklnnon

Mara Maurice
6 De PauUs
Rey Overbury

Charlie Clapham
Park & T Trent
Fred LoveUe
Curzon 3
Lee Young &
Annette
Delly King

NEW YORK

Frank Cook

Trehholm

Joy Stewart
Guus Brox

l

(I)

Blrdtanv

<i

Tivoli (T>
2 Daresco

Whltehouse

Cissy

Hippodrome

Slim GalUard
Blue Angel

SYDNEY

Tappin

Jimmy
Joe

|

WOLVERHAMPTON L

Cabaret

Adorables

.

Wim De Jong
writes Jacques Cartaux

Chantoosey, who also
lyrics for her well-chosen ballads,
squat and has a
is minx-faced,
projection that quickly stamps her
She
as an individualistic entry.
ranges from romantic ballads to
the dramatic and comic in a good
manner, and backs her delivery
with punch. Though voice is small
it commands attention In its delineation of hep lyrics and nuances.
She is fine for specialized boites
and could project varietywise with
a mike.
Well-heard are- Hie first drunk of
a young gal in “Je Ne Suis Pas
Paf,” the lilting ode to Paris in
“Gamin De Paris” and the solid
“Je N’Ai Plus De Chapeau.”

<S)

Janet Brown
Max Geldray

4

(L)

Toni Lamond
Dancing Boys 3

Marika Saary
Phillip

Emlrpe
Aces

4

BUly Shakespeare
Jackie Ross
Claud Williams

WASHINGTON

Fayes

'

.WOOD GREEN

Trois Poupee

Kumar

Pat Gregory
Gera Bjorn stad
Chirbi

Songs
15 Mins.

Miss Victoria
Les Arturos 4

Kathy Bryan

faves.
south-of-the-border
other
Peggy Lee
Don Cherry
Renalo Ac Rudy
An appealing piece is a Mexican Johnny
Danny Crystal
Conrad
donkey serenade with burro sound.] Dancers
Ryan Sc McDonald
Threesome registers pereffects.
sonally. doing intros bilingually,
AUSTRALIA
although the English, as might be
Mary Prlestman
BRISBANE
expected isn’t up to their native
Malesty’s
His
(T) I Harry Moreny
Bril.
Spanish.
Lloyd Martin
Armand Perron

MICK MICHEYL

Les Dareskans

&

Thorburn

Billy

DECATUR

Sym Ore

popular comic-mimic booked into tinctly offbeat, on personality, Malcolm Bailey
C Peace
a Honolulu nitery in years, is which might slant her for pic mu- Pat Benson
Mosk.
wrapping up an engagement that sicals.
Vera Valentines
Military Ladles
has spannea several months. EnLes Mongadprs
thusiastic word-of-mouth and im- PAULETTE ZOIGA
BRIGHTON
pressive repeat trade brought two Impressions
Hippodrome (M) 1
Dorothy Squires
extensions for him in Lau Yee 10 Mins.
Joyce Golding
Chai’s colorful Guag Ho room. Cliez Agnes Capri, Paris
Ossie Morris
Room was enlarged substantially
Slip of a girl has a bounce and Rhoda Diane
during his stay, but customers still sauciness that are in keeping with 4 Burgess Bros
BUly De Haven
line up several nights each week her routine. First she gives out
BRlxTON
to wait for tables.
with a song of how a great historiEmpress (I) %
Walsh has more than 100 one- cal epic is made in Hollywood, with Winifred Atwell
Jackson
man skits and routines and never impressions of the western heroes, Jack
Fayne & Evans
duplicates the same evening, no Ijidiansy etc., and. the windup has Jimmy Wheeler
matter how many shows he doe?.. the director f aijiting when he finds 3 Monarchs
St G Durante
As a result, devotees camp in the hte
.made » .“The Life of Napo- T
Peter Raynor
room for three, four or five hours. leon.”. - - R 8c M Lamar
CHELSEA
Most frequently requested is a boff
After this good beginning she
Palaee (I) 1
panto burlesque of Johnnie Ray’s segues into uncanny -takeoffs on Tommy
Fields
‘tCry,” with comic mouthing the the top femme chantoosies here. Patrick 0*Hagan
words as Ray record is played. She imitates gestures and voices Gladys Hay
Wonder
tones
Takeoffs on “Cry” are a dime a that make for interpretation ra- Eddie Gordon Ac
dozen, but this one’s a stopper. ther than the ordinary mimicing.
Nancy
His one-man burlesque show also After a hefty, throbbing-voiced Allen Sc Lee
Oeef * Moroney
gets warm response.
takeoff on Edith Piaf, she begs off. Marie Authle
Working as a single, Walsh is
N Ac N Grant
Good' for vaude and video.
DERBY
backed by pianist and drummer
Mosk.
Hippodrome (S) 1
who warm up the audience before
Derek Roy
each of the comic’s appearances BUDDY LOGAN
3 Falcons
M Woodward Ac M
and who supply well-timed effects Songs
Cooper
for skits.
Walt.
10 Mins.
Devine Ac King

..

2 Angelos

CHICAGO

’

Group, which

intimeries.

Shaw

Chicago

guitar trio,
Latin-flavored spot, such as their Jansleys Dogs
present bertfi, and should ao well Rockettes
has Corps dc Ballet
in

3

below indicate opening day of show

or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (FM> Fanchon Marco; (I) Independent;
<L> Loewi (M) Moss; <P> Paramount; (R)RKO; <S) Stoll; <T> Tivoli; <W> Warner,

Music Hall (1) 4
Peter Gladke
Jack Drummond

made records and

bills
full

whether

and
Patricia Rayney
are a natural for any Nip Nelson

most over a song, though voice

Young juggler is one of the top
weeks ago.
Both Doodles & Skeeter are from practitioners of this ancient art to
good to excellent in their terps and hit the niteries in many a moon.
work at top speed. This facility Brought over from Germany by
along with fine mugging puts D. Sc Rene Fraday, his bounce and un
S, far above the ordinary team of canny balance and agility make

eral

A

25 Mins.

TV

Comedy
Lau Yee

Novelty
14 Mins.
El Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas
Record panto pair of Doodles Sc
Skeeter, encased within “Windmill
Revue,” have a fast session which
builds
into
begoff.
Formerly RUDY HORN
Doodles Sc Spider, act has a new Juggling
partner, Jack McClendon,
who 10 Mins.
joined Doodles (Danny Young) sev- Lido, Paris

>

.Numerals In connection with

Acro-Dance
cialty, “A Boy With a String,” in
BIRMINGHAM
which an overstrung adolescent 10 Mins.
Hippodrome (M)
Lido, Paris
Harry Lester
from
imagines himself everything
Goofus
Eileen
O’Dare
has
been
doing
a lung to Bing Crosby with a
Carol McCoy
string, and then the macabre* end- the foreign circuits for three years Carolyn Cousins
ing note as it becqgnes a hangman’s now. Stinting at the Folies Ber- Village Slickers

the small, cluttered stage of this
boite that are high in risibility.
Their mute appeal makes this turn
Dhery
flavor.
international
of
brings all his fine pantomime,
comic timing and sudden flights
of poetic invention into this topflight nitery material.
First skit has Dhery as a bumbling, bored waiter who is about to
closg the cafe when a customer
comes in for a meal. Dhery’s reactions, preparing of the food and
the complete unawareness of the

pantomime-to-recordings.
leaping, darting “Lucky

WEEK ENDING DECECMBEit

.,

,

Chateau Madrid, N.Y.
Los Panchos, male vocal

Liberty’s, Paris

noose.

Sc

,

'

Cliez Arnes Capri, Paris
Robert Dhery is a legit revue
and pic thesp who has invaded the
nitery field. With his wife, Colette
Brosset, and fellow thesp, Robert
Saget, he mounts two sketches on

DOODLES

15 Mins.

1952

VARIETY BILLS

tops.

M

Taylor,

is

this turn the suspense is
A near miss is good for a
gasp and the final drop-in brings

During

He is a solid bet for stateside
Viennese Lantern, N. Y.
In the Richard Tauber school of niteries, TV or any variety bill:
osk.
Viennese tenors, Otto Fassel is an
entertaining singer with a wide repertoire. Well known in Europe, LOSTPANCHOS (3)
the veteran performer has an ob- Songs

,

from

George James
In good style,

Songs

OTTO FASSEL

Songs

Acts*

kead. He puts up six 'cups and
saucers this way and then tops it
by adding sugar and a teaspoon.

Acts

BLACKIE JORDANN
Chez

I

Wednesday December

Shore Club
Stev*

Sc

Caney Ore
Shoremvde

Preacher RoUo S
Harbor Club
Joe Mooney
Helene Rivolre
Paddotft* Club
Wally Nash
H. S. Gump
Miss Memphis
Peggy Saunders

ErnU

Bell

Oro

Flo Parker
Patty Lee
Mac Faddett
Deuvlll*

Vocations 3

_

Buddy Lewis Trio
torrent*

Jack Kerr
Charles

Sc

Samara

Marc Kahn

{Continued on Dane >63)
.
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Hinton Mystery Set For
“The Fourth Degree,” Jane Hinthe Eleazar
Lipsky mystery novel, “Murder
One,” will probably be given a
ton’s dramatization of

Illness

Slows Intruder’

In Philly;

Hayden Joins

Philadelphia, Dec.

2.

New

atre;

is

it

first

also, to my knowledge,
dramatic treatment ,of

Being Usd! First Time

New

formula for author royal-

American Negroes simply as hu- ties for tryouts, to be a part of the
man beings.” She compares it to new basic contraction between the
“My Heart’s in the Highlands,” Dramatists Guild and League of
“Ah, Wilderness” and “Our Town,” N.Y. Theatres, is being used for
but says that the writing “is in no the first* time by “Time Out for
way derivative and presents peo- Ginger,” which opened on Broadple and story in their own terms.” way last week. It’s expected that
In a prospectus accompanying, virtually all Shows will use the althe Star's letter the show’s pro- ternative gimmick when the new
ducer is identified as Lyn Austin, Guild-League agreement becomes
>

with

Max

Allentuck listed as gen- official.
eral manager, John Stix as director
Under the new setup, the “Ginand Bichard Maney as pressagent. ger” producers, Shepard Traube,
The project is budgeted at $75,000, Gordon Pollock -and Don Hershey,
with the production cost estimated put dp $3,000 in escrow With the
at $54,600, and the tryout fund Guild to cover $750 maximum
and reserve down for the $20,400 weekly royalties to author Bonald
balance.
It’s
figured the show Alexander for not more than four
would break even at around $12,- weeks’ tryout. For the first three
000 gross and at' $20,000 weekly weeks in New York, the author’s
gross could get on to the profit side royalties are a straight $1,000 a
in about 14 weeks.
week.
After the third week on Broadway, Alexander Will get $250 a
week, plus 25% of the weekly
operating profit (which would run
about $6,500 at capacity) until the
investment is recouped. Therer
London, Dec. 2.
after, the author would get the
Jose Ferrer, who went to Italy straight Guild minimum of 5% on
last week from Paris, planes Sun- the first $5,000 gross, 7V6% on the
day (7) for Hollywood with a print next $2,000 and 10% -on the balof his recently-completed starring ance (which works out at $300 a
picture, “Moulin Bouge,” directed week less than straight 10%).
If “Ginger” had folded during
by John Huston. He’ll stop off in
New York to direct Sylvia Sidney the tryout, Alexander would have
and Bomney Brent, who are taking received his regular Guild miniover Dec. 22 as leads in the Broad- mum royalty, and the $3", 000 would
way company qf “Fourposter,” have been returned to the produwhich he originally staged with cers. Under the new rule, the producers share in all subsidiary
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn.
The^ actor-director-producer has rights if the show is brought into
been conferring in Italy with S. N. New York, regardless of whether
Behrman on the first draft of the or not it runs three weeks there,
as formerly required.
latter’s play about the late Lord
Duveen, based on the -author's New

FERRER EYES DUVEEN
PORTRAYAL FOR B’WAY

Yorker profile and book. It may Pitt
be Ferrer’s next Broadway production, with himself as director and

Group Plays Safe

way rights to the script.
“Happy Holiday,” a Christinas*
comedy by Irving Strouse, will be
tested beginning Dec. 23 at the
Memphis stock theatre. Both the
Balto and Memphis spots are affiliated with the Arena Guild of
America, of which Strouse. is an
official.

4th Palm Springs Stock
Season to Bow Jan. 13
Hollywood, Dec.

2.

iterb Bogers, who operates a
theatre at Highland Park,
a Chicago suburb, will’ open a
fourth season Jan. 13 at the Palm
Springs Playhouse. Michael Ferrall will direct the 12-week season,
With .a guest-star policy.

summer

The

resident
thus

New York

company

Fred Burleigh apparently has had
his fill pf original hook tuners, at
least for the time being anyway.
With a choreographer, Frank Wagner, and a musical conductor, Ken
Welch, on the regular staff of the
commuity theatre now, Burleigh is
committed to a certain number of

from song-and-dancers in the increased
Playhouse schedule for two Adjoin-

includes

far

Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
Pittsburgh Playhouse director

ing auditoriums, with number of
shows a season upped from eight
to 12, but, for his next one, he's
going to ptlt on something that’s already been proven. It’s the^old
George Abbott hit, “Best Foot Forlast summer.'
ward,” which will be done here in
February.
Shows in Rehearsal
Decision no doubt came about as
Keys C ( Comedy ) D ( Drama ) a result of the bad luck Burleigh’s
had with the two brand new musiCD {Comedy-Drama) , R {Revue),
cals,- “Wonderful Good” and cur{Musical Comedy),
( Musical Drama), O {Operetta),
rent “Dance for Joy,” he’s done in
the last six months. Both of them
“Children’s Hour” (D)
Kermit were soundly rapped by crix.
Bloomgarden, prod.; Lillian Heil
Playhouse has.done all-right with
man, dir.
“Intruder” (D)—rEddie Dowling, original revues, however. Several
John Mac Arthur, prods.; Dowling, that Charles Gaynor wrGte were
dir.; Dowling, Margaret O'Brien, later assembled into the Broadway
hit,
“Lend an Ear,” while the
stcirs
Welch-Dave Crantz “Fifty Grand”
“Whistler’s Grandmother” (C)
Anthony Parella, prod.; Guy To- in 1950 was good enough to get an
majan, dir.; Josephine Hull, star.
option, which was later dropped.

Barnard Hughes, Helen Stenborg,
Mary Foslcett, Tim O'Connor and
Ed Matousek, all of whom were
members of Bogers’ Tenthouse
Theatre troupe in Highland Park

:

,

MD

—
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Stagehands ’union is forcing a recently-opened Broadway show to employ three -extra department heads in a move admittedly aimed at orw
ganizing the strawhat field. Wrinkle came to light a few days ago before the show’s premiere, when a union official announced the demand
to the producer. He conceded that .it's Customary after a single-set
production has opened for the management to drop the department
heads employed during a tryout tour, retaining merely the regular
theatre department heads. In this instance, however, the union rep explained that since the play involved had had a barn tryout, the extra
technicians would be required, even though the Broadway production
is not -under the same management as the summer tryout.
Management is protesting the situation to the League of N. Y. Theatres, meanwhile paying the three extra men the union minimum rather than the
scale for department heads.
:

Playgoer at opening of “Time Out for Ginger” last Wednesday night
the Lyceum, N. Y., apparently a professional or first-nighter
cigaret in his first-row, aisle seat during the second inter*

(26) at

smoked a

mission, in violation of N. Y. fire laws. None of the few patrons remaining in their seats during the interval cautioned the man, who was
in evening clothes, and the other members of his party appeared to
regard the incident as a joke. An usher, presumably informed of the
violation, finally went down the aisle and requested the chap to dom«

the smoke, which he did.

Ballet

Troupe

to Play All

Jim Miller, company manager of the touring “Country Girl,” reports
that during a recent stand at the Paramount, Ghama, he was asked
for press courtesy by a chap identifying himself as drama editor of the
Popcorn News. Which reminded Joe Flynn, the show’s pressagent
Precedent; See
of the time a few years a&o when as advance man for “Oklahoma,” he*
An experiment unique in Amer- booked a filmhouse in Winston-Salem, N. C. When the local manager
ica and in the dance world is being beard the title of the musical he exclaimed, “That ought to be a
great
attempted by the N. Y. City Ballet popcorn attraction.”
this season. Due to the success of
its fall engagement thus far, and
Henry Duffy, who recently Inaugurated “legit on credit” at the Carthe availability of the City Center thay Circle Theatre, Los Angeles, came up, with a new credit gimmick
in N. Y., the dance troupe, which last week, designed to put his Coast operation on a regular
entertainwas set for a six-week Gotham run ment charge-account list. Duffy arranged a tieup with the Diners
ending Dec. 14, now plans to run Club, which boasts some 100,000 members, and added the- organizathrough the season, until next tion’s credit bards to the or\fes he had previously mailed out himself.
April, if attendance warrants.
Club membership will be apprised of the deal in a soon-due mailing.
If venture succeeds, it will be
the first time that N. Y. or the U. S.
has had a resident ballet company
to play the season around. It will
mark a 28-week run for the young,
>
five-year-old troupe, putting it in a
Joseph Kramm, author of “The ducers of “South Pacific,” will give
class with the Sadler's Wells Ballet Shrike" and the upcoming “Gypsies an after-theatre
party, for Mary
at Covent Garden, London; with Wore High Hats,” was on jury duty Martin next Tuesday
night (9) at
the Metropolitan
Opera Assn., last week
Mariam Graham, the St. Regis Hotel roof, N. Y
.
.
which plays a 22-Week season in formerly with Jean Dalrymple, has William McDermott, critic of the
N. .,Y., and with the N. Y. Philhar- opened her own publicity office ..
Cleveland Plain Dealer, in town
monic-Symphony, which plays 28 Kermit Bloomgarden’s productions this week to see the Broadway
With Rodgers Sc Hammerweeks. It will outclass the legit of the still-untitled Arthur Miller shows
field,
in Manhattan,
which no play will be on Theatre Guild sub- stein and Howard Cullman among
longer can boast any repertory scription in New York . . . British the backers, Franklin Gilbert and
actor Richard Greene will have the John Feamley need only about
setup.
Management realizes ifs going male lead, played in the Broadway $50,000 more for their $175,000
production by Maurice Evans, in (plus provision for 20% overcall)
into the December b.o. doldrums,
and knows there are a couple of the touring edition of “Dial *M’ for production of “Maggie,” the musiMurder” . . . Pending the reopen- cal version of Barrie’s “What Every
bad pre-Xmas weeks ahead.
If
ing in mid-December of the Coro- Woman Knows.”
early December stanzas prove too net, N. Y., with
“Children’s Hour,”
Jesse Long will be manager,
rugged,* management may fold. But Mack Hilliard is serving as house
Bernard Simon pressagent, Samuel
if losses aren’t too big, it will con- manager of the Fulton, also opLeve designer, Edyth Gilfond costinue, encouraged by biz so far, and erated hy City Playhouses, Inc.
tume supervisor and Nicholas
by belief it’s built up a steady When Hilliard returns to the Coro- Saunders stage manager of
“Fifth
clientele, who repeat.
The 20% net, Tom Clark will take over as Season,” the Sylvia Regan play betax lift has been a big help. The regular house manager at the Ful- ing presented by George Kondolf,
fall b.o. has been impressive, with ton.
with Gregory Ratoff directing and
substantial increases each week.
Six gal singers, all pals in the Menasha Skulnik and Richard
First week’s gross was $36,000; sec- “Top Banana” ensemble, will be in Whorf
costarred . .
cast
FuTJ
ond week, $38,500; third week, the chorus of “Hazel Flagg.” They reading “Evening with Shakeare Laurel Shelby, Mary Harmon, speare” next Friday-Saturday (5-6)
$41,850; last week, $44,480.
Idea of playing an unlimited Sara Dillon, B. J. Keating, Carol at the New Parsons, Hartford, indance season at home has never Hendrix and Bfctsy Holland . . . cludes Claude Rains, Eva Le Galbeen tried in the U. S„ but sign- Dick Williams, editor of Theatre liennc, Margaret Webster, Faye
posts now point to a public in N. Y. Arts, is doubling as pressagent of Emerson, Leueen MacGtath, Nina
Eoch, Arnold Moss, Staats Cotsfor ballet. Success of Ballet The- the incoming Eddie Dowling-John
Mac Arthur production of “The worth, Wesley Addy, Richard Dyeratre in Its three-week stay at the
Intruder” .
Frith Banbury, who Bennet, Frederick Rolf and Dion
Met in early fall, at a higher top staged “Deep Blue Sea” in JLondon Allen ... As of this week, “Time
than previously, is seen as one and here, leaves today (Wecf.) for of the Cuckoo” will have recouped
indication.
-(England to direct Google Withers its $75,000 investmeht and reA full-season N. Y. run would be as replacement for Peggy Ashcroft turned $18,750 to the backers, with
a solution for most of N. Y. City in the original West Egd edition the balance due to be paid shortly
of closing for the winBallet’s problems. It would go on of the play, but is due back in New
. Instead
as a resident Gotham company, York early in January . .
Michael ter season, the Paper Mill Playlike the Met or Philharmonic.
a
dancer in “New house, Millburn, N. J., will open a
It Dominico,
wouldn’t have to tour, which is be- Faces,” is due for Army induction revival Dec. 26 of “High Button
Penelope Shoes” and continue with changes
coming prohibitive due to the ex- during December

Season in N.Y., Setting New

23 Weeks

Legit Bits
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With ‘Best Foot Forward’

star.

MC

Harald Bromley, Miss Stoddard’s

Opening performance of “The producer-husband, holds the Broad-

Intruder,” set for last night (1) at
the Locust Street Theatre, has been
postponed until Thursday (4) due
to illness and cast replacements.
Julie Haydon has joined the cast,
temporarily. The play stars Margaret O’Brien and Eddie Dowling, the
latter being also listed as director
and co-producer.
/
•Setback of opener caught week’s
other dramatic arrival, “The GreyEyed People,” wide off first-night.
“People” had shifted its opener to
Tuesday evening (2) at the Walnut
Street to avoid conflict with “Intruder” and get benefit of firstand the third at “the actress' home string reviews. “People” sold out
Monday night performance to First
Dec. 14.
Nighters, local cutrate drama orThe play, “Take a Giant Step,”
ganization.
by young Negro actor-dramatist,
Louis Peterson, is “one of the most
moving and exciting that I have
Formula on Author
come across in a long time,” Miss
Hayes writes in her letter to po=
Royalties
for Tryouts
tential backers.
“It is in the best
tradition of the Amertoan the-

the

theatre-in-the-round tryout starting
Jan. 9 as the season opener at the
Hilltop Theatre, the Don Swann,
Jr., winter stock spot in Baltimore,
Chester Morris and Haila Stoddard
are set as leads for the tryout.

%

Inside Stuff-Legit

•

Arena Tryout in Balto

In an unprecedented move for'
a star, Helen Hayes Is "helping raise
the capital for a Broadway producShe will not "be associated
tion,
in the management and there is no
part for her in the cast Her sole
interest is in the script -and its author, although' she will presumably invest a modest amount in
The actress is
the production.
currently starring in the 'ANT
production of “Mrs. McThing,” and
will go on tour with it starting
Jan. 12.
Besides writing to a list of pobackers about the new
tential
show, Miss Hayes is holding one of
three scheduled readings of the
script at her New York apartment.
Initial reading took place last Sunday night (30) at the Algonquin
Hotel, N. Y.; the second is due next
Sunday night (7) at the apartment
of Mrs. William Stix_ Wasserman,

..

.

;

.

.

pense.
It would keep the corps Munday and Lee Montague, who
together, and
the turnover of were brought from London for feadancers low, if at all. At present, tured roles in Moss Hart’s “Clia couple of dancers are in Broad- mate of Eden,” sailed home last
week. Rosemary Harris, also imway musicals, another pair has just ported
from England for the show,
returned from time-out for a film is staying a
few weeks longer for
in England, etc.
several TV appearances, but she
Troupe set one precedent in 1951 reportedly turned down film bids.
wtih early June and early SeptemBen Rosenberg, company manber seasons (against the advice of ager of the
touring “Stalag 17,”
wary b.o. men), and both seasons was in New York over last weekproved financially successful.
It end. .Margaret Webster and Rev.
will offer some novelties during its Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., will
extended ’52-’53 run, with several speak at the inaugural program at
revivals planned. The Jose Limon Community Church, N. Y., Dec. 12,
Co. of modern dancers may also of the Canada Lee Foundation
join the
as a special unit, to Harmonica star Larry Adler will
put on its “The Moor’s Pavane.” return to legit after 12 years as a
Troupe presented the second of principal in the revue, “Fasten
Belts”. .Chris Seibel and
its two fall-season premieres at the Your
Center last Tuesday (25), in George George Prideaux have optioned for
.

.

NYCB

.

.

of bill every four weeks.

Edward Choate is general manager of “Time Out for Ginger,”
with Jack Del Bondio company
manager, George Ross, pressagent,
Madelin Blitzsteiu associate, Daniel
S. Broun stage manager, Bruce
Savan assistant,’ and L. Arnold
Wcissberger legal counsel (with
program billing). Robert Allen,
Marion Morris and Jill Kraft have
been engaged as understudies for
the show
Cherry Hardy, who
was replaced by Harriet E. MacGibbon in the role of the heroine’s
mother during the Chicago engagement of “I Am a Camera,” is
.

.

.

being paid off in full for her season’s contract'. . . Herbert L. 'Matthews, a member of the N. Y.
Times editorial board and former
foreign

correspondent,

has

dou-

bled as the sheet's umpteenthBalanchine’s “Metamorphoses,” set Broadway production Francis De string
legit critic on two occasions
Witt’s “Beyond the Law”
Joe
to music by Paul Hindemith. LesGrossman is back in town after a recently, catching productions of
ser Balanchine and minor Hindethree-week stint as acting general the Rcnaud-Barrault French repmith, ballet is nevertheless a pleas- manager of
Including critic
“Two’s Company,” of ertory troupe.
ant concoction, in. an abstraction which Clifford Hayman
is
com- Brooks Atkinson, there are live regabout people, insects, birds and pany manager. .Mary Hunter is in ular members of the Times drama
what have you. A sort of “Blos- charge of acting and staging staff.
som Time” or music comedy ver- classes and John and Clytie Mundy
sion
of
the
troupe’s
current will handle training in basic tech‘Child’* Play’ Preem
shocker, “The Cage,” this new- niques for a course in stage musi“Child’s Play,” a drama by Flo*
work has spirit, humor and some cals being offered by the American
rence
M. Stevenson, will be proTheatre Wing.
fine dancing,
.

.

.

especially by Tana-

duced

at

Thursday-Saturday
Reginald Dencnholz is pressagent
quil LeClerq.
After Balanchine
Clothier Memorial Hall, Swarthhas done his usual job of revisions, for the “Evening With Will Shakemore
(Pa.)
College. Barbara Pearspeare”
reading troupe of the
the ballet, though certainly not a
American
Shakespeare
Festival son Lange has staged the producfirst-rate work, will be an agreeFoundation ...Richard Rodgers, tion.
able addition to the repertoire.
Oscar Hammerstcin 2d, Leland
The author is a member of the
Bron.
Hayward and Joshua Logan, pro- New Dramatists Committee.
(4-6)
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The Riviera Rover Boys

Holiday

Jimmy Carhartt &

Poster

$29,913,

‘Banana

Chicago, Dec. 2. Zero weather, plus bad Thankshurt the boxdidn't
trade,
giving
‘Paris'
825? much. “Fourposter," “Gigi

and “Top Banana" overcame much
bowof the handicap, first-named
house record.
ing out with a new
excellent
••Tod Banana" got three
the
notices, but Sidney Harris of

$30,

aivaa
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Day performances, attendance

For the

Show

is

playing Little Rock this

Week,

Wagon' Neat $25,000, D.C.;
‘Shrike’

$22,700

in Finale

Washington, Dec.
“Paint

2.

Your Wagon" grossed a
week of

nice $25,000 for the first
its fortnight’s run at the

Shubert
with considerable wordof-mouth and strong reviews build-

Theatre,
ing

steadily.

it

At the National, “The Shrike”
up $22,700 for the second
Henry
its
two weeks here.
Fonda opened last night (Mon.) in
racked
of

“Point of

‘Bell,

No

Return."

‘Jag.’ $1400, Philly

Book’

DuD

$16,000

In 3-Way Split

Week

Kansas City, Dec. 2.
“Bell, Book and Candle" had a
three-day stand in the Fox Midwest

Orpheum Theatre here Nov.

In the second portion of the program, Miss Lanchester displays her
serious side with reading of Sir Osbert Sitwell’s “Sister Ann" and
T. S. Eliot’s “Song of the Jellicles."
She moves back into the song department with “Miss Thompson of
“Maharanee of Swat,”
Cork,"
“Catalogue Woman" and “Fiji
The whole, however,
Fanny,”
never equals the sum of all its

2.

Big football weekend (ArmyNavy, Penn-Cornell) meant nothing to theatre business. U. of Pennsylvania’s Mask
Wig Club at the
Erlanger tallied the best score.

&

&

Yox" opened last
night (1) for a week at the Shubert.
“The Grey-Eyed People" comes
into the Walnut tonight (2) and
“The Intruder" opens Thursday
“Bagels

night (4) at the Locust.
Estimates for Last

Week

“Summer and Smoke," Academy
Foyer (2d wk) (350; $3.25). OJ^y
$3.87Q,

'

“Here’s Howe," Erlanger (1,880;
U. of Penn group’s 65th
annual all-male musical.
Okay
$30,000 or near for eight days.
“See the Jaguar," Forrest (2d
wk) (1,760; $3.90). N, Richard Nash
poetic western, with Arthur Ken$3.85).

With $32,970 for

‘Ozarks’ 101G, Pitt

this

^
^Preem

New

Haven, Dec.

S

is dark until Dec. 15 when
-4°?.^ Nite Ladies" comes in for
a full stanza

(15-20),

Investment (including
Production cost

20%

ending Dec. 20.
French Repertory, Ziegfeld (3d
wk)
(C-$4.80;
$38,750)
1,628;
(Madeleine
Renaud, Jean-Louis
Barrault).
Last week’s split between “Occupe-toi d’Amelie" and
“La Repetition, ou L’ Amour Puni"
pulled over $36,700 (p r e v i o us
week’s bill drew $37,700); current
week’s bill is “Hamlet"; engagement continues through Dec. 20.
Greek National Theatre, Hel-

In Third Seattle Visit
Seattle, Dec. 2.
the third time here, “Okladid capacity at every show
.

On
homa"

except on Thanksgiving and at
matinees,
at
the
Metropolitan.
Scaled to $4.50, matinees as well as
evenings, show hit $25,800 in the
1,500-seater.

Long jump from Calgary cut the
week short, show., opening Tuesday

.

instead of Monday.
'

•

«

t

‘Man* $11,400, Frisco
.

of Nov,

1,

I”
’52)

$360,000
331,000
416,564
53,554

overcall)

.

etc.

MD

O

OK

Distributed profit

Cash reserve,

.

‘Juan’ Fme $50,200,

&

.
Profit to Oct. 4, ’52
Profit for last four weeks

Available for distribution

final

strated its desire for potent legit
by turning out in large numbers
Henry Fonda in “Point of No
Return" at Ford’s here last week,
mounting a new house record for a
non-musical with a smash gross of week, $24,000),
$32,970. All this after previous
“Fourposter,” Barrymore (58th
takes of $30,000 for Katharine wk) (C-$.4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (BetCornell’s “Constant Wife" and $20,- ty Field, Burgess Meredith). Over
500 for Van Heflin in “The Shrike." $15,300 (previous week. $15,200);
S. M, Chartock’s Gilbert
Sulli- moved Monday night (1) to the
van troupe is current.
769-seat Golden, with capacity of
$19,195; Sylvia Sidney and Romney Brent take over as stars Dec.
‘Oklahoma*
$25,800
22; production lays off the week

for

“KING AND

Us

2.

of “Grey-Eyed People" at
“ ,e •pnimert last week (27-29) «rew
words of praise but not much else.
our Performances at a $3.60
fJJ
* ^,
P
alce was & light estimated
nn/f

(Vivi-

&

Show Finances
For Haven 4

$39,602)

WEEK

2.

Gros.

5G

1,160;

,

town demon-

Toronto, Dec. 2.
“Anonymous Lover," with Larry
Pittsburgh, Dec, 2.
Parks and Betty Garrett, did Just
John Kenley’s production of
$2,000 in Wilmington
a fair $11,260 here, with the Royal
Maid in the Ozarks," with Bert
Wilmington, Dec. 2.
Alexandra, 1,525-seater, scaled at
Wheeler: did all right last week
Elsa Lanchester drew a little $3.50 top with tax.
the Nixon, grossing around $10,over $2,000 in two performances
With Friday and Saturday night
000. “Ozarks" was circus-plugged
of her “Private Music Hall” at the sellouts,
advance on “Call Me
all over town, with extra ads in the
Playhquse
Wednesdayhere last
Madam" (current) was $32,000 at
newspapers’ sports section, and the
included.
tax
top,
Thursday
(26-27).
$5
ballyhoo paid off. Nobody paid
any attention to the notices, which
were all bad.
Nixon has “Shrike" current.

‘People*

(RtC-$6.60;

week there was hardly an

MC

‘Point’

Baltimore, Dec.

Once again

San Francisco. Deer 2.*
Town’s sole legit is “The Second
parts.
Man," with Franchot Tone, Irene
Omaha Friday-Saturday.
Ray Henderson, who does a her- Manning and Betsy von FurstenBad weather and the holiday culean accompanying job, solos berg; which opened to fair reviews
hurt biz, show doing just over $16,briefly hut effectively with Chopin, at the Alcazar last Tuesday (25).
000 for the week.
Show pulled a nice $11,400.
Beethoven and Gershwin bits. The
bulk of Miss Lanchester’s material
was written by Forman Brown.
'Lover' $11,260, Toronto

by a night in Des
Moines Thursday, and two days in
24-26, ‘followed

(R-$6; 1,085; $30,600). Nearly $27,600 (previous week, $27,900).
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (48th wk)

,

Philadelphia, Dec.

&

lyric.

(previ-

Faces,” Royale (29th wk)

seat at any Broadway show,
so the final totals in many cases

‘Sixpence’ $15,000,

befitting the character In the song.
Also in the first set is “Eaters
Anonymous," a lecture in song ad-

vocating a Gayelord Hauser way of
life* and “The Ballad of the Oysterman," an Oliver Wendell Holmes
poem set to music.
Nitery Stuff
Set preceding the intermission
is taken over by the Madhatters,
who are an okay vocal group but
don’t seem to fit into the production.
Their special material numbers are smalltime nitery stuff
which even the zest of their delivery can’t help.
Best in their
turn is a clever arrangement of
“Casey Jones" and a charming
workover of “Cindy." Miss Lanchester joins them at the windup
Sullivan medley
for a Gilbert
with an occasional funny special

-

three performances wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $23,228). First
full week went clean at all^ performances for almost $23,600 "(previous week, capacity $13,200 for
were much better than had ap- first four performances and a prepeared likely. Perhaps because view); is raising the scale to a $6
some of the new straight plays had top for Friday and Saturday nights,
heavy party bookings, they weren’t boosting potential capacity about
hurt by the eariy-week slump. For $ 1 000
the first time in many months not
“South Pacific,” Majestic (189th
a single musical sold out at all wk). (MC-$6;
1,659; $50,186) (Marperformances, but four straight tha Wright, George Britton). Over
shows went clean at all times.
$38,000 (previous week, $38,200).
There were- no closings last
“Time of the Cuckoo,” Empire
week, but the Greek National 7th wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1,082; $25,056)
Theatre ends its limited engage- (Shirley Booth). Just over $23,900
ment next Sunday night (7), the (previous week, $24,200).
Renaud-Barrault troupe winds up
“Time Out for Ginger,” Lyceum
its French repertory run Dec. 20, fC-$4.80;
(Melvyn
995;
$22,845)
Katharine Hepburn in “The Mil- Douglas). Opened last Wednesday
lionairess" finales Dec. 27 and night (26) to three favorable notices
Helen Hayes In “Mrs. McThing" (Atkinson, Times; Hawkins, Worldshutters Jan. 10.
Telegram & Sun; McClain, JournalEstimates for Ld&t Week
American) and four pans (ChapKeys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), man, News; Winchell, Mirror; Kerr,
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), Herald Tribune; Watts, Post); first
(Musical Comedy),
(Musi- six performances drew nearly $14,500, plus $1,500 for a preview.
cal Drama),
(Operetta),
“Wish You Were Here,” Imperial
Other parenthetic designations
(23d wk) (MC-$7.20: 1,400; $22,080).
refer respectively, to top prices
Over $50,100 (previous week, $52.number of seats, capacity gross and 100).
stars. Price Includes 20% amuseOPENING THIS
ment tax, but grosses are net ; i.-e.,
“I’ve Got Sixpence," Barrymore
exclusive of tax.
CD-$6-$4.80: 1,060; $28,000) (Ed“Bernardine,” Playhouse
(7th mond O’Brien, Viveca Lindfors).
wk) (S-$4.80; 999; $21,500). Nearly Gertrude Macy & Walter Starcke
$16,000 (previous week, $17,600).
roduction of play by John van
“Deep Blue Sea,” Morosco (4th E'ruten; opened last night (Tues.),
wk)
(D-$6-$4.80;
$26,000)
“See the Jaguar,” Cort (D-$6912;
(Margaret Sullavan). Standees all $4.80; 1,056; $27,700) (Arthur Kenperformances again, with party nedy). Lemuel Ayers, In associacommissions limiting the take to tion with Helen Jacobson, producjust under $26,000 (previous week, tion. of play by N. Richard Nashj
$26,200).
opens tonight (Wed.).
“Dial ‘IMP for Murder,” Plymouth
“Two’s Company,” Alvin (R-S7.20;
(5th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,063; $30,495) 1,331; $47,167) (Bette Davis). James
(Maurice Evans). Also clean at all Russo
Michael Ellis production
shows, with party commissions a with music by Vernon Duke, lyrics
factor in the gross of $30,600 (pre- by
Ogden Nash, sketches by
vious week, $30,000).
Charles Sherman; opens tomorrow
“Evening With Beatrice Lillie,” night (Thurs.), but the critics aren’t
invited
to review the show until
Booth (9th wk) (R-$6; 900; $24,500)
(Beatrice
Lillie,
Reginald Gar- Dec. 15.
diner).
About $22,000 (previous
of the

,

Rodgers - Hammerstein musical,
with Janet Blair and Webb Tilton
costarred, grossed a wow $60,600
At the 3,940-seat Forum.

Week

empty

WOW

ance stand last week with the touring edition of “South Pacific." The

vir-

“New

l

tually exploded as the street was enne Segal, Harold Lang). Over
mobbed with entertainment-seek- $35,700 (previous week, $37,700).
ing vacationers.
“Seven Year Itch,” Fulton (2d

nedy starred, too sombre for holiday consumption. Down to $9,400.
Gilbert & Sullivan, Shubert (2d
wk)' (1,870; $3.90). Savoyards managed to better poor first week, but
war bride, who’s married to a cow- still
a loser; $19,200.
boy who spends his nights on the
“I've Got Sixpence,” Walnut (2d
range, and. segues into the role of wk) (1,340; $3.90).With Theatre
a whimsical wanton In “Titania and Guild-ATS subscriptions bolstering,
‘PACIFIC'
$60,600
her Cabana," for hilarious results. John van- Druten show equalled
IN WICHITA Miss Lanchester gets mpst of her opening week take. About $15,000.
visual effects by throwing an apWichita, Dec. 2.
propriate ribbon through her hair
Ordinarily a one-nighter, Wichita
or manipulating trusses in a style Fonda in Balto Record
eighth-performa
into
smash
turned

FOR WEEK

yuuy
First Full
$23,600

spectacular recovery over the threeday holiday period, after sagging
to a low level the first three days.
Beginning with the Thanksgiving

*

Lanchester

k/iiiV
SRO

The accent was on non-musicals $51,881). Almost $37,000
last week as Broadway staged a ous week, $42,000).
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Five Texas Stands
Dallas, Dec.

—

_

vlev/s

Snappy 176 for 7

o
Cornelia Otis Skinner's “Paris
over-enthusi- '90" pulled a snappy $17,000 total
last
week in a seven-performance
astic
“Tree Grows in Brooklyn" de- string in the Lone Star state. Solo
Saturday
(29)
shop
close
to
cided
show grossed $3,000 in a onerather than battle the December nighter
Monday (24) at the Music
doldrums. Also on the closing list, Hall,
Houston; added $3,200 for
but for a different reason, was the another single
performance Tues“Fourposter,"
attraction,
sock
day night .(25) at the Texas, San
which has to make other dates.
Antonio; picked up another $2,500
the
at
opened
“Country Girl"
for one show Wednesday night (26)
Blackstone last night (Mon.) with at Paramount, Austin; got $2,400
Robert Young back as top star af- more on a one-nighter Thursday
ter being ill in St. Louis last week. (27) at the Majestic, Fort Worth,
The show got mixed notices. Noth- and wound up' with a fine $5,900
ing else is in sight except the three- for three showings Friday-Saturwefek stand of the Chartock Gil- day (28-29) at the Melba here.
bert & Sullivan troupe Dec. 25 at
Production is one-nighting this
“Constant
Wife" week.
Shubert.
the
comes into the Selwyn Dec. 26.
Last
Week
Estimates for
“Fourposter,” Blackstone (10th
wk) ($4.20; 1,535) Closed Saturday
with $29,913, another new
(29)
house record. Garnered $268,010
1
Continued from page 55
for its 10-week run.
“Gigi,” Harris (4th wk) ($4.40; house. Her style and songalog is
Real bright $19,800.
1,000)
in the special groove, but her unCity/ Opera,
Opera inhibited delivery, impish garbing
New York
J AA
« V
«
A AA
House (3d wk) ($4.90; 3,600)
and slick phrasing in her song sellEnded stay Sunday (30), with strong ing makes her, at best, an unusual
$60,000.
T
w 9
/a *i«
« \
performer.
17,”
Erlanger
(14th wk)
“Stalag
Major fiaW. hi' the production is
$peqia), Thanksgiv*
($4.40; 1,334)
lack
of pace.
Similarity in the
ing matiftee. waS weak, but rest of
the week was okay with $16,250. grouping of the tunes has a lulling
Great
Northern effect and releases her grip on the
“Top Banana,”
First week mood she’s trying to sustain. First
(1st wk) ($6; 1,500)
ended up to brisk $30,100, with half of the program shows Miss
mail orders coming in heavily.
Lanchester off in a frivolous mood
“Tree Grows in Brooklyn,” Shu- aftejr a charming, opening with a
bert (3d wk) ($5; 2,100)-*—Broke up flock of English music-hall styled
here with slow $25,500, Last day melodies.
She essays a sex-starved
Saturday (29).

News wasn

Daily

‘Ginger Savory $16,000 for First

writing from Hielr Ivory (and sand)
tower In Cannes have their

own

III

Boom Bolsters Ghm B’way;

Nicky Winter

*

*

“5,000
45,118

linger (2d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,507;
$40,113) (Alexia Minotjy?, Katina
Paxinou).
Last week’s “Oedipus.

Tyrannus"

drew

almost

$324700

“Two’s’ $42,239, Hub
.

Boston, Dec.

Only the arrival of Ballet
tre for a week’s stand at the

2.

Thea-

Opera

House keeps the Hub from hitting
a complete legit blank this week*
“Two’s Company"
moved out,
along with “Good Night Ladies,’*
to empty the downtown houses,
while “Don Juan” vacated the RKO
Boston plx house after a week’s
run. New Hasty Pudding show tees
off tonight (2) in Cambridge.
Estimates for Last Week
“Don Juan," RKO Boston (3,000;
$4.80). Company felt the loss of
Charles Laughton in the cast from
crix-point of view but the advance
rep plus word of mouth following
last season’s sock one-nighter, lifted take to huge $50,200. House reverted to films Sunday (30).
“Good Night Ladies,” Majestic
(6th wk) ($3.60; 1,100). Final week
hypoed take with lastrminuters

(previous
week,
“Electra"
got
$28,800 for six performances and
a preview); current week's finale
is a split between the two classics;
closing next Sunday night (7).
“Guys and Dolls,” (46th St.)
(106th wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904).
Notched $42,200 (previous lifting

It to $12,000. House dark.
“Two’s Company,” Shubert (2d
“King and I,” St. James (88th wk) (1,700; $6-$4.80) (Bette Daviswk) (MC-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Yul Paul Hartman-John Hoyt). Final
Brynner).
Nearly $47,900 (previ- week went clean as first, but with
ous week, $51,000).
no press list the gross set a new
“Male Animal,” Music Box (31st house record, $42,239.
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $25,903) (Elliott Nugent, Martha Scott, Robert
Almost $17,300 (previ- ‘Affairs’ Okay $14,100;
Preston).

week. -$44,000).

ous week, $16,000).
“Millionairess,”
(C-$6-$4.80;

wk)

Shubert
1,361;

(7th

$39,000)

‘Camera’ Good $21,200

Hepburn),
New
Los Angeles, Dec. 2.
straight-play record for the house,
Pair of legit offerings in town
week,
$39,700); last week racked up good, though
$40,047 (previous
limited engagement ends Dec. 27. not startling, business as the final
“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (91st pre-Christmas shopping drive got
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald into full swing to put a crimp into
Cook, Barry Nelson, Janet Riley). show biz generally.
Estimates for Last Week
Just under $13,300 (previous- week,
*1 1 ftnm
“Affairs of Stat«.” Carthnv Ciru
“Mrs! McThing ” 48th St. (34th cle (8th wk) (1,518; $2.40)7 Anwk) (C-$4.80; 925: $22,927) (Helen other okay $14,100.
Nearly $19,400 (previous
“I Am a Camera,” Blltmore (1st
Hayes).
week, $19,600); closing Jam 10, to wk) <1,636; $4.20). Profitable $21,200, but below hopes, considering
tour.
“My Darlin* Aida,” Winter Gar- rave notices and Theatre Guild
den (5th wk) (0-$7.20-$6.60; 1,519; subscription list. Finals this week.

(Katharine

LEGITIMATE

Wednesday, December

VA&itifY

certain Captain O’Hara (originally
a colonel) of the British secret
service and a Quaker lady named
The
Cynthia Gdwan involved.
book, by the way, is far ahead of
most of the Wiggers’ creations,
and well ahead of the average C 9 Ilege show accomplishment.

play - within'- the - play, which is
staged directly in. front of them.
The final fencing-match is the beststaged scene, .^nd here Barrault
about a striking finish to
display as the small cast turns the brings
play, in contrast to the weak
the
difficult Jean Anouilh play into*
beginning.
,
,
if
not
enjoyable
upthoroughly
a
These actors, who played Mohere
lifting evening at the theatre, It
Anouilh to such perfection,
and
typically
Frenchoffering,
comis a
unsure of themselves in
bining biting satire with wit and seem
Jacques Dacqmine
humor, and it is given a sympa- Shakespeare.
off well as Hamlet’s keencomes
and smoothly-coordinated
thetic
minded antagonist, King Claudius;
interpretation by the extraordinariJean Desailly brings importance
ly sensitive cast.
to the role of Horatio, and MarieLatest in the company’s reper- Helene Daste is sympathetic as the
tory offerings,
“La Repetition” distressed Queen Gertrude. Pierre
should enthuse Anouilh fans. At Bertins’ Polonius, played as a comthe sanje time, it’s likely to further plete buffoon, would be more appuzzle those who have never been propriate to Moliere than to this
able to either understand or ap- role as Shakespeare wrote it.
preciate this apostle of existenJean-Francoise Calve and Gabriel
and
tialism. .For the latter group, the Cattand
Rosencrantz
play
performances alone should make Guildenstern as, weak effeminates
- rather than as the strong-armed
it worth the price of admission.
Hamlet.
*Jean-Louis Barrault holds the spies Claudius sets on
visually attracstage every second he is on it. His Simone Valere is a
early
the
in
appealing
Ophelia,
tive
inevery gesture, expression and
as well as posflection underscore the meaning scenes and doing
scene.
mad
with
the
sible
of the text and create a definite

Plays on Broadway
Time Out for Ginger
Shepard Traube

&

Gordon Pollock

(In

Association with Don Hershey). production
of comedy In three acts (four scenes) by
Ronald Alexander. Stars Melvyn Douglas;
features Polly Rowles. Conrad Jams,
Laura Picrpont, Philip Loeb, Larry Robinson, Nancy Malone. Directed by Traube;
scenery and lighting, Eldon Elder; production assistant on costumes, Virginia

Volland. At Lyceum. N. Y., Nov. 20, 52;
S4.80 top ($6 opening).
Laura Plerpont
Lizzie
Polly Rowles
Agnes Carol
Melvyn Douglas
Howard Carol
Mary Hartig*
Joan
Lois Smith
Jeannie

Nancy Malone

Ginger
Eddie Davis

Conrad Janis
Larry Robinson
Roland Wood

Tommy

Mr. Wilson

Ed Hoffman

Philip

Loeb

—

Howe” has the usual
Mask & Wig complement of out“Here’s

to the society belles and"
beaux of Philly during the occupation).
There is also a stirring

British

march (“The Royal Grenadiers”),
used at the opening and again as

•

.

summer,

HAMLET
Revival of drama by William Shakespeare in three acts. Staged by Jean-Louis
Barrault. At Zlegfeldj N. Y., Doc. 1, ’52.
$4.80 ($6 opening).
Claudius
Jacques Dacqmine
Hamlet
Jean-Louis Barrault
Polonius
Pierre Bertin
Horatio
Jean Desailly
Laertes
Jean-Cluude Michel
Rosencrantz
Jean-Francois Calve
Guildenstern
Gabriel Cattund
Osrlc
Jean-Pitrre Granval
Priest
Regis Outin
Francisco
Jacques Galland
:
Bernardo
Serge Perrault
Marcellus
Regis Outin
Reynaldo
Jacques Galland
The Player King
Beauchamp
Lucianus
Serge Perrault
1st Gravedigger
Charles Mahieu
2d Gravedigger
Pierre Sonnier
Fortinbras
Jean-Francois Calve
Gertrude
Marle-Helen^ Daste
Ophelia
Simone Valere
Player Queehi
Anne Carrcre
Ghost of Hamlet's Father.. Jean Juillard
.

The Moon Is Blue
(HENRY MILLER’S, N.Y.)
The

role of Patty O’Neill, F.
Herbert’s whimsical, romantic drawing of a starry-eyed 21year old, is a deceptively tricky

Hugh

one.
Barbara Bel
created, the part,
like
gie

made

seem

it

demonstrated

that

it

isn’t

her.
quite

actress-proof.

Now, Janet Riley, the third
thesp to essay the femme lead with
the New York company, reveals
that it's really* an intricate part
with many pitfalls for the actress
unseasoned in comedy technique.
Real comic

flair is

needed

to

The management has given Miss
Riley costar billing (with Barry
Nelson and Donald Cook) in this,
her first Broadway assignment,
and tf\ere are times when she
emerges through the fluffy dialog
as an energetic, bright young actress who knows how to handle a

Characters

Bpt the overall impression is
that her pacing and delivery leave
plenty of room for improvement.
Her cuing and uptake are slow
and she reads the laugh lines with
too-studied care.
However, she
comes across nicely in the poignant sequences in a winning charming manner.
Nelson and Cook hold the production together with their assured portrayals of the young architect and the roue; respectively.
Cook, who has toned down in the
18-month run, makes his caricature of the lush from upstairs a
comic gem. Ralph Dunn’s etching
of the gal’s father remains a click.
The principal set, the architect’s
apartment, has been kept in good
.

j

Hero’s Hovrc
P. MASK & WIG)

OF

Dan<£ mioine determined th^n
Philadelphia, Nov. 26.
values.
melancholy^ Jean-Louis Barrault as
Here is one that the Mask &
Laura Pierpont, whose casting in Hamlet ‘{fbfesn’fc quite succeed in
Wiggers from the U. of Pennsylthe rather stereotyped role of the holding together a loose, V-A hour
vania can really be proud of best
wise and indomitable housekeeper productions that lacks power and
certainly in the last few years and
is
a
pleasantly
unconventional driVe, though' interesting in indivery likely one of the old (65 year)
touch, *gives an expert perform- vidual
sfcaaes.
Combination
of club's best all-time offerings.
This
ance, and there are acceptable strong play and past popularity of
is what the films would call a reportrayals by Mary Hartig and Lois this French troupe should draw
make; it is not, as some folks might
Smith, as the pert older daughters, well for the eight skedded perhave thought, a revival of the
and Conrad Janis and Larry Robin- formances.
show of the same name the Mask
son as a couple of teenagers-inThe traditional characterization & Wig once did at the old Forrest
waiting around the premises. But of Hamlet is more honored in the Theatre
here,
Roland Wood adds a strangely breach than in the observance, for ing that uses but merely an offerthe same story backoveracted, bit as the
outraged Barrault plays this part with much ground and name.
school principal.
more emotion than marked the
Actually, the new Wiggers’ show,
Co-producer Sliepard Traube has role as interpreted by Gielgud, which opened
an eight-day stay at
staged the play effectively and Evans or Olivier. Barrault is at his the Erlanger
tonight (21) with big
there is a handsome if suspiciously best in the scenes which demand acclaim both
from first-nighters
opulent looking smalltown living the open valve like the “rogue and the crix
on the dailies who
room setting by Eldon Elder.
and peasant slave” soliloquy and sometimes don’t use kid-gloves
Ho be.
he is tops in portraying tension and even for these annual
amateur
turmoil in pantomime, as when he presentations, uses only
two song
listens with horror to his father’s numbers of the 1923
Rcnaiul-BaiTaiiU Co.
edition, and
ghost. But the French actor fails the book, while vaguely
S. Hurok (in asspeiation with Frenchsimilar
Ministry of Foreign Affairs) presentation to give a strong central core to the (especially as far as characters
and
of Madeleine Renaud, Jean-Louis Bar- character, and there is no single
settings) is quite different from its
rault Co. At Zicgfeld Theatre, N. Y., Nov.
line of» development.
earlier cousin, as far as dialog and
27, '52; $4.80 top.
LA REPETITION OU L'AMOUR PUNI
A Gallic touch that sheds light plot complications are concerned.
(The Rehearsal or Love Punished)
on the play is the stress on physiStory deals appropriately enough
Satire in five acts by Jeon Anouilh.
Directed by Barrault. Sets and costumes cal love, between the King and with Philly in Revolutionary War
fov iean-Denis Lalcles.
Queen, and between Hamlet and days when General Howe (hence
La
c
Madeleine Renaud Ophelia, giving motivation to the
pun in title) and the British occuI'fo'.-'ietir Damiens
Pierre Bcrtin
pied the city,’ Murh rtf the mateLe ( ...v-ite ......... Jean -Lou is Barrault latter’s madness.
Htw'erosia
Like his acting, Barrault’s direct- rial is vouched for in the
Klina Labourdcttc
program
K<v>
.......... Jacques Dacqmino ing takes no clearcut style
or
di- and has an authentic ring.* Briefly,’
Jean-Francois Chive
y
i.OfS.o
.........
Simone Valero rection, and at times is annoying, it’s a yarn about espionage arid
For instance, it is impossible for counter-espionage- with, a couple
of
A.
fhc brilliant talents of the most of the audience to see the actual
historical characters— GenK^rau.'LBarrault troupe are put on King and Queens’ reaction to the
% u e « 4 B

—

—

;

April Kraybill.
Imaginative staging ran from
use of bare walls to in-audienceBone.
view set changes.

Metop

Isn’t

Due Till May

But Toronto Opens Tix Sale
Toronto, Dec.

Mail orders went on sale last
at a heavy $10 top, with
the Rotary Club of Toronto underwriting for the second visit
here of the Metropolitan Opera
Co.,

it

isn't

scheduled

till

Six-night lineup in the 12,500-seater Maple Leaf Gardens is
“Forza del Destino,” Mav 25; “Carmen” (26i; “Tosca” (27); ‘‘Lohengrin” (28); “Rigoletto” (29) and
“Samson and Delilah” (30).
Last season, on the Met’s first

.

'

.r

#

?,

1 ‘rin*

Sally Jcssun
Canfield

Mary Grace

.
.

Katherine Anderson
Walter Kla u

Tony

Blcklcv

Ted Tiller
Jane Lloyd-Jones

“Grey-Eyed People” (w h i c h
might be sub-titled “What To I)o
With Ex-Communists”) is an en-

’

well as the

man

of action, in the

person of Hart.
Direction has caught the spirit
of this one nicely and keeps pace
at an interesting tempo.
Well-balanced cast gives characWalter
ters good interpretation.
Matthau rates an okay stamp of
approval for his work as Hart, His
timing is exceptional, both on
laugh lines and sober phrases. Virginia Gilmore makes a competent
vis-a-vis as she portrays Hart’s
wife, temporarily questioning the
soundness of his behavior, but
Sticking by him when the chips
*
are down.
Sandra Deel as a predatory
femme; Tony Bickley as the exCommie Jones; Katherine Anderson as the domineering PTA prez;
Brandon Peters as the stuffy ad
agency owner, are all good. Walter Klavun, as head of the solid
citizens, and Clay Flagg, Harts
-

visit to Canada, this also sponsored neighbor, add substantial support,
by the Rotary Club of Toronto, with and John Randolph and John Marminor
good
contribute
all proceeds to charity, the ticket tone

rush at $10 top for the original thesping.
An attractive living room setbooking at Maple Leaf Gardens of
with a
“Aida,” “La Boheme” and “Car- ting, partially elevated and
intermen” was so enthusiastic that an central staircase, provides various
on
space,
esting
playing
extra night of “Rigoletto” /was hurbefrom
action
riedly. tossed in to meet the cus- levels, that keeps
Costumes, m
tomer overflow. On that four-per- coming stagnant.
general, are pleasing to
.fomnance engagement, 43,344 pay- but cleavage exhibited by the 1 ia
ees passed $185,500 through the lead isn’t in keeping with her re.

_

.

j

I

i

I

ft

though

May.

—

|k

2.

weekend

•

i

Rosemary

.
.

Yale Theatre to good advantage, video scripting), author exhibits
and employing the expert direction good knowledge of play construcof Leo Lavandero, plus the design- tion.
He has thfe knack of inserting of Edward Zimmerman and ing apparently incidental material
the lighting of Bennet Wood, play only to have it dovetail nicely at
got off the ground in its early mo- a subsequent point. He writes witments and maintained an upper ty dialog and creates humorous
level of interest throughout its situations.
Also, he fathers lines
two-hour span.
befitting the dreamer, in the perCompetently playing the six son of Jones (one of the “grey-eyed
characters were Ronald Kostus, people” who believe that life was
Betty Jane Dawson. Eleanor Evans, meant to be warm, friendly and
Conrad Fowkes, John Owen and emphasizing brotherly love), as
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Barry Green
John Hart
Simon Blackwell
.

RS

Michael Pre!
Sandra Deel
Virginia Gilmore
Clav
Walter Ylatthau
Brandon Pe 2S

Alice Hart

First Girl Scout
Second Girl Scout
Third Girl Scout
Lucille Blackwell
s « h " eidei
Richard Jones
Policeman
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Katherine Anderson, Brandon
Directed by Morton Da Costa; setti.
Eldon Elder; costumes, Noel Tayfor* At
Shubert, New Haven, Nov. 27, '52;

Manhattan

make

Herbert’s incredible “professional
virgin” believable, and Miss Riley,
though a promising young player,
shows that she still has a lot to

condition.

Haven, Nov, 27

(

an ingenue’s plum, while Mag-

McNamara, who replaced

<U.

A

who

Geddes,

New

Selden

Albert

tertaining piece of comedy stagecraft that affords diversion coupled with an occasional sobering
thought.
It’s not in the hit class
yet, but the remaining two weeks
of its pre-Broadway tuneup session can conceivably elevate it to
that status.
Strongly in its favor is the freshness of its theme, script being
hung on the peg of witch-hunting
the erstwhile somewhat innocuous
American Communist who has
seen the error of his judgment. Although author John D. Hess has
no personal ax to grind, he points
who is also a spy, George Mcj out that reacceptance into society
and of these falterers must be a matter
Laughlin
as
an orderly,
George Rieder as the rather mys- of individual decision on the part
terious Captain O’Hara also very of the simon-pure American, and
much on the credit side.
it must not be a thing approached
Edward Hoffman has done a by the ganging-up method.
sock job on the show’s production
For expostulation against the
and direction, working with James latter procedure,’ author lays his
McHugh’s admirable libretto. Wal- story in a typical New York suburb
ter Keenan has, as usual, worked which houses the domicile
of John
wonders on the dancing end. The Hart, radio-TV contact man for a
sets are good, and Helen Steyen- large
advertising
son West’s costumes are even more agency. Hart wants no part of the
striking than usual.
community life (Men’s Club. VolThis Mask
Wig show, which unteer Fire Dept., PTA, etc.), but
opened here without benefit of a through the insistence of his emcouple of out-of-town break-ins, ployer’s wife, who is head
of the
looked absolutely ready at the group, finds himself
maneuvered
preem. It has two tours (Dec. 6-12 into attendance
at a PTA meeting
and Dec. 26-Jan. 3) skedded to protesting the appearance
of onecover eastern cities and as far west time
Commie Richard Jones, noied
as Detroit (14 performances in all).
puppeteer, before local school chilWaters.
dren.
When Jones shows up, it develops that he is an old friend of
Six
In
Hart’s, and in attempting to go
of
to bat for him, Hart finds him(YALE DRAMATIC ASSN.)
self on the verge of persona non
New Haven, Nov. 25.
grata.
Regarding the situation as
Ordinarily, the intricacies of put- a challenge to his rights as an inting on a play like Pirandello’s dividual, rather than a question of
“Six Characters in Search of an communism, when the board gives
Author” are left to some sort of Jones the brushoff, Hart arranges
professional or semi-pro outfit, so for the puppet show to be held in
when a group like the Yale Dra- his own back yard.
matic Assn, does a creditable job
Some observers will find in this
of the work, it rates a nod of rec- opus a reflection of the ’Larry Adognition.
Such was the case in lOr-Paul Draper situation, but acthe instance of the production on tually the work is a composite of
tap for the town-and-gown audi- a number of instances rather than
ence of the Princeton game week- a case history of one.
end.
In this first attempt at legit
Utilizing the huge stage of the (Hess has been
identified' with

Legit Followup

—

too amused by it all, his
playing adds conviction to the
show’s premise, and his authority,
poise, timing and drive keep the
entire performance moving. Polly
Rowles, as the mother, is skillful
in a role whose chief function
is to avoid seeming acidy in her
comedy reaction to everyone else.
Nancy Malont is a find as the
tomboy daughter who takes one of
her father’s speeches too seriously
and thus provokes all the trouble,
although nothing she or thp author
can do would convince anyone she
could make a high school football
team, or even survive an afterPhilip Loeb
noon’s scrimmage.
is solid in the small but meaty
part of the father’s harried bankerboss who retains his sense of

parade possibilities in “Sweet
“Can You Ever Trust a
Woman,” “Any Distance Between
Us” and “You're the Only One For
Me.” The two holdovers, written
by Charles Gilpin (class of 1901)
for the ’23 show, are “Quaker
Maid” and “Little Game of Love,”
both melpdic and engaging.
Cast of principals, which includes quite a few holdovers from
last year’s (quite inferior) show, is
standout, with Franklin Tramitola
shining as a tall, lanky but still
glamorous Philly Quaker lady, and
Daniel Baugh, as a Quaker maiden,
Irwin Cohen as the Hessian General, Douglas Mann as a barmaid
hit

Nuthin’s,”

Decor and costumes by Andre
Vene.
Masson are serviceable.

.

trifle

.

moFe

author apparently discovered in not an overly impressive one at
time that the idea had another that, the play’s time is the present.
facet that was genuine and offered Since it concerns itself entirely
possibilities that were humorous with the staging of Marivaux’s “La
Fortu- Double Inconstance,” the characrather than just comic.
nately,* he seemed to have realized ters are in costume at all times.
it in time, and been able to take The story has the count falling in
love with a young maiden brought
advantage of it.
“Ginger” has two principal char- in to play a. part in the theatricals.
acters the still-adolescent father The count’s wife and mistress conof three daughters who enjoys spire, successfully, to get rid of
making speeches 'before groups of the girl, thereby putting across the
young people and reliving his fic- idea that good doesn’t have much
tional exploits as a schoolboy ath- of a chance to triumph over evil.
As Barrault’s scheming wife,
lete,
and his tomboy youngest
child, who goes out for her high Madeleine Renaud sharply etches
school football team as a gesture the part of a woman who delights
to prove that girls are the equal in petty intrigues. She is matched
of boys, and as an instinctive de- by ‘beauteous Elina Labourdette,
fense against the realization that superb in the light banter dotting
her father would have preferred her scenes. Simone Valere is convincing as the pure-in-heart who
a son.
These and the other characters, can’t survive. the' conspiracy formPierre Bertin
and the situation they involve, is ing against her.
iven surfacey if occasionally funny brings stature to the part of M.
farcical treatment in the first act. Damiens, Miss Valere’s worried but
The yarn lapses into some awk- not pecessarity moral guardian.
ward business about the father’s Jacques Dacqmind and Jean-Franjob at the bank and palaver about cois Calve do fine in supporting
individual freedom in the second roles.
Company might have found a
act.
It finally deals with the reality of the father’s case and the more suitable play to offer at the
“La Repetition”
but
pathos of the girl’s in the redeem- Ziegfeld,
ing third act. Somehow, the final shapes as a stunning bit of stagemoments, despite their triteness craft, acted by a cast sure of its
and hokum, serve to make the medium: Barrault’s direction is
whole play palatable and even near-perfect. Despite the limited
set and the intricate dialog ex^plausible.
Melvyn Douglas, repeating the changes, there is nothing static
characterization he played during about the play. Christian Dior’s
the show’s strawhat tryout last gowns deserve comment. Hift.
is excellent as the father.
Despite a tendency to seem just a

with an unusual, exciting
drum corps accompaniment.
Most of the score was written by
Allison Fleitas (class of 1933) and
In addition to the
it’s a hummer
foregoing (tefl^be classed as production numbers), lie has several

finale,

Town

production of tome,
in three acts (four scenes) bv
John
Hess. Featured Walter Matthau, Vh
Gilmore, Sandra Deel, Tonv m,

standing chorus dance
topped by a forking “Court Room
Ballet” affair towards the end of
Act I, and including a luxurious
Delivery Man
number in Act II called ‘The Tommy
Hart
Mischianza Waltz” (named after a Buster Hart ...
famous historic affair given by the a Beatrice Hammond
routines,

Music by Arthur Honegger is
than helpful.
distracting

He is alternatecynical, sincere, tender and
flippant as the count who finds love
and sees it destroyed by the evil
forces around him. From tip to toe
offer scope for farcical develop- the actor, Barrault gives an excelment but frequently turns into em- lent performance.
Staged in only one setting, and
barrassing nonsense. However, th&
character outline.

ly

Play Out of

1952

TU© Grey-Eyed People
.

•

About two-thirds of the way
through the evening, author Ronald
Alexander finally gets a grip on his
subject, so “Time Out for Ginger”
turns out to be not merely a somewhat silly treatment of a slim farce
idea, but a reasonably amusing and
occasionally even a touching play.
So it seems a prospect for at le'ast
•a moderate run, plus a likely film
sale and ultimately stock.
The play’s basic premise is one
of those dizzy ideas that seems to

.

3,

.
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WANTED
SUPER SHOWMAN
To contract

for the sole

American exhibition

single attraction in the history of outdoor

rights to the greatest

show

businessl

The Giant North Sea Fin Whale

MRS. HAROY
75 Feet Long

Weighing 65 Tons

ONE OF THE LARGEST WHALES EVER CAUGHT!!
Mrs. Haroy, moving on her
tour of Europe, has

own

special railroad car in

drawn the amazing

a 13-months

total of

5,025.000
PAID ADMISSIONS!
Here

her

is

SENSATIONAL box
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GERMANY
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375,000
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1,

000,000

750
000
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in first

22 days,

5,025,000

two days, Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 22 and 23, 1952,
she played to -72,000 persons in Dendermonde and
In

Gent, Belgiuml
In little

more than a year she has grossed $1,750,000

equivalent U.
For centuries

S.

dollars

men had

ways without

in

success.

tried to preserve

Now, through a

a whale but

al-

special process

LEIF

developed after 24 months of research, Mrs* Haroy is
perfectly preserved. She will be available to q top flight
showman early in 1953 for a two-year, exhibition tour of
the United States, Canada and Central America.

The showman we seek will have a proven record of
achievement and integrity. He will require an initial
investment of abouj $75,000.
Principals only are invited to wire, write or phone:

S0EGAARD
-

MUrray
New York
Hotel Commodore, Lexington Ave. and 42nd Street,
2-9419
Y-,
N„
Rochelle,
NEw
Dicky
Mr«
Or Telephone:

Hill

6-6000, Ext. 195S

v»
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UE&riMATE
before the critics attended and re-

viewed

Plays Abroad
r

The Mousetrap
London, Nov. 26.
Saunders' production of drama
In two acts by Agatha Christie. Directed
Ambassador Theatre,
Peter
Cotes.
At
by
London, Nov. 25, '52. $2.15 top.
Det. Sgt. Trotter. .Richard Attenborough
Sheila Sim
Mollie Ralston
John Paul
Giles Ralston
Allan McClelland
Christopher Wren
Mignon O'Doherty
Mrs. Boyle
Aubrey Dexter
Major Metcalf
Jessica Spencer
Miss Casewell
Martin Miller
Mr. Paraviclnl
Peter

Final thriller of the year is this
ingenious whodunit by Agatha

revue more than six months ahead
of schedule, but there can be no
doubt that the new Crazy Gang
production will continue to pack
this theatre long after the royal
ceremony has been held. Certainly, it is the formula, as before, but
that is certainly what the public
wants; hence, the SRO should be
in evidence twice nightly for a
long time.
The production of this revue
marks the 21st anni of the Crazy
Gang, and, although maturing in

Shows

it.

Odd

angle of the “Wish” situation was that the reviews were
generally unfavorable, and that
only subsequently was Logan able
to make the necessary revisions to
get the show in shape and build it
into a hit. Logan said at the time
that he would never again have a
“tryout" in New York, and he has
since arranged to have the preBroadway tours of his forthcoming
“Picnic" and “Kind Sir" productions in the midwest, as far from

Blacks Setting Shows
in Rehearsal
C (Comedy) D (Drama),
For Coronation Year;
Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),

Keys:

CD

MC

(

,

MD

(Musi(Musical Comedy)
cal Drama), O (Operetta).
Kermit
“Children’s Hour” (D)
,

Five Plays in London

—

London, Nov. 25
George and Alfred Black
are

Bloomgarden, prod.; Lillian Hellman, dir.
George
“Fifth Season” (CD)
Kondolf, prod.; Gregory Ratoff,
dir.;
Menasha' Skulnik, Richard
Whorf, stars.
“Love of Four Colonels” (CD)—
Theatre Guild, Aldrich & Meyers,

—

finalizing

“The Hollow”

last

they're

years,

a

police

court magistrate)

screwball

who

European

and a
arrives

unexpectedly claiming a ditched
car has stranded him. The radio
announcement narrows down the
suspect to the assembled company,
all of whom appear ill at ease at
the unexpected arrival of a police
sergeant. The place becomes snowbound, and the law takes aggressive

control,

interrogating,

bully-

ing and reconstructing following a
second death in the snowbound
house, obviously connected with
the first.

The problem seems linked up
with an old local scandal when a
farmer and his wife were jailed for
three foster children,
thp youngest of whom died from
cruelty. The conclusion is drawn
that one of the other two, now
full-grown, is pursuing a malignant revenge. The first victim was
the foster mother, the second the
magistrate responsible for placing
the children at the farm.
All guests are warned of the
ill-treating

possibility of a third killing,

and

there nearly is, the hostess being
almost strangled in the dark. The
soothing voice of the young amazon is heard calling the murderer
back to sanity. It is the pseudo
copper responding to the child-

hood influence of his sister from
he has been separated since
their early tragic childhood. Neither had realized the other’s identity
until this crucial moment.
Richard Attenborough cleverly

whom

for the Blackpool

—

Martin Muller prances
all over as the foreign intruder. Aubrey Dexter is
the army officer who painstakingly
sister.

and gesticulates

End hits including “SeaOver Sorrento,” “The Young
Elizabeth” and “London Laughs.”
eral West

gulls

‘MADAM’ FINE

$42,700;

j

—

.

-

—

—

—

—

—

Davis

—

—

Am

—

actual first performwill take place then, the
critics will not see the show or re-

garet

ing

season

—

try cop, "never ringing quite true,
nor betraying that he is masquer- view
ading. Sheila Sim makes a bustling old.

Jessica Spencer is taut and inhibited as the self-confident .miss-

summer

and are organizing four provincial
Currently George and Alfred Black are associated with sevtours.

DETROIT

S. F.‘(8-13):

housewife coping with cooking and crime with impartial concentration. Allan McClelland is excellent as the neurotic architect,
while Mignon O’Doherty is heartily imposing as victim number two.

least

could get set, although in this case
‘WIFE’ $22,800,
the move was not planned in ad- $3,300, giving the attraction $17,vance, but was forced by hectic 900 for the 'week.
Detroit, 'Dec. 2.
With,
blizzards,
zero
temperatures
circumstances.
Third and final week of “Call
and impassible roads, local turnStagger System
Me Madam” picked up a fine $42outs rated well above par.
700 at the 2,050-seat Shubert. CurThere have been various prorent is “The Fourposter,” with
posals for years about delaying the
Tandy and Hume Cronyn,
Jessica
critical coverage of shows, or perCurrent Road Shows
in for two weeks.
haps staggering the reviews so the
(Dec. 1-13)
“The
Constant
Wife,”
with
impact would not be so shattering.
Katharine Cornell, grossed
While it might be feasible to bar
Anonymous Lover” (Larry Parks, $22,800 in its first week aat good
the
Betty
the critics, or at least delay their
Garrett)
Grand, London, Cass.
coverage, of shows with major box- Ont. (1-2); Erlanger, Buffalo (3-6);
Nixon,
Pitt. (8-13).
office stars, such a step probably
“Bell, Book and Candle” (Joan ‘Country Girl’ Snappy
'great nostalgic spot in recalling a couldn’t he carried out with shows
In most Bennett, Zachary Scott) Davidson,
batch of the Gang’s earlier song lacking advance draw.
cases»>favorable reviews either cre- Milwaukee (1-6); Victory, Dayton
hits.
$17,600 for St. Louis
Although relegated to secondary ate the public demand for a show, (8-10); Hartman, Columbus (11-13).
St. Louis, Dec. 2.
“Call Me Madam” Royal Alexpositions, the remainder of the cast or at least greatly increase it, acA virus infection suffered by
handsomely pulls its weight. Val- cording to experienced managers. andra, Toronto (1-6); Aud., RochesRobert Young forced cancellation
erie Tandy has several prominent It’s generally admitted that in a ter (8-13).
“Constant
Wife”
(Katharine of the Friday (28) performance of
vocal spots which she fills in vi- few instances solidly unfavorable
vacious style. Pamela Austin has notices quickly close shows, that Cornell,- Robert Fleming, John “The Country Girl” at the American Theatre and refunds were
Cox, Cincy (1-13).
a breezy singing manner, well- might have moderate runs with Emery)
“Country Girl” (Robert Young, made to 1,700 persons. Young had
suited to the production while sympathetic critical coverage. But
Pamela Bromley shines as a dancer such examples are figured to be Dane Clark, Nancy Kelly) Black- no understudy.
Piece wound up its one-week
and can also help nicely at vocaliz- ipuch less common than irate au- stone, Chi (1-13).
“Don Juan in Hell” (Charles stand Saturday with a $17,600
ing.
thors and producers claim.
Boyer, Vincent Price, Cedric Hard- gross for seven performances at a
The Bogdadi's standout acrobatic
In the case of “Company,” the wicke, Agnes Moorehead)
Syria, $4.27 top. House is dark until Dec.
turn (New Acts), excellent songs
when “Strike A Match,” with
by Billy McCormack and above- postponement became imperative Mosque, Pitt. (1-4); Stambaugh 27,
last week when John Murray An- Aud..
Youngstown,
O.
Me- Pat O’Brien and Eva Gabor, opens
(5';
average routines by the Tiller
a week's engagement.
Girls must be listed in a produc- derson was brought in to restage morial Aud., Canton, O. (6); State,
As a result, Hiram Toledo (8-9);. Muny Aud, Dayton
tion which has been eleborately the revue.
who had previously (10); Taft, Cincy (11-13).
staged, handsomely dressed and ef- Sherman,
‘Dolls’ $36,400 for Six
“Fourposter”
(Jessica
given
Tandy.
notice, is continuing as feaficiently directed.
Myro.
tured comedian, with -John Hoyt Hume Cronyn) Shubert, Detroit,
In Cincinnati Stand
(1-13).
also staying in the cast as replaceCincinnati, Dec. 2.
“Gigi” (Audrey Hepburn) Harment for Paul Hartman, who was
“Guys and Dolls” hit $36,400 on
ris, Chi (1-13).
briefly set as costar.
Several new
four
night
performances
and two
Bette
GilBert & Sullivan (Charlock)
sketches and numbers are going in
matinees last week In the 2,500Ford’s, Balto (1-6); Shubert, Wash.
Continued from paffe 1
this week and next.
Taft
Theatre.
seat
Tuesday
through
(8-13).
Meanwhile, another complicaunderway several weeks and the
“Good Nite Ladies” Met, Provi- Saturday. Top of $4.92 was tilted
to
Saturday
night.
$5.54
tion has arisen over the cancella- dence (1-6); New Parsons, Hartperformance is smooth.
Katharine Cornell in “Constant
In the case of “Company,” pro- tion of a theatre party previously ford (8-13).
“Grey Eyed People”— Walnut, Wife” is due next week, at the
ducers James Russo and Michael booked for Dec. 15, the new offiCox, at $4.31 top.
Phila.
(1-13).
cial
opening
date. Sponsors of the
Ellis reluctantly decided on the
“Guys and Dolls"—Murat. Inpostponement when it became ob- benefit, unable to book any substidianapolis (1-6); Capitol, Wheeling,
vious that extensive revisions to tute performance because the proScheduled B’way Openings
W.
Va. (8-10); Palace, Youngstown,
duction
is
solidly
booked
into
next
the revue could not possibly be
“Whistler’s Grandmother,” PresiO. (11-13).
completed in time for the sched- February, are threatening to sue
“I
a Camera” (Julie Harris) dent, Dec. 11.
producers Russo & Ellis.
uled preem tomorrow night.
So,
“Grey Eyed People,” Beck, Dec.
Biltmore, L. A. (1-6); Curran.
although the

assumes an artificial heavy tone ance
and maimerism suitable to a coun-

little

Coronation

In. London they are to launch
new all-British musical comedy ana
American musical, two new piays
and .one revue. Out-of-town the
Blacks plan to stage two new shows

•

M

for

new shows

in London plus
six
others out-of-town.
In addition
they will sponsor a South African
tour of a musical-comedy.

as

As in previous revues, the Crazy
ing after the other current sucGang accepts the laughter-making
for Murder” and
cesses. “Dial
chore as a natural prerogative.
“Murder Mistaken."
Before the curtainrise,' a mur- They are masters at interpreting
der is enacted in blackout, followed Cockney humor. Their impeccable sense of timing gives an extra
by -a radio announcement describ- polish to the
The show is
jokes.
ing the crime and suspected man.
Scene then lightens to an old predominantly theirs and whether
leading greyhounds on to a dog
country manor, recently inherited
doing the Can-Can or starby a young woman who is opening track,
ring in a girls’ choir, they continue
it as a guest house with her husto convulse the audience.
They
band. Their first visitors prove *n
also at their best in a broad
Odd assortment: a boyish young- are
sketch on Malayan rubber plantgirl, a girlish young man, an old
ers, and in another scene as baby
army officer, a thorny widow (once sitters.
Bud Flanagan also has a

plans

year which will include at
five

prod.; Rex Harrison, dir.; HarriNew York kibitzers as possible.
son, Lilli .Palmer, stars.
There has been growing manayoung and as gerial dissatisfaction for years
“Whistler’s Grandmother" (C)
year swung the trend back to virile as ever on the stage. There
Anthony Parella, prod,; Guy Toworthwhile critpe plays. There is is a pronounce^ vulgar streak in about shows that have to be cov- majan, dir.; Josephine Hull, star.
suspense and considerable specula- all their comic business, but it’s ered by the critics and thereby
tion ai to the why and the where- honest-to-goodness vulgarity that subjected to life-or-death sentence
fore in this one, which holds atten- does not offend. They avoid the on the basis of the opening-night ‘Roberts' $17,900 In
tion all through. If it were even innuendo .nd unreservedly call a performance. The increasing tenMpls, -Rochester Stay
less' absorbing, it would still com- spade a spade.
Their humor is al- dency to book theatre parties, parmand boxoffice attention on the ways broad and boisterous—there ticularly previews, has been an obMinneapolis, Dec. 2.
reputation of the authoress and are no subtle nuances. They are vious move to combat the situation.
Five nights and a Thanksgiving
opularity of the leading players, as British as the Empire, and their However, the “Company" incident day matinee at $3.60 top at the
g ichard Attenborough and Sheila 21 years of front-ranking success is the first occasion that a man- 1,859-seat Lyceum, an exclusive
Sim. It might stand a good chance has been one of the phenomenons agement
has frankly asked the Twin Cities engagement, brought
on Broadway, although its worth of the local show biz scene.
critics to stay away until a show “Mister Roberts” $14,600. A matiwould probably be minimized comnee and evening at Rochester added
Christie, whofce

r-'

Wednesday, December 3 , 1^52
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As

until

it

it is

far as is

‘Ginger’

nearly two weeks

known, the incident

has

aroused no squawks from
or drama editors, although
it apparently creates a situation in
which a sizable public will have
seen the revue and will be discussing it before the New York
dailies eover it.
That has special
point, since there is considerable
public interest because the production stars film actress Bette Davis
in her song-and-dance stage debut.
critics

Snaps

Continued from page

—

“Children’s Hour,” Coronet. Dec.
18.

Arthur Miller plav, Beck.

(1-13).

“Maid
1

17.

“Intruder” (Eddie Dowling, MarO'Brien)
Locust, Phila.

5;

show, *the Times review concluded
that although “as a play it is a
little ‘unsteady orv its pins, it is
fresh, warm-hearted and funny.”
The. HT aisle-sitter wound up with
the crusher that the piece, “with
its antic and implausible manufacture, is the sort of play that ought
to go lie down someplace, and last
night I think.it did.”

Wheeler)

Ozarks”

the

in

—Hanna.

Jan.

(Bert

Cleve.

“Be

(1-6);

Your

Age,”

48th

Street,

Jan. 14.

Cass, Detroit (8-13),

“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
“Love of Four Colonels,” ShuPJayhouse, Winnipeg (1-6); II. S. bert, Jan. 15.
Aud., Oklahoma Citv (8-9
“Hazel
Flagg," Hellinger. Feb. 5.
Denfield Aud., Duluth (10-ID; LaCross.
“My Sister Eileen,” Century,
LaCross. Wis. (12-13).
Feb. 22.

—

1

;

—

“Oklahoma”

Capitol,

Yakima

(1-2); Temple, Tacoma (3-4); Aud.,
Portland
(6-8);
Aud.,
Klamath

Falls, Ore.

Sacramento

(9-10); Memorial
(12-13).

Aud.,

G&S 3G

in 4,

Columbus

Columbus, Dec. 2.
Snowstorm, combined with school
and University vacations over the

•Whereas Atkinson liked not only
“Paint Your Wagon” (Burl Ives)
the play itself, but the staging and —Shubert, Wash. (1-6); Shubert, holiday, cut deeply into the b.o.
Example
for the American Savoyards at the
virtually
all the performances, Kerr Phila. (8-13).
Probability of some such inci“Paris ’90” (Cornelius Otis Skin- Hartman.
dent as the “Company” postpone- gave Melvyn Douglas a word of
Gilbert & Sullivan outfit got only
Ring Out the Bells
ment has been indicated since the praise for “valiant” effort as star ner) Muny Aud., Oklahoma City $3,000 in four performances despite
London, Nov. 13.
in-town “tryout” last June of and Polly Rowles a personal rave (1); Arcadia, Wichita (2); H. S. glowing reviews. Top was $3.75.
Aud.,
(3); Orpheum, Kansas
Jack Hylton production of revue (16 “Wish
You Were Here." In that as femme lead. But while Atkinson City Topeka
scenes), with Nervo & Knox, Bud .Flana(4-6);
KRNT Theatre, Des
gan, Naughton & Gold, Valerie Tandy, instance, because of the elaborate asserted that Nancy Malone “gives
BALLET TH. $27,400, MONTI
Paramount, Omaha
Pamela Austin, Pamela Bromley, The production setup of the
a flrstrate performance that be- Moines (8);
Arthur
Bogdadi (4), Billy McCormack. Victoria
Montreal, Dec. 2.
comes more sensitive as the eve- (9); Aud., Pueblo, Colo (ID; Chief,
Belles,
John Tiller Girls (20), Bobby Kober- Joshua Logan-Harold Rome
Colorado Springs (12); Aud., Den°Ballet Theatre last week racked
ning progresses and
Drage. Sketches, Bud

masks the

identity of the real policeman. Peter Cotes directs, the
play with competence.
Clem.

‘Wish’

—

.

*

Flanagan, .Talbot

musical,

with an onstage swimpool, the show could not be
taken on the roaci for audience reaction-revisions,
so
more than
$1.75 top.
three weeks of previews were sold.
Lively public interest and curiIt may be regarded as prema- osity about
the musical stirred inture to have the first Coronation tensive
word-of-mouth comment

RothwcH, Carey Edwards and Greatrex
Newman; lyrics and music, Ross Barker;

ming

orchestra,

Freddie Bretherton. Directed
by Charles Henry. Staged by Alec Shanks.
t
i torla Palace » London,
Nov. 12, ’52;
*, ,y ?

CAB CALLOWAY

[
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"PORGY AND BESS"
(8th

Week).

’Sportin’

L-

\^mm

t

Stoll Theatre.

o.

Life’
ta,„prsr;.'*

Mgt.: BILL

the most

London

artfiil

and an-

—-Morning Advertiser

MITTLER, 1617 Broadway,

very prettily," her characterization “is largely confined to
slitting her eyes, sucking in
her
breath, and looking fierce enough
to intimidate the abashed boy
who
is secretly fond of. her.”

—

“Shrike”

—

—

(Van Heflin
Nixon,
(l-6»;
Royal
Alexandra,
Toronto (8-13).
“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
Webb Tilton)
Robinson Aud.,
)

Boston yesterday (Mon.).
>

Pitt.

14G

in 3, Mpls.
Minneapolis* Dec. 2.
Scaled at $4.80 top in the 1,809Little Rock (1-6); Muny Aud., Okseal Lyceum, “John Brown’s Body,
The other notices, although not lahoma City (8-13).
with Tyrone Power, Judith Ander“Stalag 17”—Erlanger, Chi (1- son and Raymond Massey, came
as drastically opposed as
Atkinson’s io).
and Kerr’s, split three against and
through with a boff $14,500 for two
“Top Banana” (Phil Silvcrs>
two for the show. Walter Winchell
nights and a matinee last week.
subbing for the ailing Robert Cole- Great Northern, Chi (1-13).
Attraction did not play St. Paul.

'Body'

—

—

Sportin’ Lift

Now

finishes as ver (13).
up a very good $27,400 at Her
something shyly triumphant,” Ken“Point of No Return” (Henry Majesty’s Theatre here.
remarked that while “she wrinkles Fonda)
National, Wash. (1-13).
Troupe opened a week’s run m
her nose

New

York

man, panned the play, as did John
Chapman (News) and Richard
(Post,. William Hawkins
)£?“*•.
(^Olid-Telegram & Sun, and John
McClain (Journal-American) liked

it.

The audience reaction was gen-

erally friendly, even in
comparison
to the usual pre-disposed
first-night

standard.
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PfitelEff

spotlighted under Bishop’s skillful
Syndicating Wnt. Morris Yam
William C White's story, “Not bioging. It was a haste that was
amusing anecdotage not born of eager-beaver or snide
late William ambition, but by the burning drive
dealing with the
in Sa- of achievement—a drive that is
Morris’ community interest
republished necessary to keep apace and perbeen
has
Lake,
ranac
world editions of haps slightly a pace ahead of the
in 10 different
Spanish, Portu- fast shifting scenes.
Reader’s Digest
The changing seasons bring sharp
guese. Canadian, British, AustralFrench, changes not only in the show biz
German,
Swedish,
ian
was first sense, but in the influence and
Italian and Japanese. It
published in the American edition personalities of the people who
the veteran are participants in that excitement
of RD, and deals with
showman's activities in the com- of being in and of* show biz—not
Saranac where the the fringe persons, but the permunity life
whose achievements
family’s Camp' Intermission is a sonalities
landmark, and where Bill Morris, make for marquee values. Hellinhis
ger
of
much
wasn’t
content to let maturity
spending
now
Jr. is
and experience create the duratime.
bility that comes from the slow
processing. He wanted that byline
Who’ Was ‘Texas Jack’?
that marquee billing fast. He
Homer Croy is writing a book and
Rogers, with whom the got it. It cost him half his mature
Tn the Cards,’*

—

.

on Will
author was bnce associated, and
cowboy-comedian frelate
the
quently spoke about a “Texas
worked in the “TexRogers
Jack.”
as Jack” Wild West Show in 1904,
the humorist
when
period
a
at
was doing straight lariat trick
In the late 1890s “Texas
work.
Jack” had a Wild West show working out of Chicago, but historians
in Illinois, Texas and other U. S.
spots can’t assist Croy on the truename identity of TJ, when he died,
If any info, write Croy care
etc.
of

Variety.
Frisco Chronicle Axings

wave hit the
news staff of the San Francisco
Chronicle with 45 staffers, some
of them 30 years on the sheet,

An economy

firing

being let out over the Thanksgiving weekend. The newsmen were
given two weeks pay plus their
guild severance but no advance
notice. It is estimated that cost
to the paper is approximately $65,000 in severance pay to pink-slip
the group. Paul Smith, editor of
the Chronicle, the city’s only in-

under normal actuarial standards, but he got it. He got plenty
life,

—

of it glamor, beauty, excitement,
a living newspaper all within himself.

“The Mark Hellinger Story”

is

a sharp insight into a vivid personality whose every mature move
was a rebellion against his forebears, his family traditions, his
upbringing. He was gay, profligate,
generous, roistering
a
lovable
fast-man-with-more-than-a-buck, a
carousing Boy Scout with a tycoon’s income, a creative, driving
force which excited his contem-

—

*

poraneous greats, because be
brought excitement into their lives.
This verve and bounce killed Hellinger at 45, but as one reads the
Hellinger story it fs still as alive
and of-the-moment, as today’s Winchell. As Jim Bishop says here,
Mark and Walter started together.
They were the Damon & Pythias
of the speakeasy belt as covered
Prohibition* Broadway. Hellinger is
gone, and Winchell has now another Damon to focus his interest.

For the record, of course, the
divergence of interests one on
dependently owned paper, was out Broadway, and Hellinger as a
of the city at the time the firing Hollywood producer
had already
took place.
stretched the palship of the ’20s
Firings came as a climax to a some 3,000 miles apart.
“The Hellinger Story” was not
series of rumors than San Francisco may become a two-paper city,- an easy one to have done. Not with
with two of the present four sheets a beauteous widow, Gladys Glad,
folding. Reports have been current ofttimes called the most beautiful
that The Chronicle may be bought Ziegfeld girl, looking over the
by Scripps-Howard’s Daily News biographer’s Remington. Also not
to move into the evening field ex- making it easier are the many Helclusively, with the Hearst Examiner linger pals and fans who would
and Call-Bulletin combining to look askance at this or that pertake over the morning field. Both spective, depending in which light
papers would publish on Sundays. they viewed him. By and large,
Present hitch in deal is reported Hellinger would have done little
impasse between Scripps^Howard copyreading on his ex-copyboy’s
and Hearst organizations with lat- yam. Bishop did a bangup job.
ter
insisting
that
Call-Bulletin “The Mark Hellinger Story” is a
bangup Broadway biog that will
plant be bought by Scripps.
Recent shifts in newspaper man- appeal to the off-Broadwayites as
agement circles include appoint- well because it’s a human document of Charles De Young Thie- ment. It’s about a standup guy,
and it mirrors a standout era.
riot, member of the Cameron clan
Abel
which owns the Chronicle, to the
key position of Assistant to the
Publisher; Frank R. Ford as editor
Novel
Carson’s Revealing
of the Scripps-Howard San FranNext time Hollywood is in the
cisco News; and James Packman mood
for doing one of those
as managing editor of the Call- “frank” films about its own pionBulletin.
eering days, Robert Carson’s new
Lantern”
Magic
“The
novel,
Now the ‘Compleat Publisher*
(Henry Holt; $3.95) should immeEd Rigg, prez of Henry Holt & diately suggest iltself as the ideal
Co., is an unusual businessman- vehicle.
From the reader’s pointpublisher who, when he took over of-view the book may have its
Field & Stream as a subsidiary shortcomings; but Carson stands
venture, almost didn’t know a Nim- unsurpassed as a chronicler of the
rod from an Izaak Walton. How- struggle-for-survival in the budever, in less than two years, by ap- ding film capital before and durplication to the field which his ing the early 20’s.
F&S magazine covers, he has beThis is the story of Frank Silcome an expert outdoorsman, and versmith ruthless,
irresponsible
is current on an extended hunting
and yet visionary and of his son,
trip through Texas and Louisiana, Ellie, who is taught the craft of
which is legitimately also business, motion picture making by his
because F&S has a film production dominating father whom he alteradjunct to its publishing opera- nately loves and hates. Ellie tells
tions.
Considerable color footage the tale In the first person, and
will be shot while the expedition through his eyes the reader is inis shooting game.
troduced to the complex world in
which the early industry thrived.
The Days of Our Years
In his eagerness to merge fact
‘The
Mark Hellinger Story” with fiction, Carson, Academy’Appleton; $8.95) is not for quick Award winner In 1937 for his “A
reading. It’s almost a contempo- Star Is Bom” and author of two
raneous document, not a little on other novels, has stuffed his book
the autobiographical side for any- with a great deal of extraneous
body and everybody whose paths verbiage. His story rambles along
cross the active-participation orbits leisurely,
magnificently
but it
from Broadway to Hollywood & catches the feverishly competitive
*ine. It’s the days of our years air of the young film capital, the
brought up in sharp focus as pitiless battle for the survival of
Projected by Jim Bishop, his for- the fittest before and behind the
mer copyboy, later aide and now camera, the personal rivalries and
biographer, developing the passing the surging of creative spirit.
show business scene from the
Carson takes his cynical hero
Roaring ’20s to the frenzied ’40s, from
days,
nickelodeon
the
when Mark Hellinger died ahead through "his turbulent career, to
of lus time at 45.
the bitter and lonely end, and it
The Hellinger story, as it caval- is within the last pages, when
cades the immediate passage of Elbe’s wife dies in' childbirth, that
lime, reflects an exciting pano- Carson reveals his full and very
rama which echoes the thought considerable talents as a novelist.
j hat
unwittingly most showfolk If Silversmith Sr. at times seems
Rye a legend without knowing it. unreal in .his role as the ruthless
fhem lives touch on the great, and tycoon, Elbe’s relationship with
being touched by them the influ- Honey, his wife, and his stunned
ences are many. Hellinger in his reaction to her death are tops.
Personal
“Lantern” is the kind of authenwhat-makessaga
of
Mark-run evidenced that. It is tic novel the industry has looked

—

—

—

—

.

LITEilATI

for a long time. It’s too bad Car- general rules
of dramatic writing,
son’s film training didn’t tell him analyses
of the various forms of
a sharper editing job was needed dramatic
shows and chapters on
before sending his work into print. the non-dramatic
programs, such
It’s
a Book-of-the-Month choice a s
documentaries,
educational
for December.
Hift.
shows, news, comedy, quizzes and
panel airers, music continuity, etc.
Sections on professional prob<JN. Y. News Strike? Threat
Following collapse of negotia- lems cover such questions as protions for a new contract with the tection of material, writing for
N. Y. Daily News, a strike dead- special groups (such as local audiline has been set by the News- ences and children; working withpaper Guild of N, Y. as of 8 a.m. in the TV code of standards, methFriday (5).
Threatened walkout ods of presenting programs and
was disclosed Monday (1) by the material, and commericals.
Guild’s executive veepee, Thomas
Seldes, author of “The Seven
J. Murphy. Union claims the News Lively Arts,” includes a chapter
management has refused to ink a on “The Half-Written Program”
pact providing for improvements scripting the ad libs for emcees,
equal to those in new agreements quizmasters, etc.
Bril.
recently signed with the Mirror,
Times, Herald Tribune and WorldBritish Film Year Book
Telegram & Sun.
New edition of the- British Film
In event a strike materializes, Year Book (Gordon White,
$3.50\
employees in the editorial, business edited by Peter Noble, is a firstand circulation, departments of the class reference work which inpaper would be directly affected.
cludes some 200 pages of biogA threatened walkout of editorial raphies of leading
film personaliand commercial workers of the ties.
Brooklyn Eagle was called off last
Volume is packed with essential
Saturday (29), when a general data, containing details of all proagreement was reached on a new duction companies and British stucontract.
dios, releases for 1951 and a comprehensive roundup of various aspects of film production. Editorial
Operatic Masterpieces
BMI, Ricordi and Scribners- features by Sir Henry French, Sir
have combined on a handsome un- Philip Warier, Sir Michael Balcon
usual book in “Ten Operatic Mas- and others indicate the standing
terpieces” (Associated Music Pub- of this reference work among BritMyro.
lishers; $10).
Authoritative and ish production toppers.
impressive, the 570-page oversize
volume presents 10 popular operas,
Good ‘Wit and Humor*
from the “Marriage of Figaro” of
A new pocket-sized mag, “Wit
1786 to the “Wozzek” of 1925. Olin & Humor” (edited by Louis UnterDownes, N. Y. Times music critic, meyer and published by Lawrence
writes the text, in an extehsive
Spivak’s Mercury Books; 3Jfc)
discussion of each libretto, the contains some of the best humor.
opera’s background and other note- Stories enjoyed before are brought
worthy facts. Downes also has an back to mind. The selection of the
interesting introduction on opera different types of humor is very
history in general.
good, as represented by Ring
Varied In content and form, the
ardner’s “Alibi Ike,” P. G. Wode10 works (“Figaro,” “Hoffmann,” liouse’s “The Level Business Head,”
“Aida,” “Carmen,” “Meistersirtg- Sam Levenson’s “Meet the Folks,”
er,” “Boheme,” “Tosca,” “Rosen- Joel Sayre’s classic “Rackety Rax,”
kavalier,”
“Love of Three Alexander Woollcott’s “Entrance
Oranges,” “Wozzek”) furnish a pa- Fee.” Also a special article by
rade of styles and progression, in Louis Untermeyer, “Old Jokes
an evolution of the opera art from Never Die.” One of the most enclassic to modern. - There is ex- joyable things in this magazine are
tensive music in the book, in new the excellent cartoons by Saul
piano arrangements of the impor- Steinberg.
tant vocal and instrumental pasReal humor stands the test of
sages by Leonard Marker. Alberta time as is proven by the articles
Sordini’s
blustrations
are
also in this pocket-size mag.
There is
striking.
Unusual addition is a room for something that doesn’t
special “music locater” for LP go for the out-and-out joke, but
opera recordings. Book is a “must” instead picks the really fine humor
for opera aficionados.
and wit of our time. A swell 35c
Bron.
worth.
Joe Laurie, Jr.
Ed Murrow’s Click
If you’ve ever caught Ed MurLuchow’s Prosit
row with his five-minute “This I
If cookbooks are the traditionally
Believe” on CBS, it will be like good sellers they are known to be
news from home that Simon & in publishing circles, Leonard Jan
Schuster ($3) have just released a Mitchell’s “Luchow’s German
book made up of the hundred best Cookbook” (Doubleday; $3) should
bets in the series. Book is called do all right.
There are some, of
“This I Believe,” edited by Ed P. course, who can take their recipes
Morgan, with a foreword by Mur- or leave them alone you don’t
row, and it’s the word for anyone have to be a chef to appreciate a
who’s looking for some ideas on good meal.
It’s for those that
•

.

figures on their poets.
what Nick Kenny, Eddie
Guest and George E. Phair are
making, is a secret between them
and the Bureau of Internal Revenue and probably will be until
one of them runs for President.
Mrs. Wagstaff is the mother of
A1 Wagstaff, of the Sonja Henie
ice ballet troupe.
She authored
which
“Alcestis,”
poetic drama
starred Charles Coburn, and
adapted “Euripides” into a Hudson Theatre production years ago.
But “The Beloved Son” sounds
ike one of the Ripleys of publish-

releasing

Even

nig.

One of Variety’s muggs claims he
made $1,680 on a book of verse

lias

the first six months of 1952 and
pitching for the spot of top
That w,as
grosser of the year.
Frank Scully, for his “Blessed
Mother Goose.”
in
is

CHATTER
MBS

A1 Heifer,

named

Coronet.
Hillis
Mills in Hollywood to
round up motion picture material
or Time mag.
Wade Farnklin in Hollywood to

interview film names for the Chicago Sun-Times.
Norman Corwin’s “Dog in the
Sky” to be published by Simon &
Schuster Dec. 11.
Stephen Longstreet is writing
Lauritz Melchior’s biography for
publication by Henry Holt.
Alice Bingham, formerly associate editor of Dance News, now doing promotion for Capezio, Inc.
Edward Gordon Craig, now living at St. Paul de Vence, near
Nice, France, writing his memoirs.
Bill Kennedy, L. A. Herald-Express columnist, elected prexy of
the Greater Los Angeles Press
Club.
WPIX sportscaster Bud Palmer’s
All-American basketball preview in
the January issue of Sport mag-

—

cover to cover to find out hcfw 100
VIP’s parlayed a handful of brains,

ow’s.
The rest is culinary boiler
plate, which chef Charles Pickel
and talent into a permanent supplied, and let them as. wants it
winning streak. These successful- mess around with the recipes.
types are not necessarily loaded
Undoubtedly there’s a vast apwith loot. They’ve got something peal there because Luchow’s has
better, the confidence and respect been entrenched as a landmark of
It’s a New York for 70 years.
of their fellow creatures.
With the
great book for yourself or your passing of the founder and,the en
kids.
Just the foreword of “This tanglements of his estate, Mitchell
Believe” by Murrow himself
I
took
-a Dane, not a German
makes it tough for everyone else over, and with slick publicity as
It’s Worth sistance, plus airconditioning and
in the tome to follow.
Carroll.
the price all by itself.
the general modernization tech
niques, has given Luchow’s renewSeldes On TV Writing
ed vigor. The restaurant itself is
Gilbert Seldes, for eight years renowned for historic associations
tele program chief of CBS during with Victor Herbert and Nathan
the early days of TV, has authored Burkan
and the founding of
“Writing for Television” (Double- ASCAP, with George Jean Nathan
day, $3), which covers the com- H. L. Mencken and James G. Hunplete field of vid-scripting. De- eker, with
the Tammany Hal
tailed handbook has sections on sachems and other sports, political
biz
and literati figures
the principles of video as well as snow
specific
working conditions, Mitchell has done a good job in
its

—

Max Shulman

Who Was
I

That Book
Seen You Out With
Last Night?

azine.

Sean O’Casey’s next and last
volume of autobiography will be
Evening
“Twilight
and
called
Star.”

Ben

Schneider,

ex-NBC

Sun,

Miami

World-Telegram

named

and

&

real estate editor of

N. Y.

Daily News.

Gordon Irving, Variety Scotland
mugg, doing monthly piece about
showbiz for Radio Luxembourg
magazine, “Two-O-Eight.

Harry

Slott

commissioned

by

Asahi, Japanese newspaper chain,
to tape-record a series of inter-

views with Hollywood stars.
“Popular Mechanics Picture History of American Transportation,”
edited by Edward L. Throm, to be
published by Simon & Schuster

Monday

(8*).

Authors Guild is voting for 15
members.
Nominations
Dec. 16 and ballots
is
Mitchell’s book on August Luchwill be mailed out within 10 days
ow’s famed restaurant, which he
founded in 1882 on New York's after closing.
Farrar Straus & Young is bringEast 14th Street, where it still
ing out on Jan. 22 A1 Capp’s “The
stands, is a good book. The axiom
Life and Times of Li’l Abner,”
about reaching the heart through
introductions
by Charles
with
the stomach is reflected in Ludwig
Chaplin and John Steinbeck.
Bemelmans’ introduction and boniF. Stone, political columnist
I.
face Mitchell’s own very intereston the recently-folded N. Y. Coming chapter on the story of Luchpass, will issue a four-page letter-

faith

has his own year-end appraisal of
the Literati of 1952, in a
bright piece entitled

sports gabber,
sports editor of Real mag.

“Why Johnnie Ray Cries,” by
Booton Herndon, in the December

'

which to hang a future. Read it
and pick out your own formula
for living. The fast buck boys who
figure anything’s okay today, if
you don’t get caught; the guys with
big meat-hooks for the quick grab,
who have it doped they can get by
with all getting and no giving,
they’re the characters who ought
to gander “This I Believe” from

61

uniformly wary about

setters, are

council
deadline

size

paper,

called

I.

F.

Stone’s

Weekly, starting Jan. 17. Accent
will be on Washington coverage.
Victor Lasky has article on political credo of Charles Chaplin in
the December American Legion
magazine, and piece on radio commentator Frank Edwards in the
November U.S.A., the Magazine of

American Affairs.
John Gassner has signed with
Prentice-Hall to do a tome, “Eugene O’Neill & His Times,” for ’54
Gassner, editor of
publication.

“Best American Plays”
Queens College
and lecturer on dramatic art at
Columbia U.
Archibald MacLeish and Margaret Webster were principal guest

Crown’s

series, is a prof at

speakers in Philadelphia at ceremonies Monday d) marking Haverford College’s acquisition of the
William Pyle Fhilips collection of
rare books. Several first-folio edirecapturing that spirit in recent tions of Shakespeare are included.
years. Luchow’s, of Sunday nights,
A. J. Liebling’s “The Hpnest
looks like a combination of the Rainmaker,” which will hit the
Stork, 21, the Colony, Pavilion and stalls via Doubleday Feb. 22, was
El Morocco a meeting-greeting excerpted in the New Yorker mag
place for the town’s Sabbath diner- recently. Liebling originally wrote
Abel.
outers.
the Col. Stingo newspaper yarn as
a full-length book, and the mag
$1,680 Top for ’52 Poets?
picked up excerpts for three inLife’s layout on poets who flow- stallments.
Hawthorn Books is the tag of
ered under Harriet Monroe 30
years ago failed to indicate wheth- the newly organized Prentice-Hall
er they lived off their royalties or subsidiary, over which Kenneth S.

—

Giniger, former editor-in-chief of
Variety has spent some weeks the company, will preside as genIt will be an ineral manager.
dependent operating division of
P-H to develop and test new tech-

their relatives.
*

*

A

one of the many byline pieces
in

the forthcoming

47th Anniversary

Number

PSkieTt

polling poets to learn how they are
doing today, after being told by
Blanche Shoemaker ‘Wagstaff that
her “The Beloved Son” has sold
in excess of 650,000 copies. Poem
is a child’s life of Christ.
Publishers of contemporary
from Holt, publishers of RobI poets,
*
ert Frost* down to the vanity type-

niques

in

publishing.

Howard

Goodkind, who was executive editor of P-H during Capt. Giniger’s
absence in the Army with CIA, has
succeeded to the post of editor-inchief.

CHATTER
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Husing who is Still getting his
“land legs” back into stride.
When some 1,200 of the RCA
60,000 employees were honored

Broadway
Metro star Pier Angeli through
to the Coast Monday (1) following
return from vacation abroad.
Vet South African (Americanborn) showman M. A. Schlesinger
seriously ill in Doctors Hospital.
Salvador Dali, surrealist painter,

with wristwatches, as members of
the 25-Year Club, General David
Sarnoff, in turn, was also presented
with a watch (pocket variety, because they know he doesn’t wear
anything else) since he, too, is a
quarter-of-a-century vet with the

and actor Boris Karloff in from
Europe yesterday (Tues.) on the company. The

fete

was

in

Camden

a week ago Saturday.
America.
Warner Bros, sales chief Ben
Mrs. Bob Ruark farewell-suppercircuit operator Waled her columnist-husband atvToots Kalmenson,
Reade, Jr., and Metro adverter
a
on
off
Shor’s before he took
tising chief Si Seadler named to
Kenya hegira.
film industry committee for parEdith and Bill (Universal) Goetz’s ticipation in the National Confer21-year-old daughter Judy lives in ence
of
Christians
and Jews’
New York and works on the mag- Brotherhood Week, Feb. 15-22.
azine Seventeen.
RKO Theatres prexy Sol Schwartz
Borrah Minevitch still in Holly- is national chairman for the picwood, winding some unfinished ture industry’s participation.
business. May detour to Mexico
City on a holiday before returning
to his Paris home.
Paris
Rudolph Halley may vacation in
Ernie Anderson here fqr conPuerto Rico this winter as part of
the N. Y. C. Council president’s fabs with Parisian clients.
John Nathan, Paramount prexy
pitch for the large P. R* (mostly
here, on a biz trip to Italy.
in Spanish Harlem) vote.
Roland Petit signed by the
Minor Watson, featured in RKO’s Opera Ballet to create
a new ballet
“Face to Face,” in from the Coast this winter.
'
to help bally the Huntington HartGypsy Rose Lee winding up
forthcoming
production’s
ford
European holiday jaunt with three
preem at the Trans-Lux 52nd St. weeks in
•

Paris.

Theatre.
Anny Ross and Blossom Dearie
Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox v.p., to London to do a two-week stint
to the Coast to confer with studio at the Embassy.
chief Darryl F. Zanuck and Harry
Paul Kohner to produce next
Brand, studio publicity head, on John Huston pic, “Matador,” in
forthcoming pix and promotional Spain next summer.
Studio des Champs Elysees recampaigns.
Roy O. Disney, president of Walt hearsing American play, “The
Disney Productions, and Card Man,” for production next month.
Walker, ad-exploitation director,
Ballet Du Marquis De Cuevas
returned to the Coast this week getting extended stay at Empire
following eastern conferences on Theatre until next Jan. 7 because
of sock biz.
the release of “Peter Pan.”
Milton Blackstone, adman-manMax Favalelli, Paris-Presse legit
ager for Eddie Fisher, flew over to cric, won the Chronique Prize for
"Paris with JRCA Victor maestro the best reporting of the Paris
Hugo Winterhalter for a week’s scene In 1952.
Sacha Guitry winning his case
special GI shows which Pfc. Fisher
is doing in Germany and elsewhere. against ex-wife Genevieve de SereAbe Saperstein, owner-coach of ville to prevent her from using his
the Harlem Globetrotters, flies to name during her nitery* singing
London to set up the 1953 summer date,
Charles Chaplin was not acceptschedule; plans to include Norway,
Sweden, Finland and Denmark, ed as a member of the Academy of
hitherto untouched by these bas- Beaux Arts here because films are
not yet accepted as an art form’
keteers.
Pan - American’s Wills Player there.
Jean Richard, nitery comic, gocased London in advance of the
Coronation traffic and reports that ing into the legit classics with an
the esprit in anticipation of the appearance in Moliere’s “Le Mabig national event compares with lade Imaginaire” at the Edouard
the best Paris traditions in food VII Theatre.
Jean- Jacques
Gautier,
drama
and gaiety now.
The Copacabana and Danny’s cric of “Figaro,” to visit U. S.
in
January.
Gautier
wants
to
work
Hide-A-Way among six restaurants
against which the Federal Govern- out exchange deal with a N. Y.
reviewer
to
replace
here
for
month
jnent has filed triple-damage suits
charging violation of OPS ceilings. while he is covering Broadway.
Cecil Saint-Laurent best seller,
The Govt, wants to knick the Copa
for $51,788 and Danny’s for $12,- “Caroline Cherie,” which has already
been a successful pic, will
974.
Spyros P. Skouras, prez of 20th- be the basis of an operetta with
music
by Francis Lopez. It will
Fox, named honorary chairman of
the dinner concert scheduled for play the spec Chatelet Theatre
the Waldorf-Astoria Jan. 8 in honor next season.

ity

London

j

Milan

tions.

the Irving (Ellin) Berlins,
including Linda and Mary Ellin
and her new. husband, fly to Italy
pre-Xmas to spend the year-end
holidays in Italy and Paris. Only
Elizabeth, the third daughter, is
remaining behind because of the

By

All

'

,

“An
in

its

Luigt Garlo
American in Paris” (M-G).
fifth week at the Mignon

Cinema.
Spanish dancers Rosario and Antonio in for five days at the Teatro
Manzoni here.
“Mata Hari” moves into secondXmas parties, etc.
Benay Venuta has sublet a large run at Dal Verme after successful
Park Ave. apartment for herself initial revival.
New Billi-Riva musical revue, “I
and children in preparation of
(The Fanatics)
drew
starting
rehearsals
in
"Hazel Fanatici”
lukewarm
reviews.
Flagg,” in which she costars. Her
“Fourposter,”
starring
Renzo
actor-husband Fred Clarke, who is
in the new Bob Hope picture and Ricci and Eva Magni, doing well
TV, will fly in for Xmas from the at the Odeon Theatre.
Comedian Mario Carotenuto and
Coast.
Manny Frisch, Randforce Amus. company reappearing at the Teatro
Lirico
in a new revue by Costa and
Co. exec, presiding over a meeting.
of

film

industry toppers at the
Hotel Astor today (Wed.) to prepare plans for the 1952-’53 campaign of the Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies’ amusement division. Drive is in behalf of the
Federation’s 116 hospitals and in-

Gelich.

Sidney Bechet and Claude Luter
With their jazz orch gave their first
concert at the Teatro Nuovo prior
to an Italian tour. Despite the concert being given at II a.m., the
house was capacity.

stitutions.

Walter Winch ell reviewed “Time
Out for Ginger,” because of Robert
Coleman’s illness. It was his first
By Helen McGill Tubbs
official legit review for the Mirror
Fred Sanborn heads show at the
^ ve y ears. Technically and Jickey
Club.
officially, Winchell is also- drama
French actor, Michel Auclair, is
editor and drama critic of the
Mirror, as well as its columnist. at the De la Ville.
Bricktop in town from Naples
PS— he' found “Ginger” not suffi- where
she finished engagement at
ciently

Rome

so.

.

Prime and only reason for
to open his

Kaye deciding

I

‘

moiint’s “Elephant Walk.”
Pearl Bailey had to cancel her
engagement at the Colony and Astor last week because of illness

was replaced

Yvonne Mitchell, Terence
Morgan, Kathleen Harrison and

stars

Joan. Collins.

Janet Green, whose
Mistaken,”

new

thriller,

transferred

last week to the Vaudeville, goes
to N.Y. at the end of the year for

the Broadway production of her
play which is being staged by Edward Choate and George Ross.

bigtime” vaudeville stint or
18 is because that’s a Sunda
it gives him until the first
W<
day matinee to nurture his
gies, as against the

former Ti

night preem which seguec
mediately into the following
midday show.
Musie publisher Larry
plans a two-month Florida
h
after the first of the year
to
perate from his recent
-

m

stay in the hospital for mino
while not seriou
still left

him weak. Another

convalescent

is

WMGM

:

deeja

in

Baker

Hotel’s

Minneapolis.

ganZa C

81

™birth^

ed

Tovar recovering from

Lupita

major surgery.
Carol

Richards won a divorr*e

from Carl Aultman.
David A. Lipton

back

homeoffice confabs.

after

•

Manual Del Campo returned
from the Fiji Islands.
Teresa Wright divorced Niven
Busch

in Santa Monica.
Betty Hutton and Charles O’Curran planed in from London.
Greer Garson returned after
two weeks in Chi and Dallas.
Gil Stratton to Phoenix for the
annual winter baseball meeting

John Wayne made a trailer for
American Red Cross at Warners.
Duncan Sisters entertained a
mayors’

convention

Hotel

at

Statler.

Hayes Goetz checked

into Allied

to writing.

He

Is

Chuck Connors when

play-

ing

Mural

Ball Dec. 6.
Virgil Thomson to conduct Dallas Symphony Dec. 10, in a new
work by the composer-critic, at

Anita Colby in to address the
Cardinal Stritch dinner for Loyola
•
Medical School.
Joan Blondell back to New York McFarlin Aud.
Tex Beneke orch and six-act
after the break-up (29) of “Tree
revue drew 3,900 at ”$3.90 top in
Grows in Brooklyn.”
State
Fair Aud in a dual show oneJoe Kaufman in to view theatres
for Cinerama, the theatre depart- nighter for Lions Club.
Third
annual
Southwestern
ment of which he heads.
Danny Kaye was grounded here Square Dance Festival will use 60
callers
from
12 states Dec. 5-6 in
for a day while on his way to
Fair Park’s agriculture building.
Mayo Clinic for annual checkup,
Linda Christian and baby in
town for a few days while hubby
Scotland
Tyrone Power appears in “John
Brown's Body.”
By Gordon Irving
Hugh Rennie, former stage manRKO’s “Hans Christian Anderager of “Remains to Be Seen,” sen” may have charity preem
in
takes over the director’s reins at Glasgow.
Showcase Theatre.
Deep River boys due in again to
Robert Young’s wife and two top vaude at Empire Theatre, Glassmall daughters in for stay of gow, Nov. 24.
“Country Girl.” Other two girls
Perth Theatre Co. presenting
come in for Christmas vacation.
“Aladdin”
in
three-week
stint
John Auer, Republic director, is starting Dec. 23.
in for some prelim shots of “City
Glasgow Citizens’s Theatre doing
That Never Sleeps.” John Ericson original panto revue “A Glaikit
of “Stalag 17” will have a fea- Speel” for Christmas.
tured role.
Wandy Tworek, Danish violinist,
here with Gracie Fields tour, under
Harold Fielding banner.
•

Anne Crawford

Las Vegas, Nev.

"

Penny Singleton returned from
1

San Francisco

Cornelia Otis Skinner pulled 900
doing into Melba in “Paris ’90” one-

( 1 ).

for

operation.

Room.

is
Theatre
Showcase
nighter.
“Hilda Crane” for fortright.
Dan Dailey replaces Don Cherry
Michael Sloane flew back to
as
headliner at first Crystal Charity
catch opening of “Country Girl”

By

Lindsley Parsons planed in
from
u
Honolulu.
Irving Reis in Mayo Clinic

first base but Kevin Connors
on the screen.
Herman Rivkin left for Boston
after attending the Allied Artists
board meeting.
Danny Kaye back from N. Y. to
rest until he opens in Dallas on
Christmas Day.
Albert Lewin leaves for London
next week to prepare production
of Metro’s “Saadia.”
Helen Deutsch in from Italy
where she rounded up writing material for Metro’s “Nina.”
George Jessel and Zsa Zsa Gabor
shared emcee chores at The Helpers show at Biltmore Bowl.
Dallas
Jack L. Warner tossed luncheon
By Bill Barker
honoring studio business manager
Danielle Lamarr at Sky Club in E. L. DePatie for his 25 years on
her first Texas date.
the lot.
Joe E. Lewis headlining in CenHollywood Foreign Correspontury Room of Hotel Adolphus.
dents Assn, awarded a scroll to
Johnny Long orch opened a fort- Stanley Kramer for his “Four
night’s date at Pappy’s Showland. Poster.”
Rosalind Courtright doing 10

nights

Chicago

u

vacation.

American

by

songstress Virginia Somers.
Perce Pearce planed to New
York last week with a rough-cut
version of the Walt Disney’s “The
Sword and the Rose,” which has

“Murder

Terry Moore in from the east
Casey Adams to Honolulu on

Artists to start his new producer
sponsored Press Club moved into contract.
Bud Freeman exits Capitol Recnew quarters Monday (I) at Herman Pirchner’s Eldorado Club, on ords Jan. 1 to devote his full time

a part-time basis.
Wilma & Ed Leary’s ice show
held over third week by Sky-Way
which has Jack Carson and his
package revue set for Dec. 8, at
$7,500 for six-day date.
John Kenley, former Clevelander who still owns property here, in
just been completed at Pinewood.
Sadler’s Wells ‘dancer Nadia Ne- town promoting his production of
rina is to be guest ballerina at the “Maid in the Ozarks.” with Bert
performance of Bertram Wheeler, current at Hanna.
Troyal
Bibi Johns did a last-minute job
Mills circus at the Olympia Dec.
18 to aid the London tent of the of pinching for Bernice Parks when
latter chanteuse came down with
Variety Club.
Maurice Cowan, has begun pro- laryngitis just before Vogue Room
duction of his new picture, “Turn showtime last Saturday (29).
the Key Softly” at Pinewood. Film

and

By Ted Friend
Harvey Wing new Press Club
prexy.

Johnnie Ray and Georgia Gibbs
at the Fox.

Mary Ann McCall inked

When

into Say

club.

Agent Sam Rosey

to L. A. for

talent hunt.

Ben Swig, Fairmont Hotel
face, off to the Orient.
Jerry Lester at the

Room

of;

boni-

Venetian

Fairmont Hotel.

Al Williams, Papagaya Room
owner, to Mexico for inauguration.
Art Tatum, Slam Stewart, Everett Barksdale and Vernon Alley
crew at the Blackhawk.
Dr. (Mom) Chung threw annual
Thanksgiving dinner for visiting
showfolk with over 100 on hand to

share the turkeys.

Pittsburgh
By. Hal V. Cohen
Four Lads booked for a return
at the Copa week of Jan. 15.
Will Disney directing “The Silver
Cord” for Mr. Lebanon Players.

Casino closing Friday (5) for
three weeks, reopening day after
Christmas.
Tiny Wolf to N. Y. to audition
for Stubby Kaye role in London
“Guys and Dolls.”

Mike Shapiros due back before
Christmas from four-month tour of
Europe and Israel.
Scot radio producing “HangWalter & Jean Brown added to
man’s Noose,” play by T. M. Wat- Carousel show when virus felled
son, with James Crampsey direct- Jackie Heller again.
ing.
Lorella Val-Mery in town beatJack Anthony, Scot comedian, ing drums for Henry Fonda's
Edinburgh for

to

world preem of new play, “The

Bill Willard

Frankie Laine packing ’em in
Desert Inn.
Lauritz Melchior building Ion
hair packet for Jan. 6 date at tl
Sahara.
Ella Mae Morse debuts local cl
cuit
with current fortnight
Sahara.
Irene Ryan winning with h
Thunderbird comedies during c
star opus with Tennessee Ernie.
Last Frontier all decked 0
with Christmas trappings to sho
case
Phil
Spitalny
“Hour
Charms” for a month.
oa n ®« Gilbert
gets
speci
«ii«.
P
Windmill Revue” written ai
staged by Tom Douglas for her t\
frames at El Rancho Vegas.
Jack Entratter has set Dam

the Shaker Club.
Francoise Rosay, vet French actress, here
to play a lead in
“Bridge of Sighs.”
Eila Sammelo, Finnish coluratura, singing at Fine Arts Theatre,
acclaimed by audiences.
Nato DeAngelis left for Naples
to scout locations for the forthcoming Errol Flynn-Milton Krims Thomas, Connie Russell, Lou Will
picture,
Jr., Ray Sinatra orch, along
wi
Edgar Ulmer here for a few line to open the Sands Dec. 15.
days, but will ’return in January to
Martha Davis set to headline
direct Victor Pahlen’s TV series Cortez chapter
starting tomorre
starring Hedy LaMarr.
(Thurs.),
with
Joanne
Barto
Martine Carol signed to play op- Dancing Haydens, ai*d
Cliff Feri
posite Pedro Armendariz in “LuLittle Theatre’s first big expei
crezia
Borgia,” Technicolor pic ment
with
arena
presentatio
now under way in Viterbo.
Goodbye My Fancy,” tops in qua
1

I

Hollywood

nitery competition.

Sammy Lewis special, “Stars In
Harry Green opening the Green Your
Eyes,” scripted by Sid Kuller
Room at Ciro’s Dec. 11.
with tunes by Hal Borne, toplining
Claire Bloom pacted by Sir Alex- Bobby Van, Alan King, Barbara
ander Korda for femme lead in Ruick and Skylards, a neat Flaminnew Carol Reed pic which will star go lure.
James Mason.
Novel Silver Slipper holiday
Herbert C. Fontaine promoted stanza bowing in Friday (5) has
to the Board of Ganada Theatres Hank Henry and Hollywood Cover
with his appointment as assistant Girls handing out special Christmanaging director.
Slipper
“Silver
edition
mas
bought Gazette” to everyone in the house.
Balcon
Michael
Sir
screen rights to “The Square Ring” Minstrel show is also slotted at
which recently had a nabe tryout; 11 p.m.
signed John Mills to star.
Annette Warren arrived from’
Cleveland
N.Y. last Sunday (30) and opened
a cabaret date at the Colony and
By Glenn C. Pullen
night.
following
the
Astor
Herbert Strauss, former Play
Norman Wisdom, currently star- House actor-singer here, tapped by
ring in “Paris to Piccadilly,” makes Army.
his screen debut in Ealing producTony Bennett did turnaway biz
tion of “Meet Mr. Lucifer.”
on four-day date at Moe Nahas’
Director Anthony Asquith's 50th Main Street.
birthday coincided with his 25th
Hippodrome, 3,700-seater, is getanni in films. He is currently mak- ting the TV version of Metropoliing “The Final Test” at Pinewood. tan Opera’s “Carmen” Dec. 11.
Jack Hylton’s production of
Johnny Leighton’s orch replac“Paint Your Wagon” opened out of ing Michael Selker’s at Hotel Holtown yesterday (Tues.) and is due lenden Dec. 11. with heading back
to come to the West End early next to Miami Beach.
year.
Milton Krantz, manager of HanIrving Asher, together with a na, owns a hunk of road company
production crew, arrived in Lon- of “Shrike” which Van Heflinfctours
don over the weekend enroute to into his house Dec. 15.
Ceylon to start filming of ParaGuildNewspaper
Cleveland

«

of Sol Hurok. Proceeds from the
$100 a plate dinner will go to the
American Fund for Israel Institu-

but poorly attended because of

:

Gift,”

by Mary Lumsden.

“Point of No Return.”
Doctors are building up John
Walsh, Fulton manager, for an
operation on his back.
'Playhouse has Paul Vincent Carroll’s “The White Steed” booked
for
January production.
Seattle
Weela Gallez into Monte Carlo
By Don Reed
for a fortnight, with Jana Jones
Truman Capote's “Grass Harp” following her in Dec. 12.
at Showboat.
Jackie Heller will m.c. B’nai
“Oklahoma” into Metropolitan B’rith show starring Mimi Benzell
for fourth stand here.
at Syria Mosque, Dec, 14.
hospitalized with nervous affliction
following English tour. Aly Wilson,
another Scot comic, took over for
final week at Hull, Eng.

Ted Mack Amateur Show

in for

Jack

one-nighter at Civic Aud.

Schlissel,

summer

opera

business manager, in from New
York for a board meeting.
program from KRSC to KING.
Playhouse ushers gave Bill RobEugene Linden translating Puc- erts, house manager, a watch before
cini’s “La Boheme” into English.
he shoved off for the Army.
Alexander Hull, veteran voice of
Dorothy Claire goes west after
daily “Concert Hour” on KRSC,
first of year for Reno, Las Vegas,
has retired.
Frisco and Hollywood bookings.

Al Cummings' moved daily a.m.

t

party for Guy Mitchell
Seattle disk jockeys.
tali

A

I

4

I

Dancer Betty Benz back on cafe
circuit after being laid up for six
weeks with auto crackup injuries.
•

-

**

.

•

*

•f
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Continued from page 54
Alan Hole Ore
El

tU

Baro

JEstela

Litico & Mario
Mambalettes

Versailles Hotel
Nino Rinaldi 3
Bar of Music
Bill

Jordan

list

New

with films

Acts

or

Elizabeth,
story of the first Queen
the editing stage. Queen
is still in
again in
depicted
be
will
Victoria

just-purchased

“Victoria

David Elliot
Guy Rennie
Betty Lou Barto
Harvey Bell
Sherry-Frontenas
Chave 3
Jacques Donnet Ore
Algiers .Hotel
Doretta Morrow

Mai Malkin Ore
Lord Tarleton
Michael Selker Ore

Chez Pare*
«
Sophie Tucker
Ted Shapiro

[*

Harry Mimmo
Sonny King
Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables (8)
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Adele (tfnge
Eric Waite
Diana Grafton
Dennis

& Lucille
& Darlene

Lillian

Byers

Charles

Cavanaugh

Yvonne Broder
PhUIp Fraser
Terry Taylor
Donald Tobin
Boulevar-dears <6>
Frankie Masters O

Ambassador

AGNES CAPRI

Hotel

Johnny Mack

Dorothy Hild D (10)
Williams Ore
Palmer House
Joe E. Howard
Leo de Lyon
Lulu Bates
Bambi Linn & Rod
Alexander
Susanne &
McCaffrey
Bob de Voye &
Betty LorraineEarl Barton

Tom Horgan &

Manning

are

already have been finished
and two are coming up. Figures
repped, in those canned, are John
Philip Sousa, in “Stars and Stripes
Forever;” Sol Hurok, “Tonight

We

Andrew and Rachel Jackson,

Sing;”

seventh President of the U. S. and
his wife, “The President’s Lady;”
and Duncan MacDonald, a Royal

Canadian
stable, in

Mounted Police
“Pony Soldier.”

con-

Now

in work is “White Witch
Doctor,” the story of a missionarynurse, Louise A. Stinetorf, in the
Congo; and Johnnie Ray will be

biopicked in
next year.

“All of Me,”

early

Warners’ trend toward musical
seen in pictures bearing
names of Eddie Cantor, Grace
vloore, Helen Morgan and Calamity
lane. James Bowie, inventor of the
tnife tagged with his name, was
laught
in
the recently-released
‘Iron Mistress,” and “Hig Majesty
TKeefe,” ended several weeks ago
m the Fijis, is the story of one
David O’Keefe, who went to the
South Seas in the mid-1800s and
-set himself up as king.
Paramount is another which
latched onto a musical personality
versions is

he

in

“Somebody Loves Me,” now

in

release, the story of Blossom Seeley and Benny Fields. “Houdinj”

now in the cutting rooms.
Universal- International shortly
will release “The Lawless Breed,”
fashioned around the life of the
outlaw, John Wesley Hardin, and
is

shortly gets away with “It Happens
Every Thursday,” based upon the
experiences of Bob and Jane McUvaine in publishing a weekly
newspaper in a small Pennsylvania
town. “The Life of Glenn Miller”
goes in the early spring.
“Blackbeard the Pirate” is subject for an RKO production.
Real-life incidents also figure in
.

number of films. Twentieth-Fox
dramatizing the sinking of the
Ltanic in “Nearer My God to

?

rs

.

Chilthe U.S.

World.”

Miss

O’Dempsey toured

the U. S.. in 1908 and again in
1914 when she played in Atlantic
City and New York in “General

John Regan.”
She was the widow of W. G.
Fay, one of the founders of the
Abbey Theatre.

BELVA MORRELL

Trio Bassi

Ore

Frakson

GEORGE McCALL
George McCall, 54, onetime
Variety staffer and w.k for his

Cafe Gala

who

is

in

the

same production,

survives.

MRS. CORAL CHAPPLE
various branches of
Mrs. Coral Chappie, 64, former
died Nov. 28 in Culver
stock and repertory actress in the
City after a heart attack.
His career began in Detroit as midwest, died Nov. 28 in Chicago.
an actor with the Jessie Bonstelle She was at one time an ingenue
stock company. His next stop was with the Jessie Colton stock comthe circus, as a publicity man, after pany which' presented the Tent
activities

show

in

biz,

which he became Hollywood cor- Stock & Repertory Shows.
Her husband survives.
respondent for Variety and later
a member of the Daily Variety

ROBERT

staff.

active show biz,
into radio and or-

Returning to

McCalP went

ganized his own gossip program,
“This Is the McCall,” sponsored by
Old Gold for more than a year.
Shifting to pictures, he joined the

Howard Hughes theatrical group
and managed its Detroit theatre
for a few years. Later he organized
his own circus, a brief venture.
At the time of his death, McCall
was manager of the business afof his wife, Ada Leonard,
leader of an all-girl band appearing on TV and in ballrooms.
fairs

F.

MOORE

Robert F. Moore, 41, Walt Disney artist, died Nov. 23 in Burbank, Cal., of injuries sustained in

an auto accident. He had been
with Disney for 20 years and created “Three Little Pigs” and other
cartoon characters.
Wife and two daughters survive.

ANDREW LEIGH
Leigh, 58, radio and TV
Chicago Nov. 28. He
played the part of Judas Iscariot
in a Passion Play which toured the
country in the '30s as well as Grouping in showboat companies.
Survived by a sister and brother.

Andrew

actor, died iq

LOCKWOOD A. JOHNSON
Lockwood A. (Pop) Johnson, 74,
ANTONIO GUARNIERI
oldtime fiddler and radio and TV
Antonio Guarnieri, 72, Italian
personality, died Nov. 26 in Con*
conductor, died Nov. 25 in Milan.
shohocken. Pa.
He directed the La Scala company
Johnson gave up cabinet-making on tour
in the U.S. and Europe.
25 years ago to become an enterGuarnieri retired five years ago
tainer. He was starred on “Hayloft
Doodles St Skeeter Bill Willard
because of ill health.
TV
Joe”
and
“Ranger
Hoedown”
Carmen D’Antonio Jo Ann Malone
OLYMPIADS (3)
Allan St Ashton
George Redman Ore programs. He was maestro of his
Acro-BalancIng
own square dance and American
MAUDE S. BOTTA
10 Mins.
folk dance orch, which included
Mrs. Maude Syminetta Botta,
Lido, Paris
his four sons Howard, Leo, Cecil
former
vaude performer, died
Sans
Soucl
Miguel
Angel
Ortiz
acro-balancing
solid
This is a
and Lockwood. He won many
Celia Cruz
Ana Gloria St
trio that has added sheen with a Marta Dominguez
awards for his fiddling throughout Nov. 26 in Asbury Park, N.J. She
Rolando
quit
vaude
in 1918 to open a draa
them
Fernandez
Valencia
Tropicana
that
gives
Chorus
gold gilting
central Pennsylvania.
matic school ab the resort.
Montmartre
Greek statue 4 appearance. Fine Tondelayo
Besides the four sons, he is surRoland Gerbeau
Pedro Vargas
intricate
Two
sisters
survive.
and
composite posings
Nancy St Rudy
F Bergaza St J
vived by his wife and three daughBruno Tarraza
balancing plus lithe, flowing move- Sans Souci Corps
ters.
Ballet
de
Fina
de
Villa St
backquality
ments give this a top
Thomas Achenbach, 57, longhair
Troptcana
Angel
ed by creative lighting.
Serenata Espanola
Amparo Garrldo
musician and composer, died Nov.
Act is heavily mitted, and in Chiqulta St Johnson Ray Carson
MRS. LOUISE LEAVITT
25 in Easton, Pa. He organized the
spite of exertions they do not even
Mrs. Louise Leavitt, 35, secretary Achenbach String Quartet in 1923
seem to be breathing hard. This is
to Universal Pictures’ exec Maurice and was concertmaster of the old
a fine act for variety or TV.
Bergman, died in Beth David Hos- Easton Symphony Orchestra.
Mosk .
Mr. and Mrs. Lenny Wolf, son, pital, N. Y., Dec. 1 from gas poisonNew York, Nov. 26. Father is east- ing. Police reported she was found
Michael Mahony, 67, music liBETTY
ern radio promotion director for in her gas-filled apartment. Secre- thographer and treasurer
of the
Songs
tary Bergman for seven years, Mrs.
Decca Records.
National
Music Printers & Allied
15 Mins.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright, son, Leavitt became ill about' a week Trades Assn., died of a heart atChez Zi-Zi, N. Y.
ago.
St.
Petersburg; Fla., Nov. 10.
tack Nov. 30 in Kew Gardens, L. I.
-Betty Norman is a personable,
Surviving is her husband, Albert
goodlooking piper with okay vocal Father is disk jockey with .WPIN H. Leavitt, a dealer In rare stamps.
there.
tend
pipes
her
Although
talent.
A. F? (Mitch) Mitcrtell, 74, w.k.
will be held at
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Barry; -son, Funeral services
to be somewhat brassy, Miss Nornoon tomorrow (Thurs. ) at Frank in show biz through his 50-year
man can sell a song via the cute- Hollywood, Nov. 25. Mother is the E.
stint as chief clerk at the Algonand
Madison
Ave.
Campbell’s,
former Julie Carson, actress; fathness of her. personality.
quin Hotel, N. Y., died Nov. 29 in
81st St., N. Y.
Her voice is tailored for comedy er is a screen actor.
New York.
and novelty stuff and she wisely
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Layton,
accents such numbers as “Nobody’s daughter, recently, Kansas City.
Nettie A. Paddock, 54, head acCol© Porter Father is disk jockey at
a
JULIAN J. (JACK) JOSSEY*
Chasing Me,”
countant and chief of personnel at
legitune, and a hillbilly takeoff a there.
Julian J. (Jack) Jossey, 59, own- WTOL, Toledo, for 14 years, and
Herm.
la Dorothy Shay.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Gray, son, er of theatres in northern Ohio and with the station since it opened in
Burbank, Cal., Nov. 22. Father is Ontario, died Nov. 21 in Cleveland. 1938, died Nov. 27 in Toledo.
He was head of Modern Entera bandleader.
prises, Inc., operated several driveMr. and Mrs. Lester Bernstein,
Eunice Healey to Herbert Jay
Roy L. Borg, 63, prop maker for
in Canada and also owned stock
ins
Father,
Rome, recently.
Freezer, Nov. 20, New Castle, N. Y. son,
in the Mayland and Berea theatres 24 years at Warners, died Nov. 22
Bride is a producer and former ex-N. Y. Times drama staffer-Time
the Highland at the Motion Picture Country
Cleveland,
Greater
in
dancer; he a manufacturer and oc- mag film critic, is now head of latin Akron and the Medina. He oc- Home, Calabasas, Cal.
casional producer-backer.
ter’s Rome bureau
casionally produced films and held
Doris Swan to Sidney Melville,
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Johnson, the Bank Night franchise in CleveFather, 74, of Bernice Judis, v.p.
Toronto, Nov. 29. Both are singers. son, Santa Monica, Cal., NoV. 27.
and manager of WNEW, N.Y., died
land territory.
Dorothy Starrett to Bob Berry, Mother is Roma Burton, actress;
Nov.
27 in N.Y.
Survived by wife, two stepsons,
San Antonio, Nov. 29. Groom is father is a photographer.
two 'brothers, two sisters and
member of the WOAI-TV sales
Ellis
Williamson, cinema manadaughHale,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
granddaughter.
s t a ff there.
ger and director, died in Liverpool,
Mother
ter, Nov. 24, Hollywood.
Joyce MacKenzie to Tim Leim- is a former model; father is a Co
Nov. 6.
Bride is
ert, Hollywood, Nov. 26.
lumbia lab technician.
MIKE LYMAN
a screen actress.
E. J. Bryant, 67, w.k. in English
Mr. and Mrs. Les Keiter, twins
de
Francis
to
Nugent
Nancy
Mike Lyman, 65, former vaude cinema trade, died in Knowle, EngSan Francisco,
Bethencourt, New York, Dec. 1. (son and daughter),
Los
Nov. 10.
in
land,
29
Nov.
died
Father is a KYA sports performer,
22.
Bride Is actress, currently appear- Nov.
Angeles after a long illness. Ly-“
rtjicfpr* fllPTV*
ing on Broadway in “The Male
orch
Mother,
of
88, of the late Tommy
brother
the
was
Mr. and Mrs. -Ivan Hayes, daugh- man, who
Animal,” and daughter of actorFather is leader Abe Lyman, quit vaude in Handley, British radio comedian,
producer Elliott Nugent; groom is ter, Hollywood, Nov. 24.
Nov. 17.
Liverpool,
busiin
restaurant
died
the
into
1918 to go
a screen actor.
an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Zolotow, ness. He operated an eatery in
Jeanne Graver to David Carna
Zelig
L. Bass, owner
Simon,
Mother
of
was
last
name
real
New York. Nov. 25. L. A. His
han, Pittsburgh, Nov. 29. Bride is daughter,
show biz biographer- but he and his brother changed it of the Family Drive-In near Pittsthe daughter of Peggy Bruce, KQV Father is
12
in Pittsburgh.
Nov.
into
died
went
burgh,
when
they
to Lyman
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MARRIAGES

thee,” and Metro followed the voyage of the Mayflower in “Plymouth
Adventure.”
Twentieth-Fox also
----u-in
win do the siege of Tobruk in
Desert Rats;”
“Destination record librarian.
in
,

She joined the Abbey
company in 1905 and appeared in
“The Eloqu-nt Dempsey,” “Deidre”
and “The Playboy of the Western

His in London.

“We Are No Longer

stage.

'

films

BRIGIT O’DEMPSEY
Brigit O’Dempsey, 65, former
with Abbey
Theatre actress, died Dec, 1
several

dren,” dramatized for
stage by Ilka Chase and her late
former, husband, William B. Murray, head of the William Morris
radio department, was produced
on Broadway in 1932. Marchand
wrote the screenplay for “Faust
and the Devil” J1950) and was coauthor of the scenario of “Lucrezia Borgia” (1937).
He was coadaptor of the pict treatment of
“Three Waltzes,” which he and
Alebert Willemetz wrote for the

Jimmy Ames
“Above Chez Agnes Capri, Paris
Jean Arnold
Agnes Capri is known here for
upon Col.
Don Sheffey
Hoffman
Force pilot her left bank stinting, and is now Bill
Ciro's
Benno Rubinyl
right
banking
it in her new boite.
Bradford Ore Amru Sani
w ho was responsible for and Possessing the poise of the veter- Eddie
The Ashtons (7)
B
Gray's Bandbox
bomb
upon
atom
Dick Stabile Ore
dropped the first
an, she gives with her songs and Billy Gray
Bobby Ramos Ore
Hiroshima; and “Million Dollar poetry recitals with the inflection, Patti Moore
Ben Lessy
Mocambo
Mermaid,” the Annette Kellerman manner and knowhow that sym- Larry
Greene Trio
Darvas & Julia
Biltmore
Hotel
Eddie Oliver Ore
story.
bolizes the good showman.
Modernaires (5)
Martinique Ore
Coming up, in addition to films
Pipes are nasal and high-pitched,
on Ruth Etting and Romberg, are but she shades and projects her
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
an untitled sequel to “The Stratton songs, which are well chosen for
Flamingo
Johnson St Middell
Story,” fashioned around baseball their dramatic quality. Clicks are
In Your
Bill Damian
pitcher Monty Stratton; “Big “C’Est Pour Ca,” “La Baigneuse” “Stars
Eyes'*
El Rancho Girls
Mike,” story of Mike Marienthel, and “L’lnconnu De La Seine.” Bobby Van
•Ted Fio Rito Ore
Sharply
etched,
Alan
King
Thunderblrd
interesting
School
face
High
Jefferson
Los Angeles
Barbara
Tennessee
Ernie
Ruick
coach who lost a leg while in the also adds to this original chantoo- Skylarks
Irene Ryan
sey
in
the
Gallic
idiom.
Mosk.
Kathryn Duffy
Flamingo Starlets
Marines but continued his coachDansations
Torris Brand Ore
ing when he left the service; “InChristina Carson
Bobby Page Ore
DANNY RAY
A1 Jahns Ore
terrupted Melody,” musical based
Desert Inn
Magico
Jack
Martin Five
star
Lawrence,
Met
Frankie Laine
upon Marjorie
Normandie Boys
15 Mins.
Paul Gray
who was downed with polio.
Ore
Tommy Wonder St Gamelan
Lido, Paris
Sahara
Ruth Gordon, the actress-writer,
Margaret Banks
Danny Ray is a smooth-talking Carl
Gene Sheldon
Fischer
also is personalized in her own magico,
Ella Mae Morse
who, though using stan- Don Reynolds
Bob Williams
play, “Years Ago,” which details dard
equipment and much-seen Arden Dancers
Gene Nash
her. early life; Willard Holbrook prestidigitation, has a good sleight- Carlton Hayes Ore Sa-Harem Dancers
Last Frontier
Cee Davidson Ore
Coates, a graduate of West Point, of-hand turn plus both English
Phil Spitalny
El Cortez
who was killed in Korea, is picked and French patter to make him of
Hour of Charm
Martha Davis
Joanne Barton
up in “I 'Married West Point.” interest for stateside spotting in Evelyn
Viola
Dancing
Haydens
“See How They Run,” with an all- variety.
Rose Marie
Cliff Ferre
Good-looking and young, he does Louise
Negro cast, shows Mary Elizabeth
Dave Rodgers Ore
Silver Slipper
Vroman, a Southern colored some hep, constantly-lit cigaret Maxine
Janet
Hank Henry
schoolteacher, and “The Lonesome passes, the transmigration of a Robert St Alda
Woo Woo Stevens
Beau Jesters
Evelyn King, a torn banknote which ends up in Linda
depicts
Gal,”
Don Baker
HoUywood Cover
Southern California midnight ra- a cigaret, and enough mysto passes
El Rancho Vegas
Girls
to satisfy the clientele. Gets heavy “Windmill Revue’*
Dick Spoons
dio disk* jockey.
Mosk.
Joanne
Gilbert
Jimmy Cavanaugh
At 20th-Fox, four biographical mitting.

Ready for release

and Beyond,” based
Paul Tibbett, U. S. Air

collaborated

Belva Morrell, 68, veteran legit
actress, died Nov. 29 in McCook,
Marchand headed Gen. Maxime Neb. She had been appearing in
Weygand’s press office in Algiers the Stanley Woolf production of
in 1941.
“Jenny Kissed Me” in that area.
Her husband, Arthur Edwards,

(8)

N Brandwynne

Eddie Bergman Ore
Bar of Musie
Arthur Blake
Fay De Witt

I

wrote comedies and operettas
and adapted several foreign plays
f6r the French stage and screen.

play,

Griff

In addition to his brother, his
father, two other brothers
sisters survive.

wife,

and two

He

The Glenns
Hal Derwin Ore

Georgia Gibbs

Re- Songs
15 Mins.

playwright-author, died Nov. 25 in
Paris. His first play, “Croyants”
(“Believers”) was produced in 1919.

lOS ANGELES

Mosk.

show biz together in Chicago 50
French years^ago.

Colette in adapting
of her novels for the theatre.

James
Preston Lambert
Artie

Patricia

61,

Mme.

Edgcwater Beach
Senor Wences

Abbott Dors

George Zak

LEOPOLD MARCHAND
Leopold Marchand,

Marchand.

CHICAGO

and both 20thContinued from page 54
have six apiece
Fox and Warners
In range from frustrated love
persons.
to
based upon actual
also has been Jukes-type families and takeoffs
the past, Warners
cognizant of the draw biopix have on child songs.
Young boy and gal are attired in
.and is
exerted at the turnstiles,
eye-catching Pierrot and Columturning in this direction again,
bine
outfits,
and possess good
Metro's Lineup
looks and poise.
They agreeably
Metro's lineup is catholic, reachblend
their
distinctive
voices for
from thp present back into good results on
n
“Barbarie,”
“LullaCaesar,
Julius
history as far as
by” and “Vive La Technique.”
recently-coma
for
subject
is
vho
Mime and guitar accomp are good
“King Arthur and and they receive a
pleted film.
rousing round
is an important of applause.
the Round Table”
Visual and ear apupcoming attraction, to be lensed peal slate them for TV possibiliand “Young Bess,” ties as well as the nitery rounds.
in England,

g

Rogers

and “Melba,” Horizon Pio-

Metro leads the

the

St

Kay Gayle

on 14 personalities,

i

Mambo

Bobby Escoto Ore

Sigmund Romberg Story,”

^fetro,

OBITUARIES

Variety Bills

from uaee I
-S3S35SSSSSSS Mmvm
musiin
the
Gobi” told the story of a U. S.
are
biopix
19 of these
Many will be re- Navy weather outfit sent to the
cal category.
the
of
names
Gobi Desert in outer Mongolia
the
fried under
including such films early in World War II to establish
nrincipals,
stations; and the invention
L “The Grace Moore Story,” “The weather
“The Helen and early use of the Gatling gun
iddie Cantor Story,”
Jane,” will be narrated in a film of that
“Calamity
Story,”
Morgan
Warners; “The Ruth Etting Story,”
-
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Hollywood, Dec. 9. 4
The long-smoldering feud between Ed Sullivan and the compet- Catholic Council Deplores
ing Colgate comics on Sunday TV
Blackface Minstrelsy
erupted with some violent repercusHartford, Dec. 9.
sions over the weekend. In bio’ing
Interracial Council
Catholic
The
the film. career of Samuel Goldwyn
here has gone on record in opposiof
“Toast
on
installments
in two
tion to the use of blackface endthe Town/' Sullivan is using film
men in minstrel shows.
clips of stars who appeared in
The Council listed two reasons
Goldwyn pictures.

y

U

Ops

in

2-Way War Against

By MIKE KAPLAN

Garbo’s 50G Offer
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
For ‘Omnibus’ Spot
“With your talent and our mon-

Radio and Television Workshop
we can both make a fortune.”
That pitch from Hollywood’s stu- of the Ford Foundation, which prodios is being made in increasing duces the “Omnibus” CBS-TV Sunnumbers these days and falling on day afternoon series, is reportedly
receptive ears. The highly benefi- offering Greta Garbo $50,000 to do
cial results of' many of the per- a seven-minute dramatic spot on
for
its opposition.
centage deals made in the last 12 the program.
This touched off waves of protest
•Miss Garbo has yet to appear on
First
is a belief that it stereo- months
have cued tremendous
Many of the
in many quarters.
and
buffoon
types the Negro as a
thespian interest in the more prac- either radio or TV, rejecting all ofstars, now on NBC-TV, resented
It’s recalled that a couple of
other
The
is that it tends tical side of acting for a living. fers.
clown.
a
use of the footage on a competitive
to alienate the Negro, who sees As a result, it’s expected that 1953 years ago she was offered $25,000
network; NBC is a little unhappy
light.
for participa- for a one-shot appearance on CBSsuch
a
year
in
banner
himself
will
be
a
with the “encroachment'' and sponTV's “This Is Show Business,” but
tion deals.
sors of the stars have entered their
nixed it.
ey

—

protest.

In the latter vein,

forcing

its

demands

U.S. Talent

Out

As Jack Arthur

Takes CNE Post

Met

B.O. Hitting

AD-Thne Peak

&

TV

BBC

—And

J

0

live

Suspension
Committee lifted its ban
pickup of the ceremonies by and nitery bookings, but wouldn’t
will be flown to this affect his TV' work since that's out

BBC. Films
country.

welfare

walkouts
pages in

in

New

Chicago, work stopYork, and, most im-

portant, the formation of a rump
union by strippers in the Windy
City. The Chi development is regarded as the most dangerous in
union history. It’s the first time
that a large section of
members have seceded and started
their own organization, called the

From eveTy standpoint, cutting she
the actor in for a share of the proceeds is regarded in filmland as
sound economy. In an increasingly
tightening market, the need for opChicago Entertainers Union, Local
erating on the smallest possible
1.
Some years ago, musician
fixea* overhead has become of parmembers of the union threatened
amount importance to the studios.
to walk because
of an
And the actors are discovering that
agreement with the American Fedtheir net return from percentage
eration of Musicians, but movedeals can, under the right circumment didn’t jell. In the present instances, far exceed what they could
stance, some quarters Hive the offget as a fixed fee for a single pic(Continued on page 17)
Moreover, the return is
ture.
spread over a period of years, thus
Television industry this week is
lessening the tax jolt, as the picture goes through its normal proc- hinting that it was the victim of Kris Kringle to Jingle
foul
play for the manner in which
future,
rosy
the
ess of release. In
its films of the Eisenhower trip
too, is the prospect of television
Over 2-Mile Route With

of its singing star helping to sell
Lincolns and Mercuries.
Heed was taken by Sullivan only
of James Saphier’s protest that the
Bob Hope footage on “Toast” would
be competing against his client’s
live show Sunday (7) on “Colgate
Comedy Hour.” Sullivan agreed
to put it over to the second installment, originally skedded for next
Toronto, Dec. 9.
Sunday but since postponed due
After three years’ association
to Sullivan's illness. Also appearwith
Famous
Players
(Canadian),
ing in Goldwyn's career saga are
latterly
as regional
supervisor,
clips from pictures made by Eddie
Jack Arthur has agreed to sign a
Cantor and Danny Kaye. Latter
three-year
contract with the Canais still
unavailable for TV and
dian National Exhibition to pro- residuals.
Cantor is a regular on the Comedy
Universal-International takes the
duce the 24,000-seater grandstand
Hour.
Longtime stage and musical credit for paving the way toward
NBC is said to have made show.
producer for Famous, he remains
(Continued on page 60)
representations on behalf of Colgate and other sponsors on the net- in' an advisory capacity with that
work but Sullivan has held his organization but assumes his CNE
ground, pointing out that Milton duties Jan. 1.
Arthur will receive an annual
Berle on a recent telecast did takeover $350,offs on many CBS stars. For all of $12,000 fee, plus
radio’s years, the networks have 000 gross. Past summer, on an SOS
forbidden cross-reference either to producer call, he picked up some
the identity of the competing net- $18,000 for the chore.
work or the shows thereon. TeleArthur will drop the usual big
vision has ignored such policy.
U. S. headliners that were the lure
The revitalized Metropolitan
Bad feeling between Sullivan and of former years (Olsen
Johnson,
NBC’s “Comedy Hour” stemmed Danny Kaye, Jimmy Durante, Tony Opera Assn., now in its third season
the Rudolf Bing regime, is
under
from the latter’s high ratings, Mar- Martin), figuring these are no longfinding its streamlined production
(Continued on page 69)
er necessary for boxoffice strength techniques paying off steadily at
and that the new policy of all-Cana- the boxoffice. Already, although
and “nationalistic” the new season got under way only
talent
dian
stage theme will bring in the cus- recently, biz has gone ahead of the
Equipment
Lends
tomers. His theme for the 1953 past two years, with the Met setting
grandstand show will be hung on new all-time highs in b.o. and subTo
for Coronation
(Continued on page 71)
scriptions.
In the first three weeks of the
Hopes for a Break
season, to end of November, the
Met took in $356,350 on 18 perAlthough it has despaired of
formances. For the week ending
ma|euvering a live pickup of
next June’s Coronation ceremonies
Nov. 29, with seven performances,
Will Hang; Fined *1,250 the take was $122,000, a gross
from London, NBC-TV is still trying to resolve some means by
never equalled in a single week
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
which the network gets a fair
One more cuffo nitgry show and before. Friday night (28) grossed
shake in bringing the event to Jerry Lewis faces lengthy suspen- $18,133; Saturday matinee (29),
American video audiences. To this sion, American Guild of Variety $17,980; Saturday night, $18,191
end, NBC, on request, has loaned Artists, ruled in assessing a $1,Q00 (18G is capacity).
some of its TV equipment to the fine for the comic’s latest infracFirst three weeks were up $15,BBC, which has an exclusive on tion, a gratis show at Ciro’s here.
600 over last fall, or better than
a week. The Met upped its
the TV handling of the Corona$5,000
In addition, Lewis was ordered
tion, in the hopes that BBC, in
scale this season 'in most of its
to pay $250 for a previous violawith top raised from $7.50
turn, won't overlook the network'sranges,
tion forwhich he was on probation
needs when it comes to world dis- when he got up and performed at to $8, but the price rise doesn't
the
b.o. increase, according
tribution of the regal footage.
He’s now on a year's pro- explain
Ciro’s.
to management. Better biz, it says,
Only this week the British Coro- bation.
chief factor.
nation
could end his vaude has been the

on

for

payments from cafe operators and
club-date bookers. Union has not
only gone into an all-out battle
with recalcitrant employers, but
has taken an a large section of its
membership as well.
The two-front fight started with

AGVA

which sponsors Dinah
Shore on TV, doesn’t like the idea
Chevrolet,

NBC

Variety..
into its

tougliest fight since its stormy inception in 1939 when it started en-

.

own

AGVA

The American Guild of
Artists last week entered

of

AGVA's

jurisdiction.

a

Met
new

subscriptions have also set
For the '52-'53 season,

high.

(Continued on page 69)

TV on Ike Trip:

AGVA

‘WeWuzRobbed’

On film Staffing

to Korea were stalled for two days
after newspapers had received still

photos

of

the

180G Bag of Vegas Acts

President-elect’s

Video execs claim they
should have had their films for
screening Friday (5), same day the
country’s newspapers broke the
story, and yet the pix didn’t show
up in N. Y. until Sunday morning

Las Vegas, Dec.

junket.

(5).

While videoijes won’t go on record with their squawks, they point
out the coincidence in the fact that,
if they had had the films on Friday,
they could have scored a two-day
beat over the theatrical newsreels,
which issue their twice-weekly
product on Thursdays and Mon(Continued on page 71)

A

two-mile

stretch

of

9.

desert

highway will blaze brightly during
the Christmas-New Year's holiday
period in the greatest talent lineup
ever assembled in one area with an
estimated outlay of $180,000 spread
among seven top spots competing
for floorshow attention. Not even
Manhattan’s nitery belt, in its heyday, boasted the collection of top
names signed for this desert resort’s top hotels.
Las Vegas, with a normal population of around 30.000 is accus(

Continued on page 15)
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N. Y. Times Had Been Set (or 2 Two’s’

I

Reviews; Preem Delay Costs 100G

4

Bette Davis’ illness, forcing the-

situation involving critical coverage of the revue. Meanwhile, pro-

ducers James Russo and Michael
Ellis are raising additional financing to cover added costs, with the

delayed premiere now. announced
for next Monday night (15) at the
Alvin, N. Y.
Although the management had
requested critics not to attend the
show’s actual opening last Thursday, the ’N. Y. Times assigned
Brooks Atkinson to cover the performance. He planned to write a
,

Zukor’s Autobiog
Adolph Zukor, Paramount Pictures’ board chairman, is prepping
his autobiog for fall publication by
Qn P. Putnam’s Sons. His film industry career spans 50 years.
As told to Dale Kramer, the Zukor story reportedly will be a history of motion pictures and reminiscences of the many notables

dailies

had

(Continued on page 17)

Or Bob Condon’s

FOR LUCKY STRIKE
STARTING January 1st

Life

Among
By BOB

the Swedes
CONDON

Stockholm.
here scripting'’ a picture
called “This Thing Called Love,”
starring Signe Hasso, a home town

Am

What’s With
Watts’ Quotes?

4

MURPHY

<

Hartford,

A&P Heir,

Minor squabble has broken out
over the quote ads for “Time Out
for Ginger,” new comedy which has

made

a promising boxoffice start
at the Lyceum, N. Y.
Principalissue involves quotes from the review by Richard Watts, Jr., in the
N. Y. Post, who last week wrote a
column taking exception to the ad.
Situation is aggravated by the
fact that the ad in question also
included quotes from Walter F.
Kerr’s review in the N. Y. Herald
Tribune and Walter Winchell’s notice in the Mirror (he was subbing
for the ailing Robert Coleman).

Although

the latter two critics
haven’t publicly objected to the ad,
Henry Morgan has done so on his
set up Hartford TV, Inc., a TV nightly radio series over WMGM,
casting and talent management New York.
As Watts pointed out in his “Two
Mur- office in New "York last week. Bar-

Opens TV Talent Office
Huntington Hartford, A&P heir,

ney

Ward,

legit

named veepee

director,

(Continued on page 15)

was

the new org.
Walter Pidgeon, Dick Powell, Wil- He’ll be assisted by Frances Moss
liam Gaxton and Adolphe Menjou. who’ll also be one of the directors
On the Coast, Murphy will be of casting.
working with the Hollywood CoHartford, who recently was an
ordinating Committee, of which he indie
releasing
pic
producer
is chairman, and the talent agen- through
RKO, also operates a
of

model agency in Gotham.

cies.

^

Broadway

flop.

'

HORACE HEIDT

For years the Coast and New
York have been having a feud over
ROUNDING UP
driving and traffic customs and I
think I’m sitting in the middle of
TALENT FOR INAUGURAL the
world's champ. No traffic lights
Washington, Dec. 9.
except for a couple of red and
R'- JMtong up top name talent for green ones and no speed limits
the three days of entertainment even in the heart of the city, plus
built around the Eisenhower in- left hand side of the road as against
auguration has gotten under way. right in the States. 'It’s so confusGeorge Murphy, coordinator of en- ing my Seeing Eye dog went mad
tertainment, was in New York to- yesterday.
day (Tues.) making contacts for
The city is built on dozens of
talent, and. then headed west.
(Continued on page 60)
Uline’s Arena (normally for box-

invitation to Fred Waring.
phy plans using several different
emcees, suggesting such names as

t ^

of a brood that has for one of its great grandfathers
the foremost historian 4n ^Scandinavian letters, I can see where a lot
of trouble could have been saved if Sam Goldwyn had avoided giving
the picture such a literal billing. It's really a fairy story about fabulist
Andersen and could have just as logically been called “Once Upon a

No Squarehead He,

girl.

wrestling,
ice
shows, pro
ing,
basketball, etc.) has been selected
for the big vaude show to be held
Jan. 19, night before the inaugural.
With temporary floor seats, place
will hold about 7,500. Tab for tix
will run from $2.50 to $10.
Murphy has extended the first

Scully

Time.”

view.

New" York

FjffiiJr

I

As the father

with whom the industry pioneer
has been associated.

non-committal notice,
mentioning that the producers admitted that the revue wasn’t ready,
and then to attend the official
preem and turn in a full-scale re-

Other

old

his recent legit

“tentative,”

previously indicated their willingness to pass up “Company” until

H~M* By

*

OPA

used to say, to keep a small measure of humor
alive in an ill-humored era, that I was allowed to praise only four pictures a year. If it were true instead of a joke I’d be inclined to defy
the limitation today and blow the ceiling right off after seeing Sam
.Goldwyn’s production of “Hans Christian Andersen.”
It’s a beautiful 'picture and should carry boxoffice figures higher
than the kite that begins and ends this fairy tale to end all fairy tales.
Moss kart, who wrote the script, should consider himself a very lucky
fellow to have a picture like this right now. It draws a gay veil over

Under the

postponement of last Thursday’s
(4) scheduled opening of “Two’s
Company,” saved an embarrassing

4-

*

What

Will

New Year’s

Tabs Be? Some Cafes
Haven’t

Made Up Minds

Going out on

now

New

only for those

Year’s Eve is
that haven’t

To give you an example as to how far off the biographical beam
Messrs. Goldwyn, Connelly, Hart and Vidor have gone, Andersen wasn’t
even a shoemaker.

I

doubt

if

he knew a

ballet slipper

from

a ballet

slip before he wangled his way as a dancer (he flopped as a singer) into
the Royal Theatre of Copenhagen.
Even then he was a pretty ignorant kid. He was fatherless at 11
and didn’t got to school after that until Jonas Collin took an interest
in him and got King Fred6rick VI to send him, free of charge, to
Slagelse. By then he was 17 and, in the judgment (a fine Danish poet
who had befriended Andersen), a failure and deserved to be laughed
at as a lunatic, which most people in show biz around Copenhagen considered him at that time.
At Slagelse Andersen was rated the student most likely to recede,
and they soon heaved him to a school in Elsinore, the home of all
By the time he was 22
frustrated Hamlets, including the original.
Andersen was a frustrated, bitter and beaten young man, nothing like
gay Danny Kaye, more’s the pity.

Hans Takes a Walk, But Long*
But two" years" later Hans began" eliciting!' Tie” published a” travel
book with a title longer than the voyage (“A Journey on Foot From
Holman’s Canal to the East Point of Amager”), a second book of verse
and his first farce. By the time he* was 30 he was out of the woods.
A novel called “The Improvisatore” brought in real kroner as well as
good notices. That was the year (1835) he published his first Fairy
Tales, the trivia which were destined to make him immortal.
He was, however, a pretentious fellow and the Danes resisted this
side of him, as Danny Kaye indicates in his portrayal. Had he had
Kaye’s charm, Charles Vidor’s direction, Moss Hart's dialog and Frank
Loesser’s way with a jsong, I’m sure Hans would have bowled over the
Hanseatic League as easily as he subsequently bowled over the literati
of London. He was such a hit in England that Dickens saw him off
from Ramsgate pier when he returned to Copenhagen.
All this happened around 1848 while the rest of Europe was in a
revolutionary turmoil. Incidentally, as probably a hangover from those
days he went to school at Elsinore, Andersen wrote a novel after returning from England and called it “To Be. or Not to Be.”
In his late 60’s he fell out of bed one morning, which was always
good for a laugh then as it is now, but in his case it proved a perilous
pratfall.
He never got well and died at 70.
I don’t know whether he ever married, but I find no evidence of
heirs. I must ask Jean Hersholt about this. He, I suspect, is a greater
authority on Andersen than either Moss Hart or Sam Goldwyn.
Had the poor Hans ever run into anything as beautiful, vivacious and
talented as Renee Jeanmaire, described by the Goldwyn-dressers as
“a firecracker in tights,” or found her married to such a pulchritudinous producer of ballets as Farley Granger, I Soubt that Hans
would have bothered to keep on living so that he might die famous.
He’d have ended it all before she could have danced his “Little Mer1

”

'

-

been invited to house parties. What
was formerly the big night for
which’ reservations had to be made
maid.”
long in advance, has been dwinI don't know when the stage has seen a ballerina quite up to this
dling steadily to the point where
last-minute latecomers must be de- product of the Ballet de Paris company of Roland Petit (who staged
all the ballets of this Goldwynner).
What she showed as a budding
pended upon for sellouts.
According to bonifaces, charges talent in New York in her interpretation of “Carmen” two years ago
her
and
version
of
“The
Diamond
Cruncher,”
sometime later in L. A.,
will be similar to those of last year.
has now flowered into. France’s most beautiful fleur de lis. It’s her
It’s felt that the traffic won’t stand
first
picture
and
she could have served the production adequately if
for any increase.
However, some
niteries will attempt to banquet out she had confined her talent to dancing. But she tosses off some tempesa part of their space to organiza- tuous love scenes, shows a tenderness toward the disillusioned poet and
tions for mass affairs. In that way, sings a duet with him that marks her, if not 100 pounds of TNT in tights,
they’ll be
assured sellouts and then something far more delightful the girl of your boxoffice dreams.
won't have to depend on 11th hour
Jeanmaire Tres Jolie
trade.
Kaye is in nearly every scene and Jeanmaire is not far behind. In
So little is thought of New Year’s fact, her ballets take up about 25% of the picture’s 120 minutes
of runEve trade in the New York sector ning time; and must have cost a fat chunk of the
$4,000,000 which is
that comparatively few have gotten the picture’s reputed cost
on 109 days’ shooting schedule. This probaround to announcing their scales. ably includes the false starts Goldwyn has made on
the pic since first
Several spots queried do not know announcing it in 1936. He had 21 screenplays
to throw away before
what to charge. Among them is conceding that Moss Hart had delivered what he
wanted.
(Continued on page 60)
That Goldwyn did not throw in the towel after seeing what Powell
and Pressburger had done with Andersen’s “The Red Shoes” while
the older producer was dithering around with an Andersen fantasy of
Moss Hart-Chas. Vidor
his own is proof that the old guard of Hollywood never dies and
wouldn’t even
of surrendering. It hardly seemed like that GoldReteamed for ‘Star Born’ wyn would topthink
their Moira Shearer with his own Jeanmaire. No one
The same Moss Hart-Charles could have foretold such a twist. It's more fabulous than changing Ike
Vidor team that did “Hans Chris- from a general into a civilian.
tion Andersen” for’ Sam Goldwyn
The Technicolor of “Andersen” is of higher quality than “Shoes.®
will script and direct a musical Goldwyn has Harry
Stradling, who won an Oscar with his camera work
remake of “A Star Is Born,” for on “The Picture of Dorian Gray,”
to thank for this. Stradling has not
Judy Garland at Warner Bros. made a picture in Denmark but
he has in about every other place on
Harold Arlen is

—
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the civilized globe.

This is a remake of the Robert
But the pair most deserving of credit next to old Hans
Carson original which first starred
Goldwyn himself are Richard Day and Antoni Clave. They
Fredric March and Janet Gaynor
the sets and got an old fairy-story quality out of every foot
in 1937.
They cost $400,000, which would make a nice budget for an

Morris,

Push
Saranac Lake
Jr.,

ture itself these days.

to

Christian

designed
of them.

“A”

pic-

Why Not Hans

Christian Goldwyn Then?
To Danes like Jean Hersholt, the foremost living authority on the
Mfg. for
fabulist, the story bears as much resemblance to
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Dec. 9.
Andersen’s life as
Goldw y n 's. I suggested Dr. Hersholt (now an honorary
William Morris, Jr., former Wil- tvt
liam Morris Agency prexy, now on M. D.) might call his own radio program “Dr. Christian Andersen."
the board of directors, will co- He thought it a point well taken but feared Sam might sue him for in®
chairman a oommittee with Irving frmgement at this late date. Tiens!
Altman to set up a manufacturing
Jean concedes, however, that it is a beautiful film and only hopes
venture here aimed ultimately to that some day Hollywod will make the true story of Andersen. It will
employ 100.
Saranac Lake cur- make a great picture, in Hersholt’s highly enlightened opinion.
rently has no industries and deAs finally edited and released, anybody who wpuld quibble with this
pends only on health-seekers, vaca- Goldwyn picture as a
picture, Dane or no Dane, would prefer the
tioners and sports for its revenue. original Hamlet*,
who must have been a dope, to Shakespeare’s poetic
Idea

was sparked by Jacques DeMattos and Thomas Day, owners of
WNBZ here. Drive is now on for a
$75,000 fund to get the industry
going.

* *

means

checked to make sure. In modern Icelandic, “Hamlet"
The word appears in their prose as far bade as

imbecile.”
the 10th century.
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Europe and N. Africa
Holding: Up, Sez M-G Exec

Par’s Unusual ‘Greatest Show’ Policy

Grosses in his territory are holding up well but are not expected

Seen Setting Pattern For Future Pix
New pattern for distribution of 4*
top-money product may result on
a permanent basis from the de-

Par Bankrolling
Zukor Anni Fete

partures taken from conventional
operations by Paramount' in its
handling of Cecil B. DeMille’s
‘'Greatest Show on Earth.”
The so-called pre-release system
followed by Par basically was not
new but the distrib injected numerous unusual angles in licensing
of the epic which helped place
“Greatest. Show” in an unsually
Similar
high money category.
selling twists can be expected by
other outfits in the future with
films which lend themselves to
such treatment.
At the outset, Par limited sale of
“Show” to 50 situations from its
initial

Hollywood, Dec.

national’s

performance so far, it’s clear that
the pic will be among Par’s ^biggest
money-makers even in 1953.
In this connection, Par has not
been entering any deals for the
film during the current month,
thus ducking the .traditional preholiday doldrums. It will be placed
back in circulation after Christmas.
As for exhib feelings on the
overall policy, including stepped-up
terms and the minimum runs of
one week, Par execs claim that
accounts inevitably made
money with the film since it Is
playing on a percentage basis and
the distribution coin has been so
lofty.

Par-ABC Urge FCC
Decision,

Drop Oral Arguments
s
The

.

.

I

Leo
the

.

Companies pointed out that while
FCG‘ broadcast bureau and DuMont had taken issue with Resnick’s. findings, they had not expressly requested an oral argument. However, if the Commission
determines that an argument is
necessary or desirable, they asked
that it be held at the earliest possible date.

I

finalize the

cessity .for. effecting such a merger
at tji.e earliest practicable date.”

•

memo filed with
the agency, said that the Commission has all the. facts before it to
act on Resnick’s decision and that
Paramount, in a

of* $92,493, plus 7% in
During
terest per year, in 1942.
the next five years, he declares, Ullman paid a total of $5,663. In 1947
the plaintiff was granted a judgment of $118,840. Since then, he
execs
related
film
company
that
declares, he has received nothing,
at Paramount would feel it a privinumerous discussions of the sub- although Ullman has submitted
lege to have an active part in it.
ject have yet to result in any def- periodical accountings.
We hope you will accept in the inite
action,
and there’s small
spirit in which it is offered our
acknowledgement of this and our chance seen of any specific moves.
Suggested
of “backrequest that those who will attend
‘Sales Convention
be our guests at Mr. Zukor’s 80th room” operations, that is, film in- 1st
spection,
shipping
birthday celebration dinner,” Skoudone
exchanges,
work
the
by
a
at
ras said okay.
number of companies as a means
of cutting the overhead for each
Biz Techniques
For
has been thwarted by an assortclosed-circuit sales convenIf
ment of obstacles. Among these
Mostly Small Exhibitors
is
the fact that th^ companies tions via theatre television are to
to Jhe business
Insisted on Exclusives have many exchange sites on lease mean much either
and the rental deals expire at organization involved or to theathe busitres
across
the
country,
times. Further, even the
For Adpix, Sup. Ct. Hears varying
slightest suggestion that two or nessmen had better learn something
showmanship
in presabout
more companies may be working
Washington, Dec. 9.
together, even though in com- entation. That was the chief item
It is largely the small exhibitors
discernible in the first such major
who have insisted upon exclusive pletely legal fashion, brings the meet Monday (8), when Lees Carplaying-time contracts with the thought to some distrib personnel pets held its annual sales meet via
of possible courtroom entanglecompanies
offering
advertising
big-screen video in 17 cities across
ments.
films, the Supreme Court was told
In view of these and other com- the country under a system deyesterday (Mon.).
plications, distribs have dropped vised by Theatre Network TeleviLouis L. Rosen, arguing for the the “streamlining” idea for the sion’s new Tele-Sessions division.
Motion Picture Advertising Serv- time beii^g. However, widespread
While the TV production techice, Inc., against alleged monopoly
feeling that current operations in niques involved were imaginative,
charges by the Federal Trade Com- one way or another have become including the initial use of a nummission, said even the FTC recog- outmoded or simply too expensive ber of special effects on theatre
nized the economic necessity for doubtless will have the subject TV, the very weight of the words
exclusivity in such contracts ‘by cropping up for new consideration. spewed by the various Lees execs
okaying them for up to one-year
represented a sure cure for induration. FTC wants to limit such
somnia. Lees accomplished its purcontracts to one year. Some now
pose, of course, by unveiling its
NLRB. Election Dec. 15
run as long as five years.
new line of carpets and its upcoming ad-promotion campaign to its
Rosen went on to point out that
dealers and distributors seated in
For N.Y. Scripters Of
FTC does not object to a picture
18 theatres in those 17 cities. But
theatre selling advertising space
even
some of the dealers, overexclusively to one party in its lobNewsreel
heard in the audience at the Guild
by, but does object to exclusive
Heretofore
unorganized
section Theatre, N.Y., remarked that they
contracts for advertising on the
of the film industry, the New York couldn’t help dozing off occasionscreen.
writers of newsreel commentaries, ally during the hour-long presentaJames L. Morrisson, of the De- will weigh union affiliation at a
tion.
partment of Justice, asserted the National Labor Relations Board
It might be that theatre TV ittrade commission wants to increase election on Dec. 15.
Scripters self, requiring the dealers to sit
competition in the field. He said have a choice between no union and
still for an hour in a darkened
four large companies have 75% of the Motion Picture Homeoffice
theatre auditorium, was responsiall
available screen advertising Employees Union, H-63, which is
ble. If the Lees execs had been
time sewed up and that smaller affiliated with International Al- talking personally to them,
the
competitors have no opportunity to liance of Theatrical Stage Em- presentation might
have had the
compete. At one point Chief Justice ployees.
Latter, as a result of required impact. This would indiFred Vinson said emphatically that signing up staffers at the five reel cate, if true, that theatre TV, un-'
the exclusive contracts did make outfits, received the right to be like home TV, doesn’t
make for
it harder for anyone to break into represented
on the ballot.
the same intimacy and person-tothis business.
Although attempts have been person rapport. More likely, howFTC began to investigate the sit- made for years to unionize the ever, Is that the business execs
uation in 1947. .In October, 1950, scripters, this is the first concerted, participating in such sessidns in
it issued an order limiting exclu- direct action. Move came as a sur- the future
should first learn the
sive contracts for the Big Four prise, and wheels leading to the correct TV techniques, similar to
to only one year. Alexander Film balloting were set in motion in a the way big-wig politicos studied
Co. and Ray Film Industries ac- month. Should the staffers select at a special school established by
cepted consent decrees. Motion Pic- the IA union as their bargaining the CBS-TV network prior to the
ture Advertising Service elected to agent, a date will be set with the national political conventions last
fight, as did United Film Advertis- newsreel companies to negotiate summer.
ing Service. Latter is still in the
That Lees execs were satisfied
(Continued on page 20)
lower courts. Motion picture adverwith results of the theatre televised
tising won a reversal of the FTC
sales meet was proved yesterday
in the 5th circuit court and is now
RKO Theatres' 15c Div
(Tues.). Sales managers from each
trying to keep that verdict.
Following a board meet in New area in which the event was shown
York Wednesday (3),
The- in theatres were flown to New
atres Corp. declared a dividend of York, where company toppers are
15c. per share on outstanding capi- holding their own meet at the Hotel
Author Seeks to Ease
tal stock.
Waldorf-Astoria. Each of the area
Melon is payable Jan. 2 to stock- managers was reportedly enthusi‘Itch’ for Pix Purposes holders of record Dec. 15.
(Continued on page 22)
Problem of tailoring the current

1

RKO

^Broadway legit hit, “The Seven
Year Itch,” to meet the requirements of the Production Code is
cueing

the filmeries’ hands-off
policy vis-a-vis the play, for the
moment, at least.
Studios are all interested in
“Itch,” but won’t touch it until
they’ve figured out a way to get
around its more sexy aspects.
Difficulty is that eliminating
infidelity angle would be tantamount to pulling the props from

under the whole idea.
Author
George Axelrod is already at work
screen
treatment
on
that
a
would
an -oral argument would result
only in repetition and delay in is- get by the Breen office.
suance of a -final ruling.
•

Aboaf to Mexico
Americo Aboaf, Universal’s
eign

sales

York Sunday (7)
company business.

U exec

Dec. 16 .

DafFs

U Stock Buy

Alfred E. Daff, Universal exec
and board member, has purfor Mexico on chased 1,000 shares of the com-

manager,

left

for-

New

expects to return to N. Y.

Guglielmi was awarded a court

judgment

Commentary

theatre

9.

estate.

Of Sales Operation

Who

As of the present, “Show” has
played 6,600 dates in the U. S. and
72 in Canada 'and has brought an
estimated combined distribution
revenue of $11,880,000. In view of
the thousands of’ spots which the
film has yet to play, plus its b.o.

decision pronto.
ABC and UPT joined in a motion
asserting that “because of the facts
established in the record of proceedings and found by the examiner concerning the financial and
other problems now confronted by
ABC, and which will be solved, or
made possible of solution. By the
merger
there is an* urgent ne-

Balk Streamlining

Show

house policy.

and

Golden

.

deal for the film, refused to allow
Par to give it to Brandt.
Wide-scale booking of “Show”
began during the summer with Par
instituting another switch. Company insistedxthat all licensing deals
must include the condition that
exhibs play the film at least one
full week regardless of traditional

case,

Los Angeles, Dec.

Suit for $159,949 was filed in
Superior Court by Jean Guglielmi,
nephew of the late Rudolph
Valentino, against S. George Ullman, onetime business manager for
the actor and executor of the

merger

cidentally, Harry Brandt offered a
hefty guarantee for the pic at his
Mayfair Theatre, Broadway, following a run at the Radio City Music
Hall, but the Loew’s chain, in its

oral arguments on examiner
Resnick’s Initial decision in

Zukor

Metropolitan Opera reportedly
has already pacted for theatre tel-

evising of two more operas, even
Valentino Kin Seeks
though the “test run” for big160 G in Estate Hassle screening opera doesn't come off

“With full recognition of the
Distributor hopes of “streamlinhonor which Variety Clubs Internaing” sales operations as an aptional and the entire industry is'
proach
to more economical operabestowing on our beloved chairman of the board, all of us here tions were ebbing this week. Some

,

Par package

Adolph

said:

showing early in January to

Washington, Dec. 9.
Federal
Communications
Commission was urged' yesterday
(Mon.) by ABC, UPT and Paramount Pictures to dispense with

will

Anniversary banquet, to be held at
the Ambassador Hotel Jan. 7. In
a wire to Charles P. Skouras, Hollywood chairman of the celebration,
Par’s sales v.p., A. W. Schwalberg,

This Winter After ‘Carmen’ Test
_

several weeks.

pick up the
check for the Variety Clubs Inter-

Paramount

Easter Week. About 400 dates were
added for that holiday period.
However, the film outfit nixed a
Loew’s circuit deal at Easter.
Instead, it was decided to hold up
the film in the important New York
area until July 4, thereby still
obtaining holiday time at the
Loew’s spots and ^bpn getting' the
.desired" midsummer runs in the
balance of Gotham’s theatres. In-

To Speed

9.

I

to reach last year’s figures, according to David Lewis, Metro’s regional director for Continental ’Europe and North Africa.
Lewis, who arrived in New York
Monday (8) on the Liberte, is making his first homeoffice visit in two
He plans a U. S. stay of
years.

v.p.

pany’s common stock.
Daff also holds 100 shares of U’s
cumulative preferred issue.
'

Europe to N. Y®
Francesco Alliata
Carl Brisson

Madeleine Carroll
Sonio Coletti
William Dieterle
Florence Eldridge
Jose Ferrer
Paul Graetz
Martita Hunt

David Levyis
Frederic March

Richard Mealand
Betty Paul
James E. Perkins
N. Peter Rathvon

Sam

Spiegel

N. Y. to L. A.
Louis R. Lurie
Daniel Mann

Kenneth McKenna
Martin Gosch
Don Hartman
Gail Hillson

N. Y. to Europe
J.

Apostolides

tomorrow night (Thurs.) with
the presentation of “Carmen.”
The Met has signed with Nathan
L. Ha^pem’s Theatre Network TV,
until

which is handling the “Carmen”
sho*wing, to big-screen “Cosi fan
Tutti” or another during January,
and “Rigoletto” in February. Both
these will be staged also for the
benefit of the Metropolitan Opera
Fund, which receives part of the
gross from all TV theatres carrying
“Carmen.” Advance reports from
these houses, meanwhile, reveal
that while one or two have sold out
on “Carmen,” the ticket sale for
the most part has been spotty.
Tradesters, learning of the two
followup operas to “Carmen,” are
already looking to these to provide
more factual information on the
boxoffice pull of such events for
theatre TV than can be furnished
by tomorrow night’s show. It’s been
pointed out that ‘'Carmett” will biidoubtedly benefit from the novelty
factor, with both opera aficionados
as well as non-longhairs buying tix
to see what the opera will look
like on big-screen. Once potential
customers get this novelty viewpoint out of their systems, however, it will have to be the attraction itself which draws them for
the two succeeding events.
To this end, the Met reportedly
is attempting to cast the operas as
far as possible with ifame talent
‘

(Continued on page 20)

Fitzgibbons’ All-Out

Drive for Telemeter

Ou Trans-Canada
drive

for

Fitzgibbons, president of
J.
Famous Players (Canadian), who
has personally purchased the first
foreign rights of International Telemeter Corp., including exclusive

J.

manufacture and distribution Of
equipment in Canada.
Though Fitzgibbons would not
reveal specific locations where he
is

seeking outlets,

this will

it’s

(Continued on page 22)

L. A. to N. Y®
Keith Andes
Desi Arnaz

Buddy Baer
Fay Bainter
Richard Bare
Alain Bernheim
David Bradley
Nigel Bruce
Leigh Crosby
Carl Dudley
Charles Einfeld

Benny Fields
Bob Fosse
Christian Fourcade
Rita Gam

Abner

J. Greshler
Peter Hansen
Jean Hersholt

George Jessel

Jimmy Cannon

Albert Lewin

Thanos Cotsopoulos
Maurice Dekobra
David Ffolkes
Robert Goldstein
Friedrich Gulda

Arthur Loew
Ethel

Merman

Patricia Morison

Ralph S. Peer
Cesar Romero
Hayden Rorke
Natalie Schafer

Edward Kook

John Schlesinger

Nicolas Koudriavtzeff

Arthur Schwartz
Blossom Seeley
Jonathan Seymour

Alexis Minaiis
Rita Myrat

Bill Shiffrin

Katina Paxinou

Don

J. B. Priestley

John L, Sinn*

Siegel

A. Raftopoulou
Dimitfi Rondiris
Frank Sinatra

•Mark Stevens

Tom Van Dycke

Nancy Valentine

St. Vocovitch
H. Zafiriou
P. Zervos

known

that

be a coast-to-coast venture

involving an initial $10,000,000 investment to reach the “lost audience” that doesn’t attend cinemas.
He believes that Telemeter will enhance the boxofflee, and he is determined that the newer medium
will not fall into the hands of those
not in the film industry in this
country.
(Fitzgibbons,
stymied by the
Canadian’ Broadcasting
Corp.,
State-operated setup still holding

Hedy Lamarr

Mark Marvin

9.

trans-Canada
Telemeter has been launched by
All-out

George H. Bookbinder

N. Hedziscos
Irene & Leopold

Basis

Toronto, Dec.

Norman Stuart
Rex Thomsen
Alfred Wallenstein
Daniel M. Winkler
Collier

Young

’

.

,

FILM HEVHEWS
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Meet

Me

(SONG

at the Fair

—COLOR)

Babe* In Bagdad

'

*

entertaining, Ji o k e y
songs, dances,
Dan Dailey, Diana Lynn. Routine grosser.

comedy with

Hollywood, Dec.

5.

Universal release of Albert J. Cohen
production. Stars Dan Dailey. Diana Lynn;
features “Scat Man” Crothcrs. Hugh
O’Brian, Carole Mathews. Rhys Williams.
Thomas E. Jaclcson, Russell Simpson,
Chet Allen. Directed by Douglas Slrk.
Screenplay, Irving Wallace; adaptation,
Martin Berkeley, from noval, "The Great

•

Companions," by Gene Markey; camera
(Technicolor), .Maury Gertsman; editor.
Russell Schocngarth; musical numbers
staged by Kenny Williams; songs.' Stan

United Artists release of Danzlger Bros,
production. Stars Paulette Goddard, Gypsy
Rose Lee, Richard Ney, John Boles; fea*
tures Thomas Gallagher, Sebastian Cabot,
Macdonald Parke, Natalie Benesh, Hugh
Dempster, Peter Bathurst. Directed by
Edgar G. Ulmer, Screenplay, Felix Feist
and Joe Anson with additional dialog by
Reuben Levy and John Roeburt; camera
(Exotic Color), Jack Cox; editor, Edith
Lenny; music, J. Leoz. Previewed Dec. 3,
*52. Running time, 79 MINS.
Paulette Goddard
Kyra

Gypsy Rose Lee

Zohara

Frceberg, Kenny Williams and Marvin
Wright, F. E. Miller and "Scat Man”
Crothers, Frederick Herbert and Milton
Rosen. Previewed Dec. 2, *52. Running

Hassan
Shurkhan

time. 87 MINS.
Tilbee

Zelika

Doc

Wing

Zerelda

Tad
Enoch

.

Chilton Corr
Clara

Pete McCoy

in the general
markets.

(COLOR)

Fair takeoff on the usual
Arabian Nights stuff. Routine
b.o. except when hacked by
strong exploitation.

Mildly

Dan Dailey
Diana Lynn
Chet Allen
“Scat Man” Crothers
Hugh O'Brian
Carole Mathews
Rhys Williams
Thomas E. Jackson
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Richard Ney
John Boles

Ezar

Thomas Gallagher
Sebastian Cabot

Sinbad
Caliph

Macdonald Parke
Natalie Benesh
Hugh Dempster

Omar

Peter Bathurst

Officer

Problem of foreign location

film-

and exploitation

aspects, of the

Startling

.

.

—

—

—

‘

.

Best of the film in the musical
department is Carole Mathews doing “Bill Bailey” and the title
number. She also works with
Dailey on “Remember the Time”
and generally impresses enough to
make audiences want more. Crothers is a pleasing Negro comic scoring a success as Dailey’s helper
and with such songs as “Ezekiel

and John Roeburt,

is strictly for-

mula. By putting some time-honored western lines into the mouths
of Arab underlings, the scripters
came up with a few chuckles (or
groans).
Edgar G. Ulmer’s direction also gives strong evidence of
the western influence.
Ney, dashing godson of the caliph, and John Boles as Hassan,
Saw De Wheel” and “I Got the Kadi of Bagdad, do the best job,
with Boles giving his part the propShiniest Mouth in Town,”
Story reThe Irving Wallace script, adapt- er ridiculous touch.
volves around rebellion in Boles’
ed from

Gene

Markey ’s

novel,

“The Great Companions,” doesn’t
allow^for any surprise, twists, so
Douglas Sirk’s direction has to depend on excellent performances to
maintain a medium amount of interest in the proceedings and gets

them from the majority

of

the

harem,

dard,

by Miss God-

instigated

who becomes the object of
Ney has promto settle down with a con-

Ney’s affections.
ised

ventional

harem

‘

if

he can’t aid

Hiawatha

Moderately satisfactory companion feature best suited for
family, - juve trade, based on

Longfellow poem.
Hollywood, Dec.
Monogram
production.

Yvette

Gene

8.
Mlrisch

release 61 Walter
Edwards.
Stars
Vincent
features Keith Larsen,

Dugay;

Igle&ias,

Armando

Silvestre, Michael

Tolan, Ian MacDonald, Katherine Emery.
Morris. Ankrum, Stephen Chase, Stuart
Randall. Directed
by Kurt Neumann.
Screenplay, Arthur Strawn and Dan. Ull-

man; based on poem by Henry Wadsworth LongfeUow; camera (Cinecolor),
Harry Neumann; editor, Walter Hannemann; music. Marlin Skilcs. Previewed
Dec. 4, *52. Running time, 79 MINS.
Hiawatha
Vincent Edwards
Minnehaha
Yvette Dugay
Pau Puk Keewis
Keith Larsen
Chibiabos
Gene Iglesias
Kwasind
Armando Silvestre
Ncyadji
Michael Tolan
Megissogwon
Ian MacDonald
Nokomis
Katherine Emery

Miss Lee, Boles* favorite, to outwit her master, about whom she
has complained to the caliph. Ney
tangles with the crooked Sharkhan Igaoo
(Thomas Gallagher), who’s Bag- Lakku
Mudjekeewis
dad’s tax collector. .He wins Boles’ .Churning

Dailey is very likeable as the
medicine man, giving the character
a good-natured flavor that helps
the film. Miss Lynn projects her
confidence and, after various adspot as a prim settlement worker
manages to trick the
who finally deserts her stuffed- ventures,
Kadi and marry Miss Goddard. In
shirt
fiance,
Hugh O’Brian, a the climax the appearance
of the
crooked district attorney, for the caliph,
cast.

Hard at Sommies
MGM

ing is highlighted in this mediRussell Simpson ocre tinter, which is going to send
George Chandler patrons into the street with just
Virginia Brissac one question in mind: Is it just a
seizing control of factories, etc.
John Maxwell
Mrs. Swalley
Doris Packer bad film on a routine subject, or
Human story is worked into this
Miss Burghey
Edna Holland is it a reasonably clever takeoff on
through Gerald Mohr,
background
State Governor .... George L. Spaulding
string of Arabian Nights
Cyclist
Paul Gordon the long
a TV reporter, and others who are
Juggling Act
Johnson & Diehl tales?
Peggie
introduced in the bar.
Acrobatic Comedy Act .The Black Bros.
The answer has no essential Castle is a debutante; Robert Bice,
A mild 87-minute entertainment bearing on the b.o. of the pic, but a Frisco manufacturer whose recourse is run by “Meet Me At The it might give exhibs a clue on how turn to his factory is marked by his
Fair.” It’s a liokey tale, spiced a to handle it. It’s as if the produc- murder by the enemy; Erik Blythe,
bit With comedy and song and, in ers, Edward J. and Harry Lee Dan- an Arizona rancher drowned when
.the general market, will rate some ziger, had set out to do one thing, the waters of Boulder Dam sweep
attention because of its Techni- had realized they weren’t going down upon him; Wade Crosby, a
color dressing and the presence of to make the grade, and then had Congressman shot down in the
decided to salvage as much as pos- Capitol in Washington.
Dan Dailey and Diana Lynn.
The Albert J. Cohen production sible by giving the film its satiriTo these, as picture opens, Dan
has a period flavor featuring nos- cal twist.
O’Herlihy, who describes himself
As it stands now, it’s neither a as a forecaster, points out that the
talgia and schmaltz against a 1904
setting. The old-fashioned drama good satire nor a satisfying fable. future grows out of the present
revolves around an orphan kid who Performances in the main are way and the past behavior of the peoruns away from a grim institution, below accustomed standards, di- ple. Just as America seems lost
takes- up with a medicine man, rection is amateurish and the •color to the invaders, scene swings back
with his new friend charged with Drocess Exotic Color looks as if to the bar, where principals sudkidnapping. Before it’s all over, its only true destiny is the research denly realize
they have been
the medicine man and the kid are lab.
caught up in mass hypnosis by
With Paulette Goddard and O’Herlihy, and actually the events
mixed up in a political fight and
eventually bring about reforms at Gypsy Rose Lee heading the cast pictured did not—but might hapthe orphanage and the ouster of as harem beauties who’ve acquired pen, if certain Americans don’t
the ward-heeling politicos who a streak of independence, exhibs rise above their lethargy.
have been diverting funds from have various exploitation angles to
Idea is spectacularly presented,
the institution into their own pock- latch on to. The gals float around and Alfred E. Green’s direction
in conventional harem garb and
ets.
makes
the most of the potential
Plot is of the same order of participate in the nonsensical go- offered in lending credence to the
hokum that featured Bobby Breen ings-on with a certain show of en- theme. Cast, topped by Mohr,
Bevy of harem beauvehicles back in his child soprano thusiasm.
generally fulfills its assignment
days. To go with the Breen flavor, ties lingers in the background, and ably, lack of names being more
Universal took Chet Allen, child there’s also a ballet scene which than compensated for by the oversinger, from the Columbus Boy- climaxes in Richard Ney doing all spirit of the yarn.
Technical
choir of Princeton, N.J. to play some acrobatics a-la Douglas Fair- credits also are well placed.
V
the orphan. He has a sweet voice, banks.
Whit.
Depending on the way one looks
but little else, singing “Ava Maria”
as a solo as well as joining “Scat at it, the film suffers or gains most
from
dialog.
the
Screenplay by
Man” Crothers on “All God’s Chillun* Got Shoes” and “I Was There” Felix Feist and Joe Anson, with
(COLOR)
additional lines by Reuben Levy
with Crothers and Dailey.
Gray
Sheriff Evans
Leach
Mrs. Spooner
Mr. Spooner
Billy

‘Hoaxters’ Hits

Smith

•o
screenplay are further parlayed
through effective use of war footA hard-hitting, graphic and well-documented blow against Commuage secured from the various nism and all forms of totalitarianism is struck in “The Hoaxters.” Usarmed services and the Atomic ing the actual words and deeds of dictators to expose the fallacies of
Energy Commission. These scenes, their doctrines, this is a forceful presentation by
and Dore
suitably adapted to point up plot Schary that serves as a calculated reminder of self-evident truths
that
been
subtly
have
motivation,
repeating
this time for the sake of Democracy. The 36-minute
need
at
edited into the narrative and crespecial
bookings
an
added
for
as
documentary
is
aimed
attraction
for
ate a grim realism which should
pay off in certain word-of-mouth regular bills and, while no ticket-seller on its own, it merits the special
thought-provoking
as
a
subject.
circulation
and
wide
attention
bally.
Tied together in the picture are scenes filmed while history was
Plot, starting out in a Gotham
bar, is picked up when voice of a actually in the making, and they are adroitly blended to give the big
TV broadcaster reports that Alaska lie tb the Hitlers, Mussolinis, Stalins, Tojos and all demagogs. Scenes
has been invaded and taken over of Hitler, Mussolini and Tojo uttering their big promises to willingly
by a huge enemy air task force. hpynotized people, and the end result of those promises, are coldly
Almost in minutes, further forces bared as a lead-in to the more contemporary .threat of Communism’s
capture the state of Washington bid for world dominance.
through use of atom bombs. AcA strong point of the picture is showing how the Soviet leaders have
tion then has the enemy blasting
eastward, to destroy N. Y. and in- seven times switched attitudes towards the U, S. as expedients to either
vade Washington, D. C., where a
MGM release of Dore Schary production. Written by Herman Hoffman from
futile defense is being formulated
in the Pentagon. America appears material compiled and arranged by Victor Lasky and WilUam Hebert; editors, Laurie
Vejar and Harry Komer; musical direction, Rudolph Kopp; narration by Marilyn
to be lost, the enemy creating such Efsklne, Howard Keel. George Murphy, Walter Pldgeon, Dore Schary* Barry Sulliyan,
havoc as bombing Boulder Dam, Robert Taylor, James Whitmore. Previewed Dec. 2, '52. Running time, 36 MINS.

Morris Ankrum
Stephen Chase
Stuart Randall
Richard Bartlett
Michael Granger
Robert Bice
Gene Peterson

Ajawac

Wabeek
Hikon
Ottobang

save their own necks or further their plans for world rule. Uttering
the truths to offset the big lies are such world figures as Roosevelt,
Truman, Eisenhower, Stevenson, Vandenberg, J. Edgar Hoover ana
others.

The U. S. record for peace since 1945 and even before, starting with
the United Nations, the Marshall Plan, NATO, SHAEF, the
Voice of America, the Berlin Airlift and, now, the atom bomb, are

UNRRA,

documented in the film.
The picture takes occasion to express a timely and literate warning
against home-grown tyrants who use slander, gossip, hate and innu-

plainly

endo to pre-judge and crucify individuals, races and creeds, warning
that these tactics are as un-American as Communism Itself.

The exceptionally well-writtert commentary by Herman Hoffman,
who functioned as associate producer, ties the sequences together by
likening the exponents of super-nationalism and demagogery to the
medicine men and their cure-all elixirs. Hoffman wrote the film from
material compiled and arranged by Victor Lasky and William Hebert.
Serving as editors were Laurie Vejar and Harry Komer. The picture
rates good musical direction from Rudolph Kopp.
Giving the film good narration are the voices of Marilyn Erskine,
Howard Keel, George Murphy, Walter Pidgeon, Schary, Harry Sullivan, Robert Taylor and James Whitmore.
Brog.
bear.
He brings back word the grated in the film. Some night
Dacotahs also want to live in peace. views of Las Vegas neoned marConflict is stirred up by Pau quees afford a change of pace and
Puk Keewis, a young brave who point up the versatility of EastGilb.
wants his tribe to get into a war. man color.
His scouting party kills several Illinois Indians while looking over
Secret
territory,
but when this
their
scheme fails he tries to start a
(BRITISH)
fight with the Dacotahs by killing
British espionage comedy
some of his own tribesmen with
Just when it
Dacotah arrows.
shapes fairly okay for some
U. S. houses.
looks like the two tribes will enter
into a fullscale battle, Hiawatha
saves the day.
Woven in with
London, Nov. 19.

Top

AB-Pathe release of a Mario Zampithis conflict is the romance and
British production. Stars Oscar
marriage of Hiawatha and Minne- Assoclated
Homolka, Nadia Gray and George Cole.
haha and their personal difficul- Directed by Mario Zampi. Screenplay,
ties in getting
tribe.

her accepted by his Jack

Vincent Edwards does okay by
the title role and Yvette Dugay
is a fetching Minnehaha.
Keith
Larsen shows up well as the bloodthirsty brave trying to start a war
so he can win honors in battle.
Enacting some of the more prominently spotted Indian characters
are

Gene

Iglesias,

Armando

Sil-

Michael Tolan, Ian MacDonald, Katherine Emery, Morris
vestre,

Ankrum, Stephen Chase and Stuart Randall.

Harry Neumann did the competent color lensing, and the film has
excellent wooded scenic effects.
The Marlin Skiles music score is
good and the technical functions
satisfactory.

Brog.

Operation A-Bomh
(COLOR)
(Documentary Short)

Davis and Michael Pertwee; camera.
Stanley Pavey; editor, Giulio Zampi;
music, Stanley Black. At Empire, London.

Running time, 94 MINS.
George
Zekov
Tania

Rakov
f.lke

George Cole
Oscar Homolka
Nadia Gray
Frederick ValR
Geoffrey Sumner

Hubert WeUs .... WUfrid Hydcwhite
Barworth Controller
Ronald Adam
Barworth Superintendent .. Edwin Styles
Barworth Director .... Kynaston Reeves
Professor Layton
Ernest Jay
Barnes
Richard Wattis
Smedley
Michael Medwin
Prime Minister
Frederick Leister
Minister of Health
Henry Hewitt
Sir

Scripting team of Jack Davis and

Michael

Pertwee

have

followed

their comedy click, “Laughter, in
Paradise,” with a laugh-making
espionage yarn. Main action takes
place in Moscow and includes a
Kremlin banquet with Stalin presiding. Treatment is on near-farcical lines which should give it wide
popular appeal. It should register
effectively in most territories outside the Iron Curtain. Despite no
marquee names for U. S., it should
do fairly okay in America.
Film, billed locally as the Associated British silver jubilee offering, will probably prove one of the
most profitable to emanate from
the Elstree studios in the past

RKO release of Jay Bonafield production. Narrated by Bob Considlne. Superand written by Burton Benjamin.
Macdonald Parke, saves
The family and juve trade in vised
Photographed by U. S. Marine Corps
him from the irate Boles.
the general situations will find cameramen in Eastman color. Previewed
O’Brian makes his role amusing,
Pic was shot on location in “Hiawatha” moderately satisfac- N. Y., Dec. 5, '52.
Running time U MINS.
and other performance assists
but doesn’t show it, which tory.
The Monogram release
come from Rhys Williams, Thomas Spain
may
be
partly due to the poor wends a rather placid course in
Tests
of
the
atom bomb earlier
E. Jackson, Russell Simpson and
color.
Editing by Edith Lenny is telling a story based on the Henry this year at Yucca Flat in southGeorge Chandler.
spotty but J. Leoz’s music appeals. Wadsworth Longfellow poem and western Nevada have been record- year or so. Mario Zampi has proScore uses 10 songs, four of
Hift.
would have been better had more ed with disturbing fidelity in RKO- duced and directed with a sure,
which are new cleffings. Stan
more

colorful,

easy-going Dailey.

Freeberg wrote “Shiniest -Mouth,”
the title number waS written by
Invasion 1J.S.A.
Frederick Herbert and Milton
Rosen. Kenny Williams and MarStrong exploitation entry asvin Wright contributed “Rememsured of good grosses.
ber,” while F. E. Miller and Crothers did “There I Was.” Maury
Hollywood, Dec. 4.
Gertsman gives the picture good
Columbia release of Albert ZugsmithRobert Smith production. Stars Gerald
Technicolor lensing.
Brog
Mohr. Peggie Castle, Dao O'Herlihy; features Robert Bice, Tom Kennedy, Wade
Crosby, Erik Blythe, Phyllis Coates, Aram
Katchcr. Directed by Alfred E. Green.
Screenplay, Robert Smith; story, SmithFranz Spencer; camera, John L. Russell;
editor. W. Donn Hayes; music, Albert
Glasscr. Previewed Nov. 26, *52. Running
time, 73 MINS.
ln ce
Gerald Mohr
Xarl
,
®
Peggie Castle
P.

Paal’s Korda Deal
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Indie producer Alexander Paal,
arrived here last week from

Pathe’s two-reeler, “Operation A- light touch. Although many of the
Bomb.” Camerawork was done in laughs are obvious, the audience
the
new Eastman color by Marine reaction should be mainly unaniThe Walter Mirisch production
mous.
points a good moral in the story Corps lensmen. The soft, accurate

action and excitement been stirred
up.

to the effect that the peoples of
different tribes can live in peace

with very

little

effort,

Britain, disclosed that he’s inked
pact with Sir Alexander Korda’s
British Lion outfit to turn out a
film tentatively titled “Three Cases
of Murder.” It’s scheduled to roll
at .the company’s Shepperton studios, London, early next spring.
Paal will act as joint producer

•3

worked out competently enough

against an outdoor setting that
looks good in Cinecolor, and none
of
the
comparatively unknown
cast members is required to grunt
an “ugh” or a “how” as Kurt Neumann’s direction puts them through
Mr. Ohman
Dan O'Herlihy their paces.
George Sylvester
Robert Bice
Bartender
The script by Arthur Strawn
Tom Kennedy
Congressman
Wade Crosby and Dan Ullnian has the Ojiblv ory
Erik Blythe
£d M£
Mrs.
Muivory......
Phyllis Coates ways, a tribe of which Hiawatha
5th Columnist Leader .... Aram Katcher is a member, fearing the
neighboring Illinois and Dacotah tribes
Columbia has a potent exploita- may war against them. Scouting
tion release in this Albert Zug- parties are sent
out to discover
smith-Robert
Smith production, if preparations for battle are bewhich imaginatively poses the situ- ing made.
Hiawatha leads his
ation of a foreign power invading party into Dacotah
territory and
the U. S. with atom bombs. Film falls in love with
Minnehaha while
is conducive to a “scare” promo- her
father is treating him for
tional campaign for good returns wounds received
in a fight with a•

,

;

on the venture, which will comprise three separate episodes. One
of these will be based upon W.
Somerset Maugham’s “Lord Mountdrago,” to which Paal has the
j

point be-

ing that most wars start because
one. group fears another is plotting against them.
The theme is

-

who

rights.

Henry Corden

i*'

*

Plot pivots on the adventures of
hues of this tint process faithfully
outline the awesome effects of the George Cole, as a sanitary engiexplosion. Short is said to be the neer employed at Britain’s atomic
first colbr film of an A-bomb blast research station, who accidentally
picks up the top secret plant of a
available to the general public.
Lest anyone forget what tremen- new weapon on the eve of his vacadous destruction the A-bomb is tion. The incident touches off a nacapable of, exhibitors might well tion-wide security operation. He
book this short as an educational moves from a south coast boarding
clip. For the film can hardly be house to the Channel Isles and
classified as entertainment. Foot- from there to France where he is
age contains the factual story of soaked with vodka by a Russian
the 28th A-bomb exploded by the agent, and induced to go to Mosy. S. Actual burst was only a short cow. He eventually gets back to
distance from some 2,100 marines, British territory after disrupting a
crouched in their foxholes, to see peace congress in the Russian zone
the detonation Under combat condi- of Germany.
tions.
.First half of the film shows the
From a technical and educational young sanitary engineer beUeying
standpoint, “Operation A-Bomb” that the lucrative offer from the
adds up to an excellent documen- Russians was to exploit his new
tary. Producer Jay Bonafield and plumbing device. When he finally
supervisor Burton Benjamin rate realizes he possesses the Secret
credit as does narrator Bob Con- .plan?, he makes a desperate bid to
sidine-.
Editing job is ..well”' done, get away. He is even given an inespecially whejre '-t’llVf before-and- terview with Stalin
of whom only
after sceae-oTCTf the explosion’s effect a back view is seen who author^
•c.t” various
equipment are inte(Continued on page 18)

——
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COMPO Maps ‘World Expo’
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Nevada,

Much-Heralded Industry

That Hopafong Tenderfoot

7

Ad Drive

Lucius Beebe

’53 State Fair

Of Film Industry at

reprises

The

Film industry appears going oniman exposition jag. Cued by the

West Lingers

Named

E. J. Smith, Jr.,
oressive success of trade exhibits
staged at the recent Indiana and
Asst. Foreign Mgr.
in
each
groups
by
Fairs
State
Ohio
Newly-created post of assistant
theatremen in numerous
area
foreign sales manager at RKO went
other states are mapping plans to this week to Edwin J.
Smith, Jr.
do the same next spring and sum- Smith, a 20-year vet of the
territories.
mer in their respective
organization,
assumed the post
still
theatre
ops
York,
New
In
on Monday (8). New spot came
are considering a mammoth expo- about as a result of the
resignasition at the Grand Central Palace, tions of foreign
division managers
probably in the spring pf 1954. It’s B. D. Lion and Ned
Clarke.
for
figured that setting the stage
Before moving in as aide to fornine
about
require
will
this
eign chief Alfred Crown, Smith
months. Large-scale setup in mind served as assistant treasurer
and
all
exhibits
in
include
would
assistant secretary. In another dephases of film production, includ- partmental
change
this
week,
sound
ing construction of an actual

Quietly Folds After Auspicious

how

Old
1 953

Spirit of the
in

Defer Calling Snyder To
Next Congress in U Case

(with french Trimmings)

RKO’s

*

*

*

an amusing byline piece
forthcoming

RKO

In

Washington, Dec. 9.
Treasury Secretary John Snyder
will not be called this month as a

the

47th Anniversary Number
of

rfiRIETY
Execs

Distrib

To Study Exhib Views
In Arbitration

Hassle

.

Par Advances
500G for

Project is being offered as an allindustry enterprise under the banner of the National Council of Motion Picture Organizations. Robert
J O’Donnell, co-chairman with Col.
H. A. Cole of TEXAS COMPO, will
present the plan at the National
COMPO board of directors meeting

opens

in

Chicago

Abram

9,

F. Myers, general counsel

national Allied, for a “return
to the days when the object was
to fill theatres with people and
not to get the most from each individual patron,” at the Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana convention
here.
A warning by Max A. Youngstein, v.p. of United Artists, that “if
we’re going to kick the brains out
of distributors because it’s a lot of
fun, that’s a serious mistake,” also
highlighted the two-day convention
(Dec. 2-3).
Denying that Allied is against
arbitration, Myers said the action
of the Chicago Convention nevertheless sets its policy “at least
until the next board meeting.
“The only thing that would open
up the situation would be if distributor executives were to ask their
sales departments to step aside

of

cepted.

which

Indianapolis, Dec.

operations, respectively.

State Fair in Dallas by
Following this, the
Texas
display, under the plan, will be
tour via a
nation-wide
taken on a
22-car train. Paul Short, National
Screen Service exec, will design
the expo and guide the across-thecountry junket if the idea is ac-

COMPO.

Italo

Production Deal
Two-year deal under which Paramount will advance the Ponte-diLaurentiis production group in
Italy approximately $500,000 on the
production of 10 pix has been
Final details were ironed
signed.
out in Rome during the recent
visit there of George Weltner, Par

today

(Wed.).

Major factor in COMPO’s conundertaking
the
of
sideration
doubtless will be the financing. In
this connection, it's said, if Short’s
(Continued on page 17)

plugging films in general, the campaign dwindled to a gentleman’s
witness before the special House agreement whereby each company
Committee probing the circum- agreed to Insert an institutional
stances surrounding a tax refund plug in ads for one or two specific
Matter will pictures.
to Universal Pictures.
Even this aspect, reprobably be handed over to the garded as a face-saving device, has
next Congress.
fallen by the wayside, with the
Universal, which obtained a re- general
copy being eliminated
fund of nearly $3,000,000 for over- from the ads several months ago.
payment of excess-profit taxes, had
Actually there was no concerted
applied for a $20,000,000 refund. action to drop the idea.
It .just
Originally the $20,000,000 refund died a natural death. As one adwas recommended by the Internal vertising chief put it, “Nobody said
Revenue* examiner in the case, but let’s continue it and nobody said
he was overruled. House Commit- let’s drop it.”
According to the
tee asserted that Snyder had per- ad chief, the companies apparently
sonally pushed for a settlement of felt that the additional space could
the case.
be put to better use for merchandising copy for specific pix.
Basic reason for dropping the
original ad campaign, supervised
by the pub-ad committee of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
was the cost involved/ Many of
the filmerics were reluctant to contribute to the hefty fund necessary
for continuing the large-scale campaign, feeling that it was more important to conserve the advertising dollars for films emanating
from their studios. 'In retrospect,
Council of Motion Picture Organ- however, it’s figured that the drive
served to bring about a warmer
izations is finally getting around to
v

Myers Asks

Crown named Melvin Danheiser
and Arthur Hershovitz to assist
Most ambitious of all proposed Smith with European-Australian
projects is a “Motion Picture World and Latin-American-Far
Eastern
Exposition” which is planned for
the 1953

Bow

Much-heralded industry institutional advertising campaign, originally launched two years ago, lias
quietly fallen into limbo. Following an auspicious kickoff with fullpage cooperative newspaper ads

COMPO Bd. Meet

To Formally OK

Governing Trio

understandauthorizing the existence of its and more sympathetic
three-man governing board, which ing of the nation’s press. The b.o.
the
campaign,
of course,
results
of
has been operating in place of an
ascertained.
individual president. Formal okay could not be
for the operation is to be voted
upon at the organization’s two-day
International prexy, who returned
board of directors meeting, which H’wood Execs to Testify
to New York last week.
while they acquaint themselves opens in Chicago today (Wed.).
Par recoups all of its investment with the exhibitor point of view,”
Before Senate Committee
Present triumvirate, comprising
from the Italian market under the he said. “If it results in bringing
A1 Lichtman, Sam Pinanski and
arrangement and will distribute leaders together for a real heartnamed
.

Stockholders Hearing

the films in Italy. Distrib also gets
first rights on the 10 in any area
Receivership
of the world market. Advance of
$40,000 to $50,000 per pic repreDelayed to Next
sents about 40% of actual per-film
Hearing on the application by cost, according to a Par spokesman.
Par reportedly was approached
place
minority stockholders to
RKO Pictures in temporary re- on the idea of actually Investing in
the
diLaurentiis productions but
originally
adjourned
ceivership,
Until today (Wed.), will be further nixed the idea, largely because it
postponed until next Wednesday would then have had to handle the
(17>.
New delay, although agreed entire batch in the world market.
to by attorneys for the minority Distrib feels it isn’t geared' to restockholders and RKO, was set for lease Italo films in many areas.
official confirmation by N. Y. Su- Under the present setup, Par will
preme Court Justice Henry Clay get its regular distrib fee after rej

On RKO

Week

covering its advances.
Greenberg this morning.
Judge had informed both parties
that he would not grant an adjournment orally or by consent orCITATION
der,
and that the participants
would have to appear in court at
NIXED VIA D. J. GREENE
9:45 this morning. RKO needs the
delay to further prepare papers as
Application for a contempt-ofwell as to present a new board and court citation against New York
executive lineup, currently being stockbroker David J. Greene was
assembled in Coast talks.
withdrawn by the plaintiffs just
Action stems out of a derivative prior to scheduled, argument in
stockholders suit brought in N. Y. N.Y.
Federal
Court yesterday
Supreme Court Nov. 13 by Eli B. (Tues,). Petitioners Were a group
Castleman. Marion B. Castleman of stockholders in RKO Pictures
and Louis Feuerman against RKO, who had complained that Greene,
several of its
subsidiaries and in violation of industry antitrust
Howard Hughes. In conjunction decrees, sought to block their

CONTEMPT

with the action, plaintiffs obtained

move

place the film

to

company

from Justice Greenberg an order in hands of a receiver. Alleged ildirecting RKO to show cause why legality was in the fact that Greene
a temporary receiver should not be is a member of the board of RKO
named.
Theatres and, as such, is enjoined
In asking for the original ad- from taking any voice in the afjournment, RKO attorney Albert fairs of RKO Pictures.
R. Connelly asked for the delay
Repped by attorney Louis Kipbecause (1) RKO directors Sherrill nis, stockholders group x reportedly
Corwin and Edward Burke, cur- withdrew the action uuon the adrently on the Coast to reconstitute vice of the Department of Justice,
the board, would be back shortly which convinced them they had no
to submit affidavits; (2> producers, standing in court. Since promulga•major stockholders and bank rep- tion of the first decrees in the inresentatives have expressed a de- dustry trust suit, the D. of J. has
sire to be heard, and (3) the RKO been against such actions against
board would be completely recon- individuals within the framework
stituted and would be available for of the industry suit.
appearances in court.
Louis Kipnis is attorney for the
Castlemans and Feuerman.

to-heart

discussion

leads

that

to

relief and a betdraft, the action

some measure of
ter

arbitration

taken at Chicago was not a mere
dragging of feet but a very fortunate thing to happen.”
“Most of our problems will be
solved only by recognizing that
there are more areas of agreement
than of disagreement,” Youngstein
said. “Aggressiveness is not good
if it is without purpose, if we forget where the actual disease in our
business lies.”

Trueman T. Rembusch, president
of Indiana Allied for the past seven
years, announced he would not be
a candidate for reelection. Election
of officers for 1953 was postponed
until the Jan. 6 meeting of the
new poboard of directors here.
sition, national director, also will
be filled at that time.
Resolutions that came out of the

A

Rim clinics which occupied the
morning sessions called for an exchange of information on picture
allocations and terms, resistance to
increased-admission pictures and a

demand

that distributors

make

a

greater number of prints available
in the exchange area.
Attendance was the lightest in
years as a snowstorm had made
driving hazardous on highways in
the northern part of the state.

WELSCH PREPS VIDPIX
IN FIDELITY

HIATUS

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Howard Welsch, co-owner with
A. Pam Blumenthal of Fidelity
Pictures, has announced a cessation of production for the time being with no immediate plans for
further

activity,

although

the

still owes Warners five
films on a six-picture distribution
Company recently sold one
deal.

company

Trueman Rembusch, was
earlier this year when the

directorate failed in its effort to find an
individual exec to take over the

helm.

Heavy agenda has been lined up
for the Chi conclave. In addition
to revision of the organizational
setup to allow formally for the governing trio, reps of all
member outfits will map plans for
continuing the “Movietime” star
tours, a variety of other public relations programs, a plan for film
industry participation in National
Health Week, the campaign to repeal the 20% Federal admissions

COMPO

Bow

film

executives

and radio-TV broadcasting

officials
will be invited to testify before a
special Senate Foreign Relations

Subcommittee currently reviewing
America’s Overseas. Information
Program. Appearance of the industryites at

ator

upcoming hearings, Sen-

Alexander Wiley

(R.,

Wis.)

New York today
be in line with the
subcommittee’s aim to bring about
closer cooperation' between Hollywood and the Government’s film
program.
Wiley, the ranking Republican
tax and the Government’s 16m suit
on the committee, ^disclosed that
against the distribs.
the film hearings Will also study
closer cooperation with the indusSlilyen As Press Rep
Ben Shylen, publisher of Box- try itself in reviewing overseas film
exports which might possibly have
office, has been appointed trade
an adverse effect on foreign peopress rep on the executive commitples’ opinion of the U. S.
He
tee of the Council of Motion Picanticipated that an interim report
been
anture Organizations, it has
would
filed
Jan.
be
31. This would
nounced by special counsel Robert
W. Coyne. He succeers Jack Ali- set forth tentative findings and
“perhaps a few initial conclusions.”
coate, publisher of The Film Daily.
In N. Y. as a delegate to the
Jay Emanuel, publisher of The ExUnited Nations General Assembly,
hibitor, will serve as Shylen’s alSenator
Wiley pointed out that the
succeeding Charles E.
ternate,
primary focus of the subcommittee
(Chick) Lewis, publisher of Showwill be to analyze what the Federal
men’s Trade Review.
Government is doing in its own
overall radio, press and official film
operations. “However,” he said, “in
STUDIOS
view of the fact that Hollywood
reach so many scores of milRISING PROD. COSTS films
lions of people throughout the
Problem of licking rising produc- world in what is probably the most
tion costs and setting details for powerful single medium available,
our subcommittee’s review would
the 1953 sales drive are on the
(Continued on page 17)
agenda of the week-long meeting
of Universal promotion and sales
exec which got under way at the U
Wilder’s Triple Chore
studios on the Coast Monday (8).
n i
Confabs, attended by U top execs
on toiuuibia’s ‘Pai Joey’
from N. Y. and the studio, are takHollywood, Dec. 9.
ing up all aspects of production,
Columbia’s film version of “Pal
distribution ond promotion for the
will
Joey”
be
produced, directed
anin
at
the
coming year. Joining
nual occasion are division and dis- and scripted by Billy Wilder. Pic-

U

declared

in

(Wed.),' will

MEET MULLS

“The Blue Gardenia,” to
story,
Alex Gottlieb, who is currently trict sales heads. In addition to
producing it fort Warners release.
the discussions, meet also is preMeanwhile, Welsch is preparing viewing six recently completed U
television,
films
for
pix, five of them in Technicolor.
two series of
N. Y. Post columnist Earl- Wil- on his own, without any connecZanuck Names Klune
Among those attending are Milson is chalrmaning the premiere tion with Fidelity. One series will ton R. Rackmil, N. J, Blumberg,
of “The Jazz Singer” (WB-Danny
featuring
Lloyd’s,”
from
“Lady
Alfred
E. Daff, William Goetz, Edbe
To Exec Post; Rogell Set Thomas which opens at the
)
The other ward Muhl, Charles J. Feldman
a femme private eye.
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Broadway Paramount either Jan. will be based on a number of and David A. Lipton.
Darryl Zanuck has appointed 13 or 20, on a reserved-seat basis,
the late Damon
U sales drive, to be called
Raymond A. Klune, exec produc- with the aim to raise $100,000 for short stories by
Runyon.
“Charles J. Feldman Silver Annition manager at studio since 1943, the March of Dimes.
A special
Resuming?
versary Drive,” starts Dec. 28 and
to assume Julian Blaustein’s duties nitery gala is part of the pitch by
A. Pam Blumenthal, board runs through May 2, marking Feldas executive producer.
Blaustein Wilson to obtain the 100G.
and treasurer of Fidel- man’s 25 years with the company.
asked to be relieved so he could
Par theatre exec Robert M. chairman
be
devote his time to his own produc- Weitman is setting details of the ity, recently conceded in New More than $36,000 in prizes will
that the company had been distributed to branch managers,
York
tion activities at the studio.
Par preem.
and
managers, salesmen
inactive since turning over “The office
Sid Rogell has checked into 20th
San Francisco Story” to WB last bookers. -Of the 12 U pix set for
to succeed Klune as production
Elia Kazan checked in at Warners
indicated release during the drive period,
However,
he
March.
manager.
will
he
Rogell,
former RKO for huddles on two films
would be re- nine are in Technicolor, Daff *nproduction
head,
was direct: “East of Eden” and “Mis- then that production
recently
inounced.
sumed at an unspecified date.
associated with Jerry Fairbanks.
sissippi Woman.”

Earl Wilson Heading
‘Jazz Singer’ Benefit

On Overseas Program

Top Hollywood

ture goes into

work

in

May, after

Wilder completes his job on “A
New Kind of Love” for Paramount.
Production of “Joey” was originally assigned to Jerry Bresler and
later to Vincent Sherman. No stars
are set yet.

,

2d Straight Ava Pic Abroad
To Be M-G’s ‘Round Table’
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Second step in Ava Gardner’s
18-months-a broad plan will be a
costarring role with Robert Taylor
of Metro’s “King Arthur and the
Round Table,” to be filmed next
spring in England.
Actress currently is in Africa
playing opposite Clark Gable in
“Mogambo.”
| Metro's
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‘Because’ Lofty $12,000,

LA. on Skids; ‘Outpost’
Devil’

Way

Port; Tlymouth’ 7G, 2d
Portland, Ore., Dec. 9.
Standout here this stanza is ‘Because of You,” which is racking up
a rousing session at the Broadway.

Off Albeit Still Great

At 60G, ‘Plymouth’ Slim 13G

in

2d

mild.

jaro,” however,, looms' nice in second week oi moveover run in two
spots.
Estimates for This Week

.

T

Key

Broadway Crosses

Estimated Total Gross
$2,129,600
This Week
the( Based on 25 cities, 211
atres, chiefly first runs includ-

“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (2d

Based on 19 theatres)

.

.

.

,

Liberty (Hamrick) (1.850; 65-90)

Good $7,000. Last week,
wk).
_
$12,500.
Mayfair (Evergreen) (1.500; 65(WB) and
90)
“Iron Mistress”
‘Park Row” (UA) (m.o.). So-so
$3,000, Last week, “Pony Soldier”

.

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

$13,800.

(

(

.

Rescue”
Last week, “Son of Ali Baba (U)
(U),
and “Yankee Buccaneer”

Estimated Total Gross
$471,200
This W-ek
Based on 19 theatres
$512,200
Last Year

City Grosses

_

Lofty $12,000 or

(

Based on 23

Week
.$2,066,200

theatres.)

—

‘Because’ flotsy

(20th) and “Night Without Sleep
(20th) (m.o.), $3,000.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 6590)—“Hangman’s Knot” (Col) and
“Kisenga, Man of Africa” (Col),

$12,000, Indpls.

day-date with Paramount. Mild
$3,300. Last week, “Iron Mistress”
(WB) and “Park Row” (UA), $4,000.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 6590)—“Operation Secret” (WB) and
“Yukon Gold” (Mono). Lukewarm
$6,000. Last week, “Iron Mistress”
(WB) and “Park Row” (UA), $8,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

’

65-90)— “Hangman’s Knot” (Col)
and “Kisenga” (Col). Dull $5,700.
Last week, “Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th) and “Army Bound”

‘

Tarzan’ Modest

—

—

—

record-smashing $98,000, including Walkie-Talkie” (Indie). Fair $9,000.
preems at both houses.
Last
week, “Bloodhounds of
Beverly B’way” (20th) and “Thief DamasPantages,
Hillstreet,
(RKO-WB) (2,752; 2,812; 1,612; 70- cus” (Col), $9,500.
“Happy Time” (Col) and
$1.10)
Loew's (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
“Target Hong Kong” (Col) (2d wk). “Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) and
Thin $16,500. Last week, $22,400. “Holiday for Sinners” (M-G). Nice
Cleveland, Dec. 9.
Hollywood, Downtown, Four Star $11,000. Last week, “Plymouth AdWesterns are glutting the key
(WB-UATC) (2,756; 1,757; 900; 70- venture” (M-G) and “Park Row”
houses here, not leaving the pre$1.10)—“Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d (UA), oke $12,500 dn 10 days.
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Ho- Yule shoppers much choice. One of
Slow $16,000. Last week,
wk).
rizons West” (U) and “Tromba, the strongest is “Montana Belle,”
$26,000.
Tiger
Man” (Lip). Okay $4,500. only okay at the Palace to catch up
Los Angeles, Chinese, Loyola,
fairWilshire, Uptown (FWC) (2,097; Last week, “Fargo” (AA) with Ren- with it. “Savage” is scalping a
Valley
fro
Barn Dance onstage, ish take for State. Allen’s “Iron
2,048; 1,248; 2,296; 1,715; 70-$1.10)
Mistress” still looks okay on sec“Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th) slow $7,500 at 50-$l scale.

‘Savage Modest

—

in Cleve.

—

ond

and “Mr. Walkie Talkie” (Lip) (2d

—

Orpheum

(Metropolitan)
60-90) —“Savage” (Par) and

(2,213;

“Blaz-

ing Forest” (Par) (2d .wk-6 days).
Small $4,000. Last week, with 10
days at Vogue, $11,300.

‘EVERYTHING’ TORRID
$17,000 LEADS FRISCO

-

San Francisco, Dec. 9.
Is Yours”

“Everything I Have

looks pace-setter here this' stanza,
with most spots hurt by week-long
rain and generally stormy weather.
“Yours” is husky at the Warfield.
Other newcomers range from thin
to drab with the exception of
“Ride Man Down,” okay at Para-

(G&S) (1,106; 60-$l)—
“Hangman’s Knot” (Col) and “Ladies of Chorus” (Col) (reissue) (2d mount.
wk-6 days). Thin $2,500. Last nicely
Hawaii

“Limelight” is holding
at United Artists
while
week, with 10 days at United Art- “Quiet Man” still is strong in fifth
Wiltern, $18,400.

ists,

Fine. Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)
—“Promoter” (U) (5th wk). Light

Last week, $5,000.

$3,000.

week

at Stagedoor.
Estimates for This

Week

'

—

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65
“Cairo Road” (Indie)
ana
My Lovely” (Indie). Weak
$8,000 or less. Last week, “Montana Belle” (RKO) and “Arctic

95)

“Beware

H.0.s Hobbling Det. But

Flight” (AA), $10,700.

‘Thief’ Fair

21G; ‘Zenda’

Fox (FWC)
Trap”

Neat 13G, 2d,

‘Battle’

10G

Detroit, Dec. 9.
Holdovers are putting the lid on
“Bloodhounds
of Broadway” looks fair at the
United Artists.
“The Thief” is
mildish at the Fox. “Battle Zone”
is barely par at the Madison. “Iron
Mistress” is off but still okay in
second frame at the Michigan,
while “Prisoner of Zenda” in second round at the Palms looms fine.
Estimates for This Week

(Lip).

(4,651; 65-95)
.

—

“Stee!

(20th) and “Secret People”
Drab $11,000 or under. Las
(Continued on page 20)

Peggy Lee

Philadelphia, Dec. 9.
Holdovers and Christmas shopping are cutting down film trade
here this, session. ‘There is only
one new bill, “Under Red Sea” and
“Tarzan’s Savage Fury,” at the
Stanton, and it is just fair. “Iron
Mistress” is okay at the Stanley in
second stanza but elsewhere biz is
are
Exceptions
slow.
mainly
“Bloodhounds of Broadway” at the
Kiliman“Snows
of
Goldman and
jaro,” latter being nice in eighth
week at Midtown.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)—
“Because You’re Mine” (M-G) (8th
wk). Nice $5,500. Last week, $7,-

Boyd

(WB)

$8,000.

fair” (Indie).

Last

week,

way”

So-so $4,000 or near.

“Bloodhounds Broad“Gold Fever”

(20th)
and
(WB), oke $5,000.

nice $21,000 for

85-$1.10)—
(2,250;
“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (9th wk).
Last week, fine $16,to $11,000.
000

and “Under Red Sea”
(RKO), fairish $8,000 in 6 days.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
“The Promoter” (U) (5th wk). Holding big at $7,500 after sock $9,000 for fourth week.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
Savage” (Par) and “Franchise Af-

(RKO)

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
50-99)— “Pony Soldier” (20th) and “Gambler
and Lady” (Indie) (2d wk).
(RKO) (2d
Last week, Skidded to mild $14,000 following

,

Fox

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Raiders” (U) and “Ladies of
Started
(Col) (reissue).
well, with sturdy $9,000 probable.
Last week, “Tarzan’s Secret Fury”

Chorus”

(2,360;

Pirate”

“Blackbeard

Dim
wk).
$ 12 000 /

for second.

(20th)

first.

—

Metropolitan (NET)
“Iron Mistress”

(4,367;

$21,000 opener.

.

Goldman (Goldman)

—

’(1,200;

50-

Orpheum (Loew)

(3,000;

40-85)

Broadway” —“The Thief" (UA).
Opened
Good $12,000. Sunday (7). Last week, “Plymouth
(2d wk).
Last week, $21,000.
Adventure” (M-G), disappointing
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)— $21,000 in 10 days.
“Pony Soldier” (20th) (2d wk).
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
Mild $11,000. Last week, $15,000.
“Savage” (Par) and “Franchise
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 75- Affair” (Indie). Dull $10,000. Last
“Snows Kilimanjaro” week, “Bloodhounds Broadway”
$1.30)
Holding at $12,- (20th) and “Gold F6ver” (Indie),
(20th) (8th wk).
“Bloodhounds

99)
(20th)

—

—

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (2,000; 55-85)
“Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d wk). 000 after big $15,000 in
Randolph (Goldman)
Steady at $9,000, following great
99)
“Prisoner Zenda”
$16,500 last week.
Off to $8,500.
wk).
Hipp (Telemanagement)

seventh.

$ 12 000.(2,500; 50State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)— “The
(M-G) (4th Thief” (UA). Opened Sunday (7).
Last week, Last week, “Plymouth Adventure”
(3,700;
(M-G), poor $13,000 in 10 days.
55-85)
“Hangman’s Knot” (Col). oke $12,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
Fair $10,000. Last week, “Pony
“Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d wk)
Soldier” (20th), $10,500.
Lower Mall (Community) (585; Okay $14,000. Last week, great ‘Thunderbirds’ Loud 25G,
22 000
55-85)
“River” (UA) (2d wk). Oke $
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
$2,50(Pafter $3,500 last round.
Denver; ‘Because’ 19G, 2d
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,300; 55-85)— “Tarzan’s Savage Fury” (RKO) and
“Under
Red Sea” (RKO). Fair $7,Denver, Dec. 9.
“Prisoner Zenda” (M-G) (m.o.)
Last week, “Cattle Town”
000.
“Thunderbirds” shapes as stand(2d wk). Fine $4,500 for fourth
out newcomer here, session with a
downtown lap, with $6,000 last (WB), $5,000. (T-L)
Trans-Lux
(500; 85-$1.20) solid total in three houses where
folio.
“Happy Time” (Col) (5th wk). day-dating. “Because of You” conPalace (RKO) (3,300; 55-85)—
tinues very sturdy in second round
“Montana Belle” (RKO). Barely Fast $4,700. Last week, $6,000.
at the Denver and Esquire. “K. C,
okay $9,000. Last week, “BlackConfidential’* is only okay at the
beard Pirate” (RKO), $15,000.
Despite
Pitt Holds
Denham. “Steel Trap” is rated
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)
good at Paramount.
“Savage” (Par). Fairish $9,500. Last
Estimates for This Week
Pix; ‘Zenda’ Fat
week, “Plymouth Adventure” Few
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)
(M-G), $10,500.
“Thunderbirds” (Rep) and “Girl
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-85)
‘Mistress’
2d
SG,
Manhattan” (UA), day-date with
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) $15,000,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.
Tabor, Webber. Fast $10,000. Last
(m.o.).
Slow $4,500. Last week,
Town Is loaded down with hold- week, “Pony Soldier” (20th) and
“Thunderbirds” (Rep), $6,000.
overs this week, giving “Prisoner “Leave To Heaven” (20th), $9,000.
of Zenda” at Penn almost a free
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 50ride.
That house was to have 85) “Prisoner Zenda” (M-G) (2d
had a holdover, but brought in wk). Still good at $8,000.
Last
“Zenda” when “Plymouth Adven- week, $11,000.
ture” failed to hold up. “Blood
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)
hounds of Broadway” at Fulton is
“K. C. Confidential” (UA). Just
the only other new first-runner, okay $9,000. Last week, “Savage”
it’s fairish.
Second weeks of (Par), $7,000.
$16,000 and
“Iron Mistfess” at Stanley and
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85) “Be(2d wk).
Sound $5,000, same as “Blackbeard the Pirate” at War- cause of You” (U) and “Mrs.
Walkie Talkie” (Lip) (2d wk). Fancy
take at the larger Playhouse, ner shape good.
Estimates for This Week
$16,000. Last week, big $20,000.
where day-dating. Last week, not
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—
Esquire (Fox)
50-85)—“Beup to hopes, but' still solid $7,000
“Bloodhounds
Broadway” (20th). cause of You” (U)(742;
for this bandbox house. Stays on.
and “Mr. Walkie
Heading for fair $5,000. Last week, Talkie” (Lip)
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 50-85)
(2d wk). Still fine
“Back at Front” (U), about same. with
“Hurricane Smith” (Par). Very
$3,000 or over. Last week,
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)
big $4,000.
slow $7,000.
Last week, “Black “Because
of You” (U) (2d wk).
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—
beard Pirate” (RKO), sock $15,000 Getting
just three days on h.o.,
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) and
for 8 days.
only okay $2,500.
Last week, “Hour of 13”
Metropolitan
(M-G) (2d wk). Down
(Warner)
(1,200; solid $8,000.
50-80) “Young SdSrface” (Indie)
to slow $8,000. Last week, $16,000.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2.200; BOand “Bushwackers” (Indie). So-so “Prisoner Zenda” (M-G).
Brought SS) “Steel
$4,000. Last week, “Black Castle” in
Trap”
(20th)
and
suddenly over weekend when
(U), average $5,000.
“Frisco Sal” (Indie). Good $11,000.
“Plymouth
Adventure”
(M-G)
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80) failed to hold up.
Big opening Last week, “Eight Iron Men” (Col)
and stageshow, fine $13,500.
“Pony Soldier” (20th).
Pleasant makes move look good.
Should
Tabor (Fox)
$16,000 likely. Last week, “Plym- better fine
50-85)—
(1,967;
$15,000;
Last week,
outh Adventure” (M-G) (2d wk), “Adventure” did only
“Thunderbirds” (Rep) and “Girl
$16,000 in
Manhattan” (UA).
$14,000.
Fine $10,000.
10 days, NSG for holiday week.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 50-$l)
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)— Last week, “Pony Soldier” (20th)
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA) “Magic Box” (Indie) (2d wk). and “Leave To Heaven” (20th), $9,500.
(2d wk). Steady $5,000 after stout Looks to get better than
$1,500.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-90)—“La
$7,000 last week. Holds.
Last week, good $3,000,
Warner (WB) (2,174; 50-80)
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)— Forza del Destino” (Indie) and
“The Savage” (Far). Okay $11,000. “Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d wk). “Ballet by Degas” (Indie) (2d wk).
Last week, “Iron Mistress” (WB), May get nice $8,000 this week after Fair $1,500. Last week, $3,000.
$13,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 50-85)—
big $13,500 last week.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 60-$l)
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)— “Thunderbirds” (Rep) and “Girl
‘‘Happy Time” (Col) (4th wk). “Blackbeard the Pirate” (RKO) (2d Manhattan” (UA). Nice $5,000. Last
Steady $4,500 after $5,500 last wk).
Stout $6,500,
Last week, week, “Pony Soldier” (20th) and
week. Stays.
“Leave To Heaven” (20th), $4,500.
$8,500.
,

—

—
—

,

.

—

OK

New

—

,

D.C.;

Tony’ Prime

Washington, Dec. 9;
The annual pre-Christmas slump
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)
is beginning to take its toll here,
—“The Thief' (UA) and “Park with only one of the big houses,
Row” (UA). Fair $21,000. Last
week, “My Pal Gus” (20th) plus the Capitol, weathering the assault
Ray Anthony orch onstage, $30,- of the shoppers. Peggy Lee, topping stageshow, is helping “Hori000
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,- zons West” to solid session at the
“Pony Soldier” at Loew’s
000; 70-95)
“Iron Mistress” (WB) Cap.
and “Blazing Forest” (Par) (2d Palace is fairly sturdy while “The
Savage”
at the Warner shapes
wk). Oke $14,000. Last week, big
okay.
In the holdover class,
$ 20 000
“Breaking
Sound Barrier,” dayPalms (UD)
70-95)—
(2,961;
“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) and dating at both Lopert houses, Play“Hour of 13” (M-G) (2d wk). Fine house and Dupont, not quite up to
hopes in initial stanza, is showing
$13,000. Last week, $22,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)— firm staying power in second round
“Battle Zone” (AA) and “Mave- at both spots.
Estimates for This Week
rick” (Rep).
Moderate $10,000.
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)
Last week, “Everything I Have Is
Yours” (M-G) and “Navajo” (Lip) “Horizons West” (U) plus vaude
topped by Peggy Lee. Solid $26,(2d wk), $8,000.
Last
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70- 000, thanks to Miss Lee.
95)
“Bloodhounds
Broadway” week, “Monkey Business” (20th)
(20th) and “Something for Birds” plus “vaude, $21,000.
Columbia (Loaw’s) (1,174; 74(20th).
Fair $13,000. Last week,
“Snows
Kilimanjaro”
“Snows of Kilimanjaro” (20th) (6th $1.20)
(20th).
(8th wk). Still holding its
wk), $8,700.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 95- own with $7,000 after fancy $8,009
$1.25—“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (9th wk). last week.
Holds.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$l)
Overstaying welcome with only
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA)
$4,000. Last week, fair $5,000.

—

.

—

—

—

40-

(WB) and
Down “No Holds Barred” (WB)
(2d wk).
Down to light $13,000 after okay
85)

Lifts ‘Horizons’ to Tall

.

'

Philly

—

biz here this week.

,

stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-95)—
Slug“Hurricane Smith” (Par).
gish $5,000.
Last week, “Outpost
in Malaya” (UA), ditto.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;
50-90)
“High Treason” (Indie) and
“Last Holiday” (Indie) (3d wk).
Near $2,500 following oke $3,000

—

$!0i,

(2.404; 1,538;
Adventure” (M-G) and “Gambler shapes fair.
Estimates for This Week
(Mono), $7,800.
and Lady” (Lip) (2d wk). Small
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50United Artists (Parker) (890; 65$13,000. Last week, disappointing
76)
“Because of You” (U) and 90) “Hurricane Smith” (Par). Fair
$24,000.
“Scotland Yard Inspector” (Col). $5,000. Last week, “Everything I
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- Hefty $12,000. Last week, “Iron
Have Is Yours” (M-G), $6,700.
mounts (UPT-F&M) (3,200; 1,430; Mistress” (WB), $10,000.
“Bwana Devil” (Indie)
90-$1.50)
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
week,
Last
Solid
$60,000.
wk).
(2d
700.
“Lusty Men” (RKO) and “Mr.
‘

Boston, Dec. 9.
Usual pre-Xmas doldrums have
here with biz slowing to a
Newcomers are not much
walk.
help with “Hurricane Smith” at
Astor and “Savage” at Paramount
and Fenway very quiet. “The
Thief” opened Sunday (7) at State
and Orpheum with very little fanfare. “Pony Soldier” in second at
Memorial and “Iron Mistress” in
same week at Met, are down sharply. “Promoter” Is ace extended-run
pic, with sock fifth week in the
Exeter.

‘

—

wk).
Dull $14,000.
Last week,
$29 000.
Globe, Ritz (FWC) (782; 1,370;
80-$1.20)
“Snows Kilimanjaro”
(20th) (m.o.) ’(2d wk). Nice $8,000.
Last week, $13,900.

and 201

cities,

Hep 7^G, 5tb

set in

„
Woek

(1,890; 65-90)

(U).

Indianapolis, Dec. 9.
Biz is holding up well at firstterrific Christ.despite
here
runs
Wiltern
Artists,
United
Vogue,
(FWC - UATC - WB) <885; 2,100; mas shopping rush. “Because of
You,”
solo
at matinees to
playing
in
“Outpost
70-$1.10)
2,344;
Malaya” (UA) and “Hoaxters” catch busy femme trade and on
drawing top
dual
night,
is
bill
at
in
week,
Last
$20,000.
Slim
(M-G).
coin at Circle.- Robust week looms.
other units'
“Prisoner
Zenda”
at
Loew’s is
of
Loew’s State, Egyptian <UATC)
“Plymouth nice but “Lusty Men” at Indiana
70-$l. 10)

—

-4

Broadway (Parker)
—“Because
of You” (U) and “Island
near

tions.

Other holdovers are for most
part very mild, second-week films
particularly skidding way down.
‘‘Plymouth Adventure” looks in for
small takings at $13,000 in second
round after disappointing opener
in two houses. “Snows of Kiliman-

Dull $34,000, “Promoter

“Plymouth Adventure” is good on
holdover round at the Liberty.
Other spots are largely so-so to
Estimates for This

Los Angeles, Dec. 9. 4*
After a brief Thanksgiving flurry,
local first-runs again are slowing
down. The lone new bill this week
also is not helping. “Outpost in
Malaya’*’ shapes slim $20,000 on
first week in three theatres. “Bwana
Devil,” third dimensional pic, is
down sharply in second round but
still solid at $60,000 in two loca-

Hub Off; ‘Savage’ NG 14G, ‘Plpouth’

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

•

,

——

—
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P$ssm*rr
‘BLOODHOUNDS’ BRISK

Ram, Cold, Pre-Xmas Slow Up Chi;

$18,000 TOPS ST. LOO
St. Louis,

Thief'-Alda-Rathbone Sturdy 40G,
‘Barrier

Oke

$20,000, ‘Top’

Chicago, Dec. 9.
lull is being acdays of rain
several
celerated by
prodand cold. However, the new
may take
and
strong
uct is fairly
Sway somfe of the bite at the Loop
Chicago*
boxoffices.
Thief” and Basil Rathbone and
Robert Alda topping stageshow,
Oriental’s
fhapes sturdy $40,000
“Breaking Sound Barrier” should
“Flat Top”
hit an okay $20,000.
and ‘Torpedo Alley” at the United

Xmas

Big 14G

<

Pre-Christmas

looms fast $14,000.
Second weekers are being led by
Wildthe Roosevelt with “Lure of
erness” and “Toughest Man.

Artists

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as

9.

—

Ambassador

(F&M)

Week
(3,000;

60-

Broadway”

75)
"Bloodhounds
(20th) and “It Grows
(U).
Solid $18,000.

.

Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (2d
wk). Mild $9,000 following fair
$13,000 initial stanza.

‘Savage’ Strong
$12,000, L’ville

World with “Strange

Ones” in fourth frame, looms neat,
while “Full House,”’ in sixth week
for brisk
at the Surf, is headed

Louisville, Dec. 9.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
“Because of You” (U) (m.o.) and
“Iron Mistress” (WB). Okay $10,000. Last week, “Somebody Loves
Me” (Par) and “Steel Trap” (20th),

weak

$7,000.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
“Thief” (UA) plus Basil Rathbone and Robert Alda in person.
Last week, “PrisSolid $40,000.
oner Zenda” (M-G) plus Nat King
Cole (2d wk), $43,000.

.

,

—

—

Confidential’

.

98)
(2,500;
Palace (Eitel)
‘‘Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (2d
wk). Mildish $13,000. Last week,

Wave” (Rep), good $4,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s)
54-75)
wk).

— “Iron

Hot

(1,200;

$8,000,

Mpk

Mistress” (WB) (2d
Modest $5,500 after first
nice $23,000.
Minneapolis, Dec. 9.
week’s good $8,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)
Adverse pre-Christmas influences
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) -(3,000;
“Lure of Wilderness” (20th) and
aggravated the local boxoffice
have
54-75)
“Savage” (Par) and “Voo- slump, and many houses for the
“Toughest Man Arizona” (Rep) (2d
doo Tiger” (Col). Strong $12,000.
wk'. Tidy $10,000. Last week, $15,most part are holding back on their
Last
week,
“Bloodhounds Broad- entries. Current lineup of new
000
way” (20th), $9,000.
comers holds little, with a few exState-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75)— ceptions. “Kansas City Confiden“Snows Kilimanjaro”
$1.25
“Prisoner
Zenda”
(M-G)
and tial” stacks up as strongest, with
(20th) (6th wk). Mild $10,000. Last

—

.

>

—

“Night
Without Sleep”
(20th)
week, $14,000.
Last week
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)— Opened Sunday (7).
“Plymouth
Adventure”
(M-G)
and
“Full House” (20th) (6th wk). Hefty
“Last Train Bombay” (Col), oke
$4,000. Last week, $4,700.
11
000
$
United Artiste (B&K) (1,700; 5598'— “Flat Top” (AA) and “Tor
pedo Alley” (AA). Bright $14,000.
Last week, “Miracle of Fatima” ‘Smith’
With $8,000,
(WB) (8th wk), $8,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
Seattle;
‘Point’ Dull
“Pony Soldier” (20th) (2d wk). Soso $16,000. Last week, $24,000.
Seattle, Dec. 9.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—“Strange
Christmas blues are the big boxOnes” (Indie) (4th wk). Okay $3,office news this round.
“Hurri000. Last

solid session at the State. Another
fresh entry, “Eight Iron Men.”
looks meek at the Orpheum. “Pony
Soldier” is limping to a sad stanza
at Radio City. Moveover for “Flat
Top” to oLyric looks okay.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 76-$l)
“Miracle of Fatima” (WB) (3d wk)

cane Smith” looms good at Coliseum but “Turning Point” is very
dull at Fifth Avenue.
Liberty is
K.C. Slow; ‘Trees’ Mildish
holding “Plymouth Adventure” for
a second but the holdovers is
$11,000, ‘Knot’ Blah 7iG, barely passable. Music Hall “Because You’re Mine” is just okay
‘Promoter’ Sock 3iG, 2d in second round.
Estimates for This Week
Kansas City, Dec. 9.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65Modest week in sight as Christ90)
“Hurricane Smith” (Par) and
mas shopping cuts into trade. Only
Wyoming Roundup” (AA). Good
topnotch biz is being done by “The
Promoter” at the little Vogue, still $8,000. Last week, “Pony Soldier”
and “Kixengee” (Indie),
capacity in- second week, and cer- (20th)
tain for an extended run.
“Hang- $5,500 in 5 days.
man’s Knot” at the Midland is very
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick) (2.366;
dull.
“It Grows on Trees” shapes 65-90)
(Par).
“Turning Point”
mildish at the four Fox Midwest Dull $5,000 or near.
Last week,
combo. Weekend weather cleared “Bloodhounds of Broadway” (20th)
after a spell of rain and drizzle.
and “Fargo” (AA), only $6,300 in 8
Estimates for This Week
days.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 50-75)—
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
Song to Remember” (Col) (re“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G)
issue) (2d wk).
Okay $1,400. Last and “’Apache War” (M-G) (2d wk).
week. $1,700.
Good $6,500 after very swell $10,Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75) 200 opener.
“-‘Hangman’s Knot” (Col) and
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 55Apache War Smoke” (M-G). Dull 90) “Magic Box” (Indie).
Sad
$7,500.
Last week “Plymouth Ad- $2,000. Last week, “Tarzan Savage
venture” (M-G) and “Red Snow”
Red
Fury” (RKO) and “Under
(Col) (2d wk-5 days), mild $5,000.
Sea” (RKO), $3,700.
Missouri (RKO) (2.650; 50-75)—
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,283; 65Operation Secret” (WB) and “The
Clouded Yellow” (Col).
NG. $6,- 90) “Because Yd|u’re Mine” (M-G)
MO Last week, “Iron Mistress” and “Hour of 13” (M-G) (2d wk)..
(wB) and “Army Bound” (Mono), Okay $7,000 after socko $14,400
last week.
fancy $11,000.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1.900;
Orphcum (Hamrick) (2.599; 6550-75)
(WB) (2d
"Blazing Forest” (Par). 90) “Iron Mistress”
I air $6,500.
Last week,
Last week, “The Sav- wk).
Good $6,500.

Top” (AA)

,

.

Oke

5G

Okay $5,000. Last week, $6,500.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)
“Lost in Alaska” (U). Light $3,500
Last week, “Because You’re Mine’

(M-G)

,.(6th
wk). $2,300.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)— “Flat

week, $3,800.

—

—

’

(Par), $10,000 in 9 days.

700;

1.217;

50-75)—“It Grows On

Trees” (U) and “Horizons West”
Mildish $11,000. Last week,
JU>.
Monkey Business” (20th) with

Fargo” (Mono) added at Tower
ana Granada, stayed 8 days for
groat $20,000.
I

Vogue (Golden) (550; 50-85)—
he Promoter” (U) (2d wk). No
vvith

Week ending today (Wed.) was
down sharply from previous week
but still nice with around $17,000.
Last week, taking in Thanksgiving,
soared to great $28,000.
Beekman (R & B) (550; 85-$1.50)

Fast $8,000.

dipped to $4,500,
after $7,200 for second stanza.
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90“This Is Cinerama” (Indie)
$2.80)
The 10th round ended
(11th. wk).
last night (Tues.) held at around
(8)

—

$37,d00, the pre-Xmas influence
being felt even here. Ninth week
was capacity $41,000. Stays indef.
(4,820; 70-$1.50)

(LoCw’s)
—Capitol
“Because of You”

Last week,

.

$5,000.

‘Forest’

1

(M-G)

session

Damp $5,500,

NSG 6G

Baltimore, Dec. 9.
The downtown stores are the
winners here this week with all
first-runs coming up lame. Current
list is mainly holdover, with newcomers, “Blazing Forest” at Keith’s
and “Steel Trap” at the New, very
slow.

Estimates for This

Week

—

.

—

(4th

tomorrow

(Thurs.) hit along
with' others but anticipates good
$12,500. Fourth week was sturdy
$16,000, below hopes. “Come Back,
Little Sheba” (Par) opens Dec. 23.
Tickets went on sale this week for
gala opening that night.

ing

Prov. Slipping Albeit

(2d wk).

last

wk-9 ^ days),

okay

$17,000.

Balto; ‘Trap’

fine $9,500.

I

(U)

ended

night
(Tues.) was solid $30,000, particu
larly gratifying in view of season.
In ahead. “Prisoner of Zenda”
Initial

Top” (AA), socko $10,000.
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)—
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (3d

“Flat

wk). Still big at $4,000. Last week,

wk). Current round ending
today (Wed.) looks like sturdy $6,000. Sixth week ‘was sock $9,500,
On two-a-day basis here, day-bating with Astor.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90$1.50)
“Full House” (20th) (8th
This session ‘ ending today
wk).
(Wed.) likely will dip to $5,800
after fine $8,200 for seventh week.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70(7th

—“Under Red Sea” (RKO) (4th $1.80) “Breaking Sound Barrier”
wk). Third round ending Monday (UA) (5th wk). Current round endbut still fine

State (Par) (1,600; 50-76)— “K.C.
Confidential” (UA). Kind words for

—

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)
Andersen”
Christian
“Hans
(RKO-Goldwyn) (3d wk). Second

—

round ended Monday (8) was not
up to first week’s record breaking
still great with $45,000.
First week established a new CriStays interion high of $63,000.
Middle of tfeek dipped abdef.
ruptly with rest of Street, but

pace but

weekend was near opening round.

‘Pony’ Fast at $8,500;

‘Because’

Smash 9G, 2d

Providence, Dec. A
9
Only bright spots hereabouts are
“Pony Soldier” and
Majestic's
RKO Albee’s holdover biz of “Because of You.” Latter is smash.
“Plymouth Adventure” looks drab
on holdover at State.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Because of You” (U) and “Anybody Seen My Gal” (U) (2d wk).
,

Sock

First

$9,000.

round was

$15,-

500.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Promoter” (U) (7th wk). Sixth “Pony Soldier” (20th) and “Man
ended Monday (8) con- On Run” (AA). Nice $8,500. Last
stanza
tinued big with $9,600 but down week, “Iron Mistress” (WB) and
sharply from fifth week, which was “Army Bound” (AA), $8,000.
Even with dip in
giant $13,800.
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
State
sixth frame, pic was still ahead of “Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (24

—

Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20Palomar (Sterling) (1,360; 45-70)
and 70) “Plymouth Adventure” (M-G)
(Col)
“Golden Hawk”
runs).
Rifle”
(2d
(WB)
(2d wk). Slow $6,000 after okay
“Springfield
Opened Monday (8). Last week, $9,200 opener.
and
(20th)
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,240; 20Wilderness”
“Lure of
Poor $6,500.
First week,
“Assignment Paris” (Col) (2d runs), 70) “Blazing Forest” (Par). Damp “Lavender Hill Mob” (U) for com- wk).
modest $13,000.
Last week, “Because of parable week here.
$5,500.
fair $3,400.
(Silverman) (2,200; 44-65 )
(Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)
Strand
(2d wk), good $5,200.
Globe
(U)
You”
(3,039;
(Evergreen)
Paramount
Forest”
“Blazing
(Par)
Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)—
“K. C. Confidential” (UA) (2d
and
“Montana Belle” (RKO)
65-90)
“Tales of Hoffman” (UA) (2d wk). wk). Initial holdover week ending “Medal of Honor” (UA). Slow $5,*
and “Spider and Fly” (Indie) (2d
okay
000.
Last
like
week,
“Happy
looks
following
preem.
(Thurs.)
Time”
tomorrow
Nice
$5,300
$4,000
wk'. Slow $4,500 after only $6,500
First week was (Col), same.
(Continued Qn page 20)
$12,000 or near.
week.

—

—

—

.

—

—

sock $1,500 likely after
opening
for smash $4,000.

LmwP’
MtO
last week

—

at Sutton.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70$1.50— “Limelight” (UA) (7th wk).

$4,000.

this pic.

•

—

week

—

'

age

fine $17,000, a bit over expectancy.
Stays a third.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.50)
—“Thief of Venice” (20th) (2d wk).

—

“Pony Soldier” (20th). Dragging
near bottom with a slow $7,000.
Last week, “Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th), $8,500.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 4076)
“Eight Iron Men” (Col). Undoubtedly hurt by absence of cast
names and limited femme appeal.
Slight $6,000. Last Week, “Happy
Time” (Col), $5,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
“Captive Women” (RKO) and “Beware My Lovely” (Col). Fair $4,500
500. Last week, “Raiders” (U) and
“Ladies of Chorus” (Col) (reissue),

—

Tower, Uptown Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

boxoffice

Second round ending today (Wed.)
is continuing fairly well with $11,000 after big $19,000 opening week.
Dip in second week may result in
early departure from house.
Guild (Guild) (525; $1-$1.80)
“Leonardo da Vinci” (Indie) (3d
Current frame ending today
wk).
holding nicely with
(Wed.) is
$8,800 or near. Second week was
the Criterion and Paris, sock $10,500.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 75-$1.40)—
with
some extended-runs still
“Flat Top” (AA)- with 8 acts of
showing some stability.
Heading for okay $19,000.
vaude.
"Million Dollar Mermaid” with
Last week, “It Grows on Trees
the Christmas stageshow, is giving
(U) and vaude, $18,000,
the Hall a very big $142,000, the
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)
vast house having the biggest re“Stop, You’re Killing Me” (WB)
served-seat sale in several years. with Janis Paige, Jack Carter
The Hall had lines four blocks Buddy Morrow orch, Honey Bros,
long (four abreast) both Saturday onstage. Opens today (Wed.). Last
and Sunday. “Because of You” is week, “Iron Mistress” (WB) plus
doing amazingly well in view of Toni Arden, Jack E. Leonard, Art
conditions with a solid $30,000 for Mooney orch topping stagebill .(3d
first week at the Cap.
wk), dipped to okay $49,000 after
“Hans Christian Andersen” con- solid $64,000 for second week.
tinued to be a Goldwyn winner in
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—
the first holdover session at the “Hans Christian Andersen” (RKOSecond round
Criterion and Paris. Although the Goldwyn) (3d wk).
Danny Kaye starrer undoubtedly ended Monday (8' held at terrific
missed the juvenile patronage at $19,400 after record-breaking $24,the Criterion, until Saturday, it 000 opening session. Playing daywound up with great $45,000. This date with Criterion, and initial
was down sharply from the initial holdover week was comparatively
Film was terrific better than the second Criterion
record week.
$19,400 in second Paris round, a round. Stays indef.
(UAT) (2,092; 70-$2)—
Rivoli
remarkable showing after the rec(20th)
ord high of $24,000 opening week. “Snows of Kilimanjaro”
pre“Kansas City Confidential” is (12th wk). Off sharply from $10,still okay with
but
vious
week
$12,doing well enough with okay
great
was
round
11th
The
500.
000 to stay a third frame at the
bit below hopes, with
Globe.
Paramount’s “Iron Mis- $21,000, a
Wednesday storm hurting.
tress,” with Toni Arden, Jack E.
Radio City Music Hall (RockeheadArt
Leonard,
Mooney band
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Million
ing stage bill, held at okay $49,000
Dollar Mermaid” (M-G) with anfor third (final) week. “Stop, You’re
nual Christmas stageshow includKilling Me,” with Janis Paige,
Initial
ing “Nativity” pageant.
Jack Carter, Buddy Morrow band week ending today (Wed.) looks to
onstage, opens today (Wed.) at Par climb to very big $142,000. Holds.
flagship.
First five days ran ahead of first
Elsewhere, with few exceptions, week’s Xmas show last year. Last
Adventure”
trade is way off from the Thanks- week,
“Plymouth
giving stanza. Although still fine (M-G) with stageshow (3d wk), not
in seventh week at both the Astor up to hopes, with snow Wednesday
and 60th St. Trans-Lux, “Lime- hurting, winding up at $120,000,
light” is off considerably from best week of run.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.25)—
“Thief of Venice”
sixth round.
Opens
slid off to $11,000 in second May- “Hangman's Knot” (Col).
today (Wed.). Last week, “Outpost
fair frame, after a big opener.
“The Promoter” continued big in Malaya” (UA) (2d wk), dipped to
at $9,600 in sixth week at Fine $10,000. First week just okay at
Arts.
“Outpost in Malaya” was $16,000.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
down almost as much as “Thief” in
second week at State, with “Hang- “Four Poster” (Col) (9th wk).
man’s Knot” moving in today Eighth stanza ended last night
(Wed.). “Breaking Sound Barrier” (Tues.) held nicely with $7,100
tumbled, with $12,500 after smash $8,700 for seventh
likewise
probable for current (5th' week. at week. Stays indef.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
the Victoria. “Four Poster” held
“Limelight” (UA)
well with nice $7,100 in eighth $1.80-$2.40)

Oke $3,000. Last week, “Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d wk), $4,700.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-75)—

—

.

post-Thanksgiving slump
is being accentuated by Xmas shopping, now in
high gear. Result is that a vast
majority of Broadway first-runs
are off sharply this stanza. The
all-day rain last Friday hurt but
not as much as expected, with
Thursday a slower day at most
bouses. There was a big pickup
Saturday and last Sunday was better than normal.
Breasting the offish trend are
the Music Hall and Capitol, and, of

Usual

at the

(m.o.). Here after surprisingly sock initial State stanza.

—

—

‘Because You’ Neat 30G; Others Off

•

—

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
“High Treason” (Indie) (2d
wk). Holding at $3,000 after big
$4,000 opening session.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 40-50)—
“Tarzan’s Savage Fury” (RKO) and
$5,000.
So-so
“Tembo” (RKO).
Last week. “Body Snatcher” (RKO)
and “Zombie” (RKO) (reissues).
90)

Springlike weather brought thousands into the downtown district
Saturday (6), and first-runs shared
plenty in the spending. Actually it
was a Saturday only spree because
biz
previously
was
lukewarm.
Rialto, with “Savage” and “Voodoo
Tiger,” looks strong.
“Plymouth $ 6 000
Adventure” was only okay at State.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
Holdover of “Iron Mistress” at 90) “High Treason” (Indie). Big
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)— Mary Anderson is fair.
following $4,500 first frame.
$4,000
“Lady
(20th) and
“Steel Trap”
Estimates for This Week
Says No” (UA) (2d wk). Neat $8,Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 54-75)
500. Last week, $14,000.
“Horizons West” (U) and “All
98)—
(Indie)
(3,400;
Oriental
Fair- ‘K.C.
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA). Because of Sally” (Indie).
ish
$4,000.
Last week, “Lusty
“Ivanweek,
Last
Okay $20,000.
Men” (RKO) and “Tropical Heat
hoe” (M-G) (9th wk), $22,000

tskin?s

Wow 142G,

In 2d at $64,400, ‘Mermaid’

oh Trees”
Last week,
“Because of You” (U) and “Beware,
My Lovely” (RKO)’, $16,500.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)— “Lost
in Alaska” (U) and “Duel at Silver
Creek” (U). Opened today (Tues.).
Last week, “Pony Soldier” (20th)
and “Black Castle” (U>, fine $15,- course,
000

tax.

Woods is moderate while “Plymouth Adventure” shapes mild at
Of
Palace, both second rounds.
the long-runs,

Dec.

B’way Slumps But ‘Hans’ Goldwynher

now wheeling

Estimates for This

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as Indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

Arizona,” in for brisk session.
Grand is also holding fairly well

with “Steel Trap” and “Lady Says
“Pony Soldier” at the

shopping,

into high gear, is making first-run
biz spotty here this stanza. “Bloodhounds of Broadway” looks best
with sturdy takings at Ambassador.
“Plymouth Adventure” is only fair
on holdover at Loew’s. “Pony Soldier” fared fairly good last week
at Fox. “Because of You” looms
okay on moveover to the Missouri.
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of Samuel Goldwyn. Danny Kaye
leaves an audience with the feeling that everyone in the place has just had something as nice as a birthday party. Good feeling radiates from the screen. Probably
the' most enduring Songs in the memory of man I”
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Mel Mardn on Paris Bike

Seek Injunctions Vs, Mexico’s

East Germany Expropriates 3?

Paris, Dec. 2.
actor-dancer who
left the U. S. five years ago for a
series of European stints, has a
busy schedule coming up through
next spring. Currently, he’s costarring with Akim Tamiroff in
several shorts which Bill Marshall
is turning out for TV.
Martin is also rehearsing a dance
specialty for the new Jean-Pierre
Melville film, “Si Tu Lisais Cette
Lettre.”
In February, he is set
for a supporting role in an untitled
picture for Wipf-Grangier. Meantime, he is testing for a part in
Anatole Litvak’s “Girl on Via
Flaminia.”

Mel Martin,

New Film Law
Mexico City, Dec.

Forcing Playdates

<

2.

Film trade is so generally opposed to that stormy petrel, the
Cinematographic Law, just enacted
with

V/B Topper

Sir Philip

publication in the Official
Gazatte, that many are moving to
seek injunctions against its enforcement on the general ground {hat it
is unconstitutional. Objectors fear
that the law, which they assert
practically places the pic industry
in the hands of the 'government,
will do to Mexico exactly wlfat a
like measure has done for Argentine. But those favoring the law,
mostly studio people and distributors, are pleased with it.

Warier

its

details

why

the

Pix Bi% Watches Video

Develop in England
*

*
sir

*

Interesting byline feature

Of Sector’s 103 Cinemas; 5 Folded
Hood

Sir

,

Production Outlook
for British Pix
*

In'

*

*

Ik

the

upceminf

Nips’ Adhnission

47th Anniversary Number
•f

•t

Tokyo, Dec.

Noon’ Top U.S. Pic
In Paris For Oct.

legit

and

2.

film houses

by

Show Biz Hypo

50% and

for classical musical presentations, promises to be a bonanza for everybody in Japan’s
show biz excepting government

who

collect the tax.

estimated that the

new

~

.

London, Dec. 2.
biz
has
entertainment
been grabbing its full share of
free plug time on BBC. The motion picture industry has had its

law, effec-

The

own
year,

rent

,

Own

.

fortnightly program for a
in which extracts * of curfilm releases are screened.

recently, legit has jumped
on the bandwagon with a one-act
transmission that has paid off in
Aren*
increased b.o. receipts.

More

shows have occasionally made it
a practice of getting in ahead of
an opening with a telecast, of a

are expected to be sold.

Taxation

BBC Caffo Phigs

It is

,

public interest.” It declares the with $99,000.
film industry of public interest as
“High Noon” (UA), backed by
are railroads, oil, mining, communi- fine crix appraisal, took next place
cations and mining.
Rounding out the
with $97,500.
Ministry is to have a special group was the Swedish film, “She
yearly budget allowance to help the Danced One Summer,” with its
pic biz. Mexican trade disputes well-publicized nude scene, with
must be umpired by the National this $96,000 at a Champs-Elysses
Cinematographic Art Council.
small-scater.
Provinces gave the nod to French
pix, “The Respectful Prostitute”
and
“Adorables Creatures,” and
Germans Forming
“An American In Paris” (M-G).
Runnerup were the French “We
Foreign Office to Help
Are All Assassins” and “Little
World of Don Camillo.”
Their Product in U.S.
November top honors undoubtedly will go to Charles Chaplin’s
Berlin, Dec. 2.
A group of leading German film “Limelight” (UA), still packing
producers are currently working them in at four big first-runs here
on the setup, for a “Auslandsfilm- in its original version, 'with subKontor” (Foreign Film Office). titles. American distributor manaPeter Ostermayr and Walter Kop- gers here are watching its perpel are initiating this institution formance in this original version
which will generally represent the at two houses which previously
German film industry in foreign only played dubbed product. Good
countries.
It
would
be
an results may lead to other original
agency
for
foreign
producers version issues. Also high for the
and
distribs
who are inter- month is “The Minute of Truth,”
ested in German pictures.
In- with Michele Morgan and Jean
stitution is open to all members of Gabin.
the German Film Producers Assn,
and will not compete with the existing export companies, but attempt to support these companies. U. S. Info Service Does
Foreign Film Office aims at bePix on Austria, ‘Porgy’
coming a united institution of all
German export companies, similar
Vienna, Dec. 2.
to the existing Unitalia and UniFilm and theatre section of the
franee, which represent Italian and U. S. Information Service here
French pix in foreign countries. screened two documentaries it proHeadquarters of the new outfit will duced for local release. They are
be either in Munich or Hamburg.
“Porgy and Bess in Vienna,” a 15Ostermayr, one of the directors, minute record of the recent sock
said on the occasion of his 45th visit of the Negro troupe to tile
producing aiftiiversary: “I appreci- Vienna State Opera, and “Voice of
ate the idea that our patrons are Austria,” a 60-minute history of
given the opportunity to enjoy so Austria’s postwar progress in re-

In

80%

officials

Dec.

2.

A government decree just issued, reducing admission taxes for
by

Paris,

yAfUETY

Tax Sashed 50%

t^RiEfr

Top October grossers in Paris tive next Jan. 1, will slice $3,700,were four Gallic pix, one American 000 from the government’s tax take
and a Swedish film. The Fqrnandel during the first three months of
Mexico.
Increased attendance may
starrer, “Forbidden Fruit” did. a 1953.
The law also calls for the estab- hefty $235,550 at three big first- change this somewhat.
The
public,
however, will not aclishment of a cinematographic li- runs. Next best was the Michel
brary, to which every producer in Simon opus “Monsiuer Taxi” with tually feel the effect of the slash
Mexico must donate one copy of $115,500. Then came the three- until after the New Year’s. Ticket
every pic made gratis; a ban on ex- sketch whodunit pic “Full House” prices are usually raised during
porting Mexican pix -that the gov- for $102,000 to make director the holidays, but this year will
ernment considers unfit in theme Henri Verneuil and star Michel remain the same as current prices.
After the holidays exhibitors will
and development for showing Simon repeats in the big monthly
“The Mad Girl” with begin to collect about 6c; more per
abroad; and the regulation of the money.
ticket
and naturally more tickets
distribution of Mexican pix “for Danlele Delorme, took next spot

many good

Henry French

«h iNfermatlya bylina piece

47lh Anniversary Number

modifications designed to benefit
all in the trade. Modifications represent the consensus of opinions
expressed at confabs of trade reps
with toppers of the ministry of the
interior. But the measure still features demands for 50% playing
time for Mexican pix and establishes the ministry as controller of the
industry “to assure its moral, artistic and economic elevation.” The
ministry continues ruling the national censorship of Mexican and
imported pix, their importation, exportation, distribution and exhibition,
as well as production in

Berlin, Nov. 25.
All film theatres in the Soviet
Zone of Germany, with the exception of the Brandenburg and East
Berlin districts, have been expropriated (almost exclusively without compensation) during the last
few years. An order by Soviet
Colonel Tschuikow in 1949 intended the expropriation campaign to
be finished by fall that year. But
the program is still not finished.
Only 61 out of 103 cinemas in the
East Sector are still in private
hands. Five houses were taken by
the Sovexport, only distribution
outfit in that zone; three cinemas
were taken by the DEFA, lone film
producing outfit in the Soviet
Zone; 14 spots were proclaimed by
the East Sector Magistrat (town
council) as being under trustee administration while 15 theatres are
now “people’s owned” houses and
belong to the “People Education
and Cultural Institutions Corporation.”
Five film houses had to

Producers Assn •

Flint

reviews the

the upcemlnf

The law was enacted with some

W.

of British

substantial part of the final dress

determined rehearsal.
coming to them

officials,

to get every cent

under

the reduced rates,
tighten collection of taxes.

ACT Hopes

Now there is a new development. Selected West End niteries
are being used for a TV cabaret
feature in which the cafe concerned can plug its own name
more frequently than any sponsor
would do on commercial video.

will

to Bring In

2d Film Cheap Enough

close because

showing no

profit.

This expropriation business follows this line: Tax supervisors apd
political agents check on alleged
“industrial sabotage,” “thefts of
people’s property” or “political untrustworthiness.”
Of course, they
find what they want. A number of
things cause expropriation. A theatre owner doesn’t want to give
up his West Sector residence or
he has another house in YVest Berlin.
One theatre operator found it
necessary to buy supplies or equipment in the. West Sector because
not for sale in the East Sector.
A glaring example of this setup
was the exhibitor who bought floorwax in the West Sector. Another
exhlb had * mechanic who lived
in W. Germany doing repairs.
So
the technical service of the monopoly distribution outfit discovered technical deficiencies. In another case, accountants of the
“Fireg” (also part of “Progress”)
claimed the balance sheet was not
in order the exhibitor has no right
to complain). Maintenance of the(

Latest example was a live transmission from the Bagatelle Resand buying of equipment in
To Cover Loss on First taurant in Mayfair. Peak Friday- atres
the West Sector gives Soviets the
night viewing time was allotted. biggest chance to expropriate theLondon, Nov. 25.
With its second co-operative film Main attraction was Nancy Dono- atres. If an exhib gets equipment
in production, Assn, of Cine Tech- van (who was then appearing at in the West Sector, he’s considered
nicians is making a major effort to the restaurant) and U. S. comic a saboteur. If he does not get the
repay the loss estimated at over Archie Robbins. Richard Afton, necessary supplies in the West
$150,000, incurred in the* first ef- who staged for the BBC, used his Sector and interrupts his showings
fort, “Green Grow the Rushes.” own TV dancing line, the Toppers, until they are obtained from eastThis pic failed to get a major cir- to embellish the presentation.
ern sources, Soviets say the shutcuit outlet and has had only a
To create the right atmosphere, tering is a “sabotage on people’s
limited success in independent the- Bagatelle operator Harry Levene education.”
atres.
had a celeb invited audience,
That projeot was financed en- which included many prominent
tirely by the National Film Finance film and theatrical personalities.
Tourist Biz Soars
Corp. 'with an investment of about For the price of a few dinners he
$700,000. The NFFC has now put got a plug of immeasurable value.
up some of the money for their new One rival cafe management reckTo 10 runes Greater
production,
“The Final Test,” oned that the program could be
which is being made under the worth $100,000 in advertising to
Than Seven Years Ago
group plan for distribution by the the Bagatelle.
Mexico City, Dec. 2.
J. Arthur Rank Organization.
Tourists
will bring $289,000 into
Director Anthony Asquith, who
Mexico this year, 10 times the cash
is also ACT prexy, and producer
7-Nation Coverage Of
volume of that biz in 1945, accordR. J. Minney, who has played an
ing to Mexioan Hotel Assn, estiactive part in the affairs of the
mates. This expected coin will a
Coronation Via
technicians’ union, are reportedly
bit
more than counteract the
foregoing a substantial part of
London, Dec. 2.
foreign trade balance that promise
their salaries, and it is understood
Live TV coverage of the Corona- to
be
as unfavorable for Mexico as
that leading members of, the crew tion is contemplated in several
it
was in 1951, the Association
are accepting deferments.
Continental capitals.
TV execu- claims.
tives are due in London soon from
Tourist profits this year which
Belgium, Holland, Denmark. Switzhit a new high, demonstrate that
erland, Italy, France and Western
Legit Shows Abroad
Mexico is a recognized visitor land.
Germany for confabs with the It also
points up that this country
LONDON
British Broadcasting Corp, on fais becoming increasingly popular,
(Week ending Dec, 13)
cilities
required both for live re"Affairs of State," Cambridge (8-21).
particularly with Americans and
"Bells St. Martin," St. Mart. (8-29).
lays and for telefilms.
Canadians.
"Call Me Madam," Coliseum (3-15),
For some time, negotiations have
"Deep Blue Sea," Duchess (3-6).
Accommodations and facilities
"Dial M Murder," West. (6-19).
been in progress with French TV for tourists
have been improved
"Gay Dog," Piccadilly (6-12).
authorities who are planning to re- extensively,
"Globe Revue," Globe (7-10).
the association reports.
diffuse* the BBC telecast.
"Hanging Judge," New (8-23).
A
con- Favorable exchange rate
is termed
"Happy Marriage," Duke York (8-7).
verter is being installed in Lille
"High Balcony," Hamp. (12-1).
another plus factor.
which will pick up the picture
"Holy Terrors," Arts (12-1).
"Innocents," Majesty's (7-3).
from Dover and transmit it over
"Little Hut," Lyric (8-23-50).
a wide area of the country. Other
"London Laughs," AdclphJ (4-12),
"Love of Colonels," Wyn. (5-23-51),
Continental TV chiefs are hoping Austria’s Pix Patronage
"Love from Judy," Saville (9-25).
they will be able to tie in with the
"Meet Callahan," Garrick (5-27),
"Mousetrap," Ambas. (11-25).
French arrangements and pick up
Off
in 2d Quarter

Mex

TV

,

j

I

[

j

foreign films.

I

can't

understand, however, why we can’t
exploit the U. S. market. Ameri-.
can pix hav i made more than $35,000,000 in West Germany since
1945 while we are offered $500 to
$1 000 for the license of one pic-

construction,

arts,

and

politics

economics.

Both films were produced by
Ernst Ilauessernian. film and thea-

tre officer.
The “Porgy” release
already has been shown to sock
returns in newsreel theatres, and
now is on general release, with
ture.”
income going to Austrian Artist's
Relief Fund.
It
contains some
excerpts from the actual performLuber Using Fodor Yarn
ance of “Porgy.”
Cab Calloway
contributes some top scatting both
For Raft Italo Film in and outside of “Porgy” score.
“Voice of Austria” likely will be
Rome, Dec, 2.
more difficult
George Raft has arrived here to stand drastic to handle. It could
cutting.
star in “Cairo Incident,” which
will be done entirely in Italy. Bernard Luber is producer, with the
Brazil
Setup
story an original by Ladislas FoRio de Janeiro?* Dec. 2,
dor. It was screen-scripted by EuPresident
Vargas
last
week
gene Ling. Luber, who has a prearranged Lippert release, has ar- (22) signed a decree incorporating
a
plan
for
allocation of video chanranged a co-production deal with
Italian money interests.
The Pala- nels throughout Brazil. New legistine studios here will be used for lation limits number of stations in
.

.

TV

interiors.

Ray Knright, Hollywood
tor, arrived last
directing,

week

direc-

to take over
.

j

<•.

*

Brazil to 202.
At present, there are three stations operating in the country, one
in Rio; two da Sao^Pauloi
+ 1
>

>

*

1

•

"Murder Mistaken," Ambassadors <10-4
"Paris to Piccadilly," Pr. Wales <4-11
"Porgy A Bess," Stoll (10-8).
"Quadrille," Phoenix (9-12).
"Relative Value," Savoy (11-28-51),
"Reluctant Heroes," White. (9-12-50).

the

"Ring Out Bells," Vic. Pal. (11-12).
"River Line," Strand (10-28).
"5t*gulls Sorrento," Apollo (6-14-50).
"South Pacific," Drury Lailc (11-1-51).
"Sweet Peril," St. James (12-3).
"Water of Moon," Haymarket (4-19-51
Wild Horses," Aldwych (10-6).
"£Ip <r** s

"Yeung

Million," Palace (10-20-51

Sllx.," Criterion (4-2).

AUSTRALIA

program from

13%

Lille.

Washington, Dec. 9.
Film theatre attendance in
Austria fell off sharply during the
Deep River Boys Finish
second quarter of this year, reports Nathan D. Golden, chief of
the
Commerce Department picture
7-Month Tour of Europe
division. While this followed a
London, Dec. 9.
The Deep River Boys will con- normal spring trend, it was excessive in 1952, with the attendance
clude a seven-month tour of Eu13% below that of corresponding
rope and sail for N. Y. on the
months of 1951.
Queen Mary next Tuesday 16)
In the first half of year, says
This has been their fourth an- Golden, 222 features were released
nual European junket. During their in Austria, of which 104 were from
stay they played the Palladium, did Hollywood, 51 were* German, 27
a Moss Empires tour, appeared at British, 14 French and 13 Italian.
the Royal Command performance Only seven of the pix were proand did a cabaret season at the duced in Austria and three came
Colony (and Astor:
v
n-n m
from Russiat j
i
1
1

(Week ending Dec. 13)
'Kiss Me, Kate," Royal, Sydney.
"Pellet Bergere," Tivoli, Sydney.
VCaisIno," Comedy, Mel.
"Castle In Air," Royal. Adelaide.
"Tommy Trlnder
l'ivoli, Mel,
~ Show,"
‘
“ Tivoli,
VSev'Nt Veils," Royal, Bris.
"Set
Pacific," Majesty,. Mel,
...
J
''^•.Parad*," Empire. Sydney.
"Whit* lh«k|i, M ‘Princes'll MdU '>
’
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Prosecution Vs. Major Circuit

1st

In Brit For Quota Default Fails
London, Dec.

^

9.

The first prosecution against a
major circuit for quota default has
The magistrate in a Lonfailed.
don police court dismissed a Board
summons brought against
Trade
of
Circuits Management Assn., the
company which controls the two J.

London Entrepreneur

Val Parnell
bat a shrewd appraisal on

I

Arthur Rank theatre groups, for a
breach in the supporting quota at

one. of the

tion’s control.

QC,

cross.

who was BOT

Heads for Record

outlying districts for pantomimes
and revues.

Film

Heave-Ho

monotonous regularity in certain

47th Anniversary Number

houses,

of

Grosses

at

down

much

ister of International Trade and
Industry, then tried to calm outraged exporters by explaining that
a meeting of the cabinet had discussed the matter, but made no
official decision.

Meanwhile, negotiations for export are continuing between Hokusei Film Distributors here, and
exhibitors
in
Formosa, Hawaii,
Brazil and Siam. Interesting footnote is fact that local rep of Sovexportfilm, Timofeev V. Poplovich,
v ho has been seeking Soviet rights
to (he film, has received his for-

and

New Year weeks

theatres

with

the

for

Big

productions

usual

family

parties.

Brit.

Exhib Sez Industry

mal walking papers from the
Japanese government. He and six
other Russians .here, correspond-

Lacks Vigor of Yore
Newcastle, Eng., Dec.

ents arid their faipilies, have been
notified that their residence applications have been rejected and

2.

Jack X. Pcendergast, a leading
British film exhibitor, told members of the trade here that today’s
film industry lacks the vigor of 30
to 40 years ago, “mainly because
the people in it have lost the verve,
color and individuality possessed
by those in it then.” He said there
was too much talk today about intelligent pix.

must leave the country by
20.

W. BERLIN CINEMAS

DRAW FROM EAST ZONE

“When

Berlin, Dec. 2.
Attendance figures at East Berlin film theatres
are falling because of the high percentage of
political
propaganda pix being
showii which most East Berliners
dislike.
Reported that many East
oector residents take advantage of
the special showings in
West Berlin
cinemas, initiated by the HICOG
ni Berlin two
years ago.
There are 14 so-called “border
cinemas’* in the West Sector because located only
a few steps
110,11 the East
Sector. These houses
mon th play to an average of
-ihl.OOO Easterners
using only films
produced in the western world.
Admission is only 6c for' those
having Eastern identification cards.

a

man

starts describing
is licked,”

a film as intelligent, he

Prendergast asserted. “The whole
secret of entertainment is not intelligence. It is simplicity.”

The exhib described the current

#

cinema industry as “all over-exposed women and under-developed
men,” He urged exhibitors, and distributors to get together and tell

$80,000.

as

evidence.
shows are
while lesser

in

25%

even

have' suffered

drastic slumps.
result of the
biz decline is .the early closure of
a number of shows which, in more

normal circumstances, might have
remained for healthy runs.

The new thriller at the Comedy,
“Tommorrow is too Late,” folded
quietly after only a fortnight. Jack
Hylton’s “The Blue Lamp, ’’"which
had a healthy Blackpool, season,
closed last weekend after*h run of
London, Dec. 9.
under three weeks. Also on
just
Two West- End pantomimes, two
arena pantos on ice and three cir- the way out is “The Innocents” at
Her
Majesty’s
in which Flora Robcuses are among the special Christmas attractions set to open later son plays the lead and “The Hangthis month. First panto will be the ing Judge” at the New, which stars
Casino’s “Jack and Jill,” starring Godfrey Tearle.
Although takings are normally
Hy Hazel, Michael Bentine and
Charlie Chester. It opens Dec. 18. down at this time of the year, West
End
managers agree that they have
“Dick
Whitshow,
Palladium
The
tington,” with Frankie Howerd, never known such a serious drop.
They
wonder whether there will be
Richard Hearne and Sonnie Hale,
the normal* revival of business
bows Dec. 23.
early
next year.
The ice pantos are “Jack and
Apart from the West End, the
the Beanstalk” at the Empress Hall
and “Sleeping Beauty” at the Em- business slump is evident throughpire Pool, Wembley. Bertram Mills’ out the country, applying with
circus opens Dec. 19, with a royal equal severity to legit and vaudeOne variety theatre, opencharity gala set for the previous ville.
night. "Jack Hylton’s debut in the ing in the north of England >with a
bill
last week, grossed $92 on
circus field follows on Ddc. 22 at new
Earls Court, with Tom Arnold’s the first two performances. Averproduction set for the following age take at this house is usually
around $250.
night at Harringay.
In addition, there will be the
usual batch of seasonal fare. Shows
Times
already set include “The Dancing British Spent
Princess” (Embassy), “Maria Marten” (Arts), “Beauty and Beast”
Last Year
(Mercury) “Peter Pan” (Scala),
“The Muffin Show” (Vaudeville),
for Entertainment
“Christmas Magic” (Fortune), “BeLondon, Dec. 9.
witching Witch” (The Boltons) and
Amount spent by the British
“Imperial Court of Mystery” (Winpublic on entertainment in 1951
ter Garden).
was almost treble the 1938 total.
Official figure published last week
by the Board of Trade places last
Brit. Archbishop Cites
year’s expenditure at $506,800,000
with $179,200,000 as the total for

London

‘

3

More

Dangers of TV Habit
York, Eng., Dec.

Dangers

The survey, published by the

were BOT's central statistical office, also
reports a postwar drop in the num-

television

of

1938.

2.

ber of picture theatres currently
operating in Britain.
From September in 1946 until last September, thertotal had been reduced
92, and now stands at 4,617.

At the outbreak of the
in

September,
cinemas

4,901

that
ity

IN AUSSIE

‘Hope’ Cops Italo Crix

"

sensational stories.
“To some extent,” he claimed,
Prize; ‘Sun’
D.S. Pic “children can be excluded from
cinema shows which are regarded
Rome, Dec. 2.
as suitable only for adults. But unUniversalcine’s “Two Pennies of less parents have a greater control
Hope” was a triple winner when over their children than is now usthe Italian silver ribbons, top Italo ually the case, it will be impractipic awards voted
by the film car^to keep them from the room
critics were handed out at the during the showing of TV.
Fiamma Theatre. It was attended
by stars, industry people and gov-

‘

,

.

}

•

•

FOR PAR

Sydney, Dec. 2.
Looks rather certain that Para-

seater Australia in Melbourne, as a
result of current huddles with
Charles Munro and Maurice Sloman. First in on new deal would

be “Carrie” (Par).

Paramount now has tour showcases here, Prince

Edward

(1,389-

seater), Variety (300-seater), Sydney-Kings, Melbourne (1,350-seater), and Majestic, Adelaide (1,000-

Graetz Pic Story

Trio

Nice, Dec.

country.
therefore,

mount will set a deal shortly for
first-release product at the 500-

Top

By Anglo-French

1939,
in
the

last

500-SEAT SHOWCASE

TV might cater for popularby the presentation of short

New

by

war
there were

The overall decrease,
amounts to 284.

ticle.

‘

Than

193S

Against this success, there is a
stressed here by Dr. Cyril Garbett,
dismal tale of three other flbps.
Archbishop of York. TV viewing
Worst of these is “Marido de Oca- might occupy far too much time,
sion” (Bargain Husband), produced
since seeing required more concenby Portena Films, the outfit which
tration than hearing, he said. Radio
made “Nace un Campeon” and can be turned on for hours while
“Donde Comienzan los Pantanos” ordinary work is carried on, but
(A Champ is Born and Where the
tele could not be combined with
Swamps Begin). Portena has an- work.
other film completed, “El DomaDr. Garbett hinted that TV might
dor” (The Tamer).* “Ocasion” was
become a substitute for intelligent
directed by veteran Adelqui Millar,
thought and reading. .It might also
of the Carlos Gardel days, who
encourage a tendency to rely on
directed “Lights of Buenos Aires”
headlines and on the printed picin Paris, and has a rep as a pioneer
ture rather than the published arin local production^
There was also the danger

the British treasury there would be ernment officials. f
cinema shutterings if there was no
Film copped best film kudo as
relief from the present tax, and
well as awards for the top camsome adjustment for exhibs on the erawork (Arturo Gallea) and best
border line unless there was a re- script.
duction in taxes for the small exOther prizes went to Anna Maghib the position, with the counter- nani and Toto for their thesping
draw of TV becoming stronger, in, respectively, “Bellissima” and
would become serious in the next “Cops and Robbers.”
two or three years.
Foreign awards, likewise voted
East Berlin residents prefer goby Italian crix, went to “Place in
to these border cinemas even
(Par) as best foreign pic,
Sun”
Manchester Vauder
ii
some of the pix also are runwith Montgomery Clift accepting
Manchester, Dec. 2.
ning in^ their sector. An example
the prize for Paramount; Bette
l
Threat of TV on cinema-going is Davis for her -work in “All About
\ t,ll Swedish pic, “One Summer
°i
Happiness,” which was also one reason why the Theatre Royal Eve” (20th) and Alec Guiness for
shown in the East Sector. How- here, long a cinema house, will his performance in “Lavender. Hill
eu it was in a different dubbing soon revert to vaude.
Mob” (U). Kudo for best pic at
version there, obviously
First vaudeville show will open Venice Festival also was officially
to follow
he party line. Film
22. It is “The Christmas awarded to the “Quiet Man” to
did bri^k biz Dec.
m the border houses..,* n, n>., Show,” presented by Garsoll Leads. conclude
h rv u
‘:

rarely

most top

more

Xmas Pantos

Set For

excellent biz.

terference the Studio had to con-

most Scot of

are

as

One immediate

*

saki, has stirred up a hassle in the
Japanese cabinet. Justice Minister
Tokutaro Kimura announced the
film would be banned from export
because of ill-feeling toward Japan
which might arise from showings
abroad. Ryutaro Takahashi, Min-

i

the

P'SklETY

tend with, has been “El Gaucho y
El Diablo” (The Gaucho and the
Season’s first production has Devil) (Emelco), the .first Technibeen launched at the Metropole color picture made in an Argentine
here
wher$ Scot comifc Jack studio. This was released last week
Radcliffe is heading a bright show at the Opera Theatre. Of course,
under the banner of Alex Frutiri. all rush€s of this tinter had to go
A lavish Howard and Wyndham to the U. S. for lab treatment, and
pantomime, “Cinderella,” featuring then return here for editing. This
new Scot comedian Stanley Baxter, only added to the already heavy
preemed Dec. 5 with a production cost. Despite the general warning
by Freddie Carpenter.
to crix that local* films must not
Tom Arnold’s No. 1 Scot panto, be panned, this drew, plenty of
“Jack and Beanstalk,” was launch- adverse criticism. It is doubtful
ed at the Alhambra here Dec. 6, whether this will hold long at the
with Harry Gordon, Alec Finlay, Opera.
Robert Wilson and Duncan Macrae.
A local production which has
Ice pantos are catching on here. surprised everybody by its success
is
“Esta es Mi Vida” (This Was My
opens
“Robinson Crusoe on Ice”
at the Empire here today (Tues.) Life) (Argentina Sono Film), starfor a season, with brisk advance ring gypsy dancer Miguel de Molina. This is one of the best musical
sale.
The legit group, Glasgow Citi- pix ever turned out by a local
studio,
straight
but the film’s quality is not
from
zens’ Theatre, turns
drama to a modern style revue, so much due to de Molina’s warbling as to his handling of plastic
“A Glaikit Spell,” Dec. 18.
Leading pantomime in Edinburgh dance effects. This may open up
will be “Robinson Crusoe,” featur- a new field for this Spanish entering Douglas Byng and jtoung Scot tainer, who has been in Argentine
comedian Jimmy Logan. At the legit for nearly 10 years because
Pavilion here, the Fred Collins Sono wants to retain him to direct
Productions present “Humpty dance sequences in other films if
he can keep within his budget.
Dumpty,” Dec. 10.
All seats are sold for Christmas “Mi Vida” ran well over the budget

Tokyo As

is

1945.

25.

Following the record gross of the
set by “Deshonra” at the
local production
promises to establish another new
high at the same house-this month,
judging from the first week’s business of “Las Aguas Bajan Turbias”
(Muddy Waters). This Hugo del
Carril production racked up $28,554 in its first week at the Rex and
already has passed four weeks. This
is

Tokyo, Nov. 25.
Plan to ban the export of
“A-Bombed Children,” Nipponesemade quickie about the bombs
which fell on Hiroshima and Naga-

1

in

9.

theatre

legit

its

With only one or two exceptions,
every theatre is feeling the effects
of a country-wide buying slump.
In London’s West End, even the
standout hits are no longer soldout fo£ weeks ahead and SRO
which
with
boards,
appeared

*

*

an informative editorial

Glasgow, Dec. 9.
However, for every boxoffice
Show biz in Scotland is anticipat- picture
of this sort, the native
ing a bigger-than-normal rush to
industry turns out at least, three
theatres and cinemas this Christor four flops. The' most outstandmas following a November slump ing
failure, although no surprise
at the boxoffice.
Thousands of
to anyone considering all the inparties are planned to come in from

zation.

they
Nov.

Alien Actor Question

Gran Rex, another

Year-End Upbeat

~n

worst postwar season..*
The normal pre-Christmas lull Began several weeks earlier than
usual, and is proving to be more
intense than in any year since

discusses the

year,

See Scot Show Biz

r

London, Dec.

Another Arg. Pic

Buenos Aires, Nov.

n

Top Shows

for

The West End
facing

forthcoming

P^RIETY

At the final hearing last Wednesday (3), Winckles- said the theatre was losing around $48,000 a
year and the group's six West End
theatres were operating in the red
to the tune of more than $335,000
annually. He agreed, however, that
the West End theatres served as a
show-window for the entire organi-

Soviets Get

25%

Henry Sherek

*

presi-

price.

in

Season; Biz Off

'

byline pieces in

i

London Legit Faces Worst Postwar

of

Early in the hearing, Rank declared the Gaumont was operating
at a loss, and that he would happily dispose of the theatre if a customer came along with the right

Simmers

many

Post

Bogota, Dec. 2.
After 19 years with Metro, Luis
Sarmiento, company’s manager in
Peru, has retired. His retirement
brought the transfer of Alberto
Walker, the Metro rep in Colombia, to the Peru post.
Robert Schmitt, rep in Austria,
comes here to'handle Colombia office while Wolfgang Wolf, manager in Venezuela, is moved to
Austria.
Bernard Blair from the

47th Anniversary Number

dent at the time the quota default
was committed.
During. the hearing many of the
group’s toppers, including J. Arthur Rank, Kenneth Winckles, director in charge of theatre adminand Richard Hamer,
istration,
booking controller, gave evidence.

Row Over A-Bomb

*

M-G Peru

(he soon-due

x

The case was dismissed after a
Dehearing lasting three days.
fending counsel for the Rank orHartley
Shawganization was Sir

A

to

is

;•

Sao Paulo, Brazil office was promoted to Venezuela manager.

Knew Him When
*

the Gaumont, Haymarket. He declared the default arose through
circumstances beyond the associa-

mi^RNATiom

PfiStEfr

seater).
It is figured that Par, via topper
Clay Hake, will go out after more
key houses next year in expanding
its
own showcase lineup Down
Under.

2.

at the Hotel Colombe
d’Or in the village of St. Paul de
Vence near here, an Anglo-French
film trio is doing the scenario for
a new British pic, “Monsieur Ripois
and His Destiny,” to be produced

Working

Williamson Net $77,760

by Paul Graetz of Transcontinental

Sydney, Dec. 2.
J.
C, Williamson, Ltd., major
Aussie
legit
pic
operators, turned in a
script is being done by French film net profit of £34,604 ($77,760) in
director
Rene Clement, Jean year ended last June 30, a decrease
Aurenche and Londoner Denis of £4,396 on former span. OrdiCannan who, with Christopher Fry, nary dividend was lowered to 6%.
wrote the screen story of the Tech- Previous year the rate was 9%.
nicolor
Understood that the profit drop
film,
“Beggars Opera.”
“Opera” is. being produced at the stems from higher operational
costs.
Shepperton». Etudioa, .Lojidp^i ) c
Films.

To be made

in

London the

t

Wednesday*

D^inkf

10, 1952
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SmasA Business
Hew York , Miami,

'V4I
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LOCAL 150 ON COAST

Inside Stuff—Pictures
Eastman Kodak’s tungsten-balanced color negative should be on the market early in 1953, according to an EK spokesfilm
eliminates the need for ara-lamps and is said
The
Y.
N.
man in
to cut production costs by 15%.
new stock, which sells at $125 per 1J)00 feet,
using
the
pix
With two
the color negative is still being offered by EK. One of the two films
that have used it so far is a documentary on the Newfoundland fishing industry, produced by the National Film Board of Canada. The
other is “Invaders from Mars,” produced by Edward L. Alperson’s NaImproved

MCTUIIES

P3&IETY
Kris Kringle

.version of

Embargo of U. S.

VOTE DRIVE-IN STRIKE

Continued from pace

15

1

Hollywood, Dec.

tomed to getting the nation’s best
shows in the normal course of competition between the town’s deluxe

9.

Moving Picture Operators Local 150, IATSE, took a unanimous

Films to Israel

strike vote against moat drivcins
business
this
area.
Local’s
in

Embargo on American

film ship*
In each, of course,
ments to Israel was instituted last
the floorshow serves merely as a agent, George Schaffer, expects
in the wake of the Israeli
week
lure for the gambling dollars of deadline for walkout soon.
government’s move to place a 20%
Fight with ozoners stems from
the hordes of vacationers who swell
ad valorem tax on the New York
the population to an estimated rejected demand for two boothCorp.
Pictures
tional
share of the U. S. distribs.
100,000 weekly. This year, the com- men whenever drive-ins play firstBan, which isn’t likely to have
Due to its “TV potential,” Walt Disney Productions’ common stock petition is keener because of the Tuns. About 24 ozoners are af- any immediate effects on Israeli
Brokerage firm of M. W. Janis Co. two new plusheries, the Sahara fected.
is coming in for Wall St. attention.
represents more of a gestheatres,
(open),
(opening
Sands
and
the
this week recommended the film company’s common as an “outstanding
ture of protest than a practical
speculative attraction, especially in view of the great potential offered Dec. 16).
according to the Motion Picmove,
‘Fatima’
Spanish-Made
As a result, the town’s big spots
by TV.” Janis’ opinion appears to be shared by the Television-ElecAttempts are
ture Export Assn.
tronics Fund, Inc. This investment trust, whose total assets are in ex- went on an all-out booking drive
currently being made to sound out
Version
Gives
provide name-studded floorcess of $22,600,000, holds 8,000 shares of Disney which it values at to
the Israeli position and obtain
holiday
throughout
the
$51,000. Traded Over-the-Counter, Disney is currently quoted around shows
clarification of the ad valorem levy.
period.
6U bid, 7 J4 asked.
For European
Companies now get about $120.The new spots have indicated
Warner Bros’ religioso .pic, “The
out-ofWhoever takes over the top operating post at RKO will find himself that they’ll spare no effort to lure Miracle of Fatima,” is running into 000 a year from Israel for been
pocket expenses. There have
in a lush N. Y. executive office, newly-equipped during Arnold Grant’s top names from their long-estab- competition abroad with a Spanishcountry
the
from
remittances
no
lished local habitats. For the Yule made film dealing with- the same
short tenure as. bofcrd chairman.
whether the
Added attractions include an executive dining alcove with some period, the Sahara has the Andrews subject and involving the same in- for years. Question is
ad valorem tax represent an addikitchen facilities, a bar, a new towel cabinet for the private shower Sisters
Sands, cident and characters.
the
headlining;
it replaces
whether
or
duty
tional
specially-constructed
cioset
for
a wardrobe.
Danny Thomas; the Flamingo has
room, and a new
In many instances the Spanish
effect so far. The
Tony Martin. Sophie Tucker holds film, titled “The Virgin of Fatima,” the income tax in
is likely to remain in efembargo
Car- is playing European cities simulforth at Ei Rancho Vegas.
is clarified.
men Miranda is at the Desert Inn taneously with the Warner version. fect until the situation
‘Bwana Devil’ Gets
and Bert Lahr, in a rare nitery ap- Frequently
foreign execs have
pearance, is at the Thunderbird learned that the competitive picHefty B.O., Bookings
Xavier Cugat’s troupe holds the ture, a blaclc&whiter, had played
Opening shot in what may de- spotlight at the Last Frontier.
a particular area just prior to WarIN
Despite the Critics velop into a general rate-rise for
The top acts are getting a mini- ners’ tinted entry.
display advertising in N. Y. news- mum of
Company to produce theatrical
To forestall any difficulties in
Sensational b.o. returns being
$10,000 per week each for
papers has been fired by The N. Y. the holiday stints.
Figure prob- Latin-American territories where as well as vidpix in Paris for the
chalked up on the Coast by Arch Times. Paper has notified exhibs
ably averages out at close to $15,- the Spanish picture has also played, American market has been organOboler’s “Bwana Devil,” the tri- and legit theatres of a boost in its
has retitled the film for show- ized by producer Martin GosCh.
000 after all charges have been
dimension film in the Natural Vi- rate card ranging from lc for the added.
Supporting acts and in ing in below-the-border zones. It’ll Gosch, who left for the Coast Sunneighborhoods on Sundays to 10c most cases the hotels * have de- be known there as “The Divine day (7) to line up top 'Holly wood
sion process, has prompted key
in the daily open rate.
players and a director for the outclined to bring in unknowns and are Light.”
chains to book the picture, despite
Selling of the picture abroad fit’s first effort, is associated in
The Times’ notification cites in- relying instead on standard acts
reception.
critical
mixed
the
creased labor costs and operating account for another $80,000 in the has also been a thorny problem for the venture with Henri Leiser. LatGeorge Schaefer, Oboler's eastern expenses as the reason for the in- town’s talent outlay. And the WB. In predominantly Catholic ter, an American of French extracdeals
for
225
lined
up
sales rep, has
crease, which went into effect Dec. orch and lines of girls in each of countries, “Fatima” presents no tion, has been active in film protheatres in as many key cities, with 1.
Other metropolitan papers the cafes add up to about another untoward problem, since tieups duction abroad.
the pic set to open in Philadel- haven’t followed suit
Pair have concluded a financing
with the local church can easily be
as yet but are $10,000 at least per week.
phia, Dallas, Houston and San AnWith no big Hollywood deal with an investment group in
on the verge of raising their rates,
The^total of $180,000, while phe- made.
Other dates
tonio on Xmas day.
Paris,
to whose contribution will be
yarn,
Catholic-slanted
names
and
a
too.
The N. Y. Post already has nomenal, may pale by a year from
will follow immediately thereafter,
upped the cost of dance, hotel, res- now. If all the plans for new spots the utmost ingenuity must be em- added privately-advanced U.S. coin.
with the speed of release depend- taurant and nightclub
his return from the
Following
ads, but so are completed, Vegas can look for- ployed in peddling the film in nonis slated to leave for
ing on how fast additional prints far hasn’t monkeyed
with theatre ward to next Christmas and an en- Catholic areas. Special advertising Coast, Gosch
16
Dec.
to arrange for studio
Paris
come through from the labs.
rates.
tertainment present that could campaigns have been set for these
facilities and technicians.
attempt
with
an
obvious
Schaefer expects about 50 prints
territories,
Last time The Times upped dis- easily cost more than $250,000.
Company, as yet unnamed, exbeing made to disguise its religious
to be ready by Jan. 15, with the play rates was in October, 1951. It
Indicative of swelling weekly
pects to begin work on its first
theme.
total print order set at 150. Terms was followed almost immediately
talent outlay is the Sands Hotel’s
entry a theatrical film in the
with the circuits as well as individ- by The N. Y. Herald Tribune. The
$116,500 for headliners only for
Property, “Evil Star,” is
spring.
ual theatres call for a 50-50 split. Times’ most recent increase holds
its operation.
first 10 weeks of
the first screenplay effort of radio‘QUO VADIS’
Pacts, depending on cities in which true for all display ads at approxiheadlines at $12,500
Danny
Thomas
Ernest 2nd Betty ShenTV
writers
theatres are located, call for either mately the same rate and it doesn’t
per week for three weeks; Lena
Players employed by Gosch
seven or 14-day runs, with a week’s single out amusements.
BIZ kin.
Jan. 8, $39,000 for
Horne
opens
in the feature film will also be used
holdover clause depending on the
The Times’ daily open rate, which three weeks; Edith Piaf, Jan. 29,
Business racked up by Metro’s by the producer in a half-hour telewicket interest.
Majority of the- would apply for one-shot theatre
$20,000 for fortnight: Billy Eck- “Quo Vadis” in more than a pix series entitled “The Adventures
atres, it’s indicated, will display the ads, is up 10c per line to $1.90. On
stine, Feb. 12, also 20G for two dozen overseas countries to date of Paris Jones.”
new process, which calls for use of 50,000 and 100,000-line contracts,
indicates that the Robert Taylorframes.
special Polaroid specs, on an ad- such as the ones held by most of
Deborah Kerr spectacle will stack
vanced-admish basis. With the pic- the Times Square 'theatres, the
up against “Gone With the Wind” Austin Exhib Asks
ture booked in every exchange cen- boost is a nickel.
In the 100,000as the company’s all-time top grosstre and every key city, chains in- line category, the increase is from
Picture moved into foreign diser.
Majors
volved include United Paramount $1.38 to $1.43 and in the 50,000tribution about eight months ago at
Theatres, Interstate Theatres, War- line category from $1.43 to $1.48.
Continued from page 2
Austin, Dec. 9.
limited advanced admissions and
ner Theatres, RKO, Fox-West Coast per line on weekdays. The Sunday
will be brought back later at lower
Charging conspiracy to violate
Aisle” column last Friday
and the Schine circuit.
open rate rises from $2.20 to $2.30, On the
prices.
antitrust laws, Eddie Joseph, op(5), his original pan of the Ronald
Schaefer had been aiming for an and for the Times Square houses
erator
of six local theatres, filed a
the
Rilz
week
at
Now
in
its
33d
it
“just
comedy called
Xmas date in N. Y., but deal for from $1.76 to $1.81. While the daily Alexander
cross-action in Federal. Court here
the play for you if you happen to Theatre, London, the picture prethe Warner Theatre) only house rate for the neighborhoods remains
to
Universal
accounting suit filed
a
at
the
registered
13
weeks
viously
have an adolescent daughter and
available at that time, fell through. the same, the Sunday 50,000 and
on Oct. 4. Joseph seeks recovery
she wants to be a football player,” Carlton in the same city. Best busi75,000-line rate is up lc per line.
Talks reached an impasse when
of
$600,000
in
alleged damages
and that he “liked it” as well as he ness in the history of the house reVarious exhib groups reportedly
insisted on renting the theatre
against Universal and five other
did another recent opening he had portedly was clocked at the Metrorather than booking the picture on are planning to make representaThird-party
“been ajone in assailing.” But, he politano Theatre, Caracas, Vene- producer-distributors.
a regular percentage deal. As soon tions to the other papers to avert
defendants named in the action
noted, the ads had quoted him as zuela, where the top was eight bolias the Xmas-New Year presenta- a general rate increase.
Other situations were Warner Bros., RKO-Radio.
($2.40).
saying, “Just the play for you. The vars
tions are played off on the Main
new comedy is friendly and pleas- where grosses were "tremendous” Paramount, Loew’s and 20th-Fox.
Stem, Schaefer will begin talks
Joseph alleges the six producerWhat include a six-theatre day-and-datc
antly acted. ... I like it.
with other Broadway ops.
have violated antihe meant to suggest, the column preem in Brussels; the Metro The- distributor
Montevideo;
Metro,
atre,
Lima,
Unlike Cinerama, which calls
in
trust
laws to make special arrangeconcluded, was that the play is “so
for
Dante
and
Metro
Theatres ments with the interstate Circuit
Peru;
extensive theatre alteration
difficult
to
it
that
is
amateurish
Continued from page 3
costing approximately $50,000, the
get angry at it. It is also dull, fool- in Santiago, Chile, and kindred out- and other theatre chains in which
Natural Vision process can be in- where
concerned has ish, almost frantically common- lets.
is
they have interests. Complaining
stalled at relatively low cost. Pres- grown to the’ point where, in the place, and a little embarrassing.”
that the distributors have refused
to deal with him on a fair basis.
entation of the new medium calls interest of service efficiency, it had
Shepard Traube, director and cofor the interlocking of .two projec- become pecessary to split the forJoseph
seeks triple damages.
Realignment
Of
producer of the show, expressed intors. with cost varying from $100 eign division into three regional
dignation at Watts’ disavowal of
to $300; purchase or rental of a sections, each headed by a man
Colo.
City Ozoner Sues
Foreign Flacks Deferred
the ad quotes. He asserted that he
Colo. City, Texas, Dec. 9.
5.000-ft. film magazine, and instal- thoroughly familiar with economic
had called the critic on the phone
Realignment of RKO’s pub-ad
Mac
Carnohan
and H. R. Barker
lation (if theatre is not already and other conditions in the counand had received permission to department, whereby the foreign Jt\,
owners of the Western drive-in,
equipped with one) of a high re- tries under his supervision.
“horse around” with his review for section flackery would come under
have
filed suit in District Court.
flective screen.
He likened the setup to that of quote purposes. Watts subsequentCost for latter is
the jurisdiction of pub-ad chief
about $400.
Another cost is the the’ State Department, comment- ly disputed that, explaining that he Richard Condon has been post- Abilene, alleging violations of the
antitrust laws and asking triple
purchase of .the cardboard specs ing: “Just because the man on the
the
notice
even
written
had not
poned pending the settlement of damages of $80,000. Warner Bros.,
required to view the Natural Vision South American desk knows a lot
when Traube called him, and that the company’s new management and five theatre
firms are the deAim. These are obtained from the about a certain area, that doesn’t
he had thus been unable to com- setup.
fendants.
Latter include Rowley
Polaroid Corp. at 10c each, -with automatically mean Dean Acheson
ply with the producer-director’s reIdea, originally advanced by Ar- United Theatres, Amus. Co., Inc..
half the cost being paid when or- is fired.”
This was in reference quest for advance quotes.
nold Picker, u'hp ankled the com- Westex Drive In Theatres, Ros^
dered and the remainder at deliv- to reports that John G. McCarthy,
Whole matter of quoted excerpts
ei 'y.
Local exhibs can retrieve •MPAA v.p. in charge of foreign af- from review's is a long-standing pany as exec v.p. and world sales Dixon, Elliot Dixon and Warner
some of this by selling ad ‘space on fairs, had no place in the reshuffled subject of gripes in critics’ circles, head before actually assuming his Bros.
the specs.
setup. Johnston and McCarthy met not only in New York but to a less- duties officially, has. been shelved.
board meeting er extent in road cities. It’S gen- Whether it will be revived is still
following the
Release Italo Pic
yesterday to discuss the latter’s erally conceded that a certain a matter of conjecture.
Without
Should the amalgamation take
Seal
.status.
N. C. Allied Studies
amount of condensation of critical
In line with his intentions to statements is essential for space- place; RKO will be the only film
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Minneapolis, Dec. 9.
“OK, Nero!,” Italian comedy
strengthen the foreign division, saving reasons. But critics and oc- company operating under such a
North Central Allied’s board has Johnston plans to assign economist
setup. In the other companies, the which utilized many “Quo Vadis"
casionally others not personally indirected S. D. Kane its executive Griffith Johnson, now in Washingforeign pub-ad staffs are more or sets and is a takeoff on the Metro
have often objected that
counsel, to study constitutionality ton, to work out of N. Y. and de- volved
less autonomous, with the chief of big-budgeter, may be released in
quotes have been used in such a
of a proposed
law to classify the vote himself entirely to statistics w'ay as to give a misleading impres- the section answering only to the this country without a Production
him industry as a public utility and analyses of the foreign scene.
international sales topper.
Code seal, writer-director Lewis
sion of the original notice.
subject to state regulation.
Ciannclli reported after the film
Asked whether “doing more” for
Brylawski Dinner’s Big Turnout
countries
meant there
was given its first snea 1 In some
Bennie Berger, body’s president, foreign
‘Wife* Gets tf New Tunes
Washington. Dec. 9.
scenes, femmes are shown clad
has proposed that the organization would be further subsidy deals
Hollyw'ood. Dec. 9.
Testimonial
dinner
to
Julian
only from the waist dov.n.
sponsor such a measure in the 1953 such as the one in Italy, Johnston
Harold Arlen and Dorothy Fields
Ciannelli expects to talk a relegislature so that the state could commented that it was difficult to turned out eight new tunes for Brylawski, pioneer D. C. picture!
real leasing deal in N. Y. this week for
fix maximum
Board tell, but that the Italo situation was “The Farmer Takes a Wife,” the exec and head of the
film rentals.
members signified they’d back the not applicable to many other coun largest number of original ditties estate department here, brought the Niccolo Cheodoli production,
out nearly 400 to the Shoreham which stars Girio Cervi and Sylbill if purpose
20th-Fox
va musical
* iiv itia 4 wh prexy returned in aA*jr
av n;
any ttvvni
muoivui jiuvw
since 1945.
could be achieved tries. The
Ibanna Pampanini.
from South America Sunday (7). iwhen “State Fair” was produced. Hotel last week.
constitutionally.
tourist traps.
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PfifUETf

M-G-M

presents The Love Story Behind
Billion Dollar Secret

The

BEYOND” starring
Parker with
•
Eleanor
Taylor
Robert
• Screen
Erskine
‘Marilyn
Whitmore
James
Panama
Norman
Frank,
play by Melvin
and Beirne Lay, Jr. • Story by Beirne
Lay ,Jr.. Produced and Directed by Melvin
Frank and Norman Panama
’'ABOVE

From

Editorial in

Hollywood Reporter, Nov 26, 1 952
.

"ROBERT TAYLOR
to

AND

more people

will probably play

for the rest of this

year and next than any other star in
films, being in 'Quo Vadis’, 'Ivanhoe’ and

ABOVE AND
BEYOND!”
“ Picture of the Month.
“Thrilling

and

A

love story no

woman

will ever forget.”— LOUELLA

Robert Taylor

Eleanor Parker

PARSONSf

Cosmopolitan Magazine*

exciting picture.”— HEDDA HOPPER, Nationally Syndicated Columnist

“His finest performance and the picture is a certain Academy Award Winner.”— SHEILAH GRAHAM, Nationally Syndicated Columnist
“Will fascinate both men and women. Thrilling and moving,” FLORENCE SOMERS/ Feature Editor of Redbook
“Spine-tingling experience. Its excitement is the warm emotional impact.” —RUTH HARBERT, Good Housekeeping Motion Picture Editor

“A

wonderful modern love

story,

dramatizing sharply the emotional problems of our times.”
— ELEANOR STIERHAM, Today s Woman
r

ITS

FAME WILL

GROW AND GROW!

Fiction Editor

......

.

.
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MAY EASE CONTROLS

Amusement Stock Quotations

‘Powerful Forces”
« Continued from page 5 ^

(N*Y* Stock Exchange)
Week JEnding Tuesday (9)
Weekly Weekly WbcKly
Vol, in
High
Low

1952

Low

Hiffh

8
33

123/4

40%

ARC

13%

9%

8

41%

48
1814
556

11%
33%

21%
26%
29% 23%
30%

5%
10%
12%

11

65

57

15%
88%

11%

9%
39%
39%

.

.

10%
11%

13%

9%
39%
38%
10%

9%
4

35

29%

.

.

.

.

.

68

.

122
44
46

.

1

.

2%

Trans-Lux

.

Over-the-Counter Securities
Cinecolor

28%
334
334

3%
12%

13%

11%
12%
13%

61

61

13%

12%

8634

17%

.

3/4

+1

%

4 - 36
*/&

—%

+ %

—%
%

8434

+ 1%

—V

16%

1636

—1

6%
&

Walt Disney

-

4-

3

2716
3

1%
6%
4%

Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

434
736

newspaper

+ %

—%
—

%

“The U.

S. motion picture industhe oldest, and has become
the largest and most progressive in
the world,” said Maas, “primarily
because it provides screen fare
which is acceptable to the ticket
buyer.
That is the simple secret
of the film industry’s success at

~

try

—%
—%
‘4-

%

Co.)

Y. Times’
—

-

i

the

Dec.

15

Critic

Continued from page 2

performance,

when but

that future cases be decided on
individual circumstances.

they had been invited in the expectation that revisions, recasting

In the case of “Wish

the possibility of legal action in
case the reviews in question had
been unfavorable. However, informed sources say the producers
could have done virtually nothing
on either count.

Questions Academic

statement by the star’s physician
that she had a serious case of
laryngitis and that it “would be
criminal” for her to attempt to
give a performance.
Subsequent

statements have indicated that the
been resting and
making rapid progress toward re-

show’s

»

actual

first

to cover the

performance

originally slated for last Thursday
night was on the theory that opening would have been news and
that it could therefore not have

been legitimately ignored. Atkinson points out that the 'scheduled
opening had been officially announced in publicity statements
and ads. Moreover, thousands of
tickets had been sold and approximately 15,000 people would have
seen the show by the time the
critics attended the formal preem.
For the paper to have pretended
that the revue had not opened
would have been silly and contrary to

sound journalistic policy,
the critic declares.
There is a
growing tendency, he believes, for
people in the theatre to try to use
reviews as promotion, whereas the
critic’s and the
paper’s primary
responsibility is to the readers
rather than to the producers, or
even to the theatre as an institution or a business.
Atkinson says there is nothing to
trade rumors that the Times policy
in future would
be td review the
actual first performance of every
show, including previews. He declared that in assigning him to last
Thursday’s scheduled “Two’s Company” opening, Turner Catledge,

managing editor, had specifically
remarked that the decision should
not be regarded as
a general rule,

be held tomorrow (Wed.) by Richard McDonald, National Production Authority administrator, industry sources here believe. The
McDonald session will be on control of materials for all types of
construction. The present regulation, which would permit amusement construction to self-certify
for limited amounts of scarce materials, is scheduled to be lifted
May 1 or sooner. Recent reports
were that the change might be instituted by Jan.

Some

other democratic countries in orthat
films
of
contrary
a
ideological
content
may gain
ascendency here.

Texas

C0MP0

Continued from page

7

1.

film industry officials feel
will make the Jan. 1

McDonald

Under the regulaan amusement construction
project would be able to obtain,
without NPA authority, five tons
of carbon steel, two tons of structural steel and 500 pounds of copper per quarter.
This amount
would give a sharp boost to the
drive-ins, but not be too helpful
for large, roofed-over theatres.

date

official.

tion,

Exploitation, Publicity

Combined

at

Mqtro

Under Dan Terrell
Naming
chief Dan

Metro exploitation
Terrell as the company’s eastern publicity manager
may see an amalgamation of both
exploitation and publicity departments with Terrell heading both
operations.’
Present Metro plans
do not call for the appointment of
a new exploiter head to replace
of

S.

Terrell.
Terrell,

it’s
anticipated,
will
assistants who, in additheir present duties, will
serve as exploitation and publicity
aides, respectively.
New publicity
chief, who overseered M-G’s vast
field staff, reportedly feels that the
salient features of both exploitation and publicity can be combined
successfully.

name two
tion

to

Two 3-D

Tri-Opticon Process
Hollywood, Dec.

Two

features using the British Tri-Opti-

process have been scheduled by
Sol Lesser for 1953, as well as a
six 20-mlnute shorts in
color. Initial feature will be chosen
from three scripts Lesser now has
ready and will be an action story
titled “The Runaway Train.” Producer expects to have it completed
within the next eight or 10 weeks.

coii

group of

Plans for 3-D production were
revealed by Lesser after previewing the British process for the local
press last Friday (5), and his entry
into the field of “round” pictures
will give exhibs a choice of two.
Already, “Bwana Devil,” an Arch
Oboler production using Natural
Vision 3-Dimension, is playing its
world premiere date here in two
houses to smash business, and Oboler and others are plotting follow-

up features.
However, Lesser holds no U.S.
production rights to the British
according
to
stereo-techniques,
Jesse A. Levinson, who says he is
U.S. resident attorney for the British concern. Legalite asked that
the producer clear the implication
he’ll use the process to make two
feature-length pix.

Lesser retorted that Thalia Productions, Inc. (of which he’s board
chairman) “has by contract, exclusive U.S. exhibition rights for two
years of all pictures filmed by the
British concern and to all pictures
filmed by anyone else using the
stereo-techniques third-dimension-

photography.”
Tri-Opticon looked impressive in
the five short subjects the producer
screened for the press. Three were
in Technicolor, and the hues are
outstanding. Two of the color subjects were cartoon abstractions devised to show off what can be done
with the 3-D medium. The third
color short was a special nine and
a half-minute subject displaying
the Thames River. The viewer has
the sensation of having his eyes at
the water’s level, looking out to the
banks, fields and buildings along
One brief black-andthe river.
white subject gives an explanation
of 3-D. Fifth subject is “The Black
Swan,” featuring the dancing of
Beryl Grey and J’ohn Field of SadAlthough beauler's Wells Ballet.
tifully done and impressive, it cries
al

and O’Donnell’s plan for the travelTerrell was named to the pubing expo includes the ways and licity post last weekend by pub-ad
means of making it self-supporting veepee Howard Dietz. He replaced
through the public sale of admis- John Joseph, who resigned resion tickets, the ide& would stand a cently.
Terrell has been with
strong chance of getting COMPO’s Metro since 1940, first working as
okay.
a theatre publicist in Washington,
Short is now conferring with offi- D. C. Following the war, he becials of the American Assn, of came assistant to Loew’s Theatres
Monday night, the management Railroads on details of the pro- pub-ad topper Ernest Emerling. He for color.
will have had to pay two weeks’ gram.
As it is now figured, the became Metro exploitation chief
On the technical side of Tri-Optifull salary to the cast (around $20,- train will be painted in red, white three years ago, succeeding Wilcon, the process is easy to view
000), musicians
($6,000;, stage- and blue and will carry the “Movie- liam R. Ferguson.
through Polaroid glasses, and comhands ($5,000), managerial-press- time” banner. Twelve of the cars
pletely absent is fhe necessity to
agent staff ($1,000), extra advertis- will house a Hollywood studio exconstantly refocus the vision as
ing ($5,000), theatre expense ($10,- hibit of historical data, costumes,
scenes change. Use of a mechani000) and various other items, and properties, miniature production
Strike
cal calculator and a special camera
will have lost around $70,000 in 12 sets and material depicting the inmount during film gives a “space
Continued from page 1
already - sold - out performances. dustry’s growth through the years.
control” that makes the focus
However, the producers reportedly A car designed for television broad- shoot organization a good chance changes easy on the viewer and
have $150,000 insurance on Miss casts and. another for radio shows to hold on. The rebel peelers can practically unnoticeable. All other
will be included.
Two cars will work Chicago for many years at a photographic equipment, including
Davis.
In a wire over the weekend to serve the press, the executive staff time. Many stay several months in the two cameras, lenses and film,
Another car will be one spot, change their name and are standard.
backers, producers Russo and Ellis and crew.
Projection is via
revealed that they are trying to used as a miniature theatre for go to work virtually next door.
synchronizing two projectors for
Hollyshowing
a
20-miBute
film
on
obtain additional, outside financing
Chi Strip Joints
the simultaneous projecting of the
(reportedly $50,000-$60,000)
and wood history and another will
The Chi strip operators have al- right and left eye prints.
The
invited those already investing to house a miniature studio for screen ready stated that they’ll hire no screen is standard size but of speput up an extra 25% on a “purely tests for contestants in a talent performer who is not a member cial plastic, with a metalized sur'Of the rump union. If AGVA mem- face which, once installed, can be
voluntary basis.” New money is to search.
bers want to work their cafes, used for regular projection of 2-D
be repaid from first profits, it’s
Request to H’wood
then they’ll have to join.
pictures as well.
noted. The production was originalColumbus,
O., Dec. 9.
There’s also likelihood that CEU
ly budgeted at $175,000 and there
Among the short subjects Lesser
Hollywood studios were request- may develop into a national organhas already been a 20% overcall.
is scheduling for production next
ed this week to furnished material
The illness of Miss Davis and the for another giant display in Ohio ization. There are sufficient strip- year are “Mack Sennett Bathing
consequent postponement of the featuring the motion picture indus- peries in New Orleans, N ew York Beauties of 1953,” “The Seven
preem is the latest and most seri- try. Robert A. Wile, secretary of and other cities to knock off a siz- Modern Wonders of the World,”
“Flight Over the North Pole,”
ous in a succession of mishaps that Independent Theatre Owners of able slice of AGVA membership.
The AGVA executive board “American Wildlife,” “Scheherahave plagued “Company” since Ohio, sent request after Cincinnati
practically before rehearsals start- Gas & Electric Co. offered its meeting Monday (8) in New York zade” and “Beneath the Sea.”
The five shorts Lesser used for
At the show’s initial perform- main-floor lobby space and win- did a bit of breast-beating at the
ed'.
ance during the Detroit tryout Miss dows for exhibit featuring Holly- insurrection. Several board mem- Friday’s demonstration form a film
bers pointed out that the union, did bill that has been playing in
Datds passed out during her first wood glamor.
EngIt will run from
little to forestall, the rebellion. It land
and Europe for the past 18
number, but quickly revived and March 16 to April 9.
didn’t
confer with or educate months.
received an ovation at the final curits
members sufficiently, it was
Sjnce then there has been
tain.
charged. Others also pointed out
virtually a crisis a day, and Broadthat
the union execs didn’t confer
way rumor-mongers have been in
Execs
with those they were asking to pay Raoul Levy Producing
a continual lather.
the welfare fund bills meaning
Continued from page 7
the operators.
French Pic in Mexico
It’s $2.50 per week per person,
be incomplete if we did not study
Raoul Levy, producer, and Yves
Par Execs in Hollywood
what sort of impression is being or $1 a night for club dates. As is
Allegret,
French director, proceed
detailed on Page 51 the smaller
For Promotion Huddles made by those films.”
Moreover, Wiley added, “with bistros squawked but are paying to Mexico upon arrival in New
York
from
Paris
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
tomorrow
operations
gradually these tolls “under protest.”
television
As a result, AGVA once it set- (Thurs.) to produce the first
Trio of Paramount homeoffice growing in western Europe, we will
execs arrived today (Tues.) for pro- want to look into what our Govern- tles its difficulties, will have to French film made in the Western
Story is by author
motion and merchandising confer- ment is doing and can do in rela- start working on a revised welfare Hemisphere.
ences with Par’s L. A. reps. Vis- tion to helping to tell the ‘freedom setup. It’s pointed out, for ex- and existentialism leader Jean Paul
Sartre.
Screenplay is by Jean.
itors are A. W. Schwalberg, sales message’ on foreign TV. Just as I ample, that union welfare funds
seeking to mobilize Holly- are generally administered by a Aurenche and Pierre Bost, authors
chief: E. K. O’Shea, assistant sales tarn
topper, and Jerry Pickman, ad-pub wood’s talents, I am endeavoring board comprising one union repre- of “Devil in the Flesh” and “Jeux
head.
to tap in this anti-Communist in- sentative, a public member, and an Interdits.”
Costarring Pedro Armendariz,
They were in Dallas for similar formation fight the best brains we employer representative. Latter
reach in the radio, television, group, it’s felt, may be more in- just signed by Levy in New York,
can
yesterday,
Sunday
and
meetings
and after a two-day stop here will advertising, public relations, grap- clined to chip in with the welfare the film will be co-produced with
trek to Chicago for another ses- hic arts and other professions in coin if employers’ interests were Salvador Elizondo, head of Rewhich America ranks so high.”
forma Films of Mexico.
looked after as well.
sion.
,

1’

9.

full-length third-dimensional

9

film actress has

The Times decision

come

9.

early easing of material confor drive-ins is expected to
out of a press conference to

17

Features for ’53 In

AGVA

In any case, Miss Davis’ illness

made the whole question academic.
Accompanying the postponement
notice last Wednesday (3) was a

covery.

be-

tween producing interests in Japan
whose aim may be to control the
film market purely *for economic
gain and those who seek to replace
American films and those from

You Were der

Here,” which had three weeks of
and re-rehearsals would be compaid previews as a sort of “Broadpleted. However, the Daily News way tryout” before being covered
is understood to have reversed its by the critics, Atkinson noted that
decision and planned to send a the Leland Hayward-Joshua Logan
reporter to the actual opening last production had been announced in
Thursday, with critic John Chap- advance as playing the pre-sold
man attending the later perform- benefit performances. Tickets were
ance on invitation to write a for- not available for sale to the general public and the circumstances
mal review.
There was some discussion in of the entire operation was basically different from the “Two's Comlegit circles
about whether the
management could have prevented pany” situation, he added.
It’s estimated that the
“Two’s
Atkinson or a News
reporter
from
attending
last
Thursday Compa’ny” postponement may ina
Even
volve
cost
of
over
$100,000.
night’s
scheduled
performance.
Also, there was speculation about if the revue is able- to open next

An
trols

is

home and abroad.”
Maas distinguished sharply

N.

Washington, Dec.

studios for reasons well known in
trade
and government
circles.
Mainichi also said that this group
consists of impoverished members,
some of whom were in back of the
controversial quickie, “Atom Bomb
Over Hiroshima,” now in local distribution and the subject of bitter
discussion by some high government figures and patriotic Japanese citizens who would like to see
it banned from export.

2

Lesser Skeds

ON OZONER BUILDING

editors, the

veepee stated.
Quota Shortage
Commenting’ on the statement
made at the open forum by Kokichi
Tomizuka, prexy of the
Japan exhibs association, Maas
said that Tomizuka’s assertion that
Japanese exhibs were suffering
from a shortage of films under the
quota was “forthright and heartwarming” and touched the real issue.
Maas tied this in with a recent Mainichi newspaper report
that five local indie producers now
have an ambitious schedule of
films in production.
The paper
said that these five companies are
composed mostly of persons who
have quit or been fired from major
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Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)
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2836

35

10

3

MPEA

4-

27%

10

13
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26%
34%

3%
3%
3%
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10%
12%
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9%
43%
12%

33/4

27%

3%
3%
3%

11

9%
43%
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N. Y. Curb Exchange
Du Mont ....
15
1934
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Technicolor
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3%

11%
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9%
40
3934

.

3%
3%
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11
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.

3636

4%

Tues.
Close

35
34
.
Col. Pic
18
Decca
81
Eastman Kdk 133
Loew’s
431
Nat’l Thea
177
Paramount
205
Philco
94
RCA
339
RKO Piets.
253
RKO Theats... 285
Republic .... 81
Rep., pfd.
13
20th-Fx (new) 295
U. Par. Th.
281
Univ. Pic.
48
Univ., pfd.
70
Warner Bros 249
Zenith
18
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11%

3934
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%
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world war breaks out then is
shown.
,
Andre Haguet has directed in a
manner allowing
careful
slow,
his
with
Fresnay to carry the film
top histrionics. Otherwise other
tmd
are
roles are fragmentary
primarily used to develop the
Schweitzer character. Fresnay
first

,

Film Reviews
Continued from page 6

Top

this As with “Difficult Years,” fofc
Secret
departure from Moscow to which he is possibly best known
in the U. S. Part of this failure posBerlin.
sibly stems from his inability to
Cole, rapidly being typecast for
a cast of amateur kids with
dumb comedy parts, has a made- blend
known Italian pros. Result is a
bit
to-order role. He extracts every
somewhat
disjointed, if at times enof humor out of his lines to best
Film should do
advantage. Oscar Homolka fits grossing yearn.
fairly
well
at Italian - language
naturally into the role of the Rusthe Zampa name
houses
because
of
Englishthe
sian envoy who talks
presence of intriguing Gina
man into going to Moscow and who and
Lollobrigida in, the main femme
him
on
join
eventually
happy
to
is
role.
British territory. Nadia Gray is an
With the drawing of a white line
who apinterpreter
attractive
parently is also relieved to take through a little Italian community
refuge on British soiL While these near Trieste, a new frontier is esthree have the plum roles, lesser tablished as a result of Internaparts have been filled with thought. tional Peace Coommission rulings.
Frederick. Valk, Geoffrey Sumner East of the line belongs to Yugoand Wilfrid Hydewhite make stand- slavia and the Soviet regime, while
those on the west side fall unaer
out -contributions.
Stanley Pavey has done a smooth Italian control. Such an arbitrary
lensing job. Giulio Zampi has ed- decision causes tragic and sometimes absurd results. A farrier’s
Myfo.
ited in slick style.
dwelling is separated from his
fields; a priest is left his church
while his oratory is taken away;
Folly to
and the white line dvides a slope
izes his

'

makes the character believable.
Such episodes as an operation with
primitive implements with menacing natives standing nearby,
calming of a mad native and
winning the confidence of
native residents are well done.

Alftume
(GERMAN)
Vienna, Nov. 11.
Styria release of Styria-Carlton produc-

Stars Hildegard Knef, Erich von
Stroheim.
Directed
by Arthur Maria
Rabenalt; screenplay by Fritz Rotter,
based on novel by H. H. Ewers; music
byWerner Heymann; camera, Freidl
tion.

the village children
Bridie play a British screen
coast their toy wagons. Story condud despite Alastair Sim.
cerns the yen of these youngsters
to obliterate this arbitrary line,
London, Dec. 20.
building to a sacrifice of one boy.
British Lion release of London FilmStory of Piero Tellini and SteLaunder-Gilliat production. Stars Alastair
Sim. Directer by Frank Launder. Screen- fano Terra tries to point up how
play, Frank Launder and John Dighton,
the
audacity of these youngsters
from play by James Bridie; camera. Jack
One
Hildyard; editor, Thelma ConneU; music. finally wi^es out the barrier.
Temple Abady. At Odcon, Marble Arch, lad. steals one of. the boundary
London, Dec. 1, '52. Running time, 91
markers, and military authorities
MINS.
Captain Paris
Alastair Sim on both sides vow vengeance unGeorge Prout
Roland Culver less the missing stake is restored
Angela Prout
Elizabeth .iLiai.
Lady Dodds
Martita Hunt When the juvenile culprit, Enzo
Dr. McAdam
MUes MaUeson Stajola, attempts to return this
Professor Mutch
Colin Gordon marker, he is mortally wounded
Joseph Byr-es, MP
Edward Chapman
Jessie Killegrcw
Janet Brown by fire from the guards.
Walter
Peter Martyn
Both sides mourn the kid’s
Intellectual
Robin Bailey
Colonel
Clement McCaliin death, and opposing factors tempoCorporal
Michael Ripper rarily are friends again, and reLandlord
Leslie Weston
It
Staff Sergeant
Michael Kelly united as village townspeople.
Bus Conductor
George Hurs. enables Miss Lollobrigida to deDrill Sergeant
Cyril Chamberlain cide between Raf Vallone, a newfound sweetheart, refugee from
the Yugo regime, and Erno Crisa,

Behn-Grund. At Forum, Vienna. Running
MINSAlraune
Hildegard Neff
Ten Brinken
Erich von Stroheim
Frank Braun
Karlheinz Boehm
Count Geroldingen
Harry Meycn
Dr. Mohn
Harry Halm
Governess
Denise Vernac
Princess Wolkonska
Julia Kbschka
time, 90

.

In

with the panel’s session is
stretched to the point of tedium.
from the static scene, it
lacks genuine humor, honest wit
or any sparkle. The cast battles
valiantly but the odds are against
them. Roland Culver, Elizabeth
Allan, Martifa Hunt, Miles Halleson, Colin Gordon and Edward
Chapman, the members of the
panel, are bogged down by the

Midnight Dr. Schweitzer)

(FRENCH)

ous,

Aside

script.
Janet Brown and Peter
Martyn are ineffectual juve leads,
Frank Uaunder’s direction is pe-

Paris, Nov! 25.
Cocinor release of Nadia Film produc
tion.
Stars Pierre Fresnay, Raymond
Rouleau. Directed by Andre Haguet.
Screenplay, Haguet, Andre Legrand from
a play by Gilbert Ceesbron; camera
Luclen Joulin; editor, Charles Breto
neiche. At Colisce, Paris, Nov. 20, '52

Running time, 110 MINS.
Dr. Schweitzer

Commandant

r

Marie
Leblanc
Pcre Charles

Pierre Fresnay

Raymond Rouleau
Jeanne Moreau

Andre Valmy
Jean Debucourt

another
destrian mainly because of the lim- portrait to the gallery of greats he
itations of the story which he did has done in pictures. Here he is
in conjunction with John Dighton. the famed humanist Dr. Albert
Jack Hildyard has lensed comDe- Schweitzer. Film covers a segment
Myro.
tently.
of the man’s life, dealing mainly
with his decision to go to Gabon
to set up a hospital for the natives
White Line
Lux release of Lux-Rome production and his difficulties in overcoming
Stars Gina. LoUobrigida, Rat Vallone- superstition and the laxity of white
Enzo Stajola; Directed by Luigi Zampa colonials.
Film is based on a play
Screenplay, Piero TeUlni, Stefano Terra
from story by Tellini; camera. Carlo Mon and follows that format in building
Pierre

Fresnay

tuori;

music.

Carlo

Rustlchclli;

English

titles and narration. Clare Catalano; English narrative, Ray Morgan. At Cine Verdi.
N. Y., starting Dec. 4, '52. Running time,

«4 M«NS.
Donata Sebastian

dramatic emphasis, with the conOn the
sequent slow pacing.
*Raf Vallorte Fresnay name this will go here
For the U. S., the pic has the ex.. Enzo Stajola
Erno Crisa ploitable tag of the Schweitzer
Cesco Baseggio

Gina Lollobrigida

Domenico

Pasqualino Sabestian..
Stefano
.
Giovanni Sebastian....
Ernesto Almlrantc
The Grandfather
.

The Grandmother

.

Silvia Curetti

Pnitecoste

Gianni Cavalieri

The Priest

Glno Cavalieri
Fabio Neri
Mario Sestan
Antonio Catania
Giordano Ccslni

Gaspare

Lampadina
Ac-quasunta
Coeciavite
•

In Italian; English Titles

A preachment against. war, “The
White Line** never quite measures

„

up.

Director Luigi Zampa has not
as successfully with

done nearly

a series of incidents. It allows too
much talk to get in the way of the

name

for art houses.
Film picks up Dr. Schweitzer as
a pastor in Alsace where he has
just finished his medical training
and has decided to go to Gabon to
dedicate himself to the suffering
of the ill-cared for natives. Accom
panying him is a young nurse, who
has been disappointed in love. The
growth of the native hospital and
the final internment of Dr. Schweitzer as an enemy alien when the

1900s, when the
novel, “Alraune,” cut

early,

whispers. Times and sensations
change. In 1952 the audience isn’t
doing any gasping over the disclosure that the. supposedly fatally
fascinating
Alraune
(Hildegard
Knef, known in U. S. as Hildegarde

into

Kimiko
and

*

Shipped

to

Korea

Drake

is

wounded and returned to Tokyo
where Kimiko is about to marry
the young Japanese. She learns

character actor Ichiro Sugai, as
the newly-rich Suzuki who tries to
buy the girl. Drake, now serving
with the Army in Tokyo, tries to
portray a naive young American
but turns in an unrestrained performance.
Director-writer Sloane, who has
had many troubles during the 10
months he has been thrashing out
“Forever,” is responsible for the
English dialogue
trite dialogue.
portion of pic is stilted and bromidic.

Newsreel

|

dubbed

shots

in

for

the Korean sequence are tops. The

pected happy resolution. A cabaret
star succeeds in seducing a high
government official by posing as a
judge’s wife. The judge thus becomes involved, receives several
promotions before finding out the
reason while his real wife,, the
secretary

official’s

add

to

Tre Storio

Proiliale

ex-

all

dull

on

capitalize

its potentials.

Land Des Lachelns
(Land of Smiles)

(GERMAN)
Berlin, Nov. 11.
HerZog Film release of Berolina-Film
production. Stars Martha Eggerth, Jan
Kiepura. Directed by Hans Deppe. Screen.

Axel Engebreeht, Hubert Marischka,
based on operetta by Franz Lehar; cam-

play,

era. 5turt Schulz; music. Franz Lehar;
musical direction. Alois Mellchar; settings, Willi A. .Herrmann and Heinrich

Dusseldorf. Run-

Martha Eggerth

Jan Kiepura
Prince Sou
Professor Ferdinand Licht. Paul Hirblger
Walter Muller
Gusli Potter
Karin Dassel
Mi, Prince Sou’s sister
Karl Melxner
Excellency Tschang

Ludwig Schmitz

Kato

(Three Forbidden Stories)

his

this, the pic
has
stitches, failing to
Pietro
Germi’s direction allows the actors
a full range, with some resultant
overplaying. Otherwise it follows
the play-adaptation closely. Silvana Pampanini, though physically
equipped for the role, doesn’t have
the necessary verve for the femme
who causes all the trouble. Carlo
Dapporto is fine as the official, Ave
Ninchi shines in a chaftge-of-pace
role as the judge’s wife, with Luigi
Pavese properly .harassed as the
husband. Marilyn Buferd has a few
mpments as the ex-mistress, furiosly intent on removing the “ex.”
Single piano music accompanies
action in silent pic style, a definite
Hawk.
asset. Lensing is okay.

Despite

several

earthquake sequence is realistic, Weidemann. At Apollo,
being probably the most costly ning time, 114 MINS.
Lisay Licht
single scene ever film in Japan.
Lars.

and*

and several others also
the comic confusion.

mistress,

(ITALIAN)
Warner

Bros,

Although Franz Lehar’s “Land
Genoa, Nov. 11.
of Smiles” has been done several
release of an Electra Film

previously for the screen,
new one rates as top entertainBiggest advantage is still
ment.
Screenplay, Vitaliano Brancati, Ercole
Neff), was deliberately bred by Patti, Ivo Parilli, Augusto Genine, from the romantic appeal of Lehar’s mustory by Genine and Brancati; camera. G. sic.
Another
plus here is the two
the evil scientist Ten Brinken R. Aldo; sets. Franco Fontana; music,
(Erich von Stroheim), "Utilizing a Antonio Yeretti. At Cinema Olimpia, marquee names of Martha Eggerth
and
Kiepura.
Pic has excelJan
MINS.
Running
115
Genoa.
time,
murderer and a prostitute.
Lia Amando lent chances here and also may
What remains is to show that Renata
Antonella Lualdi have good U. S. possibilities. GevaAnnamaria
Miss Knef, under the malevolent Gianna
Eleonore Rossi Drago
Gabriele Ferzetti color has been used to advantage.
foster father’s upbringing, had in- Mario
Enrico Luzl It is done here much better than
herited all the evil traits of her Tommaso Turella
Gino Cervi former tries with it.
Prof. Aragana
parents who never met. Every per- Walter
Frank Latiinore
This version of “Smiles” features
son she touches, the story tells us,
all best-known songs of the operis condemned to tragic death, for
Essentially a three-episoder with etta, and all are easy on the ear.
she cannot love, only tantalize the
hapless young men who pursue her. framework, this film looks like a
Miss Eggerth, of course, is the
In the hands of a more serious good commercial bet locally, with Viennese operetta soprano who in
promising export
proportionally
cast and writers this might conAustria’s
capital meets Prince Sou
With some trimming, it
ceivably have been made into chances.
(Jan Kiepura) from Siam. Before
something shuddery, if not impres- appears to be a fair risk for some he goes back to his country, both
U. S. bookings. It is exploitable.
sive. As it is, Miss Knef’s limited
get married. The story follows the
Stairwell
collapse
in
Rome familiar
acting range, the juvenility of the
pattern, with plenty of rolads she hounds to their deaths, which injured hundreds of girls mance. But the main thing is the
lined
furup
for
and
recently
jobs
and the comic malevolence .of von
singing.
Most of the vocalizing is
Stroheim produce only a labored nished the climax for another pic, by Miss Eggerth and Kiepura.
setting for a range of costume “It Happened in Rome,” also pro- Their acting is satisfying but unchanges and phony thunderstorms vides a framework for three hos- fortunately frequent close-ups treat
pitalized jqb seekers, via flashback,
for the lethal Alraune.
the star’s faces not too kindly.
Much time is lost in meandering reveal their pasts. The life of one
Screenplay by Axel Eggebrecht
aimlessly through a set of ^unneces- has been ruined by complexes
and Hubert Marischka is not very
arising
from
rape
her
childhood
sary
complications
about
how
Neither
is
Hans
Alraune’s supernatural powers dis- by^a friend; the second has mar- imaginative.
cover a “itfedicinal spring” which ned for money, but unhappily to Deppe’s direction since somewhat
von Stroheim uses in some unex- a selfish semi-idot heir; the third, uneven. Both scripter and direcplained way to swindle the public daughter of a college prof, be- tor concentrated on the romantic
comes involved with a aope-ped- aspects of the plot. The old-hat
until caught by the health authoridling lover. Payoff is neatly done story could stand some sophistities. To close it out, Alraune disin the windup as the third gal cated touches, the gags tending to
covers at last that she is capable
turns out to be the cause, not the be lifeless.
Both the authentic
of true love with one man played
by a far too boyish Karlheinz victim, of the stairs collapsing. Bangkok backgrounds and dancing
Well-staged stair crumble is ef- of the Siamese State Ballet, howBoehm; only to be shot dead by fectively
reprised at end.
ever, are eye filling.
the enraged foster" father in a
Film has many conventional eleWalter Mueller is charming as
climax clearly indicating an incestuous theme not previously hinted ments and drags in spots, but is one of Miss Eggerth’s Viennese adgenerally
well
acted.
mirers
It
has
who laten takes an interest
been
at. Final fadeout has von Stroheim
marching up steps to a fog- given above-average production in a Siamese .princess. Latter is
gloss.
Lensing
by
G.
R.
Aldo
is
played
by attractive Karin Dassel.
shrouded gallows to pay for his
unusually good.
Paul Horbiger turns in his usual
crime.
Eleanora
Rossi
Drago
makes
the
dependable
performance as a muPhotography is okay, though
dark; editing is loose by U. S. best of a meaty role as the dope sic teacher while Ludwig Schmitz
addict,
with
Lia
Amanda
and
Anis
a
clown-like
Siamese servant
standards, since 20 minutes could
well be spared; other credits are tonella Lualdi in the other top who tries hard to be funny but he
spots.
Sex appeal angles have is handicapped by his material.
satisfactory. But not much here for
been given high-toned treatment,
Alois Melichar’s mpsical directhe U. S.
Isra.
but are present nevertheless. Pic tion and Jens Keith’s choreograallows a two-way interpretation of phy are okay.
Hans,
Itsu Itsu
the dope angle (mainly hinted at)
(Forever My Love)
in. deference to possible censor(Renato Bassoli production. Stars Eieonore Rossi Drago. Lia Amanda. Antonella
Genina.
Lualdi.
Directed by Augusto

times
this

—

•

Made Mo

(JAPANESE)

adds

The

bumping

Japan,

accidentally knocking her purse to
the ground. He returns the purse.
The friendship struck up develops
into love to the displeasure of her
parents and a young Japanese
suitor as well as an older countryman who is trying to buy her hand
in marriage.

a swath in the German-language
world like Elinor Glyn’s “Three
Weeks” in the States, the very
thought of artificial insemination of
humans was mentionable only in

-

(It Is

the

H: H. Ewers

Little attempt has been made to
who has deserted her to go with
transform this James Bridie play th£ Commies. This slight romaninto a moving film. There is altic triangle is the picture’s weakest
most no action, with one incident point, Zampa employing his amaoccupying the major part of the teur juveniles for bulk of the footrunning time. Launder and Gilliat. age. He has tossed in the Commie
who are noted for their hep treat- angle only in an offhand way while
ment, have dissipated firstclass tal- trying to stress the inhumanity of
ent with a production which will war in general.
Result is that
make little impact at the boxoffice neither is especially effective.
either locally in Britain or in the
is okay when
Lollobrigida
Miss
US.
demure vilAlastair Sim is one of Britan s given a chance as the
Vallone
is excellent in
lage
girl.
top comedians with a name of real
marquee value, but even he has no his too-infrequent dramatic pas
heopportunity to lift the yarn out of sages, being one of the best
man Italo actors to be unearth in
its deep rut. The treatment hovers
time.
Grisa, as the other
some
uneasily
between comedy and
but not a
farce with broad doses of senti- man, also is handsome
particularly good actor in this film
ment thrown in.
being the
Sim Is cast as an army padre Young Stajola does okay,kids
in the
the 30
who has to organize entertainment only pro among
as
his
father,
Baseggio,
Cesco
for the troops. He is let down by pic.
Cavalieri, the priest, head
Jino
and
a concert party arid, on the inspirasupport.

and wife which wrecks the show.
The buildup to the panel or
“brains trust” is slow and labori-

in

Yamada (Mitsuko Kirmura)

in the hospital and
Lensing is tops and editing man- that Grant is where
she discovers
goes to him
ages to blend location work and
his
letters have never reached
that
Raymond
well.
filming
studio
her.
Then an earthquake decides
Rouleau does not have much to do their future without solving the
as the commandant who must arreal problems.
rest Schweitzer. Jeanne Moreau
Best performances are given by
lends a piquant, tired face to the Miss Kimura, Life cover girl, who
Mosk.
crusading nurse.
is
graceful, and attractive, and

down which

Es
Dr. Schweitzer

the
His

final farewell, when he knows that
all his work will have to be rebuilt
after the -war, is a moving moment.

Be Wise

the professional
tion of his secretary, organizes a
Carlo Montuori’s lensing is high“brains panel.” This includes a
local artist <and his wife, a profes- grade even with the most difficult
There is a brief
shots.
outdoor
sor, who is staying with them; a
doctor, a labor M.P. and, of course, English narrative spoken nicely by
the
outset and near
at
Morgan
Ray
the village’s titled lady. The setup
Clare Catais providing a modicum of amuse- the close of the pic.
titles
and English
English
lano’s
ment until the padre’s eager secreWear.
tary plants 'a question seeking ad- narrative are excellent.
vice on marriage. This leads to a
free-for-all between the husband
'
t Mliiuil
II

his
his

at the climax can lift it from its
mediocrity.
,
.
Story, starting in Tokyo s night-'
Grant
Pat
shows
center
life
(Drake), a U. S. soldier stationed

MINS*
Kentaro Yamada
Shlzue

Yamada

Kimiko Yamada
Saburo Kimura
Haruo Suzuki

Mu to
Kato

Pat Grant

4.

Fabian’s Buy-out

La President **$sa

Continued from p\?e

(ITALIAN)

him

3

Coast headMinerva
Eijiro Yanagi
Film
release
of
today (Wed.).
-Amato- quarters
Albert
Sanae Takasugi Exceles production. Stars Silvana Pampa- Warner
headquarters
in
N. Y.
Mitsuko Kimura nini, Carlo Dapporto; features Ave Nin.

Jihei Akita
Ichiro Sugai

Takeo Kamikubo
Henry Nakamura
Chris Drake

Daiei Studios, producers of the
prize

Hawk.

ship.

Tokyo, Nov,

Daiei production and release. Stars
Chris Drake and Mitsuko Kimura. Directed
by Paul
Sloane.
Screenplay,
Sloane; camera, Akira Mimura; music,
Hidemaro Konoe. Running time, 135

winning “Rashamon,” make

another stab at the international
market with “Forever My Love.”
Despite an assist from writerdirector Paul H. Sloane and male
lead Chris Drake plus a bit part by
Nisei Henry Nakamura, the joint
Japanese-American production is
just a noble try.
Hampered by a very trite plot,
overlong running time, poor thesping ffom Drake and a lack of the
originality which marked “Rashamon,” this study of a JapaneseAmerican romance turns out to be
the sudsiest sort of soapopera. Not
even a special-effects earthquake

Genoa, Nov.

4.

chi, Marilyn Buferd, Aroldo Tieri, Luigi
Pavese, Guglielmo Barnabo, Aldo Bufi
Land!. Directed by Pietro Germi. Screenplay, Aldo DeBenedetti, from play by
Hennequin and Weber; camera, Leonida
Barboni. At the Olimpia, Genoa. Running

time, 102

Mins.

will join

at their

The Warners and members of

their families own 934,298 shares
of the outstanding common stock
in the parent corporation.
Under
the divorcement, .these are to be
exchanged on the basis of Vfc share
in both the theatre and film companies for each single share in the

Film version of the HennequinWeber costume comedy principally
sticks closely to the style and parent outfit.
Parent outfit now
format of its legit predecessor, re- has 4,950,600 shares outstanding.
cently staged in some Italian cities.
Over a year ago, a Fabian group
Unknown to a majority of local ancl the three Warners had jneared
audiences, which gives it a mean- a deal under which
Fabian would
ingless title, mild grosses are probbuy out all physical assets of the
able. Abroad, the pio’s saucy conWB domestic chain at a cost ap^
tent played in racy French style,
should win it a following, espe- proximating $80,000,000. First Nacially
if
dubbed.
Trimming is tional of Boston, repped by Serge
Semenenko, was involved in the
suggested for some slow spots.
.

last-minute
also
but
Vehicle plays with various mis- financing
taken identity and double-entendre hitches killed the projected transmotifs before coming to an ex- action.
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avail themselves of the privilege)

600G

Bailing-Out

when and where

Skouras Theatres Key To
Indie Suit Ys.

SAN FRANCISCO

10G

wk), light $11,000.
(Par) (2,646; 65-95)

Paramount

Man Down”

(Rep) and

“Hour

RKO

Okay $10,000. Last
week, “Savage” (Par) and “Marry
of 13” (M-G).

Me”

(Indie), $11,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65*95)“Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d wk). Held
at $9,000. Last week, socko $15,000.

Orpheum
OS)

Coast)
—“Canyon(No.Passage”

(2,448; OS-

and

(U)

By

Tops

—

“Ride

Loew’s

bailing out Skouras Theatres
‘Zenda’
Cincy With
last September irom a “straitened
financial position” through a cash
Fine $15,000; Trees’ 4|G, payment of $600,000 and granting
the chain improved availability to
‘Forest’ 8G, ‘Thief’
the detriment of an independent
house, Loew’s, Inc,, violated New
Cincinnati, Dec. 9.
under
Cincy’s cinema row is minus the York State’s antitrust laws
the Donnelly Act, according to a
45-year-old Lyric this stanza, but
Supreme
Bronx
in
suit brought
outlook shapes up close to last
Court, Monday (8), by attorney
week’s total.
Theatres is raz- Monroe E. Stein on behalf of the
ing the 1,400-seat Lyric. Current owner and operator of the.. Square
topper is “Prisoner of Zenda” in Theatre, Bronx.
Albee with nice session. “Thief”
Plaintiffs are Nathan V. Steinlooms okay in Palace. Close be- berg, owner of the Square Theatre
hind are “Tarzan’s Fury” in Grand
Bldg, for many years, and the 1948
and “Blazing Forest” at Capitol.
which has operated
“It Grows on Trees” is fairish at Holding Corp.,
the Square since May 1, 1952.
Keith’s.
Named defendants aside from
Estimates for This Week
Loew’s are Parkchester Amus.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)— Corp. (a Loew subsidiary). Para“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G). Fine
mount Film Distributing Corp.,
$15,000. Last week, “Plymouth AdUnited Artists Corp., Nicholas M.
venture” (M-G), $14,000.
Schenck,
Joseph M.
Schenck,
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
George P. Skouras, No. 26 Theatre,
“Blazing Forest” (Par). Pleasing
Corp,,
Theatres
Skouras
Inc.,

(Continued from page 8)
week, “Wife’s Best Friend” (20th)
plus vaude headed by Johnnie Kay,
$38,000 with .scale upped to $1.50.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,658); 65-95)
“Everything I Have Is Yours”
(M-G). Husky $17,000. Last week,
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (2d

Gal” (Indie) (reissues#
Mild .$7,000 in 6 days. Last week,
(U) and
“It Grows on Trees”
(reissue),
Wife”
(UA)
“Guest
“Frontier

*

.

$9,500.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
90-$1.20)— “Limelight” (UA) (4th
wk). Holding at $6,000. Last week,
nice $7,500.

$8,000.
$8,500.

Stagedoer (A-R) (370; $1-$1.30)—
“Quiet Man” (Rep) (5th wk). Sturdy
$3,100. Last week, $3,200.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
“Cabinet Dr. Calagari” (Indie) and
“Last Laugh” (Indie) (reissues).
Stout $2,100. Last week, $2,400.

Last week, “Savage” (Par),

Grand

(RKO)

Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., and
United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.

55-85)—
From the time the Square
“Tarzan’s Savage Fury” (RKO) and
“Under Red Sea” (RKO). Swell opened in 1935 until Sept. 15, 1952,
asserted, Loew’s, Paramount
it’s
$8,500. Last week, “Turning Point”.
(Par) and “Toughest Man in Ari- and UA made their product availto the Square, Interboro and
able
zona” (Mono), eight days, $7,500.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)— Pilgrim (both- of the latter being
“It Grows on Trees” (U) and “Yan- Skouras houses) on day-and-date
ACER, kee Buccaneer’’ (U). Mil’d $4,500. availability. But this arrangement
‘BECAUSE’
Loew’s
ceased when
Last week, “Pony Soldier” (20th), allegedly
granted the two Skouras outlets
BRISK 8G; ‘MINE’ 6G, 2D $ 6 000
the same product break as the comPalace
(RKO)
55-85)—
(2,600;
Omaha, Dec. 9.
„
“Thief” (UA). Okay $10,000. Last peting Loew’s American Theatre.
Solid biz at first-runs here this
week, “Happy Times” (Col), $12,Behind this improvement in the
stanza has downtown exhibitors
000
Interboro and Pilgrim availability,
happy. “Because of You” shapes
the complaint contends, wasn’t
best of newcomers. Top holdover is
“Because You’re Mine.” “Blood“any legitimate business reason’’
hounds of Broadway” is rated aver- ‘Rifle’ Hot 14G, Toronto;
but solely because of pressures
age.
brought upon Loew’s and its ParkEstimates for This Week
‘Because’ Socko 10G, 2d chestqr subsidiary by the various
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-76)—
defendants and because of “perToronto, Dec. 9.
and
Rifle”
(WB)
“Springfield
Xmas shopping is denting mati- sonal relationship and interests” of
“Strange. Fascination” (Col) (2d
the Schenck brothers and George
nee
biz
but
night
trade
is
okay.
wk). Okay $4,000 after fine $6,000
“Bloodhounds of Broadway” is top- Skouras.
opener.
Citing the close corporate assoOmaha (Tristates) (2,100; '20-70) ping the town with “Springfield
“Because of You” (U). Fancy Rifle” close behind. “Because of ciation between Skouras Theatres,
You”
is
lusty
on
second
frame.
$8,000.- Last week, “Plymouth AdMetropolitan
Playhouses
and
Estimates for This Week
venture” (M-G) and “Apache War
United Artists Theatre Circuit, the
Smoke” (M-G) $9,000.
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May- papers claimed that all of these
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20- fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863); firms would have sustained, great
“Bloodhounds Broadway” 1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)
70)
losses if the Skouras loop and its
(20th) and ‘.‘Night Without Sleep” “Battle' Zone” (A’A^ana “City of
subsidiary. No. 26 Theatre, Inc.,
(20th). Average $10,000. Last week, Violence”
(Indie).
Sad $10,000. had not been “saved from Insol
“Pong Soldier” (20th) and ‘.‘Some- Last week, “Black Castle” (U) and
vency” by fresh cash and trade
thing for the Birds” (20th), $9,000. “Brooklyn Gorilla” (Indie), same.
concessions made by Loew’s.
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)—
Eglinton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)
“Because .You’re Mine” (M>-G) (2d
Cash payment of Loew’s,
(WB).
Oke ing to the complaint, has itsaccordwk). Big $6,000 after $7,000 initial “Operation Secret”
origin
Last week, ‘.‘Cleopatra”
$7,000.
stanza.
in an anti-trust suit which Metro(Par) (reissue) (2d wk), $5,000.
politan
Playhouses,
Skouras
TheaImperial (FP) (3,373; 50-801
‘Top’ Smooth $10,000,
Hefty tres and No. 26 Theatre, Inc.,
“Springfield Rifle” (WB).
.

(1,400;

1

OMAHA

.

,

.

—

—

—

—

—

|

Last week, “Caribbean’'’
$14,000.
(Par), $11,000.
Buffalo, Dec. 9.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,748; 50-80)
Fi?st-run trade is holding re- “Prisoner Zenda” (M-G) (3d wk).
markably well here this round. Solid $11,500. Last week, $13,500.
“Flat Top” shapes smooth at ParaOdeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)
mount while “Prisoner of Zenda” “Bloodhounds of Broadway” (20th).
looks fine at the Buffalo.
)
Last week, “LimeBig $16,000.
Estimates for This Week
light” (UA) (3d Wk), $12,000.

Ruff.; ‘Zenda’

Trim 14G

—

—

*

Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)—
Shea’s (FP) (2,396; 40-80)—“Big
“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) and
(2d wk). Fine
“Something for Birds” (20th). Fine Jim McLain” (WB)
Last week, $14,500;
$12,000.
Last week, “Plymouth
$14,000.
University (FP) (1,558; 40-80)
Adventure” (M-G) (10 days),- $13,“Snows Kilimanjaro” (20th) (Ejfh
200
Last week,
Fast $9,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)— wk).
“Flat Top” (AA) and “No Holds $ 12 000
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)
Barred” (Indie).
Neat $10,000.
Last week, “Savage” (Par) and “Because of You” (U) (2d wk).
Socko $10,000. Last week, $12,000.
“The Well” (UA), $11,400.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)
“Battle Zone” (AA) and “South
‘McLain’ Lively $15,000,
Pacific Trail” (Indie). Fine $8,000.
5
"
Last week, “Iron Mistress” (WB)
Mont’I; ‘Sky Big 18G
(2d wk), same.
Montreal, Dec. 9.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
New entries in all but one de“K. C. Confidential” (UA) and
sev“The Ring” (Lip). Trim $10,000. luxer giving biz a boost after
Last week, “Hangman’s Knot” eral weeks of holdovers and reat
Sleep”
Without
“Night
issues.
(Col) and “Target Hong Kong”
the Palace looks fair while “Big
(Col), $8,500.
-the
trade
to
pulling
sock
Sky”
is
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 4070)—“Steel Trap” (20th) and Capitol. “Bjg Jim McLain” also is
“Toughest Man Arizona” (Rep). big at the Princess.
Estimates for This Week
Fairish $8,500. Last week, “Lusty
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)—
Men” (RKO) and “Tembo” (RKO),
“Night. Without Sleep” (20th). Fair
$8,700.
“Greatest
week,
Last
$13,000.

—

.

,

BALTIMORE

.

—

“Big Sky” (RKO). Towering' $18,Last week, “Sudden Fear”
000.
‘‘Pony Soldier” (20th) (3d wk). (RKO) (2d wk), $15,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
Starts third week tomorrow (Wed.)
“Big Jim McLain” (WB). Big $15,after fairish $5,400 for second.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)— 000. Last week, “Crimson Pirate”
(20th). Mild $6,000. (WB) (2d wk), $12,000.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855;
“Bloodhounds Broad-

“Steel Trap”

40-65)—

“Just For You” (Par) (2d wk). Fine
Playhouse (Schwaber) (430; 50- $20,000 following rousing first
GO)
“Magic Box” (Indie) (3d wk). week at $26*000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
Okay $3,000 after second hit good

way”

(20th), $5,800.

—

“Apache War Smoke” (M-G) and

$3,600.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)— “You for Me” (M-G). Dull $7,000.
“Iron Mistress’ (WB) (2d wk). Drab Last week, “High Noon” (UA) and
“Dalton’s Women” (UA). $9,000.
$7,000 after $9,200 Opener.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; -75-$l)
“Montana Belle” (RKO). Starts “Don Juan” (RKO) and “Leopard
tomorrow (Wed.) after “The Thief” Man” (RKO) (reissues).
Okay
(RKO) got moderate $5,800 in one $6,500. Last week, “Snows KiliWeek.
manjaro” (20th), big $8,000.
.

—

against the film
company. Although the Loew’s officers are said to .have felt that the
claims were without merit, they
allegedly settled for “a sum in excess of $600,000 by improving the
availability
of certain theatres
operated by the defendants,” and
tossed in other substantial confile

cessions.

Effept of all this, the suit charges,

2 More Met Operas
Continued from page 4

time.”
roster of singers who are
bidding
Competitive
section
outside the operatic field. states that nothing should compel
Thus, starring in “Carmen” will be the distrib to accept an offer he
Rise Stevens in the title role (who considers inadequate and latter
has done considerable home TV may reject all offers if he chooses.
and concert work); Robert Merrill, [However, distrib is required to
as Don Jose, who has also been serve a notice of rejection and
a
active in both other media, and reason therefor.
Richard Tucker, as Escamillo. CastOn the question of damages, the
ing for the second two operas has
plan says that unless damages are
not been completed.
claimed in the original complaint
As. far as “Carmen” is concerned, filed by the exhib, none shall be
the variance in scale apparently awarded. It states that if arbitrahasn’t affected ticket sales too tors make an award, they
shall
much. Thus;. the Embassy Newsreel award a sum equal to the actual
chain’s Guild Theatre, N. Y., has loss proved.
If arbitrators find
sold out its allocated seats at a that the action is deliberate,
the
while other houses plans allow them
$7.20 top,
to award addiaround the country which are not tional exemplary damages not
to
charging so much still have not exceed the amount of the
actual
sold half their availabilities. Some damages so awarded.
Damages,
it
exhibitors reportedly have given
states, shall be limited to those
the attraction considerable ad-pro- sustained during the four
years
motion play, while the Guild has preceding the filing of a
complaint,
had only a lobby poster. Theatre or
such shorter period of
TV presentation also received two timeduring
as may be provided by the
plugs on the nationwide Saturday statute of limitations of
the state
afternoon pickups via the ABC net- in
which the complaint has been
work of the Met performances.
filed.
Latest count reveals that more
Plans lists a detailed method by
than 30 theatres in 27 cities will which
to determine clearance, enWhile the total
carry the opera.
compassing
such factors as admish
dossnot represent a record hook- prices, character and location
of
up for big-screen events (it was theatres, policy
of operation, rentopped by the recent Joe Walcotttal terms and license fees, extent
title
Rocky Marciano heavyweight
to which theatres involve compete.
fight), a new record would have
Fact that a theatre involved is afbeen set if American Telephone
with a distrib or with a
& Telegraph lines could have been filiated
chain shall be disregarded, the
cleared.
plan states. Any controversy reMore than 20 additional thea- garding clearances is subject to
tres requested a tie-in on “Car- arbitration. If
the arbitrators find
men,” but the AT&T longlines had in favor of the distrib, the combeen previously committed for net- plaint is dismissed. However, if
work TV use. Among the cities the ruling gpes in favqr of the exwhich wanted the event but which hib, they can hand down a decision
must be excluded are Seattle, Port- forcing the exhib to Resist from
Houston,
land, Tacoma, Dallas,
maintaining .such a system of
and Miami.
clearance.

from

its

known

•

.

-

'

See

Hub

Sellout
Boston, Dec. 9.
(Advance sale of ducats for
“Carmen” at 1,800-seat Pilgrim
points to sellout Thursday (11).
House is scaled at $3.60 top' to
$1.25 unreserved balcony.

Hipp’s Union Problem
Cleveland, Dec.

9.

domain.
will

White

ballot

Another exception was in the section devoted to runs, considered a
minor change. The distrib draft
added preview showings

collarites at

noday under

NSS

NLRB,

reported to
have gone to Indio, the southern
California home of the Atlas head,
to confer on that possible deal.

&

damages.

Continued from pago 4

RKO. Depinet was

Odium reportedly offered $1,000,000, of which $400,000 was to
liquidate the accrued interest bethe demand that the house put a cause of the delayed -payments, and
Local 756 treasurer and assistant the rest via Atlas-RKO (Stolkin)
in its boxofflce for the “Carmen” stock swap.
telecast Thursday (11).
Depinet shares pro rata on the
Request was made, said Harry penalties incurred by Stolkin
Adams, local head of the AFL Co„ because the sale of his 36,000
unit, because the Met Opera-spon- shares parallels the deal for intersored TV show at advanced prices est, liabilities, etc., that Hughes
constituted a radical change of the- made.
atrical policy for which the TTTS
Continuing as the basis for a
members should be employed.
buy-back by Hughes of the Ralph
No comment was made by Tele- Stolkin stock block would be a formanagement officials who operate feiture by Stolkin and his pards
the 3,700-capacity Hipp, which has of their $1,250,000 down payment
not had many opportunities to use to Hughes. In addition to this,
new giant-sized television they’d suffer cost penalties and
its
screen. For “Carmen,” it will have other charges which would bring
a $3.60 top on orchestra seats, $2.40 their total loss to $1,750,000.

court fix damages sustained and
Continued from page 5
seeks an injunction to correct the
disparity in availability and clear- what they would undertake), a difference on the limitation of back
ances between the three houses.
*

NLRB Election

Continued from page 3
for

Hippodrome was tapped. by the
Theatre Treasurers and Ticket
Sellers union here last week with

has been To restrain competition
among the Square, Interboro and for balcony and mezzanine, with
Pilgrim.
Moreover, it’s claimed no reserved seats.
that the' asserted unlawful practices have
tended to create a
monopoly for the Interboro and
Pilgrim and force the Square out
Joint Exhib-Distrib
of business. Action asks that the

the initial pact. Deal involves approximately^ 20 writers.
Another action involving Local
H-63 will take place today (Wed.)
as the union makes a new attempt
to brings the office employees of
Show” (Par), solid $18,000.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)— National Screen Service within its

(Continued from, page 9)
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)

Last week,

threatened to

the same are
opened, but before there has been
an award of the picture or pictures
by the distributor and at no other

Of

to the pre-

release arrangement, but made no
change in the limitation of two pix

annually for special handling. The
two*pix-a-year limit, sharply attacked by Allied, was inserted in
the original plan. Another alteration in the distrib draft is a lengthy
clarification of the limitations fol-

lowing an 18-month
the arbitration plan.

test

period of

supervision with the IA unit the
Stipulation for revealing competonly union represented. Last year itive bids before a picture has been
the NSS staffers voted to remain awarded to the top bidder is conunaffiliated.
tained in the proposed arbitration
In an election held last week plan. Wording is the same in the
H-63 was certified as the bargain original Aug. 21 draft and in the
ing agent for staffers at the Co- subsequent distrib-revised plan.
“Any exhibitor,” it states, “sublumbia exchange in N. Y. Contract for the new unit will be ne- mitting an offer for any designated
gotiated during the overall talks picture or pictures in*response to
for a new pact governing exchange an invitation by the distributor
fnontroom employees. Union’s de- may request in writing (but under
mands already have been submit- separate cover), at the time he submits his offer, that all offers which
ted to the pix companies.
are competitive with his own for
Andre Hakim and 20th-Fox have such picture or pictures shall be
revealed
dissolved their producer contract
to the participating exin effect about two years.
hibitors (or to such as may wish to

Stockholders Action

Taking the pressure pit

all

key

figures in the overall situation is
the fact that hearing on a New
York stockholders’ action seeking
in the hands of a
to place
temporary receiver has been postponed. It had been set for tomorrow (Wed.) at which time, it originally was hoped, a new slate of
board members could be presented as evidence that constructive action in the way of bolstering the corporation had been taken. There’s no immediate need
for this In view of the hearing’s
delay to next week.
The Stolkin group, in addition to

RKO

100%

taking the

loss

on the

initial

understood to be heavily in the red on other aspects of
the 10-week deal. Local and brokerage fees are believed to amount

payment,

is

to $300,000. Other charges, including interest and bonus due hotelier
Arnold J. Kirkeby, from

whom

$500,000

was

borrowed

down payment, bring the

for

the

full loss

to the $1,750,000. figure.

Stolkin
stood,

f
-

has

syndicate,

been

it’s

growing

under-

more

anxious in recent days to reach
a final agreement for liquidation
of their short-lived control of the
studio.
Under terms of the orig-

1%

inal sale, an initial payment of
interest on the balance of $6,100,000 was due on Dec. 21. Sale contract also provided for a second
payment of $1,250,000 on the principal in September, 1953, with the
final

balance to be cleared one year

thereafter.
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James E. Grainger, Republic’s

While here with "John Brown’s
the Coast Body,” Tyrone Power had his pic-

sales Chief, enroute to
via Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver,
Seattle, Portland, and San Francisco. He will spend the Christmas
holidays in Hollywood. Grainger
also will confer with company
prexy Herbert J. Yates, now on the
Coast.
Pat Notaro, manager of the Fabian in Hoboken for the past year,
resigned effective Jan. 3 to join
Roth Enterprises of Washington.
D.C., as an executive. Roth firm
has a string of houses in D.C. and
Virginia. Notaro, who once was
manager of Warner house in Havana, continues to act as co-manager of Los Chavales de Espana,

ture taken with a cutout of his
Linda Christian, in front of
RKO-Orpheum to help exploit
"Happy Time,” playing at that
house. She appears in the film.

wife,

the

Big biz still being chalked up
over the territory by "Quiet Man
which ran for 34 days in Fargo,
N. D., population 37,981, setting a
record for the city.
Pat Letcher, Metro exploiteer,
piloting around the Twin Cities
"mermaid” Pat Smith from picture
“Million Dollar Mermaid,” opening at Gopher here Dec. 24.
Film salesmen, who make territory in their cars, having usual
winter going as blizzards,
rugged
singing-instrumental group.
deep snow and icy roads make
George H. Bookbinder, special travel hazardous for them.
sales rep for Franco London Film,
World preem of Allied Artists’
planed to Paris Saturday (6) for "Hiawatha” is set for State here
confabs with company head Henry Dec. 17. Film’s star, Yvette Dugay,
Deutschmeister. He’ll be abroad will come here for launching. It
about three months.
will be State’s second 1952 world
Dr. Hans Hass, Austrian scien- preem,
other being Republic’s
RKO "Woman of North Country.” Both
tist and producer of the
documentary, "Under the Red pix have special Minnesota angles.
Sea,” enroute to Sydney, Australia, to study marine life there and
ST.
help plug his film at Aussie theatres.
Joseph ML Keating, manager of
Si Fabian, of Fabian Theatres; the St. Louis Amus. Co. Lindell,
Manny Frisch, of Randforce Amus. appointed a member of grand jury
Corp., and Paramount prexy Bar- investigating alleged collusion beney Ba Laban accepted co-chairmen tween cops and racketeers.
posts with the amusement division
Marion A. Osborne, head of Outof the Federation of Jewish Phi- door Amus. Co., Mattoon, 111., sold
lanthropies.
his ozoner near Mattoon, to the
Mike Simons, Metro’s exhibitor Mattoon Theatre Co., controlled by
relations staffer, has a sked of four the Frisina Amus. Co.
speaking engagements, beginning
Mayor Ray Parker, Brentwood,
next Monday (15) when he ad- St. Louis County who doubles as
dresses the Professional Social
manager
of a SL Louis county
Workers of Wheeling, W. Va. Fol- ozoner, plans to relight the Shulowing this he’ll .talk at meetings
bert in midtown St. Louis. The
of the Rotary Club in Martins
Shubert, once a legit house was
Ferry, the Kiwanis Club in Bellaire
operated by Service Group, Inc.,
and the Advertising Club, Marietta, until,
it was darkened last* May.
all Ohio.

LOUIS

MINNEAPOLIS
Federal Judge G. H. Nordbye on
Dec. 13 will hear motions in the
$125,000 damages which he awarded local independent exhibitors
Sol and Martin Lebedoff because
of clearance discrimination against
the Homewood Theatre.
Counsel

resignaSan Antonio he re-zoned of Loew’s Ritz following

ter In

manufacturing to residential tion of Carl Ferrazza to go with
t from approved
by the city council. an indie circuit in Cincinnati.
was

dips From Film Row
UM-l-H-l-i
iMUUMii M 444-44-4-X
post at 20th-Fox where he succeedNEW YORK
ed Glen Roberts, resigned.
I

if.

This blocks for a time any proposal of the Statewide Dnve-In
Theatres to construct a new ozoner
in the area.
safe in the Airline Drive-In in
Houston was broken into, according to manager Guy H. Price. Over
$1,400 was taken by the robbers.
The new $117,000 Key City
Drive-In opened at Abilene by
Maurice Cole. It has a 600-car capacity. Cole formerly owned ozoners in Ft. Worth and Corsicana.
Interstate’ Theatre Circuit announced that construction will get
under way soon on a new theatre
at Vernon to replace the Vernon
Theatre destroyed by fire in September. New house will be a 1,200-

A

Mem-

from downtown
Memphis, poured it on for their
patrons last week by offering six
full-length films and six cartoons
for two days.
Show starts at 6
p.m. and shutters at 3 ajn. Boff
biz resulted and ozoner may try it
miles

again.
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GREAT MOTION PICTURES

BEN
,

President says
*

“Onup very survival

is

often dependent upon lab service.

Pathe has never let ns down.”

a picture, don’t take chances. Specify

Pathe because Pathe produces the
highest - quality

work with

best service

‘

•

l

6

MM

Pathe Laboratories* lie.

•

is

COLOR

•

BLACK AND WHITE

a subsidiary' of Chesapeake Industries* Inc.

deal

for

Artists,
its

and

release

ALBANY

Filzgibbons

,

Glenn Ford signed a two-picture
deal with UI, starting with "Wings
of the Vulture,” to he produced
in Technicolor by Aaron Rosenberg.

maa

St. Laurent in Ottawa and
been promised that Famous Play"he given some
consideration” when the PM returns from the current London conference of Commonwealth prime

ister

ers’ application will

"v££

-'

In iht Nip* V*Hiy,t\**t

Sin Pr*nclseo,n*Hl*i "BiiuIIau"
fovefy vlmyird’Oitil* of the

d* Liiour fimlly. PJiilinl-iitVnf,

BY wlnot ir* Among
wo rl<Tt fin* vlnhgit,

ditlciti

(he

l*o ur for

is

your nixi dlnnorgu* lit
Cibtrnoi Siuvfgmn

BV Rletllng,

or Plnot Nolr,

.

country.

Richard P. Morgan, of New Jersey, appointed executive secretary
of Allied Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Western Pennsylvania,
succeeding veteran Fred Herring-

On the Hamilton, Ontario, deal
for example, he will build a 300foot antenna on the mountain to
relay TV from Toronto, Buffalo and
Rochester. A similar setup in Vancouver will pick up Seattle programs; and thus across the conti-

8ctufrcu Vlniyird, Aulhiriotd,

New York

recently retired after more
than 40 years in post. Morgan, a
nent to service Canadian key cities
lawyer, was with Par legal department in New York for some time from adjacent U. S. points that
before going into exhibition him- have TV, this on a minor initial
self in Watertown, N.Y. More re- installation charge to TV set-owncently, he was connected with Wal- ers, plus a monthly service bill of
ter Reade circuit and Consolidated 25c to $1 on separate programming, to provide community coaxial
Theatres.
Herb Reed is Metro’s new ex- cable service for the Telemeter
ploitation man in this territory, re- coin setup.

“Mill

until
in addition

who

civic. regulations in

cm

CtMornb

Theatres
MUSIC MALL

f]

Roekeftttec Center

“MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID”
IJTIB WILLIAMS • VICTOR MATURE
WAITER
C«le> Mr

Tin

Waddy Watson, who

Meanwhile, there are no existent
Canada governing the granting of such a franchise but these negotiations are
underway, with possibility of a
blanket green light granted by the
contact department here,
joined Metro field staff several premieres of the 10 separate provinces, this obviating individual city
months ago.
Jack Dolde appointed manager ordinances.
.

WB

3 JMM

a

you-see plan; already has the franin process of renovation.
Franklin Theatre started an ex- chise for the Quebec area, sees no
clusive German language feature problem in Hamilton, Ontario, and
policy with product supplied by Ca- is currently negotiating with city
sino Film Exchange of N. Y.
fathers in every key-spot across
Bob Misch, associated with the Canada. He has reserved two chanButterfield chain for 25 years,
nels and can start immediately to
joined Paramount as a booker.
erect an antenna system across the
tre

Cleveland and Indianapolis.
Watson will concentrate on latter
two cities with some help from
John L. Johns, formerly in
Facilities:

ness session.
Session also pointed up how important color will be for theatre
TV. While the cameras showed off
the Lees carpets excellently, to the
point where it was almost possible
to feel their texture, a verbal description of their colors was no
substitute for the real thing. To
compensate for this, the outfit set
up a sample display in each theatre lobby for the dealers to see on
their exit. Also on the debit side
of the presentation was the faulty

ministers. At that time the private
TV applications will be taken up
by the Cabinet.)
Irving Teicher, original owner of
Meanwhile, oh Telemeter (over
the Studio Theatre here,- taking
over management of the Palmer which the CBC has no control),
Park for operation as a first-run Fitzgibbons is working quietly on
foreign and art film house. Thea- the proposed trans-Canada pay-as-

to

York and Hollywood Have Cowplcic Pathe Laboratory

be all-important even for a busi-

DETROIT

now has had Pittsburgh

New

in a special pickup from NBC’s
Hudson Theatre, N.Y. (Lees became a participating sponsor on
Miss Smith’s daytime video show
Monday), and the filmed commercials for the NBC program trailerized for the audience. This would
prove again that showmanship will

Roger Sher, who managed the on to TV channels and refusing to
Lans, Lansing, 111., took over op^ grant licenses to applicants
for ineration of the Holiday, Park Fordependent TV stations, has had a
est, HI.
Holiday had been run by
recent audience with Prime Min-

lieving

Both

from United

Continued from pxgt 4

ton,

available anywhere.

the

of

,

CHICAGO

PITTSBURGH
When the lab work can make or break

Thus*, use

video.

screen

placement of Teleprompter units
used by the Lees execs. Their constant looking off to the side disthrough Columbia.
Robert Lee Perkins, Paramount’s sipated further the required intimacy.
Metori,
and
N.
Far East manager,
On the credit side, however, was
general sales manager for Japan,
the fine camera work evolved by
arrived here for studio huddles.
RKO acquired U.S. distribution TNT prexy Nathan L. Halpern and
rights to "Heavy Water,” feature- director Herb Sussan. Use of rearlength documentary produced in screen projection on the sets, splitNorway by E. Slotfeldfc Ellingsen. screen techniques (including one
Picture, dealing with Nazi intrigue, in which one person was in Wasnwon the documentary prize at the ington and the other in N.Y.) fades
Venice Film Festival in 1949.
and super-impositions came off exRobert L. Lippert set deal to cellently. One camera seemed to
distribute "Perils of Jungle,” pro- be out-of focus and there was also
duced independently by Clyde some unaccountable static in the
Beatty.
sound system. Show originated
from NBC’s Studio 3B in Radio
City, N.Y., plus the two remote
pickups. from D.C. and IndianapoUnited Artists opened an office lis. Lees rented each theatre on
in National Screen Service Corp. a straight four-walls deal, with the
local headquarters, with Bob Ad- rental in each case based on a
ler, former Allied Artists sales- number of factors, including seatman-booker, as sales manager. ing capacity, location, importance
Branch is under direction of Man- of the locality to the Lees sales
ny Brown, Buffalo manager, and market, any cut-in on regular boxMoe Dudelson, district manager.
office hours, etc.
Dale Herman resigned from
Stal.
Smith Howell Film Service to take
Adler’s place with AA.
Wall,”
closed

the Poor Richard Club at a dinnei
Dec. 20.

Recommendation of the city H&E Balaban circuit.
planning commission that an area
Joseph Skyes will manage the
in the Aliena Village shopping cen- Dunes and Zion in Zion, IU.
Police censor board reviewed 88
last month, checking four for
ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE films
“adults only,” all being foreign
films.
One import was rejected.
O

PI VAR, Independent Film Library

LOS ANGELES

MEMPHIS

10

Continued from page 4 ~

astic,

pled youngsters at the Children’s such diction might have imparted
Hospital.
in a meet held in the usual way.
In. contrast to this, the brightest
spots in the show were Kate Smith

tribute five features which are to
be delivered by Alex Gottlieb,
starting with "The Gardenia,” curJack Hogan, assistant manager rently in production.
Stanley Kramer’s "Member of
of downtown Malco Theatre here,
moved to West Memphis, Ark., to Wedding” will open at Beverly
take over managerial reins of Crit- Canon theatre Dec. 25, making it
tenden House, also owned by Mal- eligible for the Oscar Derby.
Harold Wirthwein to Omaha for
co. Jack Bundy, former manager
of West Memphis Crittenden nabe cOnfabs with Sol Francis, manager
house, upped to manager of Cross- of Allied Artists exchange.
Maxwell Shane and Ivan Tors
town, nabe theatre, also a Memphis
withdrew their indie, "The Glass
Malco operation.

Illinois.
Theatre, who last season introduce
weekly, one-act plays, presented
for major distributors and Minnefour juve pianists in a concert
sota Amus. Co., defendants, want
v
there last week.
Program was
the judgment cut to $105,000,
Trans-Texas
prez
of
Lou Novy,
while the Lebedoffs are seeking a Theatres, Inc., Austin, bought the given between first and second
night shows.
boost to $150,000.
Majestic, Fort Worth deluxer from
Attempt to rob safe at the UpFilm exchanges this week hold-- Interstate Circuit, Inc., last week.
town Theatre missed when thieves
Ing their first all-industry Christis a former vaude and legit failed to crack the
safe containing
mas party at Calhoun Beach hotel. House
house. Novy owns the Capitol and $1,700,
Jack Kelvig resigned as RepubRialto here as well as Austin and
Clifton Webb will be honored bj
lic office manager to take similar

REFRESHMENT

ture, "April in Paris,” for Scripps-

owner, S. P. Nesmith, in June.

Sunset Drive-In at West

Sales Convention

=«

-

Howard newspaper’s annual pre- word "fillum” (film) and "dja Hear”
Xmas world preem in behalf of (did you hear) had a jarring effect
the Old Newsboys Fund for crip- far beyond any folksy intimacy

Columbia is reissuing "Ladies of
Vernon Wynne named manager Chorus” to capitalize current pubof the State, Pittsburg; replaces licity on Marilyn Monroe, who
Buddy Gotcher who becomes man- played one of chorus girls.
ager of three Tri-State Theatres
Jack Thomas, after five years
at Idabel, Okla.
with Hallmark Productions, signed
Albert L. Smith leased the Pal- with Sol Lesser Productions as genace at Abilene for five years. House eral manager of roadshow departformerly was operated by inter- ment.
state who turned house back to its
Warners closed a deal to dis-

phis,

TV

and some reported strong
eral office.
sales immediately
Adelaide Flood resigned from point-of-contact
show in the theatre lobthe
after,
'
Metro staff to live in South Bend,
with her husband, Dave Flood, bies.
Monday’s session pointed up the
Notre Dame halfback, until he gets
need for such schooling, via the
his degree.
WB has given Pucsburgh Press tremendous magnification given
the new Doris Day-Ray Bolger pic- even the slightest errors by big-

seater.

The legit theatre gets a plug
on the screen at the Goldman via
George Pliskos relighted his a trailer advertising
the Eddie
Regal, a 900-seater here, dark Dowling-Margaret
O’Brien producsince Xmas. 1951.
tion, "The Intruder,” current at
Herman Ferguson, Malden, Mo., Locust
exhib is convalescing from injuries
Jimmy Dorsey’s daughter Julia
suffered in a recent auto accident in town to help exploitation on
George Cohen, booker for 'Co- “Million Dollar Mermaid,” Christlumbia St. Louis exchange, upped mas film at the Randolph.
to the sales staff, and traveling in
Joe Nevison, manager of Erlen

Amarillo houses.
Eddie Fadal converted his old
Elm Street Theatre at Waco into
an arty house. It will be called
the Coronet. It will he patterned
after the Coronet Theatre at Dallas,
operated by Alfred N. Sack who
will assist Fadal in booking this

Victoria Cooke and Betty Jenkins of the Metro inspection department moved up into the gen-
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$10,000,000 VIDPIX
Several Teleblurb Producers Sign

Interim Pacts. Yield to

SAG Terms

WBKB

billed as “an exciting
a TV newsreelman.”

drama

of

Only catch is that the film
was released by Republic in
1937 when commercial video
was only a gleam in Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff’s eye.
*

re-run coin.

Solomon & Co. s
Peimanent Status
Enthused over the response to
“Victory at Sea” and the fact that
already it’s copping every award in
sight,

tory”

NBC

will

retain the

“Vic-

production unit, topped by

Henry (Pete) Solomon, on a permanent basis. At least two other
major projects are currently being

blueprinted,
although
several
Guy Thayer, RR veepee, made weeks of work still remain before
company would the final installments of
that his
clear
the 20make such blurbs only for com- week “Victory” series are in the
agencies which have

*

panies

or

can.

inked interim deals.
Robert W. Sarnoff, v.p. in charge
Orville Fouse, production manof the NBC-TV Film Division, has
ager at Cascade Films,' which like
already started preliminary work
the Reed Company is located at
designed to convert the “Victory”
the Hal Roach lot, said he was
vidpix series into a two-hour film
considering signing an interim
for theatrical distribution. This will
deal for teleblurbs, but that there
entail a complete re-editing job,
was nothing definite. A deal was
with new continuity and commennear at Cascade.
tating, plus a rescoring of the RichSAG would not disclose the ard Rodgers music. This will be
number of agencies or producers NBC’s initial excursion into theatwho have inked interim deals, say- rical pix.
ing merely it was “not a large

number

at this

moment.”

Interim deal provides that actors
and announcers will get minimum Metro, Fromkess In
fee of $70 per commercial, and,
on important issue of re-runs, has
Hassle Over Vidpix
different rates for net blurbs and
local spots, with re-use coin to be
‘Round Table' Title
paid actor for each run on net
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
s;iots, while on local -“wild” spots
A clash between pix and video
there is unlimited run for four
weeks, but renewal after that over a title has cropped up.
period means actor must be paid “Knights 0£ The Round Table,”
his full original fee for another which 'Arrow Productions telepix
producer Leon Fromkess says he
four-weeks run.
plans using as the title of a vidpic
series rolling in March, is claimed

by Metro

Teleblurb Strike

Charges Huried
Charges of “misrepresentation,
misstatement and distortion” in the

’

teleblurb
leveled
strike
were
against Screen Actors Guild and' its
new prexy, Walter Pidgeon, by
execs of the Film Producers Assn,
of N. Y. this week' and brought a
reply from Pidgeon agreeing to resume negotiations in Hollywood
rather than in N. Y., where talks

—

as its property. Fromkess
points out the property is in public
so Metro has no claim, and
says
studios
belonging to the

domain

Johnston office have “Gentlemen’s
agreement concerning such conflict

Gems topper, was due in Hollywood yesterday (Tues.), SAG said
that it would contact him and offer
to discuss or negotiate the dispute
and suggested- that FPA send other
reps to join the powwow.
Raps against an article in a
union publication by jPidgeon were
leveled by P. J. Mooney, FPA prez,
and John Wheeler, FPA attorney,
latter voicing his objections in a

‘

ductions and Studio Films merging
forces with United TV Programs.
Two production firms, besides
bringing new product into UTP
are
also
providing considerable
new financing to make the outfit
the biggest to concentrate on both
production and distribution of TV
films.

Subversive

setup will have a total of
shows to start out with,
which represent a' production investment of well over $10,000,000.
In addition, it will have its own
studios on the Coast, via a deal set
only a few weeks ago for producers
Jack J. Gross and Philip N. Krasne
to take over their own studios. In
addition. Studio Films, a Cleveland
outfit which has turned out several
hundred musical briefies, only recently bought out much of the
Louis D. Snader product, including the Snader Telescriptions, so
that the reorganized UTP now has
1,200 of the three-minute musical
vidpix to offer as a library service to TV stations. In fact, according to UTP exec veepee Milton
Blink, the company has placed
more than $500,000 in business for
the newly-named Studio Telescriptions in either new contracts or renewals.

Since the contracts are still being drawn up by attorneys, execs
of the three companies involved declined to detail specific plans for
It’s
been
reorganization.
the
learned though, that besides the
top UTP, Gross-Krasne and Studio
Films execs involved, Wilson (Bill)
Tuttle, former top radio-TV exec
with the Ruthrauff & Ryan agency,
will also be one of the key bosses
It was Tuttle
in the new outfit.
who set the deal while at R&R for
Gross-Krasne to produce the “Big

George T. Shupert has been
named general manager of United
Artists Television Corp, UA’s TV
subsidiary. He started on his new
job Monday (8). Outfit distributes
programs made especially
film
for TV. Shupert replaces John
Mitchell who has gone over to

provide some good ammunition
for the Russian propagandists.

Within the American Tobacco Co., it’s reported, there’s
some distress over the characterization.

‘Crime’ Club’ For

sulted in saleability and availability of just about every indie rental
studio in town, with “For Sale”
signs hanging on all the lots but
Ironically, the exception is
one.
General Service, a studio still in

but

bankruptcy

making

a

j

j
•

;

firm

financial comeback directly as a
result of hypoed income from telepix companies located there.
The saying, “there are lots of lots
for sale,” is a true one, with various financial Interests and vidpix
companies angling for the indie
studios, anticipating the time when
studio space will be at a premium
in a town in the first full flush of
development of the telefilm indus-

;

*

:

try.

ABC-TV bought the old Vitagraph studios over two years ago
and converted it into a TV plant,
and more recently Gross-Krasne,
Inc., producers of “Big Town” vidpix series and four “Lux Video
Bernard L. Schubert and maestro Theatre” telepix, snagged a bar-,
Harry Sosnik have deferred their gain when they bought the CaliThe
month's European business trip un- fornia studios for $135,000.
G-K deal was a fortuitous one that
til Jan. 3 because a pending SchuWhen
isn’t apt to happen again.
bert-NBC video package would California studios owner Harry
keep them abroad too close to Sherman died last September, and
Xmas. They were to have flown out studio went into bankruptcy $135,000 in the red, attorneys salvaging;
Saturday (6).
the affair were interested solely in,)
13 seeing to it that all debts werefi
Schubert will co-produce
“Crime Club” whodunits (under a repaid, and that’s how G-K goti|
tieup with Doubleday & Co.) in the Melrose lot at bargain base-;|i
,
London, via Ben Henry and his ment prices.
Warner Bros.’ Sunset studios is!
Eros Films. They will differ from
(Continued bn page 39)
former vidpix packages in that the
52-minute features will be expressly produced for TV, and also with
an eye to theatre dates on both

Vidpix, Theatres

;

j

j

5

;

lii!

GE Sets Vidpix

sides of the Atlantic. In actuality,

the theatre aspects
ly

may come

most-

As Waring Tours

from the Eastern Hemisphere,

since

the

$85,000-budgeted

films

series

:

British film producers, with whom
secondrrun purposes.
in exDecision to tie the three firms Schubert may hook up),
American packager
together was reportedly based- on change for the
name
for the
marquee
a
supplying
the belief that the vidfilm busi(somebody who is w.k. to audiness has grown so large that there’s lead
England and Amerno longer rotfm for an outfit to con- ences both in
along
with a shooting script.
ica)
centrate exclusively on either proThere is a mutual sharing on
Just as
duction or distribution.
the major film companies set up both sides of the pond in the TV
theatre markets, but dominantand
their own distribution agencies, the
vidpix entrepreneurs now realize ly the vidpix revenues will go to
that there must be a marriage be- Schubert in the U. S., and the
theatre exhibition income to Henry
(Continued on page 39)
(Eros) abroad. The “Crime Club”
whodunits lend themselves to Eu-

ropean

UA Seen Next In

locales.

coast-to-coast concert tour they’ve
had since 1937. BBD&O, agency]
for General Electric, which spon-h
sors Waring, has pacted for a se*t
ries of half-hour dramatic vidpix
to fill in while he’s away.
k
j

!

1-

Waring requested permission!
from GE for the hiatus some time!'
ago, and the bankroller okayed thef
tour on the assumption' that he and!:
his crew could do a job of ambas-r
sadoring while on the road. While],
he’ll be away from N. Y. for eight
weeks, he’ll be off the show actual-|
.

ly

only

for

six,

him

to

since present plans calif

do remotes from

both;!

This is a first time ov~r for Sos- Hollywood .and Kansas City while';
nik who was associated with Schu- on tour. Show will return to itsii
bert in the lavish NBC “Musical regular Sunday night at 9 spot on!
Comedy Time” series three years CBS-TV on Palm Sunday.
Vidpix are being produced by Sov-r
ago. Sosnik has some foreign muin ereign Productions on the Coast,;
propositions
sico-production
Italy and France which he wants wrich is shooting at the Eagle-Lion'”
studios. Outfit, which is headed by
to explore first-hand.
Stuart Reynolds as prexy and Gili
Ralston as production veepee, also'}':
inked two other network deals this]
Wright in the Can,
week. It’s to produce 10 “Cavalcade of America” vidfilm stanzas,!
;

Swing to Vidpix

TV

UA'S TELE SUBSID

UnLucky

the

Co.'

Fred Waring will take an eight-r
on film, which is are primed primarily by Schubert
week winter hiatus from his CBS-:!
bankrolled by Lever Bros, in a for TV.
TV show starting the first week in|j
number of markets and to which
The 85G budget will be absorbed February in order to take his crewp
UTP has syndication rights both
Henry’s company (and any other of Pennsylvanians on the first;]
in the non-Lever markets and for by

Town”

Recently Stanley Kramer beefed
Meridian Pictures over the latUnited Artists appears next in
ter’s telefilm “Juggler,” contending line to swing into the production
conflicted with his upcoming of films specially designed for teleit
feature.
That title is based on casting.
Company for the past
Michael Blankfort’s book located couple of years has been active in

SHUPERT TO MANAGE

it

wood by the

Strike is picking up the tab
for the “Biff Baker USA” vidpix series.
It’s all about a
self-styled Intelligence operator, but they’re saying that if
that’s how a U. S. Intelligence
man looks to others, it’s gonna

New

to

in Israel.

They’re calling

American Tobacco

10 package

in titles” but implied this doesn't
extend to television in any way.
plans to shoot 26 “Knights.”

to Pidgeon which brought Columbia’s Screen Gems TV subthe SAG offer to resume talks.
sid.
Pidgeon’s statement that conShupert’s last job was as veefbiued reuse of blurbs would work
pee of Peerless Film Productions
an “economic hardship” on perwhere he distributed a batch of
formers was hit by Mooney, who Edward Small pix to TV. Before
said that SAG proposals had origithat, he was v.p. and director of
nally conceded the point, permitcommercial operations for Parating Unlimited use of a “wild” commount Television Productions. As
mercial within a four-week period assistant to Paul Raibourn, Par
which- was later extended to 13
TV Productions prexy, Shupert
weeks by the guild. Wheeler wrote was credited with having planned
that the SAG position is not based
and organized the company’s TV
(Continued on. page 42)
film supplying net.
letter

Interest

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Transfusion brought to Hollytelepix boom has re-

what may be the

single organization in the
vidpix business is being finalized
this week, via Gross-Krasne Pro-

He

failed.

Noting that Ralph Cohn, Screen

of

largest

Chicago, Dec. 9.
How far sponsors of jaded
feature films go in an attempt
to update them for TV is
shown in a newspaper ad carried here last week calling attention to the
showing
of “Exile to Shanghai.” Pic is

Chicago and Hollywood
contracts
interim
inked
have
along lines of terms originally prein
negotiations
sented by SAG in
Gotham. As a result of the sudden
blurbs are already being
shift,
shot under the agreement which
stipulates no matter what industry
pattern is eventually set up, terms
for thesps working in the interim
deal will stick, and they will get

.

As

Boom Cues New

Vidpic
Creation

Trend Story

Y.,

Question of re-runs and re-run
coin, more than anything else, precipiated the breakdown in negotiations between SAG and N. Y.
t'’eblurb producers and the American Assn, of Advertising Agencies,
leading to SAG’s first strike in its
19-year history.
Roland Reed Productions, largest blurb producer here, is shooting commercials for General Mills,
working under interim deal inked
by Knox-Freeves agency of Minneapolis. Blurbs had already been
set when the strike was called.
Kathleen Mulqueen is the thesp,
working in the blurbs, planned for
"‘The Lone Ranger” vidpix series.

Lots of Indie Lots for Sale

fill

Hollywood, Dec. 9. +
First major break in the weekold strike of Screen Actors Guild
teleblurb producers
all
against
and advertising agencies was disclosed here, as it was learned a
number of teleblurb producers in
N.

DTP JOINS WITH

but only to the extent of distributing pix.
appointment of
week’s
Last
George Shupert to head its video
subsidiary, United Artists Television Corp., Succeeding John Mitch-

separate story), was seen
by insiders as a preliminary to a
swing into the lensing of TV product. Columbia and Universal were
the first of the principal film outfits to enter the field.
Shupert is well backgrounded
in various phases of TV, having
ell

(see

headed

Paramount's

commercial

TV operations before joining the
indie company, Peerless Film Productions.

a

Sandburg Next In

for backing by duPont on NBC-TV;
plus 13 half-hour pix for Hamilton;
believed]!
berth.

‘Wise Old Men’ Series Watch, which are also
NBC-TV will start shooting next slated for an NBC video
week on the Carl Sandburg

j

half-

NBC

UU! PALMER

hour installment of its “wise old
TV’S
men” series, which has thus far
brought forth the Bertrand Russell
TELEPIC
and Robert Frost interview epiWCBS, the CBS video web’s flagsodes. Sandburg is also scheduled
to do a regular radio series for ship, this week scheduled a filmNBC, but because of serious sight package syndicated by NBC-TV’s
impairment the program may be film sales department. It’s the Lilli!!
Palmer show, which the station':
held up Indefinitely.
The Frank Lloyd Wright half- will air Sundays from 2:45 to 3
hour filmed interview was shot last p.m. under sponsorship of Conti,
week and is now in the process of Products Corp.
In slotting the new package on
being edited. It will be the next
attraction in the web’s series. An Sundays, WCBS-TV will cut back
installment on Rabbi” Louis Flnkel- its double-feature “Picture for a.
stein, president of the Jewish The- Sunday Afternoon” to a single fea-!
ological Seminary, will be filmed ture each week, from 1 to 2:30.;,
“Invitation
next month.
Playhouse,”
another'
Meanwhile, efforts are being vidfilm package, goes from 2:30 toi
I

FOR WCBS-TV

.

'Xmas Carol' Vidpix

Television
Sales
Consolidated
has inked distribution rights to
“A Christmas Carol,”
Dickens’
half-hour film narrated by Vincent
Price and featuring Taylor Holmes
made to line up Hillaire Belloc for
as Scrooge.
Pic was lensed by Tableau Pro- a filmed interview. He’s living in
retirement in England.
ductions, Ltd.

2:45 (so far, as a sustainer), with]
Miss Palmer’s show at 2:45. Net-!
I
work takes over at 3 p.m.

1
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this is the story of a public steno

Great Scott and The Lord Blears.
(The Wrestling Story)
Wrestling portion of the show
With Bud- Abbott, Lou Costello,
Hillary Brooke, Joe Kirk, Sidney was good for laughs, but ran tdo
long. For reasons known only to
Fields
Producer-director: Jean Yarbrough the director, an announcer described for the TV audience what
Writer; Fields
it was seeing on its screen. Narra30 Mins.; Fri., 10:30 p.m.
tion presumably was supposed to
CHEVROLET DEALERS
be in the nature of a takeoff on TV
WCBS-TV, N. Y.
sports gabbers, but didn’t jell. Ring
( CampbeU-Evcald )
noises and crowd* reaction also
proved
have
Costello
Abbott &
were
overdone.
too often in the past that there’s
lowest
The store section was more remthe
even
for
an audience
type of their shenanigans, so its iniscent of the Keaton of yesterimpossible to write off this assault year. Comedian should ring the
on the intelligence of TV viewers. bell with the older generation
But they’re going to have to pull whom he had once rolling in the
long and hard to attract an audi- aisles with his slapstick routines and
ence if the rest of the stanzas in may go over also with the younger
their new telepix series is as bad crowd who knows him only by
name. Show could have used some
as the initialer, which had its N. Y.
bow last Friday night (5) on WCBS- real or dubbed-in audience reaction. Lack of studio laughter weakTV.
ened the climax of several of his
Show carries screen credit for acts, particularly the one when
a writer but what his contributions Keaton tries to wrap the fishing
determine.
to
difficult
were is
tackle and his straight-faced tussle
Preem stanza resembled the weak- with the collapsible tent.
est of the old two-reel comedies
Producer Clyde Bruckman and
which the Hollywood studios once exec producer Carl K. Hittleman
turned out as filler material for the- have kept the sets simple.
Carl
atres. It had an ultra-thin story line, Struss camerawork gave the arena
true, but while this was bad enough,
it served only as a peg on which
the comedy team could hang some
unrelated and mostly unfunny situations. These were dragged in from
all sides and one was no better
than another. Even the gray-bearded burlesque routines, on which
A&G have got by in their shows
ARROW PRODUCTIONS
for NBC’s “Colgate Comedy Hour,”
KTTV Studios, Hollywood
were not present to. lift the vidfilm
Second set of 13 in "RAMAR OF THE
JUNGLE" half-hour jungle adventure telout of its lethargy.

It’s questionable whether Keaton’s
invasion of the world of the grunters and groaners added much to
the value of the show. Excessive
time was spent following the ceremonial disrobing of the gentlemenwrestlers and the other niceties
that have come to be accepted as
the comic byplay on these occa-

who

hand.

Wrestlers involved are

TV

sions.

That

section

the

of

program

finds herself involved with a
racketeer of the race tracks, and
escapes the heavy’s clutches in
time to buy herself a mink coat
with coin he’s given her for madvertently helping him. Hence the
tag, “Horses and Fur Coats.” While
this is passable fare, the story
has too many flaws to hold up
as anything more than routine
stuff.

seemed like something that TV
Lynn Bari is the central figure,
viewers must have been many times and as such becomes involved with
before, and the addition of Keaton a slick con man who tells her he’s
just added slapstick upon slap- a private eye for race tracks, and
stick. Performances beside Keaton on the trail of a guy who frames
Hift.
were routine.
races. Thus obtaining her aid, he
gets her to pass him a copy of a
to her by the alAfter a good
leged raceframer.
(Horses and Fur Coats)
deal of hokus pokus, it develops
Cavanaugh,
Paul
Bari,
Lynn
With
that the real con man is the purothers
ported private eye, and' the TaceProducer: Revue Productions
framer is actually a cop on his
Director: Kingman T. Moore
trail. Then there’s a last-minute
ComAdele
Ranh,
Stanley
Writers:
rescue of the steno, about to be
mandini
erased by the real con man who
Fri.
p.m.
Mins.;
30
9
figures she double-crossed him.
CHEVRON STATIONS
That the story comes off as well
Hollywood
KTLA,
as it does is due in large part to
(BBD&O)
Fairly diverting entertainment, the ability of Lynn Bari, a gal
letter dictated

CHEVRON THEATRE

Filins in Production
as of Friday, Dec.

5
January. Patti Lee heads cast.
Producer: Michael Phillips
Associate producer: Dan Hadzick
Director: Jo Graham

Producer: Mort Greene
Director: Les Goodwin

Assistant director: John Pommer
Production supervisor: Ruby Rosenberg

Corp.

is

&

any such audience must be composed of grade-schoolers or adults
with equal intelligence.
If they
can be counted on as prospective
purchasers of the client’s product,
then all should be well.
Preem’s “story” had Costello, playing his usual knocked-about self
to Abbott’s sideline urgings, pitted
against
a
neighborhood
sissy

named
,;y
’

j

“Stinky,” of course) in a
police benefit wrestling match. It’s
needless to point out the incongruity of the basic situation, with
Costello as a grown man with an
eye for a pretty waitress feuding
continually with the sissy character (in. actuality, another adult
actor in boy’s clothes.) Tied in
with this was a scene and the
only faintly funny one in the show
which had Costello being blitzed
in a checker game by a trained
chimp, plus the comics’ system for
getting a free meal in a restaurant,

—

—

etc.

Joe Kirk and Sidney Fields
played in support of the comics.
Hillary Brooke is also in the permanent cast, but wasn’t spotted in the
Initialer, Filmed commercials, both
for Chewy Dealers and the car
Itself,

were par.

StaL

LIFE WITH BUSTER

KEATON

(The Collapsible Clerk)
Producer: Clyde Brockman
Director: Arthur Hilton
Writer: Jack Harvey
30 Mins.; Thurs., 7:30 pjn.

MARCALUS MFG.

WARD,

(

N. Y.
Calkins

CO.

& Holden )

Attempt to recreate Buster Keaton’s madcap antics of the Keystone
era for the TV audience was only
partially successful as the “Life
With Buster Keaton” series preem-

ed over WABD last Thursday (4).
Film hit some highspots indicating
the comedian still can sock across
his “dead-pan” routines effectively,
but on the whole the first install-

ment was

disappointing.
Series has Keaton as assistant
and general handyman in a sporting goods store. First episode, “The
Collapsible Clerk,” set a good pace
for the nonsense parade with the
limelight steadily on the laugh-

Keaton tries to sell boating
equipment and some fishing tackle
With equally disastrous results and
then manages to get hopelessly entangled in his attempt to demonstrate how to set up a collapsible
getter.

tent.
fflt

M..’

He also runs
who promptly

"OH BABY"

epix. To be sponsored by Mennen through
the Grey agency, starting Nov. 1.
Producers: Jack Barry, Dan Enright

Producer: Roland Reed
Director: Hal Yates
Associate producer: Guy V. Thayer, Jr.

Director: E. A. Dupont.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood
Art Linkletter starring In a series of

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES

104 15-minuter vidpix titled

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"LINKLETTER

"REBOUND" series of half-hour adult AND THE KIDS."
dramas. Sponsored by Packard Motor Car Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Associate producer: Irvin Atkins
Corp. Now shooting.
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
General Manager: Harve Foster

PAUL
KTTV

JOAN DAVIS PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios, Hollywood
"1

MARRIED

JOAjty" series of half-hour

situation comedies currently shooting for
General Electric sponsor. Starring Joan
Davis & Jim Backus.
Producer: P. J. Wolfson
Associate Producer: A1 Simon
Director: Hal Walker.
Writers: Arthur Stander, PhU Sharp.

DESELU PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"OUR MISS BRqpKS"

half-hour comedy drama series now shooting for CBS*
Ty.. General Foods sponsor.
Cast: Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Jane Mor»
an, Dick Crenna, Gloria McMillan, Boh
S ockwelL Virginia Gordon.

Production Executive: Larry Berne
Director: A1 Lewis

F.

Hollywood

Series of 13 quarter-hour telepics entitled "WHAT'S YOUR TROUBLE?" with
Dr. and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale.
Producer: Paul F. Heard
Director: Paul F. Heard
Production supervisor: Harry

POUGFAIR CORPORATION
RKO

Pathe: Culver City
First 18 of half-hour adventure' series
"Terry and the Pirates" shooting. Canada
Dry sponsors.
Cast: John Baer, William Tracy. Gloria
Saunders.
Producer: Dougfair Corporation
Associate producer: Warren Lewis
Directors: Lew Landers, Arthur Pierson

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS
"AMOS

KNEELAND-SAX PRODS.

ANDY"

series of character

CorrelL Sidney Van Keuren
Director: Charles Barton
Production executive: James Fonda
Assistant director:

Centaur Studios, Hollywood
Thirteen 15-minute telepix series "DOUfeaturing Laraine Day and

BLE PLAY,"

1

ttttltr

r 1 1

»"t

1 1

his friend to a match. Proceedings
shift to the .ring where in an
sequence,
occasionally
hilarious
“Killer” Keaton and his buddy first
suffer and then manage to subdue
their opponents by having them
collide head-on in an around-thering race. Fadeout has the comedian and his pal hit the canvas
when someone tries to shake their

1

parts.

Direction by Kingman T. Moore
has a fair tempo. Original teleplay

by Stanley Rauh and Adele Commandini is unbelievable at certain
key points, and rates as a routiner.
Production credits were uniformly
good.
Daku.

OFFICIAL FILMS SETS

NEW TV

3

SERIES

Films this week set deals
for national syndication of three
new vidpix series being turned out
by indie producers. Topping the
list is “Hollywood Close-Ups,” a
quarter-hour series featuring snapshot sequences of film stars. Others are Tel-Ra Productions’ “Ideas
on Parade,” featuring new inventions and gadgets, and 18 new
shorts on sports and animal adventures, produced by Jerry Cournyea.
Plans are also under way to gear
some of OF’s network shows into
local syndication.
“Terry and the
Pirates,” now sponsored alternate
weeks by Canada Dry in some 45
markets, is to be offered to local
sponsors and stations on a spot
basis in the remaining market
Official

areas.

Malvin Wald’s Telepic

Emmett Emerson

I-

Stake in U.S., Europe
Hollywood writer-producer Malvin Wald, just returned from year
in Europe, is part-ower of four vidpic packages, all in different cities,
two in America and two in Europe.
Overseas series are “Tales of
Hans Christian Andersen,” produced in Copenhagen and bought
by Interstate TV of Hollywood, and
an untitled detective series which
starts lensing next month In London under aegis of Antony Beau-

champ Productions.
In the U. S. Wald authors “Pulse
of the City” which Telesene Film
Productions of N. Y. has booked
into 20 markets and co-authors
“Justice for All,” starring Edward
Arnold, which NBC has optioned.
Wald left for the Coast last week
for conferences with Arnold on
“Justice.”

"LIFE OF RILEY"

series of 30-mlnutc

NBC shooting.
Van Keuren
Tom McKnlght

situation comedies for

Supervisor: Sidney

Producer:
Director:

Abby

Berlin

Hollywood

SCREEN GEMS'

N. Y.
1302 N. Gower, Hollywood
"NIGHT EDITOR" series of 15-mlnute
Now shooting the FORD THEATRE
weeklv newspaper-localled dramas, starling Hal Burdick. Now shooting. Spon- aeries of 39 half-hour telepix.
sored by Kaiser-Frazer in five markets, via Producer-director: Jules Brlcken
Assistant director: Eddie Seata
welntraub.
Producer: Vernon Lewis
St.,

K. T. Stevens makes her telepix debut in Screen Gems’ “Tht
Sermon of the Gun,” starring opposite Macdonald Carey in the
Ford
series directed by
Director: M. Baron
SHELDON REYNOLDS PROD.’S Roberttelepic
Stevenson, with Jules
Post Parlsien Studios, Paris
THE McCADDEN CORP.
FOREIGN INTRIGUE series of half- Bricken producing . . . Basil RuysFAMILY FILMS TELEVISION
General Service Studios: Hollywood
hour adventure films for presentation in dael has role in Sovereign Pictures'
KTTV Studio*. Hollywood
"THE BURNS AND ALLEN SHOW"
S. TV for various sponsors now shoot- “The
Wedding Day.” rolling at
Twenty-six half hour religious dramatic now shooting series of half hour comedy U.
ing in Paris, starring Jerome Thor and
shows "THIS IS THE LIFE."
Eagle Lion studios . .
telepix. The Carnation Co. sponsor.
Sydna Scott
United
Cast: Forrest Taylor, Onslow Stevens, Cast: George Bums and Grade Allen,
Producer-director: Sheldon Reynold*
Television Programs inked 14 twoNan Boardman, Randy Stuart, Michael
Fred Clark, Bea Benadaret, Harry Von Assoc. Producer: John Padovano
Hall; David Kasday
Zell
Director of Photography: Bertil Palmgren year pacts for complete libraries
Producer: Sam Hersh
of 750 Snader Telescriptions, end
Producer* Ralph levy
Musical Director: Paul Durand
Director: William F Claxton
Associate Producer: A1 Simon
370 Studio Films musical briefies
Director: Ralph Levy
SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
. . . J. G. Stevens Productions canFEDERAL TELEFILM. INC.
Writers: Paul Henning, Sid Dorfman, HarHal Roach Studios, Culver City
Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood
vey Helm. William Burns
ned first in “I Cook for a Star” 15"RACKET SQUAD" series now shooting min. series,
"MR. AND MRS. NORTH" series of half
.

with Mrs. Pat O’Brien
... Arthur Frimz and
Marjorie Lord have leads in MerDenning.
ries of 26 half-hour plx. Thomas Mitchell,
edian Pictures’ “The Devil’s Other
Producer: Federal TV Corporation.
SWARTTZ-DONIGER PRODS.
narrator, with cast Induding Gene LockDirector: Ralph Murphy.
Name,” shooting at Goldwyn stuMotion Picture Center, Hollywood
hart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann
"WARDEN DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN" dios for Schlitz, with Ted Post
Burr and Olive Deering.
FILMCRAFT PRODS.
series of 13 half-hour films now shooting. helming,
Producer: Marion Parsonnet
and Bill Self as associate
Paul Kelly stars.
Director: Fred Stephan!.
0451 Melrose, Hollywood
producer
. Telemount producer
Producers: Walter Doniger, Berman
GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
Swartts
Henry Donovan is negotiating for
audience participation film productions
MARK
VII PRODUCTIONS
Director: Walter Doniger
now shooting once a week for NBC.
Walt Disnev Studios. Burbank
Franchot Tone and Cesar Romero
™ucaon
manager:
DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
William
Stephen,
halffor a new series, “The 13 DiaProducer: John Guedel
hour telepix based on actual cases from
Film producer: 1. Lindcnbaum
monds,” with 26 vidpix to begin
TEEVEE COMPANY
police files.
Directors* Bob Dwan. Bernio Smith
California Studios, Hollywood
Producer: Mike Meshekoff
rolling
Jan. 15 . .
.Pete Robeck,
"IT'S A SMALL WORLD," starring A1
Preparing 13 15-mlnute telepix of two general
Jack Webb
manager of Consolidated
Gannaway in a series of 39 half-hour £am* Director:
vignettes each to begin shooting DecemExecutive producer: Stanley Meyer
lly-appeal programs. Now shooting.
TV
Sales, left on business junket
ber 10.
Production supervisor: Sam Ruman
Cast: A1 Gannaway and others
Casting: Sherman Harris
across the country . . Vidpix proProducer: Isidore Lindenbaum
Producer: TeeVee Company
MERIDIAN PICTURES, INC.
Exec chg. prod.: F. H. Fodor
ducers Jack Gross and Phil Krasne
Associate producer: Sherman Harris
Goldwyn Studios. Hollywood
Production manager: Glenn Miller
whipped up script tagged “Grand"SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE OF STARS" Director: William Burke
ma
Robbed a Bank,” inspired by
FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
PRODUCTIONS, INC. L. A.’s bank-robbing grandma, and
&eh VOLCANO
6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
General Service Studios, Hollywood
week.
Second series of 52 half-hour Gene Producer: Meridian Pictures, Inc.
"THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND are including it in their “Big
Autry Western telepix shooting. Gene Associate producer: William Self
HARRIET," half-hour comedy series now Town” series . . . NLRB hearing
Autry. Pat Buttram set leads.
shooting.
set Dec. 11 on petitions of Tele"RANGE RIDER" shooting second seCast: Ozzie Nelson, Harriet Hilliard Nelries of 62 half-hour vldeoters. Jack Ma- PARSONNET TV FILM STUDIOS,
son, David Nelson. Ricky Nelson, Don vision Writers of America for elechoney, Dick Jones head cast.
INC.
DeForo
tion on TV jurisdiction for writer$ n
Producer: Louis Gray
Producers: Robert Angus and BUI Lewi*
46-02 Fifth St., Long Island City. N. Y.
in L. A. only, and of Authors'*
Directors: Wallace Fox, Geo. Archalnbaud
Director: Ozzio Nelson
Casting: Michael Meads.
New series of half-hour western dramas
Writers:
Bill
Shooting half-hour drama* for scries en.
Davenport, Don Nelson, Ben League of America and Screen
entitled "DEATH VALLEY DAYS" now titled 'The Doctor," sponsored by Procter
Gcrshinan, Ozzie Nelson
Writers Guild for jurisdictional
shooting.
& Gamble. Features Warner Anderson.
electional on national basis only
Producer: Darrell McGowan.
Producer: Marlon Parsonnet
zrv tv
Director: Stuart McGowan
Production manager: Henry Spitz
.
. Producer Edward Lewis back
6255 Clinton St., Hollywood
Directors: Robert Aldrich, Peter Godfrey.
PSI
.
Two in "BOSTON BLACKIE" series of from junket to London .
FOUR STAR PRODS.
half-hour adventure telepix shoot In De- TV prexy Paul White returned to
Pathe
RKO
Studios, Culver City
PHILDAN TV
cember. Two In untitled series shoot in
Gotham over weekend following
"MY HERO" series of 36 comedy dra.Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood
December.
mas starring Robert Cummings now shootSeries of 13 half-hour comedies "CAthree weeks ogling company’s opGeneral casting for all
ing.
REER FOR CATHY" to begin shooting Directors: Eddie Davis, pictures.
fiobey Martin, erations here.
hour

first

comedies now shooting
John W. Loveton Production
Barbara Britton and Richard

situation

39.

starring

A

MARCH OF TIME

half-hour telepix.

Producer: Hal Roach,

369 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR"

se-

Director:

Jim Tinling

Jr.j

Carroll Cas*

in initialer

»

.

.

.

.

r>

afoul two wrestlers,
challenge him and

M>

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

VERNON LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lewis Sound Films, 71 W. 45th

'N*

telepix now shooting. Sponsored
by Blatz Beer for CBS-TV.
Cast: Tim Moore, Spencer Williams, Alvin
Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee.
Horace Stewart.
Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles

comedy

KEY PRODUCTIONS

Leo Durocher shooting. Different sports
personalities will be guesting each week,
producer: Carrol Sax *
Director: Ted Kneeland

Assistant director: Jim Paisley
Writers: A1 Lewis, Joe Quillan

"BIFF BAKER, USA" series of 30-mlnute situation comedies currently shooting.
Randy Stuart, Alan Hale, Jr., head cast.
Director: Richard Irving
Assistant director: Willard Sheldon
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

Cohen

Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood
Shooting Red Skelton series of 30-minute comedy telepix. Stars Red Skelton.
Producer: Red Skelton
Director: Marty Rackin

'

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Republic Studios, No. Hollywood
Half hour series of "ADVENTURES OF
KIT CARSON" telepix now shooting for
Revue Prods.
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: John English.

HEARD, INC.

Studios:

1

deserves better material. Paul
Cavanaugh is polished and suave
as the con man, while Gil Stratton
Jr., Myron Healey, Bob Carson and
Murray Alper are okay in lesser

series
of half-hour telepix skedded for January
start. Michael Phillips directs.
,

Krasne

series of 13 five-minute tel-

I

who

of

vertisers and/or stations feel the
comics can lure an audience. But

.

"ERNEST HAYCOX THEATRE"

epix series shooting. Jon Hall stars.
Producers: Harry S. Rothschild. Leon

being financed mostly
GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
Costello, with Music
Fromkess
RKO Pathe: Culver City
America
syndicating Film producer: Rudolph Flothow
Now shooting "BIG TOWN" series of ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS
Director; Paul Landres
through its Revue Productions.
26 half hour telepix sponsored by Lever
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
Brothers.
Show has already been sold' in 40 BARRY-ENRIGHT PRODUCTIONS set Icsds, Patrick McVey and Jane Nigh
"MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of 30markets, which indicates that adProducers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N. minute situation comedies now shooting.
On Location, N. Y.
Series

by Abbott

M Ml >M

+* ******** M M MM

sequence a good feeling of realism.

ABBOTT & COSTELLO SHOW

.
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TV NEEDS I CENTRAL SHOP
The

Trai Hill ell Era

Nothing to Get Panicky About, Sez

Niles Trammell’s resignation as NBC board chairman marks
the end of an era in broadcasting. While his resignation doesn’t
necessarily mean he’ll be lost to the industry, the fact remains
that the shifting of his base of operation to Florida as a TV station man will come as a personal loss to the NBC affiliate
membership family, the agency man, the sponsor and the others
who daily were exposed to the Trammell thinking and charm.

On

the

human

equation

side,

—

Radio
By

the television networks to set

famous hospitality and charm into a vote of
confidence, as happened two years in a row at White Sulphur

conceded that through the years of
helming the NBC operation Trammell won a reputation as the
salesman,
greatest
and even after relinquishing the
industry’s
presidency to become board chairman it was Trammell who carThe sponsor and the
ried the ball on the flash sales plays.
agency preferred it that way.
it’s

Sylvester L. (Pat)

That there

is

Weaver
has his

an increasing need

TV s
9

for such a service in order to avoid
duplication of effort and expense

has long been recognized among
those responsible for getting the
shows on the air. Particulary
in the past season, when costs have
reached new and staggering highs,
the question of setting up a central

shop for

today.

among

Seen 1st More Toward

TV

Empire

of Niles Trammelltl’
Affiliation
with John S. Knight and James M.
Cox. Jr., in their bid for channel 7
in Miami is seen as the opening
move in what may eventually
reveals some amusing
emerge as a Trammell-Knight-Cox
video empire. Those close to TramPersonal
Relationships
mell say that a man of his energies
obviously won’t sit back and be
of Television
content to bask under the Miami
spectrum. Because of his 30-year
*
*
*
NBC-RCA association, it’s also considered a fair certainty that a close
a bright byline piece in the
affiliation kinship with the network
will evolve from the new partnerforthcoming
'

.

Sam Levenson

ship.

Although In some quarters the
question has been raised whether
the FCC would condone rival radio
and publishing interests (Cox and
Knight teaming up in video, it’s
generally believed that the application filed with the FCC Monday
i

(8) has been prefaced by some assurance that the Miami grant is in
the offing. Trio filed under their
new corporate title of Biscayne TV
Corp., with Trammell exiting his
$100.000-a-year post as NBC board
chairman to participate in the
setup. It was stated last night that
RCA board chairman David Sarnofi would act as NBC board chair-

man.

be prexy and 15%
owner of the company.
Knight,
publisher of the Miami Herald
(which owns WQAM, the ABC Radio affiliate in the city), and Cox,
veepee of the Daily NeWs (which
owns WIOD, the NBC Miami afContinued on page 28)

Trammell

is

to

(

Lowell

P&G Axe

In addition to its lopoff of the

‘Beulah” and Jack Smith-Dinah
cross-the-board 7 to 7:30
CBS Radio shows, Procter &
Gamble has indicated that it also
intends cancelling out on its sponsorship of the Lowell Thomas fivetimes-a-week newscast on Colum-

Shore

p.m.

bia.
Thomas* contract, however,
doesn’t expire until next June, giving him a firm hold on the

P&G

commitment for the 6:45 to 7 p.m.
period until that time.

P&G
with

Thus
quits

its

will

of

P'SHIETY

TV Webs’ Daytime
Dilemma; Locals

have called

(Continued on page 42)

Navy

to the

it’s

New

Casting

program development,
Frank was recently hired away
from the William Morris agency in
Hollywood to handl* talent development for CBS-TV* In addition

made no move toward
relinquishing its valuable daytime
network franchises, particularly
since morning-afternoon programming on AM has taken on an increased importance since the ad- to his casting chores, he’ll continue in ih« ‘talent spot*

FC&B Out

signing

the nets are continuing
specially-evolved sales pat-

its

share of the billings,

in.

Pros and Cons

As for the claim that most of
the recent network cancellations
are due to sponsors ditching radio
to concentrate on TV only (a la
Pabst on the CBS fights and U. S.

Tobacco on NBC’s “Martin
Kane”), radio toppers concede
they have a problem on their
{Continued on page 38)

.

Thrower Exiting

CBS-TV Sales
,

Fred M. Thrower, vice-president

in charge of sales at CBS-TV, is
understood relations between parting company with the network
and Toni have been uneasy at the end of the year. Thrower
since last spring, when the Prom tendered his resignation several
(also a home permanent) account days^ago after he and Jack L. Van
was moved over to Weiss & Geller. Volkenberg, CBS-TV prexy, “agreed
At that time Don Nathanson re- to disagree” over conflicting views
signed as Toni’s ad manager and on sales policy.
joined
as an account exec.
Thrower’s successor is expected
In the forthcoming moves,
to be William Hylan, at present
gives up the Prom biz, which goe9 eastern sales manager for the TV
to Leo Burnett, to make room for network.
the Toni and Tonette account. This
Thrower joined CBS about a
practically the king- year ago. He was formerly head
makes
of
pin in Toni affairs with a lion’s sales at ABC.
Van Volkenburg
share of the billings. It’s exchange himself held down the key sales
ing the $2,000,000 Prom biz for the post prior to his moving into the
Toni coin, which last year ran prexy seat, and for that matter
around $6,000,000.
he’s still in there for most of the
Leo Burnett releases the Bobbie flash plays oh sales deals.
Home Permanent to Tatham-Laird,
Thrower is a stockholder in
who also has White Rain.
Audio Video Products and will
With its farflung and constantly engage himself in this facet of TV
changing radio-TV enterprises plus activity while mulling a new post.
its growing list of internally competing products, Toni has done a
great deal of agency jockeying the
It’s

FC&B

W&G

W&G

W&G

past five years.

‘CATHOLIC HOUR’ IN
JAN. NBC-TV
'

Bill

Henry TV Sunday

&

BOW

Washington, Dec. 9.
After 23 years on radio, “The

Sponsor Set for NBC Catholic Hour” will make its TV
Henry has been sold by debut on Sunday, Jan. 4, over a 47NBC-TV as a 15-minute Sunday station NBC-TV hookup. Series of
afternoon commentator, starting four programs in January will be
Jan. 4. He goes into the 5:45 to
carried from 1-1:30 p.m. on TV,
6 p.m. slot, with Sunbeam Shavers followed by a half-hour on
same
picking up the tab.
network on radio.
Henry continues with his longNarrator on video program will
time news strip on Mutual for be The Rev. Vincent Holden, fre-

9.

Bill

will atthe lofty

Johns Manville.
quent speaker on the ABC CathPresent occupant of the 5:30 to olic radio series, “The Christian
6 Sabbath segment is “Meet The in Action.” Assisting Holden will'
Masters,” alternating weekly with be members of the Catholic Actors
“Recital Hall.” Both, however, are Guild of America who played in
going off. What goes into the 5:45 October series of TV shows proto 6 period, however, Is still to be duced by National Council of Cath-

cally.

something of an experiment to see if some of the edge
can’t be knocked off the CBS
'It’s

Nielsen big leaguer carried
here by WBKB. “Victory”
switch is possible because it’s
film.

their
terns

•

tempt to salt down
ratings racked up by CBS-TV’s
“What’s My Line” in the Sunday night 9:30 slot by shifting
its parent web’s well-received
“Victory at Sea” documentary
into the same time period lo-

on

dition,

in

Rescue

WNBQ

their program costs and reduced
their nighttime rates so that sponsors actually are able to get better buys now than before. In ad-

and new program techniques
Chicago, Dec. 9.
to accommodate advertisers on alWith Foote, Cone & Belding re- most any terms they want to buy

,

NBC-TV’s

Milo Frank

5-Way

Toni Co. has blueprinted a wholethe
the sale reshuffling of its ad account.
the No less than five Chi agencies figthe ure in the shifting of the split billtheatre-studio Qriginations of the ings which last year totaled $12,two networks are so widely scat000 000
tered through all parts of New
Effective March 1, FC&B drops
York. ABC-TV and DuMont, with
in
layouts
studio
centralized
more
the basic Toni Home permanent
Manhattan, have less expensive account, roughly half the overall
trucking tabs.
billings, and the Tonette and ToniA unified plan for hauling, it’s Creme Shampoo portions. These
estimated, could save the webs, checkoffs completely remove FC&B
particularly NBC and CBS, con- from the Toni picture in which
the agency has played a prominent
siderable sums annually.
Two other sets of costs are in- role during the firms’ T rise as a
volved, running into much larger leader in its field. Weiss & Geller
These are (1) materials, inherits the Toni home wave and
figures.
including costuming, props, etc., the Tonette spendings, and Price,
and (2) personnel handling, involv- Robinson & Frank gets the shaming the unions. The need for a poo account.

Chicago, Dec.

CBS-TV

vent of television.

Split;

sonnel alone, it’s estimated that
untold thousands could be saved
losing gamble in daytime program- annually through elimination of
ming might shove thefn back into time and man hours.
the red.
There have been talks in the
Situation presents something of past, both in New York and on the
a paradox. Webs, on the one hand, Coast, of setting up a combined
will be operating in the black for costuming business, but nothing
the first time this year, hut on a came of them.
margin of profit so small ‘that any
Just who would operate such a
hefty new investment which doesn’t
service (whether an independent
pay off can put them hack on the corporation or an outfit underwrong side of the ledger. At the written by the advertisers and the
same time, though, with their broadcasters) could easily be revirtually
availabilities
nighttime
solved, it’s felt.
SRO, the only way they can increase their profits is to expand
Whether
into daytime operations.

several-year experi-

has

Billings in

Rack Up Ratings

it

menting with evening or nighttime

& G

Toni’s $12,000,000

combined operation on costuming
and stage properties is recognized
as the most imperative in terms of
coin saving. While through acciTelevision networks, still fearful
dent of schedules it’s assumed that
of the economic hazards involved in hassles would arise as to which
expansion of their daytime pro* network and show will get priority
gramming operations, are begin- on sharing sets, and costuming,
ning to get a feeling of frustration nonetheless it’s conceded a one-bigat the high ratings and sponsor service setup could be established
payoffs being racked up by local on a workable basis, with the costs
Nets pro-rated to each of the webs based
daytime shows.
stations’
would like nothing better than to on their needs and requirements.
grab off a chunk of those daytime
On the item of union-scaled per-

radio programming.
Sponsor, for
years the heaviest spender in radio
Director for
(as with TV today), has through
Milo Frank is the new casting
the years directed its sales pitch
He sucCBS-TV.
at the housewives with the bulk of director for
Robert Banker, who is checkits broadcasting
expenditures go- ceeds
of
charge
ABC-TV,
in
to
out
ing
ing into daytime radio.
Thus far

P

P'Sriety

profits but are presently caught in
a vicious financial cycle in which a

Thomas

Faces

47th Anniversary Number

in

of

profit sheets.

Big Trucking Charges
trucking aspect alone,
known that CBS-TV spends
exces& of $500,000 a year, with
NBC-TV figure approximating
$750,000 mark. Accounting for
heavy outlay is the fact that

•

rt

47th Anniversary Number

New York originations
TV networks has

On ithe

*

the forthcoming

the four

cause of the competitive nature of
the major
network operations,
there has been a reluctance on
high echelon levels to do anything
about it. .
Yet with the increasing awareness that the TV networks are
faced with a slim profit era unless
they find ways of whittling expenditures on services, it’s conceded that the establishment of a
central agency to eliminate such
duplication could go a long way
toward brightening up the year-

end

Future Horizons

an informative editorial feature

been bandied about but, chiefly be-

Trammell-Cox-Knight Miami Bid

While they
been painted.
it’s
haven’t been able to fill immediately the time slots on which sponsors have checked out, the nets
have rung up much new biz during recent weeks and have also
solidified the status quo via lucrative renewals on major accounts. As a result, top network
spokesmen claim the industry
isn’t entering another period of
panic, but instead is going through
another state of transition.
Nets’ primary objective in the
present era, according to industry
execs, is to convince advertisers
that they can no longer expect
ratings in the 20s or 30s. Instead,
they must settle for the 8s and 9s
now being drawn by the Nielsen
radio leaders.
In line with this,
however, the nets have trimmed

own ideas of

*

TV

Nor it is a trade secret that in his 30 years of NBC leadership
Trammell played a major role as one of the great builders of
the radio-television industry in shaping the patterns and the

we know them

a

central
which
agency through
trucking,
costuming,
carpentry,
props and other auxiliary services
could be expedited on a pro-rata
collaborative basis.

Springs.

policies as

up

Pondering the state of the radio
industry in the wake of several
network cancellations during recent weeks, top network execs feel
the picture isn’t nearly so bad as

NBCe

I

his traditionally

Another Transition;

Gotta ‘Educate’ Clients on Ratings

estimated $3,0(50,000 to $4,000,000 is going down the drain
annually, because of the failure of

been one of the best liked men in the industry. All too vividly
are recalled the periods of crises within the rebellious NBC affiliate ranks when the southern-bred Trammell could translate

By the same token,

GEORGE ROSEN

An

Trammell over the years has

‘Just

I

resolved.

olic •'Menr

u

» s

i

*

n « « t
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AFTRA TAKES

Murrow & Co. Poised for Korean
Edward R. Murrow and a crew
20 take off for Korea Sunday
night (14) immediately after Murshow on CBSucc It
*1, Now”
1 WVV
row’s
IVW a “See

Day

“Christmas

^*“6

.

,“T

in

PvVmfnl

tolooet

:

Iiagrani uegxcui.

Vimicrhf

_

Plan
Pyramid
*
m n FT

“On My Way

to Korea,”
be lensed at Anchorage,
Alaska,. stopoff point en route to the
Far East. Eric Sevareid will be
to

•

.

AFTRA

said. Bruce signed up with
at 2:15 p.m. on the 29th, Coggeshall said, and the telegram firing

.

I A l*At Vanaftr
UCl I drlvly"
10

standing by that Sunday in the
CBS N. Y. studios for any live cutin necessary.

AB £
ABC

radio

revising

is

its

him

Pyra- the

id B
nroerammine to get a the
programming
id
Plan
^ an
mid
to accompany
are CBS com- more diversified lineup. Since the
n

Already named
Murrow on the trip
mentators Larry Lesueur,

wSaE“l
from Korea

Bill

a d
ba°tch of footage

is to be flown out
Christmas Day, which will give coproducer Fred W. Friendly and his
staff three days to edit it and get
the show on the air.

quse,

.

home

at 3:10
was sent to his
same afternoon, according to

AFTRA

rep.

w
W

:

T

*r 1
L If
J*
1W
demise of “Stop the Music” earlier KcMUO,
fflEV
TV6DS wIEY
tvEulO* 1616 W6DS
_
hay
tv
°" s year
a
*
Kpcf,
'.
„ rrv 0
ff
f
rl6Stcl
1651a
lk6
1K6
r
Carrv
J~l)av
been in the dramatic category.
«J
viuij
v
D3.J
J
J
Addition of a musical and an audir»
k; n f
Q„
A
„
CArc
llpak
Fat
^nntKnrsnin
Pvaio
onip 1
uJlvIloUIoIIlp
I vl uJIUlloui
ivi
ence participationer, it’s felt, will
Dec 9.
Washington, Dec.
i end more variety to the Pyramid
Radio and TV networks, with
and lower the cost-per-thousand.

|U

sponsors already set for their picknf ups of President-elect Eisenhower’s
inauguration, may also get a crack
‘ be year
carrying part of the tllree - day
Attorney? »nd “Stolen! at
on a com•niofHnh’c “Pafn T«fanhni •» Tum he- inaugural entertainment
basis. Actor George Murmercial
rc
,-r.ct
oro ,;
“Tor. Piiu” Thnrcl
!n charge oftae
SSItSSS?
y
me
week that
tnat the
this wees
said tnis
committee, saia
both
Thu?Lav ^tt 9'30 P
d
0 h the
a
tad to
10 carry at
b e ‘ n ted
be
in™?se a^'on
i ntaht
Y‘
ona'night
strongest ratingwtse^and
.
a
*^
which ABC is building
i.®
that sale to sponsors might
hinted
OV. replace “Istanbul,” program
To
be okayed.
(( A tvi
aT D nwf TN
inn « n Avnnn/Iirtrr
is expanding “AmerRay Diaz
chief
As .
6 t he ^1949 inaugural,
;««« Music
-n/r„o;/. Unii" infn
#nli 8-9
p_q
,
Hall” into the full
ican
production staff for
local
the
Airer, with Loew’s theatres will supervise prop ,m. Sunday hour.
Larry Douglas, Eileen Barton and auction details of the various enPaul Whiteman, can be brought in tertainment events. Orville Crouch,
relatively cheaply, since it utilizes - Loew’s area chief and Metro studio
Glenn Osser’s house orch and is a rep . here, will be top assistant to
netwo k pactag® , while th e ad} a- Murphy, with Jack Foxe, company
ceny fto Walter Winchell s 9 p.m. publicist, assisting. Alan Zee, who
newscast g ives lt a strong lead-out. produces shows at Loew’s Capitol
In place of “Defense,” Tuesdays here, will direct staging of the big
15 auctioning “Sparring variety show.
8 AB
9.
/
a Leter Lewis package
partners,”
As for radio and TV sponsorship,
which combines panel and audience the webs will permit bankroller
participation features. It will star plugs on Ike s nde to the Capitol
Eloise McElhone and Walter Kier- steps for the inauguration cerenan j n a ba ttle of the sexes, with monies and the motorcade back
tbe au dience similarly split on down Pennsylvania Avenue to the
mMe-vs.-female
ale-vs.-female line.
White House.
1
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American
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Foundry having pacted last week
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Cipat ing b3nkrol r in
» tln»
rr5 “Omnibus,”
?^o
K
lf may
“001711^18.”
PRS-TV
mav
the web
CBS-TV
have four of the five participating
bankrollers for the show now set
on a full-season basis. Remington
Rand, which originally bought in
for only a four-week pre-Christmas
a

a
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pH with
wlth results of it^hflikron"
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K

fourticipants,
UciDants^BS^old^-R^n^th^
CBS sold K on tne lour
week deal. It s been learned, however, that the sales order called
for the outfit to buy tlie show for
23 weeks but with special cancellation privileges after the first four.
If R-R decides to drop its option
for the full season, it must notify
CBS by Dec. 15. In that case, the
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Settle for

TV’s “Your Show of Shows,” is a
current example. Another has been
the junket of the “Tom Corbett”
space ship.
which has
nas
spenaer wmen
a major spender
A
adopted an all-out showmanshipmerchandising policy is Colgate,
which has launched bigseale promotions on every show it has on

SmS

radio and TV. Rundown of activities reveals a broad scope and the
The Western Conference (Big 10) bes
pobey that coin expended in this
upcoming
the
at
will recommend
9.

National Collegiate Athletic Assn,
convention that college football
video rights be placed under the
control

individual

NCAA

sphere

mg

Decision to plug

districts.

j.

^TncIa

tiSc

.

m

„

“_ji„ s t started conavo
Big
Payoff
g p
y ff>»
Unlve n ^Pictures and
ndth
ith ualverld
department stores to find the most
beautiful model
Our Miss Brooks” currently
running contest to discover the
test

.

mos t

beautiful school teacher,
“Mr. and Mrs. North” starting
a contest for writers to submit
plot of “the perfect crime” for

Michigan

flying i n contestants. Deal made
wit h U. S. Treasury for “Strike
It R5ch “ to be theme of next bond
andrive with emcee Warren Hull appearing on a poster as Uncle Sam.
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contest?^for listeners to
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whether Mary McGoon will jua
marry
rry
{nlft
S McC&rtllY*
iUCCailUJ,
II1K5
Grover. Winner will get a Chrysni
1
1«nlr ler car which Elliott & Goulding
inerWOOQ AS DISK JOCK will drive to winner’s home.

WNBC

ApttS L^
J2Z ti.
Bobby Sherwood
around
an
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Charles
Dec. 29.

Warning

McCarthy,

F.

“Howdy Doody”

— extensive

The

various contests involve
displays and similar

point-of-sale

promotional gimmicks. In addition
to cutting cost-per-thousand costs
by getting bigger audiences, the
projects are aimed at capitalizing
of
eS ^ -^M-TV spenders.
^ le b

-
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I

rans, Dowagers A11K6
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W TV
£ ¥ lllVflll
New
Grants
lift?

out within the next four weeks, are responsible for the morally WNEW) taking over some of his
I
|l
the possibility of Gov- questionable programs, asserting assignments. He’ll do the 7:30 (his
1 JC
II II
n l may hint censorship
unless the that local programs are invariably old niche on WNBC), 8 a.m. and
I . fll
In
nalL
bab emment
iraiu
9
broadcasters “clean up,” members clean shows. He said, without re- noon news periods. Addition of
_
,
Sportscaster Red Barber, who. 0 f the Committee and Congress, in sort to censorship, the licensing of
uncc
me three
wjz. “the
cuartny gives WJZ
McCarthy
wasmngton,
as
.Dec.
Dec. o
».
9.
doubles into the lecture circuit general, are loathe to plunge into the webs would have the effect of Mc’s
Mary Margaret McBride,
c’s
-during the off-season winter Federal censorship, if it can be cleaning up the borderline proNew TV stations authorized since
Maggi
!aggi McNellis and McCarthy.”
months, roade his ln itial appear- avoided.
grams.
the lifting of the freeze reached
rp
ance on the podium of Town Hall,
Paul C. Mitchell, science teacher
he comm ittee, which earlier
.
the 136 mark last week a*
tbe
as th<»
the FCC
‘iii
N. Y., last Wednesday (3), lm- conducted hearings in both Wash- at Hunter College, speaking for the
VTlffb
Q
ITFMR
Swifrll
f
r
issued six more ««
construction
perWltCh fn
pressing as a top attraction for this ington and New York, wound tip First Methodist Church, of Mount
Krffuf
OWIILH
tO
IU vUi)
IxmiD u
phase of show biz. Barber, who i as week vdth three days of ses- Vernon, N.Y., urged new laws
mits, including one for a non-comSan Diego, Dec. 9.
is also sports counselor to CBS,
s i ons bere a t which witnesses urged which would ban beer and cigaret
mercial
educational outlet,
Affiliatioi * of KFMB and CBS
Affiliatioi.
wowed not only the sports fans legislation to license networks and advertising at anv time on Sundav
.
,
,,
,
,
,
Agency
handed out permits
permita for
ill be completed Friday (12),
<1», the
who turned out to- hear him dieand and from 4 to 8
the
weekdays^ will
two
UHF
stations in Yakima, Wash,
Wash.
course on the
Philosophy of a b eer advertising. Following were forbid the use of children in any move
tove following KFMB-TV’s hookSports Broadcaster,” but also the the witnesses and the recommenda- radio or TV broadcast advertising upp with the net.
One went to KIT and the other to
dowagers and regal society dames tions they made:
cigarets, beer or wine; and prevent
formerly was an ABC out- K1MA. Other UHF permits were
who more normally comprise the. Paul A. Walker, chairman of the such advertisers from sponsoring let and KCBQ until several months
granted to Television Broadcasters
T0 V Ha audiei\ce
d Congress should “programs for which the spectator ago had the local CBS tieup. It is in
FCC, who
„
..
i r?*T 3i
the crowd wasn’t too big amen d the Communications Act to or auditor audience is held to con- expected that KCBQ will
seek an Lima S The fifth' commercial aubR d weather (and it. require licensing of networks, the tain a large percentage of children arrangement with ABC.
^®5 a !lsc
thorization
VHF^tTtion
thorization,
a
Ior a
for
station, went
v t
* VHF
matter boxoffice-wise be- same as individual stations are now
i didn t
youth amateur hours, baseball
to KNOE in Monroe, La.
cause these lectures are sold on a licensed. He would have Congress games, circus, etc.
>
The educational permit, the 10th
subscription: basis), Barber kept bar ba rd liquor advertising. He
Frederic R. Gamble, president of
*
Center
issued by
attention focussed on the rostrum said the industry has self-regulated the American Assn, of Advertising
- the Cohmission, went to
WLIB,
N.
Y.,
will
the
Department of Education of the
with his wealth of an^dota. used this out for continental U.S., but Agencies,
open
its
$20,000
opposed
Government
to spotlight the various phases of added that hard liquor commercials censorship
and new legislation new Harlem Radio Center in the State of New Jersey. The station i*
his career from which he evolved s tin g0 on the air in Alaska and which might crack down on types Hotel Theresa tomorrow (Thurs.). to be established in New Briinshis personal sportspasting phildso- Hawaii. He said he was against of commercials and programming. Indie bas beei? beaming from the wick,
His hour-long talk was so legal prOhibtion on beer and cig- He said the job could be done well Harlem hotel since 1950, but has
phy.
Comrs. George Sterling and Edsuccessful, .in fact, that several of are t
commercials,
and balked by industry self-policing. He said added three studios.
ward Webster voted against the
the top lecture bureaus have since strenuously at FCC serving as a the advertisers are very sensitive
It will carry 37 hours of Negroeducational grant because it is
bid for him to join their regular regular censor of programming.
to public reaction and will elim- slanted progranft, upping the sked necessary for the Board of EducaIn addition, he s been
circuits.
“Do you want to supply the rec- inate things which cause offense to 58 hours during the summer tion to obtain funds for the station
when it adds .«vening. hours*
<
(Continued iQJD page £$$ x » j d ord with your definition of censor- to any portion of the* public.
<[from
from the -state -legislature.
legislature.
hours,
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dramatization on the series.
“Strike It Rich—forming helping Hand clubs in major cities and

telecasts of the MichiganState game, and the
national pickup of the final portions of the Notre Dame-Southern
Cal contest following the finish of
the regularly skedded Army-Navy
« am e

local

HTfnp

—

4

.

ji

.

— just

“

TV coX

their suggestion
mittee
mit
tee accepting tneir
agam
and expressed willingness to again
piogiam
whatevei
g° along withemerges from the national com
clave to be held Jan. 8-10 in Washij v/.
C.
mgioxi, D
ington
?Se Big 10, however, went on
record strongly opposed to any
the
to
exceptions
last-minute
NCAA’s single game per week national schedule such as permitted

Sherwood, bandleader once feaon
ship?”, asked a Congressman. “No, tured on WNEW and currently
Washington, Dec. 9.
that j do not,” Walker replied vigorous- the Milton Berle NBC-TV series,
There appears little chance thal
CBS-TV station lineup. Each of
stint
morning
the
over
take
will
the participating sponsors pays the Congressional Committee in ly
want to leave that t0 C
currently hendled by TomRedd^
$13,0(xf weekly for gross talent and vesti^Teoenoy
;
and telecasting will do more in its gress.
production costs.
_ _
Gordon P. Brown, president of and 7:35-8:15, leading into the ritzreport than to shake a warning
finger at the industry and urge it WSAY, of Rochester, N.Y., long geralds at 8:15.
to eliminate the most objectionable time foe of the networks, called for
Charles F. McCarthy, vet WNBC
Sports
Red Barber
licensing the networks. He charged newscaster, is quitting that web
practices.
t*
T\
Although the final report, due that they, especially in television, key as a result of Jim Coy’s <exi*i

Wows

off.

Comedy Hour”

weekend.
The Big 10 proposal would per- a national contest to find the man
mit the individual schools to make or woman with the “heartiest
their own TV deals on a local basis laugh in America.” Stations are
subject to the overall plan worked Ueing in and will find the local
winners. Stars will record their
ou t by the particular region.
Conference execs are not too op- favorite jokes for contestants to

•

J

a vital adjunct to male-

is

program pay

completed the cross-country trip of
“Maxie the Taxi” involving a tieup with Boston cab association and
Plymouth cars. Deal is being expanded, with cards touting the
airer to be displayed in taxis from
coast to coast and the program, in
return, plugging taxis on the air.
Coming up on “Comedy” will be

the* eight

of

a

“Colgate

for regional control, which would
eliminate the national network
grid package such as set up by the
parent body for NBC-TV beaming
tbe pas t w0 years, came at the
Big 10 >winter session here last

MJI
III ill

U1 liyXlnl

Dec.
Chicago, Dee.

-

P of
Ol
In
VI llO
VIU
Slim Chance
Govt Censorship Jn

pacted through the Fletcher D.
Richards agency, joins “Omnibus”
Dec. 21. Show is produced by the
Ford Foundation’s Radio-TV Workshop and aired on the complete

Shines” posters, featuring pix of
Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca, to
increase its identification as a
sponsor (via film plugs) oil NBC-

On Grid Rights
°

m

last

t,

x.,

IN.

>

At/|

is

uuijr,

-

m

nyi^

which

uj.

Miss Banks The other tvyo and KPHO-AM-TV, Phoenix,
n annoiincers Nick Garry and
*T/1 i jl
|i
Charles Henry,.were dismissed for
“just cause” and because they were M|l|fY
A|* |«| Ja L\
not up to station standards, she £ !||H £
declared.
Coggeshall, who said charges
against the station would be filed
immediately before the NLRB, discj
‘Tj

in *
S to

1

It,” titled

How

You Promote and Merchandise
—

I

Co. of America, Murrow s
Let two
t^o
the “<*eta a fast sale just
sponsor, is paying another $50,000.
b ® for ® Wlnche11 started in
Army is shelling out the rest, October
uctooer.
activities
of
the
finance
will
which
five of Murrow’s crew.
Task force plans to take an
estimated 132,000 feet of film,
which will be wrapped up for the JnL££\j
special “See It” show the Sunday
«
after Christmas (28). For the inIf*
tervening week (21), Murrow will
1
present a special stanza on “See
£

num

Not Only the Show, But

It’s

n

two-week film-making

a

on

PfflLLY

Philadelphia, Dec. 9.
Dispute beween WHAT and
It
dismissed staffers is
^ecc
recently
three
+ Major advertisers, aware that
being taken to the National Labor
rising TV. costs make it necessary
Relations Board by Lester Cogif*
gleshall, executive secretary of the
to take advantage of every merPawentl
yoi
a iP IKf
IdpuuiAau
chandisii\g and promotion device
Philadelphia Local of AFTRA.
Rybutol Drops Daniels
of
manager
mwia
Dec.
9.
muuico,
general
£CUCi.ai.
«
Moines,
6
XXlaAXXXIUIXX ttUUIBanks,
X»aiUU>,
Des
XVU£>
UIC maximum
IU get the
Dolly
UOliy
order to
audij n orUCr
ln
Jc itmnntno
“RlUv
let
Payson Hall has been named di- ences and also provide dealer
ihlv
!n rvrv fftlr WHAT, denied the men were
Co.
Ramon
Publishing
activities.
out f° r un i° n
merchandising hooks, are hypoing
r ector of Meredith

of

for

•

DISMISSALS TO NLRB

-

Hop to Lens ‘Xmas Day Program
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NARTB’s “Equal Rights’ Probe

AFTRA Wins \l\l TV Pay Hike,

Washington, Dec. 9.
Aroused over the increasing number of bans on broadcast coverage, particularly sporting events and legislative hearings, the
National Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters will undertake an
investigation for the purpose of insuring equal access with
other, media to all sources of news, national as well as local.
Decision to. conduct the inquiry was taken by the NARTB board
of directors last week in a resolution authorizing Harold E. Fellows, prexy, to appoint a committee representing radio and TV
broadcasters to study the broad problems involved.
Following the board’s action. Fellows said he would appoint
“The growing- tendency in several
the committee immediately.
areas to deny radio and TV equal standing with other public
media,*' he asserted, “is contrary to the interest of the American
people. The great broadcasting media of this nation cannot live
up to their obvious responsibility to serve the American public in
such an atmosphere of denial and prejudice. This thing has been
going on too long and is growing to dangerous proportions. We
intend to do something about it.”
The possibility that NARTB may seek action from the Dept, of
Justice was hinted by Justin Miller, board chairman, who said he
believed that many of the actions taken against the broadcast
media are “very possibly in violation of our anti-trust laws.”

~

FCC

10%

,4-

CBS’ television program roster
its most drastic
revisions at the end of the year, af
which time a new bid will be made

Washington, Dec.

Same

City?

4-

9.

to strengthen the

weak

Dr. Allen B.

DuMont

envisions

UHF s
9

Potentialities

Ken Murray, long

Question of whether AM’ers can
join in a TV operation without running counter to agency’s anti-monopoly policies was put to the Commission last April by Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.) of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
Agency replied at that
time that it would have to study

on* of th* many

editorial features

of

P'Shiety

MBS’ $10,000,000

—

Renewals;

in the

an amusing byline piece
soon-due
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agreement
of

its

Both of the present Tuesday 8
to 9 entries move out to make way

—

Murray Eddie Albert’s “Leave
to Larry” (8 to 8:30) getting
the axe and Buttons (8:30 to 9)
moving over to Saturday night at 9.

15%

it

Present occupant of the Saturday
9 to 9:30 period is Jane Froman’s
“U. S. A. Canteen.” This is being
spilt into two 15-minute weekly
segments and goes into the 7:45 to
8 p. m. periods on Tuesday and
Thursdays, on which Lever Bros,
is cancelling its “Heaven for Betsy”
General Electric is set to
show.
sponsor the Tuesday segment; both
Lever and Coca Cola want the
other.
At the moment it’s a certainty that by weekend both install-

continued on page

Phoenix, Dec. 9.
Despite long and heated discussions during the week, virtually all
American and National League
baseball clubs were working out
television agreements on an intraleague basis as the big league magnates wound up their winter meetmgs here Sunday (7).
Lone club in the American
League to refuse to sign a recipro,

agreement for televising of
baseball in 1953 was the St. Louis
Browns, whose prexy, Bill Veeclc,
held out to the last in demanding
a share of receipts for televised

eal

road games.
Veeck’s chief supporter, Frank
Lane of the Chicago White Sox.
went down the line with the other
clubs, although Lane delayed signing in order to brush off a suggested five-year pact and to clear
(Continued on page 42)

42)

**

-

*

-

tions.”

The majority also declared that
“the economics and psychology of
such

Mutual has inked a flock of renewals, effective Jan. 1, which add
up to $10,000,000 in gross billings.
On the basis of the new pacts, and
in the face of some cancellations

venture militate
(Continued on page ?8)
a

joint

Fair;” P. Lorillard for

v.p.

Ade Hult

He

also esti-

“Queen for

Day;” Johns-Manville for Bill
Henry’s newscasts; American Federation of Labor for Frank Edwards’ news strip; S. C. Johnson &
a

k

Son not only renewed its cross-theed. New contracts are in addition board news niches but added anto American Tobacco’s decision to
other strip; Kraft repacted “Bobby
spot its new Horace Heidt show
Benson,” and State Farm Auto Inon CBS Thursday nights.
Cecil Brown’s
Brylcreem
moves into CBS’ surance renewed
two weekend news shows. Shows
Power Plan
January,

joining
American Chicle as a participating
sponsor each week on “Meet Milhe,” “Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons” and “FBrt in Peace and War.”
in

Web

still

total nine hours and 20 minutes of
commercial time weekly.

has one more sponsor to

SOS Miriam Hopkins

sell to achieve #n SRO status on
the plan.
Under the setup, each
bankraller pays a flat $14,000 weekly for time and talent
for, spotting
on all three shows.

In

Margaret’s Texaco Bowoiit

Miriam Hopkins was rushed in
as a last-minute replacement for
Ford previously had bankrolled Margaret Truman who bowed.- off
Trout on Mondays and Wednesdays the last night's (Tues.) Milton
with General Foods in on Thurs- Berle show because of the death
days -and Fridays. Auto manufac- of her grandmother last week.
turer will now have the newscaster Miss Hopkins was originally slated
next
exclusively cross-the-board,
with to work on the Berle program
lle show
moving into the 10:30 to Tuesday (16), but advanced her
emergency.
the
JO; 35 p. m. spot.
of
because
date
Buick,. for its
saturation, has bought the Mindy- Show’s original idea had to be dist arson
show, “FBI” and “Millie” carded. and entire layout rewritten.
on Jan. 6, 7 and g to spotlight the
Miss Truman will go on for
U| ivcUi n
> t
jl£§ 3 a&odqjla., ,
ItBerle a* a ^tjjruidate/. jhj
g

—
one “Lone
.

Ranger.”
Here’s how they shape up:

Rank
1.

3.

,

-r

—

Godfrey and Friends

6.

You Bet Your

— Groucho

What’s

My

All Star

11.
12.
13.
14.

Shows

of

Revue

.

—Bankhead

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Theatre

Amos

25.

’n’

-

•

NBC

.

NBC

37.0
36.5
36.5
34.8
34.7
34.2

,

CBS

34.0'

.

.

.

.

CBS
CBS

’

NBC

.
,

,

work

1

less

than one week. Union’s

desire for such a standard form is
to protect the less prominent freelancer, who has lei s bargaining
power than a star, in what terms
he grants the producer. For example, the performer will be able
to tell an employer that the latter
is limited in the amount of “exclusivity” he may require,

Who's a Commentator
Hard-fought battle was waged
over including certain categories
0 f spielers under provision of the
pact, with the webs terming certain, groups as commentators and
(Continued on page 28)

ABC

Segal Exits

To Meg
Alex

Segal,

‘Aldrich’

ABC-TV

director,

has exited the web to direct “The
Aldrich Family” on NBC-TV, replacing Ed Jurist who resigned for
another assignment. Segal is on
leave from ABC, but his contract
with “Aldrich” via William Morris Agency extends beyond expiration date of his ABC pact.
However, he has given ABC first refusal on any future pact.
Segal, director of the demised
‘Celanese Theatre,” has been directing
“Seminar”
and
“Billy
Daniels Show” on ABC-TV. Charles
Dubin has taken over the latter and
Dubin or Eddie Nugent will do
“Seminar,”'
Segal, has also been
directing the occasional Maxwell
Anderson dramatic inserts on the
*

CBS-TV “Omnibus”

series.

•

CBS

,

NBC
ABC
CBS

.
.

,

33.9
33.633.4
32.9
31.4

.

NBC

Andy

•

SHERWOOD TV AGENDA
Robert

Sherwood

CBS

.

has

already

started work On the first of hi3
nine original plays for NBC-TV,
and he’s notified the network that
his initial effort will be “broad
comedy.” He's also indicated that
it will be finished by mid-January,

though when it goes on the air is
still
undetermined.
Meanwhile,
there have been several sponsor
feelers. There have been reports
that Worthington L. (Tony) Miner
may produce the Sherwood plays,
but the network says that perhaps
several on the NBC-TV staff, including Miner, Robert Montgomery, Fred Coe, etc'., may participate in the production, depending
on the time slot allocated for the
shows.

Sherwood,

* . . .

This Is Show Business
Your Hit Parade

,24.

CBS
CBS

.

.

DeJohn

vs.

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

.

Our Miss Brooks

TV

15,000
25,000
15,000
37,000
25*000
33,000

NBC
CBS

.

The Lone Ranger

23.

20,000
8,500
*30,000
25,000
25,000
60,000
11,500
27,200

CBS

.

Kraft

21.
.22.-

49.1
44.6
44.3
40.4
40.4
39.3
39.2
38.6

NBC
NBC

.

Mama

—Hayes

$38,000
25,000
60,000
50,000
25,000

.

Marx

—

17.
18.
19.
20.

70.6
58.8
52.2
51.5
50.4

; .

Cavalcade of Sports
Bucceroni vs. Nardico
My Friend Irma
Racket Squad
Red Skelton
Playhouse of Stars
Robert Montgormery Presents.
Blue Ribbon Bouts

15.

CBS
CBS

Life

Gangbusters
Television Playhouse

9.

Cost

.

Line

Your Show

8.

Rating

.

Bob Hope

5.

7.

Network
.

Comedy Hour

4.

transcription firms today.
Last remaining detail in the network R£ct was on a standard form
of contract for individuals hired
on a one-shot appearance or for

‘BROAD COMEDY’ 1ST ON

Program
I Love Lucy
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts
Texaco Star Theatre

2.

!:

i

Cost

place status of the $8,500-budgeted “What’s My Line,” for example,
contrasts with the $60, 000-weekly budgeted “All Star Revue” in
11th place. Or the nosing out of the $40,000-budgeted “Hit Parade” by “This Is Show Business,” brought in for $13,800, both
carrying the American Tobacco banner, yet with the lower-budgeted “Show Biz” going off the commercial roster.
Top 25 gives CBS-TV 12; NBC-TV 12, with ABC-TV riding with

’53.

MBS will end this year
with a 15% increase in gross take
over last year.
The renewals represent some of
the chain’s biggest spenders. Sterling Drug was repacted for “Ladies

CBS Radio wrapped up several
new sponsorship deals this week,
pacting Brylcreem on a 26-week
firm basis for CBS’ version of the
tandem sales operation, setting
Ford to” pick up Bob Trout’s fiveminute nighttime newscast on a
cross-the-board- basis and selling
Buick for a special one-week saturation deal, on three CBS sustain-

And What They

mates that

predicts a strong

‘New-Type’ Deals

They’re Rated

The American Research Bureau (ARB) has just released the
November TV ratings on network programming. The Top 25 lineup offers some revealing cost-per-thousand data to sponsors based
on Variety’-s recently published talent cost chart. The seventh-

on other webs, sales

CBS Radio Pacts

How

TV’s Top 25:

Further talks will be held today
(WedJ. Union also sits down with

in ’53

Biz Hike in ’52

AM

at his

own

request, is

15,000
17,500

scheduled for an “indoctrination”

17,000:

through the entire process of
watching a major dramatic showcase, from the moment that the

13,800
40,000
32,000

period at

NBC, where he

will
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script is delivered until air time.

probably be Coe's
Tclcvis^n playhouses')

“Philco

It'll

*

sta-

tion pacts had been wrapped up
for all cities, except Chi, by Monday (8). Chi settled yesterday.

Loo Chibs) For

BasebaU TV

local

San Francisco, Holhave been

Chicago

The web o-and-o

completed.

Status Quo (Minus
St.

and

of

details

until

deals in N. Y.,

lywood

J^ARIETY

Failure of Buttons to inch into
the Berle competition is a disappointing blow to CBS, although the
web recognizes the comic’s bigtime

for

CL
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the problem “most carefully” before committing itself.
Last week, with two such “cooperative” applications before it
one in Macon, Ga., and the other in
Elmira, N. Y.
the Commission
found itself at odds, but a majority
agreed to a letter advising the. applicants that it is “unable to agree
that such a (partnership) relationship would not be inimical in a significant degree to the normally expected arms-length competition in
the operation of the two
sta-

Mike

the

preeminent status this Sea-

succession of checkerboard
moves, here’s how the CBS-TV roster resolves itself:

the forthcoming

in

increases also apply
In tele the
union has also gained reduction in
the number of hours of “included
rehearsal tinfe,” i.e., the hours performers are required to rehearse
without pay.
Contract, which will run for two
years, hasn’t been Inked yet in
view of AFTRA's long-standing
principle not to sign tile network

Slips That Pass Into

000,000 project.

In

Issues

to rates for rehearsal.

though
cashing a $2,000 weekly CBS check
because of a contractual commitment, will be “thrown to the
Berles” by going into the Tuesday
8 to 9 p. m. slot, originating from
the new CBS-TV City on the Coast
as the first major extravaganzatype show to come out of the $12,-

are still clinging to a hope that Murray will be able to accomplish What
Red Buttons and a flock of other
entries over the past five years
failed to do; give CBS a saleable
hour of programming against the
high-rated Berle, who’s moved back

AD

American Federation of Television & Radio Artists has won 12V£%
hikes in video pay scales and a
10% boost in radio minimums from
the AM and TV networks, ABC,
NBC, CBS, Mutual and DuMont.

The percentage

idle,

potentialities.

WWW

bership.

Jo Ranson
has a further symposium on

links in the
particularly

nighttime schedules,
the Tuesday and Saturday nights
opposite Milton Berle and opposite
Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca.

into a
son.

Unless all the questions involved
can be answered without hearings,
the FCC will launch an inquiry^to
determine whether radio competitors should be allowed to become
partners in a TV station in the
same city. If hearings are necessary, the proceedings will be held
before the full Commission mem-

Impresario of the Fluffs

undergoes one of

—

in

in Radio; Resolve

The CBS-TV programming boys

AM Competitors

Be TV Partners
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nettween AFTRA and the three
work o-artd-o stations anu
all-night
an
TV-er WfiKB after

too

«

“stepping stones in conof the more interesting intramural
NBC board
Trammell
nection with the resignation of Niles
Trammell has
chairman hag to do with the plush office situation.
the major
including
“showplace
had the 6th floor Radio City
__ _
...
dining room, for his exclusive use.
McConnell
will
H.
And since it’s anticipated that prexy Joseph
conjecture
at
plenty
of
there’s
suite,
office
move into the Trammell
the moment as to who gets McConnell s office.
the
inherits
White
Frank
or
Weaver
Whether Sylvester L. (Pat)
personnel
McConnell sanctum will be regarded by the network s
ascension.
as the tipoff on the eventual administrative

session.

Rim a TV Station Without Money’
Charlotte, N. C., Dec. 9.
Educational institutions hoping
p operate a non-commercial tele*
.

FCC Poser

J

'ision station

for $135,000-$150,000

Continued from pace 27

One

upp«d
Staff announcers’ pay is
from $135 to $150 weekly and other
a
get
Performers
AM-TV
local

—

hike. Union had sought 20%
attempt
boosts. AFTRA lost out on
announcer
to eliminate the staff
to
unique
unit system which is
in
Chi, but it won a major point
that the same disputed formula

10%

shock when and’
will not be extended to TV.
against the separate and independ“Unit system” provides that a
they get their construction perquarterstaent operation of the two
staff announcer work 12
mits, according to Richard P. Dobecoming
tions” and that the proposal there- hours weekly before
‘Freedom, USA’ Tees Off
lerty, employee relations chief of
fore requires “careful examina- eligible for extra commercial fees.
he National Assn, of Radio-TV tion.”
Other cities don’t have unit sysContinued from pace 25
Ziv Promotional Hoopla,
lower.
Speaking here last
broadcasters*
However, in conformity with tem, but their base pay is
Union now turns attention to filiate), will be veepee and equal
NARTB’s southeastern changes in communications legislah eek" at .the
Knight,
have
L.
which
James
Merchandising Campaign
shareholders.
and WGN-TV,
’V clinic, Doherty .cited facts and tion eiiacted during the last session
individually* and general manager of the Herald,
jigures to prove that operations on of Congress, the Commission gave been bargaining
Frederic W. Ziv Co. is launching
LeonJ.
the in- is listed as. treasurer, with
small budget can only lead* the applicants 30 days to show why indie.. WI>S. which, ankled
comprehensive merchandising
ard Reinsch, general manager of
dustry talks last week.
very hearings should not be held.
p programs that will be “a
the Cox radio and TV interests, as campaign as part of the transcrippublic
the
to
ad disappointment
In the case of Macon, where
secretary.
tion outfit's program package. First
Audience and to the educational there is one application for the
250G Existing Capital
lackers.”
clients to get the aid will be those
only VHF channel, Comrs. Robert
Barber
be
Good TV, Doherty pointed out, Bartley and George Sterling were
to
is
station
the
Financing of
bankrolling the Tyrone Poweriosts more money whether shows in favor of granting the joint approvided from existing capital in starrer, “Freedom, USA,” in 600
Continued from pace 2*
suseducationally
or
and
sponsored
re
plication for the one UHF channel
the Corporation of $250,000
,
,
He noted that the group because it would facilitate TV com- pacted to deliver a sports broad- h oans from Miami banks of $1,- cities.
aining.
if so-called small commercial video petition, give UHF a chance to start
Backers in the smallest markets
cast scene as a lead-in to the Leo 000,000.
jtations fast year spent on an av- operations at about the same time
Biscayne’s contract with Tram- will get a minimum of 1,500 pieces
- Tallulah Bankhead segDurocher
promotion material, including
erage of $297,000 for total operat- as VHF, and not reduce
com“Main mell runs for three years begin-’ of
ng costs, of which their local live petition as log as certain commit- ment of the upcoming
ning Jan. 1, 1953, and calls for a posters for store windows, signs
programming, “extremely simple in ments mad£ by the joint applicants Street to Broadway” film, being salary^of not less than $25,000 an- and posters for store interiors, hats
Mature,” represented about $90,000 are followed.
produced by Lester Cowan for the nually’ plus $10,000 allowance for and display buttons for salesmen
>ach. Doherty declared:
Chairman Paul Walker con- Council of the Living Theatre.
entertaining, and plus travel ex- and sales clerks to wear, car
“A well-presented and prepared curred with the majority, but
Trammell is also given bumper strips, table tents, and I
Philosophy expounded by Bar- penses.
CV program '-of even the simplest stated. that he was not persuaded
freedom to have other business in- Like America” club membership
Mature requires many man-hours, of that a- hearing will prove necessary. ber, incidentally, is one which terests outside of Miami, providing cards.
In the largest markets,
vork.
For example, one profes- “I believe it appropriate,” he said, might well be the watchword of they do not conflict with Biscayne backers will get over 40,000 promor>
jionally-produced half-hour educa- “that the applicant should have the
free.
pieces
tion
operations.
every sportscaster in the business,
tional show, now fed over a net- Chance to demonstrate that the
A letter from RCA board chair- Highlight of the promotion
primary emphasis on
its
vork, requires 125-150 man-hours ability and intention of the two with
reprint of the U. S.
a
man, David Sarnoff to Trammell, pieces is
ctrirtlv imnartial report
reDortinc
ng, to
1* 01
V the
Leo
^ctor^Leo
inch week on the part of the*par- radio stations involved to compete strictly impartial
_
wifh annn ra tion. nrovides Constitution. Ziv ad
sd director
second! Sclufled with a'piiicati o nrprovldes Constitution,
exclusion
icipating university personnel. In with each other will be unimpaired complete
|
continue to have Gutman said that nearly 2,500,000
guessing the game’s officials, root- that NBC will
iddition, the originating commer- by the joining of forces by their
of the Constitution have
copies
and
advice
Trammell
s
of
benefit
for the home team,, etc. In the
cial station donates a minimum of owners -in the proposed
been distributed in the past two
TV opera- ing
same modified ''southern drawl, consultation on all matters, proi0-$0 man-hours weekly by its sta- tion.
If such a demonstration is
weeks.
with his own unique ex- vidlng there is no conflict with his
complete
ion staff.
made, the necessity for a hearing
“The days are over, if they ever
duties,
Biscayne
helped win
“On a day-in, day-out basis, edu- may be obviated. Macon could pressions which have sports
Trammells identification with existed,” Ziv said, “when a busifans
a name among
cational TV can't expect to produce thereupon be afforded a new TV him
could buy a radio program,
nessman
Bisto
according
company,
the
the country, he defour to five hours daily of pro- service without the delays conse- throughout
dif- then sit back and watch the cuslineated the major focal points of cayne, makes the application
grams by having faculty and stu quent upon a hearing.
tee*
Sent
ients ‘give tlieir free time.’ Gan a
stlil nothing wrong with
Elmira has two channels, both
doing
a TV by radio stations in Macon, there is
portant emphasis on
professor be expected to spend UHF.
One has been assigned to straight reporting job.
^-’^d Elmira, N.Y., which the radio for advertisers who under-ven 20 hours every week prepar- Elmira Television Co., owned by
you only get out of a
that
stand
necessity
of
indicated
the
FCC
has
Among the highlights: the treIng a 30-minute TV program with- Pennsylvania radio station.
monopoly plan what you put into it in the
Join
of
pulled while hearings because
but- receiving
compensation or ing forces for the other channel are mendous blooper he
promotion and
planning,
of
way
his first major col- questions.
without having his teaching sched- WENY, owned by the Elmira Star broadcasting
‘In order to insure the normal- energy. Radio is moving millions
lege football game down south,
ale reduced?. Few, if any, educa- Gazette
i Gannett),
and WELM, when he attempted to second- ly expected arms-length competi- of dollars of goods for advertisers
tors have a total weekly classroom owned by the Corning
(N. Y.) guess, only to :have the final re
tion in the operation of the two who know how to merchandise
teaching load equal to the amount Leader.
stations,” the application de- their programs.”
suits shove his predictions down
t>f time
which would be required
.Ziv merchandising effort will be
his throat; his interview with the clares, “a large percentage of the
tor the educator to plan, prepare,
stock
and executive direction of a hard-hitting campaign geared for
late Judge Kenesaw M. Landis,
rehearse and present a half -hour,
small-businessman “so effecprior to his first World Series job, the new corporation would be the
once-weekly TV show.”
when he learned the inadvisability placed in a person of experience, tively that you’d think a high-powIn actual practice, Doherty said,
Madison Ave. ad agency had
of trying to play the role of a integrity and prominence selected ered
Continued from pace 27
.the operating cost of small educamanager, umpire; or player from from the TV industry at large and moved into to help him.”
tional stations presenting four or
In addition to the “I Like
outside
the pact’s jurisdiction. his poor point of vantage in the having no interest in a relation
five hours daily “of comparatively
was settled by including broadcasting booth, and his frank ship with either of the previously America” material, Ziv clients
simple and relatively non-expen- n pw<?on cfpr« onH ron^rfort nnHor
receive a cuffo portfolio of mernewscasters and reporters under admission of the ipner struggle he conflicting applicant corporations
fcive programs” will run to at least
Trammell, incidentally, told Va- chandising aids, containing rethe terms, but excepting commen- faced, as a native-born southerner,
$1,000 dally. Medium-sized stations
corded announcements by Power
Washington
riety
in
Monday,
tators and analysts.
when the Brooklyn Dodgers, whose
Will average about $2,000 per day
nnnounceDefinitions will be a matter for games he was covering (and still where he had gone to spearhead and Edwin C. Hill, spots
In operating costs.
Hill; a manual
arbitration.
does) first inked Jackie Robin- filing of. the application, that he ments by Power and
For the educational TV outlet
tie-ins, teaser spots, ads, mats
on
get
pension
NBC
will
a
from
when
Union sees a victory in the webs’ son. Barber declared that, as soon
which “does a high-grade profesagreeing to open disputed firings as he m.et Robinson, the first Ne- he is 65. He said he prefers to wait and posters.
sional programming job four to five
of staff announcers to arbitration gro player in the big leagues, he for the pension until then, adding
hours daily, and whioh maintains
a*
realized Robinson was a man like “I could get it today but it would
*n adequate stair of producers, the
Pushing Plan
AFTRA demand that discharges any other. Since then, he said, he’s be less.” Former NBC exec was
.writers
nArcnnnoi
**tn
writers, qppnikrv
scenery personnel,
et£.,
treated the Dodger second-base- born in Marietta, Ga., 58 years ago.
be made on
and which aspires to present sh6ws also gave a seniority basis. Union man like all other ballplayers, He became NBC prexy in July,
Waxers Via
’Cause’
Hypo
its demand for an
up
comparable to many of the uni
employer supported welfare fund. neither playing him up nor play- 1940, holding that post until Octoversity-sponsored
programs now
ber, ’49, when he became board
Broadcasters had sought a dif- ing him down.
Production Assist
appearing on various commercial
In a question-and-answer period chairman and Joseph H. McConnell
ferential between N. Y. o-and-o
TV stations, the overall operating and
Concept of local stations doctornetwork radio freelance rates after the lecture, Barber displayed was elected
"
” prez. Trammell, who
cost will total $3,000 to $4,000 per
entered radio in 1923, was known ing the transcriptions, released by
(such as exists in other cities). his potent sense of humor in re
day,” Doherty said. Even this, he
Union Didn’t give in on that point. plying to some of the queer queries as one of the ace salesmen in the “ ca use” organizations is being
added, presupposes a considerable
, ,
wxrc,„ r , T v T ..
Under
the new pact, staff an- tossed at him; viz, his reaction business, stepping in a number of
amount of free talent and only
P us ^ e d By WNEW, N. Y. Indie feels
nouncers will get a base pay of when Bobby Thomson hit the times even during recent years to
modest token payments to princithat the public service waxers iswrap
sales
up
which
on
regular
ninth-inning
grand-slammer
in
the
$135 after one year’s employment,
pal personalities.
sued by groups like the armed serva $20 hike. Announcers getting 1951 Dodger-Giant playoffs; how staffers were having trouble.
Miami currently has only one j ceg> associations raising funds to
over scale will also get a $20 boost. much tougher it is to narrate for
TV than radio, and how he would video channel, WTVJ, which is fight diseases, etc., don’t reach
advise a young hopeful to break owned by Mitchell J. Wolfson’s
Hollywood Stations Sign
‘Railroad’ to Run
Wometco Theatres chain. If the maximum effectiveness if broadcast
into sports broadcasting.
Stal.
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
new Trammell-Cox-Knight outfit as received.
Threat
of
AFTRA
strike
against
Sans Gordon MacRae
gets channel 7, the only one relocal indie tele stations ended with
WNEW’s approach is to use only
__
_
_
^
r
maining will be channel 11, which segments of the platters, with the
SHIFTS
° new contract but net
As Warners Squawks work goutlets
i\f in a rwi
YirvwVf ^ expected to be competed for by remainder of the show done live
ou ti
still face a walkout if
Storer
Industries,
which owns by its own personalities. It feels
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
DUfc
1 fill 5
1
web negotiations in other cities
WGBS, CBS radio outlet, and the that each station has its individual
“Railroad Hour’ will be tested fail:
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.
Florida
Sun,
Miami
Beach
paper. personality and its distinctive audion a kinescope within the next few
AFTRA local exec secretary
Couple Of top-echelon posts at
weeks, and if it passes muster with Claude McCue described the local WDTV, DuMont station here and Competing with Storer will be ences, so that if outlet re-styles a
Benton & Bowles, the sponsor’s agreement as a “substantial 'com- so far Pittsburgh’s only teevee op- Frank Katzenstine, who operates standardized program it will be
agency, it will get a live airing next promise” by both sides, Union origi- eration, will be restaffed Jan. 1 WKAT, the Mutual affiliate in Mi- tailored for the particular listenami, and who has already built
year. Walter Craig, B & B’s radio- nally sought 20% wage hike and when
ing group each station caters to.
George BarenBregge beTV topper, is here for N. Y. to line elimination of the daytime prefer comes sales chief and Don Menard studios to encompass TV operaBill Kaland,
program ditions. Other remaining outlets in
it up.
ential rate. It got 10% and the director of operations under genrector, believes that the ideal situaBiggest obstacle is Warner’s re- differential remains. AFTRA had eral manager Harold Lund. Baren- ;the Miami area will be in the UHF tion is to Touild a series specially
fusal to allow Gordon MacRae, star sought elimination of regional rate Bregge and Menard are replacing band.
for each organization. On Sunday
radio piece, to even make and settled for local rate plus 50% Larry Israel and Don Faust, rei of the
(14), for example, he’s launching a
His picture contract as against the* old local rate plus spectively.
'i the audition.
new airer, “World of Sound,” at
ABC’s 'Piano Playhouse’
spells out no TV in big print. Cjraig 25%. Under the new deal, staff
4:35-5 p. m. for the N. Y. Institute
Israel and Faust are quitting in
|
will have to cast from scratch. No mikesiders at all telestations and anticipation of an FCC license
for Education of the Blind. This
Sets U.S., Canada Tpur will be hosted by Helen Parkhurst,
decision on dropping the radio veroperations of the nets will re- here for one of the three UHFers
g
siop or simulcast will be made ’until c*eive $120 weekly in the first year allocated to Pittsburgh. They head
“Plano Playhouse,”, vet ABC educator who won plaudits for her
after the audition print* is scanned. an d $135 thereafter, as compared a local group which has applied network Sunday attraction, has earlier network
“Child’s
entry,
While here Craig is also talking with $100 and $115 heretofore. for Channel 16 and so far there been signed for a tour of the U. S. World.” The new offering will take
to Erie Stanley Gardner on TV’ing
pact is retroactive to Nov. 1 have been no applicants for the and Canada in '53-54 by the Co- blind
youngsters
on imaginary
“Jflerry Mason,” now sleuthing on and ends Oct. 31. TV pact is ret- same one.
lumbia Lecture Bureau. Attraction trips, using only sound effects.
radio.
roactive to Dec. 1,
Baren Bregge, who left radio sta- will include Milton Cross, narra- Kaland also has a show for the
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Chi Talent Makes Gains
Chicago, Dec. 9.
Agreement on major points on
new
and TV contracts was

sales department, to work in cooperation with t)i.e. .station’s food
morning
trade* advertiser r sl c i hr r / > h reached this
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KQV

has

b&en

Menard

M~x

WDTV

tor;
Grace Castagnetta, pianist; Union of American Hebrew Conand jazzman Ken Clark, and a two- gregations, “Design for Living,”
piano team.
in which the Jewish association
Eastman Boomer, CLB veepee, provides choral groups, with the
moving over from
will
book the concerts.
one of the vacant
Maggy indie writing and producing tli*

to join
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an

Reilly, Jr.,

last year,
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Week-Long Fest Every Month

in

TV Webs Would

Year

Mapped by WNYC; Book Meet Set

Telethon Hook; Requests Pour In

WNYC, New

York’s municipal 4
station, is launching a “Festivals
hy the Dozen” project which will
eventually give the non-commer,

By BOB STAHL
Dig That Crazy CommT
DuMont this week sprang its
hitherto
unheralded new “TeleDebate over the bop-type comfestival
cial outlet one week-long
mercials was waged by college Centre” on the industry, unveiling
for every month in the year. Diradio men Friday (5) when 25 win- a new studio building which unwrapSiegel
is
N.
Seymour
rector
ners of ,a_plug- writing.. contest were doubtedly tops, any network .proping up -plans- for- an Americanduction facilities gathered
a
Book Fest which will take over all brought into Gotham by Lee Hats. single roof on the eastunder
coast.
Spot that cued the controversy
the indie’s programming the last
Building
is
old
Central
Opera
the
started,
“Man, you ever been
week in March.
Book week makes the sixth an- stoned? I. was! Bit the dust just House, located at E. 67th St. and
Third Ave., N. Y., which DuMont
nual festival the operation has, today. Flipped when I dug those
has converted into its own TV City
others being the music festival gone new Lee creations.” The
a cost of well over $4,000,000.
(which has been run for 14 years), “crazy” commercial, written by a at
plays
and
great
Dartmouth
student, was attacked Web’s programming and producart, Shakespeare,
The new literary week, by the Harvard contingent. Ex- tion staffs move into the new site
opera.
which was mapped out by repre- ponents of the jivey lingo argued Monday (15), with the first show
of publishers, printers,
binders and other facets of the inat pointing up N.Y.’s
aims
dustry,
role as “publishing' capital oP the
sentatives

'

that commercials have to attract
attention before they can sell. Opposing view was that copy should
be natural, have a realistic ap-

NBC- TV’s Hand Camera
As far as television is concerned, the Jan. 17 ceremonies,
in Washington will represent a
two-fold inauguration. For in
General
its coverage of the
Motors-sponsored D. C. hoopla
attending the inauguration of
President-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower,

As

part of the
saturation approach, all regular
features, such as the “Mas*
terwork Hour,” will be given a
book angling;
Contemporary Music Project*
Indie is alsb taking steps to further the development of contemporary music. Siegel feels that
most current serious compositions
don’t get a hearing in the concert
halls, due to the fact that concerts
are expensive to arrange and* impresarios don’t want to gamble on
untried works. He aims at making
WNYC a showcase for new music
on a year-round basis, completing
the effort which the annual Music
Festival begins.
Station topper had conferences
with Gotham music critics on their
willingness to review new music
beamed on the station from the
composition, rather than the performance, point of view. Their reaction was favorable and WNYC. is
planning an hour-long “Concert
Hall of the Air” on which fresh
opuses would be preemed.
Carl Haverlin, head of Broadcast Music, Inc., has endorsed the
blueprint. Weekly broadcasts will
start
in
March, following the
American Music Festival, Feb. 1222
erati subjects, etc.

Camera

WNYC

.

Ford Foundation’s

mm

Educi

Chicago, Dec.

9.

Further details on the scope of
Ford Foundation’s financial
backing of educational TV were
It was
disclosed here last week.
revealed the organization has earmarked $5,000,000 to help equip

the

Today’

ment.

While the Chi production centre
being set up primarily to serve
as a clearing house for educational
films and kines, it’s expected to
eventually to be the source of origiGeorge D. Stoddard,
nal output.
prexy of the U of Illinois, was
named chairman of the centre’s
board of directors at the organiza-

’

RCA Preems TV Console

programming.
NBC permits the stations to reWith 27-In. Tube at First
capture five minutes of each halfhour segment for a local presentaDistrib Meeting Since ’39
tion of the news, weather, etc., for
sale to local sponsors, with the staMiami Beach, Dec. 9.
tions, of course, having the option
Television console with a 27-inch
to reject the periods and ride
tube, first in this size for the. comalong with the full network show.
pany, was unveiled by RCA Victor
In the majority of instances, it’s
at the Casablanca Hotel convenbeen disclosed, the affiliates are
yesterday
here
quarters
tion
making no effort to program the
(Mon.) at the firm’s first convenfive-minute periods on a local
tion of distributors since 1939. Also
level.
exhibited to 300 distributors, salesIn instances where stations have
admen was the '53 line of
taken such initiative, such as St. men and
TV, radio and phonograph
25
Louis, the local sales have for the
models and its hew line of room
most part been SRO.
airconditioners.
*

Clients for ABC Stanza
FBI has okayed a list of potenankl ;ollers for “This Is Your
T^nr }?
BI.”

which recently received

cancellation notifce
•Since the
aegis of the
latter has to

its

from Equitable

show is aired tinder
Government agency,
'

approve of sponsors/

new models

are being
withheld until dealer meetings are
held between Christmas and NewYear’s Day. Importance of the distributor powwow was pointed up
by presence of RCA prez Frank M.
Folsom, tyho spoke at the dinner
session yesterday^ At the latter,
Dennis Day^star of the RCA Victor TV show, was featured. W. A.
Buck,-v. p.-general manager of the
RCA Victor division of RCA, pre*1
iiCi
* U.KIi ji*>.
•SidOdt i't i 1
Details of

FBI Sifts Potential

phasis on live as against film programming for TV. At the same
time, while the new quarters provide DuMont with enough space to
stage an extravaganza rivaling anything staged until now by any of
the major webs, the net plans to
continue its emphasis on “sensiblecost” programming.

the sets, rather than being loaded
directly onto the elevator, will be
specially-designed
a
placed on
dolly with pipe-rack sides, which

.

'

lure to advertisers to shift

(Continued on page ’35)

Stokely-Van

Camp

is

Out;

far as possible to keep its programcosts down to their present

In ming

(Continued on page 42)

has cancelled

As Too

GM has been backing three fiveminute Betty Crocker shows daily
on the web, at 8:40 a. m., 2:30
It will retain
p. m.^and 4:25 p. m.
these strips and add the 8’: 55 a. m.
niche. This will permit it to clear
stations which were not available
at 8:40, since the pre-9 a. m. pe*

in station-option time.

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Skelton is
at St. John’s Hospital, Santa Monica, for a complete examination and
possible surgery. Case was diagnosed as diaphragmatic hernia and
the next 48 hours will determine
whether an operation is necessary.
It’s understood he’s a few shows
ahead on his tele program, so no
immediate substitution will he nec-

NBC-TV comic Red

Weeksn

if

he’s

bedded for a few
nt

equally difficult to

all-night telethon, with which the
web’s. Milton Berle has become
in association
closely identified

'Di

NBC-TV Binge
In

Pubseme

i

it

‘WISDOM OF AGES’ ON

SERUTAN TV AGENDA
Serutan,

which

has

Morey Amsterdam’s

dropped'

“Battle of the

CBS-TV Saturdays at
10:30 p.m., has bought “Wisdom
of the Ages” on DuMont Tuesdays
at 9:30 p.m., starting Jan. 6. Show
on

will

TV

Toronto, Bes. 9.
has been deemed
“controversial,” Bishop Fulton
Sheen’s TV program, sponsored in
this country by Admiral (Canadian)
Corp., has been dropped by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Decision followed criticism by the
CBS’s National Religious Advisory
Council, an inter-denominational
group.
However, the Bishop Sheen series may be eventually picked up
by the CBC itself and included in
CBC’s budget covering religious
telecasting, but without a sponsor,
according to Fergus Mutrie, TV
program director for the CBC. One
important reason for rejecting the
talks is that a program along similar inspirational lines should he
developed here, with Canadian
clergy of all denominations filling
the series slot, according to W. J.
Dunlop, CBC supervisor of relig-

Because

Skelton Hospitalized

essary

it’s

be launched as a sustainer on
Tuesday (16).
“Wisdom” is a Jack Barry-Dan
Enright package, with Barry serv‘Controversial’ ing as- emcee of a panel show.

Dropped by Canada

into the period.

is

and

determine what cause to champion.

The Damon Runyon Cancer Fund

Ages”

Bishop Sheen Program'

&

Smith agency. General Mills
moving a Betty Crocker show

riod

It’s tough
an embarrassing spot.
to grant one and ignore another

some

uf their big-budgeted shows from
other nets over to DuMont.
Despite the Investment in the
new structure, DuMont plans as

the John Conte show on ABC radio,
cross-the-board at 8:55 a. m. via
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClin-

ton

-

Because so many worthy public
service shows are being done on
local
level
without fanfare,
a
NBC-TV is blueprinting an ambiDumont’s decision to continue tious weekly network series deits base of operations in N. Y., signed to give national exposure
rather than Hollywood, is probably to the best of them.
due partly to the fact that it’s the
Web public affairs-news chiefonly one of the four major video tain J. Davidson Taylor is negowebs which doesn’t have an o&o tiating with NBC-TV affiliate stastation on the Coast. Fact that it’s tions to designate their outstandpoured $4,000,000 into the new ing public service show, which
structure, which tops that spent by will get a pickup by the network
NBC-TV to date for its new Bur- in a regular half-hour time period
bank, Cal., studios, indicates that to be set aside for the series.
DuMont plans to be a major conIt’s NBC-TV’s feeling that New
tending force for top-dog status York doesn’t hold a. monopoly on
among the video webs. While Du- program ideas and production im-.
Mont execs wouldn't say so, it’s be- presarios and that various affililieved that they hope their super- ates are harboring some topflight,
studios in N. Y. might provide a men who rate network attention.

This, in turn,
elevator.
most directly on each of the five
studios, so that scenery and props
can be loaded and unloaded into
the studios with no diruption to the
In addition,
rest of the building.

TV

the network is disappointed
over the failure of the affiliate stations to take advantage of the fiveminute inserts allowed for local
52,

,

.

Robert Bigwood,

Moving Crocker

with requests from the various
organizacharitable-philanthropic
tions to stage annual telethons.
While the networks recognize the
importance of the various auspices,
this year there*s a reluctance to
accede. It’s not only a case where
it runs into a hefty out-of-pocket
tab for the webs, particularly since
so many union members are in*
volved, but the networks complain
that the attendant headaches are
more than they care to contemplate
at a time when the regular flow
of work virtually has them inun*.
dated.
Also the networks feel that the.
value of such telethons has been
dissipated, making the effort less
rewarding annually. NBC-TV, for
one, would like to come up with
“some other device,” as one of the
web execs put it, which would
prove more productive in terms of
revenue and eliminate the heavy
additional work load.
The webs admit it puts them in

with Walter Winchell, has become
an “NBC baby” in recent years.
Unveiling of DuMont’s mammoth The web thus far, however, has not
new studio site this week in mid- committed itself on staging one this
Manhattan reaffirms the faith, at year,
least by one network, both in the
retention of New York as the TV
programming capital and the em-

on the

GM

at will

lain Entrance

Building, on which DuMont refrom the four walls, was deby architect William T.
Meyer, working in close association
with DuMont program chief James
L. Caddigan and engineering chief

TV

it

This is the season when the telo*
vision networks are being besieged

charity,

signed

ABC Sponsor

hoof

Spur to Gotham

built

Conte

to

in-

will be afforded as much comfort as has
been reserved only to top stars
hitherto at other nets.

Inserts

of

DuMont’s Centre

(

tional meeting here last week.
Besides the Ford Fund, the Joint
Although as a network presen- Committee for Educational TV and
tation the two-hour early -morning the National Citizens Committee
NBC-TV “Today” show has hit the for Educational
have been acrating and bankroller jackpot as tive in the establishment of the
one of the major
phenomena Chi centre.
of

cameraman

16
“star”
including
novations,
dressing rooms, each with its private wash room and shower facilieight chorus dressing
ties, plus
rooms with showers so that even
the smallest bit player on a Du-

Rodney Chipp.

product

for a blow-by-blow closeup.

Chipp’s assistant, was~the engineer
spot. As detailed by Caddigan, the new construction was designed to provide the utmost in
flexibility and fluidity in production, but also with an eye to comfort of both the players and crews.
Lots of Innovations
Under the operating plan, all sets
and props enter the building
through a king-sized freight door,
to be made on a matching basis, which
leads via a short ramp
may amount to as much as one- directly to the mammoth freight'
third the cost of original equipopens al-

educational stations. The coin, being dispensed by the Foundation’s
Fund for Adult Education, includes
$1,500,000 for the establishment of
an educational radio-TV production centre here.
The fund plans to make grants
of between $125,000 to $150,000 to
help the individual non-commercial
stations get underway. The grants,

the

be part of NBC’s mobile
unit equipment, permitting the

Mont show henceforth

TV Station Fund

is

Affiliates Stuff

TV programming

is

will

as

of

also

RCA and will soon go into
mass production. It’ll be “pretested” this week on the earlymorning “Today” show. During
the inauguration ceremonies it

Witting,

number

will

used for filming.

expected to be aired from there by
mid-January, according to Chris J.

a

NBC-TV

“preem” a new hand camera,
which is no bigger than that

Du Mont network chief.
While the TV centre isn’t as large
CBS’
new
TV City on the Coast,
world.”sales points.
it’s completely modern- in design
as most helpful to the industry,
Contest was run over Ivy. League
more
important to the
and,
what’s
early spring being a period which campus radio stations with 500 coltrade, was constructed to specificacan benefit from, the radio hypo.
legians submitting copy. Winners
programming
Like the other festivals, the book were taken on a tour of Lee’s tions of the web’s
Site inand engineering staffs.
week will include a full panoply agency, Grey, and CBS-TV.
cludes five large new studios, bigof special airers: talks on writing
101x72
mammoth
which
is
a
gest
of
and publishing, dramatizations of
feet.
In addition, the building has
publishing history, quizzes on litMarch date was chosen proach and strong

i*

Like to Get Off

.

Panelites will represent five generations: under 20 years old, 20-40,
40-60, 60-80 and over 80, object
being to show how opinions and
thinking changes in each
age
bracket. Panel members from two
of Barry-Enright’s other series,
“Juvenile Jury” and “Life Begins
at 80” (latter also sponsored by
Serutan) will be spotted on “Wisdom” from time-to-time.

Martin Resigns
Paul
station

WCCC

Hartford, Dec. 9.
MArtin has resigned as

manager

of

WCCC,

local

daytime indie here. He will be succeeded by Alex Buchan, who leaves
similar post at WMMW, Meriden,
Conn.
Martin,

WKBW,

who came

toWCCC from

Buffalo, in 1951, will remain with
until the end of
the year. He skippered the station
to the 1952 Variety Small Station
Showmanship avvaFd? 8 ^ 1 '* "I 'I* > ) i*' j

WCCC
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Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town”
on CBS-TV Sunday. night was an
r

y

?
:

<

s

then nobody

cared

less.”

*

wyn

.

>

^enCame
.

Appearance of Ethel Waters on
pnm^h to
tn toss some asiaes
the CBS-TV “This Is Show Busi- enough
ness” brought an exciting few mo- cal director Jack Fascinate) joined
ments to television Sunday eve- forces (not too strong a word to
a ready ning (7). It was one of Miss Waters’ describe Miss Witch s voice) with
It was
replenishment.
6
made package visually. Sullivan s infrequent appearances on TV in i^/nth^iV/ehHnf^Thre^^Maids from
p
sketchy biographical skein tied the her role as a singer and the ova- School. The
stegS
^nrodiicUoi^
production was stage
tion
she
received
from
totoe
studio
pix
.m5tl!ndT.pr^ent...GQldwyn.
tribute to a standout managed by Coion*! Craekie.
cether as part of the "plot” hav- audience
trouper
typical
KRG
upon
conclusion
a
her
all,
it
was
emigrant
of
AH
Polish
the
with
Sig to do
who is taking his American «re- number (the seldom-heard “Sup- attraction—throughfully conceived,
pertime”
and
laced
spontaneous
song
from
refreshingly
“As
seriousThousands
great
with
sponsibilities
Certainly Goldwyn’s hit pa- Cheer’ ) was a moving experience, with warm, gentle humor. For this
ness.
rade of pix, a few of which only (In fact Miss Waters herself was “Mikado” special, an extra nod
were touched upon, attests to an- s ° emotionally overcome that she should go to musical director Fasciother American success story. The was forced to make a hasty exit off- nato for his work on the score.
Dave.
fact that the Goldwyn brand of stage a few seconds after she had
celluloid is always distinguished seated herself on the “interview
rostrum”
beside
emcee Clifton
supports Sullivan’s script anent the
Martha Raye, who’s been the
Fadiman handled the
producer’s responsibilities to his Fadiman),
consistent winner this season
incident with sensitivity and good most
adopted land.
on NBC-TV's "All Star Revue,”
whammed across another solid
Show, of course, was singularly
t>* „
,,
stanza overall, hour of clowning, buffoonery, song
being
“production,”
lacking in
;
stu
mess and dance on the show Saturday
essentially a pieced-together se- _
eniin^Tv
s
quencing of film clips, interspliced n npn t
night (6).
Dorothy Lamour was
S Kauf" Miss Raye’s top guest but, backed
"With the emcee’s palaver and two
xn
y Furness by some imaginative story treatmeagre vignettes showing young
p ar lcular y ment, it was Miss Raye s show all
Goldwyn taking the oath of citizen-
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ship 40 years ago; and another
dramatizing the near-debacle when
“The Squaw Man,” pioneer Goldwyn production almost ruined h’’m
and his cousin, Jesse L. Lasky.
When Sullivan asked the studio
audience how they liked it, they
responded politely but not copvincingly because this was one show
for which they could have stood
in bed-^coming in film form over
the iconoscope* is just as good at
home as in the CBS playhouse,
Incidentally, pioneer lab technician Sig Lubin (of Philadelphia)
was kudosed for salvaging their
investment.
Sullivan looked wan and haggard, and was accented by the commercial film clip, when he, in a
grey business suit, contrasted to
his dinner jacket, looked stockier,
His daily columns have been reporting the columnist’s travail in
the hospital with an intensive
physical checkup for ulcers. (The
next day Sullivan checked into
Flower Hospital to recuperate, with
’

t.i

1

his TV activities indefinitely deferred; see separate news story.)
The film excerpts were punchy
all the way— Gary Cooper’s vale-

is.

dictory (as Lou Gehrig) in “Pride
of the Yankees”; a funny Eddie

Cantor bullfight scene from “The
Kid From Spain” (1932); a great
Scene with Harold Russell, Fredric March and Dana Andrews from
“The Best Years of Our Lives”;

I

•

Geraldine Farrar in a 1915 filmversioned “Carmen”; references to
Goldwyn’s pioneering with bigname authors (as far back as 1919),
When he signed Rex Beach, Mary
Roberts Rinehart, Gouverneur Morris and Gertrude Atherton, and
Stars like Cooper, Ronald Colman,

Danny Kaye and Laurence

,
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From her now-standard
with the male
dancing chorus to the lushly-produced finale, in which she amazed
with a socko terp roujtin’e to a Cuban mambo, the comedienne demtook over the onstrated the socko payoff of her

c O !^r?
f
S<
n< hn^rir
U 0 lir2j
^ eipen ta
*
,
art L/iH !? «Tr

v idin*T

the way.

P™- opening number

lh
th
Hal
t
1° i dancef
a P d C eor 6 e £
Gobel
pnTY1<a j
comedy
mserts
Rose.

f
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Dave ‘Garroway
emcee slot on NBC-TV’s
Show of Shows” Saturday

•

“Your versatile talents.
Format had her m her usual ugand
kept the 90-minute sesh moving ly-ducklmg role, off on a Carat an amiable and brisk pace. Fact nbbean cruise for schoolteachers,'
that producer Max Liebman sur- on which she thought she could have
rounded Garroway witlr a firstrate her pick of the men because of the
production
and some topflight dowdy schoolmarms along.
It
($)

guesters helped bring the stanza in
strong. (Regular stars Sid Caesar
and Imogene Coca are vacationing).
Gamway’s genial hosting and
slick monologing highlighted the
program and gave the hour-and-ahalf a. comfortable glow. Repeat of
the dentist’s sketch, which was
done by him previously, retained
its yock values and his description
of how a tele set works while building one out of an old shoe box and
a milk bottle
best.

was tomfoolery

at its

classic.

singing

1

regulars,

Judy

Johnson, Bill Hayes, Jack Russell
and the Billy Williams Quartet
were in their usual tip top form;
Miss Johnson with “Keep Your
Sunny Side Up” and again with
Hayes and Russell in a lively workpver of “Don’t Let the Stars Get
in Your Eyes,” and the Williams
combo with “Why Don’t You Believe Me” and. “My Blue Heaven.”
Terp portions were adequately
filled by Mata & Hari in a striking
Hindu dance and Pauline Goddard
& Wallace Siebert who brought

m

.
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Goldwyn
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TV

had really earned its classificaas a famous comic opera. It
delightful fun from start to
finish and another example of the
amazing versatility of Tillstrom,
the .back-of-the-scenes mentor of
the puppet family,
It would be difficult to single out
one performance as the best. Fran
Allison, of course, came through
with her usual scintillation that
sparkled especially during her
“Moon and I” solo. Kukla, handed
the Nanki-Poo assignment, played
the part with just the right degree
of wistfulness and did a fine job

enthusiast to

it

the degree that, in one instance,

.41
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he over-stated the pix-wedded-to- was
video cause, and got himself tangled with exhibitor reaction. This
Caused Goldwyn to reiterate that
quality pix belong in theatres dominantly.
TV, of course as in the
case of his good friend, CBS’ .Ed
Murrow, has been a good trailer
for Andersen” In its shooting penods.
Ex-Lt. Samuel Goldwyn,
Jr. may align with Murrow and/or
4

&

TV

in the new
Incidentally,

medium.
Sherwood makes no
bones about TV’s impact. As re-

singing “Wandering Minstrel.” The

suit of his “Toast” appearances, he
states, he '‘arted signing auto\grjapjip

1

“liKfj .ft

Lord High Executioner role was
Oliver J. Dragop-.^E^ugh.

d^by

hoWing^two^nuns

as

own

Raff w!s mounted
on springs and a swivel stand, surr0U nded by thoughs of water and
wd; h rear-screen projectors provid-

Huffs threw her^ff.^Paul Duhov
his characterization of the
fugitive count, even though he
over-emoted. Virginia Gibson was
better as the second sister.
William Corrigan, although at
fault in the direction, scored with
his production, staging the show
on some fine-looking sets. Jimmy
Fidler, as program host, did his
usual intro job. Commercials for
Ennds were jarring in their repetitheir
at-odds
quality ;and
tive
atmosphere with the mood of the

umde

ing the sea scape.
jj. was a technical feat, with the
move ment of the rubber boat,
splashing of water and filmed
ocean background utilized adeptlyl
Up-and-down motion of the water
horizon was almost enough to
cause seasickness, and might have
been toned down a bit. Another

production
accomplishment was
MaZ.
the flawless integration of film in- show*
serts (about 35 were used) with
*
live action.
No# 2 0 f “victory at Sea,” the
Plotwise,
Search
had Gene ’paari Harbor disaster chaDter was
Lyons as a film star now playing a ppropriately and topically reprisa real life hero and resenting the ed p ec ^ the Black Sunday of
presence of Anthony Ross as a war “j flDan »e greatest nerfidv” (FDR)
correspondent from New York nyears totheday And whata
Pair acted well, but the script s hock» It’s Dart of the shock treatdidn’t get full impact from the meht the world has been subjecting
dramatic situation. Documentary ug al j
vesterdav’s areh-enerhies
aspects, however, were deftly hanRerlin-Romd-Tokvo axis tndav
died. Cast also featured Everett are our a ]i; es a gainst thp er<»atpr
Chambers as the radar operator f^eat Communfsm TWs second
and James Gregory as a Navy stanza of the great Naval
serieSi so
officer.
,
socko edited, produced and scripted,
Commercials for Goodyear were ^hmild
rpnpntpd rint Pv^rv Dpp
topflight. One, for Pliofilm, was
7 but ceveral timps in paoh^ vpnr
lensed through the material to
a
^if Tmiv in Amp riran
demonstrate its transparency and nreDarednes s-o r rather^ the a?k
pitch for the sponsor’s car bat/atrc)
Tn another idiom

...

L

was effectively

teries

factual.

£ d Murrow’s per-usual slick “See
It
Now” (CBS) series showed

Bril

Korean closeups

Bob Hope’s turn on the Colgate
“Comedy Hour” Sunday (7) re-

fulfills

sulted in a mixed session in which
the P rin cipal offenders were some
sketches that lowered the calibre
of the show
However, there were

battle-front right into the parlor.
practically did that last

Murrow
Sunday.

*

a couple of bitg that hit its

in anticipation of

advent (and since return). It
the promise that TV can
(buUwe hope never will) bring the

Ike’s

Abel,

.

mark

® p re
TIie
In addition to Miss Lamour, who
PJstfl
J?
?
„ enough
® rvice
was
strong
to
joined neatlv in the fun but s
e
ow J? powerful closer
couldn’t outshine Miss Raye’s tal- f
nd
Romance
as
perents, the star was backed by a f
iS.
Fr? n es Langford
good supporting cast, topped by
4J
n
a Peasant
Sara Seegar, who plays her neighv} i
Unfortunately,
the
bor.
Most of the technical credit
sklts were not up to that
for the show belongs to the writing staff, headed by Nat Hiken, le ^i* ...
...
as
ma ? y
^
who also directed, and including
u
,ope left himself
in the
Billy Friedberg and A1 Singer. Leo
be w°nld stand or
Morgan was producer, with Grey
the trength f his various
Lockwood handling camera direc?
c
T J,
tion.
Choreography by Herb Ross ^"- e f c hes. It s an untenable situaca ses inasmuch as top
was fine, and George Bassman conone of the most difficult
ducted the orch for topdrawer muthings to obtain.
It seems that
hapirino
ctn?
Hope generally does better on his
standup comedy. His opening reAs producer-director of the Wed- marks had charm and wit. It seems
nesday night NBC-TV “Kraft Tele- that Hope, generally, can rely on
to
vision Theatre” over its five-year himself
furnish
the
major
span (which makes it the “daddy” strength of a show.
Vocally, the program hit better
of the hour-long dramatic showcases on video), Stanley Quinn has, than par with Martin and Miss
in his own quiet way, built the Langford in supporting spots. Marprogram into one of the major fm,.of course, is one of the best
drama entrants on TV. Particular- legitimate singers around, and Miss
,a l
rd
S been a staple in this
ly in the last few months there has
i 1 !g
i
been a qualitative level in the act- P eld for a j 0 ng time and generaling, script material and produc- ly acquits herself admirably.
tional facets that puts the Kraft
Jose.
entry on a level with the best of

pttw

matinpf
MATINEE

,

In the guest department Wally
Cox built big howls with his sly
character etchings. His reminiscences of youth and army days, although familiar to nitery-goers,
were surefire. Circus clown A.
Robbins, Jr., also clicked with his
standard big-top routine. His panto
hit which includes the seemingly
endless em*- tying of his coat and
pants pockets of bananas and sundry other items remains a clowning

Shows

turned out, however, that Miss Lamour, playing her film star self,
was on the same ship. Way they
gagged up the split-minute timing
on such tours, with the conductors
aying
1
the
5 lash to the tourists to
geY them on "and" off "each ' island
will
nrobablv
have
numerous
travel agencies
and steamshiD lines
C
srmawkinv fo nrp ahmit Unfair
treatment
treatment,
But it maae
uut
made tor
for tunny.
fSnny

Jr™

*

a 1926 excerpt from “The Winning
df Barbara Worth” (Cooper-Colman-Virginia
Valli);
the
1939
standout,
“Wuthering
Heights”
(Olivier-Merle
Oberon);
and a
socko Danny Kaye excerpt from
his “Up in Arms” (1944) which, of
Course, tied it once again to the
concurrent “Andersen.” This is a plenty of charm into their ballet
dream trailer for any film produc- tale of “a girl who was told she
er, especially since Goldwyn, at was homely.” The fable, incidenfirst, wasn’t sure how his $4,000,- tally, was effectively narrated by
000 production investment would Garrdway.
be received (and seemingly “Hans”
Stanza wound up with a capsulis boffo b.o. already).
ized version of Gilbert & Sullivan’s
Sullivan introduced Goldwyn “ H: M.S. Pinafore.” Although not
the Savoyard style, it
from the audience, also his wife, strictly
Gros
Frances;
playwright Robert E. came over okay.
Sherwood (whose “S h e r'w ood
Story” was an earlier “Toast” two
“Kuklb, Fran and Ollie” and the
;
r) and also Madeleine (Mrs.>
other Kuklapolitans, with an assist
££?i 00d f r wh< m h r
a8 from a backstage gentleman named
l ? S £
!«
+
L
C l 1 sl ^ y be
ed
ex Burr Tillstrom, unwrapped their
/ r<
j !u. ‘nJ
d ,^ 11)^. McCrary
and
the Moss annual treatment of “The Mikado”
?J
** ar ts
I 1 sle)
a s0 to ° k on NBC-TV Sunday (7). When the
;
ii
bows with the 9?
Goldwyns
from the KFO company got through with
audience.
the Gilbert and 'Sullivan handiwork

('•

T.

Olivier;

,

+ +»*

.

co-operation,

On the
n
realism was achieved^
or example, eff[r ,\
?.
was’ made of a transparent radar^screen plotting board,,
the major click was in hanBut
...
f the raft in a set designed
ea

*

»

.

^

.

it to

I

™°

.

bus career), and it was worth
beSullivan, Mario Lewis & C°.,
cause it enabled strong budget

M

»

church, the program was
on several counts o{ overdramatics, over-direction and overQn the religious anj?le
As adapted by th e novelist herretitled
‘’Mysterious
and
self
Ways,” the show presented a number of trite lines and situations but
managed to compensate for thesp
with a surprise ending which, even
though it was highly incredible,
carried out the religious theme:
Miss Barrymore, as. the mother
superior who treated the criminal’s
wounds tried to underplay the
role to the extent required but her
their

.

l

Story” (two-part videobiog of

I

fugitive

Harbor
The one-toothed wonder presentation for the Pearl
said.
b? slj’t given a bad performance in anni.
«.c Garc
h” auer
after
cn
bear
on
declaeo
.
s Ufe.
^et te
unsuccessfu ly
Joying
The supporting cast was likewise nghte
or cmar
and
Kon-Hki
tc
/
toprung. Fletcher Rabbit and Cecil
u
Bill got things off on a rollicking
v
n
their opening duet.
start with
David Shaw, was the
Madame Oglepuss and Beulah
.
pilot radar-man and a
newspaperman (latter making an
steoniii^^ou^^/^characte^^ng
g
in an ordeal
nrnsi? observational flight)
asldes io
tS musi

knew me and

For Sullivan, of course, this is
unusual blending of Hollywood and quite a coup, garnering some
TV. It afforded Sam Goldwyn a cream o’ the crop pix (in generous
for his and intelligent excerpts; not just
terrific nationwide trailer
sketchy snatches) to round out two
current “Hans Christian Ander- full-hour shows.
Abel.
Goldsen,” coincidental with “The

M
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Television Followup
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.

Jay^

Grill; ^Patty

Prichard,

Bob Ci
others.

Producer: Jay Grill
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Wednesdays

calfed
e
“The
T
EmiVv HnnS
cast was itrirtl^
tlJ nff thp
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W

fe lit

toD<fh
P elf

Straight

i
1

nHi

’

TV

go
g

it

P 1 ® 38 1 "®
.

sessions on

Com o’s

savvy

a
song the singer’s
i?
u nb
orried, casual air lends the
lght
kl
”
d
of
intimacy
and convicfI
<
er ’ h0 r seg jn en t.
.

On Mondav'«
ay
was^ a rnilfmh?a

script-

whiVh

tale of

year’s

a^auScrath^^outherr^father and his three daughters, with
overtones of “Barretts of Wimpole
Street” and Henry James’ “Washmgton Square.” Miss Straight as

}«f'^i
S

5° W

nS

work an d iensSl
brought forth, thanks to Quinn’s
expert directorial touch It was a

mature

m usical

Aside from
Wlt

*

po

cr

Henrv 1?a
and Pat Breslin As

Phillips
ing originals for

KGO-TV, San

Francisco
+
j
bpr .ilonnnnnng
ftnnnnnn - hour of
n*
Just ano
another
yak yak variety, another TV venture into daytime dulldrums. Jay
Grill, an ex
ex-bandleader
oanaxeaaer, banes
Dangs a
neat P*ano. On other TV shows he
ba s turned out some musicated ma,

,

as good as any heard in this
But on this one he subjugates
music and tries to emulate the
cutups of the Ralph Edwards-Bert
Parks- Art Linkletter school. He
* e rial

area.

that

tries,

is.

On a normal day he’ll interview
a couple of housewives, feature a
“Celebration Table” where average folks or celebrities spout their
excitements, follow with

latest

a

“stump the experts” quiz round
and taper off with a “Thought For
The Day” voiced "by representaden0mlnati0ns 0n r0 ‘

presents-

(3,

John'^ T^ ChaDmaS
h P
“

original

v

Participating

r
dimmy
Boyd,

’

For some reason, possibly Jay’s
ack of emcee experience, the fun
elements, just don’t humorize—unless he has a wit like Jerry Lester
or Sammy Davis, Jr., aboard.

J

However, when Jay seats himself at his

piano, that’s different,
he’s in his own element. He
a mce finger movement and
ge ^ s due ^ assistance from his partner ’/ immy Diaraond * at the Ham-

Here

SawMommv^Kissinl^ qaJffriL,
n a ^ ai
*

u

ic

»

i^’

^

kid

zm gs

mond

organ,

handfed himself weir
He features two promising singwas spotted on “I’m Never Satfs°
fied,” “Yours” and ^Pennfes From t rSt Pa lty Pochard and Bob Callaan<
T ey chi p the lat ^ sts P°P S *
Heaven,” also assisting in the ?
^,
J
f e(l u n Uy work out little dramatic
the eldest of the trio of daughters Chesterfield
F
plugging
who finally breaks away from the Fontane Sisters. Show with thp vlgneJf,te to fit tlje lyrics. Patty ia
was
framed
?
A
pl easm 8ly pretty; Bob is a bouncyoke of the father’s dominance, In a well-designed
street setting
11 ^ ea 2 er heaver of the Jslck Smith
but only after tragedy strikes, was which* had, however
little relation i
type
particulariy effective, as was Miss to the tunes on the
show. Berm?
P 11 Ips ln the l ess_ helievable role
The uninhibited ad libs by IVtiy
j,
ofi *u
the jealous sister who provokes
and Bob are the saving ararr ol
,
the tragedy.
Noae.
° £ ‘ h * 5h° W ?f
It
Night” Monday night (8) but ap“
M A MAmJ
_
A
Grill still might make a go*
Ambitious technical experiment parently
was not
feeling ld to hpr
*u- u l. j
-• “
was successfully tackled by p—
ducer Fred Coe and director E._
irAloa
bert Mann on “Goodyear Televi- Barrymore several times
forgot and pfiri °r games and stressed
sion Playhouse” over NBC-TV Sun- her lines and her
confusing at- what hc does hast pop music.
ed
e rcb
and deal " I® mp ts to recover threw the entire
With two daytime movies com^•lv'^iu
r?
i
lhg with the efforts of the Navy show out of kilter. Not
that the Peting against him, there’s an open
to rescue a trio of fliers adrift on show would have been much
any- field for music at this hour—and
a life.?aftp^ ^ 91-^
timely way.« ; Yarn abppt * < desperate, lots of. it*
'Dwit.
^ ,, -*
*

-

.

NB^V's^^y^ood^^enl^
.1
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TO BE A STAR? FAUST
DO YOU WANT
Robbins, Jerry Sears With
Fletcher
With Fred

Orcji. Elliot

Smith,
Farrold
Stephens, AUln Guiniton, Audrey Nossaman, Mitzi Bornwasser
Producer: Burt Blackwell
Music4l director: Moritz Bomhard
30 Mins., Mon. (1)

Martin

Producer-Director: Herb Sussan
Writer: Draper Lewis
30 Mins., Mpn,-Wed.-Fri. f 7 p.m.

COCA COLA

THE GREATEST MAN ON EARTH THE MARCH OF MEDICINE
Froducer: Walt Framer
Director: Bob Doyle
30 Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p.m.
Participating

others
Producer-director:

Director: Charles Christensen
Writer: Lou Hazam
30 Mins,; Tues. (2), 9:30 p.m.

WAVE-TV,

N.Y.

Albert

•

•

.

.

'

“

Veh

WM

SVlt

%£

WJZ-TV

WJZ-TV,
New York
,
preem stanza Monday <8). One of
Whatever the aspirations of Rugal’s
wanted a date with dolph Halley, the ex-Kefauver
crooner Bill Hayes in a Roumanian
vie watchdog (and
restaurant (show apparently failed
one can discern a mayoralty gleam
to get a tie-up here because no
in the eye of the N.Y. City Council
specific eatery was mentioned) and
prexy), his 15-minute “report to
the oilier gal wanted to spend a
day with Santa Claus helping him the people” weekly projection of
major issues on the ABC-TV flagdistribute toys to the poor kids
ship cannot but help put him in
because she felt that she had
a favorable jockeying position with

ot 9

The

gab

before the wishing
seemed a little too pat even when
rounding such topics as “a funny
incident in my lifq” or “what I’d
like to be when I grow up.”
All in all there’s not much in
4
‘Make Your Wish” for any age
*roup.
cros.
I

nm

Tf hpflrt

and

effort

„ this
thteSmw
deserved
sho\v dese
are criteria, then
this top take. It was unusual for

the

camera.

The performers m
cameras didn t make
they were tired. Dennis James,
who stayed on for most of the
show, plugged all the way through.

a marathon.
front of the
like

—

an enough^of ttofnecessity c? obtainC0 n

Vide traIn -

.

-

(Continued on page 42k

*

as that feat was,

has

much more

important is the fact that the show
represented another major step
forward in educational programmlng, demonstrating anew the tremendous role that video can play
in reporting and dramatizing such
subject matter for the mass publie.

*

While- the televising of surgical
operations is not new (CBS-TV had
tie-in
with Smith, Kline &
a
French pharmaceutical labs for its
color video demonstrations and a
pickup was also made of the AMA
meet in Chicago last June), the
NBC show carried TV’s role in

adelphia and N.

Y„

wWchprojeaedHXy

Wiationab spotlight.

*

•

into

P^

the

Rose/

1

1,11

‘\

^f

,
^Continued
0 n- page 35)
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CARDS

HaroM

Callen has taken an obscure incident in the life of Joan
of Arc and Albert McCleery endowed the script with his click
“cameo” styling to give Hallmark’s
new’ “Hall of Fame” series a creditable start that should win new attention for this Sarah Churchill
starring skein.
Miss Churchill, in the title role,
extricated herself from a marrriage
contract made by her father (Cliff
Hall) by citing a French statute

.

<

.

which astounded the judge who, In
an aftermath decision, dissolved
the pact. The breach of contract.
trial was the highlight of a series
of vignettes intended to convey St.
Joan’s selfless dedication to her
country’s warring cause. The legal
her
around
revolved
wrinkle
father’s promise to a local farmer
of a plow and some lan/1 along with
the girl. Joan dug up the angle
that this dowry 'would rob her

...

father of his last means of liveliin violation of an aspect of
French law. When the would-begroom told the judge that he w6uld
not accept the promised bride without the dowry, that took care of

web was hood,

the

also forced to preempt a half-hour
of commercial time for the show
(as well as for the second in the
two-shot series Thursday night (4).

.

And, while the transmission from that.
Me various sites wasn’t always
In enacting the title role, Miss
clear enoughs the production had.a Churchill displayed even more resmooth flow and lack of fluffs straint than the best British examr
ples of underplaying. However, the
*i
ning
part ?t)f all involved,
Me
story rode on to its success via the
As for the baby, the cameras help of artful closeups which seem
were placed virtually on top of the to be a McCleery trademark; those
operating

table

the

in

delivery

of a Denver hosp to show a
Caesarean birth. Baby was shown
immediately after delivery, with
the lenses then following its route
through the hands of various doctors and nurses who cleaned it,
gave it protection from diseases
and then wrapped it in a bundle

room

L

d
£“5}?
medlcal techniques have. lowered
the death rate of both mothers and
while
babie?
ti-emendously,
so
bo stmg the 1 fe span,
Also included in the pickup were
developments in the treatment of
children’s diseases and a report on
a new theory in the prevention of
Dr. Roy K. MarParalytic polio.
shall, who’s become almost a staff
scientist for NBC, did a hep job
of interviewing doctors and. pa:

'

|

YOU SAID

IT
With Brent Gunts, Les Alexander,
Parker Sisters (3), Earl Reeves,
Carroll Warrington
Producer: Brent GuntsDirector: Dave Nottingham

cSSSSSSS*. TELEVISION

t

SE

JftX ^e^teiecasU
f or a
difficult job which
jj 0WS
Stal
came off well.

BELIEVE

I

With Helen Hayes, Dr. Harold Taylor,

;

30 Mins.; Sun., 10:30 p.m.

“ft*

THIS

virtual blackout of scenic
backgrounds and only the most
urgent props necessary to punctuate the continuity. In the face of
this economy (not in the dollar
sense), an illusion of large masses
of people was provided, particularly in the trial scene. Costumes of
the period seemed authentic, adding another telling touch to the [
well-paced drama. Here was elab- jj
orateness achieved without raiding
the exchequer. The plugs for Hall- r|
mark’s greeting cards were in th^ h
sponsor’s class groove, par usual, -f
Trau.

plus

Jackie Robinson,

Edward R.

Murrow, Ed Morgan

“*

30 Mms.; Sun.

(7),

3:30 p.m.

rom n y

one-shot show plugged the
new Simon & Schuster book, “This
I Believe,” a statement of personal
philosophies by 100 people and
based on the radio series of the
This special stanza
same title.
was an informal gab session with
Mree of the book’s contributors,
Helen Hayes, Jackie Robinson and
Lawrence College prexy Dr.
Harold Taylor, joining with Ed
Murrow, who wrote the foreword,
and Ed Morgan, producer of the
radio series and editor of the book,
Tlii S

COMPANY OF MD.

WBAL-TV,

Baltimore
This is a unique twist on the
guess - it - spell - it-tell-it gimmicks
usually calling for panels of experts
of studio contenders. Here it’s a
spell-it gag with one letter of a
word filled in and clues supplied
The
visual
backgrounding.
via
guessers are home listeners contacted by phone during the show.
B^ent Gunts, vet radio and video
writer, performer and producer,
handles the phones with Les Alexander, and together they keep a
brisk pace. Cluds enacted call for
vocals by Parker Sisters, trio of
©kay warblers, dance and aero bits
by interpolated acts changed each
week, plus film. Listeners are invited to mail in cards in order Jo
get in on the game and the prizes
mount to a major reward on the
third winning word.
Gunts has packaged quite a number of airings on all three local
stations and his “Shadow Stumpers” has gone network. This show
indicates a practiced hand and
could build to considerable interest
in the right time slot. It’s on a
little late here.
Burm.

TELEVISION SHOPPER
With Olivia Browne, Wilson Northcross

.

^

••

time

first

Vo^rd W

Z !“

with his wife. Dorothy, whose

mg

!

ese^bungsteis.
y ou n^°s
With Dorothy and Glen Hurlburt and conviction about Halley that’s ing fl
„ the pitches that hit
Producer: Caryl Coleman
Probably
bound to win him a major followDirector: Russ Baker
ing among those who still feel that home the hardest were by Miss
L> Mins., Sun., 3 p.m.
She made these pleas
civic righteousness is a virtue Hal- Pickens.
GIRARD’S FRENCH DRESSING
ley is forthright and -doesn’t talk with a sincerity that had to hit the
KGO-TV. San Francisco
around his subject. When he’s got most calloused viewers. Her words
(Guild, Bascom, Bonfigli)
names to
he mentions weren’t impassioned, they were
A blind man provides easy view- them, let themention,
chips fall where they calm, deliberate and indicated a
ing for this brightly human and
may. His ringing indictment of the wide knowledge of the subject.-'
frequently humorous musical waterfront racketeers, only one of
Thpv<*
was
as little wonder that
Anere "
stanza.
Glen Hurlburt is well aA nau
half-dozen
subierts touciied
tonphpd upon
uoon „
;
vivi
aozen subjects
there vvas so much “heart lh this
known to local radio-TV fruis for on last week
s telecast, was a
„
c; ncer ;tv started ai
at the
uie ton
iup
'v
n;s singing, his piano
s,10
playing, and throwbark to tbp cpncjntinnal roveto every worker
nis composing. He
works this pro- lations of the Kefauver hearings and permeated
Th * S
Cre 'V
to rMe
gram
s

on TV for
brought NBC reams of publicity
f or the first of two pickups it originated from the American Medineet in Denver last
ca i Assn,
Tuesday night (2). But, interestthe

The talk was pleasant, though
Miss Hayes
There was sincerity in his pitches somewhat aimless.
and a feverish urgency in his ef- read her statement of personal bethe citizenry of the world’s largest fort to get funds.
liefs, an inspirational mixture of
city.
mup tremendous feeline that was human brotherhood and religioscrystallized by the death of
Wednesday night at 8 is about
J inf thi _ session Dermeated hcr ^ughter.
This was the only
as choice a time segment as the P?
top ™
TV channels affprd, hence it’s all Ji 0 ™ nSOn
clear statement in the discussion
a
u
n
i
tlie gab ramb led
rest
of
the more surprising that Mayor Sv? ld ?
the
and
urp piesident.
nIScident
Vincent Impellitteri, offered the Theatre prexy and UCP
va g ue |y over problems of philosame time on an alternate-week seemed to beam at tne results or SO phical goals, difficulties of exJane Pickens, was m pressing one's fundamental beliefs
basis, has rejected the bid. As re- Me show.
suit Halley is on weekly. He's do- camera range tor most of the en- an(j the credo of today's youth,
Maria Riva even
stint;
There was a self-consciousness
ing, in essence, what the late Mayor durance
the
show’s platitudinous
Fiorello H. LaGuardia did on Sun- went out into the street to dis- a bout
days on the ' city’s own WNYC tribute piggy-banks in an effort to air that was brought into the open
by Murrow but that didn’t lead to
operation but with the difference swell returns.
that he lacks the color, the humor
There were many sections of the an y sharpening of the issues. Roband the surefire oratorical bombast S h OW that seemed to hit home. The inson spoke warmly about the ad-

MARRIED A MAN

>

Mc-

Louisville

New York’s high school system, on opera to viewers on an every other launched “Greatest Man on Earth,”
the basis of “Do You Want to Be a week basis is worthy of critical but the latter isn't up to his other
Star?" which is conferenclered by commendation, particularly on the entries, “Strike It Rich,” “Big Paydeejay Fred Robbins. This Coke- scorc of undertaking a difficult pro- off,” “Double or Nothing” and
To take an opera “Lucky Horse Shoe.” Airer, which
sponsored three-times-a-week lay- duction job.
out presents a trio of aspiring score, in this instance Gounod’s kicked off on a Wednesday, when
pro
guest
a
with
“Faust,”
and
present
along
it
in con- Framer has four other stanzas,
teenslcrs
weekly. Tyro tunesters compete densed form, really takes some do- moves to a Thursday-at-8 berth toseason’s
-prize
and
ing.
Moritz
Bomhard,
direc- morrow (11).
weekly
opera.
for a
winners will ink a Decca recording tor at the local U’s School of MuFormat has a weakness in that
test
from
screen
sic,
did
the
a
cutting
job,
and
re- it makes the proceedings difficult
get
contract,
Columbia and a $1,000 Defense hearsed the singers, who had only to follow. Program starts with five
two rehearsals at the television sta- contestants vying for the “GreatBond.
.
i
,
The show itself approaches big- tion. So results were surprisingly est Man’’ title, each nominated by
leans
although
it
good, considering the magnitude of a woman who serves as his aide.
presentation,
time
After each round, -one couple is
overboard in. .its-fiheisance to juves,. the .undertaking.
virhas
created
a
Outside of the networks, this is eliminated by off-screen judges,
atmosphere
The
tually all-femme 'audience waving one of the only local TV stations First round has each man given
pom-poms and screeching at every to attempt any sort of grand opera, five yards of fabric with which to
The rah-rah sur- presentation, even in condensed create a dress for his partner.
opportunity.
roundings will keep the high form. Naturally, only the principal
a cute idea, buc it was difficult
school kids at home at the sets, arias and ensembles could be en- for the camera to show the individeven though the oldsters may not compassed in a half-hour show, and ual gowns, and the judges’ decision
be interested as much. It seems
like fairly sound merchandisingr!
since it’s a show that will appeal
that of the Monk, was well voiced and why, and even emcee Ted
to the Coke crowd.
Robbins does well at emceeing by Alain Guilloton. Faust, in this Brown couldn’t keep the particialmost
assumes
a
but
condensed
version, was given jvith- pants straight. If the men were
the show,
pained expression when guzzling out benefit of commentator, so the given identifying numbers or banstory line had to be conveyed via ners, the competitive element could
that beverage.
The trio presented on show vocal numbers.
be enhanced.
Moritz Bomhard, musical direccaught included a boy and girl balSecond round was a scavenger
lad singers and a rhythm tunester. tor, conducted from the piano, but hunt ip which the four males had
The latter won for the second on previous opera airings he also to forW in the audience for a
week and received a carried the commentor chores. He matchbox, man’s garter, two kiss
straight
Defense Bond. Although all indi- kept his singers well together on impressions and a femme stocking
cated talent, the winner showed a the ensemble numbers, while Burt Q a tter items being somewhat
Sonny Blackwell held the production touchy). At any rate, the scramble
lot of professional savvy.
Gale was the guest and did a sin- reins, camera switches, etc.
was j us t a scramble, and a bore,
Judges
panel
gle song capably.
Principal numbers included in Third round had the three men
comprises pros in the theatre. the telecast were the Faust and switch hats, on cue, as Brown read
They made a sound choice. Jerry Marguerila duet, Jewel Song, sung a silly, overlong tale. Final go was
Sears Orch does a good showback- by Audrey Nossaman, soprano; based on a charade contest. Work
ing job. and Elliot Martin dressed quartet with Miss Nossaman, Mitz will have to be done on selecting
as a Coke delivery man handles Bornwasser,
Farrold
Stephens, parlor routines which lens comJose.
the plugs acceptably.
tenor, and Fletcher Smith, bari- prehensibly when played by sevTone. In the Prison Scene, trio of eral persons.
Marguerita, Faust, and MephistoMAKE YOUR WISH
Nominees for “Greatest Man” on
pheles, brought the show to a
With Art Fleming
the initialcr were two husbands,
sombre ending.
a fian^p
a rnr» and a landlord
Producer-director: A1 Freedman
Best voice and best actor in the Latter emerged as the “crown
25 Mins., Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 6:30 p.m.
cast was Farrold Stephens, who
WOR-TV, New York
compete for an auto
who’ll
ri„ce'>
p
Production staff <on this new sang the Faust role. Here is a and Bermuda vacation on the sixth
WOR-TV entry -deserves credit for voice of real operatic timber, and telecast with four other weekly
being able to line up so many man- a handsome youth with real dra- winners Brown was uncertain as
ufacturers to give away their prod- matic flair. Audry Nossaman made to what would ha- pen should the
ucts cuffo in exchange for a tele a trusting Marguerita, and her landlord catch tlie Bermuda-trip
plug. Products ranged from a com- voice was quite adequate for the Dri ze
since he’s not married to
plete wardrobe to a toy doll and role. Fletcher Smith; as the sar- his partner
rlM , N Y) dick
even a kennel, which gave away a donic Mephisto, disappointed vococker spaniel, came in® for its cally and histrionically. Character
nlpacaJit but overworked
n n
share of the plugging time. Emcee
heVf mlke .th^u really welArt Fleming had his hands, full
8
keeping the credits straight but too placid and his voice lacked
of aitrLe
managed to handle it okay because the power and authority usually as- pnzes, but cuffo plugs aie mtru
be had little else to do during the sociated with the character.
Bnl
Camera work on the whole was sive.
25-minute trifle.
Format for “Make Your Wish,” good.
Credit must be given the School
which WOR-TV is spotting threetimcs-weekly, is pegged for the of Music in bringing opera, even United Cerebral Palsy
juve viewer but it’s doubtful if if in condensed form, to viewers.
even the young mind could take a Judged on an Amateur basis, singTelethon Hits
steady diet of commercials sur- ers did quite well with a heavy
enn r*i i
*
|
,
rounded by banal gab between musical assignment.
Wied.
Jackpot; $553,527 Take
Fleming and the teenage guests.
Poinl of the show is to get the PUBLIC REPORT
By JOE COHEN
teenagers to voice their innermost With Rudolph Halley
The United Cerebral Palsy fund
wish and to get one of the wishes Producer: Morris
Novik
hit a $553,527 jackpot with the 18after a winner has been selected by Director:
Ray Abel
hour telethon (WJZ-TV, N. Y.)
an applause meter. Two gals and 15 Mins., Wed.,
8 p.m.
two boys were given chances to Sustaining;
which started Saturday (6) at 8
have their wish come true on the
p.m. and wound up the following

everything. One of the boys, a recent arrival from France, wished
that he could phone his g.f. left
behind, while the other, the most
practical of the four participants,
wanted a cocker spaniel. And lie
got it—-in addition to dozens of
olher items ’which were properly
identified via Fleming and the

|

Cleery

ABC-TV, from New York
Writer; Harold Callen
SMITH, KLINE & FRENCH
( DArcy
_
Pretentious effort on the part of
30 Mins.; Sun., 5 p.m.
Walt Framer, who’s now doing NBC-TV, from various points
HALLMARK GREETING
almost
cameras
There are a lot of singers of ex- the University of Louisville School 22 half-hours of parlor game
Fact that its
from New York
NBC-TV,
metropolitan of Music and WAVE-TV, to bring shows weekly on TV, last week showed the actual birth of a baby
in
quality
cellent

WOR-TV,

{

With Ben Grauer, Dr. Roy K. Mar- (Joan of Arc)
With Sarah Churchill, E. G. JWaf*
shall, others’
shall, Cliff HaU, Martin Brooks,
Producer: Ad Schneider

******

Ted

$1

HALLMARK HALL OF FAME

Producer:
Writers:

Tim Kilcy
Browne

Olivia

anil

Tim

Kilcy
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:30 a.m.
Participating

WMCT, Memphis
WMCT, the mid-South’s

only TV
have picked a more
appropriate time than the Yuletide season to tee off this breezy
half-hour package, geared for the
housewives' in the ayem across the
board. Initialer when caught proved
to be an all-around nifty newsy
student s.
le
No point was pursued to any stint of household hints and shopMurrow, in per specials.
conclusion.
usable
Show spotlights Olivia Browne,
fact, sidetracked the show for a
couple of minutes by asking Miss w.k, femme spieler, and staffer
Hayes if sh. could play any part Wilson Northcross. Miss Browne
m which she didn t believe. The demonstrates that she knows the
question was strikingly irrelevant shopping score. -She registers heavthis rambling, catch-all ily with personality and salesmaneven
ship, and speaks With clarity and
few weit-stateci observations authority.
a
ahollt
thp
mpnnini?
of ine
the book
and
ana
ne
anmg
01
D00iC
Northcross turned in a rather
a
0U1: l
m
v
P
surprisingly
below-par performj11R radl0 senes.
Tjie 3 10W was a i red network and ance for the seasoned performer
repeated over WCBS-TV an hour he is. Topflight production chore
^
'
Herm.
was dbne by Tifn Kilcy:
IWtet -on- Mm. '
outlet, couldn’t

m
.

i

i

MY

LITTLE MARGIE

Wednesday^ December 10, 1952

Pi&mfY

RADIO HEV1EWI

S2

PEOPLE UNDER COMMUNISM

ENCORE

DAY* OF INFAMY

With Norman Rote, narrator
(Terror as a System of Power)”
With Alexander Scourby, narrator; Writer: Milt Robertson
Piaxca, Meredith* Willson, Ray
Producer: Bill Kaland
Dr. Merle Fainsod, others
Charles Chorus; Kenneth Bang55 Mins.; Sun. (7), 4:35 p.m.
Writer: David Driscoll
hart, announcer
Gluskin, music
Sustaining
Papp
Frank
network
Producer-director:
sponsored
oldest
Radio’s
T. Producer-Director: George Voutsas
Producer-director;
N.Y.
WNEW,
60 Mins., Sun., 5 p.m.
musicale, “Voice of Firestone,”
Writer: Bob Tillman
Hughes
Sustaining
In commemoration of the attack
30 Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m.
Writer: Frank Fox
started its 25th year on NBC MonN. Y.
on Pearl Harbor 11 years ago,
Sustaining
30 Mins.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.
Because it feels that Russia has
day (8) with an appealing edition
presented this 55-minute
NBC, from N.Y.
PHILIP MORRIS
soprano Nadine Conner. become an international menace,
starring
shows
Hollywood
musical
accenting
from
NBC
is
CBS,
documentary.
historical
(Bioio)
on its late Monday night schedules Although this has been a simulcast and that a correct estimate of its
together a flock of sound“My Little Margie/* Philip Mor- with this new entry which follows for over four years, it still stand^ power and intentions is vital to pieced
track clips of talks by Hitler,
directly upon the longstanding Citstanza. The our well-being, the National Assn,
ris’ sleeper click on TV, is continuup as a clicko
ies Service “Band of America”
Roosevelt, Truman, Churchill and
ing its Cinderella story by being airer. -In a more informal mood, music is colorful and dramatic: of Educational Broadcasters has
several anonymous soldiers in the
translated into radio. It should fit “Encore” shapes up as an attrac- Padilla’s “El Relicario” summoning prepared this impressive series,
field.
There was, no central patin nicely with the Jack’Benny- tive stanza carried by the standout up visions of bull-fighting, Leroy with aid of a grant from the Ford
tern, although the show wound up
of Metopera stars Anderson's “China Doll” inspiring
Amos ’n’ Andy-Edgar Bergen vocal talents
Foundation’s Fund for Adult EduMarguerite Piazza and Robert Mergreat care, with a plea for peace via the United
block, which precedes it on CBS. rill with an assist from Meredith images of a doll-eme-to-life, an aria cation. Prepared with
Boheme” hav- under supervision of authorities, Nations.
Situation comedy is built around Willson who batons the orch and from Puccini’s “La
imagination
with
Verdi’s
presented
and
The voice tracks from history
ing story behind it and
Gale Storm as Margie, scatter- choral ensemble. Ezio Pinza was overture to “Sicilian Vespers” and skill, this series assumes imwere interesting but the commenthis slow
brained twentyish daughter of originally skedded for
similarly having programmatic ele- portance as top radio programming
off by a previous
blocked
but
was
tary, which was supposed to tie
wealthy widower Vera Allbright, commitment to the “Telephone ments. The images are supplied as well as first-rate pubservice.
by the mind’s eye for the radio Certainly the opening program them together, was marred by its
played by Charles Farrell, with the Hour.”
the tele Sunday (7), “Terror as a System of ceremonial quality and straining
for
though
even
listener,
pair duplicating their vidpic asAlthough the vocalists are in the vtewer actual electronic pictures Power,” was that important.
for poetical effects. The wordiness,
signments. On “Margie’s” initial longhair genre, the show is pitch- are there. Music can be appreciatThis is an adult, serious series,
ing
for a mass audience with a ed and enjoyed without the pic- with little or no concession to the however, did not hide the show’s
forFarrell
date Sunday (7),
repertoire of standards, pop balone reason for this frivolous or superficial hearer. lack of focus on the war and postbade his daughter to see her misfit lads and some of the better-known torial adjunct,
Additionally, This doesn’t mean that it’s not fast- war eras. The commentary on this
longevity.
boyfriend until he had held one classical pieces. The series opener series’
layout’s excellent spot- moving, dramatic or exciting; it’s show could be educationally conthe
there’s
To
straight.
months
three
job for
program
(8)
well-balanced
had
a
“music all of these. In addition, it is in- trasted with the precise narration
Monday
NBC’s
in
ting
help him get a post, Margie posed featuring Merrill on “Moonlight
evening” with .the “Railroad Hour,” fqrmative, filling a sharp need. for the Pearl Harbor episode in
as his wife, inspiring a senes of Madonna” and “The Glory Road”
of Based on documented evidence the video “Victory At Sea” series,
“Band
Hour,”
“Telephone
wrong impressions: Farrell thought with Miss Piazza scoring equally
America” and the new Marguerite about the power and purposes of which was reprised over NBC-TV
that the youngsters were secretly on a
the
aria
and
Boheme”
“La
Merrill
entry.
Piazza-Robert
child,
the USSR, the series’ first program Sunday (7).
married and expecting a
showtune, “Falling In Love With
Marking the anni, show kicked was a discourse on Russian revoNorman Rose handled the narrawhile Margie believed her father Love.” Not so successful, howsub
off with “Memory Lane/’ theme of lutionary history with accent on tion with restraint, lending some
and his lady friend were wed
ever, was their duet on the recent the initialer on Dec. 3, 1928. Miss the NKVD, or secret Soviet police.
dignity to the cliched script.
rosa and awaiting an addition.
click “Tennessee Waltz” which sufConnor registered well with the
Herm.
Parallel mistakes were nicely deThe material wasn’t new. But it
fered from the polished rendition. Puccini aria, “The Touch of Your
veloped and well scripted. Some
was sorted and rearranged for efThe
orch and chorus were spotted Hand,” “Always” and "Relicario.”
overthe
“Terror has become comfect.
of the humor, such as
in one piece, "The Amusing Vio- Howard Barlow, musical director
solicitousness to the “pregnant
monplace,” said Harvard Prof. PARTY BOOK
of the airer since 1943, handled the Merle Fainsod, who helped pre- With Betty Parry» Guests
women, was obvious, but there lin,” with good results.
Musically, it was a firstrate ses- orch and chorus with distinction. pare this segment and spoke on it. 30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 1:30 p.m.
were also some good gags, including the boyfriend’s comment on sion but the efforts of the princi- Hugh James does announcing But we nee,d to know how it de- Participating
surmising that an offspring is due: pals at casually humorous chitchat chores capably, although some of veloped and operates, he added, in WXKW, Albany
didn't quite come off. The banter his
would benefit from order to prevent the further spread
intros
Women’s show, conducted by
“$oy, they’re really married!
Commercials for of fear and terror. In alternate Betty Parry, features a high level
Farce was nicely played by the was artificially gay and had that warmer copy.
were tastefully narration, quotation and dramati- approach. It consists chiefly of live
mimeographed
quality
which
is
products
Firestone
principals and Gil Stratton, Jr., as
Announcer done, timed to Christmas giving zation, the program discussed and taped interviews with guests
fatal to spontaneity.
the whacky beau, Doris Singleton
Bril.
Kenneth Banghart had little to do knd winter car use.
forced labor, concentration camps, in a wide spectrum, through which
as the father’s girl, Will Wright as
on
the
most
of the inpreem
since
as
Felton
the several “show” trials, the vari- musical bridges are threaded. Mrs.
Verna
and
boss
Farrell’s
vocaltroes
were
the
handled
by
French Government Tourist Of- ous purges, etc. Final 10 minutes, Parry is energetic: she presents
a gossipy neighbor. A sock line
Herm.
ists and Willson.
asked
was
with a Warsaw Jewish lawyer tell- many guests caught outside the
latter
wrapping
up
the
beat
by
a
fice
scored
when
came
Jean-Louis Barrault as a guest on ing of his mysterious arrest, im- studios and outside the city. Handi“Can you keep a secret?” and she
shows, antique exhibitions,
its “To France With Music” series prisonment, experiences in a work craft
answered: "I don’t know, I haven t
MUSIC HALL
on WQXR, N.Y. Tuesday (2). In- camp) ana his final escape, was small-business clinics, and theatre
ever tried.”
With Gerald Peters
and
moving
the
most
perhaps
premieres
are among the affairs
by
longhair
jockeyterviewed
disk
pleasant
a
“Margie” shapes up as
Producer: Freddy Tudor
to which phe brings a recording
pianist Jacques Fray, the actor ex- dramatic.
entry, a somewhat older “Corliss Writer: Gerald Peters
interviews covmachine.
In-station
gratification
French
at
his
an
familiar
pressed
was
program
whole
the
But
to
Archer,” which hues
30 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
I repertory troupe’s reception in this
intelligent discusion of the use of er the public service, charitable,
situationer patterns. Commercials Sustain!*#
visiting-name
type.
community
and
the
political
and
that
in
futight
of
I
and
hoped
the
system
terror,
milder
country
are
for Philip Morris
CBC. from Toronto
>;re “we’Jl be able to see Ameri- control, in a dictatorship, that was A ' recent exchange, in Schenecless irritating than its previous
With some 360,000 e.L'';
woman
the
make
elderly
weaand
impressive.
tady,
With
an
Paris
terrifying
and
in
players
stressing
can
pitch,
“nose-test”
the British Isles making t**e *r~
ver was a model of gentleness and
Bron.
visits a regular custom be“Something wonderful happens uar trek to Canada, plus Dir
Bril.
tact.
countries.”
iveen
the
two
pleasure theme.
cr heavy population
Barrault
Mrs. Parry originally teamed
Speaking
of those of British extraci&iB.
_ in English,
,
,
MATTER OF OPINION
male broadcaster but
with
a
*.ud he was surprised by the way A
old Peters has an assured ai
OPEN
With Lionel Daiches, Jack House, switched to solo sometime ago. She
SKIDMORE COLLEGE
'or his "Memory Music lUi* *;«>-: i-S. audiences understood French
Hector McNeil, J. A. Stodart; has improved technique, although
FORUM
anA
all the nuances oi the lanon, the
gram,
carried
\
Noel Stevenson, Emcee
With Bill Bradley, Guests
voice is still rather small and manDominion network of Ihs Canadian \guage. He said that some Of the Producer: George Runcie
30 Mins.; Mon., 7 p.m.
ner is sometimes slightly cloying.
Broadcasting Corp. (Peters. prior 1 nuances, in the French classics are 45 Mins., Fri., 7:15 p.m.
‘
Sustaining
Her intelligence is obvious 'and
o coming over here* was m.c. of not always understood by modern Sustaining
WGY, Schenectady
her interests are wide. Fact Mrs.
French audiences, but that most
the
BBC's
"Variety
Bandbox,”
his
on
from
BBC,
Forfar, Scotland
Forum program, originating
explained
He
is the mother of three chilN.Y.
Parry
in
caught
were
people
are
professionals,
and
he
Fairly high entertainment value dren whom she often mentions
the campus of Skidmore College has had considerable stage experi- that this particular repertoire had
in Saratoga Springs, for sometime ence, this evident in his current been chosen to include some ex- is struck in this weekly discussion gives the program a certain aupresented two guests on opposite program.)
two stanza, in which speakers of dif- thority in matters of the home.
pantomime,
perimentation,
ferent personalities and political Some
sides of controversial questions,
styles of Mollerc, Hamof the half-hours become
It’s
disk show
usinc Dlaitter*:
of different
its a oisk
snow, using
piauers ot
„
but it recently switched to single
because “Shakespeare for beliefs discuss matters of topical very talky perhaps they should
let
speakers. Robert Aura Smith, N.Y. British music hall artists but, to French is food” ana Marivaux be interest. The stanza caught was be spaced with music.
Jaco.
Times editorial- writer, discussed the listener, sounds like a live cause “he’s always been good luck friendly, amusing and intimately
show, thanks to the exhuberant
“Is Asia Lost to the Free World”
for us.” Getting in the indirect personal, with questioners as usual
the last time half-hour was caught. segueing of Refers’ introduction of plug for tourism, Barrault re- being stubholders posing subjects TRAFFIC TIME OPEN HOUSE
Norman Thomas was scheduled to guest stars,” plus the expert ported that he’ll open in Paris next from body of hall: Program was With Bill Hickok
sound dubbing on applause effects,
-talk on “Free Speech in the U.S.”
October at the Theatre Marigny in transmitted direct from country 60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5 p.m.
etc., of Tudor; with both whipping
drill hall in Forfar, area which was Participating
for the next block.
up a lively half-hour session that is the last unpublished play by Jean home (at nearby Kirfiemuir) of WXKW, Albany
reset
between
Bril.
Time division
tops on idea delivery and Tudor’s Giraudoux.
playwright J. M. Barrie.
Bill Hickok gives the greenlight
marks and question-answer seg- know-how of radio mechanics.
Friendly banter was high in evi- to his zany deejaying on a program
ment continues, each phase receivM.c. theme is that underplay
dence, questions giving some scope shrewdly aimed at autoists driving
ing approximately 6 Vi minutes. British humor delivery, enhanced CAPT. BOB'S SHOWBOAT
With Ed Viehman, Jeanne Arland, for witty answers. Emceeing of home and housewives already
Bill Bradley, of WGY, acts as mod- by Peters’ .possession
of several diBurt Hanson, Harmony Boys (3), Noel Stevenson as quizmaster- there. -The
staffer is his
erator. Feature unwinds as an in- alects and this adding to the illuKen Senn, John Salisbury, Don chairman didn’t obtrude to too great usual kidding, punning, loquacious,
educahigh-level
teresting, rather
sion of a fully-peopled music hall
Stolz, Wally Olson orch (7)
degree. Matters discussed ranged informal unpredictable self a feltional. Tightened and sharpened, stage.
Peters writes his own ma Producer-director: Ed Viehman
from rates chargeable in towns and low to whom listeners probably
it could be dynamized.
terial, is glib and likeable; clever
Writer: Bob DeHaven
Evicities to British TV Coronation react in differing fashions.
Bradley moderates competently, enough to blend platters of the
30
Mins.,
Fri.,
p.m.
7:30
plans. Team consisted of lawyer, dence exists, however, that Hickok
although he could speed the tempo modern music hall with those of
GLUEK
BREWING
CO.
journalist, Member of Parliament has built up a sizeable audience in
his
from
flatness
the
shake
and
former headliners whose appeal is
and writer. Comedy highspot was four years of local aircasting.
and General Electric aimed at the homesick and nostal- WCCO, Minneapolis
voice.
Good vocalizing, combined with when Jack House, w.k. Scot scribe,
Tighter production, less talk and
rate praise for allotting a half-hour gic newcomers or those Canadians
peppering
a
of
effective
dramatics
broadcaster and wit, and Hector more music might enable him to
of early evening time to a public who served overseas. Some 30
.
^
w in the old showboat tradition, has McNeil, former Cabinet Minister expand that following. The last
service feature, now in its fourth
a ^e
a ry n
J Qco.
+
c I i ^ made this one of the more popular for Britain, took part in singing time heard, Hickok ran overboard
year.
program on that top
Saturday
locally - produced
variety shows. the old Will Fyffe song, “I Belong on gab commercials included. An
night slot.
McStay.
Presence of one of WCCO’s ace to Glasgow.”
It
brought roars interview with William Tregoe,
staffers,” Bob DeHaven, and his from stubholders, being
CEDRIC ADAMS
innovation member of the Colonial Playhouse
savvy in concocting entertainment in the session.
Writer: Adams
stock company, came off interestGord.
LABOR’S
AMATEUR
HOUR
ingly because Hickok played it
5 Mins.; Sun., 4:55 p.m.
With Howie Roberts, Melio-Macs, that captures the showboat flavor
and atmosphere, help the program
SONOTONE
with a neat assistance from the
Four Tones
land its present high rating. A cast MAGGI WULFF
CBS, from Minneapolis
actor for light comedy.
Jaco.
Director: Fred Herendeen
of firstrate singers and actors con- With Maggi Wulff, Tom Edwards
( Kudner
45 Mins:; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1 p.m.
tributes to 30 minutes of pleasant- 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10 a.m.
Cedric Adams, who’s now on the POLK BROS*
ly nostalgic ether diversion.
Sustaining
HAL
*
CBS Radio web three times a week, WCFL, Chicago
100 Mins.; Mon-thru-Fri, 11:15 p.m.
Talk, song, music and drama, WERE, Cleveland
has picked up a new bankroller,
While it’s something of a switch
Here’s a 30-minute daily women’s WGAR, Cleveland
Sonotone, for his Sunday afternoon for a labor-owned station to launch and even well-devised commercials,
Smart radio programming is this
capsule and half of his 10-minuter a daily 45-minute amateur show blend smoothly and swiftly. On pitch with enough different angles
on Monday nights (he’s sustaining using non-pro talent in part, this one show caught, producer-director to give it a decided flair and whole- 100 minutes of pops, longhair and
on Tuesdays).- The Minneapolis new WCFL show likely won’t ex- Ed Viehman, whose craftsmanship some listening approach. Maggi definitely non-jive offerings. While
columnist projects his pillar to cite any beefs from the local also merits: a bow, substituted ably Wulff opens the shindig with a virtually every other late-hour
radio in pleasant fashion; he’s got AFTRAites. On the stanza heard for DeHaven, absent on vacation, brief chat with Tom Edwards on spieler is making with popular
a big spread over WCCO in his (25), only two tyros were used, so as the showboat’s pilot, Capt. Bob. the news highlights of the hour tunes and long interviews with vishome town.
most of the program was a show- Jeanne Arland and Burt Hanson Edwards uses the headline ap- iting recording stars, Hal Morgan
tc set the tone. It’s a brief, presents the less obstrusive, easyOn show caught Sunday (30) he case for the Mello-Macs orch and registered, alternating with the proach
breezy, easy-to-take entry.
to-take soft disks and thus picks up
had some items about car owner- the Four Tones, instrumental com- Harmony Boys.
Wulff, who hits the high spots that large audience that isn’t hep
Meshing well with the other
ship, Christmas, the statistic that bo. It was more of a musical clamone-third of all Americans would bake, hosted in a breezy, informal- material was a playlet briefie, a of daily happenings around the to top tunes or antidiluvian movies.
like their first names changed, and style by Howie Roberts and as tale of old river days.
Neatly community, plays, a tape version
Even if the audience is small
a definition of a wolf as a man who such, generally pleasant listening. scripted by DeHaven and acted of the pickup. In stanza caught her (and in this community it’s sizeTwo amateurs, both gals and one skillfully by Kenn Senn, John offering was the weekend painting able), the longhair, soft music
believes In “li£e, liberty and the
happiness of pursuing.” It’s palat- a moppet, were several degrees Salisbury and Don Stolz, it related party at The Press Club’s new group now knows where to tune in
away from pro standing. Incident the story of a harried old worm of quarters. What with her delightful for the music they like. Morgan’s
able chitchat.
He did his own commercials for ally, Roberts, obviously in an ef- a raft clerk who finally turned on commentary along with the on-the- mike manner with brief intros and
the hearing aid in an easy-to-take fort to flush out more contestants, his meanie captain. Appropriately, scene recording, the entire 30 min- commercials is polished and in
manner, including a brief pitch for seemed to making some pretty “Sunnyside Up,” enlisting the utes turns out to be a cheerful little keeping with the tempo. Only
broad promises about hitting the entire company’s talents, was the earful. Commercial spots are not break Is for the midnight news.
a booklet on impaired hearing.
offensive.
finale.
Rees.
bigtime via the program. Dave.
Mark.
BriU
Marie.
Farrell, Gale Storm,
Gil Stratton, Jr., Doris Singleton,
Verna Felton, Will Wright; Lud
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Flanagan, head of National Assn, of Radio & TV Station RepRadio Writers Guild tossresentatives, to St. Louis early this week
ing a housewarming Friday eve (12) in its new offices at 2 East 23 St.
James
Neale, Dancer-Fitzger-.
American Heart Assn, has named J.
.
ald-Sample v.p., as head of its 1953 radio committee, with Roger Pryor,
Harry
Foote, Cone & Belding veep, heading the TV committee
Alan Towers, the London transcription impresario, due here Friday
(12) with a bagful of new shows.
NBC prexy Joseph H. McConnell called in the directors for a board
Jane
meeting last Friday (5) then shoved off for 10 days of fishing
Pickens is honorary chairman of the “What’s New” dinner (benefitting
Kaye
Sunday
Sammy
Regis
(14)
the
St.
at
Palsy)
Cerebral
United
Allan
.
in town to tape some “Sunday Serenade” shows for NBC
Martin
Stevenson plays the reporter on “Big Story” tonight (Wed.)
T. Kane, Jr., ex-Ruthrauff & Ryan and McCann-Erlckson, is new time
Paul Talbot, prexy of
.
buyer at Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Freemantle Overseas Radio which has shows airing in 14 countries,
“Cavalcade of America”
in Mexico City for a week then to Havana
does its eighth annual Christmas Chorale over. WNBC’ Dec. 23, with
Walter Hampden reading “Xmas in America” . . . CBS prez Frank
Stanton addressed N. Y. State Chamber of Commerce on Thursday (4)
ABC
CBS Radio Spol Sales marked its 20th anni Saturday (6) .
.
mikes Wednesgabber Walter Winchell guested at Art Ford’s
of
Girl
Friday
Rose
Bigman
anni
WW’s
(3)
celebrating
20th
day
the
... Lever Bros, has bought into- Galen Drake’s WCBS “Housewives
Thesper Bob Readick booked on
Protective League” for 52 weeks
Mike Jablons producing the Herfive CBS Radio stanzas this week
ald-Tribune’s “Musical Christmas Card” on WNBC Dec. 21 with* Fred
Allen and Basil Rathbone Starred
CBS Radio press info director
Chip
George Crandall marked his 10th year in the post last week
Cipolla is new announcer at WHLI and Rudy Ruderman joins the indie’s news staff
CBS’ Dwight Cooke addressed League of Women
Pierre Crenesse, North American
Voters in Pittsburgh Friday (5)
director of French Broadcasting System, addressed Long Island Univ.
students last night (Tues.) on TV in France ... As part of its Yuletide
Italian language programming, New York’s
(through its Rome
production unit) is readying “Christmas in Bari.”- Seasonal reason:
St. Nicholas is patron saint of Italian city
. Sidney Smith and Anne
Pitoniak are new to “Our Gal Sunday”
Melba Rae and James
.
.
Stephens have joined “Just Plain Bill.”
Ed Murrow addressed the General Assembly of States in Chi Thursday (4)
.Red Barber planning a European vacation in January
Joe Mantell currently running on “Nora Drake” and into the Pepsi
Cola vidpic series
Doug Edwards to interview Santa Claus in
special CBS Radiocast Christmas Eve
Bennett Rosner upped to
manager of advertising services for RCA Victor commercial record
department, also retaining post of ad manager of Custom Record Sales
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Inside Stuff—Radio
agencies and clients^ that TV’s
Continuing its campaign to prove to
the CBS Radio
phenomenal growth has not cut into radio listening,evening radio lis-

Minneapolis, Dec. 9.
Entry of Cedric Adams, long the
Twin Cities’ top radio personality,
into TV here as a newscaster, is
linked in industry circles with the

revealing that
this week published new statistics
video markets has increased 17 o
tening in TV homes in the top 18
the CBS data (based on Pulse
the last year. In addition, according to
N. Y., the
radio has been scored
surveys,) the greatest increase for
city.
video
most heavily-saturated
Sundays through SaturContinued video inroads into radio,
Fitnirp<; arc based on averas® sets in use
1951, with October, 1952,
resulting in a decrease in his ether days^from 6 to 11 p.m., and compare October,
the N. Y. area shows
for
hours
these
during
homes

Adams

audience;.

will

become

web

m

m

AM

a

listening in

TV

26% and

Chicago up 29%, Cleveland up
newscaster four nights a 37% hike, with
up 24%.
a week at 6 o’clock on WCCO,

regular

TV

Seattle

starting Jan. 5. Other Adams’ TV
Executives Society
Christmas lunch-party of the Radio & Television
shows are expected to follow with next Wed. (17) at the Hotel Roosevelt will raise money for a. welfare
a probability that he’ll drop some fU
Stars taking part include Dave Garroway, Jan
of his numerous radio programs in
NBC-TV s
Piazza.
Pickens, Marlon Brando and Marguerite
order to expand his video activities. ill, Jane
Caroline Burke is chairing the event.
With his enormous prestige and
following,
territory
and
local
Novel public service project has been worked, out hy. Vim radi,o..slor.es
Adams is regarded here as an ace
he has Hallicrafters, the VHF Teletypewriter Society, Knickerbocker Amaas
same
bet for TV, the
The teur Radio Assn, and VHF Institute of N. Y., whereby citizens can radio
been for radio on WCCO.
anywhere in the world.
merger of WTCN-TV with WCCO a cuffo Christmas message to U. S. servicemen
The 49 Vim stores in the N. Y. metropolitan area are serving as
radio paved the way for this develHallicrafters radios to
with
opment, Adams being under a long message centers, relaying the radiograms
Vim is plugging
term WCCO contract. It’s a certain- licensed radio hams who’ll transmit them to the GIs.
weekly over WNBC, N» Y., and
ty that WCCO-TV will have no dif- the project on the 30-odd spots it has
Conrad Nagel,
Henderson,
Skitch
Emerson,
it
ficulty in selling whatever shows
that station’s stars, Faye
Outlet also carproduces for Adams and the latter Herb Sheldon and Gene Rayburn, are participating.
sent out.
messages
the
of
no doubt can write his own ticket. ried a special program, excerpting some
Agency for Vim is Frederick Clinton.
.

fr

.
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Bigger Quarters Due For
Pitt Tele Loner,

stations of
Cigaret advertisers are griping about placement by tele
Christmas seal spot next to their plugs. They feel that
theme,
cured
be
can
“TB
the
with
message,
the cuffo public service
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.
when slotted next to a ciggie pitch tends to make the viewer feel that
DuMont-owned WDTV, so far smoking is a cause of the disease.
has
channel,
only
Pittsburgh’s
Tobacco spenders aren’t asking that the TB announcements be
closed a deal for bigger quarters dropped, but want the outlets to be more careful in spotting them, so
in the city’s latest business devel- they’re not adjacent to nicotine plugs.
opment, the Gateway Center. Station, ngw quartered in the ChamA “talking” Christmas tree has been added to WOR’s (N. Y.) annual
ber of Commerce Bldg., hopes to
children Tn city hospitals. The tree, sprucing up
move by late spring or early sum- Xmas Fund Drive for will carry music with Yule thfemes and appeals
the Times Square area,
mer.
for contributions, piped from WOR.
_
New studios and offices will ocDrive, directed by Jeanne Harrison, will wind with a party on Dec.
cupy a wing on the cross-shaped 19 at Bellevue Hospital, with the station’s personalities taking part and
building nearest the Allegheny portions televised by WOR-TV.
has only

WDTV

a tuberculosis

...

river.

At present,

WDTV

*

i

one studio for actual telecasting.
There will be at least two in Gate-

Fourth series launched by the National Assn, of Educational Broadway Center. The new facilities will casters angeled by the Ford Foundation’s $300,000 grant via the Fund
NAEB
cover a total floor space of 34,000 for Adult .Education is “Ways of Mankind,” starting on the

Dan Russell checks out Dec. 15 as KFWB program director to stalf square feet, with the studios meas outlets Sunday (14).
up at KBIG. He was onetime head of Young & Rubicam radio-TV uring 73 by 73 and 44 by 31. ExIt dramatizes
Latest effort was directed by Walter Goldschmidt.
operation in Mexico City
ABC sports and newscaster Hank Weaver ecutive offices, master control and problems of modern American life in family relations, ^medicine, edu1

.

.

.

,

.

having his tummy explored at the infirmary , . “Dragnet’s” Jack Webb
goes from police siren wails to the home variety every working day.
(Continued on page 40)
.

film

projection

cation, language and other fields. Aim is to give Americans^ a broader
understanding of ’foreign cultures “so long as they are not inimical to
world peace.”

will ocfloor of the two-

facilities

cupy the second
story wing.

WALT FRAM
Says

“THANK YOU“

The Gang at ABC-TV and

Who

to

My Own

Staff

Are

“The Greatest Men (and Women) On Earth” l
for

Helping

“THE GREATEST MAN ON EARTH”
Off to a Great Start

“THE GREATEST MAN ON EARTH”
1$

Who Can

Definitely
in

Available to the RIGHT Sponsor

STRIKE It RICH and Get THE BIG PAYOFF

a FRAMER-LOWEST COST PER 1000

SHOW

SMOKE SIGNAL
ABC-TV NETWORK SALES

CALL, WIRE or

or

WALT FRAMER PRODUCTIONS
123

WEST 44th

STREET

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

PLaza 7-0800
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Ted

Inside Stuff-Television
Husing, WMGM (N. Y.) disk jockey, relates that when

doing a

.

CBS-TV boxing

mystified by one
when the camera

he was

Dumping Ground

telecast from out-of-town recently
he was
spectator’s holding up a sign “POW” several
times

.

a public service contribution, KSTP-TV, Minneapolis, will go allout for the March of Dimes drive, starting Jan. 2, its announced bv
Stan Hubbard, the station’s head. One of the campaign’s feature will
be on-the-air contest carrying a prize of $10,000 in merchandise and
cash for the winner who identifies “The Marching Man.”

As

Du Mont Preems TV Centre

for Old

flooding the island.
larly

Ire

particu-

was aroused by ads which ap-

Palsy Telethon

™

*

.

Thus, the to the booth is the kinescope rebe tied up cording room. Exec programming
while crews load and unload at offices are on the same floor, again
each studio level.
lined up so that the personnel who
Each of the five studios has its must work closest together are adown control booth, in addition to a jacent to each other,
specially-designed clients lounge.
Judging from a tour of- the buildin another innovation, Caddigan ing. designers haven’t missed a bet.
said each studio would have an The talent and crews will use
isolated unit control room setup. stairways on opposite sides of. the
in which the producer, director and building to enter and leave the
will be separated via glass studios.
t.d.
This will prevent the uswalls from the video and audio en- usual production snafus which oegineers.
Thus, each will be able cur when actors might stumble
to perform his work during a show over stagehands moving equipment
without tne usual distraction of into a studio on the same side. By
noise, chatter and extraneous dis- the same taken, the five control
turbances. Lighting engineer will, rooms have been* built virtually
also be in a separate partition, with one on top of the other, to make
his lighting controls pre-patched possible shorter wire runs and to
so that all he must do is work make it easier to trace any techniswitches to handle them via remote eal trouble which might crop up.
control.
Building, which is completely
Building also has two nemo re- air-conditioned, even has its own
mote-control studios, in which engi- pre-cook kitchen, in which stuff to
neers will be able to integrate live be used on kitchen and cooking
action, remote pickups, film, etc., for shows can be prepared in advance
an entire program via remote con- and wheeled into a studio ready for
fits

Honolulu, Dec, 9.
With the debut of commercial
TV here last week, set distributors and dealers are pushing a cooperative association designed to
keep obsolete or bootleg sets from

.

-

Continued from pace 29

Or Bootleg Video Sets

peared in Frisco papers saying:
“We need 1,000 old TV sets, any
During open station break periods, beginning Dec. 26. KSTP-TV will
shape, type, size or condition
of
a
silhouette
well-known
American personality, not readily
show a
Hawaii calls.”
Clues will be given on Jan. 2 and thereafter
identifiable.
All KSTPBetter Business Bureau and new
TV shows will carry pitches for the contest and the drive.
Television
and Radio Industry
Assn, of Hawaii retorted that "ob-,
viously it is intended to use Hawaii
as a dumping ground.”
Other woes preceded TV debut.
Dock strike tied up several hunContinued from page 31
dred sets aboard Matson freightcame up with a collection. Even Paul Mowrey, WJZ-TV program ers. And distribs fear they’ll .be
workers on other nets came through manager and Charles Holden, as- caught short because earlier orwith some coin. One of the volun- sistant teevee' director of ABC ders had been placed on assumpteer telephone operators donated were the producers. Ray Abel was tion TV wouldn’t start until Feb$100. It was sincere and infectious teevee dirctor.
There were four ruary or March. Some distribs are
cameras on the show and they per- hard pressed for cash and in some
all the way through.
formed expertly.
cases are asking retailers to foreGoldenson Sparks Contribs
Dennis James performed in
go credit.
Maybe the initial contagion was
a
nner
His
efforts
sparked by Goldenson, who has a
mdn
t diminish as time
wore on.
daughter with CP, and/or Miss
Hartford
William M. Savitt.
He gave a spirited and contagious
Pickens who also has a daughter
Hartford jeweler and co-owner of
nt *?“• U 'vas a
collective
similarly afflicted.
Whether these effort
WOCC here, Saturday night (6> re*fw/ °fV which all
concerned can ceived the annual citizenship award
were the primary sparks that ig- take deep bows.
of the Jewish War Veterans.
nited the more than $500,000 efThe imfort isn’t too material.

r

—

.

.

directly into the

elevator

lift.

j

itself

won’t

!

!
1

i

;

j
1

(

|

j

To insure fluidity as much as the discerning camera eyes. There
possible, Caddigan said all staff are two large-sized “line rehearsal’'
quarters and functional rooms are rooms, where a director can get
trol.

,

placed adjacent to each other in
the order of their working together.
Thus, the film control room is adjacent to the master control room
on the second floor, with the .projection room alongside that. Next

together with his cast for initial
run-throughs on the dialog before
they
j

'

1

move

into a studio.

men,

etc.

is

of society.

Although the cause in itself is
deserving of the tremendous response it got, the attainment of
the total is again a tribute to show
business.

More than 200 perform-

ers were on hand for various
lengths of time. Some did their
act. others got on the telephone to
accept calls, and others did both.
The who’s who of New York talent
availabilities made their way to
the ABC studios. Included were
Yul Brynner who made the opening and closing speeches on the
'

program; Perry Como who sang
and worked the ameche; Janis
Herb Shriner, Billy Daniels.
Miles, Jan Peerce, Toni
Arden. Dorothy Sarnoff, Molly Picon. Prank Sinatra, Hazel Scott.
George Hopkins, Martha Raye,
Buster Crabbe, Louis Armstrong,
Gabby Hayes, Ed & Pegeen Fitzgerald. Eric Rhodes, Joe Bushkin,
Guv Lombardo, Jack Carter, Jackie
G e a s o n, Paul Winchell, Red
Buttons, A1 Kelly, Claire Mann,
Eddie Condon, and many others
made appearances of various
lengths'.
A filmed plea by Presildent-Elect Eisenhower opened the
Paige.
Jackie

Where Broadway
crosses “Main Street
The curtain goes up on Broadway and people in towns and on
farms across the country can

watch from front row center on
their television sets.

Seven short years ago the
intercity

first

broadcast,

television

1

stanza.

Bob Weitman. UPT veepee, is an
hand at staging benefits. He’s

old
i

esponsibie

many

for

the

Madison

success

Square

of

Garden

has sparked the Paramount
Theatre. N.Y., into one of the
most

using today’s methods,

Philadelphia

—a

distance of 95

miles. Since then the Bell

has expanded

today

it

took

New York and

place between

System

network until

its

contains

over

30,000

channel miles.

the

This expansion required great

presentation category. He was executive producer for the show,

investments of ingenuity, effort

consistent

moneymakers

in

and

and monev. Yet the
/

service

is

cost of the

low. Bell System charges,

for the use of

its

intercity televi-

sion facilities, average about 10

cents a inile for a half hour.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS
FOR INTERCITY RADIO AND TELEVISION

Eileen

BARTON

BROADCASTING TODAY AND TOMORROW.

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL and
U.S. COAST GUARD SHOW
EVERY SUNDAY, ABC, RADIO

CORAL RECORDS

Dir.:

MCA
mgr

Showers

and a lounge have also been provided for the stagehands, camera-

that so many sufferers will be aided. At this point
considerably less than 50?o of
those that need CP training cannot
get it because of the lack of facilities and teachers.
As explained by Miss Pickens,
cerebral palsy is an injury to that
part of the brain that controls coordination. Other parts of thfe brain
must be trained to assume the
chores of the injured section. It’s
a long and laborious process that
needs stamina on the part of the
pupil and teacher. Some of the
kids who' appeared on the show
hadn't yet learned to hold their
heads erect. Others indicated their
ability to become useful members
portant result

35

Hawaii Objects to Being

panned the ringside seats.
Husing queried the individual, who was sitting in the press section
He revealed he was a photographer for a local daily and "POW” placard was his code message to the city editor that “pictures are on the

way.”

KADIO-TKLEVISIOIV
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Like everything else wrought by man,
every advertising

Skywriting

is

medium has a

— but

it.

splendid— except on windy

days and during rainy
are nice

hitch in

spells.

many

takes so

it

Newspapers
of them to

*

get your story into different markets from

coast to coast. Magazines are mighty fine
if

only your sales and distribution pattern

happened to
circulation.

but

it still

fit

a given publisher’s total

And

television is

costs so

much

tremendous

to reach so

small a fraction of your 48-state market.

i

the only true mass medium. All four networks

blanket the biggest centers, of course— but
recent research reveals that only one of the
four really dominates the 17,000,000-family
radio audience throughout

Non-TV America

.

. *

largely because this network, single-handed,

provides more stations there than the other
three combined. Mutual

is

the one network

with this unique plus— and timely rate
adjustments make Mutual the one network
for

you

to hitch to... right

now

for ’53.

v

o

RADIO-TELEVISION
I

dents ogled ABC’s Coast operation
KTTV, which lured “Chevron
Theatre" from KTLA last week,
roped another KTLA vidpix series”
into its corral, “Death Valley Days
with both teeing off at the new loBela Kovacs
cation Dec. 30
of ABC-TV’s “Space Patrol” cast
landed featured role in 20th-Fox’s
Ina Ray Hutton
“Desert Rat.”
show on KTLA yill be bankrolled
by Golden State beginning Dec. 30,
and budget is reportedly $4,000 a
A1
week for hour-long stanza
Jarvis’ pact at KECA-TV renewed
Dincliart
Alan
for another year
III has switched name to Mason
Alan Dineheart III, so tag won’t
conflict with his half-brother’s, TV
producer-director Alan Dineliart
Dodge-Plymouth dealer Oscar
Maples signed 52-week pact for
half-hour weekly segment of wrestling from Wilmington over KECAKTLA performers are
TV ..
.

.

Television Chatter

.

.

.

New York

ers College

week

last

on “Education by TV”
.

.

WOR-TV’s

.

Ray

Radio-TV actor Frank Pulaski to “Merry Mailman” Heatherton dothe Coast for a role in 20th-Fox’s ing vaude shows and three thea“Desert Rats/’ and then may go tres in the metropolitan area durinto “The Robe” for the same stu- ing the Xmas holidays
Louise
Agent Blanche Gaines sold Paget (sister of Vivienne Segal)
dio
eight of the 13 plays used on NBC's does a dramatic role* on CBS-TV’s
“Gulf Playhouse.” Six of these “Omnibus” Sunday (14) / . Sunny
Gale, Peter Birch and Ross & West
were scripted by Carey. Wilber
Rudolph Halley switching his WJZ- booked for the Arthur Murray DuTV show from Wednesday nights Mont stanza Sunday (14).
Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor
at 8 (opposite CBS-TV’s Arthur
Godfrey) to Fridays at 8:45 (oppo- of the N. Y. Philharmonic, will
site the same web’s “My Friend make his first TV appearance toHenry Hillman, former day (Wed.), as guest of duo-pianists
Irma”)
publicity chief for the Weintraub Arthur Whittemore and Jack Lowe,
has
opened his own public hosts on WOR-TV’s “Town Topics.”
agency,
.

.

.

.

.

•

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hamilton on WENR-TV’s nightly
Oklahoma Oil has
weather show
ordered WNBQ’s pickup of NBCTV’s New Year’s Day telecast of
the Cotton Bowl football game
which the web is co-oping ahead of
Chi Hudson
the Rose Ball game
Dealers have bought Ziv’s “Story
Theatre” and “TV Theatre” for
beaming Thursday
bafck-to-back
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

San

.

.

.

,

anni Dec. 31, by which time
given away approxiit will have
mately $1,000,000 worth of mink
coats, trips abroad and other wearing apparel
NBC-TV producer
Phyllis Adams lectured at Teach-

.

.

.

MCA

.

^

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AM

.

.

.

Washburn, ex local TV singer, back
from the wars, ready to warble on
telescreens again
Jerry Lester,
at the Fairmont, revealed a TV film
series he’s planning, “The Trouble
With Jerry”
James Lees Co.
used the Telenews Theater (8) for
.

.

.

17-city

its

Never put a

.

.

.

conference by
will do

dealers’

TV microwave

on what

ceiling

.

Bendix

.

.

similar stunt, Dec. 30, taking over
the Paramount Theater because of
bigger seating capacity
Bank
of America auditioning for a TV
.

WLW-TELEVISION

show

Radio: ‘Don’t Worry’

.

MCA

.

first

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

==

WGN-TV

production
to the
director. .Wayne
staff as floor
Griffin has takeh over from Bill

ment

Hollywood

.

.

.

safety

.

timer, bringing the total of participants up to seven of a possible
NBC newscaster John
10
Cameron Swayze took more film
footage during a recent vacation of
him, his wife and two children,
which he plans to use in a forthcoming vidfilm series titled “SightSvvayzes”
seeing with the
,
NBC’s “Big Payoff” celebrates its
.

.

.

Safety

-

.

NBC’s Pat Weaver bedded last
Deepfreeze
week with flu
bought the Thursday 1:30-1:45 segment of CBS’ Garry Moore day.

.

handed the National
Council’s first TV farm
Walter Orwal l
award
upped from the WGN mail depart-

Menard,

nights via WQN-TV. .B&B Enterprises taking a weekly participation ride on Bob Atelier’s “AdvenScripture Time” on WENR-TV
ter Bill Barrett in for huddles with
Ben
chief
Chi NBC-TV program
Park on “The Bennett Story,” new
curis
daytime serial .which Park
making more than 30.. personals, rently casting for an audition kine
Foods
.Jewel
weeks of December, to" be cut next' 'Week:
first three
on
with 30 personalities participating came through with a renewal
Comics,”
Freddy Martin and his orch have in various civic functions in L. A. WNBQ’s “Noontime
is
Coons
Coons.
Johnny
emceed
by
20-week
inked
Beer
Acme
been inked for a two-year deal at area
currently hot on the club circuit
KLAC-TV, with hour-long show be- renewal for Hollywood Legion with
this
lined
up
40
dates
over
Saturdays
seen
event,
ginning Jan. 2.
set deal, in fight main
Shoe has
International
which weekly tab is reported to in KECA-TV * “Time for Beany” month
ordered WENR-TV’s “Laugh Time”
be $4,000
Chevrolet Dealers has been sold to KGMB-TV in for Thursday bankrolling.
of Southern California inked 52- Honolulu.
week pact to sponsor Abbott and
Costello telepix series on KTTV
Francisco
Chicago
lining up hour-long musical
Producer Carol Levene readying
operettas package for TV, with Val
Brunswick - Balke - Collender is a TV dramatic series, “San FranRosing as director
John C. lifting the tab for the telecast of cisco Adventure,” to be filmed
Melian. auto dealer, angeling Fri- the All-Star bowling tourney finals locally
Lee Giroux revising his
day night “Jackson Sports Shots” Sunday night (14) from the Chi “Ladies Day With Lee” KPIX
on KTTV, and Muntz' Car Co. Coliseum which will be beamed on matinee, dropping the music, adbankrolls Saturday Movie Matinee ABC-TV’s WENR-TV and WXYZ- ding you sell it, jobs wanted,
WBKB's “Farm- beauty, fashion, and performing
on same channel
Detroit
. Nine IndoneTV,
sian government TV an<J
stu- town, USA,” hosted by George grandmother gimmicks
Jack

.

relations offices'"bh‘ Fifth Av'e'.T.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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filed for

S.

with the advent
markets hitherto reachable by advertisers only by radio.
But, it’s pointed out, the TV-only
of

TV

philosophy eventually must reach
a state of diminishing returns,
since sponsors will find their TV
costs going up so high that they’ll
be forced to cut back. When that
happens, radio execs are confident
these advertisers will return to
radio.
cancellations
Some of the
actually might have beneficial effects. such as P&G’s ditching of
two of its three quarter-hour early

AM

on CBS.
strips
CBS
spokesmen pointed out that P&G
was getting the- time- almost at a
steal, via the special deals made by
evening

the web in order to get the business originally. Now, they claimed,
they have other sponsors almost
ready to sign for those time
periods and this time they’ll come
in for the full card rates, with no
deals involved.

Both NBC’s Operation Tandem
and CBS Radio’s Power Plan have
been fairly successful so far this

CBS expecting to be
on its setup within the next
may expand its
CBS
weeks.
few
plan to other shows and also may
come up with other special selling
patterns, but not until those now
in effect are sold out. On the programming end, CBS has cut audition disks in 15-minute formats of
several of its regular half-hour
shows, including “Junior Miss.”
“Second
‘“Johnny Dollar” and
Husband.” Net has no specific
plans for utilizing these shows immediately but wants to have them
ready' for strip programming, if
season, with

SRO

an advertiser wants to buy

in for
a quarter-hour cross-the-board.

.

.

Monterey

28,

.

.

.

Lou

E. Townsend named vice president, Charles R. Stuart Advertis-

Your ‘Home Away-From-Home’

On New York's
Fashionable East .Side

ing.

can do for YOU***

London
Ashley Duke’s “The

Load

WLW

is radio’s most famous merchandising
and promotion organization.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Expanded!
20

WtW-Television

the

It’s

. .

.

yes,

Client Service

Department

20 complete and distinct services ...

. . ,

Ann Codrington

with

The W^W-Television-Albers Shopper Stopper

Plan.

2 Display service, major grocery, drug outlets.
Retail Trade Mailings.
4. Jobber, broker, wholesale trade mailings.
5. Newspaper advertisements,
6. Specialty publicity releases.
7. On-the-air promotions.

Cab

Window

11.
12.

13

.

.

.“Christmas

is

Coming”

.

.

.

.

.

.

The WLW-Television-Gallaher point-of-purchase

19.

Promotion consultation service.

20.

Client Rating service.

East River Drive

superb location

.

—

who choose

BETTER

live

3

River*

to

for

LESS

2 MEALS DAILY
MEALS SUN. & HOLIDAYS
AT NO EXTRA COST
SINGLES

.

DOUBLES

.

.

$18.50 to $25.50

.

$15.50 to $18.75

.

.

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO ROOMS
WITH PRIVATE BATH
SUITABLE 2

OR

3 GIRLS-$22.25

TRANSIENTS— $3.75 per day
"VPanoramic river view from
lounge terrace on each floor

Orn

Room

Newly Appointed Dining Room

ENJOY COURTEOUS AND
EFFICIENT HOTEL SERVICE
Laundry & Ironing Facilities Available
Your Inspection Invited

named publicity director of WTVN.
He will continue as Miss Riano’s

Client Service Department is your creative assault unit
in the WLW-Television coverage area . . . doing for your
product everything . . . from holding dealer meetings to jetrocketing your sales charts with point-of-purchase action!

The

’On the

.

Huntington,
former screen actor and producer
of WTVN’s “Star of the Home”
starring Renie Riano, has been

plan.

.

SMART WOMEN

Television

Columbus

.

Catering Exclusively to

will

be telecast from a children’s hospital next Wednesday (17)
“Toppers About Town” on Friday
.

18.

16.

(14)

.

next (19) will Giro’s club.
\
Sidney Taflcr plays the lead in
“Make Me an Offer” next Wednesday (17).

17.

15.

A

.

.

posters.
posters.

All-inclusive promotion campaigns.
Tie-in with national promotions.
Client follow-up reports.
Client television market research department.

14.

.

&

78th St.

Joan Green-

.

.

covers.
displays, grocery, drug outlets.
10. Sales meetings for dealer, jobber, distributor sales-

men.
Car Cards.
Newsstand
Newstruck

.

.

’

8.

.

.

on Saturday next (20). Production
will be by Dennis Vance
Heading the cast of “Hit Parade" on
Mon. (15) will be Carole Carr
Pianist Noel Mewton-Wood gives a
short piarto recital on Sun. (14)
“Muffin and Prudence Kitten” will
be seen on Children’s TV on Sun.

3.

9.

.

EAST END
HOTEL

Patric Doonan star in
“The Boxer and the Ballerina” by
Elizabeth Keen and John Macadam

for you
1

a

wood and

work

all at

Man With

of Mischief” to be aired on

Sun. (14) with Margaret Johnston
heading the cast. Michael Barry
will produce
Peter Watts’
translation of Cocteau’s “The Divine Creatures” will be directed
by Stephen Harrison on Tues. (16).
Cast includes Sonia Dresdel, Ian
Hunter, Diana Calderwood and

Now, to WLW-Television, comes this same
vigor ... But
experience
know-how

in

KEAR owner,

A. Cisler,

Channel

Continued from page 25 ?-

hands—especially

Butterfield 8-6490

producer.

Plussing your advertising dollar... many fold/

YOU PHONE—WE DELIVER!
Are You Sending Christmas Cheer (the Bottled
Year?

Stuff!)

ThU

JUST PHONE US: LEXINGTON 2-1011.
Lightning-fast

WLW-T

WIW-D

WLW-C

CINCINNATI

DAYTON

COIUMWS

FREE delivery anywhere!
you want to send a special bottle, basket or case to a
YIP . . .
If

If

you're saying "Merry Christmas” to the press

ers via the
Salts Offlctsi Cincinnati, Daylon, Columbus, Chicago,
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Haig-Calvert-Granddad route

Then you wanna

*

,

and custom-

,

call us!

W* r* specialists in de luxe gift-packaging!
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HAL GREEN
(a Show Biz Alumnus who knows
what the boys like)
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ABC,

Hit ‘Secret Profits’

Vidpix Merger

In Snader Snarl
Los Angeles, Dec.

j

operation
goes into

Telescriptions

today

Court

9.

revolving
of Snader

litigation

Involved
around the

(Tues.)

Federal
when Chief

Judge Leon R. Yankwich
hears arguments from both sides

U

S.

regarding the transfer of 75 shares
Snader Telescription Sales own-

in

ed by former STS Prexy Reuben
Kaufman. Kaufman came into
court last week for an injunction

reached agreement to halt the sale
pending the hearing today.

Kaufman’s Federal Court suit
.seeks an ..injunction., against .trans-.
fer of film rights owned by STS,
an accounting of assets, an accounting of “secret profits,” appointment
of a receiver, damages in an un-

amount and removal

23
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Productions’

ordered

“All-

“Istanbul”

for the Jan. 4, Sunday
American Barn Dance”; “Double- at
8:30 p.m. edition. A clause in
Play with Durocher and Day,” proMiss Dietrich’s contract gives her
duced by Kneeland-Sax; “Bringing the right
to reject any one-shot
Up Parents,” and “Sleepy Joe,” lat- bankrolling
deals. Thus she was in
ter a

of

half-hour puppet series for

and
Samuel
Bisno
Alexander
Markovitch as directors of the
firm. Bisno and Markovitch were
named defendants, along with
Louis D. Snader, Snader Telescription Sales, Ben Frye, United TelePrograms.
Inc.,
Studio
v'sion

kids.

In

a position to turn
bid.

down

the Buick

addition,

the outfit has the
However, the star said she w’ould
combined Snader and Studio Tele- agree to do the
Jan. 4 broadcast
scriptions, plus “Washington Spot- for
Buick, if ABC would release
light,” the Marquis Childs series her
from her pact. Web okayed
which was formerly syndicated by termination of the
contract, which
Snader.
Outfit is currently nego- permitted
Music Corp of AmerFilms, Inc., Henry Bisno, Nathan
tiating to take over the 14 Sir Alex- ica
to effect the Jergens affiliaDicker and Sidney Dorfman.
ander Korda features formerly dis- tion. ABC knew of Jergens’
intercomplaint
alleges tributed
Kaufman’s
by Snader, ‘plus the series est in Miss Dietrich, but the
that his 85 shares represents 25% of 39 half-hour
“Dick Tracy” vid- backer didn’t want to give up its
of STS which has exclusive distri- pix which Snader
handled.
Thursday period on CBS.
bution rights to about 800 musical,
a block of British pictures and a
series of half-hour Dick Tracy telefilms. He charges that contracts already inked on these aggregate
$1,400,000 and since the rights have
23 years to run, millions more
could be expected. STS was to receive 25% of the gross receipts on
.

films,

these

he

Lotsa Indies Lots for Sale

Move

tween production and distribution
To CBS for Jergens
Columbia Pictures’ vidfilm subsidiMarlene Dietrich and ABC have
ary, Screen Gems, also moved in
that direction last week by pacting come to the parting of the ways
John Mitchell as sales veepee in on her “Cafe Istanbul” radio
what is designed as an expansion series and
the star is moving over
of what was basically a production
firm into the syndication end of the to CBS Radio where Jergens lotiofi will insert her in a vehicle
business.
While it has not been determined replacing its “Romance” Thurswhat new product UTP, Gross- days at 9 p.m. next year.
Krasne and Studio Films "have on
Miss Dietrich was unhappy over
agenda, the combined outfit will be
the fact that “Istanbul” didn’t
working at the outset with the follatch on to a sponsor at ABC,
lowing product: G-K’s “Big Town”and at the same time ABC felt
“Royal
Playhouse,”
“Rebound” that the show never quite hit the
and “The Chimps,” all produced' by right
format. Buick, which is buyBing Crosby Enterprises; Marion ing
several network properties for
Parsonnet’s “Hollywood Off-Beat”;
onetime “saturation” airing to inWalt Schwimmer’s “Movie Quick- troduce
’53
its
models,-

to halt 'the threatened sale of the
stock last Friday, but both sides

specified

j Continued from page

39

‘Istanbul’ Parting;

La Dietrich

I

fmgTrnn-
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-

Continued from page 23

•

-

with $1,250,000 asking to $1,200,000. Various telepix comprice for the 10-acre site. Brokers panies have ogled this lot, but at
handling the real estate report last reports there were no definite negotiations under way.
there’s been a good deal of interThe Hal Roach studios in Culver
est shown by various investors and
City is close to capacity with alltelepix companies, but so far no out telepix production, and whilehard coin has been put on the owner Hal Roach has no particular
line.
interest in selling, he concedes he
Motion Picture Center studios is will if be can get the price. Asked
reported for sale with a price tag what he considers the right price
of
$1,800,000.
Headman Joseph is, Roach points to last appraisal of
Justman denies the studio can be his lot which put its worth at
had, but it is known an offer was around $4,000,000,
made not too long ago for the lot,
About two years ago General
but rejected on grounds it wasn’t Service was reported to be for sale,
high enough.
According to the but since that time its owners,
rumor factory, negotiations are still James and George Nasser, have
under way for purchase of the made a tremendous comeback as
plant, now occupied both by mo- a result of telepix rentals, with
tion picture and TV companies.
shows such as “I Love Lucy,” “The
It’s
no secret that Eagle-Lion Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet,”
studios is for sale, with the. price “Our Miss Brooks,” and “I Marticket reading $1,500,000.
Various ried Joan” located there.
groups have negotiated for the stuReports even were circulated
dio in the past, but nothing came that TV producers were after Reof the talks.
Last group reported public studios, but Republic brass
talking a deal for the studio is flatly denied the Valley lot is for
PSI-TV, N.Y. telepix distribution- sale to anyone.
production company, which is anThere isn’t a television exec in
gling for increased quarters in Holtown who won’t admit that TV has
lywood for its expanded production given Hollywood real estate boom
a
program.
in the indie field, and the big quesCharles Chaplin studio on La- tion mark of the future is what
Brea avenue is also for sale, with happens when the smaller lots have
Chaplin having brought his origi- been absorbed and the industry
nal asking price of $1,400,000 down continues to expand?
for

sale,

‘

—

^

but

complains,

Bisno and Markovitch made a deal
in October turning the entire list
over to Frye and United Television which has already made contracts in several pix. This deal with
declares,
United, the complaint
was “designed to destroy the busi-.
ness of STS and strip it of its assets.”

Fear Thefted Equipment
Shipped Abroad to Set

Up

Clandestine Station
Toledo, Dec.

9.

Fquipment stolen from various
and Indiana radio stations
may have been shipped to a foreign
government to establish a clandesOhio

A

tine radio station, officials said.
series of burglaries by apparently
skilled technicians has resulted in

the

thousands of dollars

of

loss

worth of equipment by stations In
the two states, and the most recent
such theft has delayed the opening
of a new station in Indiana, it was

i

reported.

WSLM, Salem, Ind., scheduled to
start broadcasting on Dec. 8, will
not begin operations until at least
a month later, said Don H. Martin,
general manager, after a break-in
by burglars on Saturday night, Nov.
which $10,000 loss was suf-

22, in

fered.

Only

a day earlier, burg]
into WMVO, Mt. Verr
and took transmitting eqi
ment valued at between $6,600
$7,700.
The burglary was dis<
ered when Carl Mosier, stat
manager, arrived at the station
the morning.
Everything was

broke

O.,

;

order when Gene Phillips, cl
engineer, left the station at 11
P- m.
The loot at
inplu<
a console, an
exciter unit, tr«
mitter, tape recorder
recordii
and other equipment.
The burgl
temporarily put
off the

WMVO

WMVO

Other Ohio stations broken i
and raided in the
past year incli
Wellston, Washing
ft° u se and Canton.
A
,

were WMRI, Marion, L
N
Am er?’ Conne rsville, Ind., and
Tele Phone

r?» 8

ul

TX,
Ind.

,
'v °od,

Wtw

™

rela y

evisio n
^l
Bloomi

9c

station

Telegr;
at
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station hit

Typical of the increasing Italian influence on

American industry and
Chrysler sedan built

art* i* this experimental

in Italy,

by Carrazxeria

old world and the new*

It is

upon this tremendous

group that the growing Italian Influence for better
living

makes

its first

and most penetrating impacts

WOV

Ghia* noted Italian body maker* In the world of

The intimate association between

fashions, furniture, food and film, the Italian in-

largest Italian-speaking community in the entire

fluence also continues to play an ever increasing

World calls for a new appraisal of the great Italian

A

part in the art of good living*

study of the

New

York Times and New York He raid -Tribune for
first six

months of the year show#

influence on

audience in

New York*

th*

that the Italian

American home decoration, furnishing

1

ngton, which
between $15,000
equipment at its r<

*nd table

is far

greater than that of any other

:

$20 onn
00

OS S 0f
.

\°
atl0n at
!l

;

country, and in fashions h Italy is second only to

Osgood, Ind.

the

HflRPO

MARX

NBC -TV
RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.: GUMMO MARX

French and rapidly closing

What does

all this

mean

to

the gap*

you?

Just this.

To

more

than two million American* of Italian origin

In the

New York
730

area,

WOV

FIFTH AVE.,

is the link

between the

NEW YORK

19

ROME

STUDIOS: VIA

«li

KA,

*
PINCIANA 4

and this

-
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televiures compiled by Electrical Assn, of Philadelphia show 25,335
with 23,770
sion receivers sold in this area during October, compared
Paul
and
guested
Vaughn Monroe's Orchestra
sold in Oct 1951 .
Whiteman emceed Philadelphia Inquirer Charities “Rhythm Rodeo,
competition between top high school bands in area at the Arena 5).
Continued from page 34
Program was picked up by WFIL-TV ... V. IC. Krishna Menon, Indian
Korean
rep
at the United Nations and spokesman for his country’s
Phil Rapp watched a bob-sled skim over
.
Infant arrived last week
WFIL-TV (7)
the snows and decided he’d give the guy a lesson. He took off and truce resolution, guested on “Junior Press Conference,”
chanUHF
two
on
action
FCC
delayed
have
applications
. Competing
spilled. When the guy pulled him out of the snow with a busted knee,
JerRapp looked up at him and said, “Say, you were pretty good.” Re- nels allotted here. Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., and SouthDaily
Philadelphia
the
Art Baker, sey Broadcasting Co. are after Channel 17, and
plied the guy, “I did much better in the Olympics”
.
23.
Channel
Poller
seeking
are
Lou
News
and
who in all his years on radio never did a straight newscast, has finally
weakened and starts an afternoon strip on NBC, complete with sponNew products on CBS radio include artichokes and blue roses
sors
Grouclio Marx gave the studes of Oregon U the lowdown on TV
Judge Louis L. Kaufman, the former newscaster, will tie the knot
and came way with 1,000 pints of their blood for the Red Cross
“Ask the Girls” program, and
Norman Nelson and Cal Smith will represent So. Cal. Broadcasters at when Florence Sando, star of teevee’s
man in Canada, get hitched on
Gagwriter Arthur Manson, Metro exploitation
governors’ confernece on educational radio and TV
Bob Prince accompanied Pittsbugh Steelers to West Coast
Henry Hoople was. topped by his frap when he quipped about being be- Jan. 26
games with the 49ers and the Los Angeles Rams
tween shows. “Why,” she asked, “don’t you quit all this and be a to broadcast their
while Joe Tucker remained behind to handle the DuMont
over
Bob Crosby has both Coca Cola and General Electrical
sponsor?”
Eastern pro clashes for Pittsburgh and JohnsC. E. Hooper resting up at Phoe- telecasts of a couple of
romancing him for a musical strip
Marilyn McMeckin has taken a leave of absence from the
town
nix before spreading out his new samples.
staff to await the stork. Her husband, Homer Berg, is an engiWith the fading of the “Show Time” TV series,
neer at the station
IJV
.
. .
Elaine Beverly and the male quartet, who were featured on the programs, have been assigned a regular Friday evening radio quarterKCBS given Radio News Directors’ national award for its “Rolling- hour
on KDKA by the same sponsor, the Duquesne Brewing Co.
wood, U. S. A.” documentary on a Negro vet moving into a white Dr. Samuel Shoemaker of the Cavalry Episcopal Church is speaking
Ken Dunham edited, Carroll Hansen voiced every Wednesday during December and January on “Faith in Our
neighborhood last May
Mrs.
Syd Roslow in town for conferences with Pulse clients
.
Kay
Time” over Mutual. KQV is feeding his talks to the network
Merlin H. Aylesworth, widow of NBC’s first president, on local visit
Neumann celebrated second anni of her daily “Kay’s Kitchen” show
Hospitalized Bill Sweeney taping his “Breakfast Gang” comic-taries
TV
the
in
now
here,
director
teevee
Harris,
former
Burt
WDTV
KFRC Boss Bill Pabst at Palo Alto Hospital recover- on
from bedside
packaging business in Denver. He was with Wilbur Stark in N. Y. beForeman Bill (William Mackintosh), seri- fore coming to Pittsburgh.
ing from an operation
ously injured in recent auto accident, given benefit at Wagon Wheel,
El Cerrito, with Cottonseed Clark, Longhorn Joe, Don Churchill, Dusty
.
•
.
Dale, Zekc Hobson, Ramblin’ Jimmy Dolan, High Pockets, Rusty
Draper, Ozzle Johnson, Ted Johnson and Billy Reynolds entertaining
Ruth Crane, WMAL-ABC femme topper, copped two awards past
Milton L. Levy named KLX manager when Glen Shaw week, a Red Feather “Oscar” for her daily radio-TV plugs for Commuin his behalf
resigned after nine years
Guy Mitchell, who began as a Mission nity Chest, and the “Society of Gentlemen Food Chefs” award and
.
High student singing with Dude Martin's band, returned (9) as the membership card for her recent “guest chef” TV shows
WRC-NBC’s
More complaints about fake phone calls with Gene Justcr feted Bob Reed, station’s new early morning man, who
Fairmont’s headliner
unidentified cranks asking a simple “question of the day,” then prom- recently replaced Bill Herson
Women in
American
... D. S. chapter
ising merchandise gifts from local radio stations.
Radio and Television held a round-table discussion on radio-TV publicity past week, with following panel: Ruth Crane, WMAL-ABC; Pat
Griffith Mowrer, Army Radio Branch; Esther Cannon, Neustadt Agency;
. . .
Gertrude Broderick, IL- S, -Dept. of Education; Mary Pauline Perry,
sales publicist; and Florence Lowe, Variety . .*. John S. Hayes, prexy of
George Drase, ex-WCFL time peddler, added 'to the
Joseph Matthews, formerly Weed & Co. Coast topper, joined WTOP-rCBS, told a community conference on “Community Responsicrew
the A. C. Nielsen research firm as western sales manager for the Nielsen bility for Intergroup Understanding” that radio and TV contribute
William Craig, Procter & Gamble radio-TV chief, to intercultural education via shows presenting “life and flavor” of
Coverage Service
in for a looksee at NBC’s “Welcome Travelers’! which the soap firm different groups in community
WRC-NBC using jumbo postcards
,
backs on radio and TV
.ABC veep John Norton will hold down the to stimulate sales in area, with a staff personality pictured on each
Judith Wal- card
veep slot for the Chi Tower Club for the coming year
Elaine Shepard, ex-Hollywoodite, has expanded her “Hollyler, Chi NBC public affairs and education director, named to. the wom- wood Reporter” show on WTTG-DuMont to a full half-hour.
an’s board of the Art Institute
Zenith Radio popped with a $1 year
Peter Donald, subend extra plus the regular 50c. quarterly divvy
.
.
,
bing this week for toastmaster Don McNeill on ABC’s “Breakfast Club,”
Dolly Wheaton, formerly with WNBK, has the lead role in “Left
guests Saturday night (13) on Mutual’s “Down You Go.” “Breakfast
Stan Anderson, radio-TV
Club,” incidentally, was handed a 330-station renewal from Philco Hook” at the Play House Brooks Theatre
Brooke Taylor
Murray editor, Cleveland Press, hospitalized for a week
which sponsors the 8:45 to 9 segment of the morning strip
has
creative
programming manleft the freelance circuit to become
Forbes from the “Ma Perkins” cast recovering from an operation in
Lawson Deming continues as
proMichael Reese Hospital
sales manager Rudi Neubauer off ager for WTAM-WNBK.
John North> formerly with gram operations supervisor and Carlyle Freeborn in similar post at
to Florida for a couple weeks of sunning
Gene Carroll has replaced William Gebhart as producer
Radio Representatives, Inc., added to the
Chi sales office ,
Coca Cola has dropped
.
Thea Howard and George Libman new members of the Mutual central of “Old Dutch Polka Review,”
amer and its two annual
division traffic department
Bill Humphrey checks out as Pabst pub- sponsorship of half-hour Saturday
licity chief Jan. 1 to manage a stable of pro golfers
Art Hem has Christmas programs, one over WJW; second over WEWS. John SaunKen
replaced Bill Irvin, Sun-Times radio-TV editor, as emcee of the “Chi- ders had emceed Saturday stint and was both radio-TV Santa
cago at Night” remote from Curley’s Crossroads via
Josh Sleds, former freelancer, has resigned as executive secretary to the
president of Cleveland Sandusky Brewing Co.
Four expectant
dee jay, adds a Saturday afternoon record session
Brady,
Beechnut Packing staying on with its Thursday quarter-hour ride on fathers at NBC include Hamilton Shea, general manager; Johnny AnArt Hellyer launched an hour-long drews, emcee; Charles Hutaff, promotion director; Ken Coleman, sportsWGN’s “Cliff Johnson Family”
caster . .
Soupy HhTes, ex-WJW announcer, is appearing on the Yandeejay stanza on
Saturday afternoons.
kee Inn network TV show.
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Leroy Miller, veteran deejay and conductor of WFIL’s popular “wake- Henry ‘Hotlips’ Levine
up” show, is taking six-week leave of absence because of ill health. Phil
Sheridan is substituting
Allen Gray and Frank Kent, WPEN staffNamed to
Post
ers, have formed Kent & Gray Productions, packaging outfit
Bill
Cleveland, Dec. 9.
Darnell was in town (4) making the rounds of radio and TV stations
Henry “Hotlips” Levine has
plugging new recording “I Miss You So”
WPTZ readying big production campaign f6r its new cowboy star, Rex Trailer
Philadelphia been named director of the WTAM
Inquirer is conducting letter campaign asking pros and cons on Nation- Orchestra effective Jan. 16, to sucal Collegiate Athletic Assn, football TV control system.
Opening let- ceed Seth Carey who is resigning
ters were from Asa S. Bushnell, director of the NCAA TV committee, to return to Oberlin College.
At the same time, Hamilton Shea,
and Rev. Edmund P. Joyce, exec. v.p. Notre Dame University
Figgeneral manager WTAM-WNBK,
announced that Jackie. Lynn has replaced Audrey Norris as singer
with the band that has a two-hour
7 a.m. cross the board program
“Johnny Andrews Bandwagon.”
.

.

WTAM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Profitable

.

.

.

.

TV Audience

.

Officers elected besides Eaton
who was unopposed include Jim
Byron, WBAP, vice president and
Sheldon Peterson, KLZ, reelected
secretary-treasurer. Delegates voted
to appoint five regional vice presidents, to be selected by the Board
of Directors, and indicated one
veep would go to Canada.
Directors for three years are
Charles Day, WGAR; Paul White,

Oberlin, WHAS.
Directors for two years are Harold
Baker, WSM, and Charles Harri-

KFMB, and Dick

WGALTV
LANCASTER,
Only TV
station

station

seen

—

in

in

—

PENNA
only

this

TV

large

R.

McC ollough

Pres

Sibley

commitments.

known

for his Dixieland

Set

KTBC-TV

WDEL

Staffers

Austin, Dec. 9.
J. C. Kellam, general manager
of KTBC-TV, has announced personnel that will make up the staff
of the outlet which took to the air

here on Thanksgiving Day. Cactus
Pryor has been named program diBen Hearn, chief engineer;
Elmo Brown, film editor; Paul Bolton and Lyman Jones, news editors; Harry Voelker, director of
merchandising and promotion, and
Madeolyn Bell, traffic manager.
Other staff members include Art
Vickland, accounting; Mrs. Barbara
Rongo, director of music; Earl
Huff, transmitter supervisor, and
Estelle Webber, secretary.

I
"

let

all

stations in this

richest market.
it

sell

your product effectively?

*

beam a dee jaychatter-show from Top’s Restaurant
nightly from 10 to 1 starting Friday (12). Deejay-nitery tieup is
new to this town.

IkW-Ywk

jazz con-*

\

Write for information*

topmmM by

showman and

ll|

economically.

—Don Howard, KSDO
disk jockey,

3

TV

WILMINGTON. DELAWARE

•figure*

Augoit

iMt

by U. S Dapt, of Commit*.

cert impresario, will

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles

F.

promoted

music fame, has been with Vincent
Lopez, George Olsen, and was an
NBC staff conductor who helped
launch the famed “Chamber Music
Society of Lower Basin Street,”

San Diego

Represented by

WFIL.

Moore has
WDRC’s 30th Anni
from assistant
Hartford, Dec. 9.
treasurer to veepee of WJR, it was
This state’s oldest broadcasting
station,
WDRC here, attains its
announced by John F. Patt, president of WJR and WGAR. Prior to 30th birthday tomorrow (10). The
Assuming executive duties at WJR, station was constructed in' 1922 in
Detroit, Moore worked in the ac- New Haven by Franklin M. Doocounting and sales departments of little, now it’s president.
Walter Haase, station manager,
WGAR, Cleveland. He was elected
to the Board of Directors of WJR has been with the etherer since
and WGAR in June, 1951.
1924. Station is a CBS affiliate.
Detroit

been

rector;

Pennsylvania market area

Clair

—

son,

Mrs. Norris has stepped out because of her numerous night club
Levine,

exclusive with

New York

.

KCBS,

In special

its

and KOIL,
in Louisiana”;
for community service in the 1952
Missouri River Flood, and
for enterprise in community service through radio.
Three foreign stations were honored for outstanding service to
their countries in the field of

.

IN PHILADELPHIA

rich

.

.

.

,\

.

1

.

WOR

.

.

.

.

and

Committee.

(

.

.

WOW-TV.

entered the
A
1952 competition with awards being judged by the NARND Awards

CLEVELAND

IN

.

and

KWKH

San Francisco

Chicago

and

special

•Australia.
total of 80 stations

.

.

WBNQ,

CFQC, Saskatchewan, Canada; CJCA, Edmonton,
Macquarie,
2-G-B,
Canada, and

.

.

news,

broadcast news;

.

.

.

TV

for outstanding
or news feature,

KTAC

WBBM

.

for

KFAD

CHICAGO
.

18 sta-

WMAQ,

for the second straight year for
“courage in radio reporting in connection with the brutality investigations at the Angola State Prison

.

.

Long-

news direcJames Van Sickle, were cited

awards

.

.

event-

KNX, WBBM, WKBN, WFIN, and

.

IN

.

.

.

•.

.

.

out-

achievement

awards were presented to
tions including radio news,

.

.

.

Shelley,

ing coverage of a special
telecasting of “Operation

.

.

.

Jack

news operations, and
WBAP-TV, James Buron, outstand-

.

.

WHO,

standing

.

.

9.

Three stations were honored for
outstanding news operations and
Tom Eaton, news director WTIC,
Hartford, was elected president of
the National Assn, of Radio News
Directors at the group’s Seventh
Annual Convention at Hotel HolAt the same
lenden last week.
time, the attending 150 delegates
voted to change group’s name to
Radio Television News Directors
Assn,
Highlighting the awards were
gold to WTVJ, Ralph Renick news
director, outstanding news opera-

.

.

.

.

t

.

.

.

Directors

Cleveland, Dec.

.

.

.

News

By

.

.

.

Stations Cited

.

.

From the Production Centres

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Chicago

LosAngoloo

San Francisco

DwjcimW
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President-Elect

Dwight D, ^isenhower

and

ARNOLD COHAN
NAT “KING” COLE
DOROTHY COLLINS

RAY ABEL
JOEY ADAMS
AIR CONDITIONING & STATIONARY ENGINEERS UNION, Local
30

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
Produr&f*
DirtfJw*

DOROTHY LAMOUR
NEVA JANE LANGLEY
SNOOKY LANSON

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
TEM
PERRY COMO and his Group
EDDIE CONDON and Group

SYS-

CONDOS & BRANDO

Prcsrt^

JOHN COM*,
F'ocr 3t;~,
Stage Hit:
Graphte »
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UIUW DANIELS
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xiAT I)KVAN

MushtiM#
Orchc«*r

„

GEORGE DeWITT

°

Guwi

Operas

mr*\ Musta
Dep^w.itfrAs

CAe&Ysnce

Wardrobe Women
Make-up Personnel
Porters

Matrons

'

r

Cameramen
Office Personnel

AMERICAN

ELAINEJDUNN
DUKE DURELL
MARVIN ENDER
MARY FARENGA
FRANK FARRELL,
BETTY FURNESS
THE IRVING FIELDS TRIO
ED & PEGEEN FITZGERALD
FATHER JOSEPH FLYNN
ARLENE FRANCIS
CASS FRANKLIN & MOORE
MOE GALE
SUNNY GALE
HY GARDNER

COMMUNICATIONS

ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN
FEDERATION
OF
TELEVISION AND RADIO ARTISTS

MOREY AMSTERDAM
HARRY ANGER (General

Artists

Corp.)

ALVIN GEILER
JACKIE GLEASON
JOE GLASER (Associated

TONI ARDEN

RUSSELL ARMS
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
EILEEN BARTON

PHIL GRAE

LEE GRAHAM
VIRGINIA

GRAHAM

TAYLOR GRANT

-

JUANITA HALL

JOEY BISHOP
VIVIAN BLAINE
GEORGE BRITTON

GABBY HAYES

WOODY HERMAN

FRED LEO
JACK E. LEONARD
LESTER LEWIS

GUY LOMBARDO & ORCHESTRA
JACKIE LONG
LEONARD LYONS & 4 SONS
RAY MALONE
CLAIRE MANN
PATRICIA MARAND
BOBBY MAXWELL
JINX FALKENBURG McCRARY
TEX McCRARY
ROBERT MERRILL
ART MOONEY & ORCHESTRA

GARY MOORE
JAN MURRAY
MUSICIANS LOCAL

COMPANY

MARIA NEGLIA
JIMMY NELSON

and Group

I.A.T.S.E., Local No. 1

ERIK RHODES
BUDDY RICH

DENNIS JAMES

CONSTANCE CARPENTER
MINDY CARSON
JACK CARTER
CHAMBERS & BLAIRE
LEO CHERNE
IRVING CHEZAR (General
Corp.)

MAYOR VINCENT IMPELLITTERI

Artists

ANN JEFFRIES
NAT KALCHEIM (William
AL KELLY
NICK KENNY
RED KRAMER
BERTHA KURZMAN

Morris)

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
VALENTINO
JUNE VALLI

VOLUNTEERS FROM CEREBRAL
PALSY Affiliates of Greater New
York, Rockland County, N. Y.;
Suffolk County, N. Y.; Nassau
County, N. Y.; Westchester County, N. Y., Fairfield County, Conn.;
Essex County, N. J.; Middlesex
County, N. J.; Union County,
N. J.; Hudson County, N. J.

chester County, Long Island,
Jersey and Connecticut

TRUDY RICHARDS
MARIA RIVA
TOM ROCKWELL
CAESAR ROMERO
HARRY ROMM
RONALD & RUDY
ROOTIE KAZOOTTI

New

WALING & YVETTE
FRED WARING and GLEE CLUB
FRAN WARREN

MANNY WARSHAW
PAUL WHITEMAN and Group
BOBBY WHALEN
JACK WHITTIMORE
EARL WILSON
PAUL WINCHELL
WALTER WINCHELL
JOE WOLFSON <Wm. Morris)
MARTHA WRIGHT
FLORIAN ZABACH

>

We hope we have thanked everybody
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SONNEL

donated by the
'Food Merchants & Restaurants
from Greater New York, West-

MATTY ROSEN

VERONICA LAKE

HERB SHRINER
FRANK SINATRA
LOUIS SOBOL
DAVE SOLTI
HENRY SPIEGEL
STARTIME REVUE

MARTHA RAYE

RED BUTTONS
STEVE CARLIN

BOB BUNDY

LES SHIVERS

UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY PER-

George Patrick
LES PAUL & MARY FORD
JAN PEERCE
JANE PICKENS
MOLLY PICON
POLICE DEPT., New York City
RADIO & TELEVISION DIRECTORS GUILD (N. Y. Local)

JOE BUSHKIN and Group

UNION, Local 32B

and Group

MEL TORME

NOWAK

JOHNNY CLSEN
PENNY OLSEN

REFRESHMENTS

BUILDING SERVICE EMPLOYEES

802

NABET
NATIONAL BROADCASTING

RABBI ABRAHAM

SHAW

GEORGE SHEARING
GEORGE SHECK
HERB SHELDON
BOBBY SHERWOOD

BOB STERLING
ED SULLIVAN
JULIA SULLIVAN
GEORGIE TAPPS
BILLY TAYLOR TRIO
TELEPHONE TRAFFIC UNION
TESMA
THEATRE AUTHORITY
TOOTSIE HIPPODROME

JACKIE MILES

HARRY HIRSHFIELD
CHUCK HOLDEN
GEORGE HOPKINS
REVEREND ERNEST HOYT

YUL BRYNNER

BILLY

HARRY LEVINE

JANIS PAIGE
Booking

Corp.)

ANDRE BARUCH
BAUM-NEWBORN
MILTON BERGER
AL BERNIE

LANNY ROSS
DOROTHY SARNOFF
HAZEL SCOTT
ROBERT K. SHAPIRO

any names were omitted, we are very sorry•
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merchandising appeal by modeling
garments for the viewers.
News variety comprises local,
regional, wire-services and timely
local film pickups which are. well
Continued from page 37
Continiivd from page 31
produced by Russ Mayberry and
revenue exchange between
bandied ditto by camera crew.
territorial dispute with De- any
a
up
and
station
Matt
warbling is earful pleasant. The do right well for the
teams.
adept
troit regarding western Michigan
members
are
sponsor.
Panel
informal
The
home.
their
is
scene
No figures have been disclosed
gabbers who know their stuff and
areas closer to Chicago but in- as to the cost of the telecast rights
theme is themselves..
of
“I married a man/’ says Dor- pull no punches. Bierman, too,
Detroit country.
Cubs’ charges
inthe
for next season.
cluded
well
his
subject
as
othy, “a remarkable man. I want course, knows
‘Main Entrance’
In the National League, Chicago last year were $75,000 and the Sox
you to know about him,” Then is? bis verbal onions. Before the
in excess of
reportedly
were
clubs
rights
other
all
with
English
the
king’s
with
terms
camera
to
and
came
Continued from page 29
they show bow a blind man can
*
he handles himself like a pro. The
via reciprocal agreements or ver- $ioo,ooov
live a normal life in every way.
air
again
the Sox
will
WCFL
costly
pullstimulatleast
Wrigley
lively
are
the
and
was
which
.discussion
level,
Phil
low
bal pacts, with
They demonstrate how he surlive comannounc- games on radio under the threeIn the industry. Amortization of the ing the major surprise by
mounts this handicap. They dem- ing, and the meritoriousany.
indie
took
the
over
detract
contract
didn’t
mercials
“subyear
a
ing he would pay St. Louis
onstrate Glen's inventions, chiefly
by building might be reflected in mLogical ~ points were made
now-defunct Liberty
the
T-, '“
stantial” percentage of the video from
electronic.
specific
JohnRollie
no
but
and
rates,
MacPerson
card
Stew
creased
Thanks
System.
to
These are the warming sidereceipts when the Cardinals meet Broadcasting
son, WCCO sports announcer and date for such a hike has been set.
concessions gained by Lane at the
lights of the program. The meat of
the Cubs in Wrigley Field.
They frequently director „ respectively; sports scribes On the theory that it can offer
baseball meeting, WCFL’s Sox netr b Cut
it is the music.
40
Cards*
Don Riley and Mark Tierney and
feature Hurlburt’s own composiwork will embrace four additional
ex-coach Bierman. The last-named advertisers the lowest cost-perFred Saigh. St. Louis prexy, had outlets in Michigan.
New cities
tions, “Cable Car Concerto,” “Fishpayoff with low-cost pro7
as his cut of TV re- have been placed in the Sox “pro“Le- ididn’t agree that college football thousand
for
asked
erman’s Wharf Rhapsody,
must win, or else. He took gramming. however, the web plans turns from 11 games to be played
" prechaun Lullaby,” “A Horse, Of coaches
the
baseball
by
area”
motional
as
7
the position that winning was not to keep its production setups
For video
Course, etc.
in the Windy City.
moguls, giving the Chi team the
all important, but it is important sensibly planned as possible*
Excellent elosenps - reveal Hurlto 77 home games, the Cubs right to air its games in that rerights'
to
try
for the coaches and boys to
As for the live vs. film argument,
burt’s nimble fingers in piano gymrealize around $100,000, gion.
do so. What counts, he contended, the web has designed its new stu- stand to
figured
He’ll conduct keyboard
nastics.
WIND has likewise set its deal
was for the coaches to give the dios with primary emphasis on live with the Cardinals’ share
conversations with one hand talkkids the best possible instruction production. Studios, of course, can at less” than $6,000.
with the Cubs for its Midwest
ing to the other, he’ll employ many
teams
and
out
the
players
to
go
of
and for the
Baseball network coverage.
The Cubs said five
be converted for film-making with
novelty tricks, he’ll loin his wife
slice of
try their hardest. The game itself
changes except in the equip- pacted did not ask for a
no
in song, etc. For further visualizaparait
are
playing
and the boys
ment used. At the outset, however, video coin, but did not reveal terms
tion he’ll sing original piano stormount, he felt.
of its agreement with Cincinnati.
ies illustrated with drawings by
observed that football all equipment being brought into
Riley
Daytime
Alex Anderson, creator of the today is big business and victory is the building is for the production Understood the Reds insisted upon
with inserted clauses
contracts
“Crusader Rabbit” series.
—— Continued from page 25 sss
essentia], he claimed, in order to of live shows exclusively.
in the -futhem
protect
Premiered and tested for a while draw the large crowds required to
would
that
Besides its new building, Duon Saturday nights, show moved foot the bills. But Johnson pointed Mont will also retain the Ambas- ture.
the gamble is W’orth the investthis week to the Sunday matinee
The New York Giants, with their
that with losing teams the sador and Adelphi Theatres which
out
ment is what’s giving them that
Dwit.
spot.
University of Minnesota ranked it now owns. Web will probably, $450,000 TV melon, stood firm with
feeling.
10th nationally in 1951 attendance, however, give up its studios in the Brooklyn in refusing to divvy up frustrated
SPEAKING OF SPORTS
with visiting teams. Both clubs are
CBS, of course, is in a much betattracting 255,000 for five home
With Stew MacPhcrson, Rollie games, and this season drew 18.500 Wanamaker store and also in its understood to be working out a
ter daytime position than NBC,
Johnson, Don Riley, Mark Tier- more, the figure being likely to lift present headquarters at 515 Madireciprocal deal calling for teleson Ave., N. Y.
into daytime proney, Bcrnie Bierman
the Gophers to fifth.
With exclusion since it moved
games.
of
casts
32
Producer: Charles Miller
Johnson recalled that a former
w’hich doesn’t figure gramming heavily last year and
of St. Louis
Director: Fred Kaufman
comMinnesota president opposed
to enter the picture the Brooks has solidified its hold on network
30 Mins.*, Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
mercial radio sponsorship of games
and Giants will video 77 games.
TIIEO, HAMM BREWG. CO.
operations in that sphere fairly
Teleblurb Strike
and favored free admissions. Riley
In a joint meeting of both
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis
With the exception of a 45well.
took the position that college presiContinued from page 23
(7), the baseball
Sunday
conceived
leagues
This new cleverly
and
dents could set recruiting
magnates agreed to appoint a com- minute lunchtime break for local
weekly sports show has a perma- other standards and* policies. Disa commertimes
on
the
number
of
nent panel comprising two WCCO- agreeing with Tierney. Bierman
mittee of six to study a proposal station programming. CBS is now
TV staffers and a pair of St. Paul thought it unnecessary for Minne- cital is broadcast but “merely on a that w’ould give minor league clubs on a network basis from 10 a. m.
newspaper sports writers. With a sota to recruit players from outside* distinction as to whether the com- a share of the majors’ radio-video to 4 p. m. NBC, on the other hand,
different guest each Thursday, the the state. If it gets a fair share
doesn’t go network, daily until 3
mercial is a wild spot or a program receipts.
panel discusses controversial sports of the material within the state,
ABC has no network proProposal, originated by Sen. Ed- p. m.
He claims this is
subjects calculated to engage com- the Gophers will have good teams, commercial.”
win C. Johnson (D.-ColJ, president gramming during the daylight
petitive games’ devotees’ attention. in his opinion.
The amount of an “artificial distinction.”
of the Western League, calls for a hours cross-the-board, while DuProgram caught had as guest present player compensation also
Answering this, point, Pidgeon trust fund to be set up for a split Mont is local w'itli the exception of
Bernie Bierman, former longtime was brought into the argument.
admitted SAG once offered four- of broadcasting, rebroadcasting, re- the 3 to 4 p. m. Paul Dixon show.
University of Minnesota gridiron
Rees.
week unlimited use and then raised creation land telecast rights in
Local stations, meanwhile, have
coach with a record breaking winthe period to 13 weeks, but added minor league territories more than been making their daytime operaning record. He and panel memthat'the offer was withdrawn when 50 miles from big league cities.
tions pay off. Latest Pulse ratings
bers chewed the fat while threshing BOND NEWS
for the metropolitan N. Y. area,
out the question of “how important With Steve W arren; Trent Wood, producers failed to agree on the
distinction between program and
is
it
to win collegiate football
for example, reveal a number of
WGN-TV’s J500G Stake
announcer-emcce
games?”
“Children’s
spot blurbs.
significant findings.
Chicago. Dec. 9.
Producer: Russ Mayberry
this sampling, 10 Mins., Wed. and Sun., 10:30 p.m.
Judging by
WGN-TV execs heaved a $500,- Hour,” aired on NBC’s WNBT, has
Another major issue raised by
"Speaking of Sports” seems to have BOND CLOTHES
FPA is “the guild’s refusal to give 000 sigh of relief when the Chi a 25.7 rating, w'hich tops all locally
\yhat it takes to enlist fans and WMCT, Memphis
the producer title to his film re- Cubs and White Sox brass settled produced show's, as well as a numhold their interest, and it should
Same sta(Neff -Rogov)
gardless of the amount or fre- their respective video problems at ber of network shows.
Music.”
with
“Breakfast
This ap- the winter baseball meetings in tion’s
This combination of Steve War- quency of repayment.”
after the netimmediately
Phoenix
aired
last weekend.
With
the
parently
refers
to
the
employers’
ren spieling the news and Trent
show,
“Today”
demand for a cutoff point ‘beyond deal already set again to televise work’s early-bird
Wood punching out the commer- which
no further reuse payments the Cubs’ home games, WGN- is consistently outpulling its netcials is sock. Lads know their TV will be
TV general manager Frank P. work lead-in, averaging a 4.3 as
necessary.
biz and turn in a newsy as well as'
The Wheeler letter to Pidgeon Schreiber will start to w ork this compared with a high of 4.2 for
“Today.” WCBS-TV's “Kovacs Una topflight performance for bank- pointed out that a member of week finalizing the Sox deal.
If, as expected, the Sox rights limited” has come up with a 4.1,
roller Bond Clothes in their late FPA’s negotiating committee would
are
wTapped
up/
for
the
second
which isn’t far behind some ef
be
on
the
Coast on business from
twice-weekly evening TV news
Dec. 8-19 and “will be happy to year running, WGN-TV will have CBS’ daytime video shows.
stanzas.
an
exclusive
on
both
Windy
City
Warren has a clear, concise and meet with you personally and clarNational and American League en
punchy style of news delivery. He ify the issues raised above.”
Teacher of STARS
Mooney suggested that non-union tries. Hamm’s Beer and Chestercompiles and edits his own news
Now starring on NBC's
and” demonstrates that lie’s not try- producers might be reaping a bo- field, w ho shared the tab on the
L.
ALL STAR REVUR
ing to be an actor but a reporter. nanza as a result of the strike, dual package last ‘year, have an
Saturdays, 1-9 p.m., EST
MUSICAL COMEDY, POPULAR,
Trent looks good and is a ter- saying, “If SAG will look around option on the games for two more
Gross billings for the
CLASSICAL AND SPEECH
Mgt.i William Morris Agency
rif salesman to boot, with a free- they will discover that shops which seasons.
and-easy style. He adds to his have never signed their contract games and the adjacencies will
— Specialist in correcting all forms of
again exceed the $500,000 figure.
are busier than ever.”
professional voice problems for singers
The way was paved for the
and actors.
WGN-TV diamond deal when P. K. —Individual
singing styles developed
Wrigley,
owmer of the Cubs,
to their fullest potentials.
agreed to cut the St. Louis CardiVIVIAN ILAINE says:
nals and the Cincinnati Reds in on
Send coupon below to g£t your
Continued from page 27
“I couldn't have gone on in 'Guys
the Cubs’ TV coin.
Later, Frank
fnee-examination copy of this
Lane, White Sox general manager,
and Dolls' without Mrs. Roberts' help."
ments will carry commercial ban- agreed to go along
great musical-historical volume:'
Phone SUsquehanna 7-0116
with the stand-
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EXAMINE

FREE!

CBS-TV Programs
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ners.

ard American League reciprocal
Thus the Froman stanza becomes radio-TV program
which waives
the ’52 click among the new CBSTV entries making the sustainingto-sponsorsliip transition.
Sale of
the Irvipg Mansfield-produced stanza
which, incidentally; retains its
canteen format in abbreviated version) represents something of a victory for TV programming chieftain
Hubbell Robinson, Jr. who took
the rap for a sustainer costing
nearly $20,000 weekly in the face

VARIETY

MUSIC CAVALCADE

255

(Before 3 p.m. and alter 7 p.m).
New York, N. Y.
West 9lth St.

i

the most complete chronology of American popular music » v .
PLUS ... a carefully thought-out
pattern of news events to tie in with
the songs of each year.

Probably

More

.

advertisers

spend

f

**
is a superbly
compiled and
edited reference guide and should
prove invaluable to everybody connected with this biz.”
.

.

—

L.

W. Schneider, Exec. V.

P.,

Decca Records
•'Absolutely sensational ... a terrific
Louis Bernstein,
book.”
Shapiro, Bernstein A Co.

—

“It’s a terrific buy for people who
seek information on America's popular

niusic, theatrical history, etc."

— Nick

Kenny

MAIL THIS

more

MC

SIC ( A ViU.CA i)K Mines you
fnsiiuatlne review of all the snwfs end
music* America has played, sum;, and
since mir country Whs founded,
danced In
A\l» Cli correlated with lids levlrw. tied in
with It year h.v year, you'll Jhcl a lavish (l'niimIngirMl cm air, ide of headline I Igliltchl* In the
fields of politics, aporls. the theatre, imi-lc,
Utevatuie, sclenre, and business. -

VAUIirn*
(1)

ft

of

other

.

The

only book of Its kind.

CAVAM’AUK

i
i

i

VARIETY MUSIC

gives you thousands of uiuslcal-

-

lilstorJca! facts on America’s iioimlar music
till’
linger Iiv9
hi hi OKed for easy reference,
Kin.Olt.
Send coupon l»Hmv to
iiclce
vniir
copy for 10 It A YS' 1'RKK KX.gel

NITON.

COUPON

i

i
i

{

Prentice-Hall, Inc.. Dept. T-V-1252
70 Fifth Avenue, Now York 11, N. Y.

Send me, for 10 DAYS’ FREE EXAMINATION,

a copy of

VARIETY MUSIC CAV-

Lake City—Kay W. Richins,
program director, has been
upped to manager of program operations for KALL and the 44 station

i

i
•

Name

Intermountain

i

i
i

Address

•
•

i

Zone

City

Stale

i

Network.

Jack

Paige, exec, v.p., gives utf his net
operations supervision and adds
station relations to w eb programr

a

-W*»

-UL AUvfV#*.

gf

fe&SKKfrp

than any other

the Perry Como show, which is
bankrolled by Chesterfield on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
“Meet Millie” stays put in the
Saturday 9:30 to 10 slot.

KALL

—

on

WBAL-TV..
Baltimore station"
Television Baltimore

Salt

After ten days, I will either remit $10 (plua few cents for postage and
packing) in full payment or return the hook and owe nothing.

ALCADE.

CBS

shift gives
a continuity in format in its 7:45 to 8
strip for the first time, since Miss
Froman will be alternating with

i

i

commercial

Program

"Inches,

A.M IN

gripes, In
could be trans-

the certainty that it
lated into a potent
entry.

.

.

dollars

some higher echelon

i £ i

i vn * i

n n*>**~*7>v.

BUB *?&

Nationally Represented by

EDWARD

PETRY & CO.

WBAL-TV
NBC

in

Maryland

.
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DISK DATE JUMPING
AFM Elects Manuti Prez, Leading

N.Y.

New Regime

||

last

Tune Tout Tops

to defeat in

.who
Manuti, veteran oppositionist,
in several
had run unsuccessfully
was elected
elections,
Previous

incumbent
replacing
president,
the Blue
Sam Suber, leader of
The vote was 4,960 for
Ticket
in a disSuber
for
Manuti to 4,400
appointingly low turnout of mem-

bers for the election.

who

A1 Knopf,
of

couple

a
elections,

also

bolted the Blues

months before the
was voted in with

Manuti’s Musicians’ Group ticket
post, replacing
In the viceprexy
Hy Jaffe, another
Jack Downey.
post
bolter, won the treasurer's

Pubs

in

•

Show;

May Open On Broadway
Adler flew to London
over the weekend for a series of
concerts and returns to open Jan.
26 in Montreal in a revue which
Larry

will

be headed by Leo Fuchs, the

Yiddish
has also

musicomedy

(who

star

appeared in English),
Shoshana Damari, the Israeli nit-

There

ery singer, and himself.
will be other acts, and if the tour
warrants it may come to Broad-

way. Samuel Rope and Jack

Ami-

dor, who managed the harmonica
virtuoso’s Israeli concert tour, are

the producers.

The English concerts include
one on Dec. 11 in Buckingham
Palace for 500 Korean vets, under auspices of the Princess RoVal,
Alexandria (Queen Mary’s sister),
one in Festival Hall with the London Symphony; one at the Philharmonic, and another in Bourne-

ments when they were challenged
by publishers.
Latter, moreover,
have been reluctant to press their
claims for fear of getting the “iron
door” treatment from the all-important waxworks.
Gale has stated that he is not

Order

interested in getting money damages out of his legal moves against
Decca but wants to set up a principle for the whole industry to observe.
Gale asserted that the situation has gotten out of hand, with'
no one diskery responsible, but
the date-jumping has always given
the publisher and the songwriter
the dirty end.

Of Ad Budgets

such

artists

traditional
has
carol

'

“Silent

passed

Crosby’s Xmas numbers are
still going strong and are now
bestseller
topping
Decca’s
lists.

‘Believe

Me

Big On

Sheet Disk Sales;

BMI

has pointed out, however,
despite its clearance procedure,
duplications appear because publishers wait until recordMusic biz execs are wondering ings are made before filing their
what it takes to get on the Lucky numbers with BMI. With the disk
Strike “Hit Parade” these days. on the market, it is too late to corFor the past three weeks, the NBC rect the duplication. As a result,
radio and video show has omitted BMI is warning its affiliates that it
“Why Don’t You Believe Me” from cannot clear compositions merely
its top seven, although the tune because they are recorded.
The
has been one, two or three on the
(Continued on page 48)
sheet and disk bestseller lists.
Current situation spotlights a
longstanding gripe of music men
against the “Hit Parade” since the Novelties Blanketing
show has set itself up as a barometer of song hits and has become a

Cant

Hit ‘Parade

Snowman” and “Santa Claus

OUT SOON!

ards.
An oldie ballad, “Silver
Bells,” incidentally, is getting a
revival spurt this year after a long
period as a quiet catalog item.'
*

substituting
violin solo

The

pointing up effect of
on the band's price
is recent jump taken
Morrow orch. Morrow, who’s currently riding with
three platter hits, has
springboardinto the four-figure bracket
during the past couple
of months,
"and, which previously had been
booked in the $750-$H50 range, has
PP<2d t0 the S 1 000-* 1 250

Of

Jerome Kern wrote one pop together, “The Last Time I Saw
Paris.”

* ^ sc licks

on the market
by the Buddy

The

trio

clicks

'

’

bracket

INSURANCE CLAUSE KILLS

COAST TOOTER MERGERS
Usual Advertising rates prevail

Forms closing shortly

Special exploitation advantages

platter
cut for

Copy and space

reservations

NEW YORK

34

HOLLYWOOD

154 W. 44th

St,

4311 Yucca

2*

St*

may he

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

11

412 N, Michigan Avt.

LONDON, W.
•

St.

C. t

Martin's flaca

Trafalgar Square

looin took over the

con-

?
a
u ns™ eespot at sid Proser MukBloom was formerxiffu
*

v Jrnih

ly

.«**•*•

Hollywood, Dec.

9.

Proposed merger of Negro Musicians Local 767 with Local 47 was
voted down at a special meeting of
767 members. By a count of 44 to
26 they adopted a resolution to discontinue all negotiations for the

of consecutive

which Morrow
RCA
are “Night Train,” “One
Julep” and “Greyhound.”
k already has topped* the
inniino
10
°.000 sales mark.
victor

ll

Chappell Music, however, is
prepping a big drive for next year
on the Richard Rodgers-Oscar

Dec. 26 issue of Life mag.
It’s
the first non-production song ever
written by R&H; Hammerstein and

Further

or(

K

Hammerstein 2d Yule ballad,
“Happy Christmas, Little Friend.”
The tune will be showcased in the

47th Anniversary Number

AFTER DISCUCKS

Is

Coming To Town” already have
made their mark as Xmas stand-

on one of the selections.

’

that-

Red Nosed Reindeer,” “Frosty the

“Larry Adler Plays a Clas-

PRICE

In a communique to its member
pubs, BMI said that for some time
past it “has been making a sincere
effort
to avoid duplications of
titles, whether they be those of
publishers affiliated with, us or
not.”
BMI pointed out that such
duplications were not only unfair,
but also created difficulties in logging performances.
As a practical move to wipe out
the duplications, BMI is advising all
its publishers to follow the basic
song-clearance procedure by which
BMI can always detect improper
duplications.
Under BMI’s basic
contract with pubs, it has the right
to reject any. tune which is similar
in lyric, music or title to a previously existing work.

lost in the novelty scramble. Novelty entries such as “Rudolph, the

Concert Hall Society, meantime,
readying two new series of Adler
harmonica disks in the classical
and semi-classical field. On one

MORROW BAND UPS

Burton also stated that BMI would
be willing to join in any industrywide move to set up a title-clearance bureau.

“White
Irving
Berlin’s
Christmas” has gone over the
000-marker', while his cut
the

Pubs

PUB DEAL

is

sical Recital,” Adler is
his harmonica for the

as

of

Night”

Its

by

Injured pubs have pointed out
motion and exploitation of a disk. that they can’t plan an exploitaOne major diskery has gope so tion plan around a tune if the diskf^r as to post pub classification ers put out their releases premacharts in its exec offices, grading turely. The date-jumping also puts
Seasonal Bestsellers
pubs according to the coin they the pubs in the position of violat- powerful promotional peg for addiThe show's
tional performances.
spend on advertising: Top spot is
Since 'White Christinas’
(Continued on page 50)
always
have
however,
execs,
given to firms which shell out a
Fast getaway of “I Saw Mommy
brushed off criticisms of their seminimum of $1,500. The coin exlections by referring to their own Kissin’ Santa Claus” in this year’s
penditure is broken down further
Christmas song sweepstakes furtabulations of the nation's hits.
to show where the money is to be DREYFUS DICKERS
“Believe Me,” incidentally, is the ther^ indicates the potency of novspent.
The pubs who fall into a
latest instance of an indie publish- elty and jive items in the Yule
bottom group are finding it tough
JUBILEE
er catapulting into the big coin via tune field. Not since Irving Berto get a hearing and their waxing
Max Dreyfus, Chappell Music a smash recording. Tune is pub- lin’s “White Christmas” broke
average is on the downgrade.
topper, is negotiating with Jerry lished by Brandom Music, which is through 10 years ago to establish
The Music Publishers Protective
Jubilee Music head, for a owned by Bud Brandom, Chicago itself as a seasonal standard has
Assn, is working on plans to heal Blaine,
latter’s publishing jukebox operator.
a ballad entry had any impact on
the strained pub-diskery relations. buy-in deal on
the Xmas market.
firm. Although contracts h*.ve not
Some pubs are pessimistic about a
Although the music pubs and
yet been inked, Chappell staffers
solution since the diskeries conLinda Shannon Set
record companies have been cutcurrently are working on the Jubitinue to claim that they've got an
Shannon, working, in Long ting to Xmas ballads for the past
lee copyright, “A Million Tears.”
Linda
impartial attitude to all comers.
The Chappell-Jubilee projected Island cafes for the past two years, couple of years, field has conto a term pact by sistently been blanketed by the
Alan Miller, former- Leeds Music tie-up is a step in Dreyfus’ plans has been inked
novelty output. Ballads such as
disk jockey, rep and son of Ber- to broaden his firm’s material King Records.
Skylar and song- “White Christmas” and “Winter
Suhny
Cleffer
exDreyfus
Jubilee,
Via
nard Miller, music biz attorney, has sources.
opened his own firm,- Brentwood pects to pick up songs in the coun- plugger Johnny Farrow are manag- Wonderland” continue to crop up
on the December hit lists year
ing songstress.
Music, in N. Y.
try and rhythm & blues field.
after year, but the new ballads get

mouth Symphony Hall.

platter,

is

legally that publishers suffer economic damages when, their release
dates are violated.
This question
has never been settled in court
before, since the diskers previously made quiet out-of-court settle-

Breach between publishing firms
This retains policy consitionists.
trol with the Blue Ticket even and record companies over latter’s
though the top officers are mem- demands that the pubs shell out
coin.for trade ads is being further
bers of the opposition caucus.
New officers will take office widened by the continuing practice
of several diskeries to give priority
Jan. 1, when the top officers and
treatment to the pubs who are willthe exec board will launch a reorganization of leading personnel ing to spend the most in the proassignments.

Xmas Pacer

6.500.000.

Disk Co. Grades

The 802 election results puzzled
execs insofar as most of
the incumbent exec board and trial
were returned to
members
board
office. Out of 18 spots on these
two boards, 15 incumbents were
reelected as against three oppo-

Although

of

stitution.

union

Crosby’*

designed to block
date-jumping by all the diskers.
Gale, through attorney Sidney
Wattenburg, wants to establish
that his action

AFM

In Yiddish-Israel

Among

industry concern
over confusion caused by song-title
duplication, Broadcast Music, Inc.,
has taken the lead in stamping out
the practice among its affiliated
publishers. BMI vice-prexy Robert

Jimmy Boyd, Gene Autry and

Although Decca happens to be involved in this case, Gale states

tional convention.

Adler Set for Montreal

Drive

Spike Jones
are
currently
heading the Christmas wax
sweepstakes,
Bing Crosby is
8.000.
still way out in front as a sustained seller. Crosby's etching

among

administration

the top posts and was reelected
secretary. Iucci was elected to the
exec board at the last na-

Titles in

current industry problem.
Moe Gale, who heads the publishing firm, Sheldon Music, is aiming for a showdown with the diskers as a result of Decca’s jumping
of his tune, “A Stolen Waltz,” with
an A1 Morgan slice seven weeks in
advance of his Jan. 15 release date.

also gives him the distinction
of being the only commission
man to head up a banking in-

held by the defeated Jack Stein.
Only Charles R. Iucci held the'
fort for the

Release-date jumping by the
major disk companies has again
come into sharp focus with likelihood of a legal solution to the re-

Tellers

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
The song pluggers can now
say, “one of our boys made
it.”
Meaning that Dick Powers, who used to be one of
them, will be president of the
soon-to-be Bank of Encino, on
the outskirts of Hollywood.
Since that far cry back to
hustling tunes, Powers has
been successively a music publisher, Coast head of ASCAP
and chief of Metro’s music department. He is now an agent
(Powers & Stanley), which

A1

week's union balloting.

Of

Sparked

•

went down

to Avoid Duplication
©

Power; Incci Stays

Into

Three out of four top adminis-4
New York Loration leaders of
* Federation of
802, American
Musicians,

BAD Acts

merger, although the proposition
is on the ballot for Local 47*s election on. Dec. 15.
Understood the members at the
special meeting objected especially to the insurance clause in the
proposed merger, under which veteran members of 767 would receive
only. $4Q0l in death benefits..
-

.

-

H

•BOiKSTKA^MtSVC

Mush

British

and Disks

Jocks, Jukes
fine

This

lyrics.

side,

Too Many Pubs and
Too Fetv Hits

however,

On My' Pillow" (Vicr doesn’t gain at all by the dubbing
Sunny Gale turns up with tdcjhnique and aj. straight vocal
another solid side in "Stolen would have been more effective.
Waltz/’ a simple tune in three- George Siravo orph accomps ably.
"Teardrops*

quarter time. Miss Gale's piercing
delivery and the effective organ
backing ‘give it big jock* and juke
Flip is an attractive
potential.
rhythm item belted brassily Jb'y

one of the many byline pieces
the upcoming

two lachrymose

sides. "Crying” is
an okay entry in the country genre
Miss Gale for okay results. Ralph but this isn't the best type if maBurns’ orch. supplies a pounding terial by Miss Roza. Flip is a good
beat.
number but this heart-break theme
Les Paul-Mary Ford: "Mammy's has been exploited too much reBoogie"-“Bye Bye Blues” (Capi- cently.
tol).
In "Mammy’s Boogie,” Les
Ferrante & Teicher: "Caravan”Paul has created one of his most "Susanna’s Last Stand”' (Columstriking Instrumental ideas. Via his bia-Entre). Columbia’s new piano
multiple dubbing technique, he has team used souped-up keyboards
blended various takes of his guitar for novel instrumental effects.
into a fascinating side. Reverse is These sides are tricky workovers
the title song from the recent of standard material and get by by
Paul-Ford album and could step virtue of the interesting effects.
out as a top single.
"Caravan” is the more effective
Felicia Sanders: "People In Love side. "Susanna”
sounding more
Can Be Lonely”-"Please Be Good like one of Spike Jones’ parodies.
(Columbia).
While
Gone”
Winterhalter
I’m
Hugo
Orch & Chor.

Best Bets

*

*

*

Lita Roza: "1 Woke Up Crying”“1Tears”
Roza
(London).
Lita
registers with fair impact on these

"A STOLEN WALTZ”
”

" Teardrops on

les paul-maey, fordC&pitoi

tv

.......

;

.

.

Pillow

of

P^RIETY

.

" Please Be Good While I'm Gone”

Columbia

.

MADE YOU HAPPY”
”

,(

.

.

Singin*

The Blues

.

.

.

tinctive quality,

Connee Boswell:

"It

Made You

Happy When You Made Me Cry”"Singin’ The Blues” (Decca). Although not prominent on wax recently, Connee Boswell still ranks
among the better femme stylists
as evidenced on this disk. Miss
Boswell bounces these oldies with

an

infectious

quality

jazz

that

could dent the pop market hard.

.

And Mine” is* a sentimental lullaby with some chances. The other
two sides are even more doubtful.
Hugo Winterhalter’s orch and
chorus give these "Tunes rich and
tasteful
interpretation,
Stuart
Foster and Judy Valentine handling the solo parts competently.
Doris Day: "Mister Tap Toe”-

another

excellent

P'Sriety

ballad

with soft-shoe flavor that gives

10 Best Sellers

WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
GLOW WORM (10) (Marks)
TRYING *(9) (Randy Smith)
LAZY RIVER (2) (Peer)

(6)

it

some

.

.

.

.

.

YOURS (3) (Marks)
TAKES TWO TO TANGO (6) (Harman)
LADY OF SPAIN (14) (Fox)
YOU BELONG TO ME (14) (Ridgeway)
I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING (12) (St.
BLUES IN ADVANCE (1) (Hollis)

—

.

Keep
Lady

My
My

(13)

United

Outside of Heaven
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer

Bregman-V-C

Silver Bells
Sleigh Ride

Paramount

four sides for

BBS

his

late this

Week

Why

first

Bros.

Down by

the O-hi-o
Lips

Me Your

Half As

M-G-M

Coral

^Figures in parentheses indicate

number

Columbia
Capitol

Mercury

Sherwin

Me

Take

That’s

Victor

MMMMHMMt.MM MiAclUl

,-r-Garlock-S

.

Your Arms and Hold

in

Simon
Southern
Leeds
Frank
...Leeds

Famous
Miller

at
%
Tony

Hill

& R

Santly-J

Walkin’

DeSylva-B,

When

Goday
Young
Remick

Winter

H

Capitol

Mercury
Capitol
Victor

Anywhere

J
I

.

Capitol

*"

Capitol

-

.

Columbia
Columbia

Marke
Mellin
Kissin’ Santa Claus

Belong, to
11

Harman
Harman

.

Berlin

f

Me

Ridgeway
Bourne

Never Get Away

Almost Like Being in Love
Because of You
Candy and Cake

h

.

Feist

Progressive

*

FIVE TOP STANDARDS

Columbia ‘/
Columbia Capitol

Jon t Sare
Saw Mommy

You
You

Decca
Victor

m,\ny Boyd
(Molly
Bee
Rosemary Clooney
Gene Autry
weeks song has been in the Top

Frank

F ° o1

to Tango
J?kes
White Christmas

Victor

\{\

TV

1

Victor

Bennett

o1,

G

Capitol

Fisher
Starr
<King) Cole

jOn

Wander

%Worm

F< 01,
?

Victor

C omo
^

I

Because You’re Mine

Columbia

Eddie

Kay

M

Broadcast

Me

A-Why

My Baby Back Home
Water Can’t Quench the Fire of Love
I Fall in Love

Columbia

,

!

of

.

You

Will Still Love

.

Victor

Z Foley
(Red

SAW MOMMY KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS (Harman)
HALF AS MUCH (8) (Acuff-R)
RUDOLPH THE RED-NOSED REINDEER (St. Nicholas)

.

.

Much

Top 10 Songs

B( ry

I

Ridgeway
Bregman-V-C
Marks

I’m Never Satisfied
Lazy River
Meet Mister Callaghan
No Two People
One Little Candle
Ruby and the Pearl
Sleep.ytime Gal
Stay Where You Are

London

Nat (King) Cole
Lanza
( Mario
Jo Stafford
Eddie Fisher
Sunny Gale
Les Paul-Mary Ford

I

Brandon

1
I.

MGM

Georgia Gibbs

J

Me

—*"Wish You Werfe Here” .... Bregman-V-C
Chappell

High Noon

Decca
Dot

.

Believe

Smith

Second Group

Give

$

Harman
Roncom

Casually
Cherries
"

,

You

Don’t

Winter Wonderland
Wish You Were Here
You Belong to Me
You’ll Never Know

month.

of Dec -

\

.

Nicholas

Mills

Tango
Love You)

(Is to

j

.

St.

•

to

To Know You

Gordon Jenkins, Decca recording director, in N. Y. from the
Coast to record Dick Haymes and
Peggy Lee.

£° Sta or<?.
Dean Martin
Patti Page
Dinah Shore

*

Jefferson

Berlin

make

Jo Stafford

.

+++ *

Lady Loves to Dance
Nina Never Knew

R

will

Johnny Standley

BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE (2) (Feist)
KEEP IT A SECRET (Shapiro-B)
WISH YOU WERE HERE (14) Chappell)
( LAUGHED AT LOVE (Redd Evans).
MEET MR. CALLAGHAN (7) (Leeds)
DON’T LET STARS IN YOUR EYES (Four Star)
OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN (B.V.C.)
COMES ALONG A-LOVE (Shapiro-B)
SOMEWHERE ALONG THE WAY (8) (United)...;

Fox
Gold

of Spain

Favorite Song

White Christmas

De Campo

H

Shapiro-B

,

Co., Philadelphia.

I

(Acuff-R)

& R

Trying

!

THE BOOK (2) (Magnolia)
MY FAVORITE SONG (Jack Gold)

Four-Star
Robbins
DeSylva-B,

St. Louis
.“-Actiff-R

a Secret

It

Remick

Takes Two

Pearl Bailey
Eddie Fisher

IT’S IN

.
!

Your Wedding

to

Feist

Marks
Famous

Jambalaya

Second Croup
JAMBALAYA

Went

I

BBS Deal

in

.

Laurel

Hill

Heart and Soul

.

1952

4,

Singer Vinni De Campo has
exited Coral Records for a new
deal with the indie BBS Records

Mills

Louis)

Decca also has options on Hale,
depending on how his initial platter under the Decca label sells.

—

You
Snow Man
Glow-Worm

.

Art Mooney
Vera Lynn.

.

Mo” and "Open Your

Lea-’e

Forgetting
Frosty the

(King).

Hilltoppers
*

You

Heart.”

Shoulder to Weep On
Because You’re Mine 1 "Because You’re Mine” ....
Christmas in Killamey
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes
Everything I Have Is Yours 1"Everything Yours”.

.

Jo ni James
•

Decca^ Ricky Hale Buy
‘Decca Records bought, out a
couple of Dana Records’ sides featuring singer Ricky. Hale on "If

Survey Week of November 28-December

A

.

.

on Coin-Machines

(Brandom)

.

.

Dc^Campo

Lawson-Haggart band supplies hot tune with mid-hit potential. Doris
Day bounces it out with a rhythjazz backing.
*
Jane Pickens "Ihtermezz o”- mic flair for maximum results on
this lightweight item.
Miss Day
"Inter(Victor).
Heart”
"Half A
mezzo,” the lovely ballad from the changes her pace for a touching
rendition
of
the
lullaby
on the
United
Artists
pic
of
old
the same
title, gets an unusual treatment by flip, Paul Weston orch backing 'up
Miss Pickens via the voice-track softly.
dubbing procedure. The harmony
Bill Hayes: "My Ever-Lovin’
blending produces an arresting "As Lcftig As You Care” (M-G-M).
quality which will earn this side "My
Ever-Lovin’ ”
is
a
light
considerable spins. "Half A Heart” rhythm item with an old vaude
is

.

.

"Made You Happy” is in
tempo while "Singin' The Blues” "Your Mother And Mine” (Columis handled in lowdown blues style. bia. "Tap Toe” is a bright novelty
happy

.

Ruby
“Don’t Be Afraid” (Kern)
Wright, "Hot £>og Rag” (King)
Big Maybclle, "Rain Down Rain”
Stomp Gordon, "Oooh
(Okeh)
Gene Autry,
(Decca)
Yes!”
"Story Book of Love” (Columbia)
Clyde Moody, “Forgive Me”
.

group.

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research , Inc., Dr. John Gray Pe&tman,
Director , Alphabetically listed.

,

.

.

of the U. S. next season.
Orch, a plum sought for some
time by various managements, will
probably visit the U. S. in January,
1954, for a six-week season, under
combined management of Sol
Hurok and the National Concert &
The Philharmonic
Artists Corp.
has four conductors, only two of
which will make the trip with the

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

.

.

.

9.

.

—

—

Vienna, Dec.

.

.

,

"People In Love" is a class number in the best showtune groove.
Felicia Sanders, Columbia's new
thrush, projects this ballad with
a melodic fluidity and emotional
restraint for standout results. It
stands up under repeated spins.
Reverse is a more conventional
tune but Miss Sanders delivers it
with a piquancy that lends it a dis-

M

on "When They Ask About You”
Otto Cesana orch im(King)
presses with their lush workover
Dick
of "Starlight” (Columbia) ;
us:
“Your Mother And Mine”- Brown has a neat side in "Wild
Blue Barron
"The Second Star TS The Right”; Stories” (King)
has a fair entry in the Xmas
"Never Smile At A Crocodile”
"You Can Fly You Can Fly You sweepstakes in "Santa Claus LulMore excellent
(M-G-M)
laby"
Can Fly” 'Victor). These four
Sammy Fain-Sammy Cahn tunes sides by Edmundo Ros in "Les
(London)
Mambo”
"Ole
and
Vegas”
from Walt Disney’s "Peter Pan,”
Roberta Lee and Jerry Gray
do not impress as’ strong pop
of
workover
likely
a
join
for
orch
items. They have some cute lyrics
but are limited by their special ma- "Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me”
(Decca).
terial tailoring. Most likely tune
Standout folk, western, religioso,
is "The Second Star To The Right,”
a pleasing ballad. "Your Mother rhythm, blues, etc.: Hal Hopper,
"IT

Decca

’

.

.

."PEOPLE IN LOVE CAN BE LONELY”

CONNEE BOSWELL

lilting,

varied combo of "Emperor Waltz,
"Wine, Women and Song,” "Pero t i o n,” "Acceleration
petua1
Hayes is even less effective.
Waltz,” "One Night In Venice”
Overture and other works, played
Platter Pointers
with schmaltzy zing by the PhilaTony Martin and Kathryn Gray- delphia Orchestra under Eugene
Ormandy’s deft Danubian touch.
highly
listenable
for
a
son team up
set of tunes from “The Desert
Schumann: "Carnaval” and "PaFiedler
conducting
Arthur
Song,”
pillons” (Vox, $5.95). Vox has hap(Victor) ... Bill Krenz pounds out pily recoupled two piano faves
some fine barrelhouse piano in his here, in two choice exponents of
"Oh Willie Play That Thing” pack- the romantic piano era, played with
age for M-G-M...PauI Weston’s great poetry and feeling (as well
orch has cut fine standards for as technical mastery) by the gifted
Columbia under the title of "Whis- Guiomar Novaes.
An appealing
On the same disk.
pers In the Dark”
label, Guy Mitchell has an appealScheherazade
Rirasky-Korsakov:
ing set of tunes in "Songs pf The
pleasing reJane Turzy has (Mercury, $5.95). A
Open Spaces”
of a symphonic staple by
cording
a likely side in "That Heart BePercy
(Decca
longs To Me”
Faith orch and chorus have a good
version of "Over The Mountain”
Liza Morrow clicks
(Columbia)
appeal. Bill Hayes’ workover is
Flip is a slow ballad on which

fair.

.

"Bye Bye Blues”
.

the three brothers Johann, Josef

and Eduard, with a gay,

.

For Six-Week ’54 U.S. Tour

The Vienna Philharmonic, re"Music by Strauss” (Columbia, garded as one of the world's top
$4.85). On an LP single, Columbia orchestras, will make, its first tour
offers another bonbon in music by

1

boogie”

:

•

FELICIA SANDERS.

My

formances by a long-ingrained, cohesive group of experts make for
a rare disk event, and a chamber
music lover’s treat.

In

47th Anniversary Number

.

SUNNY GALE
RCA Victor

Beethoven String Quartets (Co- the Minneapolis Symphony under
lumbia, LP, Vol. 1, $17.35; Vol. 2, Antal Dorati, with Rafael Druian
This is a as solo violin. Dorati is a little too
$22.59; Vol. 3, $27.83).
noteworthy commercial enterprise, sharp and driving at times?, but
in overall effect is lush and colorful.
achievement,
as well as artistic
tone is appealingly sweet.
a unique three-album setup where- Druian’s
Bron»
plus
quartets,
by the complete 18
Grosse Fuge, are recorded by one
the
one,
outfit, and a first-rate
Budapest Quartet. Masterful per- Vienna Philharmonic Set

writes on

tor).

December 10, 1952

Publisher

John Firman

HERM SCHOENFELD.

»By

Sunny Gale: “A Stolen Waltz'S
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is

different.

Frosty

Snowman

Silver

Bells

Hill-R.

Amendment That Would license Jukes

Famous

t

Winter Wonderland .... B.V.C.
Santa Coming Town
Feist
Here Comes Santa .... Remick

Hazel Guild

Management

MuaUologht

,

Jim Walsh

w«nti to Itnaw

costs are
ffies that mounting
operations, and that it
nffecting
but
season,
last
deficit
small
bullish, with BSO
|S
feetog here
defmention
to
;«cs less inclined
point out what' service
f, K than to
received and
renders lor monies-

hew

ditnllo

Who Says

Sai

i

Nobody

9

Heidt Selling 'American

Way’

Listening

s

*

*

*

They Died

in Domestic,

in

Second

Verse

Band Tour

Global

It

laid out.

BSO

has the bigbudget and long„est take, biggest
<« weeks)
season
performing
Philadelthe Big Three (Boston,
PhilharY
N.
and
phia Orchestra
biggest top
the
as
well
as
S onic).
the PhilIstTas compared with
affecf Its
harmonic's $4.25), may
not one symph
bullish attitude. But
out
points
war,
the
folded during
manager, George E.
the BSO’s
of
chance
less
Judd, and there’s
giving up now because of
Fact that the

aR amusing byline piece

any

Hollywood, Dec.

the

in

47ih Anniversary Number

PfiSlETf
in N.Y. to

47th Anniversary Number

cal Knights for 20 years, begins the;
most ambitious trek of all this
month when he hits the road with
his troupe in a show tagged ,"Thc

•f

Peer

oh# of the many, editorial feature*
In the upcoming

9.

Horace Heidt, who has made a
career of junketing with his Musi-

forthcoming

•f

Pfifzi£Tf

American Way,” with Lucky Strike
bankrolling. Tour will include 170
cities in the U. S.
Domestic tour

Name

will springboard a .global trek, as

Heidt leaves July 1 for Europe,
and the Far East under
Southern Exec Africa
auspices of the State Department,
Ralph S. Peer, head of Peer In- the 10-weeks abroading planned to
ternational, arrived in New York create good will fof the U. S.

Greek Festival Troupe

New

Maps 12-Week U.S. Tour

he says.
The BSO earned roughly $1,500,('51-'52>,
ending from the Coast over the weekend
season
000 last
$50,000,
with * deficit of about
for huddles with his
music firm
re^the
against
which was carried
toppers.
serve fund. Season before C50-'51),
.to
It's expected that Peer will name
orch did better, adding $70,000

financial difficulties,

BSO

went
the reserve fund. The
because the
into a hole last season

Berkshire Music Center cost it
$70,000 to run. Without the school
the BSO would have had a surplus

Concert manager Albert Morini
is prepping the first U. S. tour of
or the Royal Festival
Panegyris,
Luckies, which recently inked
Heidt to a three-year pact for AM, Co.” of Greece, next season. Group,
singers, dancers and
22
will bankroll the overseas trekking, comprising
but the U. S. Air Force will trans- musicians, will arrive next fall for
port the 50-man troupe on its a 12-week toilr, coist-to-coast.
Troupe concentrates on folk maa general professional manager for worldwide jaunt. Heidt will conSouthern Music, one of his sub- tinue his airers for Luckies from terial, and its program will presids.
Post has been vacant since various overseas spots ,and will re- sent a panorama of Greek culture
Its producer is
the death of Mark E. Schreck a turn to the U. S. in September, over the years.
Mrs. Dora Stratou.
couple of weeks ago.
(Continued on page 47)
.

of $22,000.

With

its

regular season of 109

concerts at Symphony Hall; Pops
season of 58 more; 23 Esplanade
concerts; 16 at the Berkshire FesPension Fund,
tival; 11 for the
plus 15 concerts in Europe, the

BSO

of a new amendment directed at
themselves. One proposal that was.
given considerable attention involved the hiking of the statutory
royalty rate from 2c. to 4c. or even
more. Another proposal would involve an even greater royalty rate
on disks designed for jukebox play.

Disk execs are expected to fight
such an amendment tooth and nail
since it would raise their costs and
hit one of the biggest markets, the
jukeboxes, by way of higher prices
to the latter. It’s expected that the
RIAA will come up with some com-'

industrywide confab with ASCAP,
the Songwriters Protective Assn,
and the Music Publishers Protective Assn, on the copyright question
have thus far come to nothing.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

$245,000; Pension Fund concerts, $22,000; school benefit, $16,000). Also, record royalties, $150,000; Symphony Hall rentals, $35,000; program advertising, $45,000,
and tuitions, $25,000, for an additional $255,000. This, plus $34,000

&

which is planning to make another
push when the new Congress conSeveral prominent legisvenes.
lators, including Senator Estes Kefauver, have already come out in
support of a jukebox licensing fee.
While disk industry spokesmen,
have voiced opposition to the jukebox bill, they are currently afraid

tern of operations.
Efforts of the RIAA to hold an

OF

Berkshire Fes-

000; Pops, $140,000;

With music publishers and songwriters due to make a strong bid
to amend the Copyright Act next
year, the disk companies are compiling data to establish their own
position on any proposed revisions.
Data-gathering project will be handled by the Record Industry Assn,
of America.
The key demand of the publishers will be for the licensing of
jukebox operators, who will be required to pay a fee for performances -of copyrighted tunes:. This
proposal was defeated in Congressional committee during the last
session by the American Society of
Publishers,
Composers, Authors

promise proposal on giving the licensing societies more coin without#"
radically upsetting the present pat-

Scoreboard

played the impressive number of 232 concerts last season.
Breakdown of earnings Includes
$1,000,000 for ticket sales (regular
season, $400,000; six tours, $190,-

Copyright

Kissin' Santa. Harman

Rudolph Reindeer.St, Nicholas
White Xmas
Berlin

Dcsfe J® efrty

Map Drive Vs.

Disk Cos.

(Week" Ending Dec 6)

Mommy

Boston, Dec. 0. +1
symphony orchestra
While other
the
JSnts and managersto cry
deficits,
volubly
Slues and point
Orchestra's
KI Boston Symphony

43

Top Chrutma* Songs

$1474,000 Biz, Only 48G Deficit

broach
a

ORCHESTRA-MUSIC

PSmEfr

Symph Bullish With ’51- 52

Boston

,

tival,

.

Compiled from

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

from endowment fund; $175,000
from "Friends” and contributors,
and $10,000 from radio broadcasts,
for another $219,000, brought a
grand total of $1,474,000 in re-

Retail Disks

Coin Machines

‘Aida’ for

Retail Sheet Music

which was postponed last week
due to Bette Davis’ illness, was
eyed in its Boston tryout by Manie
Sacks,

NOTE The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources , which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent ( dislcs coin rnac hines),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines , sheet music).
:

Court Dismisses

U.S.

t

Moore's 25GSlander
Action Against

Waring

TALENT

U.

S. Court of Appeals in N. Y.
Thursday (4) found in favor
Fred Waring in a slander action

last

of

brought
against
him by Glen
Moore, a member of Waring’s ensemble until he was dismissed in
1947.
Opinion, written by Judge
Jerome Frank of the Court, upheld
the
trial
judge’s
opinion that
Moore’s testimony, aimed at proving special damages, was too vagjie.
It dismissed other Moore contentions as "without merit.”

Moore

POSITIONS
This

Last

JO STAFFORD
4

6

brought four
Waring, two in N.Y.
Federal Court and two in N. Y. Supreme Court, one pair charging
slander and the other asking $25,000 for services rendered.
Later
Moore was forced to choose between the two courts and he elected the former.
Slander action

had called

Moore

8

This

Waring had

Judge Frank pointed
when the trial judge had
a i:5
w\^ e tber there were any obhis charge, Moore’s atney had replied:
“No, your
t r^

JAMBALAYA

SAW MOMMY KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS
TAKES TWO TO TANGO.

repped' by Atty. Edi
tery, assisted by Milton

is
U !Raf

-

i

Rapp

10

LADY OF

SPAIN...

•

•

St.

*eist
;

veepee, but the gobeing held off.

Is still

Sacks, incidentally, is now in Detroit where he’s catching Dinah
Shore’s week’s stint at the Detroit
Athletic Club.

“Two’s Company” has been going through a hefty revamping
since its preem Oct. 22.
Victor
plans to hold off its final decision
on whether to cut the original
cast album until the revue’s impact in New York can be ascertained. Score for the revue was
written by Vernon Duke and Og-

den Nash.
Meantime, .the diskery

is waiting for assurance that “My Darlin’ Aida” is definitely set for a
Broadway run- before it cuts the

original- cast

album. The Charles

Friedman adaptation of the Verdi
opera has been running at the
Winter Garden since Oct. 29 but
its

future will be better evaluated

when the "flock of theatre parties
run out. Show features Elaine Malbin and Dorothy Sarnoff.
Victor’s
caution is in direct
contrast to Capitol Records operation in the original cast album
field last season. Cap was caught
short with its releases of “Three

album’s release.
So far this season Victor has released original cast albums of the
other two musicals produced this
season, “Wish You Were Here,”
and “New Faces of 1952.” Diskery
also is set to cut “Hazel Flagg,”
which preem early next year.

Louis

Randy Smith

TRYING
BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE

iion° r has
covered everything.”

15

•

RGA

ahead signal

Wishes For Jamie,” which shuttered three weeks after the album hit the market, and “Of Thee
I Sing,” which folded before the

publisher
Brandon
Marks
Ridgeway

DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME

GLOW WORM
YOU BELONG TO ME
I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING

Jury.

enJ>loom
William J.
the lawyer for
Moor®.

.

TONE

“J®
at

J

.'

.

Last

WHY

reference to himself
band. And it waived aside
P amtiff s contention that the trial
judge had erred in
his Instructions

Jr

(Capitol)

TUNES

th * s

11

(Victor).

POSITIONS

his

uiiilfn

(Dot)

claimed Waring

ng Moore a
“traitor”

_

(Conquest
Takes Two to Tango
Lazy River

j

a “slimy reptile,”

Payments for ideas allegedly submitted to Waring by Moore but
never used. It’s still
pending.
Judge Frank’s opinion said evidence had established
that in call?*

PEARL BAILEY (Coral)
ART MOONEY (M-G-M)

HILLTOPPERS

VERA LYNN (London)
JOHNNY STANDLEY

and a “scurvy rat” in
.nt of the Waring orchestra. Warihg was also
charged with perjury.
Damage action involves claim for

1

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

Jambalay
(Keep it a Secret
Trying
[Wish You Were Here
{Lady of Spain
(Outside of Heaven
Yours
It’s in the Book
fl Went to Your Wedding
{You Belong to Me

(Columbia)

EDDIE FISHER

traitor”

“iff

Why Don’t You Believe Me
Glow Worm
fYou Belong to Me

originally

actions against

a

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL
JONI JAMES (MGM)
MILLS BROS. (Decca)

B.O. Info

Victor is still sitting on its
decision to cut the original cast
albums of “My Darlin’ Aida” and
“Two’s Company.” Latter show,

WEEK ENDING DECEMBER 6

season.

More

RCA

for

Operating expenses ran to $1,on the

522,000, for a $48,000 deficit

Victor Holds Off

Deals on 'Two’s Company/

a* Published in the Current Issue

ceipts.

’51-’52

RCA

Reports of Distribution

Statistical

Acuff-R

Haripan

Harman
Fox

Coral Sets Sis Trio
Coral Records has inked it new
vocal combo, the McGuire
Sister^
Trio was signed after their recent winning of the top spot on
Arthur Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts”
TV show.

femme

1

®
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OHCHESTflAS-MUSIC

—Music

V«f*r«n Tin fan Allty S*ngwriftr»
Pianht

Inside Orchestras
The Samuel Goldwyn

which has been doing a topflight audience-penetration job generally on “Hans Christian Andersen” (undoubtedly a kudo for publicist David Golding), has been sniping midtown Manhattan with one-sheet trailer^ for the current Life mag closeTitled “The Fine Art of the Hit
up on songsmith Frank Loesser,
Tune,” profilist Ernest Havemann undoubtedly has captured the
in
private
and public life, but. the music men
Loesser personality,
wonder at the interviewer’s supposed inside stuff on songpluggers and

qfiseoarMt oh

i

i

N.Y. Spots Sans Cover,

Yesteryear 9 s Singing

Walters and Pioneer

WSB

*

*

.

on Interesting editorial feature
the forthcoming

Atlantic City, Dec. 9.
Superior Court Judge Vincent S.
Iianeman has given the Hotel Shelburne and musicians Local 661 30
days to settle a wage dispute before the Wage Stabilization Board.
At the same time he continued an
injunction granted last summer restraining the union from putting a

Ih

47th Anniversary Number

»

i

new wage

Havemann

is

ness.

of the brighter aspects of the Loesser piece is a Tin Pan Alley
sketch by “Cem,” wherein the caricaturist has captured an imaginative
<and at the same time, authoritative) cavalcade vignette of the music
men and their makers.

One

when* Eddy

Bradd, oreh leader
playing at the hotel, appeared before the musicians union seeking
approval of a new contract drawn
on basis of new terms. Union refused to okay this contract, insisting that its terms comply with
those of new wage scales adopted
shortly before "by the union.

$18,000,000 IN 1952
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Steady increase in employment
revenue of local tunesters is revealed in the annual survey of
Coast AFM Local 47. which listed
a 1952 income of $18,047,700 for
members. That’s $1,794,600 over
1951, and $2,596,100 more than

Couple of Coral-recorded songs have brought vet songstress Edith
Murray out of domestic life in Cleveland and are pushing the former
Broadway nitery-radio singer into the theatrical lights again. Out of
show biz for a number of years, she recently cut a couple of acetate 1950.
TV employment was renumbers at a local studio. She picked tw.o oldies, “I Love You Much sponsible for good part of the inToo Much” and “I Never Knew,” and waxed them with pianist Dick crease to which new scales also
Mone and a pickup orchestra. Coral bought the masters and signed contributed. TV earnings of $1,singer to cut four more sides. Miss Murray is now married to Jack Mar- 796,900 were slightly more than
$500,000 better than previous
vin, Cleveland business man.
After visiting Detroit, Cincinnati, Buffalo and Pittsburgh on a dee jay year’s take. It offset radio earntour, she heads for New York to etch two of her original compositions ings which slipped about $326,000
for Coral. These are “Baby, Waddya Want From Me” and “Daisy, Oh, to $3,462,400.
Union execs are optimistic about
What a Daisy.* Atlhough she’s been singing since the age of five and
toured with Ben Bemie, thiiS is her first recording contract. Tim Gale, vidpix situation. Pointing to fact
of the Gale Agency in N* Y., inked Miss Murraiy for a year’s contract there now 14 telefilm series are
using live music as against three
covering TV and nitery appearances.
last June. With heavy swing toward
vidfilms,
TV-AM veepee Phil
Vogue for quick vocal teeoff on current platter output caused Coral Fischer, who
made survey, is opRecords to revamp its waxing of “Need Me,” cut by Jimmy Saunders
timistic about future employment
and the Ray Bloch orch. Initial waxing, released several weeks ago,
under 5% formula.
opened with a long instrumental intro. Because of slow disk jockey
and public reaction, Coral brass decided to give the platter another
launching by cutting out the Bloch intro and beginning the disk on
Disk-of-Month Club

BFRNIE

first

Bernie Woods, who was partnered with Herb Hendler in the
of the Ralph Flanagan and the Buddy Morrow orchs,

sold out his interest in the managerial firm to Hendler last week.
Split in the Woods-Hendler combine, after close to three years of
operation, was due to differences

Tune inspired by the current Alfred de Liagre-John C. Wilson legiter,
“The Deep Blue Sea,” has been picked up for a pop push by Chappell
The number, which has the same title as the show, was penned
by Ulpio Minucci (music) and John La Touche (lyrics). The song is
not used in the play.

Music.

S

RCA Nabs Armen

Horace Heidt

Disks

Hypo

to sales of kidisks is exlaunching of Children’s Book & Record of the Month
Club, which will release its first offerings in January.
Venture is
aimed specifically at the two-to-five
age bracket. For $5 subscription,
the sandpile set will get a dozen
25c records or 12 books -plus the
2-to-5 Newsletter, a guide to parents on developments in music,
books, radio, television and other
subjects affecting their youngsters.
Sub for books, records and newsletter is $8 a year.

pected

from

Platters and books are selected
Victor has picked up sev- by a *panel of educators and exeral indie-made sides by songstress perts. Director of CBRCM is MorKay Armen for release under its ton Edwards, former city editor of
label.
No term pact, however, is the Trenton (N. J.) Times and
quondans editor of Fairchild Pubinvolved.
lications.

RCA

Continued from page 45

resuming

his junketing in this
country.
On the ebroading, it’s planned to
present the show one day for the
U. S. Armed Forces, the next day
for the civilian population. When
the show is presented for the civilians overseas, the U. S. attache will
act as interpreter, and will explain
how each member of the show got
his start in show biz.
State Department plans to stress the “Four
Freedoms” theme, .according to

Deal was made in New York by
Victor’s pop artists
repertoire
chief Dave Kapp before his trip to
the Coast last week. Kapp is due

&

back

weekend.

this

Leonard Schneider, Decca Rec :
ords exec vice-prexy, surveyed the
company’s Pittsburgh and Cleveland setups last week.

“Four Freedoms.”
Heidt was in
Europe two years ago when he had
the “Original Youth Opportunity”

When

the Heidt group leaves in
July it will go to Germany, Vienna,
England, France, Tripoli,
Dairen, New Delhi, Siam, the Phil-

hpme

3
cfl

On “The American Way,” he has

set up a plan to
raise coin for the
needy families of each city visited,
working in cooperation with local

service clubs, and with
tieups with
the press.
Through such iteups,
s planned to
Jt
ascertain the 10
,

most needly families in
each city,
jnd when the two-and-a-half-hour

now

is

put on the entire net will
over *° *be service clubs
to the families.
re * a * n ordy cxP cn ses for
.

dls fribUtion

irf*

hiMroup*

dt says be s introhig a novy in i.
bis troupe this year, sin ine

*

f»if^ /
.1

1

be callcd “Circus
^ght With Horace Heidt.” Plans
opei* with a regular 45-minltA
ute
show featuring the band and
1* s ec lal «. and
this will be folJ J
by a 90-minute circus prot0

,

National
.Rating

c
O

o

’

1

1

2

3

3

2

4
5

4

6
7
8

5
10
6
•

»

9

8

10

13

11

12

12
13 A

9
12

13B

7

,

F ?r

1116

circus

Portion,
' lts Somg
to bring along lions
pon *e s, and he’s lined up
3 * RCtS *°
tbe circus
motif

14

8

m
a

Week Ending

U

(O

>>

iff

X

A

&

*

««

1

o
Title

s

and Publisher

Because You're Mine (Feist)
Mommy Kissiit’ Santa (Harm an).
Jambalaya (Acuff-R)
Rudolph, Reindeer (St. Nicholas)
Outside of Heaven (BVC)
Don’t Let Stars in Eyes (Four Star)
White Xmas (Berlin)
Trying (Randy Smith)
Lady of Spain (Fox )
Takes Two Tango (Hannan)
Frosty the

Snowman

(Hill-R)
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You Belong to Me (Ridgeway)
Don’t You Believe Me (Brandom)
Glow Worm (Marks)
I Went to Your Wedding (Hill-R)
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AFM Local Prez

were returned to office.
Heading the ticket for board of
was Max Adkins, who
died just a few hours after the balloting. His place will be taken by
Joe Shaffer, the seventh man on
the slate. Other directors for* 1953
will be Frank Cacese, Mike J. Hick-*
ly, Ham Whitlinger, George Wilkins and Ira Wilson.
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Melis invites tablers to terp after
his 30-minute instrumental sesh
but it appears that they’d rather
watch him play. He gets a good
rhythm backing from Steve Pop-

Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.
Hal Davis was re-elected president of Local 60 of the musicians
union at the annual elections last
week. Vice-president James Comoroda and secretary Nick Hagarty

|

o

6

Islands, Japan, Korea, Guam,
the Johnson Islands,
Honolulu, and
back to the U. S.

It’s understood that the Raleigh
management is mulling
dropping the cover and changing
its policy into a non-tax spot. Melis
is a slick keyboard artist and a big
draw in Gotham but the cover tab
is keeping ’em away.
There were
plenty of empty ta'bles at his opening last Thursday (4).
Melis is a
facile 88-er with a well-founded
book and some exciting arrangements. Pounds out such nifties as
“Cumcna,” “Perpetual Motion,”
“Warsaw Concerto” and “Slaughter on 10th Ave.” for boff results.

Room’s

Pitt

P'fcRitfy
Survey of retail sheet music
sales based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 11 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

troupe.

ing to a $1.50 cover.

Hal Davis Reelected

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Ileidt, who says -“They don't understand it when you talk about
democracy, because they’ve never
seen one like ours.
But they do
understand the meaning of the

boom, according to agency men
and operators, has been building
steadily since the rooms discovered that they could pick up hefty
trade for their instrumental groups
when the 20% was cut out. Most
of the spots around the midtown
area arc doing good biz except for
the Warwick Hotel’s Raleigh Room
where the Jose Melis Trio is play-

guitar.
Lee Carroll alternates
with the Melis crew in sets of mood
in managerial policy. Break is ef- songs that fill the room
with a
fective Jan. 1.
warm, intimate air.
Mlmi Warren’s opening at the
Woods, will retain partial interest in Buddy Morrow and singer Copacabana
Lounge the same
Frankie Lester, but released all in- night, drew a good crowd.
No
terest in his management pact with tax lure plus continuous instruFlanagan which had seven-and-a- mental entertainment (she shares
podium with the Joey Masters
lialf more years to run. His interest in the Flanagan-Hendler -Woods Trio) makes for a tiptop divertisseMusic firm also will wind up ment. Miss Warren, who had been
keyboard soloing at the Park SherJan. 1.
Woods currently is setting up aton’s Mermaid^ Room, on the
other
side of town until recently,
his own management office with
the Tommy Reynolds orch already has surrounded herself with a
rhythm
unit for this date.
With
set for his new stable. Woods and
Reynolds are setting up their own Phil Leshin, bass, and Phil-Brown,
drums,
Miss Warren belts out a
music firm with an American Socistream of topflight
ety of Composers, Authors & Pub- continuous
Repertoire runs the
lishers
affiliation.
Woods also melodies.
gamut
from
current
pops to standinked a management pact with
ard semi-classical items and all
the Beachcombers, vocal quartet.
are delivered with taste and imagiMeantime, Hendler is bringing
nation.
Her production numbers
.in
George Thompson. Flanagan’s
(“Slaughter on 10th Ave.” etc.) are
road manager, to handle the bookexcellently conceived and command
ing chores for him.
plenty of attention.
The Masters
Trio (Ernie Fortado, bass; Ralph
Poliak, drums) also scores with its
N. Y. Symph Forum
slick rhythmic. workover on a flock
The N. Y. Philharmonic will be of standard tunes.
Catchy arhost to the non-professional sym- rangements serve as a neat backphonies of the Greater New York ing for the gab-drink crowd.
Other combos currently getting
area for a forum meeting Dec. 18 at
a mid town showcasing are the Milt
Steinway Hall.
Herth Trio, Park Sheraton; Three
Forum is sponsored by the Amer- Suns,
Hotel
Astor’s
Columbia
ican Symphony Orchestra League,
Room; the Spotlighters, Piccadilly
Inc.,
the national association of
Hotel, and Barbara Carroll Trio
symphony orchestras.
at the Embers,
Gros.

Launched for Juves
Broadcast Music, Inc., will take a fling at the fine arts in January
it will stage an exhibit of prize-winning paintings,, ceramics,
sculpture and photography at its N. Y. headquarters. BMI is currently
holding an art contest for affiliated, publishers, writers and their fami-*
lies, and will hand out prizes to the top entries.

EXITS

management

note.

when

WOODS

RALPH FLANAGAN ORG

•

Saunders’

scale into effect.
arose
in
summer

Difference

COAST TOOTERS EARN

a bright writer, and presumably more authoritative as a “closeup” interviewer than as an authority on the music busi-

gerel.

*Upbcat in demand for instrumencombos around the country was
spotlighted in New York last week
wi th a flock of combos moving in
to the town’s cocktaileries. Combo
tal

A.C. Judge Puts AFM
Wage Hassle Before

Jazz Pianists

can rewrite ‘Three Blind Mice,’ changing the natural notes to a sharp,
and giving it some bright new title like T Love You,’ the chances are
that any good songplugger, provided he deigns to work for you at. all
i-K «
non nPfnr/1 Vi m tirill U oirn ifah am
ITU ti
_
4-

Clicking In

Ray Walker

office,

the allegation that the pluggers can make anything a hit.
Anybody who has a smattering of ignorance about the music business, as witness the current BMI-ASCAP hassle, will not go aloiig with
the bland conclusion “they (the pluggers) often work the most outrageous tunes right up to the .top of the Hit Parade. If tomorrow you

i
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directors

Serpan Reelected
Omaha Tooter Prez
_

,

„

Omaha,

De**.- 9.

Frank Serpan was elected ip his
second one-year term as president
of the .Omaha Musicians -Assn.)
Local 70. He was opposed by John
Matcha. Other officers reelected included George Casey, vice-president; David Majors, recording sec-

1

Lamp, treasurer; and
Fred Borghoff, sergeant-at-arms.
Directors named Were Mai Dunn,
Walter Scott, Chester Harris, Art
Randall and Sam Castro.
retary; Carl

lleprfbah Menuhin, pianist sister
of Yehudi, although retired from
the professional concert stage, is
currently giving several benefit
concerts in Australia to establish
scholarships at Australia’s National

Summer Music Camp.

1
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Disk Companies’ Best

Nashville Notes
Carolina Cotton leaves Dec. 19
pleted southern promotion trip
with Nashville visit last week end. to fly to 'Korea for her third overDecca’s Paul Cohen and Column seas hop to entertain the Armed
bia’s Don Law busy with sessions Forces. While in Korea she will
past week. Cohen has returned to transcribe on-the-spot meaterial to
New York with Law expecting to be used in future editions of her
return next week end.
Armed Forces Radio Service regPrince Albert “Grand Ole Opry” ular “Carolina Cotton Calling.”
NBC’er will feature country duo,
Curt Gibson recently took on
Johnnie & Jack, as Red Foley’s production management of WORZ
guests Saturday night (13), Red Ih Orlando, Fla., having left the
Foley’s daughters join him on Ksame post at Huntington, W. Va..

WPLH.

show following week (20) for their
regular Christmas appearance.
Ernest Tubb returned from Texas dates last Saturday (6) to remain in Nashville until after Jan. 1.
Nat Tanncn of New York’s Tannen Music in Nashville' for three
days planning with local representative. Boudleaux Bryant.

WLS

Bureau chief Earl
Kurtz and George Ferguson have
lined up over 40 dates for the station’s forlk talent at various employee Xmas parties in the Chi

H

Decca’s

New ‘Road’

Decca Records

Set

packaging a

is

up the English “Road To Bali” album, which will
firm of Ritter Western Merchan- be released coincidentally with the
dise. Plans started during the Rit- Paramount pic’s opening of that

I

appearance in Harringway name in January. Bing Crosby and
Arena which went on for nine Peggy Lee, regular Decca pactees,
weeks recently.
freelances on
Gene Autry closed in New Or- and Bob Hope, whoalbum package.
wax, will head the
leans last Sunday night (7) after a
Lee
Miss
is taking the pic part
tour of over 30 cities. Other fea
tured names with the show were of Dorothy Lamour in the Decca
Johnny Bond and Smiley Burnette. set, Crosby and Hope, of course,
The trio will head out on another playing their film roles.
40 stop tour the latter part of
Horace Heidt orch booked for a
January;**
Country jockey Lloyd Payne is one-nighter at the Municipal Audiconfined to an irqn lung in Chat- torium, San Antonio, Jan. 8.

Molly Bee

duced with Judy Garland in 1939.
Score of “Oz” had the Academy
+
Yorgesson
Yogi
Award winning tune, “Somewhere
i Over the Rainbow.”
E. H. Morris Music will publish
the Arlen score for the WB pic.

.

COLUMBIA
I SAW MOMMY*KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS

Jimmy Boyd t

l.

THUMBELINA
KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART
JAMBALAYA
EARLY AUTUMN
YOU’LL NEVER KNOW
THE CONTINENTAL
MA SAYS PA SAYS
A FULL TIME JOB

..

2.

ll
<>

3.

4.

5.

*

coral
I WALTZ AGAIN
HELLO BLUE BIRDS

1.

TILL

2.

I

-

*

,

-

IN

«

::

write the score for the musical
adaptation of “A Star Is Born,”
the Judy Garland starrer which
Warner Bros, is producing. Arlen,
incidentally, penned the score for
“Wizard of Oz,” which Metro pro-

J

„
^
Les Paul-Mary Ford J
„

Warfield on ‘Porgy’ Leave

Jo Stafford

For U.S. Concert Tour

Jo Stafford I

William Warfield has taken a
Rosemary Clooney-Harry James 1 leave of absence from the legiter,
y “Porgy and Bess,” currently playJohnnie Ray-Doris Day Y> ing in London, to concertize in the
U. S. He’s due in New York Saturday (13) on the Queen Elizabeth.
Leverne Hutcherson will take over
Warfield’s Porgy role.
Teresa Brewer J
Warfield’s wife, Leontyne Price,
WITH YOU

who
Don

Cornell

4.

Ames Bros-Les Brown
NO MOON AT ALL
DO NOTHING TILL YOU HEAR FROM ME
Pearl Bailey
TAKES TWO TO TANGO

5.

LET THERE BE LOVE
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME

3.

"
;;

::

Mills Bros.

2.

Four Aces

AFTER ALL
JUST SQUEEZE ME...
HEART AND SOUL
DON’T LET THE STARS GET
SALLY
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS
LA ROSITA

"

-

3.

;;

4.
;;

I
“
-

MERCURY
WHY DON’T YOU
1.

3.

4.

“
5.

WHY

-I

3.

y
^

4.

week

to report for

Army

Garcia is being replaced by John
Tillman, Belgian guitarist and jazz
harmonica player, who closed here
recently with Charley Parker’s orat the Earle.

BMI Acts
Continued from page 43
Patti

Page J
BMI clearance procedure must be

BMI

announced.
permit duplications in
Georgia Gibbs 4 some situations where titles have
been used repeatedly and which
Eddy Howard
have become a part of the everyday language. BMI’s assistant viceRichard Hayes + prexy,
Robert Sour, stated, however, that pubs must use a measure
Gaylords

4

followed,

BMI

will

of caution to

DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
.

; ;

remove the constant

irritation of title duplication at its

Joni James

source.

Joni James l

/

ME

5.

y

.

RCA VICTOR
SAW MOMMY

-.1,

y
2.

title in his music firm’s catalog,
and Sammy Kaye’s pubbery, ReEddie Fisher - public, has
just published another
Eddie Fisher, H. Winterhalter Ore.
song with the same title. Kaye also
MINE
Mario Lanza x has cut the tune for Columbia.

LIES

y

LADY OF SPAIN
OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN

3,
'
’

“

outfit last

service.

While BMI execs expressed willingness to cooperate with any industry body in this matter, Burton
Hank Williams l stated that the disk companies
should be the one to take «the lead
Art Mooney + in avoiding the title duplication.
“They know all about music,” BurYOU BLEW
A KISS
Ginny Gibson 4 ton said, “and should* be able to
detect the duplications before they
TOO FAR BETWEEN KISSES
make the record.”
Latest instance of title duplication involves the tune, “All Around
I
KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS
Spike Jones
the Christmas Tree.”
WINTER
The late
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES Perry Como I Mark Warnow had a tune by that

2.

"
^

J

.Red Foley

BELIEVE ME

PURPLE SHADES
HAVE YOU HEARD
WISHING RING
JAMBALAYA
WINDOW SHOPPING
LAZY RIVER
HONESTLY

->

::

.

Philadelphia, Dec. 9.
gu&arist
Garcia,
Dick
with
George Shearing’s combo, left the

m-g-m
1.

X

.

his

Garcia Exits Shearing
For Army; Tillman In

Four Aces + chestra

TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
CUBAN LOVE SONG
MOTH AND THE FLAME
PHOTOGRAPH ON THE OLD PIANO
IT’S WORTH ANY PRICE YOU PAY
KENTUCKY BABE
FORGETTING YOU
FORGIVE AND FORGET

;;

::

EYES.

CONQUEST
2.

;;

-

YOUR

.to

SLEIGH RIDE
Bing Crosby-Peggy Lee +
LITTLE JACK FROST GET LOST, GET LOST

5.

::

IN

re-

is

«f

*

decca
GLOW WORM
1.

returning

before

days

+ “Porgy” assignment.

Karen Chandler +

ONE DREAM

y

plays the role of Bess,

maining in London. Warfield is
skedded to sing 50 concerts in 100

-f

BE FAIR

*-

BORN’

IS

Harold Arlen has been pacted to

Johnny Standley
...Les Paul-Mary' Ford

Parts)

(2

WILLIE CLAUS
-5. I JUST GO NUTS AT CHRISTMAS
YINGLE BELLS

sets

ter

BOOK

YOUR ARMS AND HOLD ME
SAW MOMMY KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS

^4.

in several

Tex Ritter has just completed
an agreement with F. Miller of

IN THE

BABY’S COMING HOME
LADY OF SPAIN
MEET MR. CALLAGHAN

TAKE ME

«

London which

MY

3.

area
Captain Stubby and the Buccaneers working a new cross-theBernie Pearlman and Henry board strip tagged, “Musical Al- y
Glover, King Records recording manac,” which debuted last week J
heads, in Nashville last Saturday on WLS.
(6) planning label’s future sessions
with local artists. The Nashville
stop was last of several for pair Rochberg, of Curtis Inst.,
::
through the south having recorded

Country Chatter

IT’S

2.

-

Artists

Wins Gershwin Award
Southern cities.
Fred Rose returns Thursday (11)
George Rochberg, faculty memfrom two week west Coast trek ber of the Curtis Institute of Music,
with Murray Nash leaving same Philadelphia, was chosen as the
day for visits in Shreveport and winner
annual
eighth
of
the
Texas points.
George Gershwin memorial contest,
Songwriter acquisitions of Acuffsponsored, by the Victory Lodge,
Rose Music during the past week
B’rith, for the best original
include Marty Robbins, Columbia B’nai
unpublished orchestral work by an
artist; Lee Bonn of Gadsden, Ala.,
Who has recently signed with Capi- American composer.
Rochberg will get $1,000 and a
tol Records; and Arthur Q. Smith,
“Night
vet penner of country hits now liv- performance of his work.
Music,” by the N. Y. Philharmonic
ing in Knoxville, Term.
Symphony early next year.

1.

JUDY’S ‘STAR

ARTIST

CAPITOL

Herb Llebeck, Decca promotion tanooga's Erlanger Hospital with ::
man out of Cincinnati office, com- polio.
-

ARLEN TO DO SCORE FOR

Sellers***

:

.

* *

.

BECAUSE YOU’RE
THE SONG THE ANGELS SING
CHRISTMAS DAY
THAT’S WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS TO ME

4.

.

5.

Eddie Fisher 4

*

m

m&m

m 18

iv.vrv!^;

||ift

TOMMY TUCKER
and

his Orchestra

A SHOULDER
TO WEEP ON

OUR
H0NEYM00H

MGM113&8

78
45

Kims

V

*

r

.

i
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\

:

V\
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\

r

C

p
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Dec. 9.
Orchestra
has been signed for a five-week
concert tour, beginning in January, 1954, by the National Concert
Sc Artists
Corp.
This will mark
first tour of the orch since it was
reconstituted last year after a
two-year foldo.
Paul Paray will
Detroit,

Symphony

Tops

CK._

in Australia
Sydney, Dec. 2.

“Auf Wiedersehn,” Vera Lynn,
Decca.
“Half

As Much,” Rosemary

Cloo-

ney, Columbia.

“High

Noon,”

Frankie

Laine,

Columbia.

“Some

Enchanted

r

0

*

i

\ V

E

N

New

l

m

m

k-

P--;pr

Bing Crosby, Decca.
“Here in My Heart,” A1 Martino,
Capitol.

r

^n

l

0

r

'

*

,

Santa Claus

&:•:>

M

Is

m

To Town

Cornin'

Evening,”

Pinza, Columbia.

“You Take Chance,” Eddie Fish-

A-Bell Diskery

“High Noon,” Tex

It'i

Mute by

JESSE GREER

Ritter, Capi-

Program Today Yesterday's

tol.

A new

indie disk label, A-Bell,
set up in New York last week.
Indie will be headed by Alan Abel,
who^ also formed A-Bell Music to
tie in with the diskery operation.
The pub will be affiliated with
Broadcast Music, Inc.

was

T

Diskery’s initial waxings will be
released this week.

Hal Cooke to Coast
Hal Cooke,
veepee district

Capitol

manager,

Records
headed

for the diskery’s Coast headquarters yesterday (Tues.) for confabs

with main office brass.
He’ll be back at his
desk next week.
.

New York

.

ft

O

P
m

mmmm

“Some Enchanted Evening,” Ezio

Orch will visit N. Y., Washing- er, HMV.
ton and other eastern and southern
“Delicado,” Percy Faith, Columcities, and play a full week in bia.
Florida.
“Jubilee Rag,” Winifred Atwell,
Decca.

RPM
RPM

N

Symphony

conduct.

M G M RECORDS
\

Detroit

Set for Five-Week Tour
Detroit

Play
*

New

SLEEPY
HEAD
SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN

•
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SPIKE JONES

EDDIE FISHER

with his

with his sensational

20/47 4038

This

49

PfifSIEtiY

HIT Recording

20/47 5067

Playing Time 3:32/3:07

Week s BEST SELLING RCA

Playing Time 3:02/1:57

Victor Records
Playing

78 rpm/45 rpm

SAW MOMMY. KISSING SANTA CLAUS/WINTER

Tim«

20/47 50(7

3:02/1:57

DON'T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES/LIES

20/47 5064

7:37/2:30

Coma
LADY OF SPAIN/OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN

20/47 4953

3:06/2:36

10/49 3914

3:30/3:30

20/47 5038

3:07/3:32

20/47 4841

2:58/2:27

20/47 5034

.......2:35/2:30

I

Soilk#

Jangg

Perry

Eddie Fisher with Hugo Winterhalter Orch.

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE/THE

SONG THE ANGELS SING

Mario Lama

CHRISTMAS DAY/THAT'S

WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS TO ME

Eddie Fisher

EVERYTHING HAVE
I

IS

YOURS/HOLD ME

Eddie Fisher

THE GAL

WHO INVENTED KISSIN'/A FOOL SUCH AS

.

I

h

Hank Snow

FANDANGO/BLUE VIOLINS
Hugo Winterhalter
'

THE LORD'S PRAYER/GUARDIAN ANGELS
Mario Lama
NINA NEVER KNEW/LOVE IS A SIMPLE THING

«

• •

Sauter-Finegan Orchestra

WISH

YOU WERE

HERE/THE

Eddie Fither with Hugo

BLUES IN

HAND OF FATE

ADVANCE/HELLA MUSICA

,

Dinah Shore

I'M IN

-

Winterhalter Orch.

THE

MOOD

FOR LOVE/YOU'LL NEVER

KNOW

Eddie Fisher

KEEP

IT

A SECRET/HI LILLI,

LO

HI

Dinah Shore

RED-NOSED REINDEER

Spike Jones

RCA Vi CTOR
FIRST

2:54/3:28

10/49 ?639......\.

3:30/3:55

20/47 5065

3:16/3:06

20/47 4830

2:37/2:19

4926
20/47
'

2:47/3:03

20/47 4840

..a.*.. 2:50/3:04

20/47 4992

2:37/2:18

20/47 4315

3:05/3:29

"

MY TWO FRONT TEETH/RUDOLPH THE
H

.

-

20/47 4997

RECORDED

MUSIC

-HIS MASTER S VOICE**
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

—ummn—

the Upbeat
New

at the Roosevelt,

New York

Orleans, Jan.

Ralph Marterie has a frame
Joe Durion hits been set as li- at Melody’ Mill Jan\ 7 and then
Records
up-into
Casa L'oma, St. Louis,
goes
brettist for Columbia
Hal
coming “Archie and Mehitabel” Jan. 13 for another week
is
Kleinsinger
MacIntyre
has a three-weeker at
album which George
Pianist Rosa Linda the Chase, St. Louis, Jan. 30
scoring
alternating with the Milt Herth Jimrily Palmer in for 14 days at
Trio at the Park Sheraton, N, Y. the Peabody, Memphis, Jan. 26.
Bill Bamer returns to the DuPat Terry into the Erie. Club,
.
Abbey bonnet Dec. 15 for three-month run
Philadelphia, Dec. 13
Hotel
the
at
currently
Carlin formed a trio
. Norman
Albert orch
Statler, Boston, after 21 months at and starts his first engagement at
Voretta
Basil's,
Kokomo,
the Stork Club, N. Y.
„
Ind., Bill Devore
Dillard, Savoy Records pactee, on follows him there for a month’s
stay Dec. 15
Sax Mallard group
a one-niter trek in the east
Buddy Johnson orch opens at the is set from Dec. 8 through Jan. 3
.
Savoy Ballroom, N. Y., Dec. 12
at the Greenpoint, Muncie, Ind.
Elaine Bergman handling disk proLos Martinos have a similar
run at the Cdlony Club, Omaha
motion for the indie MRT label
8
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.
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and
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a

week.

last

.

.
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.

.

.
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Kansas City
Stan Kenton orch into the Pla-

Mor for a one-nighter Dec. 13
Jimmy Fentherstdne orch current.

.

.

ly playing a repeat date for three

weeks in the Terrace Grill' of Hotel
Muehlebach, replacing Ken Harris
orch which heads for St. Louis
Gunnar Sondberg trio set to
open at Putsch’s 210 for an in.

,

beginning

Dec. 15.
Bernard Widman trio moves out to
Midland AttracMiami, Fla.
.
.
tions has Ray Duggan threesome
in at the Famous Restaurant, which
has returned to musical combo
after long spell of organ only with
Alberta Bird. Bird shifts to II Pagliacci on the north side .
Ernie
Ray and piano and orch into Riverside Club, Casper, Wyo., Dec. 8,
following Chuck George unit which
goes to the Alta Club, Miles City,
stay

.

Mont.

.

.

.

Virgil

.

.

.

.

ronto,

.

.

JOHNNY STANDLEY

3

4

4

15

Jan.

5

3

band to become the dinnerhost at Johnny Lauglilin’s
Shamrock? Room and to sing there
during late supper sessions with
Bill Bickel and his Starliters
George Shearing unit booked into
the Copa for week of Jan. 5
Ralph Flanagan plays a one-nighter
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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“Wish You Were Here”
“Till I

TERESA BREWER

7

.

10

,

“I”

5
3

7

8

21

7

..

8

5

g
(Coral)

PAUL-MARY FORD

14B 12

“My

14C

..

“You Win Again”

15

10

“Oh Happy Day”

Baby's Coming

16

•

7

.

.

8

5

3

.

10

.

9

15

9

3

.

.

*

8

9

6

10

8

.

(Capitol)

Home”

TOMMY EDWARDS
DON HOWARD

2

(Coral)

“Takes Two to Tango”.
L.

3

(Coral)

,

PEARL BAILEY
6

2

(Victor)

DON CORNELL
14A

7
9

“Lady of Spain”

9
11

13

7

Waltz Again With You”

EDDIE FISHER
12B

5

.

7

12A 13

.

.

(M-G-M)

(Essex)

2

THE MOOD WISH YOU WERE
FOR LOVI
HERE

FIVE TOP

Eddi« Fishtr
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to

be followed by Russ Morgan
six frames.

now being
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Walkin’- to Missouri
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High Noon

.

Robbins

Kiss of Fire
Duchess
Because You’re Mine. .Robbins
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V

Dash

I’m Yours
Mellin
Meet Mr. Callaghan
Toff
Faith
Hit Songs
My Love and Devotion Fields
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Can Move

Somewhere Along Way. Magna
Blue Tango
Mills
Auf Wiederseh'n
Maurice
I Went Wedding
Victoria

M

N«W
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LOC-1008

s
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Continued from page 43

Local 9 Incumbents

=

-

ing promises to other diskers who
are respecting the original release

Boston, Dec.

one

In

fought

date.

Decca execs have explained to
Gale that they jump dates because
other companies have repeatedly
done it to them. The situation, in
fact, was so bad early last year
that Columbia Records openly announced to the trade that it would
no longer respect release dates at
all, except for show and film tunes.
Gale called this type of operation “cannibalism” and said he
wants to set a precedent that can’t
be broken. •

members
week

last

9.

the most bitterly
elections in recent years
of

of Hub’s* Local 9, AFM,
reelected for a two-year

term the incumbent officers, Bert
Nickerson, prez; Pat Sands, veepee,
and

Gus Fischer,

secretary-treas-

urer.

Only newcomers elected to governing body were George Harris
and Nick Conti,, successfully winning seats on five-man board of
directors and Bill Dolan, chosen as
one of the three trustees.

Los Angeles, Dec. 9.
song writer,
filed suit in L.A. Federal Court
against Sam Weiss Music Co., Inc.,
and Lew Quadling, charging' infringement of copyright, involving
the tune, “Sam’s Song.” Plaintiff
declares it infringes on his own

•

song,

Albrecht,

“How Was

I

S1If.Lk>

MNTEM/UTERS
IXC1TIHO

further

“Sam’s Song’!
damages.

MHOtTlOMOj

To Know.”

Albrecht asks an injunction re•straining

tf

promotion of
and unspecified

.
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VICTOR ao-***

Second 12

(Columbia;
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My

Faith

(D.cca)
VColumbia)
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‘

Reine

XJp ..... v ... CipepbdPte
Zing a Little Zong. . . .Maddox
.Victoria
Walkin’
Baby.

JFeeJ:
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Me. .Chappell

Sugarbuslx

records
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Homing Waltz

Ru,h
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Of Itmisfree

Isle

Half as

JUMP BACK HONEY
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OCrlOOB

WOC-1008

Elmer

London, D6C. 2.
Mellin
Heart

Forget-Me-Not
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LM-7015

WDM-7015

Sue* Over ‘Sam’* Song’

Here

%

Victor

James', tenure.

You Belong

Bffll

Columbia
CL-6217

Cost

Victor

Hub Tooters Return

recent years but has relied mostly

(Week ending Nov.

".mm .aJUS

URERACE

1952

•woy

Dale Jumpers

Cocoanut Grove

Los Angeles, Dec. 9.
.Name bands are coming back to
thfe COCoaitut* Grove of the Ambassador Hotel, once one of the Coast’s
Hostraveling band strongholds.
t6iry*hd£ had an occasional orch in

for

FACES OF

LOC-1007
OC-1007

James Brings Name Bands
Back

NEW

Victor

.

LOC-3058
EPB-3058

RECAUSE YOU'RE
MINE
Hollywood Cost

iwny Catf

Victor

ALBUMS

J.

.a-;.--;

„
EHa Mat
Mont
Sonny Oal.-Vnuflhn

4
2

106

(Victor)

instru-

Group currently is appearing at
Frank Dailey’s Ivanhoe, Irvington,

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

14
6

111

1

6

,

market within the next two weeks,

-

&

(Dot)

Other deals are
Jean Sablon and
set.
Margaret Whiting, both previously
mental combo, has been pacted booked, will be the -name singles
during
spotlight
the
by. Mercury Record's, Their initial occupying

The Dough Duke

sides for the diskery will hit the

:j...

Me”

11B 10

will

Merc Ink* Duke Trio

YOURS

9

10

(Columbia).

to

Orleans.
French star follows on name talent as its customer
Sarnia Gamal, set for Dec. 24 holi- hire.
day show in her third Sky Club
Harry James launches the new
date in 60 days.
policy Dec. 24 for four weeks, and
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-
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(Victor)
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to drive from downto the highway spot.
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“You Belong

.

.
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*

5

.

EVERYTHING

4

“Yours”

10

Dallas

.

7

“Don’t Let Stars in Your Eyes”
(London)

.

.

9

.

town hotel out

3

10

Secret”

PERRY COMO

.

.

Jimmy Dori.y
Dor*oy
Hod
Hadda
do Brooks

S
I
J
J
(5

VERA LYNN

.

.

.

It a

.

.

.

12

2

“Because You’re Mine”
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
“Jambalaya”

5

8

Saturday (13) for a private party
Greater Pittsburgh Airport’s
Horizon Room
, Organist Molly
Papile back into Horseshoe Bar
again after -more than a year’s
absence
Wally Gingers band
goes to N. Y. Roseland Ballroom
for week beginning Dec. 19
Ernie Neff at the Hammond at the
Devonshire
Bands of Bernie
Armstrong and Bill LeRoy booked
for
Pittsburgh Opera Society’s
annual ball at Hotel Schenley Friday (12). Sara and Her StrinMLalso
set
Will Mastin Trio plays the
Twin Coaches for three nights
beginning Dec. 19. Ames Brothers,
at that spot last week-end, couldn't
make their closing on account of
snowstorm which made it impos.

“Keep

.

7B 11

at

.

3

2

Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa” ...
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“I Went to Your Weddin g”
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

Baron

time

.

.

7A

left

•Elliott’s

Mason foursome

Another
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£

1

1

£

&

(Capitol)

“I

MARIO LANZA

Pittsburgh
Jimmy Confer has

1

the Book”
(Columbia)

“It’s in

26.
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5

5
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JIMMY BOYD

6

.

“Glow Worm’’

1

.

.

.

IS

2

“

.

out of the Alta Club to the Esquire
Doodles Weaver and Fred LowClub, Rapid City . . Stewart Scott
combo returns .to. the Drum Room ery, with Catherine Toomay, into
Candy Candido
.
of Hotel President, replacing Don Cipango Club
and Jimmy Palmer orch open Dec.
Roth Trio Dec. 22.
13 at Pappy’s Showland
.
Trini
Reyes and jLos Cfuvsiles de Espana
open a 10-night stand Thursday
Cnicago
(11) in Baker's Hotel’s Mural Room
Art Talma dge, Mercury a&r
Jimmy Dorsey oreli in for
head, cuts Mary Small, Bernice series of one-nighters ... Colony
Parks, Jimmy Darrow and Rusty Club gets Tom Melody, the AtDraper this .week. Draper, will do woods and Judy. Walker .for Dec.
a series of teevee shots before go- 16 opening
Don Cherry opens
.
ing into the Coj>a, Miami . . Jim- Dec. 22 at Shreveport’s Stork Club
my Dorsey, inked for two weeks ... Jan Garbp? orch packed for
at Qlaridge, Memphis', Jan. 23
five-week sta/id in Roosevelt Hotel,
Jan Garber returns for five weeks New Orleans, starting Jan. 8
Denise Darcel set for Sky Club
opening Jan. 13,' Aftfct bdWirig heir
song act Jan. 2 at Jung Hotel, New
.

$

g

w

t-3

I

ti
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MILLS BROSTlDecca)

'

.

.

.

2

1

other
Paul, Minn.,
plaj's

Colony Club in St.
Dec. 21 for two weeks
.
Three
Twins return to the Stage Lounge
for an indefinite booking
Shaw
Agency has pacted the Stan Getz
outfit
George Shearing has a
week at the Yankee Inn, Akron,
Feb. 9
Bill Davis into Canada
for two weeks at the Colonial, To-

.

.

definite

Norman Dygon

.

.

.

.

,

2

Artist, Label, Title

JONI JAMES (MGM)
“Why Don’t You Beli eve Me”

.

.

.

Lester Young orch into Minton’s
Gene
Playhouse, N. Y., Dec. 12
Ammons orch opens at the Show
Boat, Philadelphia, Dec. 15 . ...
Rose Murphy booked into the
Iroquois Club. Louisville, Dec. 15.
Austin Powell Quintet opens
. .
,
at the Blue Mirror, Washington,
Vaughn Monroe plays a
Dec. 15
one-niter in Youngstown, O., Dec.
12
Guy Mitchell began a twoweek engagement at the Fairmont
Hotel, San Francisco, yesterday
Georgia Gibbs into the
(Tues.)
State Theatre, Hartford, for two
JBilly
days beginning Dec. 21
May orch on one-niter trek through
the midwest during December
.
Nellie Lutcher opens at the Oasis.
Nat (King) Cole
L. A., Jan. 5 , .
begins a three-week engagement at
the Tiffany Club, L. A., Dec. 26.
.
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Survey of retail disk best
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.
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Never Forget You. Lennox

America's Fastest
Selling

Records!
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Union, Talent

Demands Cue Natl Cafe

‘O&J-Skating Vanities’ Nifty

65G, Its Best in 7 K.C. Yrs.

Owners Org; Lou Walters Prexy
Pittsburgh, Dec.
Cafe owners from

all

9.

+

over the

met here last week to organTheatre-Restaurant Owners of
America and elected Lou Walters,
and Miami Latin
of New York
It’s the first
Quarters, as prexy.
of nitery business
history
in
time
as this has been
that a group such
formed on a national basis and was
prompted by increasing talent and
union demands, specifically the new
welfare contribution plan set up by
American Guild of Variety Artists.
TROA voted to pay the welfare
under protest, pending a
tariff
meeting with AGVA board of directors in Feburary,. and agreed
of action taken
to follow the line
recently by the Philadelphia Cafe
taken the case
have
who
Owners,
Relations
to the National Labor
east

Board.

Len Litman, operator of the
Copa here, was elected v.p. and
Herman Pirchener, of the Alpine
Village in Cleveland,
He and
the board.

chaiman of
Litman and

Harry Altman, of the Town Casino
were the chief movers
Pittsburgh meeting. TROA
under a Pittsincorporated
will be
burgh charter and plans to mainNate Mattes, of
tain offices here.
Ankara, was appointed board chairman of the Pittsburgh nitery owners’ group and Jackie Heller, of
in Buffalo,

in the

.

For Korea Xmas Week

Washington, Dec. 9.
Col. Joseph E. Goetz and his
staff arrived in Hollywood
tonight
(Tues.) to begin briefing entertainers who go overseas to appear for
the troops during Christmas Week.
Schedule calls for 97 men and
women, including 20 name stars,
to head into four areas. Three units
will go to Korea and one apiece
to
Alaska, the Northeast Air Com-

Kansas City, Dec. 9.
The five-day stand of Olsen &
Johnson and “Skating Vanities” in
the Municipal Auditorium Dec.
5-9 was best date of the roller show
seven years here. Playing in
cooperation with the city firemen’s
benefit fund, blader opened in the
huge arena to near-capacity 8,000,
and had pleasant biz for all of its
seven
performances
(matinees
Saturday and Sunday).
Show played at $3 top and
grossed $65,000, a nifty take.. Following stand here show moved it to
Wichita for a week in the Forum.

stead, that tour will be

Cafes Balk, Acts Walk, So Other (60)

cowboy band from
Hardin-Simmons College in Texas.

‘Join

Low Attendance
Chi

EMA

Chicago, Dec.

Withdrawal From

quorum

obtain

to

On

of

Philly

if.

in Quickie

to

per-

work

Cafemen

Pay Union Tax,

governing

insists on paying the AGVA
welfare levy.
While delegates stressed they
would like to stay within framework of the bookers’ group, they
would not pay into the fund. In
secret ballot, 40 to 3, they voted

body

Union

may

160

in midwest caused postponement on decision whether or
not to withdraw from Artists Rep-

Assn.

stated they

AGVA member

ARA

members

resentatives

9.

Several cafe owners here
have declared that they will
hire no performer unless he
belongs to the new union.

Delays

Decision

or Else’

their spots, but they’ll have
to join the new organization as
a condition of employment.

Chicago, Dec. 9.
Chicago Entertainment Managers
Assn, met last night (Mon.) but
failure

AGVA Bd. Blames

New Union

They

made by

30-person

Spots Nix Talent, Start

mit an

“and, and the Caribbean,.. There
will be no Hollywood trip to’ the
Europe-North African sector. Ina

AGVA Welfare Rap Brings Chi Storm;

in its

Prep O'Seas Performers

ize

‘Under Protest’
Philadelphia, Dec.

9.

Although there is plenty of
grumbling about “taxation without
for withdrawal if ARA insists on representation” and many niteries
are paying under protest, the $2.50
American Guild of Variety Art- honoring welfare pact.
the Carousel, liaison between the ists has met violent
Cards were sent to all members weekly welfare fund assessment of
opposition to
group and AGVA.
the American Guild of Variety
its welfare collections from nitery notifying them of Monday
(15)
At the same time, TROA dis- owners throughput the country. huddle. If quorum isn’t met then, Artists is being paid here.
cussed rising cost of talent for cafes Work stoppages took place in New under EMA bylaws, majority of
Dick Jones, AGVA rep here, put
and felt something had to be done York and Chicago. The Manhattan those present can take action. Thus, the welfare fund tap into effect
Litman left walkouts were .settled within a day, unless ARA can counteract the tre- Nov. 22. Jones said only one spot,
to stop the inflation.
for New York over the weekend to but those In Chi are still on. Union mendous
influence of club-date Murray’s in South Jersey, balked
meet with Walters and get New exec board committee Monday (8) bookers within EMA, threat of at the payments.
AGVA yanked
then
together.
He
operators
York
voted funds to pay pickets at the withdrawal from ARA grows more the show and the cafe got in line.
goes to Philadelphia on same busi- besieged niteries and to provide imminent.
Meeting of the Philadelphia
ness.
money for performers who are hit
Cafe Men’s Assn, at the Latin
by the strike. No ceiling was placed
Casino drew group’s largest aton the amount of money tQ be aptendance. Concensus of members
Limits Cuffo Names
propriated for these purposes. Jack
was to pay “under protest,” while
Miami Cops Accept

AGVA

Plan on Stripper Limits;

N.Y. Cafe Pullouts

n

V ItBEVILLe

PyQziEff

TA

Rump Union

Chicago, Dec. 9.
in
full
flared
Repercussions
week
when Ameriforce here last
can Guild of Variety Artists’ reps

went out

lo collect the first

weekly

Tab of
fund payments.
per act went into effect
Nov. 21 and the agents were making their first pickups late Tuesday night <2) and early Wednesday morning. When managements
welfare

$2.50

of the Silver Frolics and Melody
Casino, Chi, and the Little Club

and Playhouse,

in

nearby Calumet

City, refused’ t(J P"dY the levy, all
the acts walked out.
Retaliation was quick with the
other niteries, most of them strip
spots and members of the Chicago
Cafe Owners Assn., dropping acts
Thursday night (4) and using"
only musical combinations. When
AGVA heard of the proposed
move it offered to confer, but Milt
Raynor, attorney for CCOA, refused to huddle until the four spots
shuttered by “walkout” were re-

opened.
This AGVA refused unthey first paid the welfare

less
tab.

At that point Raynor or-

dered the entertainment out, afabout 60 cafes and 300
performers, mostly in the femmeappeal class. Raynor said the acts
were independent contractors and
fecting

responsible for their

own

welfare.

Oddly enough, many of the strip
had been set to close from
Dec. 14 through the 29th, the
dullest period for them due to lack
spots

of conventioneers during this., span.
Silver Frolics was closing a week

Rump movement was

earlier.

started Friday night ( 5 ) when
most of the comedians and exotics
agreed to divest themselves from
and start a new outfit
called Chicago Entertainers Union,

AGVA

Association’s legal staff waited for Local 1.
Dissident group signed a pact
decision as tp the legality of
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
assessment. Cafemen expect to be with the CCOA going back to
New York opposition was comRaynor
(6).
Theatre Authority launched a reimbursed if the courts, or the work
paratively light, but action was
(Continued on page 56)
violent while it lasted. The Wivel crackdown on excessive use of National Labor Relations Board,
names
for
benefits
by
declare
the
limiting
plan
illegal.
each
and Zimmerman’s permitted their
shows to be pulled, but relented future benefit to two top toppers.
Herman Comroe, prexy of the
the followmg“day and promised to Further, committee consisting of cafe group, said his members Ky. Liquor Bd.
make welfare payments. The Blue Stan Richardson, repping Holly- didn’t object so much to welfare
Co-ordinating
Committee; plan for the actors, but they had
Angel’s show was held up for 20 wood
2 Covington Licenses,
minutes. Operator Herbert Jacoby Eddie Rio, American Guild of Va- strong objections to the manner
said he would pay “under protest.” riety Artists, and Duke Wales, Mo- in which it was being collected.
Cites Beverly on
tion
Picture Producers Assn., will Nitery owners here believe, since
There was opposition at the Ruban
Bleu and in Harlem at the Baby pass on all requests for cuffo ap- they are paying the major part
Cincinnati, Dec, 9.
Grand. Eastern regional director pearances by stars.
Revocation of the license of the
of the assesstment, there should
Rio said pitches directly to per- be a joint board, with cafe repre- Avenue Club and the Yorkshire
Jimmy Lyons is set to confer with
the 52d St. and Greenwich Village formers are now forbidden and sentation, to administer the wel- Bar, both in Covington, by the
added, “There will be no more of fare fund.
Kentucky State Alcoholic Beverage
ops as a body.
these big all-star shows. They’re
Control Board, has set a pattern
Monday’s
exec board
too much of strain on the performwhich
endangers majority of the
meeting had some violent moments.
er. We feel two names are ample
niteries in this area. Licenses were
Monica’s Persian Date
Several board members decried the
and a group putting on a benefit
away
taken
because the cafes perfact that the opposition was a result
Filmster Monica Lewis has been
can fill in with paid acts.”
mitted gambling on the premises.
of union’s failure to keep the mempacted for her first date at the
Evidence
had
been gathered by unbership fully informed as to the
Room, N. Y., starting
Kyle MacDonnell opened yester- Persian
dercover agents who made periodic
progress and steps to be taken. It day (Tues.) at Crystal Lounge, Jan. 8.
checks.
was also accused of failing to seek Troy, N. Y., with Carol Blaine held
Deal was made by the William
Beverly Hills Country
Club,
Morris Agency.
over for a second week.
(Continued on page 52)
largest talent buyer in the Newport area, has been cited for a
Irving, national administrator, left
for Chicago yesterday (Tues.).

To

2,

Curbs Solicitation

AGVA

Saturday

Done With Photo ‘Model’
Miami, Dec.

‘9,

Early morning raids last Thursday (4) by Miami police on two
spots here, the Jungle Club and
the Red Barn, with seven strippers
taken for a ride in the paddy-

wagon to be charged with “indecent exposure,” led to agreement
by authorities with local branch of
American Guild of Variety Artists
on what the undulating uncladders
may expose.
Last week, AGVA's Jerry Baker
had arranged for the organizations’
policing of all stripperies so as to
eliminate any prejudging on the

amount of flesh to be exposed.
Deal with the police department
came after a photo showing a version of what the gals can get down
to was okayed by Chief Walter
Headley, Jr. Staff meeting of the
law-enforcers was shown a snap of
model in what is to be consider-

t

Revokes

Gaming

AGVA

ed

sufficient costume to keep
within
the
ordinance
rulings,
passed recently.
Outfit is made up of non-transparent material, and bans any use of
flesh-colored panties or other deluding
materials.
Basically,
it
looked like the typical bikini bathing suits that are
seen along

the
6wank beach-hotel sector on any
sunny afternoon.
AGVA will distribute posters
dsiplaying the approved “model” to
be posted in dressing
rooms of all
cafes.
Baker also promised aid in
prosecuting any showgirls who displayed more, and to take action to
feyoke their Guild cards for any

OUT SOON!

Friars Setting

Dinner;

Fears’ dinner to Bob Hope
w York on Feb- 27 at the
i
,
“orf-Astoria will see the Ceredriv ^ Setting at least a
^ sllce of any profits from the
er
George Jessel wUlt6a£tma!l 1
and Personalities likji DannvTr

French Casino, N.Y., Pacts
Laine,

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Special exploitation advantages

e

aHi le n

’,

wko wilV Be concurrent

and Jimmy Durante,
VV1 ^ k®
doing his 'TV shows
ih tK
st at *kat timej will be
amnno
5i?
am 0 "e„ those
ia N..Y, .
B ng
Crosby will tape a salute;

Rooney in Name Kick

The French Casino, N. Y., is continuing to bid for the top draws
in the nitery field. Spot has set
Frankie Laine for a Feb. 20 opening and is currently dickering for
Mickey Rooney for a two-weeker
starting Feb. 6.
Meanwhile, the
cafe has set John Arcesi, who startg
tomorrow (Thurs.) as successor to
Frank Sinatra. The French Casino

name parade was initiated by middleweight champ Sugar Ray Robinson.

Copy and spate

reservations

may

tte

sent to any Variety office

’

whr!

now

A

$5,090 to Palsy

Woi
®

cafe is

v
also indicated
that charges- will also be filed
against Glenii Schmidt. Charges
against him are now pending in
Newport courts.
recent raid on
that cafe is said to have revealed
evidence of gambling.

Of

Forms dosing shortly

summer and

Board members

their

Bob Hope

last

closed.

47th Anniversary Number

Beach spots featuring strips have
not been bothered
by that city’s
entorcement agencies, with opera-

on what

voked

The

infraction.

tors exercising
care
acts may display.

hearing on gambling charges before the liquor board next Wednesday (17). Merchants Club gets a
hearing on the same charge the
previous day. License of the Lookout House in, Cqvington, was re-

NEW YORK

14

HOLLYWOOD

44A

St.

4311 Yufca

154 W.

28

St.

CHICAGO

11

412 N. Michigan Av*.

LONDON, W.
8

St.

C. 2

Martin's Plac*

Trafalgar Square

Cafe is shelling out top coin for
these headliners. Laine is getting
$12,500, and it’s likely that Rooney,
will chalk up around $7,500 for hf*.
stand there. Latter has been mak-‘
ing appearances with a small unit-

surrounding him.
Carl Ravazza into La Vie en RoS«,
N. Y. f starting Dec. 19.
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Victuals for Vets

Miami’s Copa City, Weinger May Part;

Cafe Goes Under
Miami Beach, Dec. 9.
and operaSeasonal opening
tion for Copa City is in doubtful
status following announcement
that largest nitery in area is to
be “sold at public outcry to the
best and highest bidder for cash”

—

—

on Thursday (11).
Procedure is a final decree of
foreclosure awarded by a special
master in chancery to plaintiffs,
repped by Kalph Resnick. However, proceedings

may

give a

Matter

Hammer Ikrs

e

two weeks in January. Understood
that

’

local
office
of
of Variety Artists

Guild
ing lineup for

attending will make donations in cash or groceries instead
of paying the regular cover charge.

Carter,
Bros.
already
listed; also the orchestral and production units were in process of
organization.
This leaves open
speculation that if CBS or other
interests don’t come up with top
bid, the Weinger group may still
wind up with the plush place.

—

an amusing byline piece

in the

soon-due

47th Anniversary

Number

of

Dallas to Trot Out

this sea-

12G

.

DJ

answer
to
Artists
Variety
charges of speaking disparagingly
of the union on his WMCA, N. Y.,
It’s alleged
broadcast of Dec. 3.
that Gray criticized the 'union for'
its stance on gratis performances
on deejay shows, claiming that others were permitted free use of
AGVA members while he was discriminated against. These charges
were initially hurled by Gray’s
manager, Buddy Allen, and are
said to have been repeated by
Gray. Disk jockey was originally
slated for an exec board date Monday (8), but asked for a postpone-

In Christmas Decor For

Danny Kaye,

et al,

Fare

Dallas, Dec.

9.

“Danny Kaye Revue,” third annual Cotton Bowl Week offering
at State Fair

Jan.

1,

will

Auditorium, Dec. 25have Fran Warren,

'

'

Piero Bros. (2), Three Dunhills,
Calgary Bros. (2) and the Tokayer
ment.
Troupe (6) supporting the comic
Allen originally charged that Mel
had bid for the nitery
in 11 shows. Peter Wolf, State Fair Torme appeared on the opposing
with idea of converting into stuMusicals’ designer, will background Henry Morgan show, but singer
dio layout. Asking pric
was too
Scotch plaid, showed the exec board a $150
high.
in
Now, with public auction, Judge Rules Vs. Maye
package
the
he received from Morgan.
it’s exoccted that a rep will be on
Christmas color setting, even to check
Minimum for a deejay appearance
Act in Miami; Sez
hand to bid for the property. Only
evergreens and snowflakes.
Allen also charged that
is $100.
tele outlet here, WTVJ, has built
With the Texas U.-Tennessee U. Bea Kalmus had Don Anthony,
new studios and uses heavy load
Pitch in
tilt a 75,500 sellout, Dave Apollon, Marilyn Davis, Alan
Bowl
Cotton
of CBS shows, but Is stymied on
Miami, Dec. 9.
State Fair of Texas execs expect Gale, Billy Daniels and Leonard
production work north on new
Plea in circuit court by femme more than 100,000 visitors during Connor. All except Apollon, who
cablet-beginning January due to
are is a member of the American Fedunion difficulties.
impersonator Jackie Maye to be the eight-day celebration and
spending some $12,000 for holiday eration of Musicians, denied apIn the event Murray Weinger, allowed to fulfill a contract with
garb on the 187-acre fairgrounds.
builder and up to this year mana- the Jewel Box, where he appeared
On Dec. 17, Nativity scenes and 50 pearing.
ger or co-manager of Copa City,
for several seasons, was nixed by decorated Christmas trees will boris out. he may align with Ciro’s
Esplanade, quarter-milemanagement, which has been Judge George £. Holt, who ruled der the
reflecting pool, with a giant
skedding top acts for seasonal run, that the recently passed ordinance long
tree at the entrance. Project
Yule
Bd.
latest being Robert Q. Lewis for against such performances was a
is being built by Wolf, Winniford
Continued from page 51
“good one.”
Morton and Jack Bridges, and emIn applying for an injunction braces
Gothic out the bonifaces and talk
towering
three
with
MATERIAL
to prevent enforcement of the law, arches framing papier-mache Holy them
before instituting the proFor All Branch es of Theatricals
Maye’s attorney argued that the figures in Nativity portrayal, with gram.
act was the “type of entertainment a huge Star of Bethlehem and 1,The board expects more flareups
GLASON'S
that is a recognized facet of the 500 Christmas tree lights.
in various parts of the country.
THE ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ OAO FILE
entertainment world, whether the
(The Servlet of the Stars)
Dallas Symphony orch will give Organizers have not yet started to
city likes it or not.”
35 ISSUES $25
two major concerts Cotton Bowl blanket the spots fairly remote
First 13 Files $7.00. All 35 Issues $25.00
Maye, in his arguments, also Week in McFarlin Aud. First, Dec. from their bases of operations.
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
(Begi n ning with No, 1 — No Skippi n g)
pointed up fact that his contract 27, will be a special NBC coast‘First Order of Business*
• 3 Bks. PARODIES per book $10 •
was concelled because of the new to-coast pre-Cotton Bowl airer.
$25 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET-.
welfare program is now
ordinance.
He also insisted that
WFAA-TV, will feed its first net- the The
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., «a. bk. $25 •
first order of business in the
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES he was a “normal, adult male” and work telecast to NBC Jan. 1 with
(reissue), $3.00
union.
All
N. Y. organizers have
that his performance is not “lewd, pickup of the Cotton Bowl game.
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
been put on the welfare program,
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
indecent, obscene or suggestive.”
which went into effect Nov. 23.
NO C.O.D.'S
Topper came when Judge Holt
Dave Berger, former manager of Under its terms, operators pay
I ILLY GLASON
revealed that he had seen Maye’s the Adams Theatre, Newark, has
200 W. 54 St.. New York 19 Dept. V
$2.50 weekly fOr each performer
while
act
in
Tampa.
He
then
talked
joined the Louis W. Cohan Agency, under contract, and
Circle 7-1130
$1 for each on
against the plea.
N.Y.
a one-nighter basis.
Most of the N. Y. spots are paying, but do not like the impost.
Some agreed to the levy when
to the
union instituted its insurance program. Fees were the same, but with
switchover of insurance companies,
union pays less for the insurance,
from
It still charges operators the same
amount, difference going into the
welfare fund. Union’s insurance
rates are 40c. for each one-nighter;
$2.50 for weekly engagements.
Some operators such as Lou Walters, Latin Quarter, are opposed
but are paying out nonetheless.
Walters, heading up a cafe operators’ group (see separate story),
takes the stand that not only does
he pay workmen’s compensation,
which is a form of protection for
the performer, but must shell out
on top of that. Besides, Walters
stated, many performers earn over
four figures weekly and it’s ridiculous to make welfare payments for
them. He felt that program should
sing the lead in
-there are three images of me. While
broke in a new 'gimmick', which
On Oct. 17, 1952,
be restricted to performers who
person, the three pictured Images in color work as a
had created. Introduced it at the Blue Meadows Club
are earning the AGVA minimum or
group behind me singing obbligatos and harmony.
then
call It "Multi-Vision”.
in New London, Conn.
slightly above.
On Sunday, Nov. 30, 1952, Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
took it to the Jewel Room at the Bostonian Hotel in
May Reduce Salaries
opened their TV show by talking to themselves on what
Boston, Mass., for -the month of Nov., 1952, where its
Agencies are entirely neutral in
was announced as life-size Television, creating some*
success rosulted in SRO and turn-away business.
the
matter,
but one booker stated
what the same illusion; so when you see me In various
talk to a projected image of myself
In this routine,
that some cafes, as a result of the
night clubs and theatres around the country — please
on a screen and the pictured image answers me. From
welfare program, will negotiate for
don't
accuse
color
taking
from
them.
picture
then
turns
to
and
me
of
idea
it
and
white
black
a
reduced salaries of performers so
that the spot won’t he hit. Booker
From the Newspapers on fts First Actual
Credits for Multi-Vision
stated that as a result, he has been
Directed by ROGER CARAS
Playing Date :
told to sign dance duos, for inEdited by JIM BARCLAY
stance, at $345 where they would
"Talk of the town . ."—LOUIS HUGHES, Boston Post.
Mood Music by JACK SHAINDLIN
ordinarily get $350. He’s now been
l Creator of Music for
ordered by his buyer to haggle with
"Unique
stunt
American.
."—ALAN
Boston
FRAZER,
"Walk East on Beacon ")
every act in an effort to decrease
Sound by BAY STATE FILMS,
"One of the better attractions . . ."—SAM BERENSON,
salaries.
DEKKO FILMS, and TEL-A-YIX
The N. Y, exec board anticipates
Boston Daily Record
Choreography by JERRY McCOOL
that opposition will be knocked
Arrangement by STEYE HARRINGTON
"As clever a 'gimmick' as
have seen in many a moon • •
down in virtually every situation
Chief Cameraman HERB SHAINDLIN
within the next few weeks. HowCY SHAPIRO, Jewish Advocate
ever, it’s feared that the welfare
Night-Clubs and TV
[program may tend to articulate
Theatres
employer opposition into a conLarry Myors
Ken Mayer
crete program against the union.
For Bookings
MERCURY ARTISTS
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURES
The articulation may thus be more
violent in the future when new
254 Wost 54th St., New Yerk City
Church Street, Boston, Mass.
union demands may be presented.

CBS.

Network

officials
last year

season.

1

ists.

In the case of the Holiday, which
was operated by Michael Rose, who
leased the spot from Israel Zatkin,
business had been bad. Rose was in
.the peculiar, spot, .pi ..attempting, to
.

burlesque patronage, but
once he got them in, couldn’t deliver the epidermis displays that
the sexy exteriors promised for
fear of stirring up groups that

entice

would force closing of the house,
As it was, the Broadway Assn,

made

representations to the N. Y.
City License Dept.
Consequently, a steady patronage
couldn’t be built up. Those that
came in once or twice rarely returned and the steady burlesquers
were forced to make the trip to the
Hudson, Union City, N. J., nearest
.

strip

He

Tampa

—

AGVA

1

Blames

New

hou^e to

York.

At the 500 (ex-Havana-Madrid),

•

Saw

enter-

prises seeking to restore a form of

AGVA

of

son has caused talent agencies to
start unloading acts that have been
booked for- that cafe. The William
Morris Agency has started to ask
for offers for Jimmy Durante, who
was to have played that spot in
February. They’re asking $20,000,
the amount for which he was
pacted at the Florida spot.
With competition dwindling because of the Copa City bowout, it’s
dough comes up.
figured to be difficult to get cafes
Imnortant factor in the current to spend that kind of money this
is

B’way Foldo

on the Stem folded
quietly last wfeek, but both will attempt to return later this month if
Barry Gray on
only to get in on the New Year’s
trade. The Holiday Theatre and
Eve
Criticizing
Carpet for
the 500 Club both shuttered and
in each instance were
performers
Policy
Union on
paid off by bonds deposited with
Disk jockey Barry Gray has been the American Guild of Variety Art-

ordered to appear next. Monday
(15) before the American Guild

t^ARIETY
%ers Unloading Acts
Indications that Copa City, Mi-

Big spot has been in litigation
for some time, with various interests obtaining judgments and filing foreclosure suits against the
corooiw'tions which had operated.
Padlock was put on last summer,
and U. S. Treasury Dept, reos also
entered oicture on back taxes
owed. However, they will allow
place to go again, if responsible

mixun

In

The two major* Broadway

.

•

ami Beach, may not open

2 Semi-Strippos

burlesque

*

Copa—Jack

Ames

Szonys,

9.

special "Christmas dance is to
be staged here at the Club Hurri-

Thosfe

Red Buttons

American
had open-

Ban Antonio, Dec.

A

cane by the Wrambling Wrecks,
local group of disabled Army vets.

says

hew

group opportunity to take up the
property and the 99-year lease
from original ground owners and
operate again.

Humor Is No Laughing

the spot just didn't catch on. The
majority of cafe patrons had been
accustomed to that location as a
centre of Latin entertainment, and
any other policy on that site failed
to achieve permanence. Prior to
the stripteusey, the nitery briefly
attempted a Negro policy, which
didn’t last long. Before that,

it al-

ternated between Latin and orthodox entertainment.
The only semblance of burlesque

New York

in

is

now on 52d

St.,

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
presents

COMEDY

FUN-MASTER

I

TRADE on “MULTI-VISION”!

An OPEN LETTER

Currently

TOURING ENGLAND
WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVIL-MAROUANI AGINCY. PARIS

American Rep.

BOBBY
BAXTER
1
"Master of Mischief'

Now Appearing

LATIN QUARTER
Boston
"Baxter . .
his comsdy."

Thanks to:

I

I

I

Instrumentalists without instruments
Club dates week of Dec. 11

CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEK
Dtr.t

.

.

.

I

OENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

Club Date Bookings by

I

—

LEW PERRY

THE CHORDS

I

I

laughs with
Kahn, Variety

snares

•

HAT DUNN

HARRY GREBEN
203

N. Wabash Avt.
Chleaia, III.

1650

N«w

e’w«y
York

ROGER
CARNE
and

CANASTA tlia Cat

•

»

Currently Resident Seasen

HIS MAJISTY'S

THEATM

Johannesburg, South Africa

BlmltM

WM. MORRIS AGINCY
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Talent Peddlers See

Summer Decline,

Ottawa Springs Vande After 20 Yr.

Cheers (and Roebuck)
by the effervescent

Hiatus as Two-a-Day Stock Idea

Peter Lind Hayes
Talent agencies are starting sur JjeJt present the more immediate
veys of summer work much earlier ji»r<j&pects- of work, but too many of
than usual, indicating an antici- thelr^turns cannot qualify in these
pated famine of employment out- spotsJ^Wlth the evaporation of theOne agency al- atres >nd anticipated decrease in
lets at that time.
ready has started lining up Cana- radio... -and video work during the
tours of summer, the agencies expect some
summer
arenas
for
dian
units containing one name and a terrific migraine on what to do
Another with some of their people.
flock of smaller acts.
surveying auditoriums
is
office
What will aggravate the problem
where acts can work one-night- is the anticipated movement of
ers on a guarantee and percentage many filmsters eastward for a sum-

it

another show bis vignette

Ottawa, Dec. 9,
After 20 years without vaudeville, Ottawa now has a vaudfilm
house, the 1,000-seat downtown
Stock vaude, mostly in
Francais.
French, stars and is written and
staged by Oliver Guimond, who under the name Tizoune has for years
been Montreal’s top French-language comedian, except for legit’s
Gratien Gelinas (Fridolin).
First week, with no matinee but
two performances nightly, drew
S$0 at 7:30 show but half house
at 10, and thereafter times were
changed to 3 to lure housewives
and 8:30. Policy is in for four
weeks definite, and house owner
Robert E. (Bob) Maynard believes
he can .make it continue, at 50c
until 4 p. m., then 60 and 75.
Ottawa and Hull a 15-minute
,

'

one of the many byline features

'

in

the

forthcoming

47th Anniversary

Number

of

P'SrTety

mer visit. Customarily, the agencon- cies lined up a few dates just to
about
the
insure that the performer makes
apprehension
siderable
The %ers expect that Cops Just Peeping
anticipated paucity during the hot expenses.
months is that percenter i©s are sur- this source of loose change will, virveying the concert field as an out- tually disappear during the sumAt Sarnia Gamai Show;
There has been some coopera- mer.
let.
tion with severaKof the top longThe offices are hopeful that the
Phony Arrests, Sez
hair bureaus on prior occasions early casting for summer work will
San Antonio, Dec. 9.
when an agency wanted one of its kick up some avenues of permaCharges were hurled by Col.
name singers or actors presented nent employment.
The virtual
in the provinces in a class manner. evaporation of vaude has hit the B. F. Chadwick that vice squad
This time the offices are often seek- agencies harder than is generally officers had used their badges and
ing their cooperation as a means realized. Theatres provided an im- “Gestapo-like” tactics to see the
of getting some of their talent out portant summer activity for some Sarnia Gamai show which had been
of their hair during the slow pe- of their top names.
The houses booked for three days in his Club
riod.
not only produced some important Sevenoaks here.
Chadwick reported that
Col.
performkept
commissions
but
the
Of course, cafes and the borscht
er far away from the office and many of his customers were inlocal newspaper stories
over
censed
generally contented. Now the perT .Opi* centers"*'
TTp’d Lewis*
tjLLV
s§i$,,t]!) 9
cafe.
the
Latin 1 fbey ’lT’hang around the sstore and J custody at
Tfi'd-'-L'&Ms’ ‘Will*’ "IpYay
and iri^^re'^ts were made as a cover-up
sta'r^jte.March. 2f;)U»ttor the agents
^uavtfeTr.,N;'
after he
for four weeks. It’s nis first Man- teevee dates, of which they’re by the vice squad officers’
told them that “your intrusion
afraid, there Mmn’t,. h“ ,ttoo
hhkan stand in several years, last!
*’ h i^ifrirro rng summer.
(into this place will be reported to
'ciifrii
hitch
tlte Cu^c’abana.)
The date-diggers are frank to the chief of police.”appeared at the
Lewis is also set for the ShamThe vine officers
say that except for their annual
rock Hotel, Houston, Dec. 9.
an investigatwo weeks, the summer won’t be nitery on itfetense of
tion, according to Chadwick, and
any vacation for them unless they
nothing sat through the
kick up some new ideas where to finding
show and then made three arrests
spot talent.
as a “cover-up.”
A full investigation of the matter is being made by the head of
Miami Olympia’s Latest
local vice squad as well as the
chief of police.

basis.

Another

factor

indicating

Toms

Owner

mSm

4-Week

.

—

trolley ride across the river

j

t..

>

.

1

Headache: Coin Up, Acts
Miami, Dec. 9.
Teeoff show returning vaude to
the Olympia Theatre here will also
mark a revision upward in budget
expenditures of the south Florida
loner in live stage shows. Opening
lineup for tomorrow (Wed.) has
Frances Langford topping with
Marc Ballero and three novelty
acts in support.

Theatre execs are experiencing

COZY MDRLEY
"COMEDY SENSATION
OF THE NATION"
'Com Cob Humor*.

Currently

CHUBBY'S
W.

Collingswood, N. J.

Available: January 5

Personal

Management

Eddie

Bernle

SUEZ & ROTHBARD
500 Shubert Building
Philadelphia 2, Penna.

difficulty in their search for top
names to fit the expanded budget
against $3,000
as
($5,000-$6,000

formerly).

Situation

already a

pacted. This is despite fact that
there are hotel availabilities!- 6n
dates for doubling or to follow
appearances at the Olympia. In
former years, many acts took the
date with local cafe .and hotel
owners catching them for additional bookings.
Currently, it seems, most of the
acts wanted aren’t in the mood
for a four-show schedule and a
double into a hotel for a late show
(11:30 p.m.). Name bands for the
house are out. Les Rhode’s house
orch is a must on union deal and
booking of a band unit with draw
values would up the btidget considerably, what with additionaHicts
for fillout, to be set.

Don Tannen

Kingsley 5-1665

is

problem/ with the following show
not set and only Mr. Kitzel, former
Jack Benny program dialectician,

.headlines

at

Rice

Hotel, Houston, opening tomorrow
(Thurs.) with Don Reed orch.

America's Most Exciting
Exotic Dancer

CARMEN
HOPE
THE WHITE ANGEL
•

currently

•

Kdvakos Club
Washington, D. C.
.

OPENING DECEMBER

17

JAMBOREE CLUB, OKLAHOMA
Available for South

•

-

EXCLUSIVE
IRV KLEIN’

CITY

Southwest Afttr Jan. 10, 1953

-

•
JIMMY COLIMORK

MANAGEMENT

CLICK THEATRICAL AGENCY
1301 North Charles

St.,

Baltlmoro, Maryland

Saratoga 6671

—

offer

around 300,000 draw, about half
French-speaking, and first week’s
audiences were about 20% EnglishExtra-space ads in all
speaking.
three dailies helped.
Opening 75-minuTe bill had droll,
elastic-panned Tizoune the centre
(a
of everything, except songs
chanson and a French version of
>
brunette
looker
"2>Dmih6’
"by
Claire 2reVal, dftd k'hdckabbut comedy songs and dances by Alma Mia
;

<

Robert, to be perfnanent) who
can- double in brass.
There are two film features—

English-language except on Thursday plus cartoon and newsreel.
Pix change Monday, Thursday and

—

No Sunday shows in OtFriday.
tawa, although Hull films— in Quebec province get a big Sunday

—

play from Ottawans.
One complication is Tizoune’s absence every Tuesday night, for his
radio show in Montreal, 110 miles
away. Guest artists will be brought
in to plug the one-night gap.
For
this week, Jeanne d’Arc Charlebois, chanteuse who played the
N. Y. Palace in August, was pencilled in. She’s Tizoune’s daughterin-law.

Forty-year-old Francais,
started with Gilbert

Eve

to

“C,” which means folir dressing
rooms and a backstage bathroom
but no movable scenery. Stage is
good-sized and there’s five-piece

orch in

pit.

Owner Bob Maynard, Ottawais well known across Canada

born,

as house

other

manager

in

Toronto and

Famous Player

for

cities.,,

Odeon and Bloom

&

Fine for past
20 years. Until last year he was
& Ronny Daillard. Duo also ap- part owner of Montreal’s vaudfilm
pear separately, in English-speak- Seville with B. A. Garson, who
ing parts of French skits, and Miss bought him out.
Deval doubles, in French. Maynard
admits it will be no cinch to pick
up a singer and team every two
weeks (present act holdover plan,
with Tizoune and his straight man,

m

AGVA’s Chi Storm

m

Continued from page 51

Eve

THE VIKINGS

Oporting
EDDY'S, Kansas City
Due. r?

*

routine.

-and

Jimmy

Fastiggi motored in from Mount
Vernon, N. Y., for a bedside chat
with
Virginia
Ferraro,
(Loew)

was due

to close last

weekend

NcwYorkNY.

RESTAURANT AND BAIf
W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
*
*
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TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prixoi Profettional

Dupiltats

Prim Award**

Engagement
In

th«

Cm

•!

Tin
I

WHEN

BOSTON

IN
It's

the

HOTEL AVERY
Ayery

The

& Washington

Home

of

Sts.

Show

Folk

JACK DENTON
World's Greatest Comedian

(To Users of Chlorophyl)

GEORGE and ANN

OLrVER

Currently

SHOREHAM

HOTEL, Washington, D. C.

Opening Jan.

1st

HENRY GRADY HOTEL
Atlanta, Ga.

for

remodeling, to reopen Dec. 30.

New
A new

Yiddish-Amer. Cafe
Yiddish-American nitery,

Kinneret Club, will tee off Satur-

day (13) on upper Broadway.
whose progress is special.
The cafe, operated by Stanley
Bobbie Elmer Trimble, manager Flato and Hymie
Einhow, will run
of the Wasco & Poso Theatres,
weekends only.
Bakersfield, Cal., and a new arrival
here, all agog over his first clinic
that ups him for pictures twice a
week.

Harvey Goodwin, nitery entertainer and newcomer here, hit his
first ace clinic that upped him to
ambulatory.
Ditto for Patricia
(Brandt) Pritchard, who gets visiting privileges in a nifty comeback.
Write to those who are ill.

B'wau.

Grant’s

L&M

ager -Riverside Theatre, Cleveland,
registered
for
the
observation

I6S0

Li

By

Ferraro

inSulli-

stock, but changed to pix in
It
holds Ontario license
1922.

Dallas, Dec. 9.
Joe Bonds, owner-publisher of the
Sky Club here, has booked Sarnia

Connie

still

&

die,

van

claimed that AGVA working conditions, sans funds, were in the
new contracts. He said that 250
out of 300 performers in the shuttered
spots have joined the new
Gamai for a special show opening
and that Trudine
Christmas Eve, running to New organization
Daniels,
a stripper;
Emil Van
Year’s Eve.
Horn, a dancer, and Sam Hass,
were elected trustees to obtain a
charter for the new union. Acts
Cafe Society, N.Y., Shut
complained that they were not advised of AGVA action before it
Liquor Authority took place and that with
present
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y., poor conditions this was not the
was forced to suspend last week time to undertake such a move.
when the Sthte Liquor Authority
EMA’s Protest
revoked its license because of a
^Another development was the
legal entanglement. Cafe had been
sudden
meeting
called by EnterCorp., an
operating as the
tainment Managers’ Assn. Thursoutfit now defunct and adjudged a
the day (4) in which a petition was
of
bankrupt. Endorsement
transfer of the license to the trus- formulated to protest payment of
welfare fund, especially in the
tee which operated the cafe was
according to club-date field. Chicago is the bignever completed,
agent Harry Rainy, who was seek- gest centre for the casual dates,
ing to buy the spot from the trus- providing over one third of such
tee subject to approval by the N. Y. employment. Most of the present
officers are club-date bookers and
Federal Court.
Rainy stated that when he sought are fighting to have the levy
transfer of the license to his name lifted, even if it means breaking
coincident with his drawing up pa- with the New York-based Artists
pers of purchase, SLA found that Representatives Assn., who have
the spot was operating illegally gone along with the AGVA prosince endorsement was never made posal.
It’s known that many bookers
and consequently closed the nitery.
Rainy stated that he hopes to have have made no attempt to collect
difficulties ironed out shortly and the welfare tax, several saying
that he’ll open immediately after- that AGVA would have to police
the collections itself, a manifest
ward.
impossibility as there are more
than 30 to 40 dates nightly which
rises
to
Saranac Lake
double or more that
anount in December and January.
By Happy Benway
Others
want
a definite break now
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Dec. 9.
Final results of the election for and this group was active last
night
(Mon.) in a special meet“We The Patients.” Executive
house committee,' Patricia Payne, ing of the full membership.
chairman; C. Shirley Houff, Ken
AGVA has brought in Ben
neth Derby; alternates, Virginia White from New York to wrestle
Ferraro, William Joyner, Joe Phil- with the problem, while Jack Irvlips.
Their duties are to arrange ing,, whose home grounds are in
entertainments? parties and ban- Chicago, will arrive shortly. Acquets for the less fortunates of the tion has not affected
the hotels,
hospital, especially the strictly-in- which
are not members of the
bed gang.
CCOA,
and the Chez Paree, which
Jackie Fondran, assistant manSarnia’s

Down for Vaude Return

—

—

Guy

Would You

BEST

J

COMEDY

BITS

Acts of Creative Comedy for TV,
Vodvil and Night Club Entertainers
Containing Monologues, Sketches A

5

Pantomimlcry.

PRICE FIVE DOLLARS
A. GUY V1SK WRITING ENTERPRISES
12 Liberty Street
Troy, N. Y.
(The Mirthplace of Show Biz)

Like to LIVE LIKE

A MILLIONAIRE?

Amateur

or professional talent with sons or daughters are eligible to audition
for this national ABC radio and television show.
For audition appointment
talent or agents are invited to contact MA5TERSQN,
diroct,

REDDY & NEL5QN

745

Fifth

Avenue,

New

York City or ’phone PLaxa 9-1120.

“Won jam-packed audience.”

“Socks over showmanship and

LOUIS SOBOL, Journal- American

personality
rial

. . .

stronger mate-

sharper pacing ... a

. . .

*

“Sensational

— at

KAHN. Variety

smash!”

the peak of

career—”

his

HY GARDNER,

HeraidtTribune

o

“The Voice rocks them as
yore

in

New

“Nightclub Triumph.”
BLAIR

of

York.”
BILL SMITH, Billboard

CHOTZINOFF, New York

Post

“At The French Casino Frank
“Solid”
Sinatra

ROBERT W. DANA,

is

now singing

his

World-Telegram-Sun

greatest and charmingest.”
EARL WILSON, New York Post

“Frankie in
sino

. , .

good voice

at Ca-

amiable and gracious

1’

“Greater than ever.
. . .

sings as of yore.”

GENE KNIGHT

FRANK QUINN, New York Mirror

(Jim O'Connor),

Journal-American

To The One

And Only

SINATRA
FOR YOUR SUPERB SHOWMANSHIP!
FOR YOUR AUDIENCE-ENRAPTURING SONGS!

FOR THE TREMENDOUS BUSINESS YOU BROUGHT US!

FOR BEING THE FIRST OF THE GREAT STARS TO APPEAR HERE!
Merer Beau coup!

NaieUat Masitini

HOTEL PARAMOUNT • NEW YORK

(FORMERLY DIAMOND HORSESHOE)

NIGHT ci.ub reviews
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sprightly paced Xmas
colorful,
Walter bundle. Good, word-of-mouth on
the
entire
revue and particularly
& Naldi, Dick on the ventro
of Senor Wences
LaSalie and Mark Monte bands; should fetch the holiday-mood
$2 and $2.50 cover.
mob.
With Senor W. and skater Artie
Used to be that saloons pitched
classy trimmings,
‘*s the
up top taJent for the New Year's 1 James
Dorothy Hild has laid on
producer
eve stretch but seemingly the bisthe production values with a lavtros class or mass take the ybarend festivities in stride. It is Sus- ish hand. Topper in the producpected, in fact, that the hotels do tion department is the “Candyland” sketch, featuring the Hild
a little cheating deliberately on
and - baritone Preston
the theory that the pre-Xmas lull Dancers
Lambert. It's an eye-popper, espesocko
will not be wiped out by any

Hotel Plaza, N. Y.
with

Victoria Cordova
Eiger; Mary Kaye

—

—

,

cially for the

Wednesday, December 10 , .1952

JSfistlEfr

kiddies.

This seg-

Blue Angel, N. T.

I

These

plus

factors

will

emerge

'more effectively after she has imStan Freeman, proved the routine and .changed
Charlotte Rae , Cheerleaders (5), he pace.
Bart Howard, Ellis Larkin 3; $4,
Easily her best number, “Cousin
$5 minimum.
of Mine ” should be kept for the
end for* a sock closing. Its origThe Blue Angel is apparently mai
nan. way through
rcnaiuon half
nrp-hnlidav letdown nal rendition
Kh« show makes the other numbers
3!*?’&nj?.,£KLS
via a well-balanced and entertain something Of an anti-climax. This
name
encompasses
ing bill that
s mainly where the pace needs
value as well as solid, entertain- changing.
As presently _ constiment. The setup accents comedy tuted, the. act starts off
from
with the efforts of Charlotte Rae strength and tapers off. That’s not
it’s
However,
Freeman.
and Stan
standany
by
showmanship
good
Eartha Kitt that provides the draw
Eartha Kitt,

I

.

for

most

of the business.

ards.

Hotel Ambassador, L. A.
(COCOANUT GROVE)
Los Angeles, Dec, 3.
Georgia Gibbs, Johnny Mack,
Eddie Bergman Orch' (15); $1.50,
$2 coper.

.

This is the time of year when
the bright lights on boulevard
Christmas trees must be over-

shadowed by marquees if niteries
are to do any business at all. And
spots, that can’t boast some of the
standard names run second to
Santa Claus in terms* of gross business.

That’s the position the

Am-

bassador Hotel is in for the curMiss Kitt, doubling from Leonard
rent fortnight. While those who
Sillman’s “New Faces,” is one of
attend will register enthusiasm,
do
more provocative singers.
the
the hostelry has little hope of atmake-believe world. It earns much Negro thrush has a spicy tune
anything more than avertracting
patron appreciation. Hild group re- catalog. She kids the French songs
age crowds.
a lot of pash
prises the “Winter Wonderland” engagingly, imparts
layout is a swift 45Currentcaught
number for the opener with the into renditions and at show
minute package toplined by Geortune. She’s
line doing an animated Swiss bell- even essayed a Turkish
who continues to gain
Gibbs,
gia
one of the more solid regulars in
ringer terp routine,
in stature each time around. She’s
this Herbert Jacoby-Max Gordon
Wences quickly earns rapt at- intimery.
added a new, almost-Frankie Laincsalesmanship to generate
tention with his expert voicestyle
Freeman has a solid sense of
tossing and his turn builds to a
supplementary excitement as she
smart ribaldry. His stuff, while
solid climax. The big room is al- sophisticated,
wallops over a half-hour song
a sufficiently
has
little trick. They know their stuff ways a stiff test for a solo but
stint. One more ballad would help
base to go over in the more
and merchandise as well, be it be- w ith his hand puppet and the solid
achieve better pacing, but other
mass spots. He’s a lot of fun to
guine, tango, paso doble or a man-in-th e-box exchanging rapidaggregation.
King
by
the
Felix
than that there can be no cominan
bistro
listen to, giving the
Strauss waltz.
Myro.
fire
quips, Wences practically formal party atmosphere. His
plaints.
Ditto Victoria Cordova, a Latin works as a trio and has no trouble
Miss Gibbs opens with, a zingy
songs
college
satires of jingles and
from Florida, who is given more to projecting.
His two-way phone are especially pleasant.
“Live Till I Die” -and maintains
Las
Vegas
Frontier*
Hast
the Gallic idiom, but not forget- gabfeSt with his boxed “assistant'
pace solidly to wind with the
the
couple
a
started
Miss Rae, who
ting a little authentic Cubano. She and the heckling from the juniorLas Vegas, Dec. 5.
requested “Kiss of Fire.” One of
of years ago in Gordon’s companion
mixes up the French familiars with s i z e puppet during his juggling spot, the Village Vanguard, shows
Phil Spitalny All-Girl Orch & the interim high spots is her standthe native songs to good results, score solidly. It’s top-drawer stuff
an increasingly progressive devel- Choir (25), with Evelyn, Rose ard “New York’s My Town” from
She paraphrases the American yen a n the way.
Linda, “Manhattan Tower,” to which she’s
Viola,
Maxine,
opment. She handles her vocal Marie ,
for “April in Paris” by observing
James also fits in nicely with satires expertly, her material gets Janet, Jeannie, Dottie, Louise, added effective new lyrics.
that the Parisians in turn seem to his roller skating demonstration
minicover
or
Roberto
Aida;
no
Terper Johnny Mack, on first,
&
tops
is
projection
and
smarter
yen for “April in Portugal” (ac- which marks him as a better-than- Her impressions show a great deal mum.
has combined some mild legerdetually it’s an Italian tune, and per- average man on wheels. His ballwith his hoofing to sustain
main
well
fidelity
and
she’s
vocal
of
haps better known in Anglais as -bearing spins draw gasps as he appreciated here.
Traditional ^ Christmas package interest as he taps, occasionally
There- whirls through “Begin the Be“Whispering Serenade”).
on
this bill is The for the Last Frontier, Phil Spital- without musical backing through a
Act
New
The
after she medleys her songaiog guine” and he displays fine grace Cheerleaders. Instrumental backing ny ’s All-Girl Orch & Choir zips series of numbers. Best of his easy
with good change of pace, skilfully switching to waltz tempoed “Interby the Ellis Larkin Trio is tops and open the fourth and best presenta- terping is a softshoe offering a la
maintaining her trademarked credo, mezzo.” Whirling dervish 'provides further music is by Bart Howard tion of all annual extravaganzas. Eddie Leonard and an impression
“I Sing of Love.” It’s a nice touch, flashy spice in just the right
Jose,
It’s the only show with real Yule of Bill Robinson.
at the piano.
The tunes are tastefully tailored to amount.
Eddie Bergman crew continues
flavoring, and as such will hold
her metier and she achieves good
Complicated show gets excellent
good tor full four frames.
to provide effective showbacking
variety. She is a striking brunet support throughout from the Griff
WoudciHbar, Montreal
Kap.
Maestro Spitalny can be proud and dance beats.
set off in a red velvet gown mat. Williams orch. Band is now in its
Montreal, Dec. 5.
of this one. He has assembled new
.flashes her chassis to good advan- fourth
month at this location,
Harry Richman, Jack Bryon, Sin soloists, plus a most diverting
tage. Walter Eiger is expert piano playing both the revues and the clair & Alda, Max Shaffer Orch
Fifth Ave., IV. Y.
Flamenco duo, Roberto & Aida,
accomp.
dance sets.
Dave.
Pat Carroll, Jimmy Burrell, Bob
(5), Peter Barry Rhumband (5)
tossed in new musical works for
Per usual, Dick LaSalle does a
all,
$3.50 minimum.
and winds up with a solid Downey & Harold Fonvi lie, Hazel
tiptop dansapation and show backWebster; no cover or minimum.
bonanza flagwavei*.
Sahara, Las Vegas
er-uppering job alternating with
Under the management of Norm
Format is same as in previous
Las Vegas, Dec. 3.
the equally expert La Salle is also
This lower Fifth Ave. intimery,
Silvers and Jack Blatt, the Won- stands, but has been proved very
'Gene Sheldon (2), Ella Mae
trailerizing his new Decca album,
derbar is going all-out on enter- effective here. From his Christmas w.k. as a showcase for young talent,
“A Night at the Persian Room.’’ Morse, Bob Williams, Gene Nash, tainment to bring back the trade caroling with all femme onstage is offering a neat blending of songMark Monte’s Continentals for the Sa-Harem Dancers (12), Cee Da- hat in the early ’30s made this through the various thrushes, mu- sters and 88ers in its current bill.
vidson Orch (11); no cover or
Abel.
Latunestering.
spot one of the most popular in sicians et al, Spitalny keeps the Bob Downey, who books the spot
minimum.
as well as duo-pianos with Harold
own.
show moving fast.
9
Sparking current layout is Harry
Evelyn with
violinistics Fonville, keeps the ears busy with
her
Ciro &, Hollywood
Filling the preholiday lull and
who
returns to this boite makes a choice spot in her virtu- a steady stream of entertainment.
Richman
Hollywood, Dec. 6.
preceding the Andrews Sisters’
an absence of 20 years. Be oso turn. From the “llejre Kati.” Keyboarding between the song
Gene Baylos, Bud & Cece' Rob- three-frame stopover, this pleasant after
sides the heavy dose of nostalgia with flashing bow. softens into turns, however, doesn’t intrude and
Dick Stabile Orch
inson,
lightweight casement with panto8J
handed
on every show, Rich muted “I Went To Your Wedding.” serves as a pleasant background to
Bobby Ramos Rhumband (5); $2 mimist Gene Sheldon, Ella Mae man alsoout
takes a “show me”, audi Unusual backgrounding is obbliga- the tippling or gabbing.
cover.
Morse and Bob Williams will draw ence over the hurdles
Top spot on the bill goes to Pat
and proves toed by Jeannie’s stratospheric
moderately.
Carroll, a hoyden ish
songstress
he’s been a name for a couple soprano while accomping on gui
Why the Sahara followed Buster why
The visiting comic generally has
with
of decades.
a zany comic flair. Miss Cartar. Lines up string section to esa hard time of it on the Coast; Keaton’s silent session with still
In his tophat and twirling the in- say a potpourri of w.k. airs, roll’s song-clowning is strictly for
tastes in humor are different and another mute act is a puzzler, Alevitable cane, Richman tees off ‘Whistling
supplanting the smart set but her fresh, impish
Gypsy,”
he’s playing to a curious admixture though Sheldon is tops, with plenty with “Puttin’
on the Ritz,” swag- with newest composition, “Laugh- quality could springboard her into
of the hep and the hick. The latter yocks for his banjo strummings gers into “Walkin’
My
Baby”
and
ing Violin,” destined to outflank top legit and tele work. Opens
and facial muggs, putting him in then
. generally are in the majority, parmoves ove~ to the piano for he well-worn “Hot Canary.”
brightly with “Having A Ball.”
ticularly at this time of year when this particular fortnight seems to
remainder of stint.
Other
than
Of special interest is Mr. Spital- segues into a hilarious takeoff on
the southland attracts swarms of be stretching the panto point a bit “Wish You Were
Here” for the ny’s “wonder child,” four-year-old O’Henry’s “Gift of the Magi” and
loaded vacationers, and the results far. Comedian works with his wife, newcomers,
Richman stays with Linda. She fronts briefly in Christ- then bangs across a special mabusiness-wise are not too forte. Peggy McCann, who acts as foil for
the oldies, reprising
terial song spoof of the “good old
That appears to be the^fate in store closing portion of funny biz. He as “Vagabond Song.” his hits such mas carols, but really softens skep- days.”
“Birth of the tics during moments
Encores a cute item tagged
with her
for Gene Baylos, who’s in for the does sneak in some words, howBlues” and “Had to Be You” to mother,
“Little White Duck” and winds big
a member of the choir, in
three-week span that stretches un- ever, during an encore while drop- okay mitting.
with
'a recitation of the fairy tale.
Anything You Can Do, I Can Do
ping in a couple of character
til the night after Christmas.
There is nothing miserly about Better.”
Roberto & Aida, another “Rapunzel,” delivered a la Mae
Baylos has rightly been called jokes,
his session and the general pacMiss Morse, who knows her
surprise fOr this year’s tour, put West. It has some blue overtones
the “comedian’s comedian.” His
ing is kept at top level throughover authentic feeling of the Fla- but the going never gets too rough
stuff fractures the show biz crowd blues and rhythm shadings, has a
out.
The intros are loaded with
and the tablers send her away to
siffee it’s slick and well-timed. His good go at several tunes placed
and maybe you remember menco terps to win themselves neat a big mitt. Other singer on the
current offerings, including new within her medium and range, Reaccolades: Viola, on the novelty
this” before offering one of his old
bill, tenor Jimmy Burrell, is re“shticklach,” are no exception.. But suit is brief but solid 15 minutes
side, proves to be a femme major
faves, but on night caught the
under New Acts.
for general response he comes to which rocks all the way. Scampers
drummer with some fancy whap- viewed
crowd
seemed
to be in a memory
Hazel Webster, a perennial here,
life only spasmodically. As a result, on with “Do the Oakie Boogie,
mood and went overboard for the ping of the skins for big mitts.
shares the keyboard chores with
his 45-minute opening night show and gets audience clinking ashRose
Marie,,
fresh
from
a
Prix
hokum.
Downey & Fonville. Their medleys
was -overlong. Too, he had to face trays, clapping mitts for “Black- Richman
Magico-comic Jack Byron is de- de Rome scholarship, is a definite of showtunes, standards and an
a crowd grown restive waiting two smith Blues” effects. Receives nice
termined
but
slightly at sea with asset to the unit. Looking like a occasional pop ballad make for
applause
hours beyond the advertised showtoken for her carbon of
the Wonderbar patrons. His mate- smaller edition of Jane Russell, first-rate listening.
Gros.
time. To most of them, a borscht Capitol click. New tack on “Black
rial for the .most part is fast, glib with components to match, plus
belt spot so big it’s “building its Magic” is up-tempo, with “Grey
refreshing, but his offhand radiant soprano pipes, she enown indoor mountain,” or the fact hound”- a novelty wail followup and
chants
with
“Play
Gypsy” and
manner and rather flustered deHiuarzdale, Paris
that the Ciro’s stage is actually “a and “Cow Cow Boogie” a natural
Strange Sensation.” Another sololivery take edge from some of his
Paris, Dec. 3.
tremendous coffin for the come- for windup,
ist looker is Maxine,
low
Gloria Lasso, Guillermo, Jac
Bob Williams has no trouble better bits. His parody on a TV flame contralto voice whose
dians who’ve died here,” aren't cxputs glow queline Valois, Dima Oussoff, Paul
announcer
handling
commercials
actly yock-producing. The fact rer keeping ffis auditors from howling
and still trying to entertain visual- into “Here In My Heart,” and Toscano Orch (6); $12 minimum.
mains, however, that Baylos knows all the way through stint with two
with a little magic is highlight “Hallelujah,” then strikes different
how to punch over a line, inter- pooches, but does run into wall ly
beat
during
western
medley.
This plush White Russian fiddle
So well con- of evening.
sperse his material with ad lib with first canine.
Terpsters
Sinclair & Alda are Joined by Dottie and Rose Marie, nitery Is pleasing to the eye and
is
his act with cannily
lines, and slickly time each offer- ceived
trio
front
attractive and hard-working durchoir
for
effective ear in its brocaded, lush atmosing to get the most an audience is trained Freddy and Spunky, that
ing their four-number stand. The chorale. Louise has the chance to phere.
Fine Russian meals are
tablers are made to feel like all
willing to give.
Shaffer orch does show music with show her keyboard technique dur- served from
Show opener is the rhythm pup owners with pets who never the
8 p.m. and cabaret
Peter Barry combo coming in ing a special arrangement of Franz starts at 10:30. It gets
the Gallic
dance team of Bud & Cece Robin- show off when master gives orders, from
the
Liszt
scores.
Bon Soir room for some
Flashing digits move carriage trade and visiting celebs.
son, who score quickly with a fast In spite of Freddy’s limpness and
nifty Latin moments.
patrons into cheers. In direct con- Spot
Newt
features one name usually
15-minute turn. Their stint, wheth- dogmatic refusals to mind, Spunky
trast
to her longhair offering, she
kept for an extended run.
er together or solo, runs the range makes up for everything by exertturns out a “Tiger Rag” in jazz
Colony
As tor,
Topper Gloria Lasso, Spanish
of dance stuff of the last 20 years ing some good tricks.
idiom, which is received even bet- chanteuse, is
Imaginative and gorgeous are
London, Dec, 2.
and it’s all slickly delivered. Bud
a find and rounding
Annette Warren, Felix King ter than her first display of 88ing. a long run here (New Acts). JacRobinson hits a solo high spot with the creations by George Moro and
Orchestrally, Spitalny batons his queline Valois is a Gallic chansome loose-limbed comedic terping Ruth Landis for the Sa-Harem Don Carlos and Sid Philips Orchs;
Opener has action un Colony $5.50; Astor: $3 minimum charges in “Dance of the Hours.” teuse who can manage to sing
that wins peak returns and the Dancers.
and for combined orch and choir American top tunes without the
like usual choreo patterns when to 11 p.m., $3 cover thereafter.
team earns its begoff.
effects backgrounding flash finale, trace of an accent.
femmes,
centered
by warbling and
Dick Stabile's orch stays on to
She is good
Annette Warren is the last im- “Stars ant" Stripes Forever.” High- on standards and easy to take as
back the show and share dance terping of Gene Nash, flit about in
point
of
this
is
projection
“Down,
of
in
West
Indies.”
portation
Amerof
an
Wardrobe
the year for British
duties with Bobby Ramos. Kap.
orch vocal. Dima Oussoff is in
is brilliant in this, but even more cabaret— and
only just made it. ican Eagle, President-elect Eisen- the gypsy troubador style as Jig
spectacular is the “Golden West
Her plane from New York was sev hower, and Old Glory upon a scrim sings a medley of Russian, Irish,
ator Keadi, Lhl midway routine which segues from eral times delayed and she eventu in front of femmes. Such a piece French and Spanish songs. He can
(MARINE ROOM)
Miss Morse’s “Cow Cow Boogie.’ ally hit London on the afternoon of patriotic hoopla would be hard also warble in English.
Oussoff
Vivid bright gold costumes o_ of her opening at these dual to top, but the maestro leads audi- has good presence and the hauntChicago, Dec. 3.
Senor Wcncesi Artie James, showgals, and their “Golden West” Berkeley Sq. niteries. Her late ar- ence gently down the slope by ing gypsy-type delivery that fils
Preston Lambert , Dorothy Hild lyrics grab attention. Special lav- rival meant cutting down on re- tossing in a choral bon bon, “Mexi- into this violin room.
Williams ish effect in eight dancers’ cos- hearsals and this was evident from can Hat Dance.” In this ma/ner,
Dancers
Griff
(12),
Paul Toscano delivers fine dance
tumes
heightens
total
Orch (11); $1.55 cover
appeal her initial performance at the he accomplishes a neat segue into music as well as the traditional
Gene Nash, when not bounding Colony.
music for terpatrons’ gadabouts on string tablehopping to bathe the
The songstress is neatly turned the stage. Don Baker, who inserts clients in dripping melodies. Club
This north side hotel which tra- about with the femmes, is capable
out and eliminates all the familiar his organ interims, is part of the has a fine garden terrace for al
ditionally shoots for the family pilot for all intros.
Cee Davidson orch moves into gab. Her voice is smooth and ap- “Stars and Stripes Forever” en- fresco dining and wineing in fan’
trade, especially during the holiday spans, has hypOed Its pitch to chores with gusto, backgrounding pealing and she puts over her num- tourage, giving a rich undertone weather. Biz good when caught.
Will.
with. _ jcommendable*
>1 MlOSki
ihflrs
savvy to»lhtt windup.
14 >
h.dI
om-jjiop^d-t IjeriUls With this in flpe.fgshipn.
ijWilL

Eve

finale.

ment has the terpers decked out
as Xmas candy, while Lambert
conducts a moppet through the

This booking is a pleasant little
show, obviously not, straining the
budget, but more than sufficient
unto the purpose thereof. Both are
competent performers who have
been around. Opener terp team,
Mary Raye & Naldi. are _standard
mi- with their suave stepping. Their
terps are precise, polished and
patently painstakingly presented.
Mario Naldi’s amazing adagio holds
are as much gymnastic as terpsichorean. Miss Raye is a winsome
.
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When the changes indicated
have been made, the better numbers in the routine will fit snugly
into the overall pattern. Two songs
which failed to make an impact on
he opening show were immediately jettisoned, but there is a sufficiency of good material at Miss
Warren’s disposal to make up the
oss.
If she comes across with a
few more hits of the calibre of
You’ve Got to ^ake Things Easy”
and “For Every Man There’s a
Woman,” the customers will have
no grounds for complaint. Accomp
is done in the regular slick style
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as the title hut with just enough
sophistication to keep it out of the
obvious groove.
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Perhaw the most successful in
current repertoire
is “April In I'
v
.
Portugal; whlch shc do(£ with
hand
ike while touring room. It JIMMY BURRELL
is in son fi s such as these that Miss Songs
Morgan exhibits best chirp talents;
v
N. Y.
this is when she registers solidly Q*® Fifth Ave.,
with all patrons without over-famanner
jnent
nailiarity but still giving the nurasma n
for smaU
ber a very personal touch. Gowns him an ^ay bet

w Aets
New

Hollvwood Dee 3
softly-lit decor.
Billy Daniel ReZe <5>, ContiMoreover the ton odds up to . nental,
Tl
Ed
fine talent incubator inasmuch as
<8)joe ccstro_guartet,
Castro Gmartet- ii cover.
cover
“»rily to a

Louis, J>«c. 5.
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show
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turn. It’s not until the wind,
he belts out a stirring "Granada,
that he brings any excitement into
*
his sett
with
slowly
starts
Burrell
Soul,” gains inter"Gypsy in
Here
estt with a sook rendition of
ground
r ou““
I’ll Stay,” and then loses g
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familiar routines durJ°
?
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mg the early stages of the stand.
Miami Beach, Dec. 6.
Daniel is working out new stuff,
^
however and it will be unveiled -Denny Desmond, Gomez & Beaas a pre -Christmas present to Mo- 5?ce Marion Murray, Freddy Calo
cambo —patrons. What’s
on stage Orch; $2 minimum.
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how is good, particularly
now
the "Poor
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lineup in this frame, live iier opener and a Current
(much deener than
K n i that specializes in special arrange- foUowmg
they’ll come up with Mel Torme, i ad 0 r standard m Place of
doe
doesn’t^seem to bother anvnnP hP ments for its close harmony, scores J™ Murray and Luba Malina
spiritual could build his turn
easily in this Sunset Strip debut.
t he wprmanaie
Normandie Room,
Room tor
fnr the
thp‘
P
Their opening show wa<? marred that order. Obvious that the bud- a neat dish.
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‘‘Walkin’
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customers demanded
more she obliged with "Farewell
and for the
"Martha”
to Arms,”
windup, "White Christmas,” with
a click
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Clyde McCoy’s
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The Dornan boys furnish the
comedy with gobs of zany stuff ineluding audience participation. In
the latter five males are seated on
chairs while the brothers crouch
behind them with the mike for
nonsense patter as the "Charlie
McCarthys” merely move their
lips. The blonde Dornan strums the
guitar while the other, with swell
pipes, scores with "You’re as Weicome as the Flowers in May” and
learns up for a duet of a Hawaiian
chant.
<*«>*•
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modest name
Stage Coach Inn brings
Sunny Gale for a week’s
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click in£ weeping etc., Cote
reputedly
hand! y. Vic
kutch’t' string bass relaxed quality which is
and
jna accordion appear
t so by
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py a
passe. Cole proves it isn
a nnear to
in have been
heen P^sse.
booked mainly a s a relief unit for style which, though distinctive,
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a do that doesn’t din into

SraynovelUes and
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equally well
folksy items. He

Pnsed of only piano trumlet sTx
jnd drum
Mss Nelson’s crew
tacks the show
well Leader
Jnntally, wasn't on hand due to
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current hit, “Because
with
You’re Mine,” or the recently revived- odlle,,, “Walkin’ My. Baby
Back Home,” also registering on
such tunes^ as "Somewhere AJong
a
Little Girl apd
the Way,’
J^ ^“
ing Whoopee. In the special wja^erial vein, he puts over a charmer,
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cowboy number and
Galli
of a Gallic
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and proves conclusively to the male
is something
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that
element
about a dame’s chapeaux.
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a
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other
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and
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Russ & Joy Sobey are youthful
terpers who show a wide .catalog
of tncks and routines that indicate
promj
At thi poi nt, they work
InHiniHnnlfl
rvi nrA
lilrn
« noiv*
like
pair rtf
of individuals
more
a
rather than as a team.
They
should get some routines to show
th r capabilities as a twosome
fi
rather
than keep their partners as
a * excuse to rest up while the
other works. They have only a couof brief sequences as a duo.
cfnnd
Tndi vidnnllv
thpv
arp . good
at of
orig^ity. and girl has a graceful
frame and routine to match They
have a future in the visual fields.
Jose.
.
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GLORIA LASSO
Songs
gq Mms.
Dinarzade, Paris
Gloria Lase0 „ , Spanish singer
introed t. Paris via the Dinarzade.
well. coiffed and
Qal Js slee]c
gowned, with an added eye-interest
-

f*gSiidep. *5

switch in skatine sDectacles.
the result is a presentation
which almost calls for a new classification
an arena revue on wheels.
Many of the specialty skaters and
ipeii
gone, auu
and in
jii
their
ap- principals are Koue,
solid 3Dnum- places are integrated the veteran
.

an d the Palace Theatre indicates
comprising
this
fivesome,
that
three boys and two girls, can get
a iong nicely in most situations,
Song group’s routines differ somew hat in both spots, but the same
exuberant style and good routining
wuviv
aic
evident
cviucni
no matter where
xiv/
are
they’re working,
Outfit shows up best in the
rhythm department, indicating sufmane their
uieu work
v*wn
UUCIU bounce
ficient
uuuukc to
<-v make
One of their more efinfectious.
fective departures is a ballad done
in glee club formation while one
of their number functions as the
leader for comedy values. They
do well visually as well as vocally,
and their appearance is- good.
Jose.'
Jose.
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A
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O&J-Skating
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by

a definite addition to the ranks
Mosk.
of personality spots.

f or more. Back to
the steinway for more of his ivoryWQrk yia vers i on 0 f "Malaguena.”
Q e g j n trick backhand play and
boofery to color the sequence. In
com eback spot, he taps out his impresh of Ray Bolger, whom he resolid return.
u
ociii
sem bie s, for oa avwu
Freddy Calo orch showbacks in
Add to values
exce n en t fashion.
w jtb "Rhpasody In Blue” overture
ajumu rhythm
VIA Latin
on
us variations
v ax lauuiu
JLUUO
pj
an d some excellent choral and
for
groupings
switch-instrument
wind
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brass
full-sounding
Lary.
movements.
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Foster;; costumes,
0
staged by Gae Foster
d
?
with
piano
Working at the
as
You Belong To Me'^ a^d^I
dance
dan ie director,
,
„ „ Johnny Gallant, Joan Personette;
Morgan,
Jane
Laughed at Love ” Her stvle is in rhythm trio backing, Cole finds his
Snrinner- nauActd
granger
mustca arranaer
Spnnger
Kenny
His
mcouer.
liiteries.
$1-$1.50
the contemporary idiom and is cov- na tural habitat in
Joe Settano Trio;
«
_
timate vocal approach and those
ered with
«red
Willi a
aud iod showmanlv
velour
sh^wmiX velour.
Miowmaniy
whinh
arp
are
appearance
third
which
inflections,
jan e Morgan’s
Bill is rounded ^ut bv°emcee whispered
sinier Greta
eta
Finney singer
Di k Fmney
Dlck
Lenny MaxweU singer La^rv Mar sometimes lost in big theatres, get- in the Ritz Cafe shows marked im- «#«&
in proyement over other tries and still
vin, instrumental
Johnson, Marty
&
Ql
u
™
duo of Vic & ting the best possible showcase
Mitch, the Doris Kemn line and this spot. The customers, at least, maintains the warmth and freshJnne
J
un j ohnson j c Olsen,
Barbara Nelson’s small band A can hear the same Cole nuances ness evident when she first played
Chickie Johnson
Xs
a ne
his hits here. Since that time, gal has picktrademarked
have
which
versatile youngster
p e ggy allace, Nancy Lee Parker,
Maxwlfl can
ed up plenty of savvy both vocally
warble a tune has
Caro Mueller,
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{ haT
u,
Lo
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of for Capitol Records.
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For the Thompson engagement, 1 ljream oi jeanme,
the brass section of the Chamitov Than You Think, ana paroaies on
Hiver onannon ana man inai i
orch has been enlarged and maitre
Louis
imme oi
of i^ouis
plus a swell mime
d’ Victor breaks tradition with a Marry
d>
as
wnen Day
^«y Is
no-service rule during all shows. Armstrong playing When
and
lips.
hands
using
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Done,
This should be a standing house
a P'
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Newt.
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stories, some in dialect, that click,
(FOLLOWUP)
Although Nat \King) Cole hasn’t She has only one yarn that borders
on the blue#
_
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D i aye
y d a round N Y nitery belt
The line in fresh and attractive
fo? |om e five years* he’s had a
open and close the probandful
of disclicks in the period costumes
,
ceedings with new and clever routhat’s what’s paving off on the
tooters have
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Because of length of show, "MeCoy has sidetracked his "Sugar
Blues” trumpet themer and the
specialists in his band also take a
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?he Carsony lads tee off the 75
minutes show with one of the slickSt aero roSSnTs seen in this room
anVare rewarded with a* large mitt,
nnp of the bovs upends himself
wfth but one digit Sop a bottle on
& small table. They also do a series
of aero and contortions with bot-
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Theatre De L’Etoile, Pans
Pedro De Cordoba is an unusual
Tall and
solo Spanish dancer.
with expressive face and
lithe,
his
taut movements, he registers
stylizations of the classic Spanish
well-moldwelLmoldregulation,
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hee interprets hi?
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,
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each show is the most genuine ever
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gowned,
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heard in this room and from the
St. Louis,. Dec. 2.
Jean Carroll, Line (6), Les EL lass sets up a carefully arranged
opening bars of “Blue Moon,” that
mtroes the group, attention is high dart Orch (7); $1-$1.50 cover, no
Hello
minimum.
throughout.
Jou Belong To My Heart, _
P
“
Perhaps what the patrons appre..
T
,,
lV
v done Berlin tune "I Love A
The
diminutive
brunet
comediciate most is the directness and
**T
0ve
0 i L eave Me”
sureness Miss Thompson exhibits oone Jean Carroll, with only two
the
me
with "Ballin’
nainn
^encores
encores wun
the house line of lookwith each number. Nothing is left assi£* s
to chance; every movement points
Denn y Desmond broke in his act
No"
jno.
ess
^We^fifled^room^^this
Wal1
r®
om
miefl
at
fnis
up the particular bit of business ?
summer and with return
being offered; nothing seems con- * downtown spot indulges in gets
a smarHy built canto for
trived and the overall rhythm is chuckles to belly guffaws at her
Lithe youngster has
reception.
socko from their opening "Jubilee” 45-mmute routine. Wearing an off- an e
way' that ge^ts them fast,
to their closer about Suzette and shoulder black gown, a gold neckhis stuff in big-league
times
d
the
lace and elbow-length gloves,
*»—
her transient love life.
tor
»« for
Works on the 88
manner.
v’
About midway through stint, Miss personable and effervescent per- stra j gh t boogie-woogie, then eases
r lln
®f
s
Thompson takes a breather and inseveral
,?*?*£
with
angles
£
in comedy
VAAV UVV
troduces
V* VX4MVVW
the
act spiking it with f nat £
«uns lne gamut, ner timing character-slanted twists for build.
P° tt ®
nifty
nifty or too that pleases
» In
spins into his platterPle ?ses and -then 1?
Desmond
smona spi
whimsies
Miss
addition
to
her
moves smoothly into her next song
)
speciall
concerning a cruise to the Carib-

After the costume switch,
acshe tickles the 88 for her own
compto "Somebody Stole My Gal,”
of "I Saw Moma whammo edition
Santa Claus,” and
niy Kissing
"Piano Roll Blues.” When the

vacation.

^

'

solidly.

ties

pai-

iet

Opening with "Smile,” the singer,
continues
pacing herself nicely,

p_

Tn^spW nfevjV.^ ft" £
I

uunag song ^session
durlng^on
session ana spins

bookpd

-

j

Sake
room

.

.-
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(Continued on page

^

handles brilliantly. She i*
backed up by * n ®
J ood backgrqund
lermo, who
.^
a d sounding td the hep vocals of
J?
Miss Lasso.
.
«

she

,

^|.^crh a s a velvet voice

off fine

range and calibre, with shading*
(Continued on page 61)
.
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in well to a show of Auld
Lang Syne character, and might be
cultivated elsewhere. MacRitchie
also garners mitting with his Scot

ty

61.

fits

ooks and. style, and give their
Palace, N. Y.
oriie Nativity ” with Marjorie
Russ & Joy Sobey, Dolly Barr, erping a comic pantomime touch
Roller
The Cheerleaders (5), Le Roy hat delights. There’s animation
rnrdon, Norman Wyatt, Choral
Ensemble, Symph Orc^j tomond number, “The Brig o’ Balgownle.” Bros.
George Kirby, The and technique in each of their four
(2),
Continued from pa*e 59
produced by
director),
numbers, with some interesting
Barrys
Harry
5
Paiae,
Savoy,
(2),
The Internationals (two gals, Amandis;
“Season’s Greet
Jo Lombardo House novelty tossed in. Best bet is a
tV-Skaiing Vanities
leon Lconidorff ;
Peter three men) are a bouncing tram- Orch;. “Flat Top”
i»ns ” with Edmund Dorsay,
(AA) reviewed smooth softshoe, though an up- comedians and their special brand
poline act with talent. They spring
dated Bunny Hug, garners most
in Variety Nov. 19, '52.
riadke, Corps de Ballet tchoreogThe
boisterous, shooting fun.
of
and
somersault
on
the
Jack
Sande
trampoline
) ,
Margaret
aughs and mitt action.
combo evidently is paying off,
to solid effect, one male member,
The current Palace layout conDrummond, Patricia Rayney Chor- with red-nose makeup,
Comic Danny Crystal has a new since the show had Its biggest
raising
French
Jansley’s
laffs
Al
stitutes one of its better efforts. approach and a bright personality opening, here in seven years and
al Ensemble,
Nip ^Nelson, with comedy business. Act is dis- Virtually all the acts here are old to add zest to the
Poodles, Rockettes,
comedy slot, al- otherwise is holding up well since
by Russell Markert; ciplined and skilled.
[hands in this house and there’s a ways* the toughest spot here. By it began its tour last fall.
produced
(M-G),
Chirping of kilted husband-and- youthful touch to most of the turns dint of an ingratiating manner and
"Million Dollar Mermaid
'52.
In established fashion, show gets
wife
Nov.
duo,
Bill
3,
Aitken & Kay Gor- that helps increase the impact on an appealing, colloquial approach
in Variety
reTwed
«
going with a production spectacle,
don, is of good standard, as is audiences.
rather than top material, he man- “Dude Ranch Round-Up,” which
terping
and
comedy
work of youthThere is a big share of the Music
Top reception was obtained at ages to hit from the start. He ribs has all the Vanities troupe on the
color to its ful Danny Regan, Irish actor- show
Hall's usual splash and
caught by George Kirby, Ne- off color gags, then proceeds to floor in a roundup up rhythm and
dancer. Billy Dick (formerly With
current Christmas show, but the
gro impressionist, who has a well- weave a few into his routine. Has maneuvers and special aero adagio
entertainment is not up to the Scot comic Alec Finlay) proves a written act coupled with a delivery a deft way of slipping short gags work by grouping of Peggy Walbrisk
foil
in
sketches,
presentaalong with that
usual par of such annual
shows talent in this direction. into his main theme, and scores
with Lon Hall and Nancy Lee
The pageantry that goes Roy Allan & Helen Norman, Rad- Kirby has some good takeoffs with consistently. Works up to his take- lace
tions.
Parker with Lothar Mueller plus
cliffe’s long-standing comedy partwith Leon Leonidoff’s production
in themselves have speed aero work by Caroline Buthe impression of the Arthur God- offs, which
Gord.
the Hall's an- ners.
frey “Talent Scouts” show insur- novelty and plenty laughs.
of “The Nativity,”
chanan and Tony Mirelli.
ing a hearty palming at his exit.
nual Yuletide religious spectacle
Crystal sings “I Don’t Know Why
O&J take over in the second
evidence,
but
in
Castuo,
much
Toronto
very
is still
Another
in the more appreciated
Love
You
I Do” in several spot for the first of several “interLike
entertainToronto, Dec. 5.
this by now is standard
turns is the Le Roy Bros. (2), who familiar styles, and also imitates ludes,’ ’this one called “Jerkzrest
of
the
hold
up
can’t
Four
Aces,
Leon Fields, Gilbert work puppets. They are skilled instruments of orch.
ment. It
Best are bezerk,” and has them all over the
the show, though on its own it re- & Russell, Otto Erson, Ferdinand & in this medium and act shows fine double takeoffs on name singers
arena and floor, never more enerJerry, Archie Stone House Orch; overall values.
mains colorful and impressive.
However, they still Rudy Vallee, Rose Murphy, Billy getic running off some of their
(Col). get over lachrymose in their clown Eckstine, Ink! Spots first,
Following “The Nativity,” “Sea- “ Laugh Your Blues Away
ried and true gags and some new
as they
sequence which spoils an other are, and then as they would sing ones and displaying their usual
son’s Greetings” in the. production
Many
months
is
since
that
the
potpourri
jeans
with
a
wise
momendisplay
pleasing
impression
familiar radio commercials. All of carload of props and gunfire. Paton
indigenous to the season. “Greet- set turned out in full force to greet tarily.
this delights the mob. It’s hard to tern prevails throughout .with O&J
a
favorite
here,
but
six
segments,
the
distaff
into
divided
ings” is
The Barrys (Fred & Sally) has tell exactly why Crystal, in his integrating between Vanities projuves are in heavy majority to
here,
the first of which is called “Snowscored
so
much ductions, and possibly both' are
the male showing a comparatively debut
leightened by the distinct change
flakes” and features a Santa Claus welcome the Four Aces and jam- hew partner. It’s a virtual carbon stronger than better-known comics.
who introes a ballet sequence in ming the stagedoor alley after all of his work with previous girls, Perhaps appeal lies in fact that he of jpace and vivid contrast.
performances.
It
had
been
thought
“snowflakes”
and
Frost
In later sequences O&J and gang
which Jack
but allowing for the new femme’s seems to be ribbing himself rather
lampoon jurisprudence, Houdini,
are dominant. Peter Gladke plays that the squealing squad era had individual characteristics.
It's es- than the customers.
ended,
but
not
for
this
vocal
quarunit
ballet
the
with
work their audience
barbershops;
Frost,
Don Cherry rounds out this Iiep
Jack
sentially the same turn that has
characterizing the snowflakes in a tet who are packing the house with made, good in top cafe and vaude bill with a series of romantic tunes participation, “name - it.-. and - you
plenty
of
young
repeaters.
beautifullly
a session where,
its
m.c.
for
can-have-it,”
notable
number
situations, and their ballroomology and a pleasing southern accent.
In there with power, and fine goes over similarly well here.
Warms up galleries with such, sure- showgirls dance with the cuscolored background of deep red
tomers, and generally maintain a
plus the concerto calisagainst which the white costumes fettle,
Also in the vet class is Harry fire tunes as “Why. Don’t You Becomedy pace.
The choreog- thenics, the Aces waste no time Savoy
glint impressively.
who works hard at his com- lieve Me,” “Don't Let the Stars racy
The Norma Milier troupe of colMargaret
by
(devised
whamming into a bouncy “Brazil,” edy. His unfinished-sentence, rou- Get In Your Eyes” and Mel
raphy here
Sande) equally nifty and imagin- their resonant “Heart and Soul” tine goes over nicely and his lines Torme’s “Christmas Song.” Makes ored dancers also are integrated
and a further change of pace to are sufficiently good to merit a pleasant and appropriate curtain into the show for a pair of frenative.
zied, exotic dance sequences, the
raiser and garners fine returns.
Jack Drummond and Patricia “Should I?,” all to terrific ova- laughs from this house.
likes of which have rarely been
Lowe.
Bayney lend their voices in pacing tions leading up to shrieked reDolly Barr, shows expertness on
seen in these parts. Their South
quests
for
“Tejl
Me
Why”
and
a
choral
Holidays’’
the
the “Home for
roller skates as well as acrobatics
African tempos, breakneck speed,
Their
piece, a stylized item. A1 Jansley’s sock finale of “My Hero.”
Apollo, k. v.
and baton twirling. Routines are
and absolute abandon to their
stint
also
went
over
big
the
with
great
kid-apare
French Poodles
Billie Holiday, Johnpy Hodges form of the dance stamps them as
integrates all
designed
well
and
pealers as the dogs go through more mature customers to all- branches of her work? nicely.
She Orch (II), The Checkers (4), both unusual and accomplished.
Salt fc Pepper (2), Lady Terry; For .sheer frenzied rhythm and
such stunts as catching thrown ob- round begoff response.
takes several earned bows.
Whole stage layout is brisk and
along a ramp, all
jects, racing
these dancers must be near the
The Five Amandis, a Scandi- “Mask of the Avenger” (Col).
diversified on novelty, with every
mixed with cute canine comedy
acme of speed and energy. They
navian teeterboard group, display
off
scoring.
Otto
Erson
leads
act
After
an
Soldiers”
absence
Wooden
the
of
about a pull a rousing hand for both num“Parade of
a terrific trick lineup. These boys
shows off the Rockettes with their the proceedings with his tap rou show everything from triple som- year, Billie Holiday has jreturned bers.
roller
their
tines
on
skates
and
to
head
the
current
Nip
while
Now'here are the roller skaters
stuff,
layout
at this
usual precision
ersaults to elevated chair to
Nelson gives vocal impressions of dance finale to top returns. Ferdi- three-high.
They give the show Harlem vaude showcase. Chirper, to be outdone, however, “Streets
acrobatics
nand
table
&
Jerry
do
at
one
time
one
Paris” midway in the first act
of
the
of
commercials.
foremost
such items as Luckies
a solid curtain.
balancing, with dangerous
delineators of the blues
is being a tour de force of precision
Perry Como and the like for mild and
Under New Acts are The Cheer- slow in warming up the genre,
teetermounted
a
lifts
while
on
the entire company on biwith
number,
pewholdThe concluding
results.
leaders (5) and Russ & Joy Sobey.
embracing the entire company, is board laid on a rolling cylinder on The Jo Lombardi orch helps the ers. Once she breaks through the cycles and Miss Wallace featured
platform.
Youthful
tap
terpbarrier,
high
a
skating specialty. Closhowever,
frilly
In
a
she
clicks
solidly
an elaborate Christmas production
and Dave
ing of Gilbert & Russell is refresh- acts with expert backing,
Kahn.
For her opening pair, “Water ing the first act, “Winterland Wonsalute.
considering and expert in the duos and Bines’ staging also aids
again
is a large capsule
derland”
front” and “Moonglow,” Miss HoliJose.
Joey Gilbert offers ably.
challenges.
of the company’s varied talents,
day appears uninterested with
Metrojiole,
Hall and Tony
jumpers
Lon
with
clicko Latin-American heel stint
going-through-the-nlotions manner
Glasgow, Dec. 3.
atop a big drum.
Capitol,
and her impact suffers as a re- Mirelli, the line doing its sleighJack Radcliffe , with Helen Norsequence,
musical
bell
ringing
Leon Fields boisterously whips
sult.
Washington, Dec. 7.
It’s not until
she tackles
man, Roy Allan, Billy Dick, Jacky
Lee Parker giving a poland is
Peggy Lee (4), Ryan & Mac- Lover Man” that her true talent Nancy demonstration
Fuller;
The Internationals (5), up the proceedings asthem.c.
skating
of
ished
bill with Donald, Danny Crystal Don Cher- is evident.
part of
She really hits her
Aitken & Gordon, Evelyn Mack, an integral
and finesse solo, and windstride with the closing tandem of grace
ry; “ Horizons West” (U).
Ann Dyet, Joyce & Elaine, Alan his showmanly patter, impressions
outfit
entire
with
number
ing
the
Hollywood stars, a fine satire
“Miss Brown” and “My Man.”
MacRitchie, Bob Gandy’s Sheep, of
on floor in a snowstorm mounted
general zany
The Capitol faithful are getting
After a rousing “Bean Bag by lighting effects.
Caledonian
Pipe Band, on Ted Lewis, plus
Ladies
house their money’s worth this session, Boogie,”
by the Johnny Hodges
Danny Regan, Moxon Ladies (8), behavior. Archie Stone’s
Second act is opened with “Boorch gives sterling backing to and are expressing appreciation at crew (four reed, four brass, three
Jack Masterton Orch,
lero” as a production based on
McStay.
every act,
the boxoffice with best take in rhythm), sesh gets underway with Latin rhythms and featuring Miss
weeks. It’s headliner Peggy Lee an effervescent pair of terpers Wallace and the Miller, dancers.
Vaude season here is suitably
who’s luring them through the Salt & Pepper. Gals have
tartaned and embellished with traa Midway the Roulettes. (Caroline
Chicago, Chi
wickets, but entire layout is solid, friendly, lively style
ditional Auld Lang Syne gimmicks
that per- Buchanan. Tony Mirelli, .Terry NoChicago, Dec. 5.
show- meates easily into the stalls. Their lan and Bob Ritz) jirove to have
good
with
and
paced
well
like bagpipes, the kilt and mounRobert Alda , Basil- Rathbone,
tain scenery.
tap routines aren't complicated, particular adeptness at aero work,
Scot songs are much Polly Bergen, Tommy Wells, Al & manship.
in the fore throughout, show closMiss Lee gives a vivid exhibition but they display the footwork in and finale Is a George M. Cohan
Connie Fanton, Brian Farnon
ing to a grand finale walkdown
of what it takes to climb to the a gay, relaxed manner which puts tribute rounding up the whole cast.
House Orch, “The Thief ” (UA).
with five real sheep in a glen setQuinn.
top of the music heap. Certainly, the aud solidly In their corner.
ting and the clans gathering to
The Checkers, four lads who
Although this is packed with there’s nothing startling about
skirling pipe music.
uses
one
if
pipes,
record for King, show nothing exnam£ values, this bill has little to chantoosey’s
Chief funster is Jack Radcliffe, offer as a show. Package lacks pro- strictly musical standards. By every traordinary to distinguish them
style from many other quartets who
w.k. in southern England as well duction and moves, awkwardly for yardstick of showmanship,
as on his native heath, but this the most part. Reprisal of the slap- and know-how, however, Miss Lee have
graced the Apollo stage.
Continued, from page 59
Christmas spending the festive stick quickie on picture-making is top-drawer and performs with They reveal a nice sense of rhythm
stint at home with his ain folk. He which Robert Alda did with Jack the poise and assurance that come in their bouncy selections, but apand interpretation true and intrisets a brisk comedy pace, being Carson here several seasons ago, from knowing it. Backed by an in- pear imitative in a “talky” numcate. She gives full meaning to her
standout as a Glasgow drunk cop- never jells. All in all, this hour strumental trio of piano, drums ber. On occasion lads pour it on
predominantly Spanish repertoire
ing with a polite English laird in segment needs lots of tightening.
and traps, and bass fiddle, she too heavily in attempts for visual of love, vitality and sadness. Well
a “Tribute to Rabbie Burns.” ComAlda, however, has gained some uses her peculiar type of huskiness effects-.
heard
are \l‘Gitana,”
“Maria
edy sketches are mostly good, smoothness as an emcee, and does and her tall, rangy blondeness for
Hodges’ aggregation hogs the Dolores” and “Malaguerra.” She
though familiar here and there to several bits with Tommy Wells as sock effects. She comes presold by spotlight for four successive renhas top presence and possesses a
up
lives
seasoned vaude-goers.
she
and
Radcliffe stooge, the latter a perfect straight. many recordings,
ditions. Although the lads click big voice, eschewing mike in this
has unusual
knack of ringing There is an overlong card trick to her fans’ high hopes.
musically, aud attention appears small robm. She can sing soft and
changes between tender pathos routine that can be dropped. Alda
Miss Lee tees off with “From to wane, a negative that could caressing or belt over a dramatic
and roistering comedy, being espe- also does two tunes, the better of
essays
then
On.”
been eliminated by spotting item. In short, she looks like a
have
This Moment
cially skillful in old man charwhich is “Lady Luck” from “Guys “Getting to Know You” from “The the orch’s numbers throughout fine bet for the high-toned stateacterizations, as in “Fifty Years and Dolls” in which he played the
strictly
sung
Latter,
the
show.
King and I.”
side clubs or TV. She is definitely
Today."
lead for two years.
for adults and not for school mopLady Terry, in next to closing, in the solo personality class.
One sketch poses an imaginary
Basil Rathbone is lost within the pets, with singer’s own sultry shad- is a routine terper in the derriere- Though best heard in her native
3,900
character present, calling ior much confines of this huge house
ing, is somehow her least success- wiggling style. Even the epidermis tongue,
also
does French
she
use of mime and rousing solid seats—with his excellent readings
Mosk.
ful number with galleries, though displays, covered by brief bra and ditties.
J’^cks
from happy stubholders. of an airman’s creed and the "How the shading is subtle and the treat- tasslc-fronted tights, fails to
Atmosphere of this historic vaud- Do I Love Thee” sonnet by Eliza- ment is unusual. Customers start arouse stubholders’ enthusiasm.
cry (where the great Sir Harry beth Barrett Browning. Both are
PEPITA FERNANDEZ
hitting the rafters with “Why Don’t This week’s comedy scene, featurLauder made his first pro appear- fine fare for more intimate and You Do Right,” her initial hit from ing an unbilled hefty gal opposite Son/rs
ance over 60 years ago) is con- mature surroundings, but not toi
enn y Goodman days, and a bony gent in a farclal boxing 15 Mins.
£
t jie
L’Etoile, Paris
ducive to the true music-hall at- this trade.
keep up pitch of enthusiasm bout, hits a new low for no laughs. Theatre De
mosphere, being both cozy and
Polly Bergen, Hollywood actress throughout “Manana,” “Louisville
Tiny, thin, saucy-faced Spanish
Holl,
vaude-genic.
over her carioca songs
and songstress, has a bright open- Lou,” “You Belong to Me” and,
puts
singer
Too Busy finally, “Lover.”
Deft
Joyce & Elaine are
in a small but firm voice.
hard-work- ing in intro, “I’m Never
Bollards to 'Cycles'
wg terping twain, aentertaining to Say Hello,” but seldom modutonumbers
movements and plaintive as well as
Miss Lee ties her
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.
shading
neatly
rowdy qualities make her an asset
in
Highland dance, but lates her full voice. More
gether with some throaty gab, and
Bob and June Ballard, husband- for any Latin-type show.
their vocalizing is behind their would make her songs more effec- lends interest with bits of costumhoofing.
Duo have a bright “Try, tive, and she can do it as she ing, some hip-wiggling and a few wife adagio skaters featured for the
Toppers for sock mitting are her
Trv Again” number with male demonstrates in a duo with Alda,
couple of months in George
last
steps. She moves around stage in
rendition of “Buy My Violets,”
gets the
fianocr Danny
Regan, this being “No Two People,” which
her slow sultry style, and socks Arnold’s ice revue at the Ankara, “The Black Angel” and “Zambra.”
song titled “Bruce and briskest mitt of show.
Mosk .
her tunes across with almost no are leaving the nitery tank unit this
Al & Connie Fanton start the visible effort. This is an act which week to join “Ice Cycles” in PortV Spider” which looks like it’s
8 ( >mg places.
proceedings with a little ^offbeat deserves the almost hysterical re- land,. Ore., right after Christmas.
hf the Highlands is well twist to their tapping. Duo juggle sponse It gets from the Lee de- Ballards will take over spot being
Tormo's Dixie Two
URhl by tenor Alan MacRitchie tennis balls as they tap out a votees.
vacated by Trixie, skating juggler,
Dallas, Dec. 9.
10 SmKS
samba. Male gets off
and
rhumba
MacDonald,
Ray
Gaelic
Pcurt-a-beul
&
or
Ryan
Peggy
motherhood.
who is retiring for
»V n
Mel Toftne will play the Colony
mouth-music, this being a rhyth- some fast steps in a solo offering who have been getting some wellEsco
Jan.
Club
20.
comedian
Trixie’s husband,
ser CS of sounds of strong ap- and then femme returns for some
deserved attention in Hollywood,
,n
Singer was originally skedded.
fhe eight Moxon chorines good control work before they team make up the freshest, brightest LaRue, stays .with “Cycles,” howjivey ending.
ter l)in 8 chores to
ever, for remainder of the tour. here for Jan> 12, but will appear
Chamthe
i>f
this unusual up again for a strong
debut
since
terp act
house
the
at
the Stork Club, Shreveport,
conducts
Ballards
the
replace
^companiment.
Mae
willRoss
This is mouth-: Brian Farnon
pions (Marge & Gower). Mr. &
does an excel>.
a
that week. /
pert) -ia in Ankara lineup Monday. (15)*
5 sun 8 years. back in the orch this session and
JiMTSr team *1* young
Zabi.
remote Scottish Highland^ JNdVbH lent job.
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Free Market on Talent, Vith No Bars

Inside Stuff-Legit

Ned Armstrong
4

hat

To

CaM Economic Sense

Aliens,
New

York.

Editor, Variety:
The issue of importing alien aetors in the legitimate theatre has,
like -most current theatre prob-

an

lems,

and

artistic

—

entirely free to import English ac-

many

resident English

actors, who would be quite as good
for the part, would be deprived of
Now this is a grave ecojqbs.
nomic fallacy, and the cause of the
fallacy lies in the phrase “who
would be quite as good for th«;

Horner,

atre during' its recent

at

San Francisco, Dec. 9.
Jones, founder of Dallas
launch a theatreih-the-round here on a permanent
basis. Brand new plays and classics,
in a ratio of six new plays to each

Margo

Theatre

two

.

’52, will

classics,

will

make up the

eightplay season. Approximately
$35,000 is expected to cover the
season’s investment, including the
opening of a 300-seat, arena-type
playhouse. The venture is scheduled to open in February.
It’s a non-profit enterprise with
a board of directors now being organized with Judge Eustace Cuh
Unan, Jr,, as chairman. A salaried
staff of 21 is contemplated, with an
all-professional acting company un-

Tribune’s Virgil Thomson leading
the pack. Last week, for instance,
composer-critic Thomson had him-

ously.

self a bit of a field,

4

and booked by Fred
Schang, Columbia prez and head
of its Coppicus, Schang & Brown
division. Band of 75, undr French
government sponsorship, and also

Terrell Balked in Switch

On Miami Tent Setup
Miami, Dec. 9.
Efforts, by St. John Terrell to
obtain a mid-towrt location for his
Music Circus were nixed by Miami

Beach and Miami officials last
week, with the tent setup due to
relocate at its original spot on
Treasure Island, in rapidly-building northern sector of the area.
Deal for use of Roney Plaza
Hotel grounds was stymied when
it was. pointed out that there has
been a long-stapding edict against
any tent shows in the community.
Efforts to locate on Biscayne
.• Blvd., on the grounds of the American Legion Post, in the heart of
Miami, was fouled up when persons living in- that area, protested
.to
City Commissioners. Despite
strong fight by Legion officials, the
colons voted 3 to 1 against the
'

^starting Sept. 28, ’53.
Mertens will handle the other
attractions he signed.
In Paris,
Mertens also inked Les Compagnons de la Chanson for their first
U. S. concert tour. Group, which

starting in fall of

*53*.

Prof. Ferdi-

nand Grossmann will conduct.
Group sings classics as well as
folk music, and will do latter in
native costume.

Horner Preps ‘Burglar’

As ’53 Broadway Entry

n

r

<

field

.

.

.

the President of
France’s band, will do a 12-week
tour of the U. S. and Canada,

[

|

!

Nils Asther to Play

Lead

Albany Stock ‘Thieves’

San- Francisco, Dec. 9.
left Frisco Sunday

Has

How

his

to

own views on

Make Money

Helen Traubel
(7)

for Honolulu, as first stop on a

concert tour in the Far East and

fering in other towns.

Louis R. Lurie, the San Francisco realtor-showman, east on business,
fortuitously discovered there is a hideaway gallery at the Plymouth
Theatre where “Dial ‘M’ for Murder” is current, and in which Maurice
Evans play has a stake. Lurie, in characteristic manner, did a Pied
Piper and picked up extras for dinner, with result that he was almost
shut out ffom seeing the show, which is a sellout. The management
bethought itself of the unused emergency shelf and that’s from where
Lurie saw the play, while his guests had his eight seats.

Legit Bits
Backers of “My Darlin* Aida” N. Y. City Center for a six-week
have been notified by producer season starting Jan. 20, under the
Robert L. Joseph to put up 10% sponsorship of ANTA. Plays being
are
“Love’s
overcall for the $225,000 venture, considered
Labor
as provided for in the partnership Lost,” “Misalliance” and “Sleep of
S. M. Chartock’s
agreement
Agnes Moorehead, Prisoners”
whose mother is seriously ill in a Gilbert & Sullivan repertory comCanton (O.) hospital, has been pany, currently on tour, was capicommuting between there and her talized for only $30,000, according
costarring dates with the touring to limited partnership papers re“Don Juan in Hell”
Director, cently filed. Backers don’t include
co-author and co-producer Joshua any recognizable names of usual
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

]

Logan and femme leads Sheila legit investors.
Bond and Patricia Marand of
Novelist Jessamyn West will
“Wish You Were Here” will be dramatize “Friendly Persuasion,”
guests of honor next Monday (15) her book about a Quaker family in
luncheon meeting of the Indiana during the Civil War, for
Desk, legit reporter group, production next spring by Charles
Adams
Buster Keaton has
,
signed for the proposed musical
“Skin of Our Teeth,” which opened comedy, “Saddle and Go”
last Friday night (5) at Catholic U„ Frederick Kqott, author of “Dial
in Washington, and “Lady Precious ‘M* for Murder,” at the Plymouth,
Stream,” which opened last night N. Y„ will write a sketch satirizing
(Tues.) at the Arena Stage there. his meller for “New Faces,” at
next-door Royale, in West 45th
Television director Byron R. Street
“Tea and Sympathy,”
.
Kelley, formerly with the Laguna by
Robert
is announced
Beach (Cal.) Summer Theatre, will for spring Anderson,
production by the Playbe guest stager next spring at the wrights Co.,
with Elia Kazan diBermudiana Theatre, Hamilton, recting. The Playwrights
Co. is
Bermuda
. C. Edwin Knill,
gen- also considering production of a
eral manager for Alfred de Liagre,
new play by Marc Connelly.
Jr., and John C. Wilson on “Deep
Carlton Miles, completely reBlue Sea,” was also g.m. for Lemuel Ayers and Helen Jacobson on covered from his serious illness of
last
year, will be advance man for
“See the Jaguar.” Selma Tamber
was production associate on the the Helen Hayes tour in “Mrs.
McThing”
.
.
James Hughes will
latter show, with
Morry Efron
company manager, George Ross be company manager for the tourpressagent, Ward Bishop produc- ing edition of “Dial *M’ for Murder”
Shepard Traube hopped
.
tion stage manager, Tony
at

the

Drama

at Rosoff’s Restauarnt, N. Y.
.
Alan Schneider staged revivals of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

Albany, Dec. 9.
Kraber
“The Three Thieves,” comedy by and Harry Bergman assistants,
Victor Clement, tried out last sum- Melvin Bourne scenic assistant and
mer at Alton Wilkes’ Guilford, Frank Thompson costume assistant
N. H., barn, will be presented by to producer-designer Ayers. InciMalcolm Atterbury at the Colonial dentally, the ABC ads for the show

Eugene Burr

Traubel Off on Six-Week
Far East & Europe Trek

management points out that several other shows which have proved
more popular on the road will be available for substitution for the
Edna Best-John Loder-Howard St. John starrer as a subscription of-

.

.

In

Playhouse here Christmas night,
with Nils Asther, former screen
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
beginning
Harry Homer is
to star, in a leading role. Asther apline up talent for “Burglar in the peared in the New Hampshire, pro’House,” new Dorothy Bennett play duction with Reginald Owen, whose
which Malcolm Pearson ahd Court- part here will be played by Frankney Burr will present on Broad- lyn Fox. Fox did stock in Albany
way, in March. Script is based on 25 years ago.
The new opus, for which a
the St. Clair McKelway New YorkBroadway presentation is anticier mag story.
Horner will direct and design pated, will be directed by Wilkes.
the show.
During his current Dalton Dearborn returns to the
trip here he hopes to cast at least Atterbury company in “The Three
a few of the roles in the play for Thieves.”
Others now rehearsing
rehearsals which start shortly af- are Melanie York, Paul Anderson,
ter the first of the year.
Atterbury, Ellen Hardies and WilMeanwhile, Homer is staging liam Tregoe.
“Hazel Flagg,” legit musical version of “Nothing Sacred,” which
bows in Philadelphia next month.

Europe. It’s her second such trip
in six months. Miss Traubel having
toured the Orient last spring.
Singer is handled by Columbia
Artists Mgt.
Miss Traubel will have 32 to 34
dates over a six-week period in
Japan, .the Philippines* Turkey and
Europe. She’ll return to the U. S.
.'permit.
Terrell will premiere a 10-week Feb. 18 and will' rejoin the Met
Opera. She’s been concertizlng in
and
comedy,
musical
season of
the U. _S. _since_ Sept. 25.
_
operetta in ml(|r^r^iy^y.
.

.

as

has played vaude and nitery dates
here, are booked for a minimum of
six weeks, starting Jan. 4, 1954.
In Munich, Mertens pacted the
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra for
’53-’54, this being the first time a
German orcli will visit the U. S. in
many years. Group, due here in
*53,
fall
will be led
by Carl
Muenchinger. Latter is also acting
as guest maestro with the San
Francisco Symphony this season.
In Vienna, Mertens signed the
Vienna Akademie Chorus of 24
(12 femmes, 12 males) for a tour,

day (or

week), rapping the Boston Symphony Orchestra one day for oldpraising the
hat programming,
N. Y. Philharmonic the next for
maestro Dimitri Mitropoulos’ predilection for modern music, while
at the same time taking occasion
for .a few. sideswipes at the Met
Opera. All this in some fancy
verbiage, even for Thomson.
Reviewing the Philharmonic’s]
weekend set of concerts, Thomson
said that “the Philharmonic’s new
way, the Mitropoulos way, is to
play with more care for musical
sound than has previously been
the preoccupation of this orchestra
And as a result, the Philharmonic. under his leadership,
sounds more and more like the
fine musical instrument that it is
and less and less like a passing
subway express.”
Yet a couple of sentences prior,
Thomson had rapped the playing
of the final number, where “the
conductor had lost his flame, and
the music went rackety in the old
Philharmonic way.”
But ending his review, Thomson
showered Mitropoulos again with
praise and got in his needle at the
Met. “Mitropoulos, in any case,
has improved the Philharmonic,
and I think the modern music he
plays Is at the bottom of that
change. I would add ‘Metropolitan
Opera please note’ if I thought
that institution had any confidence
in my judgment. This last remark
is a sideswipe; let it pass.”
*

managed

known

Explaining its decision to close its tourings production of “Jane’*
recently, despite the fact that it was subscription item in a number of

scheduled towns, the Theatre Guild notes that the S. N. Behrman play
into the red $2,500-$3,500 a week, for a' total of over $20,000 loss
Concerts; Thomson’s Blast went
during the time it was out, so continuing became prohibitive. The

the

.

der Equity rules.
Enterprise, to be known as San
Francisco Theatre ’53, will be. organized on a year-round operating
basis. Site for the showplace will
be determined next week,

Lead, Rapping

•

'

To Operate Year-Round

Cm Following

Legiters*

the

instead of six a season, as previ-

35G

Frisco Arena Project,

N.Y. Music

Keeping pace with N. Y. legit
union is to admit a critics for sharp comment and
maximum of 10 managerial can- graceful wordage are Gotham’s
didates during the next three years, music reviewers, with the Herald

'

(Continued on page 66)

Closing of “Don Juan in Hell” tour was timed perfectly for Helen
Hoerle, its p.a., since she was able to step right into the “Guys and
Dolls” berth when Gertrude Bromberg vacated it. Latter prefers to
stay in her home town, Chicago, as much as possible and when she had
a chance to get the national company of “Dial ‘M’ for Murder,” which
settles down in the Windy City for a run the last of January, Miss
Bromberg accepted the offer. Miss Hoerle took over from her a week
ago in Pittsburgh, where “Guys” begins a four-week engagement at
the Nixon Jan. 12.

Under the revised “new blood”

clause,

know how

avidly a producer
scans all available actors in the
hopes of getting the right actor as
economically as possible. What is
more, very few actors in one country have any “name” value in the
other country (unless they are
moving picture stars) and producers always seek to get the
greatest “name” value for their
money. In the vast majority of
cases, if a producer imports an

[

PfiRIETY

engagement

which opened ^ last week
Ethel Barrymqre, N. Y.

tn

of

Foreign Concert Groups
penses away from home. And lastly, he often has to pay more than
the part is worth, because English
Signed for U.S. Tours By
actors, though paid on a far lower
scale in England, generally deColumbia Mgt.’s Mertens
mand a much larger salary here.
Four important foreign attracNow anyone knowing about the
financial problems of producers tions were signed up by Columbia
these days will realize the absurd- Artists Mgt. for U. S. tours, as reity of arguing that a producer is sult of a quickie two-week trip
going to bypass a resident actor made to Europe recently by Andre
who is right for a role in favor of Mertens, Columbia veepee and its
an alien actor whose engagement foreign expert, Mertens, who has
must add thousands of dollars to just returned, signed the Grand
the producer’s costs. Anyone with Republican Band of Paris for its
any experience of casting a play first U. S. tour, which will be

Sets

*

47th Anniversary Number

Horner was sponsored by Gertrude
•Macy and Walter Starcke, producers of “I’ve Got Sixpence,”

Importing an English actor requires a producer to increase both
his budget costs and' operating exFirst, he' has to pay, a
penses.
round-trip fare. Second, he is often asked to guarantee four weeks’
salary. .Third, he is often asked
to pay a substantial rehearsal salary to cover the actor’s living ex-

Margo Jones

*

an informative editorial feature
the soon-due

at the Mark.Hellinger, N. Y.

part.'*

will

Word or Two

j,

American producers were

tors, a great

‘New Blood’

Schnitzer as

Robert Schnitzer and Richard
Horner have been admitted to the
managers’ chapter of the Assn, of
Theatrical Press Agents & Mangears,
under the “new blood”
clause.
Schnitzer was sponsored
by proudeer Guthrie McClintic, for
whom he served as company manager of the Greek National The-

take the economic aspect
the charge has been voiced
and I suppose the
in this country
obverse has been said in England
if

in

-

Small

About the Oldtime
Advance Man
*

To

—that

ATPAM Takes

economic

aspect.
first,

A

4-

“An Evening with Beatrice Lillie,” at the Booth, N. Y., has been the
only musical on Broadway to go absolutely clean the last two weeks.
Since it opened. Oct. 2, the intimate revue has had only 12 empty seats,
all at the midweek matinee the day before Thanksgiving (but standees
at other performances took the gross over capacity for the week). With
several seats removed to make room for the two pianos, the capacity
gross for the show is $24,184 and with the recent N. Y. Fire Dept, cut
in the standee limit from 35 to 25, the potential take for the week, ineluding standees, is $24,574. As of Nov. 29, the musical had an advance
sale of $75,600, or more than three weeks’, solid business.

in the Theatre
(A Survey of Drama Schools)
*

*

In

the forthcoming

47th Anniversary

Number

•i

P^RIEff

.

Milwaukee

last

week

to

hypo

the local exploitation of his touring
edition of “Bell, Book and Candle,”
which was playing the Davidson
there .
.
Robert Whitehead is
carried Ayers’ name in boldface, readying an immediate production
of
George Tabori’s new play, “The
but
associate
producer
Helen
Jacobson’s on the same line in Emperor’s Clothes,” with Lee Cobb
set as lead.
regular type.
.

Jack Present is general manager
gets
program
to scenic de- of the touring “On Borrowed Time”
company
which bows Dec. 29 at the
signer Boris Aronson on “I’ve
Got Sixpence,” for which Rich- Alcazar, San Francisco. Michael
Jeffreys
is
stage manager of the
ard Horner is company manager,
Lisa

credit

Jalowetz

as

assistant

Barry Hyams pressagent, Martin Richard Krakeur production
Schwartz associate, Betty Shirley Edwin Gifford will be stage manproduction secretary, John Sola ager and Bruce Jewell asst, stage
stage* manager and Wesley Lau as- manager for the tour version of
sistant
Edward Kook, head of “Dial ‘M’ for Murder.”
Century Lighting, left last week
E. Clayton McCarty, head of the
for about a month's vacation in speech and drama department of
Europe
Mrs. Van Heflin broke Trinity U., San Antonio, is author
her leg last week in fall on an icy of “The Moon’s Still Yellow,” a
pavement in Pittsburgh, where she family comedy to be presented
was with her husband, star, of the there Friday (12) by the Trinity
touring “The Shrike.”
Players at the San Pedro Play.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Gail Ilillson,

who operates the

Triple Cities Playhouse, Binghamton, N. Y., went to the Coast last
week to scout guest stars for a
group of strawhats next summer

house.

To give legiters a chance to attend, a special midnight screening
of Universal's J. Arthur Rank release, “The Importance of Being
Earnest,” is skedded for Baronet
Theatre, N.Y., Dec. 18. Pic has its
regular U.S. premiere at the Bar-

Paramount and Jerry Wald are
Interested in the screen rights to
“That Foolish Age,” Charlotte
Buchwald Hannon’s comedy tried onet Dec. 22.
out list summer at the Clinton
(Conn.) Playhouse, operated by her
.

.

.

husband, Lewis Harmon

an interesting editorial feature

.

to

.

.

.

Pa-

Hendl Heads Chautauqua Orch

Butler, assistant
to
Bill
Dallas, Dec. 9..
Fields as pressagent for the PlayWalter Hendl, -conductor of the
wrights Co., joins him in Havana
Dallas
Symphony
Orch, has been
this week as contact with a local
director
charity
group
sponsoring
the appointed summer musical
and
conductor of Chautauqua Instiopening performance of the Barnum-Ringling circus there Dec. 19. tute orchestra,
Peter Cookson, Albert Marre
Hendl will direct the Lake Chauand Lincoln Kirstcln are planning tauqua group for a six-week period
to produce^ a_ series of revivals ^at in July and
_
„
til
tricia

.

el

,

i

December

tt^dnesday,

1952

10,

LEGITIMATE
Ken Parker

Malang The Big Pitch
'

y„ ice shows, will take over the
Y., for
the presentation of new plays and
musicals.
Theatre had housed
Dorothy Readler’s Gilbert & Sullivan Co. for more than three years.
Parker’s first productiojxf.,“X.hce.C.J
in One,” a new musical, is skedded
for early February.

minimum

with a

of headaches.”

what you are looking for on the road. That’s what you
play Richmond, Va.
ce t when you
The WRVA Theatre has never lost money for a legit attraction
the past six seasons. It’s a good, solid PROFIT-.
for
musical
or a
ABLE WEElt.
(of the Umted Booking Office
Pitou
Gus
Ed.).
Ask Pete
Ask
Davis (Theatre Guild). Query any producer who ever played Rich-

—

m

Richmond has over 300,000 people, and they’re showgoers. Railroading is easy from Washington, Wilmington, Philadelphia, PittsIt’s easy to get into
burgh, Huntington and Charleston, W. Va.

R&H Feted At

+

Lese Majeste?

manager (me) is easy to get along with. We’ve got
Too DAMNED much!
plenty of open time.
Want the blue sky?' Want BLOOD? Want a guarantee? I want
show
one.
a season!
than
more
to play

JDA

Jack Stone ,
(Manager,

WRVA

Theatre).

Wednesday night

last

(3)

at

the

Hotel Pierre, N.Y., at a dinner in
their honor giv$n by the Joint De-

OK Chi Biz, Small Turnover

.

Chicago, Dec.

9.

Jam-Up

program was a veritable Rodgers
& Hammerstein Night, comprised
mostly of their compositions.
“Audition for Angels,” a dram-

4-

appears, at present, that Chicago legit-goers will have to be bypassed by several road attractions
this season due to the tight book-

‘Peril’

With the exception
Opera House, most of the
theatres are now set until sumHowever, the Blackstone,
mer.
which has “Country Girl” for at
least seven weeks, might take up
some of the slack, but the musicals

Randell

It

rather
if

atic presentation

Profitable London Play

London, Dec. 9.
American thespers, Ron
and Margot Stevenson,
make their London legit debut in
“Sweet Peril,” which preemed at
the St. James’ Dec. 3 under the
the management of the Daniel Mayer

Two

either
play
necessary, the Great Co.

Opera

House,

with

The

play,

which

Michael
3,600 seats, is angling fpr some Denison and Dulcie Gray, is au-'
shows, but it’s too large for the thored by Mary Orr and Reginald
Denham. It is an unpretentious
average play.
Reason for the unusual situation drama of strained marital relaMiss Stevenson got personal
lies in the fact that because of un- tions.
usually good business there hasn’t raves.
been much turnover. So far, there
have been only two flops this season, the abortive premiere of “Fig
Leaf” and the breakup, after two
weeks, of “Tree Grows in Brook-

»

stars

Boff Electric Sendoff
The

Slavenska-Franklin

Ballet,

Monday

made

tury, N. Y.,
night (8),
a strong impression.
It’s a

small
packs

troupe, of 22 dancers, but it
power as well as style.
Troupe,

which appeared in N. Y. last

mer

Lewisohn Stadium,

at

was punctuated by

talk

ALDRICH & MYERS MAY

levity.

TO TOUR

Proceeds of the dinner went to
American Jewish Committee
and the Anti-Defamation League
of B’nai B’rith. Harry Brandt, head
of the Independent Theatre Owners Assn., and Edmund Waterman,

the

JDA

national
treasurer,
chairmanned the dinner, with Brandt
awarded a scroll for leading the
JDA drive. He was the 1951 chairKahn.
man of the JDA.

Coast ‘Go* Revue Set

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
production, is also
“Here We Go!” a new musical
mulling a television series and is
written
by Carl Eugster and
planning to revise “Three Men on a revue
Horse,” his 1934-35 hit, into a one- Harry Haldane, will bow at the Call
setter for little theatre and school Board Theatre Jan. 16.
presentation. In addition, he’s conFrances Locker is directing a
sidering the dramatization of an cast consisting largely of radio and
undisclosed novel submitted by a television talent. Frances Douglass
Broadway producer.
Cooper is producer.
the

touring

was to rise in tribute. That is
supposed to have been the custom in the early, critical days

set

few grumbling about it, but
others remained seated. The
procedure wasn’t attempted
again at the quarterly meeting

to Fall

membership adequately informed

N. Y. City Ballet Long-Run

Sked; Holding Costs
With

fall

OUT SOON!

the Tenchoreogto the
composed for

The

47th Anniversary Number

work, and for Miss
and Frederic Franklin,

who dance the leads, .it’s
a.tour-deBallet deals more with the
du Bols to her
mem <>ry and the outer
iS
d 0f realit
y than with the
rh?!’
hionology of the original play.
But
'Continued on page 67)

Of

Form* dosing

S

Usual Advertising rates prevail

shortly

Special exploitation advantages

’

ee k» J an

«Y.

SSL™

-

concert dates in
Baltimore and
Washington.
» eco
opened at
att,.:;;.

thin

i

will
Philly,

the Shubert,
last season as a
fall legit

lon;
,

had tour sellout weeks,
Century for four

ed *°

m ° le ”T
okay

stanzas;

Copy and

Troupe

12.

1

’

•

-

is

principal gripe of the

membership. The system involves
(Continued on page 67)

New Parsons

Clears Its

Skirts on ‘Ladies’

With

Subscriber Disclaimer
Hartford, Dec.

9.

Management of the New Parsons
lere got itself out of what might
lave been a tricky spot last week
by

plugging its current offering
“not a subscription offering.”
The show, “Good Nite, Ladies*” was
touted as “the sort of play some
Hartford husbands make a beeline
for when they go on the road.”
The special letter to subscribers
called the old Avery Hopwood
farce, “frankly undignified, but offered in a spirit of good, clq#n
fun (we say clean, only because
the entire second act takes place
in a Turkish bath for ladies).” And
so the meaning couldn’t possibly
be mistaken, the note concluded,
Please leave Junior at home.”
as

—

Theatre management was apparconcerned lest its
subwho had already seen
Jane*” “Seven Year Itch,” “Dial

ently

scribers,

Murder” and “An Evening

buying

tickets

for

this

.

Jose Greco dance troupe
nnoJfng
at the Waldorf, N. Y., tonionow (Thursday),
for a fourln
will follow this nitery
<htA, ^
a conce rt booking, going
int/v Vi
th
entury Theatre, N. Y.,
? ?
fSr
a

Principal Gripe
However, the method of electing
councillors

scribers

i

t>,

bership.
Elections are held annually, with officers serving threeyear terms and .council members
for varying terms. The council is
on a rotating basis, so some of its
membership is replaced or reelected each year. There’s no serious
objection to that, although a few
members feel that it tends to delay
the effect of changes in the attitude
of the general membership.

week’s engagement. Letter is understood to have been written by
Broadway
pressagent
Reginald
Denenholz, who has been doing
general publicity work for the
Theatre Guild-American Theatre
Society subscription setup.

i,.

N. Y. Week

of council proceedings.
The election setup is a particularly Sore point with what appears
to be a large segment of the mem-

with Will Shakespeare,” might assume that the Jules Pfeiffer-Dan
Goldberg road troupe was part of
their regular season.
Presumably
attempting to forestall tbe effect
of possible critical squawks, the
letter notes that “Ladies” ran 100
weeks In Chicago and adds* “The
producer of this play does not
claim that it. will advance the art
of the theatre.
However, if you
come to it with a willingness to
laugh and forget your troubles,
you will be amply rewarded.”
Although the notice was apparently intended primarily as a sort
of disclaimer, it is reportedly having some positive b.o. effect for
“Ladies,”, with a number of sub-

Bettis

As Concert Repeat Date

Down

season extended
indefinitely beyond the original
Dec. 14 deadline, the N. Y. City
Ballet has set four new premieres
for this month at City Center. (It
had two new works prjsented during the original six-week run, in
“Scotch Symphony” and “Metamorphoses,” both choreographed by
George Balanchine.”)
Four added preems, essentially
small works, will be very inexpensive to stage, management’s
idea being to hold down costs during the usual December slump
period, so as not to endanger plans
for the troupe’s extended run.
Balanchine’s “Harlequin Pas de
Deux,” to Drigo music, a twocharacter work with Maria Tallchief and Andre Eglevsky, will bow
next Tuesday (16). Ruthanna Boris’
“Catena,” to Kabalevsky music,
utilizing six dancers, bows Dec. 18,
Jerome Robbins’ “Interplay,’ originally in the Ballet Theatre repertoire, will be given its first NYCB
performance Dec. 23, probably with
the choreographer dancing the lead.
Fourth new work, Balanchine's
“Dance For Three,” to Tchaikovsky
“Swan Lake” music, will bow
Dec. 30.
“Interplay” is regarded as the
most important of the four additions. It requires about a dozen
Muriel Bentley, who
dancers.
danced in it originally with Ballet
Theatre, and has more recently
been working in legit and TV, has
been rehearsing the work while
choreographer Robbins was busy
staging dances for the “Two’s ComWith delay in
pany” legiter.
“Company’s” N. Y. preem, Robto take over
able
been
bins has
“Interplay” rehearsals.
its

I

‘M* for

tnt play’s film
version, is a strong,
savage, exciting

Greco to Play

•

fall.

4 Premieres Added

in

dissatisfaction with
the election process includes a number of specific beefs, but generally
centers on a feeling that a fairly
small minority has had a practical
control of the union for many
years. The belief is that the council
is not sufficiently representative of
the membership, that it has too
much to say in the selection of new
council members, is not properly
responsive to the wishes of the

Some of those present got on
their feet as requested, quite a

early this

but
it

Membership

sum-

’Streetcar,” based on
nessee
Williams play,

oiavenska

of proposed revisions,
nothing has been heard of
months.

of the union’s history.

offered-]

two premieres Monday in “Symphonic Variations” and “Streetcar
Named Desire.” Former, with Mia
Slavenska’s choreography to Cesar
Franck music, is a classic abstraction for eight dancers
which gives
the troupe’s younger
members a
chance to shine.
Lois Ellyn;* particularly, is standout.

raphed by Valerie
music Alex North

his

usual simple charm and wit, which
gave the affair the right note of

REVIVE ‘GHOST’
For example, the Erlanger,
theatre,
last
year
non-Shubert
“Gramercy Ghost,” John Cecil
housed four productions in the Holm’s 1950-51 comedy, may be
same period as “Stalag 17,” now produced for the road this winter
current and profitable.
by Aldrich & Myers in association
JHefty Grosses
with another management. June
Then there Is the sock 10-week Lockhart and John Dali are being
stay of “Fourposter” at the Black- considered as leads for
the troupe,
stone, which gave way last week to having played it
successfully last
(Continued on page 66)
summer at Richard Aldrich’s Cape
Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.
Holm, who came to New York
‘Streetcar’ Tears Into N.Y. from his year-round home at North
Chatham, on Cape Cod, to discuss

opening a week’s run at the Cen-

Sunshine, was a forthright,
effective plea to fight prejudice
and bigotry, with sports announcer
Bill Stern as the narrator. Those
who participated in this portion
were Sen. Hubert Humphrey. Rosalind Russell, Ezio Pinza, Bill Hayes,
Judy Johnson, Claramae Turner
and Ray Bolger. Others who performed were the Met Opera’s Robert Merrill, who did a sock takeoff
of Pinza doing “Some Enchanted
Evening;” Robert Weede, with the
Soliloquy from “Carousel;” Wilton
Clary, one of the Curleys of “Oklahoma;” plus Miss Martin singing
“Wonderful Guy,” with Rodgers at
the piano. Hammerstein’s thank-

you

lyn.”

To Give New Ballet Group

produced by Mor-

ton

ing situation.

of the

would

Rated Modestly

now apparently,

membership meeting and the whole
problem was turned over to a new
committee. Latter group was supposed to have been drafting a new

tributions to the theatre, the com-

poser and librettist were presented
with plaques by Mary Martin. The

is

the subject of an extended wrangle,
but one committee’s recommendation was voted down at a general

fense Appeal. Cited for their con-

Bring

Tight Booking Setup, Play

about a year ago*

Equity"'" council:* fizzled, and
hasn’t been revived. Prior to
the , 2 neral meeting last spring
it
was announced that when
the councillors entered the session to take their places on the
platform, entire membership

Dinner

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein 2d were the focal figures

Sincerely, I do.

Move to change the election system of Actors Equity, a lively issue
cold. As part of a general revision
of the constitution, the matter was

Recent attempt to build, up
ie
Actors
jj

and out of.
The theatre

Shubert or,
Northern.

Member Beefs Vs. ‘Abuses’

Despite

N.

That’s

*

Equity Election Setup In Status Quo

Jan Hus House Theatre, N.

profit

“Maximum

New

Ken Parker, playwright and former skater in the Center Theatre,

managements:.

*

to Offer

Musical Off Broadway

Symptomatic of how conditions on the road have deteriorated in
the steadily shrinking supply of touring prorecent years due to
letter was received last week by Broadway
auctions, the following

69
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Natl Concert Managers To
Hold Anni Confab in N*Y.
Fifth annual convention of the
National Assn, of Concert Managers
will be held in N. Y. at the St.
Moritz next Monday-Tucsday (1516). About 50 impresarios from all
parts of the country will attend.
Marvin MacDonald of Atlanta,
prexy of the group, will preside.
Julius Bloom, director of the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts 5c
Sciences, is chairman of convention arrangdihfentS;
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Plays Out of

production of drama by Edwin Bronner
two acts (five scenes). Stars Margaret
O'Brien, Dowling. Directed by Dowling
At Locust Street, Philadelphia, Dec. i
'52; 53.90 top.
^
{n

Anne

^
Shoemaker

Eddie Dowling
Julie

Catherine
Alison

Margaret

New

_

Haven, Dec.

Time’ Revival Readies

poetic

Hartford, Dec. 5.
American Shakespeare Festival Theatre

London Prospaet* of a

Academy of Connecticut presentation
of excerpts from William Shakespeare
plays. Directed by Margaret Webster;
production co-ordinator# Mary Hunter.
Features Claude Rains# Miss Webster,
Leueen MacGratli, Arnold Moss# Wesley

Change for the

drama, a group of Yale students
labelling themselves The Theatre
Studio presented an original work,

Better in Legit

titled, “I

8c

Galllenne, Faye Emerson,
Nina Foch. Staats Cotsworth# Richard
Dyer-Bennet. At New Parsons, Hartford,
Dec. 5, '52; $4.80 top.

one of the many byline pieces

in

Hse toon-due
Last season, about this time.
Sans scenery and costuming (in
Margaret O'Brien, onetime film the manner of “Don Juan in
47th Anniversary
moppet, essayed her footlight de- Hell"), “An Evening With Will
but in a play that was taken off Shakespeare" is a presentation of
of
after a brief out-of-town tryout skimmings from the better-known
Now Miss O'Brien is trying it plays of the Bard. As shown here,
again in a piecp which its author it consists of part reading, part
Edwin Bronner, rather timidly de- recitation and part play. On the
scribes in the program merely as Broadway boards under the same and without too much over-pressa “new thriller." As seen it its conditions as here, it should prove ing. Robert Allman usually commands the stage as the trapped
preem at the Locust, “The Intrud- a strong b.o. contender.
publisher with his urbane, believer" is still not the vehicle calcuThere's gold in the name of
lated to give Miss O'Brien the suc- Shakespeare, but it’s doubtful if able performance. It should carry
cess she cherishes in her new me- “Evening” could dp much without more tensions toward the end, in
which he gets a dirty left hook
dium.
marquee magnetism.
Max Ellis does okay as his
That’s not to say that the erstAlthough it's an interesting, en- punch.
blustering partner in a
lecherous,
while child star now a teenager tertaining bill, It’s much too diWhat happens to
part.
brief
very
Skill of director Marof 16 (and playing a girl of that versified.
his body, nobody ever explains,
credage in the play) doesn’t do a
garet Webster in binding together
it's a minor point.
but
She certainly does all the material (via the narration
itable job.
Dolly Wheaton is nice as an atthat, and, in addition, displays an route) aids considerably. There are
engaging personality and, insofar 30 different readings, etc. Under tractive, frustrated writer of* pulpfiction, who has a penchant
wood
allows,
preposterous
part
person,
the helm of a less able
as her
An
for adopting no-good lovers.
feminine attractiveness, up until presentation could go to pot.
more experienced actress
older,
is
play
of
the'
major
here
concluding
scenes
of
the
flaws
One
the
which would tax a Bernhardt or a that there was entirely too much could sharpen the part by accentSome of the characters ing the growing terror she feels.
Cornell and which, not surprising- reading.
indicated a lack of dominating per- Samuel Lloyd plays the sullen
lj*, sometimes floor the sincerelysonality and resonance of voice for sleuth-artist so tersely that his
striving youngster.
a
melodramatic
catches
Miss O’Brien’s film following, their bits. However, in the over- work
Gordon Hatfield’s eccenwhen they see this all-but-incred- all picture, it’s a healthy divertisse- flavor.
tric
bum of a jack-of-all-arts,
Ible study in- juvenile depravity, is ment. Songs of Richard Dyer-BenLloyd’s hired hand, gets in some
Eck
going to be both surprised and net are deightful.
philosophical humor. Patricia
shocked.
Rahming fills a bantamweight part
Left
There is nothing especially new
as a junior miss vacationer con
in the basic theme a daughter’s
Cleveland, Dec. 5.
ceived just to lighten the action.
Cleveland Play House production of
(quite normal and natural) feeling
“Left Hook" proves Eleanor and
in three acts, with prolog, by Eleaof resentment when her beloved drama
nor and Leo Bayer. Directed by William Leo Bayer are promising playfather brings home a second wife. Swetland. Sets by George Dembo. At Play
wrights with imagination and the
top.
House,
Cleveland,
Dec.
$2
1952;
5,
This has been exploited many
Chandler SeweU
Max Ellis right theatrical feeling, but they
times before in plays as well as Frances
Dolly Wheaton need a stage vet as a polishing
Emery
novels, but Bronner makes a pain- Ralph Bates
Robert Allman
Pull.
Samuel Lloyd collaborator.
fully pathological job of it. Delv- Victor Cermak
Lloyd
Patricia Rahming
ing into a familiar Oedipus com- Carol
Otto Oberdorf
Gordon Hatfield
plex, he paints the picture of 16year-old Alison, who hates her stepAlthough “Left Hook" repre
Great $53,130
mother so malevolently that there sents the first stage work by
is nothing she will not stoop to Eleanor and Leo Bayer, it indi
Indianapolis
In
destroy or get rid of her. Slander, cates that these Clevelanders know
vandalism and even a bit of “hex- how to turn out an interesting
Indianapolis, Dec. 9.
drama with ingenious
ing" with a black cat (the step murder
“Guys and Dolls" grossed a great
mother is allergic to cats) as an twists, wry humor and literate dia- $53,130 in eight performances at
instrument, are included in her log that still has a theatrical tang.
the Murat here last week, playing
A “Mr. and Mrs." team, authors the 2,000-seat house at a $2-$5
repertory and she almost resorts to
are known as successful writers of scale with $5.50 top Friday and
poison in a last-minute pinch.
Then, knowing herself about to magazine whodunits, using the pen Saturday nights. It matched biz
be exposed, the girl resolves (of name of Oliver Weld Bayer. They done by “South Pacific" here last
pretends to resolve, more likely) capitalize their background in this spring.
on. suicide and stands, poised on a tale of homicide and blackmail inFirst Broadway show here this
rail-less balcony, while her be- volving two feuding New York season, except for Cornelia Otis
loved daddy and the stepmother book publishers, one of whom ac- Skinner’s “Paris ’90."
cidentally kills his philandering
try to coax her in.
It’s a tipoff
on the play that most of the audi- partner during a struggle in the
ence was so entirely unsympathetic Prolog.
That tersely dramatic scene in a
as to not care whether she jumped
in Rehearsal
or not.
In fact, a few minutes country mansion, with the victim’s
Keys: C (Comedy),
(Drama),
girl
friend overhearing the fight
earlier, the Locust first-night audiCD
(Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
ence actually applauded a line that from her hiding place in the kitch(Musical Comedy)
(Musien,
kipks
off
the
play
briskly.
It’s
indicated Alison’s exposure.
one of those horrible mishaps that cal Drama), O (Operetta).
The play starts very slowly, with could happen to anybody,
“Bat” (D)
James W. Elliott,
the auth
plenty of discursiveness in the first ors point out rather
plausibly, in prod.; Jonathan Seymour, dir.
two scenes of Act I, then builds to their ironic commentary on how
“Be Your Age" (D) Alexander
some credible tension in the third circumstantial evidence can be dis Cohen, Joseph Kipness, Morris K.
scene, which holds over for the torted
to the point of ruining sev- Bauer, prods.; Reginald Denham,
start of Act II.
After that, “The eral lives.
dir.
Outsider" falls apart at the seams,
“Children’s Hour" (D)
Kermit
But between the initial scene
and writing, direction and acting and the final one, “Left Hook" Bloomgarden, prod.; Lillian Hellare included in the debacle. The sometimes
sags too noticeably man, dir.
earlier sections can be trimmed,
“Dial ‘M* for Murder" (D) (2d
There is a definite break in
but it’s going to be a titanic task rhythm, as well as
a bit of confu- Co.) James P. Sherwood, prod.;
to make the highly-charged climax sion, in linking
Maurice
Evans, Emmett Rogers,
the prolog with a
at all believable.
fresh set of characters in a Mar- dirs.; Richard Greene, star.
Eddie Dowling (up until these tha’s Vineyard summer cottage in
“Fifth Season" (D)
George
final scenes) has done a good di- the first act.
prod.; Gregory Ratoff,
bit of simple re- Kondolf,
rectorial job; oddly enough, he vamping would help to re-identify dir.; Menasha Skulnik, Richard
seems more interested in present- the key witness, a budding author- Whorf, stars.
ing Miss O’Brien In a favorable ess-divorcee, now interested in a
“Love of Four Colonels" (CD)
light than in his own performance, young artist who just walked into Theatre Guild, Aldrich
Meyers,
which seemed halting and perfunc- her topsy-turvy life.
prod.; Rex Harrison, dir.; Harritory at the opening.
Needing money to support the son, Lilli Palmer, stars.
There’s no
denying that he has done much apparently happy-go-lucky painter
“Mid-Summer” (D) Paul Crabwith the former moppet, even in style, the would-be novelist tree, Frank J. Hale, prods.; Crab(probably with the help of vocal dreams up a blackmailing trick tree, dir.
teachers) in removing the rasp She dramatizes the publisher’s alfrom her voice.
leged murder in an unfinished,
Jeanette MacDonald, who's been
Julie Haydon, a last-minute re- threatening manuscript which she concertizing this fall
under manplacement as the stepmother, is sends to the partner, an aristo agement of Sol Hurok, will give
her
capable, and Anne Shoemaker is cratic, scholarly fellow, who quick- only N. Y. recital of
the season at
especially good as the blind grand- ly shows up to call the black- Carnegie Hall Jan.
16.
mother, the play’s pleasantest char- mailer's bluff.
It becomes an intriquing cat-vs.
acter and possessor of some of the
author’s best (and saltiest) lines. mouse game in which apparently
Ex-Broadway Publicist
The single setting, uncredited in .disjointed events are magically
the program, is satisfactory, but dovetailed like pieces in a pigsaw
at the opening there was plenty puzzle. Some of them signal their
few of the other roles
that went wrong in the physical punch.
presentation of the thriller, espe- are too sketchy or fragmentary,
recalls
cially half-emptied highball glasses but the motivations are nearly as
that remained on tables and tabo- tersely convincing as the excellent
dialog.
the Ticket
rets an scenes that were supposed
In some respects the Bayers’
to be days apart in time of action.
piece seems reminiscent of J. B.
Waters.
Priestley’s
“Dangerous Corner,"
*
*
*
for it depends more upon undercurrent and character clashes than
New Yiddish Tuner
on* of the many byline pieces in
sharp
physical
action.
Uncon“Sprinza On Park Ave." a new
the soon-due
sciously, too, the authors swing
Yiddish - American
musical
by
Yasha Kreisberg and Louis Frei- to the English style of under47th Anniversary Number
and detail ‘neatness
rnan, opens Friday (12) at the Park- statement
their it-doesn’t-pay-to-cover-upway Theatre, Brooklyn, with Jacob in
of
a-crime theme.
and Betty Jacobs, Leon Liebgold
William Swetland displays inand Lillie Lillianna in the lead telligence in directing the Play
parts.
House production, done tastefully
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Believe in Rubble,’ for a

run at Yale’s Dwight
Memorial Chapel (3-7).
Written by Derek Riegen, directed by Russell S. Doughten, Jr., cast
included Paul Barstow, Harry Ritchy, David Sheldon Pomeran, E. A.
Phelps, John Clavin and Doughten.
Play utilized Biblical background
to convey the message that, purfive-night

*

Milton Raison

The Day

Brokers Trembled

I

Pfi&IETY

Frisco Bow, Trek East

9.

in the

As an experimental step
development of modern

of tho opinion fhoro oro

*

Haydon Addy, Eva La
O’Brien

Lionel Wilson

Tommy

Jack Hylton
if

Will Shakespeare

Philadelphia, Dec. 4.
Eddie Dowling and John D. Mac Arthur

Yale U. Group Preems

Impresario

Biblical Original

An Evening With

The Intruder

Serena
Robert

British

Town

portedly, the individual finds the
in the complacency of ser
curity but rather in the rubble of

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Revival of “On Borrowed Time"
is being built here by Richard Krakeur for a San Francisco break-in
Dec. 29, prior to a trek east. Bow
will be at the Alcazar Theatre, now
being operated by Randolph Hale,
Under present plans, the' Victor
Moore-Leo G. Carroll-Beulah Bondi starrer will not be seen here. It
will be held for Chicago after the
San Francisco run, and may later
be available for strawhat bookings.
Demetrios Vilan is directing the
cast, which also includes Melinda
Markey, Russell Hicks and Howard Freeman.

Lord not

Gligor

conflict.

Although not directly sponsored
by the Yale Drama School, various
members of that department took

Wins Last Round

Vs. Vienna State Opera;

Re-engaged for ’53-’54

part in the production.

Vienna, Dec.

2,

Jovan Gligor, the Yugoslav bari-

‘Fourposter’ $25,100;

who

hit the publicity jackpot with his victorious suit against

tone,

‘Wife’ $22,300, Detroit
the Vienna State Opera, has won
Detroit, Dec. 9.
the final round with announcement
First week gross of a two-week of his re-engagement by that or-

presentation of “The Fourposter”
Shubert was held down by
Theatre Guild subscription, but
nevertheless topped a creditable
at the

$25,100.

Wife”

Opera had satisfactorily settled his
“The Constant claims for contract breach and
the Cass did a good $22,- damage to his rep.

week

Final
at

ganization for part of the 1953-54
operatic season. Gligor simultaneously announced that the State

of

Gligor made headlines when a
Vienna court heard testimony in
song, with Gligor performing for
experts and judge from the stage
Current
of the Konzerthaus. In one hear(Dec. 8-20)
ing; the judge (later removed for
indiscretion)
personally ac“Anonymous Lover” (Larry the
companied the singer on the piano.
Parks, Betty Garrett) Nixon, Pitt,
singer $2,000
the
Court
awarded
(8-13); Cass, Detroit (15-20).
“Bell, Book and Candle” (Joan for the contract allegedly broken
dropped
from State
was
when
he
Bennett, Zachary Scott) Victory,
Dayton (8-10); Hartman, Columbus Opera cast after what it claimed
300.

V

Road Shows

—

—

(11-13);

Paramount, Toledo

Akron

Colonial.

(15-16);

Aud.,

(17-18);

Rochester (19-20).

—

were two poor performances

last

season.

Later, Gligor gave a re-

cital in

the Konzerthaus, drawing
and boffo notices.

“Call Me Madam" Aud., Roch- over 2,000
ester (8-13); Forrest, Philly (15-20).

“Constant Wife" (Katharine CorRobert Flemyng, John EmCox, Cincy (8-13); Murat, Indianapolis
(15-16);
Indiana
U.,
Bloomington (17).
“Country Girl" (Robert Young,
nell,

ery)

—

—

Dane

Clark, Nancy Kelly) Blackstone, Chi (8-20).
“Don Juan in Hell" (Charles
Boyer, Vincent Price, Cedric Hardwicke, Agnes Mooreliead) State,

—

Opera Theatre Set for 1st
U.S. Tour;

NCAC

to

Book

Boston, Dec.

9.

The New England Opera Theatre, of Boston, headed by Boris
Goldovsky, has been signed for its

first cross-country tour, during the
Muny Aud., Dayton ’53-’54 season, by National Concert
Cincy (11-13); Civic
& Artists Corp. Troupe is changOpera House, Chi (14-15).
ing its name to Opera Theatre for
“Fourposter"
(Jessica
Tandy,

Toledo

(8-9);

Taft,

(10);

Hume Cronyn)— Shubert,

Detroit

(8-13).

—

the-

purpose.

Troupe uses seven singers, with
“Gigri" (Audrey Hepburn)
Har- Goldovsky serving as both conductor and stage director and playing
ris, Chi (8-20).
the piano in the pit. Goldovsky is
Gilbert & Sullivan (Chartock)
Shubert, Wash. (8-20).
also emcee of the “Opera News
“Good Nite Ladies" New Par- on the Air" feature of the Satursons,
Hartford (8-13); Shubert, day afternoon Met Opera broad(18)

—

N. H. (15-20).
(19)

“Grey Eyed People"

Philly (8-13).

— Walnut,
— Capitol,

“Guys and Dolls"
Wheeling, W. Va. (8-10); Palace,
Youngstown (11-13); Royal Alexandra,

Toronto

Am a
—“ICurran,

(15-20).

Camera"

Group will tour with Mozart’s
“Merry Masquerade."

casts.

Sunday Stock Shows
Get Albany Turndown

(Julie Harris)

S. F. (8-20).

Albany, Dec.

9.

For the second time in three
years, Sunday shows ran into a redlight here after they were advertised in the belief an official greenlight had been given. Malcolm Atterbury inserted newspaper copy
and sponsored radio announcements in which a Wednesdaythrough-Sunday schedule was listColi- ed for his Colonial Playhouse stock

“Intruder" (Eddie Dowling, Margaret O’Brien) Locust, Philly (813); Ford’s, Baltimore (15-20).
“Maid in the Ozarks” (Bert
Wheeler)
Cass, Detroit (8-13);
Davidson, Milwaukee (15-20).
“Mister Roberts" (Tod Andrews)
H. S. Aud,, Oklahoma City (8-9);
Denfield Aud., Duluth (10-11); La

—

—

—

Cross,

La

Cross, Wis. (12-13);

seum, Sioux Falls, S. D. (15); Or- group."*
pheum, Sioux City, Utah (16); City
Tickets were sold for the first
Aud., St. Joseph, Mo. (17); Me- Sunday night, but early Saturday
morial Hall, Independence, Kan.
evening the management was adMemorial Hall, Joplin, Mo. vised that
a “protest" had been
Convention Hall, Hutchinson,
lodged and it would be necessary
Kan. (20).
“Oklahoma"—Aud., Portland (8); to cancel Sabbath shows. Boxoffice
Aud., Klamath Falls, Ore. (9-10)* attendants managed to reach most
Memorial Aud., Sacramento (12- of the stub-purchasers, via telewith notification of the
13); Civic Aud., San Jose (14); Me- phone,
morial 'Aud., Richmond, Cal. (15- call-off.
17):
Community, Berkeley (18);
The Colonial, under another
;

;

College of the Pacific Aud,, Stockton, Cal. (19-20).

“Paint Yqur

Wagon”

—Shubert, Philly

(Burl Ives)

management, advertised Sunday
vaudeville shows iiL-1949, but that
time, too, a thumbs down was is-

(8-20).
sued.
“Paris ’90" (Cornelia Otis Skin-

ner)—KRNT Theatre, Des Moines

(8); Paramount, Omaha (9); Aud.,
Puebio Colo. (11); Chief, Colo-

rado
(13);

Springs

Old Vic’s ‘Romeo’

London, Dec. 2.
The Old. Vie production of
(Henry “Romeo and Juliet," with Claire
(8-13); Bloom starred, is being revived for
a fortnight starting Dec. 22. TheaRoyal tre is pre-sold for the Season. This
Hanna ’ production was the biggest com-

Aud.. Denver
Lake City (15).

(12);

Capitol, Salt
oi nt
No

Return"
n I? x National,
,
Fonda)—
Wash.

Nixon, Pitt. (15-20).
“Shrike" (Van Heflin)
e X an
r0nt0 (8 - 13 ’
c!e v e
mercial success since the Old Vic’s
Pacific"
(Janet
Blair,
Webb Tilton)—Muny Aud., Okla- reopening.
Miss Bloom also will be seen in
homzCity (Q-lZ)-, Municipal Aud.,
the succeeding Old Vic production,
San Antonio (15-20).
”
laff
17 ~~ Erlai er
Chi “The Merchant of Venice" which
(8-20^
begins Jan. 6. Irene Worth will
“Top Banana" (Phil Silvers)— play Portia while Paul Rogers will
Great Northern,, Chi (8-20*
fill the Shylock Jrole. ,
-

M°

—
:

^

’

.
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‘Return’

Chi B.O. Belies Pre-Christmas Lull

OK $28,900

D.C.;

B’way Spotty,

in 2d Week
Washington, Dec. 9.
First week of "Point of No Return” chalked up a fine $28,900 at
the National Theatre here, and on

‘Wagon’ 25G

‘Banana

‘Country’

,

Chicago, Dec.

-

9.

Pre.Chrlstmas lull hasn't really
boxoffice. In fact,
the Chicago
hitting new
flL current shows are
is touch better
Banana"
-Top
s
stand
opening
week than the

we

S
tiff
tal

was

f ‘‘Cigi " in Its fifth- week,
Wednesday (3). by

the

»ld
and
maUnee and night Chicago
wanston Drama League parties.
the right
on
just
17"
is
‘Stalag
its 15th week.
of the- ledger, in
side

first week
•‘Country Girl” in its
Guild subscription
has the Theatre

help.

Ballet Theatre

$38,300

As Boston Week’s Loner
Boston, Dec. 9.
Legit was at a complete standstill here last week with all downtown houses dark. Next entry skedded is Paul Gregory’s "John
Brown’s Body," set for a single
performance Dec. 17 at the RKOBoston. "Paint Your Wagon" is set
for a two-weeker at the Shubert
starting Dec. 22, while Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer unveil the
-

SOCK

FOR LITTLE ROCK WEEK

“Top Banana," Great Northern
1,500) .(Phil Silvers),
passable $36,500 for this musical.
(2d

wk)

($6;

‘SHRIKE’ $22,600, PITT;

‘JUAN’ $24,600 IN SPLIT
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.
Word-of-mouth, on top of unanimously good notices, sent Van Heflin in "The Shrike" to SRO down
the stretch at the Nixon last week
and enabled the Pulitzer Prize
drama to leave town with nearly
More than half of that
$22,600.
came on the final three performances, with both shows on Saturday (6) virtually going clean.
At the same time, Bernard
Shaw’s “Don Juan in Hell," playing 3,800-seat Syria Mosque, did
for four
$18,500
performances.
Show had been here a year before
but only for one night, and with
Charles Laughton instead of Vincent Price.
Take of $3,200 for a
(5)

Friday night
performance at the Stambaugh

Auditorium, Youngstown, and $2,900 more for a single stanza Saturday night (6) at the Memorial
Auditorium, Canton, brought the
week’s gross for the four-star
Shaw bill to $24,600.

$31,600 for Nine

‘Okla.’

In Pacific

Coast Trek

Portland, Ore., Dec. 9.
Oklahoma" scored a $9,900
gross Saturday night (6) at the
Civic Auditorium as the start of a
four-performance
stand through
last night (Mon.).
The 3,400-seat
house was scaled at $4.20.
° r the early part of last
week,
Oklahoma” drew $7,500 in two
performances Sunday (30) at the
Metropolitan, Seattle; got $6,500
,

,

,

In three

more shows Monday-Tues-

Little Rock, Dec. 9.
This home town of Nellie Forbush, the show’s heroine, turned
out virtually to the last resident
last .week for "South ’Pacific." With
the loc§l citizenry rocking the
house nightly as costars Janet

Blair and Webb Tilton got off the
joke about "Small Rock," the Rodgers-Hammerstein musical grossed
over $67,500 for the eight-performance stand at the 3,000-seat Robin-

son Memorial Auditorium.
The town is rarely good for more
than a one-night stand for most
shows.

Bard Gets Record $9,400
In Three Hartford

(the show spent
r riday en route here).
That gave
a total of $31,600 for the
nineJf

performance week.

Shows

&

field

County, Conn.

Expected that the Shakespeare
project will receive at least half
of the take, and perhaps more.
Lawrence Langner skippered the
showing. Lawrence Farrell was

company manager; Reginald Denenholz,

press representative, and
stage manager.

Thelma Chandler

Presentation received an excellent advance and followup press

G&S

$10,900 for 7

In Four-Stand Split
•<n

,

•

all

in +?
in
the

Kansas City, Dec. 9.
90 '”. in a four-day stand

,«„

J
Fox

$12,000 in Balto

Run

Baltimore, Dec. 9.
They didn't get too excited about
SulliS. M. Chartock’s Gilbert
van troupe at Ford’s here last
week. In spite of rave reviews by
local crix and extra-curricular publicity help from the daily press.
Managed to inch out a $12,000
figure.

There's nothing current, with
Edwin Bronner’s "The Intruder,"
perform- starring Eddie Dowling and MarS
ncludin 8 a Saturday mat- garet O’Brien, set for Dec. 15.
inee. Top
was $3.66.
irS
art of the week the Cornoii
a rw
0tls Skinner solo drew $2,‘Colony’ $110,500 in ’52
fnn
opO'Oighter Monday (1)
Greensboro, N. C., Dec. 9.
nt
Municipal Auditorium, Oklahnn?
"The Lost Colony," North Caroa Clty;
nmS™ ma nce $M00 for a single lina outdoor drama, took in $110,Tuesday night (2) at 500 during the 1952 season and
thp °
5?® Arcadia,

Midwest Orpheum here

*

’

Wichita, and $2,000
one-shot Wednesday

hle p

nieht ?<?f
3 at t le

made

a profit of $3,625, according
to figures just released by the state

Hi Sh School Audioffice.
Show has state
Tllat 2 ave her a auditor’s
01 the Seven' per" sponsorship.
formance string/
Total income of the pageant ran
$7,360 ahead of 1951, but the profit
toriinr.

rr

!

Ozarks’ $7,300, Cleve.
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circus-sheethi,P
r
u ® tion of "Maid in
OzarkJ » ?wl-°i
tb Bert Wheeler, durin g itc’ TT
stand in his home “
town
ihe

?

las

fiQoes

^

was $263 behind. The net

profit,

report said, does not include a
depreciation charge for the use of
the amphitheatre and the association’s other buildings. When these
items are deducted, the slim profit
becomes a deficit, it was pointed
out.

+

weeki Show was
brutaiivlf
£
7
and came up witb
a poor
onn*
,30 ° in eight perform-

gross

actually

went

up.

Four shows went clean

at all performances; "Dial ‘M’ for Murder,"
"Evening with Beatrice Lillie,"
‘‘Millionairess’’ and ‘Seven Year

Barry Nelson, Janet Riley). Nearly

Itch."

5G

‘Intruder

(previous week, $13,300),
Of the week's openings, "I’ve $10,600
"Mrs. McThing,” 48th St. (35th
Got Sixpence” drew a generally
wk)
(C-$4.80;
925; $22,927) (Helen*
unfavorable press and made a mild
Almost $17,300 (previous
b.o. start, while "See the Jaguar” Hayes).
week,
closing Jan. 10, to
$19,400);
got a panning and folded Saturday
night (6).
"Two’s Company," the tour.
Winter GarDarlin'
Aida,”
"My
Bette Davis revue, cancelled its
scheduled Thursday preem be- den (6th wk) (0-$7.20-$6.60; 1,Almost $36,000
$51,881).
cause of the star's illness, and will 519;

in 4,

‘Grey’ SG ( 1 ), Philly
Stage

December

new

Philadelphia, Dec. 9.
business
continues
in
doldrums, with, three

(previous week, $37,000).
premiere later.
"New Faces,” Royale (30th wk)
The French repertory company
headed by Madeleine Renaud and (R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). Over $27,200
(previous week, $27,600),
Jean-Louis Barrault will close a
“Pal Joey,” Broadhursb (49th
limited engagement Dec. 20 and
wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602) (Vi"Mrs. McThing" ends a long run
Jan. 10, to tour. No other closings vienne Segal, Harold Lang). Nearly
Previous week, $35,700.
$34,900.
are announced.
"See the Jaguar,” Cort (1st wk)

attractions all failing to click.

Of

the newcomers, "Grey-Eyed
People" looked best, but still far

from good. "Bagels and Yox’’ died
%
on return at the Shubert.

Shubert brought in ‘‘Paint Your
Wagon” last night (Mon.) with adBusiness for the current week is
vance sale promising an okay two- expected to feel the season decline <D-$6-$4.80; 1,056; $27,700) (Arweek stand. Heavy mail order more severely than last week, thus thur Kennedy). Opened Wednessale is already over $60,000 for repeating the pattern of last year, day night (3) to unanimous pans;
"Call Me Madam," which starts when the traditional slump really drew $7,000 for first five performa four-week run at the Forrest took effect the final fortnight be- ances, plus one preview; closed
night (6) after five perMonday night (15).
On that basis, Saturday
fore Christmas.
formances, at a loss of around
Estimates for Last Week
grosses next week will sag even
"Summer and Smoke," Academy lower than the current stanza. Re- $80,000.
ceipts were reportedly off for most
Foyer (3d wk) (350; $3.25).
i.^3, 523,228). Over
chmxrc Monday
niaht (8),
Mnnrlav night
(R). hilt
but the
"The Intruder," Locust (1st wk) shows
week, $23.6001.
$23 ,4(H
(1,580; $3.90) (Eddie Dowling, Mar- recent increase in advance buying
"Sow** 0
S&itfstie 0.90th
continuing.
is
garet O'Brien).
Got off to late
c„
wk)
L659;
$50,186)
Estimates for Last Week
start due to illness, and cast change.
Martha
•Jettrge Kritton).
Drama),
(Comedy),
P
Keys
C
Drew three poor notices. Week
•vious week, $38,Over
$30
CD (Comedy ‘Drama), ft
$r,000 for four performances.
000 ).
"Bagels and Yox," Shubert (1st MC Musical Comedy), &D Musi"Til**?
Cuckoo,” Empire
wk) (1,870; $3.90). Yiddish- Ameri- cal Drama), O ( Operetu-L
^-$4.80 L.082; $25.•8th
can revue, only show to play full
Other parenthetic designations 05$)
Booth)
$24,300
week, rated dismal $6,000.
refer, respectively, to fop prices?
v.eefc, $23,900)..
"The Grey-Eyed People,” Wal- number of seats, capacity press and
“Time
Out
for
Ginger,”
Lyceum
nut (1st wk) (1,340; $4.90). Com- stars. Price includes 20 r.b amuse- (1st wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845)
edy got mixed critical reception,’ ment tax, but grosses are net i.e., iMelvyn Douglas). First full week,
one good notice and two so-so; but exclusive of tax.
nearly $18,000
(previous week,
lack of names hurt boxoffice pull.
(8th drew $15,900 for first six perform"Bernardine," Playhouse
Dull $8,000 for seven perform- wk) (S-$4.80; 999; $21,500). Nearly ances and one preview).
ances,) plus cutrate preview.
$14,300 (previous week, $16,000).
"Wish You Were Here ,”* Im"Deep Blue Sea,” Morosco (5th perial (24th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400;
$26,000) $52,080). Almost $51,800 (previous
(D-$6-$4.80;
912;
wk)
(Margaret Sullavan). Over $25,700 week, $50,100).
‘Bell, Book’ Gets by With
(previous week, $26,000).
OPENING THIS. WEEK
“Dial
for Murder,” Plymouth
"Whistler's Grandmother,” Pres$13,300 in Milwaukee (6th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,063; $30,495) ident
.
(C-$3.60; 300; $7,000) (JoseOver
$30,200,
Evans).
(Maurice
Milwaukee, Dec. 9.
with party commissions limiting phine Hull). Anthony Parella proThe touring edition of "Bell, the gross (previous week, $30,600). duction of play by Robert Finch;
Book and Candle,” with Joan Ben"Evening With Beatrice Lillie,” opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).
nett and Zachary Scott costarred, Booth (10th wk) (R-$6; 900; $24,just about got by last week with 184)
Reginald
Lillie,
(Beatrice
a $13,300 gross at the 1,500-seat Gardiner).
Nearly $24,600 (preDavidson here.
vious week, over $24,500); has been
The John van Druten comedy underquoted recently.
‘State’
started slowly, but picked up the
"Fourposter,” Golden (59th wk)
last two days for about an even (C-$4.80;
(Betty
$19,195)
769;
break on the stanza.
First
Field, Burgess Meredith).
week at this theatre, almost $13,000 ^previous week, $15,300 at the
Barrymore); lays off
1,060-seat
Los Angeles, Dec. 9 .
‘Madam’ 371G, Toronto
next week, with Sylvia Sidney and
"I Am a Camera" hit the best
Toronto, Dec, 9.
Romney Brent due to take over as gross of its
road tour last week,
On its only Canadian date, "Call stars when it resumes Dec. 22.
racking up $27,200 for its second
Me Madam," With Elaine Stritch
French Repertory, Ziegfeld (4th and final frame
at the Biltmore.
smash
$38,750)
grossed
a
Smith,
1,628;
(C-$4.80;
and Kent
wk)
Jean-Louis Tally gave the show a two week
Renaud,
$37,500 here. Royal Alexandra, (Madeleine
total of $48,300.
House is dark
"Hamlet”
week’s
heavy
at
scaled
Last
a
was
Barrault).
1,525-Seater,
drew nearly $28,000 (previous now pending the arrival of Cor$5 top.
nelia Otis Skinner Christmas night.
"Occupe-toi
between
sellouts,
split
advance
week’s
were
nights
All
Elsewhere in jtown, however, th#
but Xmas shopping dented mati- d’Amelie" and "La Repetition, ou
standard legiters' began to ennees, though Saturday afternoon L' Amour Puni” got $36,700); curcounter Yule shopping competirent week, dual-bill of "Baptiste
was big.
and "Fausses Confidences"; closing tion, but the Dancers of Bali, in
for
a split session of eight pei>
Dec. 20^
„
Greek National Theatre, Hellin- formances, chalked up near ca‘Man’ $11,700, Frisco
pacity
business.
$40,ger (3d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,507;
San Francisco, Dec. 9.
Estimates for Last Week
113) (Alexis Minotls, Katina Paxi"I Am A Camera," with Julie
between
Holdover split
nou).
"Affairs of State,” Carthay CirHarris, opened last night (Mon.) at
Tyrannus" and "Electra" cle (9th wk) (1,518; $2,40). Down
"Strike a Match," "Oedipus
the Curran.
drew almost $20,200 (previous to $12,900, but will keep going at
with Eva Gabor, Pat O’Brien and
week, "Oedipus Tyrannus” got least until New Year’s.
Richard Egan, follows "The Sec$32,700); closed Sunday night (7)
Dancers of Bali, Philharmonic
ond Man" into the Alcazar tonight after 22 performances.
Aud (1st wk) (2,670; $4.80). Just
In its second week, "Second
"Guys and Dolls,” 46th St.
Man," with Franchot Tone, Irene (107th wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,- about capacity $45,100 for eight
performances.
Grossed another
Manning and Betsy von Fursten- 904). Reached $42,200 again.
$7,100 and $7,800. in one-nighj;
berg, did a fair $11,700; previous
"I’ve Got Sixpence,” Barrymore stands at Pasadena and San Diego
week, $11,400.
(1st wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,060; $28,- resnertivplv
(Edmond O’Brien, Viveca
000)
"I Am a Camera,” Biltmore (2d
Tuesday night
.
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Maude Franchot, who last summer operated the Niagara Falls

Summer

Wer

1

:

.

$12,900, LA.;

JO

‘Camera’ $27

.

.

ift waek Thursday-Saturday (4-6)
grossed $5,000 in four

a

moderate amount, with no severe
drops, and for three of the hits the
week’s

.

Slow

&

‘Paris ’90’

Shubert "Paint Your
its second $25,000
Last night (Mon.) the Chartock Gilbert & Sullivan troupe
moved into the Shubert for a twoweek stand. Early sale on this has
been only mild.
week.

:.

Hartford, Dec. 9.
Two-day, three-p erformance
showing of "An Evening With Will
Shakespeare" set a new record for
the New Parsons here Friday and
Saturday (5-6). Gross of better than
$9,400 was realized.
A terrific
downpour opening night kept the
receipts down.
However, house
played to better than normal
matinee the following day. Prices
were advanced from the usual
$4.20 to $4.80, with the tax department declaring the event tax-free
Actors, including several top
flight names, worked for minimums
plus expenses. House was donated
for the event, which was to raise
funds for the proposed Nutmeg
state Shakespeare Festival
Academy. Latteb has no* site as yet but
will be located sqmewhere in Fair-

Chartock

Tacoma

the

Wagon" played

a

here.

Temple,

will pinch-hit starting next week
for Miss ’Scott, with a stand-in to
be selected for Preston.
"Millionairess,” Shubert (8th wk)
(C-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,000) (Katharine Hepburn).
Almost $39,500
(previous week, straight play house
record at $40,047); closing Dec. 27.
"Moon Is Blue,” Miller (92d wk)
(C-$4.80; $21,586) (Donald Cook,

Broadway reacted relatively mildweek at the start of the traditional pre-Christmas slump.
In
general, attendance fell off only a
ly last

.

Wednesday-Thursday

at the

18G (or First Full Week,

<

da y 0-2) at the Capitol, Yakima,
and added $7,700 in another two
(3-4)

At

Slump So Far;

‘Sixpence’ $15,900 (7), ‘Jaguar’ Flops

Performance of Henry
Fonda and remainder of the cast
got a fine reception in the local
press which was, however, lukewarm about the opus.

$30,000.

Estimates for Last Week
“Country Girl," Blackstone (1st new comedy, "The Love
of Four
(Robert Young,
wk) ($4.20; 1,535)
Colonels," Christmas night.
Dane Clark, Nancy Kelly). PromisBallet Theatre, at the Opera
on
subfirst week
ing $20,600 for
House, at a $4.80 top, pulled a
scription.
satisfactory $38,300 for a week’s
Harris (5th wk) ($4.40; stand. It’s playing splits this
“Gigi
week.
Lush
(Audrey Hepburn).
1 000)
SRO Wednesday
with
$20,900
matinee and evening.
‘PACIFIC’
$67,500
"Stalag 17/* Erlanger (15th wk)
($4.40; 1,334). Holding fairly well
with $14,300.

‘Ginger’

the basis of advance’ sales, the
current week should do well over

Little

65

Theatre at Niagara Falls,
Uns week, ^nna reopened Ontario, for a 10-week season, has
Wlth
Van Heflin in “The skedded another 10-week season
Shrike "
next summer.

Opened
Lindfors).
wk) (1,636; $4.20). Jumped to an
(2) to one favorable notice (Mcunexpected $27,200 for the second
Clain, Journal-American) and four and final frame.
Fortnight's total
pans (Atkinson, Times; Chapman, of
$48,300 represents an operating
News; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Watt, profit of around $16,000.
Post), with one no-opinion (Haw"Philadelphia Story,” Las Palmas
and

lambkin

Les Kramer
recalls

Lambs

•

soma

a bright byline piece
upcoming

in

the

47th Anniversary Number
of

P^fUETY

& Sun)
(Mortimer, Mir-

kins,

World-Telegram

one

yes-and-no

—

Tales

(1st

wk)

(400; $2.40.)

Revival drew

a pallid *$500 for its first two nights
ror hated it but called it a hit);
(opened Friday) and n.s.g. notices
grossed $15,900 for the first seven
won’t help, In for two full weeks,
performances and one preview.
prospects are dim.
its
"King and I,” St. James (89th
wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Yul
Brynner). Nearly $51,100 (previous

‘Robert** 17G, Winnipeg
week, $47,900),
Winnipeg, Dec. 9. _
"Male Animal,” Music Box (32d
"Mister Roberts" pulled a snapwk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $25,903) (Elliott Nugent, Martha Scott, Robert py $17,200 for seven performances
Preston).
Just topped $15,500 last week at the Playhouse here.
(previous week, $17,300); Buddy
Because the house had a previEbson will sub as male lead, be- ous non-legit booking for Tuesday
ginning Dec. 21, -while Nugent (2), the Thomas Heggem-Joshua
takes time off, and Nancy Coleman Logan hit had to lay off that night.
.

Pedi, Pat Rooney, Sr., and B. S.
Kaye s
Pully give sure support.
workover of the spiritual “Sit

Plays on Broadway
principle, never gets around to explaining exactly what he’s making
such an issue about all evening.
van Druten. Stars Edmond O'Brien, Vi* Both he and author N. Richard
veca Llndfors; features Patrldia Collinge,
Vicki Cummlng3. Staged by the author; Nash apparently expect the spec*!
acenery and lighting, Boris Aronson; cos* tator to accept their thesis on
tumes. Burton J. Miller. At Ethel Barry- faith.
more, N. Y., Dec. 2. '52; $4.80 top ($6
Lack of clarity is perhaps the
Friday, Saturday nights; $7.20 opening).
Viveca Llndfors outstanding quality of “See the
Inez Cabral
Vicki Cummings
Doreen
Rocky Mountain saga
Jaguar.”
Llpson
Paul
Ozmunlon
Dr.
Edmond O'Brien crying out that violence will de...
Peter Tyndall
Patricia Colllnge stroy us, it is topheavy with apMrs. Entwhistle
Lois Holmes
Carolyn
Bert Thorn parent symbolism and is practiRobert Gallagher
cally as unreyealing about the mo-

Fvc Got Sixpence

A

,

.

of its villain and its assorted lesser characters as about
its hero’s philosophy. After a provocative first act, it steadily deteriorates into something approaching chaos at its lugubrious third-act
tivation

John van Druten, whose long
and impressive record includes
such hits as “Young Woodley/’
‘There’s Always Juliet,” “Old Acquaintance,” ‘Voice of the Turtle,”

Remember Mama,”

“Bell,

Book

and Candle” and “I Am a Camera,” has tripped over a couple of
fundamentals in his latest play,
TKeT'XSef“I've Cot Sixpence.”
trude Macy-Walter Starcke production is- thus a dubious bet, with
theatre party booking^ probably

finale.

Four years ago Nash wrote

a

drama, “The Young and Fair,”
-about -jt-girls-’-sehool. It was unsuccessful but received respectful attention, and its author was regarded as a playwright of real
promise. The fact that “Jaguar” is
at least partly in blank verse tends
to make it seem more pretentious
than the dramatist’s previous piece.
The title of “Jaguar” refers to
the villain’s practice of caging wild
animals as a tourist Come-on at liis
roadside store and gas station, and

supplying the principal boxoffice
However, there may be
impetus.
the kernal for a picture adaptation
in the script.
Plays about religion are apt to be
commercial prospects.
uncertain

While “I’ve Got Sixpence” starts
out as primarily a love story, it
veers into mysticism in the second
act with a plea for faith in a supernatural power as the salvation of
disillusioned, self-destructive humanity. Such faith, the author appears to say, must .stem from the
humility of true abnegation.
Eloquently expressed, that might
provide engrossing and even ex-

is

a cruel sheriff-storekeeper

who

ill-

honest performance, with
suggestion of inner warmth.
Collinge adds considerably to the show with a beautifully
tempered portrayal of perhaps its
character,
a
interesting
most
brave, wise and saintly invalid who
lives only to serve others,
But the two outstanding femme
performances, with an assist from
Vicki Cummings as the heroine’s
shallow . but well-meaning* roommate with a conventional moral
sense, cannot overcome the confusingly two-jointed nature of the
So this earnest message
script.
from one Of the theatre’s most accomplished craftsmen falls into a
category of his works.
. lesser
gedly.

*

Patricia

other lurid incidents, with a number of flights of rhetoric about the
heroine’s

illegitimate,

unborn

child.

Arthur Kennedy gives
an artful, plausible and at times
moving performance, but he isn’t
able to inject urgency into a cryptic, overwrought meller. Featured
players Constance Ford, as the confused girl; Cameron Prud’homme,
as her sadistic father, and Roy
Fant as the hero’s gabby, courageous grandpappy, are individually
believable, but are also limited by

As

star,

.

the obscure script, as are James
Dean as the fugitive youth, Margaret Barker as his eccentric,
overly protective mother and Philip
Pine as a local bully.
Michael Gordon has staged the
play skillfully; there are several
lavishly decorative’ settings (with
the soli: of dim lighting designers
traditionally love) by co-producer
Lemuel Ayers, and Alec Wilder
The “Sixpence” title refers to an has provided atmospheric backArmy marching song and, as is ground and between-scenes music.
carefully explained in the dialog, But the show all seems too much
expresses
the
bread - upon - the- to-do over an idea that might have
The story ‘is been, better expressed more simply.
waters philosophy.
..

-

.

about a

New York

girl

who meet and have

and youth

a love affair,

but separate in bitterness when
she learns she is going to have a
baby, and are finally reunited after
coming to realize that they need
pot only each other but also faith
in some power outside themselves.
Aside from the four leading
players, there is an effective performance by Paul Lipson as a fat,
placid
would-be
prophet
who
spouts mystic gobbleygook and an
amusing bit by Bert Thorn as the
literalist
Catholic fiance of the
heroine’s practical-minded roommate. The author has staged the

Hobe

.

;

(Closed Saturday night (6) after
performances.)

five

.

Guys and Dolls
(46th

ST.

Moving

THEATRE,

into its third

N. Y.)

Broadway

year, the Jo Swerling-Abe BurrowsFrank Loesser musical romp remains an energetic, fast-moving
legituner which is little the worse
piece adroitly and Boris Aronson for its long run. The troupe is on
has supplied an elaborately im- its toes throughout and featured
pressionistic multiple setting for players Vivian Blaine, Sam Levene
and Isabel Bigley (who have been
the various locales.
Hobe.
with the show from the start) and
recent starter Norwood Smith (who
tlio «Jaguar
replaced Robert- Alda) give fresh,

Lemuel Ayers fin association with Helen vivid interpretations.
Jacobson) production of drama in three
In the role of Sky Masterson,
acts (six scenes) by N. Richard Nash.
Stars Arthur Kennedy; features Constance the hotshot gambler, Smith fits the
Ford, Cameron Prud'homme, Roy Fant.
Directed by Michael Gordon; scenevv and physical demands of the part as
costumes, Ayers; incidental music, Alec well as Alda did, and fills the
Wilder. At Cort. N. Y., Dec. 3, '52; $4.80 vocal bill excellently. Unlike Alda,
top ($7.20 opening).
JnUltop
Phillip Pine who never claimed to be a singer,
Yctter
David Clarice Smith’s pipings ring true. “The part
Janna
.
Constance Ford gains a new dimension as he belts
Grainfa Ricks
Roy Fant
Mr*. Wilkins
Margaret Barker out the Loesser ballads with force
Dave Ricks
Arthur Kennedy and emotion, and the tunes are

Rrad
Cameron Prud'homme
Harvey ............... 1 ... Georg* Tyne
Frank
Arthur Batanides
Meeker
Ted Jacques
Mrs. Meeker
Florence Sundstrom
Wally Wilkins
James Dean
Jee Jee
Dane Knell

Ssm
Andy

Carson

given

added stature via

his

de-

livery.

Although his interpretation of
Masterson is a bit softer than
Alda’s, Smith still manages to esHarrison Dowd tablish the character as a vital and
Harry Bergman dynamic
personality. .Duets with
Tony Krabcr

•

•

•

—
roles and American plays

N.Y. Playwright Wins

U. of

Illinois

Contest

Chicago, Dec. 9.
can
“Captive at Large,” by David
English actors and many English
New York, won the secAmerican actors are not equipped Marks, of
annual U. of Illinois playIt is a ond
to deal with properly.
question of tradition, approach wright contest, and will be preCertain English
and training.
sented this coming spring in the
require a sense of style that
plays
zest in the transition.
The Chaim
of
Contemporary
Festival
1953
Towber lyrics, for the Sholem Se- the American theatre has never
cunda
score,
apparently
were engendered. In England there is Arts. Marks, a researcher for the
worked over carefully by Bella a pool of talent trained, to recite Letter Magazine Institute, New
MyselL but tfoejr miss- their- .mark* Shakespearean blank verse. Over York, is the author of several short
"
in the here, most actors must .first .be
; C*#fv .which; also- appears
Yiddish version, seems uncomfort- taught how to recite the verse be- stories, ‘radio scripts, and one-act
able with the English dialog. The fore they can .be directed in the plays, but this is his first threeaccents are heavy and distracting,. .rale— an almost impossible under- acter.
Miehaei' Rosettbei-g, iti the'' juicy taking in four rehearsal weeks.
comic role of Uncle Sam. the rich
Contemporary drama will be diWhat is most important for the rected by Prof. Bernard Hewitt of
visitor from Kentucky, U. S. A.,
comes across best with the English health and welfare of the theatre the university’s speech department.
gab.
He milks nis part, but he, on both sides of the water is that Yearly contest is open to all
too, gets best response when he each country should have the bene- writers who have not had a fullslips back into a Yiddishism. Ben fit of seeing the other’s plays done
play
produced commerlength
Zion Witler and Shifrah Lehrer as perfectly as possible, and seeing
cially.
fill the romantic leads nicely and
roles for aliens in their own plays
Myra Leeds scores easily in a done as perfectly as possible. Intrilling solo.
The rest of the cast deed, only if perfectly done do the
performs with zest.
plays have the best chance to suc- Aussie’s Martin Books
“Uncle Sam,” in its anglicized ceed, and* successful plays anyform, has nothing for the uptown
where are good for the theatre
Littler Legit Shows
mob and very little for the Second everywhere.
An entirely free marAve. trade.
Gros.
London, Dec. 2.
ket in actors is the only principle
that makes artistic sense.
David Martin, of the Tivoli CirTemporarily, at least, it is also cuit in Australia has closed a deal
the only principle that makes eco- with Emile Littler for two of his
Free
nomic sense, because if, in fact, current London productions.
there are economic advantages to
Continued from page 62
Arrangements have been made
a free market, the only way we for “Zip Goes a Million,” current
English actor, it is because he has shall be able to acquire sufficient
Palace Theatre hit, to play Down
been unable to find the right actor data to form a code of rules is to
Under late next spring. The deal
over here.
allow the free* market to operate also includes an Australian tour of
Wrong Opposition
long enough to disclose all the “Affairs of State.”
I suspect that the major opposibenefits and drawbacks.
tion to the free interchange of acL. Arnold Weissberger.
tors comes from resident aliens
(Writer is a N. Y. theatrical at- Covent Garden in Red,
who feel that they would be get- torney. Ed
ting more work if there were an
to.
Subsidy
embargo on foreign actors. They
London, Dec. 2.
might possibly; but the chalices
A report by the Arts Council
are that a lot of plays wouldn’t be
Chi Biz
that every capacity house at Coven
done at all if the producers were
Garden Opera House winds up with
denied access to foreign actors;
Continued from page 63
a loss of about $1,500 is prompting
and other plays would fail because
“Gigi” at , the a campaign to end the present sub“Country Girl.”
inadequately
performed
(please
understand
am not suggesting Harris is also £et for an indefinite sidy and make the public pay more
for one moment that resident alien run, piling up hefty grosses each for tickets. The Opera House now
gets an annual grant from the
actors are not good actors, but week.
“Top Banana” is doing excellent- council of $420,000. An additional
simply that in many instances they
are not right or sufficiently trained ly at the Great Northern and would $280,000 would be required to keep
it out of the red.
for a particular role).
like to move over to the Shubert,
The inadequacy of the performAdded weight to the criticism
ance brings me to the artistic as- but tho booking office has set 25 has been given by the comparison
pect of this problem.
Again and days of Gilbert & Sullivan there of salaries paid by commercial comagain we have seen and are seeing before “Call Me Madam” comes in panies with those provided for the
demonstrated the necessity of hav- Jan. 20. Management hopes that opera ond Sadlers Wells Ballet. A
ing exactly the right actor for the latter will, at least, span out the top ballerina at Sadlers Wells is
role.
A play comes to life only rest of the season. Whether or not reckoned to do well if she rethrough its actors, and good plays touring
musical
which
hasn't ceives over $300 a week whereas
cap fail if the actors are wrong or played here, will want to stick Markova was paid $1,400 to $1,500
inadequate. They may be only a around waiting for the Shubert or a week when she appeared in the
little bit wrong or a little bit in- Great Northern,
Ballet.
Principal opera
is doubtful, so it Festival
adequate, but that is enough to might be that it will go into the singers who are under contract are
throw the play out of kilter.
Opera House. All this is pred- paid between $70 and $300 a week,
Lack of Tradition
icated on the assumption that Chi- and guest artists get equivalent
There are English roles and cago will like ‘“Madam” as well
as amounts for single performances.
the rest of the other cities.
Erlanger has only one slight
Freedley
three-week space after “Stalag" Scheduled B’way Opening:
that
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George

Curator of tho Thootro Division of
tho N. Y. Public Library details,

how

in its

21st y*ar,

The Library Theatre
Collection Comes
of Age

AAA

on* of tho many editorial f*atur*s

.

Isabel Bigley are especially inTaciturn heroes may be all very gratiating.
The regulars continue to shine.
Well in real life, but stage martyrs
xhduld be articulate. One of the Miss Blaine’s frustrated Adelaide
is
a hilarious characterization, as
mpre irritating faults of “See the
Jaguar” is that its protagonist, is Levene’s “reliable Nathan.”
Kaye, Johnny Silver, Tom
Stubby
while ultimately willing to die for a
*

*

t

;

.

who

profit to Oct. 18, ’52

Loss for four weeks ended Nov. 15, ’52
Preliminary tour expense
Union bonds and sinking fund
In a move to pick up a waning Balance available for distribution
Second Ave., N. Y. theatre audi“CALL ME MADAM”
ence, Herman Yablokoff is conducting an unusual experiment
with “Uncle Sam in Israel,” his
(As of Nov. 15, ’52, on tour)
The musical, Investment (including $25,000 overcall)
25th production.
$225,000
which originally was an all-Yid- Production cost
275,000
*
dish production and has been run573,411
Profit on New York run to May 3; '52
ning at the Public Theatre for the
'52.
143,033
Touring profit to Nov. 15,
past couple of months, now is get1,123
royalties
program
Souvenir
occasional
showcasing
an
ting
717,567
English ^version. Total earned profit to date
there
in
an
667,875
Yablokoff, however, will need more Distributed profit
48,692
than an “anglais spoken here” lure Balance (including $25,820 in bonds)
(Note: $717,567 profit includes $75,000 of the shows 40% share of
to stimulate interest in his production.
the $250,000 film sale to 20th-Fox, with the remaining $25,000 due for
In its ^transition to English, “Un- payment early in January. However, the management’s one-third share
cle Sam in Israel” loses a lot of of the hit London production has not yet been released by the British
the color and all of the flavor of government, and is not included.)

nelo

Script, which was
Prof. William W.
Brickman, fails to project any of English plays that American actors
the warmth that should surround a and many American English actors
tale of pioneers in Israel, and be- are not equipped to deal with
comes just a trite affair inter- properly just as there are Ameri-

j

But Edmond
fated
romance.
O’Brien, costarring as the hero,
compounds the Unattractive quality of the character by giving a
needlessly truculent though rug-

$125,000
125,000
124,000
53,965
333
3.015
25,300
25,317

the original.
translated by

.

dominates the mountain hamlet,
drama, but in “Sixpence,” controlling the local citizenry by
except for occasionally moving keeping them in his debt.
Virtually single-handed (the vilscenes, it seems murky, and, .stub-,
Moreover, lain’ s right-think'ing..daugMei‘
bornly disappointing.
him and believes in him, but until
pfcec&w.is-, auditthe.
egot/sl that, even the. J ragip, , finale- sha-^ lacks- the
boorf^
after nis final abasement and sup- strength or wisdom to be able to
posed redemption, it’s, difficult to support him all the way), the hero
sympathise withhim or feel urgent tries to save ah innocent, harmless
youth from a drunken posse. Bc.r.
Concern over the author’s theme.
The .play is. fortunate in its lead- sides this savage manhunt, there
are several minor brawls, a grueHollywood
Swedish-born
ing lady,
actress Viveca Llndfors, making some scene in which the lad is torher Broadway debut as the ideal- tured by his captors, plus various

little

Earned

Sam

in Israel
(PUBLIC THEATRE, N. Y.)

I

presumably has connotations about spersed with weak, out-of-place litcontemporary civilization.
tle jokes.
Most of the yocks come
The hero of the piece is a young from the untranslatable phrases
schoolteacher so strong lie can and give the impression that the
wise
and
gentle,
afford to be
audience would rather hive had
enough to see the futility and cor- the whole production done in Yidroding evil of violence. The villain dish.
The songs, too, lose their

.

beauty-copscious heroine
rushes impetuously into an

“POINT OF NO RETURN”
remains a show-stopper.
(As of Nov. 15, '52)
choreography
Michael Kidd’s
adds a lively touch, while Alvin
Colt’s costuming and Jo Mielziner’s Investment (including 25% overcall)
setting authenticizes the Broadway Returned to backers
Gros.
atmosphere*.
Production cost (including $15,000 tryout profit)

•

alting

istic,

Show Finances

Down, You’re Rockin’ The Boat”

Gertrude Macy & Walter Starcke pro*
Ruction of dram* In .two acts by John

"I

Wednesday, December 10, 1952
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in

th« upcoming

47th Anniversary Number
of

PfittiEfr

leaves Jan. 3. Then Henry Fonda
“Grey Eyed People,” Beck, Dec
comes in Jan. 26 with “Point of No
Return” for four weeks, followed 17.
“Children’s
r,”
Coronet
by Van Heflin in “The Shrike” unDec. 18.
til Easter, when Helen Hayes in
“Fifth Season,” Cort, Jan. 13.
Mrs. McThing” comes in for sev“Be Your Age,” 48th Street
eral months.
The Selwyn, which Jan-. 14.
is
dark at present, brings in
“Love of Four Colonels,” Shu
Katharine Cornell in “Constant bert, Jan. 15.
Wife” Dec. 26 for four weeks, and
Arthur Miller play, Beck, Jan
then Richard Greene in “Dial ‘M’ 17.
for Murder” Jan. 26 for an indefi“Bat,” no theatre set, week o
nite stay. That makes three open- Jan. 19.
“Mid-Summer,” no* theatre set
ings for the Jan. 20 week.
Jan. 22.
Beside “Wagon,” “Anonymous
“Hazel Flagg,” Hellinger, Feb. 5

Hou

Lover,” with Larry Parks and
Betty Garrett, would like to come
in, as would also some other prop-

week

erties.

Feb. 25.

“Josephine,”
no
of Feb. 9.

“Wonderful Town,”

theatre

set

Century
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Arthur Lewis to London
In Jan. for ‘Guys & Dolls’

While

«<rifce

Hot

It’s

Cambridge, Dec.
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.

endeavoring
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b vHerman Krawitz; direction.

'50.

ro U
Dolly. NiggeFiscner, choreography, Shapiro, At
S n n FlsclS-;
ponn
N or man
r
*ne
Dec. 2, '52.
Cambridge.
niDr^
\,i£
C.
ClubhouseRobert Schwarz
Mulllgatawney ..
Chief.
Den , s Woodfield
Maggi e
;;
lohn Benedict
Emily
Robinson
Charles
Kathenne ... - James O'Neil
Mordecai Van Miew- I D
ld Hutchings
Shamrock Hliton-.r. 11
Wise
Tlmothy
Tom llitt° n
Edward Bursk
Su sa,lii*o ki Clair
.. Frederick Fawcett
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Cowboy. william
Ch0

Allison, Stephen BolDaley, William DeMuth, Richard
MU.hael Grumaer, William Field,
Polins,
Claude
Hirsch,
John
„ it y
B, 01
” navid James, Thomas Jones,
Timothy
Kelsey, David Lanier.
lr.vl “K
Roinalnc.
James Pates, Henry
c
C
^• u°ia
Simmons, Noel Scullln. John
*
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ster*
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years. He’s steeped in the
totalitarian concepts of the latter
state, and his return forces into
the open the struggle between justice and violence. Only heavenly
intervention brings the promise, at
the curtain, of better days for
Thessaly.
It is this resolution of the difficulties that is the play’s chief
drawback. Through most of its
scenes it wavers between allegory
and fairy tale, and in both classifications more subtlety is needed.

Harvard Hasty Pudding’s

the

If

el -

show may be rated in the
thing,
uDDer 90’s for this sort of
Hot” rates about
‘‘Strike While It’s
overall
and
lyrics
music
Its
an 80.
production qualities rate higher^
shoot off
but the book and dialog
give the whole
every which way to
down
brings
that
quality
random
1951

a
the

amusement

call

to

level.

cast

it

all

early

in

collegians

functions

As expected,

there are
no special standouts but, considering their status, the performances
of Verna Warren as the queen,
Elmore Andre as the king. Bill Beifuss as Apollo, Robert Ziska as
Death, Alan Cohen as the prince
and Joan Wilcox as a servant girl,all generate interest.
Kap.

The U.

share was reduced

S.

from 121 to 90. Under the current
deal, negotiated by Eric Johnston
in Paris, the American distribs’
121 permits were restored for the
year starting June 31, 1952.

The French pact provides for the
transfer

of $4,500,000, frozen to
this year, at the capital
account rate; a maximum annual
remittance of $1,863,000 out of
current earnings at the official

June 31 of

and monthly deposits of an
additional $1-25,000 in the capital
account.

rate,

20 Permits
•

girls.

The authors, however, let

Continued from page 5

‘
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tend a luncheon for
National
Assn, of Insurance Commissioners.

ends up
episodes

Impressed by Johnston
As Possible Aide to Ike

enough gags to keep it on
main line. But the spirits are

without
the
high

of

smoothly.

and the pace fast, and this,
combined with a couple of first-

UA’s Own Prod.
-

-

-

-

Continued from page 3

trib outfit occasionally investing in

pix and even owning them. First
Montevideo, Dec. 9.
Contrary to everyone’s expecta- move came in 1936 when the company
invested in a Walter Wanger
tions, including those of American
by Dolly
executed by the chorus line of cow- motion picture distribs in Buenos production setup which flopped.

numbers choreographed
Niggemeyer (and sharply

class ballet

boys, bartenders and gals), keep
moving. The songs are okay, too,
with “Take a Chance” standing out
.as a romantic ballad, and “They

Aires, Eric Johnston's flying visit

to
Argentina appears to have
achieved the impossible. Received
with open arms, he was promised
Say Nice Girls” on top for its
by top government echelons that
lyrics.
“Anthem for Anathema,” Johnston-Cereijo pact on film imwith lyrics by John E. Hubbard, is
ports would get wholehearted fulalso a standout lyrically. But the
music, played by the Hasty Pud- fillment in 1953.
ding orch conducted neatly by NorAll parleys went forward in an
man Shapiro, is good purposeful atmosphere of extreme friendlistuff throughout.
ness, in contrast to the anti-U. S.
The cast, as always, is first-class, tone
of
controlled
Argentina's
with an especial nod to Edward
press. There was evident anxiety
Bursk in the role of Susan the
on the Argentine side to please
ingenue. He never overdoes the
and impress Johnston.
fluttering eyelids or the ladylike
There is a suspicion that Johngait, and captures a lot of quality.
ston is slated to hold some very
James O’Neil,
as
the
barker,
high
administrative post in the new
breezes through the role with a
and
administration,
near-professional tempo, and like Eisenhower
the others, is hampered only
by that Peronist circles are eager to
a
sharp enough lines. Fred- curry favor and have a friend at
erick Fawcett, as the
wildcattin’ court.
woman, is properly robust but
ain
use
some
brighter
?&
lines. Although
occasionally man(
nered, as in thp ri^nrAf TvtRftpA
Sfmmraalear’
-w m w ww v
Of the song
“Who' Can Tell” ‘(which
Continued from page €3
puts over nicely),
8 a Peasant
the problems of Blanche, Stanley,
it

nn

"M®

L

*

whole cast is well
dar<^’ and makes a lot Stella and Mitch are
1

revivified in

Miss Bettis strong, bitijig choreography, with its clever amalgam of
ballet and modern dance styles.
Faction,
by
Herman
KrauL 1S at trac
Miss Slavenska, as bewildered,
H ve without being
flash v n^
ste
Blanche, onstage most of
betrayed
tatio
ns,
and
Donn
Fischpr-c .?
^
lrect1
time, does a terrific job, with
keep
the
*
the
show
on th?^
e mS
i0ve wlt
hout
Franklin,
being overas brutal Stanley, close
elabnr S fr
au<J* without conveying, behind.
Support, too, is firstrate.
in th/^,
C
rUS Une * ny flaVor ° f
Troupe, which made a 10-week
the* chi
ch t
tour this fall in its first season out,
0
in short w«l keep
,!?'
is skedded all this week at the
ttJcraJ? happy
even though they Century; lays off next week, and
»)/' .?
1 be kn
°=ked out by. the will return to N« Y. Xmas night, if
gags.
Elie.
other
Unlike
warrants.
biz
troupes, this one isn’t backed by a
IE von the
civic group or private Maecenas.
It had a $10,000 advance before
opening, and looks to a $20,000
St
M
A
* ^oyce
week’s
take. The Shuberts reportHa£
06 Angeles,
Angeie* Nov.
N*
top.
29, 1952; $1.50 edly
gave the troupe an unusually
good deal for the week’s run.
Of
Miss Slavenska and Franklin are
the
thpnf rp*«:
S1
e
new plfly Wrights name draws in the ballet field,
(the prog
P
r a m1 ?^
V6n
reprin
Alexandra Danilova, in as
while
ts
VARIETY’s rece
r2S J?
n t coverage of Robert guest artist, is also another puller.
Charles E. Green is presenting,
with Kurt Neumann (Miss SlaNoted
composer-conductor of
venska’s husband) as general man0n<l theatrical scores
ager, and Otta Frolich directing
.
Bron
"9
the orchestra,
Personal
the material than 11 COuld
S<;nnll
reasonabiy u
be expected to do.

authority in the selection of

(8) Conferring with Colton
incoming council members, besides
Hand, motion picture specialist in aggravating the delaying effect
of
the State Department’s commer- the holdover majority of the govcial policy division.
erning
group.
It’s believed
Par will enlist the aid of the DeSome members argue that the
partment in getting the French to present system places too much
reconsider their move. However, weight and prestige with the nomithe Department had no official nating committee slate (which has
comment.
been defeated only once or twice

staged by Melvyn Helstien and the wide.

everyone from cowboys

get out of hand pretty
the deal, and presently it
as a series of disjointed

much

Monday

Situation parallels that of mid-year when, in the midst of negoThere are some good comedy mo- tiations for a new film pact, the
cabinet
threw
in
its
ments to enliven the point-making French
and its construction holds interest. shocker by decreeing a reduction
in
dubbing
permits to 138 worldSingle-setter has been' skillfully

This one takes the locale of a
Indian reservation
southwestern
presided over by Chief Mulllgatview to making a
a
with
awney
Enter
buck from the tourists.
Shamrock Hilton, the hotel tycoon,
and his son with a view to putting
up a swank resort hotel; Estrellita
oil wildcatter,
St. Clair, the female
with a view to bringing in a couple
of gushers; Mordecai Van Sheer,
the con man, with a view to getting in on whichever act works
out; a trio of DAR's (more or less)/
with a view to surveying lo, the
poor injun, and an ingenue "with
an eye for the hotel man’s son,
and all the elements are introduced for song and dance routines
involving

.

^

•

'
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Equity Election Setup

Sherwood’s remarks on the subHollywood, Dec. 9.
the UCLA Drama Dept
Arthur Lewis, who co-produced
~ -— Continued from page 63
is
to develop scrfpters
“Three Wishes For Jamie'’ with
as well as thespians by presenting
the selection of a nominating com- plained that the minutes are now
his
father,
Albert Lewis, on Broad- mittee, of which the council names withheld until the
promising plays by newcomers. If
union’s top exEven the Gods’ is a good example way last year, is going to London one-third (including the chairman) ecutives indicate what is to be inof the scripts UCLA can find,
the next month as special representa- and the general membership elects cluded, after which they must be
Coast school might* well become
the other two-thirds. This nominat- “approved” by the council at its
an incubator for potential play- tive for Feuer & Martin on Loning group picks a slate of council next meeting. In many instances,
wntmg talenT.
don production of “Guys & Dolls.”
candidates, which is in effect, the it's said, controversial matters, on
Not that the M. C. Kuner ‘script
Lewis
recently
completed
a regular or official ticket.
which the general membership
is a cinch for commercial
presenta- script,
“Conquest
Cochise,” for Cotion, it isn t. But it does
Many members, pointing to the w\)uld presumably be most conshow
are deliberately deleted
promise and a rewrite of some of lumbia.
fact that most other performer cerned,
the latter scenes .might give it a
unions have nomination of each from the minutes.
chance. It is at least well-concandidate solely by membership
The Equity magazine doesn't
ceived.
petition, argue that Equity’s nomi- even partly meet the situation, it’s
Script is localed in ancient Thesnating committee procedure is an- also claimed. For one thing, there
Turnover
saly, the story starting with the
tiquated, cumbersome and undem- isn’t nearly enough space to cover
return of Crown Prince Eumelos
m m Continued from page 3
ocratic. Specifically, they feel that more than a fraction of the union’s
who has been studying in Sparta
ternational,
was in Washington it gives incumbent councillors too affairs, let alone include adequate
for six
ject),

2.

Hasty Pudding Theatricals
Hai'vaid
niusical in two acts, with
production o
j 0 jm E. Hubbard, '53;
Bunce,
book ,w? bot d
Jr., 53, and Douglas
a
Powell Cabot,
Blalj Wclllc , j r .. *53.
tt

.

Later, UA .qsed some of the money
from the “Outlaw” settlement with
Howard Hughes to invest in pix
turned out by Edward L. Golden.
Under the Grad L. Sears regime,
UA bought three films outright
from Paramount, and it owned two
more under the terms of the settlement with Sir Alexander Korda.
It

a^c invested

in several

Nebenzahl productions.

Seymour

—

in the union's history
in the last
couple of elections there wasn’t
even an independent ticket put up).

They claim there should be no such

reports of council proceedings. In
addition, the publication is itself
subject to the control of the executives and the council, so it tends
to reflect prevailing opinion of the
ruling group.

Matters

.

HARTFORD

TV,

Inc.

Announces
the

Opening

of their
offices

for the

management
and

casting

of
Talent

-

Miff

—

.

.

;

V&
W
reom

_

,
5t

.

.

,a,,v *-

Wrl,« Box
c/o Varl "y. 15*
46, h St., Now
York.

N. Y. City Ballet, in its fifth
stanza at City Center, N. Y., last
week, hit a healthy $39,600 on the
week.

such

a

thing as a regular or official slate,
but that all nominations should be
by membership petition, as is the
case with Equity’s affiliate performer unions.
Moreover, it’s argued, it’s difficult if not impossible under the members.
present setup for the membership
Some Equity members believe
to have more than a vague knowl- that such an arrangement is justiedge of the qualifications on coun- fied and even necessary, on the
cil candidates, even those up for ground that if council proceedings
re-election and who should thereby were publicized it would be imposbe known on the basis of their rec- sible to ‘conduct the union propords. That is proved by the way a erly, as councillors would fear to
“name” candidate who may have vote for policies displeasing to
little knowledge of our aptitude for management* lest they jeopardize,
union- matters almost invariably re- employment by doing so.
ceives more votes than actors well
Those’ opposing the silence rule
informed on union affairs and argue that such a situation is
skilled in policy making.
purely academic, as no such condiThe membership has no satisfac- tions actually exist. They claim
tory was of knowing what takes it’s just the expression of a weplace at council meetings, it’s as- know-what’s-best-for-you
attitude
serted. No voting or attendance on the part of the old ruling group
records are ever published, or even In Equity.
available, except by each member
By retaining the indirect elecgoing over the minutes of the tion system and control over the
weekly meetings and compiling a election of its own' members, it’s
record for himself. Moreover, the claimed that the council has deminutes themselves are said to be feated or indefinitely delayed varicryptic in many cases, sometimes ous expressed wishes of the genOutstanding of
eral membership.
apparently intentionally so.
What’s more, although the min- these, it’s said, was a workable
utes are theoretically for the use method by which the membership
of the membership and used to be might overrule council decisions.
available in fairly complete form Thus, although the union’s constiat the Equity office the day after tution now ostensibly provides for
council meetings, they’re now not such a procedure, jt would require
on hand until at least a week later, 18 months and a two-thil’d mausually in censored form. It’s ex- jority to carry out the move.

'

Gods

reached

issued by an official spokesman,
Alfred Harding, editor of the magazine.
There is a tacit, though
extremely strict, rule that council
members may not discuss with
non-councillors what has taken
place at council sessions. This
tabu applies not only to the press,
but most councillors even interpret it to forbid revealing council
matters to non-councillor union

.

.

have

state in recent years that all news
of council action is supposed to be

18 East
48th

Street,

New

York, N. Y.

PLaza 8-2557

President

HUNTINGTON HARTFORD
Vice-President

BARNEY WARD
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nothing that could not go
better in any of the Spanish boites
around the. city.
Young, sparse
performance comes from Susan troupe has vitality but lacks pasdiscipline.
and
group
sion
Settings
Shaw, playing her first straight
are ordinary, and makeshift show
legit role and scoring heavily as
is playing to light houses.
the raucous, brazen and terrified
Los Goya (2), femme and husblonde.
In the film, the murderer was band team, start show with the
chase
tango that is not particularly
usual
exciting
an
after
captured
Gal is a looker but
across London but in this play the top caliber.
stylized and self-conscious
is
seems
he
and
short
stopped
action is
trapped inside a vaudeville thea- in her quota of skirt twirlings.
tre. To give the sceitte added cre- Pepita Fernandez, with her smooth
dence the house lights go up, mem- song stints (New Acts), enlivens
Chavalillos De
bers of the cast who are "playing the proceedings.
the detectives crowd the aisles, Espana (6) is a group of adolescent
please
who
in their frenzy
dancers
desperate
a
makes
Colleano
and
break through to the stage before and exuberance. Some stiff trainaging
will
make
and
these kids
ing
hand.
his
out
of
knocked
the gun is
A big cast fill the minor parts a good Hispano dance group.
guitar
solos
Standard
intersperse
achieve
helping
to
confidence,
with
atmosphere which the story the various tableaus.
tlie
Myro.
a
necessitates.
Chiquita
is
set-faced
gal

Bead Secret

Tomorrow’s Too lute
London, Dec.

London, Dec.

1.

Richard Maybury

Ann

Selby
Connie
Margaret Maybury
Mrs. Barling

,

.

Clive Morton
Mary Mackenzie

top.

Mrs. Wllmer
Peter Granston
Inspector Fay
Sergeant Bolton .... Christopher Hodge
Dennis Harkin
Albert
Ivan Craig
Nick
Ross Hutchinson
The Kite
A'nne Smith
Effle
Harry Green
Sir Julius Stratton
•

tain the GI’s,

An over-talkative thriller with
only a modicum of suspense, “Dead
Secret" can best be rated a luke-

•

were wondering

week about some of the
pjroblems they would encounter at the battlefront.
“How cold does it get? Are
the snipers very close?" These
were the major questions
asked of returning soldiers
from the front who were present at the club’s going-away
party for the Lambs troupers.
“I'll answer both your questions in one simple sentence,"
replied one of the GI’s. “It’s
so cold out there that you
wind up hugging the snipers to
last

Joyce Heron
Sophie Stewart
Ian Hunter
Hugh Wakefield

Diana Sackville
Ruth Curzon
Miles Curzon
Charles Raynor

Joan Seton
Lesley Warelng
Barbara Babington
Joan Ingram
Laurence Hardy
John Stuart
•

1,

Hugh Wakefield Production (In association with Samuel Rosen), presentation of
drama in three acts by Michael Clayton
Sophie
Heron.
Joyce
Stars
Hutton:
Stewart. Ian Hunter, Hugh Wakefield.
Directed by Wallace Douglas. At St.
James’ Theatre, London, Nov. 5, '52; $2

Charles Fleming and Geoffrey Good*
hart (by arrangement with Bernard Goodman) production of drama in three acts
by Gerald Anstruther. Stars Clive MorDirected by Geoffrey Goodhart.
ton.
Music, Jose Payan. At Comedy Theatre,
London, Nov. 17, '52. *1.75 top.

ant

A couple of Lambs Clubbers,
members of the show biz
group’s “Room Service’’ now
on its way to Korea to enter-

Plays Abroad

is

bet. It is not for Broadway
and has little prospect of a profitable run at this theatre. This fourcharacter play by Michael Clayton
keep warm.”
The identity of the killer in this Hutton, which previously had an
reopenly
is.
thriller
airing on radio, is slow in getting
new British
Mariams Filoutoie
vealed; hence, the plot is solely started and too thin to sustain a search of soothing and satisfying
Paris, Nov, 10.
concerned with the way in which three acter. Action is cut down to entertainment. While it should
prosperous
season
Renaissance presentation of drama In
he will be brought to justice and a minimum and* characters are have a modestly
End,
it is hardly strong three acts by Eduardo de Filippo, transin
the
West
devices.
the
obvious
from
stage
by
off
saved
kept
man
innocent
an
lated- by Jacques Audiberti. Stars ValenThe yarn is set in a country cot- enough to merit a transfer to tine Tessier. Directed by Jean Darcante;
gallows. The idea is good, but the
sets by Douking. At Renaissance Theatre,
construction is implausible. It will tage occupied by a doctor and his Broadway.
Paris.
added
given
production
is
The
inevitably be an addition to the wife who have just returned from
Paul Vllle
Alfredo
long list of failures at this West what is described as a six-year status by the inclusion of several Domencio Soriano
Yves Denlaud
honeymoon. House guesting with marquee names in the small, com- Fllomena Martuvano. .. .Valentine Tessier
End theatre.
Maurice Juniot
Gerald Anstruther has made his them is the wife’s girl friend. Dur- pact cast, Michael Denison and Walter
Gabrielle Fontan
Rosalia
main character a writer of detec- ing a New Year’s Eve celebration, Dulcie Gray (real life husband and Diana
Claude Pasquier
Janine Camp
tive yarns whose wife is murdered the fourth character makes his ap- wife) are again starred as a mar- Lucia ....
Roland Menard
by a secret lover. The latter, an pearance uninvited. He turns out ried couple while from the U. S., Umberto
Jean Topart
Riccardo
actor, who is about to marry his to be an ex.-detective who knows Ron Randell and Margot Stevenson Michele
Georges Salley
Marcel Alba
wealthy backer, doesn’t know quite that the doctor murdered his wife’s make an impressive legit' debut. Nocella
Suzanne Courtal
how to dispose of the body; so he first husband and proceeds with a Marie Lohr has a modest role as Teresina
form of blackmail. The an understanding mother-in-law,
calls the author, pretends he is a gentle
“Madame Filoume’’ is a Neapolifiction writer attempting his first medico naturally wants the in- but fills it with her usfual polish.
Setting for the Mary Orr and tan character drama and has been
crime novel and asks for a fool- truder out of the way and with the
proof solution. Subsequently, the aid of his wife plans the perfect Reginald Denham play is a small a hit in many lands and languages.
in a remote section of the No English translation has yet been
cottage
off.
doesn’t
come
writer finds the evidence is put- murder which
After a
The players do their best with Cornish coast Its inhabitants are attempted, but play’s present Paris
ting the guilt on him.
and Miss Gray, a couple su<!C ess will probablv attract A ngloDenison
givscript,
padded
dream sequence in which some of the flimfULjgnd
his book characters come to Hie', ing the pW^mu^li-hVMfed veneer.
ur P 0*0 earnings
fhn wife’s
anmumfc
iifkil a ^
m
11_
the
ngs while
antly
on
stewing
he prepares to take the law into Ian Hunter contributes
JJduwdQ.;dA. Filippo is an Italian
the husband tries Iri ' Vain tb‘
and cynical
pic writer- director who registered
his own hands, but the cops arrive job as the ruthless
VM’M.Hu
M
*
finishing
fjvn,
JJ)
nnl
wu
in time with the necessary eviwHAv ^Vr^pVm^N^apolitotf. Mt.’J i/3
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warm

•

offer

intensity. His unhappy assisteffectively played down by
Edwin Richfield. But the surprise

and

Fraternizing

flamenco dancer who is well-styled,
but never gets her into the fiery
appeal the dance calls for. Paquil'o
Ortega features the classic clean
Spanish dances plus some peasant
couvting spots for good results.
Pepita Sevilla is a saucy little

femme

4

'.

'

.

.*

,

.

.

.

eye-rolling
whose
and
coquettishness put over her solo
Pedro De Cordoba only does
a 10-irtinute stint in the last half
of show, but scores in his fine interpretive dance (New Acts).
Pit music is supplied by Los
Flamencos orch which is adequately batdned by Jose Rocca,
This is
strictly filler fare for this -revue
Mosk.
house.

efforts.
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entire

production
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Since iflS'Tn’st iyfT'seiYiation at the
aire,” two years ago. He will probThe relationship is far from sat- ably film “Filoume” himself in Edinburgh Festival, Charles Morisfactory when they are invaded by Italy with an Italian cast. Censor- gan’s play had a short nabe season
his first flame and her husband ship
would interfere with any at the Lyric, Hammersmith, before
from America. It becomes more American pic version, but “Fi- moving in to the West End. After
complicated when the wife’s novel loume’’ would be okay for U. S. several weeks in town, the principal
Joyce is accepted for publication in the legit.
scissoring.
needs heavy
male role has been changed, with
Heron battles against a negative U. S., with a lecture tour offered
Madame Filoume, a onetime Phil Brown coming over from
as pail: of the promotion.
part as’ the wife’s friend.
America to replace Paul Schofield.
with
prostie,
tfts
lived in sin
Direction by Wallace Douglas is
This elementary situation of Domenico, a rich Neapolitan, for
The current production* has two
loose and inconclusive. Rex Dut- strained marital relations is skilsome time. Pretending to be dying, outstanding qualities which are a
ton’s single setting of a cottage is fully handled by the authors who
she
begs
him
to marry her on her contributing factor to its success.
Myro.
have contrived to sustain the inadequate.
death-bed, and he does so. She “The River Line” may have deterest in an obvious plot with dithen informs him that she has ficiencies as a drama, but the
rect and provocative dialog. The
three grown sons and that he is author’s fine poetic writing style
Peril
basic situations are treated in an
the father of one of them. She frequently transcends the basic
London, Dec. 4.
adroit style, giving a useful veneer
refuses to tell- him which is his weaknesses of construction. The
Daniel Mayer Company production of to the play. The experienced cast
characters talk a lot, but much of
drama in three acts by Mary Orr and
mainly responsible although son, as she wants him to adopt all the dialog is sharp and erudite.
Reginald Denham. Directed by Norman is
three.
Marshall. At St. James’s Theatre, London, credit is due to Norman Marshall
The three-acter packs all its
He
is
furious,
Dec. 3. *52. $2.15 top.
he
as
had hoped
for his smooth and competent diMichael Denison
Clive Jevons
after her death to marry a pretty, dramatic content into the middle
Myro.
Dulcie Gray rection.
Robin Jevons
The first conveniently estabact.
young
blonde.
He swears he will
George Woodbridge
Digory
Mary Lohr
Mrs. Jevons
adopt no one and will annul the lishes the scene and third too easily
Brian Harding
Brodrlgg
ties
up
the loose ends. The second
marriage
she
has
forced on him
Ron Randell
Cheater Ames
through trickery. She brings her act, which is a flashback to a warMargot Stevenson
London, Nov. 20
Marianne Ames
Jack Hylton production of drama in sons to his house against his will. time hide-out in France, builds up
two acts; adapted from their screenplay
“Sweet Peril” is a simple, human by Ted Willis and Jan Read. Stars Jack One is a haberdasher, another a an effective, tense situation.
The polished cast has a field day
drama without pretensions, and Warner, Gordon Harker, Bon&r CoUeano journalist and the third a plumber.
Susan Shaw. Directed by Richard They have never known she
within those limitations, it succeedr and
was with Morgan’s use of English.
Bird. At Hippodrome, London, Nov. 19,
their mother, but she has aided Brown, who has taken over the role
admirably. Its appeal is deftly di- '52; $1.75 top.
rected to attract theatregoers in P. C. Nunn
Anthony Sheppard them all their lives. When Domeni- of the American, fills the part with
Warren Mitchell co hears her confess to her sons assurance, giving a performance
Ml*. Jordan
Mrs. Jordan
Golda Caslmir the story of her life,
he repents which fully conveys the sensitivity
Tom Riley
Bonar Colleano
Pamela
Spud Murphy
Edwin Richfield and adopts all three boys as his of the author’s style.
Sergeant Flint
Arthur Rigby sons, and settles down to married Brown, using a French accent, has
P. C. George Dixon
Gordon Harker life with
little
difficulty
in
sustaining
the
Filoume.
P. C. Andy Crawford
Peter Byrne
tense
characterization
the
of
Nancy
Natalie Kent
Valentine
Tessier,
one
of
Woman Sgt. Grace Millard Moira Mannion France's top
French
resistance
worker
actresses, is superb in
Mrs. Lewis
Coral lairweather
that she Was
Chief Inspector Cherry .... Jack Warner the lead role, creating the good- eventually learns
responsible for an innocent solSergeant Green
John Stone hcartecl Neapolitan prostitute
who dier’s death. Other members of
Diana Lewis
Susan Shaw
is
willing
to
sacrifice everything
Mary Dixon
Valerie Forrest
the cast, notably Michael GoodMrs. Nidos
Golda Casimir for her children.
Yves Deniaud liffe, Marjorie
Sonny Walters
Fielding, Virginia
Freddie Owen registers heavily
as Domenico and
Mrs. Riley
Natalie Kent
McKenna
and Marcel Poncin, perDoctor
Anthony Sheppard Roland Menard, Jean Topart and
form with commendable fluency.
Woman
Coral Fairweather Georges Galley are smpathetic
as
Mr. Wiidberg
Warren Mitchell the sons.
Myro.
There are telfing charQueenie
Linda Bacon
Comedian
Warren Mitchell acter bits, too, by Gabrielle Fontan
Theatre Manager
Hugh Mctchalfe as Fdoume’s maid and by
Paul
ville as Domenico’s confidant
In this stage adaptation of a reEquity Library
Jean Darcante’s direction makes
cent British film hit, the authors the
most of the local color, strong
(Dec. 8-21)
have tried, with some measure of
characterization and
comic and
“Winterset”
Lenox Hill Playsuccess, to give the production a
in terludes. It is a new
smash house, N. Y. (17-2D.
cinematic flavor. With the aid of
here.
CurU
a revolving stage, rapid scenic
“World
Make”—Lenox Hill
changes are effected which gives
Playhouse, N,Y. (10-14).
the play a comparable effect of
C’iol DTtejiagiiB

almost dragged into committing murder to save her husband. Hugh Wakefield’s robust portrayal of the intruder is spoiled by
an overlong drunk scene which

itamped with unreality. The characters battle to attain^ measure of
conviction, but do not succeed.
The plot had its moments of inbut these are quickly
authors. Much
the action is drawn out and
there is hardly enough incident to
keep the play going for more than
one of the three acts.
Clive Morton’s dignified and sincere portrayal of the famous nov-

genuity

washed out by the
of

have enhanced a
elist
could
worthier plot. In this case, it is
something of a. futile effort. Lesley Wareing has a happy release
when she is strangled half-way
through the first act while Mary
Mackenzie, as the author’s secreLautary, is given little scope.
tence Hardy overdraws the suc-

Sweet

*

-

and

his interpretation, coupled with his dialog, justified the few opening night jeers.
Joan Ingram defies all the laws of

cessful

fliasterpieee,,

1

actor

probability as the

widow who

The Blue Lamp

is

to. marry the actor. Geoffrey
Goodhart seems to have directed

about

without attention to suspense
or
*'
realism.
Myro.

.
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THEATRE BENEFITS

—AND STILL GOING STRONG!

who

;

.

Show

—

We

'

speed and movement.
The theme, which deals with the
shooting of a copper, has topical
and dramatic values and the casting of four prominent local names
gives the production useful marquee appeal. As a twice nightly'
proposition, it should hold up

(Spanish Sky)

*

nicely for a season.

“The Time of the Cuckoo"

—

a

follows
benefit performance of

the 3,000th benefit Miss Larric has

Paris, Dec!

.

NEW

'COLONY'

MANAGER

2.

Greensboro, N. C., Dec. 9.
Richard Jordan, of Nag’s Head,
N. C., was elected last week new
general manager of the Paul Green
De Espana (6), Los Goya (2), Leo Herein
Los 4 Mont-Real (4). Chiquita®
Paouito al fresco presentation, “The Lost
Colony," staged each summer at
Waterfront Theatre on Roanoke
Production obviously indicates Island.
that it was thrown together
Roanoke Island Historical Assn,
to surround solo dancer Pedro De Cor- elected him to succeed William
doba. Carioca acts, recruited
here Hardy, who recently took the job as
are diverting in spots, but
visually manager of “HoTn iii the West.’’
oi revue In
Scenes b* «>oardo Liano
H
Musicali direction,
Jose Roeca; dance di.® e Cabo; with Pedro De
Coidoba, Pepita Fernandez.
ChavallHos
tS a nd 1 3
-

i

.

Apart from the obvious eliminaof exterior action sequences
and the change of locale from
West to East London, the play
tion

Shirley Booth congratulates Ivy Larric at

,

Andre Chcrrler production

the film quite faithfully.
in the original, the stage production sets out to humanize the
police force and to present the
uniformed men as a bunch of

As

’

arranged since 1929.

IVY LARRIC
Theatre Party Bureau

1457 Broadway

New
Wisconsin

74MI

York IB

homely, warm-hearted and philosophizing characters. With the help
of the sincere portrayals by Gordon Harker, as the policeman who
is shot, and Jack Warner, as the
police superintendent, this aspect
of the yarn is faithfully captured.
The main villain, the small-time
thug in search of easy money, who
feels his strength as long as he is
carrying a gun, is admirably portrayed by Bonar Colleano* It is a

performance

of

marked

virility

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Lit#
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the Nov. 28 economy'-' move may
get the axe. Thirty were fired and
six retired and the Chronicle has
given notice that "10 or 12” more
will be discharged and "six or
seven” others retired. A total of
52 to 54 will be out of jobs when
the firing wave hits its crest.

g£’j%s&i™%w.
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riva
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TEnd

rere embIrassed
appeared SUnday (7). the
three«+• Pearl Harbor, with
an
identically headStories
"i lead
a
P. ®j
“T Led the Attack on Pearl
by
K®bor ” AW piece was bylined air
Fuchida, former
Mitsuo
gSt
combined
the
of
officer
novations

K

ls

that both
-

LITEHATI

PGSzffiTr
think my life concerns anybody but
myself,” and the strange remark
that she wasn't glad to be back at
the Met in postwar for artistic reasons, but because of a "feeling of
triumph over my enemies,”
Despite the surcharged contents,
both Mine. Flagstad and Biancolli
don’t quite effect a satisfyingly true
portrait of the singer. Her personality, oddly enough, still eludes.
Bron.

on film history, covering "Fedway Moves to the Suburbs/*
the period from before the turn of to Magazine Digest.
the century to 1925, when Smith
Sports editor Jim Scott’s book,
sold Vitagraph to Warner Bros, a$d "Bob Mathias, Champion of Chamretired.
pions,” published by Prerttice-Hall,
adven- is ready for the Christmas trade.
Inventor,
businesman,
turer, administrator and camera"Music in Mexico,” history of
Smith
man,
has lived a life that Mexican music from Aztec -times
could easily be turned into one of to the present, by Robert Steventhe less believable films. Fittingly son, issued this week by Thomas
enough, he starts the book with Y. Crowell Co.
an account of how he smuggled out
Norman Taurog writing a book
pictures of the Jeffries-Sharkey
titled "Inside Darkest Martin and
fight in 1899 and had to jump out
Lewis,” based on his experiences
of a window to escape the pursuing
as director of the comic pair in
Jeffries.
three pictures.
Inventor Smith constructed VitaEdward Dmytryk commissioned
graph’s first camera and followed
by Look mag to write a yarn, illusthis by giving the industry its first
trated by his own photos, about his
projector. He also came up with
experiences while directing "The
the first "miniatures” when he Juggler” in Italy.
„
faked "The Battle of Santiago
N. Y. World-Telegram feature
Bay.”
writer Edward Tatum Wallace auIf M Two Reels” dwells lengthily
thored “The Moon Is Our Lanon J. Stuart Blackton, "Pop” Rock, tern,” a novel, for Doubleday pubThomas Edison, and other figures lication in January.
of the early Vitagraph days, it for
Elinor Marion, wife of actor Paul
some reason doesn’t give a very Marion and daughter of novelists
clear picture of Smith himself, lt Millen Brand and Pauline Leader,
is as if, in his anxiety to tell his
will have a yarn published by the
story, the author had neglected to Saturday Evening Post.
project his own thoughts and reacDick Bennett, editor of the Cetions to the reader who might be
lebrity Service theatrical producexpected to take a justifiable inter- tion calendar, has authored a short
est in the man himself. Koury’s
column of show biz chatter for the
Hift.
ghosting job is topnotch.
current (December) issue of Glamlibrary

Line on Miami’s Clein

Reuben

Clein,

69

publisher of the

Plenty Bullish on Bullrings
weekly Miami Life, was sentenced
The author who isn’t there is a on contempt of court to 30 days In
while not complication
to
Prentice-Hall’s the Miami county jail. Sentence
Tanpnese fleet. Parade's,
footnoted that publicity chief Stu Daniels, who came after Clein
had refused to
iwhned by Fuchida,
with per- has not only cuffo exploitation bids tell a grand jury how he had obH quoted extensively,
from the semi-official for "The Bullfighter From Brook tained information that a politico
Proceedings of the U.S lyn” as Sidney Franklin’s biog is would be indicted for attempted
ag
which Published called but also paid commercials briber of an elected candidate to
Naval Institute,
by Fuchida edited by on radio and TV which, coinciden- Miami Beach council; refused to
account
an
Pineau.
tally,
would plug his memoirs take an oath of secrecy before tesLt. Roger
tifying before the jury, following
AW’s article was prepared by Franklin, however, is still in SeAnderson, Lt. Com- ville where he is now a bullring which he had told local newsmen
Pns«ell F.
a. (jjnpresario, having built a lavish details of his appearance; and again
Reserve*,
Naval
the
in
mander
refused to tell a circuit judge
McGraw-Hill exec and former in- amphitheatre in Seville which, to
Hal- toreador aficionados, is like La source of his original story which
formation officer of Admiral
AW, contacted Fuchida and Scala, in Milan, is to opera, or ted to the grand Jury summons.
cev
Beach councilman involved was*
authorization to sign the Brooklyn is to baseball. Book meangot his
a reform crusader who' garnered
which also included data time is in its second edition.
niece
the
including^
The
his
Brooklyn-born
votes via a strong campaign
sources,
toreador,
from other
Com- Franklin, is doing what every vir- against the S & G Syndicate
Strategic
XJ s
Japanese
of
which
tuoso
of
"throwing
controlled, at the time a
interrogations
the
bull”
in
mand’s
our mag.
Spain wants to do and seldom majority of horse books and sev.
officers.
,
Britisher’s H’wood O. O
Geraldine Page, of N.Y.’s Circlebisome
eral
includes
achieves
casinos.
he’s
piece
gone
Supposed bribe offer
into
the
mataParade’s
As producer of "In Town To- in-the-Square; Melissa Hayden, of
0m
a
ma
his ca fT1 ’ night,” Peter Duncan has given
ographical material and pix it took dor impresarioing business.
N.Y. City Ballet,* and Ni Gusti
~
?
J
paign-managenal
now touring the
setup, and in- a i r time to all the visiting cclebriof Fuchida, who is
Raka, of Dancers of Bali, are show
V
0pe ng f P unj^-^°? r ds
ties
to
Britain,
U S. as an evangelist. He appeared
including
almost
Blum’s 8th Theatre Anni
winners in Mademoiselle mag7i?I
fi after
?/
the area,
the candidate s elec- every Hollywood topliner. It was biz
Graham’s evangelical
on Billy
"Daniel Blum’s Theatre World;
azine’s 1952 choices of "Ten Young
“Hour of Decision” video program Season 1951-52” (Greenberg; $4.50)
to be expected, therefore, that on Women of the Year.”
..
Since that tpne^ the syndicate his first visit to Hollywood
over ABC-TV Sunday (7).
he
is the eighth in this annual series
Circuits Managements Assn.
has been eliminated, with most should receive the openhanded
of reference books on Broadway
and Gaumont taking a
members
under Federal indictment treatment for which the film city (Odeon
Earl Wilson’s Deals
number
of British provincial film
legit.
As always, it concentrates
a3 ev
10 n c ^ ar S es stemming j
noted,
Post-Hall
s
the
and
his
impressions
and
have
conducted trips to Pinescribes
on
Wilson
on
uu
photo
pmuu
Earl
layouts- tseiecied
£!^Ji.
+v,
*
(selected from f
““i* V"?
rom the
Kefanvpr
rommitfee in- T
Iauv
beerv ...tecoraed an
In Hollywood wood film studios, near London.
Syndicate have signed a new 3-year publicity stills) ui
of the
j
tne show*; with
had Utterly Tonight” (T Werner TLaurle
anrie
SO)
"Mid1
Post's
recently went from
5
Journalists
N„
V.,
the
for
?'.
S
'extract
c*»r™.»-Hdded data aTopeninf opposed the reform moves which LlfJ
.,
>
aI
1 s 1 ng dates
night Earl” column.
nd
were, .spearheaded >i!**h- 'JNHtta ir
?^-- - ?
ed
Carl H. Winstdri’ 'Reveals ’’’’HoW
Wilson has ^2.1 so
i
News. His ediV'’ ^
n
t
:tw fflifr d '<41^01I nevi t a bly,
Duncan
freely
in- Dr. Bruno Furst works his memJlNli^v^i.^fir^contammg capsule
torial policy was concentrated on
^fflohal
giooai biogs and.
way Hall
name-dropping. Hemet 1'ory-training
and, nerhaos
WSg bo J^^m^fcTng
perhaps the outstanding r 0 hn
- at his Stein
Knight TJpraiH publlShei
nnhiicher dulges
„
most of the big sta?s and he’s not School of Memory and Concentraitem of the book, a general index aSd his editorial bolfcv
and domestic scenes.
P
issue of
January
tion,
N.Y.,
the
in
ashamed
to
say
so.
But
his
of all names and titles mentioned.
obCirculation of Miami Life is
Although much of the material d^med to be the lareesTfor weeklv servations are far from superficial, Today’s Woman. Winston, former
Van Loon Saga
M
V
ftnnrinTr Mirror
Mirrnr
mnoajinp
Rfflffmagazine
staff
N.Y.
Sunday
and
he
refused
to
allow
the
Gerard
excess
duplicates that in "The Best Plays” publications in Florida, with newsAbout five years ago,
freelance
Willem van Loon, son of the late series edited by John Chapman, stand and street-hawker circulation. of hospitality, to color his thinking, er, recently turned to
writing.
He
found
Hollywood
suffering
historian, Henrik W. van Loon, sold this Blum work is a valuable refer- Sheet is angled to the "expose”
Thomas F. Seward’s $150,000
The
an article on his father to Town & ence item for editors and others side with formal calling "truth” from a bad attack of jitters.
suit against William R.
Country. Article was bumped from in the trade and, to some extent, stories on dancers of cieeie smok- Communist bogey was "so fan- damage
2nd other scareheads, and tastic, I couldn’t, imagine a writer
the December issue due to heavy to anyone who makes a hobby of fie
ing and
n Superior
S,me°r/o;
opened in
Reporter,
wood
who
valued
his
30b
correcting
his
Xmas advertising and shortly after- tegit. This year’s price, incidental- large-boldface type -makeup. Longscript in red ink.” He also found Court, Los Angeles, with about
wards the mag changed hands, with
y, represents a 50% increase over time feud with the Herald reached
litigation in prospect,
weeks
of
a
“certain
ominous
similarity”
beast year’s $3.
the result that it didn’t see print.
Hobe.
a climax in the gubernatorial race
Seward, who claims a 38 /o injerLast September, Reader's Digest
four years ag<?, which saw Fuller tween the work of the Un-Ameri- e st in the trade paper under a deal
can Activities Committee and what
ran a piece on van Loon pere which
“ s,; lutu "although
lll
, lu
U6 “/strongly
61J
Mme. Flagstad Takes The Stand Warren elected,
made
1944, charges that Wilkeru
‘l
t he encountered
Berlin
1934
IU ea in ce
lin in Ay,
He
p*his son felt was derogatory.
J[
,
u
cnn
him nut He asks
"The Flagstad Manuscript’.’ (G. P. opposed by the Herald and most of
V
called T&C about exhuming his Putnam;
newspapers. Clein’s
of the partnership,
$4), autobiography of Met other, state
dissolution
a
hJ
imp^ssk,ns of the"“mechanics
own piece, and article is in the soprano Kirsten Flagstad, as narV6r W
2
liquidation of assets and damages.
production
based
on^
^vfsits
to
December issue. In it, van Loon rated to N. Y. World-Telegram & for Warren’
the major studios, plus his recasually mentions the fact he might
Sun music critic Louis Biancolli,
action to the influence of commerdo a biog of his father. As a result, is bound to exfcite much
‘American Ballads*
comment.
cial radio and TV.
Myro.
three publishers have called him Interesting
from the start, absorb(Naughty,
"American Ballads
‘Goldwyn Story’
about possibility of doing the tome. ing
in its later stages, the tome is Ribald & Classic),” compiled by
French
Literary
Prizes
Continued from page 1
important as the testimony of a Charles O’Brien Kennedy with an
A many-paged book published
Coast Feud Continues
great artist and controversial figure assist by David Jordan (Fawcett;
The feud between the L. A. who took quite a beating in the 35c) is filled with over 150 songs in Paris. "Guide Des Prix Liter- tin and Lewis on their last outing
aires,” shows that there are 765 topping "Toast” by nearly 30 points,
Herald-Express (Hearst) and the course of her career.
and poems, ranging from "The
L. A.
Mirror (Chandler) flared
Background of the book itself is Man on the Flying Trapeze” to the literary prizes given in France It was on the strength of Sullivan’s
which are vied for by protests that American Guild of
again last week when the Mirror unusual, the first third having been GWdlinV FhiD ^ and fronT"The'Face every
caught the Her-Ex with its lead written before 1941, when Mme. on the larroim Floor^ to a LlIad Publishers to up their sales. They Variety Artists was restrained from
story down.
Hearst sheet ban- Flagstad went home to be with her by Abraham Lincoln. Ballads you als ? se £ve as a target for manu- the "Comedy Hour” lineup without
ip ts
aspiring writers. Patron- f U n payment of established fees to
nered a story about a note the FBI husband in Nazi-occupied Norway,
know and ballads you ought to
J>y
teken up by either philan- talent on the show. Deal with NBC
was studying which supposedly the balance being picked up in
know. It even has "The Kid’s Last
u s e ® called for payment of $10,000 to
had been written by the "Grand
1947, on her return to America, Fight” in it. A really big 35c
h jJ n n
ma” who has dropped her knitting and carried on from there till worth!
g
welfare fund, with the starEspecially for guys who
^ rix Goncourf
inis prize
Drize ai
aL AGVA
j0ncour b. This
to rob L. A. banks.
~
The letter, the today. First part, depicting Mme. like to get up and recite or even s ^he^Prix
ways means a healthy printing and ring performers waiving’ their fee.
Mirror pointed out smugly, had Flagstad’s early years as operetta
recite!
and
NBC had optioned four shows but
lay down
probable film sale.
been turned over to the FBI a few and opera singer, and her triumphs
Joe Laurie, Jr.
the vaude actors union called off
weeks earlier after it had been re
Covetetf Goncourt
prize
last
at the Met, is a little dry and matthe deal after one telecast.
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(and printed)
columnist Paul Coates.

by Mirror

Dance Shoe Crusade
Unique situation has cropped up
in the dance, field.
There's been
complaint for years that children
attending ballet schools have been
taught to get up on their toes too
soon,

permanent foot injury
Recent ballet upsurge

with

as result.

has heightened
the November

the practice.

In

issue
of Dance
ballet trade-paChujoy, its editor-

News, a monthly

Anatole

publisher, ran a symposium, quotln 8 dance
authorities and medics,
on the danger, and himself making

me suggestion

that dance shoe
Manufacturers stop making shoes
tor children
„

under eight.
result of queries from schools
teachers,

4s

Chujoy has had to
JJ®.
send out 2,000 reprints
of the sym-

m ore unusual was
s i°n. °* Capezio, Inc., one
foremost manufacturers of
nancing shoes, to go along with
tnujoy s suggestion,
discontinuing
1U acture
°f toe shoes under
fc??i
6 2, Ca e zio
letter w’as printed
P
._
fn ^

™

« ec

i

oi tne

r,

December

6

New

issue of

Dance

ter-of-fact, in a surface recital of
events revealing little of the real
personality of the singer.

Days
Vitagraph
Early
jv* 1
a
_

*

un or

^i
,

j

1

e

.

'

j

'

week went
nuuic
was
woo Andre

^1

^

.

§

—

ceived

m

'

'

‘

to Beatrix Beck,
Gide’s
\juuc o secretary,

who

xvi
for

,ier
third novel, "Leon Morin,
Mr. Vita- p r j es ” Same time, Jacques Perry
Smith, the
be
Second part (almost two thirds
£»*
filni era, so
of an earlier
graph
<•'“
atau
a
..
j s0
was
wao uaiucu
name ^ winner
wiinici ui
of the
utc
o 1
,
,
of the book) is an .eloquent exd °^n
ong
Theo P hras te Renaudot Prize for
planation and defense of her mo- }
« T .*Am
tumultuous and colorful expen
n;™”
tives and activities in returning
home during the war. Diva takes the
thp motion pictuie.
nicture
TT"
T a 4this year uhave
.
_
. ..
Already presented
up and refutes the various charges
made against her that the Nazis
helped her to return home, that
she gave concerts for them, that
the Norwegian Government-in- ing days of the indu ®tey» when the
an ^ no j se as 13 ballots went by
J beExile asked her not to return, etc.
fact of movement on the
Im went t0 Domin ique
"There was never a Flagstad case,” mere still held, excitement, ana fore the
“tp
screen
Rollin for her fifth nove i
she declares;' "the Norwegian govbusiness ethics were in question. Souffle ,, (4 The
ernment has declared they never
8
had anything against me person- ffranh Dahits a lively and often
French prize mania is also exally."
fmnsin/ nicture of the men who tended to a recent choosing of the
12
best novels of the 19th Century
What’s perhaps strange are such
is crammed with anecstatements as the one that she dotes ’that should make it boffo by a special jury. Jury of 16 concivil
war
there
was
tained
big literary and political
never realized
reading for both laymen and inin Norway. And for a book so diistrvites It’s a valuable and wel- names. Novels that won nod were
word
"Adolphe,”
is
no
by Benjamin Constant;
open and frank, there
come addition to the growing
"The Black and The Red,” by
as to the activity of her husband
Double Meprise,”
rumored
"La
Stendhal;
in wartime (when he was
by Prosper Merime.e; Hoysman’s
to have made a fortune doing biz
feeling
"Le
Pere Goriot,” by
"En
Roule”;
with the Nazis), or her
Honore De Balzac; Jules Valles’
about it. But few can disagree with
why*
end
wherefores
the
"Germinal”;
dttails
think
Child”;
Zola’s
"The
the statement that "I do not
showing
Renard’s
"Disciple”;
Bourget’s
it fair of anyone to hold it against
Bovary,”
"Madame
by
believed
“Lover”;*
me that to the very end I
Fromentin’s
Flaubert;
Gustave
in the goodness and decency-of the
the
Never
were
Pleiades/’
"Les
"Dominique”;
and
man I had married.” They
of Gobineau.
in love with each other; she reFreelance Market
turned to Norway solely because

^
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Been

So Rough

my

home and I can’t leave
"this is
0
temporarily in its mass It as long as war lasts,” and apparfiring
r
considerations preother
ently
no
steffmen,
which took
olanf !
ov 28
The Palter has vailed.
amli
)
6
t0 put the employees back
is also interesting in its full
Book
on th
payr n for another week descriptions of the singer’s ordeal
9
and
n ter into negotiations with during her first post-war U. S.
the r^,M i
d t0 determine the njerits tours; its raps at N. Y. music critics
of
3C ^ sta ffer
dismissed
re and columnists; such scattered
,

for Scribes

2

.

-

or

tired

quotes

as

"I

.

have always been

may ke that some of those cautious and fearful of the press,
re &aih their jobs, "I do not like journalism, or at
A mayothers
some
not included in least some sides of it,” “I dont

let *!?.?

U

whiiA
e

Town,”

entered

N.

Y/s

the

of

Flower

Monday

(8) for observatiQ n and treatment ‘on his chronic
ulcer s, forcing an indefinite post-

Hospital

z
in

for

Sullivan until his return,

with the program resuming its
regular vaudeo format,
Sullivan, preemed the two-.part
"Goldwyn Story” Sunday njght
(7), with the second half scheduled for next Sunday (14). At
press time yesterday (Tues.), it
had not been determined how long
Sullivan would be off the show nor
who his guest emcee Would be for
next Sunday.
*

.

CHATTER

Met D. 0.
Continued from page

1

according to Francis Robinson, boxoffice and subscriptions head, sublist now totals 8,922, or
an increase of 1,284 over last year’s
Season subscriptions this
7,638.
fall total $1,472,078, as against last

scribers

Leonard Amster named head of
Kenneth Later agency lit depart- season’s

•

-

ue 0

2nd Stanza Postponed
and em-

Sullivan, columnist
of CBS-TV’s "Toast

Kay Campbell

Has

Frisco Chronicle Re-take
Franc isco Newspaper Guild
Vac
C on peile<*
the Chronicle to
Wb-f
l
11

Ed

(; t

an Interesting editorial feature
the soon*due
I

in

Julie
staffer,

Abeel, House &
weds Donald R. Heath,

Garden season as Met manager, subscrip-

.

47th Anniversary Number

D€
Rkn?nm

of

edition of

pfaiitfrY

$1,355,208, for an increase
of $116,870. In ’50-’51, Bing’s first

ment.
Jr.,

tion sales totaled $1,034,785 .

The Met
'Maurice Zolotow’s "No row \ wil1
Hnnk<?

nuhlishmg

35c

»

for

third

year

1

ir

?

a

vf'pdimlaus”
Fledermaus
Strauss
version
People Like Show People.”
Radio-TV actress Lynne Rogers on New Year s Eve. Top will be
sold her first magazine article, raised to $10 for the event.
of

j
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CHATTER
bing with Pathe-Marconl, RCA
London
Records distrib, on the disk picBobby Short back at the EmAbner J. Grcshler, Coast agent* ture here for U. S. names.
'"manager, in town on business for,* Gregory -Peck and wife in Paris bassy Club for a return cabaret
before heading to London to hud- date.
li* weel
,
Annual Variety Club election
Ed (Senator) Ford recovering dle on possibilities of doing “Babyfrom injuries resulting from Long lon Revisited” for Paramount here, night dinner set for the Savoy towith William Wyler directing.
_
morrow (Thurs.).
Island auto accident.
John Steinbeck looking for a
Gladys Cooper left the cast of
Bill Pine, Paramount producer,
in on the Independence next week theatre here to present the French “Relative Values” and has gone to
version of his play, “Burning Jamaica via N. Y.
after nine weeks in Europe.
Ava Gardner returned to NaiBroadway expatriate Tom Van Bright.” Called “La Flamme,” this
translated by Rene Picard,
was
Paris
from
robi last week after a short conDycke in for a quickie
Richard Aldrich in from Spain valescence in London.
to close up his New York apartto look over fall legit crop. AldrichPhil and Sid Hyams tossing
ment.
William Morris Agency’s general Myers outfit interested in possible their annual Christmas press lunch
SeaN.Y.
staging
of
of
“Duchess
expected
Lastfogel,
the critics today (Wed.).
for
manager, Abe
Siegi Sessler off to U. S. this
in New York Dec. 15 for his an- weed,” hit production of Peter
Blackmore’s
English
comedy,
to promote Coronation biz
week
nual stay.
,
,
Eddie Fisher here on a tworday for his Berkeley Square club.
Helen Rose, Metro fashion deJohn Nasht planed to Berlin last
signer, treks back to Culver City furlough after finishing 15 shows
today (Wed.) after a four-day visit on his Army entertainment tour week enroute to N. Y. to set disof Germany and France. He goes tribution for his current telepix
studying fashion trends.
RCA Victor producer Steve Car- to England to play the Army Air program.
Francis, Day & Hunter sponsorlin to the Coast for Walt Disney Bases and then heads for U. S.
ing a dinner next Wednesday (17)
huddles. He produces many of the Dec. 27.
to celebrate their 75th year in the
Disney kiddie albums on wax.
song publishing business.
A. J. Balaban back at the Dorset
Herbert Wilcox hosted a cockHotel for the winter from his New
Miami Beach
tailery for Forrest Tucker, who
City, N. Y., suburban home. WorkBy Lary Sollowr.y
over to play in the first Wilcame
ing on vidpix idea with Sammy
Robert Q. Lewis at the Lord cox-Republic film, “Laughing Ann.”
Rauch.
Abner J. Greshler in town for Tarleton.
C. J. Latta, the Warner rep on
Joel Gray set for Ciro’s opening
the board of Associated British
10 days with 12-year-old Jimmy
Picture Corp., returned to LonBoyd whose ‘’Santa Clauss Kissing show Dec. 23.
U. of Miami Ring Theatre pre- don last week from his annual trip
platter
is
a
Mommy” Columbia
week.
*
senting “Brigadoon” this
bestseller.
to the U. S.
Joanne Gilbert and A1 Bemie
Kenneth McKenna, story head at
Jerome' Whyte sailed for N. Y.
the Metro studio, returns to the head Xmas show at Clover Club.
last Monday (8) but returns here
ShelFormer
head
Matt
AGVA
after
week
this
of
end
the
Coast at
in February to continue to repre'
confabs here with publishers, edi- vey in town and seeing old friends. sent the Rodgers and Hammerstein
John
Cameron
town
in
Swayze
authors.
and
tors
interests in Great Britain.
Unable to get the desired Dec. and shooting backgrounds for his
TV
show.
Rome,
to
fly
to
accommodations
18
Lynn Farnol in for meet of NaEllin and Irving Berlin are adMemphis
vance-scheduling their European tional Pressure Cookers which he
press-reps.
By Matty Brescig
holiday to Dec. 14.
Dennis Day headed up show for
Ilka Chase here this week in
Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox adpub v.p., back from trip to the RCA convention at the Casablanca Arena Theatre’s “Over 21.”
Eddie Hill, “Grand Ole Opry”
Coast studios to gander product •Monday (8).
Claughton theatre chain hypoing performer*. .chechetLIri frr a, weekaiid map campaigns with studio
biz
with “Skyline Contest” in end.
publicity chief Harry Brand.
which
Ted Mack’s Amateurs skedded
patrons identify cities from
Friedrich Gulda, Viennese pianphotos.
for a one-nighter (10) at Auditoist, left N.Y, Monday (8) for ViMacFadden
rium.
Deauville
preems
its
enna after completing a twoErnie Rudy orch comic Chubby
month, 25-concert U.S.-Canadian Hawaiian Room Dec. 19 with JohnPeabody’s Skyway
tour under management of S. ny Pineapple’s orch and a Poly- Silvers to Hotel
for two weeks.
nesian revue.
Hurok.
sales
Richmond,
Elmore
Bob Sherwood says he’s not
exec, exits here this week for a
‘‘starting to worry about his NBCParis.
in
relations
post
public
Riviera
TV contract until I start on payW. C. Handy here (10) to toot
roll Jan. 1; right now a neuritis
By Ed Quiim
his “St.. Louis Blues” for local
in my eye is keeping me awake
Anatole Litvak set to start work Negro high school grid benefit
nights.”
soon here on his new pic, “The Girl
Andrew Geoly’s daughter Con- •on Via Flaminia,” with Kirk attraction.
Milt Simon and Norb Gwynn, ad
stance to wed Melvyn Bass Feb. Douglas.
execs and TV producers (“Juniper
22. Prospective bride is assistant
Secretary General of the Cannes Junction, U. S. A.”) returned from
to her father; who heads Eaves Film Festival, Robert Favre LeCostume Co.; Bass is a mechanical bret, parleying finance with the two weeks in New York.
Harry Martin, former Variety
engineer.
Cannes Town Council.
mugg and now prexy of American
Carl Brisson back on the S.S.
Dalio, Paul Meurisse and Helena Newspaper Guild, visiting family
Stockholm following long European Bossis played “Le Coup de Grace”
in
tour. Returns to the Cafe de Paris, at the Palais de la Mediterranee, and friends from his ECA post
London, Sept. 23. Due to open at Nice, and the Casino, Monte Carlo. Paris.
the Hotel Plaza’s Persian Room,
Jan de Hertzog, author of “FourN. Y., in February.
poster” now living at St. Jean-Cap
RKO pub-ad chief Richard Con- Ferrat,
Minneapolis
confirmed Colette’s intendon and indie producer Frederick tion of doing the French adaption
By Les Rees
Brisson back from Washington, of this play.
Paul
Colony Club has singer
St.
D. C., where they discussed plans
The Casino Theatre in Nice Bill Lawrence.
for preem of ‘‘Never Wave at a opened winter season with
the
Duo
pianists
Vronsky & Babin
WAC” with Army brass.
Grenier-Hussenot Co. in a Marcel
Daniel Arnstein, transit expert Duhamel translation of a new play here for concert.
Schlief's
Little
City club again
and an occasional show biz inves- by Irwin Shaw, “Phillip and
has Frankie Yankovic.
tor, to be honored next Tuesday Jonas.”
Singing
comedienne
Sophie
night (16) at the Waldorf for his - Jose' Ferrer and Edmund TrczinParker starting her 10th month at
pet investment, the Joshua Or- ski, author of “Stalag 17,”
spent Vic's.
phan Aid for mentally retarded most of their three days vacation
Paul Gregory here briefly to look
children.
on the tennis courts of the Parc over his “John Brown’s Body” at
Bill Doll, who handled “Skipper Imperial,
Nice; motored then to Lyceum.
Next to God,” the legit revival Rome.
Manager Jimmy Nederlander of
which starred (the late) John Gar-

Broadway

]

,

,

.

management

liamson

month

this

Hollywood
run into the new year; Evie
Hayes Is starred.
Steve Breidy to Chicago
fop
5
r
John Endean, who worked as COMPO meeting.
visual artist for Lewis Milestone
Rosemary Lane suing Bud Weston “Kangaroo (20th), is now in more for separate maintenance
London with the same director for
Bob O’Donnell and Lou Smith
“Melba.” He is the son of Lin to Chicago for the COMPO session
Endean, Universal’s publicity diRKO tossed a party for Norwewill

,

rector here.

gian film producer Slotfeldt Elling-

.

.

•

I

^

'

WHHM

-

.

,

.

'

Lyceum

now dittoing for the French
film version of the same play. Incidentally, it’s the first film p.a.
chore for the vet legit publicist.
Council of the Living Theatre
lensing the opening-night sequence
of its film, “Main Street to Broadway,” at the Martin Beck Theatre
Sunday (14). Local, notables will
participate and will be supperpartied following completion of
the scene.
N. Y. Post’s Jimmy Cannon on
the same plane with Frank Sinatra
field,

Genoa
By R. F. Hawkins
Saul Grauman and Co.
Ragno'D’Oro

oleomargerine,

at the

nitery.

Catherine Essex and the Camellini orch performing nightly at the

Cambusa

night club.

“II Capotto” (“The Overcoat”),
Titanus-Italian film, in a long-run
date here on initial booking.
Duse Little Theatre’s second play
of season will be “Clash By Night,"’
Giannino Galloni directing.
Umberto Melnati replaces Ruggero Ruggeri at the Augustus
Theatre, opening with L. du Garde

on Friday (12) to London, latter to
join his wife, Ava Gardner, in
Nairobi, North Africa. Cannon doa vagabond series of four
ling
articles for Collier’s during his Peach
and Jan Hay’s
busman’s holiday.
Sheep.” Milly co-stars.
Radio people have been apreached for spot commercials for)

5 elke’s

New York

off to
legit tourers.

“White

City,

Miami Beach.

Hazel

Scott
is

at

making

Kaliners
first

Rath-

nitery ap-

Paris
perance there since 1939.
Chris Powell picked up vocalist
Beatrice Lind, U.S. singer, into
Arnelda
Monroe from Earle’s
Commodore boite here.
amateur
show for his combo.
Dany Dauberson slated for a
Illness of member of Playboys
song stint at Moulin Rouge.
George Lloyd and June Rich- combo forced act to cancel opener
at Flamingo, with Al Greco Quartet
mond into the Casino De Paris.
“Detective Story” (Par) opening substituting.
Pep’s Musical Bar robbed for
to good crix appraisal and biz here.
Harold Smith starting a motion third time in year by thief who
picture service for U.S. companies. remained in spot after closing and
Don Hartman here 'to arrange Look $1,280 from safe.
Sans Souci Restaurant has infilming of F. Scott Fitzgerald story,
Erich Von Stroheim to play op- augurated special dinner policy
posite Madeleine Robinson in pic, guaranteed to get diner to his seat
in the theatre in time for opening
“House of Crime.”
Milton Blackstone here confab- curtain.
>

I

C. Viadl-Gomis

Darfr Dauberson, French

Boris

'

drew

Christoff

William Bishop recuperating at
after 10 days out with virus

capacity

home

houses at two" performances of
“Boris Godunov” in the Liceo.
Carlos ' Pons, legit actor from
Caracas, Venezuela, here to form
his own company and produce
shows.
The Romea has the new legit
play, “Love Lives in a Boarding
House,” by author-poet Jose Maria
de Sagarra.
Lalo Maura, pic and radio star
from Argentine, to sing in the
Joaquin Gasa musical show, “The
Cyclone Is Here.”
Revival of the musical show
“La Reina ha Relliscat” (“The

infection.

Jack E. Baker returned to his
veepee job at Republic after a tour
of Europe.
Gail Hillson lining up Hollywood
names for strawhat circuit dates
next season.

Miriam Geiger shifted from William Morris Agency to Filmcraft
Productions.
J“an Peters joined one of the

Hc^wood

units that will entertain

GIs in Korea.

Mike Lyman’s will provides an
annual income for his widow, and
other bequests.

Queen Has Slipped”), starring
Pat O’Brien and Van Johnson to
Mercedes Monterrey and Arturo San Francisco to help the Bonds
Ortiz, at the Victoria.

for Israel drive.

Edgar Bergen

will visit 27 mili-

on his “Operation
Santa Claus” tour.
Migatz
Marshall
recuperating
prohas
India
yellow jaundice at Sawtelle
hibited import into India of French from
Hospital.
Veterans
film, “Nights of Paris.”
Jack Palance recovered from inMadras government amended juries, sustained on Nat Holt’s
“Arcinematograph rules- under which rpwhead” location.
^
Louring
419...
•%
Damv^e:.
Sflmn.
within - a mhe^of any permanent'
tary hospitals

India
Government

.

%ma,

[

‘

•

theatre.

Strong protest has been voiced
by all film interests against India
government’s decision to keep
films, once banned, permanently
oq^the tabooed list.
Picture interests in India requested India government to ban
on the import into India of all
Pakistan films in retaliation to
Pakistan’s b^n on Indian pix. India imports about seven pictures
a year from Pakistan.
India's Prime Minister Pandit

the War Dept., for services in recruiting and morale.
Frank Whitbeck presented with
a gold plaque for his services in
behalf of Boys Town,
Robert Fellows to Mexico for
huddles with John Farrow about
“Plunder of the Sun.”

Betty Rowland released after
three weeks in jail on promise to
strip no more for three, years.
Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis
booked for two weeks at the London Palladium, starting June 15.
Ed Wynn presented with in
Nehru characterized# the film in- award by the Vaudeville Veterans
dustry as a non-essential item in of America for his
50 years in
national economy and suggested show biz.
that money ‘.would be better spent
Doris Day halted rehearsals for
if it were used in helping "finance
“Calamity Jane” to entertain G1
factories and small-scale induspatients at Veterans Hospital in
tries.

Motion Picture Produc-

Indian

ers Assn, decided to cancel agreement with All-India Radio whereby
that net could use recorded songs

from films without royalty payments. Action items from government’s decision to drop the name
of pictures

Long Beach.
Zamah Cunningham

sustained
injuries in a fall during dance rehearsals for. Paramount’s “Here
Come the Girls.”

Washington

from which music was

played.
of Central Board of
Censors clarified his position that
foreign films could not be censored
with same standard set for Indian
Certain latitude would be
films.
given for bodily contacts in foreign films not permitted in Indian
He also said that kissing
films.

Chairman

would

be

taboo

on

the

Indian

screen.

to try to

snare
Exotic dancer Rene Andre tops
“Latin Quarter Revue,” reopening
attraction at Alvin, burlesque.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace, now closed for alterations, resumes next week with singer Carol
Bruce.
Arthur Treacher appearing at
St. Paul Executives' club, offering

Rosemary Clooney limping after
baby elephant stepped on her

Mishel S. Green to Puerto Rico
to survey facilities for film production.
Polly Bergen planed out for a
two-week stand at the Chicaeo
Thehtre.

femme

balladist, doing okay at Rigat nitery.
Billi Bros., German circus, closed
after a run of three weeks, playing
capacity daily.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
“Dance for Joy” folded
house Saturday
of
(9) schedule.

Stan

(6),

a

at Play-

week ahead

WB

Harner,
purchasing
chief, and his wife left by car for
Florida vacation.
John Walsh, Fulton manager, in
“A Little of This, Something of Mercy Hospital being built up for
That, Mostly Humor.”
operation on his back.
Bobby Specht in town to rehearse
with Donna Atwood for her return
Australia
to “Ice Capades” after Christmas.
Joe E. Lewis will make his local
By Eric Gorrick
Metro will key release “Quo nitery debut at the Carousel, where
he opens a 10-day engagement Jan.
Vadis” here Dec. 19.

“High Noon” (UA) smash hit In 22
B. J. Keating, local singer last
week at Plaza, Sydney, for
in “Top Banana,” signed for “Hazel
American magician Virgil doing Flagg,” upcoming Broadway musioke at Princess, Melbourne, after cal.
Frank Blandi, longtime manager
a mild run at the Empire, Sydney.
“Folies Bergere” winding up a of Playhouse Grill, has opened his
six months’ run at Tivoli, Sydney, now Foxhead Inn on Brownsville
for David Martin. Melbourne bid Rd.
Actor John S. Matthews put of
follows.
Maurice Sloman, independent Army after two years, and he and
circuit operator, leaves for London his wife, actress Collette Crawford,
early next year on TV and pix are settling down in N, Y.
.

excepting

skeller

By Joaquina

a

foot.

By Florence

S.

Lowe

Variety Club memorialized CarBarron, Loew-Metro exec; by
placing a wreath at the Carter
Barron Amphitheatre on Sunday
ter

(7).

Impressive lineup of U. S. and
foreign biggies turned out yesterday (Tues.) for the luncheon of the
Women’s National Press Club, honoring Mary Martin.
White
House
Photographers’
Assn., which includes the newsreel
reps, partied' President Truman
Saturday night (6) in appreciation
of his cooperation during long lensing sessions.

Barnee Breeskih, maestro of
Hotel Shorehams’ Blue Room orch,
appointed to advisory staff of Maj.
Gen. Lucas V. Beau, national com-

mander

of Civil Air Patrol, and
given rank of CAP colonel.
Burl Ives and members of “Paint
Your Wagon” cast, Leora Dana and
other reps from “Point of No Return,” as well as local theatre and

drama desk reps, gathered at Olmbistro past week to honor
Bess Davis Shriner, longtime head
of Theatre Guild in the capital.
sted’s

eighth
Hoyts.

Philadelphia
that all have noticed that the Jelke
billing, a time-honored trademark,
By Jerry Gaghan
has been dropped because of the
Lou Berg took over as manager
recent notoriety attendant to Min- of the Zodiac Lounge.
ot (Mickey) Jelke, of that family,
Jackie Burns wound up long run
and it’s merely billed now as Good at Lou’s Moravian to head for Copa
Luck Margerine.

Barcelona

looksee.

Tommy Trinder set to tour New
Omaha
Zealand for David N. Martin, British comic will remain in the Aussie
By Glenn Trump
zone for 12 months.
Comic Don Romeo and dancers
Current summer span indicates Burns & White in at the Torch.
a terrific upbeat in night trotting
Jan Garber orch at Red Cloud
in the Sydney ’area. Pic biz also (8) and Oak Ballroom,
Schuyler
will get opposition from nightime
.

KOWH

Chicago
“Don Juan

in Hell” gives two
readings Dec. 14-15 at Opera
House.
Oscar Hammerstein 2d and wife
in for the United World Federalists’

dinner.

“John Brown’s Body” gave a
performance at Anshe .Emmet temple

Sunday

Steve

(7).

head of Allied
town for COMPO meet-

Broidy,

Artists, in

ing today (Wed.).

Don Bolen appointed
director of speech and
partment of Loyola U.

technical

drama

de-

Actress Debra Paget in for benefit showing of “Stars and Stripes
Forever” at the Palace.

auto racing.
disk jockey Sandy JackPaula Stone and Mike Sloane
William Melniker, in charge of son won an expense-paid trip to back again
to look over “Top Batheatre operation Of Loew’s Inter- Paris in d. j. Contest.
nana” and “Country Girl.”
national Corp., is winding up lookBilly May orch played U. of
Dick Condon and Leon Brandt,
see of Metro’s pic loop here cover- Nebraska Military Ball at Lincoln RKO
publicity and exploitation
ing 12 houses.
(5), school’s top social event. May heads,
in for plans for world preem
Revival of “Annie Get Your booked at Scottsbluff’s Terrytown of
“Peter Pan” at the State-Lake,
Gun” at Royal, Sydney, for Wil- Dec. 18.
Feb. 5.

December 10, 1952

Wetlne»day,

P^kmrf
chon, was known for his roles in
the comedies of Tristan Bernard

- — —
died Nov. 20 in Omaha. Born in tfi—
Naples, Italy, Venuto came to
„
and later in “Les Vignes du Sei- ^America in
1887.
Alt
IjrA
gneur Marcel Pagnol’s “Topaze,”
til || |||
*
He gained national publicity on
a d
he 0 ri,S in al Paris production his 100th birthday last Aug. 24 by
—-t continued from page l «Ji
of? “Tovarich.”
singing a ballad and dancing a jig.
Lefaur toured the U.S. several
days. As it was, the TV nets rushed
Cincinnati after a two-year illness
RALPH j. HARRISON
times and appeared in the films of
Ernest Bridges, 67, French horn to Set the H lms on the alr by Sun '
Harrison, 56, Pittsburgh from a heart ailment. He founded some
Rflluii J.
of his legit successes.
Film
booker,
Service
day
afternoon and the theatrical
and
Co.
player
musician
in
with
the
Toronto
Symphony
1912,
was
uonH Padcr,
named Cincinnati’s “Swell Guy” of
and previously with various thea^ reels, which received their footage
ANTHONY T. LEHMANN
1947 and was honorary chairman
tre orchs, died Dec. 4 in Toronto the same day, were able to process
Anthony T. Lehmann, 55, sing- when seized with a heart attack and edit it for their regular release
of the local Variety Club’s heart
C?i& committee, an activity Jhat earned ing comedian who appeared in while driving his car. Survived by Monday (8).
vaude
with the trio billed as “A
him
a life membership.
had pioneered in conSituation points up what some
25 years ago,
A son, Paul (Bud) Wessel, is con- Thousand Pounds of Harmony,”
the stages of film
fnn TV AYApe rAfATTArl to a*? thp
ducting orch on
died
Dec.
tinuing
8 in Middletown, N.Y,
the first
as head of the film delivSon, 24, of the late corrietist, “backward” thinking of Eisenhowhmises and was one of
the trio were the late PauL
the idea at ery concern. He also leaves three i" T .,ors
Mares, who was founder of er’s press secretary, James C. HagPittsburgh to try out
eight
In later years, he daughters,
grandchildren William -C. Hehn and the late
^rieans Rhythm Kings, e rty, that TV doesn’t compete with
the old State.
Howard Kaiser.
and
eight
theatre
every
great-grandchildren.
virtually
0
he 2
had worked
an d newspapers and .wire services for
Lehmann
managed the ParaSS5S ?°U P L'
in Pittsburgh.
?f
DgC 4, coverage but rather with the theaof any importance
mont Theatre, Middletown, when Survived ’hv Tifc
MARK KELLY
Sumved by h is moth er.
Before the war, Harrison gave
*
he
quit
vaude.
trical
eels Accordlng to the TV
open the
Mark Kelly, 59, publicist, screen
no active conducting to
toppers, this doesn’t ring true,
Service, a writer and former sports
..
y
«
A
„
Ralph Harrison Music
editor,
dl ri n b u tor of s i
nce a single network news proWILLIAM DELANEY
booking agency A couple of years died Dec. 5 in Hollywood after a
business, stroke. He had recently undergone
William Delaney, 65, veteran d6atii
-#° ^ram P la ys to more viewers in its
dpat h° Nov.
a with hi$ wife
ago he disbanded that
along
u _tr u Al ,„
i c
of 4-Tinn
booker for the family time out of
format
th n
ooened a small restaurant in a a serious operation.
and
mother-in-law, in a fire which l 5 1?"11116 or half-hour
Starting his newspaper career in the Keith office during vaude's destroyed their home in Santa “‘gMsee the product of all five
downtown Pittsburgh building and
theatrical reels during their three
Kelly
resumed his music career on a Chicago,
became sports heyday, died of cancer in Los An- Monica, Cal.
His territory was
or four days of release in theatres
nart-time basis by jobbing around editor of the Los Angeles Examiner geles Dec. 3.
with various combos playing pri- in 1921 and continued in that ca- Pennsylvania, Ohio and West VirNeil McKay, Scot comedian, and across *be country,
ginia.
was
nepha
For
Harrison
the
parties.
last
pacity until 1936 when he joined
13 years, De- bagpiper,
vate
Through lack of space, the TV
died in Johannesburg,
ew of Dave Broudy, another w.k. the 20th-Fox publicity sta'ff under laney had been purchasing agent South Africa, Nov. 27. He enter- nets were not permitted to send a
who died Harry Brand. He did the script for in 'Hollywood for the two John H.
musician
Pittsburgh
tained
British
cameraman
along on Eisenhower’s
troops
at
the
start
three and a half years ago.
“One In a Million,” first film star- Harris revues, “Ice Capades” and of World War II, returning to plane to Korea, whereas space was
Ice Cycles.”
Surviving are his wife, a daugh- rer for Sonja Henie.
South
Africa
in
1945.
provided
a theatrical reel camfor
He leaves a wife and a daughter.
ter and two grandchildren.
Shortly before his death,, Kelly
eraman repping the newsreel pool.
was elected an honorary member
Col. Earl William Brannon, Sr., TV was forced to have its pool rep,
WALTER B. RATHBUN
of the Helms Athletic Foundation
ALOIS HAVRILLA
Walter B. Rathbun, 34, legit pro- 63, civil defense chief in Ohio dur- .NBC’s Julius Zenier, meet the
Board.
Alois Havrilla, 61, veteran radio
ducer, died Dec. 3 in Santa Moff- ing World War II and former news plane in Korea from his Tokyo
announcer, died Dec. 7 in Englelca, Cal., after a long illness.
He commentator on WHIZ, Zanesville, headquarters. Despite this setback,
NEAL ABEL
wood, N. J. In 1935 he received an
the webs expected the film to arwas former head of the Lobero died Dec. 1 in Columbus.
Neal
Abel,
70, former vaude and
award from the American Academy
rive with the still photos at San
Theatre group in Santa Barbara
of Arts and Letters which termed minstrel show trouper, billed as
and
the
Harry
Francisco last Friday. Yet, when
Gryphon
Tague,
Players
veteran
Laat
75,
exhibihim the country’s best radio an- “The Man with the Mobile Face,”
guna Beach. He was a graduate of tor and part owner of the Bryn their men arrived at the Frisco airnouncer “from the standpoint of died Dec. 2 in Los Angeles. In
the
Yale
Mawr
Theatre,
Drama
port, they were told there were no
School,
Chicago,
and
a
died
in
show
biz for more than half a cenpronunciation, articulation, tonal
general pul- tury, Abel was a name as a black- grandson of the owner of the But- Chicago Dec. 3. Survived by two video films on board.
Equality, accent and
*
face
monologist for 10 years with'
Mfebigsm-,
tural effect.”
As it was; Du'Moilt' UtaX
survives.
WE/Jp*kVJ£,
Jfclayri’iija^ .with
Minsire’WIfi .was ,a ...Jiis wife
in getting
v» v*
nets- by
‘^Tlaroltt E. Arnold, 47; C6-owner ’the Ike films on the air Sunday
WABC and WOR, New York sta- heOTliner for years on the' Orsince 1934 of the Hour Glass Club afternoon, presumably because its
TOM HARMAN
tions, variably from 1924 to 1946 pheum and Keith circuits.
Tom Harman, 66, former Ohio Restaurant, N. Y., died Dec. 1 in commercial programming on SunAbel toured the country with
as announcer, narrator and commentator. From 1928 until 1946 he Jack Dempsey when the latter was farm broadcaster and publisher, New York. His wife, two brothers days is more
DuMont
flexible.
died
Dec. 4 in Tilghman Island, and two sisters survive.
served in the same capacities for world’s heavyweight champion. For
screened the pix at 4:45, with NBC
Paramount Pictorial, a time he operated his own book- Md. He had been associated with
Universal,
coming
in with a special news show
^
the
Ohio Farmer from 1911 to
RKO travelogs and Pathe News- ing office with Bert Nelson, but for
Daughter, 19, of Mrs. Thelma a t 5:30. CBS-TV reserved the pix
reel.
the last three years he had been 1947. He had appeared on “Your
6
1
6 88 ag nt
0P the for screening on Edward R. Mur.iJ
In 1946 Havrilla became asso- associated with the Fanchon
& Farm” program over WOOL, Co- QorwS cVini ? S S % Ulld
Was
“
”
"
qn ^
onP crash
’u near r° w s See xt Now at 6:3 °- ABC
ciated with WPAT, Paterson, N. J., Marco office in Los Angeles. He lumbus, until about three years killed Nov. 30
m 2n
an auto
wa o on
n n prior
nrinr t0
tn tnat
that
TV was
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Bakersfield, Cal.

*
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Survived by wife, two sons anda daughter.

MEMORY OF

IN

Mrs.

FRED
Fred L.

DAMON RUNYON

Driscoll,

Clara

D’Angelo,

former

actress and widow of Tony D’Angelo, singer, died in Chicago Dec.
2. Survived by a brother.

DRISCOLL

ex-vaudevillian, collapsed and died Dec. 5
at Draper Corp. plant, West MedFather, 60, of Seymour Raven,
way, Mass., where he was employed music critic
and assistant drama
as a clerk. Teamed with his wife, reviewer
of the Chicago Tribune,
Sadie, he toured vaude circuits for died in
Chicago Dec. 1.
40 years with act known as Driscoll
63,

'MARRIAGES
Celia Abeles to Frank Kelton,
Corinth, Miss., recently. Groom is
music publisher in Nashville.
Pearl Hipps to Edmund Bradford, Pittsburgh, Dec. 6. Bride is
a Playhouse and radio actress.

(

&

PAUL SMALL

L.

Perry.

Mother, 75, of Jack H.
Survived by wife, two sons and
died Dec. 7 in New York.
daughter.
Eustachio

JOSEPH LaROSE

Pinto,

72,

Joyce McKenzie to Walter H.
Leimert, Jr., Los Angeles, Dec. 4.
She’s a screen actress.
Hilary Bamford to John Abinerl,
Perth, Scotland, uec. 1. Both are
former members of Perth Theatre Co.
Levin,

Joseph LaRose, 62, musician member of the Rome and UticaJeanne Morse to Maurice LaRue,
producer and theatre manager, died (N.Y.) Symphony Orchestras, died Los Angeles, Nov. 29. She’s a secDec. 3 in Rome, N.Y.
1

,

in Detroit Dec. 3. He was manager
in failing health since of Century and Eastown,
nabe
the death, early this "year, of his houses, at time of death.
wife, knows professionally as Dora
LaRose had been manager of
Munson, and his daughtper, Con- Willing.
Fox Theatre, Detroit, and producstance, both of whom have been in
tion manager for C. L. Chester,
radio management and writing.
JAMES NORRIS
producer of .Robert Bruce Scenic
James Norris, 73, sports pro- Pictures.
moter, died in Chicago Dec 4. A
ADKINS
Max Adkins, veteran leader of wealthy grain merchant, he was a
FRANK J. TAYLOR
tlie Stanley Theatre
house orch in director of Madison Square GarFrank J, Taylor, 73, a top midPittsburgh, died at his home there den, N.Y., and until recently cowest
grain dealer and organizer of
Dec. 3. Adkins passed away in his owner with Arthur M. Wirtz of the
Omaha’s first commercial radio
sleep just a few hours after the an- Chicago Stadium, but he had turned
station, WAAW, died Nov. 22 in
nual elections at Local 6Q of the over his interest to his son, James D.
Omaha.
musicians union had returned him
Norris, was one of the backers
Taylor formed
in 1922
to the board of
directors with the of the Detroit Olympia Stadium to carry market reports to farmers,
VOte rol * ed up by aiay can “ and helped form the Detroit Red
then
sold it in 1939 and it became
didate^
Wings, Chicago Blackhawks, hock- KOWH, World-Herald station.
11 ad
been devoting him- ey teams. He also held directorchiefly to teaching and arrang- ships in arenas in Indianapolis and
MRS. BESSIE B. ALLEN
ing of late, going
back to the Stan- St. Louis and was a partner with
Mrs. Bessie Bacon Allen, 66, acon
Y on the infrequent occa- Wirtz in the “Hollywood Ice Re- tress-writer, died Dec. 7 in Los
sions when that
deluxer had vue” and Cole Bros. Circus.
stage shows. He
Two daughters and two sons sur- Angeles. She was associated with"
worked the last
Warner Bros, from 1933 to 1936.
tvvo weeks ago.
During vive.
She was the daughter of the late
while in the serv? ar
Frank Bacon, playwright.
16 ducted a
PHYLLIS PROCTOR
number of Army
Two daughters, her mother and
d ?' Before taking
Phyllis Proctor (Mrs. Margaret
the Stanley
inh n
survive.
e iate
P. Nelson), 72, former vaude per- a brother

and for the last three years had
been with WNJR, Newark.
Surviving are his wife, Marion

had been

home

<

Adkins had
band at station former- and

’30s,

!]

ted the staff

circus acrobat, died
KEN HARVEY
Dec. 2 in Sarasota, Fla. In the early
Ken Harvey, 45, banjoist, died in
1900s, Miss Proctor toured vaude
Dec. 1. He was forMilwaukee
circuits and appeared in the BroadWILHELM SPEYER
way production, “Merry Sherry.” merly on WTMJ there and did 3J?
Wi
BBC in England.
for
shows
TV
S Pf yer 65, playwright,
Miss Proctor joined the Barnum
film Win?
.wnter and novelist, died & Bailey Circus as an acrobat in During World War II he made nurw ^Pt
and for the last
tours
USO
merous
1
ln
B asle, Switzerland. 1918. She was chief wardrobe
Snpvn,.
most of his engagements
^ ho w as a German writer, mistress for Ringling Bros, and few years
Europe.
V
been
in
had
ln
u s *or His novel, Barnum & Bailey from 1926 until Survived by his parents.
p
"Thi»'
*
oul
0f Fair
1935.
»

i

'

-

his

M

ni?

-

A

Maidens” and
Coat and a
produced on

A

y,
Hat ’
.Glove ” xv
wi^i,
hlcj* was
Broa!L a ,

ma He

and

into a film in

Her husband

survives.
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s
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Plays

include
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J.

WEAVER

Weaver,

79,

one of
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Wessel
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and a
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80, Cin-
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hlef barker of Vari3, died Dec. '6 in

.

retary at Universal-International;
he’s a technician at Technicolor.
Shirley Constance to Tim Farrell,
Las Vegas, Nov. 30. He’s an actor.

Betty Jean Jackson to Herb Wilson, Pittsburgh, Nov. 28. Groom is
with Brad Hunt orch.
Naomi Helfman to Gary Graff-

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. David Smythe, son,
Pittsburgh, Nov. 29. Father manages the Pitt Playhouse Grill there.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Norman, son,
Father, 85, of David O. Alber,
Santa Monica, Cal., Dec. 1. Father
pressagent, died in N.Y. Nov. 28.

KLAC

is

i

disk jockey.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Webb, daughGlendale, Cal., Nov. 29. Father is star and director of the
—
radio-TV
series, “Dragnet.”
Mother of actor Lee Tracy died
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ritz, daughDec. 5 in West Chester, Pa.
ter, Hollywood, Dec. 5. Father is

>

Fred F. White, 47, organist, died
in Iowa City, la., Nov.i JO.

ter,

a

member

of the Ritz Bros.,

comedy

trio-.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene

U. S. Talent
Continued from page

ter,
1

Chicago, Dec.

cameraman

-

at

.

;

the exposition’s ’75th anni, a three
acter covering costume period cycles from 1878, the founding year,
on to various pageants and a Coronation buildup to finale on several stage levels.

Glasgow-born Arthur came over
here as a child violin prodigy and
did a stint with the last of the
Mississippi showboats. He came to
Toronto in 1916 when the late N,
L. Nathahson and Jack
Bickle
launched their Famous. Players Organization. He was musical director of FP showcase, the Regent,
Toronto, and later producer of all
roadshow stage units for the new
chain’s trans-Canada setup.
Arthur’s 1952 CNE production
grossed $430,000 at $3 top for the
Delmore was also a composer.
14 performances, topping the preANDRE LEFAUR
vious grandstand shows when Leon
RALPH VENUTO
Andre LeFaur, 73, French legit
Leonidoff was producing with U.S.
Ralph. Venuto, 100, vaude singer
and film comedian, died Dec. 4 in
headliners.
century.
the
of
turn
at
Paris. Lefaur* ne Andre Lefauri* and dancer
William

ALICE FLEMING

Aiice Fleming
William the oldest members of IATSE,
(Mrs.
“Ru^hv”
South Sea” and “The Day), 70, legit, film and radio Local No. 143, died at his St. Louis
Revninr
tl0nary ’” al * Baing produced actress, died Dec. 6 in New York. home after a long illness. He rea broad
She .was a leading lady for. the tired as a projectionist in May,
ey
Germany when the Perdy G. Williams Stock Co. and 1950.
NazK 83
5J;
Two daughters survive.
d
owei ai* d l ived in appeared in “When We Are MarAustria
?1 Fl
r^anCe
\
3
nd
Before coming ried,” “Stick-In-The Mud,” “His
to thp H
0
RABON DELMORE
S
1941 - He was a Brother’s Keeper,” “Some Daddy,”
motion n’
Rabon Delmore, of the Delmore
c *' nter in Hollywood “Yours Truly.” “The Pelican,” and
Before i.S
singers, died Dec.
country
Bros.,
r ing t0 Europe after “One More Honeymoon.” Her last
World Wir TT
pic was ’Storm Over Lisbon” in 4 in Athens, Ala. Team was formed
A sistei^survives.
and recorded for
mid-1920s
the
In
1944.
Columbia, Victor and King.
Her husband survives.
1934

Pittsburgh

•

\VCAE
He leaves his wife
and a son.

'

his

Doris Gerson, 30, nitery entertainer, died Dec. 3 in Hollywood.

WB

prmr/

Dave Rubinoff,

at

man, N. Y., Dec. 5. He’s a concert
Father of Glen Porter, of Para- pianist.
mount’s sound department, died
Joyce Rabin to Stan Burns, New
Dec. 4 in Hollywood.
York, Dec. 8.
Groom is disk
jockey at WINS, N. Y.
Mother, 86, of Jack Cooper, Columbia Pictures’ publicist, diedDec. 3 in Hollywood.

WAAW

wi

of

Father, 70, of Harold Beard,
chief engineer of WCOL, Columbus, died Dec. 4 in Prospect, O.

MAX

S

63,

died
Dec. 1.

Brother,
violinist,

4.

daughFather is a

Savitt,

WBKB -there.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lewis, son,
Hollywood, Nov. 12. Father is a
legit producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Marks, son,
Wausau, Wise., Dec. 4. Father Is
former Chicago Variety staffer.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Reis, daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., Dec. 1.
Father is a film director;
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwarzv/ald, son, Burbank, Cal., Dec. 4,
Father is a music cutter at Universal-International.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Morphy,
Los Angeles, Dec. 3. Mother
Boots Morphy, who formerly
teamed with her husband in a
vaude act; father is currently a
screen stuntman.
Mr. and Mrs. Dude Skiles, son,
San Antonio, Nov. 29. Father is
manager of San Antonio Municipal
Auditorium and former musician.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dix, son,
Cleveland, Nov. 20. Mother is former singer Geraldine Jones, father
is WTAM sales manager.

son,
is

.
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$882,000,000 FOR FILMS IN ’52
200G

ofs Crying tor New Comics

Rep Deal Releasing 104 Fix

In a move that may help to break -f
the log jam on opening up the major
films studios' backlog of feature
films to television, Republic Pictures this week closed a deal for
the leasing of 104 pictures to

WCBS-TV, the CBS video web's
key New York outlet. While both
Rep and the station declined to

disclose the package price, it’s believed that the station is paying
about $200,000 for the right to

GI-Turaed-Femme
Cues N. Y. Sex Films
Mass

of bump-an.d-grind quickies
are giving the N, pC. film censor a

new headache.
Dr. Hugh M.
motion

Flick,

picture

head

division

of the
of the

N. Y. State Education Department,
said last Friday (12) that he- was
concerned over th£ sudden stream
screen each of the films several
of burlesque pfx feeing submitted
.

times.

The U. S. film industry’s 10 princip^l
ipal companies, comprising seven
proauction-distribution outfits and
three national circuits, will wind
up their 1952 fiscal year with comof
bined total gross business
around $882,000,000. This is the
worldwide take. (See box on Page
10 for breakdown.)
For a majority of them the fiscal
year has yet to be completed, thus
some figures are estimates based
on returns for the first nine months
plus the trends shown in the final
quarter so far. But the figure is
certain to be close enough for economic analytical purposes at this
time.
Principal point is that the globTotals
al gross is on the climb.
for fiscal 195’l came to approxithe
jump
mately $878,000,000,
amounting to about $4,000,000.
the three U. S. theatre chains

,

^

,

''

Deal, which was set by David
Savage, WCBS-TV film manager,
with Earl R. Collins, prez of Hollywood TV Service, Rep’s whollyowned TV subsidiary, marks the
first time that a Hollywood studio
of the size of Rep has opened up
so much of its product to video.
That the negotiations involved a

for his approval. j
“We can’t ban them,” Flick declared, “but we try. our best to take
out the most Objectionable st’enes.”
Flick thinks the sex pix are being
dusted off as a result of stories on
the ex-GI who was transformed
into a woman,.

number of weighty problems which
had to be ironed out Is seen in the
fact that Savage put his first bid
to Rep during a trip to the Coast
last summer. Savage is also film
buyer for CBS-TV other ownedand-operated stations, as well as

those

affiliates

CBS-TV Spot

represented

Sales,

and he

is

by
now

lining up a similar deal for those
gives
outlets.
Present contract
WCBS-TV an exclusive on the Rep
package in the N. Y. metropolitan
area.

Chief drawback to the majors’
has been the fear of exhibitor
recriminations. Rep was the first
to chance such exhib opposition
when it attempted several years
ago to sell Gene Autry’s oldies to
TV. Studio in a lengthy court suit
won the right to make such a sale
but then lost the right later to
sell Roy Rogers oldies. As a result
those sales are still up in the air.
rumored
Paramount has been
scouting TV sales for its product,

TV

(Continued on page 63)

Don’t Look Now, But
That’ll

Be CBS’ Godfrey

On NBC-TV Xmas Show
long-standing
of
a
between Arthur GodCBS’ No. 1 radio-TV personality, and Charles E. Wilson, General Motors boss man, Godfrey has
given his okay to appearing on a
Xmas Day show which
will
sponsor on NBC-TV.
CBS’ top brags practically blew
its collective
top when it heard
of the upcoming holiday defection,

frey,

United Paramount, National Theaall are
tres and RKO Theatres
on the decline. This, say onlookers,
domestic
in
reflects the dropoff

—

m

/vi i rv*.

Old

For

*

to

nrir

i

generally and the fact that
the trio of exhibition outfits have
slightly fewer houses in operation.
Helpful to the film corporations
was the foreign market which this
year somewhat offset the continued
sluggishness on the home b.o:
coin

v

$1,000,000

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
front.
With the exception of “Duel In
There can be no roundup on net
the Sun,” which he will reissue profit and loss until all final figures
theatrically, and “Gone With the are in for the year and audits comWind,” which passed from his con- pleted.
trol years ago, David O. Selznick
Columbia's world gross take of
has offered to television 26 weeks around $59,000,000 is the greatest
of his old films. The price is in the company's history. Big for$1,000,000* They would be edited eign money was an important facto 54 minutes; others would be run tor.
Paramount’s revenue is the
in two installments.
highest since its peak year of 1946.
The buyer would have his choice
of properties, save the above mentioned pair. The pix would be
Irving Berlin’s Revised
available for one run, with the
1

possibility of Selznick or stars of
the film providing the intros as

a live adjunct to the series.
Several sponsors of live hour
shows are reported interested, with
the cost to be split between two
bankrollers, each of whom would
fill a 13-week hiatus -period.

Because

friendship

ButDemand ‘Ready-Made’ Ratings

FOB 10 TOP COS.

Life’s $25,000 ‘Advance’

R&H’s ‘Xmas’ Song

‘They Liked Ike’ Back
Into

‘Madam’ Legiter

Berlin deliberated several weeks before deciding on reLike Ike” for reinstate“I
writing
ment into “Call Me Madam” when
(15)
it was reintroduced Monday
night at the Forrest, Philadelphia,
[Variety
as “They Liked Ike.”

v.

XJ6IUiy

May ^
IxO

Television must quickly launch
some projects to develop new
comedy talent. That’s the growing
complaint among sponsors and

<>
^-a-Uay

Starting at Curran, _S. F.

agencies involved in humor-variety
shows. If the networks don’t pick
up the ball and establish schools
and showcases for fresh video
funnymen, some of the big laugh
layouts may, have to fold or see
their ratings ' do a toboggan.
The leading clowns are, with few
exceptions, “no longer chickens,”
Eddie Cantor was
it’s contended.
hit by a heart attack. Fred Allen
was taken ill and' has been out
The exhausting
full
season.
a

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Jack Benny is mulling plans for
a two-a-day theatre package a la
the Judy .Garland-Betty Hutton-

Danny Kaye

clickos.

If
at

the idea
the Cur-

jells,

comic would open

ran,
east

Frisco, -tand eventually trek
to play the Palace, N. Y.,

where Kaye opens on Jan. 18.
Benny would open at the Curran
after Miss Hutton’s stint which
tees off there Jan. 19. Edith Piaf
plays the house Jan. 9 on a oneweek deal.

difficulties
and
format
grind,
scripting problems are keeping

some younger men from a frequent
video exposure. The cry for new
funny faces

is

reaching

crisis

pro-

portions.

While the sponsors are calling
for

new

As Next Big Thing

carry.

To Hypo Film B.O.
6

Former RKO prexy Ned Depinet
returned to N. Y. from the Coast

this week full of amazement at the
tremendous public reaction to theArch Oboler tri-dimensional film,
“Bwana Devil,” With the two
Paramount Theatres in L. A. and
Hollywood showing the picture,
which requires Polaroid specs to
obtain the 3-D effect, Depinet reported that the b. o. take has been
phenomenol and that it's almost

impossible to get into either theatre for the evening performances.

Vet filmite said it’s a certain indication that the public wants
something different since “they're
buying it” despite the mixed critical reaction. Feeling of Depinet
as well- as- other Industryites is that
a 3-D gimmick, be it the “Bwana”
Natural Vision process, Cinerama,
(Continued on page 16)

comics, they’re

loath to

hazard bankrolling an untried talent, due to big nuts their shows

1

They want

“ready-made”

ratings which only a name can
bring. Their attitude was pointed
up by Reynolds Metals’ quick dropping of Eddie Mayehoff’s “Doc
Corkle” .vidpic series after less
than a month. Some admen feel

(Continued on page 63)

Sex Rears

Its Beautiful

Head on ‘Carmen’ Tele;
Plunging-V With High ‘C’
Possibility that theatre TV might
soon need a production code of
morals a la the film industry was
pointed up at the big-screening of

“Carmen” from the Metropolitan
Opera House, N. Y., Thursday
(11).
Rise Stevens, in the
role, imbued the part with
probably as much out-and-out sex
as has been seen on any theatre
serdfen since the days of Theda
(Continued on page 63)

night
title

Irving

correspondent

Arthur B.

Waters

For
reports from Philly that the reacEasily a record “advance royal- tion was “OK but not thunderous.”!
ty” for a song is the $25,000 paid
The songsmith, producer Leland
by Life magazine to Richard Hayward and librettists Howard
Rodgers and .Oscar Hammerstein Lindsay and Russel Crouse hud2d for their special Yule tune, dled some time before Berlin
“Happy Christmas, Little Friend,” agreed that a rewritten “Ike” would
which will be published in next be audience-acceptable now. The
but recognized there wasn’t much week’s issue.
original “I Like Ike” was yanked
h could do about it. For one thing
The 25G is donated to the the day after election and, in its
C olunibia doesn't
philanthropic
relish antagonizFoundation,
“On Our Day of Independplace,
ing the -General Motors hierarchy,
agency to assist promising young
by Pat Harringnbr again the guy who’s responsible music students. Chappell, R&H’s ence” was chirped
and Ralph Chamfor a large chunk of the network's normal music publishers, plans a ton, Jay Velie
roles of the Republican
the
in
bers
annual billings.
regular professional exploitation
Democrats.
Program goes into the 4 to 5 campaign next year on their “Happy versus the two
incidentally, has an in“Ike
Xmas Day slot, usually occupied by Christmas” song.
Up to now,
and the histhe Kate Smith show. It’ll be a Irving Berlin’s “White Christmas,” teresting background,
tory of the song changed as the
spectacle-type production by Leon with
an accumulated 3,000,000 political picture switched. Berlin
Leonidbff of Radio City Music Hall, sheet music sale and some 8,he first wrote the title and
with Godfrey scheduled to 000,000 Bing Crosby platters, is the states
(Continued on page 18)
emcee.
all-time high.

GM

R&H

LAST FRONTIER HOTEL
LAS VEfcASg NHL
Hoy* 25

ffcru

D*c, 24

f
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Lucy Monroe Heads

Xmas Unit for GPs

revised unification plan, involving
all the affiliate unions, may be
adopted soon. According to a top

Lucy Monroe, the concert soprano, heads a longhair unit that
departs from* New York Friday
(19) for a four-week Christmas tour
of European and North African

Equity official, amalgamation on a
“federation” basis will be in effect
“within a year.”
Such a consolidation, brought
about through expanding the scope
and power of the parent organization, the Associated Actors & Artistes of America, would invofve the
long-sought system of' a single card
and a single set of dues for all performers, regardless of the number
of

different

theatrical

fields

GI

*

By Frank

4-4- 1-

1

Scully tttttt

t »

i

m M uj

There was one flaw connected with the machine and that was these
screwballs I speak of. They decided to invent stories to fit this revolutionary form of reading. In fact they called the stories “Readies.”
Bob Brown subsequently collected them into a standard book. They
had all sorts of punctuation. When they dwelt with such simple matters as sex they were quite clear, but when the writers went in lor
some madder forms of imagery, the sharpest reader could not follow
’

Melvin

includes

Howard

Abba Bogin, 1947
Naumberg piano
Bud Gregg; piano ac-

Ritter, violinist;

recipient of thp

award, and
companist.

4 44

sired size.

installations.

Unit

1

1

Hollywood.
Twenty-five years ago several far-seeing screwballs, residing on a
hilltop back of the French Riviera, cooperated on the popularization of
It was a good idea designed to save the human
a reading machine.
eyes from shuttling back <*nd forth across a printed page.
It worked like a typewriter ribbon.
In fact, a novel could be recorded in about the space taken by an ordinary typewriter ribbon. As
the message moved along from lgft to right, there was a movable
magnifying glass in* the center and this enlarged the type to the de-

9

Although the proposed fivebranch merger of actor unions was
being
after
dropped
recently
turned down by Actors Equity, a

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY’S

ii

Seen In Year On ‘Federation’ Basis

MM

H W4*
-

4 »

them.
Thus a reader was asked not only to accept a new mode of reading
but also a new kind of reading material.
I pointed out to the inventors that the way to make an animal, with
as little horse sense as a human being, back into such shafts was to
introduce him to one idea at a time. “If you want to get homo stultus
to accept this machine,” I explained, “use something as assuring as
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address for your text, and let the outpourings of
these torrid transcendtalists wait till later.”
The inventor and his collaborators smiled, ignored my sound advice,
only subsequently to disappear in the great sea of inventors who drown
*

.

HORACE HEIDT

MERMAN TURNS DOWN

in

which they were active. Moreover,
the Screen
Actors Guild and
‘RESORTS/ LIKES PIX
Screen Extras Guild, which refused
to join in the proposed five-branch
Ethel Merman is out of “The
merger, are declared to be ready Last Resorts,”, which Irving Berlin
to accept a “federation” setup un- and Leland Hayward had in mind
der a revitalized 4A’s.
for her, and which Howard Lindsay
The general alignment of* the and Russel Crouse plan musicaliznew unification system would call .ing from the Cleveland Amory
for the participating unions to re- book. This was the same combinatain their present identity and tion for “Call Me Madam,” but
much of their autonomy. However, Miss Merman doesn’t want to dob
members would hold a single card a Broadway show before the fall of
for work in all show biz fields, to be 1954. She likes her work in the
merely transferred from one juris- just-completed 20th-Fox filmizadiction to another in the main 4A’s tion of “Madam,” and is bullish on
office, in what would amount to a another 20th picture commitment.
“paper operation.” A single set of
Hayward, Berlin, Lindsay and
dues, on a sliding scale according
Crouse are going ahead' with the
(Continued on page 53)
new show, with no particular star
in mind.
It would have suited
Mary Martin also, except that she
U.S. ’52 Tourist Bill
is committed for her first straight
play, Norman Krasna’s “Kind Sir,”
In Europe $416,000,000 which Joshua Logan will produce
and direct next spring.
London, Dec. 9.
Tourism proved a profitable and
1

Important dollar earner for the
whole of Europe this year. Statistics compiled
by the European
Travel Commission estimate that

TraubeTs Korea Trek
Tokyo, Dec.

16.

Met Opera star Helen Traubel,
now in Japan on a' concert “"tour,
will spend Xmas week in Korea,

dollar earnings amounted to $416,000,000. An even higher total is
forecast for next year.
Total number of U, S. visitors to
Europe in the current year equalled
the record-breaking 1929 figure of
350,000. The ETC report indicates
increasing preference for air travel,
with a rise of over 80% over 1951
on the number of passenger flying
across the Atlantic.

singing for
will

fly

UN

to the

troops.

Soprano

war zone Dec.

FOR LUCKY* STRIKE
STARTING January 1st

Fog Blocks Out

in their

London Show Biz
London, Dec. 9.
Four consecutive, days of impenetrable fog gave the boxoffice
here one of its worst weekends
iii recent years.
Picture theatres,
legit houses, cafes, niteries and
vaudeville suffered alike, and in
many cases there were just a
handful of paying customers. West
End cinemas which normally take
from £300 to £400 on a Sunday
found their grosses down to unde.'

£ 100.

As the worst
over

were
some

of the fog arrived
the weekend, six studios
only slightly affected, but
schedules .had to be rear-

ranged when the fog penetrated
stages and affected visibility. One
victim of the weekend blackout
(Continued on page 53)

own

i

brilliance.

Arch Oboler could not have been much higher than a prairie gopher
this earlier effort to merge invention and entertainment
failed
but somewhere along the line he picked up the wisdom that had eluded

when

his predecessors on that Riviera hilltop.
When he decided to project a three-dimension picture in color on
the public he settled on a story as simple as Simon who met the
Pieman
Some people try to build a railroad iq South Africa. ° Man-eating
lions pick off most of the crew. Finally a guy who
had failed in everyt
thing else fills the cats full of lead and gets his girl
back.
That’s
Bwana Devil
a nutshell.

m

New Game: Ducking the Spear
was shot mostly in California, and the African footage
didn’t
match very well But some shots drew applause and at least
one scene
of an African native throwing a spear at a lion
and almost hitting
6 the
audience made everybody duck.
For a picture as simple as this, Oboler was panned by
the critics.
Except for the fact that the picture was a half-hour longer
than most
audiences can take on first viewing a novelty, I thought it
was fine.
this dissenting opinion,. the boxoffice (also a
novelty) seemed to
concur, for the picture grossed $75,000 at the Hollywood
and downtown
Paramount Theatres
four days. After the bad notices, 10G would
have been a good opening day. But the picture actually
grossed v
$20,000
on its first day.
I had a short visit with Oboler a few
days before the world premiere
B n I eVil
At h t time he was tired but <iuite sane fi the
«- ^
y
?Wr.o the
+ut picture
i he
u
time
opened
was so slap-happy he was going around in
a brown tweedy suit, this despite the fact that he
had announced it as
^ orma l attire, and didn’t know a friend
from a
The Skouras brothers and Jack Warner took him at his rival.
word. Ronald
Reagan on seeing how Oboler was dressed decided
.to go slumming
too, and proceeded to walk up and down
the aisles of the Paramount
* dinner Jacket a n<* eating popcorn,
presumably for his
dinner*
It

*

m

m

’

*

*

NIP NITERY, BURLESQUE

20,

VIE FOR
COIN
and sing every day, through Dec.
26. Diva then goes on to the PhilTokyo, Dec. 16.
ippines to resume her tour.
There’s a wealth of entertainShe’s believed to be the first ment here for the GI on furlough
top-rank opera star to entertain from Korea.
Survey shows that
some 12 niterie and ballrooms, two
in Korea.

FURLOUGH

-

Oboier climbed on the stage between the acts
and apologized to his
hurley theatres, as well as concerts, wife and Jimmy Starr for confusing them for something
in three-din
,m t
musicomedies and plays, are all
i ia
n ^ (i0n?’
e sa * d he hati been without sleep
for
^r 48°hoi/rs
ffni^5 he
h l«^
i spent the
4 t?^
hours Ii guess
vieing for patron attention.
had
time clearing up the bugs
8 which
inevitably
ride herd on pioneers in all enterprises;
Prices are a bit steep, especially
at such spots as the Show Boat.
‘My Distingushed Opponent*
b0 ' e made ome passing reference to
This
four-story,
nautical-shaped
Cinerama, which he had
?
««« 6 fily
edifice is scaled at 2,500 yen or
n
w York but voided mentioning the product
by
?
more (about $7). But the tap, ap- nSSfi ti vf®
Pr° tOC01
in the dn
:

,

12/17

mN

a man SfpTomaUc

parently, is no drawback to
just back from the Korean front
with six to eight months’ back pay.
Moreover, the Boat’s 2Q0 waitress-

W

"

’
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Enclosed find check or m.o.
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for $
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one year

two years

-11 aftiS

650 dancers and two bands on
movable stages are designed to
melt any GI sales resistance.
On the burlesque front, the two
houses devoted to that visual me*
dium usually present new shows
about every 30 days. Cony Burlesque currently has “Anatahan Island,” in seven scenes, plus “Restroom for Ladies,” in 20 scenes. The only corrective necessary are
Polaroid glasses.
Cast of principally strippers is auger pu * on a Prolog in three-dimension,
f,?°!
using Lloyd Nolan to
mented by the Gold Star Swing ni
0
0'3
00
l ed amazingiy real
and handsome, and
?
5
Band.
his exSanaHoli
ms
explanation was
w^hiih
? in
high art
the field of visual education.
rnen Dr. Julian Gunzberg, who seems to
have had a hand in th®
n ° f er * ab phases of stereoscopic
cinematography and proJessel, Skelton Surgery
SrHnn° GX i ?1 6 l
yp of projection would prove easier on
the eyes
As h
£
be
eye Speciallst ’
sat up
Causes TV-Pix Reshuffles on hearing Ihis twisf
es,

Gift

«

n ama ar « now acUn 2 * s « they were the
tfranmms
Brahmtas of
rf°thf,
hif With
w^l tL
this biz.
the exception of Oboler, they came out of
his worid premiere with their
noses higher than Durante vlewfng New
W
8
e
r
f the Empire State building.
\°^ *°
Thp^?nm
boxoffice indicates that they needn’t
have felt so superior There
__
seems to be room for both Cinerama
and Natural Vision.
Oboler, who began life in the hope
of becoming an engineer was
rather pedantic about the system
he is using and its superiority His
argument was that there was no way to
improve on the wav nature
sees, and nature sees with two
eyes to get depth as well as length and
Th
esse " tlal f°r three-dimensional
*
pictures is two
w thX 1are synchronized they will
cameras
simulate natural sight.
Th^ nnlv
*

^body

Why Not Serve Polaroid Aspirin?
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
s v< ral complained that the
Both Red Skelton and George rar^r
three-dimensional color P
photog+t :
g
raphy hurt their
eyes and gave some headaches.
Jessel are reported making good
For myself I suffered no ill effects
recovery from surgery, but the opwhatever, which was surprising
* dea that anythlng you d
erations have forced reshuffles of
°. even smoking
clgaret- *which doctors\ee
‘f
t0 opprov* of, never does you any
their schedules.
good.
Eve^thiiTo in-ifft
f1X
llfe 1S tlnn
even
£t
entertainment.
Jessel had to cancel his Dec. 27
The
idea back of all
1
y
e d hat y 0 u w U aIee welled
“All Star Revue” date on NBC-TV.
P
at
least
wake
up ine
the next
nexfda
v°nre°J
e d for
/ a good., day's
i
day
prepared
Incidentally, before being wheeled
work
1
k b 0 er cou ’ d *“ ow whether -anything
into surgery for a gall-bladder ophe
was
loakhltf at ias°hurtl ne ^
liu
e i s 0 r be .* * n
S e
eration, Jessel quipped, “I hope I
p # them. He wears lenses so
thick
h
it seems tn
?If *
(Continued on page 53)
a «mulu, to
r egte‘
*
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when

generally aimed at spiriting up*
the press and the talent, this
season the sponsor is playing
host to a new type of benefactor.
He’s the camera crew,
the engineer and the other
technicians who, as far as the
client is concerned, adds up
to the most valuable entity on
his show.
Sponsor parties for the technical-production
crews
on
N. Y.-originating TV shows are
being held at the rate of one
*•,
a day.
...j
a k
a
.a

*

i*

however^

yFote Produced and
»

TZ mv
rt

well on*
picture ever

n ^®n t;ion.

As
g

“Bwana Devil ” perhaps
Man's BlV jStarff

directed

mS

I say, I thought he did supremely
NatUraI ViSi° n three - dimension

^

screeLd^nXllyw ood.

he
process when applied to
motion
tba * a character could move away from
the camera kepn
nn walking, and
!i
eep on
not become blurred.
^0 f
11
he ®? lanced Optical Irens, does this, too.
Intact wll
whin
Jled h?
\
n used
b y Stanley
Kramer in “Cyrano de Bergerac” its
e
Va f
a in
Sh0ts ’ long sh ots we™
sha°rp a.
cfos eups
Th
ThfG?rotso
fe
P
Garutso lens
ln this respect acted muchUike a normal
human eye

i

‘

’

Ut

^

^

^

e
e
Garutso
nor ° boler s three-dimension picture
can r 0rre
n?r il?
4 d fective e esi ht.
If you have to use glasses for other
y
2
f
t
tnings you will
have to
use them for seeing “Bwana Devil.” In fact,
you will have to superimpose Polaroid lenses on your ordinary glasses.
Thus harnessed, if you can still enjoy motion pictures, then it must
indeed be your best entertainment.
- a
v-
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i»ICTOUM
Upped LA. Prod. Tax

‘Carmen on TV Conies Off Successfully,

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Council has unanimously
approved an ordinance upping the
Los Angeles license tax on film
producers. New schedule calls for
protariffs ranging from $700 for
work costing between
duction

Chains Balking at

TNT

17, 1952

Terms,

City

By BOB STAHL

theatre television goes
from here, now that it has notched

Where

entertainment show, is still
anybody’s guess, but the show
the presentation of “Carmen’’ from
the Met Opera House. N. Y., Thursday night (11) was certainly a
its first

Robert L. Lippert
makes out a good ease

—

,

marked

success.
Not, of course, that there isn’t
still much to be done, both in the
transmission techstaging and
niques for big-screen video. And
boxofficewise, tooj the event didn’t
gross as heavily as the Met and

Theatre Network

TV

might have

wished. But the “Carmen” performance proved that theatre TV can
engender as much excitement
among customers seated in theatres
from coast to coast as among those
who are actually witnessing the
live performance and therein lies
what was probably the major point
scored on the preem show.
There’s been a consistent argument among big-screen scoffers
that if you’re going to put a show
on theatre screens, why not put
It on film and »thus make certain
of a perfect performance? But just
as the flop of most vidfilms turned
out for home TV this season has
py-oved that filming te M&wi.o^disIRufflEfeT
sipate

for the

4 000

Drive-Ins Hurt
9
Least by TV’s Inroads

Boothmen Eye

In

47 th Anniversary Number
of

B. 0. Spotty For

‘Carmen

TV But

Me

II'

'•

and."i»tisaiMfy

;

—so the “Carmen” performance
proved that the same intimacy

Boxoffice

pull

of the

theatre-

can be fashioned for live big-screen televised performance of “Carvideo. It’s still too much of an men” last Thursday night (11) was
(Continued on page 15)
apparently as spotty as the technical quality of the show. Accord-

Though Winning

On Donahue

Suit

ing to reports from Variety correspondents in the 27 cities where

“Carmen” was shown, biz ranged
from near-SRO in some situations
the disappointing 960 which
Ruling witnessed the event in Albany
the smallest crowd yet for a the-

‘Privacy,’

to

WB Seeks Higher

Warner atre
to
followup
event in that city.
Bros.’ jury victory in Utah in the
Reasons for the difference in
suit of the Jack Donahue family
grosses were as widely divergent
is that the filmery plans to take
as the grosses themselves.
Conthe case to a higher court. Object
census among exhibitors where
court
deof the move is to get a
the show pulled only fair biz was
cision striking out Utah’s statute
that the weather was bad, the show
pertaining to invasion of privacy
was Staged too close to Christmas,
of the dead.
on etc. In Salt Lake City, in conUnique

TV

Donahue family had sued
those grounds, pointing out that
the late dancer had been portrayed
in WB’s “Look for the Silver Lining” without its permission or consultation. Although the jury ruled
out the family’s arguments and
awarded the decision to WB, the
presiding judge made no ruling on
in its argument
the law itself.
pointed out that the pic was a
Actionized biog depicting the theatrical history of the time, and as
such was educational and informa-

WB

tive. Company was backed in this
view by an eminent group of educators brought to Salt Lake City

to testify. Company also stressed
that under the Utah law, only>state
providing protection for the privacy of the dead, biographical pix
of any personality could not be
shown if there were heirs around
to sue on that basis.

Non-Pfaone Unscramble

New

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
system has been devised

for phonevision to eliminate the
necessity of using telephone lines
for the transmission of the decoding key information. Film showing
each step in the latest adjunct to
Zenith’s “boxoffice” for teevee was
demonstrated here by Pieter E. van
Beek, assistant to Phono’s presiCommander Eugene Mcdent,

Donald,

Second basic system was developed to give pay-as-you-go special
tele

greater operating
thereby extending the

attractions

flexibility,

service to set-owners who have no
telephone. Under the new setup
a subscriber is issued an identification number with the help of which
he can purchase the necessary de-

coding' information from vending
machines located in drugstores or
shopping centres. Subscriber merely dials on the vending machine
His own identification number, and
after inserting the required subscription fee, the machine issues a
small card carrying the decoding
Information in the form of a five

or six-digit number.
Connected with the subscriber’s
television set is an “aircode translator, “which is also equipped with
dials by means of which the subscriber dials the decoding number
which he purchased from the vending machine. This automatically
clears up the scrambled image of
the screen. Original Phonevision
system required telephone lines to
unscramble the flickering picture.
•

Is

©f the opinion

There’s Nothing Wrong
With the Film Business
That a Picture Written

By Me Couldn’t Cure

up crystal-bailers by
of capacity, when the
management
predicted

70%

theatre
only 50%.

*
in

the

of

Vasuety
Bendix Cancels
Big-Screen Meet
i

As ‘hnptactical’

whichever was higher,
Chains also enpuessed’ disappoint.paflct

with tb*frpentel«>£ee* obtained

for the off-hours use of theatres for
the recent Lees Carpets closed-cirWhile theatre TV took a major cuit sales confab. Theatres received
step forward Thursday night (11) between $250 and $400 for the
with its presentation of “Carmen” event. However, after a study of
from the Metropolitan Opera, costs involved, they contend that
N. Y., it took a somewhat lesser such an event in the future should
stejj backwards last week. Bendix bring in between $500 and $1,000,
Home Appliances, which had depending on the size and location
scheduled its annual sales meet of the theatre. According to one
Dec. 30 via big-screen video, called theatre exec, the point has been
off the event, ostensibly because reached where theatres
can no
of difficulties in lining up its deal- longer go along with Halpern’s
ers during the holiday season but pitch that “this is an experiment,”
cast.
For off-hour theatre telecasts, actually because Bendix execs reunion’s deal calls for a minimum portedly were not too well pleased
of four hours work at time and a at results of the Lees Carpets sales
U.S.
half, a factor theatre ops must meet via big-screen video Dec. 8.
Meet had been set up for nonweigh in arranging rental terms.
40
theatres
some
Theatre telecasting is still too boxoffice hours in
new for the unions to have com- across the country by TeleconferU. S. distribs in Japan, acting
pletely determined what compensa- ence, new indie theatre TV outfit. at the request of the Japanese govtion their members are to receive. In checking out, Bendix declared ernment, have worked out a system
In future contracts it’s certain that the Dec. 30 date “has proved to of seltoegulatory censorship inspecific clauses pertaining to tele- be impractical from the viewpoint volving the setting up of a five-man
of many Bendix- distributors and advisory council to screen all forcasting will be included.
dealers, and the theatres them- eign imports.
selves have had difficulty in clearCouncil, Which would be financed
ing playing time due to the preva- by a small levy on each import
Help Stop ‘Phony’
lence of special Christmas and New permit, would consist of Japanese
Year’s showings.”
nationals picked by the Tokyo govPublicity, Goldwyn
It’s been revealed, however, that
ernment with the concurrence of
a number of Bendix toppers attenddistribs. It would have a staff
Urges Pic Flacks ed the Lees meet In a theatre in thequalified
reviewers and be guidof
I

DISTRIBS SET UP

tion crossed

doing

#

a humorous byline piece
upcoming

large-

JAP CENSOR COUNCIL

the Utah Theatre presenta-

trast,

Prices ranged from a low of
$1.80 to the $7.20 top charged by
the Embassy
Newsreel chain’s
Guild Theatre, N. Y., indicating
that exhibs steered clear of underpricing the event, which they had
done early in the days of big'

Chicago and were disappointed ed by the Japanese Motion Picture
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Samuel Goldwyn, who has prob- both in the quality of pictures Code of Ethics as adopted by the
ably fired more publicists than any transmitted and in the techniques Motion Picture Assn, of Japan in
producer in town, got only sickly utilized to showcase the Lees prod- 1949. There would be an appeals
smiles from the town’s flacks when ucts to that company’s dealers and board whose decision would be
3 Stockholders Suing
he suggested they argue with distributors. While a number of final.
bosses who want the type of pub- other industrial firms are reported
Since Japan’s constitution forHughes in N.Y. Also File licity that “do nothing in the long to be close to the inking stage to
bids censorship per se,.it would be
run except bring scorn and ridi- hold their sales meets via big- understood that importers of forIn L.A. on ‘Wastage’ cule on Hollywood and the motion screen video, theatre TV entrepre- eign films, individually or collecpicture industry.” Indie producer, neur^ nonetheless consider the tively, would withdraw their supLos Angeles, Dec. 16.
Three RKO minority stockhold- keynote speaker at the sixth an- Bendix cancellation a major draw- port from the council on 30 days’
ers Eli B. Castleman, Marion B. nual Panhandle Dinner tossed by back to their plans.
written hotice.
In disclosing the cancellation,
the Publicists Guild, 'asked for an
Castleman and Louis Feuerman
filed suit in Federal Court here end to the “Mass of phony pub- Bendix declared that it “still feels
yesterday (MOn.) seeking an ac- licity” which emanates from the that closed-circuit telecasting posL. A. to N. Y.
sesses unusual opportunities for
counting and demanding that How- film colony.
Robert Aldrich
Goldwyn told the publicists that presenting new appliance lines and
ard Hughes pay back more than
Foster^ Blake
$1,000,000 to the company’s treas- they were “able enough, expert proposes to utilize this new medium
Eddie Bracken
ury.
Hughes was the firm’s con- enough and intelligent enough” to at some time in the future.”
Johnny Burke
trolling stockholder until he sold resist blind adherence to orders
Hal Cooke
his holding to the Ralph Stolkin from a boss. And, he added, it was
N. Y. to L. A.
A1 Daff
up to them to offer such resistance
syndicate last September.
Claude Dauphin
Robert Ardrey
Action is substantially the same because Hollywood “needs good
Allen Davis
Edward
Ashley
suit that the Castlemans and Feuer- public relations just as much as it
Buddy Ebsen
Gene Autry
man brought Nov. 13 in N. Y. Su- needs good pictures.”
Charles J. Feldman
Julie Dorsey
“It is bad for Hollywood,” Goldpreme Court to force a temporary
Joan Fontaine
O. O. Dull
receivership for the company. Hear- wyn emphasized, “when people are
Karl
Freund
Rita Hayworth
ing on the petition is scheduled to cynical about the stories that come
Phil Gerard
Eddie Lewis
be held tomorrow (Wed.) before out of here and lose faith in most
Paulette Goddard
Kenneth Mackenna
Justice Henry Clay Greenberg.
motion picture advertising. It is
Arthur Hornblow
Joel McCrea
(

Continued on page 10)

.
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Phonevision Devises

Harry Ruby

screen television, circuits with teleequipped theatres are beginning to
balk at the terms being asked by
Theatre Network Television. Several chain execs who book the
video events claim that not enough
of the take is returning to the theatres under the current price structure and that a realignment of the
terms would have to be made for
future attractions.
Opposition to TNT’s terms was
pointed up in last week’s telecasting of “Carmen” from the Metropolitan Opera House, with Warner
Bros, and RKO signing up for only
two theatres each and Loew’s foregoing the event completely. WB
indicated that it would have liked
to book the event for all five of its
tele-equipped theatres, but because
of the terms settled only on two
largely as an experiment to determine the value of operatic attractions. TNT prexy Nate Halpern’s
asking price of the “Carmen” telecast was a guarantee of 40c. per
seat or 50% of the admish tab,

47th Anniversary Number

With expansion of the use of
large-screen TV, projectionist unions of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees are
mulling demands for increased pay
for handling the televiewing equipment. Union’s feeling is that as a
result of the hefty advanced-admish
tab, the boothmen are entitled to a
share. Projectionists especially contend they want boosts when the
prni ] .oTvWjer .tfraifcj
! wicket
f
(that of t ffpjooin t of origin.
Top or$Tzt) asked by the Guild
Theatre, N. Y., for last week’s
“Carmen” telecast was cited as a
prime example. Under present arrangements with tele-equipped theatres, union requires a minimum of
two men for the telecast. The twoman minimum applies only to theatres whose film projection ordinarily is handled by one man. In
all other instances, the number of
men normally employed by the theatre must be retained for the tele-

Although favoring the continued

^and more frequent use of

Handing TV

.

P'A-riety

—
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Hiked Pay For

Enough of the Take’
a.

*
an interesting editorial feature
the forthcoming

,

**\ >

$500, 000-$1,000,000; $1,200 for work
between $1,000,000*$2,000,000, and
$1,500 for over $2,000,000.
Present fees are $50 on production less than $25,000, to high of
$700 on anything over $500,000.

Veteran Exhibitor-Producer

‘Not Getting

—

Named

defendants in the local hard to blame the public for such
Hughes are RKO Pic- skepticism when they have been
Radio Pictures and the exposed for many years to exaggerChase National Bank. Latter is ations and stories that had little
RKO’s transfer agent. It’s under- relation to the truth.”
J'..
stood that the minority stockholder
Goldwyn, who brought an hnme*
plaintiffs filed the papers here be- diate howl when he started his
cause they heal’d Hughes was pre- speech by greeting “members of
paring to have someone file a suit the Goldwyn Alumni Association,”
of a “friendly nature” which would declared that he had always adtake some of the effectiveness out mired publicists who disagreed
of the N. Y. action.
with him on publicity policy. “Of
Complaint leveled here charges course,” he admitted, “my admirathat Hughes paid out $1,296,000 tion may have been an inadequate
for advances to independent pro- substitute for a paycheck the next
ducers and sundry other purposes. week when the courageous press
These disbursements, it’s claimed, agent was looking for a job.”
were a “waste of corporate assets.”
The keynote speaker came in for
Plaintiffs ask that Hughes be com- considerable ribbing in
introducpelled to reimburse RKO for the 'tory remarks by Edgar Bergen
and
sum in question. In addition, it’s Charlie McCarthy, but there were
requested that he be forced to pay crossed wires somewhere and
it
damages allegedly suffered by the was obvious that Bergen (or maybe
company during his management it was only^ McCarthy) was under
tenure as well as pay back any the impression that the dinner
was
profits taken from the company.
(Continued on page 20)
suit besides
tures,
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Jacques Peals
Edith Piaf
Barron Polan
Jean Renoir
Helen Rose

Sam

Spiegel

James Sauter
Robert Vogel
Francis Winikus

Europe to N. Y,
Jose Ferrer

John Huston

Abe Olman
James

E. Perkins
William Pine
Isaac Stern
Jean-Jacques Vital
Jerry Whyte

N. Y. to Europe
Irving Berlin
Claude C. Philippe
N. Peter Rathvon

Kay Walsh

Kamber

Bernie

Kazan

Elia

Walter Lantz

Abe

Lastfogel

Lee
Frank Loesser
Terry Moore
George Nichols
E. K. O’Shea
Buddy Pepper
Jerry Pickman
Thelma Ritter
Max Rosenberg
Alfred W, Schwalberg
Lila

Bill Shirley

Mary

Sinclair

George Skouras
Jack Smith
Karl Struss
Harold Swoverland

James Van Heusen
Benay Venuta
Betsy von Furstenberg
Clifton

Webb

Bretaigne Windust
Marjorie Winfield

Ufodnegday,

December

XT,
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FOREIGN MARKET ECLIPSING
Yanks to Get $500,009 More Yearly

1

*

'

Sweden from 30%

U. S. distribs in

New

deal should bring the
a -minimum of $1,250,000

50%.

distribs

from Sweden.
Norway pact is seen providing
the lever for a change in other

Green Challenges

20th Management,

such as Denmark, wdiere

the rental ceiling is 32%. And it
takes the wind out of the sails of

Puerto Rico and others,
rental ceilings patterned
after the Norwegian example have
been considered. Holland, which
lias a maximum of 32% for rentals
on the run-of-the-mill pix, has insti-

Buying Up Stock

Israel,

where

40% minimum

tuted a
Alms.

for selected

45% rental minimum in Norway, which is a free market, is
seen giving the edge to the big pix
and working to the detriment of
the smaller ones, with the exhibs
naturally anxious to get the most
The

money. Norway's system

for their

the U. S. distribs lump
sums foi remittance annually is
likely to be revised under the new
of allocating

setup.

Some

May

U.S. Cos.

Try

to

Unfreeze Coin

Heavy

purchases of 20th-Fox
stock by. Charles Green, whose admitted aim is to oppo.se the present management at 20 th, cues a
lively proxy fight at the 20 th stockholders meeting in N. Y,. next May.
Green, who runs a wholesale
electrical ^appliances company in
N. Y. and'’ is exec committee chairman of United Cigar-Whelan Stores
Corp., has been buying 20th stock
on the open market. His known
holding amount to 20,000 shares.
While he doesn’t stand a chance of
acquiring majority control, his allied holdings are said to be sizable.
Contacted last week at his offices
at the Green Sales Corp,, Green refused to divulge extent of his 20 th
holdings, but admitted he was buying stock “for investment.”
He
said also that, prior to the stockholders meet;, lie would issue a pubstatement detailing his grievances against the 20 th management, which he accuses of “not
acting in the stockholders’ interlic

Own

France on

In
Number

U. S. distribs are
showing concern over their accrued
est.”
funds in France and may ask the
“I’m not making any secret of
Motion Picture Assn, of America
the
fact that I am challenging the
to release them from
their pledge 20 th
management, and that I don’t
not to make individual
deals for like it,” hedeclared.
“I have althe coin.
ready
told them I intend to contest
mount involve d totals $4,500,n™
them. When the right time comes,
000 and represents
U. S. earnings I’ll be in touch
with the stockholdup to June 31, 1952.
originally

new

film

of

Monies were
frozen, but under the
pac t with the French the

aistnbs can
ital

make deals

account

at the cap-

ers.

out

And when Mr. Skouras finds
how much stock I hold with my
(Continued on page 18)

rate.

Paris government would prefer
to see large
chunks of coin being
taken out at
time
Individual
comnln
deals v ould invoke a
monthly
)
tiansfcr ceiling
of $300,000.
bS had been given
to understflnH b
nc Johnston
y
Drexv that
h f ,u
there
would
_
be speedy
5
S
01
ge ting the
o»ey out
*

Sf

,

i

,

S’
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Exec niche for John G. McCarthy, former v.p. of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America in charge
of foreign affairs, was seen this
Sale of
revenue than the domestic market
week at either the Society of Inde(U.S. and Canada), making for an
Santa Monica, Dec. 16.
pendent Motion Picture Producers
Frederick Levy, Jr., who negoti- or at Samuel Goldwyn Productions.
unprecedented situation.
U. S. companies have been giv- ated the sale of Howard Hughes’ McCarthy ankled the
Friing the world market* its proper at- stock in RKO to Ralph Stolkin last day
when Eric Johnston,
(12)
tention right along, of course. But September, filed suit against Stol- MPAA prexy, announced his forthe big point trade execs now un- kin for $37,500 allegedly due in eign chief’s resignation “effective
derscore is that while foreign ter- commissions on the deal.
immediately.”
Action brought in Superior Court
ritories now account for about 40%
Indies approached McCarthy sevof Hollywood’s overall coin, it’s here alleged that Stolkin owed
now conceivable that this figure Levy on a $100,000 commission, eral weeks ago on learning that he
had
been asked by Johnston to
$50,000 of which is due next year.
might jump beyond 50%.
On this year’s payment, the com- leave MPAA. Both James Mulvey,
Explanation
is
that
business
Goldwyn
prexy, and Roy Disney
abroad is continuing steady or in plaint declared, Stolkin has paid hold McCarthy in high regard and
some areas improving. In contrast, only $12,500.
would like to find a place for him
the returns domestically are on
in the SIMPP setup. Lengthy conthe downbeat. The current year is
versation between Goldwyn and
figured to bring a total of $130,000,McCarthy took place in N. Y. re000 in remittable earnings to the
cently. It was arranged by Mulvey
U. S. distribs fi'om the foreign field,
to introduce the two.
the highest since 1946. This hefty
While McCarthy is favored for
sum is being realized, it’s pointed
a SIMPP job,* possibility looms
out, despite blocked money and
that he may represent Goldwyn
other curbs in many world spots.
and Disney in the foreign field,
Pointing up a new appraisal of
with other indies invited to join if
the non-domestic field is the rethey are so inclined. Such a setup
organization of the Motion Picture
eventually also may hold attracAssn, of America’ international detion for Republic and Allied ArEric Johnston’s long-planned re- tists which, as smaller companies,
partment as announced within the
past week by prexy Eric Johnston. organization of the Motion Picture have never been very happy in the
Also reflecting the new situation, Assn, of America’s foreign division Motion Picture Export Assn, orbit.
company chief execs, sales officials occasioned some surprise but comJohnston-McCarthy blowup came
and producers will be making more paratively little comment among as no particular surprise to the
frequent hops' to foreign depart- the companies’ foreign managers in companies’ top foreign execs, who
ment offices so as to be in imme- N. Y. this week. Tenor of their re- had long been aware of the perdiate touch with day-to-day devel- marks was that they hadn’t real- sonal friction between the two men.
opments. A1 Daff, Universal’s exec ized that the department needed a While many voiced regrets thal
v.p., leaves Friday (19) on a global shakeup and they felt they should McCarthy was leaving MPAA, they
tour. Spyros P. Skouras, head man have been consulted in advance.
also offered no objections at the
prexy announced the re- board meet since the resignation
at 20th-Fox, is due back in New
York within the next few days from shuffle at the MPAA board meet- was considered an internal
ing in N. Y. Friday (12). He said matter in which they would not
(Continued on page 20)
the reorganization was part of a interfere.
plan to step up operations in the
Johnston actually, requested Mcforeign field, which is becoming Carthy’s resignation in early NoCinerama, No. 1
increasingly important.
Johnston
( Continued on page 16)
himself is taking over direction of
Cinerama pars the hottest
the MPAA’s foreign affairs, with
ticket as a must for visiting
Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr.„ in N. Y. and
showmen, from London and
Joyce O’Hara in Washington serv- Propose Master Formula
Paris as well as from Hollying immediately under him.
wood, and the Europeans seem
Change cues the exit of John G. On. Importing Licenses
more excited* about the thir’dMcCarthy, v.p. in charge of the
dimensional show than pracinternational division, whose resigtically anything else.
Those
Issued by Foreign Nations
nation was. announced “effective
are the findings of agents and
Master formula under which Moimmediately.” McCarthy’s position
managers in New York who
Picture Assn, of America
tion
is
in effect being assumed by Johnhave had occasion, of late, to
ston, who has divided the world members might determine among
entertain showmen from overunit into three divisions Europe themselves the allocation ol imseas.
and Africa, the Western Hemi- port licenses issued by a foreign
The N. Y. Convention Sc
country, was proposed last Friday
sphere and Asia.
Visitors Bureau, incidentally,
Hetzel, now MPAA’s N. Y. office ( 12 ) by Eric Johnston to the
in a special listing, 'spotlights
head, in addition to his * overall board meeting in N. Y.
“the new motion picture meduties will be in acting charge of
dium that creates a startling
Formula had been expected with
the European-African desk, with some eagerness by the distribs, but
illusion of three dimensional
(Continued on page 20)
reality.”
turned
out to be nothing more than
,
a proposal to divide permits on
the basis of local billings.
The
idea, considered inimical to the
interests of the smaller distribs,
was turned down both on the
broader basis and, specifically, in
application to the tangled Japanese
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Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 16.
Archbold Robinson was elected
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47th Anniversary

understood to have
severa|
rff
a deals
in the works, includContinued on page 56 )

Ben Goetz

which

Japanese government reduced total
U. S. imports for the second hall
of the fiscal year from 63 to 59
Rather than let the resulting wrangle keep the companies from picking up th 6 permits, the distribs
agreed to take a cut of one permit
(Continued on page 10 )

-
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beciuco

situation,

unresolved.
At stake in Japan are six permits.
Originally, the distribs had
to worry only about four when the
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Seen Possibility For John McCarthy

As conditions are now shaping,
Ronde’ Appeal Set
it appears that the foreign market
Sues Stolkin for
For Jan. Arguments may soon yield greater U. S. film
'
On

Albany, Dec. 16.
The Court of Appeals is schedforG McCarthy, v.p. in charge of
uled
to
hear
arguments
Jan. 7 in
Picture
Motion
the
eign division of
the appeal by Commercial Pictures
Export Assn.
Corp.,
of
California,
from the 3-2
The agreement, which should decision
last May of the Appellate
distribs about
bring the American
earnings from Division, which upheld the Board
$500 000 in addition
of Regents’ refusal to license “La
Norway, not only sets an important
Ronde.” Nix of the French pic was
precedent for other countries, but
bring back into the Nor- on the ground the French-made
it also will
film was “immoral and tended to
wegian market the top U. S. prodhave been hold- corrupt morals.” The high court
uct which distribs
Will
view a private screening of the
get
inability
to
their
ing out due to
picture the same day.
adequate rentals.
In another Scandinavian development, McCarthy has negotiated a
boost in the remittable share of
to

U.S.?

Exec Post With Goldwyn, SIMPP

From Norway; Up Swedish Coin
ceiling,*
Norway’s 30% rental
world, is being lelowest in the
setup, highest on ‘La
nlaced by a 45%
deal concluded
?e?ord under a new
between the Norrecently in N. Y.
and John
Minister
wegian Prime
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treasurer of Eastman Kodak at a
meeting of the company’s directors
yesterday (Tues.). His election followed board’s acceptance of the
resignation of Marion B. Folsom as
treasurer and a director.
Folsom resigned to .take the appointment as Under Secretary of
Treasury in the Eisenhower Administration.

C. 1

Martin’s Place

Trafalgar Square

was

The

Folsom
Eisenhower

selection of

announced

by

headquarters Monday (15>. Robinson will assume his new Kodak
duties when Folsom’s resignation
becomes effective Dec. 31. Carl L.
Stevenson was elected an assistant
treasurer.
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a motion picture.
Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Columbia release of Stanley Kramer
Co. production (associate producers. Edna
and Edward Anhalt). Stars Ethel Waters.
Julie Harris, Brandon de Wilde; features
Arthur Franz, Nancy Gates, William llansen, James Edwards, H;:rry Bolden, D;ck
Moore. Directed by Fred Zinncmaun.
Screenplay, Edna and Edward Anhalt,
based on book and play by Carson »u>
Cullers; camera, Hal Mohr, using Garutso
Balanced Lenses; editor, William Lyon;
musical score, Alex North. Previewed
Dec. 11, '52. Running time, 88 MINS.
Ethel Waters
Berenice Sadie Brown

,

MINS.
Jo McBain
Andrew McBain
Clara Schneiderman

Rosalind RusseU
Paul Douglas
Marie Wilson
Lt. Col. Schuyler Fairchild
Wm. Ching
Sgt. Toni Wayne
... Arleen Whelan
Sgt. Noisy Jackson
Leif Erickson
jul e ”* r p ,s Senator Tom Reynolds. .. .Charles Dingle
Frankie Addams
J
de Wilae Copt. Murchinson
Lurene Tuttle
Brandon
John Henry
Hillary Brooks
Arthur iranst PhyUis Turnbull
Jarvis
Regis Toomey
Nancy Oaves General Prager . ,
Janice
Hansen
lneseort
Lily
Frieda
William
Mae Gorham
Mr. Addams
Louise Beavers
Artamesa
Honey Camden Brown ... .James Edwards
Harry ®? la€n Prudence Hopewell
Frances Zuceo
T. T. Williams
Dick Moore Gussie Gustafson'
Bernedine Simpson
Soldier
Jeanne Dean
Danny Mummer. Mickey Fogarty
Barney MacKean
Anita Martell
June Hedm Penny North
Helen
Ann Carter Teresa Tonoku
Marya Marco
Dorta
Major Cartwright ....... Frances Morris
Louise Lorimer
Col. Fulbrlght
Lucia Carroll
The award-winning Broadway Lt. Kohler
Joan Blair
Major Thompson
legit hit, “The Member of the Wed- Capt. Smith
Barbara Woodell
Madelon Mitchel
Capt. McGrady
ding," has been given a literal Henry
Vince Townsend, Jr.
Virginia Christine
Myles
screen translation by the Stanley Lt.
Olan Soule
Lt. Quartermaster
Smith
Kramer Co. at Columbia, but as Capt. MaUory. .Capt. Barbara Jane Foster
Lt. Helen
Capt. Finch
picture entertainment its appeal is General Prentiss ........ Howard Smith
Frank
AUan
Colfax
Col.
limited. The art house set should Civilian Doctor
Jo Gilbert
Frances Helm
find it as rewarding dramatically Lt. Green
Jane Seymour
Lt. Col. Hubbard
run
regular
Sgt. Interviewer ...... Lt. Norma Busse
as the play. To the
.

-

.

.

:

.

.

•

.

harvested, the detailing adding inthe action - adventure

terest
to
plotting.

•

action clashes. Withers and Wengraf are expert at the villiany.
Argentina Brunetti, Maurice Jara
and Rico Alapez. are among the
others helping to keep the pot:
boiler moving.
Lionel Lindon’S color cameras
are expert in putting the action on
film.
The music score listens
nicely, and the other contributions
Brog,
are okay.
.

.

.

Stop, You’re Killing
(SONGS-COLOR)

Hollywood, Dec. 11.
Warners release of Louis F. Edelman
production. Stars Broderick Crawford,
Claire Trevor; features Virginia Gibson,
Bill Hayes, Charlie Cantor, Sheldon Leonard* Joe Vitale, Howard St. John. Directed by Roy Del Ruth, Screenplay,
Janies O'Hanlon; from play by Damon
Runyon and Howard Lindsay; camera
CWarnerColor), Ted McCord; editor, Owen
Marks; original songs. Bob Hilliard, Carl
Sigman. Previewed Dec. 1, '52. Running
time, 87 MINS.

'

Marko
Nora
Mary
Chance Whitelaw

Tropic Zone

(SONGS—-DANCES—COLOR)
Action and romance in a banana republic acceptably presented for program adventure.

;

.

i

i

score.LuciexiCsilliet; dances staged by
Jack Baker. Previewed Dec, .5. '52, Running time, 94 MINS.
11 McCloud
...... Ronald Reagan
P;*
Manders White
Rhonda Fleming
Elena
Estelita
Tapaehula Sara
Noah Beerv
Bert Nelson
Grant Withers
Lukats
... John Wengraf
T:a kellclana ....... Argentina Brunetti
Macario
Maurice Jara
Capt. Basilio
Rico Alane
•

kow. Screenplay, Robert E. Kent; based
on novel by James Fenimon# Cooper;
camera (Technicolor), Henry F reit Lie h;
editor, Jerome Thoms; Previewed Dec. 9.
*52. Running time, 78 MINS.
George Montgomery
Pathfinder
Helena Carter
Welcome Aliaon
Jay Silverheels
Chingachgook
Colonel Duncannon ... Walter Klngsford

Bill W.iUaln!}

Douglas Kennedy

..

Heywood

James

Instructor

Milii ca ;t

Bill

Skipper

Hem,!

James

Lokawa
Captain Bradford
Eagle Feather

Uncas

Togamak

_

.

complex, because he was responsible for the deaths of his two

crewmen

in a.crash into .the

Pacific

near the end of World War
Rescued by a submarine at
time, Stevens develops a liking

IL
the
for

the service that eventually causes
he fails to
Rodd Redwing him to turn to it after
Stephen Bekassy make a go of civilian life. He joins

Chief Arrowhead
Colonel Brasseau

Efene Verduga
Bruce Lester
Chief Yowlachie
Ed Coch, Jr.

.............. Russ

Conk lin

Vi Ingraham
Adele St. Maur

Ka-letan

Matron

An acceptable outdoor actioner,
programmer class, has been
fashioned from James Fenimore
Cooperts classic, “The Pathfinder.’’
The production is dressed up in
Technicolor and the other values
supplied by Sam Katzman’s supervision fulfill all requirements of
release intentions, as does .Sidney
Salkow’s direction. Latter keeps
the attention on action as much
as possible to counterbalance a considerably broadened romantic tanin the

the service at New London and
starts learning the tricks of the
trade while cutting in romantically

on Dorothy Malone, Navy nurse
and longtime girl friend of Douglas
Kennedy, an officer on the sub that
had previously rescued him. The
romantic conflict, along with
Stevens’
neurosis,
are resolved
eventually when the ex-pilot learns
to accept responsibility again and
winds up In a finale clinch with

the

girl.

Time span is from the end of
World War II to the present
Korean fighting, working in real-

life scenes of subs in action to go
with studio-manufactured battles.
The performances are all competent and likeable, with Miss Magent.
lone’s Navy nurse niftily backing
George Montgomery is an excel- the masculine chores of Stevens,
lent hero, displaying his muscles Kennedy, Charles Winnfnger (as
in rugged response to the title Miss Malone’s father, an oldtime
Williams,
officer).
Bill
role’s demands. Opposite him is warrant
Helena Carter, and her restrained James Millican, Bill Henry, James

;

•

Seay and others.
Technical contributions, from
William Sickner’s lensing on down,
are capable, although some of the
real-life scenes are used repetiBrog.

tiously*

Target Hong Kong

and things are progressing smoothly until they are exposed by a
renegade Britisher, Bruce Lester,
to whom Miss Carter was formerly
engaged. However, the British arrive in time to save the couple

from the firing squad,
French are ousted.

and She

Fast-p^ped programmer
able for general runs.

suit-

Hollywood, Dec.

11.

Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro*
(Wallace MacDonald, assou&tt
producer).
Features Richard DcnnlM*
Nancy Gates. Richard Loo, Soo YoM.
Auction

'

Ben Astar, Michael Pate, Philip Ala*
Henry Kulky. Directed by Fred T. Sears.
Story and sccreenplay, Herbert Purdoff.
camera, Henry Freulich; editor*. Richard

Fantl: music, Mlscha Bakaleinlkoff.
viewed Dec. 9, *52. Running time, n
number of likeable perform- MINS.
ances, to go with those of the Mike Lassiter
Richard Denntnl
Nancy G$ttJ
principals, are included to help the Min* Shan
Richard bo®
Fu Chao
were cleffed by Bob Hilliard and film over its more implausible Lao
Soo
Shan
Carl Sigman. Reprised during the spots. Jay Silverheels is
Ben AsW
Suma
good as
running is “You’re My Everlov- a Mohican who aids Montgomery, Dockery Pete Gresham .... Michael Pw*
Ahn
Philip
Sin How
ing," with Broderick Crawford and and Stephen
Henry KulW
Bekassy shows up Dutch Pfeifer
Claire Trevor handling the intro- well as the
Victor Sen Yum
French commandant. Johnny Wing
Weaver Levj
Lo Chi
duction and one reprise, and "Vir- Walter Kingsford,
a British colo- Tai Ching
Kam
ginia Gibson and Bill Hayes, the nel; Lester,
Robert W.
Rodd Redwing, hostile Wong Lu Cbeh
second.
Other new tune is the Mingo chief, and Elena
Verdugo,
title number.
Communist plot to seize pr«;
The oldies heard Indian princess married to Lester,
oi
are “With Someone Like You” and are
among others contributing ent-day Hong Kong and efforts to
“Baby Face," with Jack Pepper their share.
an American soldler-of-fortune
thu
tenoring.
motivate
upset
the
applecart
Most of the players have diffiRoy Del Ruth’s direction is culty
programmer.
maintaining accents consistent fast Sam Katzman
color*
geared to bring off the situation with
theif characters. Henry Freu- Sound production Value* and
stuff with chuckles for those who
with the
lich has given the film excellent ful performances, coupled
find fun in what is, in effect, a
off IJ
pays
type
of
action
which
color lensing, and the other techgame of musical chairs with nical
general interest, make this an okay
credits are okay.
Brog
corpses.
Immediate business of
secondary offering.
ihe script by James O’Hanion is
Story thread is woven arouiw
dealing with the -hectic post-ProRichard Denning, who has j« sl
hibition era and a group of comRathyon
gambled away $25,000 in the Greefl
to Paris

A

A

.

,

edy gangster types who find them-

selves out of the bootlegging busi-

ness and 3.2 beer again beepmes
an honest drink with repeal of the
Volstead Act.
.itid
skivvy, an all-together beCrawford is
beer baron who
grimed appearance that helps preA typical western plot is trans- tries to turn the
respectable brewer
vent audience sympathy from ac- posed
to a tropical banana-growing and Miss Trevor
is his loyal wife
cruing to the character. Brog,
country for this round of love and who welcomes
a chance at re.

.Malone;

Charles Wirminee,!

Graham
Gates

Steven.!

patly contrived, formula romance
mixed in with the training and
combat phases of the story. Characters and motivations in the script
by Sam Roeca and Warren Douglas
are not too clearly defined, but the
subject matter has been commercially packaged for the market at
which it is aimed. Lew Landers'
direction keeps thing* moving gen-

The Pathfinder

.•

“Stop, You’re Killing Me,” with
songs and WamerColor added. The
version is passable entertainment generally in working up a
semblance of macabre humor out
of the dated material.
The added tunes are not impressively presented in the Louis
F. Edelman production, but do supply a light exploitation peg, as
does the color. The two new songs

is the drunken soldier.
^ ramo nt Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Photography by Hal Mohr, using
™rE?.
H,
LeleaBo o f wuiiam H. Pinethe Garutso Balanced Lenses, is William C. Thomas production. Stars
Ronald Reagan. Rhonda Fleming, Esteartistically valued to fit the film’s lita;
features Noah Beery, Grant Withers,
mood and proves a standout in John Weengrai, Argentina Brunetti,
helping project the drama’s intent.- Maurice Jara, Rico Alanez. Written and
directed by Lewis R. Foster; based on
.ilex North’s music score is just novel,
"Gentleman of the Jungle," by
•\s moody, coming over best in the
Tom GUI; camera (Technicolor),
Lionel
Llndon;
editor, Howard SrnRhj music
jaunting trumpet passages quietly

racking some scenes. Production
design by Rudolph Sternad capures the idea' of a small southern
town and in the settings befitting
m °dest circumstances,
Makeup for Miss Karris is particularly unbecoming, featuring a rag*
gea butch haircut, dirty torn jeans

Broderick Crawford
Claire Trevor
Virginia Gibson

new

Moore

.

«j

Mark
..Dorothy

.

—

roles.
Arthur Franz and Nancy
Gates are the newlyweds with only
a few scenes. James Edwards does
well as Miss Waters’ stepbrother,
a moody Negro with problems of
race and finding himself.
Dick

MINS.

.

Bill Hayes
Charlie Cantor
Sheldon Leonard
Joe Vitale acting style and clipped accents
Mahoney
Howard St. John do not permit much shading. She
Innocence
Henry Morgan
is easy to look, at, however.TMontMrs. Whitelaw
.. Margaret Dumont
Cal Ritter
Stephen Chase gomery, a scout; is sent by the
Clyde Post
Don Beddoe British to a French stronghold for
Pete Ryan
Henry Slate
A Singer
Jack Pepper espionage work, and Miss Carter,
Donnie Reynolds
Louis Lettieri posing as a French girl, goes along
Sad Sani
Ned Glass as interpreter 'so there will be no
The Damon Runyon - Howard slipup in uncovering French plans
Lindsay stage play, “A Slight Case to gain control of the Great Lakes
of Murder," is back for its second regions. The couple finds- time for
filming by Warners, this time as romance along with the spying,

Mike.
Lefty
Guiseppe

-

'

Me

Passably entertaining remake
of the Runyon-Lindsay stage
play, “A Slight Case of Murder," first filmed in 1938.

•

.

time, 83

Bingham
Susan
Peabody

•

r

•

1

.

;

‘

1

1
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WAC

.

Hollywood* Dec. 12
Allied Artists release of Lindsev p,;
sons production. Stars Mark stev,n
Dorothy Malone, Charles Winninuoi- Rn?
Williams;
features Douglas
Kennedv
James Millican, BUI Henry, James Se^’
Robert Rose, John Alvin, Carleton Yoiino
Ralph Sanford. Directed by Lew Lander!
Written by Sam Roeca, Warren Doueil?:
camera, WUliam Slckner; editor, \v rw’
Hayes. Previewed Dec. 10, *52. RunninS
nin

latter very attractive in Techni(COLOR)
color and several brief outfits designed by Edith Head, make a
Acceptable outdoor actioner
pleasing hero-heroine team. Estebased on the James Fenimore
lita as a fiery cafe entertainer with
Cooper classic. For program
a big yen for Reagan gives Miss
market.
Fleming some competition. She
also sings two Latin tunes and
except when pace goes
erally
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
danees several routines enticingly.
Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro- pedestrian in dealing the personal
Noah Beery shows up strongly duction.
Montgomery, conflict of the three principals.
George
Star*
among the featured players as the Helena Carter; features Jay Silverheels.
Mark Stevens capably does the
pilot-pal of Reagan and partici- Walter Klngsford, Rodd Redwing. Stephen
Bekassy, Elena Verdugo, Bruce L'ester, role of a Navy, pilqt with a guilt
pates in a number of the mass- Chief
Yowlachie. Directed by Sidney Sal-

WAC

,

Salute to the sulNMarine service for companion bookings.

Seay’
Gibson, his daughter, land Hayes, Anniston
Robert Rose'
Professor
John Alvin
social scion-policeman.
Phychiatrist
Carleton
Vouni
The young love angles of the Hedley
Ralph Sanford
plot are nicely expressed by Miss
Gibson and Hayes. Charlie CanThis is a salute to the submarine
tor, Sheldon Leonard and Joe Vi- service, unfolded with sufficient
tale are armrdng as the three ex- interest to assure it -an okay playoff
Dumont, as in the program situations. Names
hoods.
Hayes’ stiff-necked mfcfcher, lias her topping' the cast are familiar ones
good moments, as do Howard St. to help support release intentions,
John, Henry Morgan and otbprs. and all deliver well.
Louis Lettieri is the little orphan. •'.Film details quite" a, bit of thi
During a party dance sequence training submariners undergo, #
Henry Slate gets off some solo the Navy’s Navvjtondon, Conn.,’
terps.
training base 'ds>tne Lvadsjey ParThe WamerColor lensing by Ted sons production supervision.', tytjeps,
McCord heads the satisfactory tech- the attention swung towards action
Brog,
nical credits.
as much as possible to offset the

Reagan and Miss Fleming, the

of filmgoers It will be an 88-minute
“Never Wave at a Wac," comedy
conversation piece, more soporific
based upon life in the Women’s
than stimulating. Ticket sales in
Army Corps, shapes up as fine esthe overall release will come hardcapist entertainment. Loaded with
The three stars of the legit suc- laughs, it’s a breezy post-holiday
cess, as well as two supporting entry for the general market. B.o.
players, repeat their characteriza- prospects will be further fortified
tions for the picture and, as could via marquee*, values in. Rosalind
"be expected, give them the hi gh Russell, Paul Douglas and Marie
polish of talent and long familiar- Wilson..
ity. Ethel Waters is splendid as
Screenplayed by Ken Englund
the Negro cook, furnishing the from a story by Frederick Kohner
film with its sole touches of hu- and Fred Brady, the script repreman warmth and understandable sents a tour de farce for its prinemotion. Julie Harris, as the 12- cipals. After a slow start in which
year-old girl going into a troubled too much footage is devoted to esadolescent period, reads the role tablishing Miss Russell as a famed*
with a highly stylized vigor that Washington hostess, the yarn picks
makes the performance compel- up momentum- when she enters the
ling, even though she is never a
to. further her social ambilittle l girl in appearance. Nor do tions.
the overly erudite words she is
At Fort Lee, Va., the
traingenerously supplied with help to ing camp, a hitch develops. For
create an illusion, of' childhood. Instead of automatically receiving
Young Brandon de Wilde, the a commission which Miss Russell
small, next-door cousin of the play, thought she rated as the daughter
will get some chuckles with his of a senator, the recruit finds hersolemn, owlish appearance.
self a buck private.
Her fellow
Edna and Edward Anhalt teamed trainees are a cross-section of
both as associate producers and American womanhood including
scripters to bring the Carson Mc- ex-stripteaser Marie Wilson.
Ensuing events result in Miss
Cullers play to the screen and
have done an all-around good job Russell acting as a “guinea pig’’ to
in capturing the play’s mood in test Army fabrics developed by her
another medium, even though the divorced husband, Paul Douglas;
results are not mass-appeal film carrying on a haphazard romance
entertainment. .Fred Zinnemann’s with a. Lieutenant Colonel (Wildirection is of the same order, but liam Ching) and finally losing her
neither production nor direction “Washington" veneer under the
fails to eliminate the feel that the weight of military discipline.
Under 'Norman' Z. McLeod’s deft
origin is of the stage, despite some
use of the broadening power of directorial guidance, the lengthy
the camera for action and scenes. cast makes- the most of the amusing situations. Miss Russell racily
Interest centers on the 12-yearhandles' her role, Douglas portrays
old girl and the lonesomeness and
the divorced hubby with a careful
that
supposedly go
frustration
restraint, and* Miss Wilson undewith approaching adolescence, as
niably is well cast as a oqe-time
largely detailed in the play. Her
burlesque queen. Gen. Omar Bradactive imagination permits her to
ley lends an authentic touch by
become a member of the wedding acting
himself in one scene.
of her brother and his fiancee. But
Good support is provided \ by
sharply trampled on
it
is then
Ching as Miss Bussell's persistent
when she, despite frantic efforts, suitor, Arleen Whelan
as a Wac
tries to become a member of the
sergeant, Leif Erickson as a top
honeymoon trip. This leads her to sarge smitten
with Miss Wilson,
rim away, an abortive fleeing that and Charles Dingle
as Miss Rusfinds her scurrying back home to
sell’s senator-father.
Lesser parts
safety when a lonesome soldier, too
are capably handled by Lurene
drunk to understand what he is Tuttle, Hillary Brooks
and Regis
doing, attempts to pet her. Tragedy Toomey,
among others.
comes to the family when the little
Producer Frederick Brisson, who
cousin dies suddenly and then, in turned
the film out at the Walt
an abrupt time passage, the girl Disney Studios and
Fort Lee, Va.,
is through the first stage of her
supplied physical mantling in keepadolesence and ready for the next ing with
the demands of the sub—boys on which note the story ject. Camerawork of William Dancomes to an end.
iels is competent as are the Elmer
William Hansen, as the girl’s Bernstein score and other technical
widowed father, and Harry Bolden, credits.
Gilb,
latest suitor of the fat and hearty
cook, expertly repeat their stage
.

J

Ttryedlo Alley

^

Paramount

for Miss Fleming after her farm
has been nearly ruined by the
skullduggery of Grant Withers,
Wengraf’s henchman, and eventually saves the day for all of the
small growers, winning Miss Fleming in the bargain. The PineThomas production takes time to
show how bananas arp grown and

. .

.

for

siich, it is

boring country, while she is the
owner of a banana farm coveted by
John Wengraf. Latter is putting the
squeeze on independent growers by
refusing to move their “fruit on his
ship, the only transportation out
of the port to market, so they will
sell out cheap. Reagan takes over

‘

.

As

:

RKO release of Independent Artists
Stars
(Frederick
Brlsson) - production.
Rosalind Russell, Paul Douglas, Marie
Wilson; features William Ching, Arleen
Whelan, Leif Erickson, Charles Dingle,
Lurone Tuttle, Hillary Brooks, Regis
Toomey, Frieda Inescort, Louise Beavers.
Directed by Norman Z. McLeod. Screenplay, Ken Englund, from story by Frederick Kohner and Fred Brady; camera,
William Daniels; editor, Stanley Johnson;
music,
Elmer Bernstein. Tradeshown.
Y., Dec. 12, '52. Running tin**, 87

.

re- and do what they can to enliven
okay for the the characters. To get away from
action field, nicely dressed in the headaches of trying to be an
Technicolor, to give it additional honest businessman, Crawford and
family, along with three ex-hoods
booking aorantages.
The viewer is taken to the and an orphan kid, vacation in
town
Saratoga.
mythical Central American
The house they rent at the Spa
of Puerto Barrancas in the script
and direction of Lewis R. Foster, comes equipped with the corpses
and he consistently moves the plot of four gangsters, $500,000 in toot
based on Tom Gill’s “Gentleman of stolen from a bookie, and a live
the Jungle," even though the foot- crook who is trying to latch on to
the coin. The round of grisly huage is overlength at 94 minutes.
Top principals are enacted by mor takes over as the corpses are
FlemRhonda
and
shuttled about to the consternaRonald Reagan
ing, and the pulp fiction affair tion of all, but the “who’s got the
expert
banana
a
playing
bodies’’ game eventually reacts to
finds him
illegally in Puerto Barrancas to Crawford’s favor, pulling him out
neighin
a
trouble
political
avoid
of a financial jam and helping Miss
lease.

Fine escapist entertainment
for general market.

screen translation of
the hit play; limited appeal as

They pair expertly

adventure offered under the Pine- spectability*

Thomas banner

Wedding
Literal

Wednesday, December 17, 1952

P^SaBSrr

Back

N. Peter Raihvon. film financier
and onetime head of RKO, planed
to Paris Monday (15) in connection with some European picture
ventures in which he’s interested.
Rathvon, who only arrived from
the French capital a week ago, expects to be away just a few days.

Dragon, being recruited by the
Chinese Nationalist underground^
struggles against the Reds. IJ'
nccenf ly,
the
operator of tn*
Dragon, a notorious femme P ir ^ e
has been aiding the Bed leado
in his scheme to take over How
Kong, believing she is hoipiWi
(Continued on page 18*
its

'

)
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Fabian Shelling Out $3,500,

Bank the Rest

KS N.Y. Censor to Study Britain’s

in $6,600,000

WB

Buy
By

i

out $3,500,000 of the
cash under the deal
outfit's own
stock
controlling
out
in buv
Warner Bros. Theatres from Harry,
Warner.
Albert
Major
Pelt and
approximate $6,Balance of the
reportis
price
fiOOOOO purchase
provided by the First
edly being
repped
National Bank of Boston,

Mannie Manheim

m

one ef the many byline pieces

report, based only on informal discussions, contends that
an “acoustic work” is not protect-

PtemEfr
'

j

v

,

by the convention.

It

—

songs and background
not presented 1)V tUe

1

•

|

w

via consolidation with
own group of over 50 theFabian and Rosen are timer
extabled to take over the
hibition outfit around April 1.
Position of individual minority
stockholders has yet to be made
Observers believe a logical
clear.
followup move for Fabian would
to buy up a substantial
offer
to
be
portion, it not all. of the outstand16)
( Continued on page

At Rep and Par

company’s history, Republic

is

(Continued on page 10)

cur-

production
until
next
March.- On completion of “A Perilous Voyage” and “The City That
Never Sleeps,” currently in work,
the
January-February
schedule
calls for nothing but two lowbudget westerns. Postponed until
March are “Sea of Lost Ships”
and “One For the Road.”
Republic’s curtailment policy follows that of Paramount, where Don
Hartman, executive producer, announced a slowdown until part of
the extensive backlog Is released.
He declared the completed pictures
represent an investment of approximately $45,000,000.
tailing

Walsh

May Enter
Of

N.Y. Negotiations

Boothmen, Circuits
seen of Richard P.
Walsh, International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees prexy,
entering the stalemated negotiations for a
new pact between
Projectionists Union, Local 306,
and the N. Y. metropolitan area
Possibility is

exhibs.

circuit

Talks,

which have

on since September,
reached a standstill, with
neither group showing an indication. to effect a compromise.
Theatre execs have made a preliminary approach to get Walsh to
intervene. One faction of the union
bargaining group has Indicated that
it
would favor IA prexy’s entry.
Latter aspect has caused some dissension within the union’s ranks,
with another faction opposing the
intervention, feeling that it can
a * n a more favorable pact sans
the union chief.
Basic controversy between the
boothmen and the circuits is the
union's demand for an overall 15%
boost, with 13% as a
wage hike
and - r for the unit’s welfare
fund.
been
have

going

.

RKO’s

Chi Palace Deal
Joseph Kaufman, theatre and exhibition topper of Cinerama, is currently in Chicago to close -a deal
to acquire the Palace .Theatre for
the presentation of the new medium. Exact date for the opening
in the Windy City of the 3 tD illusion process depends on the theatre’* film commitments. Renova-,
tions required for the presentation
of Cinerama will not- get under way
until the house has played off the
pix for which it has contracted.
Exact cost for installing Cinerama equipment has not been deter-

SET FOR PROD.

Hollywood* Dec. 16.
mined. Company’s experience with
board matters haying the Broadway Theatre in New York

been

will

studio

but

at least partially- settled,’ the
is now set to swing into production on a greater scale than
seep at the studio in many months.
Outfit has five properties set for
production shortly.

.

In.

Cinerama Closing

RK0 HAS 5 STORIES

include the theatre’s construction
as well as local union rates. William Latady, Cinerama's technical
expert, has already surveyed the
Chi situation and is currently preparing an estimate. It’s figured that
the installation will run between
$40,000 and $50,000, with about
three weeks needed for the actual
construction work. It’s anticipated
that it’ll take from eight to 10
weeks before the medium is ready
for showing in Chicago.
From Chi Kaufman heads to the
Coast, where he’H confer with Cinerama board chairman Louis B.
Mayer as well as look in on his
indie film interests. Kaufman is the
producer of the Joan Crawford
starrer, “Sudden Fear,” which RKO

Charles Boasberg, RKO’s sales

the studio execs.

addition

opposing the inAmong the upcoming pix on the
have countered
demand for a reduction in program is VGambler’s Moon,”
number of projectionists man- which Edmund Grainger will prois slated to
ning the booths.
Chains are seek- duce. Robert Mitchum
ng to have five
men in the booths star in this following completion
as opposed
to the present six, cit- of his role in “The White Witch
CUrrent condition of the Doctor” at 20th-Fox. Also included
is “Size 12,” which Harriet Parsons
boxoffice
Miss Parsons was
will produce.
originally to produce this for the
Jerry Wald unit at RKO before
PARIS’ MOULIN
latter switched to Columbia. Other’
titles are “High Frontier,” “Second
SUES
PIC Chance” and “The Return of
to
circuits

crease,

with a
.

ROUGE
ON HUSTON

Hollywood, Dec.
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Joseph Kaufman, recently appointed head of theatre operations
Roach Back t0
®
for Cinerama, has given up all
plans he’s had for independent
Pix in Harry Allen Tie production. Selling several story
Hal E. Roach, who swung over to properties he’d been readying, in“Lady or Tiger” and
television film production at his cluding
Coast studio several ^jpars ago, is “Promised Land.” He’s devoting
to Cinerama.
exclusively
himself
returning to standard theatre pix.
Film-maker has teamed’ with Harry J. Allen, Canadian circuit operAuctioning ‘lady’
ator and film distributor, in formaLos Angeles, Dec. -16.
tion of a new company called Guild
International Films.
Reuben G. Hunt, referee in bank“The Lady Who
putting
is
Roach-Alien combo plans to lense ruptcy,
a series of 12 exploitation features Smoked Cigars” up for sale to
television on Thursday (18». Sale
on the Coast next year.
bankruptcy proceedtheir is part of the
Instead
channeling
of
of Trans-World Pictures. Inc
ings
distrib,
product through a national
Also on the block are interests
Roach and Allen plan to enter
two plays, “Out of This World
states-rights deals across the coun- in
and “What Would You Do?”
try with local releasing outfits.

Aguiar

C

"

o?

16.

is
!

Kaufman Quits His

Zorro.”

power

serve as a guide, of course,
noted that the coin outlay

it’s

depends on local conditions. These

chief, is due here from New York
to participate in product talks with

*
In

the

47th Anniversary Number
of

who said last Friday ( 12
is writing to England for
information on the way censorship
works out there. If he likes what
he hears, Flick may suggest to the
N. Y. Board of Regents a similar
system for adoption here.
Flick admitted that “it’s time we
brought our law up-to-date,” and
he said he was impressed with the
idea of classifying films for adults
or juveniles as is the custom in
Britain.
“Our law is too broad
now,” he commented.
“We have
sor,

that he

no

classifications.

Everything

is

either black or white.”

PfiRIETY

is

Bring Slowdown

WB

*

another editorial feature
forthcoming

The N. Y. censor expects sevproposals to be introduced
during 1953 in the N. Y. legislature calling for abolition of censorship but doesn’t- think they’ll
get anywhere for some time to
come.
He said New York’s Attorney General had ruled the Supreme Court’s edict on pre-censorship of pix applied only to
films that might be labelled “sac-

eral

UNF^SCO

Expressing greSl'dbUbt that pictures come within the scope of the
convention, the report notes that
even if protection is accorded
films, it appears to cover only the
visual part of pix as a published
work and only in such countries
which give unpublished copyright
protection to visual works of that
character.
Sub-committee of the copyright
committee of the Motion Picture
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Assn, of America which prepared
Because of its unusually heavy
the report included Samuel BoVerbacklog, the most expensive in the man, Paramount; Tom Robinson,

operation

A

'Considerable room for improvement in the “archaic” New York
State censorship laws is seen by
Dr. Hugh M. Flick, the’ N. Y. cen-

,

Was

"

Hefty Backlogs

Fabian’s

Biz

vignette

opines

music,

a Show

In the Beginning
the Image

that a talking picture, or at least
the sound part involving dialog,

.'1

Biblical in

j

The

ed

more economical

atres.

last

waxes

a report outlining its objections to
many provisions of the overall

In

47 th Anniversary Number

WB

a

CO

(Chairman,
Dept, of Motion Picturet at N.Y.U .)

plan.

who exIt's figured that Fabian,
pectedly will take over operation
houses personally, likeof the
effect

Although

-

Prof, Robert Gessner

September, have been
made, a sub-committee of industry
copyright attorneys has submitted

the soon-due

—

will

try.

only preliminary
studies of the Universal Copyright
Convention, formulated by UNES-

(Gossip Columnist Style)

*

ly

i

Hollywood Etiquette

Meanwhile, sale to Fabian has
in
stimulated considerable interest
WB chain. Stock of the parto
climbed
$14
corporation
ent
the low had
within the past week
N®w
been $11.37—on the
or
Stock Exchange, and volume
trading over the past week has
continuA
heavy.
unusually
been
indicated
ing stronger' position is
Wall Streeters.
in the future, say

4

HY HOLLINGER

Entry of the United States in an
international copyright agreement
may be opposed by the film indus-

,

continues his series on

Semenenko.

bv Serge

Methods; ‘Our Laws Archaic’

IIPROTECTED

headed byFabian Enterprises,
h Si' Fabian and Samuel Ros-

c
en will shell

PICTURES

MPAA Heads List
Of 19 Groups Due

rilegious”

For FCC Hearings
Washington, Dec. 16.
Plans are taking shape for the
of the main phases of the
theittre-TV hearings, scheduled for
Jan. 26 before the Federal Communications; Commission.. The proceedings, at which the picture industry will make .its big pitch for
exclusive
channels
for
largescreen video, will be in the presence of all seven commissioners.
Extensiveness of the hearings
was indicated last week when the^.
agency revealed that 19 organizations or companies have filed the
required notices of appearance.
Heading the list is the Motion Pictupre Assn, of America, followed
by National Exhibitors Television
Committee. Others testifying .are
Theatre Network Television, Paramount
Television
Productions
(Par
subsidiary),
RCA,’ NBC,
CBS, DuMont, National Assn, of
Radio and TV Broadcasters, Skiastart

tron

TV

&

Corp.,

Electronics

American Telephone Sc Telegraph
Co.,
Western Union Telegraph,
Assn,
of
American Railroads,
Aeronautical
American
Radio,
Petroleum Institute, U. S. Independent Telephone Assn,
and
American Civil Liberties Union.
Commission has notified these
:

parties that;' they have uptil Dec.
22 to ^submit lists of witnesses,
summitries of their testimony, and
copies of exhibits to be offered.It’s expected that some 100 witnesses will come to Washington
many from
for
the
hearings,
Hollywood and New York. The
proceedings may last lip to six
weeks.
.

NASSERS’ 5-YEAR PLAN

TO REPAY CREDITORS

and that he* was pro-

ceeding on that assumption.
At
same time, he observed that
he was fully aware of the shortcomings of the N. Y. statute.
“Our whole technique of filmmaking has changed since our law
( Continued
on page 15)
n

the

Montague Gets Option

To Buy 10,000 Shares
At $12. Via Col Pact
As part

of his

new employment

agreement, which runs five year*

commencing next June, Columbia’s
domestic sales chief, Abe Montague, has been voted an option to
purchase 10,000 shares of the corporation’s common stock, at $12 per
share. Stockholders will be called
upon to approve the arrangement
at the next annual meeting.
The Col common issue is now
trading on the New York ‘Stock
Exchange at close to that price.
Deal provides that Montague may
exercise the options at any time
from the preesnt to Sept. 9 195S.
In another agreement,, but at
different terms, Gerald Rackett,
Coi’s laboratory supervisor, has
been voted an option to buy 1,000
shares at $16 per share.
Tima
period for exercising this is July 1,
1956, to Dec. 31, 1959.
.

,

UA TO SHARE PROFITS
50-50 ON ‘MELBA’
United
profits

Artists

will

share

50-50 on “MelbA,”

the

Samuel

latest Technicolor production under the Horizon Picture*
Spiegel said in N. Y.
banner.
Tuesday (16) that UA also shared
in the profits of Horizon’s “The
African Queen” but to a lesser ex-

Spiegel’s

,

tent.

Los Angeles, Dec. 16.
Spiegel, %ho made “Melba” In
George and James Nasser, ownBritain with Patrice Munsel starers of General Service Studios,
ring, said he had a commitment
drew up a five-year repayment
with the Bank of England for anplan, with reported approval of
other film to be made in England.
all creditors, for presentation to
He’s currently working on “the
bank
Benno M. Brink, referee in
Still in th<^ future looms
story.
ruptcy,- for a hearing on Jan. 15.
“Witness,” which he plans to make
Creditors include the Bank of
in Italy with Ingrid Bergman and
America, $390,000; Gabriel Bros., Marlon'
Brando starring. Spiegel
$107,000; Consolidated Film, $50,- has Miss Munsel under contract
000; Alameda Amus. Co., $215,883; for another pic when she’s availChemical Bank & Trust Co., $75,- able.
000; New Fillmore Theatre Co.,
$103,038; Blumenthal Enterprises,
$105,150, and Fred MacMurray,
$50,000.
Plan includes the return to the
Nassers of all rights to four films;
“Cover Up,” “A Kiss for Corliss,”

“Without Honor” and “Don’t Trust
Your Husband.”
Lancaster (O.) Seeks Tax Repeal
Lancaster, .0., Dec. 16.
Less than a week after enacting
a municipal income tax, City Council moved to repeal the 3% levy on

amusement admissions,
since 1948.

in

effect

Horizon prexy, who’s returning
London today (Wed.), said he
had a “moral” commitment to release further pix through UA. He

to

making films in England and
points out that “Melba,” withr a
$1,000,QOO budget, would have cost
twice as much in Hollywood, if for
no other reason that duplicating
natural
London settings would
have been expensive.

likes

Tyrone Power has signed

to star

20th-Fox in a film, still unbe produced next March
by Leonard Goldstein with Rudy

for

titled, to

Mate

directing.

—

—
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PfifslEfr
‘Buccaneer’ Hotsy 11G,

Pre-Xmas Doldrnms Slough LA.;
Men’

Okay

Fair $19,000, Devil’

Hub on Downgrade; Trees’ Okay 10G,

Omaha; ‘Trap’ NSG 8G
Omaha, Dec.

‘Barrier’-‘Gns’ Light 30G,' ‘8

30G, 3d

16.

Throngs packing the streets currently for their Xmas shopping ate
good play.
theatres
a
giving
“Yankee Buccaneer” and “Scarlet
Angel” look best, giving the Omaha a hotsy session. “Because You’re

‘Battle’ 14G, ‘Promoter’

Best combo is
“Breaking Sound Barrier” pajred
but it is only
with “My Pal Gus
light with $30,000 in four situations including three extra days
for “Gus.”
Dull $19,000 is seen for “Eight
Iron Men” playing in two theatres
while “Thunderbirds” shapes scant
$10,000 in three spots. “Bwana
Devil” still is best of holdovers,
expecting okay $30,000 for two
houses on third week. Others are
scratching bottom.
Estimates forJFhis Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Loyola,
Wilshirc (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,-

causing any

2,296;

248;

stir.

70-$1.10)

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$441,000

.

(

(

$428,600
19 theatres)

Based on

Key

week at the State.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-76)—
and
(WB)
Secret”
“Operation
“Chief Pontiac? (WB). Nice $5,Heaven”
To
000. Last week, “Leave
(20th) and “Rains Came” (20th)
(reissues), 3 days, and “Springfield
Rifle” (WB) and '“Srange Fascination” (Col), 4 days (2d wk), $5,000.

Xmas

With

80-$l,10)

1,712;

Loo

St. Louis, Dec. 16.
spending splurge in-

—“Assignment

Paris” (Col)
Fair
(Met- and “Blazing Forest” (Par).

1,106;

— “Thunderbirds”

in

Last week, “Bloodhounds

$10,000.

Broadway”

<29th)

“It Grows
$13,000,

and

on

(Rep) and “Toughest Man Arizona” Trees” (U), good
Fox (F&M) (60-75)—“Flat Top”
(Rep). Scant $10,000. Last week,

“Savage” (Par) and
“Bla2 ing Forest” (Par) (2d wk-^
days), $3,500; Hawaii, “Hangman’s
Knot” (Col) and “Ladies of Chorus” (Col) (reissue) (2d wk-6 days).

Orpheum,

(AA) and “No Holds Barred” (AA).
Opened today (Tues.). Last week,

Alaska” (U) and “Duel
Creek” (U), mild $12,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-76)
“Prisoner at Zenda” (M-G) and
$2,300.
Los Angeles, -Hollywood Para- “Last Train Bombay” (Col). Nice
Last week,
mounts (UPT-F&M) (3,200; 1,430; $15,000- br near.
90-$1.50) “Bwana Devil” (Indie) “Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (2d
(3d wk). Okay $30,000. Last week, wk), limp $9,000.
.Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-85)
fancy $53,000, although not up to
“Pony Soldier” (20th) and “BloodhoDes.
Mild
Hollywood, Downtown, Four hounds Broadway” (20th).
Star (WB-UATC) (2,756; 1,757; 900;
(Continued on page 20)
“Lost in
at Silver

—

—

—

—“Iron

(WB)
Mistress”
(3d wk). Smalb $10,000. Last weetf;
70-$1.10)

$15,800.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)
(2,440; 1,538; 70-$1.10)— “Plymouth
Adventure” (M-G) and “Gambler
and Lady” (Lip) (3d wk-6 days).
Thin $9,000. Last week, $12,300.
‘

Bally

Hypos

‘Gus,’

4

—

Vogue, United

(FWC-UATC-WB)
70-$1.10)

Artists, Wiltern
(885; 2,100; 2,-

—“Outpost

laya” (UA) and “Hoaxters” (M-G)
(2d wk). Staying only 3 extra days,
Drab $15,000 for 10 days.
Canon (ABC) (533; $1.20)—“Full
House” (20th) (13th wk). Only $1,500/ Last week, $1,700.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)
—“Promoter” (U) (6th wk). Slow
$2,500. Last week, $3,300.

In Spotty Frisco; ‘Gus’

lOlG/kvansion’ Hot 10G
.

Biz
stanza,

very spotty
with seasonal

here

is

16.
this

influences

putting skids under most

new

Seattle, Dec. 16.

dull here this week,
with “Battle Zone” tops at Coliseum. First round is solid. Elsewhere returns are anything but

Trade

is

normal. However, “Because You’re
Mine”, is okay in third stanza at
the Music Hall.Estimates for This Week
Coliseum* (Evergreen) (1,829; 6590)—“Battle Zone” (AA) and “Rose
Bowl” (AA). Swell $9,000. Last

Thunderbirds’ Fat 13G

San Francisco, Dec.

Smash $9,000,
Seattle; ‘Mine’ 6G, 3d

‘Battlfe*

Ma-

in

week, “Hurricane Smith” (Par) and

“Wyoming Roundup” (AA),
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick)
65-90)

— “Night

bills.

$8,200.
(2,366;

Without

Sleep”
Last week,

VThunderbirds” was hypoed by (20th). Sad $4,500.
personals to land a nice session at “Turning Point” (Par), $5,200.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
Golden Gate. “Invasion U.S.A.” is
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G)
being helped to solid total by a
strong ad campaign at United Art- and “Apache War” (M-G) (3d wk).
ists. “Everything I Have Is Yours” Oke $5,000 after last week’s $6,700.
still is strong in second round at
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-

—

90)—“Iron Mistress” (WB)

Warfield.

Estimates for This

Week

(m.o.)

with “Cruise of Zaca” (WB). Third
downtown week for former. Good
95)
“Thunderbirds” (Rep) and $3,500. Last week, ‘Magic Box”
“Toughest Man Arizona” (Rep), (Indie); $2,100.
with 'opening day personals by John
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,283; 65Derek, John Barrymore, Jr., Ward 90) “Because
Mine” (M-G)
Bond and Rex Allen. Nice $13,- and “Hour of You’re
13” (M-G) (3d wk).
000. Last week, “Cairo- Road” (InOkay $6,000 after $7,400 last week.
die) and “Beware My Lovely” (InOrpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 65die), $7,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65.-95)— “My 90)—“Outpost in Malaya” (UA)

Golden Gate (RKO)

—

(2,850;

65-

—

Pal Gus” (20th) and “Breakdown” and “Horseman of Pampas” (U).
(Indie). Thin $10,500. Last week, Mild $7 000. Last week, “Iron Mis“Steel Trap” (20th) and “Secret tress” (WB) (2d wk), $6,700.
People” (Lip), same.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-70)
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95) —“Way of Gaucho” (20th) and
—“Everything I Have Is Yours” “Something for Birds” (20th) (2d
<M-G) (2d wk). Strong $14,500. runs). Opened Monday (15). Last
Last week, $17,000.
week, “Golden Hawk” (Col) and
f

Paramount

(Par) (2,646; 65-95)

“Cattle Town” (WB) and “Gambler and Lady” (Indie). Colorless
Jiff, 000 or less.
Last week, “Ride
Man Down” (Rep) and “Hour of
13” (M-G), $10,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)
(Continued on page 20)

.

.

Same Week

'

Last Year ...... .$1,741,700
( Based on 24 cities, and 185

(Tristates)
—Omaha
“Yankee Buccaneer”

(2,100; 20-70)
and
(U)
“Scarlet Angel” (U). Hot $11,000.
Last week, “Because qf You” (U),

theatres.)

‘Ghs’ Fair $12,000

Last week, “Bloodhounds
(20th) and “Night Without Sleep” (20th), $9,000.
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)—
“Because You’re Mine” (M-G) (3d

Id Drab Philly

Broadway”

Okay $3,800

wk).

ond

Philadelphia, Dec. 16.

Weekend

after $4,900 sec-

biz is off

stanza.

|

Mild

M, $16,000

and

first-runs

with newcomers. However, trend means little because
most theatres are marking time
until the holiday splurge of new
product. “Face to Face” at Aldine
and “My Pal Gus” at Randolph
shape as best of new bills.
** Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—
“Face to Face (RKO). Okay $7,000.
Last week, “It Grows on Trees”
suffered

‘Because Pacing

current pix breaking through as
“It Grows on Trees”
at Memorial shapes fairly well but
“Thunderbird” at Met appears
sluggish.
“Battle Zone” at Para-

Detroit,, pec. 16.
very poor this week, with
shopping, and holdovers taking the blame for slim pickings.
Best of lot looks to be “Because of
You,” okay at the Michigan. “Operation Secret” is mild at the
Palms.
“Cry, Beloved Country”
looks weak at the Madison. “Thief”
at the Fox and "Bloodhounds of
Broadway” at the United Artists,
both in second weeks, are way below average.
Estimates for This Week

mount and Fenway looms
good.
“The Promoter” in

week

“Springfield Rifle”
fairish $35,100.

Paramount

(WB) (2d

$7,000.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Black Castle” (U) and “Calling
Mr. Death” (U).
Oke $8,000 or
near.
Last week, “Raiders” (U)
and “Ladies of Chorus” (Col) (reissue), fair $8,000 for

runs),

(3,039;
(20th) and

65-90)—“My Pal Gus”
“Maverick” (AA). Dull $7,000. Last
week, “Montana Belle” (RKO) and
“Spider and Fly” (Indie)
wk),

$4,200*

6 days.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
,
“Promoter” (U) (6th wk).
Big
$6,000 or near following $6,800 for
fifth.

Fenway (NET)
“Battle Zone”
Girl” (Indie).

(1,373; 40-85)—
(AA) and “Jungle

Good

$4,000. Last
week, “Savage” (Par) and “Franchise Affair”. (Indie), $4,300.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
Grows on Trees” (U) and
“Bonzo Goes to College” (U).
“It

(U) (2d wk), $4,500.
Okay $10,000 or close. Last week,
Arcadia (S&S) (625: 85-$1.20)— “Pony Soldier” (20th) and “Gam“Because You’re Mine” (M-G) l9th bler and Lady” (Indie) (2d wk),
wk). Off to $4,500. Last week, nice $ 12 000
$5,500.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Flat 85) “Thunderbirds” (Rep) and
Top” (AA), Tepid $8,000 or near. “Woman's Angle” (Indie). UnexLast week, "Blackbeard Pirate” citing $11,000.
Last week, “Iron
(RKO) (2d wk), $8,000,
Mistress” (WB) and “No Holds
Fox (20th) (2,250; 85-$1.10)— Barred” (WB) (2d wk), $11,500.
“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (10th wk). Down
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—
to $9,000. Last week, oke $11,000. “Everything I Have Is Yours”
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- (M-G) and “Target in Hong Kong”
99)
“Rainbow Round Shoulder”
Fox (Fox-Detrait) (5,000; 70-95) (Col). „ Fair $10,000. Last week, (Col. Opened Sunday (14). Last
—“Thief” (UA) and “Park Row” “Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th) week, “Thief” (UA) and “Sky Full
of Moon” (M-G), fair $10,500.
(UA) (2d wk). Off at $14,000. Last (2d wk), $12,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
week, oke $19,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)
“Battle Zone” (AA) and “Jungle
Michigan (United. Detroit) (4,000; “Thunderbirds” (Rep). Slow $9,000.
Girl”
(Indie).
Nice $10,000 or
70-95)
“Because of You” (U) and Last week, “Pony Soldier” .(20th)
close.
Last week, “Savage” (Par)
'
“Horizon’s
Okay (2d wk), $11,000.
West” (UA).
(Indie),
and
“Franchise
Affair”
Last week, “Iron Mis$16,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 75( Continued on page 20)
$1.30)
“Snows Kilimanjaro” (20th) $11,500.
40-85)—
State
(Loew)
(3,500;
(9th wk). Down to $9,000. Last
“Everything I Have Is Yours”
week, good $12,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50- (M-G) and “Target Hong Kong”

Biz

is

Xmas

,

.

—

—

.

—

—

—

.

Opened Sunday (14). Last
(20th). Fair $12,000. (Col).
Last week, “Prisoner Zenda” (M-G) week, “Thief” (UA) and “Sky Full
of Moon” (M-G), tepid $5,500.
(4th wk), $8,500.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
“Montana Belle” (RKO). Dull
$8,000. Last week, “Iron Mistress”
D. C. Also Dips; ‘Belle’
(WB) (2d wk), okay $13,000.
*
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
Minneapolis, Dee. 16.
Bright $9,000, ‘Point’
Aided by a terrific campaign, “Raiders” (U). Slow $6,000. Last
“My Pal Gus” currently is mak- week, “Tarzan’s Savage Fury”
and “Under Red Sea”
ing sock boxoffice headway in bat- (RKO)
Plus Yande Okay 19G
tle
against pre-Christmas indif- (RKO), $7,000.
Y^ashington, Dec. 16.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)
ference to entertainment.
Snow“Happy Time (Col) (6th wk). Sostorms, low temperatures and icy
Mainstem biz continues in a
minor key, with biz expected to
streets are added boxoffice handi- so $4,000. Last week, $4,700.
get worse before holiday week
caps this round.
Otherwise only
helps it into higher brackets. There
a pair of other newcomers, “Opis not a real winner among the
eration Secret” and “Hangman’s Toronto Off But ‘Birds’
newcomers although ‘several holdKnot,” have been placed on the
overs remain steady. “The Turning
seasonal
sacrificial
altar.
It’s
Passable $9,000; ‘Smith’
Point” plus vaude, at Loew's Capifourth and final week for “Miracle
of Fatima” and second for “Lost
tol, shapes okay for season while
in Alaska.”
HepllG,‘Because’8G,2d “Montana Belle,” at RKO Keith’s
is on sturdy side. “Flat Top,” at
Estimates for This Week
Toronto,’ Dec. 16,
Warder, opened brisk and looks
Century (Par) (1,600; 76-$ 1)
With Xmas shopping denting the
“Miracle of Fatima” (WB) (4th wk). trade, biz is currently off sharply. okay. “Brandy for Parson” is fine
at Lopert’s Dupont.
Is finishing profitable run at fair Such
newcomers as “Hurricane
Estimates for This Week
$3,000. Last week, $4,500.
Smith” and “Something for Birds,”
Gopher (Berger) (1,028; 50-76)
however, are doing nicely. HoldCapitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—
“Lost in Alaska” (U) (2d wk). Came overs are faring slightly better. “Turning Point” (Par) plus vaude.
through okay.
Fair $3,000 this “Bloodhounds of Broadway,” “Be- Bieasing $19,000, all tilings considweek. Last week, $4,300.
cause of You” and “Snows of Kili- ered. Last week, “Horizons West”
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76>—“Black manjaro” all continue in good (U) sparked by Peggy Lee onstage,
Swan” (20th) and “To Shores stride.
$ 20 000 .
Tripoli” (20th)- (reissues).
Estimates for This Week
Tepid
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 74Crets,
$3,500.
Last week, “Flat Top”
Downtown,
Glendale, $1.20) “Snows Kilimanjaro” (20th)
Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863; 1,059; (9th wk). Holding
(AA) (2d wk), $3,000 in 6 days.
its own with $6,Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)— 955; 470: 698; 694; 35-60)—‘Mon- 000 for second consecutive week in
My, Pal Gus” (20th), Best sold of tana Belle” (RKO) and “Storm longrun record for. F Street. Stays.
any picture within recent memory. Over Tibet” (Col). Oke $12,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85)—
Newspapers carried theatre man- Last week, “Battle Zone” (AA) and
agement’s- guarantee and quotes ‘City of Violence” (Indie), $10,000. “Brandy for Parson” (Indie). Fine
Last
$4,500.
“Breaking
week,
Egllnton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)
plus photos of pleased customers.
All-out ad-exploitation plus film’s “Operation Secret” (WB) (2d wk). Sound Barrier” (UA) (2d wk), solid
Last week, $4,500 in day-date with Playhouse,
merits getting results at a time Satisfactory $5,500.
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 50-85)—
when the boxoffice biz is way off. $7,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)
“Montana Belle” (RKO). Sturdy
great $13,500.
Last week, “Pony
“Hurricane
Last week, “Hurricane
$9,000.
Smith” (Par). Neat
Soldier” (20th), $6,500.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40- $11,000. Last week, “Springfield Smith” (Par), slow $7,500.
Rifle”
(WB),
76)— “Hangman’s Knot” (Col).
$13,000.
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 55Loew’s (Loew)' (2,748; 50-80)
80)—“Pathfinder” (Col). Okay $4,Turnstiles not getting much exercise.
Wobbly $7,000 or less. Last “Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) (4th 000. Last week, “Young Scarface”
week, “Eight Iron Men” (Col), wk). Holding at $7,000. Last week, (Indie) and “Bushwacker” (Indie),
good $9,Q00.
average $4,500.
$ 6 000
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)—
“Bloodhounds
Invasion U.S.A.” (Col) and wk). Trim Broadway” (20th) (2d “Pony Soldier” (20th) (2d wk). Slow
$10,000.
Last week, $9,000. Last
“Strange Fascination” K:ol). Okay
week, below hopes
$12,000.
$5,000. Last week, “Captive WomShea’s
(FP)
40-80)— with $14,000.
(2,396;
en” (RKO) and “Beware My LovePlayhouse (Lopert) (435; 50-$l)
“Something
for
Birds”
(20th).
Nice
ly” (Col), $4,500.
$9,000. Last week, “Big Jim Mc- —“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA)
State (Par) (1,800; 50-76)—“Op(3d wk). Sound $5,000 for second
Lain” (WB) (2d wk), $8,000.
eration Secret” (WB).
Pale $5,University (FP) (1,558; 40-80)— consecutive week, with pic settling
Last week, “K. C. Confiden- “Snows Kilimanjaro”
5,00.
(20th) (6th down here after two weeks daytial” (UA), $7,500.
wk). Holding nicely at $8,000. Last dating with Dupont. Holds.
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)— week, $10,500,
Warner (WB) (2,174; 50-80)—
Plymouth Adventure'* (M-G) (4th
“Flat Top” (AA). Okay $10,000.
„ Uptown (Loew) (2.743; 40-80)
wk).
Satisfactory $2,500.
Last “Because of You” (U) (3d wk). Last week, “Savage” (Par), disapweek, $3,500.
Sturdy $8,000. Last week, $9,200. pointing $9,000.

Sotko $13,500 In

99)—“Pal Gus”
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(Evergreen)

fairly
sixth

Exeter still is lively.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-95)—
“Bachelor and Bobbysoxers” and
“Bachelor Mother” (RKO) (reissues).
Open today (16).
Last
week, “Hurricane Smith” (Par)
one week plus 5 days, slender
at

Mpls, ‘Knot’ Loose 7G, Operation’ 5G

Globe, Ritz (FWC) (782; 1,370;
80-$1.20)
“Snows Kilimanjaro”
(20th) (3d m..o wk). Passable $6,000. Last week, $8,100.

344;

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross

—

tensified at mainstem houses, biz
is sagging this session here.
Even
with neat bally for “Prisoner of
Zenda” it will be below normal
with nice round at Loew’s. “Run
for Your Money” looms fine at

75)

Orpheum, Hawaii, Uptown
ropolitan-G&S-FWC) (2,213;

.

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-

$8,000.

$15,900, Sf.

session with little likelihood of any

big winners.

Estimated Tot'd Gffcss
.$1,714,000
This Week
;
(Based on 23 cities, 198 the-

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20(20th)
and
“Steel
Trap”
70)
“Wife’s Best Friend” (20th). Slow

cluding 3 extra days “Gus” solo
before “Barrier” was added. Last
week, plus Uptown, “Bloodhounds
Broadway” (20th) and “Mr. Walkie
Talkie” (Lip) (2d wk-6 days), $13,- Pageant but “Pony Soldier” looks
lean at the Missouri.
300.
Snow flurHillstreet, Pantages (EKO) <2,- ries and below freezing weather
752; 2,812; 60-$1.10)—“8 Iron Men” over weekend proved an added
(Col) and “Pathfinder” (Col). Dull handicap for first-runs.
$19,000. Last week, plus Warners
Estimates for This Week
Beverly, “Happy Time” (Col) and
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60“Target Hong Hong” (Col) (2d wk),
$13,600.

City Grosses

$9,000.

‘Zenda’ Lively

— “Breaking

Sound Barrier” (UA) and “My Pal
Gus” (20th). Light $30,000, in-

Based on 19 theatres)

Last Year

Big 6G, 6th

Boston, Dec. 16.
Biz continues on downgrade this

Mine’.’ is in third

Los Angeles, Dec. 16. h
Pre-Christmas doldrums have
settled over local first-runs with
boxoffice pace lagging badly. Three
new bills currently but none is

—

.

.

—

—

—
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Okay $11,

Knot’ 10G, Thief-Rathbone 25G, 2d
Chicago, Dec. 16.
rhicano boxoffice shapes gloomy
hope before Christmuch
Wtth not
of activity Best
mas of any surge
appears to be
newcomers
S' week
Sleep” and ‘'Ladies
.•Night Without
Grand, okay
the
at
Chorus”
nf the
is be*11000 Reissue of “Ladies”
Marilyn Monroe
on
promoted
ing

Estimates Are Net

Knot^and ‘Target Hong Kong”

Film gross .estimates as reported herewith from th& various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission

shapes just okay.

prices,

aspect.

with

Roosevelt,

“Hangman’s

Second-weekers are equally un-

ind Basil Rathbone and Robert
and “TorAlda onstage. “Flat Top”
pedo Alley” at United Artists is
still

big after

sock opening week.

Sound Barrier” looks

“Breaking

in

tax.

Week

Estimates for This

Chicago (B&K)
—“The Thief” (UA) plus Robert
Alda and Basil Rathbone topping
stageshow (2d wkh Weakish $25,000. Last week, $40,000.
(3,900;

98-$1.25)

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Night Without Sleep” (20th) and

“Ladies of Chorus” (Col) (reissue).
Oke $11,000. Last Week, “Steel

Trap” (20th) and “Lady Says
(UA) (2d wk), $8,000.
(Indie)

Oriental

(3,400;

No”

98)

NG 8G B wav Spotty;

Baltimore, Dec. 16.
First-runners still remain slow
here with no particular improvement noted anywhere along the
downtown front. “Montana Belle”
is trying hard at the Town, but
“Operation Secret” is dull at the

first-run theatres already limping
of pre-Christmas influences, all spots were slowed down

because

Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)
“Tales of Hoffmann” (UA) (3d
wk). Return at pop scale holding
well at $4,000, same as previous

(20th)

(4th

New

Top’ Standout

—

In

Pitt, $7,000
y

*

Pittsburgh, Dec. 16.

Pre-Xmas doldrums have taken
hold here and biz is slim for most
part.
Stanley is doing .about as
well as anybody with “Flat Top”
while Harris should get by fairly
well with “Eight Iron Men.”
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)
“My Pal Gus” (20th). Mild $4,000.
Last week, “Bloodhounds Broad-

(20th).

Mod-

Last week, “Steel
Trap” (20th), $5,200.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (430; 5090)—.“Tom Brown’s Schooldays”
(Indie).
Fair $4,000.
Last week,
“Magic Box” (Indie) (3d wk),
-$4,500.

$3,200.

—

Stanley (WB) (3,280: 25-75)
“Operation Secret” (WB).
Drab
$8,000. Last week, “Iron Mistress”
(WB) (2d wk), $6,300.
Town (Rappaport (1,500; 35-70)

Belle” (RKO). Fairly
Last week, “The
(UA), mild $7,400 in 11

$7,000.

Thief”

at $18,500, also third round, at the
Paris, where it’s day-dating. Such
biz is considered terrific for this
time of year at latter small-seater.

days.

way”

(20th), $5,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,100; 50-85)
“Eight Iron Men” (Col). Fairly

—

“Because of You” continued very
nice with $22,000 in second stanza
the Capitol. It stays until
at
“Against All' Flags” opens, with
Johnnie Ray on stage, Dec. 24.

“Malaya’ Ohe 12G,

good $6,000. Telecast of Carmen,
Barrier” (UA) which eliminated one night for
(2d wk). Not too sharp at $12,000. “Men,” hurt somewhat. Last week,
Last week, $20,000.
"Because of You” (U), held on for
98)
(2,500;
Palace ^(Eitel)
10-day run, with solid $11,000.
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (3d
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)
wk). Plummeting to dull $8,000. “Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) (2d wkLast week, $11,000.
Cincinnati, Dec. 16.
3 days). Mild '$5,000. Moves to
..Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)— Ritz today (Wed.). Last
week, good
Complete lineup of new bills is
“Hangman’s Knot”* (Col) and “Tar- $14,000.
taking chill off pre-Xmas slump
get Hong Kong” (Col). Passable
Squirrel Hill (WB) <900; 50-85)— this week at major stands. Warm$10,000. Last week, “Lure of Wil- “Rocking
Chair Winner”
(U). est glow is from “Outpost in Maladerness” (20th) and “Toughest Man Comes out after 4 days. Only
$800. ya” at Albee. “Hour of 13” looks
Arizona” (Rep) (2d wk), $9,800.
Last week, “Magic Box” (Indie) mild at Capitol and “Hangman’s
State— Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98- (2d wk), $1,500.
Knot” at Palace looms okay. “Cat$1.25)
“Snows Kilimanjara” (20th)
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)— tle Town” and “Black Castle” are
(7th wk). Poor $7,500. Last week,
“Flat Top” (AA). Not doing too in moderate gait at Grand and
$9,000.
badly here and looks like best of Keith’s.
Surf (H&B Balaban) (885; 98)—
a poor lot in town. Fairish $7,000.
Estimates for This Week
“Full House” (20tH) (7th wk). Okay
Last week, “Iron Mistress” (WB),
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)—
$3,500. Last week, $4,000.
(2d wk), $8,000.
“Outpost in Malaya” (UA). FavorUnited Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)
able $12,000. Last week, “Prisoner
98)— “Flat Top” (AA) and “Tor“Battle Zone” <AA) and “Rose of Zenda” (M-G), $15,500, not
pedo Alley” (AA) (2d wk). Still big
Bowl Story” (AA). Will be lucky counting TNT “Carmen” Thursday
at $11,000. Last week, sock $17,500
to get even $4,000.
Last week, (11) night fairish near $4,000 with
and over hopes.
“Blackbeard the Pirate” (RKO) (2d $3.59 top.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
wk), very good $8,000.
..
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)
''Pony Soldier” (20th) (3d wk). Slim
—“Hour of 13” (M-G) and “Apache
$10,000. Last week, $13,000.
War Smoke” (M-G). Swell $9,500.
World (Indie) (587; 98)— “Danc- ‘Battle’
Rousing 21|G,
Last week, “Blazing Forest” (Par),
ers of Bali” (Indie) and “Blithe*
$ 8 000
Spirit”
(Indie)
(reissue).
Slight
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)—
Denver;
‘Malaya’
$3,500. Last week, “Strange Ones”
$7,200 “Cattle
Town” (WB) and “Lady
(Indie) (3d wk), $?,000.
Denver, Dec. 16.
Possessed” (Rep). Moderate $7,500.
“Battle Zone” is pacing the city Bob
Wilke, who has role in
here this weak with a smash total “Town,” did personal in lobby FriBuyers Ignore K.C. Pix;
in three locations as biz holds fair- day (12) flight during visit to his
ly steady.
Weather is compara- hometown. Last week, “Tarzan’s
tively springlike and is credited Savage Fury” (RKO) and.. “Under
‘Thief’ Sluggish $6,500,
with
swelling
Xmas shopping Red Sea” (RKO), ditto.
spree. “Bloodhounds of Broadway”
‘8 Men’
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)—
Dim 5G, ‘Top’
shapes okay in two spots.
Both “Black Castle” (U) and “Horizons
Kansas City, Dec. 16.
“Everything I Have- Is Yours” and West” (U). So-so $5,000. Last week,
Light week on books this- session “Cattle Town” look good at Or- “It Grows on Trees” (U) and “Yanas stores get most
of trade.
At- pheum and Paramount respec- kee Buccaneer” (U), about same.
tractions are moderately
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 55-85)—
good, but tively.
this makes little
“Hangman’s Knot” (Col). Oke $9,Estimates for This Week
difference at the
e »‘
500.
Last week, “"Thief” (UA),
a y °f ft Gaucho” in
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—
lour, Fox Midwest
houses, “Flat “Battle Zone” (AA) and /‘No Holds $ 10 000
at the
Paramount, “Eight Barred (AA), day-date with Tabor,
f oa n*
„
at Missouri and “Thief” Webber.
Fine $8,000. Last week,
l t the
Midland all are light to poor. “Thunderbirds” (Rep) and “Girl ‘GUS’
$8,000 IN
co tlr ue s great pace with from Manhattan” (UA), $10,000.
? l
tmid week
of “Promoter.”
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 50PROV.; ‘ZENDA’
11G
tim tes for This Week
85)
“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G)
ir J?
^
Providence, Dec. 16.
<504; 50-75)— (3d wk). Fair $6,000. Last week,
VC1
ake
^
or
good
Answer”
being
close
to
Christmas
(In$8,000.
Despite
dip|
nike
$**§00*
Denham (Coekrill) (1,750; 50-85) and the fact that most stands die
Last week,
-c
*?
r.
Ffmeniber” (Col) (reis“Outpost in Malaya” (UA). Slow during this period, three of the
sue
Last week, “Kansas City houses, on strength of good week$7,200.
w
s) <3.500; 50-75)
Confidential”
(UA), $9,000.
end biz, are hoping for fairly good
}!?.? ,ih°f
(
and “Hour of 13”
grosses.
RKO Albee with “Steel
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
(Mri
ght $6,500. Last week, “Bloodhounds of Broadway” (20th) Trap” and Majestic with “My Pal
”HanLoH
Knot ”
< Col)
and and “This Above All” (20th). Okay Gus” look favorable. Loew’s State
''Aoaehl
War Smoke” (M-G), $12,000. Last week, “Because of with “Prisoner of' Zenda” is okay.
Estimates for This Week
CU) and “Mr. Walkie Talkie”
Myurj (rko) (2,650; 50-75)- You”
(Lip), fine $14,000.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
”
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)
“Steel Trap” (20th) and “Kiss of
< Col)
and
!°nu Men
"Lad
rUS
(I ndi ) (rei
“Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th) Death” (20th). Nice $8,000. Last
pSw
00r S?
onn
T
f week, and- “This Above All” (20th). Oke week, “Because of You” U) and
$5,000.
Last
"On,.,,.! n
Secret”
(WB)
$2,500.
Last week, “Because of “Anybody Seen My Gal” (U) (2d
“CloudoH v
Y ? llow (Col), $6,000.and You” (U) and “Mr.
Walkie Talkie” wk), nifty $7,000.
P
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
(Tri-States)
(Lip),
$3,000.
(1,900;
5075)!52i"{ Top
50-85)— “My Pal Gus” (20th; and “ToughOrpheum
(AA)
(RKO)
Slow
(2,600;
$6 000
\
"
ek
’
Man Arizona" (AA). Swell
Yours”
est
“Everything
BlaZing F° r
I
Have Is
es
ls,500
(M-G) and “Sky Full Moon” (M-G). $8,000. Last week; “Pony Soldier”
t’
U wn ’ Fairway* Gra- Good
and “Man On Run” (AA),
(20th)
week,
$13,000 or over. Last
nadaTFnv ivffi?
*
(2 10 °i 2,043; “Plymouth* Adventure” (M-G) and $8,500.
700; 12??.
®6"75)
State
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
13”
wk),
“Way of Gau- “Hour of
(M-G) (2d
cho” /ooZm
2
Wit h
“Prisoner Zenda” (M-G) and “Sky
N
8 000
ht
Without
$
Sle cp”
?20thi
f m‘
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; SO- Full of Moon” (M-G). Oke $11,and Granada
S
Town” (WB) and 000. Last week, “Plymouth AdvenGrows m T 9 ’? 0, Last Week, “It BS)—“Cattle
“
(U) and
Hori “Miracle 34th St” (20th). Good ture” (M-G) (2d wk), $6,500.
tons West' st
,
U i $11,600
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
in 6 days.
$12,000.
Last week, “Steel Trap”
V0 ;
“Cleopatra” (Par) (reissue). Very
"Pronw ,p olde n) (550; 50-85)— (20th) and “Frisco Sal” (Indie),
(U) < 3d wk).
at $4,200. Last week,
disappointing
11
000
Nifty
^',
$
$2,500
d ce tai
of extendedTabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)—“Bat- “Blazing Forest” (Par) and “Medal
run.
j Ji?
£ h
lj4U>t
week,
giant $3,50Q.- •of -Honor”. (UA>, -fair $5,000.
( Continued on page 20)

“The Promoter” still is very big,
having finished the seventh round
with $8,600 at the Fine Arts.
“Limelight” continues good, with
$15,000 likely for eighth frame at

Cmcy, ‘Hour’ 9%G

the Astor. For the same week at
the Trans-Lux 60th St., the film is
solid $5,200.

Confidential,”
“Kansas
City
which has enjoyed a profitable run
at the Globe, is winding up its
third session tomorrow (Thurs.)
with okay $9,000. “Pony Soldier”
comes in Friday (19).

—

6G

Estimates for This

$16,000.

—“Because

of You” (U) (3d-final
Initial holdover round ended
last night (Tues.) dipped somewhat
to nice $22,000 or close. First week

wk).

.

(15) night held remarkably well at
smash* $40,000. Second week was
great $45,000. Weekends continue
terrific. Stays indef.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Promoter” (U) (8th wk). Seventh frame ended Monday (15)
night still was very big. with $8,600
after $9,600 for sixth week. Con-

TALL

OK

—

JS?

tinues.

'

f

—Globe
“K.C.

(Brandt) (1.500; 50-$l,50>
Confidential” (UA) (3dShapes up okay $9,000
or near after $10,500 for second
week. “Pony Soldier” (20th) opens

?M

final wk).

Pm

Friday (19).
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50$1.50)—“Thief of Venice” (20th)
3d wk). Looks oke $9,000, in current week ending today (Wed.)
after
good $11,500 for second
round. Stays another week, with
“Ruby Gentry” (20th) coming in
Dec. 24.
Guild (Guild) (525; $1-$1.80)—
"Leonardo da Vinci” (Indie) (4th
wk). Holding with about $7,500 in
present session ending today
(Wed.). Last week, nice $8,800.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 7541.40)—
“The Raiders” (U) with 8 vaude
acts.
Pleading for okay $17,000.
Last week, “Flat Top” (AA) with
vaude, stout $254)00, way over

L

f

*

’

—

'

^

JTnw

.

,

‘-

—

(

,

,

,

$1.50)

—

$x.80)

— “Breaking

“Full House” (20th) (9th
wk). Current week ending today
(Wed.) looks like good $4,500 after
$5,500 for eighth stanza.
-Victoria (City Inv.) (1<J)60; 70-

Sound Barrier”

of seventh week, with “Come Back,
Little Sheba” (Par) opening with
gala preem Dec. 23.

Port. Holds Well; ‘Thief’

Fancy $10,000, ‘Because’
Hot 7|G, Trees’ Tall

8G

Portland, Ore., Dec. 16.
All

downtown

have

first-runs

good product this week. Biz
holding very well for this time
of year.
“The Thief” at the Lib-

fairly
is

erty looks fine.

continues

tall

“Because of You”
on moveover to

Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
Criterion (Moss) <1.700; 50-$1.8Q)
—“Andersen” (RKO-Goldwyn) (4th —“It Grows On Trees” (U and
“Blackmailed”
(Indie).
Good
wk). Third stanza ended Monday

.

*

—

United Artists.
“It Grows On
was solid $29,000, especially strong Trees” also is good at Broadway.
in view of conditions and opening
Estimates for This Week
in a sluggish w^ek.

w

—

85-$1.50)

—

-

,

(550;

(15) held at $4,000 after okes$4,500 for third week. Continues.
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90$2.80)
“This Is Cinerama” (Indie)
(12th wk). The 11th session ended
last night (Tues.) still was smash
at around $38,000, with some matinees
naturally being hurt by
Xmas shopping. Last week was
$39,000, nob far from capacity.
Stays indef.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.50)

•

*

Stays on.

Beekman (R&B)

—“Under Red Sea” (RKO) (5th
wk). Fourth stanza ended Monday

.

JS

Week

hit $10,000, with a lift from preview of “Knot” on final day.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 9041.50)—
“Four Poster” (Col) (10th wk).
Ninth round ended last night
(Tues.) was okay $5,200 after $7,000 for eighth week. Continues until around Xmas.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
(UA)
$1.8042.40)
“Limelight”
(8th wk). Present session ending
today (Wed.) looks to hold at
around solid $5,200 after sturdy
$6,200 for seventh week. Continues
on two-a-day., playing day-date
with Astor.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90-

Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50) (UA) (6th wk). This round ending
—“Limelight” (UA) (8th wk). Cur- tomorrow (Thurs.) likely will hit
rent round ending today (Wed.) $9,500, oke, after good $11,500 for
continues near seventh week with fifth week, which was hit by rain
good $15,000. Seventh week was on final day. Goes only four days

.

,

—

Danny Kaye starrer wound up the First frame ended last night
third week with smash $40,000 at (Tues.) was fair $12,000. In ahead,
the Criterion. Opus still was socko "Outpost in Malaya” (UA) (2d wk),

—“Montana
good

orch, ]Honey
Bros, onstage (2d-final wk). Initial
session ended last night (Tues.) hit
okay $57,000. In ahead, “Iron
Mistress” (WB), with Toni Arden,*

.

wk).

(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—

Grows on Trees”

“It
est

Buddy Morrow

ter,

even more last Thursday (11) by
an all-day downpour. Matinees Jack E. Leonard, Art Mooney
were washed out and the day’s orch heading stageshow (3d wk),
totals, for the most part, were un- $49,000.
believably low.
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—
The best new bill is “Stop, You’re “Andersen” (RKO-Goldwyn) (4th
Killing
Me,”
with
stageshow wk). Third round ended Monday
hehded by Janis Paige, Jack Carter (15) still socko at $18,500. Second
and Buddy Morrow band, at the week, great $19,400, not far from
Paramount. First week ended last opening week’s record total.
night (Tues.) was okay $57,000,
Rivoll (UAT) (2,092; 70-$2)
especially good for this time of
Kilimanjaro” (20th) (13th
year. “Hangman’s Knot,” also new, “Snows
wk).
Holding even with previous
was just fair $12,000 for .initial
week’s total of okay $10,000. Stays
week at the State.
“Cousin
with
week,
Outstanding as usual with its another
Xmas show is the Music Hall. An- Rachel” (20th) opening Dec. 25.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockenual Christmas stageshow, plus
“Million Dollar Mermaid,” looks fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Million
to wind up its second session at Dollar Mermaid” (M-G) with ansock $145,000 despite being clipped nual Xmas stageshow (2d wk).
more than $4,000 by Thursday’s Started to build after heavy rain
rain. This compares to opening last Thursday, and looks to hit
Firts week was
week’s -$142,000.
great $145,000.
“Hans Christian Andersen” con- very big $142,000. Stays through
tinues successful in combatting the Christmas and year-end holidays.
seasonal downbeat although natState (Loew’s) (3,450; 5541.25)—
urally hurt last Thursday. The “Hangman’s Knot” (Col) (2d wk).

Starts^ fourth go tomorrow (Wed.)
after $4,300 in third.

Sound

“Breaking

With a big majority of Broadway

$4,800.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)

OK 57G

Tops 1st 145G

12G, ‘Mermaid’ 2d

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 2070)—“Devil Makes Three” (M-G).
Mild $6,000.' Last week, “Plymouth
Adventure” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,400.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 2070)— “Flat Top” (AA). NG $5,000.
Last week, “Blazing .Forest” (Par),

round.

Me’

‘Killing

With Paige-Carter-Morrow, ‘Knot’

Stanley.

“Pony Soldier”

Oriental.
for minor session at
Third frame fare is also on lean
Adventure” at
“Plymouth
side with
Palace very jlow. “Pony Soldier”
down to a
slowing
is
Woods
at
walk.

however, as indicated,

include the U. S. amusement

tmoressive with Chicago hoping
with “The Thief”
for mall $25,000

9

Best Balto Bet,

$7,000; ‘Secret’

‘Chorus,’ Monroe Oldie,

PICTCTtE CROSSES

UM«iMip>ia^Baann

hopes.

Paramount

.

1

(Par)

(3,664;

$8,000 or close.
Last week, “Because of You” (U) and “Island Rescue” (U), sock $11,500.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)

—“Thief” (UA) and “Kansas Ter(AA).
Fine $10,000. Last
week.
“Plymouth
Adventure”
(M-G) (2d wk), $7,000.
Mayfair (Evergreen) (1,500; 6590)— “Golden Hawk” (Col) and
“Target Hong Kong” (Indie). Soso $4,300.
Last week, “Iron Mistress” (WB) and “Park Row” (UA)
ritory”

(m.b.),

$3,000.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-

90)—“Steel

Trap”

(20th).

and

“Wagon’s West” (Mono), day-date
with Orpheum. Fair $3,000 or under. Last week, “Hangman’s' Knot”
(Col) aim “Kisenga” (Col), $3,100.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750:
65-90)— “Steel Trap” (20th) and
“Wagon’s West” (AA).
Mtldish
$5,000 or close.
Last week, “Operation Secret” (WB) and “Yukon
Gold” (Mono), $6,000.

Paramount

(Evergreen)

(3,400;

65-90)—“Battle Zone” (AA) and
“Rose Bowl Story” (AA).
Light
$6,000 or less. Last week, “Hangman’s Knot” (Col) and “Kisenga”
(Col), $5,500.

—

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65*
90 “Because Of You” (U) and
80- “Island Rescue” (U) (ra.o.).
Tall

$1.80)—“Stop, You’re Killing Me” $7,500.
Last week,
(WB) plus Janis Paige/ Jack Car- Smith” {Par)* $5,009,

“Hurrlcan*

PICTURES

10

'Carmen' B.O. Spotty
Continued from' page

<g

Several ex- to the 3,000-seat Orpheum at a
screened
hlbs around the country attempted $3.85 top for a $2,400 gross. Scale
to give the event as much of an started at $1.20.
prize fights.

operatic atmosphere as possible,
rolling out a red carpet before the
theatre, serving gratis cocktails at
intermissions, etc.
Following are the reports from

Minneapolis, Dec, 16.
In 1,028-seat Gopher, a Bennie
at $1.80, $2.40 and
with all seats reserved,
$3.60,
“Carmen” telecast grossed $2,400,
pulling just a handful less than
capacity, despite a snowstorm and

Berger theatre,

icy streets and pavements, and a

Comedy

John Brownlee, Metropolitan
Opera baritone, proved unwittingly
•

.

be

the
unbilled
comic for the theatre TV presentation of “Carmen” Thursday
night (111. As emcee of the interviews staged during one of
the intermissions, Brownlee apparently forgot that he was the
subject of an all-discerning
TV camera lens. His constant
fidgeting when one guest talked
overtime, his frantic looking
to a floor-manager for cues
to

Fair $3,500, Denver
Denver, Dec. 16.
large-screen television showing of “Carmen” direct from the

The

Met

Variety correspondents:
Mpls. Nabe Near SRO

Unbilled

and

his “ad lib” reading from
notes provided theatre TV
patrons with the extra-curricu-

comedy.
At 'that, Brownlee’s presence added as much as any-

lar

thing to the informal spontaneity of the event and helped
generate the required feeling
of actual participation by audiences in the big-screen theatres across the country.

in

New York was

satisfactory,

judging from comments made by
members of the audience, with
many of them asking John WolfThin $1,600, Baito
berg, general manager of Wolfberg
Baltimore, Dec. 16.
Theatres, as to when the next opera
down by Warners’ StanTurned
would be televised, and indicating
they would be back when and if it ley and Loew’s Century, downtown
is done again.
The Paramount, deluxers wired for closed-circuit
where the event was televised, television and scene of previous
grossed about $3,500 from the 1,800 fight airings, the Met Opera’s
“Carmen” went to the State, an
seats out of the theatre’s 2,200.
1.800-seat nabe split-week combo
Frisco SRO at $6
San Francisco, Dec. 16.
The Met presentation of “Carmen” scored a sellout at the Telenews Theatre (400) in this operaconscious town. Ducats wept at $6,
tax included, and cocktails were
served as a bonus at the first and
third intermissions. Reception was
good by average local standards

and sound came in clear. Only two
paid technicians handled the prosmoothly
jection,
which
ran
throughout the performance.

Richmond $500

in

16.

This music-conscious city was
duly impressed with its initial taste
of theatre television for the Met’s

video debut with “Carmen.” Event
was staged in the 1,380-seat Byrd,
a suburban house in the Neighborhood Theatre chain, which took a
financial loss.

House was scaled

at

—

-

Thursday (11), when showing -of
“Carmen” had the experts trying to
in

ly $5,200.

Philly's Boff $5,800

the crystal-balling.
Philadelphia, Dec. 16.
Despite 6:30 p.m. curtain tirhe,
Warner Brothers Stanley Thegenerally sad condition of show biz atre sold all but 90 of its 3,000
because of Yule season and late seats for the Metropolitan Opera’s
store shopping hours, the 1,800 seat TNT telecast of “Carmen.”
With
Utah Theatre, Intermountain Thea- seats on reserved basis at $2.60
tres affiliate, turned up with a 70% per, house grossed
$5,800 plus for
full house and a gross that hit night.
Seats unsold were said by
about $2,700 at $3.66 top. Advance management to have been in unpredictions were saying 50
would desirable, unsalable locations.

1952

Columbia
Loew’s
National Theatres

Paramount

RKO
RKO

Pictures

Theatres
20th-Fox

UPT

U

WB
*

$ 59,100,000
177,000,000
62,000,000
103,000,000
.
59,200,000
......
32,500,000
92,000,000
113,000,000
64,000,000
120,000,000
.

.

.

.

1951
$ 55,400,000

1947
$ 48,800,000

176.200.000
64,000,000
94.600.000
57.700.000
33.900.000
92.500.000
115.700.000
65.200.000
122.600.000

183,900,000
93,700,000
98, 300,*000

.

.

*

85.800.000
96.500.000
65,000,000
170,400,000

Indicates figures were not available .
»

failed to fiU half- a house.
Scaled at $2.50 and $3, booking
Regular
drew estimated $1,600.
annual visits of the Met, which
Continued from page 7 take on the colorings and bally of
a two-night social route at the Metro; George Scharf, Metro, and vention, the plan, like all internaLyric, multi-seated concert hall, Morris Ebenstein, Warner Bros.
tional treaties, must be okayed by
are guaranteed sellouts far in adAnother objection, raised by the the Senate. If the film industry
vance.
sub-committee is- that the interna- votes to oppose the plan, it will in
tional plan gives protection to too all probability send reps to Wash$3,500 Gross In Pittsburgh
many parties. Stressing that it is ington to testify before the SenPittsburgh, Dec. 16.
important to protect the author ate committee weighing the treaty.
Telecast of Met’s “Carmen” drew and his assignees, and not other
1,504 paid admissions at 2,100-seat copyright owners* who might be
Harris Theatre. Cheaper seats in able to assert superior rights to
mezzanine ($2.50 including 30% the authors themselves, the report
Discuss
Federal and city taxes) and balcony says it particularly has in mind
Continued from page 3
($1.80) went clean, but it was a the Iron
Curtain countries which
hard pull, for the orchestra, which will be given by the convention an paying a tax on the earnings of
was scaled at $3, and all of the opportunity to exercise rights their local companies since World
empty chairs were in that section. which “we might find most objec- War II.
Should the French go
Management noticed a steady re- tionable.”
through with their intention of assistance to the higher price and
‘Claims Confusing*
sessing all the companies, it may
any number left the boxoffice durThe report further claims that cost the distribs in the neighboring the last-minute window sale
hood of $10,000,000 and would wipe
and
confusing
the
proposals
are
when informed that only the highthe out not only their accrued coin but
er-priced ducats were available. lack clarity with respect to
It would also force them to shell out
minimum
protection.
period
of
around $3,500,
grossed
House
additional dollars in ordefc to pay
which represents a net of $2,700, says the 25-year period, even if it up.
and gave Harris the barest of prof- were to apply to pix, is too short
Situation ironically arose almost
and could conceiveably throw into
its inasmuch as it went for a heavy
Eric Johnston,
advertising budget. Lost revenue on public domain in many countries immediately after
pix
and,
many
American
prexy, returned from Paris
present
MPAA
the current picture, “Eight Iron
from
number
of where he negotiated a favorable
now
a
great
on,
showing
final
its
which
had
Men,”involved issuance
the day of the telecast at 4:30 in films from year to year. “This French deal. It
members,
the afternoon, also has to be taken means,” it states, “we would start of 110 permits to MPAA
competing with our own pictures, remittance of the accrued $4,500,into consideration.
since prints of these old pictures 000 at the capital accouht rate, and
might be available and might ac- transfer of current earnings at the
K. C. Clicko
cordingly be freely used and re- rate of $120,000 a month during the
Kansas City, Dec. 16.
produced for purposes competitive pact year, June 31, 1952, to July 1,
“Carmen” in its TV debut on with our business.”
1953.
Tax threat* was apparently
theatre big-screens came off a
Basic objection to the document, discussed in Paris by Johnston and
local success in its showing at the
Ted
Smith, MPAA rep there, but
report
the
says,
is
is
that
it
suscepAshland, Artistically the producwas not considered serious.
tion was termed a success, particu- tible to many different interpretaThe 8 55% turnover levy applies
larly on sound and score, and tech- tion& It points out that the pronically the reception was satisfac- posals fail to recognize the fact not only to money actually set for
that
this is an electronic age, and transfer, but to all monies theotory.
The telecast drew over 900 to the do not take into consideration such retically remittable. This would inAshland, on the ’far east side of modem innovations as telecasting clude the $4,500,000 and the $120,town, and grossed over $2,000 on and Eidophor. It emphasizes that 000 a. month over and above the reThe Ash- the document only limits protec- mittable earnings which would
the scale of $3.66 top.
land seats 1,200 and normally tion to the work of an author which flow Into the capital account.
Some foreign execs, while. favoroperates as a neighborhood sub- is capable of being put on paper.
The report fears that present in- ing pulling out of France if the tax
sequent of the Commonwealth Circuit.
District
manager Eddie ternational protection under cur- goes through, don't think much
Mansfield, who personally super- rent arrangements or pacts may be would be acocmplisfied since the
vised the affair, said the greatest destroyed if the UNESCO plan is French in that case might impound
demand was for the better seats adopted. Furthermore, it notes all American bank accounts and
film
soundtracks may be get their money that way. These
(244) with the lower-priced seats that
placed under the category of me- execs believe the whole matter can
the hardest to sell.
chanical devices and that any pos- be settled via negotiations with the
sibility of securing adequate pro- help of the State Department.
Raps in Chi

and

Nix Copyright Entry
-

.

-

.

:

tection for pix, by international
Chicago, Dec. 16.
treaty or otherwise, may be elimTheatre television, at least the

cultural aspect of the large-screen
exhibition, received a blow with
the screening of “Carmen” at the

Telenews
office wise

here
It

last

week.

inated.

‘Grave* Doubt
The report admits that grave

was near-SRO; about

20 single seats left unsold out of
580 seats available out of small
606-seater, at $6 top.
Rest of the
seats were reserved for the music
and film critics, and other press,
all of whom gave it top treatment
and almost all of whom rapped it.
Not only was the production on
a non-network level with very
fuzzy
images and uncontrolled
sound, but most of the customers
felt that the cameras were unable
to catch the full production. Most
of the payees also felt that color
would be necessary if opera was to
telecast in the future.
Subtracting Federal and local
taxes house netted about $2,700 for
the night with $1,350 for the
Telenews’ end.
Deducting about
$400 for advertising and publicity,
plus about $150 for extra help, theatre came off with around $800.
•

Davis Name* Phil Cowan
Wow in Hub
Phil Cowan, former publicist
Omaha's Mild $2,400
Boston, Dec. 16.
with Eagle Lion and United ArtOmaha, Dec. 16.
Telecast of “Carmen” at the
ists, has been named director of
“Carmen” doesn’t pack the b.o. grim Theatre in Boston and Pilin advertising, publicity and exploiwallop the mitt slingers do as far Lynn, Mass.,
was no less than ter- tation for Arthur Davis Associates.
as Omaha's big-screen TV is con- rific.
Both houses reported SRO
Firm specializes in distribution

Master Formula

Continued from page l r -- —
arrangements, but each, and take a total of
53, which
points out that whatever shortcomleft six additional ones to worry
ings the present terms may have,
about at a later date.
they are vastly superior to the
Problem of arriving at a satisproposed convention.
Discussion on the advisability of factory allocation formula for all
companies
appears to be insurthe U.S. taking part in the conIt’s pointed
vention are still in the early stages, mountable to some.
out
that
the setup- of the foreign
and indirectly attorneys are s-t to
hold further talks shortly under market is such that whatever arthe chairmanship of Adolph Schi- rangement is made is bound to be
mel, head of the MPAA copyright to the disadvantage of either the
large or the small members of the
committee.

Box doubts

%

be great.

This is the breakdown on gross business being chalked up by
10 principal film and theatre corporations for the current fiscal
year, in some instances based on figures in for the third quarter
plus estimates of the final 13 weeks. United Artists, which is privately-owned, is excluded, and where there are “divorced” outfits
involved the figures were provided by official pro forma statements. Comparisons are made with last year, and five years ago
as well.

Yanks

Red

Richmond, Va., Dec.

a $3.50 top with loges and some
orchestra seats at $2.50 and a sizeable balcony at $1.80. A capacity
Minneapolis Symphony orchestra house would have guaranteed a
profit of around $300; as it wound
concert for opposition.
United Paramount Theatr.es’ lo- up, the house went in the red for
cal 4,000-seater Radio City orig- a little less than $500, and grossed
inally had set the telecast, but approximately $1,700.
stepped out upon learning it would
conflict with the symphony concert
Albany Disappointing
and it could not he had exclusively
Albany, Dec. 16.
.
for Minneapolis.
The telecast of “Carmen” ThursGopher did things up in style, day (11) in Fabian's Grand was an
with 'staff in tuxes and red carpet- artistic but not. a financial success,
ing on th<*'sidewalk in front of th«i the 1,500-seat theatre being occutheatre. Telecast, starting at awk- pied by 960 customers at $1.20 to
ward hour of 7:30 p.m. because of $3.60. It was the smallest crowd to
time
differential,
most attend a videocast there since the
found
patrons in their seats before the Pep-Sadler fight came over a
kickoff.
Except upon a few occa- closed circuit.
sions, it came through smoothly
Heavy rain and Christmas shopvisually.
However, while sound ping took their toll at the boxofrated good, picture quality most of fiice.
Some industry observers
time left considerable to be de- questioned how much that kind of
sired, undoubtedly due to lighting weather would affect a reservedand camera work in New York in- seat opera audience. Saul J.- Ullstead of equipment here or trans- man, upstate general manager for
mission. .
Fabian, and Paul Wallen, Grand
manager, thought it cut down lastNear SRO in Buff
hour sales.
Buffalo, Dec. 12.
Buffalonians got their first sight
Below Hopes, Des Moines
and sound of closed-circuit theatre
Des Moines, Iowa,, Dec. 16.
TV here last night (Thurs.) and
Response to the Theatre Netliked it. Over 2,000 persons saw work Television telecast of “Carand heard the Met’s presentation 2,000
men” at the Paramount here
of “Carmen” at the 2,200 seat Thursday night (11), was disapCenter at $2.80 top, all unreserved. pointing. Robert Leonard, manager,
Micro-waved reproduction w a s said 1,700 seats were sold ($1.22beamed back here from Cleveland $3.66) but this was below expecvia Erie, Pa.
tations. The theatre has^l.226 seats
on the main floor and 474 in the
No Toledo ‘Fair Test'
balcony.
Toledo, O., Dec. 16.
The 2,447 seat Rivoli, a Skirball
Detroit’s Thin $5,200
'
Circuit house, Toledo, was only
Detroit, Dec. 16.
about one-third full for the televiBig-screen
televising
of
the
sion performance of “Carmen,” Metropolitan
Opera
Company’s
which was scaled from $1.50 to production of “Carmen” by The$3,50. This compared with a full atre Network Television was only
house for the boxing show previ- partially successful in Detroit.
ously televised.
Production was seen at the* 3,500-seat Hollywood, a nabe house
Big In Salt Lake
on Detroit’s westside. Only about
Salt Lake City, Dec. 16.
persons were in attendance.
Theatre Network Television kick- House was scaled at $1.20, $2.40
ed off a rousing preem here last and $3.60. .Gross was approximate-

dope out where they'd missed
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psssasff
.and an occasional cut-ip from anBut by mid-first
other channel.
act it cleared up and had the audience applauding almost as loudly
as the in-person audience.
Pilgrim, with 1,900 pews, was
scaled to about $4,200 and took
Lynn Theatre, with
exactly that.
almost 3,000 seats, wasn’t quite a
sellout but close enough to give it
Event
a take well above $5,500.
was given big treatment by local
press, first-string music crix coverGeneral reing for each daily.
action ‘appeared more than favorable, with many a query as to the
next one on the list.

under current laws,

exist

and

treaties

There

has

been

a

MPAA.

movement

afoot for years for the U.S. to enter an international copyright con*
vention. Prior to the
copyright conclave, the only exist-

Various suggestions for a key
formula have come up in the past

ing agreement was the Berne Convention, to which the U.S. was not
a signatory. U.S., however, had
separate copyright treaties with
almost every country. The Universal Copyright Convention does not
intend to eliminate the Berne plan,
but proposes to encompass both

ings, of local billings

UNESCO They

Berne

and

non-Berne

include distribution of permits on the basis of domestic bill-

abroad and
even of the number of pHx turned
out

the studio.
Argument is
that additional permits in

Japan be allocated so as

to beneprimarily the smaller distribs.
the other hand, Metro, 20thFox and others in the top class
hold that a permit to them Is worth
three and four times as much as
to one of the smaller firms and
that this should be determining
fit

On

members.

Countries which have signed the
pact could still operate
within its scope, with the UNESCO
plan intended to apply to countries not within its scope or in
dealings with a Berne and non-

at

made

Berne

factor.

*

i

Suggestion has been mad© at
various times tfo throw permits into
cerned;
by curtain time, with a large ad- of foreign
lingual
er«.
Product
Berne
nation..
a hat and have individual distribs
The opera last Thursday night vance at $3.60 top. Telecast
itself consists
mainly of Italian and
Before the U.S. becomes a part draw lots.
(11) brought out only 1,200 devotees began poorly
Several
companies
with bad definition French pix.
of the Universal Copyright Con- wouldn’t go fo^.ihe idea, however.
j

'VARIETY"*',
•

$t.

LONDON OFFICI
Trafalgar Square

Marlin'*

Spate of Plays to

Reach Paris Boards BA D

r

.^

y

‘Othello’

New

Despite Several

.•res

lnine"

United

i>o,

'

Jean Letrax will have his

j

nered

with
Banco
Cinemato-*
Following his recent arim .JNew York from Europe,

grafijco.

rival

Karol

left

Mqnday

for Mexico
execs. He

i,15)

getting

its

with

comedy

turn-of-the-century

concerns a small-time
bank clerk who passes himself off
financier
at a beach reas a great
complications.
sort, with ensuing
The brash clerk is played by Car-

Squawk

All

Top Spots

Saved for Foreigners
Mexico

City, Dec. 9.

The some 200 Mexican

nitery

ette.

performers, Controlled by the National
Vaudeville Artists Assn.
(AND A), charge discrimination in
that foreigners' only play the top
spots, leaving other class niferies
to the natives. The Mexicans consider this a real snub. Further,
they claim imported talent refuses
to play spots that are less than

grade A.

ANDA

says the matter

is

who

,

:

•

Tennberg.

Moneymakers
Biggest moneymakers for the toria, Intimo, Rincon de
1952 season were Andre Roussin Rumba Casino and Waikiki.
Biggest ’52

and Marcel Ayme respectively with
"When the Child Appears” and
“The Head of Others,” Jean-Paul
Sartre’s

DOS

“The Devil and the Good

Lord,” Jean Anouilh with “The Rehearsal” and “The Waltz of the
Toreadors.”
Jean
Giraudoux’s
“Siegfried” and Edouard Bourdet's

N. Y. from Mexico
Sunday (14). Frontline houses had
to cut from 57c to 46c; secondruns 46c to 34c.
Aboaf said the price-cutting
move was among the first to be
made by the new Mexican administration and while, for the moment, it applies only to Mexico
Cijy, it is certain to spread.
The

neighborhoods

aren’t

whether

to

’52

GOLDEN LAUREL

•TO KORDA'S ‘COUNTRY’

’

i

It’s

ing ways and means to contest it
in court if and when it is pub-

New theatres continue to spring
in Mexico City, which is already
overseated, Aboaf observed, but
despite
large
number of
the
houses, biz is up. There’s been a
10% drop, however, in Cuba,
where economic conditions are
combining with the effects of television to keep the b.o. down.

the government’s forcing down
20%-35%.
prices
here
cinema
These pix had been booked at high
percentages, based on old rates of
the cinemas.
Pix are “The Greatest Show on
Earth” (Par), “Ivanhoe” (M-G)
and “The Quiet Man” (Rep). They
were booked into top local cinemas
and much coin has been spent on
advertising.

•

-

.

%

•

‘NOON,’ ‘ENCORE’

AUSSIE

BEAT

XMAS SLUMP

Sydney, Dec. 9.
adage that “a good
film will always pull boxoffice” is
currently evident in Aussie despite
a pre-Yuletide downbeat that is a
headaching to exhibitors here as

Show

biz

day-,

Carlton.

“Snows of Kilimanjaro” ajsc
made a brave bid to beat the fog
after a resounding second week al
$12,000. • Third stanza is holding
near $9,000. “Limelight” is dip
ping to around $7,200 in eight!,
round at Odeon, Leicester Square

“Everything I Have Is Yours” a!
Empire looms lightweight $7,00(
or under for its first and onlj
ov.eek-

Estimatss for’XJailf' WtefeEf N
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 55-$1.70)—
‘Road to Bali” (Par). Opened undei
unfavorable conditions because on
first day of big fog. Doing bettei
than expected under circumstances
to reach good $8,000 in first week
Stays on till Dec. 19, when “Hans
*

Christian

(RKO!

Andersen”

preems.

Curzon (GCT)

55-$1.35)“Kon-Tiki” (RKO) and “Strangei
in House” (GCT) (8th wk). Stir,
steady at $2-,600. Continues.
Empire (M-G) (2,099; 55-$1.70)(500;

“Everything I Have Is Yours” (MG). Not helped by fog, but well
below expectations anyway wit!
first and only round seen aboul
$7,000 or less. “My Man and I’
(M-G) opens Dec. 11.

Gaumont (CMA)

(1,500; 50-$1.70

—“Steel Trap” (20th) and “Goldei
Arrow” (Renown). Also fog victim
with little hope of going beyoni
$5,000 for first week.
Leicester Square Theatre

—“Snows

50-$1.70)
(20th) (3d

(1,753;

jaro”

wk).

(CMA’

Kiliman

Still

sock<

with $9,000 after second week go:
$12,000, same as opening round.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50

at just

Rome Preem

over $4,000.

Plaza

(1,092; 70-$1.70)—
(Par). Building ue
fog bound start. Solid
For the first time in years, the $9,000 looms. Continues.
Italian theatre world received a
Ritz (M-G) (432; 30-$2.15)— “Quc
shot in the arm when the Valle Vadis” (M-G) (9th wk). Still heftj
Theatre here opened “Hamlet,” at just under $3,000 this frame,
with Vittorio Gassman in the title which follows previous six month*
role.
Critics of the local dailies, run at this theatre. Stays indef.

Click on

Rome, Dec.

who seldom

9.

(Par)

“Road to Bali”
after

its

as

entirely approve any
all out for

the

New

'

••

ing Dec. 23 unless the government
grants a 20% reduction in the entertainment taxes. The Israel film
houses plan to stay closed until the
tax is slashed.
The association has been fighting
for a reduction -of the 100% entertainment tax on all cinema tickets ever since it was first^introduced about two years ago.
Until now, the organization’s
protests have been without results.
Decision to shutter was reached
because the exhibitors contend
they can n.o longer operate profitably with the present ducat taxation. Cinema owners point to the
increased cost of operations, and
have decided it would be wiser to
halt operations than attempt to run
their houses at no profit.

which opened

to Bali,”

Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—
“Retreat Hell” (WB) (2d-flnal wk).
unhappy Dane. Proved another fog victim with
Gassman, who is billed as co-direc- under $2,800 in second weekend
Swiss Pic, ‘Venus/
tor with Luigi Squarzina, has sur- and only $5,500 on week. First
Production
Goes Into
rounded himself with an excellent frame was good $7,500. “Jack and
cast
of
Italo
players.
Anna Beanstalk” (WB) opens Dec. 11.
Zurich, Dec. 9.
Gloriafilm Zurich, producer of Proclemer and Elena Zareschi are

;

i'

!

Gassman

^

%

to shutter in a protest strike start-

“Road

date at Carlton and Plaza was
about $3,000 below expectations at
both theatres for its first weekend
Notwithstanding this original setback, it has picked up at both spots
and is shaping for good $8,500 at
the Plaza and around $8,000 at the

production here, went

the Swiss pic, “Palace Hotel,” which
was a top moneymaker here this
year, has started shooting its second full-length production, “Venus
from the Tivoli.” It is based on
the successful Swiss legit comedy
German of the same name by Peter Haggenby Renato Castellan!
Film is being produced by
macher.
“Hearts of the World,” directed by
Shipman
Oscar Dueby and directed by
King Paying
Harold Braun; Belgian “T h e Dr.
Both were also
Steckel.
Leonard
Divvies on Both Pfds. Smuggler’s Ball,” directed by
Lensing
for “Hotel.”
Henri Storck, and Andre Cyatte’s responsible
L
n
is being done at Bellerive Studio
and ?‘"S ’ Cinemas, Gallic film, “We Are All Mur- in Zurich as well as on location.
whfctel
derers.”
0n * 10 i s an ^dependent
cirCast is made up of top Swiss and
citft
e
40 theatres in
German stage and screen talent.
XdTm- 5 . 2 “"llome
countries, Bombay Censor* Slash 2 TI.S. Pix Star roles have been assigned' to
Madras, Dec. 9.
Hilde Krahl, Paul Christian (known
P a y dividends on
Bombay Censor Board ordered to U. S. audiences from several
retoed
both
fi;P
133 feet cut out of “Quo Vadis.” screen roles for UfiiYersal), and
An entire dance sequence was
cks invo,ved are
the &% ordered slashed from “Lovely To Gustav Knuth, Walter Richter,
ttvst* nr»f^
nce hares an d the 6
both members of the Zurich Schausecond nrpff
?
Look
At” because the censors felt spielhaus. Pic’s plot is about the
Ted The distribution
such
applies t0 n
the half year ending Indian producers would copy
Dec 31 .
a scene for Indian films but vul- difficulties of a roving legit troupe
in Switzerland.
garise it.
.

.Tfil-Aviv,' Idee. 9.

alyzed transport did untold harm
to the boxoffice, particularly since
it persisted over' the weekend.
Every firskrun was a victim, but
a few of the stronger shows attracted -a surprising amount of biz

$1.70)— “Narrow Margin” (RKO
and “Girl in Every Port” (RKO)
Fog hurt this too, with light $3,50C
or near for initial week.
always.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMAJ
Beating the biz blues are one
Yank and two British pix “High (2,200; 50-$1.70)—“Limelight” (UA!
Noon” (UA)' has hit 11 weeks at (8th wk). Looks good $7,200 aftei
the Plaza to SRO. London Films sturdy $9,800 for seventh. Definite
“Breaking Sound Barrier” has ly staying until New Year’s.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA
done smash trade over eight weeks
U. S. Preems Halted
50-$l. 70)— “Folly
To Be
at the Embassy, while “Encore” (2,200;
Mexico City, Dec. 16.
(Rank) is in its 10th stanza at the Wise” (BL). Major victim of fog
-Preenr here of three top U. S. Grosvenor, Melbourne.
as house is situated in hard tc
reach part of West End. House
pix scheduled for Xmas was haltcompletely blacked out over weeked pending talks between exhibiend. First week expected to finish
tors and city officials regarding Gassman’s ‘Hamlet’ Big

up

’rr

&

Taxes Aren’t Cut 20^

The Cinema Owners Assn, plans

affected.

First-run

Goya, lished.

Paris, Dec. 16.
The Golden Laurel Award for
“Hymenee,” both revivals, “Dear
Shadow” of Jacques Deval, Sacha 1952 was presented to the British
pic, “Cry, The Beloved Country,”
Guitry’s revival of “Don’t Listen,
at a ceremony at the American
Ladies,” and an adaption of the
(10)
George Bernanos piece, “Diolog Embassy here last Wednesday
Ambassador James C. Dunn.
by
Des Carmelites.”
Pic was directed and co-produced
Marcel Pagnol has brought “Marby Zoltan Korda.
ius," hig 1929 legit
opus about the
The Golden and Silver Laurel
earthy denizens of a Marseilles
Awards
were founded by David O.
cafe, back of the
boards of the
barah Bernhardt Theatre. It looks Selznick in 1949 and are awarded
annually
for the best picture prohke it’s in for a run, to judge by
Europe durreception at the opening. The new duced by Europeans in
ing the preceding year, and which
cast is okay with
the salty, gregari- made the greatest contribution to
ous practical roles
in this genre mutual understanding and goodwill
piece.
between the peoples of a free and
Henri Vilbert, though stewing
democratic world.
about m the shoes
of the late RaiCritics of participating countries
rou, gives the
role of the volatile
vote for the pic that fits this cate*
gentle Cesar a touching eloand each winning pic of the
gory,
quence. Rellys is
fine as his pal various countries is presented with
S Se
and
young
lovers
are
froci
j
a Silver Laurel Award. Pix are
done ky two new thesps,
Pin.**
then viewed by a special committee
ri
te
uno a ” d R ° 8 e r Crou- in N. Y. that decides on the big
rihe ?/
zoi
Marseillaise accents are winner.
intl :
The decision is, theft
t
a We
\* as the old decor arid
shipped to Europe under bond to
stow?»
?i
lat ^ as ma de this
a mod-, be opened at the presentation
Ga lc lassie. Supporting roles
l
ceremony.
ai P
dmi a ly filled
MlUy
H iafhit
J Rene
™
Runnersup were the Italo “Two
athis and
Sarvil.
Cents Worth of Hope,” directed
.

If

according to Americo Aboaf, Universal’s foreign sales manager, who

understood that the new “regulamento,” which is actually only an
interpretation of the law, has been
phrased so that It is airtight
against any charges of unconsti(Hotel tutionality, biit exhibs are study-

Atlas, El Patio, Versalles
del Prado), Quid, Capri (Hotel
Regis), Parador, Monte Cassino, As-

120 Pix Houses

Decide to Close Dec. 23

worries of Mexican exhibs
are
concerned over
the new 50% playing time quota,

'Vd'-fche,,

exhibs
are
split
on
go to court over the
measure. Those in opposition say
the government might retract, but
the do- would find other ways to enforce?

found faith, playing of all persons within the
which will be presented here in scope of vaude.
early 1953. Marcel Duhamel has
ANDA rates these spots as first
translated Irwin Shaw’s “The Genclass:
tle People,” which will play here
El Colmenar, Chavez’s Place,
in February and star Jean Marc
priest

bibing

con-

circuit

Quota

Price

Room,” which will ing of the Ministry of the Interior its decision.
probably star Daniele Delorme if which supervises the work in MexMexican exhibs have decided not
she is free. Pierre Bost and Pierre ico of all foreign entertainers. The
to file a writ of injunction against
Darbon have prepared a legit adap- Ministry claims it is up to ANDA introduction of the playing time
tion
“The Power and the because the vaude player associa- quota until the regulation has
of
Glory,” Greene’s novel of the im- tion’s function is to regulate the been
published, Aboaf reported.
“Living

Theatre,

16.

Previously, RKO was said
trolled by Sidney L. Bernstein and
have had the inside track on
his brother Cecil, announced a
the picture’s U. S. distrib rights
gross profit for the year ending
via a “verbal understanding” beSept. 30, of approximately $596,tween Welles and former RKO
00Q, a drop of around $20,000 from
foreign chief Phil Reisman.
the previous year.
Net profit,
however, shows an increase of
about $27,000, with $202,000 approximately for net gain.
Dividend on the ordinary stock,
Cut,
all of which is privately held, is
being maintained at 5%. Distribution on first and second preference
shares will absorb about $87,000.
Irk

returned to

Also on the near agenda is a. new
Andre Roussin play based on Helen
of Troy in Bruno Stuart’s “The
Rattlesnake,” which will be at the
Daunou in January with Isa Miranda playing a grandmother with
young ideas. Comedy was written
in English by Stuart and translated
by Jean Huberty. Jean Mercure
will stage Graham Greene’s first
play,

London, Dec.

who

is

this

decor,

i

Mex Vaude Performers
A

At $596,000 for Year
Granada

NG 5G

London, Dec 9.
Worst fog in many years which
persisted for four days and completely blanketed London and par-

Granada Gross Profit

Government decree cutting adIsrael’s
mission price's at large Mexico City
theatres by 20'35% has been added

“Mon-

baptism this week.

‘Snows' Strong 9G, 3d, ‘Trap

Mex Exhibs

City to confer Vith PM
plans a two : week stay south-of'-tbeborder, and will; return overseas
via, N. Y.

De Panama” at the Apollo.

Play was written in 1939, but

But ‘Road to Balf Robust $16,500;

to

distribution organizations in MexPeliculas Mexicanas is part-

1

sieur

16.

prez
Arthur
closed a deal

others.

controls distribution rights to some
60
Mexican pictures annually,

dubs its product into French,
Italian,
German,
Turkish
and
Comedie-CauArab. Firm first entered the Conmartin. 'with Iteen’s “The Doll’s tinental territory six
years
ago.
Daniele
pla^.
by
House.” ti/ 'be
One of the largest productionDelorme. This theatre? >wiH be a

Renee Devilliers, Henri Guisol and
Jean Danet, with Deval staging.

Artists’

European market has been a role.
Welles’ “Othello” was unveiled
lucrative one for Mexican films
according to William Karol who’s at the Cannes Film Festival last
Supporting cast' includes
exclusive rep for Peliculas Mexi- May.
canas in Europe, the Near East Suzanne Cloutier, Michael Mcand North Africa. Company, which Leanor and Doris Dowling, among

J 4 cPw'Xlwiitve, the

repertory house ofMv.k. pit" actors,
vho wish to play legit in their preferred plays. At the Bouffes-Parwill star in
isiens. Elvire Popesco
Jacques Deval’s new play, “Le Bonheur Des Mechants,” which is a
costumer of the life and loves of a
great chantoosy. Also in it are

JFog Blots Out London Fin Trade

with Mercurio Films under which
UA receives U. S. distribution
rights to Orson Welles’ “Othello.”
Actor not only produced and directed the film, but adapted it
from Shakespeare, and has the title

‘As Rich for Mex Films

restaging of Jean
Tean Marsan, a
Alfred
“Siegfried,”
Giraudoux’s
Supervielle’s
Jean
“Many,”
Adam’s
and Sacha Guitry’s
‘•Robinson”
“N’Ecoutez Pas,
revival of his own
Mesdames”— settling down to. boff
season runs, another
or steady
ready to hit
spate of new plays is
in the next few weeks.
tilt? boards
°
Coding up is the gala opening

’,

Reported Set

Krim reportedly has

Sees European Market

Compagnons De La Marjoof
of Marcel Achard, “Zoe”

s

Rome, Dec.

Season Hits

Paris, Dec. 16.
hits
the new season
Willi
“Fvangeline” of Henri Bernstein,

INTERNATIONAL

XSSsffifr

especially able in support.

Apparently Gassman’s time in
America was not wasted because
there was a noticeable absence of
Italian gesturing or the traditional
stance of the dated Italo theatre
actor.

Although Gassman

is

now

known

as a picture actor, he is
principally a legit thespidn.
One
year, he did “Streetcar Named Desire,” “As You Like It” and the
Greek tragedy, ’'Orestes.”

Gary. Cooper Plans Pic in Mex
Mexico City, Dec. 9.

NEW LONDON PLAY OFF
TO SOLID SCOT START
Glasgow, Dec.

New

comedy,

“Dear

9.

Charles,’*

Yvonne Arnaud with
Goldner, played to solid
at King’s Theatre here, despite ice, fog and dther
starring

Charles

biz

and warm notices

bad weather conditions. Play is set
to open at the New Theatre, Lon-

don, Dec. 19.
It is adapted by' Alan Melville
Details of a pic production plan (former British Broadcasting Corp.
in Mexico, with exteriors in the variety megger here)
from the
Poza Rica oil fields of Vera Cruz Paris success, “Les Enfants d’Edstate, are being worked out here by ouard,” which in turn was adapted
Gary Cooper.from an unproduced English play.
He says Mexico is ideal for the
On opening night, Billie Love,
production of most types of pix be- understudy, stepped into the lead
cause of the varied scenery that when Yvonne Arnaud was bedded
affords natural sets.
iwitli laryngitis.
,
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MIRACLE

+MIRACLE

ON

34th STREET,

SITTING PRETTY and

COME TO THE

STABLE.

A MIRACLE of

laughter, tenderness

and

joy

.

.

that will

theater with the

glow

of success

fill

your

warm, wonderful
and

pride!
^ fill

Soon the whole
industry will be
talking about it
t

THERE’S

NO

BUSINESS LIKE

h CENTURY- FOX BUSINESS!
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

becomes available.

it

areas.

Radio City Music Hall, N. Y„ is pulling a Cinerama all its own durshowing of Metro’s “Million Dollar Mermaid.” Hall is enits normal 31.3x22.8 foot screen to 50x34 feet for the water
picture.
ballet scene in the Technicolor
Practice is the brainchild of Charles Muller, the Hall’s chief projecwith his belief that larger screens add to the
tionist. and falls in line
enjoyment of the show. At the start of the water ballet sequence, the
to
a projector with a wider lens.
film is switched over
Large-screen presentation adds an illusion of depth and may be
No special provision were made during the
used again at the Hall.
production of the pic since only one strip of film Is used in the ordimanner.
nary
ing the
larging

Paul E. Glase, manager of Fabians’ Embassy, Reading, Pa., celebrates his 40th anniversary as a theatre man, sans interruption, and
Showman Walter
the entire period in his home town, Reading, Pa.
Vincent recently told Glase that “40 years in the same town means
h
nw2S
have
beer/taicst
sxirO'
iswd
''yotti'' w#
or'
{
-

1

•

•

you’d have skipped long ago!”

Glase for the last 15 years has been publishing an annual folio, “Lest
Forget,” a complete dossier of showfolk who have died in the preceding year. He has one of the best collections of theatre memorabilia.

We

Chicago Herald-American’s current “Movie Limerick Contest” has
drawn praise from Allied Theatres of Illinois. Through prexy Jack
Kft'sch, the organizations informed the sheet that its members are “very
enthusiastic” over the promotional undertaking. Readers are asked to
compose a limerick that tells “how nice it is to go out to a movie.”
Every day, until the contest closes Dec. 31, a winning-Jimerick is printWriters rate free passes to film theatres in the Chicago area, and
ed.
are eligible for a weekly cash prize of $25.
International United Productions, new indie distribution outfit headed by David Coplan and Walter Gould, has the unique distinction of
being an American film outfit operating with Canadian bank money.
Bankrolling the company is the Canadian Bank of Commerce, ToronFinancing arrangement stems from the fact that Coplan has ties
to.
in the above-the-border country via past film associations.
He’s a
former United Artists managing director in Canada.

A reported deal under which Christine Jorgensen (the ex-GI hormonized into a femme) was to appear in a film for producer A1 Rosen
has cooled on the basis of press reports from Copenhagen.
She told
newsmen there that she had neither accepted any offer nor intended
to.
Preliminary agreement was set up by vet agent Irving Marks.
Now a longtime Paris resident, Marks still represents Broadway and
Hollywood producers abroad.

Philadelphia, Dec. 16.
A jury acquitted 10 major film
producers and distribs here last
week in U. S. District Court in the

suit

$300,000

treble-damage
by Fannie E. Harrison,
owner of the suburban Bryn Mawr
Theatre, who charged the majors
brought

with discrimination.
According to counsel for the film
companies, the verdict was the first
by a jury in this District Court to
hold that producers methods in distributing films to neighborhood
theatres was “not unreasonable.”
The Main Line Theatre, operated
by William Goldman, indie chain
operator, further charged the companies with conspiracy against the
Bryn Mawr house, making it impossible for the theatre to obtain

major films of first-run importance
to compete with
other theatres in

the vicinity. In answer
to specific
questions by Judge William II.
Kirkpatrick, the jury reached the
conclusion that the runs and clearances of pictures and the practices

employed by the defendants in disininitum were “not unreasonable.”
1 he companies named in
the action were:
Paramount Film Distributing, Loew’s, Inc.,
Radio,
Lnited Artists, Columbia Pictures,
Lniversal Film Exchange,
20th-Fox

RKO
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treasurer.
Wolfe, biz agent.
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with Paramount several weeks ago,
has moved into the Wayne-Fellows
unit’s Beverly Hills headquarters.
He is finalizing a deal there.
Signing awaits return of Bob
Fellows from Mexico.
/

To All-Out Drive Against 20% Tax
’

Still

in

Confused State;

Temporary shelving of

a

major

portion of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations’ activities to

Zukor’s Immortality
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Adolph Zukor, who has left
an indelible imprint on the
motion picture industry, will
implant his footprints in the

devote full time to an all-out, concentrated drive to eliminate the
20% admish tax was decided upon
at the org’s executive board con-

.

Arbitration Situation

concrete forecourt of the Chinese Theatre, an old Hollywood custom.

clave in Chicago last week.

General feeling is that under the
incoming Republican administra7 as part
tion, the industry has a good chance
celebration
Next move in an attempt to reof winning its fight. According to
day.
vive the industry arbitration talks
one informed source, a majority of
in a manner satisfactory to all
Representatives and Senators have
groups involved remained clouded
indicated that they would vote to
Squelch Arbitration
this week.
eliminate the admish tax. An imLeaders of Allied States Assn.,
portant aspect, however, is the
Issue at COMPO’s
whose nix of the distrib-approved
manner in which the industry’s
draft caused the present confusedIt
case comes up in Congress.
status, reiterated that the exhib
Exec Bd. Meet in Chi can run into some difficulty if it
org did not disapprove of the plan
is lumped in an omnibus bill which
Chicago, Dec. 16.
in toto. Its objection is based on
Attempt to introduce the arbitra- includes tax reductions, for exwhat is not included in the docu- tion question at last week’s execu- ample, for luxury items such as
ment, particularly a strong provi- tive board meeting
pointed out
here of the jewelry, furs, etc. It’s
may consion for control of advanced-priced
Council of Motion Picture Organi- that some Congressmen
pix. Other than this indication Alsider
the
industry’s tax unjustified,
zations reportedly was squelched
lied execs issued terse “no comsummarily outside of the conclave. yet favor the tax levied on the soCol. H. A. Cole,
ments” when queried on what the As a result, the question
was never called luxuries.
next step would be.
co-head of the COMPO tax-repeal
N %
*
*
committee,'
''fylibiir knap er, Allied prexy, and
told by Speaker of the House Sam
Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr., of the Mo- the entire proceedings.
Rayburn that in all of the latter’s
tion Picture Assn, of America,
A1 Lichtman, 20th-Fox sales chief legislative experience a tax bill
have been in frequent touch with and member
of COMPO’s govern- applying to one industry alone has
a
each other, leading to speculation ing triumvirate,
is said to
have never come up in Congress.
that the MPAA ’would take the
mulled introing the thorny problem
Meanwhile, Cole and Pat McGee,
lead in reviving the talks. It’s exin the sessions. However, Trueof the tax-repeal commitpected that MPAA prexy Eric
man Rembusch, Allied States rep co-chief
tee, are pushing a drive to gather
Johnston will issue a call for a new
on the ruling body, reportedly got specific
data from exhibs for preconclave.
Insiders feel that such
wind of Lichtman’s intentions. Alsentation to the House Ways and
a meeting will take place shortly so lied exec
buttonholed Lichtman
Means Committee. Object of this
that the Allied leaders can present
and told him that any discussion of info
is to show exactly the profit
the results to the exhib outfit’s
trade practices was outside the
arid loss conditions of theatres and
board when it meets in New Or- realm of COMPO, a
stipulation he
to pinpoint the harmful aspect of
leans Jan. 12.
stressed that distribs had insisted
the tax. Distrib salesmen are being
on when the all-industry org was
enlisted to prod the exhibs to get
founded. Subject therefore was not
their reports in early so that the
brought up, resulting in a concluN.Y.
Flacks Decide
data can be assembled for forceful
sion of the conclave on a high note
presentation. The most optimistic
of optimism and with cordiality
industryites feel that the tax will
To Stick With Local 230 among
the component groups.
be eliminated by July, 1953.
RKO pub-ad staffers in New
York have decided to remain with
Projects Sidetracked
Local 230, Sign, Pictorial & Dis*
Among COMPO projects tempoLqew’s Single-Bill Try

MPAA Due to Take Action

Ceremony

will be held Jan.
of the industry’s
of his 80th birth-

’V

,

'

RKO

Union, AFL, despite overtures from another AFL affiliate,
Motion Picture Homeoffice Emplay

ployees Union, IATSE-. IA outfit,
which reps Paramount homeoffice

publicists, hoped to extend itself
in the pub-ad field by taking over
staffers
of
RKO’s reorganized
flackery.
.

Show

Loses Suit Vs. Majors

COMPO Agrees to Devote Major Time

rarily sidetracked were:

In N.Y.

An

Does Fast Fade

experiment

by

Loew’s

to

request from the Motion
1. A
Picture Industry Council for $30,000 for expansion of MPIC’s public

eliminate dual bills in the N. Y. relations activities.
This would
metropolitan area has backfired at include building up the org’s lithe b.o., causing the company to brary and rendering exhibs data
drop the idea. Test was tried at and written answers to combat
Loew’s Post Road, an upper east local anti-industry comment;
700
Englanders Ride
Study of the' pacts of both out- Bronx nabe, at the request of the
2. A presentation by Robert J.
Train to Music Hall fits revealed few changes in the theatre’s manager.
O’Donnell of Texas COMPO’s plan
The New York & New Haven general proposals, leading to the
Manager had been receiving for an exposition and touring train;
railroad show train, which mostly RKO staffers’ decision to stay with complaints from
patrons, -espe3. A
proposal by Mrs. Mary
In addition, shift of cially weekenders, that the house
has operated in connection with Local 230.
Lasker, widow of Albert D. Lasker,
legit shows in N.Y., was used in allegiance would have entailed a show single features on Friday,
that theatres conduct a National
time-consuming
National
Labor
connection with the Radio City
Saturday and Sunday nights so Health week for
the benefit of
Music Hall for the second time Relations Board poll as well as that there would be a quicker charities needing coin for medical
preliminary organizing work.
last Friday (12).' More than 700
turnover and cause a shorter wait research.
Display outfit has been holding for seats. As a result, a weekend
New Englanders came in to see
Meeting, attended by 50 reps of
the Hall’s Christmas show. Same informal talks with RKO’s -person- single-bill policy was introduced.
Action brought beefs on “how all the outfits making up COMPO,
tieup was employed last spring nel chief, Robert Goldfarb, for a
authorized a budget of $165,000 for
for the Easter show at the world’s new pact to replace the one which come you show two pictures durexpired in October. No official ne- ing the week and only one on 1953, the bulk of which will go
largest theatre.
As with legit show trains, the gotiation will take place, however, weekends.” Biz also sloughed off, toward the tax fight. It was reported that 14,000 exhibs are paid
railroad sells combo tickets which until RKO’s muddled management leading the house to revert to its
members of COMPO as a result of
original policy.
include transportation and admis- setup is settled.
the recent membership drive. The
the
execs
is
that
View
Loew’s
of
used
Train
Hall.
sion to the Music
chain would like to eliminate the Theatre Owners of Washington,
last week started at Springfield,
Idaho and Alaska were admitted to
because
of
Nations
Participate
can’t
double bills, but
Mass., picking up passengers at 38
the competition. First move, they membership, and the membership
New Haven, Hartford and other
Drive
18-Week
Daff
In
aver, must come from the smallest committee was instructed to apConnecticut towns along the route.
Total of 38 countries will parti- indie which, as long as it maintains proach equipment manufacturers
cipate in an 18-week “Daff Third- the double feature, forces the and other industries allied with the
Drive”
announced chains to do so. Feeling is that it pic business.
of*a-Century
20th Guns in Jan.
Despite reports that an attempt
Monday (15) by Universal-Inter- would be disastrous for large cirHollywood, Dec. 16.
drive,
marking cuits to take the step first since would be made to elect a presinational. The global
January production program at completion of 33 years of service
dent, the COMPO exec committee
it would throw biz to the compet20th-Fox calls for the start of four of A1 Daff, U exec v.p. and U-I
decided to continue functioning
ing dual-bill houses.
features, including the long-delayed prexy, starts Dec;- 28 and runs
under the aegis of the three-man
“The Robe,” to be produced by through May 2, 1953.
governing body consisting of TrueFrank Ross with Henry Roster diDec.
22
man Rembusch (Nationafc Allied),
Sales competition will be cap- Bevhills Sets
recting.
Pinanski (Theatre Owners of
Ben Cohn, foreign deAs ‘Goldwyn Day’ Sam
New Year’s schedule will tee off tained by exec
America) and A1 Lichtman (Motion
assistant to
and
partment
with Robert Bassler’s “Cabin D-13.”
Dec. 16.
Hollywood,
Picture
Assn, of America).
Aboaf, U-I general sales
Others on the January list are Americo
The City of Beverly Hills in a
The Industry Round Table in
Three top prizes, trips to
“Blueprint- for manager.
Michael
Abel’s
set aside
has
resolution
formal
Hollywood, originally set for Febcity in the world, will
Murder” and William Bloom’s N. Y. or any
Dec. 22 as “Samuel Goldwyn Day,” ruary, was delayed until April or
go to the winning managers in the
“Waterhole.”
to be observed in observance of May, the feeling being that many
Latin American, Far Eastern and
anniversary in top industryites would be in WashEuropean divisions. Staff members the producer’s 40th
ington in February for the tax
‘GamiHo’ for N.Y. Bijou in the winning country will receive the film business.
unanimously
voted battle.
City
council
“The Little World of Don Camil- three week’s salary.
to strike a medal in honor of GoldA report by O’Donnell on “Movielo,” a Franco-Italian co-production
wyn, which will be presented to
which has no U. S. distributor as
time, U. S. A.” indicated that 330
him at the Bevhills City Hall.
Hollywood personalities made 8,000
yet, will open at the Bijou Theatre,
personal appearances in 1,500 cities
N. Y„ Jan. 15, according to Ilya
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
and towns in most of the 48 states.
Lopert, who arranged the booking.
Frankel Joins NETTC
Annual election of Moving PicBijou deal’ was made in Italy. ture Operators Local 150, IATSE,
Lou Frankel, former manager of Texas circuit chief stressed that
with
“Don Camillo,” which deals
returned John Maynard to office WFDR, N. Y., has joined the Na- the tours must be continued bethe conflict, between a priest and a as president, Charles Vencill as tional Exhibitors Theatre .TV Com- cause of their value in promoting
Communist in a little Italian town, secretary - treasurer and George mittee as assistant to S. H. Fabian, industry goodwill.
was one of the hits of the Italian Schaffer, as business business rep- chairman of the exhib group.
Films Week in N. Y. a mpnth ago.
resentativei^ew^office holder is
He’ll work With Fahian, engiGet ‘Lost Hours’ Rights
neering consultant Stuart Bailey
Western Hemisphere rights to
E. L. Robbins, veepee.
Metro has shut down production
Harold Angel. A1 Adams, H. C. and counsel Marcus Cohn in co- “The Lost Hours,” British producon “The Great Jewel Robbery” to Smith, George O’Brien and Dave ordinating NETTC activities on the tion starring Mark Stevens and
await the return of Red Skelton
make up the new executive upcoming hearings before the Fed- Jean Kent, have been acquired by
Chew
from the hospital, where he has
eral Communications Commission. RKO from Julian Lesser.
board.
undergone surgery.

New

Suburban Exbib

Philly

Leo McCarey Joining

Leo McCarey, who ended his
i

through FC either have been
Most of the pix originally distributed
This stems principally from FC’s
in litigation.
nr still are involved
Chemical Bank & Trust Co. subbankruptcy and the fact that the
mortages held on a number of FC piccpauently foreclosed chattel
Headed by-Oliver A. Ungar and Herbert Bregstein, Beverly took
tures
Gettinger as “Guilty Bystander," “C-Man” and
over such pix from
”
First two were turned out by the defunct Laurel Films while
“Sofia
Arpi Productions (Robert R. Presnell, Sr. and
“Sofia” was made by
which has national distribution rights to
John Reinhardt). Beverly,
inked a sub-distribution deal with Albert
already
pictures,
16
the
Indianapolis and Detroit exchange
Chicago,
Pact covers the
Dezcl.

Mii"inr

Wayne-Fellows Unit

c nme iq former Film Classics features which he recently sold to
all acquired “directly from the producers,"
nJvprlv Pictures, Inc., were
Wording to attorney Milton Gettinger. Moreover, he asserted in New
week, additional FC product will be picked up from time to
vnPir
time as

-

n
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Women

.

fisassttas^sBaaca

"to see”

decide the picture

WOMEN

AND
SELL THE
YOU SELL THE TICKETS!
LADIES OF THE PRESS SAY "GO!”
o

The most endorsed

•"Picture of the
forget

Month

9

9

•’Thrilling

Women

..,

a love story no

woman will

ever

— Louella Parsons, COSMOPOLITAN

and spectacular, but above and beyond that

is

exciting love story. Certain Academy Award Winner.*
Sheilah Graham, SYNDICATED COLUMNIST

—

•’Will fascinate both,

moving.*

9

colum-

AND

BEYOND* is a love story with
tenderness and heartbreak. Ladies, take a couple of hankies
with you. You*ll need them.**
Hedda Hopper, SYNDICATED COLUMNIST

”M-G-M*s ’ABOVE

—

9

Its

editors, writers,

with countless millions of circulation, urge America to see

nists

.*

Picture of the Year.

’’Spine-tingling experience ...

its

excitement

is

the

warm

9

men and women.

—Florence Somers, Feature

Thrilling and
Editor,

REDBOOK

*’An extraordinary picture. The love interest is very real.
Every woman should see it.*’
•“Dorothy Wheetock, Theatre Editor, HARPER’S BAZAAR

modern love story dramatizing sharply the
emotional problems of our times.”

*’A wonderful,

—Eleanor Stierham,

Fiction Editor,

TODAY’S

emotional impact .*
—Ruth Harbert, Motion

Picture Editor,

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

and very moving.** Elizabeth Madeira,
Fashion Editor, WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION

’’Intensely interesting

’’Not just for

women, but

for everyone .*

— Alien©
”A

thrilling experience.

the

man

WOMAN

9

Talmey, Feature

Women who

Editor,

VOGUE

have sacrificed for

they love will understand.**
—Vivien Todrin, Production Editor, BETTER LIVING

And more every day

ITS

FAME WILL CROIRf AND

M-G-M presents "ABOVE AND BEYOND" starring Robert Taylor •
Melvin Frank , Norman Panama and Beirne Lay, Jr.

•

Eleanor Parker

Story by Beirne Lay, Jr.

•

•

CROW

withJames Whitmore

*

5

Marilyn Erskine

Produced and Directed by Melvin Frank and

*

Screen play by

Norman Panama

2
8

22

.......

-

.
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O’Shea, sales

and Jerry Pickman, ad-pub
are now following through

“Congress

!«

film originally distributed in
the U. S. by United Artists in 1932,
has been acquired by Noel Meadow
Associates under a deal recently
made with the U. S. Alien Property
Custodian. Pact gives the Meadow
organization distrib rights to the
picture’s English, French and German versions in the U. S., its ter-

3»
Vi

Surprises With

and possessions.
As approved by Attorney General
McGranery, it was disclosed by one more than the previous semes-

Meadow

week,

the

ter.

contract

.

UFA picture stars operators, he pointed out this
Conrad Veidt, Lil week, rely upon the briefies to fill
This
future is be- Dagover and Henry ,.G}arat. Erik out intermission periods.
sales field, he added, is a lucraclouded with uncertainty due to Charell directed.
tive one since most drive-in ownTV, there is r.o dearth of investers
misconceptions
jpijrse
ment funds for drive-in theatre
about rental {erms Jtoa.it. exhibitors
construction throughout the ter- Italian Films Export
who run conventional theatres liar-*

dustry circles here
while exhibition’s

—
—
—
— Va
—
—
—
—
\'2

+

this

No small factor in the upbeat for
Government in for 50 r o of
the film’s gross. Agreement also the shorts is the drive-in market,
gives the indie distrib 16m and TV according to Metro shorts manaOzone
release rights. An Eric Pommer ger William B. Zoellner.
cuts the

Minneapolis, Dec. 16.
Considered amazing in film in-

S

will deliver 81 one-and-two-reelers
in the ’52-’53 sales year compared
to only 66 for the comparable
1951-52 stretch.
Columbia has
scheduled 118 as against 111. Metro hiked last year’s 42 by four,
and 20th-Fox will distribute 51,

ritories

Drive-In Bldg. $$

11 2

German-

Dances/’

made

Minn. Territory

1/2

With ^programs revamped and
up both in quality and
quantity, seven major companies
are confident the coming year will
be a good one for the briefies.
Although three of the majors
haven’t announced their programs
as yet, the other four have disclosed upper release slates. RKO
stepped

Meadow Gets Rights
To ‘Congress Dances’

Vi

is

production, the

the fact that

Lilian

Harvt.y*
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Ask

Bid

Over-the-Counter Securities
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Major Distributors Up Prod.

with similar sessions in N. Y.
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39
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437 «
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20th-Fx (new) 660
284
U. Par. Th
117
Univ. Pio.
70
Univ., pfd.
Warner Bros. 299
45
Zenith

244
20is

or. 4

3*1
3

r,

9
38*4

N.Y.

sales and merchandising meetings
Change with field reps.
for week
Group, comprising A. W. Schwal+ ?8 berg, president of Par Distributing

Close

Curb Exchange

N. V.

27"

Rep., pfd.

68

a

39 a
3914

.

3*4

5’ a

lb

93 a

.

.

26 ritf

:

1

100 s
107
ABC
31
CBS. “A” . .
21
CBS, “B” . .
53
Col. Pic
97
Decca
Eastman Kdk 223
631
Loew’s
Nat’l Thca .. 405
168
Paramount
99
Philco
365
RCA
323
RKO Piets.
RKO Theats.. 186
Republic .... 106

tow

Tues.*

in

Trio of Paramount homeoffice
execs were back in New York yesterday (Tues.) following a swing of
Philadelphia, Dallas, L. A. and
Chicago, where they conducted

(N.Y* Stock Exchange)
W$ek Ending Tuesday (16)
High

PICTURES
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Has Spent $300,000

20th-Fox’s program of 51 films
will include offerings by Art Films
Productions, Terrytoons, as assortExpenditures of Italian Films ment of Movietone sport reels as
Export in this country to date total well as the four weekly,, editions
of Movietone News, shorts sales
slightly more than $300,000. Figure
includes the Italian Films Week in chief Peter Levathes reveals.
Universal’s upcoming program
N. Y. in October which cost IFE
will run in the vicinity of last
around $80,000/
year’s
60
one-and-two
reelers.
IFE, which is financed out of
12M>% of the frozen earnings of Meantime, the company already
U. S. distribs in Italy, theoretically has dropped its “Cartoon Melohas at its disposal $2,500,000. Actu- dies” in favor of “Color Parade.”
Metro has also added a new series
ally, however, the Italian government has allocated only $600,000 in “Prophecies of Nostradamus.”
In lifting its program from 111
against this total. American industryites returning from Rome say to 118 shorts, Columbia attributes
the
boost to meet “rising exhibithere’ve been rumblings of disconExtent of Paratent within the Italo government tor demand.”
over IFE expenditures and that the mount’s upcoming slate will be
feeling prevails that IFE better worked out by short subjects sales
show some dollar returns soon or manager Oscar Morgan following a
series of field trips between now
face the consequences.
These execs report also that the and February.
N. Y. film week and the general
confident attitude taken by IFE
vis-a-vis the potential of the U. S.
Big Construction
market for Italo product have inspired producers in Italy to regard
Spurt for Theatres In
their output in a different light.

There’s a surprising willingness
put money into ozoner projects,

So Far

and a considerable number of the
outdoor theatres are now under
construction or in the planning
stage. “Promoters” of the drive-ins
have found the task of raising capital an easy one.

Vi

-

in

America

!

What makes

'Carmen' On TV Needs

the situation particis
that, aside
from
the
lack
of fear as to what
Continued from page 4
TV eventually may do to exhibiintangible factor to define but it’s which proved most frustrating to tion, drive-in projects entail more
what gave the theatre TV audi- big-screen audiences, was the fact speculative risk than ordinarily in
ences an actual sense of being that the pictures which came off this territory because of the shortpresent at the Met (and in most best were those during the opening ness of the season for ozoners and
cases with a better seat than the credits and the second-act inter- more than normal
weather uncerIntermission interviews
Met audience had), to the point mission.
tainties.
where they spontaneously broke from one of the Met’s lounges proMost of the territory’s drive-in
into applause seconds before the vided images as good as those on
any home TV. receiver and almost theatres operate a maximum of five
Met audience did.
By the same token, this all- as good as a regular feature film. months a year, and even during
important sense of participation is Since the interviews were held in those five months the nights freprobably going to hold only for a specially-lighted room, it would quently are cold much of the time.
“special events” in the literal sense seem to prove once again* that With the bulk of the business comAn entertainment lighting is the chief problem which ing on weekends, rainy Fridays.
of that term.
program especially staged for thea- must be licked prior to the staging Saturdays or Sundays spell near
tre TV in a regular video studio, of other theatre TV* shows.
boxoffice disaster. A total of two
for example (which is one of the
months of favorable weather during
plans currently being mapped by
the operating season is considered
big-screen
entrepreneurs), would
better than average.
undoubtedly not have the exciteGetiinger
ment inherent in the pickup directContinued from page 3
ly from the Metopera stage.
A
Mo. Exhib Sues Majors
show like that could better be done
in a manner by which it would
on film. But for other presentaFor $1,50Q,000 for Trust
take
over
distribution
UA’s
contions
directly
from a theatre,
whether they be Broadway musi- tracts. This was the angle that had
Kansas City, Dec. 16.
cals.
concerts,
ballets
or more
Another in the crop of lawsuits
UA toppers, they said, incredulous. against
opera, this intimacy and spontathe majors by independent
neity will be big boxoffice factors. After reconstructing UA in such exhibitors popped up here last
As produced for TNT presenta- sound fashion, they asked, why week with $1,500,000 the stake. Mrs.
tion by Henry Souvaine and di? would we want to go out of busi- Mabel K. -Carter, Nevada, Mo., enreeled by Clark Jones (who calls ness?
tered the suit against nine picture
the camera shots on NBC-TV’s SatSaid Benjamin: “No one at companies, seeking $500,000, which
urday night “Hit Parade”), the
United
Artists
is now negotiating, amount is trebled under provisions
“Carmen” job was definitely on
of the anti-trust act.
the plus side. Long and medium nor has anyone in the past negoMrs. Carter operates theatres in
shots,
probably because of im- tiated any deal with or for RKO
anyhas
nor
merger
or
otherwise,
Liberty and Sedalia. Mo. The
proper
lighting
for TV.
were
blurry, with the faces of the per- one been authorized on United Art- plaintiff alleges that the defendformers often completely washed ists’ behalf to do so.”
20th-Fox, Wesco Theatres.
ants:
out.
Closeups,
were
however,
A further aspect of Gettinger’s Loew’s, Paramount. RKO, Warsocko, giving the big-screen audisuggestion drew criticism. Under ners, tJnited Artists, Columbia and
ences a better view of stage prothe arrangement Chemical would Universal.
ceedings than the Met’s Diamond
in first-money
Horseshoe patrons had. Definition provide up to 60
and
and clarity on the closeups were financing for the indie product
interest rates
receive
in
turn
would
fine, showing detail in the cosN. Y.
of up to 6%, in addition to a partumes, sets etc.
ularly

remarkable

j

No

Announcements

ticipation.

Met management prohibited any
rest aging of the opera to
meet the needs of the TV cameras.
While this presented
major problem to Jones, he £ nonetheless
brought the presentation off neatly,
vt orking with
only three cameras,
winch apparently were sufficient
lor the job, he did
a fine job of
cutting on cue with the music,
demonstrating careful pre-planning
ol Ins camera
work in conjunction

The

interest costs

be normal, observers

drastic

said,

would

Continued from page

but they

_

j

To Get

N.Y. Unveiling

Flick

Paramount will unveil its triSuper cast, headed
Sevens, Richard Tucker color television tube in N. Y. withand Robert Merrill, also didn’t
show any of those phony gestures, in the next few weeks, according
sometimes necessary to project in to Paul Raibourn, Paramount v.p.
au( l0l um ^ le s * ze
^ le M°t's and prexy of its TV subsidiary.
m\ i‘ 1C
^ come over as ludicrous
Tube, which can be switched from
on tv
*

.

dimly lit for TV,
^ H result that the long and
‘

„

T

,

.

J

sllols

were

frustrating.

,

y second-act opener, with
doin R that ^st Spanish
.,
at
he Lilias Pastia inn, for
.W s1
much of its spectacle
l,c
And the third act, in
ill..
,,

,

HmJ!

nll cl

has a few hundred on hand. Plant
doesn’t plan to go into mass production pending a green light for

.

‘

color

•,

lu "Klers*

mountain hideaway,
Mori.
/ ' re the same cause.
nira
d
lighting
might
,}
answer, since it would
iwm-ifi,,
on °ugh nghi for the image
on
‘•'uueras but would be in“ Hie Met
audiences.
'mentally, and
something

Min\ U,<
*J'

rom

-

i

will,

blacjk-and-white to color
has been on exhibition at the Oakplant of Chromatic
Cal.,
land,
Laboratories for some time.
Chromatic is turning out several
of the color tubes a day and now

0 debit side was chiefly
I’
the lighting.
Second and third acts
cre hotn too
1

J

7

!

j

i

.

:

.

1

i

TV

in general.

Morton Spring, Loews International veepee. and Seymour Meyer,
Far East supervisor, leave b> plane
Jan. 10 for a five-week tom of the
company's offices
the Far East.

in

Europe and

it

I

wasn’t

definiTe
his memo

“B” Morally Objectionable
i

in

Part

“Alaska Seas" in June.
Releases for the first thre<
months of 1953 will be “The Roac

for All) ratings from the National
Legion of Decency this week.

RKO’s “Angel Face” was

criticized

to

“suicide in plot solution; reflects the acceptability of divorce;
low moral tone.” Same studio’s
was
Pirate”
the
“Blackbeard
rapped for its “suggestive costuming. situations and excessive brufor

Bali,”

“The

“Thunder

Island.”

With the plethora of on-againoff-again deals involving the re“suggestive
Metro’s “The Des- lighting of the Warner Theatre
perate Search,” according to the N. Y., one thing is certain: thi
Legion, “tends to justify divorce house, shuttered since early sumand remarriage;” Realart Pictures’ mer, will definitely reopen on Sat“Mesa of Lost Women” and urday, Dec. 20, at 9 a.m,
That’s the date and time for the
“Shamed” (Westport International
“Shame
Films- a!>o v.eie drubbed for “sug- annual Xmas party for the children
homeoffice em.situations,” among other funder 10) of
things/
p!o\ees.

to

contain

said
situations
is

and dialog.”

;

,

;

4

"Tin*
OOP.”

Hugs.

j

WB

i

the East,’

Little

B'way Warner Reopening (?)

Warners’ “April in Paris”

is

in

“Tropic
Zone,’
Sheba,” “Th(
Stars Are Singing” and ‘Pleasuri
Stooge,”

“Come Back

tality.”

“Do
he emphasized.
its
away with our present system al-

to

16.

6 Pix Rapped by Legion
Worlds” and “Jamaica Run” ii
Some six pictures drew 'Class May and “The Conquerors” ant

place.”

together. and theatre licensing
iu^t an-und the corner.”

Ottawa, Dec.

.

suggesting changes in the censorship statutes. He is anxious to hear
direct from Britain how satisfactorily censorship there has worked
out. Inquiries at the Motion Picture Assn, of America in N. Y.
had solicited only negative responses, he disclosed.
He is vigorously opposed to the
abolition of all censorship in the
state. “They may eventually abandon pre-release censuring of films,
but something much worse, and
far more strict, is likely lb take

.

at

said

when he would submit

v

Both government and theatre circles expect no great burst of theatre
construction after Dec. 31,
when government restrictions on
steel come off in Canada.

u

.

j

significant changes in audience acOur
ceptance of certain themes.
law leaves plenty of room for some
.system of classification or possibly adult theatres.”

with the score.

Can. as Steel Nix Eases

of-line prices for their films.
Industry observers in N. Y. point

out that while IFE expenditures so
far have been comparatively low
despite the investment in its new
N. Y. dubbing studios, they can be
Federal government announced
expected to rise sharply as IFE Relast week that controls of steel for
leasing Corp., IFE’s distribution
dancehalls,
theatres, bowling alleys,
arm, swings into action. Original
IFE blueprint envisioned a five- rinks, etc., will be lifted on Dec. 31,
marking removal of the last reyear program, but the setup should
maining brake on construction in
be independent of Motion Picture
Canada. Controls were put into efAssn, of America subsidies by the
end of 1954, according to Dr. fect originally as a result of the
Korean war and the steel shortages
general
IFE
Gualino,
Renato
that followed, with steel quotas for
director.
Question of subsidy* renewal will amusement construction kept to
come up again next June when a barest minimum.
Minor renovations were carried
new Italian deal must be negoThe Italians are expected on during the control period but
tiated.
to ask for ’more money, possibly long delays in getting the metal
amounting to only 5% of the wore always experienced, even for
frozen U. S. earnings in Italy. Dis- marquee construction.
tribs are basically opposed to subsidies but feel they are paying a
cheap price for getting their earn- Par Skeds 6 Releases
ings out of the Italian market. In
For April, May, June
addition, the 12!i% actually can’t
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
be written off as a loss since it
Six
features
will be released bj
between
difference
represents the
the official and the black market Paramount during April, May ant
rates of exchdfcgc prevailing in June as a result of studio exe<
huddles headed by Y. Frank FreeItaly.
man and A. W. Schwalberg. Film;
are “Off Limits” and “Pony Ex
press” in April;
“War of tin

added that the participation clause was written some 30 years ago,”
would be too heavy a monetary Flick said. “Sound has been introduced, and there have been
burden to carry.

Par’s Tri-Color Tube

million-dollar

‘

%

Censor

of

budget pix are common and producers are said to be asking out-

t

v

—
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MERRILL LYNCH FORCES

Lag Spots RKO Heed

BENT TO NIX RKO BD.

Continued from page 3

Maurice Bent

the Lion” in January and the prerelease of Walt Disney’s "Peter
dustryites in indie
take board seats but met with no Pan” in February. Lineup further
Point claimed by execs includes four reissues: "Bachelor
success.
here and in New York is that ac- and the Bobby Soxer,” "Bachelor

eyed a couple of top-stature

lnproduction to

ceptance of a board membership
would be unwise since the tenure
of office could be so limited.
Surrender Control
and his- pards surStolkin
render control to Hughes in exfor
the latter’s waiver of
change
the St'olkinites’ obligations under
the stock-purchase agreement of
The buyers paid
last September.
Hughes a down payment of $1,balance of $6,the
with
250,000,
100,000 to be paid over two years,
with interim interest payments of
1% on the balance. Instead of
paying the first interest installment, due this month, the Stolkin
group obtained from. Hughes a 60day extension during which it’s to
seek out a buyer for the stock.
They forfeit the down payment,
plus other costs estimated at $500,000, and Hughes will take back the
entire block of stock if there’s no
buyer found upon expiration of
the 60-day extension period.

Reported, possibility that Floyd
N.Y,,
Odium,' head of Atlas Co

*

which held control, of RKO-before
Hughes, might be interested'' '-in
buying in again was ruled out by
Odium himself this week. He
might have taken over management in turn for debentures from
the company but he regarded as
unsound a cash investment at anywhere near the Stolkin purchase
price of $7 per share, according to
iiis

associates.

Another

concession

made

by

Mother,”
"Fort
and
Apache”
“Blood on the Moon.” Also set, for
May, is a group of six of Disney’s
"Mickey Mouse” shorts going out
as a special feature.

Minn. Aims. Seen
Cutting

Twin

Down On
Cities Holdings

Screen

Associates, vidfilm outfit,
of their joint interests.

and other

week turned

board

which he was elected with Howard
Hughes, et al., last Friday (12),
upon objections of Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Beane, Wall St.’s
biggest stock brokerage concern.
Bent is associated with the financial company’s underwriting department in an executive capacity
but is not a senior partner as he
had been identified in the RKO
press statement announcing his appointment to the directorate.
Winthrop H. Smith, managing
partner of ML,P,F&B, stated that
the outfit’s policy is against any of
employees taking on boardits
member status for any corporation.

Minneapolis, Dec. 16.
Minnesota Amus. Co. (United However, it was recalled that Bent
couple of years ago was on the
Paramount, Theatres) is seen cut- a
board of RKO Theatres, as a
ting down Twin Cities theatre Hughes appointee.
Smith said
holdings as leases expire or, in Merrill Lynch made an exception
Bent was
because
case
that
in
some instances, as showhouse propnamed to the chain’s directorate
ertied can be sold for commercial'
only on a temporary basis. Bent
usages, although no statement re- himself refused to comment.
garding future policy has been
The most influential company in
forthcoming from Harry B. French,
New York Stock Exchange trading,
MAC president.
Merrill Lynch handles over 12% of
Irony of the situation, industry
the Exchange’s volume of business.
leaders here point out; is that beElected to the board with Bent
fore ,.,J;he consent decree the local
last Friday were Hughes, Noah
j qd ependedi^’ exhibitor ^rgani^ati-G.n
'©^rirb, former RKO board chairwas agitatmg -for ^.ompuJLsory di-'
and exec. v.p. of Hughes Tool
vorcement and the affiliated cir- man
Co., and J. Miller Walker, who had
cuit was supposedly resisting it.
The shoe is on the other foot now been RKO v.p., general counsel and
and the chain is letting loose of board member until the Ralph
takeover.
Stolkin
Edward G.
theatres voluntarily and undoubtBurke, Jr., pard with Stolkin in
edly would be glad to drop more.
purchase of the controlling stock
A straw in the wind is the fact interests from Hughes, will conthat Rubenstein & Kaplan, owners
tinue on the board.
of the 900-seat neighborhood Arion
Reconstructed board confirmed
here,' which the MAC and its pre.

Hughes was release of the Stolkin decessor organizations have had
pards from the stipulation that under lease for 25 years, have been
they’d all be responsible severally informed that MAC will not renew
and jointly for possible penalties the lease which expires next April
under the purchase. Thus freed 30.
from this commitment, the pards
Further signs of the times are
are now permitted to unload their
holdings individually. In this connection, it’s relayed that Sherrill
C. Corwin, of the original purchasing alliance, is having a falling out
with Stolkin. It’s understood that
Corwin is having no contact with
Stolkin, except via attorneys, and
although he has made no deals so
far, reportedly he’s pulling out of

this

position on the five-man
of directors of RKO, to

down a

earlier

indications

that

LONDON TENT.RAISES
$80,000 FOR CHARITY

McCarthy
Continued from page 3

•

:

London.
vember, prior to his leaving for
The result of the year’s work for
Paris. He at that time informed
charity, with more than $80,000

the latter of his plans for reorganiraised for underprivileged children,
MPAA’s foreign divi- was reported by David E. Griffiths,
would
sion and indicated that there
retiring Chief Barker, at the elecbe no place for McCarthy in the tion night dinner of
the London
new setup. McCarthy had no contract with the association.
The Variety Club in the Savoy last
only MPAA -execs who do hold con- Thursday (11). The year’s efforts
tracts
are Johnston and Joyce end with the royal gala at Bertram
O’Hara,
v.p. and his exec as- Mills Circus Thursday (18) which
sistant.
will net around $35,000 for the
fund.
Reason for Resigning
Among the major efforts in the
At the board meet last Friday,
the only questioning ..note came past 12 months was a Stoll Theafrom Warner Bros. Sam Schneider, tre charity gala starring Bob Hope
who bluntly put to McCarthy the and Bing Crosby which yielded
question of why he was resigning. $13,000, a Derby sweepstake and
McCarthy referred the query to the golf tournament in which Hope
Johnston, who said he would ex- partnered Crosby against Britain’s
plain the matter to Schneider pri- Ted Ray and Donald Peers. The
vately.
McCarthy then addressed world preem of "Ivanhoe” added
the board, saying he was leaving $8,000.
"reluctantly and with great sadThis week, in conjunction with
ness.” Prolonged applause followed the American Legion in London,
him as he rose and left the board the local tent is organizing a Christroom.
mas party for 200 children for
McCarthy joined MPAA in De- which gifts have been flown over
zation of the

MPAA

a

NW

MPAA

MPAA

Hughes mittee on Information.

once again has taken over responmanagement since' only
one of the five board appointees
was not designated by him. The
lone exception, Burke, apparently
intends to function as an observer
sibility for

Among those attending was Gov.
Relations between Johnston and C. E. Anderson of Minnesota. Ray
McCarthy were never smooth and Quinlivan, chairman of the unibecame particularly strained fol- versity board of regents, explained
lowing Johnston’s return from gov- that the certificate aims to show
ernment service earlier this year. how much, the hospital means to
Within recent months, Johnston the nation, state, community and
more or less took over conduct of university. Col. William McCraw,
Variety

International
toastmaster.*

rep.,

was

Northwest Variety club raised
more than ^600,000 to make the
heart ho^ital a reality.
It also
of the usual amenities, failing to has pledged
to contribute a minineighborhood theatre for commerrecite McCarthy’s MPAA activities
mum
of
$25,000
annually
to
defray
cial purposes.
over the years. At the meeting it- the cost of treating
children of
G.
At the same time, MAC apself, Johnston on behalf of the
needy parents.
Bennie Berger,
parently hasn’t decided yet if it
board briefly wished McCarthy Chief Barker, said
Continued from page 3 the club is espewill renew the lease on another R.
good luck on future ventures.
cially proud because the heart hos& F.-owned local neighborhood the- Company toppers reportedly are
pital represents the first time that
atre, the Granada, which it and its enthusiastic about the idea, which
any great state university has
predecessor companies also have would be patterned after the sue-,
joined with a group of show biz
operated for 25 years and which cessful "Current Releases” show
Fabian
people in such a project.
now
being
carried
by
the
BBC
in
lease expires, too, next April 30.
New board of directors, elected
Continued from page 7 R. & F. have asked MAC to make Britain.
an offer, but the latter has not
MPAA, which intends to look ing stock at the same price paid by Northwest Variety club, comprises Bennie Berger, LeRoy J.
done so yet &nd hasn’t signified its around for a sponsor dnee films to the three
Warners, which is Miller, S. Heller, Gilbert Nathanintentions in the matter, accord- and talent have been set, is anxious
$5.50 per share.
son,
Charles Rubenstein,
Tom
ing to Charley Rubenstein.
to have exhibs understand that
In this connection it’s recalled Burke, Gfeorge Grandstrom, Lowell
R. & F. also own four other this is to be an all-industry pro- that
some
time
ago
Kaplan,
Fabian
Casper
Chouinard, Pat
had
Twin Cities theatres, three of gram, designed as much to show been close
to a deal with the War- Halloran and Joe Podoloff.
First
which they are still operating and off the product as it would be to ners
to take over 100% of the cir- eight named were re-elected.
one of which they recently shut- bring in the customers.
cuit via .purchase of ‘its assets.
Bennie Berger will be chief
tered.
Costs would be carried entirely Tradesters
have it figured that barker of the Northwest Variety
by the MPAA, but latter feels it’s Fabian still
may be eyeing com- Club (Tent No. 13) again in 1953.
important to get exhib okay in ad- plete ownership
instead of only He and the other 1952 officers
vance in order to head off any voting control.
16 Tinters in U-Fs Sked
were reelected, including LeRoy J.
criticism ‘•about clips from new pix
Jack Warner Buying Stock
Miller and George Granstrom, first
Pix in 7 Months being shown on TV. Appearance
Of
and
second assistant chief barker,
Virtually on the
of
stars
would involve studio Warner brothers’ eve of the three respectively; Sim Heller, treasurer,
* Hollywood, Dec. 16.
concluded agreewaivers since many have clauses ment
and
Tom
Burke, secretary.
to sell
Production program of 26 fea- forbidding
them to appear on TV. in the WB their controlling stock
theatre chain to Fabian
tures in the next seven months
Idea for an industry promotion Theatres upon the
Jones Named by Chi Tent No, 26
was announced by Universal-InterdivorceChicago.
national after a week of confer- show started some tiriie ago and ment, Jack L. Warner was active
Variety Club of Illinois, Tent
ences attended by executives from received further impetus when in trading of the corporation’s
No.
elected
company
John
26,
Jones, of
prexies
viewed kine- stock issue.
all parts of the country, headed by
^
Jones, Linick and Schafer, as
The
Milton R. Rackmil, prexy, and scopes of the BBC revue, which
production chief last Chief Barker
last
replacing
week,
N. J*>Blumberg, chairman of the consists both of film clips and in- month bought an additional 1,500 Joe
Bere^son.
Nat Nathanson
terviews. It’s felt that the Amer- shares of
the common stock, bring- was made first
board.
James
assistant,
Sixteen of the 26 will be made ican counterpart could be doubly ing his total holdings to 375,248 Coston, second assistant; Manny
effective provided full cooperation shares.
in Technicolor.
Gottlieb, property manager, and
is obtained from all companies.
Manny Sperling, doughguy.
Present plans call for a one-hour
Terrell Realigning
show, angled both to entertain and
Dallas Reelects Dolscn Barker
Ballyhoo Dept.. rouse interest iir forthcoming reDallas.
leases.
Intentions are to have the
Variety Club, Tent No. 17, reRealignment of operational pro- first program on
» — Continued
from page 1
the air within six L
elected all current officers for 1953
cedure
of
Metro’s
homeoffice months, but clearances
may force or other, methods, will serve
and added three new directors.
flackery is being weighed by Dan a delay.
as a
In any case, the prexies needed
hypo for the business. Returned to office were Carl A.
Terrell,
newly-appointed eastern last week
heard a progress report Almost every
(Pappy)
Dolsen,
Chief Barker;
studio, aware of the
publicity manager. Shift, as en- and
then tabled the matter pendAlbert A. Reynolds and Kfendall
potential of a novel method of
visioned by Terrell, aims to in- ing
Way, first and second assistant
further study of the problems
presentation, is working on a protegrate activities of exploitation
chief barkers; Meyer Ra^hofsky,
involved.
cess of its own. Warner Bros, exstaffers, including fieldmen, and
doughguy, and Harold Schwarz,
It’s time the film studios dropped ecutive veepee
publicity men.
Jack L. Warner was property master. Clyde Rembert,
their secretive attitude and let the recently in New
York for top-level W. L. Marshall and Walter Penn
New publicity chief, who former- public in on the
behind-the-scenes talks with the company’s engineers are new board members.
ly headed exploitation staff, plans
activities of picture-making, says about
WB’s
own
3-D process.
to divide the department into three
Maurice Bergman, director of pubAlthough filmites feel that the
segments, tentatively identified as
Michaels Tops Buffalo- Tent
lic relations for Universal,
who
tri-dimension
films fall presently
stories, stills and promotions. FolBuffalo.
thiijks visits to studio lots' should
in the novelty category, the genlowing the overall planning of
Dewey
Michaels is new Chief
be a regular and integral part p£ eral
consensus is that it can give Barker of Variety Club, Tent 7, of
campaigns for individual pix, head
any TV show produced by the a tremendous
of each section will supervise preboost at a time of Buffalo. Other officers include first
MPAA.
wavering b. o. View is, of course, assistant chief barker, Billy Keaparation, planting and execution.
Bergman confirmed in N. Y. that after the novelty wears off ton; second assistant, Marvin JaNunnally Johnson will produce Monday (15) that the company the story, as heretofore, will be cobs; doughguy, Robert C. Hayman,
"How to Marry a Millionaire” at prexies had handed the TV pro- the thing. Opinion is that just as and property master, W. E. J. Mar20th-Fox, with Betty Grable, Mari- gram idea to their ad-pub heads the industry moved into sound pix, tin. Delegates to the 1953 Variety
lyn Monroe and Lauren Bacall in for study and that it had been re- it can gear itself for the
3-D pro- International Meeting are William
top roles.
ceived very favorably.
cess if that’s what the public wants. D. Dipson and Ben L. Kulick.

and the

&

cember, 1946, after several years’ from America.
service as lieutenant commander in
the Navy. In his six years with
Variety For Charity
Laud
he negotiated a number of
Minneapolis.
important film deals and made comHonors were heaped on the
pensation deals which netted the Northwest Variety club (Tent No.
distribs approximately $60,000,000.
13) recently when the University
He was also responsible for the set- of Minnesota at a gala dinner atting up of the Advisory Unit for tended
by many leading citizens
Foreign Films as a department of presented it with a framed certifiMPAA. Apart from being v.p. of cate in appreciation for the estaband the Motion Picture Ex- lishment, on the university camport Assn., McCarthy is v.p. and pus, of the heart hpspital. It is
the only U. S. member of the In- the only one in the U.S. devoted
ternational Federation of Film Pro- exclusively to treatment and diagducers. He is also a member of the nosis of heart ailments and reState Department Advisory Com- search.

found in MAC’S refusal to take
back two St. Paul downtown thea- for the Stolkin alliance, which still
has the controlling stock in its
tres which they sold in compliance
the foreign division.
with the consent decree, its failure name.
McCarthy’s exit rated only a
Sherrill C. Corwin, also a Stolkin
to reopen the Aster after it took
terse one-paragraph mention in the
back the loop house when the pur- pard, bowed out as board member MPAA press release
that followed
chasers failed to carry out the and the board’s rep at the studio.
the board meet. It followed none
deal’s terms,

>

sale of a local

Johnston M.

-

=

Other Changes
addition to the new board
members, other personnel changes
are in prospect under Hughes. Indicated is the appointment of the
law firm of Mitchell, Silberberg &
Knupp as studio counsel, replacing Bautzer, Grant & Youngman,
who took over when Stolkin bought

—

In

in.

Meeting here with Hughes are
Dietrich and J, Miller Walker, all
of whom, along with Maurice Bent
and Stolkin pard Edward Burke,
comprise the board named last
week.

However,

subsequently
it
that Bent was not at
take the spot, thus
already a vacancy (see

was learned
liberty
there’s

to

separate story). Burke is now in
York.
Concerning production, RKO has
no directors under contract and
only six producers. They are
Grainger, Harriet Parsons, Sam
Wiesenthal, Robert Sparks, Irwin
Allen and George Bilson, the latter in charge of shorts. Lew Rachmil and Jerry Wald exited the
studio recently, latter going to
Columbia as production chief.
Talent roster lists only Keith

New

'

Andes, John Barrymore, Jr., Mala
Powers, Robert Mitchum, Arthur
Hunnicutt, Mona Freeman, Robert
Ryan, Margaret Sheridan, William
Talman, Mary Jo Tarola and Ursula Thiess. Hughes, of course, is
expected to make Jane Russell
available again. She’s under contiact to the Hughes Tool Co. Studio also has picture commitments

with William Bendix, Ava Gardner, Cary Grant, Victor Mature,
Merle Oberon, Maureen O’Hara,
Vincent Price and John Wayne.
However, with hopes of starting to
shoot at least one picture right
after New Year’s, the problem is
largely one of availability of players.

25 Features To Be Released
Release schedule of 25 features,
carrying the company to mid-June
of next year, was announced for
RKO yesterday (Tucs.) by Charles
Boasberg, general salesmanager.
Among the pix listed were Samuel Goldwyn’s "Hans Christian
Andersen’’ for the current month*,
Gcbriel Pascal’s "Androcles and

..

.

—in

‘
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Charges Exhib Kept

TOA Board To

Film Reviews

1

Berlin's Revised 'Ike

Theatre Shut Purposely

Continued from page 6

Continued from page

To Ward Off Competish

Target Hong Kong

Hear Report On

Minneapolis, Dec. 16.
Chiang Kai-Shek’s China. Denning,
Deadwood, S. D., the Black Hills
is assisted by two white pals
has filed suit to regain
ultimately
Amus.
Co.
underground,
and the
saves the British colony from the possession of the Isis Theatre. Desplit
a
only
but
is
the property’s owner,
Communist threat,
fendant
second before a giant bomb on Verling Geib, who terminated the
Industry’s interest in new meth- a raft in the city’s sewage system
lease two months ago when the
ods of presenting films, such as would have destroyed a large part rental check for the theatre arCinerama and tri-dimensional tech- of the city.
rived late.
niques, as possible b.o. boosters
Denning performs in satisfactory
Answering the complaint, Geib
will be further pointed up at the style, combining his hard-hitting
asserted “the Black Hills Co. has
annual mid-winter bdard meeting tactics
with
romancing Nancy made no attempt to operate the
of the Theatre Owners of America, Gates, white adopted daughter of theatre since it was swept by a fire
slated for New York, Jan. 25-27. the femme pirate. His two white
a year ago “and has continued to
Important point on the agehda will pals, Michael Pate and Henry Kul- make monthly rental payments
be a comprehensive report on re- ky, give good accounts of them- solely for the purpose of preventsearch and other technical devel- selves, Ben Astar is a properly ing the operation of a motion picdastardly Red leader, Richard Loo
opments.
henchman, and Soo Yong ture theatre and inducing and comhis
In addition to a survey by its re- makes a colorful pirate. Philip Ahn pelling the Deadwood theatre-gosearch chairman, Myron Blank, is the underground leader.
ing public to patronize other plainTOA execs will learn of new de- Wallace MacDonald, producing tiff-operated showhouses in cities
velopments from industry eftgi- for Katzman,
endows film with ap- some miles from Deadwood.”
neers.
These will include reports propriate values, and Fred F. Sears*
from Cinerama reps as well as en- direction attains a speedy tempo.
Studios
gineers proposing 3-D systems.
Herbert
Purdom’s
screenplay, IFE N.Y.
Exhib org as well as board chair- while of a routine formula, still
Due
to Open in Jan.
man Charles P. Skouras have long contrives interest. Technical ^v>dits
Official opening of the Italian
Whit
advocated the setting up of a film are good.
Films Export dubbing studios in
industry research institute to deN. Y. now is not due until after
velop and perfect new techniques. Battles
of Chief Pontine the first of the year. While conAt the TOA board conclave in
struction has been completed, inLos Angeles last summer, Skouras
Mediocre programmer for lowstallation of equipment still conproposed an all-industry fund of
ercase bookings.
tinues. Some operating personnel

who

New Techniques

*

Now

j

$1,000,000 for the establishment of
a research center in conjunction
with #ie California Institute of
Technology.
Although considerable interest was expressed in the
proposed
project,
no concrete
action was taken leading towards
the formation of the institute. With
the renewed interest in technical
developments,
including
largescreen TV,, it’s anticipated that
some move to push technical ad-

vances will be weighed.
Board conclave will also decide
whether TQA will make an attempt
to be named a defendant in the

Government’s
against the

16m

film

antitrust suit
Al-

companies.

though cited as a co-conspirator

in

the Dept, of Justice’s charges, the
exhib outfit was not listed as a defendant.
Decision to enter the
suit will be based on returns of a
poll of its

member

units, result of

which general counsel Herman M.
Levy will present to the board.
Also slated for discussion

muddled

is

arbitration question.

the

TOA

on record as generally favoring
the plan and has indicated that it
would call for a new conference if
the proposal were not forthcoming
from other industry quarters.
is

*

Reade Chain Adds 2
To

Arty ‘8:40’ Films

Walter Reade circuit is adding
two more houses to the six now
carrying the ‘'Curtain at 8:40” series on, a once-a-week basis. Walter
Reade, Jr., the chain's prexy, says
the idea has caught on sufficiently
to warrant further additions. Season starts Jan. 14 and runs for

four weeks.
“Curtain” idea, which is N being
adopted by a number of theatres
throughout the country, turns a
house into an arty for one night,
with British or other foreign lingualers on the fare. Theatre’s ncrmal operation is closed down for
•that
evening,
concession stand
shutters!, ushers don formals and
coffee is served in the lounge.
The two new Reade theatres
adopting the policy are in Long
Branch and Perth Amboy, N. J.
“Curtain” gimmick, which originated with the Odeon circuit in Canada, is generally considered a good
mid-week b.o. booster. Majority of
the pix used are British.

Pix Exhibs Ponder
B.O. Slump’s Duration

Brit.

has already

Hollywood, Dec.

9.

Rcalart release of Jack Broder production (associate producer, Irving St3rr).
Stars Lex Barker, Helen Westcott, Lon
Chaney; features Berry Kroegcr, Roy
Roberts, Larry Chance. Katharine Warren. Directed by Felix Feist. Screenplay,
Jack De Witt; camera, Charles Van
Enger; editor, Philip Cahn; music comnosed and directed by Elmer Bernstein.
Previewed Dec. 8, ’52. Running time, 71

Lex Barker
Helen Westcott
Lon Chaney
Berry Kroeger

Roy Roberts
Larry Chance
Katharine Warren

pix

to

be handled there

“The Young Caruso,” “Girls
Piazza” and the film on

Pope Pius X.

Green Challenges

C

S

Continued from page 5

*

friends, he’ll be in for a shock.”
Green said he had no particular as-

•

poetic justice

from

the .germs.

Sex is introduced into the
formula plotting by having Helen
Westcott a prisoner of the Indians
and shown in various stages of undress.
She is coveted by Larry
Chance, a hostile brave, but. saved
from his unwelcome intentions by
Barker.
Sequences are patently
injected for lobby art and sensaballyhoo in the spots that
cater to the type of audiences such
tional

handling would draw.

British pix business has fallen
With no help from script or disome during the past months, rection,
the cast members appear
but exhibs aren’t certain whether
to disadvantage. Lensing and other
the slump should be attributed to technical credits
are adequate.
the pre-Yule season or has the earBrog.
marks of greater permanency,
James Perkins, Paramount’s managing director in Great Britain and Swedish Ballerina
Northern Ireland, said In N. Y.

May

(15).

to the stu-

Ramsey Hill pirations to be in Skouras’ shoes,
Guy Teague
James Fairfax but added: “Things can change,
Abner George just like with Truman.
One day
was
The British and the Indians go the people wanted him, and he him,
Then they didn’t want
at it in “The Battles of Chief in.
was
out.”
he
and
Pontiac” and the results are of
Green created a rumpus at the
dubious historical and boxoffice
value.
For the programmer mar- 20th stockholders’ meeting last
ket the names of Lex Barker and May when he tangled with chairLon Chaney may help the Colonial man Otl^o Koegel, 20th counsel. He
days feature somewhat, but its en- particularly protested against adtertainment merits are very medi- journment of the session so that
ocre and the insertion of an ob- stockholders could view a demonvious sexploitation angle mitigates stration of the Eidophor.
any recommendation for the kiddie
20th at this moment has 2,769,action fan.
485 shares of common outstanding,
While In the action category, the and its' stock .yesterday (Tues.)
production by Irving Starr, over
at 14 on the N.Y. Stock Exwhom associate producer Herman closed
A 20th exec explained
Cohen- is given billing credit, un- change.
folds at a dull pace. Felix Feist’s that the stock was “under-priced,”
that. the rise had
thought
and
he
direction is mostly" static, in keeping with the talky Jack De Witt nothing to do with the Green buyscreenplay, and the performances ing.
come off no better.
20th during the first two quarters
Barker enacts a Ranger lieuten- of 1952 (pre-divorcement) paid a
ant trying to work a peace deal for 50c dividend on its ‘common stock.
the British with Pontiac, Indian The company paid 25c for the last
leader played by Lon Chaney. two quarters (after divorcement).
Things are progressing properly At the last stockholders meeting,
towards that goal until Roy Rob- 2,182,161 shares elected 10 direcerts is relieved of his command of tors under the cumulative voting
Fort Sandusky by Berry Kroeger.
system.
brutal leader of a detachment of
Spokesmen at 20th, while they
Hessian mercenaries who believes
raw steel is the only treatment for realize that Green may not be able
the redskins.
Pretending to go to elect a director, are neverthealong with the peace deal. Kroeger less concerned over his threat, parsends clothing and blankets in- ticularly in view of his past record
fested with smallpox germs to the for pressuring and harassing manIndians, hoping to wipe them out agement
in
other
companies..
when they are laid low by the dis- Spokesmen for 20th furthermore
ease. The treachery, however, fails stress
the company’s currently
to pay off, and eventually Kroeger
strong product lineup arid potent
is captured by the Indians, who
wrap him in a blanket and leave earnings potential as the best argument as to the management’s
him to meet

off

Monday

First
will be
of the

MINS.
Kent Mclntlre
Winifred Lancaster
[-Chief Pontiac
Col. von Weber
Major Gladwin
Hawkbill
Chia
General Amherst
Von Weber's Aide
Sentry
Doctor

moved over

dio.

Tie in U.S. Tour With Pic

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Perkins arrived from London
Ellen Rasch, star of the Swedish
Saturday (13). He expects to stay
in N. Y. for conferences with home Royal Ballet, is negotiating for a
office execs until early next week, tour of the U. S^ early in 1953
and then will push off for a visit under the management of Sol Lesat the studio and San Francisco, ser.
Danseuse is working in “The
his home town.
Firebird,” currently being filmed
William Powell returns to the in Stockholm. Her tour would coscreen to costar with Clifton Webb incide with the American release
in “The Happy Scoundrel” at 20th- of the picture, for which Lesser
Fox.
has global release rights.

efficiency.

in

The pattern was apparently set
1949 when Green appeared in

Minneapolis. Holding 19,200 shares
of the Minneapolis & St. Paul Twin
City Rapid Transit Co., Green
threatened a proxy fight and ended
up in the $40,000-a-year presidency
of the company.
After creating
havoc for almost a year and a half,
he was forced out by his lawyer
and other associates, taking with
him a $100,000 profit.
He repeated the maneuver last
year when, as a holder of 66,900
shares of United Cigar stock, he
launched an attack on United Cigar
prexy
Walter
Baumhogger,
G.
charging he and his associates
hadn’t “the faintest idea how to
run the business profitably.” In a
letter to the stockholders he asked
why the company had paid no divi
dends in the 13 years when it was
recovering slowly from bankruptcy.
Eventually, Green forced calling
of a special stockholders meeting.
It turned out that he polled more
votes than management but, being
unable to muster a majority of all
common shares, he was unable to
unseat it. Nevertheless, he ended
up with a majority of directors on a
new board.

1

—

coined some of the phrases a title
catchphrase that was to become a
political anthem and, in time, to
help elect a new president in
1948 as a campaign slogan when,
for a time, it looked as if Eisenhower would consent to run. Instead, he was elected president of
Columbia U. One segment about
“a soldier in the White House” was
kayoed by Berlin as too pedantic.
It ran, “With so many treasures in
our backyard, it’s good to have a
soldier standing guard.”
Potent Theme Song

Republican

Not with Ike

You all can go on
From now on

—

Me Madam,”

For “Call

it

was

in-

tended essentially as a light song,
to gain laughs, rib the incumbent
Democrats, just as it •spoofed Perle
Mesta’s party-throwing, Margaret
Truman’s thrushing, President TruIt was
man’s pianologing, etc.
changed for theN third time, when
President Truman decided not to
run,
by eliminating “squatters’
With
rights” and kindred lines.
Eisenhower’s GOP victory it was
yanked and the “Independence”
song interpolated, but that spot in
the show has since been weakened,
hence the switch to the titular past
'

tense,

now

that

a fait accompli.

it’s

matter of show biz and
commentary, it may be
noteworthy, for the annals, that the
old saw about “writing the songs
and not making the la\vs” isn’t as
far apart as it used to be. “I Like
Ike” will go down historically as
potent a them^. song in contemporaneous history as was George
with
M.
Cohan’s
contribution
“Over Thel'e,” a war song that has
Berlin’s imyet to be equalled.
pact on the American scene has
been interpreted potently along
parallel lines, such as “God Bless

As

a

Harry.

Republican:
They'll

still like Eke.

WW

I, as a salute to doughboys and GIs and whatever they
may be called in future; or “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” as an influence that Yankee jazz was to create

ing,” in

around the globe.
Published herewith, for the first
time, with Berlin’s permission, are
the new lyrics to

CHORUS

3d

?

Republican:

'

They liked Ike
And Ike was good on the mike
Harry proved he wasn't such a
smarty.
Here’s the score
Some thirty million or more
Cast their votes for Ike and
not the party.
First Democrat:

But Harry means to stay
His clothes he never will pack
They’ll be there the day
He comes marching back.
Republican:

No can do
His lease we

didn’t

renew

•Soon we’ll be

Returning his deposit.
Both Democrats:
His clothes are in the closet.
Republican
They won't fit Ike.
4th CHORUS
Republican:

politico

America” in World War II; “Oh
How I Hate to Get Up in the Morn-

a hike

The change of pace will vary.
Both Democrats:
We’ll soon come back with

They liked Ike
And Ike was good on the mike
Harry’s knocks

Were
None

a trifle gamey
the less
They're fond of Margaret and
1

jrist

Bess

But they
They fell

fell

in love with Mamie.
Demobrat:
For twenty years we reigned

We

reigned e-ffic-i-ent-Iy.
Republican:
it rained
For the G. O. P.
But with Ike

Twenty years
The

sky’s the color

And with

we

like

luck

There may be fairer weather.
Democrats:
All:

We

all like Ike.
If not, we're all

(Copyright

together.

1950, Irving Berlin)

THEY LIKED IKE
First Democrat:

Socko

Day is past
The people spoke at last
They voted, over sixty million
Election

souls.

Second Democrat:
hard to figure out
how it came about
So many changed their minds
It’s

Just

down

at the polls.

CHORUS
Republican:

They

liked Ike

And

Ike was good on the mike
They liked Ike.

in Scotland
Glasgow, Dec. 16.
British touring company of “Call
Me Madam” opened at the Kings
Theatre here Monday night (15)
for a seven-week run, and got a
sockeroo reception. Noele Gordon,
in the Ethel Merman role, scored
a personal triumph.
Scots went
for book and U. S. Idioms, while
already being familiar with the
tunes.
Critics raved about the
show.

First Democrat:
Adlai.

But everyone liked

Johnston-lke

Republican:
Ev-’ry one
Except the .ones

Continued from page 3

who

liked Ike
And it seems they voted for
him gladly.

Second Democrat:
The people were confused
The facts were terribly minced.
Republican:

They were not confused
They were just convinced
They liked Ike

And
And

Ike

is

easy to like

they knew
The votes that he would
Both Democrats:
They all APPLAUDED

Republican:

LIKED Ike.
2d VERSE

First Democrat:

Remember how we laughed
When he made up with Taft
His chances then, I thought
Went down the drain.
Second Democrat:
I thought McCarthy's breath
Would be a kiss of death

The

landslide isn't easy to
explain.

2d

of-

MPAA

MPAA

’

carry.

Harry.

But they

doubt that Johnston would be

fered an Eisenhower appointment,
partly
because of the
prexy’s pronounced though unofficial support of Gov. Adlai Stevenson in the recent campaign. Also,
the
member companies
aren’t likely to favor another Johnston
leave-of-absence
from the
MPAA, though some prexies might
consider it helpful to have a
spokesman in high Government circles.

Reasoning that Johnston went to
see “Ike” just to get acquainted
is discounted since the
exec

made frequent
er’s

MPAA

visits to

Eisenhow-

headquarters when the latter

was NATO commander.
When
Johnston went into Government
service the last time,

some of the

companies -were unhappy over the
arrangement, feeling that it took

him away for
ing

MPAA

too long

from press-

affairs.

Johnston refused to comment on
his Eisenhower visit.

CHORUS

Republican

They liked Ike
And Ike was good on the mike
They liked Ike.

20th Exec Cuts
;

Continued from page

3

First Democrat:

He

sure was some vote getter.
Republican:
There they stood

They never had it
But they said
We’d like to have

so good

better.
First Democrat:
it

We’ll help you with your task
And give you plenty of rope.

Second Democrat:
Every day we’ll ask

How

—we hope.

goes things

which 20th gross earnings before
taxes exceed $6,000,000.
The 1952 scheme divided earnings into brackets and geared reductions accordingly. Those in the
$500 to $l,000-a-week class took a

25% cut. those in $1,000 to $2,000a-week, 35%, and those with a salary of over $2,000, 50%. Restitution was based on a 50% participation in company profits up to, but
not exceeding, the salary reductions.
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As a long-time admirer of the art and showmanship of Samuel Goldwyn, I am delighted to Seixe this
first moment of a new business day to express pleasure
and gratification over my happy experience last evening in seeing "Hans Christian Andersen .*
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I feel a deep sense of obligation to you for
this rare experience an obligation which X believe I
shall eventually be sharing with countless millions of
people the whole world over*

—

V

'
'

>>.•.•••:.

•

Dear Sams

•:•

^ ::

as you have brought
"Hans Christian Andersen
the subject to the screen, is, in my opinion, a living,
vibrant work of art an achievement of classic significance in its beauty, melody, humor, movement and sentiment* It represents to me the Screen in the full bloom
of the maturity of the art. This production alone would
insure for its producer a permanent place in the hall
of fame of theatrical entertainment*

—

Tours sincerely,

M#;

HI

ifillfel

Mr* Samuel Goldwyn

Sherry Netherland Hotel
Fifth Avenue at 59th Street
New York, New York

Brians Christian ^derse"
(
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owner and

operator of ozoner. Large auditorium was built between the large
screens, this section being air-conditioned in summer and heated in
the winter.
The Lyric at Brownwood sold by
Interstate Theatre Circuit to
‘SECRET’
$8,000,
Calhoun Beach hotel. It’s in. lieu the
Guy Cameron and P. G. Cameron.
(Continued from page 8)
of individual exchange’s Yuletide
Forest”
Managerial shuffle in Skouras shindigs, but Metro, in addition to
tress” (WB) and “Blazing
INDPLS.;
?!Tieatres finds George Cole moving all-industry participation, still is
(Par) (2d wk), $11,000.
Ihdianapolis, Dec. 16.
rom the Academy of Music to the having its own.
Palm* (UD) (2,961; 70-95)—“OpHarry Boyse, of Lethbridge, eration Secret” (WB) and ‘‘Mr*
Biz generally is down at firstFox in Hackensack; replaces MyAttorneys for major distributors
Mild runs here this stanza, having to
ron Streizant, who goes to Play- and Minnesota Amus. Co., defend- Alta., named head of the Alberta Walkie Talkie” (Mono).
house in Great Neck, L. I. George ants, have 30-day extension of time Union, Canadian Picture Pioneers. $12,000. Last week, “Prisoner of fight pre-Christmas buying splurge
Nichols has taken Cole’s old post for filing an answer to complaint R. Kiel, Edmonton, and J.,Godfrey, Zenda” (M-G) and “Hour of 13” and bad weather. “The Savage,”
at the Academy.
at Indiana, is very modest figure,
in the $168,000 damage suit brought Picture Butte, are vepees.
(M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
Walter L. Titus, Jr., Republic against them by Rubenstein &
A. W. Shackleford, manager of
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)— while “Operation Secret” at Circle
district manager, returns to the Kaplan, who allege a conspiracy the Capitol, Lethbridge, Alta., re- “Cry, Beloved Country” (UA) and is a bit better.
homeoffice tomorrow (Thurs.) fol- involving clearance discrimination elected president of the Alberta “Pool of London” (Indie). Weak
Estimates for This Week
lowing a trip to the company’s Dal- against
their
local
Hollywood Theatres Assn. Walter Wilson, of $8,000. Last week, “Battle Zone”
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50las branch.
neighborhood theatre. Federal Edmonton, and Douglas Miller, of (AA) and “Maverick” (Rep), $6,000.
Secret” (WB) and
76)
“Operation
Francis M. Winikus, United Art- Judge G. H. Nordbye also is ex- Taber, are veepees. Leroy Chown,
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-95) “To Have, Have Not” (WB) (reists’ national director of advertis- pected to grant the same time ex- Calgary, is secretary-treasurer.
“Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th)
Last week, “BeMild
$8,000.
-issue).
ing, publicity and exploitation, to tension in the similar suit brought
and “Something for Birds” (20th) cause of You” (U) and “Scotland
the Coast Monday (15) to finalize against the same defendants by
Holding at $7,000. Last
(2d wk).
(Lip),
big $11,000.
Detective”
Yard
ad-promotion plans for pre-releases Harold Field and Harold Kaplan
week, fairish $8,800.
of “Moulin Rouge.” He’ll also con- who allege $2,250,000 damages to
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 95Jack Ralph, Jr., named compfer with indie producers on forth- their St. Louis Park suburban
“The Savage” (Par) and .“Ladies
troller of Harris Amus. Co., suc- $1.25)—“Ivanhoe” (M-G) *(10th wk).
coming UA releases.
of Chorus” (Col) (reissue). So-so
theatre.
ceeding George Eby, who resigned So-so $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
United Artists’ 26-week sales,
$8,500. Last week, “Lusty Men”
Jack Heywood, pioneer New to go into biz for himself. Eby is
billings and liquidation drive hon- Richmond, Wis., exhibitor, serious(RKO) and “Mr. Walkie Talkie”
opening accounting and tax conoring B. G. Kranze, UA’s new gen- ly injured when he fell in bathtub.
(Indie), $9,000.
sultant office downtown.
‘Cattle’
Skids;
Buff,
on
eral sales manager, kicks off Dec.
Bill
Diehl, St. Paul Pioneer
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2.427; 50-76)—
Charlie Baron, long-time Metro
22 and will extend through next Press and Dispatch film editor and
“Prisoner
Zenda’’ (M-G) and “Holiterritory,
this
exploitation man in
June 20.
critic, in Hollywood gathering inFair 7G, ‘Horizons’
day for Sinners” (M-G). About $4,to Pittsburgh as Columbia
back
UA, incidentally, has opened six terviews with film stars and other
000
on 4-day holdover, jockeying
man.
Buffalo, Dec. 16.
new booking offices, in Des Moines, screen gossip for his columns and field
M, A. Silver, zone manager for
Biz is way off here for most for position on holiday openings
Jacksonville, Memphis, Oklahoma his WMIN radio shows.
WB, and his wife and daughter, part as usual for pre-Christmas. after moderate $9,500 first stanza.
City, Portland, Ore., and Albany,,
Barbara, leave this weekend for “Cattle Town” 'looks fairly good
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)— “UnMiami Beach and winter vacation. at Paramount but elsewhere the tamed Women” (UA) and “The
Route 19 Drive-In remaining pickings are mighty slim. “Hori- Ring” .(UA). Oke $5,500. Last week,
ST.
Universal-International will di- open all year-round. It has in-azons West” is rated mildish. at “Horizons West” (U) and “Tromba’*
W. W. Sharpe, Praamount sales- vide approximately $36,000 in car heaters.
Lafayette. Other bills are swinging (Lip) $4,500.
man, was re-elected president of prizes among its district, branch
low.
the St. Louis Loge of Motion Pic- and office managers, salesmen and
Estimates for This Week
ture Salesman of America. He had bookers in the “Charles J. FeldBuffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)— ‘Thief’ Bangup $16,000,
no opposition.
Other officers man Silver Anniversary Drive,”
Reshuffle
“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) and
Dec. 22
and running
elected are D. J. Edele, UA, vee- starting
“Something For Birds” (20th) (2d
-- pee; H. R. Hiscy, WB, secretary- through May 2.
Continued from page 5
Mont’l; ‘Smith’ Nice
wk). Soggy $5,000 in 4 days. Last
New Lippert franchise holders
treasurer; and Guy Pisani, RKO,
Montreal, Dee. 16.
will hold their first national meet- George R. Canty as assistant direc- week, okay $13,000.
sergeant-at-arms.
“The Thief” shapes standout of
Robert J. Corkery, who acBurglars who broke into the of- ing in Chicago, Jan. 10-11, with tor.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)
newcomers
at
the Palace with sock
fice at the Red Bud Theatre, Red Arthur Greenblatt, general sales companied Johnston on his recent “Cattle Town” (WB) and “Chief
Bud, 111., obtained nothing but .manager, presiding; will look at trip to S. A., will handle the West- Pontiac” (Indie). Fairish $7,000 or session. Paramount’s “Just for
You”
at
Loew’s
going inta a third
seven flashlights, according to ‘new season’s product.
ern Hemisphere. The head of the near. Last week, “Flat Top” (AA)
Jack Broder acquired rights to Asiatic unit will be named shortly, and “No Holds Barred” (AA), $12,- is still fine and “Big Sky” at Capi*
Clayton T. Disenberre, owner.
tol
is
in
solid
second
round. “HurCharles Nefziger, owner of the release the British film, “Wide with the post probably going to 000
ricane Smith” 4s nice at Princess.
Southtown, Springfield, 111., re- Boy,” in this country under the Irving Maas, former Motion PicCenter (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—
Estimates for This Week
ported that burglars, who broke Realart banner.
ture Export Assn, head, now tour- “Battle Zone” (AA) and “South
Robert L. Lippert closed deal for ing the Far East.
into the house, departed without
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)
Pacific Trail” (Rep) (2d wk). Off
attempting to open the theatre of- U.S. release rights to “Bachelor in
“The
Thief” (UA).
Sock $16,000.
the
deto $6,000. Last week, good $8,000.
Johnston explained that
Paris,” produced in France and
fice safe.
Last week, “Night Without Sleep”
partment’s reshuffle would serve
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
Management of the Miners, Col- England by Adelphi Films of Lon- “to attune the association to the
(20th), $13,000.
“Horizons West” (U) and “Black
linsville, 111., is boosting biz by don.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)
Max Rosenberg, head of Classic growing importance of the overseas Castle” (U). Mild $7,000. Last week, “Big
offering Scotty pups as attendance
Sky” (RKO) (2d wk). Held
business to the industry.” Foreign “K. C. Confidential” (UA) *ind
Films,
set
deal
for
reissue
of
Italprizes once weekly
at
$16,000 following socko first
approxi“Ring”
for
(UA), $8,500.
George DeFilippo, one of two ian “Fabiola,” with Goodman-Kauf- market today accounts
stanza at $19,000.
inindustry’s
the
mately
of
42%
man
as
40West
Coast
distributors.
the
Century
(20th
Cent.)
(3,000;
men charged with cracking
Princess (C.T.) (2*, 131; 34-60)
come, according to Johnston, who 70) “Tarzan’s
Savage Fury”
safe in the Congress, indie house
(Pari.— Nice
has assigned G. Griffith Johnson, (RKO) and “Wife’s Best Friend” “Hurricane Smith”
and obtaining $1,105 in cash last
MPAA economist, to devote his full (20th). Slow $6,000 or over. Last $14,000. Last week, “Big Jim Mcyear, sentenced to one year in the
“Four
Lain”
ditto.
Poster”
(WB),
will
preemed
be.
charge
the
affairs.
time to international
City Workhouse after
week, “Steel Tra*£’ (20th) and
had been reduced over protest of at suburban Wynne Theatre Dec.
Divisional setup is patterned “Toughest Man Arizona” (Rep),
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)
the judge. Sentence was the maxi- 22, proceeds going to Variety after the State Dept., with John- $7,000.
“Just for You” (Par) (3d wk). ,Fine
Club’s Heart Fund and Will Rogers ston
mum.
$15,000 after solid second week at
anxious to have one man comMemorial Hospital.
familiar with conditions
$ 21 000
Frank Braden in ahead of “Hans pletely
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)
and problems in the region asChristian
Andersen:,”* which
is
(Continued from page 8)
“Affair in Trinidad” (Col) (reissue)
signed
to
O’Hara
will
handle
him.
skedded for Jan. 20 opener, thea“Iron
(WB)
wk),
Mistress”
(3d
Perfect
“Ellery
and
Queen's
Eddie Grainger, RKO Theatres tre still
State Department and foreign emto be selected.
Oke $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
Crime” (Col). Oke $8,000. Last
film buyer, in from New York to
Charlie Chaplin’s “Limelight” bassy contacts in Washington.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65- week, “Apache War Smoke” (M-G)
contact local distributor branches gets local
kickdff Dec. 23 at 50095)—“Black Castle” (U) and “The and “You for Me” (M-G); same.
and confer with Harry Weiss, dis- seat World Theatre.
Raiders” (U). Fair $10,500. Last
trict manager’ here, regarding MinOrpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)
Ivan Black has slated Arch
week, “Canyon Passage” (Indie) “The Ring” (UA) and “Counter
neapolis and St. Paul RKO-Orph- Oboler
for three-day visit Dec. 19“Frontier Gal” (Indie) (reis- Espionage” (UA).
and
eum and RKO-Pan bookings.
Good $8,000.
21
plug
to
three-dimensional
sues), $6,500 in 6 days.
W. H. Workman, Metro branch “Bwana Devil,” which opens at
Last week, “Don Juan” (RKO) and
Continued from page 4 United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; “Leopard Man” (RKO), $7,000.
manager, in University hospital Aldine Dec. 24.
U.S.A.”
(Col).
/under observation.
tossed as a tribute to Goldwyn. 65-95)—“Invasion
Clem Jaunich, circuit owner, reThe little wooden head splintered Solid $10,000. Last week, “LimeST.
leased from University hospital
Goldwyn with a series of cracks light” (UA) (4th wk), $6,000 with
where he successfully underwent
(Continued from page 8)
John Praught named manager of about the producer’s attitude to- upped scale.
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1-$1.20)
major operation.
Brwyn Mawr theatre.
ward flacks. “If you. weren’t ever
Last week, “Because of
“Quiet Man” (Rep) (6th wk). $8,500.
Jack Leewood in from HollyBalaban & Katz trying out dish fired by Sam,” he told the delightPushed to solid $3,700. Last week, You” (U) (m.o.) and “Iron Miswood to set up Allied Artists’ “Hi- giveaways in nabe houses.
ed publicists, “it’s because he didtress” (WB), fair $10,000.
awatha” world preem at State here
$3,100.
Jack Kirsch, Allied Theatres of n’t know you were on the payroll.”
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
Dec. 17.
Illinois prexy, named a director of
Goldwyn, he added, once wanted “Cabinet Dr. Calagari” and “Last 90) “Run for Your Money” (U).
North Central Allied set May 4- Peoples National Bank here.
Nice
Last week, “High
publicity
depart$4,000.
to
know
why
the
Laugh” (Indie) (reissues) (2d wk).
5 as dates for its annual convenTom Letcher, assistant to Nor- ment couldn’t
Treason” (Indie) (2d wk), $3,000.
get his picture on a Okay $1,700. Last week, $2,100.
tion here.
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Meeting here, North Central Allied directors assailed as “deplorable” the situation arising for exhibitors in consequence of present
trend toward showing of “more
and more” pictures at advanced
admissions. S. D. Kane, N.C.A. executive counsel, was directed to
determine if distribs “in practically fixing admissions in the case of
such pictures” are violating the
consent decree.
First all-industry Xmas party attracted capacity crowd of 500 to

RADIS Sin MUSIC
Rockefeller Center

mr
*

"MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID”
ESTNER WILLIAMS

WALTER NDCEDN
,

Cclorbr
*t>4

VICTOR MATURE

•

^

TECHNICOLOR

*

DAVID DRIAN

An X-G-M Picture

The Mwste Hal's ftrwt Christmas step star

mm

Pyle,

midwest Metro publicity

head, transferred to Minneapolis calendar, a la Marilyn Monroe.
Told tl ^ public wanted cleavage,
to take over flack post there.
Essanjay Films appointed Jack McCarthy said, “Sam offered to
H. Harris of Jack H. Harris Pro- turn his back.”
ductions, Philadelphia zone manTraditional lampooning of the
ager of that city, and Lewis Hanna press by publicists was extended in
of Hanna Theatre Service, Pitts- this year’s affair to include takeburgh, zone manager there.
offs of such studio chiefs as Perry
Lieber (RKO), Teete Carle (Par)

SAN ANTONIO

and A1 Horwits (U-I). A skit tagged
Local exhibitors and members of “Death of a Columnist” ribbed
the San Antonio Motion Picture Erskine Johnson. Jaclynne Greene,
Advisory and Reviewing Board portraying his wife, declared “Atmet here in a closed session.
tention must he paid this man. He’s*
Texas Theatre at New Gulf be- getting old. He once thought nothing shuttered, according to Rob- ing of visiting seven sets a day.
ert Brocaw; will be dismantled for Now he visits one, pinches Corinne
another biz venture.
Calvet and he’s exhausted.” JohnA1 Lever, city manager at Hous- son (played
by Hugh O’Brian comton for Interstate Theatre Circuit,
plained
his kids were of no help
has inaugurated the “Picture of the
Month” plan, designating films of to him. “Look at Jimmy Starr,” he
unusual quality and entertainment wailed, “when he’s up against a
value each month, and notifying deadline, Twinkle always helps
him out.”
patrons by card.
Another sketch lampooned HedYoakum Theatres purchased a
lot at Yoakum on which it will da Hopper, with Hope Emerson imconstruct a new 1,000-seat theatre. personating the gabber in a rou•The Reno at Vidor sold by W. H. tine day of interviews and radio
Dunbar to H. H. Houseman, who comments. Samples: “My new book
operated
formerly
the
house. is the greatest thing since horHouseman built the house in 1944. mones were capsulized
.

Don Darden named manager of
Starlite Drive-In at Tyler, replac-

Wwb WARNER COLOR

.

(RODERICK

ClAlfit

CRAM

MR

.

MI 4 nl|M

fn

.

.

Col.

McCormick has given the world 24
hours to get out. Gen. MacArthur
ing Tommy Wales who is being
moved to Kastland. Darden re- has given him 24 hours to get it
back
Adolphe Menjou and
cently was released from the Army.
The twin-screen Cactus Drive-In Lela Rogers are planning to dynamite
the
Hollywood Freeway. Good
at Odessa reopened following completion of $100,000 expansion pro-

.

.

luck. -kids,”

...

...

—

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; 85$1)
“Song to Remember” (Col)
(reissue) (2d wk).
Held at $1,500.
Last week, $2,100.

St.

Louis (F&M)

(4,000;

40-50)—

“Cleopatra”
(Par)
and “Naked
City” (U) (reissues). Poor $4,000.
Last week, “Tarzan’s Savage Fury”

(RKO), $3,500.

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.)
“High Treason” (Indie

90)

Foreign Mki.
jssss Continued from page
a world

trip.

—

Nice

wk).

after

$3,500

(800;

f3d
$4,000

second stanza.
5

DENVER

Arnold Picker, United

»

Artists’ foreign department v.p., Is
now in Australia investigating sales

(Continued from page 9)
tie Zone” (AA) and “No Holds
matters.
Barred” (AA). Rousing $9,000. Last
It’s recalled that following a trek week, “Thunderbirds” (Rep)
and
abroad, 20th production chief Dar- “Girl from Manhattan” (UA;, $10,*'

Zanuck recommended that 500.
film-makers visit Europe and
Webber (Fox) (750; 50-85)— “Batother global points to acquaint tle Zone” (AA) and “No Holds
themselves with audience trends Barred” (AA). Fancy $4,500. JLast
•there. William Pine, Paramount week, “Thunderbirds” (Rep) and
from Manhattan”
(UA),
producer, returned this week from “Girl
eight weeks on the Continent, $5,000.
ryl F.
all

where he

.studied conditions.

Other

film-makers and studio heads in
increasing numbers doubtless ;will
L>e traveling abroad similarly, with
the ultimate aim of somehow injecting world market values in future product.
Curious angle pertains to the
personnel front. In past, the domestic sales chief at each company
had the more prominent role. If
the foreign market succeeds in outdistancing domestic, money-wide,
the foreign market sales chiefs
likewise will step up in importance.

World (Patrick) (382; 60-90)—
“Rendezvous With Tomorrow” (Indie).
Poor $800 or less.
Last
week, “Lovers of Verona” (Indie),
$ 1 000
,

.
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EVERYBODY’S TALKING MERGER
Novik Plan for 10-Nation

UNESCO

Exchange Wins
Paris, Dec.

The

UNESCO

16.

TV

J TV Stations Feel Saturation Point

Film

Approval

V

Reached on Re-Run of Plx Oldies

QfTHY OF MUflRS

•

conference which
(10) approved

wound up here Wed.

Swayze’s Vidpix Client

Expectation that the major film
companies, as well as major television networks, will enter the vidfllm business sooner or later is
believed most responsible for consolidation, merging and expansion
now going on among established
firms in the business.
Top execs
of these companies recognize that
once the major Hollywood studios

000,000 and got
the budget of $ 9 ,
Fram Corp. has pacted to sponthrough its complicated yearly sor John
Cameron Swayze's new
sudden
surveys in spite of the
Torres vidpix series, “Vacationland, Amerdirector
of
resignation
ica,”
on
the
NBC-TV web starting
Bodet who objected to the 8% early next year. Time
slot has not
budgetary cut. Mass communica- been set.
topics on the
tions were the main
Series
comprises
films
of Swayagenda and communication got a ze's, his wife and two
children in
appropriation for its ex$1 200,000
various
weekend
vacations
around
panded work for the coming year.
the country. Swayze will narrate,
Approved was the proposal of with production
under the aegis of throtv their production facilities,
special American rep, Morris No- Robert Lawrence
Productions.
key personnel, and most imporfilm poo.l
vik, who suggested a TV
tantly, their money into TV films,
plan to facilitate international co10 countries
the
in
operation
the indies will have to be big to
possessing video and to help the
compete with them, or else fall by
of
the
introduction
for
planned
20
the wayside.
tube soon. Novik's plan is a TV
Spotlighting the new consolidafilm exchange pool with countries
tion trend is tfi.e merger of Gross(France, U.S., England, Holland,
Brazil)
Krasne Productions, United TV
Belgium, Norway, Cuba,
Programs and Studio Films into
each submitting one film every
one
big
production-distribution
week or month, depending on facilinto
a
be
put
would
firm.
In addition, Columbia Picities, which
tures revealed that its whollypool with each country drawing
owned vidfilm subsidiary, Screen
from it for TV use as it pleased.
Sacramento, Dec. 16.
Gems, will branch out from its
Cost of print was all the expense
Commercial TV operations in
production-only emphasis into syninvolved for showing of the vidpix.
California “may some day rival or
all
nainclude
dication. To this end, the firm has
Pix subjects could
exceed the present fabulous operahired John Mitchell away from
tional aspects of each contributing
tions of the motion picture induscountry.
United Artists-TV and made him
try,” FCC Chairman Paul A. Walkspeca
would
be
way
under
sales
Also
veepee. UA-TV Is also beprogramming study for the er told the Governor’s Conference lieved slated for expansion, now
ial
on Educational Television here yesvarious countries and the developthat George A. Shupert, one of the
terday (Mon.).
ment of a speciarTV newsreel that
pioneer vidfilm execs, has joined
California already has a strong
wbuld be the only fihn production
the company as veepee and general
position in TV, said Walker, and
UNESCO.
oy
undertaken
actually
manager.
Bernard J. Prockter’s
pictures will undoubtedly
UNESCO would do research and motion
PSI-TV, Inc., and Official Films
play a “most important" role in
planning and encourage countries
have discussed possible merger.
programming for the medium.
to turn in footage on certain imVidpix
entrepreneurs
believe
Walker declared that commercial
portant subjects which would be
interests are so anxious to get into that the size of their outfits will
large
scale
newsof
the
the basis
make
it easier for them to obtain
TV
they
are
spending
up to $50,000
reels and documentaries.
to try for a channel in competitive bank financing for their operations,
hearings. Probably half of the 900 since they’ll automatically have
applications filed with the agency, more to offer in the way of colhe predicted, will have to be de- lateral. By the same token, they
point out, it’s going to take a kingcided through hearings.
"he FCC topper estimated that sized operation not only to prothe public has already invested duce quality pix able to meet the
nearly $7,000,000,000 in nearly competition of those which may
be turned out by the Hollywood
20,000,000 TV sets.
majors but also to finance a sales
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
force adequate enough to service
the growing number of TV stations
Without television employment
across the country.
conditions would be bleak among
IN VIDPIX SERIES
motion picture industry workers;
Entry of some big Hollywood
consequently, pix workers are looking to video as a source of jobs names into the vidfilm field is being pointed up by sale of a situafor the future as well as today.

Feature Shorties
New use for feature films
on TV^is being lined up by

WCBS-TV,

video
web’s N. Y. flagship. Station plans to trim a number of such
pix down to a 30-minute limning time to fill the half-hour
hole being opened in its pro-**
gramming schedule by the
ending of the United Nations
1

pickups.

Condensed pix
the 4:30 to 5

1

H’ wood Jobless

Look to Vidpix

SET RAY MILLAND

Landsberg Blasts

This is essence of a survey made
by Herb Aller, business agent of

Cameramen's Local

A.

I.

comments,
bility

“TV

today.

TV

659,

tion

comedy

Ray Milland

starring

Maxon

to a client of the

agency.

who Sponsor

for a
company, and as a rule
he’s sure of 39 weeks
and that's

—

General Electric. Another Maxon
more than you can say of most
account, Heinz (which backed “Ozmotion picture operations."
He said studio employment is at zie and Harriet” on radio last seaa low ebb at Paramount, RKO, Re- son but is now out of broadcastpublic, 20th-Fox, Metro and War- ing) has been mulling the show.
ners, but that prospects seem good
The Milland series is a half-hour
for upcoming year at Columbia, Music Corp. of America package,
Metro, UI, RKO and Warners.
lensed by its Revue Productions
on the Coast.
MCA is also planning a telepic
Joan Crawford,
starring
series
CHARLES B.
INTO
which has been pitched to several

MOSS
TV FILM PRODUCTION

top agencies.

Charles B. Moss,

go into
period

and

will

DTP May Double

lifted

many an eyebrow when he

blasted

away

at “certain indie sta-

tions” for price-cutting techniques,

terming it “desperation” tactics.
While Landsberg named no names,
only other indies in L.A. are

KTTV,

KLAC-TV and KHJ-TV. KTTV

re-

two telepix series,
“Chevron Theatre” and “Death
Valley Days” from KTLA.
Landsberg said, “Certain indie
stations have resorted to cutting
rates to obtain business and are
showing their desperation and lack
cently

lured

Vidpix Release
TV

Possibility that United
Programs may be the first vidfilm outfit to double into feature film production for theatrical release was
seen this week in the alliance of

Gross-Krasne Productions with the
vidpix firm.
Jack J. Gross and
Philip N. Krasne both have a number of major studio production
credits and, with the California
studios which they recently purchased,

believed possible that
they might decide to produce a
series of features which would be
released theatrically before being
turned over for syndication to TV

Under

its

m

^

i

-

.

A

•

<

.

.

Republic Pictures and
CBS-TV, under which WCBS-TV,

between

N. Y., is buying 104 Rep features.
(See story on page 1.)
Feature oldies have provided a
highly lucrative source of income
for many stations, with a number
of indie outlets filling most of their

non-network programming hours
with them. Sold on a participating
been able to earn hefty profits. Stations report, however, thfot their
viewers have started to complain
about the constant re-runs. This
has been especially marked in the
single-station markets, where viewers cannot switch to a different
channel if they’ve already seen the
picture being screened at the time.
Until the majors open up with
their product, it’s expected that a

number 'of stations
and more to films

will turn

more

especially protheir programming hours. While a number
of vidfilm packages are offered on
a first-run basis for local syndica-

duced for

(

TV

to

fill

Continued on page 34)

Too Many Step

expanded setup, with

Studio Films of Cleveland also buying into UTP, the vidfilm company
fias set as its first item of business
the procurement of new properties
to add to the list of packages which

now

distributes.
According to
Willson M. (Bill) Tuttle, prexy of

it

the

new UPT,

the

company

is

now

in a position to afford only topquality product for syndication

He pointed out that,
both in the production
of the business, it will be able to get highpriced pix and still compete with
other distrib firms by working directly “from the assembly line to
the retail sales outlet.”
Officers of the new outfit, in addition to Tuttle, include Gerald
King, formerly UTP prez, as board
chairman; Milton Blink, continuing
as exec veepee; Ben Frye, of Studio Films, as sales veepee, and
Krasne as secretary. Gross will be
production chief. Board includes
King, Tuttle, Blink, Frye, Gross,
Krasne and Sam A. Costello (also
of Studio Films).
Gross-Krasne, for UTP, are producing the four “Lux Video .Theatre” vidpix, which Lever Bros, has
assigned to determine whether it's
feasible to switch the Lux show tofilm permanently.
It hasn’t been
decided whether UTP will have
syndication rights to the pix in
non-Lux markets or whether it will
handle re-run distribution.
with

UTP

and distribution end

New

Did

have

stations.

3QG

’

the scarcity is that stations
just about exhausted the
available supply of product and,
with the major studios still reluctant to open up their backlogs
to TV, stations in many cases have
been forced to re-run their pix
time after time.
One bright spot in the picture
was the deal closed this weekfor

It’s

exec director
of faith in their established rate
of the Broadway Criterion Theatre,
cards. I can only 'fear that any
Brahm’s Rosary Pic
New York first-run, and president
responsible advertiser will as a re°f B. S. Moss Theatrical EnterAlbany, Dec. 16.
sult-have no confidence in the statprises, has teamed with television
John Brahm, who directed ‘‘The tion either. Anyone who doesn't
producer-director Richard Lewis in
for Warners, believe in his own price tag should
Fatima”
Miracle
of
formation of a new outfit, Moss &
get out of business."
Lewis, Inc., to engage in produc- had the same assignment for “A
tion of telepix. First on
by
made
telepic
Shall
Rise,"
Star
their slate
is lensing
of “That Hammer Guy," Father Patrick Peyton for ChristScrivner
m ery nove* by Mickey
Spillane.
Admiral’s
Panel
*?
M&L state they’ll get underway* mas presentation on 100 stations
Family
Reznick
the
of
Sidney
auspice*
under
with a TV film series in January.
Show as
Car Trailer
1 his will be
International
Crusade.
“Meet the Mate," star- Rosary
atki
ring Arlene
Chicago, Dec. 16.
Francis.
.headquarters of the Crusade, at
Admiral Corp. has laid out
the .College of St. Rose in Albany,
I Invent
$30,000 for a series of two-reel
revealed that the film was comfilms patterned along TV panel
‘Riley’s’ Frisco Sponsor
pleted last week.
Boris Karloff?
show lines to introduce its 1953
Script i* by John Kelly, graduradio, TV and home appliance
®
syndication unit ate of No';re Dame and screenmodels to its dealers. Film, titled
its first supplementary writer.
Fie is now doing scripts
“Lines and Fines” was lensed at
tbe
of Biley" vidpix. regularly
«* amusing bylina pUe* In the
Father Peyton's
for
p JJ
the Kling' Studios here and feaupcoming
bou Sht by Gulf for “Family Theatre," weekly feature
turesHal Block, George Tobias,
of
arkets on .the on the Mutual network. Raymond
Mike Mazurkl and Sid Melton.
47th Anniversary IS umber
available for Burr heads the cast for "A Star
xnonc
sponsorship i n non-Gulf
Two-reelers also use the standareas.
Shall Rise."
ard radio-TV audience participa5115
der latter category
Father Peyton will also produce
J?
was tA
J nt! u]Foods
1
tion angle with the dealers getting
H
Mutual
over
ln
Hour"
Sft n Fran- “The Joyful
cisL
a crack at the prizes missed by
* ,Y °S n « & Rubicam ac- evening of Dec. 21. Ann Blyth and
co*; as
count,
the celluloid, panel.
is Gulf.
other star* will appear.
<

around the country, with the situation becoming so serious that
one or two stations are already
known to be setting long-range
plans for a return to live programming to replace the films. Reason

basis to local bankrollers, they’ve

Into Theatrical

purposes.

Cut Price Vidpix

being kept under
is
wraps, but it's speculated likely
KTLA v.p. and general manager
to be the electronics division of
Klaus Landsberg in Los Angeles

provides real stagoes to work

A man

m.

(24),

be
titled
“Late
Matinee.”
Films will be followed by the
station’s
regularly - scheduled
“Late Matinee,” which comprises features running a full
hour, from 5 to 6 p. m.

May Exceed Pix

industry: Walker

will
p.

Monday

starting

TV

California

CBS

the

Growing scarcity of feature films'
for television has become the latest
headache for station managers

Bros.’

Cues Beef

New headache for live TV programmers, now that several variety
shows have switched to film, was
pointed up Sunday night (14) by
the appearance of the Step. *Bros.
on the filmed Red Skeleton show
via NBC-TV just an hour prior to
their live appearance on CBS-TV's
“Toast of the .Town.” Reason, of
course, was that the Skelton show
had been filmed several weeks previously. Mario Lewis, “Toast" coproducer, said that neither he nor
the Steps knew of the dual booking
until they were watching the Skelton show on a studio monitor during a break in their rehearsal.
As far as live shows go, most
networks and individual producers
demand that they get two weeks’
clearance both before and after
their programs from acts appearing on other shows. They’re convinced now that they must also
obtain some protection from the
live vs. film angle. Best bet, Lewis
thinks, would be for all agents to
guarantee the live producers that
their acts would not appear in a
film show during that two weeks
fore-and-after time.

ON
WCBS-TV XMAS DAY

BUNIN’S ‘ALICE’

WCBS-TV, key station of the
CBS video web in N. Y., scored another beat this week in its filmbuying activities by pacting to air
Lou and Alice Bunin’s “Alice in
Wonderland” feature on an exclusive basis Christmas- Day.
It
will mark the first time that the
film,

originally

produced

in

France, has been shown anywhere

on TV.
Deal for “Alice” was set by Da-

WCBS-TV

film manFilms, which is
handling video syndication on the
Bunin property. Station will air it
as part of its regular “Early Show”

vid Savage,
ager, with

Crown

on Christmas Day, which
means that the participating spon-

series

sors already in that time will be
spotted as usual.
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I
for the DVD course. Into this one
With Joan Davis, Jim Backus
Wolfson
P.
J.
Producer:
is neatly blended a ’melting pot of
Director: Marc Daniels
romance, tragedy, and drama. SatSharp,
Phil
Stander,
Artie
Writers:
isfaction with series by sponsor PaFrank Tarloff
cific Coast Borax is seen in its
p.m.
Wed.,
8
Mins.;
30
inking for another 13 telepix last
GENERAL ELECTRIC
week.

NBC-TV, from Hollywood
Young & Rubicam

Bill Henry is a young miner who
loses his arm when a rival in roweek mance shoots him. Despairing that
Very little was missing
(10) to make this one of the most he will ever get anywhere now
(

last

completely

enjoyable

and

enter-

that he’s physically handicapped,
taining stanzas ii\ a series which he’s given a mental lift by his g.t,
started on the net in October. Sit- a dancehall gal, and they're maruation comedy throughout, and ried. He’s bitter at what’s happened
never deviating from that basic and the fact that he’s supported by
concept, the show had a comic zest his wife. Only with a good deal of
and vitality that made its half- reluctance does he agree to her
hour running time seem almost too plan to foot the bill as he studies
short.
law. He winds up, one of the west’s
“I Married Joan” has hit on a most
attorneys,
and
successful
happy format for .comedienne when the man who shot his arm
Joan Davis who registers solidly off comes begging for him to hanas the scatterbrained but thorough- dle his defense on a murder rap,
ly appealing wife of Jim Backus. Henry gets him off the hook with
Miss Davis manages not to over- an acquittal. He philosophically
act in situations that must be realizes if he hadn’t lost his arm
tempting for her to do just that.
he might still be a miner.
The bit in the dress shop, when
Henry is convincing in the lead
she tries on various dresses that
role,
while Doris Merrick punches
don’t fit her and then attempts
a stranger to get across her part of the dance-hall
to
.

them

to

some money, had a real laugh-getting quality. Several other scenes,
like the one in the ice-hockey
arena, proved that there can be

movement and laughs even

in

TV

a

V

•

^

*.

Considerable credit must go to
writers, Artie Stander, ’Phil

Sharp and Frank

Tarloff.

ARROW PRODUCTIONS

'Trio

turned out topnotch script that exploited the talents of the entire
cast and bubbled with sock punch
lines. Marc Daniels’ direction saw
to it that the film erupted with
proper climaxes.
Show had Miss Davis unable to
cope with her bank account. Husband Backus cuts off her various
charge accounts. When he leaves,
finds a calendar with a date
ringed and thinks she’s forgotten
his birthday. Ensuing activity revolves around her attempts to get
some money and to keep him out
of the house in the evening so

Joan

that a surprise party can be prepared.

KTTV

JStudlos,

Hollywood

Fromkess

HtM

-

-

»

»
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MOTOR

THE UNEXPECTED
(Mr. O)

With Ludwig Donath, Ray Montgomery, Peter Brocco, others
Producer: Ziv TV
Director: Souey Martin
Writer: Roy Hamilton
30 Mins.; 8 p.m. Wed.

IRONRITE TRONER.
KECA-TV, Hollywood
Superior

this

routine to excellent, as he pours
feeling and poignancy into his lead
role, that of a European nobleman

identity, and Willock was kept in who is in this country incognito.
Harve Foster has taken over pro- dark by his
boss who felt his im- A ward-heeler politico in a tiny
and, direction of Bing
mining town in which the story’s
“Rebound” petuosity might ruin the plan.
Enterprises’
Crosby
localed seeks to capitalize on the
Willock, better known as a comic,
series, and his first telepic to hit
title, when it’s suspected “Mr. O”
the screens is an absorbing, Well- does very well in what for him is a nobleman, but Donath makes
constructed drama, “I’m You,” A is an offbeat role, and John Dou- it crystal clear this Is the sort of
story of an insurance investigator cette is properly menacing as the thing he feels is as passe as a
who finds someone impersonating heavy. Pat Wright, Steve Pendle- European title.
him, and is further baffled when ton, Tyler McVey and Howard
Donath gets a job as a mechanic
his wife won’t identify him, this Negley are good in support.
in the town, and when his landone sustains interest all the way,
Foster’s direction is outstanding, lady finds a portrait of him dressed
as the former crown prince of
Poland, he laughs it off by saying
he was an actor playing the role.
But the suspicion concerning his
antecedents continues, and the
politician seizes on this to make a
racket out of it, against Donath’s
;as of Friday, Dec. 12:
Associate producer:
Director:

FOUR STAR PRODS.

RKO Pathe Studios,
"MY HERO" series of
starring

General Service Studios, Hollywood
shooting.

series of half-

Ann Sothern

stars.

36

ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"MY LITTLE MARGIE"

Director: Les Goodwin
Assistant director: John Pommer
Production supervisor: Ruby Rosenberg

GROSS-KRASNE,

INC.

set leads.

Gross and Philip N.

J.

Krasne
Director: E. A. Dupont.

Producer: Jack Chertok

Nyby

series

of 30-

minute situation comedies now shooting.
Producer; Roland Reed
Director: Hal Yates
Associate producer: Guy V. Thayer. Jr.

RKO Pathe* Culver City
Now shooting "BIG TOWN" series of
26 half hour telepix sponsored by Lever
Brothers. Patrick McVey and Jane Nigh
Producers: Jack

series

-

of half-hour telepix skedded for January
start. Michael Phillips directs.

Culver City

comedy draRobert Cummings now shoot-

Dan Hadzick

Jo Graham,

"ERNEST HAYCOX THEATRE"

tel-

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
"PRIVATE SECRETARY"

McGowan
McGowan

Producer: Darrell
Director: Stuart

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Republic Studios, No. Hollywood
"BIFF BAKER, USA" series of 30-mlnuto situation comedies currently shooting,
Randy Stuart, Alan Hale, Jr., head cast.
Director: Richard Irving
Assistant director: Willard Sheldon

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.

Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

"AMOS

'N'

ANDY"

600 Taft' Bldg.. HollywoodBackus somehow never manages BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
comedy telepix now shooting. Sponsored
Art Linkletter starring in a series of by Blatx Beer for
He makes a
Hal Roach Studios. Culver City
to look ridiculous.
CBS-TV.
15-minute vidpix titled "LINKLETTER Cast: Tim Moore.
"REBOUND" series of half-hour adult 104
Spencer Williams, Alvin
perfect partner for the lively Miss
AND
THE
KIDS"
dramas. Sponsored by Packard Motor Car
Childress. Ernestine Wade. Johnny Lee.
Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Here again, credit must Corp.
Davis^
Horace Stewart.
Now shooting.
Irvin
Atkins
producer:
Associate
Supervisors: Freeman Gosden. Charlej
go to Daniels, arid the scripters Executive producer: Basil Grillo
Correil, Sidney Van Keuren
for not milking every situation to General Manager: Harve Foster
PAUL F. HEARD, INC.
Director: Charles Barton
the bitter fend. Final twist found
Production executive: James Fonda
KTTV Studios: Hollywood
JOAN
DAVIS
PRODUCTIONS
telepics en- Assistant director: Emmett Emerson
Backus telling Joan that it’s hers,
of
-13
auarter-hour
'Series
General Service Studios, Hollywood
"WHAT'S YOUR TROUBLE?" with
and not his birthday, and he has
"I MARRIED JOAN" series of half-hour titled
Dr and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale.
HAL ROACH STUDIOS
arranged a party for her. Photog- situation comedies currently shooting for Producer: Paul F. Heard
"AMOS 'N' ANDY" series of character
General
Electric
Starring
Joan
sponsor.
Hift.
Director: Paul F. Heard
raphy. was fine.
comedy telepix now shooting. Sponsored
Davis St Jim .Backus.
Production supervisor: Harry Cohen
by Blatz Beer for CBS-TV.
Producer: P. J. Wolfson
Cast: Tom Moore, Spencer Williams, Alvin
Associate Producer: A1 Simon
ROUNDUP TIME
KEY PRODUCTIONS
Chlldross, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee
Director: Hal Walker.
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood
Horace Stewart
With Andy Parker and the Plains- Writers: i^thur Stander* Phil Sharp.
Shooting Red Skelton Series of 30-min- Supervisors:
Freeman Gosden, Charle:
men, Barbara Logan, others
Correil, Sidney Van Keuren
ute comedy telepix. Stars Red. Skelton.
DESILU PRODUCTIONS
60 'Mins.; 7 p.m. Thurs.
Director: Charles Barton
Producer: Red. Skelton "
General Service Studios, Hollywood
Director: Marty Rackin
Production
executive:
FARMS
James Fonda
"OUR MISS BROOKS" half-hour com"LIFE OF RILEY" series of 30-minutc
KLAC-TV, Hollywood
edy drama series riow shooting for CBSsituation comedies for NBC shooting.
VERNON
LEWIS PRODUCTIONS Supervisor:
TV. General Foods, sponsor.
western
entry
in
Sidney
Van
newest
the
This
Keuren
Cast: Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Jane Mor- Lewis Sound. Films. 71 W. 43th St., N. Y.
"NIGHT EDITOR" series of 15-minuto Producer: Tom McKnight
variety field hasn’t the barest
gan, Dick Crenna, Gloria McMillan, Bob
Rockwell; Virginia- Gordon.
weekly newspaoer-localled dramas, star- Director: Abby Berlin
chance of gaining any audience, un- Production
ring Hal Burdick. -Now shooting. SponExecutive: Larry Berns
less they equip cattle with TV sets Director; AI Lewis
SCREEN GEMS
sored by Kaiser-Frazer in five markets, via
1302 N.- Gower, Hollywood
Weintraub.
and let them gander their rela- Assistant director: Jim Paisley
Now shooting tho FORD THEATRI
.Producer: Vernon Lewis
tives on this hour-long horror. Writers: Al Lewis. Joe Qulllan
series
of
39
half-hour telepix.
.Director: M. Baron
There are 29 minutes of commerProducer-director: Jules Brlcken
DOUGFAIR CORPORATION
scries of character

;

Finally Donath exposes
wishes.
the greedy politico, who then tries
to get him jailed for impersonation, but Donath. points out he
never made any claims or pretenNot-toosions of being royalty.
surprising climax reveals Donath
former crown
the
actually
Is
prince.
Donath gives a great deal of
sensitivity ^ and understanding to
Peter Brocco is
his portrayal.
overdrawn as the heavy, but good
•

*

contributed by Ray
is
Montgomery, Shimen. Ruskin and
Lisa Golm.
Sobey Martin’s helming is ex-

support

cellent but for a bit more restraint
he should have applied to the
heavy. Teleplay by Roy Hamilton
is well written. Production credits
*
Daku.
are good.
.

.

•

Ludwig
drama from

of

acting

Donath elevates

duction

1

;

HI’WmWI tfUf

Jr. is a

Stuart
Dorrell McGowan’s
who goes home after tracking down
interest
maintains
and
tight,
an arsonist. He bumps into a man
throughout. Ruth Woodman’s telewho claims he is the investigator,
play is a meaty one, as usual.
and after a brawl in which the
Daku.
cops are called, Willock calls his
wife to straighten out the hassle.
REBOUND
She identifies the stranger as her
(I’m You)
hubby. Willock escapes from the
With Dave Willock, John Doucette, police, and while on the lam is
others
picked up by another stranger, this
Froducer-direjctor: Harve Foster
one the escaped arsonist. Latter
Robert Patterson and thinks Willock is a fugitive, and
Writers:
Anne Kazarian
wants him to help erase the pseudo
investigator.
Dramatic denoue30 Mins.; 8:30 p.m. Thurs.
ment in which Willock catches the
PACKARD
fire-maker reveals trap, had been
KTTV, Hollywood
laid for the heavy via switched
( Maxon

To be sponsored by Menhen through

the Grey agency, starting Nov. 1.
Producers: Jack Barry, Dan Enright

Director: Christian

11

f H H H-t »>
-

top telepix and he makes the most of a good
good to rate as one of the
story by Robert Patterson and
in the series.
Dave Willock is the investigator Anne Kazarian. Production credits
McGowan’s helming of
Daku.
are good.
production is

House Peters
bad man.

Producer: Mort Greene

Location, N. Y.
series erf 13 five-minute

comedies

WHM M

ing.

BARRY-ENRIGHT PRODUCTIONS

hour

H»Ht

> »

ft t ftt-H-t

f

mas

Film producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: Paul Landres

epix.

»

thrush.

Second set of 13 in "RAMA* OP THI
JUNGLE'' half-hour jungle adventure telepix series shooting. Jon Hall stars.
Producers: Harry S. Rothschild, Leon

On
'OH BABY"

M M

-

Films in Production

static situation.
the'

»

*

Made Man”

MARRIED JOAN

sell

(
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HOWARD
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most of them fat, juicy
steaks-on-fche-hoof pitched to anyone interested in going into the
ranching biz. It’s a discouraging
commentary of the state of L. A.
teevee that every time a program
comes along so saturated with
blurbs it seems a record breaker
in a dubious way, another comes
along to top it, and this is unfair
to the audience and oatuners, the
latter tosSed in between pitches.
By actual count there was one
10-minute blurb, another 8-minutes
and so on ad infinitum. To say this
is TV at its worst is no exaggeration. No discretion was exercised
either by sponsor Howard Farms
or KLAC-TV in attempting to put
some sort of stop-watch on the
commercials, with the result that

RKO

cials,

the
bovine
throughout.

blurbs

dominated

Pathe: Culver City
18 of half-hour adventure series

First

"Terry and the Pirates" shooting. Canada
Dry sponsors.
Cast: John Baer, William Tracy, Gloria
Saunders.
Producer: Dougfalr Corporation
Associate producer: Warren Lewis
Directors: Lew Landers, Arthur Pierson

FAMILY FILMS TELEVISION
KTTV

Studios, Hollywood

Twenty-six half hour religious dramatic
"THU 1$ THE LIFE."
Cast; Forrest Taylor, Onslow Stevens,
Nan Boardman, Randy Stuart, Michael

David Kasday
Producer: Sam Hersh
Director: William F Claxton
Hall,

FEDERAL TELEFILM#
first

INC.

DEATH VALLEY DAYS

'Director:

39.

Denning.
Producer: Federal TV Corporation.
Directoi*: Ralph Murphy.

FILMCftAFT PRODS.
8451

Melrose*

Hollywood

Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. Llndcnbaum
Directors*

Ralph Levy

Writers: Paul Henning, Sid Dorfman, Har-

vey Helm. William Burns

Bob Dwan, Bemle Smith

A SMALL WORLD,"

starring Al
in a series of 39 half-hour family-appeal programs. Now shooting.

Gannaway

SHELDON REYNOLDS

VII

of

half
in

U. S. TV for various sponsors now shooting in Paris, starring Jeromo Thor and
Sydna Scott
Producer-director: Sheldon Reynolds
Assoc. Producer: John Padovano
Director of Photography: Bertll Palmgren
Musical Director: Paul Durand

Hal Roach Studios. Culver City
"RACKET SQUAD" series now shootlns
half-hour telepix.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.j Carroll Case
Director:

files.

Producer: Mike Meshckoff
Director: Jack Webb
Executive producer: Stanley Meyer
Production supervisor: Sam Ruman

Jim Timing

hour
each

week.
Producer: Meridian Pictures, Inc.
Associate producer: William Self

rlcs of-' 32 half-hour vldeoters. Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones head cast*
Producer: Louis Gray

Directors: Wallace Fox, Geo. Archainbaud
Now series of half-hour western dramas
entitled "DEATH VALLEY DAYS" now
shooting.

PHILDAN TV
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood
Series of 13 half-hour comedies "CAREER FOR CATHY" to begin shooting
January. Patti Lee heads cast.
Producer: Michael Phillips

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Producers:
Swartts

.

of six electricians on indoor sets ... El Brendcl cast in
Little Margie” telepic at Hal
Roach lot
Ellen Drew and
Onslow Stevens star, Maura Murphy featured in tentatively tagged
“The Governess,” Meredian Pic.

.

.

Rpd Ama-

studios, with
.

.

.

David Garber,
TJI and
.

Walter Doniger
Production manager: William Stephens

set

Thirteen 15-minutc telepix of two vl
gnettes each shooting.
Casting: Shertnan Harris
Producer: TeeVee Company
Associate producer: Sherman Harris
Director: William Burke

VOLCANO PRODUCTIONS, INC
General Service Studios.

5255 Cltntow
in

Hollywood

St.,

series,

o

half-hour adventure telepix shoot in De
cember. Two in untitled series shoot h

December.

General casting for all pictures.
Eddie Davis, Soboy Mar tlx

Directors:

to

start

in

.

.

January ... Vet

thesp Paul Guilfoylc makes directorial debut helming “The Antique
Racket.’’ for “Racket Squad” senes
Dec. 19-20 at Roach lot .
Lynn
.
.

Bari and Glen Langan star in “Mr.
Greeley,” TeeVee Company’s “Lit-

Theatre” telepic rolling at California studios . . . Directors Bob
Bcrnie Smith finished
their 110th Groucho Marx “You
Bet Your Life” teleshow for Filmcraft
.
.
Preston Foster and
Dorothy Patrick drew leads in
tle

Dwan and
.

Meredian’s

Hood”

.

.

Robin

“Manhattan
.

Eight “Rebound” vid-

pix have been filmed and edited
for “Rebound” series by Bing
Crosby
Enterprises
Bob
Sweeney, Shirley Mitchell, Vinco
Barnett and Edward Earle set. by
producer P. J. Wolfson for Joan
Davis’ “I Married Joan” series,
with Maro Daniels directing
.

Hollywood

"BOSTON BLACKIE"

co-ordi-

nator for Gross-Krasne, Inc.
Flying A inked to chum out 13
more “Death Valley Days” telepix
for Pacific Coast Borax, with batch

Director*.

Two

.

minimum

Goldwyn

Walter Doniger, Berman

•

.

meet upped demands to correct alleged “abuses ” demands including

teau helming

"THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIIE ANE
(Self-Made Man)
Cast: Al Gannaway and others
HARRIET," half-hour comedy series nov
With Bill Henry, Doris Merrick, Producer: Isidore Lindenbaum
PARSONNET TV FILM STUDIOS, shooting.
Exec chg. prod.: F. H. Fodor
others
Cast: Ozzle Nelson, Harriet Hilliard N«1
INC.
Production manager: Glenn Miller
son, David Nelson, Ricky Nelson, Doi
46-02 Fifth St., Long Island City, N. Y.
Producer: Dorrell McGowan
DeFore
Casting: Michael Meads.
Director: Stuart McGowan
FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
Shooting half-hour dramas for series en- Producers: Robort Angus and Bill Lewis
Writer: Ruth Woodman
Director:
titled
Ozzle Nelson
‘Tho
Doctor.”
sponsored
by
Procter
6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
Writers: Bill Davenport, Don Nelson, Bei
30 Mins.; 9:30 p.m. Fri.
Second series of 03 half-hour Gene & Gamble. Features Warner Anderson.
Gershmnn, Ozzle Nelson
Autry Western telepix shooting. Gene Producer: Marion Parsonnet
PACIFIC COAST BORAX
Production manager: Henry Spitz
Autry, Pat Buttram set leads.
KTLA, Hollywood
"RANGE RIDER" shooting second se* Directors: Robert Aldrich, Peter Godfrey.
ZIV TV

( McCann-Erickson )
“Death Valley Days” has a consistently good average in its semimonthly series of stories of pioneering days in the west, and “Self-

.

"WARDEN DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN" former studio manager at
series of 13 half-hour films now shooting,
RKO, named production
Paul Kelly stars.

TEEVEE COMPANY

Goldwyn Studios. Hollywood
"SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE OF STARS"
series currently shooting 13 half
telepix. Different stars featured

.

tures telepic for Schlitz, rolling at

Motion Picture Center, Hollywood

California Studios, Hollywood

INC.

.

“My

SWARTTZ-DONIGER PRODS.

PRODUCTIONS

MERIDIAN PICTURES,

series

hour adventure films for presentation

•

Walt Disney Studios, Burbank
Now shooting "Dragnet” series of halfhour telepix based on Actual cases from
police

INTRIGUE

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
se*

Burr and Olive Deering.
Producer: Marion Parsonhet
Director: Fred Stephani.

MARK

PROD.’S

Post Parisien Studios, Paris

FOREIGN

MARCH OF TIME
369 Lexington Ave.. N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR"

half

comedies now shooting
A John W. Loveton Production
Barbara Britton and Richard

starring

"IT'S

fl

ZeU.
Producer* Ralph Levy
Associate Producer: Al Simon

Thomas Mitchell,
narrator, with cast including Gene Lockhart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann

situation

Some pretty fair country singers
tossed to the wolves in this one

•

The Carnation Co. sponsor.
Cast: George Burns and Grade Allen,
Fred Clark. Bea Bcnadaret. Harry Von

rles of 26 half-hour pix.

Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood
"MR. AND MRS. NORTH" series of
hour

Assistant director: Eddie Seats

telepix.

shows

were Andy Parker and his PlainsGROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
men, Barbara Logan and Wally audience participation film productions
now shooting once a week for NBC.
Iems. Bob Sheppard as m.c. was DcSoto-Plymouth
sponsoring.
straightman for rancher-pitchman
Howard.
Dalcu.

THE McCADDEN CORP.

General Service Studios: Hollywood

"THE BURNS AND ALLEN SHOW"
now shooting series of half hour comedy

Volcano Productions shot telefilm gratis for Hanna Boys’ Center
in Sonoma, with Ann Blyth narrating
Screen Gems topper Ralph
Cohn here on company biz at the
same time negotiating with Screen
Actors Guild toward settlement of
teleblurb strike
Jack Tobin
named feature .editor and commentator for “Closeup,” filmed
“magazine” produced by American
Newsreels Corp., and distributed
by Guild Films
Screen Televideo
eXec
Jacques
producer
Braunsteln to Chicago on biz
Don Porter nabbed lead opposite
Ann Sothern in* “Private Secretary,” series being gunned this
week by Jack Chertok Productions
at General Service studios, Chris
Nyby directing
.
IA Local 728,
repping electricians, set Jan. 20 as
deadline for telepix producers to

.

.
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It ADIO-TEUE VISION

PfinlEff

ITS ‘WHAT’LL WE
Radio-TV

With the Excess Profits Tax

FOR

DO?’

& the ‘Cheap Dollar’

Agency With “TV

Comm!

*

Seen Inviting Windfall
By GEORGE ROSEN

All

As 1952 fades from the TV spectrum, the television networks are

when institutional advertisers found they could no longaround with excess profits.
To a great extent, however, TV has fortified itself against any such
reprisal, for the bulk of network video billings today represents
sound consumer advertising.
Big question mark, however, are the automotives, which, although having a direct consumer approach, nonetheless have been
in the habit of retreating from broadcasting when any tax curves
are thrown their way.

wrestling with the No. 1 probthe sales formulas
and patterns that will give the

lem

er play

Aboard

With “Omnibus” now getting
commercial ride by a car
company (Willys) and a bus
company (Greyhound), the program entrepreneurs have been
talking about making it a
three-way parlay by booking

—finding

sponsor a fair shake for his money
and solidify his faith in the medium.
Not that the other major issues
have been satisfactorily resolved.

the

Valerie Bettis

Named

least,

Its Worth

Your

—

Desire” ballet.

Minneapolis, Dec. 16.
In this red hot wrestling town,
probably the nation’s top one,
where thousands take the ^grap-

in Mpls.

networks come up with any solution to the daytime TV situation
and the hazards of programming to
Detroit, Dec. 16.
pling game seriously, WCCO-TV’s
still
a
dubious
audience that
CKLW expects to report the
weekly panel show, “Speaking of
highest dollar volume sales record doesn't mind listening to radio but
Sports,” had the temerity to make
as yet can’t be pinned down in
in its history on Dec.
(

Wrestling Phony?” a discussion

to President J. E. (Ted)

CKLW

(TV Baby)

Tintafr

Rears Dyed Head

Rap

In Deficit

•

Godfrey’s Squeeze

Play on Oranges

.

1

Buys Gleason
„

CKLW’s Banner Billings

Paul

chiefly identified with the orange
juice concentrate.) But in the daily
press, Godfrey continues to decicate his praises to Hi-V.

is

Until Dec. 2, when Snow Crop
in on the Godfrey show, the
top salesman-personality was

moved

CBS

strictly

one of

a
its

Hi-V contract expires, the
Franklin Bruck agency, which hanthe

3a

.

.

,

.

.

.

Bristol - Myers is
winding up
negotiations
with
CBS-TV for
purchase of two major program
entries, one a replacement for its
Sunday night 9:30 “Break the
Bank” and the other a participation in the Saturday night Jackie

Gleason show.
As replacement for “Bank,”
which is being axed on Feb. 1,

reported that
in the cost. Show will be live and
originate from the new CBS-TV
City on the Coast.
CBS-TV initially pitched up
“This Is Show Business” to B-M,
but reportedly couldn’t come to
it’s

.

.

young Goldwyn’s

some

film

Bendix’s ‘Today’

is

,

situations,

the net in

New

were put on

York.

WWJ-TV,

said the strike

was a violation of the contract
which is made . with both the Detroit chapter and the international
union.
David Stewart, chairman

NABET

of the
Detroit chapter,
said the chapter considered it a
contract violation for outsiders to
take- over the operation of techni-

equipment.
Miss Shore was in town to meet
with executives of General Motors'
Chevrolet Division, sponsors of her
show.
She also appeared nightly
in the Detroit Athletic Club floor
show.

cal

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Forms closing shortly

weighing

Special exploitation advantages

post of

’

emergency
ager of

first

candidates
eastern program
pos t expected, to be
w lthin the next couple of
S
Successfu l aspirant will befw!? \T
No 2 nian in TV program;
ming under
Underhill.
an es labile, of the
web’s legal
tw ]tm
nt has been. named adfninw
S
ministrative
manager for the ABC

New York

Buy

work abroad.
meanwhile,

the

neau-

thor and playwright will convert
his “Thousand and One! Afternoons” auto biographical tomes
(dealing with his Chicago newspaper days and the subsequent

Chicago, Deo. 16.
Dinah Det-Originations
Bendix Home Appliances has
taken a nibble on NBC-TV’s “ToCancelled in Dispute
fday,” ordering 13 weekly participations starting Feb. 23. Firm will
Over Outside Union Help
take over a weekly five-minute portion of the Dave Garroway-emceed
Detroit, Dec. 16.
early morning show.
The Dinah Shore Show, which
Agency is Earle Ludgiri.
was scheduled for origination by
WWJ-TV for the NBC network
twice, was cancelled both times be
cause of a dispute between members of the Detroit chapter of the
National Assn, of Broadcast ‘Engineers and Technicians (CIO) and
members of the Hollywood chapter
of the same union.
Detroit members refused to work
with technicians flown here with
Miss Shore, Kinescope versions of
her show, made previously for

Number
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Implications of a flock of

or

Ben Hecht Series

period) into a half-hour
dramatic series for video. It’ll be
a live series, with a New York
origination, and the Columbia programming boys are aiming at a
major production showcase.
This will be Hecht’s Initial entry
into TV with his own series, although some of his stories and
Judy” on ABC-TV.)
plays have been adapted to video
Deals were handled via Doherty, on a one-shot basis.
Clifford Sc Shenfield, agency for
Bob Stevens, who formerly diB-M.
rected the TV “Suspense” series
for CBS, is getting the directorial
assignment on the Hecht program.

Jr., sbn of the film
joining ABC-TV in
as assistant to Charles
na tt°nal program manis

CBS-TV Pads For

Bristol-Myers latching onto
the Gleason stanza, show again
assumes an SRO status. Sponsorship vacancy occurred when American Chicle Co. served notice it
was cancelling out. (Latter outfit
is putting its coin in “Date With

is

This

step.

terms on second year prices.

Of

,

1

Edwin K. Wheeler, general man-

JR.,

He did a hitch in the
Army and was also engaged in

—

^ With

Sam Goldwyn,
er
««
ger.

operations
sweepstake^ with the

Ben Hecht and CBS-TV have
CBS may share gotiated a deal whereby the

*

Y ? rlc

J. Walter
entrenched

AM

looks set to buy a comedy
series starring Alan Young. Show
is budgeted at $28,000 weekly, but

TO JOIN ABC-TV
producer,

solidly
as kingpin

nation’s major clients because of
their ability to pioneer the pattern
commerand techniques for
cials as we know them today..
But it’s felt that the “TV commerdfial of tomorrow,” whatever it
is, is yet to be created
and the
.agency that does it will invite a
of sponsors to its door-

B-M

Th«

dles Hi-V, is getting maximum
mileage out of Godfrey’s identification with the product, hence the
interim two-way spread.

SAM GOLDWYN,

&

Rubicam and

OUT SOON!

Hi-V man, "having been
major stockholders. How-

ever, he’s relinquished his stake
in Hi-V. Apparently, however, until

Young

themselves

Eyes Alan Young,

31, according
large numbers to watching.
Campeau.
Sales Plan Priority
“Total sales, local ahd national,
But of all the areas that will
newspaper sports writers, Don right now, are 17% higher than
undergo
careful exploration in '53,
Riley and Mark Tierney, regular 1951, which was previously tops in
history,” Campeau said. it’s the sales formula designed at
panel members, who held the mat
once
to enrich the networks and
shows up to scorn and ridicule “Actual figures cannot be comprevent wholesale sponsor defecand insisted wrestling isn't a com- puted for another two weeks.”
tions, that gets priority on the
petitive sport, are dodging vefbal
agenda for the new year.
brickbats via mail and telephone.
Does the answer, the networks
They’ve even been threatened with
are asking, lie in the participating
bodily harm.
formula as initially
sponsorship
The abuse is being heaped upon
blueprinted for the NBC-TV prothem by members of the army of
gram
rosters
by Sylvester L. (Pat)
fans that attend Tony Stecher’s
Weaver? NBC still sees it as the
weekly wrestling shows at. the Auanswer, and points to its succession
ditorium, making them the best
of success stories in pioneering
patronized
and most profitable
the pattern for such program comform of entertainment locally.. The
ponents
ts the “Show of Shows”
shows draw up to 10,000 at $2.40
(with its nine sponsors and annual
top and
audiences become so
take of $5,000,000): “All Star Re*
aroused at what appears to them
Stockholders of Bymart-Tintair, vue”, (with its three-way rotating
as genuine mayhem on the perInc. (which spiraled into a major bankrOller spread and annual gross
(Continued on page 34)
operation via radio-TV\ will meet intake of $4,500,000): the daytime
in N. Y. Monday (22) to consider cross-the-board Kate Smith hour
changing its certificate of incor- (which, even with its present nine
poration and altering its financial open segments a week permits 'for
setup as a result of its monetary a revenue of $3,000,000 annually),
difficulties. It had a deficit of $1,- and the early morning two-hour
756,277 on Sept. 30, but it’s said “Today” show, with Its multiplicity
to be selling better today.
of short-range clients pouring reveSituation has trade Interest be- nue into the web coffers at the
cause of Tintair’s radio-tele Invest- present rate of $4,000,000 a year
Arthur Godfrey’s “double life”
ment, and NBC, Cedi Sc Presbrey (and which permits for an overall
in the orange juice market is ocagency and packager John Gibbs yearly potential of $12,000,000).'
casioning no little trade comment.
among the creditors. AccordInteresting to note is that the
On his morning x'adio-TV show, are
ing to creditors’ committee, flrm’S\| rival webs have been unable to
he’s now extolling the virtues of
liabilities last spring were - well compete against these segments on
the Snow Crop frozen food product
(Continued on. page 30)
(Continued on page 31)
(which in the minds of consumers
“Is

few

in the radio

.

Even to Kid Subject

that in the early'
of the agencies, notably

recalled

’30s a

Thompson,

.

schedules) already belabored
to a point of satiety, a “wlieredo-we-go-from-here?” anxiety has
already begun to creep into the
network echelon thinking.
Nor, for that matter, have the

opinion

now, the video commercial remains
strictly a “hangover from radio
thinking with a visual assist.”

“Streetcar

Bristol-Myers

NBC

considered

the

is

among a large segment of TV hepsters who deplore the fact that, as

self as

TV Wrestling Phony?

That, at

in sponsor billings.

fall

It’s

Programming, for one, projects itone of the burdensome problems of '53, for with the “situation
CQmedy formula” having run its
course, and with the rotating comic
pattern (as exemplified by the

that

try but is destined to reap a wind-

a

still

in billings

in Billings

comes up with the
“TV commercial of the future” will
not only be the envy of the indus-

Agency

Co. of America, Reynolds Metals, Revere Copper & Brass, etc
come within that category), for its recalled that in the post-war
period, radio took it on the chin to the tune of millions of dollars

subject.
As a result, a pair of St.

of Future’

Law

slated to expire next June 30
(unless the new congress should decree otherwise), there’s considerable apprehension in the trade as to the effect it will have on
advertising budgets, particularly in TV. There’s a precedent for
the fear that the elimination of the “cheap dollar” will drastically
curtail institutional-type programming (such outfits as Aluminum

Life
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Meyer Resigns CBS-TV
Hollywood, Dec.

Copy and space

reservations
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affairs.
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TV

16.

direc-

press information on the
Coast for CBS for the past 16
months, has resigned to accept a
position on the writing staff of a
new TV production company.
Meyer has been with CBS since
1948. Prior to that he worked for
United Press in Hollywood.
tor of

&

HAvis-mEvisiovr

24

CBS-TV

House Committee Refuses to Draft

’

•

same sponsorship

difficulty

new

sales

five-minute
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to

web
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Plan Crackdown

A TtF Pi i*
On TV Stations

.

preferable to government-imposed
Question has been
regulation.
raised as to the power of congress
to legislate in this field. The subcommittee believes that the congress is authorized to. do so within
The subcommittee belimits. . .
lieves, however, that the potential
evils inherent in such governmental
‘controls might be even greater
than the evils that such controls
.

might be designed to remedy.
General Rules Difficult
“It was observed by several witnesses that the tastes of the American people are so diversified that
no general rules can be formulated
and enforced by a few members of

Ignoring Code
Miami, Dec.

first

move

to

buy

in.

sponsor was pacted, “Family”

the plunge.
Under the plan, “Family,” which
Monis aired from 11 to 11:30 a.m.
day through Saturday, has been
cut into five-minute segments for
sponsorship purposes. Five of the
six segments are being pitched to
network sponsors, who can buy one
or all five of them, and on a oneshot basis or for a full 52-week
season. In this way the show is

similar to NBC-TV’s “Today,” which
is sold on much the same basis.
Sixth segment of “Family” (the
11:15 to 11:30 period) has been set
aside by the web for local station
sale to local sponsors. It’s been
learned that the affiliates have

cut-in segments.

of the NaAssn, of Radio-Television
Broadcasters isn’t too happy with
the way some TV stations around
the country are* indulging in exUntil
cessive commercial abuses.
now file NARTB, which adopted"
the industry-wide Code at its convention in Chicago last April, has
refrained from penalizing wayward
stations, hut indications are that
the year 1953 will witness a strict
policing regime designed to eradicate the abuses that are known to
currently exist
Code adherence was one of the
major items on the. agenda as the
NARTB board assembled at Catcay
for its annual winter meeting. The
NARTB crackdown is aimed generally at the local station operators,
rather than the networks or the?
key flagships In New York. Particular target are the pitchmen
who, it contended, are running
rampant with commercial spiels
taking up in some instances full
15-minute segments..
Failure of stations to comply
with Code standards, after warning, Will result in lifting of the
Code seal which may put the station’s operating license in jeop.

the broadcasting industry for the
purpose of eliminating bad taste
without doing great harm to radio
tfnd television as a midium of free
expression and communication.
“It is the view of the subcommittee that the industry code is
not, and^cannot be, under the Fed*
eral Communications Act, designed
to be a substitute for the responsibility of the individual station ardy.
AS an incentive for viewers to
licensee. As a matter of fact the
frequently
subcommittee feels stro.ngly that write more freely and
programtelevision
there cannot and should not be any concerning
voted to
has
NARTB
ming,
the
delegation on the part of individmodify the “Seal of Good Pracual licensees of their responsibilimembership
screened
by
tice”
ties under the law either to a colstations so that viewers will know
lective industry organization or to
how to contact the association.
a radio or television network.
Henceforth the seal will bear the
“The Federal Communications address legend “N.A.R.T.B., TeleCommission has never licensed' or vision Code Review Board, Box
attempted to license networks. The 1711, Washington 4, D. C.”
subcommittee feels that further
study and consideration should be
given to this question.”
GO’
Discussing offensive programming, the committee asserted that
(Continued on page 30)
Louis G.

GETS

ABC-UPT Decision
Off Till January
Washington, Dec. 16.
There’ll be no final decision this
year on .the merger of the ABC

Paramount
the *FCC
would finalize the recommendation
on the
Resnick
Leo
Examiner
of
Par package case before the end
acinto
of the year had not taken
network

and

count

United

Belief

Theatres.

unexpected

—

tiiat

Congressional

interference from, two key
bers of the Senate.

mem-

Last week’s Commission order
scheduling oral arguments for Jan.
5 on the merger and related issues
came after receipt of strong protests by Sen, Charles E. Tobey
(R-N.H.) and Sen. William Langer
(R-N.TL)

against .Resnick's report,

which favored the

ABC-UPT com-

recommended the renewal of
Paramount’s KTLA-TV license in
Hollywood, and held that Par does
not control Du Mont.
Whatever the Commission’s intentions were regarding the Resnick recommendations, it’s apparent they could not ignore the
Senators. For Tobey is practically
certain to be chairman of the powerful Senate Committee on Interside Commerce which has jurisdiction over the FCC. And the
chances are that Langer will head
up the Senate Judiciary Committee which is charged with responsi-

bine,

bility for the anti-trust laws.

Tobey had cabled the Commisfrom Paris several weeks ago
he was “disturbed and shock
ed” by Resnick’s report.

sion
that

3-COUNTRY SPREAD

Bob

Bob

Go,”

Cowan-packaged qUizzer originating at WGN-TV, Chicago, and carried by the DuMont network,
shapes up as. one of video’s most
internationally-slanted shows.
Cowan has completed negotiations whereby a British version of
“Down You Go” will be carried on
BBC-TV starting after the first of
(“What’s My Line” is
the year.
similarly one of the top British
faves in its BBC version, as well as
the CBS show in this country.)
“Down You Go” currently is one
of the top pulling entries on the

& Ray TVer

Exits;

You

Mindy In

and Ray (Goulding),
who’ve run NBC-TV’s Tuesday
night “Embassy Club” since the
start of the season, have been
dropped from the show. They’ll
be replaced, starting Dec. 30, by
(Elliott)

Mindy Carson, with the show’s for- Cuban TV Network.
mat remaining status quo. Program continues in the Tuesday
Ken Kling’s Klients
night 10:30 to 10:45 slot, under
Embassy cigarets* sponsorship.
Miami, Dec.

Ken

Miss Carson, incidentally, will
be doubling from the NBC video
show into her twice-weekly stint
on CBS Radio for two weeks. CBS
plans to drop her from her sustaining showcase spot Jan. 16 Replacement has not been set. NBC pro-

strip,

16.

comic

launched a two-a-day sports

commentary over the 50kw WiNZ
Miami yesterday (15), Klh*g is
doing a morning shot
the
Hotel Roney-Plaza room z '
$n
afternoon show from one r' ‘-he

in

:i.

gramming execs, confident that
Bob Sc Ray have big commercial

local race tracks.

Fincher Motors, southern cuto
potentialities, are scouting for an- distribs, and Wildroot are
other format and sponsor for the rolling the shows which have been
comedy team.
set until April 15.
.

TV—Legit

Incubator

Edith
singer
Adams last week for a major
role with Rosalind Russell in
George Abbott's upcoming musical version of “My Sister
Eileen” for Broadway, represents another coup for TV’s
Abbott
casting capabilities.
and Bob Freyer, v/ho’s producing the musicomedy “Eileen,”
first saw Miss Adams as featured singer on the Ernie
Kova'cs show, aired cross-thePacting

of.

board daytime on WCBS-TV,
N. Y., and auditioned her on
that basis.
Isabel fligley, currently costarring in “Guys and Dolls”

Kling, creator of the "Joe

and Asbestos” syndicated

Hints

From a Father to

a TV-een Age Daughter
&

a

e

*

bright byline piece In Mi®

forthcoming
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AT&T Throws In
‘Spare’

TV

nanza has apparently become the
major element in the thinking of
the sports world as regards video.
For example, post-mortems on the
recent tele donnybrook at the Phoenix major league baseball meetings
point to tbe hoped for pot of gold
at the end of the boxofflce-TV rainbow as the real issue involved.
Most observers agree that Fred
St Louis Cards prexy,
|-Saigh,
scored a precedential victory far
transcending any immediate coin
possibilities when he wangled a
cut of the Chi Cubs’ video coin
from owner Phillip K. Wrigley.
Latter granted a similar concession
to the Cincinnati Reds. Failure to
break through with a like deal in
the American League caused Bill
Veeck, St. Louis Browns prexy, to
refuse permission to the other
seven teams to telecast the Browns

Cable

As Events Pile Up

from their own parks.
The Cubs’ arrangement with the
Cards and the Reds, and th©
Browns defection is the first break-

down

of the standard reciprocal
pattern which carried over from
radio. Under the reciprocal formula the teams waived any sharing of
broadcast or telecast revenue. Regfacilities for special events next
month is being avoided, with Amer- ular gate take is split with th©
visiting club.
Co.
Telegraph
ican Telephone
Now, however,- with subscription
putting three facilities at the webs’
and
games
video looming as a source of coin
disposal for Jan. 1 bowl
the Jan. 20 Presidential Inaugura- Which might conceivably match or
even exceed the turnstile take, it’*
tion.
At present there is one cross- obvious that both Saigh and Veeck
raised the video issue at this time
persecond
The
hookup.
country
manent hookup will go into service primarily to establish the principle
of a visiting team’s right to a slice
setup
“spare”
third
on Jan. 1.
will be borrowed from AT&T’s of the electronic revenue.
Token Money
other services so th fl t bickering between the webs on ‘bowl grid clasThis is pointed up by the fact
sics will be sidestepped. It will also that* the Cards’ cut of the Cubs’
be borrowed for the ceremonies home TV money for the upcoming
when Gen. Eisenhower becomes year will be hardly more than a
President.
The Cards figure to take
token.
Recent talks between the four between $5-6,000 as their share of
video networks and AT&T were the video riftfits to the 11 games
peaceful, after ABC-TV had threat- they play next season in Wrigley
ened to balk at the present setup Field. They reportedly are getting
whereby disputed allocations on a 30% slice of the Cubs revenue
the cable are settled by horse-trad- per game, which last year came to
ing among the networks. ABC ob- $75,000 for the 154-game season
jects to several principles in the under the exclusive WGN-TV deal.
rules of procedure on allocations,
Such coin is small stuff comwhich, it claims, tend to make the pared to the figures being bandied
“haves” (CBS-TV and NBC-TV) about by the promotors of the varistronger and not give the “have- ous pay-as-you-watch TV systems.
nuts” a chance to grow.
While it’s not kown whether WrigThe talks settled all disputes ley, who has unique ideas about
amicably, without the chains hav- his responsibility to the Cubs’ fans,
ing had recourse to those rules would eventually be interested in
which ABC abhors. Thus, for the subscription-TV, it’s considered a
time being, the fight over the prin- certainty that other diamond magciples has been averted. The pos- nates would give the thing a whirl.
remains, however, that The financial possibilities could
sibility
when ABC-TV gets enough pros- change the whole economid strucpective sponsors with cable re- ture of the sport, some of them
quirements causing conflicts with feel.
the other skeins, it will open up the
And it’s clear that the owners in
battle.
the smaller cities, particularly,
The agreement on rules of pro- want the principle on record that
cedure, which expires on Dec. 31, they are to get a hunk of the home
was not renewed, nor was it boxoffice in Chicago and New York
scrapped.
It is being used, but if and when such a system is put
It’s believed a foregone
the disputed sections weren’t in- to use.
volved in the allocations for the conclusion that the Wrigley-Saigh
What par- formula will receive further attenfirst quarter of 1953.
ticularly rankles ABC-TV is the tion at subsequent meetings.
concept that when there is a hassle
In the same connection, it’s
between two networks on a par- known that the National Collegiate
ticular leg of the cable, the net- Athletic Assn. TV masterminders
work whose program is requested have been investigating the subby more stations on the leg should scription-TV possibilities with conbe carried.
siderable Interest.
The college
athletic toppers are eagerly awaiting development of the system to
‘Double’ Doubles
help solve the problems raised by
football telecasts via the open chan-

&

The Code Committee

“Down

drops

potential subscription-TV bo-

been much more successful than
Tug o* war among the networks
the network with the show, with
relay
most of them now SRO on their on Coast-to-coast cable-micro

16,

tional

‘DOWN YOU

Hank Sylvem

Every Family” as

in

will be SRO when the initial bankroller can be prodded into taking

»

“It appears to the sub-committee
that self-regulation is making substantial progress and, so long as
the public interest is served, is

The

originally

make the

first

one of the many byllno foofures
tho upcoming

television industry’s effort at selfregulation.

Chicago. Dec. 16.

its

for

CBS

Entertainments
Greatest Challenge
#

on

plan

sales execs are confident, however, that just as “Omnibus” sold
out within several weeks after the

Television Is

4

One

“There’s

the

enobuntering

is

faced with
“Omnibus.” Web claims to have a
number of bankrollers interested
in the project but none is willing

Jane Froman

Federal legislation at this time,
but calling for continuing Congressional study in the next Congress
as a prod for the broadcast industry’s self-censors. That the committee would not recommend legislation, but would merely admonish
the broadcasters to clean up, was
predicted in last week’s Variety.
The Congressional body, a special sub-committee of the House
Commerce Committee, made these
points in the report:
‘The television code which was
placed in effect on March 1, 1952,
has not, and could not have, in the
nine months of its existence,
proved its worth conclusively. The
rapid growth of television . .
makes it impossible to pass any
conclusive judgment at the present
time on the effectiveness of the

Pattern for Future in Baseball

Break 5-Minute Ice

the

day (15).
Committee issued its final report
and recommendations opposing

Wailing

Still

CBS-TV

Self-Censorship; Qualifies Criticism

eliminate undesirable types of programs and commercials, a Congressional Committee probing radio
and TV programs, asserted yester-

Wednesday, December I?, 1952

X

For 1st Sponsor To

TV Legislation, Favoring Industry
Washington, Dec. 16.
Industry self-censorship, at least
during television’s present growing
pains, is probably the best way to

-

Jh'~-

PSSSSrr

on Broadway,
role via

TV

also

won her

performances, but

more

indirectly. She was featured in a Time magazine

story on her work, as femcee
of the “Cafe Continental” vidpix series sponsored several
years ago by Conmar Zippers
on TV. Ernest Martin, co-produder of “Dolls,” spotted her
picture in the Time story and
invited her to audition from
that.

A

>

From

CBS-TV

to

NBC

Radio

nels.

“Double or Nothing,” now aired
thrice-weekly on CBS-TV, will be
duplicated into the NBC radio day
time schedule starting Jan. 19,
with Campbell Soup’s, which sponsors the TV version, also picking
up the tab on radio. NBC will
utilize tapes of the CBS video
shows for three days of its crossthe-board schedule, with special
Longines-Wittnauer this week is
tapes to be cut for the other two
days. Show takes over the 10:30 to reportedly on the verge of cancelling
one of the two half-hours it
11 a.m. period.
“Double” is produced by indie has bankrolled on CBS Radio Sundays
for a number of years. Outpackager Walt Framer, whose
“Strike It Rich” daytime show gets fit has its Symphonette on Sunday
similar treatment Tda CBS-TV and afternoons and the Choraliers- on
NBC radio. New
slotting for Sunday night, and it’s expected
“Double” gives Framer a total of that the Choraliers will get the
25 separate radio or TV produc- gate.
tions each week, Bert Parks, who
Longines also bankrolls “Chronemcees the TV’ed “Double,” wil oscope,” 15-minute show aired
double, of course, into the
three times weekly on CBS-TV*
Version.
That show will continue.*

Longines Exiting

CBS’ Choraliers?

AM

AM

'

December 17, 1952
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RCA s ‘From FDR to Ike’

TV Tempest-Buy ’Em

RCA Victor’s upcoming record album of “Mr. President—from
Roosevelt to Eisenhower/’ may revive the use of tape recording
among the radio networks for documentary news presentation, according to Jim Fleming, producer of the album. Interest aroused
by the album, in fact, has already prompted NBC to revive Fleming’s “Voices and Events” show, which has been off the air since
mid-1951, when Fleming took over as news editor of NBC-TV's
“Today” show.
According to Fleming, use of tape recording for news shows
never received the chance it should have had. He attributes this
to the phenomenal growth of TV at the same time that taping
techniques were being developed, which shunted aside the potentialities of tape in the minds of radio and TV programming execs,
“Thus,” Fleming said, *“TV killed off tape too soon, just as happened with FM- radio.
That taping still has plenty of potentialities for both radio and.
TV was pointed up on the “Today” show Monday (15). Ship went
down off the coast of Italy early that morning and NBC had a reporter at the scene to interview survivors. As his reports came in,
they were taped and played back progressively on “Today.” Wire
services, in fact, got their first-hand news of the event from NBC
tapes.

“Mr. President” album, which is being released by Victor in
mid-January, was culled by Fleming from tape in the NBC library.
It will run about 60 minutes, and be released both on 78rpm
and RCA’s new extended-play disks. While iVs designed to document the American political scene from the days of A1 Smith to
the present, Fleming said he has included a number of sidelight
excerpts to stress his points. Thus, a recording of George M. Cohan's talking about his Presidential, role in “I’d Rather Be Right”
is included, along with the^original H. V. Kaltenborn prophesying
that Gov. Thomas E. Dewey had defeated President Truman in the
1948 elections on which Mr. Truman later did his takeoff.

—

Hypoed Local Radio Spot

Billings

Seen Offset to Natl Biz Weakening
Weakening of the national

spot.*,

business on radio stations in heavmarkets is being
ily saturated

TV

Carroll Carroll

more than compensated for by increased local billings, according to
Ted Oberfelder, veepee of ABC’s
owned-radio stations.
Although the first six months of
1952 were behind the initial half
of ’51 on the skein’s five o&o’s,
Oberfelder told Variety this week,
the summer quarter revealed an
unseasonal upsurge which gives the
outlets a net gain in local and spot
income for the nine-month span
over the comparable period of *51.
He estimated the
o.&o.’s will
wind the year 9-11% ahead of ’51,
with a hot final quarter anticipated.
While some national spot advertisers have curtailed their radio
activity because of heavy video

AM

more retailers, distribuand regional firms (such as
bakeries and brewers) are realizing
the inexpensiveness and effectiveness of local radio, the
exec
said. He thought that some of the
outlay is coming out of newspaper
budgets.

propounds somo thoughts on a
sounder economic*

TV Formula for ’53
*

*

SELL ’EM

Local radio talent costs in New
York present a changed picture in
that almost all the big, pretentious

shows are gone. The production
nut on the average half-hour program is down to the $100-250 price
range. And yet the kingpins of
local radio, the John Gamblings,
Mary Margaret McBrides, Martin
Blocks, the McCrarys and Fitzgeralds, etc., are earning as much
as, or more than ever.
At one time a metropolitan bankroller would
shell out
several
thousand dollars for a N. Y.-only
radio series, “It Pays to Be Ignorant,” “Can You Top This?”, “Jack
Dempsey Sports Quiz,” “Schaefer
Revue,” dramatic
and musical
entries that involved relatively big

Today the advertizer
on a Gotham indie or local
hours of a network station buys a

A quarter-hour newscast can be
bought for $40-75 on some 50-kw
outlets, and for less on smaller
indies that price tag covering the
announcer, writing and wire service fee but not time costs. For
$200-350 (plus time charges) a
bankroller can get a cross-theboard news niche, which on a costper-thousand basis makes an attractive purchase. It’s one reason
why shows calling for comprehensive production layouts have practically departed from N. Y.'s local
AM scene. A few remain, such as
WMGM’s “American Jewish Caravan” 60-minuter.
Paying Only Scale
On many programs, especially

—

those involving mail-order selling,
the advertiser is paying the talent
only scale, ranging from $18-30.50
per quarter hour (according to the
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Lots of Consultants

NBC

today
is
literally
jumping with consultants.
Within the past six months
every major executive who
has turned in his resignation
has subsequently gained the

plication will be there.
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for additional bankroller
has been letting down the
bars on commercial copy.
Alka, via the Wade agency, will
pick up the New Year's Eve hoopla from Times Square, N. Y., Chicago and Los Angeles. Ben Grauer
will do' the Gotham commentary
from atop the Astor Roof for 15
minutes leading up to midnight.
Jim Hulbert will do the Chi commentary and Jim Blue the Coast
spieling. Same gab will ride both
networks.
Alka will not be permitted to
use the actual word “hangover” in
its commercial copy, but the im-
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CBS

Cuts Radio

To ‘Jr. Miss’ Size
For Strip Sked
Underscoring the new era of lowcost radio programming, the CBS
Radio net has decided to go along
with its plans of changing its “Junior Miss” show from a half-hour
once-weekly presentation to a quarter-hour program for cross-theboard airing. “Miss” is slated to
take over the web’s 7:15 to 7:30
p.m. strip, replacing the Jack

Smith-Dinah Shore show, one of
those being axed on the web by
Procter & Gamble.
“Miss” has been airing this season as a sustainer in the Thursday
night 8:30 to 9 slot. Moving into
that period will be the Cathy and

Stalled
Bridgeport, Dec. 16.
delay its
to
has had

preem until latter January because
of slow equipment delivery. Channel 43 station, which had expected
to be Connecticut'* first UHF on
the air, now expect* to be showing
test patter*’ hjr middle of the
month.

-

berth.

,

And with

mell resigning as

1

r>-

network consultant.

Last summer veepee J ohn F.
A
Royal made the switch.
couple months later public reveepee William F.
lations
Brooks submitted his resignation and landed a consultancy

W1CC-TV Preom

WICC-TV

WNBQ

several
moderately
successful name disk jockeys calls
for their taking home a minimum
of $50,000 yearly, and a percentage
of the station's income from their
shows over a certain figure. Because local biz held up on several
outlets, and has even improved in
some hours (as in the breakfast
stretch), -the successful, dee jay or

coin,

ndji ott Buys In

—

the opinion of

important difference between via tape recordings. Show to reand network radio, costwise, place “Club 15,” in the 7:30 to 7:45
is the widespread prevalence of strip, which has been cancelled by
guarantee-and-percentage deals for Campbell Soups, hasn’t been setalent, especially for performers in lected, but it’s expected to be anthe personal selling field. Artists other musical, probably starring Jo
with this kind of contract have a Stafford with the Paul Weston
security which is not too common orch.
in network AM today, because they
generally work 52 weeks a year
and are not at the mercy of a single
Parlays ‘Today’

quest

A„e„

business.

Consider the wide variance of
opinion between two of the toppers
along commission row Nat Wolff

local

Alka Seltzer makes the grade for
the first time this year. Sponsorship deal on both NBC and Mutual spender.
Deal for
for the one-night stand is indica-

SRO

That

An

AM

‘Omnibus’

In

It’s

Demon

Young & Rubicam and Walter

Craig of Benton & Bowles, both
with v.p, stripes. Wolff holds that
ad agencies should buy their radio
and television shows on the outside and retain only supervision.
In the other corner is Craig,
championing the cause of housebuilt shows.
Says Wolff: “That’s right, we
haven't a show in the house we
can call our own nor do we want
any. To get a professional job
done it must be done by professionals. Within our town organization we haven’t any C. B. DeMilles,
William Wylers or Joshua Logans
because we can’t afford them.
They make more than the president of our company. The natural
thing, then, would be to go out
and get them and that’s what we’re
doing. We had an experience with
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars that
Cast the die. Our own people on
the show numbered 14 at a cost
to Y & R of better than $3,000 a
week. That money could have been
saved had wp farmed it out to a
professional outfit at rf- flat package price and ownership of the
television film after two or three
runs.”
1

Wolff concedes that such a policy has been vindicated. Year ago
the Hollywood office was without
Now It's
a show, radio or TV.
loaded with nine shows in both
categories, still not one they can
call thejr own. Says Wolff, “It**
working like a charm and there'll
be no turning back. We’re happy
with the way things are going and

(Continued on page 36)

Operation Tandem

For Gen. Samoff

Resignation of Niles Trammell as
programs a nominal talent fee is 7 to 7:15 p.m. strip, CBS will keep
NBC board chairman to prexy the
charged.) Economics of this kind it on as a sustainer. Web has been
new
Trammell-Knight-Cox
TV
“Beuearlier
of
repeats
running
of sponsorship is behind the unbroadcasting
combine,
though
willingness of advertisers to build lah” airings since the recent death
coming
as
something
of
a
bombthe
played
McDaniel,
who
complex packages of their own for of Hattie
title role, and will continue them shell to network personnel who had
local airing.

ABC

(Continued on page 34)

Inner

AFTRA contract), shaving Elljott Lewis show, “On Stage”
production costs to the union bone. Jan. 7. CBS program veepees LesOn the local front, buying of ter Gottlieb and Guy della Cioppa
participating spots is of- greater have been toying for some tifne
importance than in the network with the idea of expanding some of
sphere (even though the webs have their proven half-hour shows into
devised Tandem,
Pyramid and quarter-hour strips in an effort to
“Miss”
other spot-carrier plans).. An ad- lure new sponsor coin.
vertiser pays his $100, on one net- marks the first step in that direction.
work key for example, and gets
While P&G has also cancelled
his time and talent bills paid for
the same century note. (On some the “Beulah” show, aired in the

tors

At the same time, he reported,
there is a resurgence in the national spot field as the bankrollers
realize that
audiences have
been underrated due to failure to
count out-of-home listeners to auto
and portable sets.

You Don’t Need
Talent 9

HELLMAN

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
It's all in the point of view and
schools of thought don’t run like
fish! At least not in the agency

station’s

fortheomlng
-

By JACK

expenditures.

disk jockey, women’s commentator,
newscast, sport event or similar
small-scale operation.

or Build ’Em;

Admeu Champion Both Formulae

CUP

By BERT BRILLER

*

on Interesting feature

25

Niles

Tram-

NBC

board

chairman (to become a TY
broadcaster), he too continues
a* -* Consultant.

Inserts Into Bonanza;

Chi

0&0 95% Sellout

generally considered him as a permanent fixture on the echelon level
of operation, will in no way alter
the present administrative alignment. The only change will find

RCA

board chairman Gen. David
doubling into the NBC
board chairmanship as well. (SarSarnoff
noff

originally

NBC

helmed the

board in the days when Trammell
of the network.)
Indicative
of
the esteem in
which he is held were the hundreds of letters that poured into
Trammell’s NBC office and at his

was president

home from

advertisers, station operators and all industry facets upon
revelation
of his retirement.
Reports that NBC-TV affiliates
Day after the resignation Was an
have been slow in utilizing the fiveminute local inserts available on nounced, 'Trammell took to his bed
the early-morning “Today” strip with illness.
comes as a big surprise to
execs who have parlayed the hometown hitchhikers into a solid

Chicago, Dec. 16.

WNBQ

STEVE ALLEN’S RADIO

moneymaker.
The Chi NBC

o.&o. has its every
half-hour- squibs set up to fetch in

$8,655 weekly and the period and
station break strips have been
running close to 95% SRO for the
past several months. "The five-minute segs are occupied by Len

O'Connors' local news and weather
roundup with only two of the 20
weekly inserts currently unsponsored.
Shows are pegged at $750
for a strip of five. Station sells the fore and aft station break blurbs via a five-for-two
deal, or $290 a strip for the 20-second plugs and $145 for the 10-second breaks. Ten of the 13 20-second strips are bankrolled presently,
and two of the 10-second idents

Are sold.

v

*

SHOW GETS CBS AXE
CBS

Radio, unable to attract any
sponsor interest for its Steve Allen
shows, has decided to drop the
comic after Jan. 4. He checks off
his Saturday night 10 to 10:30 program the preceding night, with the
Sunday night 10:30 to 11 show being cancelled on the 4th.
Allen was originally imported to
N; Y. from the Coast by CBS as a
TV comedian, but he later shifted
over to the radio web. There have

WNBT, the NBC
video web's N. Y. flagship, is interested in him to emcee a new lateevening entry, but these were denied this week by WNBT general

been rumors that

manager Ted

Cott.
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CBS-TV RESHOFHJES

NBC-TY Trans Free Network Hours
Affiliates,

Maps More Daytime

NBC-TV

“rump commit-

MACK

today

PAUL

scale proportionate to the number
of commercial hours carried by

and affiliates.
NBC’s lack of daytime programming had also been a bone of con-

Helms

Seiferth

12:45 to 1:30 period cross-the-board

to-back with “Search for Tomorrow” (both are sponsored by Procter & Gamble), which in turn follows “Love of Life,” sponsored by
American Home Products. Network
retain the quarter-hour previously held by “Light” for another
show, which has not yet been sewill

lected.

j

;

I

tention with the affiliates, who
tended that it was unfair to make
them carry the daytime Joad on a

con-

local basis.

What McConnell's new'
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chairman of John vey of the available radio-TV,
its new prez, transcription
and film production
Joseph J. Weed, of facilities hereabouts, the talent
Weed & Co. Other new officers are pool and a detailed history of sucJohn E. Pearso, v.p.; Adam J. cessful Chi productions.
Young, Jr., secretary; Thomas F.
Seiferth spent four years as audiClark, treasurer; and Weed, Rus- ence promotion manager for WJZ,
sell Wodward (of Free & Peters) New York.
He set up his own TV
and Joseph Timlin (Branham Co.) package and consultant firm in

Blair,

board

Blair and Blair-TV, as

succeeding

as directors.
1946.
Weed, In his annual report, recommended continuance of the spot
clinics and their extension on a
regional and national basis. A new
spot radio presentation will be
made and another edition of the
Spot Radio Estimator published.
Dues and budget approved represent an increase over the 1952 fig-

+

on both ABC radio and
networks, starting at 1:45 p.m.
Sweets Co. is buying WJZ1.
TV only.. Web got the okay for
beaming the gridcast on a co-op
basis late Friday (12) and informed its affiliates they can sell
as a co-op
tele

Jan.

EMERSON MERGING
WITH WEBSTER-011

joyful

Radio

spirit

several

advertisers

and

Equipment Makers
Can’t

Keep Pace

at 4-5 p.m. Dec. 25.

“Story of Cinderella,” hour balfantasy produced by Wana«*
maker’s/ Phllly department store,
will be lensed by ABC-TV Monday
(22) at 5 p.m. Dennis James and
Jimmy Blaine will head a 90-minuter on the net Dec. 24, 9:30 p.m.
opera
Gian-Carlo
Menotti’s
“Amahl and the Night Visitors”
will
be reprised by NBC-TV,
6-7 p.m. Dec. 25.
Longines-Wittnauer will present
a special musical festival on CBSTV 5-6 p.m., Dec. 25.
Freeman Gosden and Charles
’n’
creators of “Amos
Correll,
let

•

Atlanta, Dec. 16.

The FCC

Is handing out conpermits for TV stations
faster than equipment, makers can
agency
turn
out .transmitters,
chairman Paul A. Walker told the
Southern Regional Conference on
Educational TV here last week.
Walker asserted that of the 900
applications received since the liftAndy,” will make their tele debut
ing of the freeze, the Commission in a special segment ori CBS-TV’s
has already processed nearly 400 “A .& A” at 8:30 p.m., Dec. 25
and 137 of the latter have been when Amos’ version of the Lord's
Prayer
a veteran radio feature
given station authorizations. The
which CBS Radio is carrying
others have been designated or Dec. 21) will get its first video
scheduled for hearing.
airing.
The demalid for TV channels is
Christmas Eve festival service
so great, Walker said, that hearrom Washington National Catheings must be held in practically dral in D. C. will be aired at
all the larger cities to select the
1:15 p,m.-12:30 a.m. on CBS-TV.
most qualified applicants.
t will be followed on the web by
Walker put the number of com- father Flanagan’s Boys Town
mercial TV stations on the air as Choir.
Lux Video Theatre” on Mon120, with 111 others under conday (22) will do “A Child is
struction.
Born”
with Fay Bainter and
Television, Walker told the ConThomas Mitchell for the third
ference, can provide the spark to
Same
year on CBS-TV.
straight
develop the latent talents of the
chain’s “Studio One” will do “The
south. Educational stations particShaw
Robert
with
the
Nativity”
ularly, he asserted, can be “powerQiorale on Monday (22).
ful instruments” in facilitating the
Barrymore’* Perennial
region’s efforts toward progress.
For the 16th lime Lionel BarryVideo, he said, “will help us as
more
will play Scrooge on “A
nothing else can to bring the outside world, the workaday world to Christmas Carol” over CBS Rathe campus and into the classroom. dio’s “Hallmark Playhouse” Sun-

struction

<

j

day (21).
games locally. Jim Britt will And television will also enable us
CBS Radio has lined up six of
handle the TV mike and Bob Fin- to bring our schools closer to the
(Continued on page 36)
people; in fact, directly into their
negan the radio play-by-play.
living rooms. Educational television is a tool, timely arrived at to
speed the resurgence of the South.”
While urging educators to move
promptly in applying for educa-

LA Now Tops

New

Nielsen Study Sez

of U. S. radio sta- all station categories, gains were
SRA, of which Tom Flanagan is tions have increased their circula- more frequent in the small- and
managing director, said it is aiming tion since 1949, according to an medium-sized outlets.
Similarly,
at serving the entire industry, and analysis of the first Nielsen Cover- while losses occurred in all groups,
in particular the ad agencies. Blair
age Service report, which has just they were more noticeable for the
noted that national spot radio vol- been mailed out to subscribing sta- large stations.
ume has passed total network radio tions.
(4) The influence of TV on radio
and said that as the freeze lifts
NCS is ther-ftrst national study circulation depends on TV saturathe- same situation is being evicirculation since the tion. Coverage of the average
of overall
denced in TV.
Measurement station in a county with over 50%
Broadcast
second
Bureau “census” of 1949; The rival tele ownership was down 4% dayStandard Audit
Measurement time and 30% at night. By constudy (headed by Dr. Kenneth trast, the average
station in
Baker and following the same tech- counties where TV ownership is
nique of the demised BMB, of under 10% showed coverage inwhich Baker was research chief) is creases of 21% daytime and 31%
Schaefer beer has bought the 7- due this week.
at night.
7:‘15 p. m. strip on'WJZ, N. Y., for
Nielsen’s new circulation study
Nielsen stressed that “generalia 52-week stretch, featuring Tay- shows that for a representative
ties cannot be applied to a specific
lor Grant and the* news. Schaefer, group of
stations which had no
market
or station,” but vary with
via BBC&.0 agency, starts on Mon- change of power^ffiliation or freday (22). Buy is part of a plan by quency in the 1949-52 span, cover- individual conditions.
The new study indicates the stillJoe Nemesch, ad manager for the age, increased 11% in the daytime
brewery, to develop a “news name” and
at night, for the average strong potentialities of AM, network researchers feel. While ratfor Schaefer which is already outlet.
prominent in the sports picture
Other findings of Nielsen's analy- ings for individual shows may fall,
the stations have increased their
through its Brooklyn Dodgers co- sis are:
sponsorship on
and TV.
that is, the num(1) Although the average sta- total circulation
The 7:05-7:15 p. m. period, tion’s coverage increased 11%, in- ber of dialers who tune in during
a
week.
That’s
a
reflection
of upped
which currently spotlights Grant as dividual stations’ circulation shifts
editor of “Headline Edition,” will ranged from a drop of 48% to a set ownership, increased kilowattage
and
more
stations.
continue on a co-op basis, with gain of 213%.
(2) The average 5% nighttime
NBC, which covers TV as well
ABC network affiliates free to sell
plugs to their own bankrollers. The Increase had individual variations as AM, has been bought by NBC
7-7:05 segment Will be tailored to ranging from minus 63% to plus
and CBS-TV. There’s a possibility that NBC-TV may. also sufc
provide a smooth lead-in for “Head- 112 %.
line Edition.”
(3) While increases occurred in scribe.

AM

AM

•

&

SCHAEFER BEER BUYS

AM

NEWS STRIP

AM

5%

—

AM

.

mood,

the

The majority

52-WK.

holly

have put bankrolls into the webs*
Webster- stockings for Yule layouts. To
Chicago Corp. revealed plans, this show what transformations the
week for a merger of the two com- Xmas excitement can cause,
panies into an expanded firm to Pabst’s “Blue Ribbon Bouts” will
operate under the Emerson label. become a musical stanza with balDirectors of both companies have lerina Maria Tallchief, Gene Lockokayed the plan and it’s now being hart and David Rose’s 40-piece
sent for approval to stockholders. orch for Dec. 24, under Pabst sponUnder terms of the merger, sorship.
AM-TV packages in
Other
Emerson will issue 337,500 shares
of its capital stock for the 450,000 S. Claus’ bag include:
Mutual of Omaha will back a
shares of W-C now outstanding,
which is in the ratio of 94-share of one-hour show on Mutual enabling
servicemen overseas to talk to kin
Emerson for each share of W-C,
at home on Christmas Day at
2 p.m. Tele edition will be broadcast on NBC-TV at 3 p.m.
General Motors is backing
“One, Yuletide Square,” a fantasy
produced by Radio City Music
Hall’s Leon Leonidoff and featuring a ballet under the direction of
George Balanchine over NBC-TV

Emerson

AM

TV

channels, Walker emphasized that southern industry has
a vital stake in expediting education through TV and should lend
full assistance in constructing stational

In 3 Years,

in a holiday

decking their
schedules with special Christmas
And in the same
programming.

Most AM Stations Upped Coverage

ures.

The networks are
and

to continue Kovacs on tf half-hour
qs$,
basis, and suffer.. th.e result
of revenue, but may move him to

Chicago, Dec. 16.
Joseph M. Seiferth has been
named exec director for Chicagcf Double Gotham Spread
Unlimited, newly formed non-profit
For Laughton Series
organization set up to promote
Windy City radio and TV as a maDuffy-Mott Co. has bought the
Milwaukee. Among the NBC brass jor production centre. Outfit-,’ which
Laughton recital
participating in the meet besides has been in the blueprint stage for 15-minute Charles
McConnell were veepees Frank the past several months and in the vidpix for 22 major markets but
White, Harry Bannister and Syd talk stage for a good many years, in the case of New York City the
program will be showcased on both
Eiges.
is now formally launched and unSponsor
WJZ-TV and WPIX.
e
jdcr Seiferth’s direction will move
feels that there’s so much coverage
project
of an ambitious
| ahead
Gotham
..
the
of
out
..
gotten
be
,
to
w attention on Chi
aimed at focusing
justify
k t*
J
J the two-station
“
catent and production facilities.
,
Unlimited still has a long way to j‘ p
_
_
Laughton series preems Jan. 6
qo, however, before its backers’
WJZ-TV.
Jan.
9
on
and
WPIX
°n
anhopes of obtaining a $100,000
nual budget can be realized. As of Former station will carry the show
last week there was slightly over on Tuesdays, WJZ-TV on Fridays.
S7.4G0 in the kitty, raised by colIt marks Laughton’s TV debut
_
V< S Ass “* s
-tectioas on the original meraber- with his own show.
f.
.expansion Ot1 US aetivicUt n
fioiferth’s
first
flsas
Seiferth’s
ship pledges.
ties to further the development of
signment, obviously, will be to line
spot radio and tele, adding to its up additional coin.
office staff and planning campaigns
Sweets Buys Sugar Bowl
Besides a general public rela-'
for greater standardization in the
Sweets Co. of America will aptions job to spotlight the Chi AMspot -field and reduction of paper
TV potential, particularly to ma- propriately back the Sugar Bowl
work.
from New Orleans over
Game
advertisers,
the
organjor midwest
Annual meeting of the station ization plans a board research pro- WJZ-TV, N. Y., on New Year’s Day.
rep group last week elected John gram. Research will embrace a surThe grid classic is being aired
.

Mood;

Lotsa Coin For Radio-TV Programs

management has decided

a different time period in the near
future.

Radio-TV Sun

In

In N. Y., the move presents a
special problem for WCBS-TV, the
web’s flagship station. It has been
airing the Ernie Kovacs show in the
12:45 to 1:30 p.m. strip, with the
show SRO on a participating basis.

Station

Chi Bid for Place

plan Involves was not disclosed, but
it’s believed that NBC is now prepared to expand its daytime video
schedule to encompass all but a
few hours each day.
Rump- committee, comprising
reps of 41 NBC affiliates, was
spearheaded by Walter J. Damm.
general manager of WTMJ-TV,

set plans to

on a local basis.
Move has been made to consolidate the CBS-TV daytime soap operas into a solid block. Thus,
“Light” will now be airing back-

nied a rumor that she would join
up with Crosley’s WLW-T.

each affiliate each month. No
changes were effected in the rate
of payment between the network

week

Light” show from the 2:30 to 2:45
p.m. strip back into the 12:45 to 1
p.m. strip. Web. previously had permitted its affiliates to program the

QUITS
meeting in closed session here DOTTIE
(Tues.) with top network
DIXON IN HASSLE
brass, won a compromise victory
in its fight to carry a reduced load
Cincinnati, Dec. 16.
of “free” network time each month.
Quarrels between Paul Dixon,
At the same time, NBC prexy Jo- disk jockey, and his gal Friday
seph H. McConnell promised the pantomimist, Dottie Mack, came to
affiliates that the web is studying a climax with the withdrawal by
closely the problem of daytime TV Miss Mack from WCPO-TV.
In
and has a new daytime project ear- asking for an indefinite leave of
marked for launching early next absence, which was promptly
year.
granted by Mortimer C. Watters,
Affiliates had complained about general manager of the Scrippsoperation,
Miss Mack
the net’s demand “that they be re- Howard
quired to carry 24 hours of free caused cancellation of a new show
time monthly. Under the compro- for her scheduled to start this week.
mise setup, the allocated free time
Miss Mack declared that she had
will be revised downwards on a no future plans.
Earlier she detee,”

this

preempt a quarter-hour of local
station daytime periods cross-theboard by moving its “Guiding

4

Chicago, Dec. 16.
affiliates

Advertisers in a Yuletide

SOAP OPERA STRIPS
CBS-TV

For

Wednesday, December 17, 1952
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N.Y. (8 Stations)

Washington, Dec. 16
Los Angeles is now first city in
the U. S. in number of TV stations
as a result of the issuance last
week by the FCC of a construction permit to John Poole for a
the formation of the National Citi- UHF outlet. This gives L. A. its
zens Committee for educational TV eighth
commercial outlet (one
will give “new impetus” to the par- more than New York).
ticipation of businessmen in the
The city had previously been
establishment of non-commercial issued a
permit for an edustations.
cational station, which is now under construction by the University
of Southern California. When these
UHF outlets are completed, L. A.
CHI
tions.

encouragement by
the spirit of cooperation shown by
business groups toward educational
TV, the FCC topper predicted that
Expressing

UHF

COSMETIC FIRM

will

have nine

stations.

In addition to the L. A. permit,
the Commission issued authorizaWith Lever Bros, cutting back tions for six other stations. These
on its sponsorship of the Arthur went to Johnston Broadcasting Co.
Godfrey morning simulcast on in Birmingham, Ala.;
in
CBS, the web hag pacted Consoli Danville, 111.; Delta TV Co. in Mondated Cosmetics, Inc., new Chi- roe, La.; WHIZ in Zanesville, O.;
cago firm, to take over the open Tacoma News-Tribune in Tacoma,
segments. Agency is Tim Morrow. Wash.; and
in Tacoma, Wash.

BUYS AYEM GODFREY

WDAN

KMO

Under the. Godfrey setup, each
new sponsor buying into the show

New

Foote’s
Status
goes into the first quarter-hour
segment; from 10 to 10:15 a. m
Emerson Foote was elected exec
cross-the-board.
Thus, Lever wil v.p. and exec committee member
remain in its 10:30 to 10:45 strip of
McCann-Erickson
yesterday
on an alternate basis, but Consol- (Tues.),
idated moves Into the first quarter
Robert E. Healy, v.p.-treasurer,
hour, alternating with Snowcrop was added to exec committee and
last previous bankrolltr to buy in
Chester A. Posey, John H. Tinker,
Consolidated will .plug lt« Lanolin Jr., and Henry Q. Hawes were
JPlus line, starting Jan. I.
named senior veepees.
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TELEVISION KEVIEWS

TWO TO THREE
Irene Knight,
with Bob Morris,
^ Rex Trailer, Mary Wilson, Joe
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Mankiewicz,

0 j

film

writer-producer-director, occupied
“Hot Seat” Monday
for ABC-TV’s
night (15) and, under questioning
showcases talents of by N. Y.
hausfraus
Times’ film critic Bosley
WPTZ staffers in a package tied .Crowther and “Seat” producer
singer and Stuart Scheftel, sounded off on
together by Bob Morris,
performer, various phases of film biz and show
emcee. A personable
biz in general.
In answer to a
known through his work on air and query on whether TV or the qualspots, Morris sings ity of pix is
causing the present
in local night
about tables, to boxoffifce slump, Mankiewicz atto guests seated
to pro- tributed part of it to video; degive floor-show informality
claring “I don’t see why people
duction, and cues camera switches should buy something
they can get
Morris says “we’re for nothing."
to other studios.
going upstairs.” or “Let’s take the
He claimed, however, that the
industry is “over-inflated,”
elevator to where Mary Wilson is film
working.” What happens to the averring there are now “too many
pictures
and too many theatres.”
studio audience during these exCame the war boom, he pointed
cursions is not quite clear to view6ut,
and
.the
industry accepted that
They probably go out for a
ers.
level of biz as standard.
Then,
smoke.
when
the b.o. returned to normal,
Next sequence finds Miss Wil- they call it a slump.
Mankiewicz
and
pans author- noted,
son, WPTZ’s pots
however, that the film biz
ity whipping up a pie, from cheese, comprises both
creative and nonapples and condensed milk. Morris creative
people, and declared that
gets on the scene and dutifully it s the
non-creative
ones who are
tastes and approves the pie. This doing
the crying.
repast over show follows with a
Asked
why
he
objected to the
gimmick, in which Morris lures
two reluctant femmes into a song compulsory loyalty oath of the
contest the catch being that they Screen Directors Guild when he
have to say “blank for every three was SDG prexy, Mankiewicz said
the SDG is a “private labor
letter word. Winner gets a laugh *
There’s a “tremendous difprize of an oversized lollipop and a guild.
ference,”
he said, “between a
hotwater bag. Probably loot will
value,
if
in
program loyalty oath demanded by the state
Increase
grows older. As of now only plunji and one demanded by private persons.” He also tossed in a hefty
is a makeover job of Doris Hackfor Metro’s upcoming
ett, studio’s authority on appear- plug
Julius Caesar,” which he directed,
ance, beauty and correct grooming.
For the stay-at-homes there is a adding a solid kudo for Marlon
Brando, who plays Marc Anthony
“wish letter,” in which winner is
interviewed by Eleanor Glenn and in the- film.
Any viewers interested in show
jiven her “desire.”
Wishes are
landmade shoes, and a nylon robe biz would have wanted Mankiewicz
to
continue his statements, since
this lady's soldier husband was
coming home). Miss Glenn also he answered all questions intellisings a home-made ditty and gives gently and with a fine sense of
humor.
a brief weather report.
But, under the show's
Corailed in the roundup of stu- format, each of two guests occupies
dio talent is cowboy crooner. Rex the “Hot Seat” only 15 minutes
Trailer, complete with guitar. and he was forced to step down
Trailer, who is being given big to make way for Major Alexander
buildup by station, sang “Rock de Seversky. Crowther and Scheftel
Candy Mountains” and “Foggy- questioned him, of course, on his
Foggy Dew” in acceptable, folk- theory that ground forces cannot
singer style.
Meanwhile Emcee win the war in Korea—that it's
Morris has shanghaied a sailor all a matter of superior air forces.
from the audience, and he sings a
Stal.
pop tune to Irene Knight, goodlooking chirper, who like Morris,
Controversy over the National
is well known on the local cafe
Collegiate Athletic Assn, formula
circuit. Morris and Miss Knight al- for restricting televising
of colternate at tying diverse segments lege gridders was given a oncetogether with song interludes. Joe over on DuMont’s “Author Meets
Frasetto, Latin Casino
maestro, the Critics” Thursday (11), based

—
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Serious note

“Pastor’s Study,*’
conducted by Rev. Stanley Gambell
who delivered a series of
Poems appropriate to the
Christmas season show. Format
gives busy homemaker
a * wide
choice; but if it's the emcee
she
favors, she’s in the Morris
chair
for an hour.
Gagh.
is

HAYES KITCHEN KLUB
S®.™
With Ken
Case

0

?A 5i?

cer;

JJins.

Nori*i»n Bernauer
1:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Participating

The area’s only
outlet has
given the go-sign to
this half-hoUr

TV

women

in the early
a five times

afternoon

spot on
Weekly basis after several
weeks
of trying it
out once per week and
later twice
weekly.
It’s the station’s

homemakers

period when
through cookhousehold hints, utensew
gift wra PPing, or alnlnci an lu?’
ything of interest to milady
and madame.
tlie

subjects range

e iy, recipes,

For this particular
segment of
Pr0

iF aminin * WDAF-TV refought in Bette Hayes
nanme the chores of arranging to
the
al
and handling it before
Jh? ? m r
s
She
lias a hackeronnH of
S «h°
l me economics,
is atfra°/!!?r
° f face and ^£ urc before
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the studio
put in his two cents
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Betweeh the two

s giv en a varied effect,
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d ai y integrate five or six
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Chapter 3 in the Abe Lincoln saga,
as produced on film by Richard
deRochemont, a visualization of the
Mother Goose Suite” backgrounded by Maurice Ravel’s score, with
Helen Hayes reading from Charles
Perrault’s “Fairy Tales,” and a
fascinating underwater filming of
the “Biography of a Fish,” were
the major components over which
Alastair Cooke presided with his
customary finesse.
The Lincoln installment, “Growing Up,” dealt with the boyhood
years (16 to 21) of the Great Emancipator in the rough frontier country, with Royal Dano vesting the
lead role of the “all joints, and
lean and long as a rail” Lincoln
with understanding and feeling.
The deRochemont treatment of the
film is\ both unusual and distinctive, and the educational and entertainment values of the continuing Lincoln cycle are beyond

it is

pro-
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Hamilton

of

Room,”

Basso’s

retitled for

“Green
Great

TV “The

as the elderly princess

who knew

Miss Hunt’s background and Noel
Leslie turned in a neat job as the
star’s oldest friend. Ernest Graves
and Marcel Hillaire were good in
supporting roles.
Markle and director Paul Nickell
gave the show solid production
trappings, with Nickell shining via
his camera work, particularly in a
series of difficult cuts from one
group of people to another in a
scene representing a party at Miss
Hunt’s home on the Riviera. Sets
designed by Richard Rychtarik
backgrounded the show excellently.

Hamilton

pn't;?

>.

l>

4 $44$$ 4

primarily to capture the top moments of the operatic gems, with
camera accent on the performers,
and in this respect it succeeds. The
“format” is simple and sensible,
with the loose end tied together
by abbreviated, effective commen-

^

tary.

With Ed Sullivan

Rose.

Flower Hospital recuperating from an ulcer
attack, Jackie Gleason subbed for
him on CBS-TV’s “Toast of the
Town” Sunday night (14). Show
in

presented an attractive talent lineup and made for a pleasant enough
hour’s
viewing,
without
being
socko in any department. Gleafcon
himself did not do his act, having
starred in his own show the preceding night on CBS, but he made
for an affable emcee. (Sullivan will
return to the show Sunday night

fine job on “Peg O’ My
Heart,” the tune which shoved the
Harmonicats into the bigtime.
Step Bros., per usual, wowed with
their tapping, although they would
have been even more appreciated
if they’d held their offering down
to a few minutes less.
With Sullivan’s illness forcing
postponement of the second stanza
of the “Samuel Goldwyn Story,”
originally scheduled for Sunday
night, the show nonetheless tossed
in a Bob Hope clip from Goldwyn’s
production of “Princess and the
Since the program must
Pirate.”

turned in a
Martita Hunt, who was flown
over from England specifically for
her role on CBS-TV’s “Studio
One” Monday night (15), proved
via her fine performance that the
trip was worth it.
She starred in
an adaptation by Robert Wallsten

Stal.

,

$

<

>

“Mother

because more drive-ins
WPIX (N. Y.) “Opera Cameo”
have opened than regular houses
came through on Sunday (14) with
have folded,
Hamilton said that the NCAA an authoritative once-over-lightly
was sincere in its approach, that wrapup of the highlights from
viewers weren’t being denied good “Rigoletto,” which was made pargames, that the important point ticularly appealing by the perwas getting good athletic programs formance of Irene Fratiza (of the
for all youth and not letting a LaScala Opera, Milan) in her debut
handful of big campuses monopo- on the program. Miss Fratiza is a
caplize the game. He stressed the distinct asset to the “Cameo”
in her
NCAA concept that it is “trying to sule operatics, displaying
highly-trained,
a
Gilda
as
not
role
and
find a way to live with TV
beautifully controlled voice which
to die by it.”
w
„
Larry Robinson, N. Y. World- never lost its dulcet tone. It was
Telegram & Sun scribe, was guest particularly apparent in her “Cara
moderator, doing & so-so job. Pro- Nome” aria and her dueting with
jester).
ductionwise, show was smooth al- Robert Weede (as the count
though the large desk mike tended Both Weede, in the starring role,
Puma as the duke
to obscure Ward, who was sitting and Salvatore
gave creditable performances.
Bril.
low in his chair.
“Opera Cameo,” sponsored by
Products, makes
“Omnibus” on Sunday (14) came Progress© Food
Sunday evening viewup with some diversified and re- for pleasant
It makes no
listening.
and
ing
freshing elements which combined,
pretensions when it comes to proat least for two-thirds of the way,
It's designed
furbelows.
duction
to make it rewarding viewing.
t

4

-

cliimed,

^ > v « ff

»

(21), when it will originate in a
special one-shot from the Roxy
Theatre, N. Y.).
“Omnibus” performs a pioneer
Red Buttons, also a CBS video
service in helping push forward contractee,
topped the comedy dethe dimensions of TV by such off- partment with
a reprise of his
beat programming as that on Sun- often-done but still
socko punchy
day dealing with the life (and love) fighter bit. It
pointed up -again
habits of a fish.
It was science Buttons’
thesping ability.
Lisa
made intriguing and exciting.
Kirk, in two spots on the show,
Unfortunately, the
impressed with her vocalistics, doGoose” sequence failed to excite ing her current RCA Victor disthe imagination. The live-and-pup- cliclc, “Love Is A Boomerang,” and
pet presentation was done on an reprising “Gentleman Is a Dope,”
ambitious scale as an interwoven which she introduced in “Allegro.”
dramatization of some of the bet- Jose Greco and three male memter-known fairy tales. Here there bers from his Spanish dance
was considerable opportunity for troupe scored in a jet-paced heelexperimentation in lighting and and-toer, with the cameras pointother technical aspects of produc- ing up their deft terping neatly.
tion, but “Omnibus” preferred to
Show opened with Baudy’s Greyplay it along the orthodox triedand-true lines. It could have been hounds, one of the better animal
acts around. Group of dogs and a
a humdinger, but it wasn’t.
couple of monkeys must have esHelen Hayes’ reading helped put pecially pleased the kids with
the presentation on an adult level,
their well-set routines. Show also
but whether fairyland appeals to
presented 10-year-old Gene Jemai,
all ages Is a moot point.
Rose.
billed as a harmonica virtuoso, who

—

killed

With Donn Bennett, emcee
Producer: Bennett
Director:
30 Mins.;

question.

Lady.”
It was a role tailored tp
her fine thesping abilities, calling
for her to portray a famous authoress, sadistic, lying and on the
verge of insanity as she attempted
to rule the lives of all around her
to compensate for her own misAlthough some of
on the article by Arch Ward (“We guided life.
Want Football on TV”) in Sport her dramatics were from the old
mag. Show didn’t get all the punch school, she made every scene
it might have had, partly because count.
of the standard setup of two parYarn was another adult drama
ticipants (the author and Clarence of the type spotted on “Studio
Jordan, v.p. of N. W. Ayer ad One” since Fletcher Markle took
agency as the pro-critic) having over as producer.
With a fine
more guns than the lone anti-critic. cast supporting Miss Hunt, it made
Another reason was the fact that for absorbing viewing. Rosemary
Capt. Tom Hamilton, of the U. of Harris, last in the cast of “Climate
Pittsburgh, wasn’t articulate of Eden” on Broadway, scored
enough in presenting the NCAA with a sensitive portrayal of the
views. He had the stature and back- star’s niece, whose marriage was
ground his own grid record, war on the rocks as a result of Miss
work and involvement in the Hunt’s meddling.
Daly
NCAA TV Committee but could etched a finely-shadedJames
characterihave used someone to run inter- zation as the publisher’s represenference and more aggressiveness tative who fell In love with Miss
when carrying the ball.
Harris. Lili Darvas was excellent

Ward's air attack involved the
charge that the NCAA position was
offside as “unworkable, unmoral
and un-American.” He scored a
point by reporting that the charity
sports events run by his Chi
Tribune were bringing in more
coin when televised than in previous years. Jordan also made a
touchdown by noting: (1) gate receipts are higher in TV areas, even
though the number of payees is
down, due to fact that more outsiders and fewer students are going
to the stadiums; (2) payees dropped
4% in TV areas, but fell 10% in
non-TV areas; and (3) tele hasn’t
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THE BIG IDEA
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WDAF-TV, Kansas City

of interest for
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WPTZ, Philadelphia
New hour-long variety show

takes a violin solo and heads trio
of piano, bass and xylophone.

t

Tele Followup

Glenn, Doris
K. Gam-

Frasctto, Eleanor
Hackctt, Rev. Stanley

Director: Del
60 Mins., Fri. Z P-

M

have been rounded into shape in
a hurry, use of the film clip provided for a nice fillip, which tied
in handsomely with the rest of the
Stal.

acts.

Jimmy Durante chalked up another of his superior telesessions
on the NBC-TV “All Star Revue”
Saturday (13). The Schnoz, with
Sophie Tucker as his guest, had a
well-organized romp that provided
The comic
sock interlude.
a

proved that he can still overcome
several inherent weaknesses in his
format.
Layout with which Durante has
been working is seemingly wearing
itself out.
It seems harder for the
comedian to register as effectively
as he used to for the simple reason that he’s working in too familiar a frame. However, on this
everything
session
virtually
seemed to get over exactly as Durante wished it.
Durante reached* his top mo
ments with Soph. The two represent an era and a style of show
biz comprising equal proportions
of heart and talent. They cavorted
together in a heartwarming and
The Club
entertaining manner.
Durant bit with Eddie Jackson accompanying them was the highspot
of the entire show. On her own,
Soph’s contribution was too sentimental for the occasion and slowed
up the proceedings somewhat.

Wes Kenney
Mon.

9 p.m.

Sustaining

DuMont, from New York

DuMont has a good idea in “The
Big Idea,” on which inventors are
invited to showcase their gadgets
and gimmicks. It has audience potentials in the amateur Edisons
themselves, businessmen looking
for new products and the general
viewer interested in people and
how things work.
On the opener Monday (15) four
inventions were demonstrated by
their creators: a “Whirlamobile,”
collapsible merry-go-round, modeled by two kids, designed to tire
out over-energetic moppets; an
automatic milker-timer, exhibited
in operation on a live cow; a device. dreamed up by a woman golf
pro, to teach proper swinging; and
blinking rescue light aimed at
helping locate survivors of ships
wrecked at sea.

Inventions were intriguing and
were presented cleverly, as with

he film clips of a « boat pitching
on a billowing ocean and a closeup
of the miniature light buoy in operation in a tank of water. Guests,
oo, were interesting; they’re ariculate because they’re spieling on
something close to their hearts and
there are stories behind the hobbying.

Panel on the opener, while distinguished, was deadly stiff and
chamber-of-cominerce. It included
Ray Wood, director of South Jersey
Manufacturers Assn., a permanent
panelite;
Richard O. Loengard,
head of National Assn, of Manuacturers patent committee; F. G.
Toye, General Electric legal eagle;
and F. S. Blackall, prez of AmerK
can Society, of Mechanical Engineers. They didn't offer any pracical suggestions to the. inventors,
but this kind of comment will be
added on future editions.
Donn
Bennett, who doubles as producer,
handled the emcee chores engagingly.

Bril.

FACES IN THE WINDOW
With Ken Nordine
Producers:
George
Heinemann,
Mafv David
Director: Bill Goodrich
Writer: David
40 Mins.; Sat., 11:30 p.m.

Sustaining

WNBQ,

Chicago

WNBQ

has come up with another
conversation piece. One that may
well stir up something like the
attention gained by the recently
aunched “Ding pong School,”
morning half-hour aimed at the
nursery set which has broken
hrough as a solid local hit. However, this possibility and the fact
that “Faces in the Window” and
‘School” both are single-personality, one-camera offerings are the
only similarities.
“Faces,” slotted as the Saturday
night finale, is designed to titillate
he horror fans with Ken Nordine
reading
famous
chiller
yarns
adapted by Marv David. The combination of Nardine's superb read.

frame watched (13); some
remarkable eerie effects by the
camera and the truly horrendous tale, “The Rats in the Walls,”
penned by H. P. Lovecraft, must
have produced a bumper crop of
goose pimples. The camera never
left the reader’s face and he remained sitting during the 40-min-

ing on
solo

ute unfolding of the tale, yet this
very concentration increased the
almost hypnotic
fascination
to
really spine tingling proportions.
Like the best of the old radio
curdlers, the most potent quivers
came from the viewers’ imaginations.

Specific details of the*

gruesome

Lovecraft yarn were lost in j;he
pervading mood. It had to do with
an American who returns to England to restore the ancient ancestral home and slowly blows his
top as he discovers in the subterranean passages evidence that
his forebears had practiced cannibalistic rituals. He ends up thinking himself guilty of the same
horrible offense. Midnight snack,

There were brief appearances
by Pandit Korla, a Hindu organist who provided an atmospheric
precede to Durante’s takeoff on
anyone?
Dave.
him, and Danny Thomas came on
briefly to kudos the Schnoz on bewhich
gave POLKA
half of the B'nai B'rith
PICNIC
him its humanitarian award.
With Joe Finan, Ernie Benedict and
Production by Joseph Santley
his International Orch, Kendall
Jose.
was good.
Sisters.
Producer: John Ziegler
Theme on “famous o p e n i n g Director: Arnold Brown
nights” was a smart side pitch for 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:30 a.m.
“Show of Shows” on the second o Sustaining
the Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca pair WNBK, Cleveland
What to do with a half-hour muof hiatus weeks. It gave the NBCTV Saturday nighter a peppy pat- sical program besides showing diftern which, with guesters Herb ferent shots s> f combo, vocalists,
Shriner and Nina Foch, she a«i and fingering instruments has been
hostess, summed up to an extra
solved by WNBK. It dropped anpleasant gait for the 90 minutes.
nouncer Joe Finan into the 30minute 11:30 a.m. polka stanza. The
Among the nifty harkbacks
some with personal application to result: a zany bit of morning pic(Continucd on page 34)
(Continued on page 34)
1
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;

(A Word In Your Ear)
With
Charles Irvin*, narrator; Ralph With Prof. Walter Goldschmidt,
others
Norman, music
producer - director: Sherman H. Writer: Lister Sinclair
Producer-director: Andrew Allan
Dryer
30 Mins., Sun., 1p.m.
Script: Paul Milton
Sustaining
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
Morton,

Gregory

With Richard Widmark, Joan Loring, Lawson Zerbe, Bryna RoeAnthony
With Lenka
burn
Randall, Audrey Christie, Ruth
HI Brown
Producer-director:
McDevitt, Gavin Gordon, Chester
(The Girl In

others;

Radio Followups
switch in mood
week’s initial program on
Under Commu“People
WNYC’s
nism,” which dealt with the gruerepressions of
and
some activities
the secret Soviet police, Sunday s
segment,
full-hour
second
(14)
“Music to Order,” discussed the
first-rank
of
degradation
artistic
Soviet composers writing music o
a party line.
The program was lighter, gayer
and in many ways more appealing
but in no way less impressive or
important than the first one. It
was another illuminating chapter

In

j

from

ABC, from New York

WNYC

—

WNYC

(BBD&O)

j

—

—

rived.”

The fore and aft portions traced
Leonardo as a nonpareil; his operaunder the patronage of
tions
Louis XII and Cesare
Sforza,
Borgia in Milan; his macabre slant

on the painting of The Madonna;
his failures with The Flying Mapre-Coppernicus and
his
chine:
pre-Newton theories on the sun,
earth and gravity; and, of course,
the epic of his Portrait of a Woman

That Leonardo was
Lisa).
also of illegitimate birth, that he

(Mona

painted Last Supper and Adora-

nating, a serious subject being han- that though Shosty and Khacha
dled lightly, imaginatively and wit- miserably recanted against the
(having
tily. Prof. Walter Goldschmidt, of tendency of “formalism”
the U. of California, who super- form only, and lacking in content)
didn’t
Prokofieff
their
music,
in
vised the series, closed the airer
with a discussion of language’s recant completely.
Prof. Simmons showed how de‘subtle but pervasive instinct in
culture.” showing how we can structive Soviet controls had beshare the experience of other peo- come, and how musical composition'
ples,
other times, other places, had deteriorated. He played bits
from Shosty’s oratorio, “Song of
hrough a study of words.
Studies in education, ethics, re- the Forest,” written after 1948.
igion, authority, technology, art, Slonimsky thought it did violence
the family, are to follow in this to Shosty’s musical integrity; Cowseries. Their genesis, preparation ell thought “wicked western influand production, if Sunday’s show ences” were still present; Taylor
said that Shosty's musical future
is a guide, was an inspiration.
was now in his past.
Bron ,

ON HUMAN
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r

UN

UN

Simmons offered

Prof.

WORLD OF SOUND

tion of the Kings, and that he once With Helen Parkhurst
competed in a contest with Michel- Producer: Bill Kaland
angelo on a design for the great 35 Mins.; Ston. 4:35 p.m.
hall of Palazzo Vecchio, was not Sustaining
encompassed in the necessarily WNEW, N. Y.
•
Presented in cooperation with
limited segment.
In a speech at the finish, Greg- the N. Y. Institute for the Education
of the Blind, the “World of
Leonardo,
ory Morton, playing
said, in effect, that all good things Sound” gives a fascinating insight
into
the technique of educating
conThis
is
a
come from labor.
cept that will undoubtedly serve sightless youngsters. It’s a firstrate
public
lofty
service feature which
point
in
a
recurring
as a
series where much of the stress, combines a pitch for support of
judged from the bow, will' be on the N. Y. Institute with an atten'providing an entertainment frame- tion-getting, program idea.
Format for each show in this
work to better display five censeries is based on imaginary trips
turies or so of Western culture.
Trau.
taken by a group of blind children
under the leadership of Helen
RIGHTS
Parkhurst, child educator. WNEW’s
REPORT
With Eleanor Roosevelt, narrator sound technicians supply all the
sounds incidental to the trip and
Producer: Oscar Rose
the show simply covers the kids’
30 Mins.; Wed. (10), 9:30 p.m.
spontaneous reactions and obserSustaining
vations. On the preem (14), the
WOR, N. Y.
Marking the fourth anni of the children were “taken” on a picnic
to a New Jersey farm via sounds of
Nations’
“United
adoption of the
Declaration of Human Rights,” trains, etc. The children joined in
the
picnic atmosphere with infecthis
produced
division
UN’s radio
commemorative documentary for tious enthusiasm and their comments
gave life to the studio-simCanS.,
the
U.
throughout
airing
ada and other British Common- ulated “world of sound.” Miss
Parkhurst
handled the kids witli
Eleanor
With
territories.
wealth
Roosevelt handling the commen- natural tact and sympathy.
Although there is an underlying
tary,- this show featured taped interviews with an impressive roster pathos in this show, there is nothof statesmen from countries which ing maudlin about it and it shapes
up as a consistently listenable halfhave signed the Declaration.
llerm.
pro- hour session.
As with other official
grams, however, there was an obvious ceremonial quality about this IT’S ALL YOURS
show and an equally obvious avoid- With Jimmy Logan, Stanley Bax
ter, BBC Scot Variety Orch
ance of all delicate or controverAs a glaring ex- Producer: Eddie Fraser
sial questions.
ample, there was no representative 30 Mins.; Mon., 7 p.m.
of any Soviet-dominated country BBC, from Glasgow
In “It’s All Yours,” which keeps
in the documentary and this omission, which should have aroused high listening figure with dialers,
some curiosity, and cloaked in to the web has a fairly good vaude
It gives full scope to
This w as safer, per- session.
tal silence.
young Scot comic Jimmy Logan
haps. but also less interesting.
The show’s effort to give the and Stanley Baxter, but makes
Declaration some vital significance too much play of too many catch
was not particularly imaginative phrases, majority being of mild
reps from some humor value.
or convincing.
Logan, as well as being the comdozen countries, including Israel
Lebanon, Indonesia, Haiti and edy spark of the segment, proved
ohers, told of the impact of the pleasant bailadeer in “Tonight’s
document in their areas. There the Night.” Stanley Baxter's Glaswas little deviation from a pat op- gow dialog was clever but tiretimism in all of the interviews some. Margaret MacDonald, tal
which didn’t exactly correspond ented nightingale, scored in singwith the current state of the world. ing “I’m in Love with a Wonder
Like the
itself, this show ful
Guy,” while Six in Accord
demonstrated well-intentioned ob- were a welcome harmony group.
jectives without showing how they
Kemlo Stephen’s orch provided
can be attained.
Jtierm.
good backing.
Gord.

bits

from

Seventh

(“Leningrad”)

Symphony, hailed
music, denounced

at first as great
later as devia-

Shosty’s

tionary. Panel discussed its merits.
And so the give-and-take went, for
an hour of fascinating, revealing

Bron.

talk.

Boh
INS

Considine,

who

represented
Dwight D.
Korea, reif
not too

in President-elect

Eisenhower’s trip to
ported interestingly
,

revealingly on “historic” mission,
NBC (14), less than 90 minutes
after: the General’s plane landed
in New York. Considine did his
weekly commentary for Mutual
Insurance, live, after a fortnight
of transcribing. He believed the
President-elect had gained information, from first-hand observation, that would prove of longrange importance, but said those
Americans who expected a quick
solution (Considine seemed to be
surprised by their large number)
were in for a disappointment.
Nearest thing to a revelation on
Korea that Considine reported was
a cryptic reference to Mr. Eisenhower’s realization serious supply
problems must be corrected. The
press service byliner stated that
the General felt deeply President
Truman’s criticism of his trip, but
“would not sound off in public on
it”; believed it would “not be dignified” and that state of world was
too “ominous” to continue the
bickering which the General felt
via

had been overdone.
Considine thought that the Pres
ident-elect, via the Korean hop,
had grown in “maturity,” if it were
possible for a 62-year-old man with
his wide background to do so. He
found the General in wonderful

physical condition; commented all
the American soldiers there now
knew he is “with” them. It is “the
meat and potatoes” of a newsman's
life to say, even to his grandchildren, “I was there on a tremen-

dous story,” Considine concluded.
His commentary could have been
slightly tightened and smoothened
through editing.
Jaco.

—

C o I u m b u s Wally McGough,

at WTYN here since
has been named general
manager to fill the post left vacant
two months ago by the departure
of John Rossiter for Jackson, Miss.
McGough formerly was commercial manager of WJAC-TV, Johnstown, Pa,

sales
Sept.

manager
1,

New York

After a brief hiatus, “Grand
Central Station,” 15-yea‘r old drama
series, returned to the CBS airlanes
with a neat script thesped by a
of legit performers.
slick cast
Blending of above average drama
and a topflight cast has been
“GCS’s” trademark during its long
radio run and “The Girl In Room
1806,” which teed off the series
Saturday morning (13) indicates
that producer Martin Horrell and
director Ira Ashley are sticking to
the tried and tested formula.
Although the Elaine McMahon
script had a soap opera flavor the
plot was excellently constructed

f

revolving around an Italo
pageant, with folk songs and such,
Shakespeare,
plus quotes from
which appeared to accentuate part
of the series’ overall objective
“the age of the individual had ar-

1806)
Peterson,

CREAM OF WHEAT

CBS, from

'

piece,

Room

Stratton; Ken Roberts, narrator Writer: Michael Sklas*
25 Mins.; Mon., 10:35 p.m.
Producer: Martin Horrell
Sustaining
Director: Ira Ashley
ABC, from New York
Writer: Elaine McMahon
United Jewish Appeal
25 Mins., Sat,, 11:05 a.m.

striking

a

last

WNYC, N.Y.
This is the second series put on
“Heritage!” latches on to an am- within two weeks by the National
bitious theme in its attempt to ex- Assn, of Educational Broadcasters,
ploit the culture contributed by through the assistance of the Ford
the Western mind from the Mid- Foundation’s Fund for Adult EduSeries cation, and
dle Ages to the present.
should be (and
has the guidance of Life magazine probably is) proud to present it.
and is based on latter’s “Picture Together with last week’s “People
History of Western Man” which Under Communism” series, this
was assembled in collab with presentation, if nothing else, is
scholars and educators and which eloquent rebuttal to the shortcreated quite a stir when published sighted civic official who suggested
not long ago.
that
could be eliminated in this vital, adult series, prepared
This being the open-' season on from Gotham broadcasting as an by the Ford Foundation’s Fund for
this
(pix-TV),
Leonardo da Vinci
economy move. The station that Adult Education, to show the power
preem highlighted the carper of carries such programming is a and intentions of the Soviet Union
genius
Century
16th)
the 15th (and
so that we may be on the alert
boon to a community.
whose inventions, at least, have
As for itself, “The Ways of Man- against them.
not yet been claimed by the Soviet
Format was panel-like, with Dr.
kind” is a 13-week, half-hour seRussians, as far as is known on
ries, exploring the origin and de- Ernest J. Simmons of Columbia,
this side of the ferrous drapery.
velopment of customs and folk- who prepared the program, acting
The da Vinci saga, as given here, ways in various parts of the world, as
composers
and
moderator,
has been culled by scripter Paul with the idea of helping people to Deems Taylor and Henry Cowell,
Milton from standard works, pre- get along with each other by bet- and musicologist Nicolos Slonimsumably, with nothing new or ter understanding each other. It’s sky, as his. guests. Subject-matter
startling in the unfolding save peran intriguing, adult series, judged mainly concerned itself with the
haps setting up the Florentine as by Sunday's (14) opener.
famed 1948 decree of the Soviet
a genial sort of braggart (unintenCommittee denouncing
This program, titled “A Word Central
Against a. large
tional, no doubt).
“formalism” and western bourgeois
Your
In
Ear,”
was
study
of lana
and often jumpy canvas of the great
in Soviet music, and
tendencies
man’s works, the attempted docu- guages and words as they affect the effect of this resolution on the
mentary, sounding mighty lak a peoples, cultures, intercourse, be- Big Four in Soviet music Shospiece of made-up drama, emerged havior, etc. Language reflects cul- takovich,' Prokofieff, Khachaturian
as a minor triumph via the power- ture, was the thflflq,, Tfoe^ograpi and Miaskovsky.
'narration "6t Chads’ “ Irving, went on to expound this by inPanel discussed variations in
punctuated and bridged with su- stances of differences in speech; by
perb music batoned by Ralph Nor- differences in application of words Soviet policy, changes in music,
man and enlisting the ABC Sym- in various tongues and lands. Ex- effect of party interference, etc.
phony Orchestra.
amples of meanings of words to Slonimsky was the most-informed
even playing difWhether a listener got the idea the Eskimo, the Arab, the Indian, and most voluble,
ferent music snatches at times to
that Leonardo was a key architect the Chaucerian Englishman, were
Prof. Simremarks.
his
buttress
given.
his
There
in
were
oddities
listed
Renaissance
of the High
mulndexterous role as , painter, in usage of words by various peo- mons played from various comofficial So
read
and
works
posers’
scholples.
engineer,
inventor,
sculptor,
Instead of this being boring or viet proclamations, to give point to
ar and scientist,' is something else
Midway there was a side- pedantic, the half-hour was fasci- the discussion. It was pointed out
again.
Sustaining

W

THE TORCH

GRAND CENTRAL STATION

THE WAYS OF MANKIND

HERITAGE!

1

,

and built easily to an effective,
though obvious windup. Story told
of a young girl who attempted to
commit suicide via an 18 floor jump
from a hotel across the street from
.

Grand Central Station,
who talked her off the
their inevitable love

a reporter
ledge, and

affair.

radio

chairman Hi Brown wrapped up
moving drama, “The
fairly
a
Torch,” to kick off UJA’s ’52-’53
Vehicle was
broadcast season.
based on an aspect of Chanukah,
the Festival of Independence, and
told the story of a young automobile mechanic who was chosen to
carry a torch from the site of. the

Miss

McMahon’s dialog got plenty of
warmth and poignancy across with-

ancient Maccabean revolt to Tel
Young man, a champ disAviv.
tance runner, was cynical about
the significance of the ceremony,
but he was accompanied by a girl,
a .graduate nurse, who argued for
the principles involved.
Along the way they had various
woman giving birth
delays a
alone and needing the girl’s aid,
well-digging machine having
a
broken down and requiring the
mechanic’s skill, a D.P. child hiding in a cave because her detention camp experience had left her
with fear of open spaces. In the
end, the youth dropped his cynicism and decided to move to the
nurse’s village where his craft i9
needed.

—

out getting too gushy.
Lenka Peterson and Anthony
Randall brought lots of charm to
Michael Sklar’s script had a
the lead assignments and the sup- somewhat formalistic approach
porting players headed by Audrey the plotting of obstacles along the
Gavin young couple’s path but it illuChristie, Ruth McDevitt,
Gordon and Chester Stratton gave minated some facets (rather idealthe stanza a Broadway production istically depicted) of life in Israel.

—

quality.

was well-acted by Richard Widmark, as the mechanic, and Joan
Loring as the nurse, and a good
Of special note
supporting cast.
was Bernard Green’s highly effective music. Brown’s direction w^as

It

Cream of Wheat spots were okay
and Ken Roberts did a capable job
CBS’ longin the narrator’s slot.
envied Sat. morning block is still
getting sock support.

Gros.

AIR FORCE BAND OF PACIFIC
30 Mins., Sun., 12:30 p.m.
Sustaining

Bril.

topflight.

ALL AMERICAN MUSIC

KGU, Honolulu

With Hal Jackson

Hickam Air Force Base has

as-

55 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sun., 8:05 p.m.

sembled the most versatile service
band to hit Hawaii’s shores since

WMCA, New

World War

platter spinners

York

the ever widening flock of
who are now opIn addition to the 40 to 50-piece erating in and around New York,
looms
as a potent enHal
Jackson
concert and marching bands, personnel are utilized in two pop out- try to nab a fair share of the disk
(N. Y.
devotees.
is
Show
a
fits, a 16-piece dance band known
II.

In

WMCA

Tune

and a

six-piece
combo called the Crew Chiefs. But
it's the concert band that is winning widespread plaudits for its
weekly “concert in blue, designed
especially for you.”
as the

Pilots

the troupe is Chief
Officer Samuel Kurtz,
previously moulded the Air
Force's “Band of the West” at
Lackland Air Force,. Base, San Antonio, into an outfit of national
repute.
Musicians in the Hawaii group
embrace longtime military bandsmen, including several ex-pros, and
youngsters, many recruited locally
for Air Force service. Kurtz is expanding the repertoire and, not
Piloting

Warrant

who

ndie) pitch to widen its listening
of white and Negro listeners
showcasing
is
the station
Jackson, a Negro deejay, with a
seven-night run via this 55-minute
session.

aud
and

The web seems

be Qn the

to

right track with Jackson for he’s
an able spieler with a broad-^appeal.
Jackson lifts it out of the
run-of-the-mill platter show groove
via slick gabbing and program-

ming.
His style is warm and appealing
although at times, he gets a bit
too sugSry especially when addressing dialers who’ve sent in fan
letters.
For the most part, however, he keeps his gab at a miniincidentally, hoping that recruit- mum, leaving plenty of time for
He’s a good bet
ing officers will come up with an disk spinning.
experienced arranger to rev up to develop plenty of steady lisGros.
some additional special arrange- teners.
ments.
Weekly broadcast includes tunes GOOD OLD DAYS
from such shows as “Oklahoma” With A1 Crowder, John Lord
and “Porgy and Bess,” novelties 25 Mins., Thurs.,
9:05 p.m.
such as “The Teddy Bear’s Pic- Cedars
Motor Co.
and “Gold and Silver Waltz,”
nic”
plus at least one march. Emphasis
is on variety and Ed Marion, Honolulu announcer now on active duty
with the Air Force and an enlisted
man, handles the narration.
Show certainly could hold its
own as a goodwill vehicle if transcribed for mainland stations. But
the thinking here is that the mainland is “pretty well covered by Air
Force bands, so there’s not much
chance of transcribing the Hawaii
band's programs.”

KGLO, Mason

City,

“Good Old Days”

Iowa

is

a clicko off-

beat disk jockey show pegged for
those dialers whose musical memories go back to the days before
the wailing crooners and the triple
track platter. The musical reminiscences are solid fare for the oldsters but it’s also a sock sesh for
disk devotees interested in oldie
platter styles.

The 25-minute weekly show Is
helmed by A1 Crowder, who tags
himself “Grandma’s Disk Jockey.”
With the aid of disk collector
Is
friends, Crowder manages to come
with rare waxings of artists
SYLVAN LEVIN’S MUSIC MEET- up
who liave been long forgotten or
ING
are
fondly remembered. His preProducer: Jack Irish
spinning spiel is easy flowing and
55 Mins.; Sat., 1:30 p.m.
informative.
It’s a pop music hisSustaining
tory lesson that’s easy to take.
Mutual, from N. Y.
Crowder works through’ the proHere’s another stanza aimed for
longhair dialers who must be sur- gram with announcer John Lord,
prised at the amount of “good” who serves as straight man and
music being aired by the major eager student. The gab is lightnetwork these days. This is a hearted and never falls into the
Air Force and/or Defense Dept.
missing a good bet.
Walt,

straight musical session, featuring
long compositions on disks with
brief comments by Sylvan Levin,
WOR’s music director.
On the kickoff show (13), Levin

pedantic groove.

On show caught

(Nov.

27),

Crowder’s platter tabel included
the Joseph C. Smith orch version
of “That Naughty Waltz” (1920),
programmed music by George the Miami Palm orch workover of
Bizet played by Leopold Stokow- “Back In Your Own Backyard”
ski’s
Included were the (1927), Harry Lauder’s “I Love A
orch.
Symphony in C and the “L’Ar Lassie” (1910), the George Olson
lesienne Suite” which ran off as orch waxing of “Drifting and
a colorful repertory suitable for Dreaming”
(1925) and a finger
the longhairs and not too esoteric plucked banjo instrumental (the
for wider audiences. Levin confined banjo was called an. “African harp”
himself to brief comments about in those days) by Fred Van Eps.
the composer in a light, informal
The commercial spiels for the
vein which didn’t get in the way local Lincoln-Mercury dealer were
of the music.
Hcrm.
effective and unobtrusive. Gros.

.
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The A.

C. Nielsen Co. has just released the results

0
0

taken, covering every county in the U. S. In this adver-
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tisement

NBC

makes the
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about nighttime radio
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Right now, the value of nighttime radio

Nighttime radio delivers a multi-million

NBC’s

greater than ever before

is

cost per thousand

is

now lower than any of

the networks

.

. .

only

33 cents.

radio audience:

NBC

nighttime radio reaches more homes per dollar than magazines,
/

...at the lowest cost-per-thousand

newspaper supplements or network

circulation in radio’s history.

And NBC

television.

nighttime radio does more for your advertising dollar than

any other radio network.

...at only a fraction of
the cost-per-thousand circulation
of

CIRCULATION —The new

Nielsen Coverage Survey .is the largest per-

sonal interview study ever

made

an

any of the nation’s top magazines.

NBC

night

While the cost-per-thousand circulation of printed media has been steadily increasing since 1949, the cost of nighttime radio has

And NBC Radio's nighttime

costs have

.

(a sample of 100,000 homes)

.

It

shows

Radio audience of more than 16,000,000 homes on the avex’age

.

25,466,870 different homes at the end of a week

.

.

.

and

NBC

reaches additional millions of homes with the passing of successive weeks.

been decreasing .

NBC Radio's nighttime

shown the greatest decrease.

audience exceeds the next network by 1,275,000

homes each week.

SALES EFFECTIVENESS— NBC Radio is the only network which has tested
0
-

e

and proven

1949-1952 TREND OF MEDIA COST/1000

e

among

PCRCCNT DECREASE

0

its ability to sell

advertisers’ products today

vision markets. NBC-advertised products

Radio Networks livening)

•

their listeners than

advertising. Here

9
9

is

among

20%

— even

in tele-

111%

better

to

people xvho are exposed to

NBC

documented proof of

impact on the buying habits of millions.

0

sell

all

other

Radio’s outstanding

*

0
0

MERCHANDISING — Today, NBC

0
9

Radio

the only network fully

is

0
0

0

equipped to merchandise products successfully at the point-of-sale.

Mttgoxlnes

HOME JOURNAL

0

LADIES’

0
0

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

9
0

Under the leadership
the nation,

WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION

0

•

BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

0
0
0

LIFE

0
0

MCCALL’S

0
0
0

0
0
0

NBC’s

of

NBC’s twelve

district supervisors

affiliated stations actively

work

throughout

to sell their advertis-

ers’ products.
•

FACILITIES— The farthest reaching voice
Network. Through NBC’s superior

in the nation is the

'facilities,

NBC Radio

advertisers have the op-

8ATURDAY EVENING POST

portunity to reach millions of homes virtually untouched by other naCOLLIER’S

tional media.

LOOK

'
.

0
0

Here, then,

0
0

SOURCES:

COSTS:

0

Circulation—Radio Weekly Audience:
BMB for 1949-NCS for 1952

Radio: Net time cost
frequency.

0

0
0

Mftgazinea:

0

months each year

Vz

hour, weekly

is

the truth about nighttime radio. Never before has night-

time radio offered better values. As Radio continues to offer even greater

Magazines Net cost Black and White
full page based on use of every issue
:

ABC

first six:

values to advertisers, so

NBC

Network Radio.

*8,835,000

new

continues to offer the greatest values in

in a year.

Sources for

all

statements available on' request.

radio sets have already been sold this year
9

National Broadcasting

Company

a service of Radio Corporation of America

.
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WOR-TV starting tomorrow
Visitors” Christmas Day. .Fran- on
Kenneth
,(Thurs.) at 11:05 p.m
cine Larrimore made her video deMapes added to WOR-TV as
but as Ethel Colby’s guest on Du- Lloyd
designer.
scene
FriMatinee”
Mont's “Broadway
.

Television Chatter
nettes for the Tallulah Bankhead
’
stint on NBC’s “All Star Revue

New York
Ruth Kfersted, WJZ-TV program
Ed
and
manager,
Blainey, ABC sound-effects man,
Saturday
bells
wedding
ring
will
Donald
<20) in Connecticut
Buka was on CBS-TV’s “Suspense”
Weston Biscuit is
last night
buying the Thursday edition of
“Rootie Kazootie” which moves as
a strip to WJZ-TV Monday (22).

(20)
.CBS’ “Wheel
Fortune,” produced by Peter
ArnelL taking over the web’s 2:30
to 3 p.m. period Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Friday morning version
of “Wheel,” now aired from 10 to
11 a.m., will be trimmed 15 minutes when the expansion takes efElizabeth Eustis featured
fect

Saturday night

©pera f, ons

.

.

.

.

.

.

of

.

.

Larry Puck, producer
of “Talent Scouts” and “Godfrey
and Friends,” flying to San Francisco Christmas Eve to spend the
holidays with his Marine Corps
He’ll then head for Hollyson.
wood to gander CBS’ new TV City.
Larry Pickard, ex-WOR-TV news
editor, named publicity pianager
for Ford Foundation, handling the
press on CBS-TV's “Omnibus”
Scripter A1 Schwartz winged east
from Hollywood to work on Jackie
William Gargan
Gleason's show
planed to Coast yesterday (Tues.)
continue talks with Roland
to
Reed Productions for filming of

day

.

.

Hollywood
ABC’s western

commercially successful basis
except in instances where they
have embraced the same formula.
Richards The pattern evolved for “Today,”

on

topper

biz

.

.

.

and
California Willys
Motor angeling “Mystery Theatre,”
and H. J. Caruso picking up tab
on Wednesday Night Movies on
KTLA v.p. and general
KTTV
manager Klaus Landsberg named
chairman of one of committees at
.

.

.

.

.

-

.

TV

confab on educational
by Gov. Earl Warren

called

.

.

.

•

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WWJ’s

We DoT

continued from page 23
a

division

Bill Phillipson to Frisco

at Sacramento Dec. 15-18,-and Donn Tatum
on CBS’ “Leave It to Larry” last
night (Tues.). .William Moiyneux
of ABC named chairman of section
Howard
working with Eugene Berman on
on program resources
set designing for NBC’s scheduled “Barrie Craig” for TV. .TV Auto Ranch Time, variety show, tees off
Scout”
Parker
“Car
sponsor
Andy
will
Guild
with
repeat of “Amahl and the Night
on KLAC-TV,
and the Plainsmen, Barbara Logan,
begins
KECA-TV
Wally lems
televising wrestling from Olympic
Jan.
7, proauditorium in L. A.
gram to be fed Coast and Mountain
Channel
state channels of ABC

A1 Johnston has taken over as
director on DuMont's Bill Silbert
show. .Bil and Cora Baird signed
to design and operate 10 mario-

‘What’ll

(12)...

.

for

exaippjle,

minute

permitting for fivehas invited

sponsorship*,

some CBS-TV reappraising of its
own morning roster and adoption
of a five-minute sales plan. In installing Jackie Gleason in the Saturday night 8 to 9 period, to compete with “All Star Revue,” CBSTV has replied in kind, establishing the same basic three-sponsor
setup.
But lacking any such sales formula for the segments opposite
“Show of Shows” and the daytime

CBS

Kate Smith program,

has run

into trouble, bypassing completely
the programming of 4 to 5 p. m.
(opposite Kate Smith) and struggling unsuccessfully thus far to
invite "sponsor nibbles for the seg-

Chadwick
Florence
swimmer
preems program on KNBH Dec: 13,
with Carroll O’Meara directing her ments opposite the Sid Caesar-ImoABC-TV personali- gene Coca display.
sports show
including cast of “Space
ties,
The fact remains that not all
Patrol,” Jack Owens and Bill Wil.

.

.

at Christmas party
Reseda Dec. 14 for Muscular
“Boston
victims
Dystrophy
Blackie” series on KNBH shifted
Wednesdays
to
from Sundays

liams, appear
at

.

.

,

.

.

.

'W

sportscaster Hank Weaver
in California hospital with stomach
Stuart Reynolds to
ailment
Herb Jacobs,
Gotham, on biz
national sales manager of film
syndication division of Dumont,
here for confabs with Tom Corradine, coast reo for the web

ABC-TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

are

sponsors

willing

show with another

to

share

client,

a

hence

steer clear of embracing the formula. Even more reject the alter-

nate-week
which,

it’s

programming schedule

now

Wit, will eventually

dwindle from the rosters because
sponsors find that the weekly exposure and identity is imperative
in

moving the product.

Some

see the ultimate answer
15-minute programming, since
half-hour show
once-a-week
the
Flock of renewals at KTTA inunder single sponsorship auspices
clude Ipana for Spade Cooley show
is already becoming too rich for
and Fritos for “Frosty Frolics”
KTTV bought “Life of Riley” the average client’s blood (running
on a time-and-talent basis from $1,series for a January start.
Radio actor Jack Lloyd sold an 250,000 to nearly $2,000,000 annuoriginal script to the Teevee Co. ally.) The year 1952 has seen a
considerable upbeat in quarterfor its “Little Theatre” series.
.

.

.

in

.

.

.

hour programming activity and

Chicago
NBC

Chi

WNBQ
Fraternity
SO^ MAXWELL
A M&ua Jli&teH
.

.

.

Early Risers.

of

VICTOR LINDLAHR

at

Health.”

.

.

"To Your

.

.

A flew JIuUh

at 9:15

veep Harry Kopf and

manager John Me-

sales

Partlin trekked to the Twin Cities
last week for a round of sales calls
Kling’s “Old American Barn
Dance” sold to WSLS, Roanoke,
.

.

and KCBD, Lubbock, Texas
Singer-emcee Danny O’Neil, now
exclusively on TV, notched his 25th
year in show biz. He worked his
first radip show when he was eight
.

A. M. Mondoy through- Friday.

4:30 A. M. Monday through Friday.

years old.

'

Omaha

.Mutual of

.

has

renewed Bob Considine’s gab session on both NBC radio and TV
Packager Herb Laufman and bride
Elaine Myers honeymooning in the
Bahamas ... Chi NBC engineers
Tom Bowles and John Frishette
.

.

it’s

anticipated that ’53 will witness an
even more noticeable trend toward
such capsule presentations.
At least one of the major networks has been toying with the
idea of going completely unorthodox and breaking up the roster
into 20-minute segments, to permit
for three sponsorship deals within
the hour framework, on the basis:
“Why must television necessarily
follow the pattern of radio?” Subsequent feelers among the agencies, however, revealed that the
Madison Ave. fraternity wants no
part of it; at least on that score
they still feel tradition-bound.

back on duty after a military hitch
.

.

.

Evans’

Bill

show,

oldest

the

interview
daily
in town, being

dropped out of its WBKB noontime
slot. Gabber is off to Florida for
two weeks of sun. WENR-TV’s
“Impact” planning to do a remote
from the County Jail Xmas night
showing how the inmates observe
the holiday .. .Nash dealer Bud
Hauser renewed his “Grand Marquee” Saturday night feature film
display on WNBQ for the third
has
year Zcpher Awning Co.
signed on Wayne Griffin’s Thursday night weather show via WENRTV. .Tom Poston, Les Podwell,
.

JOHN

MERRIFIELD

.

.

.

News

TOM MacMAHON

for

. .

.

News From
9

*

Detroiters.

JUlien

A

at 7:00

The

Editor’s Viewpoint.

A

Afcui

.

...

A. M.— 9:00 A. M.

jGi&teH

at 1:00 P.

M. and 2:00

P.

M,

Self-Censorship
Continued from page

matter

acceptable

in

24

books,

mo-

tion pictures, magazines and daily
press ‘^Might be considered offensive when presented on television
and particularly so when presented
during periods when children customarily
watch television programs.” Of crime shows, the report asserts that, even though they

generally conclude with the pbint
that crime doesn’t pay, nevertheNewell, less such programming is not suitNorma Ransom and Irwin Cherone able subject matter for children
new entries in the NBC-TV “Haw- during their regular listening
kins Falls” cast. .“Kukla, Fran hours.
and Ojlie” to headline the TeleReport gets in a strong plug for
vision Council Xmas party today cultural
programs and points to the
(Wed.)
Hallicrafters registers
effectiveness
of “an
and
alert
profits of $376,087 on sales of $13,articulate public” In telling the
000,000 during its first fiscal quarbroadcasters
and
kind
sponsors
the
ter
Square Deal Plumbing bankrolling WENR-TV’s Tuesday night of program which are desired and
which are not wanted.,
feature film.
A slap is taken at certain kinds
of advertising but the question is
Francisco
raised of whether specific rules and
KGO-TV, KPIX and KRON-TV standards can be laid down at presarranged to “pool” the Eisen- ent. “Rather it seems to the comhower arrival at Travis Air Field mittee this might be dealt with on
(13) with
and KNBC airing a case-by-case basis in the hope
the radio reports .
Local opera that the case law
will develop an
critics lauded the theatre TV netadequate common law of radio and
work. beaming of
.

Podwell,

Buzzie

Chuck

.

.

.

.

.

San

ROSS MULHOLLAND

.

.

.

CHARLES PENMAN

Detroit's

A 'A/gum
M. Monday

most-quoted disc jockey.,

With Music.

JIuUh

7:00

at 1:05 P.

P.

A

.

.

.

The Voice

JluteH

at

M. Monday through Friday.

through Friday.

KGO

.

television

—

shot’s

WROW

dlidfawiA

Detroit's Station of

7H8 WORLD’S FIRST RADIO STATtOM

. . .

OwntJ «m4

.

Op*c*t*4 Ly THt DCTROIT NfttS

W

KILOCYCLES - 9QM WATTS
AM rM-GHAHNEL 2K-J7.1 MEGACYCLE!

.

.

.

.

«

THi OROROS

F.

HQUIN9B8RY COMPANY

$

.

.

.

•

best in programming —for the best in listening

fili n '.!.!

At

advertising.
portions they could see.
were hopelessly blurred
Albany
Bob Campbell, who
but closeups fair. Only four minor
microwave flashes in the three- finished his Navy service, rejoined
as an announcer. _
hour program
KMJ-TV, Fresno,
tested its teevee beam with a
“closed circuit” program (9) for
Westinghouse dealers
BAETA,
local educational TV group, elected
Dr. Herbert C. Clish, superintendent of San Francisco schools, as
board chairman, and Dr. Vaughn
Seidel,
superintendent
of
Alameda County schools, as president
Interested groups from all
over California meeting at Sacramento (15 and 16) in educational
TV conference called by Gov. Wanren . .
Telenews Theatre to InNow starring on NBC'*
stall
new seamless screen with
ALL STAR RIVUR
aluminum face imported from
Saturdays, •-? p.m., EST
Switzerland for future telecasts.
Next one, in late January, will be
Mgt.j William Morris Agoncy
special program for dentists
least, the

Long

.

The

.

“Carmen.”

.

.

W<-<lncB(lay,
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Inside Stuff

—^Radio

CAMEL NEWS AXED

Cott,

IN

NBC

Camel News Caravan is being
dropped by WDTV in this single
channel market at end of this week
so time changes can be arranged
in order to carry Drew Pearson on
the DuMont network Wednesday
evenings at 7:30.
That quarterfor radio this year.
hour segment has long . been the
Advertising Women of N. Y. will join Edgar Bergen in an “Opera- property of Duquesne Brewing Co.
its luncheon meeting at the Hotel Astor today
across the board for its “Time Out”
tion Santa Claus” at
AWNY will present the CBS comic with 1,000 gifts to give show, so the beer program is being
(Wed
Albans Hospital, immediately after tlie lunch.
moved to the 7:45-8 slot now being
to veterans at St.
held down by the John Cameron
CBS; Radio prez Adrian Murphy will be one of the honor guests.
Swayze telenewscasts.
Four sailors on the U. S. S. Duxbury Bay have written WMGM, N. Y.,
Duquesne has been on until now
that they picked up the 50-kw indie 100 miles from Pori Said, in only Monday through Friday, but
will extend the strip to include
the Mediterranean, 5,700 miles from Gotham.
coverage area includes six eastern states and has been fre- also Saturday, with Slim Bryant
quently picked up in England and Iceland.
arid his Wildcats getting the added
evening for 15 minutes of hillbilly
».

WMGM

KQV SETS ‘CBS DAY’
PITT HOOPLA IN JUNE

Don’t Bar Discussion Of
Issues

on Educ’l TV,

ACLU Tells

American Civil Liberties Union
today (Wed.) is protesting plans of
applicants for non-commercial educational TV channels to restrict, or
eliminate

entirely,

discusion

music.

To

fill

WDTV

stretch,
tion to Pearson

out the 7:30-7:45
is

taking, in addi-

Wednesdays, Dinah
Shore Tuesdays and Thursdays and

of. I,,

June

15, 1953,,

has

over $1,000,000 and a scramble of
creditors’ suits

would have meant

bankruptcy. In October the committee evolved a plan with three
new directors added to the board

and overhead drastically cut. Lease
on the factory in Newark was surrendered and Tintair will be made
lor the outfit by Fluid Chemical

^J

In a letter to the

FCC, the

ACLU

noted that certain groups have included such a ban in their* applications
cies

and said “such proposed poliare contrary to the public in-

terest.”

ACLU declared, “Diversity of
opinion is the essence of free
speech and without the presenta- of
in Braddock, has also
tion of controversial issues a broad- filed for the same channel.
casting station would not be operating in the .public interest, convenience and necessity.”
Minneapolis
WCCO-TV has
The group also appealed to the decided to substitute Mel Jass with
FCC. in a second letter, to extend an informal show, covering local
news, weather and organ music,
the period for educational TV staalong with general kidding, for
tion applications for another year
movies in the early morning spot
beyond next June. It said that opposite
Dave Garroway on KSTPfinancial and other considerations
TV. Jass, ampng other things, will
require further study by potential have
a blackboard on which he’ll
users of the educational channels, scribble free want ads, swap noand greater preparation U'an a tices, make pleas for help, list
commercial applicant woulu need. giveaways and indulge in gags.

WLOA

—

aligning the top management of
the chain’s Gotham key, WJZ-TV,
taking over reins as general man-

they would get common stock in
discharge of their claims, the
the
being
shares
of
of their claim divided ,by

full

number
amount
2 1*2.

•

Plan would give Bymart the “opportunity of earning itself ''out of
debt,” statement to stockholders
said.

Some $150,000 of new money
may be put up, by Martin Strauss
II and Carl Byoir, the second and
third largest creditors and founders of the firm (Bymart name is
derived from their names).

Letter to stockholders by StraussByoir slates acceptances of the
creditors’ plan “are sufficiently encouraging” to bring the matter before the stockholders.
Plan sets
up a classification of creditors with
about half^of the debt converted
into
an equity position behind
other creditors.
Under this setup NBC. owed
of its
$44,000, has a choice of 5
claim in cash and the balance in
1955, or 25% of the entire claim.
Cecil
& Presbrey (the biggest
creditor) and Gibbs are in dispute
regarding their claims, which total
$524,000.
An arrangement has
been made for the payment to
C&P. and Gibbs', .jointly of $&5.0G0
in cash and 100,000 shares of com.

controversial public issues.

j

Co.

%

.

officially

Rap

Continued from page 23

Doug Edwards Mondays and Fridays.
It’ll be the first time Miss
been Shore has come through here, aldesignated as CBS Day for KQV though Edwards had a run on the
local channel a few years ago.
here.
That’s when the Pittsburgh
Bryant's weekly show for Dustation switches from the Mutual
quesne makes up for the every
to the Columbia network.
fourth week “Dude Ranch” halfAlp has been the local. CBS hour. he, .hutd.iA the brewery’s routaffiliate for quarter of a century, ing “Show Time” series which was
and although no future web con- cancelled out last month.
mon stock. Prosposal, on which
nection has been announced yet,
the stockholders will act calls for
common stock valued at 50c to be
generally expected that it will take
changed for - stock valued at lc.
on Mutual.
#
Name Chapin, Mowrey
While C&P was clipped for a relaKQV also has an application in
tively large sum, its position in
for TV Channel 4, which will be
WJZ-TV
(N.Y.)
Heads
the
Tintair situation has improved
located at nearby Irwin, about 20
Slocum Chapin, Jr., ABC-TV’s and its Christmas bonuses to stafmiles from Golden Triangle, Matta
this year are larger than those
fers
Broadcasting Company, operators v.p. for owned tele stations, is rePittsburgh, Dec. 16.

Applicants

Tintair’s Deficit

Pittsburgh, Dec. 16.

WNBC

31

'

Pin WDTV SHUFFLE

•

veepce and general manager of the web’s twin N Y
and WNBT, has been named an award recipient in
flagships,
World Committee. Award, based on Cott’s work in
radio by the One
via radio, includes a trip around the
understanding
world
Promoting
has been forced to bypass the junket because
world but the NBC exec
other One World award winners in
of
list
the
joins
He
of his work.
David SamofT, RCA board chairman, maestro
radio including Gen.
Eric Sevareid, chief WashingCorwin.
Arturo Toscanini and Norman
CBS, was awarded another One World citation
ton correspondent for

Ted

RADIO-THUG VISION

PSrjett

A.C.’s First

TV

Station

Set for Dec.

_

20 Preem

Atlantic City, Dec. 16.
the resort’s first television station, will hit the airlines
with commerical television this

WFPG-TV,

Saturday (20).
Fred Weber, president of the

sta-

equipment
been inneeded to telecast
stalled with a few minor exception and that his station will carry
four major nettelecasts from
works NBC, CBS, DuMont and
He has appeared before
ABC.
tion,

declared that

all

has

—

TV dealers explaining
The first UIIF
the new station.
transmitter to be installed here is
the first factory-built equipment
of its kind to go into service in
It will
the country, he declared.
operate on Channel 46v
WFPG-TV will reserve dedication of the new station until Easter, when Atlantic City’s famous
Easter parade will be televised to
Prethe nation for a first time.
liminary plans for the local dedication call for a weekend affair
which will see many of the nation’s
television luminaries here.
groups of

of last year.

WGN TV

Company’s income statement re10-Fold Power Bid
ports that for the year ended Sept.
Chicago, Dec. 16.
30 advertising expenses were $1,WGN-TV, the Chicago Tribune
Paul Mowrey, present program 344,984 and publicity layout was station, has asked permission of
Cost of goods sold was the FCC to boost its power more
director, moves up as station man- $32,849.
ager for the outlet. Trevor Adams, $1,062,849 and income from sales than 10 times, from 29 to 316 kws.
who has been managing the sta- was $2,353,526.
If the commission okays the intion. shifts into the sales managerStrauss, board chairman, and crease, the station will install a
ship.
Moves are part of Chapin's Byoir, executive committee chair- new 50 kw transmitter and a new
plan to give the channel identifica- man, will have a preferred position antenna.
tion as “New York's family sta- regarding the new money, should
Equipment and other modification” and strengthen the position they put it up.
tions will cost about $250,000, acof the o-and-o operation in the netStrauss, is now owed $102,035 and cording to Carl J. Meyers, direcwork’s overall picture.
Byoir $37,760.
Under the plan tor of engineering for WGN, Inc.

ager.

vssmft
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The

was a wonder,

early radio

But

all right.

105 million

its

modem day

descendants are phenomenal! Clock radios, for example, can start the coffee

perking at the same time they’re waking

The

spot radio business has

Today,

made some

on the job everywhere:

it’s

— an d

pretty startling advances, too.

in virtually every U.S.

an

million cars and through other sets numbering

Today, you can
scientific as

CBS

sell

Radio Spot

home

... in 23.5

additional 39.0 millions.

your product anywhere, at any time, in a manner as

persuasive, with spot radio.

it is

selling -- your customers.

And you

can

sell

more through

Sales.</

Because for twenty years
pioneered the use of

(to this very

month)

CBS

Radio Spot Sales has

methods— and developed newer and more

scientific

«

exacting ones along the way. Today, with a single call to
Sales,

you can get

campaign

all the

(Your

have at your disposal the biggest research,
all spot.)

Spot

information you need to engineer a successful

in 13 of your biggest markets.

departments in

CBS Radio

And

call assures

you

that

you

and promotion

sales service

you’re assured of biggest results, loo. Because

the 13 stations represented by

CBS Radio

Spot Sales are “Radio’s Royal

Famil y.” Each one delivers the largest average number of potential customers
in

its

market, every week, month after month!

Sound’s wonderful?
stations.

Or just

You

call to

bet

it is!

Call us for details on any one or

13

wish us Happy 20th Anniversary.

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
Royal Family:

all

WCBS New York—WBBM,
,

delphia— WEEI, Boston— KMOX,

St.

Louis— WCCO, Minneapolis-St Paul—KCBS, San
.

Francisco— WBT, Charlotte— WRV A, Richmond—

WAPI, Birmingham— Columbia

Pacific

Representing Radio’s

Chicago ^KNX, Los Angeles— WCAU, Phila-

W TOP, Washington—KSL, Salt Lake City

Radio Network and the Bonneville Radio Network

,

,

*
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This, friend, is no run-of-the-sawmill puppet. This is

Howdy

I

Doody, second most
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popular mythical character in the kids’ world. 1

And he happens to have fifteen min-

utesof network radio time every Saturday, 9:15 to 9:30 a.m., in which to

sell

your

:
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product to tiny and moderately large urchins. 2

You see, Howdy’s show starts at 8

ft

i

30 and lasts an hour, hut the

first half is avail-

%

able for co-op sale, and the 9 :00 to 9 15 spot is very happily occupied
:

by International

i
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Shoe Corporation. 3 As a

result,

you can buy a network in the

last or highly desirable
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a slender bone.
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for your time cost— the choice of markets will be
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we’re afraid,
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gifts to prepare more than 2,300 packages, with five or more
items to a package, in her second annual “Christmas at Sea” campaign
for Korea (9) with recorded holiday messages
, . Virgil Plnkley left
and pints of blood contributed by his ABC listeners . . , Patsy Lee,
former “Breakfast Club” singer, and her husband, Rick Lifvendahl,
formerly of ABC, returned here to buy a house and stay.

enough

*

TV Tempest

.

From

the Production Centres
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his ABC “Breakfast Club” contingent readying their
This time the p.a. route covers the Coast with the two-

Don McNeill and

“Don’t Be Half Safe Use Radio” is new theme being developed by
CBS Radio sports chief
Broadcast Ad Bureau prez William B. Ryan
John Derr to Miami this week for web’s Jan. 1 coverage of the Orange
Norman H. Chester, ex-WNBC and BBD&O, is new account
Bowl
CBS Radio newsmen Eric Sevareld and Griffing
exec with WJZ
Bancroft back from Bermuda and Florida vacations, respectively
WOR’s “Answer Man” adds an evening edition in the 7:20 strip
for
. . Sportscaster Bill Stern inked to pen a column
starting Dec. 29
Mel Allen will wax a series of 39
the Newhouse newspaper chain
five-minute shows for the Marine Corps recruiting service ... Johnny
Olsen to emcee Mutual’s new “Movie Quiz” starting Jan. 9 . . William
Dignam, ex-information director of Broadcast AD Bureau, has resigned
from Market Research Corp. of America, forming his own public relaWOV’s new “Ladies Day” strip,
tions-research counseling service
featuring Dorothea Towles, is getting a three-week “preview” run
during which listeners’ suggestions will be polled prior to its Jan.
.

CHICAGO ...

flV

CITY ...

annual junket.

nine-city tour getting under way Jan. 19 . . . Marty Hogan, one
He
of the town’s busiest disk jockeys, handed exec status at WCFL.
moves in as assistant general manager under g.m. Art Harre . . Don
Geller veep, named radio-TV chairman of Chi
Natlianson, Weiss

week

.

&

Continued from page 25

the billings reflect the soundness
of our thinking.”
Control Factor
Says Craig; “No one knows the
client better than we do.
His
needs, his temperament, his company’s do’s and don’t's we have
cultivated over the years and such
an ‘intimate knowledge of the
client’s objectives can’t be passed
around like a sack of candy. Now
to the most important factor of any
relationship. You buy an outside

Eddie and Jackie Hubbard have checked
1953 Heart Fund drive
Station is filling the
off their remote via WENR from Isbell’s eatery.
Buckingham Gunn has
late evening slot with a studio disk show
ankled his account exec berth at Foote, Cone & Belding to take over
package and what do you get?
as public relations chief for the Illinois Division of the American
John B. Ottman appointed radio-TV sales promo- Right, a package. What don’t you
Cancer Society
get?
You can capitalize it, CONtion manager for Admiral. Firm popped with its regular 25c dividend
National Biscuit has renewed its Tuesday TROL. Without it all you can do is
for the fourth quarter
up their shoes with your
and Thursday ride on WNG’s “Cliff. Johnson Family” morning airer scuff
teeth. They tell you, you bought a
Priscilla Ellis, ex-ABC, new radio-TV director for the Chi Red
package so be good boys and let
Edward
R.
delayed
airing
of
WBBM
has
peddled
chapter
Cross
Murrow's nightly CBS news roundup and Fahey Flynn's local news i alone.
5 “for real” start.
“I’m not totally against pack.
wrapup as a back-to-back package to the Chi Dodge dealers
School
N.
International
the
U.
kids
from
WCBS will entertain 100
ages and we’d probably buy one tothrush Shirley Ryan spending the holidays on the Coast.
morrow if it was open-faced. That’s
on Emily Kimbrough's airer Friday (19), with Bob Haymes, Jack Sterling, Bill Leonard, John Henry Faulk and Joan Edwards participating
the kind that gives you some sayIN
Ben Grauer has taped a series of programs for the YMCA
so beyond inserting the commerEzio Pinza, Faye Emerson-, Vanessa Brown, Robert Merrill, Robert
Bob Hall,' NCAA TV committee chairman, addressed Villanova foot- cials. We’ve done alright with our
Montgomery and Gabby Hayes added to roster of stars appearing at ball banquet (9), with WIP picking up speech for broadcast
John own shows, conceived, built and
the Radio & TV Executives Society lunch today (Wed.) at the Hotel Reed King’s “Give and Take” aud participator, slated for Gimbels’ controlled by us.
‘Those Two,'
RoOseveitt,
WCBS staff to hold its Xmas fete at Patio Bruno on Dec. Auditorium, Jan 3
John F. Daly (Ford dealers) has signed to spon- ‘Railroad Hour’ and ‘First HunRuth Ellington sor WIP’s three-times weekly “Sports Shots With Jim Learning.” Ait- dred Years,’ to name a few, have
Moppet Larry Newton into “Hilltop House”
24
James launches “Brunch at Frank’s” over WLIB Saturday (20) at 11 Jcin-Kynett Agency handling account
Charles Harrison, director done alright and we’ve got some
Rosaline Greene has replaced Leona of news and special events for the WFIL stations, has been named more coming up.”
a.m. from the Harlem eatery
Powers on “Helen Trent.”
There are other areas of disaRadio-Television
News Directors Assn.
the
board
directors
the
to
of
of
Metropolitan Life has renewed its 8 a.m. world news roundup on
John Corcoran, WFIL news commentator and foreign affairs analyst, greement between these worthies.
Gene Shefrin, who’s been at David Alber addressed annual meeting of American Toy Manufacturers (8) at Park For instance, Wolff is high on
WCBS for 52 weeks
Patsy Campbell, featured on Sheraton, New York
flackery since 1946, upped to veepee
Wanamaker’s annual Christmas ballet “Cin- filmed shows and Craig likes to
ABC’s “True Story” Tuesday (23), victim of a “do your Xmas pick- derella,” with Marilyn Hagist in title role, will go out for first time bring ’em in live. On Craig’s side
pocketing early” exponent.
network with WFIL-TV feeding the ABC web. Edward Rhein will is the cost factor; Wolff hold's to
narrate story,, with background music by Eric Coates, conducted by better quality and backlog, not to
Robert Golden
Jimmy Toppi will promote Saturday night boxing mention the residual benefits so
.
IN
.
.
telecasts here for ABC-TV, from his arena, the Met.
Bayuk Bros, eagerly sought by annuity-minded
ABC’s western division director, Bill Phillipson, hustled' up to Frisco cigars is picking up sponsor’s tab. WFIL-TV will originate for the actors. This cottons to the network
to straighten out the net’s sub-leasing status with NBC now that the
ABC
Thomas A. McAvity, national thinking, that it can be done much
net and telecast locally as well
latter network is moving out of its building for smaller quarters in
program director of NBC-TV, spoke before Television Assn, of Phila- cheaper and almost as good on
Now that she’s a married woman, Audrey delphia
the Fairmont Hotel
kinescope than filmed.
(10) on subject of live shows vs. films.
Totter wants to spend more time at home so she’s -giving up “Miss
You can also get an argument
Millie” and the part goes to Elena Verdugo,~who plays “Millie” on
out of either one on commercials.
Jack Benny taped his Dec. 21 show at the veterans hospital IN
teevee
Craig thinks they’re doing the job,
Doris Corwith, prez of American Women in Radio
in Long Beach
With resignation of Herb Morrison and Ralph Fallert, Ray Scott and Wolff doesn’t think so. To that end
and TV, and Edith Todesca, state chairman, mapping a drive for Coast Florence Sando have been named president and veep, respectively, of he’s trying a new tack: to have top
Duane Jones passing a vacation here with his sisters and AFTRA. They’ll serve interim terms until the next regular election comedy writers prepare the copy
members
kicking around the old days with Jack Runyon of Biow and Columbia's
with a view to emotional impact.
Ollifr- Beitcl, KDKA engineer, has taken a six-month leave of ab-‘
King Horton
Haven MacQuarrie has recovered from his long sick sence and will go to Florida, where doctors think the climate may clear He’s giving it a try and has the
spell and ready to start all over again with “Noah Webster Says”
Camillo DeLucia, of WSTV in Steubenville, backing of Y & R prexy, Sigurd
up his wife's asthma
Shirley Thomas credits her CBS film gab program to the aegis of has been awarded a gold watch by the Voice of America League for his Larmon.
Lord & Thomas Productions. Asked who is Lord, she replied with a part in promoting good-will between this country and Italy. DeLucia
look heaven-ward, “He’s my silent partner” .
Ray Buffum, who has has been doing the “Neopolitan Serendae” on the station since 1940
written more radio scripts than most of the oldtimers, is now bangTommy Carlyn's band signed for two weeks on the Saturday eveHylan Vice Thrower
ing the Underwood at Universal-International
Rebel Randall Pro- ning “Polka Party” over WDTV. Program, which previously used one
As was anticipated, William F.
ductions asks “correction, please.” Variety production chart listed orch regularly, may switch, them around ... Ralph Petti, WJAS an“America Calling” as costing $1,000 weekly. Claimed she is getting nouncer, is acting and assisting in the direction of the First Baptist Hylan u eastern sales manager for
CBS-TV, was named this week as
that much herself, “so make it $3,000”
CBS has the hots* for Tony Church’s'Rnnual Xmas Pageant
Florida Citrus Commission has reLeader's “Interpol” (international police) but he’s getting better nudg- newed “Happy’s Party” Saturday mornings over the four DuMont- successor to Fred Thrower to head
ing from TV ... Jergens and CBS would be- happy if Marlene •Dietrich owned stations for another 13 weeks. It originates here at Channel 2 up the television web’s sales operation.
Hylan also gets a veepee
could be had to hostess “Romance.”
.
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IN MINNEAPOLIS

Edgar Bergen due in (22) on his “Operation Santa Claus” tour .
will air “Breakfast Club” shows from San Francisco and
Oakland, one each, in mid-January :
Bing Crosby will tape one here,
and
another at Ford Ord, Jan. 11, with Bob Hope guesting .
Jan. 4,
Eileen Christy, who began her career as a KNBC thrush, returned to
boost Republic's “Thunderbird” in which she stars „
. Local AFTRA
chapter elected Glen Hurlburt (freelance), president; Jim Moore (KGO),
vice-president; Bob Tutt (KPIX), second vice-president; Wanda Ramey
(KROW), secretary; Dorothy Hurlburt (fre.elance), treasurer .
Bill
Phillipson in for ABC talks aboYit the future housing of KGO (now
quartered with KNBC at Radio City Building) and the future manager
of KGO. Boss C. L. McCarthy leaves (15) to become manager and part
.
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.

KCBS

„

.

.

Don McNeill

owner of KROY, Sacramento
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.
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WBBM

.

listeners sent

.

Jane Todd

KSTP-TV

.

.

status.
.

.

.

show that its 10 p.m. newscast now
reaches more Twin Cities’ area homes than any other similar airwave
program, including the Cedric Adams’ CCO radio newscast at a
similar time which boasted by far the largest audience until recently
James A. Lees & Sons’ exclusive theatre sales meeting TV piped
Into Gopher theatre here for local dealers, the initial use of the showhouse’s equipment which also brought in “Carmen” last week
WTCN had breakfast party to introduce its “champion team” of disk
jockies and other personalities, including Jack Thayer, ’Jim Boysen,
Jimmy Delmont, Sev Widman, Daryl Laub, John Ford, Frank Butler
and Clellan Card, to Twin Cities advertising agencies’ personnel and
.

.

citing figures

to

.

.

its

own

IN.

.

.

sales staff

BOSTON

.

.

Thrower resigned from the network last week.
Hylan has been with the web for
a number of years.
During the
period when the FCC had
okayed the commercial use of CBS
color video, he took over as special
sales chief for the colorcasts and
succeeded in lining up several
sponsors for experimental use of
short

new medium'. Hylan plans to
name his successor as eastern sales
the

manager sometime

this

week.

.

WLAW

program director, who for past 20 months has
Fred Laffey,
been, on active duty as captain in Army Far East Command, attached
to Psychological Warfare branch, has returned to his post at the Hub
station.
Dick Hickox, program director during Laffey’s absence, will
henceforth handle station’s sales promotion
W. C. Swantley, WBZTV station manager, has announced the appointment of two Westinghouse long service men to fill new administrative posts at the station.
Willard H. Hauser, formerly chief engineer of
and WBZ-TV, has
.been appointed assistant manager and Robert Duffield, formerly manager of. KDKA, has been named TV-Film and traffic manager of WBZ.

BLOOMINGTON

.

.

WBZ

TV , , . WEEI has added William Barnard, formerly connected with
various local indies, to its news staff covering the early morning shift.
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stars

to

tell

“My

Continued from page 26 *

Favorite

3.45 p.m.

(CBS

records it for 6:15
p.m. rebroadcast). Mutual will air
the West Point glee club on Monday (22) at 10.45 p.m.
NBC will simulcast a Christmas
Eve show at 11:15 p.m., starring
Ezio Pinza, Jane Pickens and Meredith Willson orch, with Ded Engelbach directing. It will be followed

Christmas Story” this week crossthe-board at 10:45 p.m.; taking
part are Art Linkletter, Lowell
Thomas, Arthur Godfrey, Edgar
Bergen, Eve Arden and Jean
Hersholt.
DuMont will telens the service
at Manhattan’s Chapel of the Intercession, Trinity Parish, starting by Midnight Mass from St. Pa-,
at 11:15 p.m. Christmas Eve.
It trick’s Cathedral, N. Y. (to 2 a.m.).
will be followed at 12:45 a.m. by
CBS Radio beams “GIs’ Christmidnight service from Chicago’s mas Around the World” with
“Loop” Church.
PFC Eddie Fisher on Dec. 24 at
ABC radio will carry “Christmas 10:30 p.m. CBS-TV’s “See It
in Korea” with recorded highlights Now” will have a film report on
from ceremonies in Itorea, Dec. Xmas in Korea on Dec. 28.
25 at 5:30-6 pjn. A Yule salute,
NBC radio stars Bert Lytell as
“U. S. Navy Christmas Show,” will Clement Clark Moore, author of
be aired that night at 10:30-11 p.m. “A Visit From St. Nicholas” on
For the sixth consecutive year Saturday (20) at 8:30 p.m. CBS
Mutual will beam “The Joyful Radio will broadcast “UN ChilHour,” with 25 stars and the Rev. dren’s Christmas” on Dec. 24 at
Patrick Peyton, Sunday (21) at 11:15 p.m.
7-8 p.m.
ABC and MBS networks will
MBS will carry jQueen Eliza- carry the lighting of the White
beth’s Christmas -Day message at House Christmas tree on Dec. 24.

Eileen

BARTON

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL and
U.S. COAST GUARD SHOW
EVERY SUNDAY, ABC, RADIO

CORAL RECORDS

Dir.:

MCA
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Reiner Latest in Chicago
Vet London Publisher

Jocks, Jukes

and Disks

observations

has some

Vic Damone: "Sugar” (Mercury). Your Kisses”—"Call, Baby, Call”
Vic Damone has come up with a (Atlantic). The Atlantic label’s new
and blues group, The
solid commercial coupling in the rhythm
workover of the oldies, "Amor” and Diamonds, have some topflight
"Sugar.” Platter should share spins materiaLin *"A Beggar For Your
now with the Yule tunes and then Kisses.” Tuners melodic line and
ride in for big returns in the new neat lyric idea augurs a wider maryear. The Latino flavored "Amor” ket than the r.&b. field and the
gives Damone his best material in majors should be hopping on it
some time. He’s in top voice here with covering platters. -The Diaand belts out for romantic impact. monds give it an overly show readHits a couple of falsetto notes that ing but it should do well in certain
should keep the femme trade ask- areas. "Call, Baby, Call,” a driving
ing for repeats.
On "Sugar,” entry with, a frenetic beat, is
Damone delivers with the sort of strictly for the r.&b. market.
sweet styling that sells. Walter
Bobby Wayne: "Someone Loved
Rodell orch and the Jack Halloran Someone”— ‘I’m Not Blaming You”
Singers assist.
(Mercury). "Someone Loved SomeMindy Carson: "The Choo Buy one,” a slick ballad with a mid-hit
Song”-"Tell Me You’re Mine” (Co- potential, is given a tender readlumbia). Mindy Carson has her ing by Bobby Wayne. Although
best chance to break through with the Wayne treatment is at opposite
"The Choo Buy Song,” a catchy poles to the brisk Mills Bros, vernovelty item with an attractive sion on Decca, it could nab plenty
beat. Miss Carson whips out its of spins. Wayne’s got a good legitfast paced patter in an ingratiating imate style and builds his waxing
and lilting tone that should appeal into a class side. He exerts similar
to the juke clientele. Jockey’s, too, efforts on the reverse, an okay
will find it hard to pass up. Thrush ballad entry. It, too, rates spins.
changes pace effectively on "Tell
Ricky Hale: "Open Your Heart”Me You’re Mine.” Although it "If You Love Me” (Decca). Ricky

J. S.

Looks Back 40 Years
oh the

*

ft

.

-ft

one of the many editorial features
in the soon-due

47th Anniversary Number
of

PfiMETY
.

.

"Have You Ever Been Lone... Pat Hall’s piping
on "Way Out Thar In The West”,
on the indie A-Bell label won’t
attract much attention ... Fred
oldie,

ly” (Anchor)

Waring has a neat coupling of
patriotic tunes, "Where In The
World” and "God Bless America’
Herb Lance’s waxing
(Decca)
.

"Why

of

VIC
(

(

Columbia

^...the

Me”

Standout folk, western, religious,
rhythm, blues, etc.; The Harmoneers Quartet, "Does Jesus Care?”
(Bibletone) . . . Freddie Mitchell,
The
.
"Later Gator” (Mercury) .

choo buy song
Me

Tell

)

Believe

cury) ... On the same label Bobby
Maxwell scores with "Shangri-La.”

AMOR
Sugar

mindy Parson

You

Don’t

.

.

.

. *

..

.

on the Jubilee label rates spins
Ralph Marterie has a good
slice in "After Midnight”' (Mer-

DAMONE

M.ercury >

You're Mine

supehalf-

with narration, for a vivid enthused
Fritz Reiner, leading Metropoliperformance. Balance between so- tan Opera conductor, was signed to
loists and chorus,- and of voices baton the Chicago Symphony next
and the orch, is excellent. Good season, replacing Rafael Kubelik.
overall direction is apparent.
The Met, in turn, announced
Strauss: "Burleske” and Dohn- pacting of George Szell and Pierre
anyi: "Variations on* a Nursery Monteux to. important batoning
Theme” (M-G-M, -$4.85). Highly posts next season. Szell, conductor
attractive coupling of two show- of the .Cleveland Symphony, was
pieces of light, comic vein. "Bur- with the Met from ’42 through ’46.
leske,” an early Strauss work, with
He’ll retain his Cleveland symph
gay, sentimental strains, suggests
post, being Met guest maestro durthe
later
tone-poems strongly.
ing middle part of the season. Monwell
Dohnanyi piece has tender as
led the San Francisco
as comic themes, and is utterly teux, who
charming. Both numbers get po- Symphony for 15 years until his
etic as well as technically assured retirement last season, was a conperformances by pianist Fabienne ductor at the Met from 191,7 to
Jacquinot, assisted by the Philhar- 1919.
monia Orchestra under Anatole
*

instrumental
workover of "Gypsy Fiddler” on 'the
Decca label is a zingy waxing job .
Jo Ann Tolley impresses on "Milestones” (Cadillac) . . Jerry Cooper
projects a warm appeal on the

Zabach’s

Florian

.

Best Bets

Symphony Inks Kosty

Maestros made the news last
Dimitri Mitropoulos, first
week.
appointed musical director of the
N. Y. Philharmonic two years ago,
was re-engaged for next season,
Andre Kostelanetz was
while

issue

Akademie Kammerchor and Vienna
Symphony, conducted by Ferdinand Grossman. Work comprises signed as guest conductor, for his
six cantatas, with hymns, cho- first time as guest leader with the
rales, solos and recitatives tied in outfit during its regular season.

music business

British

N.Y.

Bach: "Christmas Oratorio”

(Vox, 3 LP, $17.85). Timely
of an impressive work, in a
rior recording involving a
dozen firstrate soloists, the

.

‘

Orchestra Baton Parade;

Lawrence Wright

By MIKE GROSS

-

Longhair Disk Review

•

Bro7t.
Campana to Anchor Label
Frank Campana has
Singer
Hal Cooke, Capitol Records vee- ankled the indie Jubilee label for
pee district manager, returns to his
with Anchor Recdeal
six-side
New York headquarters from the a
Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) after a ords, another indie company.
Campana’s initial Anchor sides
week’s huddles with Cap’s western
are skedded for release Jan. 16.
brass.

Fistoularl.

’

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

.

doesn’t ..have the commercial poof the novelty entry, it’s
ood for some share of the spinning
fime. Jimmy Carroll's orch and
chorus' help bring the sides in.
tential

•

last

(Decca bought the masters), looms
as a potent addition to the Decca
stable.
Hale fits current platter

Had a Very market demands with

Jerry Lewis: "I’ve

Merry Christmas”

who debuted with these"side
month on the indie Dana label

Hale,

—

a strong

sell-

"Strictly For ing style in the big-voice manner.
(Capitol).
Comedian. Tunes serve as okay introductory

.

the Birds”
Jerry Lewis’ disk impact has never material for .him but he’ll need
come close to his score in other more important fare before he can
show biz media and his wax stand- expect to crash the bestselling
ing won’t be lifted with this re- brackets. Sides
have a moderate
lease.
His high pitched piping commercial -.potential and should
carries the simple melodic line of
get scattered dee jay drives. Both
V'-I've Had A Very Merry Christare romantic ballads with "Open
mas”, but comic values are slim and
Up Your Heart” standing the best
chances to buck the seasonal
chance for top play. Jimmy Carstrongies are negligible. Reverse
roll’s orch supplies a tasty backis a tjgfle that will soon be foring.

Royals,. "What Did I Do” (Federal)
Homeland Harmony Quartet,
.
“My Lord and I” (Bibletone) ...
Dave Bartholomew, "Stormy
New Lane
.
Weather” (King)
Jubilaires, "Heavy Load” (Glory)
Leroy Lang Orch, "A Tenor
Wails The Blues” (Rockin’) .
Johnny Pecon, "Sweet Polka Dot”
.

.

.

.

.

(Capitol)

.

Hank

Locklin, "I
Your Kisses”

.

.

.

Like To Play With
Sister Rosetta Tharpc(Decca)
Marie Knight, "I'm Bound For
.

.

.

.

Higher Grounds” (Decca)
Tilters,

"Cumbanchero”

.

.

.

The

(Atlantic).

Wolfe Join* Spier

Murray Wolf e, Coast plugger who
headed the Hollywood offices of the
gotten.
Nancy Reed: "You’ref Not For late Henry Spitzer’s music firm, has
Bing Crosby: "Open Up Your
Heart”
"You Don’t Know What Me”-"Don’t Disturb” (MRT). The joined Larry Spier’s publishing. opLonesome Is” (Decca). The swift indie MRT label has a solid slice eration as general professional
country beat of "Open Up Your in Nancy Reed’s "You’re Not For manager. Wolfe will split his time
Heart” serves as excellent material Me.” It’s a light ballad item which between New York and -the Coast
for a Crosby workover.. Tune is gets most of its appeal from Miss and will be in charge of Spier's
grooved for current pop market Reed's sock rendition. Warbler re- ASCAP firm, Sp|er, Inc., and the
tastes and Crosby should cash in verses field on ‘.‘Don’t Disturb,” a
Montauk Music.
on the vogue with this waxing. The lively entry with a neat rhythmic BMI affiliate,
Spier’s son, Larry Spier, Jr., is
Crosby contingent as well as the beat. Especially good for the jukes.
also joining the firm upon his gradconnball fans should go for it in
Platter Pointer*
uation from the Univ. of Oklahoma
a big way. Crosby slows up on the
reverse, "You Don’t Know What
The indie Perspective label has in January.
Lonesome Is.” Tune is a neatly packaged an unusual long play disk
constructed cowboy’s lament but of John Mehegan’s keyboard-narraBernard Prager, general Sales
Its impact, despite Crosby’s warm tive history of the jazz piano "From manager of Robbins Music of the
delivery, nrobably will be felt west Barrelhouse To- Bop”
Billy Big Three combine, heads out on
of the Mississippi only.
May has an attractive instrumental a two-month cross-country busiThe Diamonds: "A Beggar For in "Driftwood” (Capitol)
.
ness trip early in January.
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1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
$.
7.

8.

WHY DON'T YOU BELIEVE ME
GLOW WORM (11) (Marks)

(7)

10 .

13

»»

Decca

}

Louis)

TRYING (10) (Randy Smith)
TAKES TWO TO TANGO (7) (Harman)
LADY OF SPAIN (14) (Fox)
DON’T LET STARS IN YOUR EYES (1)

Dean Martin
Patti

.T.

. .

'.

. .

0

(Harman)

KEEP IT A SECRET (Shapiro-B)
BLUES IN ADVANCE (1) (Hollis)
IT’S IN THE BOOK (2) (Magnolia)
MEET MR. CALLAGHAN (7) (Leeds)
? BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE (2) (Feist)
WISH YOU WERE HERE (14) Chappell)
y YOURS (3) (Marks)
OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN (B.V.C.)
i LAUGHED AT LOVE (Redd Evans)
LAZY RIVER (2) (Peer)
MY- FAVORITE SONG (Jack Gold)
HALF AS MUCH (8) (Acuff-R)
RUDOLPH THE RED-NOSED REINDEER
COMES ALONG A-LOVE (Shapiro-B)
J
.

‘

*

*

*

°Capim

J

£Figures

in parentheses indicate

!

*

i

in n

> >
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•
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a Secret
of Spain
My Baby’s Coming Home
My Favorite Song
Outside of Heaven
Ruby and the Pearl
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
Santa Claus Is Cornin’ to Town
It

Capitol

.1

Victor

V.

Fox
Roxbury
Gold
-

.

i

.

Art Mooney..
Georgia Gibbs
Ames Bros
I
Rosemary Clooney
Gene Autry.,

Nicholas)
,

Victor

St.

MGM

.

Kay

.

.

.

of weeks song has been in the

I

Coral <
.Columbia ^

Columbia J

Starr

Capitol

Top

Paramount
Mills

Why

Harman
Chappell
Berlin

Me

Don’t You Believe

Brandom
Bregman-V-C

Winter Wonderland
Wish You Were Here *"Wish You Were Here”.
You Belong to Me
Your Mother and Mine
Yours

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Chappell

Ridegway
Disney

Marks

Second Group

A Shoulder to Weep On
Blues in Advance
Everything I Have Is Yours

n.aurel
Hollis

Fandango

Mills

You
Give Me Your Lips
Half As Much

Harms

Hi-Lili Hi-Lo

Robbins

Robbins

Don’t Care
Will Still Love

DeSylva-B-H
Acuff-Rose
Mellin
Garlock-S”
.

You

My

Lll^e
\

Christmas.

Plymouth
Peer

!

Life

Chappell

Famous
Leeds
Jefferson

Leeds
Disney

Sinner or Saint
Sleepytime Gal
Stay Where You Are

Witmark

String Along

Regent
Smith

Miller

Broadcast

Because You’re Mine t"Because You’re Mine” .... Feist
Christmas in Killarney
Remick
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes
Four-Star
I Went to Your Wedding
St. Louis

New Clothes
My Lady Loves to Dance
Silver Bells

Why

Frank
United

Paramount

;

Don’t You Believe

Winter Wonderland

Wish You Were Here

Me

— ^"Wish

Brandorn

Bregman-V-C

You Were Here”.

.

.

Chappell

.

Remick

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Granada
Lady In Red
Mambo Jambo

Southern
. ,

Peer
Robbins
•

Rica Pulpa

Rockabye Baby
103

Nicholas

Feist

Sleigh Ride
Takes Two to Tango
Two Other People
White Christmas

Mercury

j

.

Bregman-V-C
Famous

Silver Bells

King’s

London "
Victor t

’.

H

—

• ”

Sunny Gale

number

Keep
Lady

Top 10 Songs On TV

.... Capitol

Fisher

Louis

Acuff-R
Shapiro-B

•

.

Victor
Capitol

Colc

Vera Lynn
Eddie Fisher

•

;

at
2r

Eddie

(St.

St.

Simon

.

<

Feist

Jambalaya

Columbia

.

& R

Harman

Second Star to the Right

C

Jo Stafford
Dinah Shore
Johnny Standley
Les Paul-Mary Ford

... * . . *

f
W

r.

Trying

’.

*...

>
Kissin’ Santa Claus

Your Wedding

Meet Mister Callaghan
Nina Never Knew
One Little Candle

Vecca

Foley

Four-Star
Hill

I’m Never Satisfied

Love of
Lover

Jo Stafford ......... .Columbia

;

to

Feist

Remick

*

Beginning to Look
Lazy River

Coral
Victor

....

i

.

Saw Mommy

Went

.

Marks
Famous

High Noon
I
I

.

.

:

It’s

Second Group

t

Heart and Soul

I

Mercury
Dot

Page

Pearl Bailey
Eddie Fisher

(Four Star)
(1)

Snow Man
Glow-W orm

Frosty the

I

^CapHol

’. '.

Hilltoppers

SAW MOMMY KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS
JAMBALAYA (13) (Acuff-R)
I

!

5-11, 1952

r

—

Forgetting

!

j

9.

»

-

M-G-M

Joni James
Mills Bros

(Brandom)

YOU BELONG TO ME (15) (EMgeway)
1 WENT TO YOUR WEDDING (13) (St.

Survey Week of December

Because You’re Mine t"Because You’re Mine”.
Christmas in Killamey
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes

.

on Coin-Machines

j# Best Sellers

Director, Alphabetically listed

.

.

.

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based’ oil
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Iftdex.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman

t Filmusical.

Mills
<!

Legit musical.

v
l

'•
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SWAN SONG FOR DISK GUARANTEE
Longhair Disks

Now 35%

Platter Biz; 125

Goddard Lieberson, Co-

cording to

Release With N.Y. Consent Decree
•f

Anthony Inks Mayo
In

Now

P.M. Operation

Orch leader Ray Anthony and
his manager, Fred Benson, have
opened their own personal management office.
t0
says Lieberson,
Initial Anthony-Benson pactee is
In some months,
repand
artists
of
charge
warbler
Mary Mayo, who begins a
ivlio is in
duties, Colum- four-week engagement
ertoire, among other
at the Hohigher
run
have
figures
tel Statler, Washington, Dec. 25.
bia's own
Longhair
upaverage.
this
than
almost entirely
heat has been due
of the LP, or 33
to introduction
exec veepee, has
or four
moved up in the last three
yZs from 20% to 35% of the
lumbia Records

rpm long-play disk.
0
There are at present about 125
record companies issuing classical

which is bedisks in this country,
ginning to present other problems
than just those of economic comMost of these companies
petition.

M-G-M Prepsfash
Rhythm

Into

Field

are offering
\ which are small)
music recorded abroad, as against

Future pattern of artists’ pacts
with the major disk companies was
delineated last week with RCA Victor’s renewal of Spike Jones and
Phil Harris to three-year contracts,
with no guarantees reportedly involved. It’s understood that all of
the major companies will cut out
the guarantee clauses in all artists'
deals as they expire and will pay
off strictly on the sales figures.
An exec of one major diskery
said that guarantees will be given
in the future only in rare instances.
“Guarantees,” he said, “tend to
make the artist lazy. For his own
good, the artist should be made to
hustle for that hit. After all, the
money we can guarantee is only®
negligible compared to the boxoffice value
of a
hit
record.”
Among the artists, Rosemary
Clooney summed up the value of
a hit by saying that “only records
work for me night and day as -an
'

With a steady flow of disk coin
being racked up by record comthe recordings of the Big Two
panies from their rhythm and blues
exploitation medium.”
Columbia and RCA Victor—which

releases, M-G-M Records is hopmainly domestic.
The music recorded abroad (and ping on the bandwagon with a
offered
genbeing
pressed here) is
complete expansion of its r. & b.
erally at lower prices than domes- line. Diskery’s r. & b.
activities
doesn't see will be
tic disks, but Lieberson
carried on in cooperation
the former hurting the sale of the with music publisher Joe Davis
domestic-recorded (Beacon
Most
latter.
Musjc) who'll. assist in the
disks or albums are made by art- selection of material and
artists.
ists better known in the U. S. than
M-G-M’s
expansion move in the
Well-known home
foreign talent.
r.
& b. field, was stimulated by
names, like Met Opera stars, will
diskery’s general manager Frank
usually offset foreign tags, he says.
B. Walker's recent trek through
Lieberson
concerning
problem
A
the south and midwest visiting
that of repertoire, which

Established artists will

are

1

more

is

M-G-M's
eventually be used up

he says will
by the competing companies.
doesn’t know when that will

He
hap-

what the remedy will be.

pen, or

But he hopes thgt the public will
want to buy more than one record-

masterwork, for the cake

ing of a

comparison, just as one would
want to compare a John Barrymore
interpretation of “Hamlet” with
of

John Gielgud.

that of a

But what concerns the Columbia
most, he says, is the fact
that disks are not exposed sufficiently to the public. The big problem, he says, is ho.w to make the
public as conscious of records as
it is
of books.
The public isn't
aware of disks in that way; a recording isn’t identified in their
minds as is a book; for some reason, records don’.t. get the proper
presentation. Lieberson hasn't got
exec

Distrib
platters
for the

territorial

demand

for irtore

r.

&

&

Name Deutsch Pro Mgr.
Of Peer-Southern Pubs
He

fills

the post vacated by Mark Schreck
answer to this problem, but who died three weeks ago.
he’s thinking about it.
Deutsch, who was associated
Vogue of opera albums is on the with the J. J. Robbins staff, takes
increase, he says, with the peak not over Jan. 1. He’ll work
under Ben
hit yet.
Theatre TV, such as last Selvin, general manager of the
week’s presentation of the Met’s Peer firms.
Carmen”
on
theatre
screens
throughout
the
country,
will
widen the market.

Jack Perrin

Nashville
move-in.

r

tu.V\

territory

a

for

rates for conventional theatres range from a minimum of
$12 annually for theatres up to 400
seats, to $48 for theatres with over
1,600 seats.
In the drive-in category, rates will spread from $24
for ozoners with up to 250-car capacity to $60 for drive-ins with
more than 700-car capacity. For
theatres or drive-ins that operate
only part of the year, the ASCAP
rate will be pro-rated on the basis
of the annual fee.

’

-

_

the

w tnl?!^down

S

Number

Fraser’s Chicago chores will be
taken over by A1 Latauska. Cap
veepee Paul Featherstone has been

Of

the

head

ni>pvf US" !,

y

George Mansour who

^

fracas

to

a

general manager of
subsidiaries,
hack
from a Tf/e
^ ay blz
to k° ndon
and Paris
to-G'J
8

Copy and space
NSW YORK

n

W,

St.

194

44th

reservations

HOLLYWOOD
431

1

Ymcc«

29
St.

may be

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

11

412 N* Mlchlfun Av«,

LONDON. W.
9

St.

is

exiting the

diskery.

Special exploitation advantages

month brought

Perrin

assigned the direction of field sales
activities for the Boston area but
for the time being will handle the
operation out of his New York
headquarter^, In the Philadelphia
area, veepee Vic Blanchard will
take over the management of the
Philly
branch office replacing
.

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Forms closing shortly

Ivy and Sunons £or a new P act

Vas ^

from Chi

to strengthen its dis-

Major move was Cap’s reassigning
of Gordon R. Fraser, veepee and
sales manager of the Chicago area,
to its Coast merchandising office
under veepee Lloyd Dunn.

.

0t

move

setup for 1953, Capitol Records last week reshuffled its sales
veepees and district managers.

Dreyfus’

Z

ZT?a

1946,

trib

^e

flower

.

o£

Shifts to Coast

companies and

S a£ter the £irms
were
K
h
and Henry
u l
° n the c °ast
two years ago.
,
Drevfnc
10 e
fr rms to New
York aVfi! K ^*
buying Russell's share.
Perrin
east with the comPanics lnder
R two-year employment
With Drey£us
genrntn

ed

By

In a

orgnni?i?i

which evnfre(i

sa * es of
i,!C companies.
however, British Deccontrol of U. S. Decca, and

b>

I

To

offer to
fn
P,
1S
31' 6,
Dre V fus »cquired snfi
/
o£ tIvy and Sunflower
three mU’X
,
nt
.

and.

LMI,
among
„

In ca lost
major New York pubberies.
recent months E. H. Morris Music. the latter company sought* to relax the original agreement.
In
Big
Shapiro-Bernstein, and the
Three (Robbins, Feist & Miller) 1947 the pact was revised to permit
British
Decca
to
come into the
have moved into the alfalfa operation via exclusive pacting of coun- U. S. with its London Records
In 1949, the original pact
try writers or forming their own label.
was completely amended and Britcornball publishing operations.
ish Decca had to give substantial
guarantees to U. S. Decca for handling its disk line.
Geo. Levy Sells Out
A couple of months ago, Decca
prexy Milton R, Rackmil and his
Brother Lou in Leeds attorney, Henry Cohen (& BingLou Levy and his brother ham), went to England to confer
George have terminated their 12- with British Decca and EMI execs
year association in the music busi- on bringing their agreements into
ness with the latter selling out his line with the proposed antitrust
Only minor changes had
share in Leeds Music and its affili- decree.
ated companies. George Levy had to be made, aside from the ,90-day
deadline
on picking up releases,
been handling the sales end of the
since
the
inter-company agreepublishing company.
ments
had
previously been revised
with
amicable,
Parting
was
to conform with U. S. antitrust
George Levy planning to go into
laws.
business for himself.

*° conti nue active

’

"

t?»»*

Cap Reshuffles Distrib

47th Anniversary

has been
Hassle stems from
tp deactivate the
realign Perrin to anin the Chappell org.
'v ho
owns 50% of the

ODeraVlUl?
hSs tl ne(

At

t

Ml

British Decca, "y&g****.* with

j

desire

nn

company.

Chappell’s interest in the folk-

ASCAP LOWERS RATES
FOR EXHIB LULL MUSIC

*

the disk companlie*.
stems from the fni'iss
Decca in 1934
Lewis, British lhe**"!s
most of the cash te-

1953

country market further points u p
growing interest in that field by

The

of latter firms

™d

s

The Government

Music is eyeing the
market for possibilities
of tieing in with a country music
firm or setting up a subsid there!.
Although no definite deals have
been made, it’s understood that
Dreyfus has been scouting the
Chappell

OUT SOON!

Over Future

jtakmated.

;i!"
ther slot

.

0

Echelons; Gordon Fraser

sunflower Music, over future
dis-

fi..l

for other foreign distributors if
they are not p icfciv?
W* days
after the consent £
operation.

Finn

Hillbilly

With

Of Ivy, Sunflower Firms

yfus

j

(Continued on page 46)

Hassle between Max Dreyfus,
Uiappeii Music topper, and Jack
rernn, general manager
of the
^happen subsids. Ivy Music and
position

at

(14),

Nashville

and drive-ins.

Irving Deutsch has been named
professional manager of the Peer

crowd

club last
Louis Armstrong,
his first U. S. appearance
since his return from Europe, was
presented a scroll for “capable efforts in bringing to free world of

Sunday
making

Chappell Mulls

New

firms,.

Boston, Dec. 16.
Before,, a jampacked
Storyville jazz

Hub’s

A substantial catalog of Decca
Records, not yet released overseas,
has been freed for foreign distribution as a result of the antitrust
consent decree entered in N. Y.
Federal Court last week by Judge
Sidney Sugarman, The decree dissolved the vestiges of the original
1934 cartel agreement among U. S.
Decca, British Decca and the Electrical & Musical Industries (EMI)
of England.
Key provision of the consent decree, which goes into operation
Jan. 1, permits Decca to sell or
lease its masters to any other foreign distributor if British Decca
or EMI does not accept them wilhDein 90 days after their release.
cree does not otherwise affect U.S.
Decca ’s current deal with British

Europe a vital facet of the American cultural scene” by the New
England All-College Conference.
Presentation was skedded to be
made by Tallulah Bankhead, but
at last minute actress was forced
to cancel and sent along a tape
recording of her regrets and presentation speech which was played Decca for distribution in England
at ceremonies.
and Europe, and EMI for South
America and Asia.
Decca lawyers pointed out that
British Decca and EMI have passed
over numerous releases in the past
probably
and these can be made available

market.
Diskery is prepping a monthly
release schedule of the r. & b.
platters (to tee off Jan. 9) of not
In a move to soften the increasless than three disks. Initial release of five waxings will include ing resistance from theatreowners
against paying fees for recorded
such r. & b. artists as Basil Spears,
Gabriel Brown, Irene Redfield, intermission and exit music, AmerEddie Carter Quartet and The ican Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers has lowered its
Blues Chasers.
rate schedule after conferences
with several exhib groups. Changes
mainly affect the smaller theatres
b.

and Southern Music

Collegian Citation

b.

brought about the drive
r.

Satchmo Gets Hub

get regular royalty deals in lieu of
the former guarantees. In the case
of Jones and Harris, Victor gave
them the standard 5% rate. The
5% figure for the vets, however,
is exactly twice as much as the
newcomers are currently getting.
Most of the new vocalists are being signed under 2V£% deals, and
only when they come through with
a hit are they getting better rates.
The era of guarantees is fading

distributors.

the

Dreyfus in Hassle

Big Decca Catalog Set for Foreign

ARTISTS GET ’EM

Companies Compete

and longWith total sales of pop
estimated in the trade
hair disks
the
year,
-a
$200,000,000
at about
end of the business, acClassical

of Total

C. 2

Martin's Plata

Trafalfar Square

Marvih E. Townsend, who had
been working with Gene Becker on
the Coast on advertising-promotion
assignments, was switched to the
New York sales office and Max
Callison, veepee and sales manager of the Cleveland area, will
emporarily take over the management of the Cleveland branch ofice replacing, Thorpe Thompson

who is exiting the company at the
end of the year. Callison will be
assisted by Tom Bell.

OBCMBsmis-msic

Id

Indde Orchestras—Music
J*

singer Joe Costa

The buildup prepped for

by

RCA

Victor has

M-G-M Records to dust off some of Costa's old masters for
Costa, who recently joined the Victor stably out a couple
release.
of sides for M-G-M three years ago but the latter diskery never got
on the market. M-G-M decided to get the oldies out ‘on
out
them
the market, however, when Costa made a strong impact with his initial
Victor sides. The M-G-M coupling is “Tonight You Belong to Me" and
sparked

Me When

“Please Don’t Talk About

I’m Gone/’.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

•

Another instance of an instrumental theme from a non-musical legit
slated for a pop drive in “The Girl Without a Name” from the
current "Broadway comedy “Th§ Seven Year Itch.” Tune was penned
by Dana Suesse and is being published by E. B. Marks. Earlier this
year, Leeds Music picked up a British copyright (Toff Music), “Meet
Mr. Callaghan,” which is used in the London meller of the same name.

.

show
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as Published in the Current Issue

for

New York

In Payroll Bite Hassle

Columbus, Dec. 16.
melaugie of
ui Hal
xx*n MeThe recent tangle
Bclafonfe Into Ciro’s, 'Miami Beach, intyre with the Ohio Bureau of
“Jazz
Granz,
Norman
Dec. 23
Unemployment Compensation in
At The Philharmonic promoter, w jji c h only a last minute payment
C°,ast
of an $1,800 back payment, he owed
i?.
,
<
«
Christine Kittrell ^ new femm
t^ e g-QC allowed his band to play
a
thrush
a university dance here, has raised
J. ..
J*
T
c
pr?blems f or traveling bandelno, Phi'adelphia, S.U1 Dec. 20
Sol Yaged's jazz combo plays leaders and bandsmen,
.
McIntyre
and his orchestra arN.Y.,
Chantilly,
the
one-rjghter
at
a
Dec 22. Yaged also heads a jazz rived in the city Dec. 6 to play for,
crew for a one-niter at the Cas- the Mistletoe Prom at Ohio State
University. The BUG had placed
.
bah, Newburgh, N. Y., Dec. 21
First prize of $100 in M-G-M Rec- a petition before. Common Pleas
ords ‘‘Singin’ In The Rain” window; Judge Joseph M. Harter who apdisplay contest split between Leslie pointed, two receivers.
The BUC;
Spofford of the Wilson Music CO., claimed McIntyre was employed in.'
Rutland, V.t„ and Frank., Veimett
but failed to
that 'tUy.a Paramount ,/beatrej eoraa secoa&’wftii 2.7%, of h isjoav«»*• ton
.
tinner
roll' tor
for toe
th« upempioymeni
UhhWloStfieni fiair^
Feb. 2 \**
* w, *“ v.lown
C -sino, Buffalo :,**'%.“
...
The band
bjmS leader said there
^ere had
r
h
e 'C
0
“ a mixuP h* my New York
been
SlSrtinW&r 9 5s
Sbf™ Feli er
tfvfn P
fVnm^h^ JoSton Office” and P ald the $1. 8 0<> claim in
tor hto hand to
plMter show to promote his Rox»P d
Later the
da ^e a^
bury Music catalog with dee jays
which
issued
explanation
BUC
an
Conrad Janis*
in the midwest
plaintively stated that traveling
sesh
afternoon
combo
plays
an
jazz
»
Dec. 21 at Childs Paramount, N. Y. bandsmen gave them a headSammy Kaye begins a two- ache. They illustrated their head.
week engagement at the Hotel ache with a question: “If a bandsStatler, Washington, Jan. 12.
man plays a series of one-night
stands in 15 different states over
a period of six months or a year,
.
.
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.
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week, week.
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TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

Why Don’t You Believe Me
[You Belong to Me

1

1

JONI JAMES (MGM)

2

3

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

.

.

11

TALENT

.

.

13

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder It
arrived at under u statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above *These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three ways in the case of tunes < disks, coin machines, sheet music),

$1,800 to Ohio Bureau

Tony Alamo began a week’s engagement at the Skyway Lounge,
Harry
Cleveland, Monday (15)

ti

WEEK ENDING DECEMBER

Hal McIntyre Pays

the Upbeat

i

Sheet Music

Retail

Retail Disks

Coin Machines

Songwriters Charles Grean and Cy Coben have come up with new
Their new tune for Eddy Arnold, RCA Victor’s leading
hillbilly artist, includes in its lyric a compilation of Arnold’s top 22 recorded hits and is titled “Eddy’s Song.’’ Victor Js planning a special
~
promotion around the tune.
cleffing stunt.

On

Distribution

ReporU of

Jambalaya

Keep it a Secret
Glow Worm

‘

3

4

MILLS BROS.

2

(Decca)

JIMMY BOYD

. .

(Columbia)

Saw Mommy. Kissin’

I

v ,

_

Santa Claus
5:

**

..•

•

FERRY COMO"
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(Victor').
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1
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7
4

9

9
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JOHNNY STANDJLEY

Boston
how much unemployment compenWith Red Allen at the Savoy, sation does he draw and from
Louis Armstrong at Storey ville and what state(s) if he loses his job?”
Muggsy Spanlei* at Mahogany Hall,
Consider also, said the BUC,
Hub ja.zz fans offered plenty of op- that some bandleaders forget or
compare trumpet neglect to pay the state the right
to
portunity
Joe Verrico amoun t 0 f unemployment tax for
styles
has replaced Morty Abramson in ..
ThR ormifoc ™n-

—

.

.

.

.

^ US1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

°P
mand
®

This
Last
eek.
week. week.

^Lady o^pSn”

4
5

TRYINfc

8

earned compensation check. The
Ohio bureau offered advice to band
leaders and bandsmen to check
with compensation officials in each

home

territory before hitting the
..

r

with BIU 'Btekel^Ste^

UtenatthcShlmrock Room.
into

.

.

Midway Lounge

where his

Orch leader *•»*
b een
"\‘ h ?* c ca
n
p
J“^ .
a

.

:

.

.
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Omaha

Here

in

My

Heart

i

.

Siardusters trio at Club Line
,
9 In Grand Island’s Palmer Hotel
..

Sklppy Anderson band into
Rea Buchan
.
Music Box here
at piano and solovox at Dundee
„

.

.

.

Don

.

Cosfcy orch held over

at Ballerina.
t

Garfter Reshuffles Trio
Reshuffling his trio last week.
Garner put Whyatt Reuther
on bass, and Dave Brueheck on

IJrroll

drums.
Garner begins a week's engage-,
jnent at Stoiyville, Boston, Friday!

UW.

Louis

Feist
'

Magnolia

,

J

retail sheet music
on reports obtained

Heine

Dash
Dash

Walkin' to Missouri
Faitli

Feet

Can Move

Up

Homing Waltz
Zing a Little Zong.
Walkin’ My Baby.

.

.

.

.

Mommy
Don’t

Second 12

I

My Love and Devotion. .Fields
Dash
Take My Heart
Maurice
Aui Wiederseh’n

8

9

11

10

12
14

2

I
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Kissin’ Santa
to

Me

13 A

9

13B 13

.Macmelodies
Maddox-

14
,

Went

13

to

(Harman)

A

&

?

(u

.

(Ridgeway) ....

m Eyes (Four-Star)

Your Wedding

Frosty the

Snowman

(Hill-R)

(Hill-R)

a Secret (Shapiro-B)
Outside of Heaven (BVC)
It

Takes Two to Tango (Harman)
Lady of Spain (Fox)

s

£

Because You’re Mine (Feist)
Rudolph, Reindeer (St. Nicholas).
White Xmas (Berlin)
Trying (Randy Smith)

Keep

12

Mellin
Because You're Mine. .Robbins
Hit Songs
Faith
. .

8

11.

I’m Yours*

Moon Malaya

h
W

and Publisher

Don’t Let Stars

Victoria

Somewhere Along Way Magna
Victoria
I Went Wedding
Meet Mr. Callaghan ....Toff
Blue Tango
Mills

v$ftowflaken

*5

You Believe Me (Brandom)

You Belong

.Maddox
.

Title

3

n
O

Vi

a
£

Glow Worm (Marks)

Cinephonic
Chappell
Reine

Sugarbush

£

Dec. 13

This Last
wk.
wk.

o

:

a

W

K
5

3

xn

O

fl

DQ

J?

*
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Week Ending

You Belong

to Me. . .Chappell
of Innisfree
Maurice
Half as Much.. .^...Robbins

W

a

0)

National
Rating

A

***

3

from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

?

Mellin..

Forget-Me-Not

Verne Byers orch booked in at
Terrytown Arena, Scottsbluff
Los Orteuos
Christmas night
trio opened at Colony Club here

,

sales based

ack oth r

Isle

Dell

St.

P'fittlEtY
Survey of

,

.

.

Merle combo stays at William Penn
Tavern until first of the year.

.

Four Star
Ridgeway

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

eco rd
J?n ^

.

.

Harman

•

Gray's pact

-^zgerald
that theatre plays stage shows. He
and Roberta Lee.
succeeds the late Max Adkins ....
Bob Copier’s new act teams him
with three femme singers as Bob
Copfer dc Co-Eds. He used to head
Best British Sheet Sellers
Hugh Tully
Up a male quartet
London) Dec. 12.
threesome just had option picked
London, Dec. 2.
up again at Carlton House .Billy

.

.

out-

renewed fOT

^

.Vagabonds signed for
Maurice
Vogue Terrace for June
Bpltalny draws maestro’s berth
with Stanley house orch whenever

for 10 days.

•

in g

‘

Pave Brubeck

"

AH states except New York
recognized the leader as the “em-

MV

4nt

. .

fit

,

fe

;

Ramiy Smith
Fox

BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE
IT’S IN THE BOOK

6

P la ys- In N. Y. State, the hiragency (hotel, night club, etc.)
.i *
opened, at* i s considered the employer and
Mary Ellen Quartet
Colonial Manor Thursday (11) and paysc th* ia
f av
will stay through Jan. 3,..Mitzie
Cottle, a junior music at Carnegie
_
Tech, is Baron Elliott’s new vocalDecca Renews Gray

wL

.

KISSIN’

LADY OF SPAIN

10

road.

ME

SANTA CLAUS
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES
YOU BELONG TO ME
I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING

8

jobless musician desa * d *tate his rightfully

DON’T YOU BELIEVE

GLOW WORM
SAW MOMMY

2

PUBLISHER
Brandon
E. B. Marks

TUNE

WHY

1

when a

ployer,” no matter

U

__

•

° me

1115

(Capitol)

TUNES

.

,

Trying
Takes Two to Tango

.

POSITIONS

.

Michael Gaylord’s Brinstrub orch.
Paul Maged, ex-Leighton Noble
gideman, back in town as contact
man for Mercury Records
Harry Marshard off on his annual
tour to Washington, New Orleans
and Detroit for series of deb parCharlie Burdett intermisties
Guitarist
Sion pianist at Savoy
Vic Mondello joined Joe Mack’s
band.

*

.

.

.

-

(Capitol)

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
PEAKL BAILEY (Coral)
LES PAUL-MARY FORD

.

Went to Your Wedding
You Belong to Me
It's in the Book

(I

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)\
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Coast Radio Slack

Bill Halligan
stags

new kind of
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On

Beverly Hills Lullaby
*

ture

47tk Anniversary Number
of

tory for their side.

fcS&iEfr

Confusion stems from the fact

the Musicians Group ticket
won three out of four of the top
administration posts while the incumbent Blue Ticket slate recaptured a big majority of the executive and trial-board membership
that

RCA Victor Corrals
The Kids From Spain
Lqs Cbavales de Espana

slots.

(The

now Kids Prom Spain) have been pactheaded by Charles R. lucci* who ed to a longterm deal by RCA Vicwas reelected secretary, Served no- tor. The 11-man vocal-instrumentLeaders of the Blue Ticket*

on president-elect A1 Manuti al combo debuted at the Hotel Wal-

tice

that the Blue Ticket Will continue dorf-Astoria* N. Y., last summer.
to guide Local 802 despite its loss
Initial Victor release, skedded
of the prez, viceprexy and treas- for early January, will be an eighturer posts. It’s expected, however, sided album which was cut last
that Manuti will have a consider- week.
Album will be their first
able voice in the operation of the American wax release and
will inlocal since, as prexy, he will be clude numbers

from

spokesman for the N* Y. repertory,

the public

AFM-ers.
lucci pointed out that the election "in no yray changed the administrative direction of Local 8Q2v’”
The balloting results for the exec
board and trial board posts, he said,
"insure that the Blue Ticket, as it
has since 1935, will administer the
policies and program of Local 802.”
In a specific reference to Manuti’s
.power, lued said that "in our union
every member of the executive
board,, regardless of
one vote and no more. ..The presi'cejMHily vote
&&£ of
in the event of a tie.”
Union observers believe that
lucci’s statement is the opening
shot in what may become a running fight between the top officers
of 802 and the exec board. Aside
from policy, several jobs in the
local are hanging in the balance
and it’s expected that the Blue
Ticket’s exec board members will
vote to continue the present job-

their

activity
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JONI JAMES (MGM)
"Why Don’t You Believe Me”.

Ensemble

Skedded for U.S. Tour

Saw
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:_
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GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Tell Me You’re Mine”.

10
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THI MOOD WISH YOU WERK
FOR LOVK
HKRK
R44U PUhtr
lw«y Cn#
Victor
Victor
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LOO3058
EPB-3058
P-3058
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3
BECAUSE YOU'RE
MINE
HtHyw4*4 C««t
Victor

13
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1
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FIVE TOP

14

(Capitol)

"Lady of Spain”....

ISA 13
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•

•

(Coral)

Waltz Again With You”.
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
"You Belong to Me”
“ 8
KAREN CHANDLER (CoraU r
•
Me”.
.
"Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss

LES PAUL

•>

"T

(Columbia)
Secret”

TERESA BREWER
10

7

1

•

JO STAFFORD

11

CHML

A%

RCA

Outlines Mdse.

Plans at Sales Meets
At territorial sales meetings
week for field salesmen and

RCA

4
'

NEW

FACES OF

LIIERACR

ma

Columbia
CL-6217

9w«y/ €*«*

Victor

LOOIOOT

LM-7015
WDBC-7013

WOC-lOOt

QC-1007

DHX7M9

LOOlOOt

U

5

B-30fi

OC-1909
’

Cr30t

this
dis-

Victor is outlining its
merchandising plans for 1953 on
its pop and longhair line.
Sales manager Larry Kanaga
and artists ’and repertoire topper
Getqrge -R. Marek opened the conclaves in N._ Y. Mqnday (15), with
Kanaga going to Boston yesterday
(Tues.). Other areas will be covered later this week.

Top

Sellers in Paris
Paris

.*

It a

« 9

9

(Dot)

"Trying”

9B

decision within 30. days.
CAPAC
have the right to present an
appeal before the Supreme Court
of Canada.
claim is that
former payment ta CAPAC was
$150,000 annually, this based on.
the number of radio sets in homes;
but. that proposed CAPAC rate of
12
of station gross revenue for
use of CAPAC copyright revenue
would raise the annual ante to
around $350,000.
will

(Coral)

Tango”

HILL TOPPERS

8

•

(Victor)

"Lady of Spain”

"Takes

ness.”

Case is being heard before the
Exchequer Court of Canada, with
Justice Cameron tn, hand down his

tribs,

(Victor)

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
"I Went to Your Wedding”.

•

year*

pH

o

1

Coming Home”

"Because You’re Mine”

,

5?s*BU'WLfSUby

w
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a
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o
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3
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3
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Toronto, Dec. 16.
Backed by the Canadian Assn, of
Broadcasters, whose membership
includes over 90% of indie-operated stations, across Canada, management of
hajs launched a test
case against the proposed increase
of fees in the new schedule of the
Composers, Authors and Publishers Assn, of Canada on grounds
that the new fee setup "could put
Canadian radio stations out of busi-

CHML

0

IS

o

O
o
pH

.

the Book”

"It’s in

PEARL BAILEY

l

£

CAN. RADIO INDIES

(Capitol)

7

12

1L_
Rso

time for the Christmas market.
The high-fidelity field has grown
enormously since 1945 and it’s estimated that over 1,000,000 people
have already invested $250 or over
in such equipment. Most of the
components have been manufactured by specialized electronic and
equipment companies, with the
customers having to handle the
assembly jobs on their own end.
in

.

(Decca)

EDDIE FISHER

•MB
J
?f cords

week.

1-1

•

VERA LYNH (London)

handle tour details, with
under sponsorship of the
government. Tour will cowith the 300th anni of the
°f
com P° se r Arcangelo

i

&

(Victor)

MILLS BROS.
"Glow Worm”

14

7A

ger, will

J?

2

.

"Don’t Let Stars in Yours Eyes”.

8

6

Societa Corelli, orchestral ensemble of 17 string players without conductor, will come to the
U. S, in January for a tour. Luisa
Ribacchi will be soloist with the
Rroup. Albert Morini, N. Y. mana-

ke
teh

.

(Columbia)
Mommy Kissin’ Santa”.

MARIO LANZA

orr?0

into the disk field via Columbia’s
blues
rhythm subsid, Okeh Records, for which he’s contracted.
Cole, singing in Chicago cafes,
cut his first sides for Okeh last

3
O

IS

8

4L.

Okeh

\

Kin With Okeh

4)
IO

s

*
5

JOHNNY STANDLEY

Winnipeg.

> -t

M

I/l

co

8

possible.

Group will fly from Italy to
Havana and from there to
N. Y.,
where it will appear at Brooklyn
Academy of Music Jan. 13. Other
cities in the
schedule include. Philadelphia, Boston,
Washington, Pittsnrgh, Toledo,
Chicago, Atlanta,
nneapolis Omaha, Montreal and

.

m
3

t
o

Dee. 13

PERRY COMO

marked second time she had
out at Angelo’s. She was
open Dec. 9. Angelo said
he plans to bring her in next spring
It

Corelli

Cole’*

Fred Cole, 21-year old brother
of Nat (King) Cole, is breaking

JIMMY BOYD

to cancel
slated to

Italian

6)

CO

£

1

incide

next year.

o

retail disk best
sellers based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week.

case of laryngitis. Thrush
was said to be sidelined for three

P

Greco and Patasehou, Parisienne
singers due to visit the XL S. early

ft

P'SftiBrr
Survey of

of severe

r
?+ °u

Exchange

the high fidelity field since it is
completely integrated
a
small,
unit which substitutes for the

Dutch Disks in
single components f>f pickup arm,
Columbia Records will launch amplifier and speaker now used
distribution of Philips Co. of Hol- by hi-fi enthusiasts. Col’s machine
land disks in the U. S. in 1953 tfs is also much smaller than the usual
part of the two companies’ ex- fidelity setup, having a little more
change and distribution deal which than a cubic foot content but containing two separate speakers. The
goes into effect Jan. 1. Columbia
machine is priced at $139.50.
execs are currently studying the
Columbia is planning to produce
Philips catalog and artists’ roster
about 25,000 units the first year
to select sides suitable for the with distribution
to be channeled
TT Q TYTiirkpt
through the diskery’s sales setup.
Col will likely tee off its Philips Production problems blocked Coreleases with sides by Juliette lumbia from releasing the machine

RETAIL DISK BESf SELlERf

Ella Fitzgerald cancelled her engagement at Angelo’s here because

String

Col Launches Distrib Of

new playback machine designed
by Dr. Peter Goldmark, Goldmark
developed the 33 rpm microgroove
longplay disks for Columbia and
his phonograph has been built to
encompass the extended musical
range of the LP disks,
Columbia’s machine is unique in

FIGHT CAPAC FEES

Week Ending

Italo

¥»

\

into the relatively new "high fidelity” phonograph industry with

a

IT

P

Omaha, Dec.

ef

IsRrTety

Famous

f-

feature in

editorial

47th Anniversary Number

Hill-R.

Bells

Columbia Records is making the
first foray by a major company

won-due

the

Santa Coming Town .... Feist
Here Comes Santa
Remick

V #»

*<

I

Snowman

Frosty

rt

KAYOS
ELLA FOR 3 MONTHS

on lnt«r«ifing

Winter Wonderland .... B.V.C.

new administration takes

LARYNGITIS

Many

area.

this

Kissin’ Santa. Harman

over Jan. i.

If

in

Rudolph Reindeer.St. Nicholas
White Xmas
Berlin

nism.
Disks will feature talks by Bishap* .Fultnn J„- 'Sheen, Victor Riesel
and Dr, Paul Fabry,
%

Goldmark Device

-

*

©

*r

material.

Disks to Fight Reds

>1

—-TV’s

Neglected Stepchild

Hotel

Institute of Contemporary Russian Studies at Fordham Univ. is
putting out a series of commercial
disks aimed at fighting Commu-

1

Music

music men fear that the kayo of
such shows as "Club 15” and the
Dinah Shore series will leave the
Coast without a national plug
source. The identical fadeout of
network shows from Chicago several years ago led to the shrinkage
of the Chi music operation.
The Hollywood pubs hope that
video here will take up the slack.
Experience, however, has shown
that TV is not a fruitful plugging
channel since TV programmers
rarely repeat tunes o» the air. The
disk setup here, of course, remains
the same, with Capitol Records the
only major company doing most of
its cutting on the Coast. Several
major artists with the other companies live in Hollywood and they
will be contacted as before on song

(Week Ending Dec.

•

Hi-Fi Mfr. With

ef Hie ©plaiep

I*

Top Christmas Songs

holders in office.

The

Getting Plugs

1

en# of the meny byHno pieces
in the upcoming

Elements of friction, within the
administration
of
newly-elected
New York's Local 802, American
cropped
Musicians,
of
Federation
of the conup last week,, with both
tending groups in the Bee. 4 elecr
as a viction claiming the results

"'

Hany Sosnik

Hollywood, Decl IS,
With important Coast-originated
network radio shows slated to fold
soon, music publishers-'in -Hollywood are worried about their fu-

*

*

As

Col 1st Major

Afavsfra

Worries Publishers

41

Dec.

9.

The bestselling disks for the^last
week are Line Renaud’s "Ma
Petite Folic” (My Little Madness),
Mouloudji’s dramatic ballad, "Mon
Petit
Coqulicot”;
J.
William’s
"High Noon” (called "The Train
Will Whistle Three Times” here):
Ray Martin’s "Blue Tango,” and
Earl Bostic’s "Flamingo.”
Longhair toppers are Beethoven’s Ninth
conducted by Eric Klieber; Chopin’fe
Concerto No. 1 played by
BrailoVsky,
and Liszt’s "Hungarian Rhapsody ” conducted by
Leopold Stokowski.
Sheet music tops: are "Le Bonhomme De Neige” (The Snowman),
printed by Lido; France-Vedette’s
"Notre Dame De Paris”; Transatlantique’s "Attends Attends Attends” (Wait—Wait-Wait); Ray
Ventura’s "Les Ameureux Des
Bancs Publiques” (The Lovers On
The Park Bench); Baldi’s "Un
.Amour Dans La Nuit” (A Love
Dance At Night)* and Marbo’s "Si
[
LTu Revois” (II Tout See Her Again)*

—

:

—
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IN THE

1950-1951-1952

CASH BOX POPULARITY POLLS FOR

GAVE BMI

1952
fcfcSl

1951

PO*

12

OUT OF

(MfHm

Mtfiic)

. « .

Johnny Ray

- TENNESSEE WALTZ

1950-GOODNIGHT

IRENE

Bfsr

1951
1

1951
1

««s

-COLD, COLD HEART

1

BROADCAST MUSIC,
NEW YORK
;

*.*.V4.«V*.4.&

9'.i6«v

INC.

CHICAGO
»ii

MAN

950 — I ALMOST LOST

.

580 FIFTH

(Ac«n-*«.)

r«* w..

. . .

(Acuff-Rese).

(Lois)

. . .

.

m

A.H.nk

9

(Vic.)

Wlllioim

(MGM)

.Hank Williams (MGM)

(Acuir-Xo«) ...x«iF.i*y(D«.)

CLAWDY
. . .

Hank Thompson (Cap.)

(Folkways) ... The Weavers (Doc.)

(AcuH-E.it)

(Yenkt)
,

. . .

Lloyd Price (Specialty)

The Dominoes (Federal)

MY MIND

AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD

Pag* (Mtr.)

(Commodore)

950 — CHATTANOOGIE SHOE SHINE BOY

1951-60 MINUTE
,

LIFE

MUCH

1952 - LAWDY, MISS

*"*X

Patti

- ON TOP OF OLD SMOKEY

1952 -HALF AS
folk

. . .

(!»»i«|...lMW«nn|lUi.)

950 - BONAPARTE'S RETREAT

BEST

(Col.)

(AcufMtose)

1952 -WILD SIDE OF
Wts Unn

PLACE WINNERS

12 FIRST

(Hill

•

a

Range)..

. .

Ivory Jot Hunter

NEW YORK
TORONTO

(MGM)

36,

N.Y.

MONTREAL

•

it

mtm
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BEST POP

- 16 but of 24 - 68.2%

CRY (Mellow) Johnny Roy

ANYTIME

(Hill

& Range)

of total votes

(Col.)

Eddie Fisher

YOU BELONG TO ME (Ridgeway) Jo Stafford
SLOW POKE (Ridgeway) Pet Wee King (Vic.)

(Vic.)

KISS

OF FIRE (Duchess) Georgia Gibbs (Mer.)

I’M

TELL

ME WHY

BLACKSMITH BLUES

I’M

(Signet) Four Aces (Dec)

YOURS (Algonquin) Don

MY HEART

HERE IN

^EJftfJIDERSEH’N

Cornell (Coral)

SW^HEART

PH

6

WILD SIDE OF

LIFE

- 7 out of 9- 83.3%

SLOW POKE (Ridgeway) Pee Wee
ALMOST
SILVER

BEST FOLK

(Blue Ridge) Pee

- 16 out of

King

COIN*

HOME (Commodore)

MARY JO

Fats

Little

I

DON’T

HEAVENLY FATHER

YOU KNOW

(Federal)

I

(Blazer)

FIVE

LONG YEARS

(Progressive)

(Frederick) Eddie

CRY (Mellow) Johnnie Ray (Columbia)

GOT YOU ON MY MIND

TING-A-LING (Progressive) The Clovers (Atlantic)

MY

out of

JAMBALAYA

GIVE

DON’T STAY

& Range) Carl
ME MORE, MORE, MORE (Hill A Range)

lefty Friutll (Col.)

Smith

(Col.)
I

IS

OVER

-

Artis

(Modern)

AWAY

Hank Williams (MGM)

(Hill

A Range)

WENT TO YOUR WEDDING

A FULL TIME JOB

Hank Williams (MGM)

(Acuff-Rose)

lefty Friizell (Col.)

A Range)

(Hill

(Vic.)

(Acuff-Rose) Eddy Arnold/ (Vic.)

’

BABY WE’RE REALLY IN LOVE
Hank Williams (MGM)

(Acuff-Rose)

BACKSTREET AFFAIR

Webb

(Forrest)

Pierce (Dec.)

BLACKBERRY ROOGIE (Central) Tennessee Ernie (Cap.)

BROADCAST MUSIC,
.

&

(Hill

Kitty Wells (Dec.)

NEW YORK

(Acuff-Rose)

Hank Snow

A Range) Hank Snow (Vic.)
WONDERING (Hill A Rang*) Webb Pierco (Dec.)
ARE YOU TEASING ME (Acuff-Rose) Carl Smith (Col.),
IT WASN'T GOD WHO MADE HONKY TONK ANGELS (Peer)

THE GOLD RUSH

(Raleigh) John Greer (Vic.)

of total votes

HONKY TONK BLUES

(Peer)

Carl Smith (Col.)
(Hill

(lion)

HEART’S DESIRE (tyodern) Jimmy Lee

28 - 87.2%

HALF AS MUCH (Acuff-Rose) Hank Williams (MGM)

DON’T JUST STAND THERE

Boyd (Job)

Marie Adams (Peacock)

(Modern) Roscoe Gordon (RPM)

MOTHER NATURE HAVE HER WAY

(RPM)

(Atlantic)

(Chess)

YOU (Lois) Swallows (King)
GONNA PLAY THE HONKY TONKS

I’M

King

(Atlantic)

B. B. King

The Clovers

BOOTED (Modern) Roscoe Gordon
BESIDE

LET OLD

Edna McGriff (Jubilee)

LOVE YOU (Modem)

ONE MINT JULEP

Walter (Checker)

RHYTHM & BLUES - 23

(Cap.)

(Lois)

5-10-15 HOURS (Progressive) Ruth Brown

THREE O’CLOCK BLUES (Modern)

BEST

Jimmy Wakely

of total votes

NIGHT TRAIN (PaVnlee) Jimmy Forest (United)

NO MORE DOGGIN’

BE FREE (Wakely)

MY POOR HEART BREAKING
Cowboy Copas (King)

Domino (Imperial)

B. B.

WANT TO

DON’T LEAVE

(Drake) Four Blazers (United)

JUKE (John Henry Burton)

of total votes

(Vic.)

,

HAVE MERCY, BABY (Meridian) Dominoes

Rosemary Clooney

(Hollis)

WATTING IN THE LOBBY OF YOUR HEART (Brenner)
Hank Thompson (Cap.)

Price (Specialty)

Johnny Ace (Duke)

(Lion)

(Col.)

(Cap.)

- 92.5%

18

_LAWDY, MISS CLAWDY (Venice) Lloyd

MY SONG

(Vic.)

BOTCH-A-ME

(Col.)

Wee

(Signet) tddie Fisher (Vic.)

VANESSA (Meridian) Hugo Winterhalter

Kiag (Vie,)

Morgan

(Acuff-Rose) George

AND GOLD

(Col.)

Page (Mer.)

ME WHY

TELL

(Commodore) Hank Thompson

(Hill

1b< lb

Patti

l 8mgv)

HALF AS MUCH (Acuff-Rose) Rosemary Clooney

Fisher (Vic.)

& Range) Ella Mae Morse
WENT TO YOUR WEDDING (HISS & Range)

(MeJUn) Al Martino (BBS Pafdo)

Vera fynn (Lon.)

BEST WESTERN

YOURS (Algonquin) Eddie

(Col.)

INC.

CHICAGO

•

•

58C FIFTH

AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD

•

•

NEW YORK
TORONTO

.

36,

N.Y.

MONTREAL

•MCMKSTMAS-MIJSIC

Wedneadmy* 0ec«mb«r 17, 19555

j

.

SPIKE

j
flfl

JONES

MitACUttf and WINTER

20/47 5067
Playing time 3:02/1:57

w

THAT’S

WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS
«

tt

TOME
't r

’.i

>

and

M

E

FISHER

//

CHRISTMAS DAY

20/47 5038
Pleytojt Hits* 3:32/3:07

v,v

PERRY

DON’T LET THE STARS

COMO
GET

20/47 5064
Ploying time 2 37 2 30

IN

YOUR EYES"
*_

This Week's

BEST SELLING RCA Victor Records?
Flaying

78 rpm/45 rpm

*
I

SAW MOMMY

KISSING

SANTA CLAUS/WINTER

Time

20/47 5067.

*02/1 :57

.

Spite Jones

DON'T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES/ LIES
Perry Coma
LADY OF SPAIN/OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN

20/47 5064
20/47 4953

!

.

.

.2:37/2:30
J

.

:05/2:36

Eddie Fisher

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE/THE

SONG THE ANGELS SING

10/49 3914

300/?-,

20/47 4997

2:54/3:29

20/47 5038

3:07/3:32

20/47 4830

2:37/2:19

10/49 3639

3:30/3:5*

-

Mario Lanza

FANDANGO/BLUE VIOLINS
Hugo Winterhalter

CHRISTMAS DAY/THAT'S

WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS TO ME

Eddie Fisher

YOU WERE HERE/THE HAND OF FATE

WISH

Eddie Fisher

THE LORD'S

PRAYER/GUARDIAN ANGELS

:

Mario Lanza

THE

GAL

WHO INVENTED KISSIN'/A FOOL SUCH AS

20/47 5034

I

.

2:35/2:30

Hank Snow

EVERYTHING HAVE
I

IS

YOURS/HOLD ME

20/47 4841

2:58/2:2/

28/52 0071

4:40/2:52

20/47 4926

.2:47/3:03

20/47 4911

2:44/3:07

20/47 5043

2:42/2:14

420/447 0023

3:00/3:10

Eddie Fisher

AVE MARIA/THE LORD'S PRAYER
Perry

BLUES IN

,•

•

Como

ADVANCE/BELLA MUSICA

.

Dinah Shore

YOU'RE ALL

I

WANT FOR CHRISTMAS/CHRISTMAS DAY

Eddie Fisher

JAM BOWL-UAR/YOt) BELONG TO ME No. 2
Homer & Jethro
DID YOU SEE MY DADDY

OVER THERE/MOTHER'S PRAYER

Eddy Arnold

RCA Vi CTOR
F,R ST

IN

RECORDED

MUSIC

-

ORCMCESTKAS^ITJSir:
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Disk Companies’ Best Sellers

Nashville Notes
Don Cherry in town last week
•nd to cut new Decca sides under

WSM

Shows Sunday

KCUL,

(14).

WSM

making a Houston
(14).

.

KWKH

•

MY

p.a. last

'’Louisiana Hayride” opus

5.

-assured of selling enough sides to
cover the guarantees.
Recently,
however, the picture has changed
to the extent that the vets’ selling
power has become just as uncertain as that of the unknowns. The
customers, it’s pointed out, don’t
care who’s singing as long as the
interpretation is right.

Jimmy Boyd
KISSIN' SANTA CLAUS
THUMBELINA
Jo Stafford
KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART
Jo Stafford
JAMBALAYA
EARLY AUTUMN
YOU’LL NEVER KNOW
Rosemary Clooney-Harry James
TIKE CONTINENTAL
Johnnie Ray-Doris Day
MA SAYS PA SAYS
A FULL TIME JOB

2.

.

3.

4.

5.

Hayride” opera- day Night Shindig” Jan. 17 in State
Fair Auditorium, Dallas. Weekly
WLS artists and announcers WFAA live audience hillbilly airer f*
busy with charity entertainments will split time with Jones’ crew,
through Christmas. Dolph Hewitt with each giving a t.'^-hour show. 4
takes the Rhythm Riders to Hines Usual 75c. tab will prevail for bal=
Hospital Thursday (18) to enter- cony seats, with a $&40 tag on first
Dec. 22 will find floor tickets for the show.
tain veterans.
Jack Holden emceeing for patients
Sanitarium
Municipal
Chicago’s
at
Eastern Ftep
with Grace Wilson, Captain Stubby Sachs
Blanchard
Red
Buccaneers,
Sc The
Of Cap’s Custom Records
and Jimmie James doing the enterHerb Sachs vns named eastern
taining.’
„
KCUL’s “Jolly Joe” Nixon of Ft. representative of Capitol Records’
Studio
and Recording Services Di(Dallas'
WFAA’s
Worth is joining
vision last week. Sachs will handle
custom records and various phases
their “Louisiana

along with the ability of name vocalists to come up with hits regularly, Several years ago, the top
dozen platter artists were virtually

COLUMBIA
I SAW MOMMY
1.

Future “Grand Ole
on NBC.
Fred Wamble now increased to
Opry” guests are Lonzo & Oscar, three hours per day at noon with
Dec. 27; Carl Smith, Jan, 3; and country records from BirmingKEXO in Grand
Sue Thompson, Jan. 10.
ham’s WLBS
Junction, Colo., adding a new Monday morning hour, “The Hour of
Country Chatter
Harm” with pop spinner Bill Orr
Tillman Franks has taken over and country man Ward Goodrich.
management of The Carlisles, now
Spike Jones and his City Slickers
being headlined by KWKH on will headline the four-hour “Satur,

Johnny Standley
Les Pau^-Mary Ford

(2 Parts)

YINGLE BELLS

Slim Whitman back in Shreveport after a week’s dates in New
England.

.

Continued from pape 39

Molly Bee
I SAW MOMMY KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS
WILLIE CLAUS
Les Paul-Mary Ford
MEET MR. CALLAGHAN.
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS AND HOLD ME
Yogi Yorgesson
I YUST GO NUTS AT CHRISTMAS

Saturday.

last

THE BOOK

BABY’S COMING HOME.....
LADY OF SPAIN

.

4.

Sunday
kept him from the

Illness

IT’S IN

2

4.

Columbia’s Don Law planed to
Hank Williams hospitalized for
Coast last week after 10 days of two days in Shreveport before
Nashville recording.
brings their Anita Kerr
Singers to “Grand Ole Opry” for
the first time Saturday (20). They
will help Red Foley and his daughters with their traditional Christmas program for Prince Albert

1.

Swan Song

ARTIST

J CAPITOL

each week as m.c. and comedian on their four-hour airer of
Cherry country entertainment, “Saturday
direction of Paul Cohen.
“Sunday Down Night Shindig.” This is in addialso did the
South" and “Music City, U. S. A." tion to his three shows a day from
staff

>

tion.

Winterhalter Back
Winterhalter, RCA Victor’s
musical director, returned to the
U. S. Monday (15; after a twov/eek tour of Army bases in
Europe.
Winterhalter appeared with
singer Eddie Fisher, Pfc, who is in
the Special Services branch of the
Army, in shows In England and on
the Continent. Fisher records for

Hugo

|

?

CORAL

*

„

TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH
HELLO BLUE BIRDS

i

2.

I

TWO

4.

FEET

and
EIGHT

iimi

TAILS

5.

DECCA
GLOW WORM

i

1.

*

—

2.

3.

4.

%an Antonio

Sun Aiitonio, Dec. 10.
Jimmy Dorsey orch has been
booked for a df/ince at the Oak
Hills Country Club on Saturday
night

.Mills Bros.

.

'

5.

X Dorsey in

AFTER ALL
JUST SOUFEZE ME.
four Aces
*•>#».
Hit: ART AND SOUju
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES ... Red Foley
SALLY
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS
Four Aces
LA ROSITA
SLEIGH RIDE
Bing Crosby-Peggy Lee
LITTLIp JACK FROST GET LOST, GET LOST

(20).

2

ous Army and Air Force bases
hereabouts during the week.

.

S.

4.

5.

Gordie

Schenectady, Dec. 10.
Randall has been reof Senenectady

president

elected

Local 85,

Also

AFM.
reelected were

James W.

Lavell, vice-president; Carl Demangate, Jr., recording secretary; Albert J. Mastriano, financial secretary; R. M. Harbi^on, treasurer

1

f

"wV’flo lladM'om M'-C

M

,

iff C AJJISE

.4

MERCURY
WHY DON’T YOU
1.

Band is also scheduled to make a
series of one nig.hters at the vari-

Randall Reelected

NO MOON AT ALL
Ames Bros-to Brwi?
DO NOTHING TILL YOU HEAR FROM ME
TAKES TWO TO TANGO
Pearl Bailey
LET THERE BE LOVE
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
Karen Chandler
ONE DREAM

S,

.

general manager of Cap’s custom
”
who
broadcast
and’
"qHilt*
headquarters on the Coast.
Guuu
Sachs nrpvMusiy organ
Records In Ncrwaik, Conn. When
Guild was sold to Musicraft, Sachs
became veepee in charge of the
diskery’s three plants.

Don

*

Cornell

BE FAIR

Named

of Cap’s broadcast division, reporting directly V® Walter Heebner,'

RCA.

Teresa Brewer

YQZJ

BELIEVE ME
CONQUEST
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE

Patti

.

Page

Gaylords

CUBAN LOVE SONG
WORTH ANY TRICE YOU PAY
KENTUCKY BABE
MOTH AND THE FLAMS
PHOTOGRAPH ON THE OLD PIANO
PRETEND
AFTER MIDNIGHT

IT’S

.

•

.

Eddy Howard

Georgia Gibbs

Ralph Marteri®

•

1 M-G-M
1.
2.

3.

WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
PURPLE SHADES
HAVE YOU HEARD
Wl&UNG'AiNG
JAMBALAYA

...Joni James

Jonl James
flank Williams

WINDOW SHOPPING
.

4.

5.

LAZY RIVER
HONESTLY
-YOU-

TOO

X

Art Mooney

BLEW ME -A

KISS
FAR BETWEEN KISSES

RCA VICTOR
1.
I SAW MOMMY
2.

Ginny Gibson

, . .

It's

KISSIN SANTA CLAUS

Spike Jone 3

WINTER
DON’T’ LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

Perry

LIES
3.

Como

t

Music by

JESSE GREER
(Program Today Y«t«rday*s

LADY QF .SPAIN
OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN
BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE
THE SONG THE ANGELS
FANDANGO
BLUE VIOLINS

.Eddie Fisher

*.

4

Mario Lanza
SIN.G

Hugo Winterhalter

X

SLEEPY
HEA1
SHAPIRO, SERW5TE1N

Settle Infringement Suit

Merc Sets Sales

Vs. Dorseys on

Confabs for Jan.
Chicago, Dec.

Mercury Records

and

10.

hold a
series of regional sales meeiings,
starting Jan. 4, covering Atlanta,
New York, Chicago and San Fran-

his Orchestra

will

Emphasis will be on the expanded classical library and album

cisco.

Play

sales.

MAGI® MUSIC BOX
MGM
K

Art Talmadge, a&r veepee, said seys” film.
Under terms
that the dropping of Rafael Kubelik hr conductor of the Chicago ment, Miss
Symphony Orchestra v.ould not,
affect tin; yiromotipn cf the Chi- ^fldants.
oago group as Mercury’s contract

30699

30699

:

is

with the orchestra and not the
Talmadge cut four sides
week with tho symphony.

leader.
|

last

Fina Held Over
San Antonio, Dec. 16.
Jack Fina band has been held
over at the Anacacho Room of the
St. Anthony Hotel for another four
weeks.
Also extended Is Johnny Bachemln for au additional week.

UA Pic

Song infringement suit brought
by cleffer Helen Bernard against
the
Dorsev Bros. Music firm,
v rated Artists and others was settled out of court last week In N, Y.
Miss Bernard charged that her unpublished tune, “To Me,” was allegedly pirated by two writers,
Don George and Allie Wrubel, and
used in the Charles R. Rogers production of the “The Fabulous Dorof

a

cash settle-

VAUDEVILLE
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Piaf’s

AGVA Trains Heaviest Guns at ‘Rebel’
Chicago Union and Nitery Ops’
preparing

is

operators

to

who formed

Chi

hit

the

indie

performers .union, the Chicago Entertainers Union Local 1, with
every weapon it has. AGVA is set
file an unfair labor action with
Relations
Labor
National
the
Board: will put every operator on
its unfair list; ditto for every perto

lor Frisco

in Jan.,

•if

Pact Sally

<t

with minimum basic agreements, the first that it would obSince
tain in the Chicago area.

AGVA.’s organization in 1939, it
has been operating in Chi without

minimum basic agreement.
Performers Locked Out
present Chicago difficulties
stem from the union's efforts to
collect the $2.50 weekly welfare
assessment from the operators. At
the present time, four cafes are
(Continued on page 52)

a single

in

New

1

1

Birdland,

This spo is next
funct Iceland.
House,
d by Michael Rose, door to the Birdland, in estabclosed temporarily two weeks ago. lished user of jazz singers end comsenrsei
Its
Operator will be Bill Levine,
f jjguriesquf* policy hit a! bos.
siege ’OiJSfc'nA Tiiismess and decided who runs the Rustic Cabin, Lr^'lefrt
i»v
J.
He’s slated lo
Jfoff until the holiday shop 'wood Cliffs, N.
!.
pl rf
over. It’s the sole Stem open in time for the New Ye&.-'s
J&as
?
eBT»a^p | se featuring strips.
bur- Eve trade. Of course, the new spot,
r
will have tremendous competition
^‘ue form of entertainment, howspot next door, which
^^ver, prevails in the cafes on near- from the
may kick off a jazz war. but aply 52d St.
parently it’s figured that a battle
over jazz names will be less violent than a joust for non-jazz toppers.
A parallel situation existed
on Broadway a couple of years ago
when Birdland was in competition
ST.
with the now defunct Bop City.
;

.

w

Grades-GAC Deal

•

•

A

For Midwest Link

SETTING NAMES

F&M

LOO

FOR

Fanchon

&

I\iarco

is

up

lining

Another new jazz operation is
headliners in an effort to get its ftnookie’s which opened last night
St. Louis Theatre, St. Lotus, open) ^jpues. ) with £>izzy Gillespie. Other
by Dec. 26. Chain is eontemplat- names booked for that spot are
Earl Hines,
ing a steady run if it can get suit- Herbie Fields and
It’s felt th»i there’s, room
for v
able attractions.
had been running the Fox more jaiz, operations in New York
St.,
a
xV.r
52
d
former
inasmuch
as
unM)
s
Louis
St
in
Theatre
Hire?i
Grade, topper
lias
iias oleaved
OKa Y ea years ago. There had been spo- haven of such outfits, now has only
th<* a*ai.
Hf»al
tne
we i. d*. rive in
New Haven, Dec. 16.
orr e swing joint, Jimmy Ryan’s. On
the u> s> radic vauders since.
weekends, its’s SRO at that spot.
Eight-day stand of “Ice Follies” Jan. 9.
The Birdland has similarly been
This is the
at the Arena (7-14) brought heavy
fecond tieup between
doing
well.
the
Grade
this
sugar to the boxoffloe again
The
fice and GAC.
in
Belle Baker’s
year.
With approximately 30,000 former
Opening of the Bandbox will
all GAC headliners
Las Vagas, Dec. 16.
turnstilers kicking in up to a $4.80 for Eurr*.
give Levine an advantage inasmuch
ean bookings.
top for Saturday and Sunday, gross
Belle Baker tees a new nitery as he’ll be able to buy in combinareached an estimated $78,000.
tour here next spring, opening at tion with the Rustic Cabin, which
Heriie's Texas Two
Blade show had a couple of bad
the Sahara Hotel early in April is a consistent user of name bands
Houston, Dec. 10
weeks earlier in its tour when
She’ll get a flat $2,000 per week land frequertly has top singers,
Sonja Henie and her “Ice Revue for a fortnight.
Henie show hopped in and out
1953”
Sam
Houston
of
will
play
the
ahead of it. A comblnatm^^jL
"
Las Vegas date probably will be
Arthur Boran, impressionist, to
Coliseum here Jan. ”6-11. leer will
flicting publicity and
appear in the Will Rogers Memor- followed by Los Angeles and San emcee the show on the Queen of
the area didn’t
Francisco
stands, after which vet- Bermuda sailing Friday (19) from
ial Coliseum, Fort Worth, Dec. 25any, but this s
c n0t ° C ’ Jan. 4.
eran. singer will wend her way jNew York for 15-day West Indies
curred to
cruise.
Local stand is scaled to $3.60. east.

^rl

off

operations

J

.

)

AGVA, and .a
between AGVA
and the cafemen would take place.
It was even intimated that as a result of these talks, there was a
possibility that AGVA would walk

nitery

Rayj

;

j

the aid of other Chi affiliates of more Bowl will get $18.25 for its
the American Federation of Labor. dinner and show with drinks extra
Deal iy being completed between
Steps were decided upon at a and the town’s newest spot, the
meeting of the AGVA national Terrace Room of the Hotel Statlcr, the Lew & Leslie Gjrade Agenc'
General Artists Corp., befr
person.
and
per
charge
will
$15.58
MonYork
New
in
board
executive
day <15 ). Delegation of operators, Other prices include Charley Foy’s, N, Y., whereby GAC will repress
acts in Chicago and the
Grade
Box,
Billy
Band
Gray’s
Cafe
$12.50;
members of the Chicago
Owners Assn., which is spearhead- $10; Bar of Music, $10 in- west. Deal, which starts
affect the Grades
will
not
and
ing the Chi opposition, plus the cluding dinner, $5 without
organization attorney, Milton Ray- $3 after midnight; end the Palla- office, headed by Henry
nor. came in to confer with the dium Ballroom, $12 50 for a ring- which will continue to se*
side table and dinner, $10 else- Coast and Nevada spots.
AGVA exec board.
Eddie Elkort, head
Cafemen proposed a 30-day where and $3 for dancing only.
rrn(w»
an
"cooling off” period during which
Hans
Jpnd
time the union and the owners
would keep the cafes open without TOLLIES'
$78,000

from

New

York are avoiding policies that will
Coast Niteries Stick
Xmas force them Into competition with
established cafes using names. Ono
The Piaf pact marks the first coTo Last Year's Prices operative deal between the Lew &
Holiday, N.Y. of the gimmicks being latched onto
Holiday Theatijft
{Leslie Grade Agency and the Gale
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
r ey ...
newcomers is the use of jazz
e
Tim
11
i.r IP.
..
geucyChristmas^ Day with
onon r"...,.tvnnp
Local pub-crawlerg will have at
j_
g ally outfits. So far, they’ve been profit,
th :
tin? latter office, is sponsoring
headlininjp^
Rand
able
in most t.'ses and the compefirst
her
reason
for
one
good
celebratleast
show, guaranteeing Miss Piaf $7,theag^
tition isn’t too keen at this point.
h\ many
ing New Year’s Eve in the town’s 500 against a percentage over $23,- Broadway
A new operation is being set lor
niteries— prices haven’t moved up 000. Cress Courtney, of the Gale years. She
appeared on the
The Bandbox is slated
Broadway.
the
from net year’s level. There’s one office, is now in Frisco putting
stem in a
which is now the to be opened on the- ?ltv of the depla.ee less to go, however, since the final touches to the deal.

'

scries of meetings

i

But SkirtJSmpetition Via Jazz Motif

Jacques Peals, will be on the same
Other acts are still to be set,
bill.

former who is a member of that
union and y/ho defies AGVA picket
lines by working in the striking Moeambo has tyjsn sold out to a
Tt will aiso prefer charges* private party beUg tossed by oilcafes.
of dual unionism against these ner- man Tevis Morrow, who’s reportedformers and charges of conduct ly paying $30,000 /or the one night.
unbecoming a member.
Ambassador Hotel’s Cocoanut
In addition. AGVA *dll confer Grove and Ciro’s ace both offering
Labor
Central
complete packages, including
with the Chicago
Trades Council thir. week to enlist drinks, at $31.95 per person. Bilt-

,jr*n testation,

i

pries Get in on Ere Swai

With Peals

Edith Piaf will play the Curran Theatre, San Francisco, on a
two-a-day basis, starting Jan. 9
for one week. Her husband, singer

Assn

of Variety*

The American Guild
Artists

7|G

Wk.

.v

)

;

j

'

SOCE

'

F&M

j

n

!

|

LX

2G

~

j
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,

1

"A

SKIKi
*»
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Surprise in

Comedy

ft

s

Currently

3rd REPEAT

ENGAGEMENT

LATIN QUARTER, New York
THANKS, Lou Walters

Just Concluded

EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL,
THANKS, Dorothy
Selected to

Chicago

Hild

REPEAT During CORONATION Season

PALLADIUM
n

Now

r

London, England

Under the Personal Management of

ALLEN HERMAN
118 West 57th Street
Circle 7-1900

New

York

19, N. Y.
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From BOB

HOPE

A

PRESIDENTIAL REQUEST

TO ACVA MEMBERS AND

VARIETY PERFORMERS

Some of you, like myself, have been in this business quite a while

Others are new at the game.
another.

All of us, I'm sure, realize that actors help one

That's why we have a union.

That's how we got our union.

Traditionally, an actor opens his pocketbook to a fellow performer who
is down on his luck. But in this industrial age, we can't leave human dignity

to chance.

Too many people get hurt.

‘That ' s why we have set up our AGVA Welfare Fund. Our program calls

,

not for

charity, but for equality. It includes ins*JM!2ce benefits for accidental

death and injury $7,500 $50.GG'a^eek disability
*

f£yOGO 'iff* v

t

medical benefits, plus death benefits and aid as needed by actors struck by

unforeseen tragedy.
As performers we are always ready to give our services in benefits for many

worthy causes - and

I,

for one, see nothing unreasonable in asking our employ-

ers to help us to help ourselves as well* Enlightened employers of which

there are many, acknowledge their responsibility to the actors who have

devoted their lives to this industry. Unenlightened employers will not

recognize this obligation and will refuse to make these nominal contribu•

i

tions. AGVA must fight to maintain our standard of decency. AGVA's fight is
the actor's fight.
The actor is first to be asked to help and the last to be given recognition

for the help that he himself needs. And, believe me, there are many actors
who need help.
Let us not lose what we have gained. Let us go on to get the full welfare
and insurance protection that we need and deserve.
It is our due as variety actors. It is our right as dignified human
o

beings.

That's why
I

I

accepted the nomination as president of AGVA, and that's why

want to do the best job
That s why
'

I

I

can for my fellow actor.

support AGVA - and that s why
'

I

urge you to support AGVA, too.
Fraternally,

tob

Hope

Hollywood, Calif.
Dated: Dec. 9, 1952

‘

l

)

pmmff
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Rio’s 1st. French

Since

Glasgow Municipal

Hotels Inside Post in Talent Race
Miami, Dec. 16. 4^
Complexion of the seasonal run
Harlem Globetrotters Cage
for the patron dough among nitery
1*1 o KfTA r n
here
interests
hotel - safe
and
in.
Smash «plojDfO
changed this week when Copa City
Omaha, Dec. 16,
foreclosure
under
lease was sold
manager of
Fowler,
vet
Harry
suit to mortgage-holders who made
Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum here, pulled
Sale thus darkened,
high bid.
biggest coup when he brought
the biggest his

Omaha

<

.

Rio de Janeiro, Dec. 10.
First French orchestra to play
since Ray Ventura’s combo

Rio

City of\

f

,

wind up heaviest users oT

paid for a whopping gross of $18,only three cafes bidding for top
570.
talent.
Fowler, had been warned against
Copa City's builder and manager, booking in the show, since it
Murray VVeinger, is expected to bucked several local high school
join Ciro’s in a booking capacity,
home
(Creighton)
and college
with acts set for the darkened Copa games.
the swankery
to
shifting over
Olsen
will
be
Next Ak attraction
around the block. Lineup of talent & Johnson starred in “Skating

had Joel Gray, Harry Belafonte,
Nat (King) Cole, Billy Eckstine,
Edward Arnold revue on the
agenda; with Frank Sinatra on a

scaled

names.

N.Y.

Prexy Hope Urges

Switch of Support of. Performers
sugar
heavy
Weinger - booked
Martin
& Lewis, On Union's Welfare Fund
artists will mean
Billy Daniels, the Redcaps and
Bob Hope, president of the
others used heretofore by him, ap- American Guild of Variety Artists,
(Continued on page 52)
urged performers in a letter last
week (11) to support the union’s
efforts io establish a welfare fund,
probable date in March.

la sn
I

our standard of decency*

AGVA
1
,

Comedian’s letter stated “Some
Victor Borgc will do two oneof you, like myself, have been in
concert dates after his fourbusiness quite a while. Others
this
week stand at the Statler Hotel,
game. All of us,
Los Angeles, Dec. 26. His first stint are new at the
I’m' sure, 'realize that actors help
of nine performances will be at the
another. That’s why we have
one
Jan.
Theatre,
Seattle,
Metropolitan
a union. That’s how we got our
26. Then the comic will do oneunion.
nighters for a month, ending his
“Traditionally, an. actor opens
tour with another theatre date at
fellow perHer Majesty’s Theatre, Montreal, his pocketbook to a

man

.

his luck.
March 3. Borge will do a two-hour former who is down on we can’t
But in this industrial age,
show with an intermission.
chance.

human dignity to
While out on the Coast he will leave
many people get hurt.
and squeeze in a shooting Too
“That’s why we have set up our
schedule on his Warner Bros, film
program
also try

AGVA

pact.

calls

Ottawa Vauder Suspends
New

Ottawa, Dec. 16.
vaudfilm experiment at in-

die Francais played its four-week
minimum, then suspended until
Dec. 29, grind film policy resum-

ing meanwhile.

welfare fund. Our
not for charity, but

for

equality.

“As performers we are always
ready to give our services in beneand
fits. for many worthy causes

—

for one, see nothing unreasonable
in asking your employers to help
us to help ourselves as well. Enwhich
of
lightened. employers,
there are many, acknowledge their
responsibility to the actors who
have devoted their lives to this industry. Unenlightened employers
will not recognize this obligation

I,

Reason was pre-Xmas slump, befelt in fourth week,
SRO night performances
tapered off except on weekends.
Weak matinees, however, built a
little, and operation stayed out of and refuse
ginning to be

when

the red, despite entire fact personnel remained fixed for period,
only material being changed.

to

make

these nominal

contributions.

“Let us not lose what we have
gained. Let us go on to get the
full welfare and insurance protec-

we need and deserve. It
our due as variety actors. It is
our fight as dignified human beings. That’s why I accepted the
nomination as president of AGVA,
and that’s why I want to do the
best job I can for my fellow actor.

tion that
is

JAY

MARSHALL
Currently

SAN FRANCISCO

“That’s

California

and
Thanks to

SAM

that’s

port

why
why

AGVA

I
I

AGVA

support.

urge you to sup-

too.”

MARK

ROSEY,

N.Y. Apollo’s Stage Wait

GREELEY

Till

Mgt.t

MARK LEDDY

Xmas With Satchmo

The Apollo Theatre, N.

Y., has

dropped stageshows until Christ-

mas Day and

JACK DENTON
World's Greatest Comedian
(To Users of Chlorophyl)

will run on a straight
Louis
picture policy until then.
Armstrong has been signed to head
the bill resuming vaude at that
Harlem stronghold.
Although winter vaude cutouts
are infrequent, house in previous
years has eliminated stagers during
lull periods, according to a man-

agement spokesman.

W. Cohan

Louis

takes pleasure

welcoming

in

Adams Theatre, Newark,
my assistant.

past 10 years,

We

acts

in

N.

J,

a few more high

needing

LOUIS W.
1776 Broadway
New York City
JUdson 2-5135

press-criticized

48

followed within
action by the

affiliation

hours

direct

in

enterprise, rightly rated one of
the three most certain sellouts, in
British show biz, annually scorns
frigid trade, weather, and brings
750,000 funseckers into the building over a six-week period.
Midway, run jointly with the circus at this time, together with trade
exhibitions in the hall throughout
annually
yields
$240,000
year,
profit as a free gift to civic Common Good funds.
Repeated press theme that turn
stile durability allows civic committees to sleep on, is met this
i&vm* 'by omsrgeliv* program* that
sent first-nighters home mor<? than
- Vnd dr ew rave notices from

“

cilfc..
‘

irrespective of contract, if they
feel that safety equipment in use
fails to offer sufficient protection,
according to the New York State
Dept, of Labor, which has been
placed in charge of enforcing the
.

Hatfield-Ten Eyck law passed by
the Legislature in the 1952 session.

went into effect
(15), was promulgated by
the N. Y. State Board of StandLaw,

which

Monday

ards and requires the appointment
of a safety supervisor for each
aerial act., tesjin^ qf safety devices
arid has provisions for' safety belts,

harnesses and

life nets.

Nitery owners’ checks bearing the
“protest” notice carried a provision that the money would be
returned in the event the welfare
plan were found illegal by the
courts or the National Labor Relations Board. AGVA promptly returned the checks and asked for
either cash or unmarked checks.
One of the cafes that balked was
a North Philly spot, Peacock Gardens, which features weekend enAGVA yanked the
tertainment.
show. With their holiday business
thl'e&t&nfed, flfBSt of the local ‘clubs
paid off, With cash’.

.

r.:,

>.

State Dept, of Labor, no act is re- lined up with TROA although imquired to live up to his contract if mediate benefits were not apparthere are inadequate safety devices ent. Principal point q£ difference
or if the devices on hand do not between the cafe owners and the
appear to be adequate. Regulation actors is the question of employeeThe cafe
also requires that all persons, even employer' relationship.
group prefers to view the actors
if connected with the act, must
care of doyen horseman Wenzel keep away from “zone and area of as independent contractors.
Kossmayer. Routines include 12 possible fall.”
TROA’s ace-in-the-hole is its reFriesians with dummy riders prefusal to sign minimum basic agreesented by Kossmayer from horsements with
unless the welback, the whole being in Foreign
fare clauses are dropped. This is
Legion motif, ando 12 Lippizaner
horses that draw gasps.
an academic gesture in Philly
European circus sources say the
where no minimum basic agreefirm of Knie has broken new
ment exists, due to lack of a conMinneapolis, Dec. 16.
ground in wheedling 12 Lippizaner
Ramsey County Young Republi- tract. One, .result of the cafe constallions from the famed “Spanish
ferences
Philadelphia
is
that
itself
taken
upon
League
can
has
School” in Austria, founded by the
owners are linking forces with
Hapsburgs 380 years ago and saved the task of “policing” St. Paul Pittsburghers in the legislative fight
from Communist advance in 1945 night spots. It has appointed a
against the Saturday midnight closby U. S. General Patton, himself “cleanup-of -nightclubs” committee
ing curfew, which is anathema to
a cavalryman. Seems certain that to study the conduct of cafes.
nitery ops.
this is the world’s most expensive
Instructions to the committee are all Pennsylvania
ringful of horseflesh. Knies are to see what the various floorshows
fortunate in having Kossmayer. are like, which spots, if any, are
Puerto Rico (N.Y.) Yule Bills
Probably only Schumann could serving liquor to minors, and standpresent this group to equal ad- ards of conduct they require both
The Puerto Rico Theatre, Bronx,
vantage.
from their performers and patrons. N. Y., Spanish vaudfilmer, will
Crocker’s Bears, one of Europe’s
After the committee reports back have two holiday stageshows durmost polished wild animal acts, has
to the league it, in turn, will turn ing Christmas and New Year’s
three brownies running scooters,
over
the findings to the city coun- weeks.
doing courting scenes with Edith
Carlos Montalban, w'ho signs the
Crocker, and riding a bicycle seven cil.
talent, has set the Nicholas Bros,
feet high. Bear’s antics get sure
for the Jan. 1 shindig.
bellies, but act suffers from bulldogmatic presentation and heavy Chi Theatre Pacts Arnold
Nordic accent of Miss Crocker.
Charly Wood brings real acting
LEW
leer Plus Aces, Step Bros.
talent to saloonatic characterizaChicago, Dec. 16.
tion on unicycle and does tech
Chicago Theatre is importing an
nically excellent juggling meanand
while. Number goes off to the best ice show for the holiday bill startreaction of show. Les Oliveras, ing Dec. 26 for two weeks. Truly
PAT
Spanish fixed bar act, do heavy McGee is producing the blade retricks
interlarded
with
good vue which will star June Arnold,
Groucho Marx stuff, and get solid of the New Yorker Hotel ice shows
(Beauty and
credits. Rogge Sisters, three over- in Gotham. Production will feature
the Least
sized Nordic chorines, roll globes 25x45 tank. If innovation is sucA new note In
up a perilous incline circling .the cessful, Nate Platt, Balaban
Glamor
Comedy
ring.
Wolfcalls
alternate
with
Katz booker, will keep the show on
heartfelt applause as the lush
QERBER-WEI8S
and possibly tour it in other of

Responsible for rapid-fire running is A. R. Delbosq, resident
ringmaster of Blackpool’s famed
Tower Circus, now emceeing Kelvin Hall for first time.
Heading animal importation is
cavalry from Swiss circus Knie, in

AGVA

YOUNG GOP’S TO TRY
MOPS ON MPLS. SPOTS

BLACK

DUNDEE

Amazons triumph over imminent

and gain the summit.
Los Ona (two males) have footbalancing perch routine slightly
more spine-chilling than British
audiences generally go for. Climax
is headstand on arm of perch 30
feet up, while top man aims knife
drop at recumbent bearer. Bearer
catches dagger by handle^ as it
plummets towards his face.
Duart Sisters & Anton, British
fixed-trapeze number, score more
for neatness and dressing than for
tricks. Three Bragazzis rate sold
with hari-caricature of “Barber of
Seville” clown entree. Routine is
spills

ancient, treatment

is

and

show

stubholders

the circuit’s houses.
In addition, Platt is setting two
strong acts behind the skaters
with the Four Aces and Four Step
Bros.

Blake Makes leer
Bobby Blake, originally

AGENCY

1697 Broadway, N.Y.

Club Dates

NAT DUNN

WHEN
slated

the icer in the Hotel New
Yorker, N. Y., has finally gone

BOSTON

IN
It's

the

for

into that display.

He was

injured prior to the start
rehearsals and was forced to
bow out, with his spot being
of

taken by Ray Frost.

HOTEL AVERY
Avary

The

& Washington

Home

of

Sts.

Show

Folk

•

20th century,
they* ap-

Duncan’s
Collies,
famed
to
grandparents of present-day tod-

•

are interested

calibre

Right to Cancel Contract

new TROA.

preciate the novelty.

DAVE BERGER
as

of the

Gives Aerialists

&

LEDDY and HORACE

Manager

Law

American Guild of Variety Artists’
branch, which scuttled a conWhere Safety Is at Stake local
gram of solid circus acts largely
certed move on the part of the
handled by London agency of Lew
Aerial acts have the right to cafemen to pay the new welfare
& Leslie Grade. Civic-sponsored walk away from any engagement, fund assessment “under, protest.”

to

fight la the

ferences with Lenny Litman, Pitts,
burgh cafe op and vice-president

The

the
past, and hit the jackpot with pro-

go policy,

$3.60.

AGVA

Natl Nitery Org

Philadelphia, Dee. 16.
brisk competition, the
Cafe Men’s Assn, of Greater
new Beguin reportedly is doing
in
Elsewhere
“terrific” business.
Philadelphia has affiliated with the
town the Copacabana Palace has new national nitery
organization.
French baritone Paul Perry, the
Vogue books local talent, and the Theatre Restaurant^ Owners of
Night & Day imports Continental America, following a series of con-

Despite

has
City
Council
Glasgow
snapped out of an easy-come easy-

.

13-18,

With

calists.

,

Jan*

Affiliates

was here during the war has
opened at the Beguin room of the
Hotel Gloria. Fronted by Bernard
9.
Dec.
Glasgow,
Hilda, the band has Jackie Kern
Glasgow presentation of and Berta Cardona as femme vo-

annual circus, with 3 Infaltfples,
Toni, Tina & Tony, Dale & Elton,
Hugo Dartv; Arab Legion Liberty
Charly
( Wenzel
/• Kossmayer ),
Wood, Douglas Kossmayer’s High
School Horse, Les Oliveras, Duncan’s Collies, Rogge Sisters, Emily
Pallo s Ponies, 3 Bragazzis, Edith
Crocker's Bears Los On a, Paulo
Troupe, Duart Sisters & Anton, 12
Lippizaner Horses (Wenzel Kossmayer),

;

,

Vanities,”

Orch

II at Gloria

Circus
(KELVIN HALL, GLASGOW)

even if temporarily,
in the Harlem Globetrotters’ basbuyer of talent along the glitter
ketball show.
belt and brought to fore the fact
The cagers and their show
that the aceanfront hostels will
(three vaude acts) packed in 8,775
acts, with

for Giro's will include good porof
the toppers originally
tion
booked for Copa. -As is, the spot

WW

representation.

COHAN
203 Ho. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Dearborn 2-4768

dle-agers here, are surefire success anywhere.
Scots motif and
simple natural tricks call up uninhibited palming.
Two offerings of British Paulos
show peril of putting domestic
horse numbers beside Continental
nags. A -pony routine of passable
standard looks- ripest corn against
the
perfection
of
Kossmayer’s

work. The other Paulo number has
the family doing whirlwind capers
on and off galloping equines. They
score with this, but the act won’t
compare with the familiar British
act of Baker Bros.
Gord.

. . ,

'%
$

^

show people rate
special rates

At the comfortable, modern John Bartram Hotel
• . • right “in the wings" of all
Philadelphia thoatres.and night spots.

John Bartram Horn
Broad Street at Locust, Philadelphia, Pi*
Robert Pearce, Resident Manager
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GALA OPENING WEEK
DECEMBER

15-22

»

/Me

4

^

RESORT HOTEL

IN

THE WORLD

S/H£e

A~
introduces to Las Vegas a new conception of informal luxury in resort
living. It’s designed for comfort . . . it’s designed for beauty. . * it’s designed
for spectacle . • . but more than anything else THE SANDS is designed for

FUN, Come as you are. See its room, its shows, its grounds,
know you will agree that this is the most exciting resort hotel

its stars.

We

in the world.

SATELLITES OF THE SANDS
SEE THE FABULOUS COPA ROOM

SEE TIRE CHARMING GARDEN

Featuring the greatest shows Las Vegas
has ever seen, staged in a dramatically
designed new theatre-restaurant with
the top stars of show business and the
most beautiful girls in the West.

delightful restaurant with a memorable cuisine combining traditional
American Favorites with Continental

SEE THE SILVER BAR ANB

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
\

Masterfully designed of ceramics depicting the history of Nevada. The ideal
rendezvous for you to meet all your
friends.

ROOM
A

specialties.

At

last,

a truly great restau-

rant in Las Vegas.

SEE THE PARADISE POOL

A

gleaming jewel of a pool, hundreds
of thousands of gallons of filtered water
sparkling under the Las Vegas sun.

SEE THE SUNRISE TERRACE. A^ay outdoor dining terrace for dining beside the pool in informal sports clothes.

For ReMervations, write or
LOS ANGELES OFFICE:

call

6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28
Hillside 2127

L as

Vegas Neoada

LAS VEGAS:

Highway 91

•

Las Vegas 7100

,

,
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Ice Review
Holiday on Ice

Chi Agents Lam ARA inland Fuss;

Copa

(HALLENSTADION, ZURICH)

Operators

Powwow With AGVA

pearing at Ciro’s, which
enlarged to an over-400
capacity.

hotels, with
both going in for the betters acts),
through nephew Ralph Resnick,
grabbed control of Copa City via
the foreclosure and public sale
proceeding. Understood the Norman Bel Geddes-designed idea in

niteries

sized staff to run, is available for

AGVA

Michael

Scott,

Kirby

and

Heinie Brock, a rather poor affair

and some 50 others have as to production values, “Holiday
locked out AGVA performers and On Ice,” though boasting no star
names, is a beautifully 'mounted
striking

ahQ lavishly presented Ice revue

strumas.

'•who,

>&ee.

formed

-3,

I

•"Chlir fcMmaMea;
owner-inspired protest against demands of $2.50 per performer for
welfare fund. Cafe owners claim

-

w,

w.?

in grand
•

'

'

•-

We

|

AGVA’s

disciplinary action was
arbitrary in that there was no negotiation and acts are, in their
view,
independent
contractors.
With ops going to Gotham, indi-

Club dates week of Dec. II

DAYTON AND CINCINNATI
GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

€lub Date Bookings by
N.

NAT DUNN

Wabash Ava.

I

ISOS B’way

Now

ill.

Yark

FUN-MASTER

SHOW BIZ GAG Fill
(The Service of the Start)

“Olympic Program”
bo .. .! Mambo

recalcitrant club-date bookers.
It
plans to take out liens against both
casual producers and bookers as
well as. cafe owners in order to get
the cash for the welfare fund for
dates
already worked but for
which payments were not made.
Any negotiations by the CCOA
and AGVA will put the former in
a peculiar position.
The boniface
group has already recognized one
union, and it would be reversing
its stand by any negotiations with

35 ISSUES $25
First 13 Files $7.M. All 35 Issues $25.00
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only

(Beginning with No. 1— No Skipping)
• 3 Bks. PARODIES per book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. $25 •

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue), $3.00

C.O.D.'S

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54 St., New York 1 9 Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

.

There

logs,
skits,

dialogs,

parodies,

Written by show
Iblz top gagmen. Or send
'$10 for $50 worth of above.
Money bock If not satisfied.
l

etc.

W. 45

St.,

N. Y., N. Y.

show. Coitiic relief is offered in
topnotch fashion by Ted Deeley
*

Move
Currently

In

Year-Round Bid
Toronto, Dec. 16.

To provide an eight-lane highway into Toronto’s western en-

a

New

TOURING ENGLAND
WM, 'MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUANI AOENCY, PARIS

American Rap.

trance, all attractions of Sunnyside
amusement park, including rides
and the roller coaster, will be
moved to a new location in the
Canadian
National
Exhibition’s
375-acre setup half a mile away.
Overall plan is to make the CNE

hilarious “drunk” number
done in Scotch kilt, as well as in
a rapid-fire “Scene In An Old
"
York Street,” where he is a year-round revenue-producing
assisted by Harry Reddy; and fi- operation.
nally in an act billed “No More
Patty Conklin, who operates
Flats to Let,” poking fun at housing problem. Two Swiss comedians, most of the Sunnyside concessions,
Buddy & Baddy, are also promi- plus a 10-year franchise of the
nently featured in several num- CNE midway, has agreed to the
bers, but rate only mild response. plan and claims a steel priority for
German
organist construction of new $150,000 roller
Horst Schimmelpfennig has two coaster. Plan also provides for a
solos preceding act I and II and year-round restaurant to service
pleases by his able rendition of visitors to such seasonal CNE venU. S. and local faves. The orch, tures as the International Trade
directed by Andre Muscat, who Fair and the Royal Winter
Horse
also did most of the musical ar
Show,

in

t

CEU.

JU 2-0373

Big Expansion

is

for a change of pace, this
lack is more than made up by
rich general production values of

AGVA

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
I0G

and

'

“Mam- Toronto Fair Charts

harm

All entertainers now working in
the spots operated by CCOA are
members of CEU. One of the conditions of employment was the
joining of the union sponsored by
the employers. Operators declared
that
membez’s could work
their spots only if they joined

Material

That means someone who this town. As noted, Ciro’s will fill
can come up with $8,000 a year out the bidders for top acts.
Big question mark is the Beachground rent, $18,000 in real estate
taxes, $5,000 for liquor licenses, comber. Former ops, the Schuyler
plus
other operational charges brothers, had subleased to Ed
which total up to approximately Fielding, Philly steel magnate,
$80,000 a year. Figuring that the when they joined forces with Copa
plushery is good for strictly a win- City two seasons ago.
Sublease
ter run of some 10 weeks or per- confined Fielding to booking acts
haps 14, with that big nut -for that could not fit Copa ideas. Now,
names to draw them, it adds up as with that setup gone, observers
are awaiting decision on his policy.
an expensive deal.
may still turn into a big
It
Glamour Gimmick
production with perhaps
femme
Thus the hotel cafes are taking up
name for draw. The former
one
where Copa City left off, in the
rival of Copa is expected to open
sense of providing the glamour
Christmas week.
seekers places to be seen in and to
With competisK from established
patronize.
spots of the Vagabonds and their
New Algiers 'Hotel has, Doretta backers and - Martha- -Raye at h-sr
MorToW, who closed last night Five -O’-Glodt' Oubv plus- the -40
or
(Tuefe.),'
fpr its JjOO^seater, with
krQther cl ubsjan ;tJojm g$s featurr
Joyce
ing *fce-fr6ui. ^bflUfhgsi lib and
Earl Wrightson, and Beatrice Kraft down the county and Beach line,
it
Dancers on the agenda.
Sans adds up to the fiercest battle for
Souci has booked for its Blue Sails the tourist buck in the history
of
Room Sacasas orch and Lenny this pastel belt.
Kent,
Beverlee
Dennis,
Betty
Reilly, Phil Foster, Johnny Johnson, Dick Shawn.
•
Saxony, with two rooms, the
Pagoda and the Veranda (formerly
the Shell-I-Mar, since converted
into a theatre-restaurant) gets Los
Chavales de Espana, Pupi Campo’s
orch and Trini Reyes for Pagoda,
and for the Veranda, Val Olman’s
orch plus local acts and one top
name.
Nautilus has entered the comJON
ANDRA
petish with a solid lineup which includes Mel Torme, Jan Murray,
Carlton
Karrol
Luba Malina and has bids out for
Opening Dec. 19th
others in the $2,000 class. Another
BANJOU TREK CLUB
newie is the Biltmore Terrace, far
Boynton Beach
up the line near Surfside, with
Florida
ops dickering for Xavier Cugat and
his unit, Morton Downey and Connee Boswell,
FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON.
Casablanca fills out the twopresents
week date list with comedy-angled
bookings of Myron Cohen, Billy
Vine and Jackie Miles.
Of the group Saxony, Casablanca
and probably Biltmore will run

.•

only one vaude act, the
Percellys (2), head-to-head balancing and aero, which has style
and quality with a comic touch.
Although more vaude could do no

AGVA.
for MC’s, Magicians, Entertainers, eto. Send for our
latest
price
list
of jjreat
ORIGINAL gagllles, mono-

and

are remarkable for their precision. Personable
young couple rates watching.

•

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

Comedy

“Sym-

ship, in their first pro assignment.
It’s not only processing against Their three stints in this show,
the cafes that are involved; the “Dreams in the Moonlight” (done
union will also take action against to an arrangement of “La Ronde” )

THl ORIGINAL

Latest

bubbles

won the Olympic world champion-

Gunning for Bookers

For All Branches of Theatricals

NO

finale,

Pink,” featuring Hazel
Franklin; second-act opening number, "Drum Roll.” with pert and
pretty drum ma.jor Claude Pigier
leading the parade; “Paris, I Love
You,” one of the weaker spots; “In
a Persian Market,” biggest of them
all production-wise, with fluorescent effects at end; and finale,
“Carnival in Rio,” with entire

&

COMEDY MATERIAL
OLA SON'*

blowing

firs>act

in

AGVA

Instrumentalists without instruments

ChUaso,

with

law making the

,

Out of 25 scenes, seven are big
production numbers. These are:
“Under the Snow,” eye-filling
“Champagne Cocktail” number
with giant-size champagne glasses
phony

o’olock closing

1

hours more attractive.
Clover Sets Names
For the nitery run, Clover Club
is set with A1 Bernie and Joanne
Gilbert, to be followed by Johnnie
Ray, Lena Horne and possibly
Tony Martin. Latin Quarter, ready
to open, advanced date of annual
preem to Saturday (20) with the
usual Lou Walter lush production
and load of imported faces. With
it he’s added Joe E. Lewis for a
February date to play for the late
biz the comedian always attracts in

|

able.

complete
and all;

for

*'<^

|

It is also their position that
since they would be making welfare payments, they should have a
cast.
voice in administration of the
Solo stints are neatly carried
fund.
out by Hazel Franklin, Olive Robis expected to use every inson
and Bernard Spencer in
means of quelling the Chicago up- several duos, Jo Ann McGowan in
rising by both performers and cafe a
Hawaiian solo, inevitable in
operators.
It feels that not only every ice or other show, Chet Nelis the success of the current wel- son
in
a
brilliantly
executed
fare payment contingent upon a rhythmic jazz number and Guy
successful conclusion to the Chi Pigier in a “romantic” solo.
Top
episode, but that every future un- honors as well as mitting, howdertaking will depend upon the ever, are carried away by German
duo Ria Baran
Paul Falk, who
outcome.

THE CHORDS
HARRY QREBEN

to expecsip-.

dna press
reviews were unanimously favor-

bers.

203

up

Jsrp

receives a lvfTof nnuing,

cafeTwie!& whoSlne in to
confer with the union are Ben Orloff, Silver Frolics; Ben Rynkus,
Gayety Village and Dave Keller,
Rendezvous. They explained that
they resented the method by which
the assessment was put to them.
They said that it was the welfare
payment “today,”
and
bigger
things “tomorrow.” They declared
that they wanted agreements that
are arrived at mutually. They are
not opposed to the principle of
welfare payments, they said, but
opposed paying for insurance for
any performer except chorus mem-

Dir.:

styld; ‘living

$®tp.ns;

to $1,000,-

nightly.
All add as
performers, room and
board in their swanneries, with a

lures

lease.

AGVA

Ann

which cost close

000 to build and required an over-

AGVA

Continued from page 4S

f

M

shows

being two

seating
contract
Ciro’s is

new Biltmore Terrace

AGVA

cafe owners’
representatives flew to New York
this morning (Tues.) for confer-

definite
Copa to

is

Sam
mortgage-holder
Heavy
Kaye (who, incidentally, has a big
hand in operations of Nautilus and

AGVA

Chi

A

switch from
singer Joni James.

AFM

Meanwhile,

City Foreclosure
Continued from page

Zurich, Dec. 9.
Morris ChaXfen production of ice
revue in two nets (25 scenes ).
Produced and directed by Marie
cation is that some settlement will Carr; musical arrangements and
Chicago, Dec. 16.
be
made.
If
not,
an
official
of conductor, Andre Muscat; addiChicago bookers, who had intional arrangements, Earle Moss,
dicated they would break away Chicago Federation of Labor said
Dolores Pallet; costumes, Billy
from Artists Representatives Assn, that bartenders and waiters will Livingston; costumes for “Carnibe
asked
not
lines.
to
cross
picket
den
if parent group persisted in
bandsmen, however, will val in Rio finale , H. R. Fost; sets,
manding welfare fund benefits for
Andre Pelegry, G. Grobois. Vocal*American Guild of Variety Artists, probably not be asked to respect ists, Marcelle Normand, Arthur
picket lines as traditionally they
last night (Mon.) took the final
Lincoln.
plunge and disassociated them- do not join any joint labor action.
With Hazel Franklin, Jo Ann
Decision of Chicago agents not
selves from the New York group,
Olive Robinson & BerMcGowan,
bite
stating they would not pay the to pay the $1 casual
nard Spencer, Chet Nelson, Guy
poses
problem
will.
of
who
Most
levy. Group revived EnterPigier, Ted Deeley, Ria Baran &
Managers Assn, with of these dates, numbering up to Paul Falk, Lydia Cloots, Harry
tainment,
same officers as Chicago ARA. about 50 a day now, are being held Reddy, Claude Pigier, Harry Glick,
Motion was unanimous and board in hotels. Latter, however, have Peter Van Gils, Mel Olive t Steve
of governors sent wire to ARA ad- no control over such acts and gen- Pedley, Rosina Blackburn, Buddy
vising them of decision. In secret erally don’t know names of per- & Baddy, The Percellys (2), The
on bill. Likewise, sponsor- Glamour leers. The Ice Squires;
ballot last week, when meeting formers
Horst Schimmelpfennig, Hammond
lacked quorum, vote was 40 to 3 ing firms wont pay this tap.
Many of the agents who acted on Organ.
to cut off from New York.
voting
down
levy
book
the
also
$1
Although notices were sent to
Continental edition of “Holiday
160 members, 40 club-date bookers strip spots and if bistros give in to on Ice” winds up its Swiss tour,
showed up and swung vote after AGVA, the percenters would be which started at Berne and Gendiscussing proposition for more in a spot. They’d risk being put on eva, with a 12-day stand at 10,000unfair list for failure to asthan two hours. Altogether, these
seat Hallenstadion where it regisagents represent more than 3,000 sess club-date tax and thus could tered a mild total of about 50,000
not book for theatres, „cafes, etc.
visitors for the entire Zurich run.
acts, many in the outdoor field,
Show moves on to Brussels from
where
is not too strongly
here. It has a cast of 125.
entrenched, and in addition, they
Contrary to last year’s “Rhapbook most of the smaller clubs in
sody
On Ice,” starring Barbara
this area.

Hammond

JACK DE LEON

rangements,

ways up

is

uneven and not

al-

to show’s high standard.

Marcelle Normand and
Arthur Lincoln are just- average.
Costumes, made entirely in Paris,
Vocalists

(FOR LAUGHS)

among main assets. They are
tasteful, rich in color and imagination and help a lot to provide
are

I

1

LATIN CASINO,

Phila.,

CLUB KAVAKOS,

Dec. 1 1-20

Wash., D.

LUIGI’S, Niagara Falls

5™?

AVAILABLE JANUARY 19
Contour: PAUL KALET
KNS ASSOC., INC.
1550 Broadway,

New York

C.,

City

Dec. 22

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND EAR
158 W. 44

Chi Chez’s

200G

Gallic

ffecor for Joe E. Spree

Chicago, Dec. 16.
Chez Paree, which closed last
“Holiday On Ice” with that touch
of glamour without which the best week for a reported $200,000 remodshow would only be a half-breed eling, will reopen with Joe. E. Lewis
affair.
Mezo.
Dec. 30 for nine days. Host Dave
Halper is bringing in Jackie Miles
and Rose Marie Jan. 8 for two
No Yule for Tex, Balinese
weeks and options.
Galveston, Dec. 16.
Chez will be transformed into
The Balinese Room will not open
for the Christmas hoidays, accord- French motif, complete with Paris
ing to a Maceo & Co. spokesman. newsstands, window flower boxes,
.Famed beachfront nitery has and third dimenensional photos. In
been closed since Labor Day for addition, stage will be elevated for
remodeling.
greater patron visibility.

St.. New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

* TALENT

CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Professional
PupIIeato

Prim AwtrM

Engagement
la
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MONTREAL • NEW YORK • CHICAGO

PE* iR J. STEELE
P.

O. Box 647, Hollywood

LONDON • PARIS •
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ltEVIEWS

over "There’s No Tomorrow” and
then into further Irish and Italian
songs.
These are interspersed
with genial patter plus a pleasant
style and only a small parcel
of personality for lots of audience apmaterial.
proval.
Line finishes with a hiKanazawa Trio provide a brisk kick finale, tops on precision, with
closer with their rapidflre risley whole bill high on entertainment.
and barrel teaser, for plaudits. ReMcSJay.
viewed under New Acts are Don
Hooton, rope twirler; Jelly Roll &
Olympia,
Zuzu, Negro comics, and The
Savoir Faires, singing quintet. Jo
Miami, Dec. 13.
Frances Langford, Marc Ballero,
Lombardi backs the bill in his cusChristine & Molt, Chet Dixon's
tomary authoritative fashion.
Marionetes, The Marcos- <2), Les
Trau.
Rhode House Orch; “Scotland Yard
Inspector"
UA ).

House Reviews
paraiuoiiutf N* Y*
Paige,
Tack Carter, Janis
Morrow
(3), Buddy
n/os
,

n

Honey
Orch

You're

(WB),

Me!"

Killing

Unit Review
Young Maggie Blues.” Miss Hood
McIIugli’s
Soiig Stars of Tomorrow closes her term aboard with a production, “Don’t Blame Me.”
(RIVERSIDE, RENO)
back
a
•Viniiiiy

j

with Frankie Lester; “Stop,

>

re-

issue.
viewed in current

and Warners’
bv comic Jack Carter
on the
“Stop You’re Killing Me!”
is furentertainment
screen. Live
Janther augmented by songstress
the
of
troupe
acrobatic
is Paige,
Honey Bros, and Buddy Morrow’s

Capitol,

Wash.

in this one really to sing out.
Exotic Eve Marley makes her second intro after a buildup by McHugh on the history of “Lost in
the Fog” (which he wrote for the
old Tommy Dorsey orch. (This time
she appears in shimmering blue
and fits into her moody number
‘

Washington, Dec. 15.
Teeoff bill for return of vaude
James, Harrison & Fisher, to this lone showcase for the
Harry Martin, Jim Wong Troupe medium in south Florida doesn’t
The Jimmy McHugh songwrit- like the dress.
(4), Sam Jack Kaufman House add up as too
exciting, though
Judy Clark bounces back on in
Orch 18); “Turning Point ” (U). solid biz did mark opening week- ing package is supposed to be
frantic
breaking
in during this two-week slacks and sweater for a
end, with partons who made a
“Murder
He Says” which out-HutThis is a pleasant enough lineup weekly habit of
entertainment, frame, but from the first show the tons Betty.
Complete with aero
sans one sock act to give bill the back again.
group appeared to have been in and mugging, Miss Clark somehow
lift it needs.
Pace is slower than
Frances Langford, in topliner business
for years and is simply stays in tune in the middle of her
usual here and while payees are spot, sets
up
a smartly arranged
flips.
pleased, they’re seldom enthusias- group
playing another successful date.
of pops.
There’s nothing
tic.
Back in a white ballerina skirt
The Riverside, chosen as. the
showy about her stylings and dewith red shoes right out of Vogue,
Headliner Joni James makes a livery, the vet thrush basing her quiet proving
ground
for the show Dorothy Coulter is thrilling a-s she
flashy entrance with a few offstage appeal on straight
approach to her on its distance from. Hollywood,
sings “It’s A Most Unusual Day,”
bars of her M-G-M records click, lyrics. Nifty coiffure and
with vocal trills and all.
“Why Don’t You Believe Me?” and add to impact and mittinggowning
earned evidently knew what it was buya dazzling red gown, then fails to on her
There’s a double climax to this
ing,
too.
stint, which leans to the
As a matter of fact, this
live up to promise.
Chantoosey ballads.
show almost; first when all the
is probably one of few acts which
hits a few high spots and show's a
girls are back for some community
Emcee spot is held down by has
been booked so far in advance singing. Tent cards are on all the
keen sense of the dramatic in some Marc Ballero.
Works okay therein
of her numbers.
General effect, and on own gets by with standard in quality spots without so much tables imprinted with "I’m in the
how'ever, is spotty, and her slow,
group of carbonings of the stars. as a look-see. William Morris Mood for Love,” "Sunny Side of
torchy style
tends
to
become
Terp department is held down Agency has the unit skedded next the Street” and "IjQan’t Give JYou
monotonous.
Anything But Love.” Miss Clark
for top returns by Christine & for Ciro’s and then Las Vegas.
Pace-setter.
“Wish You ,Were Moll.
Heel-and-toe and comedySammy Lewis, who built such and Miss Hood have handmikes
Here,” gets Miss James off to good angled routines sell all the way. packages as Edward
Arnold’s “Dia- which they pass around ringside
start with its torchy, self-conscious Black-light
effects utilized by Chet mond Jim Brady Revue,” has been. for some solo work by customers.
$ud she, scorns to he .well oh Dixon lor his- mariypet
.ideas rate ; friViililig’ Vfois o'ne "for Ynonths. ftic- jTniS ’goes 'uritisua'iiy well foil, this
healthy panning.''
Hugh hi'rnseif has" spent several soft of thing, mostly
f
Ip ppening
-are -the -Marc-os.
start 'sldwly but ^Kmiir 'tair fblend oi singing taTent which the Second climax is Miss Coulter’s
introduction of McHugh’s “Coming
hands
at finish with’ their adagio show is built around.
action.
Sags, however, with "You
McHugh says, “After several in on Wing and a Prayer,”in with
Belong to Me,” with the slow, al- lifts. Les Rhode house orch backs
the
years of persuasion I have finally an almost patriotic gleam
most monotone treatment failing show in highly capable manner.
it
Lary.
to come through to aisles.
succumbed to playing the larger girls’ eyes. The quintet sings
"My
with
fervor.
Baby Just Cares for Me” is okay,
cafes.” The job of persuasion and
Mixture of entire package is so
as is a new tune, "Have You
the long wait were worth every
well conceived as to proper doses
Heard?” but customers never reminute of the effort.
of nostalgia, fun clowning, produccover enthusiasm of first segment
5-Branch Union
McHugh is the lovable, rather
music, it
of act.
Makes fine windup with
shy m.c. of the show.
He has a tion and just plain good
Continued from page 2 ;
the "Believe” tune that catapulted
would be hard to improve from
script with some cute lines which
her to top of the jukebox heap, to the individual's
annual earnings he has so far declined to use ex- here.
and walks off to warming, but not in
Package itself is self-sustaining
all fields, would be assigned by tensively.
he sort of
Instead,
all-out, reaction.
the parent group to whichever unit fathers his brood of beauties with and needs no supporting acts alHarrison & Fisher, trailblazers the member was
there is one in this show.
though
working in at a short introductions and an obvious
in the art of comic terpery, still
personal pride in them, leaving This is a wild Apache dance by
garner beaucoup chuckles for their particular time.
them alone with the spotlight. He the Appletons, with all the flying
‘Organic’ Merger Later
caricatures of the Martha Graham
Action
Although even the "federation” sits quietly behind a grand piano, furniture and hair-pulling.
technique. Theirs is a high, wide
off takes place in front of a Paris bisand handsome kind of terpfoolery, setup is more drastic than anything strikes a few chords to start
tro set “and ends excitingly as the
then
orch
songstress,
and
the
and
and they score with both their the affiliated unions have ever been
brute of the outfit impales a girl
numbers.
Team has some neat willing to accept before, the Equity is heard occasionally through the on the door with knives.
twists in Oriental dance, with both official is confident that it will soon rest of the arrangements.
this
would seem to be
All
Each girl has distinctive style
subtle and obvious jabs at the cur- be passed by all groups. Moreover,
rent mode of modern terping. he believes that the "federation” and looks. As they trade off num- enough, but to tack a sure hit sign
Crowd gives this top reception of consolidation will probably lead in bers, they change gowns so that on the show, George Mora has introduced two Christmas numbers,
bill.
a few years to a full "organic” besides a nice song parade there’s
the opener in red skirts with snow
Harry Martin, billed as "pride of merger. That would involve com-, a good fashion show.
closer a medley of
the English music halls,” mingles plete consolidation of
Format is set up in chronological frills and the
all affiliates
humor and music with a toy-size into a single union, with no af- order dating back to “Blackbirds Yule tunes with a prance in brief
Marc.
Santa outfits.
electric uke.
Does okay musically
of 1928.” All five of the lovelies
and in the laugh department with filite groups retaining identity or are on to introduce McHugh, standsuch tunes as "Blue Heaven,” "Hot autonomy.
in line and stepping up mikeing
The Equity official says that alCanary” and his own "Ukulele
side to sing a few bars each of.
Boogie,” among others. Patter is though the union’s council recently his outstanding songs, ending with
funny in spots, but it’s the tech- voted down the five-branch merger a parody on “When My Sugar
nique with the strings that seems proposal, it did so because l he
Continued from page 2
Walks Down the Street” by the
to please the galleries.
specific terms of the plan were
Walks
Jimmy
quintet “When
Jim Wong, quartet have an unacceptable, not because it is op- Down the Street, Meet Jimmy Mc- was the 20th-Fox "Sailors of the
King” unit filming at SheppertOn.
above-average
acro-tumbling-con- posed to merger per se. On the con- Hugh.”
tortion act.
Their colorful cos- trary, he claims, the council shares
Songsmith briefly describes his They called a dubbing session for
tumes and hair-raising antics make the strong sentiment of the Equity
Dorothy
CoulSaturday but two members of the
show and introduces
a fine curtain-raiser for any bill.
membership in favor of effective ter for her first number, “I Can’t
Lowe.
and equitable unification. In pre- Give You Anything But Love.” cast got lost in the fog and were
dicting that the two film guilds Mi^s Coulter is a refreshing, blue- unable to reach the studio. A full
and the American Federation of eyed blonde, who has a sweet to unit had been kept standing by at
Casino. Toronto
Radio & Television Artists (the lat- concert voice which she uses to
overtime rates.
Toronto, Dec. 12.
ter having recently effected its ob- best advantage on buildup endings.
Woo Shee Tien Tsi Liu Troupe
With the blackout still persist(4), Marr Kim, Kim Yen Soo (3), ject of consolidating the American
blonde,
Clown of the quintet is
Peter Chan, Manhattan Rockettes Federation of Radio Artists and vivacious Judy Clark, and all- ing on Monday, artists and tech(10), Archie Stone House Orch; Television Authority) would accept American type with sex to boot. nicians arrived late at a numthe new merger plan, the- Equity- She cxplbdes provocatively for
“Confidence Girl ” (Col).
ber of studios, and consequently
ite implied he has been assured of “Digga Digga Do” vriggling and
production was delayed well beBilled as "Oriental Follies,” this the support of those unions.
prancing in Lrief red feather cosall-Chinese vaude package (with
tumes of the era. Bursting with yond the normal starting time.
exception of 10-girl line) is a
energy, she leaves an echo with
In London’s West End, many
brisk stage sesh, strong on flash
her first charge on* stage.
theatres closed their doors early
and customer-pleasing diversity.
Jessel-Skelton
Sultry chahteuse of the group in the evening and moved the few
Manhattan Rockettes, in Chinese
is luscious Eve Marley, breathtak- patrons they had as close to the
Continued from page 2
costumes, get proceedings undering in a clinging red satin gown. screen as possible. This step was
way on "Chinatown” motif with don’t get the same Danish doctor The olive-skinned, black-tressed taken in an attempt to prevent too
neat tap routine and ball drill.
who transformed that GI into a miss fastens some frank dark eyes much fog entering the theatre and
Segues to Woo Shee, in white
on ringsiders and dishes out obscuring the screen. It had been
gown, for a shout-style opening woman.”
•found that each time the swinging
whose
recuperation “Porgy” in low, soft tones.
Skelton,
medley, a ballad switch to “So
Beverly Richards, with an Esther doors were opened to permit anMadly in Love,” and a peppy vari- from an operation for diaphragother customer to enter a little
dressed
as
and
frame
Williams
ety of song-style imitations, includ- matic hernia is expected to keep
ing Merman, Shore and Hutton, him from work until mid-January, briefly in nifty costume, highhat more fog would creep into the auStarlets
Riverside
has
ditorium.
The visibility was betall well done and rating a begoff. leaves the hospital next week. Due and tails,
with hfer for her production num- ter, of course, close to the screen.
Tien Tsi Liu troupe, two boys to the doctor’s ordering him to rest
Street,”
the
Side
of
ber of “Sunny
Legit houses, which are facing
and two girls perform table aero for another three weeks, Metro has
for sock response on voice and a heavy seasonal slump, were
also
and swift balancing feats, plus the shelved “The Great Jewel Rob- appearance.
adversely affected.
A performtraditional foot-spinning and cross- bery” until star can return to work.
Darla Hood is the last of the five ance at Sadler’s Wells had to be
tossing of brightly-hued cylinders, Pic had been before the cameras
and a whirlwind finale of danger- for four days, with Cara Williams, delicious flavors in the first run- called off because the .cast could
Petite, with turned-up not see the conductor
ous double-table mounts and risley Dorothy Stickney, Kurt Kaszner through.
a few feet
work to another ovation. Line gals, and Reginald Owen in the support- nose and wide-eyed, her voice is away. Several radio artists failed
strong, steady, big for her size. to
back ing cast.
in Grecian draperies, are
get to Broadcasting House on
She stays a while to start the run schedule and last-minute
for silver disk arm drills, with
Twainites Cite Jcssel
program
back through the quintet. A little
Marr Kim on for an outstanding
In recognition of his contribuchanges were announced over the
exchange of dialog with McHugh
complete
specialty
full-stage ballet
whole
tions to American humor, George
weekend.
after her initial song, “I’m in the
with spins.
Jessel was elected an honorary Mood for Love,”
With public transport at a standgets her in a medKim Yen Soo, with two comely member of the International Mark ley.*
This includes “Let’s Get Lost still, and taxicabs paralyzed by the
femme assistants, opens second Twain Society.
fog,
the late night spots were parin
Each
Other’s
Arms,”
“You’re
a
half with standard magic and a
Other honorary members include
costume transformation for finale. Harry S. Truman, Winston Church- Sweetheart,” "Exactly Like You” ticularly hard hit. Niteries normally
and
"Got
a
look to Saturday night as
Touch of Texas in My
Top returns also go to Peter Chan,
Clement Attlee, Mrs. Eleanor Heart.”
ill,
Then she and McHugh the best of the week; in the great
in mandarin costume, who opens
Dwight
Eisenhower
and
Roosevelt,
put
their heads together at the fog, it was understandably the re«offstage with an Irish tenor medpiano for "When You and I Were verse.
ley and then walks on to wham Alben Barkley.
m

on for 21 minutes to
displav a line of rapid-fire gags
His mimimpressions.
and varied
ing ranges from President TruThere’s
Skulnik.
Menasha
man to
nothing subtle about either the
Howmaterial.
his
or
comedian
ever. the direct approach seemed
house
light
the
upon
effective
when caught. And, after all, that’s
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They open with some fair hoofing,
then uncork a series of somersaults
At
in unison and kindred feats.
one point the boys impress bandservice to
leader Morrow into
round out the turn. It’s a touch
good for laughs. However, the
trio’s other comedy is too much on
the order of the Three Stooges and
only serves to accent their aero

that’s

;

ability.

Morrow, who currently has sev-

RCA

eral

Victor hits to his credit,

an outfit of four reed, three
rhythm and six brass. It’s a commercial
combo that adequately
meets the demands of the house.
Aside from capably cutting the
fronts

band reprises

show, the

its disclick

of “Greyhound,” and has a hep arrangement in "Stairway to the
Stars,” But its discordant "Bring
My Baby Home” has little value

‘

except possibly as a novelty. Vocal
chores are handled okay by )<v 'mkie Lester.
Gilb.

Palace,

!\*.

Y.

Cycling
Villenaves
(2),
Hooton, Jelly Roll & Zazu,
Savoir Faires (5), Maurice
Icano

& Bruno,

Felo

(4).

Don
The

ColL. B.

London Fog

Fwlds,
bardi
ft/-/),

Kanazawa Trio, Jo LomHouse Orch; " The Raiders ”
reviewed in Variety Oct.

—

’52.

8,

.

There s a lot of interest in this
pre-holiday bill, despite some weak
spots.
Maurice Colleano, the zany,
gob-garbed aero, hoofer and whatnot, rates the loudest
reaction in
ms fifth niche (he should have
been in the traditional next-toclosing).

Another big winner, open-

the
lenaves

bill, is the Cycling VilActs), with the girl,
being of the Colleano clan.
Colleano is strictly in the madcap vein, building
his nonsense
His balloon
1 a With a PWO«.
dance
straight Is a classic
lts st
overtones
that
do not
nV
$

(New

Julie,

,
ffend.

For

he changes from
briefs and a
a different kind
Iroomology lampoon, with
fniu n
s Pushy antics and sock
iin! 11
ni ?
education in showman-.
shin ® it
He s also an eccentric aero
a n ,{\
this,

r r
1° femme
Sha °/^hlwig.
f
!?
,.

J

It's

^

100 * Cl'

cons iderable weight.
cafe scene as theme,
su PPorted in relief
a .
dWrt,.,i 10 a crackerjack femme
so ballerinas with a
bnlift?m
on oon ')to
precede the
\v-

rniiiin
snn «
i°

a

•

ls

.

star’s

turn

P r °P; A fourth member
R °u r ds. Colleano peddles
dippy stuff to
the hilt.

£

onorotno
his
Jl,s

^

B
a * a) & Bruno (Tar,
P u b a o duo-pianists with
nilcnMv.
b lck ? r °und since
their U. S.
debrn :
enr a£<?.
They’re a
stvSh
,y
luos o Pair in their arriiiigen’inn /
10

rj*

'

1

on

h apsody in Blue”

n UOna ?, Pl us
some comedv liiioS ^
awa ^: f« r
the instruments
t<
S C
however, that
tbev need in
to establish better rapPori with
’

uould

°m

a vaude aud, and that
,
a CO ple of P°P
U a * ntheyVre a minor
l

}?«i

tiS
click in

ii
^

11

s(int.

h

i

house in their unusual

x“.Leon Fields) occ’flosmg with his gab
ottlwi°‘
a lm lass
ons and raises
only a Ul< pr
&
anll

1

guy,

but

e s a genial sort of

.vHi
l
without

any particular

j

in

ruffled

bare-shouldered,

—

Beverly Richards, Darla Hood;
The Appletons (3), Riverside Starlets
(8), Bill Heathcock Orch;
orch direction by Matty Malneck
for McHugh songs; arrangements.
Norm Hawes; staged by Sammy
Lewis; no cover or minimum.
.

is

what counts.
With experience in both films
and legit behind her, Miss Paige
goes about her garbling chores
with an understandable air of assurance. She’s attractively draped
in a decollete gown that fittingly
complements her appealing figure
and coiffure. In chirping five numbers, the songstress shows a breezy
style whether the tune is the balBelong to Me” or a
lacly “You
She
boogie-woogie opera ditty.
•*
•r*t ted a' solid reception

tight,

Jom

band.

Carter

16.

McHugh, with " Song ankle gown for “Cuban Love
Stars of Tomorrow ”
Dorothy Song.”
The handsome, broadCoulter, Judy Clark, Eve Marley, shouldered femme gets a chance

(

!

Miss Richards checks

Reno, Dec.

Jimmy

Miami

Despite competition from Christthe Paramount aproo s shopping,
customer
oears to have suitable
Lit in its current stage bill headed

53
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

5i

Wednesday, December 17, 1952

sicals, although It probably wont
Flamingo, Las
Versailles, N« V.
be long now.
Las Vegas, Dec. U.
Nick & Arnold present George
As for “More About Love” it
”
Flamingo Cavalcade of 1952,
“
Hale's “ More About Love
two- rates and undoubtedly will do
Lewis,
act revue staged by Hale; songs and plenty of business at the Versailles. with Georgie Price, Maxine
Corey,
arrangements, Bernie Wayne; book, It’s one of the best $57minimum- Mitchell & Petrillo, Don
Vanelli,
Lucille
Herb Flemington,
Norinan Zeno Sc Bill Derman. Fea- check’s^ worth anywhere. Abet,
Flamingo
(4),
Orch
Page
Bobby
Bobo
tures
alphabetically
Starlets (8), Torris Brand Orch
(Lewis) & Bobby (Barry), Jean
Clicz Paree, Montreal (10): produced by Sid Silvers; no
Bradley, Glenn Burris, The Cabots
Montreal, Dec v 12.
cover of minimum.
(Mhrianne, Dick & Frank), Ann
(with Austin
Joe E. Lei ois
Cardall,
Jim Hawthorne, Aina
Chris- Mack), Darvas & Julia, .Bob' HarShields, The Love Notes
Special contrivance to showcase
tine Mathews, Ellen Martin, Louise rington Orch (8); $3 minimum
actr
moderately-priced
several
McMullen), and Patricia Bright;
Cavalcade” is a light,
“Flamingo
Joe E. Lewis is in Montreal for
Salvatore Gioe and Panchito orwith Georgie
minutes,
75
bright
chestras; gowns, Florence Lustig; his first cabaret date and the first Price skippering the entourage.
now around who still actively
exe- time here since he played a vaude
costumes, Billy. Livingston
will not- .overload tables for fronts his band with his instrustint at the Princess some 20 years Biz
cuted by Angie); $5 minimum.
next two weeks, but attendees are ment. Spivak’s clear high-toned
ago.
.surprise as the
trumpet is showcased in virtually
With the local factions who have in for an agreeable
Sid Silvers has
Nicholas D. Prounis and Arnold caught this glib comic on the New revue unfolds.
every number with the rest of the
them their York-Miami-Chicago circuit he is stamped the production with his band backing up in neatly styled
to'
give
Rossfield,
handles,
and producer an established fave, and judging touch, with result that everything and varied arrangements. The
square
clip.
Georgie Hale have done it again.
band’s book covers an extensive
the reception in current lay- moves along at good
A little more than a year ago they from
Price receives his intro' follow- library of standards, showtunes
out he has added plenty of depth
clicked by adventuring with a noand
prance
Starlet
Flamingo
ing
a
with
a smattering of current pops:
his following.
name nitery revue book, lyrics, to Starting
in his usual slow, easy- special song couplet by Maxine
Spivak’s organization has a plus
’n’
everything and
songs,
plot
going fashion, Lewis warms up the Lewis. Takes over guidance after in its two vocalists. Eileen Rod“All About Love'’ paid out for
room spiking his stories with many “Smile, Dam You, Smile,” and gab gers parlays her attractive phymany months. The encore is titled references
Each act then sique with strong pipes which hit
to Chez Paree patrons about “big time.”
“More About Love,” and upsets
of various top effectively both on ballads and
precedent by clicking twice in the and then wanders into his “Woman takes on carbon
as Kay rhythm
Vanelli
for
okay
House”
song
Lucille
in
White
the
names
numbers. Crooner Joe
None knew better
same place.
Don Corey as Danny Tucker, formerly with Gene
than they, undoubtedly, that the mitting. Aided by an almost con- Starr;
as Krupa’s band, also registers with
Petrillo
ringflow
drinks
from
Mitchell
&
tinuous
of
Thomas;
challenge and the traditional show
manages to get Martin & Lewis; Bobby Page as an impressive attack that’s somebiz jinx were there, but they’ve siders, .Lewis
met the former and overcome the through his “Catskills” routine, Harry James; Maxine Lewis as what reminiscent, without being
“Three Beers,” which got lost in Ethel Merman and her vis-a-vis imitative, of Billy Eckstine.
latter successfully.
shuffle of Lewis losing interest Herb Flemington as Russell Nype.
Herm.
Whether authors Bernie Wayne the
and a very funny session about
Closing spot helmed by Price is
(songs), Norman Zeno & Bill DerAmerican
subtitles for English pix.
a nostalgic meander through byman (sketches), producer Hale or
Wonderbar, Montreal
As casual as Lewis is during his gone days of Gus Edwards, A1 Jolpublicist John O’Malley thought of
“The sweetest session, he is away ahead of any- son, Eddie Cantor, George M.
the
sub-billing,
Montreal, Dec. 12.any to'sckl®:* teas C6 ft&V Whs*
bn' 'the
story ever told on a night club one >iiv4h*k
Edith Piaf, Sinclair & Alda, Max
the
Melodizes such
floor,” it is that. Ingeniously, they the temerity to open up on
oldtime slate.
•have furthered the amour-amour guy, he is quickly flattened by a faves as “Rpbkabye. My B.aby,” “If Shaffer Orch (9), Denis Droxtin;
c-,
saga .as Aphrodite and- Apollo sharp Lewis -barb. ,-His -dosing. Yeu Knew, Susde;.;V‘Car<>:U»C in the
'ja
and. .Glenn F
MornmgV' “taugh, Clown, Laugh.” "
irnTand “Zipper on. tiis Vest,” were, .a
play Yhelr ageless worldly wisdom
CohaES’i -smi'g’khd'dahce *
Ignoring
the established fact
to
v..-fc.<£a 5 xk!ff'Bradley ’“a'flfl'j '-ittie'too. zMisizedi oh'
receives whopping mitts. Brace of
1*iat the weeks before Christmas
Jim Hawthorne, with carry the obvious impact,
juvenile
identified with birds closes
tunes
Darvas Sc Julia, also making
'comedic interruptions by Patricia
price segment * with “Hello My are generally the worst in the year
Bright (who gets special billing), their first appearance here, more Bluebird,” “Red Red Robin” and for nitery biz, the management of
sophisticated punctuations by Aina than live up to their notices. Acro- applause-grabbing “Bye Bye Blackthe Wonderbar * brings in Edith
Shields, knockabout footnotes by batiewise, this is probably the best
rousing exit.
Piaf, pays her the highest salary
Bobo & Bobby (Lewis & Barry), ever to play this saloon. Julia's bird” for
Maxine Lewis, who aids in book- ever shelled out to a cafe permusical footnotes by The Love trim figure and looks dp much to
Notes (Ellen Martin, Louise Mc- enhance overall values and her ing talent and supervising produc- former in Montreal (a reputed $7,Mullen and Christine Mathews), amazing routines on Darvas' out- tion for the Flamingo, makes one 000 for seven days) and plays every
terpsichorean footnotes by The stretched arm draws solid appre- of her rare- jaiunts onstage with performance SRO.
She looks
Cabots (3), and expertly batoned ciation from patrons. Their clinch- this fortnight revue.
Even the preamble that went on
by Salvatore Gioe, the new maes- er on a raised platform with terrif, with special gowns, blonde before she appeared here such as
succeeding femme starting from her partner’s tresses colffed becomingly. What a delegation from New York to
(ex-HildegardeV,
tro
Emile Petti who has shifted to shoulder, going into a somersault is more, she sells her Merman see if Hie room was right for this
Florida engagements.
and then landing in a full split is “Call Me Madam” period with diminutive chirper; the special
Miss curtain to background her offerFlemington the Nype foil.
There is lots of thought, imag- a thriller from every angle.
Bob Harrington orch shows Lewis may have lost some of the ings; the demands for certain
ination and -good taste to both acts
It has a much improvement since its start former voice quality through lack lights; and four additional musiof “More About Love.”
plot- of sorts which, taken to its several weeks ago and gives all of constant work, but she’s in full cians to the house orch all seemed
conclusion in the second half acts fine support. As with several possession of footlight know-how. worth it after the preem returns
(midnight show), is as sturdy as other niteries in town, Chez Paree Flemington acquits himself very and subsequent crowds who
most Broadway musicomedy li- will close over the holiday season well as the underplaying or under- thronged the room for a glimpse
brettos.
because of the Quebec laws which singing attache.
of the chantoosey.
However, what makes the new forbid the sale of liquor after
Mitchell Sc Petrillo hit big durNo singer, certainly none of the
Versailles show is its freshness and 10 p.m. on Christmas Eve and after ing opening moments, then begin French world, has ever created
tempo.
It’s a brisk 50 minutes 11 p.m. on New Year’s Eve.
to lose grip as they flounder in such as legend about her chanting
Newt.
which gathers accumulative pace
Sammy as Piaf, and in current showing
wads of poor material.
as it proceeds. It has good songs,
brings gasps with his posi- she adds to this rep by doing all
Beach Petrillo
talented people, not a- little $.a,
Algiers,
tive aping of Jerry Lewis, but her w.k. songs and surrounding
(with wholesome overtones) as the
Miami Beach, Dec, 15.
without strong partner to "bat them with all the familiar Piaf
boy-girl spurn Apollo and AphroDoretta Morrow, Tony Sc Renea, screwball gags back and forth, re- touches to -set her well above her
dite’s sophistication which they in- Mai Malkin Orch; $2.50 minimum.
sorts to flip antics for attention. competitors and imitators.
terpret
song, “Too Much Talk.
Duke Mitchell hasn’t the hang of
In a songalog of more than eight
Not Enough Action.” To this, Miss
Newest plushery to open along forcing his straight lines over, thus numbers, Miss Piaf includes “AuBradley and Hawthorne, as the the oceanfront hotel line is, this
oblivion. tumn Leaves,” “Padam,” “Jezebel”
young lovers, vbcally rebut “More lush idea of what an Arabian plenty of jokes go into
for and the inevitable “La Vie En
Than I Should” and “I’ll Spend Nights story might unfold if trans- Lads could use their penchant
M. Sc L. effectively in a brief in- Rose” to salvos. Her timing is
the Rest of My Life Making You
formed to modern ideas. It’s a tro* then strike off into fresh faultless; her showmanship (the
Happy.”
solid entry for patronage among fields. Petrillo has a funny mugg, plain
black dress, the demure
Interlaced are the terping Cabots the pub-crawlers looking for a
a wild man onstage, .yet bows, the heartbreaking interprewith “Brief Interlude” and their smart spot to visit, with the Alad- and is
latch on to something more tations of her sad items) and her
must
“Verahighlight dance number,
din Room the main attraction.
stable than his present Lewisian waif-like appearance all give her
radaro,” which songsmith Bernie
Intimate layout holds 200 perthat extra something that never
Wayne wrote for this show but sons and makes for 'good viewing kowtows.
Don Corey has an overlong fails to wow the customers. A
which already has been waxed and for acts, what with no posts and
ex- mixed choir of six is heard occaThomas'
Danny
aired.
almost
with
considerably
It
seance
most of the tables practically ringsionally behind the curtain to add
threatened to stop the show.
cerpts before hitting into some of
side, thanks to clever arrangedepth to some of her more dramahis own comedies. Brightening up
The comedy is well handled by ments.
tic routines.
session would help entire show
Bobo & Bobby’s “Darling, Aren’t
First of the lineup of acts to be his
To keep an impatient house quiet
of
chopping
with
considerably
You Bored?” And Patricia Bright, presented through the season is.
who has been around a little more Metro and musicomedy songstress Thomas impression to minimum before Miss Piaf goes on, dancers
Sinclair
Sc Alda do a set to a fair
w.k.
of
section
in
a
her
colleagues
in
ringing
the
rest
of
then
than
Doretta Morrow. This is her first
this revue, has a devastating satire hotel date here and from, .manner carbons and closing with funny reception' and localite Denis Drouin intros both acts nicely.
on the glamorous Gabors—the in which -she set up her song-styl- “Polish Hour.”
Newt.
“fourth sister,” in this case, being ings, she’s more than ready for. the
Lucille Vanelli makes her first
the slavey (“Messa they call me”)
She has nitery bow. in brief songalog.
class hotel-cafe circuit.
who is left behind while her glam- looks,
catch
nuances
full
pipes
smooth
Strong
and
approach,
aud
savvy
Top’s, San Diego
orous kin pash Up in the .posh
delivery and top gowning. The one of Kay Starr phrasings oh “Wheel
San Diego, Dec. 12.
joints.
fault a minor ohfe that's easily cor- of Fortune” for sdeko reception.
Marty
Allen 8c Mitch DeWood,
from
The action takes segues
the rected is overdoing of eye make- Goodlooking brunet teenager (she’s
Bradley-Hawthorne wedding duet, up. Potent factor in overali^click almost 17) settles into her own Tommy Marino Orch, Sally Ann
“More Than I Should,” to an is warmth and charm that gets style* with “Embarceable You,” Davis, Betti Hall Jones; no cover
ethereal boudoir set as the god and ringsiders on her side from teeoff. and judging from audience reac- or minimum.
goddess of love decide to steam
Miss Morrow resprises her song- tion, could take on more tunes.
Comic quality of Allen-DeWood
Aphrodite
things up on earth.
from “King and I” to follow
Bobby- Page brings his clear team (New Acts) is .good for re“Comes to Town” and she (Ann alog
opening number done opposite trumpet notes into, play for a peat biz
despite scarce nitery
Cardall) and Apollo (Bums) duet
Mario
Lanza
in “Because You’re Harry James “Two O’Cloek Jump,”
dough around holidays. Bassman
“This Can't Happen to Me.” Miss
Bright has a bright taxi scene with Mine.” Initial arrangement is a surrounded by his combo of piano, Tommy Marino—despite oddity of
effective, what with ,.bass, and drums.
surprise
and
Gets a driving leader encumbered by overblown
the two; Burris has another baryopportunity
with
tone
“Wild most expecting the tune to be pur- beat going through for high-note fiddle in front of musickers
Grapes,” and Miss Cardall engages veyed lated in the stint. Interpre- tag and spanking returns. Torris leads smart band in difficult
in a kaleidoscopic seduction scene tation of ‘Test Si Bon,” in English Brand batons his newly organized comic show and does well for terpwith the juve (Hawthorne) which and French, is handled well, with crew with greater surety this ers.
Well-stacked redhead, Sally
lead-in to medley of Parisienne stanza, backing
is saved by the bell.
entire revue with Ann Davis does okay in brief songfavorites for additional build. Mitt
conviction.
Will.
Withal, “More About Love” caralog.
Don Howard, KSDO disk
builder is version of “They Can’t
ries forward the technique of a
jockey, also boosting biz with new
Me.” Adds
new idea in nitery revue entertain- Take That Away From Tune”
nightly
remote platter show and
Slatler Hotel, N* Y.
for
ment form. It’s the answer to “Whistle A Happy
interviews from room.
change of pace, and comes back for
(CAFE ROUGE)
formula shows.
It’s the answer
Slam-bang sepia songstress-pianCharlie Spivak Orch (16) with
also to “new talent,” because un- another “King and I”" topper in
questionably many of these bright “Hello, Young Lovers” for a wrap- Joe Tucker, Eileen Rodgers; $1.50, ist Betty Hall Jones is well into
her second year in club's Blackout
$2 covers.
young people will be heard from up.
House, dance team, Tpny Sc ReRoom and Is growing into, biggest
importantly. It did much for the

well-trained outfit organized along
conventional lines with five reeds,
three oh rhythm^ and eight brass,
including the maestro’s horn. As
usual with. Spivak, this orch .is
tailored along tasteful lines with
the accent on sweet music and a
good danceable beat. Other bands
may be getting better promotional
breaks on disks, but this one’s
sound ranks with the top name
crews. This is a listenable dance
band and, in this era of mediocrity,
few other orchs can boast of anything more.
Spivak is one of the few leaders
.
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Hotel S t. Regis, N» Y.
(MAISONETTE ROOM)
Russell Nype, with Kay. Holley;
Milt Shaw and Horace Diaz Orchs;*
$1.50 cover weekdays , $2.50 Saf.
Russell Nype, who made his
major nitery bow at the Maisonette after winning his spurs in
Irving Berlin’s “Call

still

much on

a little too

I

nea, offer fair versions of a tango

j-j )

L

j

t»

>

>

and a mambo. Local disk jockey
Hal Murray was brought in for'the
emceeing chore bn opening weekend and handled the job in straight
fashion.
Mai Malkin orch is a
small unit (6>, but okay on showbacks and for dansapation.
•

Lary.
i

(Ol

.

Charlie Spivak’s orch is taking lure in city's nitery history. Homey
turn in the Hotel Statler’s gimmicks like remembering
_ steady
w
Cafe Rouge, the only regular bandlcustomers’ birthdays despite ol>
showcase still operating in New vious tom—bring in the regulars
York. This is a four-week booking who also go for Miss Jones’ funny
which will carry Spivak’s crew hat routine which is virtually a
through the strong Christmas and satire on every band comic who
New Year’s' trade.
ever used an odd headgear for
Spivak is currently fronting a laughs.
Don.
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the cute

side and, his choice of tunes leaves
something to be desired.

Chief trouble lies in his special
material, which is coy instead of
being clever, and since he launches
five such tunes in a row after his
“Lovely Day Today” theme-opener, he’s got a steady uphill fight to
gain the needed rapport with ringsiders. It’s not until he hits “Over
the Rainbow,” to which he gives a
fine, sensitive going-over, that he’s
really in stride. Then it’s a breeze
as he mixes in some other standards with a couple of new tunes.
He earns a solid begoff after being
lured back for a final number
which he claims not even to have
x*g hesrsed#

Nype still displays the studied
relaxed manner* complete to sitting on a beat-up old bookkeeper’s
-tunes':
He
couple
stooLfqr
hlso^strays from t.he mike occasionally to'pwade around the room
and, since his lungs are powerful
enough to carry in this comparatively small boite, it adds up to an
He*s still doing his
okay bi*.
“Madam” click via “You’re Just in
Love” (natch), with the orch taking the counterpoint for the second chorus since he works sans
*

.

As an expected fillip, it
partner.
helps him bridge- bis early sequencing of n:s.g. Specials.
Nype is tossing in a lot of upper-register work, which his obviously-trained voice works over
He’s equally good on the
well.
ballads or novelties, doing a particularly fine job on “The Ugly
Duckling,” new Frank Loesser
tune from the “Hans Christian Andersen” film, and on “Amy,” also
by Loesser out of “Where’s Charley?”
Kay Holley, an attractive,
accomps
blonde,
neatly-gowned
him nicely from the Steinway in
the orch shell, with Milt Shaw’s
crew also in for some good musical backing:

Shaw and his sidemen also do
an okay job for the terp-disposed
customers, alternating with the
equally oke Horace Diaz ensemble.
Stal.

Carousel, Pilt
Pittsburgh, Dec. 11.
Wrightson, Jackie Heller ,
Harrison Sc Patricia, Ralph DeStephano’s
Orch
$3-$3.50
(5);

Earl

minimum.
This room
natural

has

always been a

singing

for

personalities.

MacDonnell and Maureen
Cannon proved that, and now Earl
Wrightson reaffirms it. He’s not
only doing business but hanging
out the welcome sign for himself
Kyle

for the future.

Wrightson has voice, class and
charm, and femmes go overboard
clean goodlooks. They
his
wouldn’t let the guy get off the
floor at show caught.
He delivers all the way. The
pipes have power and quality, he’s
a lyric writer’s delight and his
repertoire has a nice consideration
for different types of audiences.
for

’

The guy's a good showman and a
crack performer, and should be
able to work the top cafes as often
as he likes.
Because Wrightson’s on for almost half an hour, Jackie Heller,
the room’s boss, host, m.c. and generally featured singer, isn!t vocalizing this week, just sticking to the
straight announcements and the
Carousel’s
usual personalized
greeting services' on anniversaries,
birthdays, etc. That’s an important
thing here and Heller smartly
never overlooks it.
Show opens with dance team of
Harrison
Patricia, a goodlooking

&

couple and okay tapsters. Their
routines are nicely mixed, with
some softshoe vaude stuff, Harrison accompanying himself on the
drums while tapping out a number
and a couple of snappy musical

comedy

things.

'

predecessor revue’s personnel.
The observation of a year ago,
that the TV production people
could learn plenty on how fresh
ideas can be made to pay off without any Fort Knox deals, still goes.
One day TV will “discover” a
George Hale, who has been around
in Broadway and Hollywood mu-

Me Madam”

on Broadway, returned to the St.
cellar Thursday
Still
resembling a
night (ID.
crew-cut collegian with the hornrimmed specs, .gtc. (although he
looks more like a senior now than
a freshman), he’s a fave here and
should do good biz even in the preChristmas lull. While his baritone
pipes are smooth enough and he
projects well,, his performance is
Regis-’--... intimate

perhaps a

trifle

They work hard,
too hard, and need

just a little more polishing to go
pl a c e s
Small, five-piece Carousel orch,

now being batoned by Ralph Detrumpet

Stephano,

player,

Herman Middleman’s

since

retirement

from the music business, does a
first-class job for both the acts and
the dansapators. Wrightson, by the
way,
b.o.,

giving the room excellent
particularly so during this

Is

pre-holiday
t
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Cohen.

lull.
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Boston, Dec. 11.
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Ray Robinson, with Joe
Corey, Bobby
ofr.lf- 'Trof’ Irwin
Donn Arden
Rn i'ter Tern Stevens,
Martin Henry KaAlan
(8),
Girls
Bros Orch
Zarde
9)
lisOrch
minimum.
i4); $4
c n aar

(

,

Having copped two titles in the
department it appears on
showing here that
of
ctrVnfith
c u S a r Ray Robinson also has the
champ along the
a
of
Sinkings
has a 1
Siery belt. He certainly
He s
fisticuff

the

ingredients.

necessary

gents
one of the most personable
cafe floor,
over to appear on a local
champ
and
a
befits
£ s wardrobe

showmanship savvy is tops.
Robinson makes a couple of appearances with partner Joe Scott
and banterfor seshes of tapping
are better
ing and while there
hoofers and straightmen, Robinson
naturally and
iust does what comes
vaults are boffo from both the aud
He's
standpoint.
boniface
and
quite a guy to watch, for he apvia
kicks
plenty
of
parently gets
up
his new fling which is pointed
this
doing
not
"I'm
quip,
bv the
for a living, but to keep from fightKidding or on the square,
ing.”
bo s doing okay and the Latin
Quarter is having its best biz of
his

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wffiagfr

one and then breaking info a wild
interp of ‘Til Be Glad When

You're Dead.” Peals sets a pace
‘I ve Got You Under My Skin”
that seldom slackens.
An Anglo-French version of
“I’ve Got You Under My Skin”
draws plaudits and his special
about the girls labelled “I Hate
Them” is cleverly arranged and
lyrically amusing.
A reprise of
“Formidable” registers with the
patrons and prefaces a solid grouping of French faves which Peals
handles nicely.
Clincher is a
tribute to liis spouse as he does
“La Vie En Rose” in both languages for a socko exit.
Peals’ own pianist, Pierre Chaub,
gives able backing throughout and
the added accordion rhythms by
Herman Apple round out a nifty
show. Interlude music is by violinist Joska de Barbary and 88er
Len Berger.
Newt.

Vagabonds Oub, Miami
Miami, Dec. 15.
Vagabonds (4), Maria Neglia,
Hal Winters, Carmen D*Antonio,
Frank Linale Orch ; $4-$6 mini-

mums, food or beverage.
The Vagabonds have established
themselves hereabouts as a top act
via their annual long-runs at the
Clover Club and latterly at their

own

They have built a folthat combines the tourist,
and the top cafe, society
in the area.
Lure for tour-

spot.

lQ wing

iocals

cr°wd

has been considerably hypoed
by steady appearances on the Ar*

st s

named

they’ve

the Lipton
hits

show; fact

is,

the adjoining cock-

Godfrey Lounge, with

tailery the

he

TV

Godfrey

tllur

man

a regular

when

town through the winter

America. They are booked tip to
March at Tropicana.
Also on the bill are Ana Gloria
& Rolando, tops in native hoofipg.
They put liberal quantities Of
verve into their mambos, and the
femme adds enough naughty-g*rl
puckishness to give the aud some
laughs. Amparo Garrido combines
singing and dancing, specializing in
Spanish numbers. Her “Soy Gitana” (I Am a Gypsy) is catchy.
Rodney’s production numbers,
“Orchids for You” and “The Merry
Widows” (one for each of two
shows nightly), provide colorful,
musical
finales.
These
feature
Miguel Angel Ortiz.
Far more colorful than any act,
however, is Tropicana itself. The
recently completed glass and concrete arch over the tables and
dance floor is a striking architec-

55

El Rancbo 9 Las Vegas
(FOLLOWUP)
Las Vegas, Dec. 10.
Second edition of “Windmill Revue” comes off far better production-wise than the first of a fortTom Douglas has
night ago.
smoothed backstage operations to
point of good flow from scene to
scene, although he has overloaded
He is
his confection with acts.
not, however, totally to blame for
this.

Louis Prima was boqked long
his
concocted
Douglas
before

framework for thrush Joanne

Gil-

That he doesn’t quite fit the
bert.
surrounding filigree built for Miss
Gilbert’s Las Vegas debut is understandable, and not the fault of
the guttural-voiced trumpeter. Hls
session t^kes on a good bounce

mood and infectious warmth as he
and wails “Way Down
Their’s is a profitable operation; tural structure. The large portions grunts
of
glass
and
trees
Yonder
in
New .Orleans” and
growing
among
based on modest budget for supporting show, they should mark the tables provide an unsusual out- “Basin St. Blues.” Trumpet chodoor
Ethlys%
atmosphere.
groove. Goes into
are
in
the
Setup
ruses
C.
was
built
up neat split for themselves qn
commercial tangent with his w.k.
Kansas City, Dec. 12.
the^ partnership angle, via their at a cost of about $350,000.
Another
“Angelina,”
plus
new lyric frame
Sonny Howard, Ricardo
$150,000
is
being
exNor- 40% piece.
Quartet have come
ma, Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1 back with a complete new set of pended to fix up an adjoining patio for “Figaro.” Spice is injected into
where
of the Well”
tables
Tell
the
Depth
cover.
“Can’t
will
also
be
placed.
comedy-angled instrumental and
song material to mark themselves Plans are to inaugurate this open- before entrance of Keely Smith.
mi
The
current lineup can be tagged almost a new act for their patrons, air patio Dec. 22 with a gala show, Well-stacked brunet lambasts “Lova neat show packaging by the It was a wise move, the zanies hav- consisting mainly of native produc- er.” then a vis-a-vis of “Kiss to
Eddys and a decidedly entertain- ing switched little from their stuff tion numbers. Chiquita
Johnson Build a Dream On” points to amusing 40 minutes by the talent. It’s seen here originally some years are to participate, doing Cuban rou- ing “Beguine.” In this Prima at6
1,1
e S< COn
tempts to show Miss. Smith vari* lme
n
*°w,n wUhin a ago, and played through last sea- tines for the first time. Jama.
.,
p
o
Of surrounding lineup “Prof” »,*l
year
for
ous gestures to sell the song, with
Sonny Howard, although son. They’re in and out of the
Irwin Corey, held over from pre- his first in this deluxe spot, and it
hokum results.
Screamer “Oh
proceedings, opening the show
fared best at show
bill,
vious
Grinziug,
Babe” retires twain for okay miter ab
ne rtrt ure
with
a
twist
“Mention
My
Name
on
in
outsize
dressed
Zany,
.
ci
caught.
Gypsy
ting.
Livia
Markoff,
Manyoky
eSS10 1 t ^ uora
In Sheboygan” with Italian, Chiaping
^fH
K- n
tails, struts around the floor
Harry Mimmo is another entry
p sented nese and other dialect ideas iricor Carlo Hatvary, Bela Villanyi Trio;
previous, acts, insulting customers, hiS
^f
into the already devised packet.
Makes for * fast' pace $3.50 minimum.
•'swipirig drinks and winding with a Christmas "Yumi? has
Import
comic begins slowly but
’edged’off *biz"
nonsensical “treatise,” in English
Gypsy Markoff is back with her moves into some fair yocks. Bit
’Follows Carmen D’ Antonio, a
and French, on World of TomorRieardlf^l^Tsinrma alcn nr a haw
songs and accordion at Eric Rosen’s of hand biz and nervous gesture#
tr
Stuff is ridiculous and cus- to the room,
row.
and proyf a smooth
gemutlich* wine-and-waltz empori- pall after a while, and could be
el
S
th
tomers love it.
and polished duo in ballet-ballS;i /}f
nn np" urn in the Wienerwelt belt, to chopped considerably in the concape
Bobby Baxter, a comic magico, room work. Opener is a lightly * oe v"2‘^ comboed with
spark a very pleasant 45-minute cealed coathanger episode. Fling
card
manipulaunveils some nifty
treated tango, followed by a full- swirling proves an aud rouser. Lets show. Entertainer has been abroad at American tap terp is kidding,
her
routine which
tions and tricks,- but his chatter blown ballet bit to “Warsaw Con- d °'vn
with segues into old pic scene deringsiders.
Thrush
an a the past two years, ^mainly recupfails to impress
certo” with Ricardo tossing his ? dd,f V p as ,n 9.thmg mo £f>
ing in Cairo from old injuries, ai- picting various nationalities that’s
Terri Stevens gives out with an partner deftly in adagio lifts
and high-class grind session. It’s a mix^ though she did spend last Xmas moderately funny,
ignoring
the
songology
overlong
They turn to flirtation in ^ure of Latino, boogie and Afro in Germany for three weeks playspins.
Mimmo's best exnibit is impresh
venerable and astute axiom, “quit pafttomime for more novel effect Cuban
music with contortions
ing for troops, as well as doing a of Fred Astaire, "with yocks comwhen you’re ahead.”
from “Ma, He’s Making Eyes at worked to the rhythms.
in
from hand motions. Should
little
radio
S
work
in Paris. Attracgirls
swish
Arden’s
Donn
Vagabonds come back for a howlMe,’.’ and wind with fanciful Braexit after this instead of following
through three production numbers, zilian peasant dance with heels making original a satire on west- tively garbed in white, graceful
with
°l d panto stuff of sculpting
and
charming
as ever, singer-muone providing a pulchritudinous stomping and Latin rhythm in- eern medleys titled “One Hour
man an d woman. He has a wonbackground for Sugar Ray’s solo terpreted in sprightly fashion.
Ahead of the Posse.” Biz on set- sician offers a pleasing melange of derful puss, and some
bits that
songs
and
tunes,
with
good variety.
tapping, the balance to Alan Mar%
«
Howard displays considerable ting stage with two cactus plants _ ta
could be built into real honevs
1
Henry Kalis orch entertaining
tin’s warbling.
ability beyond his ac- and mask adornments sparks the
but
as
is,
spotty
obviates
turn
®J
iiiooui.
*
Some
oome
songs
clientele’s
are
aie
sung sans
backgrounds, splitting
Anmni chAri straight
cHviirrhf singirig.
Hncriritf
'Thie giggles
merles for build into laughs,
lautrhs.
complished
This
S0 SLk° re 5^Pti? n
accordion, others with accompaniwith the Zarde time around he’s showing
terping chores
* A
j:
Hal Winters is a regular here ...
J
Mmdouble-bass
. .
.
a good
Rest
of
“Windmill”
much
the
is
ment.
Piano
EJlic.
and
fur
Bros, combo.
store of original material and long and per usual holds them with
sa.me as introductory two frames
nish good backing, too.
list of impressions, all of them high-ranging tenor with the Vagawith
Miss
held
Gilbert
over
and
Miss
Markoff
introduces
her
own
good and some of them topnotch. bonds on after first number to
s P^ a
Fairmont, Hotel. S. F. He
Yj d j a ^ close of stanza. She
gets started with a straight vo- join in “Donkey Serenade,” “Gra- numbers, starting off with a flashy has added
two new tunes to her
(VENETIAN ROOM)
Second Hungarian Rhapsody on
cal of “You Made Me Love You,” nada” and “Lady of Spain.” They
set
CrazY
h ythm” as starter,
«P.
Guy Mitchell, Bill Clifford Orch but quickly gets into “It’s in the follow with another newie, “Diesel the accordion, to show her digital
ai d
a
heaut,
“The Unhappy
virtuosity.
(11); $2 cover.
She
sings
a
French
?
Style,” a vehicle for impressions Smoke, Dangerous Curves,” for
Wn
Lat
effe
her
T>
^K’i.
£,
of Frankie Laine, Louis* Arm- another sock bit in the comedy tune, “Madame,” next; followed by *Plu
an Israeli iolk song, “Tira Tira,” a ^Pe ^! ** ay Gilbert, will become
Guy Mitchell has an ingratiating strong, Nat (King) Cole, Rose Mur- vein.
hi
a
h
point
in
her
future songg
style and personality and his mel- phy,
Roman* gypsy
Tony Martin and the Ink
Neglia, violinist who also in French.
Miss Gilbert, as in preange of tunes, which ranges from Spots. All are on the comedy side, played most of last season here, number on the squeeze-box, tender s P iels
vlous
weeks, whams over with
the sentimental to the hep, is easy but there’s enough genuine singing i s another returnee.* Pert and vi- and sentimental, is next. Boff hum^ re I e 1< ^ < is
e*
to take. It may be argued whether in each to merit applause and his vacious approach to her fiddlings ber follows, ,in a cute takeoff on
f ?i 2
»
*
a
c
A/°u2
hton continue to
rea larger and more vaudish spot version of Cole is a fine bit draw- i
/ ,*J ,l:
1
5
Blends “Hora the Trolley Song, about a troika in #cei
s a n aua winner.
e ?*jf
* 0 P* kudosing for both solo
Moscow,
would not give him a better break ing a deserved heavy response.
sung
in
English
sans
acJ ,
Staccato,” “Ave Maria,” novelty
te
oodl
®s
p
in audience reaction, but there is
J'Talent Parade” as a parody on 0 n train rhythms. “Off the Rails,” comp. Another tune, “Amour,” in
£
?
bring
fresh and dynamic
no doubt that his chore surpasses
Easter Parade’’ gives him the en- and “Hot Canary” for show-stop, Spanish, is also pleasing. Act closes ”~
a
®
their
record
panto
many others who cut a larger niche try for Billy Daniels, Ted Lewis, Wlnds with antics
ith the ever- with an accordion solo, “La Petite scenes.
El Rancho Girls have
in public appeal.'
Valse,” which has plenty style and
Mitchell sings Jimmy Durante and Eddie Jack- present Vagabonds
their colorful “Bowery” fling with
with feeling and considerable effec- son, again getting & rousing hand.
In finale slot| the quartet pur- flourish.
Bill Damian, and Ted Fio Rito
Livia Manyoky, creamy colorativeness and bis choice of items _Story of Mr. P.
is takeoff on vey a me dley of minstrel tunes;
orch
places
knowing emphasis
succeeds in meeting the prevailing Pmza, giving Howard opportunity re ues ted repeat on their now tura soprano, shows a bold person ,
^
M
u P° n a n
^ backgrounds
Will.
whims. Moreover, his keen sense to veer into operatic^ an a and back sta ndard « ula” featuring bass ality and surging style in her song
South Pacific, tunes for sock pj a er Pete Peterson; a satire on renditions of “Erst Ein Kuss,”
of rhythm gives pace and color to to
y
Jefferson,
L.
Quin.
his assortment, so that it’s pleas- closing.
“Kiss
of
Fire”
“Ich
Bin
Von
and
“Takes Two To Tango” and wine
(BOULEVARD
ing from his opener, “Gee, But
number done on TV, “Mulberry Kopf Zu Fuss.”
Carlo
Hatvary,
baritone
St.
You’re Swell,” to his second envet
and
Louis,
Dec.
10.
Street.” All of their stuff is rugged
Eddie’s,
Yvette Tom Parris Trio. Line
emcee, in addition to introducing
core, “My Heart Cries For You.”
Eddie Davis, Argo & Faye, Paul for laughs and they get them all the various
(6), Les Elgart Orch (7); $1-$1.50
acts, lends a resonant
Mitchell also unwraps “You BeJudson, Midge Minor, Roseanna the way into a begoff.
long To Me,” in slow ballad tempo;
Frank Linale orch is tops on the voice to “Frag Nicht Warum” and cover.
Milo, June Oliver Dancers (5),
a Hungarian rhythm number.
'Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,” snappy
Lary.
Art Waner Orch, Don Virgil Trio showbacks.
Making her first bow in this
Violinist Bela Villanyi shows an
and effective; “One of the Roving
„
$3.50 minimum.
.
accomplished, lush tone to lead his heavily patronized spot, the No. 1
Kind,” in which the audience joins
with
trio in support of other acts, as in the downtown sector, honeymeasured
applause,
and
Havana, Dec. 10.
Eddie's is now working
Leon
well as to shine in a medley of blende, eye-filling Yvette is scorJambalaya.” His “Sorrento,” in
Chiquita & Johnson, Ana Gloria tunes of their own. Trio makes up ing solidly with her old and new
on its quarter-century anni which
Italian, while okay, does not carry
makes this spot the grandpappy of & Rolando Amparo Garrido, Miguel for lack in numbers, for instance, ditties. With the Tom Parris Trio,
^
.P ac t usually associated
Broadway’s nitery industry. It’s the Angel Qrtiz, Tropicana Chorus; no in a schmaltzy rendition of Enes- also new faces here, on hand, the
b the piece. His first encore,
the area and has couer, minimum only at table
co’s Roumanian Rhapsody, spiced customers are getting plenty for
Pat-em on the Po Po,” is fast oldest cafe in
retained its position as one of the ($ 3 50 ).
their money.
And the line of
and entertaining and nets him
by Villanyi’s tingling fiddling.
a tourist draws on 52d St., where
shapely lookers with new costumes
Bron.
I'eturn for another
pitch.
most of the surrounding bistros
Tropicana's show is sporting ope
and routines, are garnering their
Mitchell has come a long way
have gone down the social scale 0 f the best dance teams to cojfne
share of audience okay.
h ls own original bailiwick with their current stripper disto Havana in recent times. Chiquita
Yvette, in a wine colored offand his first
hotel stand on his
Johnson gracefully, eyecatchingthe-shoulder gown, tees off her
Paris, Dec. 10.
home grounds is an indication that plays.
Throughout the years, the major
combine ballet* ballroom and
Aissata, Renato Orch (7); $2 stint with a special “Lovely To
ea ed f°r click pastures in
draw has been boniface Eddie aC robatic dancing.
bit of con- minimum.
ufJu ^\ «
Look At” during which she drags
boi e field Particularly if bookDavis, who last week returned from tortionism is thrown in to add exi
the mike around the floor. Then
S
?M 1 <!?y etail with his talents, a Florida vacation, and put the tr a interest. The unusual combo
she gives ringsiders _a snappy lesThis
is a new boite in the Opera
y 1 s one doesn’t quite.
cafe back into its customarily 0 £ talents is understandable in districl going in for the carioca son in French as "she thrushes
Us lc
Clifford at. opener lively stride. Davis will mark his view 0 £ the fact that Chiquita at
«JcT ^
decors and atmosphere that is pay- “Sur Les Quais de Vieux Paris.”
loud an d handicapped 25th year with that institution next one time danced ballet with the
novelty ditty, “Hotels Are
ing off here in Gallic fad appeal.
be in s P°t en tiab Terping chore,
October, and during that span lias 'state Opera in Czechoslovakia and Bamboo walls and the usual Latino Smarter Than People,” beamed at
however, was oke.
showcased many acts who later hit j 0 hnson was part of a troupe of trimmings give this intime spot the delegates attending a convention
Ted.
have
name categories. Davis will
acros
ambiance that ig catching on here, in the hotel, drew a solid mitt as
one of the heaviest scrapbooks in
Johnson tosses and twirls 115- and when reviewed the joint was did “Movie House in Manhattan.”
ltuliy Foo’s,
the entertainment field when he pound
means jumping to the continuous strains
(which
chiquita
neat bit of lighting is employed
.
Montreal, Dec. 12.
retires to a Florida hacienda, prob- .. litti e one” in Spanish) with a of the South American music of as she socks over “Molly Malone”
c le
P e &ls ( with Pierre ably after his silver anni.
rhn. S\ r
effort and maximum the Renato orch (7). Drinks are in with the spot illuminating only her
of
minimum
Le n
His current display is fitting 0 £ e i e g ance j n one routine he at* ordinary category and main attrac- head and shoulders in the blacked
b nr,,
r > Berger, Joska de BarV: 710 c0VgT or fireman fodder. He has a hatch of belies a strap around his neck and tion
room. After “White Christis dancing in the underlit sur- out
acts who indicate a potential for , er legg and whirls her around roundings.
mas,” Yvette switches from the
standards on the
point
another
At
pinwheel.
a
demure
like
to the coquette as she
Combo
hostessing;
and
the
brief
Pite
com Petition from the route. Rosanna Milo, an Italian imaloft wlth one hand solo floor spot is done by Aissata, belts over “Dearie” for her final
bolfAc
he holdg
( 0 'vntown
offering
the port, singer Paul Judson and Midge while she calmly places one leg a. dusky, well-built Martinique gal chore.
Ei’eaf
ra
Acts. Sole
D
y Qf talent ever to Minor are un d er New
Parris Trio, two muscular males
behind her head i n what appears whose pleasant gladhanding and
tr al
P af hi wf, at one time (Edith act that has appeared previously tQ be a mid _ alr split . Despite the six-minute interp terping to Afro- and a solidly constructed gal, are
e a * the Wonderbar; 0I
/
Joe v ? e
rough treatment, however, Chiquita Cuban backgrounding is the only exponents of the trampoline, workL
ls
Cbez Pa ree; Kay
h ° 1 * tint
Thom ni<A 11 "*
& !?! f
dance claims that she prefers her pres- thing that interrupts the dancing. Ing on a collapsible device. This
le
good aance
d nc j ng t0 ballet.
Mount^R, lal il Williams Bros, at tre. This team has a
Gal, who spent six months in the is the first act of this kind to be
Jacques Peals routine Their execuUon lndkHtes
hoick h?°
‘c.eci,, a „d Johnson, Katherine Dunham group, Uses her presented in a local nitery,
In~
ease in Rriby a lot of ® x P® nen e
Foo’s Si aer
Hungarian, formed their act in flne torso to good advantage as she dividually and collectively,, they
a
^.
a savvy that makes them
g
Prague seven years ago. They left writhes to rhumba and mombo turn double and triple twists,
Performer is no
sp
Clangor 2t0 *
She would.be as asset to ‘alight on each other’s shoulders
(5) Czechoslovakia two weeks before tunes.
t
°™;«at.
ns Particular spot and
his ond'
song rtyiings are as ef- have
and show the Communists took over, because any choral line or for specialty and one of the lads skips a rope
TiBvlJ^AiiA^lth^routines
lithe loutin
some
feetivi
something was going to stints in revues.
while bounding up ond down on
knew
“we
Waner
Wanei
ev r
Art
"
«
°P en ing with his good costummg. The
' fiinimipk rA
lnce then th
i®
his back. All of it cops hefty apBiz was tops when caught.
l ll
e
.
a long explana- orch showbacks and the Don VII gu
A
tion abmin
and bourn
South
?
in Asia, Africa ana
Mosk.
provaL'
Sahu.
danced
°ut Ins first
Jose.
crew,
uionths
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“bronco bustin'” bike, and attractive gal also does a rope-skipping
stint with the uni.
Their double work is a model of
perfection and, with the solo ef-

New Ads
JOS£ GRECO

Sc

CO.

(12)

Dance

ALLEN

Sc

who made good on

the homegrounds of this style of
terplng has been a concert, legit
and ev4n a two-a-day vaude draw
in New York. With his debut at
toe Empire Room of the Waldorf-

for

Weee

Alien frequently acting out vocals squaring the blurb via silk topAstoria Greco and
by DeWood handsome possessor per, cane and smart blue tux.
leagues indicate that they can work
^ flCfa DSrilODG. Bill XlnSillp tO Opens with a ditty, but quickly
ns
ltnnAw.rnicf cates as weu
well.
upper-crust
& L is only surface, for where gets down to his forte, rope-twirlGreco and his troupe, compris L ewi s j s alternately brash, manic ing, which he relieves with an ocing four femme and equal number an(j j UV enile, rubbery-faced Allen casional tap ;and other exertions in
of male dancers, two guitarists and jj ag a subtle Jimmy Savo quality, comedy vein.
Does a series of
a pianist, are probably the most depending more on character bits standard tricks and knottmgs with
skilled of Iberian terpers making than zany weirdities.
various lengths of the hemp, also
the rounds today. Their work is
Limbre-limbed Allen also is an employing a prop horse for one
picturesque, violent and intense,
able hoofer in eccentric style, stanza. Reaches a high point and
climax via cleating while
it’s
perfect
for visual interpretation of act
turn,
their
of
outset
.At the
,
difficult to associate the wild gypsy partner's piping of Harlem-styled twirling.
x
okay novelty that could stand
Art
Sailing,”
and
dated
“Smooth
blues,
Empire
Room
formal
work with the
departsurroundings. It takes several num- but still dramatically effective development in the patter
Trau.
bers to whittle down the audience, “Kiss of Fire.” Well-acted takeoff ment.
but when they get going, the crowd on “Perry Mason” private eye
nonsense
followed
“Life
of
is
by
ROSS
Sc
BARLETT
yell
“ole.”
is quick to
.

M

.

*

,

Greco knows concert as well as King Farouk” skit for biggest boff
interpretations.
As solos, on night caught. With turbanfolk
Greeo performs the Farruca from garbed Allen as the broad-minded
“Three-Cornered
Hat” monarch, DeWood keeps up elecFalla’s
De
and does a brilliant interpretation trie tempo in March of Time-type
announcer role. Classic burley bit
choreography
of La Argentina's

10 Mins.
Theatre Royal, Glasgow
Comedy duo are a boff act that
is high in risibility value. Lively,
exuberant males, they specialize in
femme impersonations, aping the
distaff mannerisms and voice to
near-perfection. Range of costumes
worn is wide, being of most unusual variety. For instance, one
hat sported is in shape of a teapot. Comedy props include mats,
brushes and hot-water bottles.
pantomime
in
Act, currently
here, brings much audience participation from moppet stubholders,
via hissing and booing at realistic
characterization. Exit mitts are big.
Good for intime bistros. Gord.

*

’

-

m

ROBERT WILSON

^nn
*

25.

Sc

Palace

Bob Hammonds
Birds

Mr

ROLLY

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 15
Tommy Trlnder

ARRY

De

6

Paulis

&

Rey Overbury
Suzette

SYDNEY

Tivoli

Alice Ghostley

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Latin Quarter

Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Kirkwood A

Murphy Sisters
Audrey Sperling
Roger Ray

Goodman
Mac Barnes

Plroska

-

Dr Crock
15

Ken Barnes
Don

5

Blondes

„

Songs

trination in the fine points of this
terp form. More experience and
Eddie’s, N. Y.
she’ll be hitting the plush spots.
Boseanna Milo, from Italy, has
Jose.
a comparatively unusual voice. Her
registers are well set in the con- CYCLING VlLLENAVES (2)
tralto area, and she gives a deep Bicycle
Vocal warmth that can enhance 7 Mins.
*
any type tune. During her short Palace, N. Y.
turn at this cafe, she indicates that
Here’s a bike team that’s been
she can handle most songs. Her getting a heavy play on fhe out“Black Magic” has a lot of sexy door circuit.
They're
smartly
overtones, and she gives “I Want groomed and their tricks are snap
to be Loved” a good rhythmic pily executed with grace and prosendoff.
jection.
Miss Milo is ready for the genAside from straight work they
eral run of cafe work, but needs sock over postures and aero on
more time in the lesser spots be- both stationary and moving ve
fore branching out. She’s nicely hides, and duo operates slickly in
gowned and makes a striking ap- a two-high on a ono-wheeler. Male

SflfrS.

«!<•

Sanders

is

ci)

New

Vernon

&

15

(S)

Roboto
e sham
^°'l A1^/ ,

Margaret Conway

Phyllis Arnold
Dave Tyler Ore
Clover Club

15

Nov-Elitos

Joe Stein
Louis Hayden

.

Jo Thompson
Richard Cannon
Delmonico
Jose A Aida

Royal (M) 15

(

is

BAA
Reco

Pearson

Sis

HAM

Granada (I) 15
Chevalier Bros
Lewis King
Michael Moore

Flash Lane
Camile Stevens

Ann

|

Carsons

Lombardy

Don Baker Oro

Sylvia Hilton

Henry Taylor

Dorlna Claire
George Chicane
0 Girls

Hedley Ward 3

ing in N. Y. Monday (15) heard iXert^mon
that a change in the Japanese gov- Jerry Bergman
ernment would’ hold up transfer Andres Curtis
Evelyn Taylor
Of the coin.
Attempt to unthaw these funds
p Eiiiott

p£

P

(

15

Martinique Hotal

SUNDERLAND

Jimmy Grlppo

Empire <M) 15
A Joy

Danny Yates Ore

Nicholls

Mcrrin

Bud

Manolo

A B

A Van

Rafael

D’s

15

(I)

Russell

empire IM; ii

* Jta$es.

.

Rex

Jc Bessie

Randum

Loon A Eddie's
Babe Baker Revue
Lane
Bill Gray

Patti

Cardall
Shlelos

Cabots
Salvatore Give Ore
Panchlto Ore
Village

Vanguard

Robert Clary

Sylvia Sym
Charlotte Rae

Clarence William
Wivel
Sal Nobla

Bob Leo

>

Jackie King
Sans Soucl

Bob Carroll
Frank Lynn

Hotal

Sacasas Ore

Ann Herman Dcrs
Saxony Hotal

Tony Fernandes
Julie Romero
Val Olman Oro
Tano A Dee

Saxonettes
Shore Club
Rosalie A Steve
Fansto Carbelo Oro
Calypsoans
Nautilus Hotol
Carsar A Marshall

Gomez

A

Beatrice

Freddy Calo Ore
Joe Harnell
Rendezvous
Fats Noel Ore
Clitton Hayes
San Marlnei Hotol
Phil Brito

Palmer

Dancers
Quintones
Gaiety -Club
Sheila

Ryan

Louise Angel
Blue Drake
Marie Stowe
Gaiety Girls
-Shoremede
Preacher Rollo 5

Harbor Club
Joe Mooney
Helene Rlvoire
Paddock Club
Wally Nash

*

Miss Memphis
Peggy Saunders
Ernie Bell Ore
Flo Parker
Patty.

Leo

Mac Fadden
Deuvllle
Vocations 3

Johnny Pineapple
Revue
Serrente
Jack Kerr
Charles A Samara

Marc Kahn

Alan Hole Oro

El Mambo _
Bobby Escoto Ore
Barn A Rogers
((Jaatinqed on -page 63)

Kitty O’Kelly
•

.

Loungo

Johnlna Hotol

George Williams

’Bobbie Kirabcr

Malayan

Bob Morrla Oro
Jack Murphy
Tony Matas

MAM

A

Don Ostro 3
Elaino Brent

Berrl Blair

•

.

Rumberos

Music Box
Barth

Belle

WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome

Ethel

Count Smith
Day A Alva

Morris A Cowley
Kerbsidors
Cortell Bros A
Margaret

Billy

jfc

Jennifer Marshall
Vincents
Monte Carlo

Richie

Le vanda

4

A Mae

Julio

had been made by Kichard T. MeT^l**?* JL
Benson Dulay Co
Donnell, special rep of the Motion Dickie Valentine
Rio Ron A Rita
Picture Export Assm, who earlier l Roa a a Powers Skating Sayers
Pat O'Hagan
had been successful in unlatching ^Michael? Jatk30tt Betty A Harry
Milla
more than $5,000,000. Total cur- 3 Berts
WOOD GREEN
*
rently in deep freezer comes to
Empire (S) 15
Gerry Brereton
about $4,500,000, of which almost Cycionics
Leslie Welch
eoihboroh
$2,000,000 are to be reserved for
}

-Mitchell

Ginger Marsh

Gena Mae

Geraldine
Metropolitan^

Kathie McCoy
Don Charles Ore
Harem Club
Jimmy Day

Rusty Marsh

Savoy (1) 15
Jackie Wilson
Merry 3

Sc

Melisa Ore

Frolic Club

M

A

SCUNTHORPE

Patricia

A

Carlos

G A A Doonan

Frank Preston
p®?er ^lair
M Woodward
Crry wiison
Cooper
Garland Sc Roberts
Terry Hall
Val Cave
3 Harvards
Betty Broughton

Kenneth Simpson
Johnny Crltchley
Les Dounos

(3)

Peggy Greer
Peggy Palmer
S Marlowe Lina
_ ...
Collins Tony Lopez Ore
Cork Club
,

Bunty St Clare

5

Hippodrome 5 )
Harry Rowson

(4)

Casablanca Hotal

PORTSMOUTH

Reggie Dennis
Ma2 urs
D ri»aY

Hotel

A Mae

Julio

Charlie Carlisle

Max Carole
,
Elizabeth A
Marcellis

Idris

U. S. Cos

Allison

Beachcombers
Sc

Mundy

Empire (M)

Jeretz

Ann
Ann

Jim Hawthorne

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

NOTTINGHAM

AIalno
Sensational

Bourbon A Bain
Waldorf-Astoi la
Jose Greco Dcrs

Sc Earle
Godfrey Sc Kirby

CHISWICK

Empire

Miles Bell
Helen Curtis

Nancy

Val

Bright

Jean Bradley

15

(I)

Peter Sinclair
Eddie Gordon

Brown
Maureen

Barn

Village

Zeb Carver
Ted Huston Oro

Eva Boswell
Nat Gonclla Co
Leon Cortez

Spike Milligan
Mrtie Truzzi Pets
F Sc L Preston
J Sc J Mason

Regis

St.

Hotel Statler

NORTHAMPTON

cardew Robinson
Doreen Harris

Pktricla

Woody Herman Ore

NEW CROSS

Biwngton
Vernon sis

Versailles

"More About
Love"

Leigh

Empire (I) 15
Robin Richmond
Psyne & Hilliard
Alec Halls
Peter White
Yolandas Co

dden
Grimaidi!i

Sc

Sc

Misha Usdanoff
Kostya Poliansky

Continentals
Hotel Roosevelt

Fernanda Montel
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Verdlni

Swan

Guitar*

Ahern

Dick La Salle Oro

Hotel

15

(I)

Naldi

Marshall

Sc

Two

Slgl

Ell Spivak

Guy Lombardo Ore Glenn Burris

Raymond Bennett
Brett

A

Raye

Thorburn

Billy

11

Ramblers

T Vaughn

i

Jw.,9

Royal

rt
S)
N
i c „, R?n J

Avo

Fifth

1

Bud McCreery
Bob Downey

Cordova

Victoria

LINCOLN

B^morai 4
Cardiff

Oliver Dcrs

Plerro

Hotel Plaza

Sterlings

LesUeSarony
Karen Greer

ing

-

4t

Diane

Patricia Bosworth
Jeffrey Lenner

EAST

one for almost $1,000,000.
There is a delay, too, in unblocking
about $2,500,000 in frozen earnings

Hotel

Margaret Phelan
Stanley Melba Oro
Chico- Relli Ore

Evelyn Robertson
Morsen Bros
June Hawley

Continued from page 5

&

LEICESTER
Palace (S) If
Dick Emery
Vogelbelns Bears
Allen Sc Lee
Rlki Lingana &

Carlisle

Midge Minor
Helen Curtis
Art Waner Oro

'

Ladles

Les Mongadors

Royalty Girls

8 Mins.

Leon

Malcolm Bailey
C Peace
Pat Benson

BRIXTON

%
Sriw“

Some

Fennell

Empress (I) IS
Western Bros

>

ROSEANNA MILO

15

(I)

Paul Judson

Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian
Jules Landc Ore
Sadie Banks
Hotel Astor
Sonny Sands
Three. Suns
Carolyn Carpenter
Hotel Biltmoro
Larry Marvin
Michael Kent Ore
Joe LaPorte Ore
Hotel Edison
D'Aquila Ore
Henry Jerome Ore
Park Sharafon
Hotel New Yorker
Irving Fields
Teddy Powell Ore
Town A Country
Sid Krofft
Buddy Hackett
Joan Walden
Son A Sonny
Bobby Blake
Matt! Sondl
Collin A Leemans
Johnny Morrii Or*
Adrian Kollini iTlo La Plaza 6

Jock Glen
Leonard Astor
Eric Covcrdale

Military

Rhodes

Bobby Ramsea
Argo A Fay

No.

Dominique
Les Chivers
Vincent Travers
Hotel Ambassador

GRIMSBY

Palace

Freddie Brent

Dot

Glnette Wander
Jane Laste

Harry Benet
Fraser Harmonica
Co

Billy

Bob Wayne

Lillian

Barbara Carroll
French Caslna
John Arcesi

Louise Pets
Burton Lester
Midgets
Festival Fountains

Tony Dalton

Hippodrome (I) 15
Elthem Sc Sharpe

palace

Embers

Empire (M) 15
Merle Sc Marie

BOSCOMBE

Scott

Blackie Jordann
Betty Norman

Shakespeare

FINSBURY PARK

Phllllpe Sc

Martell Sis
Tattersall Sc Jerry

,

work. The terps are well-designed
and hit a nice rhythpiic pace that
gives her a well-balanced and nicely presented act.
Miss Minor needs further indoc-

Sc

Skyliners
Sc L Ferronl

Billy

Sc

Jeanne
Sc

Sc

Crackpots
Lester Sharpe
Iris

Tommy Truman

Alhambra, Glasgow

Mins.

Sc

Singers

(I)

Patricia

Pat Adair
Art Waner Ore
La Vie on Rose
Landre A Verna
Phil Moore’s Flock
M Durso Ore
Nat "King** Cole
Ray Steele
Van Smith 3
Milt Page
El Chico
Mlmi Warren Trio
Perla Marini
Chateau Madrid
DeLeon A Graclella
Nicolas Urcelay
A
C
O Galvan
Martinique
Alvardo de la Cruz
F Alonso Ore
Carlos Camacho
Maya Ore
Enrique Vizcaina
Los Panchos
Loon A Eddie'*
Chez Zlzl
E4die Davis
Paul Villard

BRITAIN
Hippodrome

Sparks

Copacabana
Jackie Miles
Paul Sydell

Ballet

ASTON

Carol! Bros
Marcel Lebon

Dagenham Pipers
{•Warren, Latona St

Haydoclcs

Ray

Show Girls
Boy Dancers

Jack noyle
Michael Roxy
Dixie Dandies

French Casino, N. Y.
Les Chivas are a hand-to-hand
imported • from
recently
pair
France.
The understander is a
heavy-set ofay and he’s partnered
by a small Chinese lad who is capable Of some excellent tumbling
and is lithe enough to add a lot
of spark to the act. Most of their

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart

Nudes

15

(T)

G Wood

Betty Prentice

3 Daresco

Sherry
Netherland

Hotal

James Symington
Hugo Pecicll Ore

Frank Cook

Alice

Adorables

Lee Carroll

Lowe A Ladd

Sonya Corbeau

Singing Girls 4

Hotal Warwick
Jose Mellls Trio

Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels

Norman Vaughan

Lloyd Martin
Toni Lamond
Dancing Boys 3

CITY

Alex Alstone Oro
Mischa Borr Ore

Charlotte Rae
Stan Freeman
Cheerleaders
Ellis Larkin 3
Bart Howard

Bouna

Mary Priestman
Harry Moreny

|

hoofer.
Just a fair act, largely for special spottings.
Trau.

Bills

NEW YORK
Blrdtanv
Slim Gaillard
Blue Ansel

Bert Duke 3
Guy Nelson
Halama & Konarski
Renita Kramer

Mara Maurice

man’s Umbrella,” “Jock McKay,” ricks are those usual in the cataand “The Clans Are Gathering.” log of such acts, but there are
Comedy Musioians
At finale song, “Scotland the variations to differentiate them
10 Mins.
Brave,”
chorines march
Theatre Royal, Glasgow
down, from the usual turn of this type.
Continental duo offer unusual each carrying a different clan
The Chinese boy works like he’s
twist to musical clowning. At show crest of the Auld Lang Syne land, been told that In America you have
caught (“Cinderella” pantomime), Act is impressive, colorful and to smile and show personality.
they opened as a couple of bowler- would have much potential for U.S. Sometimes he remembers that
/hatted ragged scarecrows, with vaude and TV.
Gord.
admonition and shows the crockbacks to audience
Each holds a
ery, but it’s a self-conscious effort.
violin in his hand, scarecrow fash- THE S AVOIR F AIRES (5)
However, that facet doesn't diminion.v Clowning follows as they play Songs
ish their aero ability.
Jose.
instruments, falling, tumbling and 9 Mins,
catching each other in nonsensical Palace, N. Y.
PAUL
JUDSON
Harmony quintet (two femmes,
style, to continuous yocks, particuthree boys) are better than aver- Songs
larly from juve stubholders.
Twain, real brothers named Por- ?£ e sellers whether they bounce, 9 Mins.
Songalog is Leon Sc Edge’s, N. Y.
ro, hail from Budapest and Aus- J um P ° r straight it.
Paul Judson is a nice-appearing
tria, of Finnish father and Esthon- g° od too, outstanding being their
You Belong to Me and a neat youngster who depends on wellIan mother, and are third-generaarrangement' of “What Is This rounded pipes to put him over.
tion vauders. Okay for variety,
Thing Called Love?”
There s excellent timber in nis
Gord.
Combo shows fine blending and pipes which show a smooth texture
niftily groomed, the girls in and good melodic accent.
is
JELLY ROLL Sc ZUZU
vivid red gowns and the three boys
Judson needs to make use of
Comedy
in dinner jackets.
Good bet for some of the vocal tricks employed
10 Mins.
cafes, vauders arid TV-;
Trau.
by most singers. He depends on
Palace, N. Y.
straight renditions, which serve
Negro mixed pair is of the old MIDGE MINOR
him comparatively well at this time.
school of racial-type comedy in its Taps
T
When he develops more personal
dialog, song and dance. He s overappearance experience he’ll be
sized" and she’s a shorty, some of
Eddie’s N Y
eligible for lucrative returns.
the gab stemming from that setup.
nV
nJti
Midge Minor,
petite
tapper,
Jose.
Gal (Zuzu) is an okay eccentric shows a fine precision in her cleat
Sc

Cabaret

AUSTRALIA

10 Mins,

m

JKitzel

.

Roger A. Machado ivories in a bril- Alhambra, Glasgow
Carroll Levis Co
y Scotch, as is his accent.
liant key. The costuming is on the
Old man characterizations are violet Pretty
Scottish songs are among the
authentic and colorful side. Finale most tender anS most stirrine and worth note for sly, homely humor.
Lizzet
"t * Eddie
one of the RobeA wilson S”of teior. hand- Gimmick is kilted garb and playing Lu BLACKPOOL
J**
Palace (I) 15
sessions some an(j kilted, has sung them in of bagpipes, and act exits to good
Fred Ferrari
ever on a Waldorf-Astoria floormany lands. However, he has sung mitting. Okay for video as a “typi- Roy Stevens
Gord.
One of the great aids to the .them in few scenes so beautifully cal wee Scotsman.”
Wilson Keppel Sc
Betty
Greco mob Is the backing of the dressed and backed as at show
George Meaton
Alex Alstone band. Alstone, com- caught here, with imaginative terp- LES CHIVAS (2)
Nixon Sc Dixon
poser of Symphonie, does a yeo- i n g by accompanying girl\dancers Aero
Les Valettos
Cinzano 3

man turn
executing the intri- garbed in typical Highland cloth,
cate and expressive score, and he
singer has manly, simple style,
provides pleasing dansapation as use s pipes to top effect, and
well. Mischa Borr’s alternate crew chooses a repertoire which ranges
from the Highlands to the LowThe Greco troupe should attract lands of Scotland in a sort of muthe concert-goers as well as upper- steal tour. Numbers include “Down
crust Castilians in addition to the i n the Glen” (his attractive signaregular Waldorf clientele. Jose.
ture tune), “Bonnie Gallowa’,” <7Oh,
Lovely Polly Stewart,” “Hieland-

II

(I)

Horses

School

3

Dlvena
Radcllff
Shooting Mansfields Asia Boys
ROCKFORD,
Milton Douglas
Palace (I) 19-21
Carla A Ferando D
Bernadette Phelan
Goofers
Dancers
Freddie Martell*
Johnny Masters
Linon
Kit Kats
St Clairs
Paramount (P) 17 Stagg McMann
1 to fill
Jack Carter
WASHINGTON
Janis Paige
Capitol (L) II
Honey Bros
Buddy Morrow Ore Blackstone Rev

^

CO.

YORK
Empire

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 17
Miami H S Glee
Club

It

(R)

Stan Bernard 3
Nordics
Clayton & Ward

Lawrende

Bill

Trained Llama
Joan Pets
Sad Alf Co.
Charlie Bale
Los Volentos
Les Dareskans
Miss Victoria
Les Arturos 4

Yvonne Prestige

Chris Cross

Sym Ore

B Howell A F

l

It
Sis

(P)

Raya
Robert Maxwell

Nip Nelson

Marta
Smallish Scot offers humor in Daveen
v e en
fresh simple vein, having neat and
ua c e
dainty appearance and appealing
smile. Patter is topical and typical-

Mins.

Chicago
Dollnoff A-

Rayney

•

full

CHICAGO

CITY

Jansleys Dogs
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

Comedy

‘

Tip
iph? £+]!***
the right
note of 'll
violence to back
the Thythmic heel-pounding and

Patricia

ALEC FINLAY

^^-^^beadded

1

NEW YORK

whathar

Music Hall (I) It
Peter Gladke
Jack Drummond

Comedy

gey Joe,” concerning fight ovei
of Ravel's “Bolero.” The violence
inherent in Greco’s interpretation chipped beer mugg given by old
revived
is sufficient to put the audience friend—all imaginary—is
*£01 such happy results that the
on its feet at times.
fresh
gtH
seems
contemporary
and
Withal, Greco hits the Waldorf
With a highly polished troupe. In Bit brings continuous mounting
and
tremendous
mitt
at
yocks
Tola da TRrvnrin thprp’c a lnnVpr
who knows her way Ground the finale Genuine begoff follows.
Together
months,
less
than
four
Spanish dfnee and who knn^s
a touch of fraeilTtv in LfiSteS team has soUd foundation. Dedistaff
of Aibeniz's “MidsumI Wood s vocalizing has strong
PP €al for contrast that's right
mer Nieht’s Dream ” Probablv ^he adown
Allen’s
alley.
eschews
Teams
f.™
SSt
blue and/or racial material, yet
ro^iio
Cortijo,
which Greco performs hefty laughs
earned on crisp
with Juanele Maya, Luis Olivares hum or rangingfrom verv broad to
Julio
and
Torres. Malena Vargas,
AUhS^h
Z^ODh°sticaWioleta Diaz Salome de Cordoba,
forbettlr
and Gracia del Sacramonte similar- sunoer clubs d5ffv duo appea?s
ly contribute telling and picturDorl
^pe *for
npe
or big
mg things
g
esque bits to the festivities. Guitar-

,

17

balow indicate opening day of thow
nr split waak
Latter In parenthasas Indicate circuit. <FM> Fanehon Marco; (I) (ndopandanti
Stoll; <T) Tivoli; (W> Warner;
(L) Loaw; (M) Most; (P) Paramount; <R) PICO; <S)
(WRX Waltor Raid#
In eonnaetlon with Milt

Numerals

his gifted col-

W

WEEK ENDING DECEMBER

Trau.

all situations.

A smash hit In this city’s only DON HOOTON
class nltery.AUen & DeWood seem Rope Twirling
on verge of being ready for bigger 7 Mins.
and smarter rooms; Fast-moving Palace, N. Y.
routine bears a sUght resemblance
Big, handsome fellow bills himto Martin & Lewis in format, with self
“The Broadway Cowboy,

LSn

VARIETY BILLS

an overall scorer appropriate

forts,

Z5 Mins.
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. T.
T°P»- San
Jose Greco, the Brooklyn-born
flamencoist.

DE WOOD

Comedy
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For Touring ‘Fourposter’
Washington, Dec.

Vienna, Dec. 9.
Following is a verbatim translation of a story about “My DarEsti
Budapest,
in
organ
carried
of
as
the
Budapest Comlin’ Aida”
munist Party Committee:
“There is a new sensation on Broadway, the ill-famed street of
‘manufacturing of art.* They have performed the
the unartistic
Americanized version of Verdi’s opera ‘Aida.’ They have not done
changing the date of the story from the time
than
Jess
anything
of Pharaoh to 1952 and the place from Egypt to America. Aida
has seemed so utterly tasteless that a reporter
coat
dress
wearing a
asked the manager of the play what Verdi would have to say in
connection with the new version. The manager replied:
“ ‘There is no very great difference between our
‘Aida’ and the
original one. The people speak and act differently, but the basic
remains
unchanged.
opera
the
‘Aida’
is a drama of love
trend of
and passion and wherever Verdi was applying force we do the same;
where Verdi was erotic we are being erotic, too, and where he includes dance, so do we . . . with a huge ensemble. If Verdi were
aware of our problems of today, he would be most satisfied with
the transformation of his works/
“Thus you can imagine how wonderful it is when Radames rushes
past the King in a motor-bike, who waves with his hat. The drama
obviously ends with the happy end that the Negroes whose duty
it was to wall in the lovers rather support their escape in exchange
for a check.
“This is apparently an excellent example of the ‘gangster cul.

,

.

..

.

..

,

.

Road Flack Set

Special

‘Gangster Culture’ on ‘Aida’

‘Rouge’ Tide Nix

For Coast Group
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Pierre La Mure has withdrawn
use of his title and his name from
the projected world premiere of
the
stage version
of
“Moulin
Rouge,” but the Circle Theatre is
going forward with plans for an
intimate musical “based on” La

ture’.”

Equity In Administrative Revise;

Mure’s

novel.
“Rouge” opening
slated for Thursday (18). The
version, which probably will
be called “Montmartre,” will open

was

Executive Group to Ease Council Jam
Drastically revised administrative setup, involving an executive

committee and a system of per- Another
Return
been
has
committees,
adopted by Actors Equity. The reClinton
Silo Angels
alignment, suggested by president
On the basis of its successful
Ralph Bellamy, has been accepted
by the union’s council.
season last summer, the Clinton
The executive -committee, in op- (Conn.) Playhouse will make aneration about two months, involves
other 10% payment to the stocka group of top officers, executives
and committee chairman, who meet holders of Chapel Playhouse, Inc.,
its operating company. That brings
all
study
and
night
every Monday
matters on the council agenda for the total return on the investment
to
50% since 1946, when the comthe following afternoon. The executive group has no formal authority pany was formed by Lewis and
and doesn’t attempt to take any Charlotte Harmon to run the
final action or decide matters of Chapel Playhouse, Guilford, Conn.
policy, but merely serves a clarify- Latter spot was sold two years ago
ing and expediting function by dis- and operations were moved to
cussing issues on the council agen- Clinton.

10%

manent

To

new

Dec. 26.
Musical probably will hew closely to the original bUt'Xa Mure is
retaining all his stage rights. Novelist

he felt that his own
“French mood piece,” did

said

script, a

not lend itSelf to central staging.
He’s mulling Broadway offers for
the script and has also been asked
for German and Italian production
rights.

Yorke Handling ’Wagon’

Kaufman

111

Wolfe Kaufman, who had a

re-

Alone;

currence last week of a recent
heart ailment, has withdrawn as
co-producer with John Yorke of
the touring edition of “Paint Your
Wagon,” starring Burl Ives. The
pressagent is currently in Park
West Hospital, N. Y., for precautionary treatment, but expects to
be discharged over next weekend.
His next p.a. assignment will be
“Camino Real,” Cheryl Crawford’s
production of the new Tennessee
Williams play, to be staged by Elia
Kazan.
“Wagon,” with Yorke as sole
producer, has extended its cur-

The Harmons plan to continue
da and making recommendations.
Since Bellamy, because of a daily at Clinton again next summer.
rarely
tele-film commitment, can
attend council meetings, the execuBallet Society
tive committee also gives him a
chance to discuss union actions and
Readies First Concert
policies with a group .of Equity
Memphis, Dec. 16.
heads, and thus be represented at
First concert of the newly organthe council sessions. In addition to
Bellamy, the executive committee ized Ballet Society of Memphis will
Maurice be presented in Bellevue Junior
includes vice-presidents
Evans, Raymond Massey, Frederick High Auditorium, Dec. 19.
Three rently Philly engagement an
extra
O’Neal, Margalo Gillmore, record- original ballets choreographed
by
week, through Dec. 27, then playing secretary John Effrat, execu- Manolo Agullo and
Charles Kirby
tive
secretary
Angus Duncan, will feature Memphis and mid- ing the Shubert, Boston, for two
weeks beginning Dec. 29. Kauftreasurer Paul Dullzell, assistant south dancers, including
Jacqueline
man, who sustained a fractured
executive secretary Willard Swire, Maddox Ralls, Gwen
Neser and
leg about two months ago in a fall
(Continued on page 61)
Dorothea Britt,
in Detroit, only last week disThe group was. organized last carded crutches in favor of a cane.
Atfril to further interest in ballet
and other dance forms and to es^
Gershwin Orch, With
Ben Victor takes over the Amatos
tablish a home-grown dance con- Opera Theatre, N.Y., Dec. 30-Jan.
Dates in 1953, Jumping cert group. President of the organi- 4, for his two-act revusical, “Merzation is Raymond S. Hill, drama ry-Go-Round,” for which he has
The Gun
Season professor at Southwestern College. written the music and lyrics.

Memphis

100

With

its

for 2d
new Gershwin Concert

Extra ‘Sixpence’ Theatre Party
£

der Lorin Maazel, and pianist Jesus
Maria Sanroma. Howard Lanin Is
producer, with Andre Mertens,
Columbia veepee, as personal director for the tours.
The current tour starts Jan. 25
in Norwalk, Conn., and ends May
lo in Cincy, covering Middle At-

Scheduled

-

show next Monday.

Crackdown on Kickbacks

When

Miss Macy turned down

that proposition with the statement
that she had to give final word
immediately to the benefit organHollywood, Dec. 16.
ization, Pernick first suggested that
Having established a pattern inj
a “ground rule” would permit the
a successful test case last week,
show to pay merely the department
the California Dept, of Employment is prepping a series of legal heads a full /week’s salary, with
the others getting one-sixth. Subactions designed to end the prevasequently, he phoned to say that
lent practice of “kickbacks” among
the added show could be played
local little theatre groups. Departon the payment of twice the “Sunment’s fraud and investigation secday fee,,” or $60.22 each, to the
tion, under special agent-in-charge
department heads.
R. C. Truesdale, has been compiling
According to Miss Macy, such an
evidence for several months.
Probe started when the Depart- arrangement would be unfair to
Equity
and the stagehands’ interment discovered that actors collecting
weekly in unemploy- national, besides which it would

In Little Theatre Groups

$25

ment

benefits were actually working during the weeks in which they
collected hut had turned their pay
back to the management of the
little theatre in which they were
appearing. The first defendant,

—

Manley H. Goodman,

Jr.,

involve

a

probable

loss

for the

show. So she refused the offer
and announced the closing for Saturday.

known Greta Keller Prepping

professionally as John Shepodd,
pleaded guilty to charges that he
’Joey'
had collected $175 during a sevenweek period when he was actually
For European Stands
one of the leads in “On the Town”
Greta Keller leaves for Europe
at the Gallery Stage. He was placed
early
next
month to finalize deon summary probation for one year
tails on a German-language ediand sentenced to 30 days in the
tion of “Pal Joey,” If plans Jell,
city jail, but the sentence was susit will be the first American tuner
pended when he made immediate
to be produced in that tongue, acrestitution of the $175.
cording, to Miss Keller, a veteran
Agents of the fraud and investimusicompdy and cafe
singer,
gation section reported that they
who’ll co-produce and star in it.
have several similar cases ready
Her
co-production status will b$
to take to court.
played down, however, in favor of
plugging native technicians.

German-Language

nese, for the title part, and list
Werner for the Gladys Bump role,
with, direction

47th Anniversary

by Axel Ambesser,

Gerard Willem van Loon, son oi
the late historian Hendrik Willem
van Loon, will refashion the lyrics
and possibly work on the book.
Miss Keller hopes to put “Pal’*
into a Berlin house fbr a run,
after tryouts in. Vienna and probably also Munich, with the Berlin
preem slated for next fall.

The

lantic and western states and Canada* Next season, the troupe will
ho 12 to 14 weeks in the southeast,

Number

New Revue to Bow Season

OI

For Frisco Pro Troupe

nd soutl1 as far as Texas. It
v
be the same package, with perhaps different vocalists. Second
year tour will be shorter than the
Jtfst, to leave nucleus of territory
r a third
season. Sellout of dates.
i°
the current season has cued
rJJ’
Preparations f$r the next two.

Berkeley, Cal., Dec. 16.

,

vvill

The Straw Hat Theatre, opening
its

new season Feb.

3 at Marine’*

Memorial Theatre, San Francisco,
will present a new revue, “On*
Moment, Please.” The troupe, pro-

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Forms closing shortly
Switch 'Girl Dreams'
My Dreams,” new Amei>
lsl1 muslca l costarring Ed~
* nd
Zayenda
and Irving Jacobc. n
a
Second Ave. Theatre,
vr v ^
will open there Dec. 29 in2*
ChrlStmaa
Piously
»nnounced
„

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and space

“

bWi ual Production by Jo??
tenh B
mshlnsky will have a book
h? i/n lan
slegel and lyrics by
Jarnh T
i

NEW YORK
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HOLLYWOOD

W.

Sh

4311 Yucca

154

.

reservations

44th

24

Sr.

may be

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

1 1

412 N. Mlchigaa Ay*.

LONDON, W.
•

Sr. Martin's

fessional but non-Equity, will continue with the same personnel it
has had for the last several seasons.
Outfit closed it* 1952 season several weeks ago with a nine-per-c
formance engagement at the 424seat Palo Alto Community Thea-

,

V

Show

theatre party next
Monday night (22) for “I’ve Got
Sixpence,” at the Barrymore, N. Y.,
Lambs-20th Honor Sousa
has been cancelled because of a
ruling by Local No. 1, of the stageAt N.Y. Dinner-Preview hands’ union. As a result, the John
The memory of John Philip van Druten play will fold this comSousa was honored Sunday night ng Saturday night (20).
(14) by The ^j|pibs, in conjunction
Although the theatre party inwith 20th-FoxT upon the occasion volved is for only a portion of a
of a special showing of 20th’s house and would therefore bring
“Stars and Stripes Forever.” The only a tiny profit, producers Gerlatter, based on incidents in the
rude Macy and Walter Starckc
life of Sousa, was held-at the Rivoli were anxious to play it, rathei
Theatre for members of The Lambs than cause the complications and
and their guests. Sousa, a Lamb, is possible financial loss to the beneportrayed by Clifton Webb.
organization that had booked
fit
A dinner attended by many the performance. Equity and the
were
international
notables at The Lambs clubhouse stagehands'
preceded the film’s showing, serv- willing to go along for one-night
ing as the first official function and one-sixth salary, respectively,
presided over by William Gaxton for the extra showing.
since he recently was returned as
However, Solly Pernick, businesi
Shepherd of the actors-showmen's agent of the local stagehands
organization. The dais included union, demanded a full week’s paj
Gaxton
Webb, For the three department heads and
as
toastmaster,
Harry Hershfield, Winthrop Rocke- our other grips, even though the
feller, Dist. Atty. Frank Hogan, international had okayed the one*
Otto
Harbach, Ralph Bellamy, sixth rate (representing one day’i
Commerce Commissioner Walter pay) for the four-man production
Shirley, 20th-Fox’s sales veepee A1 crew. He explained that he wai
Lichtman and John Philip Sousa not authorized to make any con3d, 'grandson of the composer.
cession and could* do nothing to
“Stripes” opens for a run next modify the situation pending a
week at the Roxy.
meeting of the local board next
Friday (19), but suggested the producers wait until then to decide
Tkesp Convicted in Cal.
whether or not to play the extra

OUT SOON!

25-man symph ensemble un-

a

Demands Kill

Miss Keller will play the Vivienne Segal role and she’s been negotiating with Willy Dirtl, a Vien-

Orchestra Co. set for 100 dates this
season, in a 16- week schedule starting in January, Columbia Artists
Mgt. is already booking the attraction for next season, and plans^for
a third season the following year.
The 30-piece group Includes vocalists,

Stagehands’ (Local)

16.

Scott Kirkpatrick, D. C. theatrical flack, has been retained by
the Playrights Co. to do special
promotion and organizing of theatre parties for the “Fourposter”
road company. Job will be largely
that of “lecturer,” plugging the
show before audiences of college
students, women’s clubs, etc.
Kirkpatrick starts in Pittsburgh
in advance of the Jan. 5 week stand
of “Fourposter.” Then he comes
to Washington ahead of the twoweek run here.

.

57

.

tre,

grossing a profitable $5,100 at

$1.65 top

C.*I
Place

Trafalgar Sgaara

(plus tax).

Two week*

previously it grossed nearly $6,000
in nine-performances at a $2 top
in the 450-seat Eaglet Theatre,
Sacramento. The show for both en-

gagement* was “No Worse For
Wear,” another of the group’s origV*

C0 s
‘
Zworiiit

? wU1 feature Yetta
lam Krcssyn/ Schoenfeld and Mir*

^

nal revue*.
1

—

—

.
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Equity 5-Day Rule Stuns Bam Mgrs.;

War

Inside Stuff-Legit

Correspondent

Burnet Hersliey

Guest Star System Seen
Strawhat managers’ are runnings
a fever over a new set of stock
rules passed last week by the
Equity council. Although the revised regulations haven’t been officially announced, word of their
adoption circulated among managers last week, arousing almost

unanimous indignation.
chief rules changes are a
revival of the five-day rehearsal
requirement for guest appearances
and a so-called “summer unit contract” along the lines of the regular Equity production contract, but
with several minor modifications.
The revised regulations become effective early next April.

Two

By an unplanned set of circumstances, almost everyone actively associated with the “The Fourposter” is in New York this week. With
the touring company laying off this week and next, costars Jessica
Tandy and Hume Cronyn are in town to see the new Broadway plays
and audition a radio series for NBC. Marjorie Winfield, who was
stage manager and production assistant for the play’s strawhat tryout
tour, the Cronyn’s Broadway run in the comedy and the road trip
until about two months ago, has come east to join the original production as stage manager. Jose Ferrer, on his way from Europe to Hollywood, has stopped off to direct Sylvia Sidney and Romney Brent, who
are taking over the leads Tn the Broadway edition next week, succeeding Betty Field and Burgess Meredith. Victor Samrock, Playwrights
general manager, and Roger L. Stevens, the member of the firm who
was responsible for its doing the play on Broadway, are regularly in
Even Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer, stars of the Stanley
town.
Kramer film version, are here for rehearsals of the Theatre Guild production of “Love of Four Colonels.” Only key principals absent are
author Jan de Hartog, reportedly on the Riviera, and pressagent Bill
Fields, who is in Havana with the Ringling-B. & B. circus.

hat written a thow biz vignette

On Way Out

titled

a peacetime locale)

(in

Curtain

Time for

ISettleton

Zorina Takes Joan of Arc

*

*

Role With Chi Orch Group

*
In the

an Interesting byline piece
soon-due

Chicago, Dec. 16.
Vera Zorina will narrate the
Joan of Arc ngfe again in Arthur Honeggers
dramatic oratorio, “Jeanne d'Arc au Bucher,”
at Orchestra Hall here tonight (16,\
Paul Stassevitch will conduct 'the
DePaul *U. Symphony Orchestra,

47th Anniversary

Number

of

P'Sriety

\

'

.

augmented by Chicago Symphony
members; Halloran Chorallsts and
combined DePaul U. choral groups,
and a quintet of soloists. Everett

Current Road Shows

Fredd Wayne, whose contract to play Luther Billis in the London
edition of “South Pacific” was due to expire Jan. 10, has signed an extension
through next June 13. The U. S. player is also teaching a
narrate the priest’s
Parks, Betty Garrett) Cass, De- course in acting for ensemble members of the troupe during offstage
role.
(22-27).
Cleve
Hanna,
and
hours,
the group is planning a public performance of “Twelfth
troit
(15-20);
This will mark the second time
Locust, Phil. Night” some time in January. Writing about the recent spell of ab“Be Your Age”
this season that Miss Zorina has
normally
foggy
weather in the British capital, Wayne says, “You’ve
appeared with an orchestral group (25-27).
in- the Honegger opus.
She ap- Bell, Book and Candle” (Joan Ben- never in all your life seen anything like it. We’ve been absolutely
peared with the Philadelphia Or- nett, Zachary Scott) Paramount, cut off from the outside world for three days. It’s impossible to see
chestra in presentations in Philly, Toledo (15-16); Colonial, Akron (17- more than four or five feet in front of you. The theatre yesterday
was completely filled with fog, and we could scarcely see each other
Baltimore, Washington and N. Y. 18); Aud., Rochester ( 19-20 >.
stride and, fog or no fog,
last month.
“Call Me Madam”—Forrest, Phil- onstage. But the English take it all in their
we’re still at it. Regarding the acting class, it’s kind of fun. And who
board of directors will meet shortly (15-27).
Ferrer
some day.”
knows,
I
may
Jose
get to play the life of
ly to plan a campaign .of oppo“Constant Wife” (Katharine Cor-

The new rules, passed by the
Equity council on the recommendation of its stock committee, were
first discussed with representative
stock managers, most of whom expressed violent protest. However,
a few have subsequently indicated
either approval or no strong feel-'
ing one way or the other. In any
case, the Stock Managers Assn,
sition.

Hayloft producers generally ofsame arguments against the
measure that they used a couple of
seasons ago when Equity adopted
a similar version. In that instance
the union subsequently dropped
the rule. Managers claim, that if
stars are forced to rehearse five
days for each guest appearance
with a local company, they cannot
play consecutive weeks. Since that
will mean they can be booked for
only half as many engagements,
they will tend to demand twice as
much money per week, in order to
make as much over the full sumfer the

Clarke

Guthrie in Ontario

To

nell,

—

J

Named

Desire”especial:

2y caught the .reviewers’ fancy. Infirst
dff r
laying
as
stead .of
planned, for the two pj-e-Xmas dull
weeks,, troupe stays on, at request
.

.

1

of.

the

1

Shuberts,

are’ giving it the

who

reportedly

house rent free

Bin
10 days till Xmas.
arrangements ‘revert to original
terms Xmas night. Troupe is sellfor the

ing, seats for New Year’s
hiked $6 top.

V Troupe

Eve

at

preemed two works on
opening night, (8), in “Symphonic
Variations” and “Streetcar,’;' and
followed with two more the following evening. Of these, “Mile. Fift,”
choreographed by the Met Opera’s
ballet master, Zachary Solov, is a
cute Frenchy bonbon about a flighty
Parisian .ballerina whose chief suitors are a rich father, and his handsome son, and who resolves this
dilemma by sharing herself with
both.
Confection, concocted especially for the troupe’s guest artist,
Alexandra Danilova, suits the ballerina’s talents admirably, and she
carries it off handsomely.
‘.‘Portrait of a Ballerina,” choreographed by Mia Slavenska, is a
study of a young dancer’s devotion
to her art and her worship of the
great dancers of yore, and makes a
pleasant balletic diversion, especially with Miss Slavenska playing
the girl yeathing to be like the
great ballerina-painting on, the studio wall (Miss Danilova).
Frederic Fnmklin has some fine dancing
moments as the maestro. Bron.
-

•

Ready Bard Tent Setup
With Guinness as Star
Toronto, Dec. 16.
Tyi’one Guthrie, director at the
Old Vie, London, arrived here over
the weekend to complete arrangements for the forthcoming .five-

week

Shakespearian Festival at
nearby Stratford, Ontario, when
Alec Guinness will star in a tent-

5how

Patterson, who lined up the local
group of businessmen to finance

City

—

—

—

—

1

—

(22-27).

—

“Guys and Dolla” Royal Alexandra, Toronto (15-27).
“I.
A Camera” (Julie Harris)
Curran, S.F. (15-27).
“Intruder?’ (Eddie Dowling, MarFlorence Weinstock, daughter of A Match,” the Eva Gabor-Pat
garet O’Brien) Ford’s, Baltimore
the late Ellas Weinstock, booking O’Brien starrer. Hal Olver is back
(15-20);' Shubert, Wash. (22-27),
with “Match.” William Wilson, who
manager
for the Shuberts, has
“Love of Four Colonels” (Rex
was on the road with the Jose
Harrison, Lilli Palmer) Colonial, joined, the theatre party agency of Greco
troupe' replaced Schader.
Boston (25r27).
Frances A. Drill . . Karl Nielsen,
For a recent nitery appearance
“Maid in the Ozarks” (Bert
production
Philly,
in
stage
manager
actor Guy Raymond was
“Milof
Wheeler)
Davidson, Milwaukee
lionairess,”
Kathaidne Hepburn advertised as “The star of the
(15-20); Erlanger, Buffalo (27).

Am

—

Legit Bits

—

!

—

.

—

“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews) starrer. closing next week, has
Sioux Falls, S.D. (15); switched to a similar stint with the
the venture,, has been appointed
Orpheum, Sioux City, la. (16); City incoming Theatre Guild producbusiness manager.
Aud., St. Joseph, Mo. (17); Memo tion of “Love of Four Colonels,”
Guthrie, who says he has been rial Hall, Independence, Kan, (18); starring Rex Harrison and Lilli
waiting fdr this opportunity for 15 Memoi^al Hall, Joplin, Mo. (19); Palmer
Katharine Cornell, takyears, believes that the. modern Convention Hall, Hutchinson, Kan. ing a pre-Christmas layoff with her
proscenium stage is not conducive (20); Forum, Wichita (22); Conven- touring “Constant Wife” revival, i$
to. Shakespeare’s plays as- planned tion Hall,- Enid, Okla. (23); Muni- at her new home at Sneeden’s
by the Elizabethan author; that the cipal Aud., Oklahoma City (25); Landing, N. Y.
Mike Goldreyer,
forthtcoming. Festival will recon- Robinson Aud;, Little R<?ck (26-27). company manager of “Pal Joey,”
“Oklahoma”
Memorial Aud. f is moving over to a similar assignstruct the theatre presentation plan
when the audience sat all around Richmond, Cal. (15-17); Com- ment with the incoming “Hazelthe stage, on three sides. He -ad- munity, Berkeley (18); College of Flagg,” with Joe Grossman taking
mits it is a theatrical gamble, from the Pacific AUd., Stockton, Cal. (19 over the spot with the RodgersHart revival. Jack Toohey is
the boxofficp Standpoint,, but. will 20); Geary, S.F., (22-27).
“Paint Your Wagon” (Burl Ives) pressagent for both musicals.
be entered into with keen anticipaShubert,
Philly
(15-20);
Shubert,
Marjorie Winfield, who withdrew
tion by all involved in the venture;
as stage manager and production
hence the pacting of Guinness, Boston (22-27).
“Paris ’90” (Cornelia Otis Skin assistant on the touring “Fdurpostwho judges the undertaking a ner) Capitol, Salt Lake City
(15); er” a couple of months ago, to be
“novel and Jolly good idea.”
Biltmore, L.A. (25).
married, joins the Broad wav com“Point of No Return” (Henry pany next, week when Sylvia SidFonda) Nixon, Pit. (15-20); Shu- ney and Romney Brent take over
as stars in place of Betty Field and
bert, Detroit (22-27).
Shows in Rehearsal
“Shrike?' (Van Heflin)
Cleve Burgess Meredith.
Her authorKeys: C (Comedy), D (Drama).
husband, J, P. Calm, is moving east
(15-20); (gox, Cincy (22-27).
CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
“South Pacific” (Janet Blair, soon from California
.'Michel
(Musical Comedy),
Musi- Webb Tilton)
Municipal Aud., Mok and associate Peggy Phillips
cal Drama), O (Operetta)..
Sap Antonio (15-20); Waco U., will pressagent the incoming musiWaco (22-23); Rogers Mei&, And., cal, “Maggie,” for which British
“Bat” (D)—James W. Elliott, Ft. Worth (24-27).
actress-singer Betty Paul has been
prod.; Jonathan Seymour, dir.
“Stalag 17”—Erlanger, Chi (15 signed as title player
Phyllis
“Be Your Age” (D)-^-Alexander 27).
Perlman, co-pressagent with MaCohen, Joseph Kipness, Morris K.
“Strike A Match” (Pat O’Brien, rian Byram for “Seven Year Itch,”
[.Bauer, prods.'; Reginald Denham, Eva Gabor)
American, St. Louis, is ill with pneumonia
Authordir.
scenarist-playwright Robert Ardrey
Mo. 21 ).
“Dial ‘M’ for Murder” (D) (2d
“Top Banana” (Phil Silvers)— in from the Coast to catch the new
Co.)
shows.
James P. Sherwood, prod.; Great Northern, Chi (15-27).
Maurice Evans, Emmett Rogers,
Ethel Linden Reiner will be asdirs.; Richard Greene, star.
sociated with Cheryl Crawford in
“Fifth Season” (D) —- George
the production of “Camino Real,”
UCAC't
Kondolf, prod.; Gregory Ratoff.
the new Tennessee Williams play,
dir.;
Menasha Skulnik, Richard
and will bring in a substantial porLevine
Whorf, stars.
tion of the $115,000 capital (plus
“Hazel Flagg” (MC)—Jule Styne!
provision for 20% overcall)
detail* why
Anthony B. Farrell; prods.; David
pressagent for
fc*®.
Alexander, dir.; Helen Gallagher,
Wish You Wert Here,” doing a
Thomas Mitchell, Benay Venuta,
hitch of jury duty
Concerts
Joshua LoJohn

—Coliseum,

.

.

,

.

-

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

1

—

MC

MD

(

—

1

.

.

.

.

.

'

—

.

—

Marks

Howard,

stars.

— Leonard
prods.;-

Key,
David

Theatre Guild, A,ldrlch

March On
DepUe TV

&

Meyers,
Harri-

Oklahoma City, Dec. 16.
“MidiSifmirier” (D)~Paul Crab“South Pacific” stood this town
on its ear last week with a sizzling tree, Frank J. Hale, prods.; Crabtree,
dir.
$68,000 gross at the Municipal Au“Wonderful Town” (MC> Robditorium.
Musical is playing San Antonfo ert Fryer, prod.; George Abbott,
dir.; Rosalind Russell, star.
all this week.

—

.

acting on the protest of co-producer Shepard Traube, is requesting
the stagehands’ union to rescind its
requirement that “Time Out for
Ginger” pay for three department
heads, master electricians, master

carpenter and property

ft

it

.

,

.

In the soan-dii*

47th Anniversary Number
of

PfiftlETY

(in

rule.

“Fourposter” and

“Evening

with

Beatrice Billie” have been
similarly affected ... If script revisions
are satisfactory, Norma

Shearer

will

appear on Broadway

as star of John Merrick’s production af “Margaret,” by Lester Judson.

Martin

Feinst.eln, pressagent on

the

Renaud-Barrault Co. at the
Ziegfeld, N. Y., and publicity head
for the Sol Hurok office, is marrying his associate, Bernice Richmond, in N. Y.
(Thurs.).
-

tomomm

Couple will spend two weeks in
Key West
John Griffin flies to
Toronto today (Wed.) to direct the
Jupiter
Theatre
production of
“The Lady's Not For Burning,”
opening Jan. 12.
.

.

.

.

50th Serafin Baton Anni

To Be Marked

in N.Y., Chi

Italian

conductor Tullio Serafin
is celebrating his 50th year on the
podium this season. Both Chicago

.

and

New York

will

.

.

.

.

«n Intorntlng editorial feature

man

addition to the regular ones employed by the theatre), because the
play was tried out in strawhat last
summer.- The union claims it is applying an old, seldom-enforced

’

it

prod.; Rex Harrison, dir.;
son, Lilli Palmer, stars.

.

pay tribute

to

the maestro with gala musical performances. On Dec. 31, the opera
“Lucia,” with Lily Pons, will be
given in his honor at the Chicago
gan is over-financed for his half Civic Opera House, with the maesth e new William Inge play, tro conducting.
c °-Producing
On Jan. 10, at Carnegie Hall.
m? ich ^e's
with the Theatre
Guild
Since
Pinza,
the end of the hunting season, the- N. Y., Licia Albanese, Ezio
Giovanni Martinelli,
atre owner-producer Anthony B. Lily Pons,
BaccaGladys
Swarthout,
Salvatore
Farrell is back in town and concentrating on “Hazel Flagg,” in loni, Mario del Monaco, Cesare
which he and Jule Styne are part- Siepi and Ann McKnight will join
the vet maestro in a benefit concert
nered;
Fred Scliader dropped out Sat- to aid young American conductors.
urday night (13) as company manSerafin made his debut Dec. 26,
ager of the Slavenska-Franklin 1902, conducting Verdi's “I LomBallet, to go out ahead of “Strike bardi” in Ferrara, Italy.
.

Josephine” (O
Luther
Greene,
Pressman, dir.

Broadway hit, ‘Hook and Ladder’ ”
The League of N. Y. Theatres,

.

.

<

“Love of Four Colonels” (CD)

‘SJV $68,000, Okla.

Robert Fleming, John Emery)

Reviews of last week’s single Broadway premiere, “Whistler’s GrandMurat, Indianapolis (15-16); Indiana U"., Bloomington (17); Selwyn, mother,” were unanimously thumbs-down, but there was at least one
instance of diametrically opposite opinion.
Walter F. Kerr, of the
Chi. (22-27).
Herald Tribune, called the dialog “relentlessly fey” and cited several
“Country Girl” (Robert Young,
examples. But Robert Sylvester, subbing’ for John Chapman, of the
•Dane Clark, Nancy Kelly) BlackNews, thought the comedy had “some funny lines,” and offered sevstone; Chi (15-27).
“Dial *M’ for Murder” (Richard eral examples. Catch was that one line, “I don’t care if a person lies
as long as they’re sincere,” was quoted by both reviewers. Incidentally,
Greene)- Wilbur. Boston (26-27).
“Don Juan in HeU" (Charles while panning the play, all the notices praised Josephine Hull’s perBoyer, Vincent Price, Cedric Hard- formance as a star.
wicke, Agnes Moorehead)
Civic
Opera House, Chi (15).
Backers of “See the Jaguar,” the recent Lemuel Ayers-Helen Jacob“Fifth Season”
Shubert, New son production of a .drama by N. Richard Nash, included James JacobHaven (25-27).
son, the co-producer’s husband, 15,000; co-producer Ayers, $5,850; CBS
“Gigi” (Audrey Hepburn)
Har- executive Oscar Katz, $1,800; former actress Whitney Bourne, $900;
ris, Chi (15-2?):
souvenir program agent Kal Efron, $900; the show’s company manGilbert Sc Sullivan (Chartock)
ager, Morry Effron, $900; Andrew Geoly, head of Eaves Costume, $900;
(Shubert, Wash. (15-20); Shubert,
composer Alec Wilder, who supplied the show’s incidental music, $900;
Chi (25-27).
director Margaret Perry, $450, and producer Elainfc Perry, $450. The
“Good JSTite Ladies”
Shubert,
New Haven (15-20); Nixon, pittt production was capitalized at $90,000, including 20% overcall.
'

Woke

“Streetcar

—

—

’

.

(Larry

‘

season.

The Slavenska-Franklin Ballet,
originally set for last week only
at the Century, N. Y.; racked up a
$ 19, 000-plus gross' on the basis of
some of the strongest b.o. notices a
ballet troupe has garnered hereabouts, and .troupe now plans to
stay on at the house through Jan. 3.
choreographic version of
Its

Lover”

—

version, commencing with
“Richard ill,” of a series in the
Shakespearian tradition when tlie
audience sat not only around three
Pay Celling
Most leading barns are now es- sides of the stage but also on-stage.
tablished on a guest-star policy, Guinness, who has a large film
and it’s feared they would lose sub- following in this country, is also
stantial patronage if they tried to skedded to play the title roles in
no-name- operation. “Hamlet” and “Julius Caesar” for
revert -to
Moreover; it’s Widely agreed, even the Canadian engagement.
Guthrie will direct the produc(Continued on page 81)
„
tions here and is currently auditioning Canadian talent who will
support Guinness and the London
Slavenska-Franklin Co.
visitors.
Tanya Mpiselwitsch of
the Old Vic has been inked as
Extends N.Y. Ran in
scenic designer for the
1,500seater tent setup here; ditto Cecil
Of Boff Notices, 19G Take Clarke, as stage manager. Tom

mer

(Dec. 15-27)

“Anonymous

will

.

.

.

4

\
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Theatre ’52 Fall Gross
Up 20% From Last Year

Conventions Keeping Chi Legit Up;

“Banana

Theatre

$32,500, ‘Girl’ $21,200

4Chicago, Dec. 16.
Chicago legit is bearing up very
convenwith several large
, ve ]l
‘Wife’ $22,100, Cincy
tions helping the boxoffice.
11
Cincinnati, Dec. 16.
The Chartock Gilbert & Sullivan
Legit is recessing here this
mmoany opens Christmas Day at
"Constant Wife" week after an excellent
the* Shubert and
$22,100
the Selwyn for four weeks grossed by Katharine Cornell in
is set at
Dec. 26.
"Constant Wife" last week at the
beginning
D S
Estimates for Last Week
1,300-seat Cox at a $4.31 top
“Country Girl,” Blackstone (2d
Theatre offers
Young, "The Shrike” next Van Heflin in
xvk) ($4.20; 1,535) (Robert
week and "Four*
Dane Clark, and Nancy Kelly). poster” the week following.
.

Bright $21,200,
“Giri,” Harris

(Audrey

1,000)

wk)
Hepburn).
(6th

($4.40;

Okay

BALLET THEATRE NEAT

^“Stalag 17,” Erlanger (16th wk)

LEGITIMATE

*52,

in six weeks,

gross

B’way Has Those Pre-Holiday Blues;

Dallas, Dec. 16.
after two stagings

showed a 20% better

than

last year, with each
week’s take ahead of the ’51 season. With the most consistent biz
in seven seasons, arena theatre
has played to SRO audiences on
weekends,
and above-average
•weekly attendance.
Opener, ."Goodbye, Your Majesty,” had a near-capacity (around
$3,680) take weekly, showing a boff
$9,900 in three weeks of the new
Vivian Connell comedy. First week

of "Hamlet” drew $3,170; second
stanza pulled $3,545, with a $10,015
b.o. total expected for the threeweek run.
Both plays are in repertory this
week. "The Rising Heifer,” new

‘Ginger’ 15G, ‘Sixpence’ $16,700, Folds;

‘Wish’ 51G, ‘Guys’ $38,680, ‘Joey’ $32,300
Business on Broadway declined
further last week as the traditional

pre-Christmas slump began to be
seriously felt. Attendance was off
almost all week, registering a pickup only at the Saturday (13) evening performance.
Virtually all shows were clipped,
several seriously.
Only four enwent clean at all times; "Dial
‘M’ for Murder,” “Evening with
Beatrice
“Millionairess”
Lillie,”
tries
.

^nd “Seven Year Itch.”
Reached $12,700 for
$15,305 IN FOUR
three
The decline is continuing this
comedy by Robin- Maugham, opens
the fourth month windup;
Ballet Theatre, in a four-per- Monday (22) for
week, but is due to end next
go.
to
a
three-week
run.
weeks
more
Wednesday (24) with .the start of
“Tod Banana,” Great Northern formance week before laying off
Silvers). for the Xmas holidays, racked
the
Christmas-New Year boom.
(3d wk) ($6; 1,500) (Phil
up
($4 40-

SHOWS

1,334).

Sharp $32,500 for the lone musical. a neat $15,305 last week, getting
$3,620

Smart Promotional Drive

$13,200 In

Gives 'Ladies’

Hartford Via Twofers Use
Hartford, Dec. 16.
smart promotional campaign
In the use of twofers gave "Good
Kite Ladies” an okay $13,200 at
the New Parsons here last week
(Monday through Sunday) in nine
performances. Two weeks before
the show j opened, nearly every
business house in_the city and surrounding area received a Chicago-

A

Portland,

New London

Trenton

Monday

Me.,

$4,850 in Providence

(8),

in

in

(9),

$3,275

and $3,560
Troupe resumes

(11).

in

(10),

its

tour Dec. 26-27 with dates in Baltimore with the National Symphony,
following with a week in Washington at the National Theatre.

Troupe, incidentally, will be on
CBS-TV’s "Omnibus” Sunday (21),
doing Agnes de Mille’s "Rodeo”
for a full half-hour, with Miss de
Mille staging^ and John Kriza,
Jenny Workman and Kelly Brown
in the leads. This will mark Ballet
Theatre’s fifth full ballet production to be seen on TV.

and hatful of twofers.

sent letter

Letter explained to business exec

have more by

that he could
ing the house.

‘Camera’ Solid $22,150;

According tb house management,
.

•

Am A

—

Opening night despitfe Pat O’Brien and Richard Egan,
rain was about twor
opened at the Alcazar Tuesday (9)
Strong word-of-mouth to generally warm
notices.
and excellent press aided.
Randolph Hale has set "On BorVirtually all ticket sales with the rowed Time,” with Victor Moore
exception of Saturday, when regu- and Beulah Bondi, for
a Dec. 30
lar prices prevailed
were via the opening at his Alcazar..

—

driving

a

thirds full.

—

•

twofer route, with house lowering
admish tariff from $4.20 to $3.60

Estimates for Last
"I

top.

"Ladies” this week Winds up a
full year of solid bookings,
lownut operation (it has a company of
nine), with virtually no sets or
scenery, it’s under the banner of
Jules Pfelffer-Dan Goldberg. Plays
the Shuberti New Haven, this week,
to good-sized advance Sale.

A

New Parsons

is

dark until Dec.

(1st

(Eva Gabon,
Pat O’JBrien, .Richard Egan). Weak
1,157)

$9,000.

Bucks .Pre-Xmas
With 16G Midwest Split

‘Roberts’
La

Crosse, Wis., Dec. 16.

"Mister Roberts” bucked the
Christmas shopping opposition to
roll

up a
week

profitable $16,000 gross

an eight-performance
spread over three stands. The Tod
The N. Y. City Ballet, finishing Andrews starrer grossed $6,300 in

6TH WEEK

the sixth and last week of its regular fall run at City Center, N. Y„

Sunday (14), racked up a sock $38,350 on the stanza, for an overall
$238,780 take on the engagement.
With biz so good, management
decided a couple of weeks ago to
extend the original Tun, and troupe
is now continuing
at the Center
until Jan. 3.

Drops to $14,500

‘Shrike’

In
-,,*

Week

at Toronto

Toronto, Dec.

T
1

?

16.

week on tour, "The
with Van Heflin, grossed

lts.,P°9 re st

Snnke,
a disappointing
$14,500 at the
{Joyal Alexandra, the 1,525-seater
top, tax inJSJJS scai® d a * a
Piece got rave reviews
1^
ever^ one * s puzzled at
ttefiop

and
nt
fnr

tolls’* repeat engageat
t°P with tax,
'
commencing last
haS advance clow t0

he re
#

-’

t

h

15

,

’

$50 Q00

last

in

two shows Monday-Tuesday

(8-9)

at the local highschool auditorium,

Oklahoma

City; pulled $6,600

S

A

a

900 in
thav

«

s

dipped to $11,llth £rame at th* Car-

i

<

17

With

\

2 nd

ofe £T*

FOUR COAST STANDS

$2,900.

"Wish You Were Here,” Imperial
wk) <MC-$7.20; 1,400; $52,Nearly
(previous
$51,000
week, $51,800).
Opening This Week
"Children’s Hour,” Coronet (D(25th

080).

Kermit
$28,378).
1,027;
Bloomgarden revival of the Lillian
Heilman success of 1934-36; opens
tomorrow night (Thurs.).
"Grey-Eyed People,” Beck (C-

$4.80;

$4.80; 1.214; $28,000). Albert Selden production of play by John D.
Hess; opens tonight (Wed.).

"Two’s

Company,”

Alvin

:

(R-

$7.20; 1,331; $47,167 (Bette Davis).
James Russo
Michael Ellis production, originally scheduled .for
Dec. 4, opened Monday night (15)

&

three favorable notices

to

(Haw-

&

kins, World-Telegram
Sun;. McClain, Journal-American; Winchell,
(Atkinson,
Mirror),
three
pans

•

Burgess Meredith). Almost $10,500

s

Pitt’s

for.

a one-nighter

added $2,500

Wednesday

(10)

’

.

1

•

of the tour.

For

at the State, Toledo;

(previous week,-$13,000); laying off at the Municipal Auditorium,
Dayton;
got almost $7,600 in two
Thursday-Friday (11-12) at Taft
Auditorium, Cincinnati, and finaled
with $8,400 for* Saturday (}3) nlatinee and evening here.
Paul Gregory offering wound up
its tour last night (Mon.) at the
Civic Opera House, (Chicago.

Dancers of Bali grossed $22,650 this week, but reopening- Dec. 22
last week, in stops at Fresno, Sac- with Sylvia Sidney and Romney
ramento, Berkeley and San Fean- Brent as costars.
cisco. This included three Frisco
French Repertory, Ziegfeld (5th
performances.
wk) (C-$4.80: 1,628; $38,750) (MadeTroupe had two more showings leine Renaua, Jeah-Louis Barrault).
Monday-Tuesday (15-16) in Frisco, Just missed $22,000 (previous
to be followed with dates in Phoe- week, $28,000); dosing Saturday
nix, New Orleans, Orlando and night (20).
Miami. Group closes Jan. 7 in
"Cruys and Dolls,” 46th St. (108th
Miami, then flies directly from
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904). Got
Florida to Brussels and to Rome,
$38,600 (previous week, $42,200).
for a limited European tour before,
"I've Got Sixpence,” Barrymore
going home. Columbia Artists Mgt.
has been booking the U. S. portion (2d wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,060; $28,-

.

>

(2d wk)
$22,845)
(C-$4.80;
995;
(Melvyn Douglas). Just reached
$15,000 (previous week, $18,000).
"Whistler’s Grandmother,”' President (1st wk (C-$3.60; 300; $7,00Q)
(Josephine
last
Hull)/ Opened
Thursday night (11) to unanimous
pans; first four performances drew

stands. The Shaw reading, costarGardiner), Standees at all performances again; almost $24,600 (pre- ring Charley Laughton, Vincent
Price, Cedric Hardwicke and Agnes
vious week, $24,600).
Moorehead, started with $5,900 for
"Fourposter,” Golden (60th wk) two shows Monday-Tuesday (8-9)
(C-$4.80; 769; $19,195) (Betty Field,

IN

‘

°/,

StMv” £ii

BALI DANCERS $22,650

>

’The 12th Night Club, composed
“Philadelphia of professional theatrical women,
must vacate its present New York
quarters and is looking for “two
large rooms and a kitchen for new
headquarters in midtown Manhathnale Jan. 24 after tan. Malda Reid, head of the club,
b ® foll °wed by "Life can be contacted at its current
MntS
BUUe headquarters, 21 West 47th St.,
St
N. X. C. a for further info.

V.v
C

to $7,400.

three times Wednescfcay-Thurs- ‘Return’ Fine $30,600;
at the Denfield auditorium, Duluth, and added $3,100
Chartock $14,800, D. C.
in two evenings and a matinee
Washington, Dec. 16.
Friday-Saturday (12-13) at the La
"Point of No Return” wound up
Crosse here.
Leland Hayward production is its two-week D. C. stand.. «with a
handsome $30,600 take last week
playing six one-nighters this week.
at the National Theatres. -House
now goes dark for two. weekfr until
4
'
after Christmas.
‘Bell’ $23,700, Split
The Chartock Gilbert & Sullivan
Columbus, Dec. 16.
troupe, starring Martyn Green, got
"Bell, Book and Candle” garn- off to a slow start last week with
ered $10,400 at the Hartman, only $14,800 in the till. Green’s
Columbus, in four performances performing drew rave notices in
the first part of last week. Joan the local papers, with the critics
Bennett-Zachary Scott starrer had also saying nice things about the
full offerings. Early sales indicate
a $4.35 top.
business will wind up stronger
Show added another $13,300 in that
this week.
Victory,
four performances at the
Dayton, last half of week, for total
‘Lover’ Feeble $7,500
of $23,70Q on the week.

’90,”

(

$25,-

1,082:

Almost $23,-

"Bemardine,” Playhouse
(9th Times;
Kerr,
Herald Tribune;
wk) (S-$4.80; 999; $21,500). Nearly Watts, Post) and. one inconclusive
"The Intruder,” Locust (2d wk) $12,700 (previous week, $14,300).
(Chapman, News).
(1,580;
$3.90). Margaret. O’Brien
"Deep Blue Sea,” Morosco (6th
starrer got solid panning and never
wk) (D-$6-$4;80; 912; $26,000) (Marpicked up. Out of money with less garet Sullavan).
Over $24,000 (prethan $5,000.
‘Don Juan’ Nice$24,400,
vious week, $25,700).
"Paint Your' Wagon,” Shubert
"Dial
‘M’
for
Murder,”
Plymouth
(1st wk) (1,870; $4.55). Fine notices
- Performance Spread;
and good word-of-mouth may help (7th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,063; $30,495) 7
musical on its return visit to house (Maurice Evans). Went clean again,
where it was launched in Septem- with party commissions limiting
Tour Ended Monday (15)
the gross to over $29,800 (previous
ber, 1951. Fair $24,000.
Indianapolis, Dec. 16.
"The Grey-Eyed People,” Wal- week, $30,600).
“Don Juan in Hell” grossed a
"Evening With Beatrice Lillie,”
nut (2d wk) (1,340; $3.90). Comedy
total of nearly $24,000 In a sevenhurt by Christmas shopping and Booth (11th wk) (R-$6; 900; $24,spread
over four
184)
(Beatrice
Lillie,
Reginald performance

day (10-11)

to $11,900,

Sad $1,500 in L.A,

(9th wk) (D-$6-$4.80;
056) (Shirley 'Booth).

600 (previous week, $24,300).
"Time Out for Ginger,” Lyceum

MD

Weak

(350; $3.25).

in

Cornelia Otis Skinner, in "Paris
garnered $11,800 in five performances during a split week last
Los An 8eles, Dec. 16.
x
W legit houses were in week.
ODeraH ft « la
i° x
week an <l both sufDes Moines take was $1,500;
feredHrU
d
ra th * SnnUal pre ‘ Christ' Omaha, $2,500; Colorado Springs,
»>»s blucs
$2,000, and Denver, $5,600.

‘Story’

Wright, George Britton). Over $31,500 (previous week, $36,200).
"Time of the Cuckoo,” Empire

$2,800.

more

‘Puri*’ $11,800 for Five

Down

‘Affairs’

,

MC

1,758) (Julie Harris).

Solid $22,150.
"Strike A •Match,” Alcazar (1st

out here.'*

$38,350 IN

‘Grey $7,400, Philly

lack of marquee strength. Dropped

Week

Camera,” Curran

wk) (CD-$3.60;

when the new Vina Delmar
drama, "Midsummer,” has its. try-

CITY BALLET BOPF

Am A

wk) (D-$4.20;

31,

N.Y.

agon’ $24,

Foyer (4th wk)

Weak 9G, Frisco

‘Match’

San Francisco, Dec. 16.
only promotional aid asked of
"I
Camera,” with Julie
house was loan of two phone
was
Harris, opened Monday night (8) at
books from which mailing list
With the exception of the Curran to mixed reviews.
made.
opening night, showed played to
"Strike A Match,” with Eva Gabor,
standees.

Receipts always high-dive for the
pojst-New Year week, but then re“ff
cover and there’s generally upbeat
business until the traditional Lenten lull.
There were no closings last
week, but "I’ve Got Sixpence” and
the Renaud-Barrault company exit
this
week and "Mrs. McThing”
Philadelphia, Dec. 16.
Aided by good reviews, “Paint leaves Jan. 10 for the road.
Your Wagon” topped the town and
Estimates for Last Week
looked strong enough to add a
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
third week' to the originally schedCD (Comedy-Drama) R (Revue),
uled fortnight at the Shubert.
(Musical Comedy),
(MusiHeavy advance sale plus American Theatre Society-Theatre Guild cal Drama), O (Operetta).
subscription gave a fancy kickoff
Other parenthetic designations
to "CalPMe Madam,” which started refer , respectively, to top prices;
a four-week stand last night (15) number of seats, capacity gross and
at the Forrest.
stars . Price includes 20% amuseEstimates for Last Week
ment tax, but grosses are net i.e.,
"Summer and Smoke,” Academy exclusive of tax.
:

call-

59

Low Mark

(Edmond O’Brien, Viveca
000)
Lindfors); Over $16,700 (previous
week, $15,900 for first seven performances and one preview); closing Saturday night

(20).

‘FOURPOSTER’ $30,500;
‘OZARKS’llG, DETROIT
Detroit, Dec. 16.

"The Fourposter” grossed a big
$30,500

in its last
2,050-seat; Shubert.

week

at

Theatre

the

now

dark, reopening next week with
"King and I,” St. James (90th a fortnight of "Point of No Rewk) (MC-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Yul turn,” starring Henry Fonda.
Brynner). Over $47,800 (previous
"Maid of the Ozarks” grossed
week, $51,100).
$11,000 at the Cass. Current .at"Male Animal,” Music Box (33d- traction is "Anonymous Lover,”
Wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012'; $25,903) (El- starring Larry Parks and
-Betty
liott Nugent, Martha Scott, Robert
Garrett, irt for a week.
Preston). Nearly $13,300 (previous
is

week, $15,500); Buddy Ebson and
Nancy Coleman took over last night
(Tues.) in place of Nugent and*Miss
Scott; and Lawrence Fletcher succeeds Robert Preston next Satur-

day

For Loss in Rochester

(20).

"Millionairess,” Shubert (9th wk)
(C-$6-$4.8Q; 1,361; $39,000) (Kath-

arine Hepburn). Almost $39,200
(previous week, $39,600).
"Moon Is Blue,” Miller (93d wk)
(C-$4.80;
(Donald
$21,586)
920;
Cook, Barry Nelson, Janet Riley).
About $8,500 (previous Week, $10,-

600).

‘Madam’ Languid $27,900
Rochester, Dec. 16.
Me Madam” ran into the
pre-Christmas doldrums and the
competition of an ice show directly
across the str6et last week, and
came out a mediocre second with
a $27,900 gross at the Auditorium
"Call

here.

It was the most disappointing
"Mrs. McThing,” 48th St. (36th
booking the house has had in sevPittsburgh, Dec. 16.
wk) (C-$4.80; 925; $22,927) (Helen
eral
seasons, and the ‘first losing
They just wouldn’t buy the Lar- Hayes). Nearly $14,700 (previous
week the musical has had on tour.
ry Parks-Betty Garrett "Anony- week, $17,300).
mous Lover” last week at the
"My Darlin’ Aida,” Winter GarNixon, and show wound up with den (7th Wk) (0-$7.20-$6.60; 1,519;
a weak $7,500, p.oorest .legit gross $51,881). Almost' $29,000 (previous ‘Guys’ Profitable $43,900
of the season here so far. Notices week, $36,000).
In Wheeling-Youngstown
weren’t of any help, although both
"New Faces,” Royale (31st wk)
Youngstown, O., Dec. 16.
the stars got bundles of okay pub- (R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). Topped $24,"Guys and Dolls” had a satisfaclicity in town and management took 000 (previous week, $27,200).
"Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (50th wk) tory
split
out extra space in the newspapers
last, week
between
quoting critics' comments on audi- (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602) (Vivi- Wheeling, W. Va,, and here, chalkence reaction, which was good enne Segal, Harold Lang). Nearly ing up a total of $43,900 for the
two stands.
even if°the reviews were sour.
$32,300 (previous week, $34,900).
Nixon currently has "Point of
"Seven Year Itch,” Fulton (4th
Musical drew a fair $17,000 for
No Return,” then gets return of wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $23,228). Solid four performances Monday-Wed"Good Night, Ladies” for a fort- at all performances for $23,800 nesday (8-10) at the Capitol,
night, "The Fourposter” and "Guys (previous week, $23,400).
Wheeling, and a, hefty $26,900 in
"South Pacific,” Majestic (191st four more showings Thursdayand Dolls,” opening Jan, 12 for
Wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) tMarth* Saturday at the Palace here.
four weeks.
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Two’s Company
James Russo

Sc

Michael

produc-

two

scenes),

Ellis
acts <20

revue
with sketches by Charles Sherman, Peter
DaVrles; music,- Vernon Duke; lyrics,
Ogden Nash; additional lyrics. Sammy
Harnick: w additional
Sheldon
Cahn.
sketches, Arnold B. Hprwltt, Lee Rogow,
Nat Hiken. Billy Frledberg, Mort Green,
George Foster; ballet music, Genevieve
in

of

tion

The second

stick clowning.
standard
fairly

but

is

a

beautifully

staged and performed ballet with
In the third, a vividly sexy melodrama number with
Bill Callahan and Buzz Miller, Miss

the. ensemble.

Kaye gets a deserved ovation.
In another of Jerome Bobbins’
Hiram eloquently
choreographed numSherman, David Burns, Nora Kaye.Bill bers; Maria Karnilova clicks in a
Hartley,
Ellen
Prager,
Stanley
Callahan,
Buzz
Latin-American
satirical dance,
Karnilova,
Maria
George Irving,
Miller, Oliver Wakefield. Peter Kelley, with Burns and Miller as willing
Robert Orton's Teen Aces. Production victims. Among the other notable
Anunder supervision of John Murray
derson; sketch director, Jules Dassin; bits in the show, Bums whacks the
dances and musical numbers staged by laughs in a roughhouse skit about
Jerome Robbins; musical conductor. Mil- a hammy legit star beset by a sceneton Rosenstock; scenery and lighting,
-Ralph Alswang; costumes. Miles white: stealing moppet actor;
Sherman
associate producer# Clifford Hayman.. At does what he can with a patter
Dec. 15, '52; $7.20 top <9.60
Pitot.

of

Stars Bette Davis; features

Alvin, N. Y.,
opening).
Bette
. With

song about Frank

College Plays

A N. Y. producer whose
show met with sharp mixed
reception was recently asked
what he thought of the drama
critics. “Those who raved are
sheer genuises; the others are
downright idiots,” he declared.
“What if the critics’ opinions had been vice versa?” he
was asked. “Then my rating

Plays on Broadway

he

them would be

Ham

York, the “middle middle-class” of
English life in the person of a prim
housekeeper, a subject of a still
'55, additional dialog by John S. Burr
'33 and Jack Rand '55. Songs, Glenn G.
lower strata, played by a housePaxton '53, Goldman, Fred Stewart ’o4, maid, the founder of the Order of
anti
'53,
Vinson
Coudert
Frederick
Knower. Costumes and settings, Hugh G. Friends, Nell Gwynn and a couple

vice versa,”

said.

and slick to be acceptable or real,
while the writing is labored or coy
as often as it is cute.
Miss Hull, holding the stage constantly, makes the evening endurThere’s one scene, wherein
able.
she goes into a long, involved story

Lloyd Wright about her Kentucky background,

Hiram

Bill

Bill Krach. Robert Neukum. Franklin
Neil, Leonore Korman. Tina Louise, May

Muth, Basha Regis;

Deborah Resen, Teddy

Tavernier. Doris Wolin.
Dancers: William Inglis. John Kelley.
Ralph Linn, Robert Pagent. Job Sanders.
Stanley Simmons, Florence Baum, Jeanne
Belkin. Eleanor Boleyn, Barbara Heath,

Dorothy

Mur

Hill,

Julie

Marlowe,

Helen

ielle.

“Two’s Company” turns out to

be

enffertaining.

surprisingly

a

husband (Bums).
Also,

Oliver

passable parody of British affcerdinner speakers; Miss Davis plays
Sadie Thompson in a musical burlesque of “Rain” and partners with
•Sherman in a charade-like sketch
about a man and wife colliding on
the street as Coward, Sartre and
Saroyan might write it; the star
plays a nympho Hollywood actress
in a skit along the lines of the recent “In Any Language” legit comedy about Italian film-making (with
Burns as the eccentric director),
and she portrays, the pseudo backwoods maw in a parody of hill-

show, with Bette Davis supplying,
the boxoffice draw and such talented featured piayers as Hiram
Sherman, David Burns and Nora
Kaye providing the performance.
Because of its virtually solid party
bookings into next February, the billy acts.
revue is already set to run that
The Vernon Duke-Ogden Nash
long, and it seems likely to span
songs, while generally acceptable,
the season.
contain no likely pop hits, hut the
Having taken a week and a half general restaging of John Murray
off to recover from a severe case Anderson, who was brought in
of laryngitis. Miss Davis appears neiar the end of the show’s Boston
to have plenty of animation and engagement, has apparently added
vitality.
As one of Hollywood’s considerable smoothness arid pace,
leading emotional actresses, the Ralph Alswang’s scenery and lightstar obviously needed extraordi- ing are tastefully simple and Miles
nary daring* if not audacity, to White’s costumes are properly decmake her return to the stage, after orative, No 'one is billed as ora 22-year absence, in a song and chestrator or arranger, but the ordance show. Moreover, she proves chestra under the direction of Mila game trouper, essaying not only ton Rosenstock has the brassiness
vocal and terp routines but appear- of an augmented burley pit crew.
ing in an assortment of drab char
Hobe.
acterizations in the sketches.
But there’s no escaping' the fact
is woefully out of
her element in a musical show.
She is a poor singer, with minuscule melodic sense, a‘ harsh voice
(perhaps, allowing for her recent
throat ailment, “hoarse” would be
a fairer word) and apparently no
instinct for phrasing or otherwise
putting over a song. As a dancer,

that Miss Davis
.

Whistler’s Grandmother
Anthony Parell* presentation o£ comedy in three acts by Robert Finch. Stars
Josephine Hull; features Alan Carney,
Lonny Chapman, Dick Bernie, Lou Gilbert. Staged by Eugene O'Sullivan: sets
and lighting. Leo Kerz. At President
Theatre, N. Y., Dec.
Eddie

Nick
Lute

Sam
Honest John
she attempts only a few simple Joy
steps, with no suggestion of style. Kate
Mr. Carruthers
seemingly
the
And in
sketches she
lacks the technique of comedy
It is good

U.

'52; $3.60 top.

Lonny Chapman
Dick Bernie
Alan Carney

Lou Gilbert
William Nealy
Peggy Nelson
Josephine Hull
William Padmore

to welcome back Jose
Hull to the Broadway scene
a two-year absence (spent
mainly in films), but the visit is
only assurance. Moreover, she lacks likely to be brief. For though she
warmth, or an ingratiating quality is* her old reliable, enjoyable self
that might redeem her inadequa- in a familiar, flavorsome role. Robcies as a song and dance perform- ert
Finch’s
“Whistler’s
Grander. Just as it takes more than will- mother” is a thin, draggy, oneingness, or even determination, for noteish affair which even Miss Hull
a comic to play Hamlet, so is Miss can’t put over. It won’t hold up.
Playing the role to the hilt, and
Davis’ gameness no substitute for
the talent and experience she so giving it much more life and flavor
transparently lacks in the song and than the playwright deserves. Miss
Hull enacts .a beer-guzzling housedance field.
But “Two’s Company” is gener- keeper, tired of her chores, who
meets a young saloon-keeper tryally shrewdly designed and skill
fully produced to present the star ing to marry a dancer. Young peoat maximum advantage. Jn all but ple love each other and want to
one of the tausical numbers she is marry, but the girl balks, wanting
surrounded by a large, varied and a white cottage in the country, or
kinetic ensemble production.
In something to suggest an old-style
the sketches, there are almost in- home with security. Saloon-keeper
variably such seasoned comedy hires Miss Hull to impersonate
foils as Hiram Sherman and David “long-lost” grandmother. She borBurns to set up the jokes, supply rows furniture from her former
the momentum and drive, run in- employer,, and fixes up a cozy in
town home above the saloon which
terference and virtually carry the
fascinates the young girl.
She
scenes. Thus, the star’s single solo
moves in, as do three free-loading
turn, a serio-conue lament titled
tramps who frequented the saloon
“Just Like a Man,” is her worst.
It’s all one happy family, till the
In what resembles a virtual parody
rich man shows up and exposes the
of lyricist Ogden Nash, her inadefraud.
But he too is lonely, and
quacy becomes almost embarrass- the dilemma is resolved
with the

playing.

More

pliine

the

film star
doesn’t reveal stage authority,* but

surprising,

them with

play

Wakefield does^ a Eugene

after

,

stock.

skill

and

relish.
#

staging
are fine,
superior to the script.
is

O’Sullivan’s

Leo Kerz’s

and much

sets

Bron.

TSie

Holy Terrors

London, Dec. 1.
London Arts Theatre Committee presentation of drama In three acts by Jean
Cocteau, in English version by Edward
O. Marsh. Stars Fay Compton. Directed
by John Femald. At Arts Theatre Club.
.

London: $1.50 top.
Esther Ledoux
Florent Ledoux
Liane
Charlotte

_
Fay Compton
Ballard Berkeley

Marcia Ashton
Noel Hood
Eileen Thorndike
Alec McCowen

Lulu

Announcer
Old Lady

Empsie Bowman

Theatre wound up
their year’s production of foreign
and mainly period plays with this
modern comedy by Jean Cocteau

The

Arts

in most of these cross-channel
comedies, the subject is marital infidelity, but in this instance centers around a too-accommodating

As

wife.

It

is

an amusing

satire

action at ceiling zero, as it presents Isaac Newton, King Charles,
his brother James, the Duke of

Legs
'

Sherman, houses; Miss Davis impersonates that’s a honey.
Lonny Chapman
Callahan.
her
ldlocycle
enemy, Tallulah is good as the saloon-keeper and
Stanley Prager, Ellen Hanley. George
Bum Miller, Bankhead attending and disrupt- Peggy Nelson highly decorative as
Irving* Maria Karnilova,
Oliver Wakefield. Peter Kelley, Robert ing a Bette Davis stage appear- well as appealing as the familyOrton, Francis Edwards, Henry Mallory.
hungry young dancer. The three
Gilbert Shipley. Armstead Shobey, Nor- ance (Miss Bankhead could play
man Shobey, Michael Mann,. Earl Renurd, it better), and the star is a mono- boozing hangers-on are strictly
Lou GilBrenner.
Maurice
Hight,
Sue
„
syllabic, grubby wife of a jealous caricatures, but at least
Singers- Art Carroll, Clifford Fearl,
bert, Dick Bernie and Alan Carney
Davis.

David Burns. Nora Kaye,

’n

Princeton, Dec. 11.
61st annual production of Triangle Club
of Princeton: a revue in two acts (22
scenes) by Robert S. Goldman '33, H.
Barry Knower '54, and Z. Taylor Vinson

on

stage folk who act just as strenuously off stage as on, and provides
a bright evening's entertainment.
The complete happiness of a
married couple is shattered after
20 years when a young girl calls
on the wife and announces she and
her husband are lovers. The pair
are famous stage stars, each with
their own theatre, and when the
girl
invades Madame’s dressing
room, starry-eyed and eulogistic
after seeing the other’s perform-*
ance, her adulation peters out, revealing the true purpose of her
visit.
She is a newcomer in the
husband's company at the Comedie
Francaise Rnd -falls a victim to his
mature charm. When the wife
confronts her husband .with his
immature inamorata, he repudiates
the confession as nonsense.
Older woman walks opt, leaving
the love nest undisturbed. The
actor soon gets sick of his. juvenile
mistress, realizing she has only
used him as a stepping stone to
further her career. The youngster
;s anxious for them both to accept
a Hollywood contract, which he refuses, so the girl arranges for the
wife’s return so that she can skip
off happily to
fresh fields and
wider fame. The injured spouse
takes back her rightful place, never having had it in her heart to
hate anyone or feel revengeful.
Fay Compton has plenty of opportunity to display a range of
histrionics as the temperamental*

but unnaturally conniving
mate.
Ballard Berkeley srrn*es»
and overacts in braggadocio style.
artist

Marcia Ashton is attractive and
exhibits true feline cunning as the
opportunist sharer of the lovenest,

Hardy '54; lighting, Knower. Musical direction, Glenn G. Paxton '53; orchestrations by Earle Moss assisted by Charles
L. Cooke; dances, Bill Powers: entire
production directed by Bill Butler. At

of patrician courtesans.
Having gathered his people together, Shaw then sets them at
each others’ throats, with Catholics
McCarter Theatre, Princeton, Dec. 11, o". arguing with Protestants, and
the
Quaker crying shame on both of
In its 61st annual production,
them; the women siding with
the Triangle Club of Princeton has
whichever man seems to offer the
really hit its stride with a well balmost promise of the moment, and
anced revue that has plenty of Newton, the philosopher, trying to
a
sock. Having dropped the idea of
prove by logic that everybody is
straight musical* as in last year’s
wrong and that only natural laws
show, “Never Say Horses,” the club govern men and the universe.
has come up with an ideal format
If it is tiresome, and it is, the
The
for its abidance of talent.
lies in the fact that the wit is
show features an all-student cast fault
particularly shrewd or biting.
not
original
and orchestra plus an
There is none of the depth of
~ x.xi- "Saint Joan”; none of the impas,
The opening- scene is
crusading of “Major Barj 0 ned
number that features the entire sbara”;
none of the slyness and funpace
sizzling
ensemble and sets a
of either “Pygmalion” or
poking
that is generally maintained “Candida.” This is just Shaw playthroughout the first act. From the
words, and inasmuch as it
with
ing
hot kickoff the show goes to a
comes right at the end of his 1930
straight skit on TV flubs called
it might be the man was just
cycle,
“Off the Air.” “The Worrybird”
plain tired. If he wasn’t, his play is.
features good dancing and singing
Three acts of languid theatre is
with introductory solos by Francis two-and-a-half acts too many, parThe
Hatch.
Franklin
and
Foley
when there is nothing to
ticularly
only ballad in the show, “Lonely
relieve the tedium, and the varyNight,” has good lyrics and melody
keep repeating
philosophies
ing
but needs work to shape up to the
themselves. You can stand so much
other hits. The “Flagpole Sitters’
“A man
dialogue,
of
type
this
of
Holiday” is the best skit in the act,
believes in nothing is afraid of
with excellent dancing and clown- who
then
you
start
and
everything,”
ing by the chorus. These highfor the exits.
stepping chorus numbers are really 'ooking
interiors, a study and
Snyder
The
the meat of the show and do much
boudoir, are both' stylish and
to carry the weaker bits. The next
economical; the costumes nicely
skit, “Oddessy from Ossining (How
the acting generally
Shocking)” is another good one contrasted,
Robert Boland a putterabout the delinquent daughters of good, with
ingly convincing Newton; Martin
a prison warden. “The Outcasts”
shrewd
foppish,
yet
a
provides a good change of pace in Jones
Charles and the women bouncing,
the form of a group of hillbilly
charactheir
befit
as
haughty,
or
guitar players. “Don .Tuan in Heck
(A Good Clean Show)” is an ex- ters.
to Broadway, it
ever
gets
If
this
Drama
cellent takeoff on The First
be listed as curiosa,
Quartet and is the funniest non- will have to
into a Shaw festival,
musical skit in the show. The act and tucked
prove that even
to
somewhere,
ends on a somewhat slower pace
Harl.
Homer can nod.
in “The Gravy Train” which is not
up to par with the earlier hits.
slower
a
bit
act
is
second
The
than the first and tends to drag in 60th ‘Charley’s’ Anni to Be
spots. The Misplaced Sextette, or
“Aih’t This the Gaiety Theatre” is
Feted in London,
an excellent burlesque ballet. Best
skit in the act is “Easy for the
The 69th anniversary of the first
Man,” by Charles Schultz, that London production of “Charley’s
•

.

!

j

Gotham

stopped the show. Other good bits
included: “Culture’s Not for Me,”
and “Gamesmanship.” Act ends in
sock finale on a circus theme,
Bring on Bamum & Bailey which
features chorus and excellent costumes. Outstanding in their various roles were Robert S. Goldman
’53, Charles Schultz ’54, Pierce J.

Lonergan

’53

Jr, ’53.

Aunt,” which took place Dec. 21,
1892, will be celebrated in London
and New York by artists who have
participated in many of the film
and stage production.
In London there will be a small
dinner party at Genrtaro’s Restaurant, a few yards from the old
and Dudley C. Smith Royalty Theatre in Dean Street.
Soho, where the Brandon Thomas

is tops. The orches- farce had its first West End proby Earle Moss, assisted by duction. Amonj£ those who will be
L. Cooke, are excellent prt&ent will be A. E. Matthews,
much to bolster the show. now 85 years old, who appeared in
The all-student orchestra performs the original edition; John Mills,
admirably under the able direction
who playe^l the starring role in
of Glenn G. Paxton ’53. Sets by
Hugh Hardy. ’54 are excellent and London in 1930; John Gieldgud;
the choreography by Bill Powers Brandon Thoms, the son of the
now
is tops. Costumes by Brady are author, and Charles Periley,
well above average and do much manager of the Empire; Leicester
to put the show across. Bill Butler Square, and son of W. S. Penley,
has done a fine job of direction.
who starred in the first presentaAfter three days here (Dec. 11- tion.
13), the show hits the road to
On the same day there will be
Montclair, Dec. 18; Wilmington, a luncheon in New York. Those

The score

trations

Charles
and do

19; Baltimore, 20; New York, 2223; Buffalo. 26; Cleveland. 27; Chicago, 29; St. Louis, 30; Indianap
olis, 31; Louisville, Jan. 1: Cincinnati, 2, and winds up in Pittsburgh

on Jan.

In

Syd.

3.

Good King fliarles'a
Golden Hays

Northampton, Mass. Dec. 10.
give's a good charSmith College Theatre Dept, produc
acter study as an inquisitive old- tion of satire In three acts (two scenes)
by
time actress. Eileen Thorndike and George Bernard Shaw. Directed by Day
Alec McCowen register in smaller Tuttle; settings by Denton Snyder; cos
tumes. Gene Jones. At Students Bldg.
roles as an old dresser and a radio Northampton. Dec. 10. '52.
Judy Atwell
announcer. John Fernald directed Sally
ing.
rich man moving into the
Mrs. Basham
Marlene De Kay
the comedy with pace and pre- Newton
Sherman and Burns are just as and everybody, determined menage,
Robert M. Boland
to make
diverting as their material allows, a phony' situation
cision.
Clem.
Charles
Martin Jones
real by main
Fox
Edward
Reidy
which is occasionally excellent. In taining the happy family setup
Nell
Emma Jo MoConnell
addition, Nora Kaye, a star bal
after all.
Barbara
Joan Ford
Author
‘Moulin
Rouge’
lerina on lend-lease from the N.Y
Louise
Joan
Bryan
There are some tender and feel
James
lames Durbin
City Ballet, scores one of the most ing moments in this concbction
Cleffing Tunes Kncller
A1 Schoelnann
spectacular hits of legit memory especially in the third act.
Catherine
Elaine Dcsautcls
Bu
„
Hollywood,
Dec.
16.
in a trib of smash terp appear- there aren’t enough comedy situ
Novelist Pierre La Mure branches
ances. In the first, a comedy rou- ations or. laughs to make this
Between 1930 and 1939. Bernard
tine, she does some hilarious slap- success.
Too much is contrived out in a new field next month when Shaw wrote nine plays, and this
Criterion Music publishes his first one. which had its first production
tune, an instrumental ditty tagged at the Malvern Festival in 1939
“Tango Triste.”
just happens to be one of them. I
La Mure wrote the best-seller has no distinguishing features- to
“Moulin Rouge,” recently filmed set it apart from any other Shavian
by John Huston with Jose Ferrer effort, except possibly that it’s
Sportin' Life
starring. He has also scripted a long, long way from being his best
stag6 version and contributed lyr- (This is its U. S. premiere.)
All the welh-known landmarks
ics to a Jimmy McHugh-Harold
Adamson score. Latter was to have are there, with people being used
sounding boards for the old
as
Now- (10th Week) , Stoll Theatre, London
been tried out this week here but
master’s mocking commentary on
La Mure withdrew the script from mores, men and morals,
haft sHcctii” MANCHESTER GUARDIAN
with
the Circle Theatre and may make a dash of th# church thrown
in to
deal for a Broadway production liven the brew.
Mflt.: RILL MITTLER, Hit Rrtadwey, Neff Y#rk
next year Instead.
This is a conversation piece, with

and Noel Hood

.

.1.

;

CAB CALLOWAY

"PORGY AND
—

BESS"

Broadway, and subsequently
British film version;

1

Now

participating will include Jose Ferrer, who played the ‘foie in New
York in 1940; Ray Bolger, who
starred in the musical version on

lin,

who made

a.

in its

Sydney Chapsilent

film

of

“Charley’s Aunt” in 1925..

Isaac Stern Set for 50 U.S.

Post-Xmas Concert Dates
Isaac Stern, who arrivocPin the
U. S. Monday (15) after a threemonth concert tour of Europe, will
be soloist with the Kansas City

Philharmonic

tomoi-row (Thurs.).
After a holiday rest, violinist will
do a four-month, 50-date tour of
the U. S., starting Jan. 3 in St.
Louis.
Violinist, who is managed by Sol
Hurok, played 42 concerts in Europe from end of September to
last weekend.

Theatre ’52 Preem
Dallas, Dec. 16.

The season’s third production for
Margo Jones* Theatre *52 will be
Robin Maugham’s “The. Rising
Heifer,”

in

its

initial

stage

bow

next Monday (22).
Currently the group is presenting Its first week of repertory, with
“Hamlet” and “Goodbye, Your
Majesty” splitting honors during
the weelf.

'
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LEGITUIATIB
houses, they art committed to a

Wilmington Playhouse

Literati

Deal Pulling Plays

In,

star policy. And although they try
to keep operating costs from running away, they’re able to afford

61

Toronto Melody Fair Will
Shift

higher outlay for package
shows on modified Equity production contract terms (with $100-aweek minimum ancLno apprentices

to

Another

Site;

the

_

,

Tallu Over 100,000
trade concedes that

r

the

show biz books this year,

strike was in progress would be
retained, but added that management would accept applications for

th^ diversified competi- employment.
fhe mes in preceding sea-

weal
iJinst
n
ag
?*

«

against many
has militated
better
het^ sellers than they

bo*
80

^
L,1

g.

iS? of
book.
because it is a readable
reports a 25,000-copy
S
D ? UJhipday
coming in)
aith orders still
is less
while very good
fvhich
er

m

have been tallied

year. Doubleday
floss competitive
^
has sold
syndicate, incidentally,
dailies.
several
“Hat” to
“Tallulah:
Tallulah Bankhead’s

(Harper) is
My Autobiography” on top of the
Sd and shoulders
current No.

it’s

show

of

whether

bestseller,

.1

or

biz

gone over
vintage!^ It has
book
copies in the trade

other
100 000

edition,

justifies Harper’s
and more than
considderring-do with what was
when the pubdeal
ered a ‘‘crazy”

guaranteed Tallu $30,000.

lisher

Way

Fancy
Broadway

of Sayin' It

p.a. Dick Maney renew word which New York-

lavs a

Phil Wrenn
earthed: egrasiaphobia.

has

writer

er

Centennial, Editions

.

Hat”

.

un-

.

Means ‘‘a morbid dread of work
—something which afflicts Brctedwriters and contiguous
wayites,
characters.

New Albany Reviewer
Harold Henderson, reporter on
(N. Y.) Knickerbocker
Albany
the
News for five years, Jias bden asmotion picreviewing
to
signed
.

He

tures and plays.
Bradt, who has

succeeds Cliff

received an. ediassignment.
Henderson worked on papers in
Tex.,
and Wichita,
Beaumont,
Kan., before joining the Gannett

torial

daily.

Dick Joseph’s Tourist Bit
Esquire travel editor Richard
Joseph, prolific author of travel
books for Doubleday, is taking 1518 VIPs on a 77-day world tour
starting Jan. 17, sailing from San
Francisco on the SS President Wil-

son and making the globe-girdle by
Under auspices of
ship and air.
Merchants Travel
the Bankers
Service, the $5,850-per-head deluxe

&

have

semi-official
State Dept, blessing, will meet the
local press,
airline and kindred
will

tourists

around the world,
be writing for their
Club journals

representatives
many will

6ince

hometown

papers,

and the like.
Joseph’s pitch
fact

comes from the
the most

eral

his genworldwide savvy, as a travel

that “writei* meet
interesting people,” and
veteran,

gives

entree.

His

hun extraordinary
illness most

wife’s

prevent her making the
trip; she- recently underwent hospitalization for minor surgery, but
a less hectic vacation has been
deemed advisable for Mr$. Joseph.
likely will

Hamilton Salute
Doubleday saluted Rtiss Hamilaccount exec for the publisher
m Franklin Spier ad agency for
many years, on occasion of his

ton,

leaving to establish his
business in Greenfield,
Mass. It included a gag photo of Hamilton

own

in

ad for Nicholas diMinno’s
D °llar is Better Than
tome ribbing the advertis-

a
?,J |i ric

ne

*

i

ing-rad 10 -tele field.

bas

been

w *th

SrS™
F
BarrU

S1

\t

tome by George
v first
Photographer

iJ-Y.
doefa
S a g00(*
deal of
T,
bi?

.
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Jack Shurman upped to newsstand promotion director for Es-

who

work

in

show

on “Hans .Christian Andersen”
Woman’s Home Companion.
sometime
Jr.,
Jeter,
Frank
Variety mugg in Greensboro,
N. C., named managing editor of
Rock Hill (S. C.) Evening Herald.
Random House publishing *the
cle

for the

Bap r ' back 75 c volume has
o
Barns
with most of the
accomno
Neil Paterson novelette, “Man on
accompanying
pi x his.
the Tightrope,” Jan. Ip. Film version of the tome was recently completed by 20th-Fox, based upon
Robert Sherwood’s adaptation.
.*a
Oscar Lewis checked in at El
Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas, from
Ua Guild Concedes
Frisco
for Doubleday assignment
Comwr
Ce n
five- on
Nevada gambling, tneming
month
£ defeat in ^s daily
whether such biz could be
mainly
S«hua
operated successfully in any other

tevV

»

i

,

6

Sf 2

l

si&to
Plant

begun

Dec

in
i

S'

^ keting

P

at

* he

The walkout had

t_

Herman

G. Weinberg, writer of

subtitles for various film imports,

vben 15
i
dpmL!?
,,a idcd

local mqm- was named U. S. correspondent
decent union for Cinema, an Italian pic mag.
ct
He already holds similar posts with
0 t
s ike the
Guild pub- Cahiers du Cinema (Paris), Bianco
fished ? «l J5
G
y ne,wspaper and e Nero (Rome) and Filmkunst (Visponsored
bers

*

c ontra

a

’

A

\ daily
rt?-\
radio 'broadcast,
temoor,*

enna).

function issued Ort
Winter trade tomes on Prentice11
tlr g Guild
t0
Pickets Hall’s lineup include “Radio and
three m-J ?\
by mutual •Television Announcing,” by Lyle
ffireement"
1
efor the Picket- D. Barnhart, who has worked for
in g
was ended J?f
?u
said

ltogether
wiL?0V
general

CBS and NBC; “Play Direction
man- by John E. Dietrich, and “How I
Yh? Na
v £’ua ne
wspaper, Learned the Secrets of Success m
emninYL
A
S}
mployees hired
while the Advertising,” by G. Lynn .Sumner.

Albert
ager

of

making or

AW

Spier quire, Inc.
Martha Shaeffer has been named
press editor of Seventeen magazine. She succeeds Tess Williams.
Frances Goldywn wrote an arti-

Bante’ Candid Shots
Books has just issued
photography with . Hi-

is

AW

or zi years
and was Doubleday ad
manager from 1945-47.

~

an.

-

Toronto, Dec. 16.

local supers).

'

gets

ing production soales. Neither can
they afford higher terms for stars
playing alternate weeks. So they
view the new rules as a hardship at
best and ruinous at worst.
A few smaller-capacity spots
which have been able to retain
public support without guest stars
or package shows will presumably
not be directly affected by the new
rules. For example, the Berkshire
Playhouse, operated by Williams
Miles at Stockbridge, Mass., uses a
high-calibre resident company, with
only occasional semi-name guests.
Although he has only about $5,000$6,000 capacity, Miles has made a
consistent profit over the years
with his resident players in his
own productions (which naturally
rehearse a full week).
A managerial fear that general
application of package booking,

with companies on Equity production -contract terms, might open the
door for craft union organization
of the strawhat field appears to be
unwarranted. Despite its surface
cooperation with the Theatrical
Fact Committee setup (in which all
legit
unions
are
represented),
Equity has consistently refused to
help the stagehands, musicians, or
even the pressagents and managers
union, to take over the mosquito
circuit. Without Equity, the other
unions apparently has no better
chance to move in than ever.
Equity council members general.

musicals at $3.40 top.
Planing in from the Coast last
for a five-day stay here were
Leighton K. Brill r Melody Fair producer, and Ben Kamsler, general
manager, to line up one of four
spots they have been offered for

week

next season’s tent operations.
Duo, financed by a trio of Toronto brokers, headed by. R. S. (Monty) Lampard, have, completed a
deal whereby Melody Fair will introduce the. Toronto setup in Montreal next summer, with site selected, plus further financial backing by a ^Montreal group. Negotiations are also underway for including Calgary in the projected
trans-Canada chain of theatre-in-

the-round tent musicals under the
Brill-Kamsler attractions
shuffle
setup.

Apart from activities in Canada,
Brill qn.d. J^amsler have reputedly
signed

As one member

ex-

presses it, the star situation has
been getting more and more out
of hand in recent years, with the
silo producers squealing about inflated fees but doing nothing to
correct the situation. There’s little
prospect of the union reversing its
stand on the matter, as it did several years ago, it’s said.
Council members, while conceding that the five-day rule may hurt
some barns for a while, believe that
in the long run it will put the
whole strawhat field on a sounder
basis. They have reached this view,
they explain, on the basis of careful consideration of the union's
stock committee, which held long
discussions with virtually all leading stock producers.

to

as Vegas, commencing March 19.
Hour-shows will be presented twice
nightly, with three shows Saturday nights. On lineup with Associated Booking Agency, Brill-Kamser team also plains to book the tabs
into other Coast cities.

the arguments against
the five-day rule as unwarranted
hysterical.

Greenbaum

"

ly "dismiss

and

with Dave

produce tab versions of Broadway
hit musicals at the Flamingo Hotel,

TIic

W© Make

World

(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)
Equity Library Theatre is presenting Sidney Kingsley’s “The

We Make,” a sincere, somewhat pat and untidy exhibit of love

World

among

the lowly, at the Lenox Hill
Playhouse. It isn’t much of a contender for legit revival.
As an
actors’ showcase, -it has its pitfalls,
not always avoided in this production.

Heavy, demands qf the leading
role are only, partially met by
Gerry Jedd, who portrays hysteria
with
outward
embellishments
rather than, inner strength.
As
the young girl .who escapes from
a mental hospital, she is best in
her quieter moments, when she is

befriended by a laundry worker,
but in her mad scenes, she is out
of control and downright embarrassing.

Equity Revise
Continued from page 57

Jack Klugman, as male .lead,
seems to be an actor of considerably more range and experience,
turning in a sensitive, moving performance as the strong, lonely man

who shelters and later falls in love
Chorus Equity exec-sec Ben Irving, with the insecure heroine.
attorney, Rebecca Brownstein and
Director Ray Boyle brings out
chairmen of any committees con- all the vitality and punch of’ the
cerned with matters at stake.
scene in the laundry, where the
Maze of Groups
heroine seeks work, but he is hamThe revised committee setup in pered in the latter, half of the play
the union follows the recommenda- by the cramped quarters designer
tion of a “committee on commit- William Roberts has provided for
tees” formed some time ago to the hero’s cheap apartment. Murstudy the maze of active and mori- ray Perlman, Ella Playwin and
special groups, some tem- Walter Witcover contribute to the
Such a result' would seriously bund
by.
porary and some permanent, named laundry scene.
cut actor employment, it’s claimed.
The neighbors come close to
by
the
council to deal with numerThe haymow Haywards appear to
ous problems. Some of the fairly caricature in the scripting, and the
differ on a Supplementary Equity
actors,
unrestained by. director
active
committees
have
been
enrule permitting stars and others to
larged and revitalized with new ap- Boyle, finish the job—-Katharine
play consecutive-week engagements
pointees from council, while others, Calee, Sanford Bickart and Virwithout additional rehearsal? .for
some of which had never filed re- ginia Mattis as the fretful but loveach, provided the company is emable Polis family, and Jerry Stiller
ports and had held no meetings in
ployed under the “summer unit
as a happy-go-lucky Italian dogyears, were eliminated.
lover.
contract.” Most managers dislike it,
Under the new setup, every
Jay Barney, as Dr. Schiller, and
large-capacoperate
who
but a few
member of the council has been Elizabeth Wilson, as the heroine’s
ity spots appear to object only
assigned to at least one committee, high-strung mother, are definite
mildly. They are the ones who
and will be expected to participate assets, and Frederic Warriner, as
went along on the booking of actively in its affairs.
Henceforth, the heroine’s gruff father, again
“packages” last summer after the
every issue not immediately de- demonstrates topnotch character
rule boycotting them.
general
cided by the council will be as- acting,
Vene.
big - grossing
With relatively
signed to one of the standing committees for study and a recommendation. Any council members Scheduled
Openings
Broadway's Nostalgia Columnist
unable or unwilling to serve on
committees, or who fail to attend
“Grey Eyed People,” Beck, tocouncil sessions regularly (without night (Wed.).
a valid excuse, such as being on
“Children’s Hour,” Coronet, totour or having a conflicting com morrow (Thurs.).
take* oriothtr trip
mitment, like Bellamy's vid-pic se
“Fifth Season,” Cort, Jan. 13.
ries) will be asksd to resign, so a
“Be Your Age,” 48th Street,
replacement may be appointed.
Jan. 14.
“Love of Four Colonels,” ShuThe five standing committees
bert, Jan. 15.
will include inter-union, manage
Arthur Miller play. Beck, Jan.
ment-union
relations,
memberan lnt«r«»ting bylina piece
ship welfare, house affairs and 17.
“Bat,” no theatre set, week of
In the forthcoming
miscellaneous.
The members of
the committee-on-committees that Jan. 19,
,

1

SMA

B’way

Louis Sobol

Down Memory Lane

47th Anniversary Number
of

“Mid-Summer,” no theatre

worked

set,

out the plan included Jan.. 22.
Frederick O’Neal, Mildred Dun“Hazel Flagg,” Hellinger, Feb. 5,
nock, Rusty Lane, John Effrat
“Josephine,” no theatre set,
George Britton, with executives week of Feb. 9.
Duncan of Equity and Irving, o:
“Wonderful Town,”- Century,
Chorus Equity cx-officio.
Feb. 25.
.

‘

#

Brill-Kamsler Prep Tabs

Because midtown Dufferin Park
evening harness racing next
Small Barn Crisis
summer, Melody Fair, theatre-inThe smaller barns, however, op- the-round, must move .to another
erating on a slim margin, cannot site.
The 1,640-seat tent setup
support package shows, particularly grossed just under $260,000 this
if they will henceforth be on tourseason on 13 weeks of Broadway
average gross

The Playhouse, which

anni of their original appearance of $8,904 for the split-week stand.
Unique angle of the deal offered
and illustrated by a w.k. artist.
One tome will be released each by the Playhouse is that it gives
year.
First,
Charles
Dickens’ intensive publicity via local tele“Bleak House,” will be issued next vision, radio, daily and Sunday paspring. Donald Friede will be edi- pers, disk jockeys, etc., plus a comtor and write the intros.
plete advertising program at no
Ken McCormick, editor-in-chief cost to the show. The ad coverage
of Doubleday, is on a trip to the includes a week of TV. spot comCoast (L.A., up to Seattle) seeing mercials, at least 12 radio spot
authors and looking in on the commercials, plus lengthy plugs
firm’s Frisco office. With Howard on
50-60 local radio programs
Cady, its Coast editor, having re- through giveaways of passes to the
signed to become editor of Little, show, newspaper
teaser campaigns
Brown, Mary Lou Mueller, who and display
ads, direct mail to a list
had been working with Cady, has of 7,000
theatregoers, heralds in
taken over the western office.
the incoming mailbox of each of
duPont’s 7,000 employees, sign
Pearl Harbor Report Hassle
cards in the 28 elevators of the
Board of Control of the U. S. company’s buildings and cards on
Naval
Institute
at
Annapolis, the tables
of the Hotel duPont’s
which meets today (Wed.), will distwo dining rooms.
cuss action regarding American
Except
“Climate of Eden,”
for
Weekly’s publication of an article,
“I Led the Air Attack on Pearl which proved not to have boxoffice
Harbor,” by Capt. Mitsuo Fuchida. draw elsewhere during Its tryout
Commander J. K. Taussig, Jr., sec- or in a brief Broadway run, and
retary-treasurer, told Variety that “Good Nite, Ladies,” which failed
the Institute feels that AW’s piece to appeal to local taste, every show
violates the copyright” of the In- so far this season has pulled over
stitute’s mag. Proceedings, which 85% capacity, three getting over
published the Japanese officer’s 90%. A one-nighter of a concertaccount of the Pearl Harbor raid style “Carmen” pulled a capacityin
September. Proceedings had
plus $6,490.
granted exclusive rights to reprint
“Time Out for Ginger,” had
Capt. Fuchida’s article to Parade
magazine, which ran sections of 95.6% attendance for a $10,915
in four performances. “The
gross
the article, along with an interview
it got with Fuchida, and pictures Shrike” had 90.5% attendance for
gross in five performances.
$14,578
it took of hini as a missionary.
“Time of the Cuckoo” ha’d 85.7%
Proceedings had demanded
“withdraw any material whose pub- attendance and $9,965 gross in four
lication would infringe its copy- performances. “Ladies” got only
right” and added it would hold 67.5% attendance and $8,555 gross
“fully accountable for any in- in six performances, and “Climate”
fringement.” Parade also wrote merely 60.3% attendance and $6,AW, hinting legal action. It’s con- 490 gross in four.
tended by Parade and the Institute
that AW’s piece was merely a^'rewrite” of the Proceedings account,
view is
without its permission.
Rule
that it had cabled Fuchida for permission to use his byline over an
Continued from page 58
prepared ,from public
account
that star
domain and “other sources.” How- among stars and agents,
and percentage terms
ever, the Parade claim is that the guarantees
have
circuit
only authorized source in this for the citronella
country is the Proceedings piece. reached a ceiling. In fact, there
are signs that a general modification is already in progress.
Scots Attack U. S. Comics
Under the circumstances, then,
U. S* comics are attacked by the
Educational Institute of Scotland the new rule may not actually
in a special report. It says there boost star terms, but is more likeis “too much fighting and killing, ly to discourage top names from
and human life is cheap.” If right accepting cowshed commitments.
triumphs in the end, it’s because There has already been a notable
it is identified with might, says the lessening in the number of top
report, which comments on a ten- names available* over the last two
dency for the hero as well as summers.
villain to take the law into his own
The barnyard Belascos therefore
hands.
see the five-day rule either drasti“Allied to this is a pseudocally hiking star terms or, more
scientific glorification of force with
the supply of boxwhich are associated supermen, probably, cutting
mere handful.
death rays; comet ships, Martian office names to a
seriously crimp
will
this
fear
They
characters and out-of-this-world
Report deprecates the patronage and thereby slice or even
events.”
.horrific, nightmarish fantasies in wipe out the operating margin, and
comics, and also expresses alarm as an inescapable consequence,
about the influence of American force the curtailment of barn proslang.
duction and perhaps the closing of
some spots now just about getting

a
..

16.

a strong effort to establish itself
as a preferred tryout and touring
spot, has had a very successful record so far this season. For its first
six bookings it has averaged P3.5%

Hedda Hopper’s

to

4'

field-

Wilmington, Dec.

Doubleday is launching a new
series, Centennial Editions, coman ex_ prising new editions of
important attendance,
with
the relative disappoint- books republished on the 100th

beeoming
deserve

Hypoing Boxoffice

Pfi&IETY

,
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Broadway
Rita Hayworth in from Europe

Saturday (13).
Producer Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
due in from the Coast Friday (19).

Ed McCaffrey, circulation manager of Variety, out of St. Luke's
Hospital following minor surgery,
Francis Winikus, United Artists’
ad-pub director, off to the Coast
for a week of huddles with indie
producers
.
Otto E. Koegel, 20th-Fox attorney, writing a book about his
Charles
late
the
H gh
E
.
.
..
£
;
^
the.Coast
to
Eddie Foy, Jr., back
Will be
after exiting hospital.
. .

^.

.

.

m

1

6
a
ff
weexs.
eigne
to e?

hiweX

S1X

h
0 r
Bhk. at thJ°Metro studio! badfto
the Coast after homeoffice confabs
on

m

®

.

his annual visit.

new

grandchild.

O. O. Dull, here to direct. Gotham sequences for “Main Street to
Broadway,” back to the Coast after
completing the local stint.
The Waldorf’s Claude C. Philippe
flying y to
Paris for Xmas-New
Year’s with his bride, Mony Dalmes of the Comedie Francaise.
'

George London subletting Greta
Place penthouse

Keller’s Sutton
since the latter
for a German

going to Berlin
version of “Pal

is

j oey
Jim Sauter due back this weekend following a Coast quickie on
the USO-Camp Shows’ names off
to Korea for the Xmas-New Year's

“ert

Ub

*

'

W

^

Samuel Goldwyn, back from
Miami Beach, where he worked on
for

Charles Horowitz for his “unique
and vital contribution to the growth
of N.Y. as the cultural and artistic
centre of the U.S.”
Loew’s Continental manager, David Lewis, and his wife, Stolen, in
on business, thence to the Coast
for a vacation. They headquarter

and may sell their
Park Ave. cooperative apartment
because it’s used so little by them.
Barney Balaban, Si Fabian and
Manny Frisch, joint heads of the

11

on
uled for Aud. Dec. 28.
Launtz Melchior underlined for
a
Feb.
concert and P
8 ahead of
he Stars Are singing ” fllm show-

Z

®*‘
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Theatre

Little

.Adairs

.

..

production

°t. State

and

Patsy Harris

of

clicking with
staffer

KENT

n

D

-

.

«

m

#

and Country Club Satur-

Loewenthal plans
“The Case Canaris.”

,

Academy’s

elected

board of

Ruth Hussey painfully burned
a book of matches exploded

when
in

her hand.

Bing Crosby and his twins, Philand Dennis, took part in the
father-and-son celebration at Wash-

ip

ington -State U.
Eddie Cantor’s first chore since
returning from the hospital was a
recording session for his own life
story at Warners.
Annette Kellerman attended a
preview of her biofilm “Million
Dollar Mermaid,” at Long Beach

Veterans Hospital.
David Martin planed back to
Australia where he will produce a
copy of John Harris’ “Ice Capades” on the Tivoli circuit, of
which he is managing director.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving
is

a possibility for

Dawn

to

(20th)

USO

hall

tour of Ger-

in 1953.

Annual confab of British Society

Cinema Managers
gow in May, 1953.

of

set for Glas-

Jack Anthony, Scot comedian,
preemed at Marmorhaus
With opening of Filmeck, West operated on for ear trouble, prior
to opening in pantomime, “Humpty
Berlin now has 216 cinemas w
European preem of “Miracle o Dumpty.”
Yvonne Arnaud bedded with
Fatima” (WB) at Delphi Palast.
Third Berlin International Film laryngitis and out of Glasgow
opening of new comedy, “Dear
Festival set to run-from June 18
27.

Richard Kraus appointed new
conductor of the Staedtische Opera
House.
J a ck Baker, general manager of
Republic studios, visiting Berlin
film studios.

“Don

Charles.”
Kirkintilloch Junior Choir, juve
choral outfit into British radio
show, “Educating Archie,” with
their item being waxed in Scotland

each week.

Scot song-writing team of Cliff
Peppone” Hanley and Ian Gourlay having

^^
and

Camillo

.

^

Rex Allen

in ^° production this Winter,

11

head,

Ottawa

^

e

east

Martin

Hunt and band

CUy^That Never" Steeps” ^wTth Gig
Milan with Ypung^ Edward_Arnold, Chill Wills, St d is
„
„
..^onja Henie ice
Scio Scio.
e
PaUla Raymond and okgy-in^Auditorium

M?!tw7n
^r
Mane
Windsor.

“Thunderbirds”

at Golden Gate.
Boyd Sparrow, Warfield Theatre

Pe e

,

in for

opening

Republic has brought in a crew
in

of

governors.

^

_

.

,

member

,

R. F. Hawkins

Nino Taranto
back
.

“Moulin

nnnS

lulmD

a

world
preem of
Rouge.”
Hartford
Huntington
for

* latest number, “Bruce and the
Spider,” waxed by Syd Phillips’
cinem^Parfs.
John Reinhardt, Hollywood au orch and Ray Billington with the
thor and director, in Munich to Stargazers.
rS * eP
next tw0 prepare pic for Osca-Productions
^° r
Johnny Eager, Frank Leighton
wppio?°°
and June Powell supporting Noele
Danny Newman handles local tf-SSn
°tn Gordon in Jack Hylton production
stand of Gilbert & Sullivan which
importatlon of for“ of “Call Me Madam,” opening
starts Dec. 25.
seven-week stint at King’s, GlaswJr nfv
John Montague in ahead of
rmr „„„
gow, mid-December.
L„i
“Constant Wife” which opens at
e
Selwyn Dec. 26 for four weeks.
rn°r!
mmerCe
S Te~
Clifton Webb in town doing
Q rS°
ce tly ® 1 t ed Ho
1031711
p.a.’s for “Stars and Stripes” which
San Francisco
J
J
® upe T ^J.
s currently prepar
opens Christmas Day at Palace.
V
By Ted Friend
a full-length documentary on
Joe Kaufman, .Cinerama theatre
Vido Musso quintet into Blacka
as * war> w1
excerpts from
topper, in town to sign papers with
JL
hawk.
old German newsreels.
Otto Eitel, owner of the Palace.
Dancers of Bali into Opera
W1 ^e
^a Le
John Ericson is leaving “Stalag t>. ^
^
con
ue House.
17” in Chicago Jan. 3 after a year ^lc ^ a + d « lc
^,
Edith Piaf set for stanza at Cur®
pe
a
ns
film
and a half in the play. Douglas
I H°
production
outfit in collaboration ran Theatre.
Watson renlaces
John Barrymore, Jr., John DerMircel
and
Carol
Heilman
Jesse Lasky in town to confer
^
ek, Eileen Christy, Ward Bond and
with officials of National High P r °ducers in London. First pic goes
School Band Assn, for tie-in with
his ^forthcoming pic, “Big Brass

ne w niusical revue,
drive in behalf of the Federation Co-stars with Dolores Palumbo,
Goffredo Petrassi directing some
of Jewish Philanthropies, named
an executive committee of some 14 of his own compositions at the
top industryites to assist with Nuovo where he appeared at a
concert.
Overall plans for the campign.
The late Renato Simoni, critic,
One of the “best” parties of its
kind was the welcome-home and playwright and director commembon voyage for Mary Martin and orated by Silvio D’Amico at a Milher husband, Richard Halliday, an meeting.
Ferdinand Bruckner’s “Elizabeth
•^ st rTuuesdta ^ (? ) aiop the
?Tegis
Roof, hosted by Rodgers & Ham- of England,” the opening play at
merstein, Leland Hayward and the reopened Little Theater here,
Joshua Logan. The Hallidays re- go t mixed notices. Lilia Brignone
turned to London the next day.
stars, with Giorgio Strehler diMary Ellin Berlin and her recting.
groom, Marvin Barrett, residing
Two new revues playing here
near Sicily, in southern Italy, are “Cavalcade on Foot” and “Devwhile he’s working on a novel. For il in the Garter” headed* respecthe first time Mr. and Mrs. Irving tively, by Mario Carotenuto and
(Ellin) Berlin and daughter Linda \Nuto
Navarrini.
Latter co-stars.

amusement industry fund-raising

N.Y.
Joyce MacKenzie returned from
Mexican honeymoon with Tim Leimert.
Fred Winikus in town to arrange

many

Rodolfo

the

after 24 years in business.
Sophie Tucker in town for a
week before opening in Las Vegas.
Merian Cooper in town after neCinerama business in
gotiating

group, mulling

.

“Decision Before

off

by Paramount.
Dennis Morgan returned from
Wisconsin vacation.
Connie Russell in from N. Y. for
huddles at Columbia.
Harry Wurtzel Agency closed

Johnnie Ray

chiefly in Paris,

By

Joyce Holden checked

Universal lot.
Mary Sinclair given her release

Glasgow Empire next April.
Logan Family, Scot music

61*110

w
Hoehn
By Hans „
film

Palm

short visit.
Will Donaldson hospitalized with
heart trouble.

Follies,” all-girl revue.

.

,

(

Dinah Washington (current at
engagement
Rendezvous) sporting
_
_
ring from Jimmy Cobb, drummer
in her supporting combo.
Singer Midge Fellows returned
after long absence to Kaliners
Rathskeller as emcee-comedienne
with new tag, Patsy Abbott
After going without entertainhient for several months, Wedge
returned to show policy (15) with

“Harem

at

Mickey Rooney and bride planed
to Miami.
Sam Spiegel in from London for

1

a

Betty Blanchard, ^co-founder of
n
Courtyard Players here, to estabDal * as Wlth
how
January.
Jan Garber and Mrs. in residence
at newly-completed Town House.

day
aay

Barons, combo at the Click.
BBS Records staged cocktail session for press and deejays at Sandy Kent’s opening (10) at Carman
Theatre.

-

|

awarded certificate of achievement
last week by N.Y.’s acting mayor

Van Johnson sunning

'

P lc financial crises here.
P»ny Robin, French thesp, getVariety Club of N.Y. unveiling
Vienna
ting the femme lead opposite Kirk
Picits new headquarters at the
By Emil W. Maass
cadilly Hotel Jan. 15 with an open Douglas and Louis Jourdan in the
on the
Coloratura Wilma Lipp to U.S.
house and premiere screening for Anatole Litvak pic, Girl u '"'
n in
Via Flamina,”
for concert tour.
all barkers.
J
anuaT
yJubilee Singers appeared
Fisk
Actor Edward Ashley to the
Ruth Gordon and Garson Kanin twice in Konzerthaus.
Coast for three weeks to appear
Paul Gordon lookproducer
TV
in several TV shows and visit his back in tdwn after three-week sesMetro producer sion in Switzerland with Thornton ing over possibilities here.
brother-in-law,
Matz inked by
Hannerl
Filmstar
Wilder. Actress to play in Wild-.
Stephen Ames.
Kathryn Jacqueline Osterman er’s “Merchant of Yonkers” in Otto Preminger for a Hollywood
production.
engaged to Pvt. D avid Michael London next February.
Passion plays will be held next
Clarke. She’s daughter of the late
French sketch of three episode
Jack Osterman, the comedian, and Franco - Italo - English pic, “Our May again in Thiersee, Tyrol. Last
the late Mary Daly, ex-showgirl.
Sons,” being refused an export ones were done in 1936.
Academy Chorus of Vienna un
Jack S. Connolly, chief of the visa here because of touchy aspects
direction Ferdinand Grossman
newsreel and special events branch of sketch based on a recent der
tour America next fall.
to
of' the State Dept.’s film service, adolescent killing case here,
Actor
Martin Berliner, back
back fr%m Korea, where he covered
from U.S., inked by Kammerspiele
Gen. Eisenhower's inspection tour.
for Fodor’s preem of “Matura.”
Dorothy Lamour back to the
Old Lintz (Upper Austria) city
dUICYCJIUU,
Coast today (Wed.) after promotheatre, which was 150 years- old,
By Bill Monroe
tion work east on Paramount’s
torn down and being replaced by
“Road to Bali,” in which she’s coThe Dome books Metronomes for a new house.
starred with Bing Crosby and Bob indef period.
Raimund Theatre, deep in red
**°P e
Rose Murphy at Stork* nitery to because of flop of Ridley’s “AllNina Foch, TV and film actress, Saturday (20).
American Ice Show,” will reopen
addressed the Motion Picture Club
commercial Music Corp. an- with “Waltz Dream” by Oscar
of New York U. s Washington n0 unces Muzak service for city by Straus.
Square
College
of
Arts
and j£ e jj ^
Berthold V i e r t e 1 translating
e C
e t rday (TUeS > °“
Jan 'August current at Zephyr Tennessee Williams’ “The Rose
ingtec
?nB te chniiques.
q u es
Tattoo” for Josef stadt Theatre
the
Billy
Williams
on
with
Room
,
German-language title wil be “Die
Pierre Galante; feature
writer on handstand
Paris-Match (the Look and Life of
«»«««
m ,as T> a i Sizilianische Rose.”
France) in town for interviews,
*or one * rame
onH thence to Hollywood for
and
ri*
d)
to ight
IslllC&ffO
Franco-American
type
feature
i,
George Blackwood in for lead in
stories and pix.
Grainger,
J.
Republic Pictures
R.
e pro,luctlon o£
David Golding, ad-pub director
££S'8“
plans for the Christmas Day opening of “Hans Christian Andersen”
at the Colony Theatre.
Exhib leader Harrv Brandt lining up a stag dinner sa^te at the
Metropolitan Club, Jan. 6 for Spyros P. Skouras, who’s returning
from a long business trek through
Europe and the Far East.
Concert manager Sol Hurok

stands.

Springs.

^

holidays.

r

Hollywood
Dorothy Carroll divorced.
Lester M. Mitchels divorced.
Howard Keel laid up with virus.
Harry Cohn planed to Honolulu.
Byron Haskin returned from Fiji

X

’

Mrs. Hal Home to Israel, stopping off in Paris each way. Her
publicist-husband 'is on the Coast
visiting his

Christmas night, witn Xavier Cu*
this time to spend the Xmas-New
gat orch jumping in next day.
London
Year’s holidays with the newly“Flamingo Cavalcade of 1952 ’is
weds. Usually they fly separately.
Jose Ferrer has bought an 82- pyramided by Georgie Price, with
year lease on a London house for- Maxine Lewis, Mitchell & Petrillo,
merly owned by Lady Duveen.
Don Corey, Lucille Vanelli, Herb
Joseph Kramm, who authored Flemington and produced by Sid
Paris
Shrike,” arrived in London Silvers, until the 25th, then bows
“The
Rene Fraday to Italy on talent- last week for British production of
to Tony Martin.
scouting tour.
his play.
Silver Slipper rolling through
Charles Trenet to Rio for nitery
Holly Day ReBlevins Davis and Robert Breen New Year’s with
engagements.
and Minstrels, headlining
vue,”
party
to
supper
hosting a Savoy
Richard Aldrich back from Spain meet the cast of “Porgy and Bess” Hank Henry abetted by Woo Woo
and on to London.
Stevens, Beau Jesters. Jack Spoons,
next Monday (22).
d
"
Ruth Gordon and Garson Kanin
The Duke of Edinburgh, who Is i‘“^ r?5’s a ^aus^stock 0?
in
Switzerhere after a sojoprn
a member of the London Variety
5l
No.
T ° w a|"<;«g with opening of
Club, will, be the guest of honor at
lands? 0 £ ?es t Sels
Gaby Sylvia gets lead in revival tomorrow s (Thurs). luncheon.
jumping with gambling panjanof Alfred Savoir’s play, “Little
AU sections of the film industry drums, celebs, top scribes, all good
Catherine.”
tossed a luncheon to Rupert Somer- f or needed pre-holiday hypo. SunCannes Film Festival April 15- veil head of the Board ‘of Trade day (14) open house for localities
30^ alrwfdy has the acceptance of films division who retired recently. was dry-run and no service opercountries.
Frank Dowie, comedian from a ting; Monday (15) marked official
"Limelight" (UA), in its sixth Vancouver, here to spend Christ- tape-snipping and preem of Jack
h3S played to mas with his son Eddie who is Entratter’s Copa Room with Danny
430 000 peopIe
currently appearing at the Stork Thomas, Connie Russell, Lou Wills,
Jr., Ray Sinatra orch and covey of
Bernard S. Reymont appointed Club,
yes^
Paris rep of talent agency, EspecTh#»
Three
Wiere
Brothers c °P a glammerline chicks; and
sked ineluded
(Tues >
taculous Victor Sturdivant,
signed for next Spring's Tom Ar- terda/s
ress viewing of nitery.
P
reCoronation
Littler
nold-Emile
“Fig
Gladys Gould, who was in
Leaf” at Madeleine, has gone into vue in which Jane Morgan has
F °hes Bergere revue, "Real Mad8
Philadelphia
ness.
Wilcox inked John MeEileen O’Dare quits the Folies- Callum to longterm pact; his first
Booker Vic Sands left the Tony
Bergere Dec. 14, and then heads film under the new contract will Phillips office to form new agency,
to London
1Z confabs before be in a comedy opposite a Holly- Sands & Nahan.
®L
Cathy Allen, formerly with
be there tor wood actress.
^ or
Christmas.
Tom Conway due at the end of Louis Prima, is new chirper for
pic, Charley Ventura’s orch.
British
in
star
to
December
ABC discontinuing vaudeville for
v
Bill Mellon, manager of Rendez
time being when new Francis Lo- “Park Plaza 507,” with Eva Bartok
and Joy Shelton playing principal vous, has resigned to go into nitery
pez operetta, “Flowering Way,
business in Miami Beach.
starring Georges Guetary, goes femme roles.
A1 Martino, current at Latin CaLeslie Randell, back last week
into house, Dec. 19.
S., opened sino, skedded to make three-week
One-hundred and three French from a month in the U. Monday
Koreaat
Japan trip, Jan. 6.
on
a dual engagement
Pjxs have been finished or started
Jimmy Kellis, who doubles pn
the Prince of Wales Theatre and
since last January, making this a
bass
vocals, has joined the
and
good production year in, spite of Savoy cabaret.

into

district

for

conferences,

with

Burnett, Loew’s central
manager, out from Colum-

bus to sub.

show

doing

Canadian Repertory Theatre doing “Nina” to capacity houses.
Herb (ex-ink Spots) Kenny and
small combo heading Gatineau

Washington
By

Florence S. Lowe
Ethel Waters wound up a sock
Club show.
Willard
week’ at Blue Mirror nitery (13).
Ernie Warren, 20th Century
Bert Lahr a Christmas present
RCA boss David Sarnoff and his
of the Thunderbird opening tomor- Theatres eastern manager on Flor- two sons guests at Gridiron Dinner

Las Vegas, Hey.
By

Bill

ida vacation.
row (Thurs.).
(13).
Harry J. Boyle, official of CBC’s
Andrews Sisters yodel over the
Eric Johnston named to sub25lh and New Year’s for three- Trans-Canada web, authors two committee for Inaugural Concert to
plays on CBC-TC next week, one be held Jan. 18.
frame Sahara encampment.
Pearl Bailey and Billy Vine on “Ford Theatre,” the other on
Catholic TJ.’s current version of
wave goodbye to Desert Inn next CBC “Wednesday Night” feature.
“Skin of Our Teeth,” directed by
Monday (22) for entrance of CarW. E. S. Briggs, CBC Maritimes Alan Schneider, rated raves from
men Miranda.
rep, will be Canada’s man on the all local drama desks.
Joanne Gilbert held over two reporting team coveting the CorAmerican U. concerts, managed
more frames in El Rancho’s Tom onation for radio and TV. Team by Patrick Hayes, brought two
Douglas “Windmill Revue,” with organized by BBC from Empire varied attractions, Ana Maria s
Lou Prima toplining.
countries.
Andrew Cowan and Spanish Ballet and Trapp Family
Phil Spitalny “Hour of Charm” Matthew Halton will also cover for Singers, to Constitution Hall for
jS^and^^Yep.^e^nct.
frontier,
...
-

.

^
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cram Chicago salesman, died
Chicago Dec.

OBITUARIES
LONG

PERCY

B.
„ W r Long. 51, veteran Iowa
Pe
in Webster
manager
/ manag' diedopera
theatre
ted pic
e
ly ’!
WaterMinn.;
Cloud,
{n
in st.

^

i

houses

Sioux

and

Falls,

Minn., before
aid Bemidji,
S
1932 where he
in^ to Iowa in
g0
theatres in Jefferson and
came to Webster City
manage the Webster,
Tn 1948 to
Thei" s and Corral for Pioneer
I ls
For the past three
p n rD
been secretary of
rears Sie had
Webster City Chamber of Corn-

Td

/

fl

{he

survived by his wife, three sons,
brother and
o grandchildren, a
hV
Iwo sisters.

representative

.for

Karstein Valen, 65, Norwegian
composer, died Nov. 14 in Oslo.

JOE

E.

Joe E. Cooper,

cooper
57, publicist

and

w. k. nevispaperman, died Jin a
Dallas hospital Dec. 12. He was
author of the recently published
chill recipe book, “With or Without Beans.”

Survived by his
brother and sister.

the

1950

the material

weak

lines

is

going over,

Hope John

to

Arthur

fel, Meredith, N. H.,
is general manager

Dec.
of

I.

Rotha-

6.

Groom

WLNH, La

assistant

publicity
Bros.

is

Warner
Mary Jo Tarola

business.

Continued from page 56

Another

shortcoming,

Estcla

Mario
Mambalcttea
Versailles Hotel

Nino Rinaldi 3
Bar of Music
Jordan
David Elliot
Guy Rennie
Betty Lou Barto

Genevieve O’Connor to Bruno
Sota, Hollywood, Dec. 8. He’s

Harvey Bell
Sherry>Fronten*$

Chavee
Jacques Donnet Ore
Algiers Hotel
Doretta Morro’"

Mai Malkin O.
Lord Tarleton
Michael Selker Ore
Jeanne Moore
Lou Collins *

BIRTHS
singer.

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie McCormick,
Qnn p iftc u nr£,u
Fathcr Is
“,?£
with Bobby Dale orch.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Korch, son,
Chicago, Dec. 2. Father is sports

WGN

editor of

there.

Mrs Max Newton,

M*-

-

Montreal,

Dec.

Variety mugg there,
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland

is

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Charles,
son, Burbank, Cal., Dec. 9. Mother
js
the former Beverly Benson,
studio publicist; father is organist
on the “Dr. Christian” radio show,

Jack GiI{ord son>
6.

Mother

is

Made-

leine Lee, radio actress; father is

with died Dec. 8 of a heart ailment in
She Barre City, Vt. She wa* the wife
produced “The Woman’s Prog- of Dean N. Perry, editor-publsher
ress Hour.”
She arranged radio of the Barre Times,
programs for the New York State

also

Federation of

Women’s Clubs and

Long Island Federation
Women’s Clubs.
Two daughters survive.

the

IVAN

y

of

ease,

HALEY

L.

Ivan L. Haley, 64, for the past
0 years manager of the Dundas

¥theatre, Dartmouth, N.

S.,

Survived by his wife.

Sam Bacon, 75, set estimator,
of a. heart attack Dec. 8 at
his desk in the Warner Bros, stu-

an# the died

Mayfair Theatre there ‘since its
opening 18 years ago, died Dec. 9
*t his home in
that city.
Haley’s
mechanical inventions

IN

Percy S. Anderson, 65, head of
the public relations department of
KMOX, St. Louis, died at a St.
T ouis hospital Dec. 6 of heart dis-

MEMORIAM

dio where
1928.

he had worked since

Ollie D. Forester, 45, Metro studio grip for 20 years, died of a
skull fracture Dec, 6 in Culver

I

|

he

I

I

MARKS

Mother of Margaret Hewes,

One problem with TV
for-

today, insiders feel,

is

“The situation
day isn’t funny.”
it,

corfiedy

the domi-

in

TV comedy

Benno Rubinyl
Eddie Bradford Ore
B Gray's Bandbox
Billy Gray-

to-

Continued from page

While this made for a socko
performance, the cleavage she displayed drew audible gasps from
he big-screen patrons.
At the third-act opener, for example, the libretto called for Miss
Stevens to deal out some playing
cards to tell her fortune. She was
seated on the stage, and a closeup
lens, shooting from one of the
Met’s Diamond Horseshoe boxes,
revealed that she’d be a fine subject for one of Earl Wilson’s busttrusting columns. Some women in

Bobby Ramos Oro

Mocambo

R

Daniel
Continentals

Billy

(B)

(4)

Eddie Oliver Ore
Joe Castro Quartet

NEVADA

Petrillo

Herb FIcmington
Flamingo Starlets
Bobby Page 4
Torris Brand Ore
Desert Inn

Andrews

D

Sisters

Pansy the Horse

Andy Mayo
Corsoney Bros

Carmen Miranda

Gene Na&h
Gilda Fontana

Jack Durant
Rudy Cardenas

Lillian

Lanier

Dewey

Sisters

Felo

Sa-Harem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore

(23)

& Bruno
Donn Arden D

Carlton Hayes Ore
Last Frontier
Phil Spltalny

Hour

El

viola

MarIe

Silver

Louise

Slipper

Hank Henry

10

j^eti
Robert
Linda

Cortez

Joaquin Garay
Joanne Barton
Dancing Haydens
Cliff Ferre
Dave Rodgers Ore

Charm

of

Evelyn

Woo Woo

&

Stevens

Beau Jesters
Hollywood Cover

Alda

Girls

Jack Spoons

Vegas
Revue
Louis Prima

Jimmy Cavanaugh

“windmill

Willard
Jo Ann Malone
George Re dma n Ore
Sands
Bill

e
Allan & Ashton
00dles & Skeeter

E

Danny Thomas

1l ;r.

Connee Russell

Lou Wills Jr

Keeiy smith

Copa Girls
Ray Sinatra Ore

HAVANA
•

a ° ci
1i

^

)

^

Gloria

Ac

Tropicana Chorus

ntonio

(^. u

Tex Mex Trio
Tropicana
Amparo Garrido

h

ta

Ana

Rolando

Skippy
oiga Chaviano

'

Montmartre

Don Carlos
F Bergaza & J

Bruno Terraza
Doris 4f Robert
Serenata Espanola

Sguei A5gri Ort2 Ray Carson

200G Rep Deal
Continued from page

1

U ^ ^M s would include only old
shorts and cartoons, no features,
j^p package includes pix origijj

guy whom Carmen
not only would go nuts over but
would even make a pass at.
TVing a performance to bigscreen audiences can give them'
like the

•

Thunderblrd

Lucile Vanelli

from 1937 to 1948.
westerns are listed among the
which include such pix as
Ben Hecht’s “Spectre of the Rose”;
“Northwest Outpost,” with Nelson
Eddy and Ilofi& Massey; “The
Cheaters,” with Joseph Schildkraut
and
Billie
Burke;
“Hurricane
Smith,” with Ray Middleton and
Jane Wyatt, and others.
WCBS-TV will use the Rep packa ge
part of its regular feature
film
including
“Early
shows,
Show,’-’ “Late Show” and “Late
Matinee.” Under the programming
setup, the station will not have to
repeat any of the features in each
0 f the three programs for a long
period of time. In this way, it
hopes to escape the mounting
squawks from viewers about being
forced to watch repeats of features,
Despite. the Rep sale, Savage denally released

No

titles,

-

thWbttr*

Dick Stabile Oro

Don Corey

,

7^T

&

Mitchell

„

;

Robinson

Bert Lahr
Francine White
Johnny O’Brien
Kathryn Duffy
A1 Jahns Ore
Sahara

^

.

Clros

Gene Baylos
Bud & Ccce

Maxine Lewis

'

S

Jimmy Ames
Don Sheffey

1952“
Georgic Price

“,

•

Nancy Andrews

Ted Flo Rito Ore

*

1

(6)

Joe Graydon

LAS VEGAS,

,

fl

Abbott Dcrs

Flamingo
“Flamingo Cav

of the
chain of

,

Manning

Patricia

1

Unda

.

om Horgan &

Moore

Patti

Ben Lessy
Larry Greene Trio
Blltmoro Hotel
Modcrnairca (5)
Frakson

^
S

So&D.
1

Barton

!nrl

Cafe Gala

Hoffman

Bill

Sex on ‘Carmen’

much

1945

entities.
Survh/in?
u.
ng
le
,s Wlfe » a daughter, a
» n,?
S
*on and
a brother.

CHICAGO

Eddie Bergman Ore
Bar of Musle
Arthur Blake
Fay De Witt

Clark Jones, for example, often
Franklin & Her- CBS in Chicago, died Dec. 7 in a
which the Mayfair Waukegan, 111., hospital as a re- behind-the-scenes functions and cut away from a singer to a difthat consequently the whole airer ferent performer to get a reaction
were
sult of injuries suffered in an auto
suffers. Comeback by Milton Berle
accident.
shot and this heightened the drawith Berle accepting the lead of matic impact of the show. By the
A
same token, this means that those
owner
Harold
G.
Benwteln.
47,
AND EW D - CELLA
it's
s
proves the point, It
Anrf,
J?
of film theatres In Bay City, Sagi- partment,
taking part- in similar performances
Celia, 79, v.p. of the
new,
Port
Mich., died averred.
and
Huron,
acquire sufficient thesping
must
Rea Estate & Financial
‘Forgotten Men’ of TV
Co
in Bay City, Dec. 10.
i
ability to tie in with TV.
Miss
°
the American, OrWriters are beefing that they’re
Pheum" ao n
scored solidly on this
Stevens
hu
the “forgotten* men” in TV, hired count, with Tucker, Merrill and
Amei?rfl n S ot?el bert Theatres, the
Jr.,
Rubens,
Mother
of
Walter
and
ot
her St. Louis
on week-to-week contracts and subPropertv
e y ?.
d e
a St
hoS“ promotion manager of WIND, Chi- ject to quick firing if one show lays Nadine Conner (as Micaela) provPitai De c
9 He
Hl\
H recently un cago, died Dec. 7 in Chicago.
ing competent.
ad
derconp »
£
an egg. It isn’t like the old situasumach operation.
Most important, of course, is the
Con-f 1
tion in radio, they claim, where the
to St Louis 40 years
ago fronwM^
James H. Griffith, 68, veteran writers practically lived with the crying need for color in theatre
Ca 0 t
oin
hls
br
died
». Louis, l"
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com Pany which Dec. 8 In Elizabeth, N.J.
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writers feel they’re lucky if they been socko if in color.
Cornelius, P. O’Keefe, 61, elecget to spend a couple of hours proved especially true of the sectrical superintendent at 20th-Fox
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Los Espenotes
Bernard Weidman
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mer Broadway producer, and of nant position of the comedian-star,
Edith Warman Skinner, of Carwho has moved in as packager,
negie Tech Drama School faculty,
and much more of a dramatic rapport
director
writer,
producer,
died in Ottawa Dec. 7.
chorine-picker of his pwn show. with performers than the live audiand improvements were
numerous
performer
the
that
It’s claimed
16 insta Hed many
of them in
fh^L*
Vincent Bliss, 29, salesman for “can’t be objective” about the other ence at the Met gains. Director
1865

Dave Apollon

Betty Lorraine

Margaret Sis

spenders are
one of the
program on which
webs
young comedians and yocksmiths
could gain exposure and experience. As one bankroller expressed
least

comedian.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Sears, son,
Chicago, Dec. 11. Father is man- the theatre TV audience, in fact,
ager of the Park Theatre there.
were fearful (and the men were
hopeful) of a near tragedy in her
While the costuming
costuming.
would be fine for the audience at
weren’t sitting as
who
the Met,
closely as that TV lens, it brought
Continued from page 1
up a point to be considered (and
that if NBC-TV had sustained the not from a prudish standpoint,
Mayehoff entry for a further ride either) for future big-screen perin another slot, the bugs could formances.
have been shaken out. CBS-TV’s
Other major items of interest
gambling on Red Buttons, in the gleaned from watching the theaface of a sponsorship sluff-off, it’s tre TV performance:
argued, may eventually pay off big
The Met’s going to have a probboth for the skein and the young lem on its hands with its overcomic.
weight stars. While Robert MerIn the dramatic field, several new rill was slim enough to look the
actresses (e.g. Rita Gam and Maria part of Escamillo and Miss Stevens
Riva) and writers (for example, more than looked the part of CarThomas W. Phipps and David men, Richard Tucker Rooked too
Shaw) have been nurtured. But hefty in the Don Jose role. Tenor
in the laugh department there has was in superb vocal form and, to
been little” or no planning for fu- opera aficionados accustomed to
ture Durantes. On NBC’s “Your beefy singers, his weight was probShow of Shows,” producer Max ably taken in stride. But to runCarl of-the-mill patrons whom these bighas
developed
Liebman
Reiner and Howard Morris into screen events must lure if they’re
valuable adjuncts, but theirs are to pay off both for theatre TV
supporting rather than primary exhibs ard the tytet, he didn t look
roles.

EDWARD

Club

Nelly Golette

Edgewater Beach
Senor Wences

New Comics

show featuring interviews
prominent women, in 1925.

Brook

Charlie Farrell
Atlantis Hotel

Boulevar-dears (6)
Frankie Masters O

Bara.
T. Davis,

son, Glasgow, Nov. 28. He’s manager of Piccadilly Club there,

Mr and Mrs
New York, Dec.

Grymes

particular comic best, his capabili- Artie James
Trio Bass!
N Brandwynne Ore
limitations and style. The Preston Lambert
ties,
Spike Jones radio series', for which
IOS* ANGELES
he was writer-producer-director,
benefitted from that kind of setup, Ambassador Hotel The Glenns
Jean Sablon
Hal Derwin Oro
feels.

son,

Father

2.

& Harmon

Elena *•
Nicholas

George Zak

be the writer rather than the star

that at
incept a

Mr. and Mrs. Mario Lanza, son,
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Father is

William (Billy) Jean, 61, musiclan for 40 years who was a memthe AFM convention last June, but her of the John Lytle and Don Basthis was turned down in tribute to
sett orchs and the Dayton, O.,
his long service.
Philharmonic, died Dee. 7 in that
city. His wife, two daughters and
MRS. ADELAIDE B. MELLEDGE son survive.
Mrs. Adelaide B. Melledge, 78,
Mr*. Josephine Perry, 67, comproducer of women’s programs in
the. early days of radio, died Dec. poser of the state song,
Hail to
12 In New York.
Mrs. Melledge Veripont, among other numbers,
founded the “Clubwomen’s Hour,” and author of musical textbooks,

Cove

Colby's

Cannon

—

Meanwhile, some

Because of illness, Gillette had
offered to resign as studio rep at

The Rlvieras
Ted Wells 4
Len Dawson Ore

.

Fimberg

O'clock

Five

Martha Raye
Milt Ross

underlings at $150 or less, all of
Conrad Hilton Hot'! Dorothy Hlld D (10)
are expected to be jack-of- Adeie Inge
Griff Williams Ore
all-trades. Fimberg prefers the old Eric Waite
Palmer House
Grafton
Joe E. Howard
radio pattern, in which several top- Diana
Charles & Lucille
Leo de Lyon
flight men were pacted, each a
Cavanaugh
Lulu
Bates
monologs, Dennis & Darlene
specialist in one field
Bambi Linn & Rod
Lillian Byers
Alexander
gags, situations, sketches, etc.
Yvonne Brodcr
Susanne
&
Philip Fraser
McCaffrey
If there’s any doubling on pro- Terry Taylor
Beb de Voye &
duction, Fimberg feels, it should Donald Tobin

urging

Mont.

Vagabonds Club
Vagabonds (4)
Maria Neglla
Hal Winters
Carmen D’Antonio
Frank Linale Ore

Bill

reins.
manager of who handles the directorial
The writers, he stresses, know their

a screen actor.

died Dec. 14 in Cleveland. A musician for 40 years, Vitale organized
an orch after World War I.
Vitale’s band was the official
musical organization for the Great
Lakes Exposition in Cleveland in
member of AFM Local 47, Los An- 1936. His orch also played netLocal 241, Butte,- work radio shows.
geles, and of

&

Litico

whom

Ve

American Federation of Musicians
for 20 years, died of a heart attack
Bee. 9 at his home in Los Angeles.
Starting as a pianist in pit orchs,
Gillette moved to Hollywood in
1922. He was a past prexy and life-

Kopy Katz 3

Kay Gayle

opines, is that the copy stable on Pat Morrissey
Bobby Breen
a show will include one head writer at, say, $1,500 and three or four

to Pat Di Cicco,
Los Angeles, Dec. 12. She’s an
actress; he’s an agent.

-

Variety Dills

and add fresh

Mills fashion coordinator; groom
is television trade editor for NBC.
Bride got court permission to be
known legally only as Robbie.

wife,

FROM FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES

how

doctor

types of sketches and the fact that
many comics* continually reprise
their old, familiar bits. Frequently
sketches are bought without considering whether they’re right for
a particular zany’s style.

mother, conia, N. H., and son of the late
S. L. Rothafel (Roxy).
Alta McKay to Ric Ballad, Hous"
ton, Dec. 9. Bride is actress; groom
ANGELO VITALE
Angelo Vitale, 56, orch leader, is reporter on the Houston Press.
Sidney Spielman to Dr. Benjamen Adelman, Chicago, Dec. 14.
Bride is office manager of Essanjay Films there.
Hortense Rosenson to Charles S.
Steinberg, Teaneck, N. J., Dec. 14.
Bride is on Woman’s Day; groom

18,

see

MARRIAGES

JOHN HYDE
DECEMBER

from rehearsals where they could

Hal Fimberg, who has written
some of the top radio (Jack Haley,
joe Penner, A1 Joison, Abbott &
Costello, Judy
Canova and A1
Pearce),- film
(Marx Bros, and
A&C) and TV (Sam Levenson'and
Lew Parker) shows, believes that
one of TV comedy’s weaknesses is
its reluctance to gamble with new

Julius Thiele, 81, violinist-com-

after a long illness. He poser,
died Dec. 12 in Santa
entered theatre business there in Monica, Cal.
1911 after completing a term as
county sheriff. His son, Howard,,
William Lee Pool, 90, concert
became. a partner in 1929 and they violinist, died in Houston Dec. 8.
put in a second house in Broken
Bow. He was a past president of
the Theatre Owners of Nebraska.
Survived by wife, son and daughBobbie to Don Bishop* Dec. 6,
ter.
New York. Bride is Burlington

Bow, Neb.,

JUSTIN W. GILLETTE
^motion
Justin W. Gillette, 71,
picture

in

Survived by wife.

9.

’

dared that

the. scarcity of available

TV “is still a problem
and one which requires consistent
scrounging to get. new films, (See

feature pix to

separate stoty iii'TV-Film section.)
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minx’s
Oldtime Yule Platters Also

$25

buying has been a feature of the
annual Christmas shopping expedition.

,

,

i.,.

Increasingly popular as platters
with a special Christinas flavor
during the past
have become
decade or so, there are few gimmicks in connection with them that
haven’t been trie£ before. For several

New York

weeks

papers have

been running adguof a firm
pitch

whose

“Hear Santa Talk Directly

is:

Your Child On a Record*’' Maybe that sounds new, but in the
early 1920s, a popular record on
Edison, Brunswick and other makes
was “Santa Claus Hides In Your
Phonograph.” In this specialty, the
impersonating Santa who
artist
to

—

might be Harry E. Humphrey,
Ernest Hare or somebody else with
a deep voice and a jovial manner,

depending on the company doing
the waxing, talked out of the phone
to the youngsters and ended with
a chimes rendition of “Ring the
Bells for Christmas.”
St. Nick
not
only
the
talked
of
out
phono, he also talked down to
the kids,
for everyone of the

Will

SEASE

Out Christine-GI

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Disappearance of the wishful-

Chi Police Go After

pre-sold, having a wide
market on local and regional basis.
There were probably three factors which contributed more than
anything else to telepix’ coming of
age the past year, and each is
virtually

Can t Fill Demand
For Radio-TV Sets
A

equally

significant.

First

for

Philly’s

Mummers Parade on TV
Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
Subject of Christine Jorgenson,
the GI who turned GIRL in Denmark, has been placed on taboo
list
for
Philadelphia’s
annual

Mummers

Parade,

New

Year’s
from City Hall
to the
New Year’s Associations
which put on parade was that
police would
have orders to yank any
reference to publicized transvestiDay.

Instructions

tism;

Large
parade
sually

sections of New Year’s
are devoted to comedy,
on topical subjects and

U
n ot Piling punches.
u?n?r°t
^
lOfcfc clubs
in line also feature im0 at rs in
Saudy femme finery,
?
.

nS? a

w«°^ lci£ds
n

* eare d

combination on

and possible effect
o£ P arade both on
highw?
highway
and TV screen.
00 1 Loweries are again
on

1

?

liftiio* l
a

eliminate as much as possible the
element of chance, and shoot product which is bankrolled before a

camera

rolls.

More and more

legit

See

fc

Indie Vidfilmer

Buys

TV, Film, Radio Rights

Low Talent

t

s

•

Mickey Rooney

n
Set at

etft

1

<

tw

il

-

(Continued on

It’ll be a race against time between CBS-TV and the NBC video

9G

-b

N Y

from London back to the U. S.,
process and edit them and get them

Berlin-Bing-Par

Equal Pards In

on the air. Unlike the pattern set
for coverage of special events in
the past, the TV nets are not pooling their resources for this one and
since there is not expected to be
any live transoceanic TV by June,
the nets will evidently be competing for the fastest jet planes to fly
film footage back to the States,
NBC has sold its radio and TV
coverage of the event to General
Motors, with Wyllis-Overland buying the CBS coverage on both
media. ABC is offering radio-TV
of the event in a package but to
date has not sold its stuff. Mutual
also will undoubtedly cover via
radio. What the DuMont TV net
plans to do has not been disclosed.
Set for June 2, the coronation will
undoubtedly receive the most comprehensive coverage on both radio

(Continued on page 46)

‘White Xmas’ Pic
Irving Berlin's deal fpr “White
Christmas,” pt Paramount, gives
him a one-third ownership of the
Bing Crosby filmusical along with
the star and Paramount Berlin
also gets $250,000 for his songs,
story ideas and all that goes with
a Berlin package which invariably
provides for strong collaborative

Sherwood Buckles Down

To Study of TV Medium
In Propping Play Series
Robert E. Sherwood, the threetime Pulitzer Prizewinner who is
setting a new standard in the medium, under his NBC contract
calling for writing three plays per
annum, direct-for-TV, for three
years, has been boning up on the
video technique and has come away
with some interesting reactions.
For one thing, because of the vis-

Supply (or Inns

medium, the limited TV screenand the nature of the projection of televised drama into the
home, Tie is particularly taken
up with the question of, scenery.

'Retarding Vegas

“I don’t see why television -has
to be tied down to the standard
stage settings technique,” says the

the hotels.
The casino operators know that
gambling is the major lure, and
the comparatively low prices of
food and rooms, made possible by
the casinos, is another. However,
the Chamber of Commerce or the
promotion department of a hotel
cannot go to an organization with
a picture of a crap table and ask
the wives to let their husbands go
there for a convention or a sales
meeting. There must be that solid
lineup of names that makes the
place sound enticing and the appeal must be on a fairly high level.
Consequently, names have, become

^V telecast of prancing
Shooters. C. Schmidt
To Hellinger Stories
n C '’ has si8ned for
WFILtv
V PlCkup of show for third
Television, film and radio rights
strait yeaL
stories
\ , A g e ncy for the ac- to more than 4,500 short
coun?^
A1 Paul Lefton Co.
penned by the late Mark Hellinger
Vailll"?
11
Beer
this Week by indie
acquired
and
were
Rams
He
1
TV telPM S^J* orsponsor ^e WCAU- vidfilm producer Les Hafner from
sec ?nd consecutive Hettinger’s estate. Hafner plans to
r!°
year
P y wil1 als0 s P° n sor tee off a series of 26 half-hour vidtelecast
Sf fS
ast
the parade in Lan- pix based on the stories in midcaste
vi ^ dl
ect feed t0 WGAL- February and hopes simultaneousTV in
u
cit
/‘ Ward Wheelock ly to roll a separate full-length theis the a
n
f ° r the account
the most important item in this
atrical feature.
Survtvs ?Lf
growth.
S
year showed over
Deal was agented by the William town’s quest for
1,000 ooo np,t i
Right now some of the older
caug ht the Mum- Morris office with Mrs. Gladys
hters Parade
ade on home
(Continued on page 44)
receivers.
page 46)
Newew vl
Year

n

producers were shying away from
agencies or prospective sponsors
who still sang the old refrain,
“let’s see a pilot or two.” Producers on the whole feel they should
enough sets in the last few weeks’ be judged on the- basis of their
even
to fill customer demands
(Continued on page 26)
values,
interest on exploitation
though the manufacturers have
radio-TV personals and the like.
capacity.
full
been operating at
The songsmith and his wife, ElSituation has completely reversed
lin, who flew to southern Italy to
the buyer’s market which prevailed
spend
the Xmas-New Year’s holiwhen
summer
last
of
end
the
at
days with their just married daughdealers were offering substantial
ter,
Ellin, and her husband,
Mary
discounts as come-ons.
Marvin Barrett, celebrate their
One factor in the current set
28th
wedding
anniversary Jan. 4
sales upbeat is the tendency of
in Tourmina, an off-beat beach in
many customers to trade in sets
Sicily.
He returns to New York
bought three or four years ago for
Jan. 7, and is due on the Par lot
_
new models. The larger screens
A
f
„
Jan. 15 to prepare shooting of the
on the newer models are the chief
film which springs from the theme
Another important
inducement.
(Continued on page 55)
Las Vegas, Dec. 23.
stimulant to sales nationally has
Failure of the entertainment inbeen the opening up of new localities for TV reception as additional dustry to develop new names will
stations begin operation. Sets are eventually affect the gtowth of Las
still flowing into these areas, such Vegas, according to local bonifaces.
as Denver, with the resultant cut- At this point the hotel owners beback in supply for the established lieve that the insufficient supply of
top talent for all the inns will
TV cities, such as New York.
cause a diminishing of interest in

case>

?!X y

*

the

is

aforementioned realization by responsible producers that if they
were to stay in business, they must

,

Kidding

CENTS

NBC’s Jet Outrace CBS With

thinkers from the telepix scene is
the predominating note today as
Pnr Frmu»li Taciim
I UI 1 ICULIl vaMllU}
*•
Strip Spots, Arrest 3 1952 passes into history, with a
record-breaking $25,000,000 budgMickey Rooney’s date for the
Chicago, Dec. 23.
Not harassed enough by the fra- eted for telefilm production dur- French Casino, N. Y„ has been set
cas with the American Guild of ing 1953. Most significant fact in for Feb. 6. He’ll be getting $9,000
Variety Artists, strip spot owners a company-by-company breakdown for this stand with his revue,
on the near west and near north of operations for 1953 is that 35 Frankie Laine goes in that spot
side are being subjected to a clean- out of 45 vidpix series which will two weeks later.
be shooting this year are pre-paid,
French Casino is still on the
up by local gendarmes.
The manager and two dancers with sponsors picking up the tab, prowl for other names, having put
emfar
from
the
when
cry
day
a
in
bids to virtually every agency
from the L & L Club were arrested
bryo producers were shooting all for some of its top names. Cafe is
last week for soliciting drinks from
hopes
no
with
high
but
over
town
trying to get Patti Page or Peggy
customers and for putting on “lewd
angels. Adding even further solid- Lee to follow Laine.
and lascivious performances.”
—
ity to the picture is the fact that of
the 10 series being shot without
sponsors, several open-enders are

Dealers, Distribs

25

Coronation Pix (or Vice Versa?)

Lists

combination of Christmas
shopping and the opening of new
TV stations around the country in
psejudo-Santa Clauses seemed in- recent months has resulted in a
spired to adopt
an insufferably tight supply situation in the radio(Continued on page 35)
TV set market. Dealers and distribs have been unable to get

Rule
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home phonos, record
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Single copies, 25 cents.
act o£ March 3, 1879.
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Ever since screechy wax cylinbegan
ders and raucous disks first
to

INC.,
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Gimmicks to Hit Bestseller
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SCULLY’S

Calcutta Tourist Season Is On,
Visitors Fall

Prey to Local

+4-4 I

‘Fishing’

16.

Cites Science’s .
and Cal- Sarnoff
is» under
at Weizmann Meet]
Role
way. For the next three months
The creative role of science in
India puts on a climatic display
that can’t be beaten by Florida, human progress was stressed in an
Southern California, the Riviera or address by Gen. David Sarnoff, Raany of the other famed playsppts dio Corp. of America board chairof solar splendor. From now until man, at a memorial tribute to Dr.
Mflrch the sahibs and memsahibs Chaim Weizmann, the late first
from Overseas converge on this President of Israel, in N. Y. last
city’s hotels and clubs to cash In week. Science “can exist and flour-,
on the cheapest living scale this ish only where there is freedom
side of OPS.
of inquiry and a right-of-way for
The tourist onrush is pretty conscience,” Sarnoff said. He added
hodge-podge in makeup. It con- that both the U. S. and Israel have
sists of Yank gawkers (disliked for this “cultural atmosphere of free
their indiscriminate handouts of science.”
backsheesh), Oriental businessmen
“In large and wealthy countries,
carrying their telltale briefcases, some people assume that basic
British daughters escaping the UK’s ideas and big discoveries can come
winter mists, Pakestani well*to-dQ- only from big nations,” Sarnoff deers' visiting the folks they left be- clared. “The record of scientific
hind when they scurried out during progress disproves that assump(Continued on page 53)
tion.” He said that the Weizmann
Institute of Science in Israel, which
he visited on his recent trip, not
only has excellent apparatus but,
more important, 44 a galaxy of talent, of scientific skills and knowledge.”

To

Servicemen Overseas
Hollywood, Dec.

23.

of 65 Hollywood entertainers, the largest troupe of that

Total

See Big Loot
Spurring

kind in history, took off from Burbank Airport to carry the holiday
spirit to Army bases in Korea,

in

Mex

Vegas
Govt.

To

Resume Tijuana Casino

mind

HORACE HEIDT
FOR LUCKY STRIKE
STARTING January 1st

Strong Show Biz
Linenp on Riviera
Nice, Dec. 16.
In an effort to attract people to
the Riviera, the cities of Nice,
Cannes and Monte Carlo, are putting on what appears to be a good
lineup of shows for the coming
winter season, including as it does
top legit and film names like Fernand Gravey, Edwige FeuillerC,
Sacha Guitry and Pierre Brasseur.
This season, as was their policy
the Nice Municipal
year,
last
Casino and the Nice Palais de la
.

Grecnland-Newfoundland
Alaska,
Las Vegas, Dec. 23.
and the Caribbean area. Tours are
Las Vegas resort operators have
under supervision of the Holly- become suddenly fearful that con- Mediterranee will present new
wood Coordinating Committee and tinued reports of the high degree plays since the Cote d’Azur has
(Continued on page 55)
USO-Camp Shows, Inc.
of prosperity and growth in this
Volunteer troupers, consisting of area may cause the Mexican gov48 thesps and 17 musicians, are:
ernment to permit resumption of
Lineup
Paul casino activities in Tijuana. Mex Solid Talent
Richard Allan,
Korea:
Douglas, Richard Morris, Jan Ster- spot w’as shuttered some years ago
For Ike’s Inaugural
ling, Frank Saputo, Lionel Ascher, when it was found that the syndiCarleton Carpenter, Movita Cas- cate operating the casino had detaneda, Carolina Cotton, Peggy frauded the government of vast
-But Sans Ike
King, Walter Pidgeon, Debbie Rey- amounts of gambling and liquor
Washington, Dec. 23.
Bruner,
Wynn,
June
nolds, Keenan
taxes.
Although incomplete, the talent
Dawn Addams, Roscoe Ates, Lita
The Las Vegas owners depend lineup for the Presidential InauguBaron, Rory Calhoun, Virginia upon a great deal of play from ral vaude show Jan. 19 looms very
Hall, Jean Peters, Bill Shirley, Jud Hollywood
and other Southern solid. Over the weekend, Mrs. A.
De Naut, Robin De Vour, Walt California points. It’s a six-hour Burks Summers, chairman of the
Germain, .Larry Roberts.
drive from L. A. to L. V., while Festival committee, announced the
Alaska: Cindy Gamer, Johnny Tijuana is only 150 miles from the fpllowing as definitely slated to apGrant, Tony Lovello, Sally Mans- film centre.
pear:
Beverly Michaels, Ginny
field,
Should the Mexican government
Ethel Merman, Lily Pons, EdJackson, Elizabeth Talbot-Martin, relent and permit Tijuana to re- gar Bergen, Fred Waring and his
Vicki Bakken, Freddie Browne, open, the competition between the Pennsylvanians,
Hayes,
Helen
Jean Fowler, Jane Frazee, Dorothy two cities will be hypoed consid- Hoagy Carmichael, Walter Pidgeon,
(Continued on page 55)
erably.
They fear that the top Adolph Menjou, Jeanette MacDonprices now paid for talent would ald, William Gaxton, Allan Jones,
be peanuts in comparison to the James Melton and Eleanor Steber.
Alien Actors Can’t Switch new prices that would be asked.
(Continued on page 55)
However, the major fear is that
Jobs, Sez Govt Bureau the comparative proximity of
Tijuana would, entice a great num- Southern Rhodesia Fete
Bureau of Immigration is crack- ber of the top spenders.
One
ing down on aliens, visiting the Hollywoodite even felt that if this
for
Dickers
U. S. under contract for a specific happened, Las Vegas could become
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
job, who accept any other kind of a ghost town.
employment. Notices to that effect
George Johnson, managing direchas been received by Actors Equity
tor of special celebration to be held
in a letter from the Government
in Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia,
agency.
next June-July, has offered Danny
According to the Bureau warnKaye $25,000 weekly for three
ing, it is unlawful for an alien
weeks as one of three top theatrical
Berlin, Dec. 16.
actor engaged for a specific enattractions at fete.
The Coronation in London next
gagement to accept unauthorized
Johnson is also dickering Sademployment, to change from au- year probably will be West Eu- ler’s Wells Ballet, London Symthorized to unauthorized employ- rope’s first Ipg TV show on an in- phony, with John Barbirolli conment, or change from an authorized ternational basis. West Germany, ducting. Show portion of celebrato an unauthorized employer, even as well as France and Holland, hope tion would be in special theatre
though in the same type of work. to cash in on the direct telecast seating 4,000.
Such action has been common offered by the British Broadcasting
among alien actorS, apparantly Corp. BBC is willing to televise
Eddy’* Nitery
the event via relay stations as far
through ignorance of the law.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Th,e-Equity council, at its regular as the British Channel where it
Baritone Nelson Eddy will make
meeting last week, ordered dissem- will be picked up by the Contihis nitery bow at Top’s, San Diego,
ination to producers and agents of nental TV chain.
It is understood *here that the starting Jan. 16 for three days.
the contents of the Government
Success of this stand will deter(Continued on page 46)
letter.
mine whether he’ll continue with
more cafe engagements.
12/24
Nelson has been concertizing
since he last appeared in musical
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Talkies Arrive
Bcrneray, Dec. 16.
First talking pic has just
arrived on this isolated West
Scotland island located in the
remote Hebrides. The 380 islanders have been seeing silent
pix for years, and had no idea
what to expect from a sound
track. Show was given near
the local pier, with the pro-

jector run by power from a
fishing boat.
Most of the islanders are
lobster fishermen, and the first
film
they saw was “Dear
Octopus,” a British pic released in 1943.

oiir

own

biz.

Martin & Lewis keep pitching for this cause on their TV and radio
shows but all that money goes to New York and none of it so far has
trickled back to the source, which in this case happens to be California. In time this issue of local aid will he worked out, but meanwhile these kids had to have a Christmas party, and what could the
mugg whose business is .minding everybody's business but his own do
about it?
The most likely place that came to mind was the Field Photo Farm,
which Jack Ford set up for his combat unit to rest, convalesce or just
use as a clubhouse now and then. It is out at Reseda in San Fernando
Valley, and harder to find than a critic who has given a producer-pal
a bad notice. But it’s an ideal acreage for sick kids because it is level,
has a chidren’s playground, a spacious dining room, ramps to make
it easy to run wheelchairs in and out of. the buildings and is furnished

Show—

*

By

mugg’s interests against the best interests of 2,000,000,000 people
anyway?
You take a little thing like a Christmas party for the victims of
muscular dystrophy, a childhood disease which sometimes attacks
adults as well. There are a lot of these mangled moppets out in California, and so far they get no help except from their president. Martha
Yorke McGeein, who is a victim herself, and muggs like us who can’t

i

Brings Yule Cheer

tit tfH-F

Santa Glaus Lane.

The fishing fleet is in,
cutta’s big tourist season

Record H’wood Troupe

$ I I

SCRAPBOOK

The trouble with being a Variety mugg is that you can’t find time
to mind your own business, and if you could you’d be just as rich as
other people. But the world would be lots poorer, and what’s one

By ARI TIW
Calcutta, Dec.

1

1

is

in flawless taste. As these kids are either confined to wheelchairs or
can walk, not run, to the nearest exit, there was little chance that they
could damage any of these precious byproducts to adult living.
After surprisingly little negotiating, considering that the place had
never been used for such a project and that Jack Ford was in Africa
making a Metro picture, the deal was set. Martha McGeein, who runs
the Muscular Dystrophy Assn, alone in L. A., and I mean alone, was
elated. Her daughter and her husband get her up in the morning and
carry her to the dining room table. There she sits at a rented electric
typewriter. Muscular dystrophy has made her legs useless but she
still has free use of her hands and her arms as high as her elbows.
The telephone company has rigged up a light receiver for her, as otherwise she could not lift one to her. ear. Within these limits she works
hard all day, cheering up the* mothers and fathers, scattered all over
town, whose chidren are victims of this fatal disease.
Her widely scattered brood need these parties more than most sick
kids because they never meet their own kind except for, parties like
this.
You .never see them in hospitals because, there being no known
treatment, there is no point to hospitalizing them. Thus across the
country there are 100,000 to 200,000 cases.
Many of them never are known and quietly disintegrate and die amid
their own kin and their own kind. Last year $50,000 was spent in research on this No. 1 killer among children. That, of course, is peanuts,
considering the number felled by this mystifying plague. So far all
that is known is that the disease attacks three boys to one girl, that all
the victims seem to have one thing in common: they lack vitamin E
and seem to throw off every attempt to inject it into the body. One
group at New York Hospital is working on methods of treatment and
it is the plan of Mi's. McGeein to effect a pincer movement on this
terrible scourge by setting up another project at the UCLA medical

school at Westwood, Cal.
It is terribly hard to interest people in troubles which have no hope
of being dissolved. If muscular dystrophy could only have one victim* make some measure of recovery, such as Franklin D. Roosevelt
did, and become President (of even a pickle factory), it would attract
aid from those who like to back long shots. But so far every victim
of M. D., if he contracted the disease when six or eight, never lived
to vote, let alone run for Prez. In other words, the reason you don’t
hear, so much about this malady is that none of its victims lives long
enough to grow up and die famous.
But they are a lot of fun while still here. At the Field Photo Farm

party there were 35 boys and one girl. She was Laurie Swanson, about
I knew many of the boys
8, and a charmer if ever I appraised one.
from a party Louise Fazenda threw for them more than a year ago,
but many more had gone to a world far better than* this will ever be.
I also saw one boy who looked so wonderful a year ago and now
looked slender and sad, even when the clowns were performfng.
Most of them, however, completely forgot themselves. They ate a
swell dinner, served by Dave Chasen’s maitre d’, Roger Boddaert, and
really ate up the acts.
First they had Charlie Mack (McDonald), Perky the Clown, (George
Perkins), Fay Avalon and George Cooper, who filched every slirefire
clown routine I ever saw. They are marvelous. Avalon left Wardsworth Hospital to romp for the kids. Perkins, who originated the
comedy Ford routine of the Ringling show, got his dog Pepper from
the pound for one more performance. They packed what would be
spaced through three hours of a whole circus into 20 minutes.
Then it seemed as if all the action shows emanating from KECA
of ABC had poured in from the past, the present and the future. There
was Bill Williams as Kit Carson and Don Diamond as El Toro. There
was Jack Owens, who ranks awful high in across-the-board daytime TV,
and finally- Nina Bara (Tonga) and Ken Mayer (Major Robertson) of
“Space Patrol.” All these were in costume.
Jack Owens sang some of his own songs and then got his wife up
to join him in a hula hula song and dance.
He took off his tweed
jacket and tied it around his middle in lieu of a grass skirt. The kids
howled and clapped, and knowing how hard it was for those hands to
clap I went and applauded as if I were a hired palm-slammer from
Central Casting.
But the act that really got them was Jack Swimmer, a magician who
runs the Chavez school in black arts. I don’t think he knew these were
doomed kids. He probably thought they were convalescing from polio
or something. They had practically encircled him, making it awful
tough to keep his deception going from all angles. Some kid would
spot where a cigaret was palmed, or a card, and yell his discovery.
But when Swimmer palmed a cigaret and instead of bringing it back
brought a cigar and then made that disappear and be replaced by a
pipe, he really awed them.
Then came Santa Claus. I don’t claim to have invented him but
I really produced this one when Jimmy McHugh found that due to
previous commitments he wouldn’t be in town. I dug up Floyd Christy,
old vauder, who really looks the part. Besides, for him it isn’t even
a character part. He scrounged around and found that a deluxe costume was at Lakeside, where it would be used the next Sunday. They
loaned it to Floyd as if it were the Hope diamond, and it really was
a thing of beauty.
Christy really let himself go, and the gifts had the old personal
touch, which is so hard to do today under the mass production methods of everything, including Christmas.
After it was all over Mrs. McGeein was wheeled over to a comer for
her ^dinner. She wouldn’t eat till her husband came. He is a postal
inspector and found that it being so close to Christmas he had to work
till nearly dark, Sunday or no Sunday.
But she waited for him. They
have been married 30 years and it’s hard to break a habit.
If it weren’t so hard I could simply suggest that henceforth all benefits be paid for by the Government, and A-bomb, H-bomb and other
billion-dollar projects designed for destruction be financed by private
charities and benefits. Wouldn’t that be a cute switch? Merry Christmas to you, too.
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Major Companies Getting Restless
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At Delays in Argentine, Brazil Deals

For 200G Leasing to CBS Video
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marily with getting the pic story
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Argentine situation is a puzzler.
Johnston was promised that review
boards in Buenos Aires would
20 U.S. pix a
start processing
month, but the distribs haven’t
heard of any move in that direction and thus are still stymied in
their operations. There are also no
indications of any intention of unfreezing pix coin.
MPAA says the Argentine Foreign Minister has been ill for some

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Hollywood’s Christmas present to
an industry beset by ever-sharpening competition from other entertainment media and by increasing
ticket-window resistance on the
part of the buying public is a halfyear’s
product
completed and
awaiting release.
Admittedly, not all of the 219
films now in the can are going to
start a run on the boxoffice. But
the general feeling is that the product now available for the first half
of 1953 includes more potential
hits than the industry usually anticipates at tjiis time of year, auguring a lure that could at the very
least
halt the steady business decline of the last four years.
Accenting this belief is the fact
that the total of 219 includes only
.

Hal Wallis
acknowledges
9

Hollywood s Big Debt
to Broadway Stage
*

*

Almost
In

the forthcoming

47th Anniversary Number
of

11 films for which releasing arrangements still must be made. The
remaining 208 films are signed,
sealed and ready to be delivered

For Distrib Abroad

at the appropriate time. And another dozen films, many of them
‘big ones,’’ are now in various
stages of completion.

Rolls in Mid-Feb.

Prospects for 1953 are best illustrated by this week’s flood of
openings in the Los Angeles area
to permit producers to get their
product out in time to qualify for
Academy Award consideration. Un-

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Following a studio lull for the
past several months, RKO is now
set to resume production in midFebruary.
Operations
timetable
under the newly-constituted board

streamline

foreign
distribution, particularly as it applies to the selection of pix to be
sent into the individual territories,
is being made by several of the major U. S. companies. It’s felt that
with only a compartively small
part of Hollywood's output going
into some areas of the foreign
market, not enough attention has
been paid to the type of films that
might be a draw in a given country.
At least one company, 20th-Fox,
has plans for putting the selection
of pix for distribution abroad on
a more scientific basis.
The distrib is currently working on a chart
that would show what pix have
been successful in what areas. Future exports would be guided by
these past performances.
It’s known, for instance, that muto

(Continued on page 47)

Circuit Chiefs

RKO

Production

of directors,

Huddle

headed by chairman

ments,

Mex

MPAA May

‘

could furnish a list of
included in the deal.
While the station had no orders
from Republic on the situation, it
declined to furnish the list.
Particularly incensed at the deal
was Harry Brandt, circuit topper,
who said his outfit was Rep’s best
customer in the N. Y, metropolitan
zone. “I wonder what Republic’s
sales manager is going to get in
film rentals from theatres now. If
he wants to sell to theatres, he’ll
have to ask for the same terms he’s
getting from TV.
The deal will
have to be on the same basis, for
the same money and based on the
number of people who’ll see the
pictures,” Brandt declared.
Brandt elaborated that he was
(Continued on page 34)
the

Xmas;

Bd. Meet to Cue

Org’s Petition to

16m
Final

as to whether
Owners of America will
the Government to be

petition

named

a co-defendant in the 16m
antitrust suit against the major film
companies will be determined at
the exhib org’s board meeting at
the Hotel Pierre, N. Y., Jan. 25-27.

TOA, which has been named a
co-conspirator but not a defendant
in the suit, has been weighing entry in the action since the charges
were filed several months ago. Although the board will be guided
by a poll of its members, currently
being conducted by general coun( Continued on page 16)
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PRE-CENSORSHIP NIX

Be

Defendant

Suit

decision

Theatre

‘A&C

Be

if it

titles

TOA

National Boxoffice Survey
Wait

from theatremen asking the

calls

station

for handling by the sales department just prior to the time when
the present releasing lineup is ex-

Irked by criticism of the technihausted.
cal quality of the recent “Carmen”
Company has a sked for 25 feapresentation
over theatre
TV,
reissues,
tures,
including
four
heads of various circuits met with
will
be in distribution
technical experts in N. Y. yester- which
By that
day (Tues.) to discuss ways and through to mid- June.
means of improving the quality of time, it’s figured, six story propwhich
now are being
U.S. Distribs Explore
the TV large-screen image. Meet- erties
ing was called by Robert O’Brien, prepped will have been completed.
Giving impetus to the production
of United Paramount
Legalistics in Joining
sicals have very little appeal in treasurer
plans was this week’s return of
some South American countries, Theatres, and was held in his office C. J. Tevlin
v.p. in charge of
Exhibs Vs. Quota and other territories may nix other with about 25 execs attending.
Upshot of the discussion was a studio operations.
types. Distribs are already econoAmerican distribs are exploring
Occupying the office he held
mizing Jjy sending into the foreign decision for O’Brien to appoint a
the legalistic aspects of joining
control acquisimarket “rejuvenated” Technicolor committee which coordinate the prior to the stock
with Mexican exhibs in seeking a
tion by the Ralph Stolkin group,
thinking
of
involved.
Accordthose
prints that have already been used
court injunction against the 50%
hours yesterseveral
Tevlin
spent
domestically. Procedure saves the ing to O’Brien, exhibs have been
playing time quota decreed In Mexday (Mon.) inspecting the rough
distribs considerable amounts since told that improvement of the TV
ico.
Discussions center around the
cut of Edmund Grainger’s “Split
a new Techni print comes to about pic is possible if the equipment is
extent to which the U. S. commore skillfully put to use. Reps of Second,” which was the only film
panies can act together in a case $600.
produced during the tenure of the
Warner
Brothers,
RKO,
Loew’s,
With the foreign market becomof this kind.
Fabian, Walter Reade and other Stolkin group. Charles Boasberg,
The new “regulamento,” which ing continuously more important, circuits attended.
(Continued on page 18)
studying ways
interprets the quota law, hasn’t yet the companies are
been published, and neither the and means to get the most out of
More careexhibs nor the Americans plan to every pic they export.
ful selection of the product is contake any action until it is.
of any
primary
part
sidered
a
Last time the Mexican Congress
passed a screen time quota, in 1951, scheme.
First
for
‘Because’
First-Runs
it was declared
unconstitutional by
a Federal Court, since
Kidd’ Next
‘Zenda’ 2d, ‘Everything/
only the
Forced
regulamento. and not the law itself,
Current biz session in most key up films, but like so many other
specified
minimum playing time
cities covered by Variety fails to pix this session all are spotty.
for local pix.
Raise Budget For
This time, the regutake in Christmas Day, with the
“Bwana Devil” (Indie), now in
lamento has been phrased with
showings reflecting the bottom of
fourth week in two L. A. houses,
more care.
Varied Special Projects the pre-Xmas slump. Hence, the its
opened smash in San Francisco,
this
for
usual
per
Picpicture,
Motion
boxoffice
Expanding scope of
despite the offish tone there.
It
ture Assn, of America activities in season of the year, is uniformly shapes as one of the more promis'MIRACLE’ SUIT
the foreign market, public rela- gloomy. Majority of deluxers are ing newcomers.
“Million Dollar
tions, theatre TV, etc., as well as bringing in new, strong product Mermaid”
(M-G), which still is
the pressure from rising operation- which they are launching today smash in third N. Y. Music Hall
to and Dec. 25, with the customary week, is standout in Toronto.
al costs, may force the
Chicago, Dec. 23.
in the coming year. upswing anticipated.
“Against All Flags” (U), which
New approach to overthrow the raise its budget
The Assn, in 1952 got along on
“Because of You” (U), which
today at the N. Y. Capitol,
cuys ban on the showing of
“The an overall $1,200,000, of which ap- has been No. 1 and second for the opens
also
starts out like a potentially
controv ersial Italian im- proximately 20% went to the runagain
respectively,
weeks,
two
last
big grosser, being solid in Seattle
port, has been
taken here with the ning of the international division.
is finishing first despite all handi- and big in Portland, Ore.
“Hans
of a suit in Cook County Cirdues on the caps. It is one of the few pix to Christian Andersen” (RKO-GoldCompanies pay
lt Court
asking that the munici- basis of their domestic billings,
have uniformly okay to sturdy play- wyn) continued great in fourth
pal ordinance
calling for .the pre- which makes Metro the largest sindates.
rounds at two N. Y. houses. “Hia’ oi films
declared un- gle contributor. The $1,200,000 exonne?'?
“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G), fifth watha” (AA) opened mildly in
constitutional.
penditure does not involve operaMinneapolis.
on
the
“Stars and Stripes
higher
up
and
u
stanza
last
vas
ed by the American tion of the Production Code.
ri
list in other weeks, is winding up Forever” (20th) currently is okay
Llborties Union, which has
budget committee, which
bnrm a
in
Frisco
and
Have
Is
Seattle,
but mild in
“Everything I
second.
*? lfincd the ri S ht by indie meets early next year, is going to
dSstHh
Metro, will be Minneapolis.
Burst yn to distribute have before it various suggestions Yours,” also from
ani
*‘Pony Soldier” (20th), fine in
third, while “Abbott-Costello Meet
11 )l1
tbe
* n this area,
for raising dues. At the same time,
and
nd attorney
(WB) is landing N. Y., is mild in Chicago. “The
Charles Liebman, act- despite the MPAA’s expanding Capt. Kidd”
i
was Ring” (UA) is sluggish in some
Latter
position.
fourth
an “Jdividual
participant. range of interests, there is bound
Acir
launched in one of worst boxoffice four keys this round.
asking f or a declaratory to
be some opposition.
jud' T m,.ni
“Limelight”
(UA)
continues
periods of the year, and promises
JI1 ( onstl
lutional
upped
of
grounds
favor
in
Reasoning
ard^ iv n ,.
okay in two N. Y. houses despite
Uc mpUn l? to fight the dues is that this is preferable to to do better.
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;
being
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ninth
sessions.
„ , ,ui d
“Black
Fifth money goes to “Flat Top”
pgl0us or moral issues, the alternative of special assessACi r (lles
“Breaking the Sound Bar- Castle” (U) looks fair in Detroit.
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to uikoi ’,K
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which has slowed developand that the Peron government is not the kind which honors
promises under all circumstances.
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Streamline Films

Attempt

Veiled threat of a boycott of
Republic pictures was contained in
exhib reaction this week to the
studio’s leasing of
104 pix to
WCBS-TV, the Columbia Broadcasting System’s New York video
outlet, for a reported $200,000.
Irate exhibs, especially those in the
N. Y. metropolitan area, made no
bones about describing the- deal as
“a stab in the back.”
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Production Benefits

V,)*.

Make Continent

Alfred E. Daff
the epfnlan that

it

If
A

decision

Court

last

WB

Is

Upheld in Donahue Sait

by a Utah Districts
if upheld by the

week,

state’s Supreme Court, can conceivably save the film industry considerable coin yearly in legal fees
and out-of-court settlements arising
from suits stemming from Utah’s

Can’t Teach
the Public9
Just Entertain ’Em

Long Xmas Holiday

*

For N. Y. Pic Offices
Long Christmas holiday weekend will be enjoyed by New York

one of the many editorial features
in the upcoming

Spe- film homeoffices, with filmeries
statute.
cifically Involved is the state law set to shut down as early at 1 p.m.
pertaining to the depiction of a de- today
Employees are
{Wed.).
ceased public figure in a fictional
slated to be back at their desks
right-of-privacy

motion picture.
Ruling resulted from the suit of on Monday (29).
Schedule for New Year’s weekthe late Jack Donahue’s family
against Warner Bros. Heirs of the end hasn’t been fully determined.
dancing star charged that Donahue With New Year’s Day falling on
had been portrayed in WB’s “Look Thursday, both Metro and 20thfor the Silver Lining” without their Fox have announced they’ll be
consent. Case, which, has been be- shuttered Friday (2), thus giving
fore various courts for three years, staffers another long weekend.
was decided in favor of Warners in Warner Bros, and Universal have
a jury .verdict handed down Nov. indicated they’ll be open the day
21 after a five-day trial. However, after New- ^Year’s, but the other
this decision ruled only on the companies haven’t as yet set a
facts of the case and did not take policy.

47th Anniversary Number

took under advisement WB’s counterclaim for a declaratory judgment, which would fix the law of
the pase.

New Brief

Offers

In an oral decision from the
bench last week, District Court
Judge Ray Van Cott in Salt Lake
City indicated that he would grant
the film company’s claim and
would rule that Utah's right-of-

In Ohio Fight Vs.

privacy statute does not prohibit
the portrayal of a deceased public
figure and that the consent of the
heirs is not necessary. The formal
written judgment has not yet been
entered.
There are indications that the
Donahue family will appeal this
ruling, in which event the case will
go before- the Utah Supreme Court.
(.Continued on page 47)

New

State Legislation

Sought by

|

latures of Ohio

attributes.”

Bergman, enlarging on his address, pointed out that the indus
try so far had failed to take advantage Pf the tremendous interest in films that exists in schools
and colleges where cinema clubs
are flourishing.
“We should be
come an affinity to this zeal,” he
declared. “Now., is the time to. re
cruit on the basis of industry
rather than just special services.
.

What we need

pictures.

UA

Dickers on ‘Devil
23.

ally-set deal at Warners.
Since pic hit boxoffice

lode
Oboler has been dickering with
the majors to take over distribuA »

«

t.,

1

MPAA Assessment

A day earlier, speaking before
the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers school in N. Y., Bergman
had outlined industry, public relations problems and had highlighted
both the lack of funds to conduct a
telling public relations campaign
and the fact that the industry had
failed to use it« screens “to educate
people -to our many commendable

Universal and UPT.
Pix operators claim the distributor defendants set up an unfair
system of runs and clearances
which forced them to wait as much
as six months for product. Moreover, it’s contended, the plaintiffs
were compelled to enter into agree
ments that fixed admission prices

*'

Exec Personnel Via

Special

Arch Oboler is dickering with
Beverly Hills. Dec. 23.
This city celebrated “Samuel RKO and United Artists to release
Goidwyn Day” yesterday (Mon.) In “Bwana Devil” after Ben Kalmen
commemoration pf the producer’s son, WB veepee, called off a virtu40 years in the motion picture industry.
Mayor David Tannenbaum presented the guest of honor with a
medal, specially cast, for the occa-

Massachu-

Suggestion for the establishment
of a Motion Picture Institute, to
be financed through a special assessment of members of the Mo3
tion Picture Assn, of America and
to serve in part for the selection
and training of new executive personnel for the industry, was suggested in N. Y. last Friday (19) by
Maurice Bergman, director of public relations for Universal.

RKO

I

States

Allied

U. S. Distribs

Norway Rental

«

•

**

'.w 1%

1

out,

have existed

for several years -between France
and Italy. Moreover, West Germany recently made a similar arrangement with the French. These
agreements provide tax rebates to
the producer, among other things,
in return for making an equal
number, of pictures in both countries. Casts of the pix are required
to be filled with players* from the
respective countries.
With a number of overseas projects in the negotiation stage, Rathvon already is partially backing a
Franco-Italian co-production “on
behalf of a financing group in
which I’m- interested.”
Titled

“Trois Jours D’Ete” (Three Summer Days), the CICC production is
scheduled io go before the cameras
on Jan. 5. Raymond Borderie is
producing from a script by Joseph

and

Jacques

Companeez.

Director Is Gil Grangier while
Franchois Perrier, Henry Genes,
Ann Vernon and Paolo Sloppa
have top roles.
Rathvon’s financing deal with
CICC giveis him the American dis-

continued on page

18)

MPAA Members May
Be Assessed on

Pilot

Pic for Video Program
Production of a pilot film of the
projected all-industry institutional

program is the first problem faced by the planners of the
show which would be put together
by the Motion Picture Assn, of
television

MPAA

“Gone With the Wind” in Norway.
Pie has not played there due to the

members may be
assessed specifically for the purpose of getting the initial stanza
before the cameras.
Program, which would be wholly
on film, still lacks a concrete format but talks have been held with
the networks, which have evinced
considerable interest.
Film company prexies already have indicated their willingness to make footage available for the show, which
may be emceed by Eric Johnston,
prexy.
Possibility looms that the film
talent used might be asked to con-

rental ceiling.

tribute

which

exhibs, such

is opposed by local
an agreement would

include a pledge from the American distribs not to withhold more
than one pic per year from the

market. Agreement would specifically state that

Metro would release

America.

MPAA

charity.
all
salaries
to
is expected to contact both
talent guilds and unions as well as
exhibs to get their reactions and
receive suggestions.
Question of
(Continued on page 47)

MPAA

N. Y. to Europe
Jean-Louis Barrault

Beauchamp
Pierre Bertin

Jean Paul Blondeau

Europe to N. Y.

Pierre Boulez
Jean-Francois Calve
Anne Carrere
Gabriel Cattand

Richard Aldrich
Clifford Curzon
Martha Eggerth

Jacques Dacqmine

Leon Fleisher

Al Daff

Mrs. Robert Flemyng

Marie-Helene Daste
Jean Desailly

Phyllis Olivia French

Coleen Gray
Jan Kiepura
W. T. Kirkeby
Gypsy Rose Lee
Yfrah Neamafi
Merle Oberon
Eileen O’Dare
Harold Russell
Irmgard Seefried
Spyros P. Skouras
Earl I. Sponable
Paula Valenska

Donald Flamm
Jacques Galland
Anais Gefflot

Fernand Girault
Jean-Pierre Granval
Roger Guttin
Jean Juillard
Elina Labourdette
Jacqueline Laisne
C.

Leonard

Charles Mahieu
Jean-Claude Michel
Ray Milland
Regis Outin
Serge Perrault
Madeleine Renaud
Harold Schiff
Elsa Shelley
Martha Sonnier
Pierre Sonnier

a progressive pol
icy, but nothing can be
accom
plished without money.”
The U exec stressed that assessment of MPAA members wasn’t a
revolutionary idea and that it was
done to the tune of $600,000 when
Raymond Tliery
the industry sponsored institution
Simone Valere
al ads in newspapers around the
Jean-Jacques Vital
country on the ocacsion of its 50th
Donald Wolin
anniversary. Bergman said it was
time for the industry- to start fightN. Y. to L.
ing the public relations battle with
special staffs. “COMPO would be _ Ron Fletcher
Ben
Goetz
the logical agency to do it, but it
Abner J. Greshler
has no funds,” he emphasized.
John Huston
In his AMPA speech, Bergman
Ben
Kalmenson
echoed a suggestion made long ago
Colette Marchand
by Eric Johnston, MPAA prexy,
Jeiry Pickmaa
that the industry finance a film for
William Pine
the nation’s theatres which would
N. Peter Rathvon
factually tell the story of the picHenry Tobias
ture. fete,..
« •
V
is

pacts,

Rathvon pointed

Thau

on 45%

Insist

sition,

New

By

Hollywood, Dec.

Robert

cover the'toin. MPAA will base
its recovery claim on the decision
U. S. distribs last week (19)
of a
Toledo Municipal Court, turned down a Norwegian offer for
which termed the bluepencilling a rental “floor” of 40% and inDe- stead insisted that the Norwegian
of reels as unconstitutional.
spite the victory, newsreels outfits government stick to its original
continued to submit their footage tentative agreement for a 45%
To the state scissor body since no [ minimum in rentals.
decision had been obtained makMeeting of the companies’ foring the Toledo ruling applicable to eign managers in N. Y. discussed
the entire state. It’s indicated by the deal at some length and rethe MPAA that institution of the jected the Norway offer though it
suit will in no manner negate any represents a considerable improveother actions that might be con- ment over prior arrangements.
templated, such as setting up an- Still in force in Norway is a law
other test case in order to get a setting the rental maximum at
state Supreme Court decision.
30%, which has kept many of the
big U. S. pix out of the country.
It’s understood that, should the
Norwegians go for the 45% propoUrges Institute to Train

MPEA

Honors Goidwyn

stars

which some exhib

Meanwhile, in Ohio, where the
industry has been shelling out the
newsreel censorship fee under protest, a suit is being readied to re-

UPT

Bevhills

New York and

setts.

To Make

RKO,

which

and Kansas when

the bodies convene for sessions in
January. Attempts will be made
also to repeal the censorships laws
of Maryland, Virginia, Pennsyl-

acting of a fee for a license to
show a picture “is an unconstitutional abridgement of the freeDistribs Pledge Not
dom of the press.”
London points out that there is
Individual
no ddubt that a tax on the right
to circulate newspapers and disDeals to Sell Francs tribute pamphlets is unconstitutionAfter some dissension, particu- al. Noting that the protection aflarly by Universal, U. S. distribs forded to speech and press have
last Friday
again pledged been extended to pix via the “Mira(19)
themselves not to make individual cle” ruling, London says that Ohio’s
deals for selling any of their accu- requirement of a $3 fee for each
mulated French francs. Argument reel submitted before a certificate
is that any breaking away from the is issued “is no different ill prinranks would cause the rest of the ciple or effect than a stamp tax on
distribs to do likewise and that the newspapers.”
He adds that the
resulting free-for-all would serious- name given the tax is of no conly affect the capital account rate.
sequence.
Motion Picture Export Assn,
Lo adon does not claim that films
bookkeepers in Paris at present are should be free from all forms of
completing a detailed breakdown taxation, but argues that there can
of how the accumulated $4,500,000
(Continued on page 18)
in the capital account is apportioned over the MPEA member
Sued
companies. Until that job is finish- 7 Majors,
ed,
won’t accept any deals
for the*money.
For $2,340,000 in D.C.
Meanwhile, negotiations are proceeding, with several offers being
Washington Exhibs
made, blit here again an MPEA
Seven majors and United Paraspokesman in N. Y. said Friday (19)
that the Assn, was not considering mount Theatres were named de“anything but firm deals at the fendants in a $2,340,000 antitrust
market rate,” which is about 400 suit brought Friday (19) in N. Y.
francs to the dollar. Largest offer Federal Court by operators of the
so far has come from the J. P. Pix Theatre, Washington, D. C. AcMorgan company and is for tion charges that the house fell
victim to a conspiracy allegedly
$349,000.
The French government has carried on by the distribs to remade it clear that it would prefer strain trade and eliminate com
the money to be taken out in petition.
Guit was leveled by Samuel, Max
several large amounts.
Before
licensing any transfers, the French and Faith Cummins as well as Rose
-are also anxious to know who’s Ghatkin and Celia B. Cohen, all of
buying the francs. Should the dis- whom assertedly have been opertribs decide to take their money ators and lessees of the Pix since
out as the result of various small October, 1941. Named defendants
Pictures, Loew’s, Inc.;
deals, there is a monthly limitation are
Warner Bros., Paramount Pictures,
of $300,000 on such transfers.
Original one-year French pact, 20.th-Fox, United Artists, Columbia,

Oboler’s

epic,

Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Fontaine and George Sanders, will go
into general release, after a brief
withdrawal from circulation, the
latter part of February.
Pre-release approach to top coin,

Vs. Pic Censoring

vania,

on certain

through pre-release of strong b.o. film financier and one-time RKO
pix was further demonstrated this president returned to New
Ye**k
week with the disclosure that Met- last week from a brief trip to Paris
ros’ “Ivanhoe” will have racked up
on Monday (22) planed to the
and
about $3,500,000 in its 450 pre-re- Coast for the Christmas holidays.
lease dates. That’s domestic distriproduction
Reciprocal

outfits such as
Assn, have blasted
as being overworked, that is, being
used with pix which allegedly
aren’t sufficiently strong at the b.o.
for the policy, is to be tried for
Among
several upcoming pix.
Drive to eliminate film censor- them are Walt Disney’s “Peter
ship via legislation in states with Pan,” RKO release, and Columsnipping statutes will be launched bia’s
“Salome,” Rita Hayworth
by the Motion Picture Assn, of starrer.
America early in 1953. Bills are
set for introduction in the legis-

concept in the fighting of
film censorship will be presented
before the Ohio Supreme Court
when an appeal hearing involving
the film “Native Son” is heard at
Columbus on Feb. 4. Ih a brief prepared for' Classic Pictures, distrib
of the film, Ephraim London, the
attorney who successfully fought
t^e “Miracle” case in the U. S.
Supreme Court, argues that the ex

which runs to Jul^l, 1953, permits
remittance of the accrued $4,500,000 at- the capital account rate.
Current earnings are remittable at
the rate pf $120,000 a month at the
favorable official rate, with another
$125,000 flowing into the capital
account. Several of the foreign
execs in N. Y. feel there is no
particular hurry in getting the
money out since this isn’t the best
season to make such deals.

MPAA

Certain benefits which continenfilm producers receive under

tal

M-G

‘Son’ Censorship

^

4-

$3,500,000 in Rentals On
co-production
agreements
have
European market an at‘Ivanhoe* Pre-Releases made theone
for the investor, actractive
Tall money which can be realized cording to N. Peter Rathvon.
The

bution coin, i.e., rentals from exhibs in the U. S. and Canada.

•

into consideration the constitutionFollowality of the law involved.
ing the jury’s verdict, the court

Attractive Lure (or Pic Investment

You

L.

A. to N. Y.

Charles Amory
Richard Baseliarjt
Charles Boasberg

Pat Crowley

Sam

Fuller

Georgia Gibbs
Stewart Granger
Nat Holt
Van Johnson
Elia

Kazan

Michael Keith

A.

Moe Kerman
Abe

Lastfogel

Jack Palance
Vera Ralston
Johnnie Ray
Joan Reynolds
David Rose
Robert Ryan
Max Shagrin

'

John Cameron Swayze
Jack L. Warner
Herbert J. Yates

Yf„,w«.1av.
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MAJORS WARY OF FOREIGN RKE
UA Has Ownership
In 15 of 30
United Artists,

which

lias

participation
^lining
8 toward

was disclosed in

Upcoming Pictures

m

In $1,199,970

New York

that straight distribuUA"idea
from which the company
tion deals,
of the rental
draws about 30%
particularly
revenue, alone are not
is

Consequently, the comincreasingly active
pany has been
profitable.

taking the participations.

Proportional increase in foreign

market earnings in the face of
Jack Warner in N.Y.
static or declining domestic income
Jack L. Warner, Warner Bros, is causing some
apprehension
exec veepee and production chief,
among the distribs* top echelons.
arrived in New York from the Feeling
is that continuation of the
Coast over the weekend.
present trend may end in a topStudio chieftain is expected to
heavy situation, with the comparemain in Gotham for several nies too dependent on the erratic
weeks both on company and per- volume of remittablp coin from
sonal business. In the latter category is the coming-out party for
his daughter, Barbara, slated for
the Hotel St. Regis Saturday (27).

to
UA's share ranges from 10%
Each deal
in the 15 films.
characterishas its own peculiar

50%

tics

WB Exec Salaries
Washington, Dec. 23.

f
aj

th

in

Harry M. ff aruer’s $182,100 Tops

SEE THREAT HI

been

of the indie films
crowing number
has an ownerwhich it distributes,
the next 30
S n interest in 15 of has upcomoutfit
the
^ich
ing, it

Interest

Company, which figures to
its most sub-

Technical Legal

through banks and other sources,
coin.
and at times invests its own

category is “Melba,
which Sam Spigel lensed in England. UA has 50% of this.
UA's bolstered stature on the financial front was seen recently in

Flaw Slated For
WB-Fabian 0.0.

Transference
the
of
Warner
with N. Y.’s Bros. Theatres stock to Fabian Ena new arrangement
terprises
may
necessitate
sale
the
Co.
UnTrust
Chemical Bank &
of certain theatres by* one of the
der this, UA will “screen” prochains.
Particularly
affected
-will
the
as
ducers’ proposed deals, just
be houses in*such cities as Albany,
bank itself had done in the past,
Troy and Johnston, N. Y., and
and will present the deals to
Reading, Pa., where both circuits
recomits
with
the bank along
operate theatres. Takeover by Famendations.
bian of the Warner theatres In
those cities will leave the municipalities without equal competing
Supreme Ct. Tosses Out
theatres, an arrangement that the
Dept, of Justice may not approve.
Utah Film Carrier Suit To
This and other questions involving real estate have been part of
Regulation
discussions
State
leading to the final
Prevent
takeover of the
circuit by FaWashington, Dec. 23.
bian.
Another aspect is the deterThe U. S. Supreme Court yestermination
of
the
physical
headquarday (Mon.), threw out the, suit of
( Continued on page 16)
Wycoff Co., film carriers between
the Salt Lake City exchanges and
theatres throughout Utah, to preMartin Gang to Appeal
vent regulation by the Utah Public
Service Commission. Decision was

WB

Exchange Commission last week.
Officers and board members also

held as of Dec. 1, 1952, 1,018,198
common shares, or 18.12% of the
prexy.
5,619,785 outstanding.
Steve Broidy, now serving as
Top salary, it was disclosed, went
president, will be succeeded auto- to prexy Harry M. Warner, who
matically by veepee Arthur Freed was handed $182,100. Jack L. War-

Most companies estimate that the
foreign market today accounts for
in February. Ralph will succeed to ner, exec-veepee in charge of proabout 40% of their total income.
the presidency when Freed retires. duction, rated $182,050. Harry M.
Eric
Johnston,
Motion Picture
Kalmine, veepee and prez^of WarAssn, of America prexy, recently
ner Bros. Theatres, drew $130,put the figure at 42% and some
Major Albert Warner, veepee
|sP00.
distribs have gone as high as 45%.
and
treasurer,
followed
with
Fear that income from abroad
$104,400.
may become too important in U. S.
Other disbursements were: Samindustry thinking and planning was
uel Carlisle, veepee-assistant treasexpressed Friday (19) by Alfred E.
urer, $50,720;
veepee Stanleigh
Daff, exec v.p. of Universal, who
P;. Friedman, $65,800; veepee^Sarmforesees trouble should the domesuel Schneider, $104,700, and Robtic gross drop another 15% to bring
ert W. Perkins, $104,800. Latter is
foreign and domestic income on apveepee, secretary and general counproximately a 50-50 basis.
sel.
Report points out that there
“It’s something that has con(Continued on page 16)
New three-way policy on financerned us for some time now,” Daff
been
has
production
film
cing
said. “We must never forget that
we make pictures with U. S. dol- evolved by Bankers Trust Co.,
New York, which provides for a Theatre Newsreels
lars. If we can’t get Jhese dollars,
of the
the quality will come down.” Daff ceiling on loans at 50%
costs, a limit of $500,000
said Universal planning had taken negative
Have
Fears,
against the
rule
and
a
film
any
for
the general trend into account by
film.
making pix with definite overseas financing of only a single
Sez Pathe’s
was explained this week in
appeal. At the same time, he said Policy
The Pyramid, house organ pubFive major theatrical newsreels,
U had no plans to film abroad.
BTC.
after having suffered originally
“We have a factory out in Holly- lished by
On the last count, it’s stated that when TV first started its postwar
wood,” Daff declared. “We have
producer seeking production growth, are now operating on a
a
(Continued on page 47)
money must propose a minimum stable basis with no fear of TV,
of two pix, and preferably three. according to Pathe News veepee
The films are cross-collateralized Walton C. Ament. It’s his belief
so that if one of the films proves that theatre audiences now expect
unsuccessful the profits from the newsreels as part of the regular
IN N.Y. one or two others in the package program, and that the reels can
might compensate for the loss on hold their own against TV because
Improved version of Chromatic
the first.
of their “better and more compreLaboratories’ “Chromatron” color
Article on the film Investment hensive coverage,” based on the
TV tube /\v as demonstrated at the
(Continued on page 18)
wider experience of their reporters
Paramount Building in N. Y. yesand cameramen, and their supeterday (Tues.) with a showing that

Finance Policy

No TV

Ament

.

IMPROVED CHROMATIC
TUBE SHOWN

Dismissal of Hughes Suit was

Wycoff sought to escape regulation on the ground that the film
was in interstate commerce, coming
from headquarters in other states
and with the payment being remitted outside of Utah. However, the
High Court sidestepped the important question and merely refused to enjoin the Utah Commission, arguing that the issue was not
sufficiently concrete and had not
been properly tested in the state

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Motion Picture Industry Council
nominated Ed Ralph, current secretary of the Unit Production Managers Guild, as v.p., meaning that
he will eventually become MPIC

Explains 3-Way

In the latter

by an 8-1 vote.

Elevates Ralph

Bankers Trust

wind up 1952 with

arranges fistantial profit in years,
film-makers
nancing' for the indie

abroad.

MPIC

Directors and officers of Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc., received total
compensation of $1,199,970 for the
fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 1952, the
company informed the Securities &

Los Angeles, Dec.

limited to

Kodrachrome

slides

only.

23.
the rul-

Kramer Pays $500

to Nip

riority in film quality.
In line with the theatrical reels-

vs.-TV competition, Ament veheChromatron tube used was of
JVIartin Gang will appeal
Juggler’ Title Hassle mently denied reports that the maing of Federal Judge William M. the 22-inch variety and has the disjor reels deliberately stalled the
23.
Hollywood, Dec.
Byrne, who dismissed his $600,000 tinct advantage of fitting in either
TV film coverage of President-elect
Stanley Kramer bought title
libel suit against Howard Hughes with the CBS field sequential or
Eisenhower's recent Korean junket
“without prejudice.” Under the any other system which may be rights to a TV property to avoid in order
to reduce the coverage
ache
For
$500
court’s rujing, Gang has the option adopted. CBS system was used for legal complications.
time lag between the two media.
quired rights to “The Juggler.”
of appealing or amending his com- the demonstration.
“There
was
no delay and no stallLatplaint to cite specific damages.
of owned by Meridian Pictures.
prexy
Hodgson,
Richard
ing either in shipping, pickup or
Action charges Hughes with dam- Chromatic, in which Paramount ter retitled its own yarn “The Play- processing,” he said, “and it
was
aging Gang’s professional integrity has a 50% interest, said the wright.”
only by virtue of the careful foreKramer’s motion picture is based
by stating that the attorney had in- Chromatron would cost twice as
handed
planning
of
the
theatrical
book, a tale
courts first.
sisted on payment of a legal fee much as a black-and-white tube on Michael Blankfort’s
newsreels that the TV reels had
Majority opinion was rendered of $30,000 as a condition of the out- and has great production advan- of Israel. The vidpic is based on
any film to show.”
by Justice Robert Jackson, who as- of-court settlement of the Hughes- tages. It can pick up either b & w Arthur Stringer’s story, “The JugAment also contested the TV
serted: “For more reasons than one, Jean Simmons
gler,” registered in J936.
case.
or color telecasts.
reels’ claim that more people see
it is clear that this proceeding cansingle network news show than
a
not result in an injunction on Consee the product of all five theatristitutional grounds. . . . The comcal reels each week. He cited the
plainant in this case does not relatest Motion Picture
Assn, of
( Continued on page 16)
America figures as estimating that
60,000,000 people attend filmeries
each week. No single video show
Denies Inj. Vs. ‘Moulin,’
can lure an audience anywhere

Allowing
Federal
paved the

It

to

OUT SOON!

Preem

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Judge William M. Byrne
way for “Moulin Rouge”

basis than requested by the South
African circuit. Outfit originally
asked U. S. filmeries to contribute
to a 12-page supplement skedded
for
the
Johannesburg Sunday
Times, with an estimated cost of

&
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Special exploitation advantages

UPT Stock

Copy and space

reservations

MEW YORK

34

HOLLYWOOD

W.

St.

431 1 Yucca

154

44th

21

St.

may he

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Thirty-seven writers will be at

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

11

412 N, Michigan Av«.

LONDON, W.
•

St. Martin's

about $1,800 per company.
American companies, following a
New York meeting of the foreign
managers, effected a compromise
whereby each company would shell
out' about half the coin asked.

37 Writers Slated
For Col Prod. Mill

Amus.

southeast Texas, has pur°f the stock in the cornn
previously held by United
Pai mount
Theatres.
an d its predecessors held
. /
j Af
eueison
Amus. stock since 1927.
1 1
!

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Form* closing shortly

Komulu s Films and United Artists.

Beaumont, Tex., Dec. 16.
Jeffers on Amus. Co., prinr!,ii
)era
.°l
tor of a circuit of thea-

ACT’s 50th Anni

Of

a great deal
of publicity.

ts
J fl

In

47th Anniversary Number

Fox-Wilshire Theatre.
Georges Banyai, holding power
of attorney from
the Parisian nitci'y, brought
suit last week charging illegal use
of trade name and
asked film be kept from showings.
^served that film rather
than damaging nitery
was giving it

In Jefferson

he said.

U. S. film companies will participate in the 50th anni celebration of African Consolidated Theatres although on a more limited

(Tues.) at

Buys Out

size,

U.S. Cos. to Participate

The

qualify for Academy Award consideration by denying a request for
an injunction halting local screening pending trial of suit brought by
the Parisian nitery of that name.
Pic
world-preems here tonight
to

Defendants are FWC, Pierre La
Mure, Jose Ferrer, John Huston,

near that

C. 2
Place

Trafalgar Sqaara

work within a fortnight

at

Colum-

bia to tee off studio's 1953 activities.
Of these, 35 are already set.
Lineup includes the British novDr. Edith
elist-historian-poetess,
Sitwell, who arrives Jan. 5 to
script her “Fanfare for Elizabeth.”

mm kkvhws

«

My Cowsiit Kaehe

mood. So does the standout
photography of Joseph La Shelle,
which aptly captures the feel of

film's

Compelling performances and

melodrama and highlights the early
19th Century. England locale.

highlight
presentation
film version of the bestselling
ballyhoo
marketable
novel;
angle? for b.o. prospects.

class

Brog,

•

Mrs. Pascoe
Mary Pascoe
Pascoe Daughters

—
—

Silettl

Lumsden Hare
Trevor

Ward

A dark, moody melodrama, with
emphasis on tragedy, has been
fashioned from Daphne du Maubestseller,
“My Cousin
rier’s
Rachel.” Highlighted by compelling performances and a clean
touch in its presentation, it is carriage-trade
drama with enough
hints of sex ^nd violence to provide exploitation angles for the
re
ite boxofficfctonces will depend
upon the manner of mercJba.ndismg and how readily the general
public will accept the responsibility for solving the main theme’s
.

and

story-telling

(1st

Maureen Swanson
Jim Gerald
Rupert John
*.

Lemkow

Tutti
Eric

Bar)

!

Jean Lanclier
Gauzi
Robert Le Fort
,
Drunken Reveller
Jean Claudio
Lerette
Siizi Euzaine
Delivery Boy
Guy Motschen
Maitre D'Hotel Maxim's .... Mons. Lcdcbur
Maitre D'Hotel
Mons. Tabourno
Fernand Fabre
Man— 1 st Bar
George Pastell
uclier
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will

leave many with a feeling of frustrating uflfulfillment.

The

Nimnalty Johnson script,
which he produced, states even
weaker cases for and against
Rachel than does the novel, so it
will be harder for the viewer tp
arrive at a decision.
Also, the
hinted sex of the novel is watered
down, making the film actually less
definitive
than the inconclusive
novel. Some pro and con talk may
accrue in judging the woman, and
ticket sales will depend upon the
lure of excellent performances and
the physical gloss of the picture.
Olivia de Havilland’s sure talent
is entrusted with the title role,
and she endows it with commanding histrionics.
Opposite her is
Richard Burton, an English actor
debuting in Hollywood pictures. He
creates a strong impression and
undoubtedly will be in demand for
further top assignments, judging
by the strength he gives the roie
of a love-torn, suspicious man.
Briefly, the story tells of a young
man with a deep affection for the
foster father who had raised him..
When the foster father marries a
distant cousin he has met while
touring Italy to escape the rigors
of winter in Cornwall, the young
man is beset with jealousy. This
later turns to suspicion and hate

8*3*^.

‘

'

-
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Victor

Francis de Wolff
Michael Balfour

Dodo

On

grounds, “Moulin
standout all the way, and
inherent b.o. values are sturdy for
key-city situations. Careful merchandising, with bally emphasis on
the color. and lusty flavor of the
period it reproduces, and the gaudy
and zesty characters it focuses
upon, are important b.o. factors.
Jose Ferrer this time has another strictly offbeat assignment.
He endows with conviction the
part of Toulouse-Lautrec, the cultured, gifted artist of Paris in the
1880’s whose glaring deformity
childhood accident impeded growth
of his legs repulses the women
whom he constantly seeks.
John Huston’s direction is superb in the handling of individual
scenes.
The can-can ribaldry, the
frank but not distasteful depiction
of streetwalkers and others of low
station, the smokey atmosphere of
Parisian bistro life they come
through in exciting pictorial terms.
Like the masterful sketches by
Lautrec himself, each scene has a
framed appearance which richly
sets off the action. And the Technicolor tinting, a strong asset, fully
captures the flamboyant aura of

Rouge”

Joan

of.

Redgrave,

Michael

artistic
is

—

—

swamp; Bernard

Phillips, a gentle
for Ruby in gen-

doctor who yens
tlemanly fashion; James Anderson,
the fanatic brother; Misses Hutchinson and Avery, plus the others
briefly involved, are all good.
Heinz Rocmheld’s music score is
excellent and never overplayed,
even in the more dramatic moments when the usual film cleffing
blasts the eardrums, hence has an
awarding influence on mood. A

and guitar
plaintive harmonica
chords are stressed. Russell Har1

photography

contributions are well valued.

Brog

Gculry

Hollywood, Dec.
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Running time, 82 MINS.
Jennifer Jones
Ruby Gentry
Charlton Heston
Boake Tackman
Karl Malden
Jim Gentry
Tom Tully
Jud Corey
Bernard Phillips
Dr. Saul Manfred
James Anderson
Jewel Corey
Josephine Hutchinson
Letitia Gentry
Tracy McAuliffe .......... Phillis Avery
Herbert Heyes
Judge Tackman
Myra Marsh
Ma Corey
Charles Cane
Cullen McAuliffe

Goldie

Neil Fallgren
Clyde Pratt

Sam

Flint

This is a bold, adult drama laying heavy stress on sox to provide
it with strong exploitation possiballyhoo
the
bilities.
Backing
angles of love and lust is the film’s
controversial entertainment merits,
giving it another angle that should
stir talk and prove helpful to the
selling.

An independent production for
20th-Fox release by Joseph Bernhard and King Vidor, the film offers some marquee importance in
names of Jennifer Jones,
Charlton Heston and Karl Malden,
the
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Minor Watson
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Katherine Warren
.
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A

strong performance by Dottc
Davis, in a tailor-made role, gives
a lift to “The Star” that il might
not have had otherwise. The histrionics and the Hollywood locale
provide it with exploitation possibilities for some key-city dates and
establish okay chanc'es in the general runs, where overall returns

should be average.

on a fading film
her last buck but

ter attention

down

to

star,
stili

revive a career that
only she believes in.
Miss Davis
socks over the characterization.
The
original
screenplay
by KathJane Greer
Loring Smith erine Albert and Dale Eunson has

Little Julie

Dr. Strauss

Joe Hoagley
Television Director
Floor Director

Gallagher

Young Man

striving

to

There is a “tradey” feel to the
Comedy and patliDs are blended
as
befits
the
backstage
this updated version of “The story,
Opening finds
Champ,” first released in 1931. Hollywood plot.
With Red Skelton and newcomer Miss Davis sulking outside an auc-

in

Tim Considine doing the revised tion house that is selling her last
characters filst played by Wallace possessions to pay her creditors. A
Beery and Jackie Cooper, the film meeting there with her agent*
is an acceptable family-trade offer- friend, Warner Anderson, and a
ing that should do fairly well in pitch for him to get her another
cture fails, and the story then
the companion feature market.
The presentation is given a sin- takes her to the home of| her excerity in
performances, writing husband, where her young daugliand direction that keeps the senti- er is living. The visit sends her
ment from dipping too far into the into the depths of despondency,
maudlin, and while the story has which is heightened by a session
an old-fashioned feel, it is a funda- with some grasping relatives. She
mentally okay drama that takes gets drunk, is arrested and bailed
out by Sterling Hayden, a boating
nicely to the updating.
male
This version has Skelton as a man whom she had used as a
former Ziegfeld star now a broken- ead in his single film experience.
into his
her
taking
Hayden,
down amusement park clown with
tries to
a thirst for liquor. Young Consi- quarters over his shipyard,
and
dine is his son, a wise little lad get her to forget a film career
woman.
who looks after his father as best become a normal, natural
a deholding
tries,
fails
at
She
but
he can and takes what life offers
a
them without complaint. Both turn partment store job, and wangles
proin
heartwarming
performances screen test from a kindly charfor
her
a
wants
ducer.
He
that do much to carry the story.
as

story of fleshy passions in the
tidewater country of North Carolina, and physical assets that point
up the s.a. angles.
Miss
for
responsible
Vidor,
Jones’ excursion into earthy amatory fields in “Duel In the Sun,”
also directed “Ruby Gentry,” as
he belts over the blatantly sensual
Arthur Fitz-Richard story as boldly
Montmartre.
scripted by Silvia Richards. It's a Young Considine is incidentally, a
But overall, the production, sordid type of drama, with neither member of the well known Consiwhile of great scenic merit, re- Miss Jones nor Heston gaining any dine theatrical family,' making his
quires some dramatic explosivecharacters. first bid to be the third generation
their
sympathy in
ness.
The story unfolds in a con- Malden’s part, skillfully under- in show business.
stantly minor-key tone.
Although played *o contrast with the flamRobert Z. Leonard’s direction
he’s one who might ordinarily be
boyance of the other two princi- guides the Martin Rackin script
pitied, the abused, lonely, mispals, does carry sympathy. Each along to show Skelton losing his
shapen LautPec fails to achieve of the three performances, in an- latest job and missing out on anthe warmth that would endear him
swering the intent of the story and other when he turns up drunk at
to an audience.
A club booking and
direction, is very good, altnough an audition.
Colette
Marchand,
Zsa
Zsa Miss Jones’ s.a. flaunting is, at an advance by an old friend and
Gabor and Suzanne Flon are the times, overly sold.
agent temporarily saves them but
when he receives letters that indi- femme principals, contributing
The production tells a flashback Skelton loses the money in a crap
cate his beloved relative is bein* added zest to the sinful MontNow desperate, he accepts
story, which early establishes the game.
poisoned by the bride. The foster martre of Lautrec’s time.
Miss characters’ sins are retributive. a stag booking, is arrested in a
father dies and the foster son vows Marchand, as the story relates, is
raid and then listens to the pleas
type
of
presentation
also
This
vengeance on Rachel. Instead, he' Marie Charlet, the artist’s big
of his ex-wife Jane Greer, to take
falls hopelessly in love with her .’ove, but she accepts him tempo- permits, possibly, a bit more boldthe boy; and he forces the lad to
when she visits him on the Corn- rarily only because he supports ness in depicting motivations.
The separation is short,
Story smarts with the animal - at- leave.
wall estates to which he has fallen her.
Miss Marchand’s denuncihowever, and young Considine retraction
between
Miss
Jones,
from
heir and gives her everything he ation of Lautrec prompts him to
turns
to
his hapless dad just as the
possesses. A fear that he, too, is take up actively the sketching that the wrong side of the tracks, and latter is offered
a television show.
Heston, purse-poor southern gent
being slowly poisoned by the beau- brings him fame.
Life
is
catching
up with the clown
who willingly trifles in the swamp
tiful widow gradually develops and,
Story, basically, presents Lautrec
at this point, though, and death
for
marriage
chooses
but
Phyllis
in his dismal dilemma, he permits as the son of aristocrats. Despite
strikes hltti down at the close of
Rachel to go to an accidental death, his noble birth, Lautrec can find Avery, wealthy, properly-bred girl, the first telecast after a comedy
so he can rebuild his family forthus dooming himself to spend the the
vibrant
subjects
for
his
performance that would have estunes.
rest of his life in doubt as to her sketches only in the Montmartre,
With a legal mating with Heston tablished him again as a star.
guilt 01 innocence. This same doubt particularly
at
Moulin Rouge,
Skelton’s finale teevee work is
where he drinks incessantly while impossible, Miss Jones turns to the closely patterned on his real-life
is left with the viewers.
friendship
of Malden and his bed
Within these inconclusive bounds drawing* can-can girls, etc. Lauvideo offerings, and he does his
ridden'
wife,
Josephine
Hutchinson.
Henry Koster’s fine direction trec’s ultimate success comes with
the latter dies, she accepts stair bit and the topsy-turvy room
makes the script scenes furnished the knowledge that his works are After
Malden’s proposal and they arc sketch for good laughs. Earlier in
by Johnson as definitive as possible to be exhibited in the Louvre, married. Society,
only tolerating the footage, while the old agent
and, since the up-in-the-air ending which he learns just prior to his
Malden because he is a self-made friend is reminiscing, there’s a
is not indicated until the conclud- death. Filmed in France and Engman who controls most of the com- flashback to a ballet routine also
ing sequences, there is an excellent land, the pic is an adaptation of munity’s
Miss Greer is
wealth, refuses to accept good for chortles.
feeling of suspense and intrigue the best-selling novel by Pierre La
his bride; The narrowness and exceptionally good as the ex-wife,
to carry the viewer along. Abet- Mure.
[^giving the role a warmth that
scorn
of
a
decadent
southern
soThe occasionally slow pace and
ting this feeling are a number of
The Consicial systdrn is turned full blast on makes it bolieveable.
worthwhile featured and support- quiet tone of “Moulin Rouge” sug- the girl after she and Malden
quar dine moppet also makes a good
ing performances. Audrey Dalton gest some judicious cutting is in rel openly
impression.
Others
who
help to
over Heston and Malden
registers very well as Louise, the order; the running time of 118 is accidentally
lulled in a boating bolster the presentation include
neighboring girl in. love with Bur- minutes is too long. The lighting accident. She seeks vengeance
Loring
Smith
as
the
agent,
Philip
and
ton.
Ronald Squire, as Burton's and camera work are excellent, becomes a full-bloom, mortgage- Ober and Lou Lubin.
William H. Wright’s production
guardian and father of Miss Dal- though there are a few instances foreclosing heavy, even wrecking
ton; George Dolenz, the mysterious where the dialog sounds muffled,
Heston when he refuses her favors supervision insures proper values
Gene.
Italian lawyer who figures imporThe sordid events come to their all around in filming the Frances
tantly in Rachel’s life; John' Sutclimactic finish in a swamp when Marion story, adapted by Leonard
ton. seen briefly as the foster
her brother, a religious psycho- Praskins. Technical contributions
Pathe’s Expansion
are competent.
father; Tudor Owen, J. M. KerriBrog.
fanatic,
kills Heston but is himself
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
gan, Margaret Brewster, Alma Lawr
killed by the girl before he is able
*? lans for a 50<?/o expansion are
U-I’s New Color Shorts
ton’ and °Mario Siletti^ are" among
to complete the dual soul-saving
— 1 1- —
_ New scries of onc-reelers in
others
caoably
furthering
the under way at Pathe lab, which re- task he had committed himself.
cently completed a large 16m addidramatic aims of the film.
Miss Jones goes through much of color, “U-I Color Parade,” will be
Technical contributions are of ^ on to its Hollywood plant,
introduced
in the 1952-53 shorts
the footage in skin-tight levis, of
Idea is to meet the anticipated which she and careful earner; 7 incup, which will comprise 5P
high order, n6t the least of which
is the haunting score by Franz increase in TV business during angles and lighting make the mos!
ubjeets and 104 issues of the U-l
Waxman that fits jperfectly into the 1953,
She does have an occasional NewsrecU

—

1 l.-i

Philip Ober its hackneyed moments,
particuLou Luhin
Fay Roope larly the finale, but generates
Walter Reed enough interest to hold the attenEdward Marr tion. especially because of Miss
Jonathan Cott
performance
and
the
Don Beddoe Davis’
Steve Forrest smooth,
dramatic realization of
Stuart Heisler’s direction.

Henderson

.

Frank WUcox

Bette Davis
Sterling
\<ien
Natalie Wood
Warner Anderson

release of William H. Wright production. Stars Red Skelton, Jane Greer;
features Loring Smith, PhiUp Ober; in-

troduces Tim Considine. Directed
Leonard.
Screenplay,
ert
Z.
Rackin. from adaptation by Leonard
Praskins; story, Frances Marion; camera,
Paul Vogel; editor. Gene Ruggicx*o: music,
David Rose. Previewed Dec. 17, '52. Running time, 91 MINS.
Red Skelton
Dodo Delwyn
Tim Considine
Dink Delwyn

.

Margaret Elliott
Jim Johannson
Gretehen
Harry Stone
Joe Morrison
Phyllis Stone
Mrs. Morrison

23.

20th-Fox release of Joseph Bernhard,
King Vidor production. Stars 'Jennifer
Jones, Charlton Heston, Karl Malden;
features Tom Tully, Bernard Phillips,
James Anderson, Josephine Hutchinson
Phyllis Avery, Herbert Heycs. Directed
by Vidor. Screenplay, Silvia Richards;
story, Arthur Fitz-Richard; camera. Russell Harlan; editor, Terry Morse; music,
Heinz ftocnthckl. Previewed <Det, 27, '52.

..

Hollywood, Deo. 19
20th-Fox release of Bert E. Fri«>(U,,i,
production. Stars Bette Davis, Sterling
Hayden; features Natalie Wood, Warner
Anderson, Minor Watson. June Travit
Directed by Stuart Heisler. Screenplay
Katherine Albert and Dale Eunson; cam!
era, Ernest Laszlo; editor, Otto I.mlwiif*
music score. Victor Young. Prcvicwi'fi
Dec. 16, '52. Running time, 90 Ml Ns

An independent production by
E.
Friedlob
Bert
for
release
through 20th-Fox, the picture has
by Robbeen
acceptably
fashioned to cenMartin

MGM

22.

re-

r

\

Richard Stanley

Skelton, Jane Greer in
sentimental, family-trade feature; a new version of '‘The
Champ,” made in 1931.

Bold, adult drama of love
lust, with Jennifer Jones,
Charlton Heston, Karl Malden;

Hollywood, Dec.

ballyhoo

lease possibilities.

.

Red

for exploitation.

some

star;

chances and okay general

is

The i lown

s.a.

film

.

and

blatant

Davis in strong performance as fading Hollywood

Bette

mostly Peggy Morgan
Faith
a low-key job that ably backs the Barbara
Lawrence
plot. Editing and other technical Keith Barkley

lan’s expert

cast
praised.

IlVihy

The Star

chance, though, to dress fashion-}
ably, and in these scenes the Valentina-designed .gowns are most
attractive and smart.
Tom Tully, who plays Ruby’s
father, a keeper of a hunting and
fishing lodge on the edge of the

Greenwood and other
were warmly
toppers

Pohlman

•

J

...”

ances

Christopher Lee

Anquetin

stall' acceptance of the novel, this
is
not an entirely satisfactory

of

Harold Gasket
Lee Montague
Jill Bennet

Sarah
Denise
Perc Cotclle
Chocolat
Alcha’s Partner
Proprietor
Seurat

Anthony Asquith Techni-

color production.”
Reviewer predicted that the
film “should do particularly
well in art houses, with long
runs a strong possibility.” In
appraising the entry, the critic
wrote that Asquith “has taken
few liberties with the original.
His skillful direction extracts
all the polish of Wilde’s brilPerformliant dialog

Mary Clare

Maurice Joyant
Zidler

mystery implications. As in the
novel, it is left up to the viewer
to decide whether Rachel is a
murderess or a woman condemned
by circumstantial evidence and unwarranted suspicions. Despite book-

method

Claude NoUier
Muriel Smith
Georges Lannes
Walter Crisham

Madame Loubet

Woe

Marchand

Suzanne Flon*
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Katherine Kath

Valentin Dessosse

Robin Cam;
Victor

Colette

Jane Avril
La Gouluc
Countess de
Toulouse-Lautrec
Alcha
Patou

Nicholas Koster

10
15

*52.

Jose FerrCr

Toulouse-Lautrec

Brunetti

Mario

Tamblyn
Lewln
Philip Age
Philip Age
Foreman

this

United Artists release of Romulus production. Stars Jose Ferrer, Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Suzanne Flon, Colette, Marchand; features
Katharine Kath, Claude Nollier, Muriel
Smith. Directed by John Huston. Screenplay, Huston and Anthony VelUer, adapted
from novel by Pierre La Mure; associate producer, Jack Clayton; enmera
(Technicolor), Ossie Morris; editor, Ralph
Kemplin; music, George Auric. Previewed

Kathleen Mason
Argentini

humor of Oscar Wilde’s classic
comedy emerges faithfully in

production in
striking color, starring Jose
Ferrer. Demands strong selling.

Alma Lawton Marie Charlet
Ola Lorraine Myriammc

Signora
Caretaker

18, 1952.
“all the

at Victoria Theatre, N. Y., Dec. 18,
Ruflning. time, 118 MINS.

June
Myro opined that
charm and glossy

in the issue of

Variety

Distinguished

J. M. Kerrigan
Margaret Brewster

“The* Importance of Being
Earnest,” British import which
preemea at the Baronet The-

N. Y., Monday (22), was
reviewed from London by

(COLOR)

Tudor Owen

Seecombe
Reverend Pascoe

Importance ol Being
Earnest
atre,

Monlin Rouge

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
20th-Fox release of Nunally Johnson
production. Stars Olivia de HavWand;
features Richard Burton, Audrey Dalton,
Bonald Squire, George DolOnz, John Sutton, Tudor Owen, J. M. Kerrigan. Directed by Henry Koster. Screenplay,
Johnson; from novel by Daphne du
Maurlcr; camera, Joseph La Shelle; editor, Louis Loeffler; music. Franz Waxman. Previewed Dec. 16, *52. Runningtime. 98 MINS.
Olivia dc Havllland
Rachel
Richard Burton
Philip Ashley
Audrey Dalton
Louise
Ronald Squire
Nick Kendall
George Dolenz
.Ralnaldi
John Sutton
Ambrose Ashley

We<Ine»day$ Itecembetf 24, 1952

Pfifuefr

-

acter spot, but she plays the test
she imagines a still young, vital
woman might, and flunks. This and
finally
circumstances
following
•

convince her she is through as a
the fadeout finding her turning to the love offered by Hayden.
With most of the footage concentrating on Miss Davis’ character, there isn’t too much for the
other players to do. Hayden gives
a relaxed reading to his outdoors?
character, and there is one sequence, showing an afternoon sail
with Miss Davis and her daughter
aboard a real, deep-water ketch,

star,

that plays honestly. Natalie Wood
plays the daughter nicely, and Anderson is good as the agent. Among
the other characters, Minor Watson, the producer; June Travis,
Anderson’s wife; Katherine Warren. Kay Riehl and Fay Baker are
good.
.
excel-

Film has been given an
lent

score

and

by Victor Young
Laszlo.

photography by Ernest

Brog.

The

I Don’t t ore Girl
(MUSICAL—COLOR)

Musical hodge-podge based on
incidents in the career of Eva

Tanguay.
Hollywood, Dec.

23.

20th-Fox release of George Jcsscl production. Stars Mltzl Gaynor, David
Oscar Levant; features Bob Graham*
Craig Hill, Warren Stevens, Hazel BrooM.
Directed by Lloyd Bacon. Written n

Walter Bullock; camera (Technicolor;,
Arthur E. Arling; editor, Louis Roomer,
new songs, Jessel, Joe Cooper,
Daniel; dance staging. Jack Cole.
mour Felix; musical direction, won
Newman. Previewed Dec. 18, '52, Running

MINS.
Eva Tanguay

time, 17
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Fans of film musicals will fij
bodge
‘‘The I Don’t Care Girl” a
(Continued on page 14)

Trust Suits

Total of $40,350,000

Filed in

2 Courts Alone

Rentals Too High, Allied Stresses
in 1952

to which ac-4TnHi1 rating the extent
on the private 1
Is continuing

and the extent
burden for the film com-

n? the

jerry

seeking total treble

Wald

Women s Impact at
9

Pic B,0.

comDiscontinued were tWQ
Doniger, et al„ against
plaints:
which
distrlbs,
other
Warners and
In July, 1949,
™s filed in N. Y.damages
of $5,and which sought
against
Tarbose
and
n7fi 000
Giles Co., in which film
named, filed in Boston
outfits were
and asking damages of

on interesting

editorial feature In

47 th Anniversary Number
if

1948

PjSssiety

New°N.’ Y. actions, along with
amounts of alleged damages,

RKO Pictures, $2,250,000.
Boston suits were instituted by
Walter E. Mitchell against
Rhode Island Corp. for $4,000,000,
and by Laurence Capitol vs.
Circuit Management for $20,000,000.

RKO

1

WB

Proxy Being Drafted

Of
Cos.

A

proxy statement listing officers
and directors of Warner Bros.’ separated distribution and theatre setups is currently being drafted by
the company. Document is expected to be ready for mailing to stock-

ceptional Films in line with the
organization’s 32-year-old custom.

or three
in about two
Voted the best picture of 1952
Shareholders will vote on was Republic’s “The Quiet Man.”
at the annual stock- Runnersup
were “High Noon”
holders meeting slated for Wil(UA), “Limelight” (UA), “Five Finmington, Del., the second week in
gers” (20th), “Snows of KilimanFebruary.
jaro” (20th), “The Thief” (UA),
Warners to date hasn’t officially “Bad and the Beautiful” (M-G),
indicated whether it will form two
“Singin’
in
the
Rain” (M-G),
new companies, as did Paramount,
“Above and Beyond” (M-G) and
20th-Fox and RKO in their divorceSon John” (Par).
“My
ment proceedings, or whether it
“Breaking the Sound Barrier”
will be able to take advantage of
the “spinoff” clause/* contained in (Korda-UA) was named the “best
film.” Four other imports
foreign
the Revenue Act of 1951.
Com(Continued on page 18)
pany’s previous plan of reorganiza-

new setup

.

provided for a split into two
new companies and the dissolution
of the present corporate
entity,
which was the only effective plan
of reorganization which the
Internal Revenue Bureau
would then aption

prove as tax free.

has

WALTER READE LOSES
57iG SUIT VS. RKO

that

it

may company

advantage

provision,
which would not require the
dissolution of the present
company. It’s
believed that
e

RKO

Warners already has

Seed?t’. the

a PProval of the Treasemploy this method.
.spmoff,” it’s figured, would
roS? ln
the formation of a new
ineatre company
of which S. H.
n wbo wil * acquire
the constock interest of Harry,
and lbert Warner in the
new
£th^t
firm » would
be named

f,!?

Ur

rni?

’

bas notified the Securities
Commission that it will
8 11 18 * financial
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press reports that the film company presidents’ revised proposals
of a plan to iron out trade squabbles had been rejected by Allied.
What is it, specifically, that Allied wants, some distrib officials
inquired.

of

VARIETY

Answer to this, according to Allied reps, is “a fair business prac-

May

Enlarging upon

tice.”

Censorship Abolition

this,

they

said that fitai rentals' for many important films are too high, that admission price hikes are, for prac-

Help Solve Snag

tical

purposes,

demanded on an ex-

cessive number of so-called prerelease films.
Until these alleged
abuses are corrected, say the Alliedites, there’s little point in setting up arbitration.

Allied reps reject the idea that,
because they nixed the company
prez proposals, they represent the
stumbling block. They claim the
responsibility for the present deadcontinued on page 16)

D.J. Greene,

Add

to

Oresman

Stock Holdings

RKO

Of

Theatres Chain

David J? Greene, Wall St. broker,
and his associate, A. Louis Oresman, both of whom are members
of the RKO Theatres board of directors, have further added to their
first “we have a natural desire to
promote freedom of the screen,” holdings of the chain’s stock via
market.
Secondly, he adds, “if the distrib- purchases on the open
Each of the two in the past month
utors are able to save the $300,000
-of RKO Theatres*
a year they are now spending on bought 2,400
Oresman’s
share issue.
censorship fees, it is logical to ex- common
purchase was direct and brought
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
pect that the exhibitors should reap
shares.
32,400
to
his
ownership
up
Warners has closed a deal to be- some of that benefit.”
Greene’s new stock buy was via
come the first major company to
Chemical Bank & Trust Co. as
use Natural Vision. Pact to use
trustee for members of his family.
the third-dimensional process was
Trust holdings now amount to 36,made between studio and NV prexy SAVILLE BUYS RIGHTS
500 shares.
Milton L. Gunzburg, and it calls
and Oresman engaged in
for a film to roll by Jan. 15 alTO SPILLANE STORIES a Greene
proxy fight for control of the
though studio hasn’t yet selected
Film rights to the eight pub- exhibition outfit last year, which
the property. NV will receive a
lished novels of mystery writer led
to their board appointments.
percentage of the gross with film Mickey Spillane
have been acIn other stock activity, Elmer C.
to be shot in Warner Color.
quired by producer-director Victor
Rhoden,
director and v.p. of Na12Gunzburg predicted between
Saville in a deal calling for the
tional
Theatres,
bought .3,000
15 NV films will be shot by the payment to Spillane of $210,000

Natural Vision
Set (or

WB

Pic

RKO
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47th Anniversary** Number

$30 censorship fee frequently exceed the revenue to be gained.
In taking up the cudgels against
censorship, Wile emphasizes that

Annual Checkup

Skouras
be

I

Wilson
liam Meikip!

little to encourage them
in the latter department. Explanation in part is that the programs,
even when of the one-hour variety,
are tailored strictly- to TV’s needs

RKO

-

h

never communicated to them its atAnd they
titude on arbitration.
say they learned only via trade-

In

have found

RKO

Zukor Anni Show
An geles Dec. 23.
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1U S Inter
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flr

an interesting editorial feature

shows with both the talent and
the story angle in mind, but they

RKO

Mamoulian to Stage

Pointed

*

shares of National’s common stock,
upping his direct holdings to 8,900
shares.

Albert Warner, v.p., treasurer
and director of Warner Bros., gifted 3,000 WB common shares and
bought 5,600. He now has a bal-

ance

of

329,350

directly-owned

shares and 26,600 in a trust in
which he is the beneficiary.

j

prexy.®

Ex'S

*

Inc., theatre-holding
controlled
by Walter majors in 1953. Warner deal is over a five-year period. Pact conReade, Jr., last week lost a $57,500 non-exclusive. In addition to home tains an option clause, with the
damage suit it had brought in N.Y. of the majors, several indies also deal subject to review at the end
TheSupreme Court against
of each 20-month stanza.
have pitched for 3-D.
atres. Action claimed that
Saville disclosed that up to now
Gunzburg emphasized that the
made fraudulent statements in
he has been using his own coin,
be
the
thing”
will
always
“story
connection with its purchase of
indicated that other financial
but
Long-Park’s 25% interest in the and while 3-D Isn’t the answer to arrangements would be made after
it has the
(N.J.) all industry problems,
Brunswick
Trenton-New
greatest potential for the boxof- he set a releasing deal. ProducerTheatre Corp.
fice. He said he set a major deal director said at least four major
In the course of a one-day trial, for his next NV picture because studios were interested in distributJustice Aron Steuer held that no he wanted excellent production. ing the pictures, first of which
fraud had been committed. Case Arch Obeler’s “Bwana Devil” was he expects to put before the camarose out of Long-Park’s sale of the first NV film.
eras on the Coast this Spring.
250 shares of Class B stock it
Plans call for the filming of two
owned in Trenton-New Brunswick
pix annually, the first six yarns to
two years ago. Purchase
to
be selected from the eight Spilprice was $750,000, plus accrued
iane tomes published so faj\ Aldividends of $42,500, as estimated
though Spillane will not prepare
by RKO.
the screenplays, he will be avail16 IN
Long-Park, according fo its comable for advice and doctoring.
release
slate
its
has
upped
Metro
a release for
plaint, gave
No specific casting has yet been
for the first four months of 1953
$42,500 but later maintained that
from 12 to 16 pix, general sales made. Saville will not direct, but
$100,closer
to
were
the dividends
Reagan
an- will act in the capacity as proCharles
manager
misrepresented the
000 and
ducer.
nounced yesterday (Tues.).
true amount. Reade outfit asked
In another deal, the vidpix rights
had
planned
to
Originally M-G
that the release be rescinded and
to Spillane’s hero, Mike Hammer,
issue three pictures a month, but
sought payment of the additional
have
been made available to
under the new program of releases
$57,500 it contended was due.
available five films Charles Moss, Broadway theatre
it will make
Trial of the suit heard testimony
operator,
and Richard Lewis. Unfour in February, three
Theatres in January,
from Reade, Jr.,
der this arrangement, Saville will
in March and four in April.
Tom
veepee
and
Schwartz
prez Sol
serve as producer of the series
O’Connor before Justice Steuer
with Spillane preparing the story
ruled in favor of RKO. Repping
outlines. Vidpix series, under the
Long Pack was Solomon Goodman Rubin’*
deal, cannot be released for two
J. Robert Rubin, Metro v.p. and years following
was
while legalities for
the release of the
is
back
counsel,
due
at
general*
DrisO'Brien,
of
George Raftery
theatrical pix.
his homeoffice desk after the first
Raftery,
coll
of the year following an annual
Marilyn Erskine, signed for the
physical checkup.
Ida Cantor role in “The Eddie
Mel Ferrer signed for the title
He has been at the Duke Univer- Cantor Story” at Warners, is talkthe
and
Arthur
role in “King
sity Hospital, Durham, N. C.# for ing a deal for a term contract on
Round Table,” to be produced for the past two weeks. *
that lot.
Berman.

Long-Park,

However, War-

indicated

prove beneficial to take
tbe new “spinoff”
,,.

TV Benefiting B.O

week
this
execs
Distribution
that they fail to understand the position of Allied States
Assn, so far as arbitration is concerned. They claim that Allied has
commented

.

holders
weeks.

ners

distrlbs, is too high.

sees

Among Year’s 10 Best

against

the

Story department execs in N. Y.
say that, if anything, the filmeries
have been hurt by the story quality
of the average dramatic TV show.
They feel that in the pre-TV days
they might have bought a lot of
properties
which
today
they
wouldn’t and couldn’t touch because the material is considered
standard TV fare.

t

Terry Turner

and don’t lend themselves to pic
Of Print Shortage—Wile
adaptation.
In a sense the same
Of '*10 best pictures of the year” difficulty arises as in the revamp
Columbus, O., Dec. 23.
which the National Board of Re- of a legit play with very few sets,
Abolition of censorship may help
view named last week, two haven’t a problem which the studios have solve the print-shortage problem,
been released as yet and won’t hit licked successfully from time to according to Robert A. Wile, executheatre screens until January. Pair time.
tive secretary of the Independent
in question are Metro’s “The Bad
Film companies believe that Theatre Owners of Ohio. He points
and the Beautiful,” Lana Turner- their best bet is to watch the de- out in the organization’s current
Kirk Douglas starrer, and the same velopment of new writers who, bulletin that if Ohio were a nonstudio’s “Above and Beyond,” with after trying their
wings at TV, may censorship state, prints could be
Robert Taylor and Eleanor Parker. graduate to the theatre and/or shipped from Pittsburgh, Detroit
Inclusion of “Bad” and “Be- Hollywood. 'Two recent examples or Indianapolis. These are closer
yond” in the Board’s list, some are George Axelrod, author of to a lot of Ohio towns than the
trade observers feel, really Isn’t “The Seven Year Itch,” current exchange centers which serve them.
cricket for, in their opinion, the Broadway hit, and John D. Hess,
Wile notes that the distributor
judging should be confined to prod- who scripted “The Grey-Eyed Peo- with a 10-reel feature has. a real
uct that the general public has ple,” also a legiter.
Latter got dilemma with Ohio’s existing setup
Selections were panned by the critics, but Hess’ because the extra expense accruing
actually seen.
made by NBR’s Committee on Ex(Continued on page 47)
from print-shipping costs and the

Colonial Management
$4 500 000;
and Left Myers
vs’ WB, $1,800,000,

WB

endeavor to estabsystem of film arbitration is
being thwarted by the traditional
exhib squawk that the cost of a
good show, as demanded by the

lish a

The companies keep watching

Germel Operating
are as follows:
Paramount Theatres,
vs.
Corp
Amus. vs. Bd. of Review Names
Leonia
$3,000,000;
T. C. TheLoew's, Inc., $1,800,000;
2 Pix Not Yet Released
Warner Bros., $3,000,atre Corp. vs.
against
WB,
Orson
I.
000; Samuel

Separated

Arbitration System

Vat Film Expfoiteer

TV

the

Listing Officers

netted the major picture studios
disappointingly tgw basic story
suggestions and, somewhat to their
surprise, hasn’t even paid off in the
development
of
fresh
writing
talent.

the soon-due

Sge
*3

Steady stream of original ideas
pouring into television so far has

believes In

$40,350,000 have been
damages of
Courts alone
med in two Federal
p
cast year. Six cases were
Over t
Mmit
Vnrlr
tribu
York frthiiNew
the
to_
presented
Li and two in Boston.
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Metro by Pandro

Allied

Awaits Bd. Meet

On Malpractice Queries
Allied States Assn, questionnaire
seeking information on alleged distrib malpractices will not be sent

members until it is approved
by the exhib outfit’s board, which
meets in New Orleans Jan. 12.
Queries, aimed to elicit info which
can be presented to Government
to its

agencies for necessary corrective
action, is currently being readied
by general counsel Abram F.

Myers.

Myers draft will be studied by
the board, which will add or eliminate questions. Following issuance
of the documents, data will be compiled and readied for showing to
the Dept, of Justice.
Charles Brackett assigned to
produce “The Girl With Black
Glasses,” a tale of grand opera, at
20th-Fox.

property

“The Girl From Macy’s,”
owned by Jerry Wald

wfcs at RKO, has 'been
placed on his production program

when he

at Columbia.

——
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Okay

‘Top’

11G, ‘Sea’

Sad 8G,

Los ‘Angeles, Dec.

23.

theatres.

A
the

scant $8,000

is

Devil’ 23G, 4th

(863; 1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694;- 35-

Broadway Grosses

60)— “Without Warning” (UA) and
“Michael

Estimated Total Gross
$410 200
This Week
(Based on 20 theatres)
$586,500
Last Year
(Based on 20 theatres

seen for “Under
spots. “Catthin $11,000

final week, doing okay with $23,000 in the two Paramount theatres.

Estimates for This Week
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltem
(2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)
“Cattle Town” (WB). Thin $11,-

CWB)

000. Last week, with Four Star,
excluding Wiltem, “Iron Mistress”
(WB) (3d wk), *$9,300.
Loew’s State, Egyptian, Four
(2,404; 1,538; 900; 70-

—

(UATC)

Star

“Flat Top” (AA) and “No
Holds Barred” (AA). Okay $25,000
or near. Last week, excluding Four
Star, “Plymouth Adventure” (M-G)
$1.10)

(3d wk-0

days)', $6,800.'

Orpheum, Vogue, El Rey (Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 885; 861; 60§0)
“Under the Red Sea” (RKO)
and “Tarzan’s Savage Fury” (RKO).
Scant $8,000. Last week, Orpheum,

—

Hawaii, Uptown, “Thunder Birds”
(Rep) and “Toughest Man Arizona”
(Rep), $10;000.

Cleve B.O. Blues;

Canon (ABC)

House” (20th) (14th wk).
$£,200. Last week, $1,500.
Fine Arts

Light

Bottom;

‘Outpost’ Sluggish 7G,

Thin $9,000

'

—

To

College’” JU).

6 days.

Dull $3,000 in

Last week, “Savage”

(Par),

$4,500.

Port

Portland, Ore., Dec. 23.
all downtown houses are

‘Battle’ Fair

$10,000

(1,100;

Estimates for This
(Parker)
—Broadway
“Against All Flags”

(U)

and

(UA)

$7,000.

Zenda”

Last
(M-G)

xv e.e

(2d

k

-

and

(M-G)..' Dim

“Apache War Smoke”

Up

days),

moved

Stripes Forever” (20th) and
“Never Take No For- Answer” Indie) (reissue). -Just okay $15,000.
Last week, “My Pal Gus” (20th)
and “Breakdown” (Indie), thin
i

$ 10 000 .
,

—Warfield
“Apache
Dim

(Loew’s)

War

$5,500

in.

(2,656;

65-95)

Smoke”

4 days.

<M-G),

Last week,
Is
Yours”

“Everything I Have
(M-G) (2d wk), fine $14,500.

Paramount

(Par) (2,646; 63-93!
Meet Capt. Kidd”

“Abbott-Costello

(WB) and “Thundering Trail”

NSG

die).

“Cattle

Last

$11,000.

'In-

week,

Town” (WB) and “Gambler

and Lady”

(Indie), $9,500.

(Par)
—Francis
“Bwana Devil”

95(1,500;
(Indie).

St.

$1.25)

Sock $33,000 or near. Last week,
“Iron Mistress” (WB) (3d wk), oke
$7,500.

Orpheum

(No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

95)—“Pathfinder” (Col) and "Yu50-99)—“Hour kon Gold” (Mono). Thin $7,000.
of 13” (M-G). Poor $7,000. Last Last week, “Black Castle” (U) and
week, “Flat Top” (AA), $8,000.
“Raiders” (U), $9,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 85-$1.10)
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207:
“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (11th wk). Wilting 65-95)—"Invasion U.S.A.”- (Col) (2d

—

to $7,500.

Last-week, nice $9,000.

Off to $4,600 in 6 days. Last

wk).

—

$9,000. Last week,
(Rep), ditto.

Festival.

Drab “Sidewalks London”

“Thunderbirds”

Midtown (Goldman)

—

75-

(1,000;

“Things To

Come”

and

(Indie)
(Indie).

Oke

$1,600 in 6 days. Last week, “Cabinet Dr. Calagari”
(Indie)
and

(2,500; 50(20th> (2d wk). Off
to $7,700. Last week, fair $12,000.
Oke $7,tier Gal” (U) (reissues).
50-99)
Stanley
(WB)
(2,900;
Last week, “The Thief’ “Montana Belle” (RKO) (2d wk).
000.
(UA) and “Kansas Territory” (AA), Weak $5,000. Last week, $8,000.
$ 10 000 .
Stanton <WB) (1,473; 50-99)
Mayfair (Evergreen) (1,500; 65- “Shores Tripoli” (20th) and “Leave
(20th)
and To Heaven (20th) (reissues). Modest
90)
“Steel Trap”
“Wagons West” (AA> (m:o.). Poor $5,000, Last week, “Raiders” (U),
$2,000. Last week, “Golden Hawk” $ 6 , 000 .
(Col) and "Target Hong Kong” (InTrans-Lux <T-L) <500; 85-$1.20l
die), $4,300.
“Happy Time” (Col) (7th wk).
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65$3,200.
Last 'week, so-so
90)— “My Pal Gus” (20th) and $4,000.

99)—Pal Gus”

—

,

—

Weather Also Bops Biz

‘Blackbeard’

Modest $15,000,

‘Castle’

St

In

Louis; ‘Frontier’

OK $11,500, ‘Top’

—

Det Down;

85-

$1)
“Song To Remember” iCol)
(reissue) (3d wk). Holding okay at
$1,200. Last week, $1,500.

—

NSG

(2d

Dec.
houses

St. Louis,

14G
23.

is as
Biz at mainstem
spotty as the weather here, this
week with cold rain yesterday
(Mon.) offsetting nice turnstile activity on Sunday. “Untamed Fron-

tier”

looms

fairly

good

at

Ambas-

sador while “Prisoner of Zenda”
holding neat in second round at
10G, ‘Because’ 9G, 2d Loew's. “Flat Top” finished a good
week at the Fox on last Monday.
Detroit, Dec. 23.
Week-before Christmas lull has "Browning Version” looks sturdy
set in and grosses are off in all at Shady Oak.
situations.
Most product will be
Estimates for This Week
replaced, of course, on Xmas Day.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 65“Blackbeard the Pirate”
looks 75) "Untamed Frontier” (U) and
weak at the Fox. “Black Castle” “Bachelor and Bobby Soxer” (RKO)
looms light at the Palms. Hold- (reissue).
Okay $11,500. Last week,
over of “Because of You” at the
and
(Col)
"Assignment Paris”
Michigan” is doing as well as any- "Blazing
Forest”
(Par). $10,000.
thing
is

—

currently.

Estimates for This

Week

Fox (Fox-Detroit)’ (5,000; 70-95)
—“Blackbeard the Pirate” (RKO)
and “Tarzan’s Savage Fury” (RKO).
Weak $15,000. Last week, “The

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—"Stars
and Stripes” (20th) and "Yellow
Sky” (20th). Opened today (Tues.).
Last week, “Flat Top” (AA) and
"No Holds Barred” (AA), good

Thief” (UA) and “Park Row” (UA) $14,000.
(2d wk), $12,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)-Michigan (United Detroit) (4,- "Prisoner Zenda” (M-G) and "Last
000; 70-95)— “Because of You” (U) Train Bombay” (Col) (2d wk). Neat
and “Horizon’s West” (UA) (2d $11,000 or near after $17,000 openweek).
Down to $9,000. Last ing session.
week, sturdy $16,500.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
Palma (UD)
70-95)—
(2,961;
and
(Col)
Paris”
500.
Last week, “Hour of 13” “Black Castle” (U) and “The Raid- "Assignment
"Blazing.. Forest” (Par). Trim $9,(M-G) and “Apache- War Smoke” ers” (U).
Fair $10,000.
Last 500. Last week, “Pony Soldier
(M-G), $7,500.
week, “Operation Secret” (WB)
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)— and. “Mr. Walkie Talkie” (AA), (20th) and “Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th). NSG $7,500.
“Gunfighter” (20th) and “Yellow $12,500.
Pageant (St: L. Amus.) (1,000;
Sky” (20th) (reissues). No comMadison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)—
plaint at $4,500 in 5' days.
Last “Ciy, Beloved Country” (UA) and 90) “Run For Your Money” (O)
week, “Cattle Town” (WB) and “Pool. of London” (Indie) (2d wk). (2d wk). Okay $3,500 after $4,000
Initial stanza.
“Lady Possessed” (Rep), $7,500,
Poor $3,000. Last week, $8,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 35-05)—
St. Louis (F&M) <4,000; 40-50)-United Artist# (UA) (1,900; 70"Something for Birds1
(20th). 95)—“Shores of Tripoli” C20tli) and "Flying .Leathernecks” (KKO) and
$5,Fairish $5,000. Last week, “Blaek “Black Swan”
(20th)
(reissues). “Narrow Margin" (RKO). Oke
Castle1 ' (U) and; “Horizons West” Slow $0,000.
Last week, “Blood- 000. Last week,* “Cleopatra” (Par)
(U), $4,500.
(reissues),
hounds- Broadway”
(20th)
and and' “Naked. City" (U)
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 56-85)— “Something for Birds” (20th) (2d nice $5,500.
“Invasion U.S.A.” (Col) and “Path- wk), $5,000.
Shady. Oak (St L. Amus.) (S00;
finder” (Col)r
Alt right $9,000.
Adam# (Balaban) (1,700; 95- 90 ) “Browning Version” (U). Finr
Last week, “Hangman’s Knot” $1.25)—'Tvanhoe” (M-G) (11th wk). $5,000. Last week,- “Treason” lb1
(Col), ditto.
Oft. to $3,000. Last week. $3,300.
die) (3d
$0,000.
m

Well; ‘Belle’ Brisk

“Prisoner

wk—3
,

Cincy Holds

And

(2,360;

Randolph (Goldman)

65-90)
(Hamrick)
—Liberty
‘Canyon Passage” (U) and “Fron-

.

(Col), $4,800.
(3,300; 50-85)—

Malaya”

—

est Man Arizona” (Rep), same.
F/)x (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)— “Stars

“The Raiders” (U). Big $11,000. $1.30) “Snows Kilimanjaro” (20th) “Last Laugh” (Indie) (reissues)
Last week, “It Grows on Trees” (10th wk). Trim $7,000. Last week, wk), $1,700,
<U) and “Blackmailed” (Indie), $7,- $9,000.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377;

'

Men”

Philly

(WB) and Cartoon

Week

(1.890; 65-90)

1

,

—

95)

—

(1,850;

Omaha, Dec. 23.
Icy streets, blizzards and snow
have put biz on skids here this
session. Biggest coin is going to
“Battle Zone,” only fair at Orpheum. “Montana Belle” looks
mild at Brandeis.
Estimates for This Week

it

Goldman (Goldman) <1,200; 50- week, husky $10,000.
99)—“Golden Hawk” (Col). Mild
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1-$1.20)
in a pre-XmasSslump this week but
Last week, “Rainbow
"Quiet Man” (Rep) (7th wk).
“Against All Flags”' at the Broad $7,500.
(Col),
Round
Shoulder”
$10,000.
Down
to $2,200 in 5 days. Last
way looms big. “My Pal Gus” is
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)
week, nice $3,700.
okay in two spots. “Capt. Kidd”
Meet
Capt. Kidd”
“Abbott-Costello
Larkin
(RosenerV (400; 65-85)
looks mild.
Nearly

500.

Snowstorm Slaps Omaha;

house,

Nice $13,000.
Last week.
“Thunderbirds” (Rep) and “Tough-

WOO

Boyd (WB)

In Lagging

1,500-seat

val,

—

flags’ Lofty 11G

this

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65The
“Blackbeard
Pirate”
(RKO) plus Disney Cartoon Festi-

‘Hawk’ Not Golden

Mermaid” (M-G).

—

in

..$1,820,200
cities, and 186
.

theatres .)

Smash

.

Penn (Loew’s)

•

at

the Pirate” also is nice at Golden
Gate. “Abbott-Costello Meet Capt.
Kidd” looms only fair at Paramount while “Stars and Stripes
Forever” is barely okay at the
huge Fox despite nice bally.
Estimates for This Week

Same Week

Last Year
(Based on 21

—

—

“Eight Iron

scale

racked up a new opening day record, with cops called to control
lineup first morning. “Blackboard

atres, chiefly first runs, including N-. Y.

—

20-76)—
‘Trees’ Modest $4,000 “Montana Belle” (RKO) and “Be- “Scotland Yard Inspector” (Indie),
ware My Lovely” (RKO). Mild day-date with Orpheum. Mild $3,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 23.
Last week, “Steel Trap’
Week before Christmas is al- $4,000. Took a panning from crix. 000.
ways bad, and it looks even worse Last .week, “Operation Secret” (20t.h) and “Wagon’s West” (AA),
than usual this year. Everything is (WB) and “Battles Chief Pontiac” $2,800.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1.750; 65taking a bad beating, from the top (WB), $5,000.
Omaha »Tristates) (2,100; 20-70) 90)— “My Pal Gus” (20th) and
houses down. Twinner of “Outpost
“The Fighter” (UA) and “Without “Scotland Yard Inspector” (Indie).
Malaya” and “Apache War
in
Smoke” at Penn looks slightly the Warning” (UA). Slim $7,000. Last Fine $6,000. Last week. “Steel
best of a poor lot. “Cattle Town” week, “Yankee Buccaneer” (U) and Trap” (20th and “Wagon’s West
(Mono), $5,000.
is very drab at Stanley. “It Grows “Scarlet Angel” (U), $7,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
on Trees” at Harris shapes mild.
“Night Without Sleep” looms dull 70)— “Battle Zone” (AA) and “Rose 65-90) “A. & C. Meet Captain
Bowl Story” (A). Fair $10,000 Kidd” (WB). Slim $5,000. Last
at Fulton. "
Last week, “Steel Trap” (20th) and week, “Battle Zone” (AA) and
Estimates for This Week
“My Wife’s Best Friend” (20th), “Rose Bowl Story” (AA), drab $5,
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)
500.
“Night Without Sleep” (20th) and $ 8 000
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76) United Artists (Parker) (890; 65“Toughest Man Arizona” (Rep).
Sad $2,Dull $3,000. Last week, “My Pal “Devil Makes Three” (M-G). Oke 90)—“The Ring” (UA).
$4,000.
Last
week,
“Because
800.
Last week, “Because of You”
Gus” (20th), $3,500.
You’re Mine” (M-G) (3d wk), (U) and “Island Rescue” (U) (m.o.)
Harris- (Harris (2.200; 50-85)
$7,500.
“Grows on Trees” (U) and “Raid- $4,000.
ers” (U). Mild $4,000. Last week,
“Outpost

Estimated Total Gross
$1,587,100
This Week
(Based on 23 cities, 195 theTotal Gross

23
ever

However, one
pic to really combat the downbeat
is “Bwana Devil,” which is sock at
St. Francis. Playing with 95c-$i,25

'

50-80)

(2,748;

Oke 15G

here this session.

City Grosses

Key

—

‘

“Stars’

San Francisco, Dec.
Pre-Xmas biz is as dull as

—

Brandeis FRKO)

.

“Million Dollar

Lusty 13G,

—

(679; 80-$1.20)—
(7th wk). Off to

Pitt 8.0. Hits

40-80)

(1,080;

Light $6,000.
“Operation Secret”

week,

Last

“Pirate’

Tops Frisco

$33,000

—

(FWC

“Promoter” (U)
$2,000, Last week, good $2,500.

Eglinton (FP)

“Hour of 13” (M-G).

Smash

in
Last week, “Pris$18,500.
oner of Zenda” (M-G) (4th wk),
Philadelphia, Dec. SJ3.
'
Cleveland, Dec. 23.
$7,500.
s
Rain finished oil the complete
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)
It is virtually a pre-Christmas
washout for first-runs here this “Bonzo To College” (U). Lean blues picture here this session, with
pre-Xmas influences already
usual
week. “Cattle Town,” mild at Al- $8,000. Last week, “Bloodhounds
Lack of many new
len, is best bet. “Outpost iif Ma- Broadway” (20th)- (2d wk). $10,000. heavily felt.
“Golden
hurting.
also
is
pix
40-80)
laya” looks slow at State. “Fearless
Shea’s (FP)
(2,396;
mild session at GoldFagan” shapes fair at the Ohio.
“Abbott - Costello Meet Captain Hawk,” with
best of
the
doing
about
is
man,
Estimates for This Week
Kidd” (WB). Oke $9,000. “Somenew films. “Abbott-Costello Meet
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-85)
thing for the Birds” (20th), $5,500.
Mastdrab
at
looms
Kidd”
Capt.
“Cattle Town” (WB). Mild $9,000.
University (FP) (1,558; 40-80)
Last week, “Son of Ali Baba” “Snows Kilimanjaro” (20th) (7th- baum. It is the same or worse all
long-runner
Even
the
town.
over
(U). $10,000.
final wk). Holding firm at $7,000.
“Ivanhoe” is being hit in current
Hipp (Telemanagement) (3,700; Last week, $8,000.
(11th) stanza at the Fox.
55-85)
“Montana Territory” and
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)
Estimates for This Week
“Brigand” (Indie).
Drab $7,500.
of You” (U) (4th wk).
Because
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
Last week, “The Ring’” (UA) and
frame after “Face to Face” (RKO) (2d wk).
“Mutiny” (UA), $8,000, not count- Sturdy $5,500 on final
$7,300 for third.
Glum $2,400 in three days. Last
ing “Carmen” telecast.
week, okay $7,000.
Lower Mall (Community) (585)
Aroadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)—
“Sky Is Red” (Indie) (2d wk).
“Because You’re Mine” (M-G)
Dreary $1,500 following $2,500 last
(10th wk). Fair $4,500. Last week,
week.
$5,500.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,300; 55-85)
‘Cattle’

$1.20)—“Full

(533;

•

Loew’s (Loew)

—

—

Last week,
Sad $9,000.
issue).
and
(RKO)
Belie”
“Montana
“Storm Over Tibet” (Col), $12,000.

(Par), $3,500.

mount (UPT-F&M) (3.290; 1,430; Man Down” (Rep), $8,600.
“Bwana Devil” (Indie)
90-$1.5O)
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700? 55-85)
(4th wk). Okay $23,000. Last week,
“Horizons West” (U) and “Bonzo
Globe, Ritz (FWC) (782; 1,370;
“Snows Kilimanjaro”
80-$1.20)
(20th) (m.o.) (4th wk). Mild $5,000.
Last week, $6,000.

(re-

(Indie)

(WB) (2d wk),o $5,500.

—

$29,000.

Strogoff”

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)
“Lusty Men” (RKO). Lusty $12,000. Last week, “Hurricane Smith”

Los- Angeles, Chinese, Loyola,
Wilshire (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,248;
2,296; 70-$l. 10)—“Breaking Sound “Fearless Fagan” (M-G). Fair $5,Barrier” <UA) and “My Pal Gus” 000 in 6 days. Last week, “Prison(20th) (2 Wk). Holding at fair $12,- er of Zenda” (M-G) (m.o.) (5th wk),
000. Last week, including 3 extra ditto.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-85)—
days “Gus” solo, good $27,700.
“Loan Shark” (RKO) and “It Grows
Hillcrest, Pantages (RKO) (2,752;
on
Trees” (U). Slender $6,000 in
Iron • Men”
60-$1.10)
“8
2,812;
6 days. Last week, “Raiders” (U)
(Col) and “Pathfinder” (Col) (2d
and
“Stolen Face” (Indie), $6,500.
wk). Off to $12,000. Last week,
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)—
okay $19,500.
“Outpost in Malaya” (UA). Slow
Los Ange T es, Hollywood Para- $6,500 in 6 days. Last week, “Ride

—

12G Devil’

Toronto, Dec. 23.
Despite the Xmas shopping dent
to general biz, “Million Dollar
Mermaid” is off to a smash start,
with “Lusty Men” also strong.
“Abbott - Costello Meet Captain
Kidd” is also getting a trim start,
but most other situations are light.
Estimates for This Week
Glendale,
Downtown,
Crest,
Mayfair, Scarboro, State (Taylor)
•

Meek

Red Sea” in three
Town” will be only

in thre e houses.
Holdovers continue" to lag -with
onlv “Bwana Devil,” in fourth and

—

Mont’I; ‘Men’ Lusty

<

Local first-runs continue marking time this week while awaiting
for new bills and expected biz
lckup via Christmas Day openSigs. Three new bills are current
but only “Flat Top” is getting anywhere near average. It shapes to
land an okay $25,000 in three

tle

Cattle’

$25,000,

Wednesday, December 24, 1932

Pfikmff
‘Mermaid’ Wow $18,500,

Xmas Day,

.-Marking lime ini

——

)

.

n

W»ll If

*!*•

—

)

to Ritz.
only $3,500:
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-35)—
,
“Blithe Spirit” (Indie) (reissue).
Cincinnati, Dec. 23.
Rushed in quickly when “Rocking
Overall count this round at maHorse Winner” (U) was pulled after
doing less than $1,000 in 4 days. jor houses is not as bad as expected
“Spirit” did oke $1,200 in first full for week taking in Xmas eve.
week, and stays until “Promoter” “Montana Belle” in Capitol shapes
up as tops with good total. “Inva(U) comes in Xmas Day.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)— sion U.S.A.” at Palace is* nearly
“Cattle Town (WB). String of ani- as good.
“Something- for Birds”
mated one-reelers under collective bids* fairish at Keith’s. Huge- Alef “Bugs Bunny’s Cartoon bee has “Desperate- Search” for an
title
Revue” booked to bolster Dennis abbreviated session, with slim
Morgan starrer but not helping.- pickings.
Poor $5,500. Last week, “Flat Top”
Estimates; for This Week
(AA); $7,000.
Albee (RKGJ (3,100; 55-85)—
Warner (WB) (2,000: 50-85)
“Desperate Search” (M-G). Slow
“Reware My Lovely” (RKO) and $7;000 in 5. days. Last week, “Out“Tembo” (RKO). Slow $3,500. Last post In Malaya” (UA), $10,000.
week, “Battle Zone.* (AA) and
Capita* (RKO) (2,000; 55^85)—
“Jtoac Bowl Story” (AA), -$4,000.
“Montana Belle” (RKO). Good $9,-

Invasion’ 9G; ‘Search’ Slow 7G

.
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PICTURE CROSSES
Balto Waits for Xmas;

Early School Vacations Help Chi;

Usual Pre-Christmas Bops B’way But

‘Weir Fairish $7,000
Baltimore, Dec. 23.

OK

‘Becanse-Vaude

New

MC

Pic,

Best

$30,0(10,

Kidd’ Lively $13,000

being
Pre-Christmas blight is
lengthened
Viiniitly by the
llf
started last
hnnl holiday which
However, most theaFriday US'
and
sitting this week out
f
f
7re
tre
of prime
?Hne for the flock
Of
“Xmas Day.
opening
d
Chicago
J}° th?ee new entries, the
of You” backed by
Because
Sth^
heading the vaude,
Bill Lawrence
most promising with a good

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as

fl

Meet Capt.

nd Costello

at United
Kidd” and “Pathfinder”

tax.

was hypoed by Abbott and
and should hit
Grand has “Cairo
000
and ‘‘Voodoo Tiger” with

Artists

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; t. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as Indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

looks
^

rnstello personals,
Soad’*

‘Battle’ Quiet

“Hangand “Target Hong

of the second weekers,

Knot”

man’s

Roosevelt

at

Konfi”

looks

$5,200.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)
“Tales of Ilofl'mann” (UAi (4th wk).
Holding at $3,500 after nice $4,000

show. It is winding up its third
session today (Wed.) with a smash
£147.000 or close, biggest sevenday period of engagement. Show

"Breaking Through Sound Barshapes passable, session for
frame at the Oriental.

$8,500 in Indpls
Indianapolis, Dec. 23.
Biz at first-runs here is in usual
pre-holiday doldrums but several
situations are getting by. “Battle
zone" at the Indiana fikcIy

third

week, “Plymouth AdPalace and “Pony Solshould end their
Woods,
dicr""”
totals. _ '.Snows
stays With minor
orate J-'axe also
at
Ki.hman.jaio
of
eight weeks, with
after
leaves,
round.
final
in
take
modest
Estimates for This Week
In fourth
at

i

na 0 st eo i n
.

figure.

dull

“Steel

^

j s a modest
at Circle is
Iron Men” at

Trap”

previously,

continues through Christmas Day
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)— and New Year’s, and probably well
“Toughest Man Arizona" (Rep). into January.
Inching out. $4,000. Last week.
Also fighting the sharp downPony Soldier” (20th) (4th wk), beat was “Hans Christian Ander$3,700.
sen,” still socko at the Criterion
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)— and Paris. Pic finished its fourth
“My Pal Gus” (20th). Mild $5,000. round with $35,000 *\t the former
Last week, “It Grows on Trees” and $14,000 at the Paris.
(U), $4,900.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (430: 50BO)
“Tom Brown’s Schooldays”
(Indie) (2d wk). Off at $3,000 after

oke $3,900 preem.
Stanley (WB) (3,280: 25-75)
“Cattle Town” (WB). Sad $6,500.
Last week, “Operation Secret”
(WB), $6,900.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)
—“Beware, My Lovely” (RKO).
Unexciting $6,000.
Last
week,
“Montana Belle''’ (RKO), $6,700.

J

while “Eight
is barely okay.

Loew's

Estimates for This Week
(B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50—"Because of You” (U) plus Bill
Lawrence onstage. Looks like good 76)— “Steel
Trap”
(20th)
and
“Thief
“Something for Birds” (20th). Dull
$30,000 or near. Last week,
Chicago

'Zenda Sturdy

’

$25,000.

Grand (RKO)

(1,500;

Rathbone, $6,500 in 6 days. Last week, "Oper(2d wk), ation Secret” (WB) and “To Have,
Have Not” (WB) (reissue), fair $8,000
55-98)

—

,

D.C.

Washington, Dec.

.

23.

(Cockrill-Dolle)
— “Battle
Zone” (AA)

Indiana

50-76)

(3,200;

—

Sound Barrier”
Modest $9,000.

"Breaking
(3d .wk).

week, $12,000.
(Eitel)
Palace

(2,500;

—

98)

"Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (4th
Holding up well at $7,000.
wk).
Last week, $8,000.

$7,500 in 6 days. Last week, “Pris-

oner Zenda” (M-G) and “Holiday

for Sinners” (M-G) (2d wlO, mild
$4,000 in 4 days
Lyric (Cockrill-Dolle) (1,600; 50Rooseve't (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
and 76)— “Body Snatcher” (RKO) and
Knot”
(Col)
"Hangman’s
“I
Walked With Zombie” (RKO)
Hong
(Col)
"Target
Kong”
(2d wk).
Light $7,000.
Last week, $11,000. (reissues). NSG $4,50(1. Last week,
98“Untamed
Woman” (UA> and “The
State-Lake
(B&K) (2,700;
$1.25)
Kilimanjaro” Ring” (UA), nice $5,500
“Snows
(20th (8th wk). Weak $7,000. Last

—

i

week, $7,500.
Surf (H&E) Balaban) (685; 98)—
“Cabinet Dr. Caligari” (Indie) and
“Last Laugh”
(Indie)
wk.)
(2d
Bright $3,500.
Last week, $4,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98)— “Meet Captain Kidd” (WB)
and “Pathfinder” (Col).
Abbott
and Costello personal for their
“Kidd” opening day is helping
greatly.
Tidy $13,000. Last week,
“Flat Top” (AA) and “Torpedo Alley” (AA) (2d wk), $11,000.

—

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
“Pony

Soldier”

(20th) (4th wk).
Last week, $10,000.
World Hndie) (587; 98)—“Dancers of Bali”
(Indie) and “Blithe

Mild $7,500.

Spirit”

(Indie)

(reissue) (2d wk).
Last week, $3,500.

Oke $3,000.

TALL $11,000,
SEATTLE ‘ZENDA’ 12G

‘FLAGS’

“Cleopatra” at the Warner is also
better than hoped for. “Invasion
U. S. A.” at RKO Keith’s is amazingly solid. “Something for Birds,”

even with the help of the Blackstone magic-show onstage, is strictly

from hunger

at

Loew's Capitol.

Estimates for This

Week

Fl<

morrow at the Rivoli
Time for Flowers” at

tecs off toas does “No

the Normandie.
“Blackbeard the Pirate” also
starts Xmas day at the State.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-1.50)
“Limelight” (UA) (9th wk). Present stanza ending today (Wed.
Seattle, Dec. 23.
Winds up record run Christmas likely will hold around $12,000,
Business is mainly sluggish this g ye
©
okay, with some help from day besession but a few new bills, where
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85)
fore Xmas. The eighth week was
having the advantage of Christmas “Brandy for Parson” (Indie) (2d
$14,000, good. Stays on.
day,
are shaping up strongly. wk).
Satisfactory
after
$3,500
Beekman iR&Bi (550; 85-$1.50)
“Against All Flags” looms solid at $4,500 last week. Stays.
—"Under Red Sea” (RKO) (6th
Music Hall. “Stars and Stripes ForKeith’s (RKO) (1,939; 50-85)
Fifth week ended Monday
wk).
ever” is barely okay at Fifth “Invasion U. S. A.” (Col). Sock (22) hit $3,000 after $4,000 for
Avenue. “Prisoner of Zenda*” how- $10,000 for this time of year, and fourth week. “Castle in Aii (Inever, is great at the Liberty.
despite
critical
brickbats.
Last die) opens Jan. 3.
week. “Montana Belle” (RKO),
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20 l
Estimates for This Week
“Hiawatha” (AA>. Opens
$ 1.80)
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65- $8,500.
Metropolitan
(Warner)
(1,200; tomorrow
Last week,
(Thurs.).
90)— ‘.‘The Ring” (UA) and “Trom55-80)
"Halls of Montezuma” house shuttered.
ba, Tiger Man” (Lip). Good $8,000.
(20th) and “Rains Came” (20th)
Broadway
(Cinerama)
(1,250; 90Last week, “Battle Zone” (AA) and
(reissues). Fair £3,500. Last week, $2.80)
“This Is Cinerama” (Indie)
“Rose Bowl” (AA), $8,700.
“Pathfinder” (Col), $4,000.
ended
The
12th
round
(13th
wk).
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)
last night (Tues.) was $37,000. The
65-90)
“Stars and Stripes ForSolid 11th week was socko $37,800. Stays
“Prisoner Zenda” (M-G).
ever” (20th) and “Bomba Jungle
Stays through holiday on, with extra matinees sold out
$17,000.
Girl” (AA>. Barely okay at $9,000.
season. Last week, “Pony Soldier” for all of Christmas week, last of
-Last week, “Night Without Sleep” (20th) (2d wk), okay $9,000.
the added tickets being snapped up
(20th), slow $4,000.
"
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 50-$l)
about 10 days ago.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90) “Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA)
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) and (4th wk). Steady $4,000 for second
“Against All Flags” (U> plus
“Night Without Star” (M-G). Great consecutive week. Holds over.
Johnnie Ray. Georgia Gibbs, Gary
$12,000 including Christmas day.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 50-80)
Morton, Ray Anthony band headLast week, “Plymouth Adventure” “Cleopatra” (Par) (reissue). Okay ing stageshow. Opens today (Wed.).
“Apache
War”
and
(M-G)
(M-G)
$8,000 for an oldie. Last week, Last week, “Because of You” (U)
(3d wk), fairish, $4,800.
“Flat Top” (AA), $9,500.
(3d wk). final session dipped to
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 60-$l)
after good $20,000 in sec90)— “Iron Mistress” (WB), (4th “Happy Time” (Col) (5th wk). $13,000
ond week.
wk) and “Cruise of Zaca” (WB) Current weekend Christmas Day,
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.85)
(2d wk). Okay $2,500 after good so steady $3,500 looks likely. Last
Christian
“Hans
Andersen”
$3,600 last week.
week, good $4,000.
(RKO-Goldwyn) (5th wk). Fourth
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,283; 65round ended Monday (22) night
80)— “Against’ All Flags” (U). Solid
was near previous week’s gait at
9G
$11,000 or near. Last week, “Be- ‘CAPT. KIDD’
Third week was
sock $35,000.
cause You’re Mine” (M-G) and
smash $39,000.
“Hour of 13” (M-G) (3d wk), $5,Fine
Arts
(Davis)
(468; 90-$1.80)
IN BUFF.; ‘OUTPOST’
700.
“Promoter” (U) (9th wk). Eighth
Buffalo, Doc. 23.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 65session ended Monday (22) night
Biz is dragging low here this continued very strong at $7,200
“Raiders” (U) and “Black
90)
Castle” (U). Modest $6,000 or less. round. About best bet is “Abbott- after $8,600 for seventh week.
Last week, “Outpost Malaya” (UA) Costello Meet Capt. Kidd” with a
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)
and “Horsemen Pampas” (UA), $6,- fair session at Paramount. “High —“Pony Soldier” (20th). Initial
Treason” is rated mild at the Cen- frame ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is
400.
building to sturdy $16,000 or near.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 75- ter.
Estimates for This Week
“Operation Secret” (WB)
In ahead, “K.C. Confidential” (UA)
$1.25)
Buffalo (Loew's) (3,000; 40-70)
(3d wk), $8,500.
(2d run) plus Ella Mae Morse and
Outpost in Malaya” (UA) and
Guild (Guild) (525; $1-$1.80)—
stageshow. Opened Monday (22).
Nancy To Rio” (M-G) (reissue). “Leonardo da Vinci” Undie) (5th
Last week, “Way of Gaucho” (20th)
and “Something for Birds” (20th) Mild $8,000 or near. Las.t week, wk). Current week ending today
(M-G) (2d wk-4 (Wed.) shapes to get fine $6,500.
(2d runs), okay $3,000 at 40-75c ‘Prisoner Zenda”
days), $4,500.
Fourth week, $7,500.
scale
(Par)
Paramount
(3,000; 40-70)
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.50)
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
“Ruby Gentry” (20th). Opens
65-90)—“My Pal Gus” (20th) and “Captain Kidd” (WB). Fair $9,000.
Town”
“Cattle
week,
(WB)
Last
today
(Wed.). In ahead, “Thief of
“Maverick” (AA) (2nd wk). Drab
(Continued on page 16)
I Venice”
(20th) I4lh wk-6 days),
after $7,400 last week.

—

$1.20)
“S n ow s Kilimanjaro”
(20th) (lOth-final wk). Very steady
$5,000 for third consecutive week.

wers” (RKO).

Opens tomorrow.

Last week, on reissues.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 75-$1.40)—
“Torpedo Alley” (AA) with 8 acts
of vaude.
Heading for solid $24,000, with Christmas day expected
to help a bit.
Last week, “The
Raiders” (U), with vaude, fancy
$19,500 and over hopes.
(Par)
80-$l.80)
— Paramount
“April
Paris” (WB) wiih Sarah
(3,644;

in

Vaughan,

Jacquet orch,
Stump & Stumpy heading stageshow,
Opens today (Wed.). Last
week, “Stop, You’re Killing Me”
(WB) plus Janis Paige, Jack Carter. Buddy Morrow oroh (2d wk),
$47,000 after okay $57,000 for
opening week.
Paris (Indie) (568: $1.25-$1.80)—
Illinois

The lone new entry, “Pony
Soldier,” is heading for sturdy
$16,000 or near in the first frame
at. the Globe, with holdover certain.
“Torpedo Alley,” with eight
acts of vaudeville, is doing so well “Anderson” (RKO-Goldwyn) (5th
that a big $24,000 is possible at the wk). Fourth frame ended Monday
Palace, week taking in Christmas (22) was great $14,000 after $18,»»..*•* v
500 for third.
Day.
Radio City Music. Hall (Rocke“Because of You” wound up a
solid three-week run at the Capi- fellers)
80-$2.40)— “Mer(5.945;
last,
tol
mV'bl fTucs.) with okay maid” (M-G) plus annual Christ£13,000. “Limelight” is one of the mas stageshow (3d wk).
Looks
few extended-runs showing stam- to biggest week of run so far with
ina, being good $12,000 in ninth smash $147,000 in prospect.
Secweek at the Astor and okay $4 500 ond week was great £145.000, topfor same period at the Trans-Lux ping first week.
Continues on
60th St. “The Promoter” likewise through Christmas and well into
great with $7,200 in eighth New Year with .shows added to
is
care for crowds starting Monday
round at the Fine Arts.
*
Otherwise. Broadway is looking 22
forward to the launching of a wide
Rivoli
(UAT) (2,092; 70-$2)
array of new, strong product in “Snows of Kilimanjaro”
(20th)
numerous -locations. “Come Back. (14th-final wk).
Closing round
Little Sheba,” which was launched ending today (Wed.) looks like $8,with a gala preem last night at the 500. The l?th week was okay £10,Victoria, opens its regular run to- 000. “My Cousin Rachel” (20th)
day.
Op^ns tomorrow.
The Paramount brings in “April
Roxy (20th) (5.886; 80-32. 20)—
in
Paris” with Sarah Vaughan, “Stars and Stripes Forever” (20th)
heading with “Tce-Colorama” ir« revue onband
Illinois
Jacquet
stage bill today. Today the Capi- stage. Reopened house Monday (22)
tol launches “Against All Flags.” night with gala preem, after
being
with Johnnie Ray topping stage- closed down aboul three weeks to
show.
“Ruby Gentry” also starts make ready for filra-iceshow policy.
today at the Mayfair.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-S1.50)—
“Stars
and Stripes Forever,” “Hangman’s Knot” (Col) (2d wk-8
with an “Ice-Colorama” iceshow, days). Off 1o near $9,000 after fair
reopened the Roxy Monday (22) $12,000 for first session. “Blacknight, with regular run starting beard the Pirate”
(RKO) opens toyesterday (Tues.).
morrow.

“My Cousin Rachel”

Capitol (Loew’s) (3.434; 55-95)
“Something for the Birds” (20th)
plus Blaclcstone show onstage. Very
slim $13,000. Last week, “Turning
Point” (Par) plus vaude, $18,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,174; 74-

—

1

—

—

'

—

) .

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Four Poster” (CoU (11th wk). The
10th frame untied last mght (Tues.)
held at $4,200 after okay $5,200
week. “Member of the
Wedding” (Col) opens next Tuesday (30).
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
$1.80-$2.40)
“Limelight” (UA) (9th
wk). Current round ending today
(Wed.) is holding at $4,500 after
good $5,200 in eighth week. Stays
on playing two-a-day.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90$1.50)— “Full House” (20th) (10th
wk). Present stanza ending today
(Wed.) shapes to get $3,800. Ninth
for ninth

—

week was

$4,300.
(City Inv.)

Victoria

70-

(1,060;

—

$1.80)— “Come Jack, Little Sheba”
(Par).
Opens regular run today

—

(Wed.) after gala pi’eem last night
(Tues.).
In
ahead,
“Breaking
Barrier” (UA) (7th wk-4
days), slipped to $6,500 after okay
$9,500 for sixth full week, to wind
up highly successful run.

—

—

UO.’sleissues Hit Hub;

4th, ‘Pony’
slipped to $6,000 or close after
mild $8,000 for third full week.
Normandie (Normandie Theatres)
Time For
(592;„ 95-$ 1.50)— “No

(

Ace

Annual pre-holiday slump is on
and in full force now, with main-stem
houses
riding out the b.o. dip and
“No Holds Barred” (Mono). Slow
$8,500. Last week, “Savage” (Par) hoping Christmas and school vacation
will
make up for lost time.
and “Ladies of Chorus” (Col) (re
“Prisoner of Zenda” at Loew’s
issue), ditto.
Palace
arrived
early to make a bid
(UA)
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
the holiday trade, and looks
Last “Eight
Iron
Men” (Col> and for
okay
for
initial
week. Reissue of
“Strange Fascination” (Col). Oke

"Cairo Road” (Indie) and “Voodoo
Not bad $11,000.
(Col).
Tiger”
Last week, “Ladies of Chorus”
(Col) (reissue) and “Night Without
Sleep” (20th), $10,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98)

.

.

—

light.

rier”

(UA) (2d wk) with Basil
onstage
Robert Alda

'Hans Great 49G,

3d,

(21)

.

$11,000 likely.

fair

Traditionally one of the worst
b.o.
periods, business last week-]
was further washed out on Broadway by the all-day rain Sunday
But still champion is the
Music Hall’s “Million Dollar Mermaid” and the annual Xmas stage-

‘Mermaid’-Xmas Show Sock 147G,

—

Chicago, Dec. 23.

-

There is a general marking of
P me ahead of strong product set
lor Christmas Day opening here
with current list in a listless state.
The Well” is drawing some nighttime response to lead the lineup.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Locw’s-UA) (3,000; 2070)
“Yankee Buccaneer” (U).
Fairish $6,500. Last week, “Devil
Makes Three” (M-G), $5,400.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,640; 2070)— “The Well” (UA). Just okay
$7,000.
Last week, “Flat Top”
(AA), not bad for time of year at

Sound

'

‘Knot’ Stout at

‘Everything’

$12,000,

Okay 29G

Boston, Dec. 23.

n

own ma jors are marking
nine this stanza
with holdovers and
ram Pant.
Newcomers,
tattle Town” at
Paramount and
,a y a nd
“Hangman’s Knot” at
icmorial shape below
average with
majnder of town barely hanging
•

S

Va anc *le
staunch product
h,
!
e here Wednesday
(24) and
rhH?i
wlth “ uby Gentry” at
BoSJ» un,
Blackbe ard the Pirate” at
Momm’ 1
The C1 <>wn” at State
fnd
a11 °P e ning Dec. 24.
"Han*S C
1,ri
an Andersen” at
Astor «.rIj
at Esquire and
.?
'Mavfl’ri,.
Mayflower ‘-stars
.

R

,

Si

’

i

m

^

a
l
rBTl
Sali” a<
a T\r^ \^

bow

(25).

and.St£pe* Foran ^ “Road to
Christmas day

Estimates
— “ for
» v * This
,

Sto

"Tul

1

l

R K0)

(3.000;

!

Kost Worlds”
n, °, uus "
“Unkm.i.T’T
la d
I” (
Fair $6 inn *?
c
”
d *ys.
° ill, 5 da’
“Black
mack (astle”
i

Week
irccA
40-85)
(TTA
(UA)\

—
nn/1
and

(reissues),

Last week,
U)
“CalUnfJ
torbMiirVm <u
'Vb.Sooa
$9,000.
Exclp. ,t
>'

.

"The P?-L
ing ok» v
06.200 f„V

60-80)
(1

h ? 00
s uth w!!k°

—

wk). Hold-

&llowing

“Train of
Mild ish $3,500.
(C\)nUn
,«i on
continued
pa*e if?)

Events”

,

—

—

—
—

—

MILD

8G

—

—

—

—

j

$4,000

K.C. Limping But ‘Trap’

Fair $11,000; ‘Cant. Kidd’

6G, ‘Outpost’

Drab 5G

Kansas City, Dec. 23.
Annual pre-Christmas lull is in
full force here. Paramount is running five Bugs Bunny cartoons
with

“Abbott-Costello

Kidd” for

fair session.

Meet Capt.
Fox Mid-

west is playing a sneak preview
every night this week in its four
first-runs where “Steel Trap” is
playing but bill is under par. “The

Promoter”

at

little

Vogue

an

is

exception to sharp down beats
over town.
Estimates for This -Week

Kimo

(Dickinson) (504; 50-75)

“Never Take No for Answer”
die) (2d wk).
week, $1,600.

Light $1,000.

(Loew’s)
—Midland
“Outpost in Malaya”

(3,500;

“Storm Over Tibet”
$5,000.

(UA>
,

—

(In-

Last
50-75)

(UA) and

(Col).

Drab

Last week, “The
“Hour of 13”

Thief”
(M-G).

and

$ 6 000

all

•

—

.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)
“The Ring” (LJA) and “Untamed
Women” (UA). Poor $3,900. Last
week, “Eight Iron Men” (Col) and
“Ladies of Chorus” (Indie) (reissue), $4,500.

Paramount
l

(Tri-States)

(1,900;

Continued on page 16)
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London Pre-Christmas

British

Legit Activity

labor tender

4

23.

of pre-Christmas
theatre activity was intensified by
the addition of three regular legit

Continued in High Gear Daring

Moscow and the USSR

+

Pix Bis

Despite the crisis in film finance*
and the tension here while the new
1st Palladium Telecast ,
Film Aid Law is being voted
on
the National Assembly, prodnr
To Be Parnell Panto by
tion for 1952 is only a few
pix
London, Dec. 16.
below previous levels. There have
The first direct telecast from the been 99 films either finished or
being edited this year plus four
place
take
will
Palladium
London
co-productions.
Deb. 28 when a 45-minute excerpt Franco-Italo
Tn
1950, there we^e 111 films in all
pantomime,
of the new Val Parnell
"Dick Whittington,” will be made. while 105 were made in 1951.
There probably will be a few
An invited audience will be in the
films brought in before the end
theatre.
of
During the vaudeville season the year which will put this, year’s,
there were regular Saturday night production on an even basis with
sound broadcasts from the Palla- recent years. Co-production has
dium when many visiting topliners fallen back to only four pix alter
were featured. Cast of "Dick Whit- eight last year. However, it wifi
tington" is headed by Vanessa Lee, probably go up again next year
Lois Green, Sonnie Hale and Rich- Already started in Rome is the sequel to the big grosser, "Little
ard Hearne.
World of Don Camillo” with Juliea
Duviver again directing the antics
of Fernandel as the fighting priest
It will be called "The Return
of
Don Camillo.”
Christian-Jaque
who made the big "Fanfan La Tulipe,” is now in Rome doing the
costume tinter "Lucrecia Borgia.”
Other customers in the backlog
here are "Camille," with MicheMexico City, Dec. 23.
line Presle; "Merchant of Venice,”
The government won the first with Michel Simon; "VioleUcs inU
round in the injunction battle periales,” a color operetta with
which film exhibitors are waging Luis
Mariano;
Jean
Renoir’s
against enforcement of the recent- "Golden Coach," with Anna Magly enacted cinematographic law. nani;
"Caprices
of
Caroline
The second federal district court Cherie,” with Martine Carol again
here refused 200 exhibitors in the playing the sexy Caroline in Techprovinces, comprising the syndi- nicolor; "Lovers of Toledo” with
cate which Manuel Espinosa Igle- Alida Valli and Pedro Armensias heads, a writ to temporarily darlz; "Road To Damas" "Koenigsberg,” with Jean-Pierre Aurestrain the law’s enforcement.
These exhibs contended that the mont and Sylvania Pampanini, and
law is unconstitutional on the "Robinson Crusoe" with Georges
grounds that it allows too much Marachal.
Light comedies usually revolving
government meddling in the pic industry and demands 50% playing about the extra marital difficulties
time for Mexican pix, which they of Gallic couples are another
said violates the constitutional pre(Continued on page 13)
cept of free trade.
Judge Ignacio Burgoa, who last
year granted a group of local ex- East Scotland Exhibs
hibs an - injunction against this
phase of the law, then looming,
Lash Out at British
on constitutional grounds, held
that the exhibs had failed to prove
Film Circuit Practices
concretely just how unconstitutional the present law is. He exGlasgow, Dec. 16.
plained that' the law of injunctions
A violent attack on British cindemands that plaintiffs be specific ema circuits was made here by
and clear in their charges and de- J. K. Stafford Poole and George
mands.
Gilchrist, leading' East of ScotOther 6xhib groups, among them land exhibs. At a Scottish branch
the National Exhibitors Assn., are meeting of the Cinematograph Exmoving to seek injunctions against hibitors Assn., Poole alleged mis*
the law’s enforcement.
application of the British Eady
levy funds and said that independent exhibs are “paying for old and

The usual spurt

openings, including
tion from America.
fare includes three
pantos, two pantos
ballet season at the

Logan Clicks

two
and a

Edinburgh, Dec. 23.
26-year-old Scot
comedian, is a current hit in
"Robinson Crusoe" pantomime at
King’s Theatre here. His first bigtime date with Howard & Wyndham, the comic, who is a nephew
of Ella Logan, is teamed with
Douglas Byng.
On his new showing in "Crusoe,”
Logan is regarded by experts as

circuses,

on

ice,

Royal Festival

*

to preem was "Jack the Beanstalk

which opened officially at
Empress Hall last Saturday
following charity galas on the

Ice,"

(20),

Show stars
skates as brilliantly as

two previous evenings.
BOlita,

who

-ever and makes a perfect principal
boy. The pantomime has already the best new comedy star in Scotgarnered over $428,400 in advance land for years. Some class him as
bookings. With fine costumes and a naturally funny man since he
some of the world’s champion brings back the old-time facial
skaters,' show is an ideal Christmas comedy of Scot stars. like Tommy
attraction. Highlights of the scenic Lome and Dave Willis.
effects are a gigantic model dragon
and a 90-foot high beenstalk which
Belita climbs, still wearing her
skates. NLucille Gaye. the Tree
Luparescos and the Balcombes provide the comedy element.
The importation from" Broadway;
‘‘Remains to Be Seen,” starring
Dina Dors and Dickie Tenderson,
Jr., was presented by Jack Hylton
Tokyo, Dec. 16.
at Her Majesty’s Theatre last TuesThe battle between governmentday (16), and although warmly received, has slender prospects. The controlled and commercial TV in
Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse Japan looms again with the subcomedy thriller fails to establish mission to the Diet of a $800,000
the necessary suspense qualities
budget for television use by the
and, consequently, got off to a Japan
Broadcasting Corp. (NHK).
lukewarm press.
NHK is the semi-government conOn eve of the official opening of rtolled radio station whjch last Authe Bertram Mills Circus, the gust was refused a license for TV
Queen and Duke of Edinburgh at- operations by the Radio Regulatory
tended a gala preview at the Council.
Olympia Thursday (18) sponsored
The Council instead awarded the
(Continued on page 13)
license to the Japan Television

Row in Japan Seen

Orson Welles
For

New

Ballet Set

Petit Season;

Paris, Dec. 23.
After mulling over several theoffers here, including the
Marigny and the Opera, Roland
Petit has decided to settle his re-

atre

formed Ballets De Paris at the
Empire Theatre, starting March 11,
*53, for a six-week stint, and then
hitting the road for a tour. Troupe
had a sock 12-week run in N. Y. in

feature in

editorial

the forthcoming

47th Anniversary

Number

of

PfiRlETY
Grade

Fields, Gingold

Among
Big

For

Set

Stars

BBC Xmas Shows

London, Dec. 16.
The British Broadcasting Corp.
has organized a big lineup of talent to headline Christmas radio
entertainmerit.
Among the many
artists who will be featured in holiday broadcasts are Gracie Fields,
Hermione Gingold, Carroll Levis,
Peter Ustinov, Ted Ray and Bernard Braden.
On Christmas Eve, Miss Fields
has a half-hour program with Stanand his orch. Hermione
Anona Winn, Jerry Desmonde and Ralph Wightman compete in a parlor game the same
ley Black

Gingold,

night and Carroll Levis concludes
his current series Of "Discoveries.”
Peter Ustinov, who w‘ill be in Boston for the U. S. preem of his
"Love of Four Colonels," has recorded a special edition of "In All
Directions," and Yvonne Arnaud,
Jack Warner, David Tomlinson,

AS STAGER OF OPERA

1949, and another eight-week
run in autumn 1950,
Prima ballerinas will be Colette
Marchand and Nicole Amigues.
Former recently completed work as
femme lead in the John Huston

fall

"Moulin Rouge.”
Company will have a completely
new repertoire of six ballets. These
will include "Piece Montee,” with
book and music by Henri Sauguet.
Piece will be an incarnation of all
the Gallic gastronomic specialties
interpreted by the terper r
“La
film,

Dame En Noire,” with
by Maurice Thiriet, will be a
ful mood number.
"Le

on Interesting

*

Michael Shepley and Thora Hird
will star in “Trial and Error" by
M. A. Lonsdale, also for Xmas
6V6
Broadcasting Network, a commer"Christmas in New York," recial outfit which plans regular telecorded by the Pan American
casts early in the spring.
Broadcasting Co., and featuring
It is expected that the RRC is Harlem, The Bowery,
Chinatown
now ready to change its stand on and the Puerto Rican and Italian
refusal of the TV license to NHK communities, will also be aired the
‘because it has approved the budget same night. A special recording of
plan which it has been studying "Star in the Snow" will be broadfor a month. The privately owned cast throughout Canada, on
NaJTBN is meanwhile conducting a tional Broadcasting Co. in New
stiff fight in the legislature against York and on
the Light Program of
passage of the proposed budget.
BBC.
The Christmas Day broadcast by
the Queen will be preceded by the
regular
world hookup. Other feaROSSELLINI SCORES
tures of the day will be Jack Jackson introducing his record program; Variety Department’s ChristNaples, Dec. 16.
mas Party with Joy Nichols, Dick
Film director Roberto Rossellini Bentley, Jimmy Edwards, Richard
entered the field of opera, when Murdoch, Bernard Miles, Hermione
he staged the San Carlo Opera Gingold and .Winifred Atwell;
Co. of Naples’ "Othello” Saturday while Wilfred Pickles will host his
own Christmas Party at a chil(13).

Marchand Will Be Star

P’tite

*

Jimmy Logan,

First of the holiday attractions

on

*

Big Pantomime, ‘Crusoe’

Hall.

the

in First

importaThe seasonal

one

or

eloseup on

In Big Spurt; 'Remains Prospects Slim
London, Dec.

Boxoffice was SRO; hotel-keepers hadn't seen so much activity
since last summer, and Naples society turned out to host Rossellini
at a banquet. Ingrid Bergman came
down from Rome for the festivities.

*
.

’

Rossellini
employed different
ghting, borrowed from motion
o'eture technique, to give better efiv 'L
He put the chorus of 100
it
te wings, and used only some

dren’s hospital.

On Boxing Day (26), George
Formby, George Robey and Dorothy Ward will star in "The Christmas Times." There will be an excerpt from "Jack and Jill" from
the London Casino, and from the
Harringay and Earls Court circuses.

)

("The Wolf”) will be playwj
Jean
Anouilh’s
and
Neveux’s first excursion into
dance. Story will have a revets*
Beauty and the Beast theme.

,

ABPC Fetes

Its

25th Anni;

•

50 people on the stage. Most
Waiter Bullish on Future
oi’ tri 'se were from the ballet, who
London, Dec. 23.
v?.u able to get around the stage
"Cine-Bijou”
("Film
Jewel”)
ei
.ively.
A set with two levels
The future may have its uncerwith music by Pierre Petit, will be
was used for realism. Rossellini tainties, but Associated British Picthe big number of the troupe, and
threw out most of the old cos- ture Corp. is geared to cope with
feature Miss Marchand as a svelte
tumes and designed new ones, as all developments. That was the
film star in this takeoff on the pic
well as new makeup and new wigs. keynote of a speech by Sir Philip
set.
It will also have songs. Petit
Results forced the management Warter, ABPC chairman, at a dindescribes it as "classic music hall.”
ner to mark its 25th anniversary
Louise De Vilmorin, novelist, sup- to sked a repeat this week, and
following its annual winter conplies a ballet called "La Perla” there will probably be other revention in Brighton.
in
peats
the
near
future.
which will recount the story of
Sir Philip recalled how the comLeda and the swan, given a sexy inpany began in 1927 with a handterpretation a la this same group’s
]

<

•

i

‘

“Carmen."

Graham Greene Novel

Last number is a ballet by Orson
Welles, a yet untitled, with music
by Mozart, and depicting the story

ful of theatres

Basis for Paris Play

-

,

Paris, Dec.

23.

and had grown

to its

present strength of more than 400.
In addition, it had its own production unit and studios at Elstree,
its

New legiter, "La Puissance Et La own distributing outfit and own
of a selfifish, passionless girl who
("The Power and the newsreel.
is symbolically encased in a block Glorie"
Responding on behalf of the
of ice. Various men try to thaw Glory”), opened at the Theatre
her out, to no avail. Roland Petit De L’Oeuvre Sunday (21). Play is guests. M.P. Tom O’Brien critiwill do the choreography on all.
based on Graham Greene’s novel cized the industry for failing to
of the same name depicting the take advantage of the recent ComIndia Seeks More Screen Fare
martyrdom of a weak, imbibing monwealth conference in London
Delhi, Dec. 16.
priest who is forced into and as- to promote the cause of British
In attempt to encourage exhibition of films from all parts of the
world, the government of India

has announced its would consider
on merit all applications for import licenses on films produced in
non-English speaking countries.
Previously licenses were issued
only to distributors established in
business for years and importing
regularly with a sizable volume of
pix.

sumes

a saintliness in a totalitarian

where the church has been
outlawed and he is the only survivor. The late Louis Jouvet had this
on his sked.
Play was staged by Andre Clave
and adapted by Pierre Bost, Pierre
Darbon and Pierre Quet. Priest is
played by Francois Darbon. A play
written by Greene, his first, will
open here later this season.
state

Martin's Placs* Trafalgar Square

Despite Coin Crisis, French Pix Prod.

George Elvin
Secretory of ACT, gives

St.

pix in overseas British
territories.
In his capacity as chairman
of the

Trades Union Congress he had met
the visiting premiers and
found
they were intensely interested
in
furthering British films, he
said.

Other Foreign

News

Paris, Dec.

23.

Mex Exhibs Lose
1st

Playdate Plea

‘AMERICA IN SONG’ SET

derelict films."

The

circuits ob-

tained first choice of pix, he said,
while independents were left out
in the cold.
They had to take
new films of doubtful merit or
London, Dec. 23.
only
scraps
which fell from the
Starting Sunday (28), the British
Broadcasting Corp. is to air a new rich circuits* tables. He said exseries, "America in Song,” pre- hibs were still paying for the
pared by the Pan-American Broad- folly and failure of such pix as
cast!^ Co. in cooperation with the "Caesar and Cleopatra.”
International Lutheran Hour.
Gilchrist claimed British film

FOR PREEMING BY BBC

Series is intended to take listeners on a musical journey through
six states, recalling the musical
heritage of the American people.
First program will deal with South
Carolina and others will feature

production carried much waste.
In America, a film could be made
in

eight weeks whereas in Lonit took 14 weeks.
William Simpson, representative

don

of the

Odeon and Gaumont

groups,

Kentucky, Texas, Utah, Massachu- said it was the most difficult
setts and Pennsylvania.
thing in the world to make a film
to suit all.
While "Tight Little

was the biggest-ever boxoffice success in Scotland, it had
not done so well in England. The
Italy reverse had happened with the
Ealing comedy "Passport to PimIsland,”

W. Germany, Arg.

Sigh

Prod. Pacts With
Rome, Dec.

The

film

chiefs

of

Italy

16.

and

Argentina have signed a pact for
joint production of films, implementing a trade and financial
agreement drawn up last June.
Agreement will permit production
of costlier pictures in Argentine
as well as use of more actors and
technicians. Recently Italy has been
the source of some raw stock used
by the Argentina film industry
under a previous trade agreement.

lico.”

The Scot exhibs agreed to opnew move by J. Arthur
Rank on talks for further extension of the Eady levy, Gilchrist’s
comment was that "when you see
pose a

that his (Rank’s) organization has
benefited since the inception of
the fund to extent of about $2,800,000, one can understand his

enthusiasm.”
POole said there were hundreds
of pix, going back to 1946, that
Italy also recently came to a finan- were
rotten then and were rotten
cial agreement regarding recipro- today—
yet the same producers
cal showing of films in each coun- were
getting some measure oi
try.
Eady support.. The same, film
Director General of the Cinema, teams that made mistakes in the
Nicola De. Pirro announced that past were continuing to make them
Italy and Western Germany also today, he
charged.
have signed an agreement for the
co-production of. 10 films next year.
Names Blarney
De Pirro hopes in the near future
William Blarney, former manager
there will be a three-way agree- for Warner Bros, in Thailand, has

WB

ment between Italy, Germany and been named manag VA for the comHW
VaMMA AMfl
France. The present co-production pany
in Formosa.
*¥

on Page 13

’52

agreement with France ranges
from 12 to 20 pictures per year.
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Dept, of Commerce's

British Film Prods.

Nate Golden

Continues Loans;

Makes Tough Rules

Buenos Aires, Dec. 16. 4not seem
The Peron regime does

Bank

ment must be over a two-year pe- 29, supplanting “Wind.” The Japanese distributor then offered the
5'‘i
Loans will be granted also on pix compromise plan of the two-week
repeat which Metro spurned at
already in production or ready for
first. Later, when Toho offered to
release. Last proviso presumably
run “Wind” at another downtown
of
the
some
help
to
designed
is
Tokyo
house early next February,
shuttered studios which have comMetro
accepted.
Both
parties
pleted or nearly finished pictures
agreed that details of the February
but as yet not released.
run
would
be
discussed
later
alBig snag to the setup is that the
though Toho contends that the run
bank cannot grant loans without should
be
for
only
three or four
the approval of the Press & Inforrecom- weeks.

riod at

whose
must be followed in
every instance. Ministry must rule
on whether the planned pic would
Ministry,

mation

mendations

help the Argentine prestige abroad,
check on budget and cast and determine what the film’s commercial
prospects are. This gives entertain-

ment chief Raoul Apold.the power
or death over the industry.
It also enables him to dictate what
talent must go into key roles.
The loan'decree comes soon after
the protectionist fiat which obliges
of life

exhibitors to pay first-run rentr
als of 60 o of grosses on all local
product. It also sets holdover terms
at 60<;; of the maximum established
for foreign pix.
all

While these measures are being
adopted in an effort to save the in-

Productora Cinematografica

dustry.

Argentina, another producing firm,
bankruptcy petition only last
week.
Because of the collapse of Emelco Studios, which had many screen
personalities under contract, vet
Enrique Muino has not been seen
on the screen since 1951, The last
Emelco pic, “Caballito Criollo,” has
not been released because of the
studio’s shuttering. He is now being sought for a film written by
radio scripter Abel Santa Cruz. He
would be cast with Amelia Sanchez

filed a

London Shows
Continued from page 10

by the London Tent of the Variety
Club in aid of the National Playing Fields Assn, and Central Coun-

A

of Physical Recreation. ..
spethe royal preem was
the addition of a ballet sequence,
with Sadler’s Wells dancer Nadia
Nerina as ballerina and Sir Adrian
Boult conducting the orchestra..
Basically this is conventional
and not particularly imaginative
circus.
Many of the acts are
reminiscent of vaudeville, and the
animal scenes,
with elephants,
horses, zebras, sea lions and penguins, are staged in one key. Highspot is Frank Conelly’s aerial act,
in which he does some daring head
balancing, and some slick juggling
by Edouardo, who climaxes his
turn with flaming flares as his
main props.
cil

cial feature of

Emile

“Jack and Jill,”
London panto, opened at
the London Casino (181, proving as
lavishly mounted and generally
Littler’s

his 12th

it predecessors.
Hy
Hazell is a dashing, personable
Principal Boy ahd Michael Bentine
•and Charlie Chester head the comArino.
The day after work was com- edy section with crazy antics. Outpleted at EFA Studios on “Mission standing hit is the French adagio
team, Trio Gypsy, and show is a
in Buenos Aires.” starring Spanish
bullfighter Mario. Cabr^, all person- surefire Christmas attraction.
“Sleeping Beauty On Ice,” prenel was given dismissal notices.
Three cases of raw stock, delivered sented by Sir Arthur Elvin and

same day, were deposited in
escrow as guarantee of payment of
severance pay to the staff.
the

Supper Plus

Cocktails,

Legit

Show, Dance

Gift

in

Xmas

Paris for

$3

amusing as

Tom

Arnold at Wembley Empire
last Thursday (18), is the second colorful blades pantomime in
the series, depending more on artistry and patriotic pageantry than
on humor. It stars Daphne Walker,
Gloria Nord and Heinie Brock, who
were warmly acclaimed. Jackie &

Pool

Chocolato,

Italiari

clowns, repeated

their last year’s success.
Jack Hylton made a successful
entry into the circus field at Earls

Paris, Dec. 16.
«
Lovernment-backed Theatre Na- Court Arena yesterday (Mon.) with
tional

Populaire

is

offering

cus-

tomers a big

show biz bargain as
as
For 1,000 francs (a
n
ess
$^) so-called weekJ°.<
enci tickets are
on sale at the boxol
Theatre
du Palais de
ri l^n
^nailiot where the
company headed

a slick production containing a full
quota of animal acts. Spectacular
acts included Minerva riding a mo-

,

torcycle on a high perch; Miss
Atomia and partner fired from a
cannon, and Mohammed’s fast team
of Arab tumblers.
y Jean Vilar is playing until early
Charles,”
“Dear
diverting
a
January.
French comedy, was handed a
Ticket entitles holder
reception
by
first-nighters
warm
to coekaits, proem
of company’s produc- following preem of the piece at the
11

r,! uT rnsl"
nnd
-

.

-

®iol- s “Murder in

’

Plus a buffet-supper
a
hall on Xmas eve.
n
^ n C hr 1st
mas Day for another
one gets a matinee
of Moliere’s
Mr
along with a cocktail101111)0 and the night perfflvm
fo
maiu-e of Corneille
classic. “The
Ullh Gerard Philipe
in the
('

'!

‘

-

New

Theatre

Adapted

'Thursday

by Alan Melville

(18).

from

“Les Enfants d’Edouard” of Marc
Gilbert Sauvajon and Frederick
Jackson, the play provides a firstclass vehicle for Yvonne Arnaud.
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long run looms.

^ ve weekend ticket
a cocktail-party, a
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Seen Weakening

Vs. Allowing Pix

Japan Tries Lensing
In Hawaiian Locales

47th Anniversary

In

the

Number

of

U.S. Pix

Paris

Honolulu, Dec. 16.
Hollywood studios are not the
only ones sending film units to
foreign locations. Japan’s producers have begun to discover that

Hawaii

is a logical setting for
of their scripts.

P'Sriety

Dominate

Xmas Bis
Paris, Dec. 23.

,

many

Shintoho-Shinsei Productions re- time.
The situation becomes more delicently completed filming “Hawaii
no Yoru” (“Hawaiian Night”) here. cate each week. In the next few
It stars Toji Tsuruta as swimmer weeks, the British Film Producers
who com'Cs to Hawaii in 1940, just Assn, hopes, with the support of
before the war, for a swim meet other trade organizations to ar-

and falls in love. Takiko Mizunoe
and Hiroku Misono have the femme
leads. For the pic, 19 actors and
technicians were flown to Honolulu. Location sites drew up to 500

range an exploratory meeting with

BBC

execs to ascertain their film

requirements for TV, and get some
idea of the financial reward that

might accrue to producers.
The BBC has made no secret of
the fact that it wants full-length
features to supplement its program. Any good intentions on the
part of the industry have been
nixed by exhibitors with their bar
against letting producers air their
the same outfit pictured in Metro’s pix on television.
“Go for Broke.” It will be the
The industry is prepared to
story of a Hawaii resident, born in face demands from the BBC for
Japan,
whose emotions change a quid pro quo in return for the
drastically from the time her U. S.- boxoffice booster that comes via
born son volunteers for Army duty Current Release. If they desist
until he is killed in action.
the overture to supply current
Kinuyo Tanuka, vet Tokyo ac- product they may be warned that
tress, may play the lead.
Studio in the future they will have to buy
and local 442d Club have been their own bally time on commerworking ort script and details. Pic- cial TV. If this should happen it
ture, which is called “Hawaii, no will be the crowning irony for
Haha” (“Mother of Hawaii”), is set British pix producers, because the
sole sponsored network will be confor Isle filming next spring.
trolled by the Associated Broadcasting Development Co., of which
Sir Alexander Korda is director.
The
Korda group of companies
French Pix

With 12 new pix scheduled to spectators daily as director Shue
hit the first-runs here to compete
Matsubayashi shot the film.
for the Yuletide biz, American
Meanwhile, a local group of
films predominate.
Most of offer- Japanese-American vets
is wrapings are in color and are comedy
ping
up a deal with Shintoho to
or musical type pix.
With many film
a
Japanese
language
story of.
on day-daters, the pictures will
Hawaii’s famed 442d Combat Team,
play a total of
36 houses.

Seven of the pix are
“Bend Of River” (U>,

tinters,

with

in two big
houses. Distant Drums” (WB), in
four smaller spots;
“Caribbean
Gold”. (Par) playing also in four
theatres; as well as “Return of
‘

Captain Blood” (UA) and “Ivanhoe” (M-G).
“Revenge of Ali

TV

industry is conscious that its relationship with television is on a
precarious footing. The entire picture industry gets a real plug every
fortnight via the British Broadcasting Corp.’s “Current Release” program, but is unable to accommodate BBC in supplying entertainment films 'to fill program

it

another editorial feature
soon-due

on

London, Dee. 16.
With the impending approach of
commercial TV, the British film

•

Baba” (Col) is the sixth in color.
Musicals are also on tap with
Metro’s “Texas Carnival” (also in
color), and a French entry, “Violettes Imperiales.” i.ignt comedies
are being supplied by the French
in the first-runs with “Elle Et
Moi,” a comedy with Francois Perier and Dany Robin, and “La
Fuge De Monsieur Perle” with
pulled out of the BFPA earlier this
Noel-Noel.
Continued from page 10
year.
Still tops here are “Limelight”
While preparing for the BBC
(UA), now in a small Champs- category
well
represented
this
Elysees theatre, Rene Clair’s com- year.
Jacques Becker did “Rue meeting, the British industry as a
whole
is trying to organize a sesedy, “Les Belles De Nuits”; Rene De
L’Etrapade.”
Jean Boyer’s
Clement’s moppet pic, “Forbidden "Femmes De Paris” gives a close- sion with the government’s Television
Advisory Committee to amGames”;. “The Quiet Man” (Rep), up of the psyches of luscious Paris
“Detective Story” (Par) and “Mar- lovelies. “A Girl in The Sun” has plify its case on direct transmisrying Kind.”
Myriam Bru upsetting a sleepy lit- sions to picture theatres. A draft
memorandum is being 'compiled
A lot of the theatre money prob- tle French town.
ably will be snared by the bargain
“It Happened In Paris,” in both for submission to an early meeting
of the trade associations conXmas eve and day offering- of French and English, shows Evelyn
Jean
Vilar’s
Theatre
National Keyes as an American heiress who cerned.
Populaire here. The ABC MusJ*’ finds love and adventure in Paris
Hall goes in for .legit operetta while “Henriette’s Party.” the JuAussie Chains Prep
again with “The Flowered Way” lien Duvivier opus, .depicts a
with Georges Guetary and Bourvil. dreamy young gal who finally finds
Niteries are getting heavy ad- love.
Theatre
Plans; Await
vance bookings. Some are chargThe list of dramas includes “Call
ing as high as 10,000 francs ($25) of Destiny,” about a drunken comGov’t
in Late
for the evening, and getting it.
poser
who finds rehabilitation
Melbourne, Dec. 16.
through the love of his prodigy
son; “Wages of Fear,” H. G. ClouAt the annual meeting of stock’53 Pix
Sees
zot’s three-hour survey of need and
holders of Hoyts’ circuit, Ernest
Mexico City, Dec. 16,
fear as two men inch a truck
Film production in X953 won’t loaded with explosives over a Turnbull, managing director, inexceed 90, a new low in recent bumpy South American terrain; formed the shareholders that a
times, according to the prediction "The Snow Was Dirty,” a survey blueprint
had been prepared for
of Juan Bandera, manager of Peli- of twisted morals and lives in the introduction
of Eidophor wideculas Mexicanas,
distributor
of wake of the occupation.
“The screen TV as soon as the governMexican films abroad.
House of Silence” is a sketch film ment gives the okay and had staHe is the first to forecast Tiext about a group of men in a monas- tions operating. This is now figyear’s pix output.
Bandera in- tery and their .previous lives. It is ured to be around late 1954. Hoyts
sists that 90 pix in 1953 will be directed by G. W. Pabst.
control 186 cinemas in Aussie with
ample for Mexico and export.
Crime, Whodunit Pix Also Figure
20lh-Fox owning the controlling

2

TV

Okay

Mex

Legit

Low

Shows Abroad
LONDON

(Week ending Dec. 20)
"Affairs of State/' Cambridge (8-21).
"Bells St. Martin/' St. Mart. (8-29).
"Call Me Madam," Coliseum (3-15).
"Dear Charles," New (12-18).
"Deep Blue Sea," Duchess (3-6).
Murder," West. (6-19).
"Dial
"Gay Dog," Piccadilly (6-12).

M

"Globe Revue," Globe

1954

(7-10).

"Happy Marriage," Duke York

(8-7).

"High Balcony," Hanip. (12-1).
"Holy Terrors," Arts (12-1).
Hut," Lyric (8-23-50).
"London Laughs," Adolph! (4-12).
"Love of Colonels," Wyn. (5-23-5D.
"Love from Judy," Saville (9-25).
"Meet Callahan." Garrick (5-27).
"Mousetrap," Ambas. (11-25).
"Murder Mistaken," Ambassadors (10-4).
"Psrls to Picc^dM'y/' Pr. Wales (4*15).
"Little

"Porgy 3» Bess," Stoll (10-8).
"Quadrille," Phoenix (9-12).
"Relative Value," Savoy (11-28-51).
"Reluctant Heroes," While. (9-12-50).

Crime and whodunits are also
repped in “The House of Crime.” a
drama of love and murder; “The
Gunmoll,”
on a Peter
based
Cheney story; “Follow That Man,”
a whodunit with Bernard Blier
playing an inexorable inspector;
“La Pochard,” about a famous murder trial with Pierre Brasseur
starred; and “I Am An Informer,"
with some closeups of police tac-

stock.

During the recent visit here of
20th-Fox prexy Spyros Skouras he
said no time would be lost in setting

Eidophor

TV

in the loop’s

key

spots.

Turnbull told the meeting that
partisan views are currently
being expressed as to how TV
should be operated here. He believes the government of the day
tics.
Bucolic opuses are also on tap. should make an exhaustive inquiry
Marcel Pagnol’s three-hour “Manon as to .the best method of operating
Des Sources” concerns the -earth/ TV Down Under for the public’s
carryings-on in a small French benefit. If the greenlight is given
town. There are also various Bour- Commercial operation, Hoyts would
be represented in this field. Turnvil. Fcrnandel and Yves Demand

many

bull said.

films.

These productions give a good
backlog here for the coming year
but there are few big pix among

Greater Union Also Eyes TV
Sydney, Dec. 16.
Greater Union Theatres circuil
on the lagging foreign markets
which are so sorely needed by powerful opposition to Hoyts whicl
"Water of Moon," Haymarket (4-19-51).
French distribs and producers. Pix is headed by Norman B. Rydgo
"Wild Horses," Aldwych (10-6).
"Zip Goes a Million," Palace (10-20-51)
are still expensive here in compari- also have plans advanced by in
"Young Eliz.," Criterion (4-2).
son with their amortization value; troduction of wide-screen TV
With the J. Arthu
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
hence, the average film finds it act houses.
(Figures denote premiere dates)
hard to earn production costs with- Rank Organization holding a 50 r>
"Friendly Relations," St. Martins (20).
stock
sayso
in
GUT, it is under
"Richard II," Lyric. Hammersmith (29). out a good foreign income.
Doing biz here and having ear- stood that British wide-scree;
AUSTRALIA
marks of U. S. interest are Rene equipment will be used here to ofl
(Week ending Dec. 20y
Clair’s “Belles De Niut,” a fantasy set Eidophor.
"Follcs Bergere," Tivoli, Sydney.
Although the mooted introduc
of- the intermingling of dream and
"Cassino," Comedy, Mel.
"Castle In Air," Royal, Adelaide,
reality; “Adorables Creatures.” a tion of» TV Down Under is cui
"South Pacific," Majesty, Mcl.
rently a terrific headache to Aussi
sexy
roundelay
perfidious
about
"Ice Parade," Empire, Sydney.
fem fries, and “We Are All -Mur- exhibitors, both Hoyts and Create
"Night at Follies," Royal. Bris.
"White Sheep," Princess, Mel.
derers.”
an
impassioned
plea Union are determined not to b
"Annie Get Your Gun," Royal, Sydney.
against capital punishment.
caught unprepared.
"Lucky People," Tivoli, Mel.
"Ring Out Bells," Vic. Pal. (11-12).
"River Line," Strand <10-20.
"Seagulls Sorrento," Apollo (6-14-50).
"South Pacific," Drury Lane (11*1-51).
"Sweet Peril," St. James (12-3).
.

them

to help in getting a real

hold

i:

Story of this Alee L. Rea and
E. P. Clift production concerns an
chil-

dren by three fathers in as many
Principals concerned
countries.
have a reunion in Paris some 20
c „ ,'iv
Ma ndragora,” and all- years later. Miss Arnaud won critisession. On New Year’s cal plaudits for her portrayal of
diix
while
11
femme,
unmarried
ors attend an afternoon the
j.i// f,,?
vt
0(,
Goldner, Gerard Heinz
ktail-buffet and the Charles
prod hi
ot Klcisfs “Prince 61 and Garry Marsh contribute firm
Ha,, ,;;
support as the fathers.
hiiv'

On Stand

American Films
it

13

sees the

Foreign Outlook

will grant

Metro had insisted earlier that
producer j who have the film be shown continuously at
the loans to
none
of
have
the
or
house as long as biz remained
studios
their own
they must have at above $2,700 a month. The roadtheir own. But
pic.
to
feature
show
was begun Sept. 4 and b.o.
Argentine
least one
have okay credit had remained above the stipulated
their credit and
prove sufficient minimum although falling lower
backing. They must
to under- and lower as the rim continued.
other 'financial backing
loan will cover
The trouble cropped up when
take the film. The
The hank Toho booked the Col film for roadcost.
ijqc'c of production
and
paybudgets,
show
all
at the Yurakuza starting Nov.
on
pass
must
Industrial Credit

why he

V ncertain for
Toho

the crisis in the M-G,
Hassle Over
discouraged by.
which has
Argentine film industry
three of the
except
all
bankrupted
‘Wind’ Dates Settled
because it has anSf.fior studios
Tokyo, Dec. 16.
to be grantnounced further loans
The tiff between Metro and Toho
under certain condied producers
proover
the
loans
the
roadshowing of “Gone
finns To merit these
make films which With Wind” at the Yurakuza here,
ducers must
of has been settled in a compromise
'wmslitute authentic expressions
soul in its purest whereby Metro has agreed to a twothe Argentine
economic and scien- week repeat of “Wind” at the theindal artistic,
manifestation, serving to por- atre this month following the curtific
rent run of “Death of Salesman”
our way of life to the world.”
tray

details
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riCTCBES

organizing a cattle association fqr Technicolor values to rate for the
roundup follows but twin-bill market.
the settlers.
Miss O’Hara is tossed into the
As spun by scripter Kenneth
clink on charges of murder and Garnet, the yam concerns the efBishop then tries to forts of six surviving cavalrymen
rustling.
promote a mass battle between the to fight their way to safety after an
ranchers and settlers so his rus- Indian raid wipes out a plains town.
tlers can move in and all kill every- Sgt. Broderick Crawford leads his
one, but the sheriff gets wise in five fellow soldiers on a 100-mile
time to join the range enemies into desert trek in which they’re joined
a common force against evil, and by several occupants of a stagethe outlaws are beaten.
coach, a murder suspect and a
It’s
a stunning picture Miss friendly Indian lad.
O’Hara makes in color and in the
Skirmishes with renegade Cocostumes that take every advantage
manches deplete the group’s water
of her natural charms. Alex Nicol,
and they hole up in an
supply
who
as costar, plays the sheriff
to replenish it.
winds up with the gal, but his abandoned mission
redmen equally as thirsty
the
With
character is weak in definition,
death develops. Just
contrasting oddly with the more a battle to- the
appears a lost one
forthright, robust characters in the when the cause
disBishop is excellent as the a cavalry detachment from a
plot.
in the nick.
up
ridss
fort
tant
Alexander
heavy, and
chief
Performances are routine under
Scourby registers strongly as the
leader of the ranchers. Others are Andre DeToth’s inconsistent direcCrav'ford’s portrayal accents
tion.
okay.
Winton Hoch’s expert color lens- the laconic, Barbara Hale is suiting heads up the good technical ably grim as one of the stagecoach
Brog.
passengers, Johnny Stewart is comcredits.
petent as the loyal Indian lad who
Summons aid, and Lloyd Bridges
is forthright as a cavalryman who
loses his life to prevent the group’s
Routine Wild Bill Elliott westbetrayal.
ern -for the program market.
With most of the foootage focussed on the stand at the mission,
Hollywood, Dec. 28.
DeToth handled the action
director
Vincent
M.
of
Artists
release
Allied
Fennelly production. Stars WUd Bill sequences well but his buildup' of
Elliott; features Myron Healey, Phyllis the suspense fails to come off as
Coates. Directed by Thomas Carr. Story
should have.
and screenplay, Sid Theil; camera, Ernest dramatically as it
Miller; editor, Sam Fields; music, Raoul Some of the onus for this should
Kraushaar. Previewed Dec. 18, '52. Run- fall on the writer, whose dialog
ning time, 71 MINS.
Wild Bill Elliott too often resembles the 1952 verLieut. Devlin
Sergeant Frick
Myron Healey nacular rather than the 1876 fronPhyllis Coates tier period.
Della W«tson

L© Rldeau Rouge

A

Film Reviews
Continued from page 8
9
tion supervision from Robert Sisk
t Care Girl
The I
and moves along at a good pace in
podge of incidents presumably spilling out a session of violent
It
from the career of Eva Tanguay.
and chases
fisticuffs
but gunplay,
presented
pretentiously
.is
against an early Los Angeles setmisses.
ting. The John Twist script is an
Mitzi Gaynor, David Wayne and excellent job of blending the inOscar Levant, as the stars, occa- gredients standard to this type of
sionally spark an individual scene feature, providing good dialog, sitor number, but the effort is wasted uations that are not too improbable
as the George Jessel production and, over the whole, a goodwends an aimless, virtually script- natured, easy-going feel that helps
less course badly in need of some leaven the sterner story stuff.
kind of story line to pull it toFelix Feisfs direction rides along
gether. The Walter Bullock screen- with the script and players, and
play provides episodes concerned comes off. okay in getting on film a

Don

with the efforts of Jessel to make story that is concerned with an
a film musical around the Tanguay undercover
Army officer who
career, so there is no clear plot breaks up a plot to make Southern
line for either the players or Lloyd
Bacon’s direction to take hold of

California a separate state and
brings the culprits to justice. Scott
takes easily to this top' assignment
terest.
and gives it acceptable heroics.
The songs offered are used both Four costars and several of the feafor vocal efforts and to back either tured players contribute capably to
production or solo dance numbers. the picture’s entertainment aims.
Patrice Wymore is an attractive
"As Long As You Care’’ (I Don’t
Care), by Jessel and Joe Cooper, is schoolmarm, in L.A. to give the
introduced as a group vocal behind settlers book learning and provide
the title cards and then reprised some romantic conflict between
by Bob Graham. He also sings Scott and Philip Carey, an Army
"Here Comes Love Again,” by Jes- captain suspected .of consorting
sel and Eliot Daniel, as well as pip- with the rebellion plotters. Dick
ing several standards sprinkled Wesson teams with featured player
through the score. Very modern^ Alan Hale, Jr., for comedy antics,
and completely out of keeping and Lina Romay is delightful as
with the Tanguay period, are the the comely Latin femme menace
three production numbers staged and songstress who tries to divert
by Jack Cole. They are "The Beale Scott from his duty.
Street Blues,” "I Don’t Care” and
Scott's ferreting isn’t an easy
"The Johnson Rag.” The solo terp job as numerous suspects' and red
stints are "This Is My Favorite herrings are tossed in the way of
City,” "Pretty Baby” and "Don’t the' investigation. He uncovers the
Care,” staged by Seymour Felix. rebels’ ‘gun , cache in the cellar of
There are several uncre'dited dance Miss Romay saloon and manages
spots, plus two piano solos by to burn it while dodging and outLevant to fill out the musical por- witting attempts on his life. He
tions. All of the numbers, techni- still can’t finger the leader of the
cally okay and mostly lushly pre- Outfit, however, until, by subtersented, would have appeared to fuge, he gets the outlaws to conbetter advantage had there been gregate at their hideout and State
plausibility to their introduction. Senator Roy Roberts is exposed as
are the leader" who dreams of an emtitle
cards
Before
the
flashed, film opens abruptly with pire. The guns-blazing finale finds
Miss Gaynor, as Miss Tanguay, the rebels put down and Scott in
doing a stage song and dance that Miss Wymore’s arms.
The properly colorful work of
is halted by the remark that something is wrong with the singer. the principals gets good assistance
from
Roberts, Morris Ankruiji,
comes
Then the title, and Jessel
on in conference with his writers Katharine Warren, Hale, Douglas
Tony Caruso, Clancy
Fowley,
vital
something
and
trying to find
lusty to put into the Tanguay Cooper and Robert Cabal, among
others.
Cabal,
in particular, stands
contin
The
abortive
search
script.
ues through the 77-minute running out as the early-day Joaquin Muritime as assorted persons connected etta.
Technical contributes are excelwith the personality give their versions of what she was like. Wayne, lent, providing a nice backing for
as Ed McCay, a former partner; the Robert Buckner story. Miss
Levant, ex-vaude piano-pounder, Romay has two Latin tunes to sing
and then Graham, singer who once and sells them well. They are "La
loved her, gives their respective Paloma” and "Adios Mi Amor.”
Brog.
versions, .with the film segueing
into the past in such a reckless
manner that it is hard to sustain

and build continued audience

in-

V

.

.

The Maverick

Frank Bullitt
Trooper Westman
Trooper Barnham
Major Hook
Corporal Johnson

Richard Reeves
Terry Frost
Rand Brooks
Russell Hicks
Robert Bray
Florence Lake
Gregg Barton
Denver Pyle
Robert Wilke

Grandma Watson
George Pane
Bud Karnes
William Massey

Fred Nixon
John Rowe

Eugene Roth
Joel Allen

Wild Bill Elliott goes through
some tight-lipped heroics to make
"The Maverick” a regulation western suitable for routine dating in
the program market. The Allied
Artists release is concerned with
Elliott’s action as a cavalry lieutenant in breaking up ,a range war
between cattlemen and homesteaders, and delivering a group of
hired gunmen to justice. The pace
is more inclined to plod than race,
so interest wavers some of the
time.
Elliott,

along with a small detail

made up

of Myron Healey and
Robert Bray, sets out on a threeday journey to Fort Jeffrey to deliver three prisoners who have
been responsible for the land battling and some wanton killings. Enroute, the party is joined, with Elliott’s reluctant consent, by Phyllis
Coates and her grandma, Florence
.

Lake, a couple of ladies driving
their covered wagon to the same
much interest in what is transpirfort. It is not enough Elliott has
ing. It is never explained what was
to contend with womenfolk on the
(COLOR)
wrong with the singer. Throughout,
arduous trip; he also must face
Jessel plays himself as the proTinted outdoor actioner with
trouble from henchmen of the prisducer and does a walkon at the
Maureen
O’Hara,
Alex
Nicol,
oners, who are following to atclose, explaining the appearance
others acting out early-west
tempt a rescue, and the resentment
"to see how the picture ends.”
plot
for
general
satisfaction.
of authority by Healey. Footage of
Miss Gaynor is a good hoofer
the trip gets rather tedious before
and sells her songs nicely, but
Hollywood,
Dec.
19.
^
the henchmen catch up. Healey
doesn’t fit the Tanguay character
Universal release of Leonard Goldstein
too well. Wayne, Levant and Gra- production. Stars Maureen O'Hara, Alex goes over to their side and a battle
ham never get going, although Nicol; features Robert Strauss, William royal ensues. Ending finds Elliott,
Alexander Scourby. Directed by
Graham has a good baritone that Bishop,
Lee Sholem.- Screenplay, Polly James, with the aid of the ladies, besting
shows up well. Others in the cast Herb Meadow; story, Polly James; camera the bad men and, as a fadeout re(Technicolor), Winton Hoch; editor. Milare lost.
ton Carruth. Previewed Dec. 15, '52. Run- ward, he clinches with Miss Coates.
On the technical end-, the pic ning
time, 81 MINS.
The players are cast to type and
ture rates excellent Technicolor Kate Maxwell
Maureen O'Hara
Alex Nicol deliver the demands of Sid Theil’s
lensing by Arthur E. Arling, okay Stan Blaine
“Knuckles”
Hogan
Robert
Strauss
screenplay
and Thomas Carr’s dimusical direction by Lionel New- Jim Averell
William Bishop
man and a choppy editing job by Reece Duncan
Alexander Scourby rection adequately. Production valPalmer Lee ues supplied by Vincent M. FenLouis Loeffler, although the latter Hal Jessup
Jack Kelly nelly are up to release
probably is not his fault since there Sandy
intentions,
Myra
Jeanne Cooper
Chet Jones
is evidence much has been elimi
Stacy Harris and Ernest Miller’s lensing achieves
Dennis Weaver some good outdoor effects with the
nated in the way of scenes that Matt Jessup
might have contributed to a more
scenery.
Brog.
A range war, rustling and a
smoothly flowing picture. Brog.
dancehall queen are the ingredients
Last
ol
th©
Codtanches
shuffled together in this western
Behind tli©
(Color)
action feature, and the results add
(SONGS— COLOR) •
up to satisfactory chances in the
market where this type offering
Good entry for the twin-bill
Good Randolph Scott action
market.
usually is liked. Name of Maureen
feature, satisfactorily shaped
O’Hara and Technicolor will help.
for the general market.
Columbia release of Buddy Adler proPlenty of violent gunplay, fast

The Redhead From
.

Wyoming

The Man

Gun

Hollywood, Dec.
Warners release

18.

of Robert SiskJproRandolph Scott; Patrice
Wymore, Dick Wesson, Philip Carey,
Lina Romay; features Roy Roberts, Morris Ankrum, Katharine Wai'ren. Alan
Hale, Jr. Directed by Felix Feist. Screen-'
play, John Twist; from story by Robert
Buckner;
camera
(Technicolor),
Bert
Glennon; editor, Owen Marks; music,
David Buttolph. Previewed Dec. 9, '52.
Running time, 82 MINS.
Major Callicut
Randolph Scott
Lora Roberts
Patrice Wymore
“Monk"
Dick Wesson
Capt. Roy Giles
Philip Carey
Chona Dcgnon
Lina Romay

duction.

Stars

movement and a sensationallygowned Miss O’Hara provide the

duction. Stars Broderick Crawford, Barbara
Hale,
Johnny
Stewart,
Lloyd
Bridges; features Mickey Shaughnessy,

George Mathews. Hugh Sanders. Ric
excitement in the Leonard Gold- Roman,
Chubby Johnson, Martin Milner,

up in the
and Herb
Lee Sholem’s direction
geared to make the most Of the

stein production, as set
script by Polly James

Meadow.

Milton Parsons, Jack Woody, John War
Eagle. Directed by Andre DeToth. Screenplay, Kenneth Garnet; camera (Technicolor), Charles Lawton, Jr., Ray Cory;
editor, A1 Clark; musical director, Morris
Stoloff. Tradeshown. N. Y., Dec. 19, '52.

Red Curtain)
(FRENCH)

(The

Paris, Dec. 9.
Gaumont production and release
Michel Simon, Pierre Brasseur, Mon^nf
Valentin. Directed by Andre Barsirf
Screenplay, Jean Anouilh; camera, Mai.
rice Barry; editor, Jean Feyte; musie
Joseph Kosma. At Morjaeuf, Paris. Kun
Run ’
ning time, 90 MINS.
»ertal.
Michel Simon
Ludovic
Pierre Brasseur
Aurelia
Monelle Valentin
Inspector
Jean Broehard
Segur
Noel Roque vert
Gobinet
Olivier Hussenot

Playwright Jean Anouilh has
fashioned a whodunit around a

performance of "Macbeth” by

a

second-rate theatre group. Parallel
action of play’s progress and solving of a backstage murder add interest to this offbeat film offering.
Made by theatre people, this is at
times stagey, but gives a good account of backstage intrigues to
lend it a ring of authenticity.
Names of Pierre Brasseur and
Michael Simon are potent boxofficewise here and hold some

weight

American

for

art

house

situations.

An

unsavory trio play out their
tragedy to the backdrop of the
mayhem and evil passions of "Macbeth.” A snide, brutal director is
killed on the eve of the play’s

He was hated by his mistress, whom he kept at his side
because of her drug addiction and
since the leading actor is in love
with her. Underlying hate smolders into murder. The police inspecand as the
Technicolor camerawork of tor lets the play go on
pieces of the
Charles Lawton, Jr., and Ray Cory tragedy unfolds, the
the
murder
together
in
fit
puzzle
nicely catches the desert panorama.
Picture’s mood gets a lift through case.
Fine detail is given to the play
Morris Stoloff’s direction of the
George Duning musical score. Pro- performance as well as the tenducer Buddy Adler mounted the sion between the thesps. Film’s
entry with physical values in keep- m^in flaw is thu lack of character
ing with demands of the story.
penetration which fuses too easily
Gilb.
with the heavier Shakespearean
drama, and makes for a weakening of the structure. Flashback
Holds
technique of inspector telling the
(COMEDY)
story also robs pic of needed im-

No

opening.

Barred

agery.

Good programmer

lower

for

half of duals.

Monogram
production.

bitter, tormented myi in full decaHollywood, Dec. 18.
Brasseur, the weak
Thomas dence and hate.

release of Jerry
Stars Leo Gorcey;

features

Hall. Directed by William BeauWritten
by Tint* Ryan, Jack
Crutcher and Bert Lawrence; camera,
Ernest Miller; editor, William Austin;
musical supervisor, Edward J. Kay. Reviewed at Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood,

Huntz

[•dine.

Dec. 17,

'52.

Slip

Sach

Running time, 65 MINS.
Leo Gorcey
Huntz Hall

Rhonda

Marjorie Reynolds

Louie
Taylor

Bernard Gorcey
Leonard Penn
Henry Kulky
David Condon
Bennie Martlett
Sandra Gould

v

.

The Mauler
Chuck
Butch
Mildred
Mr. Hunter
Betty

Barney

.

.’
.

Gertie

Sam
Max

Stickup Man
Referees ....

6

Simon, as the hated director,,
etches a sharp performance as a'

Tim Ryan
Lisa Wilson

and

failing actor, gives

power and

dimension to the thespian who relives his crime as he plays out
"Macbeth” on the stage. Monelle
Valentin’s thin-lipped voice adequately put over the conflicting

feelings of the dope-addict woman.
Jean Broehard is warm and understanding as the relentless police
inspector.
Andre Barsaq has given the film
fine polish in his first directorial
stint, but tends to use too much
dialog. However, the final scenes
of the pic build to a fine crescendo.

Murray Alper
Barbara Gray
Leo “Ukie" Sherin Lensing is top flight and editing
Ray Walker keeps the two actmns clear. Music
Nick Stewart
Mosk.
Mike Ruby, John Indrisano by Joseph Kosma is good,

Latest in Monogram’s "Bowery

Boys” entries stacks up as a good
programmer designed to fit smoothly into the lower half of duals, slot
for which this production is geared.
"No Holds Barred” stars Leo Gorcey, with Huntz Hall as his foil,
and should find favor with exhibs
in its particular niche.

Plot hangs on Hall’s strange
physical insensitivity which makes

him immune

to feeling.
Gorcey
capitalizes on this, turning it into
a business advantage by converting Hall into a rassler, and Hall
wins by using his head to knock
out his opponents, immunity travels to various parts of Hall's body,
so at one time or another he uses
his feet, fingers, etc., with resultant situations milked for a lot of

—

Cariea Eroiea
(Heroic Charge)

(ITALIAN)
Genoa, Dec.

9.

LUX

Film release of a Mambretti production, Features Dario Michaelis, 1 raiu’o
Fabrlzi, Luciano Pallocchia, Tania W eber,
Italo Juli, Roberto Zattella, Nino Milano.
Directed by Francesco DeRobertis. Story
and screenplay, DeRobertis; camera. Carlo
Franco Fraticelli. At
Bellero;
editor.
Nuovo Verdi, Genoa. Runnting time, v*

MINS.
Col. Franco Tallarigo
Major di Bugnano

Iljmsclf
nis

Capt. Cavotti
Capt. Caprice
Capt. del Salzo
Lt.

if

Ij!

H*™ 5 ®

i

ir

Carignani

Padre Vincenzo Bizzarri

“V,
v «
Weber

Tanls
Dario Miohac

Kalina
Lt. Giorgio Valli
Capt. Secori

is

Franco Febrm
Luciano Pallocchia

Capt. Ter'ni

laughs. Of course, a smooth gambler moves in to take over the new
champ, and when he fails, his g.f.,
attempts to smooch the secret of
the strange power from Gorcey.

Roughhouse

situations

Loosely based on actual events
during the Italian campaign on the
Russian front in 1942, pic’s heroics
and other good production values
ensue, should make "Cariea” a good gross-

with Gorcey and Hall being
snatched by the gamblers, and
here it sags a bit in what amounts
to an overlong cliche. Pace picks
up again wheii they are released
and go into the big match. Hall is
victor when it’s learned his power
in his derriere.

Gamblers and
gal are picked up by the cops.
is
material and* with only an excepScrambled
‘verbiage
which has
Running time, 85 MINS.
tion or two, gets the proper kind Sgt. Matt Trainor
Broderick Crawford served Gorcey so well through the
of performances from the cast.
Lanning
Barbara Hale years comes off well, but he should
nife
Johnny Stewart do something
The plot is the one about a crook Jim Starbuck
about the additional
Lloyd Bridges
who promotes a range war between Rusty Potter
Mickey Shaughnessy avoirdupois he’s been adding lateRomany
O'Raltijran
George
Mathews ly. Hall is excellent with his muggranchers and settlers to cover his
Denver
Kinnaird
Hugh Sanders ing and
Mark Sheldon
Roy Roberts own rustling activities and to Martinez
language mutilation. Other
Ric Roman
Bram Crecgan
Morris Ankrum
his
political
Chubby Johnson parts fit into a stereo pattern, with
ambitions. Henry Ruppert
Phoebe Sheldon
Katharine Warren further
Bhly Cjecl
Martin Milner Leonard Penn the suave con man
Olof
Alan Hale, Jr William Bishop is the suave crook Prophet
Milton Parsons
Buckley
Douglas Fowley who has ideas of becoming the Corporal Satlerlce
Floyd
Jack Woody and Marjorie Reynolds the seducVic Sutro
Tony Caruso
John War Eagle tive siren.
“Kansas" Collins
Clancy Cooper governor of Wyoming. To aid his Black Cloud
Major
Lanning
Carleton
Young
Joaquin Murietta
Robert Cabal scheme he sets up Miss O’Hara, an Lieutenant
A fairly diverting offering has
Floyd
William
Andrews
ex-girl friend, as a saloon-keeper
been put together by producer Jer“The Man .^yhind the Gun-,” and buyer of maverick cattle
In "Last of the Comanches” Co- ry Thomas.
William Beaudine’s
actional
Randolph Scott entry, rounded up on the open range by lumbia dusts off the familiar fron- direction
follows a fairly good
takes well to its early-day plot and the settlers. She’s to be the fall tier-days struggle between
the In- pace. There’s no subtlety in the
the Technicolor lensing. It should guy if the rustling plot gets too dians and U. S. cavalrymen
for fair
draw a satisfactory response in the hot. When she finds out how she entertainment results. While the ribbing of rassling, and broad ring
scenes fit into the general tenor of
is

•

l

outdoor market.
is being involved, the dancehall action occasionally lags, the film
the production.
Film gets action-minded produc- queen tries to end the war by contains enough movement
and ‘are good.

Technical credits

Daku.

er at home and in some Italian
lingual situations abroad. With its
definite

Italo

slant,

chances

where are problematical.
drawback Is a fragmentary

else-

Main
script.

Film narrates events leading up
to the final cavalry charge on tne

Russian front which for practical
purposes is said to have marked
the end of cavalry as a weapon
of

modern warfare.

The

cavalry

after settling down in
Russo village for a rest period, gets
its chance in a desperate suicide
charge to prevent an enemy attack.

regiment,

Village

respite

gives

troops

a

chance to fraternize, with efforts
centered on comely ex-partisan
Tania Weber, local schoolmarmThinnish plot threads involve tne
lone surviving horse of the reai.life charge and the commanding

and his

colonel

son-in-law.

Miss Weber makes an intriguing
debut as the teacher. Pic highlight is final cavalry charge, splendidly lensed by Carlo Bellero, witn
a nifty editing job by Franco Fraticelli.

-

Han*.

" Give

them

M-G-M
DOLLAR MERMAID”

'MILLION

Esther Williams, Victor Mature,

"THE

David

Pictures

N

"ABOVE AND BEYOND”

(Tech.)

Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker.

Brian.,

CLOWN”

"THE

Red Skelton, Jane Greer, Tim Considine

NAKED SPUR”

(Tech.)

James Stewart, Janet Leigh, Robert Ryan, Ralph Meeker'.

BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL”

"THE

!”

LOVE

Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas, Walter Pidgeon, Dick Powell.

"SOMBRERO”

(Tech.)
Ricardo Montalban, Pier Angeli, Vittorio Gassman, Cyd Charisse,

MELVIN” (Tech.)
"I
Donald O’Connor, Debbie Reynolds.

"SMALL TOWN GIRL”

(Tech.)

Jane Powell, Farley Granger.

Yvonne de £arlo.

"STORY OF THREE LOVES”

(Tech.)
Pier Angeli, Ethel Barrymore, Leslie Caron, Kirk Douglas, Farley
Granger, James Mason, Moira Shearer.

"DREAM WIFE”
Cary Grant,

"Mil”
Leslie

Deborah Kerr, Walter Pidgeon.

"VICKI”

(Tech.)

Caron,

Mel

"THE GIRL

Ferrer, Jean Pierre

WHO HAD EVERYTHING”

Elizabeth Taylor,

"NEVER

’

Marlon Brando, James Mason, John Gielgud, Louis Calhern,"Edmond
O’Brien, and Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr.

Allyson.'

(Ansco Color)

Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner,

Howard

"YOUNG

Keel.

(A
<,

S-

v

O

Xi

>3

(Tech.)

and many other big entertainments !

Van Johnson.

o ^

BESS”

Jean Simmons, Stewart Granger, Deborah Kerr, Charles Laughton*

REMAINS TO BE SEEN”

June Allyson,

ME GO”

"JULIUS CAESAR”

"BATTLE CIRCUS”

"VAQUERO”

LET

Clark Gable, Gene Tierney.

Fernando Lamas, William Powell.

Humphrey Bogart, June

(Tech.)

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon.

Aumont.

date to

remember Brotherhood Week’s
,

Silver Anniversary, Feb. 15-22, 1953)

——

—
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PS-rOSTT
D.C. Legion Lines Up
Vets Vs. ‘Limelight’
Washington, Dec. 23.

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page 9)
Meet
“Abbott-Costello
Fair $6,000.
Capt. Kidd” (WB).
Last week, “Flat Top” (Mono),
same.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Steel Trap”
Still under par at $11,000.
(20th).
Last week, “Way of Gaucho” (20th)
with “Night Without Sleep” (20th)
added at Tower and Granada,
50-75)

PROVEN DUMPS; ‘RING’

—

SLIM 5G, ‘MALAYA’ 3G

.

Providence, Dec. 23.

Estimates for This

—

Week

£

week-before-ChristStrand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
mas boxoffice blackout has mate“Outpost In Malaya” (UA) and
rialized here. Even such a worthy “Harlem
Globe Trotters” (Col).
as “Stars and Stripes Forever” and Drab $3,000. Last week, “Cleopaa well-exploited world preem of tra” (Par) (reissue), $4,500.
being largely
are
“Hiawatha,”
Aside from aforemenignored.
tioned pair, newcomers include
sacrificial lambs “Cattle Town,” ‘Everything’ Socko 23G,
“Son of Ali Baba,” “Angelo” and
“Park Row.” The lone holdover
Mont’!; ‘Men’ $14,000
is “My Pal Gus,” big on moveover.
Montreal, Dec, 23,
Snowstorms are aggravating boxDespite heaviest holiday shopoffice woes.
ping in years, several entries in deEstimates for This Week
luxers are gamering trim totals

—

.

Century (Par)

(1,600;

50-76)

—

“My

here.

Pal Gus” (20th) (m.o.). Big
Yours”
$5,000 or over. Last week, “Miracle
of Fatima” (WB) (4th wk) (76-$l), |;“Lusty

Have Is
I
smash at Loew’s while
shapes good at the

“Everything
is

Men”

Capitol.

$3,000.

Gopher (Berger)

(1,028; 50-76)

“Jungle” (Lip) and “Mr. Walkie
Talkie” (Lip). Slack $2,000. Last
week, “Lost in Alaska” (U) (2d
wk), $2,400 in 6 days.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—“Son
of Ali Baba” (U) and “Army
Bound” (AA). Okay $4,500. Last
week, “Black Swan” (20th) and

“Shores Tripoli” (20th)

(reissues),

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)
of 13” (M-G). Poor $8,000.
Last week, “The Thief” (UA), fine

—

“Hour

$16,000.

Capitol

(C.T.)

(2,412;

34-60)

—

“Lusty Men” (RKO). Good $14,000.
Last week, “Big Sky” (RKO) (2d
wk), $12,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
“The Prowler* (UA). So-so $7,000.

—

$3,000 in 6 days.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)— Last week, “Hurricane Smith”
Nice $13,000.
“Stars and Stripes Forever” (20th). (Par).
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)
Kind words for this one but going
“Everything
Yours”
I Have
Is
still is rough. Mild $8,000 or less.
Last week, “My Pal Gus” (20th), (M-G). Sock $23,000. Last week;’
(Par).
“Just
You”
wk),
for
(2d
12
$ 000 .

—

,

RKO-Orpheum

(RKO)

(2,800;

40-76)—“Cattle Town” (WB). Drab
Last week, “Hangman’s
$4,500.
Knot” (Col), $6,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
“Park Row” (UA) and “Confidence
Girl” (UA).
Lean $4,000. Last
week, “Invasion U. S. A.” (Col) and
“Strange Fascination”

(Col), $5,000.

—

$16,000.

—

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60
‘“Hangman’s Knot” (Col) and “Sing
Nice
for Your Supper” (Col).
Last week, “Affair in
$8,000.
Trinidad” (Col) (reissue) and “Ellery Queen's Perfect Crime” (Col),
$8,00Q,

Orpheum

(C.T.) (1,048;

34-60) —

State
50-76)
(Par)
“Red River” (UA) and “Mrs. Mike”
(1,800;
“Hiawatha” (AA) and stageshow. (UA). Average $6,000. Last week,
Called a world preem 'and has “The Ring” (NA) and “Counter
benefit of presence of its feminine Espionage” (UA), fair $7,000.
star, Yvette Dugay, and stageshow
support. Mild $5,000. Last week,
“Angelo” (Indie).
Okay $2,500.
“Operation Secret” (WB), '$4,000.
(Continued from page 9)
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)
Last week, “Plymouth Adventure” and “Battles Chief Pontiac” (In(M-G) (4th wk), $2,300.
die), $6,500.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—
“High Treason” (Indie) and “Woman’s Angle” (Ijidie). Mild $6,000.
Last week, “Battle Zone” (AA) and
(Continued from page 9)
“South Pacific Trail” (Rep), $5,400.
Last week, “Battle Zone” (AA) and
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Jungle Girl” (Indie), $3,800.
“Black Narcissiis” (Indie) and “MaMemorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85) dona Seven Moons” (Indie) (re“Hangman's Knot” (Col) and issues). Sad $5,500.
Last week,.
“Dancing With Crime” (Indie). “Horizons West” (U) and “Black
Best in town with good $12,000. Castle” (U), $6,500.
Last week, “It Grows on Trees”
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40(U) and “Bonzo Goes to College'” 70)—
“Hunchback Notre Dame”
(U),- $10,000.
(RKO)
and “Cat People” (RKO) (reMetropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40issues). Tepid $6,500 or less.
Last
85)
“Cleopatra” (Par) (reissue).
week,
Not too bad at $10,000. Last week, (RKO) “Tarzan’s Savage Fury”
and “Wife’s Best Friend”
“Thunderbirds” (Rep) and “Wom(20th), same.
an’s Angle” (Indie), $11,000.

—

against
“Limelight.”

test

Charles

Chaplin’s

working

Already

The pre-Christmas drop in biz with the Legion unit in a program
came late this year, and all the against the pic is the Veterans of
more severe as a result. All stands Foreign Wars, Amvets, Daughters
are dragging this round, with hof. the American Revolution, Jew“Outpost in Malaya” likely slowest. ish War Veterans and the Goldt

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
“The Ring” (UA) and “Untamed
Women” (UA). Slow ‘$5,000. Last
Slight $9,500.
week, “Steel Trap” (20th) and
Vogue (Golden) (550; 50-85)
•‘The Promoter” (U) (4th wk). “Kiss of Death” (20th), $7,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
and
conat
steady
$2,000,
Holding
“Yankee Buccaneer” (.U) and “It
tinues. Last week, nifty $2,500.
Grows On Trees” (U). Meek $4,500.
Last week, “My Pal Gus”
(20th) and “Toughest Man-- AriMpls. Coasting; ‘Stars’
zona” (AA), $8,000.
State
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
“Prisoner Zenda” (M-G) and “Sky
Lean $8,000, ‘Gus’ Big 5G Full
Moon” (M-G) (2d wk). Slow
Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
$4,500, First week was $11,000.
Anticipated

Americanism Commission of the
American Legion’s post in the nation’s capital has lined up numerous major veterans’ organizations
and other outfits to join in a pro-

BUFFALO

BOSTON

—

—

Film is slated to
Star Mothers.
open early in February at two art
spots here, the Plaza and Little

Inside Stuff—Pictures
Plethora of charity orgs seeking industry support via preems, theatre
collections, home office solicitations, and exec participation is causing
of annoyance among filmites. Although execs do not question
degree
a
the worthiness of each cause, a suggestion was made that all the
charities be lumped into one overall drive, with each group participating equally in the take.
The setting up of a system of coin-raising, similar to the Hollywood
Permanent Charities Committee, has been suggested. In this manner, it’s pointed out, the industry effort could be concentrated on one
large-scale campaign instead of the separate drives now taking place.
Reason for the current complaint is that the solicitations have been
bunched too closely together, making it difficult to approach the
same people repeatedly for coin. In addition, key execs find themselves devoting more time to the charity events than to their own biz.
Drawback to a single-industry charity collection are the organizations involved. Latter feel they can do better on their own than risking sharing the receipts with similar outfits. The industry, meanwhile,
is caught in between. It cannot risk turning down a charity appeal, nor
can it force on the groups a njethod which the charities disapprove.
.

Theatres, operated by Sam Roth.
At the same time, it’s declared
that the Legion has withdrawn its
objection^ to Stanley Kramer’s
“High Noon.” Pic had been held
Traditionally bad piz prior to Christmas Day resulted in a deciup six months here because of the
sion to shut down many theatres from one to three days preceding
Legion’s attitude.
the holiday. With patrons preoccupied with last-minute Xmas shopping and with Xmas eve a stay-at-home family night, exhibs figured
they might as well close their doors since the wicket take was n.s.h,
Metro ‘Off the Hook’

anyway.

Decision to close shop was mostly taken by smalltown exhibs. Theatremen figured that they could save money as well as turn the shutterings into public relations gestures. Regular employees were paid
For Feb.
Distrib for the time off while hourly workers were laid off for the period.
Metro’s promise to exhibs that Special signs in front of the theatres informed patrons that house
it would make “Ivanhoe” available would be closed to give employees a chance for Xmas shopping. Some
shortly for general release, and at theatres used the closed time for minor refurbishing.
regular terms for the subsequentruns, was officially carried out this
Reissue of. all David O. Selznick features is the plan of Selzniclt ReCompany announced that leasing Organization, according to Frank I. Davis, Jr., v.p. of the outweek.
the film would be available for fit. He stressed that none of the pix, as had been reported, will be
general distribution on Feb. 20.
made available for television.
Sales policy was originally anSelznick himself returned to New York on Monday (22) from Rome,
nounced at the Allied States con- where his latest pic, “Terminal Station,” starring his wife, Jennifer
vention in Chicago several weeks Jones, and Montgomery Clift, was completed. Part of the film was
ago, and according to an Allied shot in London.
exec, it “got Metro off the hook.”
Some time ago the Selznick outfit made a study of the TV possiM-G was slated for the same blast bilities for previously released product, which gave rise to speculaaccorded Warner Bros, and 20th- tion that a licensing agreement with that medium was contemplated.
Fox for the pre-release, hiked-ad- The company concluded theatrical re-release of the pix would be prefmish policy asked for “Miracle of erential.
Fatima” and “Sncws of Kilimanjaro,” respectively.
Film industry prospects in the distant future are bright because of
“Ivanhoe” has already played television as a potential source of revenue, according to a prominently200 pre-release advanced-price ad- placed Wall St. outfit. Appraising the possibilities over the next few
Co., publishers of Value Line, an investyears, Arnold Bernhard
missions.
ment survey, expresses the belief that picture and theatre companies
expectedly will step up their interests in TV either via ownership
of TV stations, making films for the medium or the release of pic
libraries to the telecasters.
Wall St. coiicern also envisions some form of subscription TV as
Continued from page S
providing a “huge market” for the exhibition of first-run films.
4
ters of the- new combined circuit
as well as the integration of personnel.
Partial Censorship Causes
theatre
Whether
prexy
H.
Harry Kalmine will be the operatResourceful,
Continued from page 5
Artists to
ing head of the new outfit is still a

In Setting ‘Ivanhoe*

20

&

Legal Flaw

_

WB

M. Warner

I

Be

matter of conjecture.

Important were no pension, retirement or similar payments to any officer or di-

consideration is whether Kalmine’s
hefty $130,000 yearly salary can be
integrated in the new operational
On the other side is the
setup.
close tie between Kalmine and Fabian, their relationship going back
to the time when Kalmine worked
for Fabian’s father as a district
manager. Fabian’s preoccupation
with charity, public and industry
projects is offered as a reason for
Kalmine’s possible retention as operating chief.
Question of headquarters involves the building which houses
both the
distribution and theatre offices.
Speculation is rife
whether the new company will
maintain offices in the Warner
building or shift to the Fabian
N. Y. headquarters.

WB

Making some random observa-

rector.
It

was

also revealed that during

Would

on the cinematic scene

fol-

lowing his arrival in New York
augmented his income via $16,from Paris, French director Jean
033.64, which an unidentified WarRenoir said that he’s convinced
ner subsidiary paid the Harrnett
that censorship is “good and necesHolding Corp.
for
'

as rent
Theatre, Titusville, Pa.

the

Penn

sary” since it cause artists to beHarrnett
come more resourceful. But, he
wholly owned by Kalmine and
cautioned, “a severe censorship
members of his family.
works against itself.”
For the year ended Aug. 31, ’52,
Renoir also expressed concern
‘Warners told the SEC, the company had some 49 domestic sub- over the more familiar Hollywood
sidiaries.
Of these three were de- formulas such as the gangster and
scribed as “inactive.” Trio includes cowboy type picture. For these
First National Pictures, Inc., Banjo styles, he observed, tend to give
Eyes, Inc. (subsid of Play Enter- world audiences distorted impresprises, Inc.)
and Warner Bros. sions of America. “I myself,” the
Theatres, Inc. Thirty foreign cor- director added, “am looking for a
porations were listed as engaged in more poetic way of expression but
it’s not easy.”
overseas business.
is

*

But, Warners pointed out, it’s
Renoir’s last directorial stint was
deemed that “disclosure of the the Franco-Italian production of
names of such foreign subsidiaries “La Carrozza D’Oro” (“The Golden
Continued from page 7
will be detrimental to the interests Coach”). An Anna Magnani starrer,
lock is the film companies* because of the security holders.” Common the film was turned out in Technistock of the parent firm, incidental- color by Panaria Film (Italy) and
of the steep rental terms.
In any event, it’s said in some ly, was distributed among 21,318 Hoche Productions (France). Period story is based upon the book
quarters that the prospect of ever holders as of Nov. 30, 1952.

Rentals Too High

by Prosper Merimee. Dialog

getting off the ground with a
definite arbitration program is a

is in

English.

T0A

I

—

tions

the aforesaid fiscal year Kalmine

bleak one irt view of the current
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
snag. . There’s no plan scheduled
Bd.
“Everything I Have Is Yours”
for another meeting among Allied,
Continued from page 3
(M-G) and “Target in Hong Kong”
mi
other exhib orgs and the distribs,
Sup. Gt.
(Col).
Aided by sneak preview
and there’s small chance of such sel Herman M. Levy, it has indishould nab oke $19,000 for 10 days.
Continued from page 5
a get-together until after the holi- cated that the exec committee does
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
not necessarily have to abide by
—“Cattle Town” (WB) and “Train quest an adjudication that it has a days.
Even at that time, apparently, the majority vote if it considers
of Events” (Indie). Fairish $10,000. right to do, or to have, anything
Last week, “Battle Zone” (AA) and in particular. It seeks simply to the basic issue could hardly be re- the decision inimical to the best
solved, at least to the satisfaction interests of TOA.
“Jungle Girl” (Indie), $10,000.
establish that, as presently conductof Allied, unless the distribs agree
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
Point which has been delaying
ed, respondents’ carriage of goods
•‘Everything I Have. Is Yours”
to relax film-licensing terms. Al(M-GF and “Target Hong Kong” between points within as well as lied reps declared that film rentals TOA’s immediate entry as an active
without
Utah
is
all
participant in the suit has
interstate
com(Col). Hypoed by sneak preview
need not be made arbitrable as a
been the fear of being slapped
Saturday (20) to mild $10,000 for merce.
c.. edition to their going along with
“One
naturally
with
asks,
hefty damages should the
‘so
what?’.
10 days.
the arbitration program. But, they
To that ultimate question no an- insist,
film companies lose the suit.
If
the distribs’ good faith must
swer is sought.
the exhib org decides to maintain
be
via lower prices
“A declaratory judgment may be for demonstrated
its status as a co-conspirator, it
20th
Use ‘Robe’
their films.
the basis of further relief necessary
will likely enter an amicus curiae
Sets for ‘Demetrious’ or proper against the adverse
(friend of the court) brief.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
party.
The carrier’s idea seems ‘Hdaxters* in Jan. Release
Although the filmeries have
Apparently taking a leaf from to be that it can now establish the
Metro’s “The Hoaxters,” special filed an answer to the original
Metro’s decision to use some of the major premise of an exemption, not 36-minutes documentary exposing suit requesting a more specific
costly “Quo Vadis” sets in “Ben as an incident of any present dec- the evils of Communism, is slated statement of the charges, the filHur” remake, 20th has scheduled laration of any specific right or im- for national release on Jan. 30.
ing of this request does not hamper
“Story of Demetrious” as sequel to munity, but to hold in readiness for
Short, personally produced by TOA’s chances of taking part if it
“Robe.”
use should the Commission at any Dore Schary, is receiving the “A” eventually decides to participate.
Latter, however, unlike Metro future time attempt to apply any treatment from the M-G flackery, Itr can become a participant if
it
situation, hasn’t even started yet. part of a complicated regulatory with a pub-ad campaign almost petitions
the
Dept, of Justice
It’s slated for January lensing.
statute to it.”
equal to a feature picture.
“within a reasonable time.”

Tosses Out

Sez Renoir in US. Visit

Meet

Distribution deal covering all
world territories except Europe Is
expected to be concluded in New
York this week by Prince Francesco Alliata, who heads Panaria.
Prints for “Coach” arrived over
the weekend. Discussions have
been carried on with several majors but it’s understood that United
Artists will probably land the pic.
Renoir disclosed he’ll direct a
film for Hoche that’s scheduled to
roll in France next June. Tentatively titled “The Poachers,” it
will have Daniele Delorme as the

femme

lead.

A

Hollywood star

is

being sought for tile top male role.
Story will be a contemporary one.
Upon completion of “Poachers,”
Renoir has two other projects in
mind. One is a yarn dealing with
the Napoleonic war against Spain.
It would be a period- piece pointing up the horrors of war. Other
possibility concerns
“women in
India,” to be filmed in that country. The director has had previous
experience there, having made
“The River” for Oriental-International Productions.

mm
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VfisilEft
competitive bids for holiday season,
out over United Paramount Theatres.
Harry B. French, Minnesota
Amus. Co. prexy, in New York for
conference with United Paramount
Theatres’ executives.

winning

NEW YORK

Amusement Stock Quotations
fJV.Y. Stock Exchange)
Week Ending Tuesday (23)

erated by Nat Cherkosly, local
film trucker, and his nephew, Nat
ad-pub Landy.
national
Seadler,
Metro regional field man Ted
chairman for amusement industry’s
Morris Kaufman, one-time ex- Gallenter in town with starlet
participation in Brotherhood Week hibitor, opened a men’s clothing
Faye Antaky to hypo “Million Dolmembers
two
named
15-22),
(Feb.
store in Rowland Theatre building,

PORTLAND, ORE.

Si

Om-

William

to bis committee.

stein, of Metro, will handle trade
publications while George Ettinger,
of Columbia Pictures, will do
radio and television.
Sol A. Schwartz, national chairman for the amusement industry’s
participation in Brotherhood Week
(Feb. 15-22), has named 11 industryites as national committee mem-

bers.
Si Fabian, prez of Fabian Theatres and onetime New York U.
student, appointed a member of

the

newly created
Panel
Development.

institution’s

Board

for

will help

map

policies for a build-

ing and endowment program.
New York’s .Motion Picture Bookers Club is set with a theatre party
for March 5. Outfit will take over
the entire Hellinger, on Broadway,
for “Hazel Flagg.”

lar

Wilkinsburg.
Mrs, J. J. Parker dickering to
WB’s State in Wilkinsburg will put “Cinerama” in her 890-seat
make room for United Artists.
Woolworth store expansion.
Walter Hoffman, Paramount field

Times Theatre in Braddock shutmay be remodeled into a biz
property. Had been operated for
sojne time by Russ Wehrle for
James B. Clark estate.
Leo Wayne, who recently withdrew from Film Row after 25 years
to go into tavern biz, sold his place
and probably will return to film
industry.
Thomas Michael, son of Chris
and Martha Michael, who own Rex
Theatre, inducted into Army last

LOS ANGELES
•

time in several
years Fox-West Coast took over
operation of a theatre, the New
Park, an 850-seater in Huntington
Park. Reason for the acquisition
is that F-WC recently lost the
lease on the Lyric Theatre in that
After a renovating job the
area.
New Park will be operated on a
second-run policy.
George Smith, Paramount’s western division manager, booked “The
Stooge” for 65 special New Year’s
the

first

Eve showings

town for a couple of days
and then on to San Francisco to
work on “Bali.”
John Hamrick’s Roxy trying to
break into the first-run bracket.

in his territory,

mak-

Falls, re-

cently-leased by the Washington
Theatre Circuit, Cleveland, which
also owns the State and Falls there
At annual meeting of Allied will reopen the day after ChristTheatres of New England last mas with a new foreign, art pix
week, the following officers xwere policy.
elected: Martin J. Mullin, reelected
prez; Ben Domingo, Charles Kurtzman, Harry Finestein and A1
Dewey
death
of
Following
Somerby were named veepees;
Stanley Sumner, treasurer; John J. Bloom, Arthur Manson is up from
publicity
expost
fill
as
Ford, chairman of board; Frank N. Y. to
ploitation chief of Metro Pictures
Lydon, reelected secretary.
Prior
to
M-G
Paul Hachey, manager of Old of Canada, Ltd.
Colony, Plymouth, grabbed first] chores, Manson had been with
prize in Interstate’s managerial ex- United Artists and RKO.
Odeon Theatres and Sam Finploitation contest.
New England Drive-In Assn, will gold terminated an arrangement
hold its first meeting Jan. 27, to whereby both jointly operated
some 16 Ontario houses. Fingold
elect first officers.
A1 Margolion, ex-Astor exploiter, acquired Odeon’s interest in Naaiding RKO's Hugh McKenzie set tional Theatre Services, Ltd., of
lip campaign for “Hans Christen which he’s prez. Now owned entirely by Fingold, NTSL will conAndersen.”
tinue to operate a circuit of 30
theatres in Ontario. It takes over
the houses Jan. 5. Ralph Dale and
Norbert and Ernest Stern bought Harvey Fingold were named to
the Penn and Victor in New Castle, NTSL board as result of the Odeon
Pa., from Harold Mirisch, will re- withdrawal.
model former into that town’s deluxer.
F. D. Moore, ex-district

BOSTON

TORONTO

.

PITTSBURGH

manager

sales

cently

opened

for
his

WB, who reown booking

buying office, will handle
houses for the Sterns.

Harry

both

F. Grelle promoted to
of the State, Pitt down-

manager
town house; replaces Jack Simons,

resigned.
Capitol in Braddock to be sold
lender terms of the will of the late
James B. Clark.
Hazelwood Theatre, after being
shuttered for several months, reopens Xmas Day. It will be op-

New York Theatres
RA Dl 0 CITY MUSIC

HAIL-

Rockefeller Center

“MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID”
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Screen of Roxy Drive-In here
fire believed caused
by short circuit in wiring, accorddestroyed by a
ing. to
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Prod. Benefits
Continued from page 4
tribution rights to “Trois Jours.”
Release of the film to U. S. art
houses, he added, represents a

L_;

“their contribution' to the art and
techniques of the motion picture.”
Trio includes ‘This Is Cinerama,”

Principalthe market requires.”
in mind are 26-minute pix of

ly.

which certain types could be

dis-

“Leonardo da Vinci” and “Four tributed theatrically in Europe.
Poster” (Col). Latter was cited for
its use of animation to
Huston Upbeats Crews
convoy
background information and time
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
apd space details in a feature ficEuropean production crews are
tion film.
now excellent, John Huston revealed here, the sole problem in
making pix overseas being lack of
prop departments. Crews are welltrained and work smoothly. Pix

RKO’s Sked

•

Continued from page

sales chief, returned to

3

-

-

.

New York

MINNEAPOLIS

Yvette Dugay, star of film “Hiawatha,” here, for its local preem,
guest at first annual all-industry
Trust
Christmas party.
Continued from page 3
Pat Dean Smith of “Million Dollar Mermaid,” on tour to plug business carries Herb
Golden’s byfilm, visited 11 midwest towns in line.
Formerly on Variety, he
10 days, was interviewed on radio
joined the bank’s amusement in-

Bankers

•

costing about 50% of the production cost in Hollywood.
The director writer declined to
reveal the “Moulin Rouge” cost,
but declared that if done here it
would have cost at least $3,000,000.
He returns to Europe immediately
after the opening to prep “Beat the
Devil,” Humphrey Bogart starrer
for latter’s indie Santana Productions. Then either “Matador,” again
with Jose Ferrer as star, or “Moby
Dick,” with Gregory Peck and Leo

Genn.
Huston said United Artists is still
mulling possible roadshow policy
for “ROuge.”
He confirmed his commitment
with

Sam

Spiegel

is

completed. The

indie Horizon Pictures, which

^

urged that the P-T unit Tens pix
in their respective countries but
“this will be done only if the script
calls for such locales.”
Pine noted that he previously
had made locationers in Honduras
and Jamaica. Turning to other as-

made

Offers

New

Brief

Continued from page 4

-!

-

be no direct tax on the right to
distribute and the right to exhibit
pictures. “The tax cannot be defended,” the brief notes, “on the
ground that the fee charged is required to defray the expense of
administering the censorship law.
The statute contemplates the receipts of revenue in excess of the
amount required to pay the cost
of enforcement.”
London’s action before the Ohio
Supreme Court specifically aims to
have the Department of Education,
the state’s censor body, review the
film which it originally turned
down in November, 1951, on the
ground that it was “harmful because it contributes to racial misunderstanding, presenting situations undesirable to the mutual interests of both races.” Film was
submitted again ih October, 1952,
and the censor body refused to
weigh the pic again because it had
been previously reviewed and rejected.

Brief notes that film is entitled
process of
to review by the censorship group
dissolution.
since portions of the film as it existed at the original turndown had
Pine’s Report on ‘Tastes’
been deleted. London charges that
European audiences prefer their the censor body’s action was “unfilm fare to be “robust, escapist reasonable
and unlawful.” The orentertainment in Technicolor,” ac- der refusing to review the film and
cording to Paramount producer refusing a certificate
of approval,
William Pine* who arrived in New the brief contends, deprives the
York last week on the Independ- defendant of property without due
ence from a nine-week continental process of law.
tour. The filmgoers’ preferences,
lie said, were culled from talks

“African Queen,”

is in

TV and had 19 newspaper dustries division last September
High powered showmanship paid and functions under Harry A. Wat- with producers in five countries.
kins, head of BTC’s Rockefeller
Some of the theatremen’s suggesoff amazingly well during year’s
tions, Pine declared, will be incorslackest biz period when “My Pal Centre branch.
Amusement division was created porated in PineThomas’ future
Gits" gave Radio City one of its
recently to service TV producers program for Par release. Under a
best weeks in many months.
Independent loop theatres Go- and station operators, as well as long-term deal with the major,
pher
and World, respectively, film-makers. It’s stated that so far Pine-Thomas are committed to degrabbed off “Million Dollar Mer- the bank has loaned $120,000,000 liver four pictures annually. Pracmaid” and “Prisoner of Zenda” on to the film industry.
tically all of the exhibs, he added,
stories written about her.

11
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—
%
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and

37

for

38%
38%

37%

%

Net.

Change
week

m

934

10
3934
38
1134
936

276
124

.

Philco

2634

1436

15%
88%

Paramount.

Tue*.
Close

“bonus” over and above the conBut, the exec
tinental revenue.
emphasized, “a good, well organBd. of Review
ized policy of co-production has
--i' i
Continued from page 7
an excellent chance tjo return its pects of production, the 'producer
were voted “exceptional.”' These capital out of the European mar- said he observed a “realistic”
trend toward sex in European
are “The Man in the White Suit” ket alone.”
Still another facet that gives product.
(Britain), “Forbidden Games”
However, he thinks it
(France), “Beauty and the Devil” French and Italian pictures a boost best
that
Hollywood shouldn’t
(France) and “Ivory Hunter” (Brit- in the continental sales area, Rath- place too much emphasis on this
most
the
fact
that
noted,
is
von
ain).
category.
For his work in “Sound Barrier,” European producers are adept at
Accompanied by his wife, Pine
David Lean was accoladed as “best dubbing. They’ve been doing it visited Britain, France, Italy, Switdirector.” Ralph Richardson drew for years, he said, and now have zerland and Spain. He planed to
laurels as “best actor” of the year it down to a fine art so that it’s the Coast Saturday (20) to assist
for his performance in the same almost impossible to detect errors Thomas in launching “Sangaree”
film. Shirley Booth was voted best in lip synchronization.
at Par. A Fernando Lamas-Arlene
Aside from his theatrical ven- Dahl starrer, the venture
actress for her portrayal of the alis schedcoholic’s wife in Par’s (Hal Wal- tures, Rathvon is also scrutiniz- uled to roll shortly after the first
ing television. He considers him- of
lis) “Come Back, Little Sheba.”
the year.
NBR also selected three pix for self in a position now where “I can
honorable mention because
of arrange films for TV for whatever

over the weekend following huddles on the lot anent the upcoming
Strand, Brookfield, 111., is clos- production sked.
Due to return to his N. Y. office
ing and will be converted into a
store.
shortly is,J. Miller Walker, who on
Italian Film Exchange Releasing Sunday (21) was elected a v.p.
Corp. has set up a Chicago division and general counsel, which are the
with Harry Walters, former United posts he held earlier under
Artists manager, as district chief. Hughes. Walker
also is a member
Wallace Theatre shuttering for of
the board, along with- Hughes,
holidays.
Noah Dietrich, Edward G. Burke,
Cashiers and ushers of Balaban
and A, D. Simpson.
Last
& Katz circuit got 5c. hourly raise. Jr.,
A1 Vaughan, Sol Lesser ad rep, named, who is vice-chairman of
the
National
Bank of Commerce
setting up details on American
preem of Tri-Opticon, three-dimen- of Houston, was appointed to the
directorate in the spot originally
sional film, at Telenews Dec. 25.
Teitel Films takes over the mid- intended for Maurice Bent, of Merwest distribution of Mayer-Kings- rill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
ley releases.
Beane, who was unavailable for
the job.
.

|

5%

SAN ANTONIO

WB

The Ohio in Cuyahoga

presiding.

18%

41%
11%

3636
2934
4

AKRON,

and George Bowser

llVs
8

32%

30% 21%

LOUIS

ing a total of more than 400 holidays eve dates nationally.
Francis A. Bateman, western district manager for Republic, touring
the northwest for huddles with tor, New Castle, Pa. houses, transexchange managers in San Fran- ferred from Marvin Mirisch, of
cisco, Portland and Seattle on pro- Milwaukee, Wis., to Norbert and
motional
campaigns for
“Fair Ernest Stern, Pittsburgh, owners
Wind to Java,” “The Lady Wants of Associated Theatres. The purchase brings the Stern chain to II
Mink” and “Sweetheart Time.”
Louis
Both northern and southern divi- including eight ozoners.
sions of Fox West Coast held their Lutz continues as manager for
annual Christmas meetings to- both New Castle houses. The Penn
gether yesterday at the Ambassa- will get new seats and air-condidor Hotel, with Charles P. Skouras tioning in near future.

13%
48

owner W. T. Yetts.
In cooperation with group of
week.
Kerrville citizens, San Antonio
Motion Picture Exhibitors Assn.,
is
rouhding up a variety show
ST.
which it will take to Veterans AdFrisina Amus. Co. will relight ministration hospital at Legion,
its Lyric, a 750-seater in Gillespie, Tex., as a Christmas gift to paHouse has been tients.
111., Xmas day.
dark since last June.
E. W. Capps, owner of GainesSpecial drive will be staged next ville Drive-In purchased the DenJanuary for Hall Walsh, manager nis there. House will be closed
of
Prairie district.
He will for facelifting.
celebrate his 27th anni with
during the campaign.
State Senator Edward V. Long,
Herb Carnes returned to Kimo
Clarksville, Mo., exhib, withdrew
from race for president pro-tem Theatre as manager for Dickinson
circuit, after serving several
of 1953 Missouri Senate.
Tony Peluso, managing-director months on drive-in-duty. Carnes
of the Fox, seeking natives who was manager of house earlier this
played in bands of John Philip year.
C. E. Cook of Maryville, Mo.,
Sousa prior to use on local preem
president of the Kansas-Missouri
of “Stars and Stripes Forever.”
Theatre Assn., appointed Missouri
theatre chairman for the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
o.
Ownership of the Penn and Vic- by Wilbur (Sparky) Stalcup of Co-

WB

33

9%

.

For

4014
3934

rep, in

100s
105
ABC
CBS, “A” ... 27
CBS, “B” ... 39
Col. Pic
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Eastman Kdk 130
481
Loew’s
Nat’l Thea .. 251
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Agencies
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Expand
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number
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Feeling Pinch Of

Vidpix Shortage
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
An acute shortage of telepix has
developed despite the upped tempo
in vidpix production in Hollywood,
and as a result L. A. indie telesta-

Producers

Vidpic

Artists this week appeared set to ‘move further in the
field of television with plans to set
up financing deals for
producers. Company also will distribute
the filmed shows.
Thus, the outfit intends to oper-

United

TV

TV

same lines as
the motion picIn addition to releasing
indie film-makers’ product,
has
been taking a percentage of the
ownership via investment of its own
coin in negatives plus establishing
production
money credits with
banks and other sources.
ate in

along the

those followed in

ture field.

UA

Heretofore,
engaged only

UA’s

TV

subsid has
in the distribution
end, and drawing only
the standard
distribution fees. Expansion program means the company, as in the
motion picture field, will have a
participation in the TV product.
UA execs stress that the TV films
designed exclusively for
n, 1
that medium
and as such will not
m l? e *M Ve to standard jjix in
'

programming, and consequently could be readily amortized via sale
In addition, the fact that
to- TV.
have been competing vigorously for
importation of the pix for -Amerithe celluloid. There’s been a rash
can
video
would permit foreign
of buying what few properties are
producers to boost their dollar
left, with the result that about the
earnings
would
probably make
only hunk of telefilm still on the
them jump at the chance of dublist are pilots made
“available”
years ago, and no one wants them,'
preferring a series, especially if it
has a name to gild the package.
Som.e firms, like MCA’s Revue
Productions, have made vidpix
with top names but sell on a national basis only, to sponsors who
will put them on a network, and
automatically squeezes the
this
indie out of the picture.
KTTV has led the indie field in
buying of vidpix properties, and
this season has added “Ramar of
the Jungle,” Abbott and Costello,'
“Chevron Theatre,” “Death Valley
Days,” “Rebound,” and “Heart of
the City” to its stable. KLAC-TV
has just snagged the George Raft
starrer, “I’m the Law” series, has
“Family Playhouse,” and is negotiating for the few others considered salable. KTLA and KHJ-TV
are the only ihdie without a heavy
accent on vidpix, although KTLA
has several telefilmed shows produced in N. Y.
Another reason for the shortage
which exists today is the producer’s
t

(Continued on page 27)
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MCA

VIDPIX SUBSID
IN EXEC RESHUFFLE
Hollywood, Dec.

23..

Shupert 'forTop echelon production reshuffle
commercial opera- at Revue Productions, MCA’s vids for
Paramount Television.
pix subsidiary, saw Sherry Shourds,
formerly assistant director at Warner Bros., replace Robert Blumofe
Baltin’s New Post
Theaas producer of the “Chevron
resigned as a tre” series. Blumofe, brought from
urSL Baltili has
to
department
sta tlon-public rela- Paramount’s legal
tion
16
w *th Screen Gems, head the Chevron series, goes to
Colnmi? !,.
Futures’ wholly-owned MCA’s legal department.
Vidfilm^
s.£hsidiary,
to join a group
Rene Williams joins the subsid
of
eiSe
businessmen in the as associate producer to Alan
PromnHif
J
°n
a new electronic Miller
on “American’s Finest
•,
Product n
on the new prod- series which has next on its slate
net nrp
‘Sams
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a Jack Carson starrer,
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own

product.

Lack Star Value
One drawback to the use of foreign films on TV is their lack of
Stations have found
star value.
marquee lure is almost as important to them as it is to exhibitors. In fact, they place this factor
on an importance par with the
freshness (first-run on TV) of the
They
product in their markets.
point out, for example, that with
two stations screening films in
competition with each other (as
happens in N. Y. with WCBS-TV's
“Late Show” and WNBT’s “11th
Hour Theatre”), audiences will be
drawn to one channel instead of
the other by the star names in the
addition,
In
program listings.
while exhibs have a chance to rely
on word-of-mouth building grosses
for a film, TV stations have only
a one-shot screening and must
have their audiences virtually lined
up in advance.
Number of stations faced with a
shortage of features have been
turning to\ vidpix to fill their local
programming needs.
that

D. of J, v*. Major*
Any chance that the Dept,
of Justice might
major film studios

force the
to open up
their feature film backlog to

TV

is

pooh-poohed by the

TV

(Slight
stations themselves.
hope for such action by the
D. of J. was held out when the
anti-trust department filed its
suit against the majors for refusal to release its 16m product
to TV and shut-in institutions.)
TV station film execs point

out

that,

while the

Govern-

ment might attempt forcing
their old

the 'majors to sell
features to video, it could not
tell them what price to charge.
As a result the majors could
set their asking prices so high
that the product would immediately become out of reach
of TV stations and advertisers.

150

syndicated shows, has entered the

Quinn

(co-produeor-dlroctor, "Kraft
Television Theatre")
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0( Blocked Money
j

For Vidpix Abroad
Key

factor in Paramount’s announced plan to swing into production of films for television is
the company’s reported Intention
to have the pix lensed in England
with Par’s own blocked money.
That’s the way the outfit is getting around the all-important economic barriers which have been
experienced by other film companies.
Because of the cost angle, Universal this week dropped at least
temporarily plans for further TV
pic making. In view of the market
has decided to reuncertainties,
appraise its overall work in the
field with the hope of trimming
production costs to, a level where
a profit is within reach. U, which
has made 13 half-hour films at a
cost of $25,000 each, has elected
to put aside other properties which
had been set for lensing until and
if the proper economic adjustments
can be made. It’s related from the
Coast that the company’s -TV staff
members are either being released
or placed in other departments.

U

Paul Raibourn, Par v.p. and
president of the TV subsid operation, announced the Par plan to
enter TV production. Series of 39
half-hour pix are to be made with

Hollywood indie film-makers Edward J. and Harry Lee Danziger
as

actual

the

producers.

Burt Balaban, Par TV exec, will
supervise the production program.
figured in the trade that if
Par meets success "With its endeavor, other U. S. companies
similarly will take up TV production abroad with their blocked curIt’s

rencies.

•

Religioso Vidpic Series

Set for
Continuing

WCBS-TV Sked

its

heavy play on

WCBS-TV,

TV

CBS

video
web’s N.Y. flagship, has scheduled
several new series to tie in with
program changes scheduled for the
early part of January. Chief among
these will be the airing of a show
featuring Dr. and Mrs. Norman
Vincent Peale, produced under the
aegis of the Council of Churches.
Peale show is to go into the station’s 3:45 to 4 p.m. Saturday slot,
starting Jan. 3. It replaces “Winter
Holiday,” also a vidfilm series,

films,

the

which moves back to Sundays from
11:45 a.m. to 12 noon. With Lionel
trains checking off its “All Aboard”
show, now aired Sundays from
12:15

to

12:30

Jan.

11,

“In

the

Park” will move down 15 minutes
into the

noon

to 12:30 spot,

vidpic distribution field. RPS has
already launched its plans for distributing a limited number of TV
film libraries and syndicated vidpix, according to James P. Davis,
manager of the RCA Victor Custom Record Division.
Organization and catalog details
will be set up after the first of the
year. RPS already has signed a
few properties and is negotiating
for others, it’s understood. It’s not
considered likely that RPS will get
into the production end, but will
serve as a distrib.
As a library service, those pix
which are rented to stations may
be screened and resci’eened by the
subscribers during the life of their
subscription. That’s the same arrangement which
outlets have
for the library services like Thesaurus.
It’s expected that as RPS’ plans
develop, properties are acquired
and the market expands, it will
extend its already, nation-wide distribution and sales setup.
CBS is already in the vidpic
syndication field via CBS-TV Film

AM

Par Plans Use

serving

Recorder Program Servwhich handles the Thesaurus
and RCA
library

transcription

*»y

Stanley

on TV, station managers
that such pix would be
more than acceptable to American
viewers if they had a good dubbing
job done on them.

It’s with this in mind that the
market desired by tions are scouring the town in TV outlets are looking abroad for
sewn up. System search of telefilm properties. Para- new sources of feature films. They
doxical situation of a record procomes most into play in the sinduction figure and a marked short- estimate that a proficient dubbing
gle-station markets, where all four
age is due to the fact 90% of the job could be done, in the foreign
are
nets (and their advertisers)
telepix being lensed are for nation- countries, at a cost of about $6,000
competing for tirq® on * single outal
or regional sponsors, and not to $10,000 per picture. And, they
it will continue as
let. Whether
point out, with the potential of
basis.
new stations open up in these mar- available on a local
such films in the American market,
Indies have found vidpix an ecokets has not been determined.
nomic way to achieve good, salable the added cost of the dubbing

ices,

Productions

.successful

that a particular
a client can be

UA to Finance

Six Years and

Local video station managers,
growing more desperate in their
search for features, are casting
their eyes at the almost unlimited
backlog of good foreign films available.
While attempts to screen
foreign-language pix with superimposed titles haven’t been too

Despite the sale by Republic
Pictures last week of 104 of its old
features to WCBS-TV, the CBS
video web’s N. Y. flagship, stations
aren’t too hopeful that other major
studios will rush into TV with their
backlogs. Stations realize that it’s
unlikely any of the big studios will
open up their vaults completely to
TV. As a result, they feel the most
they can hope for is that another
studio on about a par with Rep
might decide to experiment with
video by releasing a small package
of 26 or 52 pictures, both to ascertain exhibitor reaction and to determine how much they are worth
in the TV market.

Library Rental Service

Reflections- After

boost their American dollar earnings still more via sale of their
features to American TV stations.

believe
of

30-35% they might
the particular show
network feed. On that basis,
would much rather have a

fn a

editorial

the soon-due

Own

RCA

TV

.

Robert Kintner

Also Going Into Vidpic Distrib

With

T

Foreign film producers, who
found a lucrative postwar outlet
for their product in U. S. art theatres, may soon have a chance to

Prex

tv

^

RCA

PLE

making

room for “Winter Holiday,” which
preems there Jan. 18.

Sales, and NBC has its NBC-TV
Film Division
(latter
handling
“Dangerous Assignment,” “Lilli
Palmer Show,” "Douglas Fairbanks
Presents,” and “Hopalong Cassidy). Library services which have

moved

into the syndication field
include Associated Program Service (which has Encyclopedia Brittanica Films). Frederic W. Ziv Co.
is in the syndication field via ZivTV. There’s no connection between
the NBC syndication outfit and
RCA’s RPS (except that both
are in the RCA family). RPS sells
to affiliates of all webs as well as
»

indies.

RPS

will

calibre
terial

to line

mercial sponsorship.

up com-

its

scope in

commercial program maand show packages as we

for
He
radio
stations.”
stressed that Thesaurus is planits biggest year in terms of
“big names and sponsor-selling

have
ning

shows.”

WCBS-TV

as Most

Pix-Happy Station
WCBS-TV, the CBS video web’s
N. Y. flagship, will become., probably the most feature film-minded
station in the country starting
Monday

(29).

Network is cutting back its
“Mike and Buff” show (Mike Wallace and Buff Cobb) from 45 minutes to a quarter-hour and shifting
it from its present 3:15 to 4 p.m.
strip back to 2:30 to 2:45. (Show
will replace in that period “Guiding Light,” which moves ‘back to
the 12:45 to 1 p.m. strip.) On that
date, the net will return the 3:15
to 4 strip to the local stations.
WCBS-TV, for its part, plans to
fill the 45 minutes with feature
film. Since it also airs features
regularly from 5 to 7:30 p.m., the
station, will be using more than
three hours and 45 minutes of film
daily.

‘Late Show’s’

Bonus

Participating bankrollers on the
“Late Show” series of feature films
aired nightly by WCBS-TV, the
CBS video web’s key N. Y. outlet,
will get a free bonus ride New
Year’s Eve.
Station has scheduled a double
screening that night (or early
morning) of “Forever and a Day,"
rolling the film first at 12:05 a.m.,
after the network returns the stations to a local basis, and then re•

Since the church council is providing the Peale films gratis to
WCBS-TV, the station will run running
them on a public service basis, clusion.

making no attempt

broaden

radio
transcription library
and
syndicated program field, David
said. He added that moving into
vidfilm distribution is a natural
evolution for RPS and that it will
concentrate on “the same high-

immediately pn its conRegular sponsors on the
be cut in for the second
screening at no extra cost.
it

series will

usmerf
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FOREIGN INTRIGUE

Vidpix Chatter

With Bernard

Farrel,

Dora

Doll,

Lou Van Burg, Louis Mercier,
others
Producer-Director: Sheldon Reynolds
Gertrude Pass
Writers: George
30 Mins.; Thun., 10:30 p.m.
•

.

&

BALLANTINE BEER
WNBT, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
“Foreign Intrigue*’ series came
up with one of its better offerings
Thursday (18) in a story about a
bogus financial wizard who cons
unwary investors with the promise
of fabulous profits. Yam sustains
interest throughout, although the
denouement is obvious from the
start. Nevertheless, there’s a strong
pull toward learning the swindler’s
mode of operating and how he’ll
be exposed by a forthright newspaperman, while the character of

the financier and his fiancee have

good

Charge Dismissed

loves her at end, despite mitigating circumstances.

(Foreign Intrigue in Gold)

color.

adapted by producer-director Sheldon Reynolds from a
story by George and Gertrude Fass,
is given topflight thesping. Correspondent-hero role was played by
Bernard Farrel giving regular star
Script,

Los Angeles, Dec.

23.

Charges of assault with a deadly
Marguerite Chapman is the stepmother bedeviled by the moppet weapon, filed against Robert Cumwho doesn’t like her, and sighs
only for Alannah, a ghostly femme mings by Deputy Sheriff William
he and only he can see, and he Conroy, were dismissed by the
views her in a nearby pool when- District Attorney for lack of eviever he hanker? for company. It’S
learned the country house was for- dence. Conroy declared that when
merly occupied by an unhappy he tried to serve Cummings with a
femme who drowned herself in the subpoena the actor gunned the
pool. No explanation is ever given motor of his car and dragged him
of the nightly manifestations, but along the pavement. Cummings ex**
presumably they’re done away plained that he didn’t know Conroy
with when the boy finally decides was a deputy in the act of serving
his step-mom is okay. This he de- papers.
cides after almost drowing himself
Subpoena was involved in the
trying to join Alannah, and being $19,000 “damage
in
suit
filed
rescued by his step-mom.
Superior Court by Mort Greene,
Miss Chapman performs compe- who recently resigned as producer
tently in a difficult role, and Tom- of the telepic series, “My Hero,”
my Retfig is very good as the kid. starring Cummings.
Charging
Anne Kimbell as the governess is breach of an oral contract for 48
good in support.
week’s work, Greene’s suit is aimed
Robert G. Walker’s direction is
satisfactory.
Howard J. Green’s at Don Sharpe, whose telefilm comadaptation of Stephen Grendon’s pany is making the series. p Other
original is okay, except for that defendants are Cummings, Mrs.
climax.
Lensing by Ellsworth Cummings and the Golden Kefy
Trust.
Daku.
Fredericks is good.

TV Films

who

acquits himself nicely, is son
of Gallic star Francoise Rosay
(“ Carnival in Flanders,” etc.); Lou
Van Burg is believable as the mod-

JUNGLE"

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
,

•

KTTV

Studios, Hollywood

Second set of 13 in

"RAMAR OF THI

half-hour Jungle adventure telepix series shooting. Jon Hall stars.
Producers: Harry S. Rothschild, Leon
,

Fromkess
Director: Paul Landres

BARRY-ENRIGHT PRODUCTIONS

home

epix.

On
"OH BABY"

Location, N. Y.
series of 13 five-minute

tel-

To be sponsored by Mennen through

the Grey agency, starting Nov. 1.
Producers: Jack Barry, Dan Enright

Bril.

6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
Second series of 52 half-hour Gene
Autry Western telepix shooting. Gene
Autry. Pat Buttram set leads.

"RANGE RIDER" shooting second sehalf-hour vldeoters. Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones head cast.
Producer: Louis Gray
Directors: Wallace Fox, Geo. Archalnbaud
New series of half-hour western dramas
ries of 52

Film producer: Rudolph Flothow

telligibility.

entitled
shooting.

"DEATH VALLEY DAYS" now

Producer: Darrell McGowan
Director: Stuart McGowan

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.

RKO

Path© Studios, Culver City

"MY HERO" series of 36 comedy draGeneral Service Studios, HoUywood
"PRIVATE SECRETARY" series of half- •mas starring Robert Cummings now shootAdventure)
hour comedies shooting. Ann Sothern ing.
Director:
Les Goodwin
stars.
GeW5th Paula Raymond, Gordon
Assistant director: John Pommer
Producer: Jack Chertok
bert, others
Production supervisor: Ruby Rosenberg
Director: Christian Nyby
Producer: Ziv TV
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
Director: Eddie Davis
GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
(Ilijrli

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

Writer: S'uart Jerome

"REBOUND"

30 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m.

series of half-hour adult

dramas. Sponsored by Packard Motor Car

IRONRXTE IRONER
KECA-TV, Hollywood

Corp. Now shooting.
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
General Manager: Harve Foster

There’s a familiar aura to this
one, hut it nonetheless comes off
with a good deal of suspense ingrained into the story of a mother
and her son trapped in a mountain
lodge with a killer.' Stuart Jerome
story is effectively transmitted to
the screen, with Eddie Davis giving it top grade direction, extract;
ing every inch of tension from, the
yarn.
Plot is about a woman and her
son and his nurse, at a mountain
lodge.. Nurse is slain by a killer-at-

„

Producers: Jack

"I MARRIED JOAN" series of half-hour
situation comedies currently shooting for
General Electric sponsor. Starring Joan

Davfs Sc Jim Backus.
Producer: P. J. Wolfson
Associate Producer: A1 Simon
Director: Hal Walker.
Writers: Arthur Stander, Phil Sharp.

DESILU PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"OUR MISS BROOKS"

half-hour comshooting for CBS-

edy drama series now
TV. General Foods sponsor.
Cast: Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Jane Morgan, Dick Crenna, Gloria McMillan, Bob
Rockwell, Virginia Gordon.
Production Executive: Larry Bern*
Director: A1 Lewis
‘Assistant director: Jim Paisley
Writers: A1 Lewis, Joe Qulllan

mop-

DOUGFAIR CORPORATION
RKO

Pathe: Culver City
First 18 of half-hour adventure series
"Terry end the Pirates" shooting. Canada
Dry. sponsors.
Cast: John Baer, William Tracy, Gloria
Saunders.
Producer: Dougfalr Corporation
Associate producer: Warren Lewis
Directors: Lew Landers, Arthur Pierson

FAMILY FILMS TELEVISION
KTTV

Studios, Hollywood
Twenty-six half hour religious dramatic

Producer: Sam Hersh
portrayal as the woman crazed Director: William F Claxton
with fear. Gordon Gehert is satisFANTASY FEATURES, INC.
factory as the son. Murderer is
315 W. 57th St., New York City
never seen; his menacing presence
Shooting
15 - minute
entitled
series
is only hinted or shown through
"BOBO THE HOBO AND HIS TRAVELcloseups of his feet shuffling after ING TROUPE," musical puppet fairy talcs
fbased on an original idea by Stella
the two.
Unger).
w
Curt Fetters’ lensing is very
Sponsored by the Independent Bakers
good, and other technical credits of America.
Producer: Lorraine Lester
Associate producer: Samuel
Music: George Lessncr

Dalai.
-

(Alannah)

A. Dupont.

Rett s s, others
Producer: Revue Productions

FEDERAL TELEFILM,

INC,

Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood
"MR. AND MRS. NORTH" Series of half

Director: Robert J. Walker
Writer: Howard J. Green
30 Mins.: 9 p.m. Fri.

hour
first

CHEVRON STATIONS'
KTLA, Hollywood
BBD&O

comedies now shooting
John W. Lovcton Production
Barbara Britton and Richard

situation

A

39.

starring

Denning.
Producer: Federal
Director: Ralph

)

Chevron Theatre appears to have

TV

Corporation.

Murphy.

FILMCRAFT PRODS.

a penchant for spook stories, particularly if the principals involved
are moppets seeing ghosts no one

8451

Melrose, HoUywood
starred in 30 hnlf-hour

GROUCHO MARX

audience participation film productions
now shooting once a week for NBC.
DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: 1. Lindcnbuum
Directors- Bob Dwan. Rernle Smith

I

1

1

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Toft Bide.. Hollywood
Art Linklettcr starring in a series of
104 15-minute vidnix titled "LINKLETTIR

AND THE KIDS"

.

.

ander Bisno and Samuel Markoalso charge of conspiracy
and fraud against United Television Programs ... Ronald Reagan and his wife, Nancy Davis

vitch,

.

make

their
telepix debuts in
Screen Gems* “First Born,” with
Irving Starr as producer. Tommy
Rettig is also cast, and James Neilson directs
David Wolpcr, v.p.
of Motion Pictures for Television
to Gotham for confabs with company toppers Matty Fox, Elliott
Morgan
Hal Roach returned from a busi- Hyman and Joe Harris
ness trek to N. Y. for a holiday Jones nabbed a part in “Friend of
visit here, and studio confabs with the People” of “Racket Squad”
.

.

.

PAUL

his v.p.,

Sidney Van Keuren, and

series,

"IT'S A SMALL WOftLD," starring Ai
Gannaway in a series of 39 half-hour family-appeal programs. Now shooting.
Cast: Al Gannaway and others
Producer: Isidore Llndcnbaum
Exec -dig. prod.: F. H, Fodor
Production manager: Glenn- Miller

F,

HEARD,

Director: "Paul F. Heard
Production supervisor: Harry

INC.

Cohen

VERNON LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lewie Qnnnd Trnmc, 71 W. 45th

"NIGHT EDITOR"

.

and in “Where There’s

a

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

AM

.

Guild Films latched
January
onto 36 theatrical films, some profor video disyear,
this
duced
Films,
British-made,
tribution.
were purchased by Guild and A-B
Sheldon Reynolds
TV Movies
is prepping a new vidpix series,
REER FOR CATHY" to begin shooting “Theatre International.” in Paris
January. Patti Lee heads cast.
Hugo Haas and Osa Massen
Producer: Michael Phillips
top cast in Screen Gems’ “AdvenAssociate producer: Dan Hbdzlck
Connecticut,” with Victoj*
in
ture
Director: Jo Graham
John Brom"ERNEST HAYCOX THEATRE" series Stoloff directing. .
.
of half-hour telepix skedded for January field, Sally Fraser, Joe Sawyer,
start, Michael Phillips directs.
Mary Treen, Charles Meredith in
ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS 85th “Racket Squad,” shooting at
Hal Roach lot, with Leigh Jason
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
"MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of 30- helming
James Gleason cast in
mlnute situation comedies now shooting.
“His Brother’s Keeper” at Hal
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.
Roach studios . . Kenne Duncan,
Director: Hal Yates
Associate producer: Guy V. Thayer, Jr.
Francis McDonald, Terry Frost,
Gregg Barton, Mira McKinney,
REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Peter Votrain, Wes Hudraan, HowRepublic Studios, No. Hollywood
Rick Vallin, Fred
"BIFF BAKER, USA" series of 30-min- ard McNeely,
.

.

.

ute situation comedies currently shooting.
Randy Stuart, Alan Hale, Jr., head cast.
Director: Richard Irving
Assistant director: Willard Sheldon

Hal Roach Studios: Culver City
"AMOS 'N' ANDY" series of character

comedy

telepix now shooting. Sponsored
by Blatz Beer for CBS-TV.
Cast: Tim Moore, Spencer Williams, Alvin
Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Leo

Horace Stewart.
Supervisors: Freeman Gosden. Charles
Correll, Sidney Van Keuren
Director: Charles Barton
Production executive: James Fonda
Assistant director: Emmett Emerson

"THE BURNS AND ALLEN

Horace Stewart

now shooting ser!e« of half hour comedy
tfileoix The Carnation Co sponsor
Ca«t,George Bums and Grane Allen.
P**ed Clark. Bea Benadaret, Harry Von
-

Zell

Producer- Rnlnh Levy
Associate Producer: A1 Simon
Director- Ralph Levy
Writers- Paul TTennln 0 Sid Dorfman.
-

Bums

liar*

MARCH OF TIME

369 Lexington Ave. N Y
"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR"

so

'fhomes MiMieU.

with east including Gone LockJeCfi-ev Lvnn. Arnold Moss. Ann

narrator

end OUm Peering
Producer- Marion Parsonnet
pipn^nr- F-e»i Stenhr.ni

VII

Correll, Sidney Van Keuren
Director: Charles Barton
Production executive: James Fonda
"LIFE OF RILEY" series of 30-minute
situation comedies for NBC shooting.
Supervisor: Sidney Van Keuren

Producer: Ton; McKnight
Director:

Abby

Berlin

SCREEN GEMS
1302 N. Gower, Hollywood

Now

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
need have no fears
that Columbia’s vidfilm policy will
he detrimental to theatres. That’s
the reassurance of Irving Briskin,
veepee of Screen Gems, the Columbia subsidiary which is turning out
Exhibitors

the shorts for. television.
Briskin emphasized that Columbia has no plans in the foreseeable
future for feature films for tele-

the

INTRIGUE series of halffilms for presentation in
for various sponsors now shooting in Paris, starring Jeromo Thor and
Sydna Scott
Producer-director: Sheldon Reynolds
Assoc. Producer: John Padovano
Director of Photography: Bcrtil Palmgren
Musical Director: Paul Durand
hour adventure
U. S.

TV

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Ha) Roach Studios. Culver City
"RACKET SQUAD" series now shooting
half-hour telepix.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.: Carroll Case
Director* Jim Tinling

SWARTTZ-DONIGER PRODS.

Studio is moving cautiously into
the medium, he said. Any plans
for expansion will have to wait unstage problem is licked,
til the
“Right now,” he added, “we’re toying with a device that would make
it possible to shoot three different
That’s thf
telepix on one stage.
major problem of any big studio
getting into television on a grand
scale.

Pespite reports in the trade that
Screen Gems is solidifying its posia major telepix producer,
said that not more than
three series, including the current

Motion Picture Center, Hollywood

tion

as
"WARDEN DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN" Briskin
now shooting.
Donlgcr,

Berman

fjwartts
.Director:

Walter Donlgcr
Production manager: WiUiam Stephens

TEEVEE COMPANY
California Studios, Hollywood
Thirteen 15-minute telepix of two.
gnettes each shooting.
Casting: Sherman Harris

INC.

On

Producer-director: Jules Brlckcn
Assistant director: Eddie Scata

files.

Producer: Mike Mechekoff
D’rcctnr: Jack Webb
Fveeniiv^ producer; Stanley Meyer
Production supervisor: Sam Ruman

Subsid

FORD THEATRE vision but will, instead, concentrate
on the half-hour offerings. Nothing will be made, he added, that
will endanger the welfare of theREYNOLDS PROD.’S atres.

shooting

Paul Kelly stars.
Producers: Waiter

W-it Dioper Studio*. Put-bank
Now shooting “Dragnet" scries of halfhou'r teinnjx based on actual cases from

Moves

Gems

Cautiously

series of 39 half-hour telepix.

series of 13 half-hour films

PRODUCTIONS

MERIDIAN PICTURES.

Freeman Gosden, Charles

Supervisors:

Post Parlsicn Studios, Paris

SHOW"

Col Screen

.

Vidpix Vs. Theatres

'N' ANDY" series of character
telepix now shooting, Sponsored

FOREIGN

Rhidins? Hollywood

MARK

.

Krone, Bob Woodward and Jerry
Scoggins cast in Gene Autry telepix for Flying A. “Battle Axe” and
Geor?e
.
“Boots and Ballots”
Fisher, formerly with United Television Programs* joins Guild Films
as district sales manager.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

SHELDON

THE McCADDEN CORP.

ries of 26 h-if-hour nix

.

.

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS

N. Y.
15-mlnule

We*ntraub.
Producer: v^rnon Lewis
Director: M. Baron

vey Helm. William

.

.

.

1'

C«T.n ra i

,

..

.

St.,

series of

newsofnor-localled dramas, starweeki'
ring Hal Bnrdiok. Now shooting. Sponsored by Kalser-Frazer in five markets, via

noliee

.

returns to Gotham after the first Will,” in Ann Sothern starrer,
of the year .
Consolidated TV “Private Secretary,” at General
Bow Hebert of
Sales finalize deals in 14 markets Service studio
and legit profor showing
of .“A
Christmas Chicago, former
Carol” .
Hans Conried, Jackie ducer, is prexy of newly formed
DeLyon and Barbara Billingsley Bo-Mor Productions, with Richard
are cast in Meridian Pictures’ “Mr. Morley as exec producer of telepix
company, which plans series in

by Blatz Beer for CBS-TV.
Cast: Tom Moore, Spencer Williams, Alvin
Childross, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee,

KTTV Studios: Hollywood
1.3
auarter-hnui* felonies entitled "WHAT'S YOUR TROUBLE?" with
Dr and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale.
Producer*. Paul F Heard

Bum

.

.

comedy

Series of

hart.

.

Hollywood

"AMOS

Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Associate producer: Irvin Atkins

Evans

Inc.

my

else can ogle, and “Alannah” falls
into this category. It’s a strangely
satisfying piece of telefare which
moves along cohesively and interestingly, only to run into a disappointing ending. Boy’s dislike for
his step-mother is built up so
strongly in the drama it’s difficult
to believe it when he too abruptly

II.

Lyrics: Alice Hammerstein
Author Sc director: Budd Fishcl
Puppets by: Nat Norbert & Zuny Maud
Distributed by: Mahlon Mohr Associates,

With Marguerite Chapman, Tom-

(

Gross and Philip N.

J.

Krasne
Director- E.

General Service Studios, Hollywood

shows "THIS IS THE LIFE."
thought he had till morning.
Cast: Forrest Taylor, Onslow Stevens,
Paula Raymond, who is in just
Nan Boardman, * Randy Stuart, Michael
Hall, David Kasday
about every scene, delivers a fine

CHEVRON THEATRE

RKO Pathe- Culver
Now shooting "BIG TOWN" series of
20 half hour telepix sponsored by Lever
Brothers. Patrick McVcy and Jane Nigh
City

1q3c1s

JOAN DAVIS PRODUCTIONS

pet escape into the woods. Circling feverishly, they find themselves back at the lodge. She calls
the cops, and while killer is listening on the upstairs extension, police tell her they can’t make it until morning because roads are cut
off by landslides and rains. As the
menace is about to bump off the
pair, cops show up to save them.
explained police lied about
It’s
roads, knowing killer was on the
line, and figuring., he would take
his time in the bump-off if nc

are okay.

net TV studios. He’ll announce his
George
plans
soon .
future
Fisher, formerly with United TV
joined
Guild Films
Programs, has
as a district sales chief.

.

plaint by Louis D. Snader asking
for accounting of funds and dis“
solution of partnership with Alex*

.

FOUR STAR PRODS.

THE UNEXPECTED

ill

i

.

of Friday, Dec. 19;

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS

Production, shot in Paris, is of
high calibre. Settings of a finance
ministry and the millionaire’s lush

and femme and her

Greentree and Friend,” shoot no at
the Goldwyn studio for the Schlit?
series, with Roy Kellino directing
Superior Judge Frank g
S wain has under advisement com-

in Production

;as

ern-day Midas and Dora Doll lends
sex appeal as his paramour. Louis
Mevcier clicks as, the barber who
exposes the racket. Cast of foreign
thespers registers effectively, although the accents (while called
for by the locale) reduce the in-

large,

New York
Milton Weisman, Telenews business representative, ieaves Jan. 7
for a six-month round-the-world
tour, to survey his outfit’s expanding film coverage and also to study
the growth of video in foreign
countries, which can become new
customers for the Telenews product . . . Mickey Schwartz has resigned as a director with Parson-

.

Jerome Thor a vacation. Farrel?

are lavish and convincing.
Editing and lensing are competent.

24, 1953
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DecemW

vi-

Producer: TecVee Company
Associate producer: Sherman Harris
Director; William Burke

Ford Theatre films, would be made
at the Columbia studio for r<d ea3 ®
11
at the start of next season. “We
add one more and maybe two to
the Ford series for next season,
but no more and not even if we
get agency orders,” said Briskin.
four or five ideas

“We now have

on paper and* from these will h e
GoP’wvn
Unllvwood
picked one or maybe two. H, 13
"SCHLITZ oi.AYHOHSE OF* STARS''
VOLCANO PRODUCTIONS, INC. possible that one of the new senes
series eu’-ventiv shooting 13 nclf hour
..(tenoral Service Studios. Hollywood
te'enix. Different stars
featured each
A e N T URIES op OZZIE AND will be made at our ranch.”
week.
L.HS,i^ ,PY
l

PARSONNET

™LM

STUDIOS.

INC.
46-02 Fifth St.. I on« [eland City, N Y.
Gnetlng; mi ,•*»» ©1 Wo-uls.
Shooting half-hour dramas for series entU'Ad "fin, iinetor." ponnsnred hv Procter
Sc

HARRIET, half-hour comedy series now
shooting
Cast: Oz/Je Nelson, Harriet Hilliard Ne)
son, David Nelson, Ricky Nelson, Don
Del’ ore
Producers: Robert Angus and DU) Lewts
Director: Ozzio Nelson
Writers: Bill Davenport, Don Nelson, Ben
Gcrshman, Ozzie Nelson
.

Predn^pj.. Meridian Pietures. tno.
Associate producer- William Self

Gamble Features Warner Anderson

f> '-oduec»-

ZIV TV

M-rion Parsonnet

Production manager? -Henry Spitz
Directors: Robert Aldrich. Pelor Godfrey

PHILDAN TV
Eagle
Series b£

13

hajf-hour

H<»nvwood
comedies

5255 Giinton

Two

St..

Hollywood

"BOSTON BLACKIE" series or
naif-hour adventure telepix shoot in l)e
comber. Two In untitled series shoot In
in

December.
'CA-

General casling for ai) pictures
Eddio Davis, So^ey Martin.

Directors:

Robeck’s Distrib Tour
Peter M. Robeck, general manager of Consolidated TV Sales, is
off on a two-week tour of the distrib’s branches in Philly* Cincy»
Atlanta and Dallas. He’ll then
turn to his Coast base.. Trip
.ows a two-week stay in N. Y. coner
abbing— with eastern sales topP
TT
Halsey Barrett.
,

wr-Wsday, PecembelF 24, 1952
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STARS PLAY ‘HOSPITAL TIE’
+

GM

(Gratis

Hons)

NBC-TVs ‘Pick Your Own Show’ Bid

f

How network television has parlayed its special events programbillings bonanza of the year will go down as
perhaps
ming into the
success stony of the 52- 53 season. The interesting facet
the major
Involved,
for
the
programs
most
part,
the
represent events
is that
strictly as a matter of public duty and service
that the webs,
to
viewers, couldn’t bypass and would be forced to carry, regardless
of sponsorship.

Around NBC, for "example,

To Sponsors May Cue
By

GM

The

has taken on the meaning of
“Gratis Millions." In reality, the reference is to General Motors’
approximate $6,000,000 outlay within the span of a single season,
as the upcoming coronation. of Queen Elizafor such special events
beth in June; the Dwight D. Eisenhower inauguration ceremonies
next month, and the NCCA-supported football schedule. While the
special events and is bracketed under sports,
last isn’t necessarily
nonetheless the network would have considered it a feather in its
such an -exclusive.
sustained
cap to have
The GM $6,000,000 three-way programming parlay put it among
the top video spenders of the year and entrenches the automotive
industry in the TV sweepstakes as it has never been in radio
era.
even dating back to the lush

'

•

performers

because

More and more
are asking

the

of

—and

the

TV

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Some admen, who know someabout lost weekends, are
steaming up a hassle over “the lost
six-minutes" on radio and TV.
Those are the three minutes before

Harry Hershfield

and three minutes after the hour.
They are claimed to be “dead
waste” and the commission men
want the networks to do a little
research and come up with some
kind of solution. Those six minutes, they say, are so loaded with
sundry kinds of comeon that the
lookers and dialers are getting
wised up and think up excuses to
leave the room.

humorously traces history through
tho ages to prosont-day radio-TV
manifestations under tho common
appraisal of

Audience

demanding

,

*

*

in

haustive study. It’s the networks’
baby, they reason, “for letting the
pattern develop/’
Even in radio it was long contended that piled-on commercials
6t station identification time lose

47th Anniversary Number

their
"

impact because the message
(Continued on page 31)

Buttons Vice ‘Luigi’

On GFs Agenda?
Red Buttons, who’s scheduled to
move into the Saturday night at 9

of

AM Via
Plan’

Procter 8c Gamble, which had
tossed a scare into the radio net-

works when it cancelled its early
evening strip sjiows recently on
CBS Radio, returned to the nighttime fold yesterday (Tues.) by pacting with the same network as a
participating bankroller in the CBS
Power Plan. Deal is for a firm 26
weeks, with the usual options for
26 more, starting Jan. 7.

P&G for a number of years had
CBS-TV on a sustaining bulwarked the CBS net’s nighttime
program
lineup by sponsoring a
week (27), instead may
up with a sponsor in the Mon- trio of quarter-hour shows in the

on

alot

basis this

wind
day night

9:30

period.

General

Foods, which now bankrolls “Life
With Luigi" In that period, is reportedly dissatisfied with the show

and has been huddling with CBS
about ditching it in favor of Buttons.

Any decision to cancel “Luigi
..would come as
a surprise to th
trade, since the
show has mor
tnan paid off rating-wise
(it follow
1
U .®. toP-runged “I- Love Lucy"
!La trac k record well up in th<
nuddle 40s.
It’s

known, however
that both
CBS and GF have re
com Plaints from viewers
n ot all of them Italians, tha
th
u
8 “°w is
®,
objectionable on thi
,

U

*r

a^
i^
lan

S

T?

th 0

tw*
?®
v

tends to perpetuate
stei'eotype.

i

o

have contended the
much worse thai
Version oi

Luigi ”

tRo

Some

is

S radio
mV!ngarunnin
se of tlle

Tv

'

ai,
g
y?®

in

V

greater impac

the title character.

^

an d

its agency
Jowles, are also said t
be
s ^ ed w th
bdth the wril
«
i
jn
n
P duction on the show
Prod,U r
Ma Benoff who tool
over thp n
Tj
age fniVoo ' 5 oward *created pad
CBS T V. Put in a hurriee
call
f
new scripting severs
Weeks
n ^the Coast an <* SU(
eeeded n i°
lur ng
Sharp ove
from thi T
an avis siting stabl
at

Bent™

*

l S

*

L

^

NBC t v°

to

Hollywood.

,

o?
Sh
° W originates Hv

6:45 to 7:30 p.m. strips. These in-

cluded Lowell Thomas, “Beulah"
and the Jack Smith-Dinah Shore
entries. Latter two were cancelled
and there have been reports that

P&G
show

will also., bow off
at the end of this

P&G

reportedly exited the strips

the Thomas
season.

on
daytime soap operas • and on

in order to solidify its hold

various

TV

its

Gen. Mills Stays Put
Despite

On

CBS Wooing

on
General Mills’ “Lone Ranger” and
half-hour strip,
“Silver Eagle"
despite the wooing by CBS Radio.
ABC prexy Robert E. Kintner, aphas

prised of the

gotten

CBS

renewals

pitch, trekked to

Minneapolis to talk with

GM

execs

and sewed up the deal.

GM

decided to stay on ABC,
it has a big vested interest.
In addition to the 7:30 p.m. crossthe-board layout of “Ranger" and
“Eagle," the bankroller has four
“Betty Crocker" strips, Bill Ring,
“Whispering
and
Tinney
Cal
Streets" on the web. In 1951, gross
on ABC Radio
billings for
totaled $4,600,000, plus a $1,460,000 gross on ABC-TV.

where

GM

saga of a

Broken Heart
*

*

*

a bright bylint picee

In

tho

forthcoming

47th Anniversary Number
of

“TV

gate Comedy Hour” video dates on
doctors’ advice “or suffer the consequences." As a result NBC-TV
has been forced to rearrange the
Sunday night billing schedule.

George Jessel, one of the mainstays this season with the star rotating NBC-TV “All Star Revue,"
has also been forced to reschedule
his appearance having just undergone surgery on the Coast, a gall
bladder condition having been ag-

program

‘Omnibus’ (at 65G)
Trails

—

In Rating Slugfest

Nielsen’s November rating for
the Ford Foundation’s series is
25.8, which represents a sizable
figure for a highbrow stanza. That
a

is

cumulative

including
homes which
viewed for at least six of the 90
minutes it runs. The average audience per minute is substantially
lower, coming in at 13.5 for the
Nov. 9-16 period. Average audience per minute for Nov. 9 was 16.5
and dropped six points to 10.5 on
Nov. 16.
Trendex, which measures popu-r
larity of shows in the 10 cities
which have at least three TV channels, shows “Circus” gaining 0.8
figure,

Week-End Score

(Continued on page 31)

the weekend
the ratings, hands
down, over NBC-TV last Satfor

urday and Sunday (20 and 21),
according to a Trendex spot
check of 10 multiplostation
markets. Ed Sullivan’s “Toast
of the Town," originating from
the Broadway Roxy and spotlighting Sonja Henie, copped a
fat 37,7, as against the 19.8
drawn by Ray Bolger in his iniitlal starring stint on NBC’s
“Colgate Comedy Hour" on

Sunday.
.On the

preceding evening,

CBS-TV’s Jackie Gleason show
came up with a solid 24.5, compared with the 18.7 drawn by
Tallulah. Bankhead as star of
NBC’s “All Star Revue." Gleason-Tallu ratings this time, incidentally, represented almost

from the
time they were pitted

a complete reversal
first

against

each other.

On

that

Tallu had a 24 and
Gleason had the 18.
pair-off,
9

including
the new Mickey Rooney vidpix series. If desired by the client, the
network, too, will whittle down
to 30-minute size some of the com-

6^G

(from 19.4 to 19.2) in the month
since “Omnibus" entered the lists.
gravated by TV demands. Simi- “Omnibus" got a 9.8 Trendex on
larly,
Red Skelton’s Procter & Nov. 9 and dipped to 7.8 on Dec.
Gamble vidpix schedule has been 7. “Omnibus’ ” biggest average ratknocked for a loop, with the ing on this service was 12.5 on
comedian recuperating from an Nov. 23, date on which “Circus"
operation.
He’s been ordered to was knocked off ABC-TV due to
9
rest another few weeks.
walkout by National Assn, of
Eddie Cantor’s been off the Broadcast Engineers & Technicians
Colgate TV roster since his first (CIO).
appearance in September. The
Within each broadcast “Omnicomedian, who has a reputation of bus" shows a gain, half-hour by
“knocking himself out" at each re- half-hour.
On Nov. 9, Trendex,
( Continued on page 31)
the Ford show had a 6.6, 9.5 and
On Nov. 23, its half-hour au13.4.
diences were 10.8, 11.4 and 15.4.
Rotation of sponsors’ positions

race

availabilities,

edy program components that presently constitute “All Star Revue."
Thus will terminate one of NBC’s
major sales innovations in TV pro*
‘Circus’ gramming the concept of getting
participating sponsors to share the
cost of a heavy-budgeted show (a
concept which still continues to
pour some fancy coin into the NBCTV coffers from the 90-minute
A rating war has developed be- Show of Shows"). “All Star," with
tween
high-budgeted
CBS-TV’s its nearly $50,000 weekly talent“Omnibus" and ABC-TV’s rela- production budget, requires three
tively cheap “Super Circus," with bankrollers to make it a profitable
the latter emerging as decisive vic- venture. When Kellogg cancelled
tor in the early rounds. The “Cir- out recently there was some doubt
cus" layout is gaining audience and about the show’s longevity, but
“Omnibus" is losing audience, ac- NBC was able to corral Johnson &
cording to both Nielsen and Tren- Johnson for the balance of the season. When Del Monte also served
dex.

Lots of Rescheduling'
Both Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis
and Donald O’Connor, all involved rating, however,

in bicycling from pic studio to TV
studio with multiple chores, have
been forced to duck their “Col-

On the basis of current sales
pitches being made by NBC-TV, it
looks like the Saturday night “All
Star Revue" is headed for oblivion
at season's end. Unable to latch on
to a third sponsor for the remainder of the present season, now that
the Del Monte canned foods outfit
is cancelling out, NBC is making
available either the 8 to 8:30 or
8:30 to 9 p.m. segments for the
1953-54 season to any sponsor who
will go along for the “All Star"
ride for the balance of the current
semester.
The sponsor, in turn, will have
the privilege of installing any show
of his own choosing into the halfhour time slot. On that basis
is already trotting out its list
of

NBC

PRriety

CBS-TV won

plan, the soap

(Continued on page 31)

ABC

cases

the
almost -unprecedented
Casualty List."

its

shows.

Under the power

ABC

the deof TV have been either a
or contributing factor in
all

Sullivan, emcee and major
of “Toast of the Town"
(CBS) left Flower Hospital, N. Y:,
last weekend, after a week’s layoff
from ‘‘Toast," to resume on the
show, though still trying to beat
an ulcer rap.

MG Stays With
CBS Tower

of

those playing the
“hospital time" in the past few
weeks, or who have been forced
list

Ed
domo

PfiniETY

Nighttine

The

major

'

What to do about it, the agency
men know not, but they do think
it is important enough to drop into
the lap of the 4A’s to put the pressure on the networks for an ex-

cipated.

mands

upcoming

This, say the admen, removes
any sales impact from spot announcements, chain breaks, hitch
hikes, cowcatchers, piggy backs or
those other little intruders that;
come trooping in end-on-end.

And the stricken list is not
only confined to the performer in
front of the camera but to the
production braintrusters and other
creative elements who are finding
the wear and tear on their nerve
tissues more than they even anti-

cumstances, in

the

details tho

tailed.

beg off from TV performances
on medicos’ orders, reads like a
veritable Who’s Who’s In Video.
While in some instances there
have been other extenuating cir-

*

an amusing byline piece

Jackie Gleason

—mid-

to

Participation

-

stars

customary summer hiatus, due to
the mental and physical stress en-

thing

Key to Comic Pattern

anx-

winter layoffs, in addition to their

That Irritate But Don’t Penetrate

Colgate Holds

television

and physical wear and tear
attending
TV performances, is
creating no little alarm within the
trade. All the original prophecies
concerning the inevitable repercussions resulting from TV’s exacting
demands on the performer now appear to have translated themselves
into a wholesale migration into
hospitals. Where TV is concerned,
age is no factor. Young and old
alike are taking the rap.
•

Commls

been exacted in

among top

ieties

*

‘Buckshot’

GEORGE ROSEN

toll that’s

recent weeks

AM

Admen Ponder

‘All Star’ Exit;

0

IT’S

ABC’S TURN FOR

CRACK AT

SMILIN’

ED

Chicago, Dec. 23.
The Brown Shoe, Co. has just
about completed the circuit with
the Smilin’ Ed McConnell Saturday morning radio show. The moppet-angled program pops up Jan.
17 on ABC after having been previously berthed on NBC and CBS.
ABC’s central division sales staff
last week also wrapped up another
Saturday am. bankroller with the
Skinner Manufacturing Co. buying
the Big Jon Arthur-emceed “No

notice that

it

NBC

was giving up,

found it wasn’t easy to grab off
another client for the shared, pro-

gramming ride. Two clients made
feelers, one actually giving an order, neither -was acceptable to the

web because they wanted
term commitments.
Relaxed Rules

short-

Last year, it’s recalled, NBC-TV
refused to sell the show to anyone
unless they came In under a 52week firm deal. This season the
network relaxed its rule, permitting
shorter-term
commitments,
and that’s when “All Star" began

run into trouble.

to

What happens
of top

TV

to the

NBC

roster

comics under contract to

web who have been channelled
mto “All Star" (Jimmy Durante,
et al) remains a moot point. Present plan calls for absorbing them
into the Sunday night “Colgate
Comedy Hour," with its rotating
the

(Continued on page 31)

Young

& Murray

As B-M Parlay
Bristol-Myers has resolved its
new sponsorship status for the
Sunday night 9:30 to 10 slot on

CBS-TV, buying alternate week
shows as replacement for “Break
the Bank," which is being axed.
New shows for the 30-minute
period will be a half-hour version
of the “Ken Murray Show" and
a
situation

comedy

series

starring

Alan Young. These will be alternate-week attractions. It’ll mark
Murray’s TV debut within a 30mlnute framework. He’s been laying off all season, though drawing
$2,000 a week from CBS under a
contractual commitment.
New B-M parlay gets under way
Feb. 8. Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, agency on the Bristol-Myers
account, negotiated the deals. ProSchool Today" kids’ show which grams will emanate live from the
goes into the 9:30 to 10 a.m. EST new CBS TV City on the Coast,

slot Jan. 31.

Show

Will originate

bringing to six the total of

TV City

from Cincinnati.
originations.
0
The- McConnell Coast-originated
In additioh B-M is joining in as
program will occupy the 11 to 11:30 a participating sponsor on the
a.m. period.
Brown’s agency is Saturday night CBS-TV Jackie
Leo Burnett.
Gleason Show.
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Colgate’s Convention on CeOuloitr

TV

Competes With Closed-Circdit
.

By BERT BRILLER

CBS-TV Producer

.of

Fletcher Markle

.

believes

The

pic,

on

who

Cooker
*

*

0 provocative

16m,

is

byline piece in the

Marquette and Lennen & Newell
Talent from Colgate’s
agencies.
AM-TV roster also appear (live
and/or on kinescope recording) including Donald O’Connor, Dean
Martin & Jerry Lewis, Bob Elliott
& Ray Goulding, Eve Arden, Bob
Smith and “Howdy Doody,” Barbara Britton and Loud la Parsons.
Message, of the pic is that the
“salesmen will be able to do a

better job in 1953” with the aid of
the radio, and tele “salesmen” and
*t shows that
other advertising.
not only are the various media
pushing the Colgate line, but the
broadcasters are also backing up
their efforts with merchandising,
promotion, publicity, personal appearances, etc.
Integrated with the spiels by the
AM-TV performers are highlight
clips 'from kinescopes of the tele
stanzas, such as a moving 'segment
from “Strike It Rich,” in which a
legless former prisoner of the Japanese “hit the jackpot” to buy artificial limbs, and a sock production number with O’Connor from

the “Comedy Hour.” To visualize
the “Bob & Ray” radio strip, the
comics are lensed in their satire
(Continued on page 40)

'Goldbergs’ Gets

Live Syndication
Gertrude Berg’s “The Goldbergs”
video program, off the air thus far
this season because of NBC-TV’s
inability to clear stations (although

two sponsors had been lined up
for the show) is now moving into

Michigan Throws
Left

Hook

at

IBC

ly for television.-

Harmon, Alien Will Cal!

Martin continued: “The state has
a right to that money (from the
IBC) under the law, and the State
needs every dollair it can get at

Rose Bowl Plays on NBC-TV

Alka-Seltzer

New Year

Show May Prove Headache

SLOT FOR

may

m

WGN, WGN-TV,

Strike Vs. Chfs

ex-

AH

Gallery,

NBC

sports direc-

picked Tom Harmon and Mel
Allen to call the plays on the NBCTV Rose Bowl telecast sponsored
by Gillette.
Braven Dyer, Los Angeles Times
sports writer, and A1 Heifer, eastern sportscaster, will handle running commentary on radio.

Who

Needs Boca?

Sweetness and light atmosphere engendered at the* Chicago meeting last week between top NBC brass aqd the
network affiliates’ rump committee saved the 'net $100,000.
That was NBC’s estimated cost
for its Boca Raton convention
this year, which it called off in
favor of the Chi huddles on the
plea that there was nothing so
important to be discussed with
the affiliates that it couldn’t be
ironed out at Chi. Fact that the
meet came off with both sides

Virginia

*
in

tha forthcoming

47th Anniversary Number
of

and

final

ing simultaneous negotiations. Chi
settlement with these three netfinal ink-

ing of national codes.

WENR’s Major Bid

Major point of issue between
and Chi Tribune stations
and WGN-TV is AFTRA’s
demand that newsmen, reporters
and special events men used on the

union

WGN

For Chi

Eminence

be covered on contract. This
has been agreed to by other sta-

air

WLS

Via Gabber Accent

AFTRA

and
are split
on pay hikes for staff gabbers, with
station holding out for $145 weekly
salary.
Other stations have
agreed to $150 base, up from $135.
tions.

Chicago, Dec. 23.
the Chi ABC
radio
Walkout affects four networks at
plagued with the “personproblems inherent in its least indirectly. WLS is ABC raWGN is
partime operation, is currently re- dio's daytime affiliate.
o.&o.
ality”

Mutual.’s midwest anchor, origiits local programming format with the aim of strengthening nating “Sky King” and “Cliff
Johnson
Family” weekdays. Neithits hometown identity. Station is'
going all out to exploit and de- er will get on the air today unless
velop its own stable of gabbers, the strike is settled, the union

tooling

using its variation of the ’musicnews-sports theme.
Stuck with an on-again-off-again
daily log because its frequency is
shared with indie WLS, the ABC
plant has encountered some difficulties in carving out a local niche
in times past. Result has been a
frequent juggling of programming
techniques
down through the
years in search of answers to the
special problems growing out of its split schedule. Failure heretofore to set a consistent
overall program pattern has intensified the problems.
The new blueprint is pegged to
station’s

NBC-TV

**

states

WGN-TV, besides being the Chi
DuMont outlet, „ carries CBS-TV's
morning

with
shows,
starting
“Strike It Rich” at 10:30 through
“Search for Tomorrow” at 11:30.
Negotiations between
and
AFTRA hit a final snag after
lengthy phone conversation be-

WGN

(

Continued on page 31)

.

(Continued on page 31)

Affiliates

Aren’t Sure Godfrey

New

Chi Shuffle
*

•

i

In

NBC Integration
Chicago, Dec.

23.

NBC’s re-integration of its radio
and tele sales departments continues pace here with Hal Smith,
formerly handling the web’s cen-

1-Shot Is for the Best tral division network TV sales proheadAlthough NBC-TV grabbed itself motion and advertising, now
ing up the combined AM-TV adsomething of a Christmas Day coup
promotion department.
as result of CBS' Arthur Godfrey
taking- over the emcee role on the

BilL Yonan, previously sales servGeneral Motors-sponsored hour- ice trouble shooter on the- radio
side,
takes over as Smith’s assistant
long- musical extravaganza, being
produced by Leon Leonidoff, ap- on the merged operation. The joint
AM-TV
sales service department
parently some of the NBC video
affiliates aren’t sharing, in the ela- will be- ipanaged by Arnold Johnson with Tom Lauer as his astion,

from

filiates.

Meanwhile, complete

agreement on new local two-year
pacts was reached late last night

works now opens way for

pensation plan arrived at in
Chi, any affiliate carrying 174
hours or more of commercial
time each month from the .web
is not required to carry so
many hours -of free time a*
formerly. Thus, this automatically makes for a boost in the-

compensation

sta-

tions, they hit the air at the regular time this morning with supervisory employees at the microphones.

between AFTRA and NBC, CBS,
ABC and indie. TV’er WBKB dur-

1/&RIETY

1

stations’

at start

of the broadcast day. Stations and
union failed to reach agreement on
new staff announcer and talent contracts
after bargaining through
most of the night.

Despite picket lines at both
one of Hia many bylina piacas

was right in cancelling
the Boca conclave.
Under th„‘ new station com-

dential

.

WGN, WGN-TV and WLS

abeuf «

From
*

NBp

the net. Prexy Joseph H.- McConnell also promised thfr affiliates that the net plans toboost its- daytime video programming schedule soon after
the first of the year. Daytime
TV problem- was the second
most thorny bur among the -af-

dropping.

Letter

apparently satisfied proves that

‘TOT’ From TV to
ABC-TV’s “Tales of Tomorrow,”
backed by Kroisler watehbands and
Masland .arpets, makes the transi-'
tion to radio on Jan. 1. It will be
spotted Fridays- at 9:30-10 p. m. in
the slot at present occupied by
"This is Your FBI,” which Prula

falls

History

Chicago, Dec. 23.
First strike in the 15-year history
of Chi’s American Federation of
Television-Radio Artists was called
here this morning (Tues.) against

Sid Garfield

Hollywood, Dec. 23.

Tom

AFTRA

1st in 15-Year

WENR,

tor,

CBS

its holdings to the full web,
but if it decides against such a
move, CBS wilL open up the show
in all other markets for local sale
on a co-op ba sis. Miss Dietrich’s
program is being packaged by
Music Corp. of America, Title has
not been, set but it will not be
“Cafe Istanbul,” her ABC program,
since that is owned by ABC.-

22 ).

Other UHF transmitting equipment shipped last week by RCA
went to WSBA-TV (channel 43), York, Pa., 6wned by Susquehanna
Broadcasting; WBRE-TV (channel 28), Wilkes-Barre, Pa., owned by
Louis G. -Baltimore, and WSBT-TV (channel 34), South Bend, Ind.,
owned by the South .Bend Tribune.

that NBC would resume fullscale
daytime video operations
soon, he also agreed to sit down

with other affiliates’ committee
appointed specifically for the purDetroit, Dec. 23.
pose, to go over the entire situaState Auditor General John B.
tion before any definite action is
Martin has demanded an immeditaken.
ate accounting of what he calls
Committee is currently being
“overdue taxes'* from the International Boxing Club, sponsors of lined up by the affiliates. When it’s
most of the big boxing shows in been officially designated, memDetroit which are telecast to the bers will get together with network execs, with both sides exrest of thb nation.
pected to lay their cards on the
Martin instructed the Boxing
table. It was that “friendly cooperCommissioner, Floyd Stevens, to
ation” spirit which permitted the
see that approximately $4,500 is
web to come to terms on the comcollected for the State “or else.”
pensation deal with no difficulty
Just what the “or else” is was not
and web execs hope they can acdisclosed. It could be a suit in
complish the same results with the
Federal Court on behalf of the
daytime TV affiliate reps. Datq for
State or reprisals against the IBC
the first meeting between the two
for Detroit boxing shows.
groups has not been designated.
Chief cause of the argument,
Squabble between the nets and
Martin said, is the IBC's refusal to
affiliates arose when NBC cut back
recognize the Michigan law, passed
on its daytime programming to a
last year, ordering the collection of
(network doesn’t pick up
10% of the television revenue to minimum
now until'3 p.m. daily) on the plea
offset what the State would lose in
that it could not afford the high
tax revenue because of reduced atcosts of producing shows throughtendance due to TV.
The State out the day. Stations, for their
previously collected 10% on all adpart, argued that they could not
mission tickets to prize fights.
afford to program the daytime
“Smaller outfits are paying the hours on their own, and pointed to
tax, but the IBC has flatly refused,” the almost full schedule of daytime
Martin- said; He apparently re- shows being turned out by the
ferred to the weekly “Motor City rival CBS-TV web.
Fights”
presented
weekly
by
WXYZ. This is a local show, strict-

NBC

pand

Plans for NBC’s projected new
daytime TV programming, subject
of considerable argument between
the net and its affiliates recently,
will receive the same networkaffiliate cooperation that resulted
in the new station compensation
plan last week. While web prexy
Joseph H. McConnell promised the
affiliates at their meeting in Chicago with top network brass last

week

On Overdue Taxes

the “live syndication” field. ProTo
Radio Brass
gram has been turned over to
veepee Robert W. Sarnoff, head of
Chicago, Dec. 23.
the web’s syndication projects, and
If the FCC approves, the NBC
it’s being geared for a Wednesday
evening 7 to 7:15 showcasing. Since station break chimes will not be
this station time, its future is still part of the traditional bell ringing
dependent on how many affiliates at midnight New Year’s Eve.
Miles Laboratories, seeking a
open up the time segment.
Under the “live syndication” for- pre-heated audience for its Alka
Seltzer
bromide, has snapped up
mula, NBC will sell th<J show to
the stations for local sponsorship. 20 minutes on NBC and Mutual for
a cross-country airing of the New
Year revelry. But the purchase is
contingent upon both web’s foregoing all station breaks during the
RADIO'S THURS.
11:45 pan. to 12:05 a.m. period,
particularly the one at 12 midDIETRICH night.
Miles and the Wade agency
CBS Radio this week wrapped execs point out that’s the climax of
up its deal to import Marlene the show, so they want no interDietrich from the ABC web, with ruptions.
the femme star taking over the
Networks have dispatched a
Thursday night 9 to 9:30 slot start- hurry-up letter to the FCC
asking
15'.
ing
Jan.
Show replaces permission to forego the on-the“Romance” for Jergen’s Lotion, hour break for this one time only.
which has been airing on a split- If the FCC greenlight doesn’t
come
network setup with “Hollywood through, web’s will take a
10-secPlayhouse,” broadcast on the non- ond break two-minutes
after the
Jergens outlets as a sustainer.
hour which is permissible under
CBS plans to feed Miss Dietrich’s FCC rules.
show to its full network. Possibility exists that Jtrgen’s

Prime Attention

(

PfoziETY

this time?’

i

as it had planned
to air a test pattern starting at 4 p.m. Saturday (20). At 3 o’clock,
however, technical difficulties relating to tuning of the transmitter
cropped up, forcing delay of the dedicatory show until Sunday afRCA officials worked 28 consecutive hours to put the
ternoon.
signal on the air, with additional parts rushed from Camden. After
two hours of test programming Sunday, WFPG-TV began its regular schedule of shows, with daily programming starting Monday

On Daytime Sked

of

DHFs

frpm ABC, CBS and DuMont.
Station’s preem represented a race against time,

47th Anniversary Number

tagged

&

NBC-TV to Focus

*

forthcoming

insert the

“Strike It Rich” and is patterned
after one of Colgate’s radio-tele
properties, headlining Warren Hull,
emcee of that show, as host. It
also features such non-pros by Jo-,
seph McConnell, prexy of NBC;
Irving Hoff, ad manager of Colgate, Parade mag publisher “Red”
Motley; A1 Capp, the cartoonist,
and execs of Ted Bates, Sherman

sion.

Dawson’s post, in turn, will be
taken over by Sam Digges, also of
Spot Sales.

9

tween the two reels, there’s an
“open end” introduction for the
local sales topper,
local angles “live.”

dent in charge of sales for the network as successor to Fred M.

You Don 1 Have to
Live in a Pressure-

of the

Atlantic City, Dec. 23.
First commercial ultra-high frequency video station in the east
launched operations here at 10:45 p.m. Sunday (21), when WFPG-TV
Although RCA, which
(channel 46) teed regular operations.
equipped the station with transmitting equipment, also rushed
transmitters to three other UHF outlets last week, the A. C. operation was the first to take the air.
Station is owned by Neptune Broadcasting Corp., which also
operates WFPG, A. C. radio outlet. Ih a special show carried just
46 hours after the transmitting equipment arrived from the RCA
plant in Camden, N. J., prexy Fred Weber dedicated the station
stato “the people of Atlantic City and southern New Jersey.”
tion is a primary NBC affiliate, launching its programming with a
will
also
take
it
but
show,
feeds
Playhouse”
kinescope of a “Philco

Thrower, who has resigned, Hylan’s
former spot will go to Thomas H.
Dawson, of the TV Spot Sales divi-

h

“conventions on
celluloid,” borrowing' from Colgate’s experiences in video, is being used in a scries of year-end
meetings by the soap firm. The
the
to
is
sales-school-on-a-spool
closed-circuit television convention
live
video.
vidpix
is
to
idea wliat
Soap company has produced a
$15,000 film, with a one-hour running time, which^ itf being screened
for its salesmen ^and execs in New
York, Chicago, New Orleans, Los
Angeles and 30 other cities where
regional meetings are being' held.
Just" before the intermission be-

Technique

Race

A.C. Wins in

With William Hyian moving out
of the general sales manager spot
at CBS-TV to become vice-presi-

.

Stations feel that, in view Of sistant.
New streamlined tales force was
Godfrey’s- longtime and permanent
identity as a CBS personality, it’ll briefed last week- on the web *
add to a plug and plus for the rival down-ihe-iine sales consolidation
by George* MacGovern, director or
Columbia station.
Godfreys was -snared for the- show sales development" and services,
by General Motors boss man and Howard-Gardener, manager of
Charles E. Wilson. They are peri the sales training- setup, both from
sonal friends-.
NBG’s -New York home office;
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RADIO-TV ‘SISTER ACT
Circulation That Counts

It’s

costs continuing to spiral, most of the major
agencies have embarked on a new theory of time buying for TV,
virtually given up any hopes of retaining program
they’ve
which
in
Costs
control or building sponsor identification for their clients.
(and their clients) are interested pribeing what they are, agencies
marily now in circulation. If they can get the coverage and the
coincide with what a show costs
rating they think necessary to
them, they don't care who owns the property or how much sponsor

REM TO

TV program

With

identification they get with it.
To achieve this end, particularly with the boom in multipleshows as they would
sponsorship deals, the agencies are buying
buy magazine space. Thus, they don't buy a show as such but a
spot in the show which will do the most good for their clients. It’s
pointed out, for example, that with six Sponsors represented in

TV

M)

CBS-TV Man To
For some time it’s been known
NBC has been working on a

that

far-reaching plan designed to vest
its
radio network with a newfound importance in the realm of

programming and

to effect a

would tend to identify it with the product of a particular adverImportant thing for the agencies, consequently, is to buy

emerge as complementary media
both from a sales standpoint and

the best spot in the show.
In line with this, they jockey for position on the program the
same as they do for the best spot in a mag. Thus, few bankrollers
would want their commercials spotted immediately after one of
the ballet sequences, on the theory that that’s where audience inInstead, ageneies would rather
terest in the show is at its lowest.
spot their plugs immediately after one of the Sid Caesar-Imogene
Coca displays, which research has shown to carry the biggest audience impact.

programs. .
Just how NBC intends to bring
about this “sister act” to invite
television sponsors to go along for
the radio ride as well will probably be brought to light next week
when, for the first time since the
integrated pattern was restored at
NBC, all the sales managers within
the network operation, including
the o&o stations, will be brought
together in New York for a series
of meetings.
Details of the “love-my-TV-lovemy-AM” project will be outlined
by Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver,
NBC’s veepee in charge of radio
and television who, along with
Charles (Bud) Barry, the w'eb’s
AM-TV programming chief, have
been engaged for some time in
formulating the two-way program-

Chi Distressed

»

"

by ‘Follow the Leader’

Aura of Locally-Conceived

TV Shows

Chicago, Dec. 23.

Windy

City

bankrollers are

programmers and
becoming increas-

Maggi McNeills

ingly concerned about the “follow
the leader” overtones of much of
With experithe local tele* fare.

sales concept.

play

Perils of

Present thinking at NBC is that
be the year in which
it on the industry
the
year when network „radio, it’s felt,
will need the push for the long
1953 0 will
to spring

TV

and to break out with
on the other

safe

it

own views on the

has her

mentation slowed to a walk now
that, in the main, only fringe time
the tendency is to
Is sustaining,

format

The
local

reflection

work

problem.

Encompassed within the
an amusing byline piece In the

carbonings

are a
of a similar net-

A

“What’s

forthcoming

My

of

WBKB

his

Now

daily
a weather

session

culinary

*

program

automatic

cooking

D.C. Post

show and

are

a
practically

“musts”

(Continued on page 27)

Be Funny’ Set As

Cy

Howard,
Friend
Irma”
Luigi,”

of

“My

and “Life With
currently in New York,

is

where

creator

he’ll

ations for
season. lie’s
4

establish base of operthe remainder of the

now

at

work on a new

TV show designed as a
departure from the situation comeuy formula and to
inject a new
inroi|nal
atmosphere into video
half-hour

Programming.
Program Will be
done live from New
York, with
•noward as writer-producer-director,
h°w is called “Be. Funny” and
c.i week
will feature a top star as
v

i

'

a potentially promising
Setting will be the living
U of lhe emcee
(with negotia,
lm( r wa y
Itoe up Victor
.

c( umo.
ti

!!

Pn

J®

,

iey

11
y to
* strict
the laugh honors, with
torfelt their fee do
cV,vi!
*f
'-' 1
'’!. lf toe amateur
tops them.
It
* or toe most part as
an

am-ft!!
t
'

,'

tj.

t

‘Hi

ur
'

.

r
f () r

t ‘ ,r

lib

,

*°

show.

program-

TV

AM

NBC

$2,470,000

For

through its continuing study and
research on the project, how both
radio and TV can be used as com-

plementary media at

Florida Stations
Washington, Dec.

23.

The Washington Post took the
first step last week toward chain
\

j

operations in the radio-TV field
and
purchase of
with
WMJJR-TV in Jacksonville, Fla.,
for $2,470,000. The Post is understood to have been casting about
for various broadcast properties
and there may be additional ac-

WMBR

quisitions.

The Post owns controlling inWTOP and WTOP-TV in
Washington, reportedly the most

terest in

little

extra

cost without encroaching on the
area of audience duplication. Thus
the TV show and the radio counterpart of the same attraction can be
shown in the same market, including New York, but in such a way
that different audiences will be
reached.
The plan does not embrace simulcasts, nor playbacks of the
audio portion of the TV shows.
Rather, the aim is to utilize the TV
stars ^and attractions, wherever possible, in taped radio versions of
their video shows, but as fresh and

distinct program components. Out
profitable radio and TV stations in of this, NBC feels,, will come a comthe Capital.
A minority interest plete integration involving sponwell as the pres(459c) in the stations is held by sors and talent as
ent administrative setup.
CBS.

WMBR-TV

is

the only

tion in Jacksonville

Cy Howard Entry

an

network

into radio, with the
sponsor buying
as well. This, it’s
understood,
would be affected
through a “one rate” cost pattern
which would be so attractive to the
client as to make the radio buy
irresistible.
It would also embrace
the Weaver adaptation into radio
of the “magazine technique” of a
guaranteed circulation.
Obviously, it would not oligate
a
sponsor to latch on to the
radio show, since this would be
trespassing on questionable legal
grounds. But
intends to show,

TV

Pays

oil

competing stations.
No one is charging plagiarism or
anything like that The broad concepts oven if someone else had
them first are public domain and
most claims of authorship would
only lead to endless arguments.
Besides there isn’t a program manager in town who would openly
accuse a colleague of copping an
idea; lie might want to do the
same thing himself some day.
But they all recognize that a
rash of programs pegged on basically the same format only tends to
dilute the overall salability.
It’s
argued that everyone would be better off if instead of all four station
concentrating their fire on the

is

“sister
extension of

TV

P^RIETY

WNBQ

class.

act” thinking
the television

ming

47lh Anniversary Number

Line” or a “I Love Lucy” crashes
through for a solid hit and shortly
the channels are hit with an epidemic of variations on the same
Likewise locally, 'with a
themes.
Youle becoming a video
Clint
nightly
celebrity as the
weather prophet or a Francois Pope
literally hitting
the gravy train
with

—

haul.

format variations
guy’s winners.

TV

sta-

and now has

with all video net(AM) is the local
works.
CBS radio affiliate and it is expected that WMBR-TV will become
the sole CBS TV affiliate when
more video outlets are operating.
affiliations

WMBR

Ernie Kovacs,

New York

Tryout For

NBC-TV’s ‘Something New’

As Bob

&

TV

Tallu in Spades

Ray Showcase

Philip L. Graham, Washington
Despite the fact that their sponPost Publisher, plans to retain the sor, Embassy cigarets, is yanking
present management
them from the Tuesday 10:30-10:45
p. m. slot on NBC-TV, “Bob and
Mulls
Lolly
Colgate
Ray” (Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding) are being groomed for a “new
Expansion to 15 Min. type programming” innovation.
Nature of the show is something
Colgate is mulling expansion of
Louella Parsons of a secret, but it's known that Ted
five-minute
its
general manager of the web’s
Cott,
now
show to 15 minutes. Show is
on Tuesdays at 10 p.m. on CBS WNBT flagship, and Sylvester L.
<Pat) Weaver, NBC’s veepee in
Radio.
Nick Keesely, AM-TV veepee of charge of radio-TV, have been hudLcnnen & Nowell agency, planed to dling^-over a “brand new format”
the Coast Saturday (20) to cut a 15- which will first get a local showcasminute audition for the soap firm. ing as a buildup.
Idea, incidentally, ties in with a
He’s also confabbing with John
Gibbs reps on the new vidpic series plan whereby local and o&o NBC
for “Schlitz Playhouse” and meet- stations will be used as a “testing
ing with “Queen for a Day” reps on ground” for projecting new formats
and program innovations.
the Mutual show for Old Gold.

in

the

soon-due

47th Anniversary Number
of

Kovacs Tabes on
All

TV

local

night fray against NBC’s Milton
Boric and DuMont’s Bishop Sheen
program. Kovacs, with a variety
format similar to the zany shenanigans which have made him one of
the top-rated personalities in the
metropolitan N. Y. area via his
midday outing for WCBS-TV,
moves into the Tuesday night 8 to
9 spot next week (30).
Decision to tap Kovacs for the
jousting honors against Berle and
Bishop Sheen was reached by the
CBS-TV programming brass over
the weekend. As a result, Kovacs
didn’t have a chance until Monday
(22) to start rounding his Tuesday
night show into shape. What talent
will accompany him, as well as the
exact makeup of the show', are still

WCBS-TV
which

’n’

a

being worked out. As it is, the
comic will have his work cut out
for him, since he is also to proem
a new early-morning series oil

Comers,

Garroway

hitherto

drew the hohors

week as the man to carry the
CBS-TV colors into the Tuesday

writes about

another editorial feature

personality,

this

Tallulah Bankhead

modus

operandi whereby, as an integrated
operation,
radio
and TV will

1

Pit Opposite Berle

,4-

NBC-TV’s “Show of Shows,” few among the program's audience
tiser.

Kovacs The Winnafa (or Is He?) as

All

lie

starting

Monday

will pit his

(29) in

unique brand

against NBCTV’s “Today.” (See separate story.)
For his Tuesday night entry,
of

comedy

directly

Ernie
Kovacs,
who^s
being Kovacs lias decided to dispense
shoved by CBS-TV into the Tues- with the usual studio audience
day night at 8 breach, opposite who’ vo sat in on most network
comedy shows. In addition, no
Milton Berle, is setting out after laughs are to
be dubbed in, which
another of NBC’s top personalities is the formula followed by some
next week Dave Garroway and liis comics. While Kovacs recognizes
early-bird “Today” show. Starting the need for a studio aud to help
Monday (29), Kovacs preetns a time his laughs, he utilizes a numshow in the 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. cross- ber of special effects for his gags,
the-board period on WCBS-TV, the which would be almost meaningCBS video web’s key N. Y. outlet, less to persons sitting in a studio.
where he’ll be bucking “Today” He’ll be forced to rely, consequentdirectly in its 7 to 9 a.m. network ly, completely on the laughs lie can
generate among home viewers.
spread.
Kovacs came to N. Y. from PhilKovacs himself is anxious to
take on Garroway and “Today,” adelphia, where he had been a
since it was that show which ousted long-time local fave via a two-hour
him from his long-held 7 to 9 a.m. croas-lhc-board show on WPTZ,
spot on Philadelphia’s WPTZ be- airing from 7 to 9 a. m. With
fore WCBS-TV brought him to WPTZ being an NBC’ affiliate, (hat
N. Y. Comic has been airing for web gave Kovacs his first chance
WCBS-TV in the 12:45 to 1:30 p.m. at network fame by springing his
strip, where he's been SRO, and Philly-originated show into its afthe station is now attempting to ternoon programming setup several
line up his present array of spon- years ago. That spread failed to

—

sors for the early

morning period. catch

on,

with

the

that

result

WCBS-TV

imported Kovacs to N.Y.
WCBS-TV expanding its daytime and gave him a local airing in its
programming back to 7:50 a.m., 12:45 to 1:30 p. m. strip.
In that spot now for about a
when it will sign on each morning
with a 10-minute news and pre- year, Kovacs has been averaging
views show. Then in an attempt about a 4.5 in the rating race, topto build an audience lor Kovacs by ping a number of daytime network
appealing ta the kids before they shows aired by both CBS arid NEC.
set off for school (on the theory In addition, he has been SRO for
Last night
that their mothers will leave the several months now.
TV set tuned to the station after (Tues.), incidentally, CBS-TV filled
night
its
Tuesday
with
the last
spot
they’ve left), WCBS-TV has installed two moppet-slanted shows broadcast of Eddie Albert’s “Leave
in the 8 to 8:30 strip.
“Tele- It .to Larry” from 8 to 8:30, and a
Comics,” comprising specially-pro- half-hour film until 9. Red Buttons,
duced vidpix cartoons, goes from who had been holding the 8:30 to 9
8 to 8:15, to be followed by “Time period, has been moved over to
Saturday nights at 9.
for Beany” from 8:15 to 8:30.
Fifteen minutes of the present
Kovacs afternoon strip has been
taken over by the CBS-TV net,
which is moving its “Guiding
Light” show' into the 12:45 to 1
p.m. period cross-the-board. With
Kovacs moving into the morning,
WCBS-TV will fill the time from 1
to 1:30 with a new series of vidpix, titled “Tele-Dramas.”
This
CBS-TV will hold its own welwill be only temporary, however,
with Hal Haugh, the station’s pro- coming party for newly-elected
members of Congress in a Special
continued on page 27)
hour-long show slated for airing
Jan. 4 at 2:30 p.m. Web is inviting all such senators and repreGE
Kovacs’

move

will

also

1

see

CBS’ leet Your

Congress’ Via TV

BUYS FR0MAN,

LEVER-DICKERING
Jane Froman starts her 15-minute commercial format on Jan. 8,
with General Electric last week
signaturing a deal for a Thursday
7:45 to 8 p.m. pickup of her abbreviated “USA Canteen” show. She’ll
also bo slotted on Tuesday afternoons in the san?<e time segment,with indications that Lever Bros,
will pick up the tab for that day.
Miss Froman winds up her
Saturday 9 p.m. half-hour “Canteen” series with this week’s performance. Irving Mansfield produces.

sentatives to a reception in D. C. t
where they’ll be interviewed before the video cameras to give
their constituents a chance to see
whom they’ve elected and to give
the politicos a chance to get acquainted with the TV audiences.

Show

is tc

be helmed by Wal-

ter Cronkite, anchor man for CBSTV in coverage of both the political
conventions
and
election.
Politicos wdll be seated according
to their individual jobs in Congress at various tables, with top
CBS-TV specialists in each field
handling the interviews. Cronkite
will then hop from one table to
another to collate the, .show*
,
.

.
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WISDOM OF THE AGES

KAY BOLGER SHOW

With

(Colgate Comedy Hour)
With Rise Stevens, Betty Kean, A1

Nat Hiken,

Billy Fried-

’

berg

M M*

f

I

Director: Hiken

»

+

>

Barry,
moderator;
Molluzzo, Marcia Van
Clierne, Mrs. H. V*
Kaltenborn, Fred Irving Cox,

Comment

Tele Followup

Goodman orch
Writers:

>•

«

Jack

Ronny

Dyke, Leo
panelists

*

Producer: Barry-Enright Prods.

Director: David Lowe
The Roxy Theatre’s conversion as the sponsor’s Betty Furness Miss Walden was cleverly enabled
9:30 p.m.
double-decker “busi- to change to a ballet costume after 30 Mins.; Tues.,
to an “Ice-Colorama” layout, mated dished out a
«
Sustaining
opening in rag motif.
Rose.
ness as usual.”
COLGATE
at Monday (22) preem to 20th’s
from
DuMont,
N.
Y.
Godfrey
piece,
finishing
For
the
NBC-TV, from New York
Jack Barry and Dan Enright,
and Dietl cut it up a bit in a tutorSousa biopic, “Stars & Stripes
Marquette-Bates )
( Sherman
Despite the presence of Tallulah ing lesson, the former switching
get
along
to
Forever,”
have
will
who have done well with both ends
Colgate Comedy Hour reached
without the dubious trailerization Bankhead and guests Jack Carson, from a clownish getup to a gob.
one of the season’s highs on Sunday of the policy as programmed pre- Louis Armstrong, Patsy Kelly and Godfrey handled reverses and toe- of the life span via their “Juvenile
Star
“All
Jury” and “Life Begins at 80’*
Foster,
NBC-TV’s
Phil
de(21)
when Ray Bolger romped vious day (21) on Ed Sullivan’s
stops niftily and then did a

Producer: Leo Morgan
60 Mins., Sun., 8 p.m.

through the 60-minute stanza in a
pre-Christmas display.
It was Bolger’s TV debut as a star
on a rejgularly scheduled show and
the occasion was noteworthy for
the fact that (1) it was a refreshing
departure from the continuing
delightful

CBS-TV “Toast of the Town.” Theatre’s 3,600 square foot stage, from
which show originated, was only
thinly employed for the ice segments, and this seemed particularly

unfortunate in view of Sonja
Henie’s videbut (though she is not
part of the Roxy icer).
A star of her stripe was surely
round of familiar “Comedy Hour”
faces and (2) it projected the danc- entitled to a better framework, but
Miss
Henie herself may be at fault,
ing-singing comic into an enviable
in that she allowed herself to be
write-your-own-ticket status.
displayed in four successive numIt was Bolger’s show (with a parbers all of which were more or less
ticularly grand assist from Metop
uniform
in
motif Polynesian.
star Rise Stevens) and the gangling
Whether it’s called hula, Samoan
comic registered with such boff re- or Waikiki the sameness was glarsults that the viewer could look ingly
evident. All were strictly in
with charity at the otherwise the shake and prance vein and exflimsy attempt of the NBC-TV im- hibited little of Miss Henie’s skating
presorios to vest the production talents. In addition, some head and
with original TV, values.
shoulder shots didn’t add up in a
Where Bolger was concerned,' it blade outing. Were it not for offdidn’t matter that the show's sock4 screen
vocals
and the
star’s
moments came from a succession peacherino feathery headdress, the
..

—

of reprises practically spanning his
Broadway
musicomedy
career,
topped, of course by his now fairly
fabulous rendition of “Once In

Love With Amy.” JFrom “Three
Make Ready” came a brace of
turns—his “Old Soft Shoe” rendito

.

with its delightfully eccentric
hoofing, and his hilarious sad sack
drill and the inevitable recruiting
of the audience (as with “Amy”)
for a hand-clapping accompaniment
to “Stars and Stripes Forever.”
All the Bolger nuances and inimitation,

ble comicalities, particularly in his

dancing, were fortunately captured at close-range by some slick
camera work.
It was a show that had many
genuine moments, and among these
were Bolger’s teamup with Miss
Stevens in a quickie cavalcade of
dance fads from the Charleston
through the Black Bottom, the
Conga, the Rhumba to some crazy
jive.
The opera star let her inhibitions down and along with Bolger parlayed the dance bit into
one of the season’s delights.
If,
as Bolger admitted at the finale,
he approached the cameras nervously in his first major video performance, there was certainly no
evidence of it, for he seemed to
embrace the medium as a vet long
familiar with the “new show biz.”

.

was
a display of individual talents, van was hospitalized, delivered two
numbers to the rather dynamic dinotably Bolger’s. One scene, howrection of its femme leader. They
ever, registered with all the dewere okay in a high-schoolish sort
sired comedy effect that of a of way. Stirring
finish was supcouple of muggs strictly out of the plied by the U.
S. Marine jBand
“Guys and Dolls” breed of char- playing “Stars and Stripes Foracters expressing some sensitivi- ever.’
Trau.
ties over the 5th avenue stores’
Xmas decor. -Actually it was writFletcher Markle’s Yuletide proten as an intro for a Bolger-Betty

—

Dave

.

jive

farcical

talk,

bits

medico

tions by Ron Fletcher
distinction.

group lacked

Dee Engelbach production and
direction, while competent, inissed
the spark he displayed in his “Big
Show” radio layout. Willson’s musical
cials

backing was adept. Commer-

were

Bril .

attractive.

Arthur Godfrey would rather be
in camphor than be caught with
his regular format showing too
often. Last January and again in
April he burst forth with an ice
show on his CBS-TV “Arthur Godfrey & His Friends.” These proved
such a high-rating test cube that
air’s No. 1 product peddler repeated the frigid fare last week (17).
A Godfrey' on skates doesn’t pretend to threaten to make a Dick
Button or Bobby Specht move over,
but

it’s

a spectacle of a personal-

.

set-

could hardly be captious in the ting of the birth of the
Christ Child,
face of the captivating Bolger buf- Markle utilized all the
wizardry of
Rose .
foonery.
20th century electronics to recreate the scene of Christianity’s beginnings. By means of silhouettes
SPORTS PAGE
forming tableaux against a lighted
With Warren Brown.
background,
Markle blended the
Director: John Alexander
10 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:15 p.m. real with the illusion to enhance
the
spiritual
effect.
And through
Participating
it all, the “Nativity” was played
WBKB, Chicago
against
the
background
of medieval
Warren Brown, Herald- Ameri
can sports writer famed for his dry carols as performed by the Robert
Shaw
Chorale.
wit that sparks his daily column
Markle’s presentation was starand has made him a top draw
along the sports set, is following tling, effective and different. The
the lead of so many of his col- poetic form seemed inherent to
leagues and is cutting himself in this particular mode of dramatizaon some TV coin with this nightly tion, and the diction of all the persports roundup. Naturally a slow formers was beautiful and euphonitalker and with but a 10-minute ous. Mirianj Wolfe and Paul Tripp
slice to work on, only a little of the were cast as Miriam and Joseph,
Brown tongue - in - cheek humor and Thomas Chalmers as King
came through on the sessions Herod. Together with the shepviewed.
herds and the kings, all performed
Since he occupies WBKB’s only as though under the spell of the
Equally as well
late-evening sports slot, he must magical night.
of necessity handle the spot news cast was Markle himself as the
which leaves him hardly any time narrator. The Shaw Chorale of
to bring his vast store of sports 20 voices sung exquisitely.
He would
anecdotes into play.
Haying disposed of middle comdefinitely strengthen interest by mercials to allow for an uninter
working in as much sidebar com- mpted continuity, Westinghouse
mentary as possible.
After all, -vent to town in the five remaining
any staff gabber can read the win ninutes. If the feeling of the “Nacopy but it’s the typical Browr
‘vity” and the aura of rpysticism
sidelights that can give the shov.
ermeated the living room, they
M

anachronisms,

ity-showman with a deliberately
underplayed attack who can not
only stay on his blades but cavort
around as if to give the impression
duction for “Studio One” (CBS) (but slyly so) that he can master
Monday night (22) was “The Na- the art if necessary.
tivity.” It was an ambitious atThe frohter has also seen to it
tempt to transpose to television the (with the help of producer Larry
simplicity and fervor of the me- Puck and pro skater Fritz Dietl,
dieval plays as performed by the who’s teacher) that the regular
craft guilds of the 14th and 15th company is ice-conditioned, adding
centuries. Playing with lights and that much more fillip and novelty.
shadows to create the mood and The for instances here were the

non and Roland) walked off with
the honors.
The Bolger-Kean
satirization
was a good idea carried to lengths, and with some
bad dialog.
Whatever the show’s faults, one the feeling for the mystical

• A « U « k

There were some good moments

a burlesque of “Antony and
Cleopatra,” in which' Miss Bankhead, Carson, Armstrong and orch
leader Meredith Willson injected

—

it

the needed plus.

m

A

•

ll

brotherly love.

(such as Carson’s acting the
in Roman military uniform), etc. Overall effect, however,
lacked punch.
Somewhat better
four-number *stint would have was the monolog in which Tallulah
proved a complete dud. Only other portrayed
a big star making her
ice
sequence was the opening first visit
to plebian Macy’s, end“leopard” terpery by 16 boys and
ing with her playing (out of characditto girls of Roxy’s new line who,
ter) Santa to a couple of kids. An
thus congesting the stage, caused
earlier sketch, with Carson and
lensers to utilize too many medium
shots, although the overhead photo- Tallu as a couple of celebs making
their
behavior conform to the congraphy was slick and click and of
flicting
reports
in
the
gossip
filmusical value.
sock fillip here
columns,
was a cute idea, but overwas the illumination, since beneath
the Roxy stage’s ice surface is worked and didn’t pay off.
frozen a touted “mile and a half”
Armstrong sang and played
of neon tubing in four color com- “Who Needs What Moonlight?” a
bination. Ensemble work was con- new tune by Willson, which didn’t
siderably enhanced via this tinting. showcase the trumpet virtuoso to
Of the variety stanzas, the big best advantage. Foster and Miss
wallop^ was Spanish opera singer Kelly were reprised from Miss
Victoria de Los Angeles, in her Bankhead’s second edition as a
TV bow, spotted at the halfway quarrelsome couple. Theirs was fr
mark and waking up the show. The running gag, about their waiting
Met soprano was superb—-that is for a phone call, with a continuing
the
word in
Gounod’s
“Ave spat. Foster-Kelly teamup is good,
Maria,” putting heart and purity and has potentialities, but, as with
into the work. Her followup, a much of the rest of thq show,
Spanish holiday song of her .own scripting was weak.r, Dancd produc-

composition in which she accomped
herself on guitar, was equally sock.
In the Yule department, Hume
CrOnyn enacted Humpty Dumpty
(framed in an elevated cutout) to
Jessica Tandy’s Alice (in Wonderland), complete with final fawdown, and Lilli Palmer rendered a
routine reading of “Twas the Night
Before Christmas” (preceded by
Sullivan’s extra plugs, for the
Nat Hiken and Biily Freidberg, actress’ new daytime TV’er startwho scripted the stanza (with ing Jan. 11 over CBS and BroadHiken doubling as director) fortu- way opening of her “Love of Four
nately never allowed the show’s Colonels,” Jan. 15). The Student
Yuletide story-line motif to intrude Nurses Choir (50) of Flower Fifth
Ave. Hospital, N. Y., where Sulliexcessively, for essentially

Kean scene depicting the home life
of a window dresser, but the introductory feature of the muggs (Ver-

(20) didn’t pack
the wallop such a lineup should
have registered. - The highspots
came at the windup in two segments cued to the Yuletide theme.
First was “Miracle in the Snow,”
a puppet drama with Bil and Cora
Baird marionettes telling the story
of an urchin whose kindness to
a beggar on Christmas eve was rewarded. Second was Miss Bankhead’s recitation of “Touch Hands,”
he William Harrison Murray poem,
which was a moving message for

Revue” Saturday

-vere

demolished in one

fell

mixed skating

line of 16 for the

opening fanfare on the 1.600-footsquare rink; singer Janette Davis
in a “Jingle Bells” vocal and ice
workout that not merely coincidentally displayed what has in her
pre-ice excursions been hidden
very delightful gams. Her slightly
tentative manner on the deep
freeze only added to the gal's
charm; chirpers Frank Parker and
Marion Marlowe, likewise clicko
in a waltz stanza; Julius
in a very pleasant “White

song;

Lu Ann Simms

(a

LaRosa

Xmas”

Godfrey

daytimer and “Talent Scouts” winner making her first date with
nighttime Godfrey), who was nicely framed in a 14-step with LaRosa
and did a couple of vocals; and, of
course, the show’s Mariners foursome, set in a production inning
with a marriage ceremony in
which the ubiquitous Godfrey was
both preacher and chanting participant.
Show’s regular Hawaiian
dancer did a couple of hula
numbers with her characteristic
authority.

On the pro side, the class operators were Dietl, in a pairs waltz
with Terry Roxanne that had aero
rigging, and blade ballerina Joan
Walden. Latter enacted Cinderella
in a lush production segment carrying out composer Leroy Ander
son’s “Belle of the Ball” with a

meaningful
swoop During the

lyric

by

offscreen

Lyn Dudy.
narration,

liberate pratfall.
orch rates a big
ing,

Archie Bleyer’s shows, have

now

filled the in-be-

nod on the back- tween periods with
Trau
“Wisdom of the Ages.”

their

new

.

It’s a panel
show, similar in many respects to
others,
and
a
both
of
the
but
Murrow
also difWith Edward R.
corre- ferent enough to catch on, In fact,
full complement of CBS
on
off
judging
from
the
preem
cameramen
last
Tuesspondents and
the first leg of their trip to Korea day night (16), this one might be a
Sunday night (21), the web’s “See sleeper. (Serutan, incidentally, has
It Now” did a socko job of utilizing bought the show starting Jan. 6,
film reports from these men to but it bowed in as a sustainer.)
Murrow
pickups.
simulate
live
In keeping with 'the title, modhimself was at the Elmendorf Air erator Barry pitches his queries to
Force base in Alaska,, en route to a panel comprising one member
Korea .ior next week’s show, which under 20; another between 20 and
will comprise a film report on how
40, one from 40 to 60, another bethe GIs are living, fighting and tween 60 and
80, and the last one
themselves in the
entertaining
over 80.
It was surprising, and
battle zones. Bob Trout-^vas at
therefore interesting, on the preem
Kitty Hawk, N. C., for the anni of
to discover how the ages would
the Wright Bros.’ first flight. David
Schoenbrun was in French Mo- differ in their answer to the questions.
Show, in fact, would probrocco, Bill Downs was •ot Shemya
ably prove of special interest to
in the Aleutians, Joe Wershba was
in downtown Anchorage, Ala., and psychologists, since these differLarry Leseuer was on a Northwest ences not always were based on experience
and
wisdom
gained
Airlines plane.
through a longer life, but someWith Charles Collingwood tak- times merely on the emotional
outing over Murrow’s regular seat in
CBS-TV Studio 41, the half-hour look of the individual panelists.
First
question
Barry
tossed
at
was keyed to the role being played
by the airplane in the nation’s de- them, for example, was whether
they
would
turn
in
their
brother
fense around the world and in
tying the outposts closer together. for committing a crime, if they
(No mention was made, inciden- were the only ones who knew the
Eight-year-old
tally, of the tragic crash in the criminal’s identity.
state of Washington early Sunday Ronny Molluzzo and 82-year-old
morning, in which a number of Fred Irving Cox, the idealists,
GIs lost their lives.) By the same were in favor of turning him in.
token, the show itself demon- For -28-year-old Marcia Van Dyke
strated forcefully how TV is dupli- (actress-violinist and Barry’s wife),
cating this roie in tying the earth 40-year-old Leo Cherne and 64closer together. Best of the film year-old Mrs. H. V. Kaltenborn,
reports, from an interest angle, there were extenuating circumwas Schoenbrun’s from Morocco, stances why the brother might go
with scenes of the sites of the re- free.
cent riots, the newly-constructed
Barry did his usual top job of
American air bases, native farmers moderating keeping the- show rolland landowners, etc., adding up to ing smoothly. Panelists were all
a dramatic picturizatlon of the good and might
form a fine pernewest trouble spot.
manent team for the show. One
Film quality was exceptionally criticism is that Barry shouldn't
good and each of the reporters take the play away from the guests
played up the illusion of a live who bring in the questions by trypickup. Show rates another deep ing to gag bit it up too much as he
bow for Murrow and his co-pro- did with the moppet whose mother
ducer, Fred W. Friendly, in the complained he watched TV too
way they've kept “See It” on top much.
Otherwise, the queries
of the news.
Stal.
were all of a serious enough nature
to warrant careful consideration
With its four-way sponsorship by the panel, as well as the

now

a working entity, the CBS-TV
Omnibus” apparently is headed viewers.
toward an average three full-blown
entertainment segments in which TASTY-KAKE
the “walkarounds” or breathers
HOUR

Stal.

CHRISTMAS

supplied
by emcee With Philadelphia Orchestra, EuAlistair Cooke are virtually absent.
gene Ormandy, Eleanor Steber,
While some of these entr’actes have
Milton Cross, Vera Zorina, Temprovided choice tidbits and perple University Choir, St. Peter’*
mitted Cooke a neat forum for
Boys Choir
quasi-editorialization,
they have 60 Mins., Thurs. (18)
9 p.m.
often cluttered the continuity.
TASTY BAKING CO.
Now, with time of the proverbial WFL-TV, from Philadelphia
essence, the discipline is that much
( Parkside
Advertising )
more mandatory. It’s strange how
Local baking firm provided an
90 minutes can seem, by re- important “first” with a “Quaker
f lection, so brief an excursion. But
Network” simulcast by Philadelthat’s to the credit of the Ford
phia Orchestra, Eleanor Steber.
Foundation-backed Sabbath after- two narrators
(Milton Cross and
noon program, In addition to its
Vera Zorina) and two choral groups
other topflight “adult” values.
(Temple University and St. Peter’s
For the pre-Xmas stanza (21), a Boys Choir). Sponsor was genernatural and a delightful opener ously
supplied with a baker’s
was a 20-minute vidpix (Wm. L. dozen
of plugs for Tasty Kake and
Snyder Productions), *‘Palle (Paul) Tasty
Pie.
Less palatable was
Alone, In Danish but easy to folcoupling of symph with firm as
low. Story was of a little boy in
“two
Philadelphia
institutions with
Copenhagen who dreams he is the
only person left in the city, and of highest standards.”
Program
was
to season
geared
course follows his cherished yearnings (driving a streetcar, a stray and included, carols, excerpts from
auto, appropriating toys to his "Nutcracker Suite,” “Peter and the
Wolf” and “Messiah.” Miss Zorina
heart’s desire, etc.).
A lively whammo and still an- did the narrating for “Peter and
other Agnes de Mille triumph was the Wolf” and also gave a reading
debut of her clicko from the “Night Before ChristRodeo’ terpastoral, given in full mas.” Zorina accent while okay
Miss de Mille appeared for Prokofieff work, was noticebriefly to set the mood for the able in poem. Cross did commerwork, which featured John Kriza, cials and read the Nativity verses
Jenny Workman and Kelly Brown, from the Bible.
Eleanor Steber
troupe drawn from came to forefront to sing carols
the Ballet Theatre Co., with Joseph “O Holy
Night,”
“The Lord’s
Levine conducting the Aaron Cop- Prayer” with the Orchestra and
land score. In choreography, set- Temple
choristers and the pastings, pace music and story (latter,
sages from Handel’s “Messiah.”
however, only a tongue-in-cheek
Program was arranged to have
approach to the (cow) boy meets
(cow) girl theme), it emerged as widest possible audience interest,
perhaps the top dance production even to extent of including “Snow
White Medley.” Obviously musiever essayed in television.
“Omnibus” wound with another cal audience attended proceedings
Theatre.
in
Erlanger
live (but not quite lively) stanza, staged
an adaptation by Cooke of Dickens’ Camera .lingered momentarily on
“Pickwick” (“The Trial Of Mr. Orchestra's leading figures giving
kwic
dir ected
by Ralph good shots of Ormandy in action
S ^ Nelson.
«j£r
T
The 25-minuter on the podium, and closeups of
plodded along in making its point oboist Marcel Tabuteain flautist
and much of the humor gravitated William Kincaid and harpist Maribetween a
display
of
verbal lyn Costello (without glasses for
morsels of the period (1836) and the
Impartial
TV cameras).
preciousness In enactment.
cameramen picked out other musiA fine cast was on hand, but Sir cians than the first-desk men.
(Continued on page 26)
(Continued on page 26)
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the card served to reunite two
old friends, played by Russell Col-

how

and Frank M. Thomas, who
had quarreled .over a triviality.
Henry Jones and Katherine Bard

lins

Tele Followups

Telepix’s $25,000,000 Schedule

Continued from page 1
scored as the couple who mailed
the cards.
end 10 “Biff Baker,” estimated $22Q year’s
at
as
records,
and
merit
Cedric Hardwicke as the judge had Fritzell never let the audience forShow bore the usual lush MontCox is per- gomery production mountings and it was evident the majority of 000, through February.
so little to do that he appeared at get it for a minute.
inwere
sponsors
and
agencies
Hal Roach: 13 “Amos ’ri’ Ancry "
a disadvantage, the meaty role be- fectly cast and gives a completely was directed in top fashion by Herclined to agree with this thinking. $600,000. 10 “Life of RUey,” $250Stal.
ing the prosecuting attorney Buz- human and often touching per- bert B. Swope, Jr.
uptelepix’
in
Second factor
000
fuz by Francis Sullivan. Others in formance.
surge was the virtual disappearProducer Fred Coe saw to it that
the cast were Mercer McCleod as
Volcano Productions: 22 “Advenance of the old argument of “live tures of Ozzie and Harriet,” $600,Pickwick and Richard Purdy as his the sets had a rich touch to them
attorney. It was gentle, full of that came across satisfactorily. Use
versus film,” with easterners con- 000, to June.
Tele
anof rear-projection in the cab sepointed quips and courtroom
ceding that the merits of 'filmed
William Boyd Productions: 28
represented a welcome
tics, but not much on entertain- quence
Continued from page 24
television were beyond dispute.
“Hopalong Cassidy,” $600,000, May
Trau.
change and underscored how easily
ment.
This accounted for the uppance in
15 resumption.
a “little” show can be turned into Camera work, however, gave clut- production,
continual
plus
the
Screen Gems: 19 “Ford TheaNBC’s “Goodyear TV Playhouse” a big one even without a cast of tered effect, and failed to present drift to film of live shows. Telepix
interesting patterns that can be
attempted its own version of 20th- hundreds.
producers gratifyingly 'found they tre,” estimated '-$570,000, to May.
with
fine,
all
were
Performances
achieved with instruments &nd orFox’s now-famous “Miracle on 34th
settle the issue
to
had
Filmcraft (for John Guedel): 28
longer
no
Boyar standing out in a bit chestral sections. Calibre of parStreet” Sunday night (21) via an Monica
of Groucho Marx, $520,000.
chanteuse. Georgi- ticipants, Orchestra, two leading by arguing about the quality
original play titled “Mr. Quimby’s as a nightclub
disparity
time
of
elimination
as cute as her chpral groups and ranking soloists, film,
Family Films: 26 “This Is the
Christmas Hats,” but the show was anne Johnson was
the bankrollers Life,” $520,000, March through
etc.
called for. Story itself insured top performance through- problems,
only partially successful. Idea was small part
and agencies were not only aware October.
strain the imagination of out.
didn’t
possibilities
opens
One-shot
topped
cast
by
and
a
a good one
which is probably just for other big bankroll sponsors to of the-advantages of film, but goErnest Truex and his wife, Sylvia the writers
Dougfair Corp.: 18 “Terry and
as well since the lack of pressure mark
major holidays and oc- ing to it at an increasingly rapid the Pirates,” $350,000,
Field, gave it a good try. Original
show’s charm. Cox casions with cultural cash-ins.
the
part
of
is
pace.
scripting by Harry Muheim (proFederal Telefilm: 18 “Mr. and
ambles through his routines, a shy
Third factor, which gave produGagh.
fessor of dramatics at New York
Mrs. North,” through March, $324,lad constantly running afoul situcers more migraines than any
U.), however, tended to drag in
shooting in fall. May
ations, with which he eventually
other, was the virtually continuous 000, resume
spots, creating the impression that
another series.
in his oWn way.
ROOTIE KAZOOTIE
labor crises as Hollywood unions have
he wouuld have had a solid half- deals
Roy Rogers: 11 Rogers start Jan.
Sunday’s show had plenty of With Todd Russell, Naomi Lewis, and guilds presented precedental
hour program but that it wasn’t belly-laughs.
Fact is that Cox can
John Vee, Frank Milano, Paul demands, but long negotiations 15, through March, $250,000.
enough for the Goodyear hour.
practically do no wrong, whether
Ashley
Flying A: 13 “Death Valley
finally resolved this all-important
Truex was cast as a meek but he drops a stack of boqks or
Producer: Steve Carlin
Days,” five-months sked, $250,000.
lovable head clerk in a wholesale
budgetary phase of the picture.
bridges an awkward pause in con- Director: Ray Abel
have another series.
May
house, who couldn’t refrain from
Majors Still Shy
versation by asking Miss Johnson: Writer: Cosmos Allegretti
Meridian Pictures: 10 Schlitz,
over-ordering. Christmas items each
“Did you ever eat an icicle?” 15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 6 p.m.
Despite the welter of rumor sur- through mid-February, $250,000. If
year. This time, his firm was left
Comedian's timing is practically Sustaining
rounding the possible entry of the renewed for 26, would be another
with 90,000 Christmas hats a few perfect.
Rex Marshall did his WJZ-TV, New York
major motion picture studios into $500,000.
days before the holiday. When his
usual neat job in delivering the
“Rootie Kazootie,” which was television,, the majors held fast and
John Guedel: 44 “Linkletter and
hops threatened to fire him unless
for the Reynolds Metals
there
were no breaches in the the Kids,” through May, $176,000.
he could sell the hats, Truex came pitch
has
WNBT,
dropped by Coke on
not.
Co.
k
gates.
No majors released their
uj> with the idea of attaching a
TeeVee Co.: two batches of 28
shifted to the same 6 p.m. niche on
miniature Christmas tree to them
backlogs to television, although telepix each in “Little Theatre” seIt’s too bad that for his first WJZ-TV, with the half-hour Satur- such a possibility was continually
and selling them as “love hats,”
ries, $120,000.
on the assumption that if everyone straight acting part, on “Arm- day network edition similarly mak- rumored, and it was known pix-toBing Crosby Enterprises: Three
bought one, there would really be strong Circle Theatre” over NBC- ing the NBC-to-ABC move. This TV distributors had tossed some “Rebound,” $58,000.
peace on earth, etc. His firm was TV last week (16), singer Bill show has appeal for the younger highly attractive offers at the
Showcase Productions: 5 “Rackrewarddraw
more
Hayes
didn’t
a
Immediately socked with a raft of
child. They can identify with Root- studios.
et Squad,” $75,000.
law suits from disgruntled pur- ing assignment. He’s a personable ie/ a puppet boy who’s head of the
As for major studio production
Roland Reed Productions: 5 “My
on
the
man,
warbling
young
whose
chasers but, when the irascible
club. Todd Russell, who stands in
of telepix, there was only little Little Margie,” $90,000.
judge sitting on the case was “Show of Shows” has earned him front of the puppetorium, is an change,
but
the one new developVidpix skedded to roll without a
future
as
a
his
following,
but
a
tricked into wearing one of the
agreeable emcee. Another life-size
chapeaux home, he realized their thespian if that’s what he is aim- person is “Mr. Deetle-Dootle,” a ment promised a good deal of ac- sponsor picking up the tab beforetion. That was the disclosure by hand
on
certainly
depend
ing
would
include several currently
at
true worth and Truex became a
transplanted Keystone Kop characa more severe test.
hero.
ter who plays the mute and amuses Paramount Pictures v.p„ that the screening with angels, such as
Since quite a few of the char- by snafuing instructions; it’s a studio will set up a subsidiary for “Boston Blackie,” “The UnexpectRole was tailored to Truex’s
stock characterizations and he gave acters in last week’s play, “The clown role which adds a circus the production of telepix. Thus ed,” and “Ramar of the Jungle.”
it a good going-over, with his wife Nothin’ Kid,” a mild but entertain- touch.
John Vee is “Mr. D-D, Par is joining the ranks of ColumVidpix Without Sponsors
J
adding to the fun. Parker Femielly ing farce scripted by William Dud- Naomi Lewis is a “voice” and Paul bia, which has its Screen Gems,
Following are the sponsor-lesfc
registered solidly as the judge and ley, turned in creditable perform- Ashley and Frank Milano are pup- and UI, with its United World Pro- series:
ductions; SG had made a name for
David White played Truex’s bom- ances, it’s surprising that Hayes’ peteers
Bing Crosby Enterprises: 10
bastic boss to the hilt. Geoffrey contribution to the proceedings
Of the puppets, those appearing itself in 1952, with an overall fine “Crown,” $190,000, through March
Lumb, as a conceited department was kept to such a minimum. In on Monday’s edition (22) were job on its “Ford Theatre,” but 15.
store owner; Harry Sheppard, as the few scenes in which he was Polka Dottie, a cute miss whose
was virtually dormant, havFlying A: 26 Gene Autry, $500,one of the tramps whom Truex given a chance to show his mettle, shrill voice unfortunately is hard ing shot one series which hadn’t
000; 26 “Range Rider,” to be shot
habitually invited in off the streets, he came through in fine style, with to understand; El Squeako, a buck- been sold at year’s end.
six months of year.
last
and Dulcie Jordan, as White’s wife, the complete ease and assurance toothed mouse; and a talking mutt,
Obviously, despite the progress
Jack Chertok Productions: Dale
topped the good supporting cast. of a vet TV performer. His speak Gala Poochie. Little happened in made
000.
during the past year, 1952 Carnegie series.
Show bore the usual top-drawer ing voice isn’t exactly ideal for the episode, but it seemed that the was by no meanst a peaches-andMark VII Productions: 26 “Pete
production mountings lined up by dramatic parts, but there’s no doubt rodent. got lost and the canine ate cream
annum, and there were Kelley’s Blues,” estimated $780,Frod Coe and, except for the ram- he’d be perfect for light roles that the cheese, Mr. Deetle-Dootle got
more than a few video casualties. 000, begins June 1.
bling pace, was directed well by also demand singing ability.
glue instead of a clue, but Rootie
Arrow Productions: 26 “Ramar
Show last week, bankrolled by and Russell sang “Happy Days Are Some of these were producers who
Delbert Mann.
Stal.
Armstrong Cork Co., paired Hayes Here Again” and “Friendship” so had .made pilots and were stuck of the Jungle,” $600,000, through
with their investments
one or September; 26 “Knights of the
NBC-TV’s “Your Hit Parade” with Jack Whiting. Latter gave a everything should turn out all many reasons; others, for
producers Round Table,” $730,000, through
went outside the studios to lens sock performance as an imagina- right. Airer was palatable and
the holiday decor of Radio City for tive but broke talent handler whose pleasant, had no violence and in who missed the boat production- September; 26 dramatic series,
wise
after
the
having
flair
tall
stories
provided
nailed
for
sponsors, May to November, $600,000.
a
eluded
moral:
“early
to
bed^and
Its Yuletide stanza Saturday (20).
Some spectacular shots were ob- script with an effective twist end- early to rise.” With reduced com- and subsequently losing their
Ziv TV: “Boston Blackie,” “The
Robert
ing.
Bernard's
bit
as
a
bankrollers;
others
were
the few Unexpected,” “Cisco Kid,” and
petition
from
other
moppet
layta.ned of the promenade, the 10story Christmas tree, the skating choleric Broadway producer also outs, this should do well rating straggling dream merchants left, “My Favorite Story” series.
Direction by wise.
It will be sponsored on who quietly folded and left town
rink, the RCA Building and other registered solidly.'
Alan Young Productions: 26
by Weston Biscuit, in a deafening silence.
Rockefeller
Center
landmarks. Garry Simpson kept things moving Thursdays
Young pix. $350,000.
Many were made possible by use at a nice pace and contributed to which is also bringing out Rootie
$16,000,000 Worth of Sponsors
Paul F. Heard: Three vidpix. Esa
generally
entertaining
show.
Cookies. Show has several merof two 40-foot Hydro-Sky Lift
In the ‘overall $25,000,000 pro timated $80,000.
Hift
chandising and subsidiary rights duction figure for
cranes mounted on trucks and able
1953, about $16,
Phildan TV: 39 “Career for
angles, which should be a plus for
to bend at any angle and to rotate.
000 is for telepix which have Cathy,” $720,000, February through
Robert Montgomery attempted bankrollers and packagers. Bril.
Cameramen perched in the “crow’s
sponsors. However, of the balance October; 39 “Ernest Haycox Theanest” got fine panoramic shots and a modified trilogy, on his NBC-TV
more than several are virtually as- tre,” $865,000, February through
sock angles that caught the archi dramatic showcase Monday night
sured of sales because of their par- November.
teclural beauty of the city-within
(22), spotlighting a trio of vignettes
ticular structure. This includes the
Letup
Cosman Productions: 13 “I’m
for
Adams,
tied
together
the
theme
of
a-city in its Christmas garb.
by
Sky
Gene Autry series; Ziv TV’s four the Law,” $197,000, begin in JanLifts, incidentally, should prove a Christmas
cards mailed by an
open-enders, which have had bo- uary.
boon to coverage of events like the anonymous “friend.” Titled “The
‘Billings Boy’
nanza sales on local and regional
Filmcraft: ,26 “Mark Twain TeleChristmas Cards” and adapted by
Inauguration.
Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
showings in the past, and Alan vision Theatre,” $650,000, begin in
While Rockefeller Center made Gail Ingram from an original story
Three years of TV haven’t les- Young’s series for CBS-TV.
an excellent backdrop, the Skating by Robert Zacks, the show merged
February; 33 “Small World,” $198,Company-by-company
segments were spotty. Better of neatly with the reigning Yuletide sened the demand for the radio
break- 000
the blade inserts had a dream-fan- spirit. First segment of the trilogy services of Cedric Adams, the ether down of the sponsored telepix folEdward Lewis Productions; Dratasy^ element with a young girl, seemed to be just a warmer-upper waves’ top personality here. He’s lows:
matic series skedded.
Lydia Reed, imagining herself an for the other two and could just doing the biggest volume of radio
Desilu: 15 “I Love Lucy,” beginIn addition, several companies
ice queen.
A clicko windup was as easily have been discarded business in many years, according ning in March, through June. are uncertain as to production
the full cast backing Dorothy Col Otherwise the show made for ab- to Fred Heywood, WCCO
$450,000. 19 “Our Miss Brooks,” plans to due contractual expiraprogram
lins as she sang “O, Holy Night’
sorbing viewing.
January through May, $570,000.
tions and option renewals. Decifrom Rockefeller Plaza.
Montgomery lined up a fine cast promotion and publicity director.
Key: Red Skelton series, through sions on “Beulah” and “Trouble
Prior to his entry into WCCOAirer was built around a family for the presentation, with thesping
mid-May. $750,000.
With Father,” for example, will not
TV,
scheduled
for
January,
Adams,
preparing for Christmas in a cozy honors going to Ralph Herbert,
Frank Wisbar:
45
“Fireside be made until February. Tableauho'Tie setting.
Offerings included starring in the final segment. He who has 14 half-hours of news Theatre,”
through
fall.
China Smith will probably shoot
$900,000.
“Glow Worm” by Miss Collins, played a cultured but friendless broadcasts per week, just has addmore of its Dan Duryea series, but
“Because You’re Mine” by Snooky Austrian refugee who worked as ed three extra quarter hours with (May have second series).
T
Joan
Davis:
20
Davis
hadn’t figured out the schedule at
telepix.
Larson, “Jambalaya” as the first janitor in a factory.
hen he re “A Little Talk, a .Little Tune”
ice production, “I Went to Your ceived his card, he thought it Came show; He’s also doing two quarter $600,000.
close of the year.
McCadden Corp.:. 18 Burns and
Wedding” by June Valli (with from his rich boss and immediately hours each week, “Musical Guests,
Another potent but unknown
Allen. $540,000.
dancers silhouetted in the back- set out for the boss’ home to de- for Blue
factor
for the future was offering
Cross Shield and several
Sovereign: 10 for Hamilton, 10, for bids on several or best-known
ground), “Don’t Let the Stars Get liver his thanks in person. His em
sponsored talent shows.
in Your Eyes” by Russell Arms ployer was having a ]Darty and
Cavalcade of America,” 5 for GE, live shows originating in N. Y. in
Mrs Collins’ “You Belong to Me’ mistook Herbert for the singer he’d Despite'his TV invasion, Adams shooting through April.
1952, to telefilm producers, by
and Miss Valli’s “Why Don’t You employed. Austrian was forced to will have additional CBS network
Mark VII: 44 “Dragnet,” almost agencies interested in transferring
Believe Me.” They were' given the sit down at the piano and thrush programs after the first of the year continuous production
in 1953. Es- the properties to celluloid. Should
show’s .usual topflight production.
some native Christmas carols and is readying for more
timated $1,320,000.
any of these deals jell, the overall
Bril.
Voice was so good that the em- radio shows, avers Heywood.
Jack Chertok Productions: 22 production figure in Hollywood
ployer, after recognizing him, set
S ecre tary,”
estimated this year will be upped considerNow that the “Mr. Peepers” him up for a date with a talent
$660,000, through mid-June;
10 ably.
Radio Coin Cavalcade of America,”
show has apparently settled in its agent friend. It was a touching and Ralston’s
All in all, 1952 was a highly satestimated
sensitively-portrayed
bit.
groove it has developed into one
$300,000, through May.
Chicago, Dec. 23.
isfactory and progressive year for
John Newland and moppet Lydia
of the bright spots in the NBC-TV
Screen Tele video: 26 begin Feb. telepix in Hollywood, but 1953 had
Ralston Purina which a couple
Reed
starred
in
the second stanza,
Sunday night lineup. Half-hour
of years back checked off network 1, shoot through October. $780,000. the marked appearance of being
bit of whistful nonsense last Sun- with the Xmas card playing a
Gross-Krasne,
Inc.:
25
“Big still another record-breaker in the
day (21) had a pleasant and enter- major part in the widower New- radio in favor of spot has swung
estimated $600,000, fast-growing industry.
V.
taining quality, with Wally Cox at land realizing that the gal he part of its budget in the web’s di- Town,”
through
rection.
Cereal
May;
firm
bought
the
four
thought
he
loved
“Lux
his best as the awkward school
was no good for
Video
his daughter, played by the young- Eddy Arnold transcribed half-hour Theatre,” estimated $120,000.
teacher from Jefferson City.
Denver
Western Television
Four Star Productions: 22 "My
Appeal of “Mr. Peepers” is diffi- ster. It also served to introduce for Saturday night airing on NBC.
Productions has been formed here
cult to pin down but is definitely him to the pretty young girl across Show goes into the 10 o’clock slot Hero,” $627,000, through mid-May.
by Burt M. Harris, former producFour Star Playhouse.
there, despite the leisurely pace. the hall, with the yarn ending on Jan. 17.
tion-director, WDTV, Pittsburgh,
Cox, of course, is a one-man show the assumption that the father and
Same show is currently being
Revue Productions: 26 Chevron to service advertisers and agencies
and director Hal Keith as well as neighbor would
get
together. sponsored by Ralston on a spot Theatre,
estimated
$400,000, with live and film production of
scripters Robert Aurthur and Jim Initial yarn was a minor bit about basis.
through June. Possible 26 more. commercials and shows.
Continued from page 24
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HAIHO-TELEVISION
his collection of modern art . . .
John Ericson, just out of the “Stalag 17”. cast, signed on NBC-TV’s
‘Hawkins Falls” for a week’s ride
Chi Motor Club ordered a

Stud—Television

Inside

originally advanced in the Philadelphia InA “fan club” plan, football
controls, will be considered when
rtiiirerVpoll on college
Collegiate Athletic Association’s TV committee meets
the National
6-9.
Jan.
in Washington,
the committee, has advised Jack TrinAsa S Bushnell, secretary of
Pa., that the proposal will come before the com*ev of Hulmeville,
his willingness to donate a dollar to the
expressed
Trinsey
mittee
game he watched on TV. In correspondence
TV committee for every
expanded the idea to setting up a corporawith Bushell, Trinsey has
to work out a new formula for contion to handle the “fan fund,”

.

TV

Free-for-All Develops in Bid For

.

Friday night half-hour on

TV for
Paul

L

a

travel film

MajAlister

WGN-

Miami TV Channel as More Fde

series with

narrating

Kovacs
Continued from page 23

Washington, Dec. 23.
be
developing for Channel 7 spot in
Miami, for which James S. Knight
and James M. Cox, Jr., radio-rtewspaper interests brought in former
NBC board chairman Niles Trammell to spearhead their joint application in an effort to avoid hearings and get a construction permit

A

TED MACK’S CRUSADE
FOR FREEDOM SHOW

1

gram manager, currently auditioning a number of live shows in an

and unlimited TV.

trolled

.

Albany, Dec.

23.

Ted Mack, who closed a
attempt to find a non-film property
Paul V. Galvin, prexy of Motorola, has been named to head up a
tour of the country at RPI Field
of board members of the Radio-Television Manu- to install in that period.
House
in Troy last week, revealed
10 -man committee
Following Kovacs’ new morning
facturers Assn, which will conduct a broad survey of pay-as-you-see
here that he plans to present “leadCreation of the committee was authorized last month by the show, incidentally, will be a serial- ing people of the world” on a Cruvideo.
ized feature film, which is to be
sade For Freedom program originRTRIA board upon recommendation of the organization’s executive broken
into 15-minute segments to
committee.
ating in Constitution Hall, Washrun
five days a week in the 9:30 to
the
committee
are
Allen
of
B.
members
DuMont,
W. R. G.
Other
ington, D.C. The show, which has
9:45 strip.
(Network picks up the become an annual affair since
Baker of -General Electric, Larry F. Hardy of Philco, Max F. Balcom
station each morning
at
9:45.) Mack, during a visit to Bermuda,
of Sylvania, H. C. Bonfig of Zenith, John W. Craig of Crosley, J. B.
WCBS-TV will label its serials tuned a shortwave set for U.S. reElliott of RCA Victor, H. Leslie Hoffman of Hoffman Radio Corp.,
“The Morning Show.”
Idea of ception and instead heard a Soviet
and Leslie F. Muter of The Muter Co.
breaking a feature film into five- DX’er beamed to this country with
Twenty years ago when he Was a graduate student at Yale, Arthur quarter-hour segments has been a blast at U.S. policies, featured
Wilmurt, now a member of the Carnegie Tech Drama School faculty tried and proved successful by last winter Vice-President Alben
Barkley, Secretary of State
It was given WCAU-TV, the CBS video outlet in W.
in Pittsburgh, wrote a play called “The Guest Room.”
Philadelphia.
Dean Acheson and other top Amera university production and Wilmurt placed the work in the hands of
”
forgot
ican
officials as “amateurs.”
about
it.
promptly
He
and
hadn’t
heard
of “Room”
an agent
It will be expanded to worldin all that time until a few weeks ago when he was informed that the
selection of official “names/’
wide
work had been bought by “Kraft Theatre” for TV. It was the show
Chi Distressed
t-jiis time.
Kraft telecast last Wednesday night (171.
-—u— Continued from page 23
26-city

same sponsorship area and the
same audience with imitative formats, more enterprise were de-

Television Chatter

pronto.
A third application for the channel has just been filed with the
FCC by Jack Stein, a Florida distributor of TV sets who also has
printing and real estate interests.
Stein plans to bring a number of

prominent Miamians into his company to bolster his application.
Fourth application for the same
outlet, meanwhile, was filed yesterday (Tues.) by a group of Florida businessmen incorporated as the
East

.

.

McMahon

.

.

.

.

that is the most successful. No rollers on a market-to-market basis.
If the idea proves fruitful for
Chi station has a monopoly on
originality or imitation, and none Wednesday, Stone will expand it to
include
Tuesdays and Thursdays
of the program chiefs would admit they’ve struck the bottom of also. Hayes is to be available for
local spot commercials either on
the show barrel. They admittedly
or kinescope, depending on
just find it frequently easy to fol- film
low the path of least resistence by the client’s budget. Salesmen assigned
to the project are A1 Mctagging along with the other 'felDonald and Noah Jacobs.
low’s hits.
first

.

.

Singer Bill Hayes leaving NBC’s

Shows” cast

March

in

for one of the top roles in the up-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

days with his daughter, in school
tliere
Singer A1 Martino guesting on NBC’s Kate Smith show
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

and Loan Assn, pacted two musical shows but on opposition television outlets.

—

Vidpix Shortage
;

Continued from page 19

rural radio station.

Indie

by Rural Broadcasting

;

is

owned ute

Co., Ltd.

WEWS

stanza Friday at 10:30

p.m.

decided reluctance to invest a big
chunk of sugar in a scries without
having an angel on the hook before a camera rolls. With the pilot
pic just about out of the overall
propicture
today,
production
ducers are going about their business far more cautiously, and few
are shooting unless they have a
signed contract from a bankroller
first.

My

Thanks To

.

This has resulted in a healthy
financial stat^ for telepix and the
producer particularly, but lias been
rough on the indies, since they are'
in no position to subsidize any pro-

SYLVANIA AWARDS

ducer, nor can they bid against
national bankrollers who play to a
nationwide audience, not one. local
audience.
Faced jvith this paucity of product, indies are eagerly ogling the
national telepix series with an eye
to grabbing them for subsequent
runs. But they’re given little encouragement by most angels, who
feel since they put up the coin for
the production in the first place
they don’t want to see the indies
grabbing additional loot on following runs.

For Voting

•

TREASURY MEN IN ACTION
the Top Documentary

Melodrama

in Television

.

Chicago

,

Chi NBC-TV program director
Bruce M. Dodge, radioBill Barrett
Tv production supervisor for the Ben Park and writer Chapter One
kines of
NY. office of vVeiss & Geiier, shot audition Nine
of “The Bennett
Chapter
and
upped to veepeeship
Arnold
projected .new dayMoss starring on ABC’s “Tales of Family.” web’s
Also receiving the
Jan. 8

is

Sponsor signed Wayne Mack to
emcee Norman Knuth and his
Honolulu
Harry En Chu has Starlite Trio Wednesday 7:45 p.m.
been named general manager of over WXEL and the Tommy McKAHU, Waipahu, Oahu’s only Cormick and his trio on a 15-min-

.

operations at KNXT, joins KECATV as nighttime supervisor
Vanderbilt sisters, Mrs. Gloria
Vanderbilt
and Lady Furness,
guested on Bill Welsh’s KTTV
Sid Fuller, exec, producer
show
of Colgate Comedy Hour on NBCKLAC-TV
TV, to N. Y. on biz
bought “I’m the Law,” George
Raft telepix series, tees off first of
Snag Werris is
26 in January
head writer on Comedy Hour
stanza starring Ben Blue, on NBC-

Rodgers & Hammerstein
musical, “Me and Juliet”
Sammy Schwartz, understudy to Sam
Levenc in the Broadway musicomedy, “Guys and Dolls,” playing r
heavy in CBS’ “Man Against
Crime” tonight (Wed.),.
NBC’s
“Kraft TV Theatre” doing a Nevf
Year’s Eve repeat of Peggy PhilRKO’s “Blackbeard
TV Sunday
lips’ “Paper Moon.” Show was airand the Pirates” being blurbed
ed originally two years ago
Comedian Michael Dreyfuss did over KTTV this week as pic opens
Sears inked to sponsor
his first non-comedy 'role on TV in L. A.
Monday night (22) in CBS’ “Studio “Life With Elizabeth,” situation
One’s” presentation of ‘^The Na- comedy starring Betty White, on
tivity" but returns to comedy to- KLAC-TV, and begins Jan. 8
H. J.
morrow night (Thurs.) in the same Dodge-Plymouth dealer
Caruso paid $8,750 for .26 weeks
web’s “Heaven for Betsy”
Emcee Jack Gregson of “Live Like angeling of “Life of Riley” vidpix
a Millionaire” pacted to handle series on KTTV, beginning next
ABC-TV division topper
tlie
Lever Bros, commercials on month
CBS’ “Big Town”
Dick Cox, Down Tatum and family off to
Young & Rubicam TV staffer, Hawaii on month’s vacation
starting off the New Year by being Packager Bob Raisbeck reported
discharged from the Army’s psy- dangling Palladium band package
Norma Olsen,
chological warfare branch in Hei- before KNXT
of TV program operations
delberg, Germany
NBC pro- director
for three
Gotham
to
KECA-TV,
gram veepee Charles (Bud) Barry for
to Switzerland to spend the holi- weeks vacation.
coming

»

Outfit

Cleveland In an unusual sponsor play, the First Federal Savings

—

e

of

Corp.

Other major shareholders include

.

and Jimmy Blaine co-emcee ABCHollywood
TV’s “Christmas Greetings” teleChallenge Cream and Butter
show tonight (Wed.) at 10... “The Association, which had planned to
Enchanted
Cottage”
production sponsor Pasadena Rose Parade
(starring Judith Evelyn) on WOR- New Year’s day on KECA-TV, is
going to bankroll Sugar Bowl game
TV’s “Broadway TV Theatre” this to be seen on the channel instead.
week is featuring $1,000,000 worth
Rose Marie feemcees new
KTTV show, “Scoop the Writers,”
of jewels in the ballet sequence.
making
debut Jan. 1, with Sid
“March of Time” vidpic series,
Dorfman, Jack Douglas, Hal Kanter
which has been
on WJZ-TV, and Wendell Niles on panel, and
switches to WNBT tonight (Wed.) National Wardrobe Plan sponsoring
Robert P. Andersen, Jr.,
on the 7-7:30 p.m. segment.
former director of TV program

“Show

TV

lawyer-banker E. Albert Pallot,
realtor D. Richard Mead and stockbroker William Atwill, Jr. Application stated that Silvers also owns
a nitery in Miami Beach, but its
identity was not given.
Possibility of a quickie permit
for Knight-Cox-Trammell trio was
killed last week when an application for the channel was filed by
Mel Foster, real estate operator,
and Harold Hoersch, attorney, of
Davenport, Iowa. The Iowans got
in their competitive bid within two
days after the Trammell application was put into the FCC hopper.

Gabby Hayes’ Co-op Deal
Indie TV packager Martin Stone

and viewers. Such a move would selling one of his own shows on a
Witji Quaker Oats
broaden -rather than confine local co-op basis.
Tomorrow” Friday night (26)
Howard B. Phillips, formerly with TV’s financial and audience base. now sponsoring the Gabby Hayes
Bertha Kurtzman named acting NBC-TV’s
and Fridays on
Mondays
program department,
It’s also noted that whether its a .show
program manager of WJZ-TV... has co-authored a novel with New cooking show, a weather show, a NBC-TV, Joseph A. Clair, Stone’s
newspaperman
Jason homecraftsman show or any of a chief exec, is setting up a small
George F. Foley has completed an England
Marks. It’s titled “Appointment long list of “standard” formats, sales force to sell the Wednesday
18-minute sales film for Outdoor
Destiny.”
segment of the show to local bankit’s generally the one that got there
.Aline

Coast

Silvers, an industrialist of Ozul. Fla., as prexy.

headed by Charles

voted to developing new ideas that (Kagran Corp.) this week became
would appeal to different clients the first in the business to attempt

New York

.

free-for-all fight appears to

»

«

Advertising, Inc.
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NIELSEN COVERAGE

.

.

.

.

time

serial.

BOUGHT BY NBC-TV
NBC-TV yesterday (Tues.) bought
the new Nielsen Coverage Service.

For Selecting

NBC-TV

kine treatment for audi- NCS had been inked earlier this
was “Guess Again,” year by NBC Radio and by CBShalf-hour quizzer being jointly pro- TV. CBS Radio is a subscriber to
duced by the network and pack- tlie Standard Audit & Measureager Walt Sohjvimmer with Tom ment Service.
City NationDuggan emceeing ,
SAMS chief Dr. Kenneth M.
al Bank has latched onto WENR- Baker, former head of Broadcast
TV’s co-op pickup of the New Measurement Bureau, said last
Year’s Day Sugar Bowl football
Pastry spe- week that the new SAMS study
game via ABC-TV
had been mailed out to over 400
cialist John Zenker and home econadded that
omist Alida Drake teaming up on subscribing stations. He
would. not show as much a
SAMS
that
display
cooking
60-minute
a
as NCS
coverage
growth in station
preems Jan. 5 on WGN-TV
Desmond Slattery stopped off en- reports, because SAMS is patterned
route from the Coast to New York exactly after the BMB method,
to tubthump his “Tales of Robin while NCS interpolated data from
. Chi ABC-TV diNielsen audimeters into its other
Hood” vidpix
rector Dick Locke now a TV vet, findings. This has the effect of
rounding out six years in the biz showing larger coverage for some
Dick (Two Ton) stations even though they haven’t
this month
Baker back on local video on had power increases since 1949,
WBKR Monday (29) with a kiddie- when the most recent BMB study
angled noontime half-hour tagged was conducted.
“The Happy Pirate.’ Lee. Salberg
NCS has picked up five new
Earle Ludgin, prex>
produces
agency subscribers and two new
of the ad agency of the same name,
bringing
subscribers,
advertiser
Virginia
guested on Woody and
the total of agencies and bankKlosc’s “Chicago Klose Ups" FriNCS
to
26.
buying
rollers
(19) on WENR-TV to describe
tion purposes

.

.

starring

on NBC's

ALL STAR REVUE
Saturdays, 8-9 p.m., EST
Mgt.:

William Morris Agency

.

.

HflRPO

MARX

NBC -TV
RCA-VICTOR
Me'.: GUMMO MARX

.

for

day

of

My

45

Scripts

.

for

Showing at the

Awards Dinner

..

.

ABRAM

.

S.

j

I

!

.'

.

T-Men

.

.

Now

One

Scenes from

.

.

.

i

1

I

Rep.: Daniel

Hollywood Associates
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ARTHUR GODFREY

couldn't appear

latest ranking of radio stars— he

m

the

was

busy with another air commitment, flying in the

Naval Reserve. Be regularly captures 2 or
sometimes

9,

of Nielsen's top X9 places.

Ms

Symphonette: Mishel Piastro

Stars Over Hollywood; William Lundigan (Oct. 25)

Perkinsc Virginia Payne

Fun For All: Arlene Francis &

Hill

Cullen

Ing Light:

'I Dr.

Cur 6a! Sunday: Vivian

Jone Allison

Malone: Sandy

nCmaPiCs c! lislcn Trent: Julie Stevens

Sir.olen

New. York Pkilbarmonic*$ymphony: Dimitri Mltropoulos

This Is Nora Drake: Joan Tompkins

Better

%

CBS

Radio again

delivers 21 of radio’s

programs (even with Godfrey
These star attractions give

29 most popular

offflying in the

CBS Radio

Naval

Reserve.)

advertisers

the biggest average audiences in network radio

at the lowest cost-per-ihousand rate in all advertising.
*According to the latest

Nielsen Radio Index

summary

of the biggest nighttime , weekday, and

weekend audiences Oct.
,

19-25.

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
Where your customers
°» Today.*

pat$> Campbell

(Oct.

25)

listen

most

M M H Hitt M M M
»

*

f

-

-

fr-
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RAPIO-TELKVISION

30

-

fr»

fr* » I

M

agency, as erratumed, to become public relations chief for the Illinois
Division of the American Cancer Society. Latter post is a volunteer

.

-

.

r

sideline.

from

l
O
1*

the Production Centres

~

f

-

4

YORK CITY ...

IN NEJF

.

.

.

.

&

,

.

office,

Jo Stafford, whose cuffo Voice of America beaming is Europe’s No. 1
show, kudosed with McCall mag’s Achievement Award, one oif the few
radio personalities to be so honored
Despite two helicopter mishaps, MBS’ Frank Edwards played Santa Claus’ for an Air Force outfit
Nat Abramson, head of WOR’s entertainment
in North Carolina
bureau, named entertainment committee chairman for the Shriners’
ABC radio affiliates
imperial council session in N. Y. next July
have lined up 52 local sponsors for the co-op Sugar Bowl gridcasts;
Jan. 1 classic will be backed by 13 co-op sponsors on ABC-TV
New
Mutual talking to Lanny Ross about returning to the web
series covering news and features, “On Behalf of Israel,” starts on
WLIB, N. Y. Sunday (28) in the 4:30-5 p.m. slot. Shows will be
recorded in Israel for the indie by Kal Zion, Israel overseas broadcasting agency.
Zion is also prepping a weekly five-minute report by
Schmuel Bender, to be inserted in Estelle Stemberger’s 5 p.m. Fri.

.

.

.

.

.

.

like a city slicker, has

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*p*/f

Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
settlement of the 23-month
differences
between KSTP and
old
its AFL technicians was in the

A

making this week to put the radio
and TV station back in organized
labor's good graces.
Union technicians went on strike
April 5, 1950, aver a wage dispute.
Later the 21 technicians were prepared to return, but claim KSTp
refused to reinstate' them and that
they’re now locked out. *
During nearly two years the
union has picketed the station
which was placed on the “unfair”
There have been sporadic
list.
disorders, including fights, broken

•

.

.

.

.

Jack Rear, of WCAE, broke his left
head at WBZ-TV in Boston
Ralph Petti just
wrist when he stumbled while on a hunting trip
started his seventh year as an announcer at WJAS and George Kleeb
Carl Dozer,
engineering staff
is beginning his 12th on the
sales chief of WCAE, takes over officially as Chief Barker on Variety
Club Tent No. 1 on Jan. 1.
fic

.

.

.

.

.

.

KQV

airer.

Jimmy Wakely, cowboy singer who looks
spread to six days a week on KNX-CBS.

.

.

.

HOLLYWOOD ...

IN

.

L

Labor Tiff

manager of WCAE, went under the knife at the Pres- windows, etc. Also, the union has
WPIT’s Jan Andree has taken on Pearl Rogal to succeeded in blocking radio broadbyterian Hospital
Bob Duffield, casts of University, of Minnesota
press-agent his “Star Show Case Discovery” units
who was recently succeeded as manager of KDKA by Les Rawlings, is football contests and telecasts of
staying with the Westinghouse setup. He’s been named film and traf- wrestling cards from municipally

.*

day “You and the News”

.

Kon

Cliff Daniel,

.

.

.

PITTSBURGH

IN

,

.

.

.

.

.

If OTT) I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

now in Gotham HQ with Reg Lowander taking the Ohio
Broadcast Ad Bureau
WINS’ Jack Lacy home with mumps
post
prexy William B. Ryan back irt town after a four-city speaking junket.
Cincy

May Settle 2-Year

.

.

Ladies,” 'under aegis of American Institute of Designers, Jan.‘7 at 11
Presbrey’s
William J. Hecker, former manager of Cecil

a.m.

.

—

Thesaurus is distributing two New Year’s shows, a two-hour
“Dance Party” and a program of the top pops of past 10 years . . .
Helen Gerald on ABC’s “Whispering Streets” yesterday (Tues.) . . .
WNYC launching “For the
Lynn Loring into “Hilltop House”

RCA

.

.

Oscar Treadwell, former WDAS disk jockey, has taken promotional
job with Henry Disston & Sons, in Chicago . . . Bud Brees, singing
deejay at WPEN, has launched series of more than 50 “record hops
throughout Philadelphia and South Jersey area. Brees plays records for
‘singdancing and entertainment, using same gimmick of air sl\pws
Frank Brookhouser, Eveing with recordings” and guest celebrities
mornning Bulletin columnist who recently jumped to that paper from
ing Inquirer, has switched his Sunday night telecast from Inquirer s
WPEN deejay Frink Ford emWFIL-TV to Bulletin’s WCAU-TV
ceed the charity preview of “The Fourposter” at Wynne Theatre (22)
Dr. George L. Beers, assistant director engineering at RCA Victor,
demonstrated RCA tricolor picture tube (171 to members of the EnDonald Thornburgh, president of
gineers Club of Philadelphia
WCAU, and Charles Vanda, v.p. in charge, of TV, received 1952 Sylvania Television Award for statioq’s “Summer School,” adjudged best
George Walsh, radio-TV
and most original children’s program”
sportscaster and three times winner of TV Digest “favorite sports coifimentator” poll here, has been signed to an exclusive contract by Roger
W. Clipp, general manager of WFIL and WFIL-TV.

>
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tions

board conduct an

among KSTP radio

MINNEAPOLIS

IN

been

.

An unsuccontrolled buildings.
cessful effort also was made to
have the station’s permit revoked.
Settlement plan includes a proposal that the national labor rela-

.

.

.

Five are 25-minute spots
John Poole okayed by FCC to take

election

technicians

to

they want union representation, with the station adopting a neutral attitude while Bernard Renk, new radio technicians’
union business agent, talks to the
KSTP technicians about joining
the union.
If, as expected, the election is
agreed upon, both sides are prepared to sit down and negotiate
regarding terms for a new contract
and KSTP Immediately will go off
decide

if

Perry Martin, longtime local favorite singer and orchestra conductor,
and’ the other a full half-hour
American Dairy Asn. to
has quit TV and radio to enter business
over operation of KSJV, Sanger, Cal., Jari. 1. He also owns KBIG, sponsor new Bob De Haven WCCO radio show,- starting Jan. 3
After 25
Cal Kamstedt, KSTP personality, father for eighth time
Catalina, and was recently assigned a UHF video channel in L. A.
years Henry Peterson has resigned from WCCO to join KNX in CaliFloyd Holm, who heads up the Compton agency in Hollywood, be- fornia
.
Ray Tenpenny new KEYD radio station, assistant manager
came a second time father
Rolland Morris, radio-TV actor, now on
Veteran sports announcer and commentator Rollie Johnson has
touivwilh the legiter, “Strike a Match”
Tony Stanford is now back forsaken WTCN radio to devote himself entirely to WCCO-TV . .
In Hollywood for good after long time commuting between the two NBC commentator Edward S. Murrow, Korea-bound, stopped over becoasts for J. Walter Thompson
Cal Smith moves his KFAC studio tween Northwest Airline planes and was interviewed by Minneapolis
a few miles west on Wilshire boul next March. Long hair music sta- Morning Tribune.
the union’s unfair list.
tion (records) will have more space for expanded operation
Nb
sooner did Johnny Grant take off on his Camp Shows tour to Alaska
.
.
.
than a dozen top names asked to Spin the disks for him on KMPC
Richard Reynolds, director of radio, TV, film department of Fuller
Lloyd Yoder down from Frisco for NBC’s induction ceremonies for
Alcoa Finally Crashes
Louella Parsons will & Smith & Ross, Inc., has been transferred to the agency’s Chicago
10, 20 and 25-year employes. He’ in his 26th
serve as a hostess at inauguration of Ike Jan. 20
Wilbur Hatch, office where he becomes a senior account exec. He’s succeeded here
Base With Pitt
David Adams, associate* director of the department
Perfection
KNX masetro, premiered his composition, “Army, U. S. A.,” on Holly- by
wood Music Hall
Frank Galen’s “Meet Millie” was picked up for an- Stove through Cleveland office of McCann-Erickson, Inc., is prepping
extensive
advertising
its upcoming four new lines
program
for
Pickup of Korea Show
other 13 by Brylcreem.
Ford Dealers in Greater Cleveland spending $40,000 for local blurbs
Pittsburgh, Dec. 23.
on 1953 lines
Hamilton Shea, general manager WTAN-WNBK, ac...
“Comedy Hour” which alternates
IN
.
cepted award for his station’s being adjudged group winner in the
Edward Hitz, NBC central division radio-TV sales topper, back to 22nd Annual Cleveland Industrial Safety Campaign for “outstanding on WDTV with “Toast of the Town,”
Marion Bell, ex-Calgary Herald, has been will be pre-empted this Sunday
New York to spend the holidays with his family and* to attend the web’s effort and achievement”
named head of publicity for
Florence Roth has left the adsales convention Monday (29) and Tuesday (30
Procter & Gamble’s vertising field to take charge of WJW’s publicity and promotional de- (28) as a result of a deal made by
Bert Berman in for a looksee at Tommy Bartlett’s NBC “Welcome partment
Charles Day, WGAR news director, chairmaned Junior Aluminum Co. of America for
Jack Car- Channel 2 to carry Ed Murrow’s
Travelers”
With the Chez Pare®, shuttered until next Tuesday Radio Council’s forum on ''‘Why Commercials” in radio
son helped -open the Cleveland Press Club’s new quarters in Herman Christmas ii\, Korea edition of “See
(30) for a new decor, Jack Eigen is airing his nightly “Chez Show”
Pirchner’s Alpine Village Building
Bill Randle, WERE disker, em- It Now.”
from WMAQ’s studios
Erik Isgrig, ex-Earle Ludgen account exec, ceed final contest for
Alcoa, a Pittsburgh company, has
500 baking entries in a nationality bake offering
joined Zenith as its ad director
William Hohmann new ABC reTV sets in this area now at 694,280
Joe Berg, WXEL performer long been chagrined at its inability
to
get “Now” into its home base
search supervisor, replacing Bob Anderson now with Admiral. At the now putting moffet show on WSRS
While Linn Sheldon recupersame plant, Harry Smutzer added to the ad-promotion staff . . Herb ates, his wife model Vivian is subbing
“Bowlers’ Jackpot” long since 'Ihe program left a Sunday
afternoon
spot for the present eveFutran new radio-TV director at the W, B. Doner agency
to missing on TV airways comes back in Saturday hour-long 4 p.m. stnaza
air the Christmas Mass from the Holy Name Cathedral '.
Bruce over WNBK with Sammy Levine conducting and Tom Manning as- ning time and went all-out at least
land
to
Murrow’s holiday telecast
Dodge, radio-TV production supervisor for Weiss &<. Geller in New sisting.
in this single-channel market. It’s
York, handed veepee chevrons from the agency .*. WLS National Barn
Dance singer Dolpli Hewitt spending Xmas in Pennsylvania. Same
not being taken at the same period
station’s Lulu Belle and Scotty off to Florida for a short breather’.
the show hits the networks for the
DISPUTE
‘Choraliers’ to Go,
Dick Miller, added to the production staff of NBC’s “Welcome Travel- SETTLE
same reason it’s not carried locally
6-7 Sunday evening is tied up
ers”
ABC’s ‘’Breakfast Club” airer slated for a pix-copy< spread in
STRIKE
‘Symphonette’ Stays tighter than a drum by Wilkens
Collier’s Jan. 10 issue.
Yam was penned by Bill Fay. Don McNeill
and wife will plane to Hawaii for a three-week vacation when the
Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
Longines-Wittnaucr this week Jewelry Co. for its Amateur Hour.
“Breakfast Club” Coast junket winds up 'Jan. 30. Peter Donald will
With a strike call set for 7 a. m. confirmed its cancellation of the
sub
Buckingham Gunn has not departed the Foote, Cone & Belding
Friday (19) the labor dispute at Sunday night “Choraliers” show,
Dunnell Resigns
WHAT was settled an hour and a which has been airing on CBS
Wheelock
For
half before the deadline for walk- Radio for a number of years. OutRay Dunnell, manager of radioout, following an all-night meeting fit, at least for the time being, will
TV production for the Cunningin the Penn Sheraton Hotel.
retain the Sunday afternoon “Sym- ham & Walsh
agency, is resigning
Terms of the settlement were phonette,” which directly precedes after the first, of the year to join
CBS’
pickup
the
Y.
of
PhilharN.
the Ward Wheelock agency in the
jointly announced by William A.
monic-Symphony broadcasts.
same capacity. He’ll headquarter
Independence
Banks,
president
CBS will fill the Sunday night in N.Y., supervising porduetion on
Broadcasting Co., and Lester L. half-hour with a musical show “Double or Nothing” and “Aldrich
Coggeshall, executive secretary of from Chicago, titled “Music for Family,” both sponsored by CampProgram
will
feature bell Soups through Wheelock.
the Philadelphia Local, American You.”
Federation of Television and Radio singer Lou Saxon and the Caesar
Dunnell will report to Russ
Petrillo orch.
Artists.
Johnston, radio-TV chief for WhceDispute began with dismissal ef
lock,
who headquarters at the
three staffers, Nick Garri, Charles
agency’s Philadelphia home office.
Henry and Ramon Bruce (last
.
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AT

—

DEADLINE

.

C&W

Ward

WDEL

AM
FM
TV

1

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

TOPS
Let

it

sell

all

stations in this

richest

market*

your product effectively,

economically.

is Philadelphia’s first Negro
deejay) on Nov. 29. Station claimed
let out for “just cause.”
AFTRA declared all three were
dismissed within hour after joining
union and took case to National
Labor Relations Board.
AFTRA city membership voted
strike
(17)
when negotiations
broke down over rehiring Bruce.
had agreed to take back
Garri and Henry, but balked at
Bruce returning.

men were

WHAT

1946 became advertising v.p.
Most recently he was public relations veepee for B-M. He bp- :>en
on ANA’s Radio-TV Stee^'
mitlee and was its cl
n
New Castle, Pa.
WKST-TV, 1949. He was a mem'k.
the
New Castle, an affiliate of radio Broadcast Measurement Bureau
station

WKST,

ing by Feb.
•Figures released August 1952

by 0. S Dept, of Commerce.

in

'

1,

plans to be telecast1953, announced A.

board.

Eileen

W. Graham, manager. The station
will use Channel 45 and will broad-

Sylvania to Mutual

cast with 20,500 watts video and
10,500 watts aiidio. It is expected

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
York

Chicago

Los Angeles

ANA

Joseph M. Allen, v.p. of BristolMyers and a specialist in radio and
TV, has left to join the Assn, of
National Advertisers, working with
Lowell McElroy, ANA v.p. for
media and research.
Allen joined B-M in 1917 and

—

Write for information.

New

Jos. Allen to

named

San Francisco

Sylvania Electric starts backing
reach Youngstown and the Ma- a quarter-hour segment of “The
honing Valley area, now served Shadow” on Mutual Jan. 4, joinonly by Cleveland and Pittsburgh ing Wildroot which has been backstations via antenna-equipped re- ing 15 miutes of the whodunit,
to

ceivers.

i

Agency

is

Roy

S. Durstine.
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was hammered out on a
clause for freelance

WENR

ing a show five consecutive weeks
must be notified 70 hours in ad-

«—

vance of cancellation of assignment.
Unions insistence upon
such formula had stymied final
Santed
agreement for the past two weeks
and is considered a major victory.
Bargaining, which has stalled
most successful now, with picket lines
S the station’s
at
and
format
participation
WLS, has been the most complex
afternoon
Karney’s half-hour houseproemphasis on loIram lineup with cross the boarders
gabbers. Move
hosted by regular
logical extension
the
as
viewed
Ss
„ lve

WENR

a

more

stable

—

Beulah

wife hints.

New program roster is being
Duffy’s promohacked up by Jim
department with a stepped

tion

the local dailies
ud ad schedule in
pinpointing the station’s person-

Ives, Temple University (Christmas in Israel)
With Bill Myers, narrator
Mon. (22), 5:30 p.m.
Producer-director: Sam Elfert
ABC, from Philadelphia
15 Mins., Sat. (20), 5:30 p.m.
The Inn,” the regBurl Ives, who is currently tour- WNBC, N. Y.
chapter of “The ing with the legit musical, “Paint
For about a year now, some 80
Ever Told” series Your Wagon,” carried this one-shot radio stations throughout the U. S.
Canada have been carrying
and*
ABC Sunday (21) Christmas show with a program of “Vistas
of Israel,” a weekly tran-

Choir

30 Mins.;

“No Room At
ular

Christmas
Greatest Story

was offered on
with

holiday songs. Ives is a tasteful
reverent styling in the
balladeer and for this session, selected an excellent repertoire of
lesser
known folk tunes and

the

script
that’s

ity is familiar material,

The popular five-minute newsproved so sucare playing a
shape
hig role in the new
Continued from page 21
his nightly 10
of things. Besides
wrapup,
news
quarter-hour
of one doesn’t have time to “‘soa$
o’clock
been assigned in” before another is on top the
Bill Despard has
the dialer. This type of
two five-minute airers during
merchandising,
90-minute early evening disk show say the little geniuses, is for the
Eddie moles. The practice is
co-hosted hy Jackie and
getting even
Hubbard. In search for the greatest worse in TV because of staggering
local flavoring for its costs and the eagerness to
possible
precede
news shows, the outlet has pacted or follow a show with a high rating.
with Community News for its Chi
The pile-on,
casts which have
cessful elsewhere

Admen Ponder

WENR

service.

The sports field has been assigned to John Bryson who airs
the “This Day in Sports” strip at

Jim Grey holds down

10:15 p.m.
the 10:35 to 11:30 spot with his
nightly remote from the StreamThe Hubbards take
liner Cafe.

from 11:30 to 12:30

over

again

a.m.

when Sid McCoy moves in

with his 60-minute disk session.
is also getting the
treatment with his
“Family Get Together” targeted primarily at the

Jack Lester

“personality”

Monday night
rural trade.

‘Omnibus’
Continued from page 21

them

all

an equal crack at the

higher-rated slots.

“Hall of

Fame” (Hallmark)

“tailor-made”

Fyit
Star 5 mh
M

‘fill
h *iir '«'«'*«

in the

star pattern.

week basis

while “Omnibus”
booked for a 26-week ride.

“Omni”

is

But

that’s predicated

tures to solidify the show’s structure and invite a continuance of
the heavy Colgate bankroll. There
have been some talks, for example,
of Max Liebman moving in to produce a full hour weekly Colgate

m

backers show. There has also been talk,
$65,000 for the 90-minute span. the event of a Colgate cancellation,
“Circus”1.is tagged at $6,500 for the of the Saturday Liebman show
2.
hour. While
“Circus” is kid-slant- moving into the Sunday spot, which
3.
4. its audience is adult.
ed, over half
would necessitate a “starting from
scratch” to rebuild Saturday night
until now probably the most
profitable and rewarding (from a
Chi Strike
showmanship standpoint) evening
on the NBC-TV roster.
=5 Continued from page 22
costs

its

five

—

tween Gen. Mgr.

Frank P. Schreinational exec sec
George Heller in New York failed
to produce results.
Settlement was reached with
owned-and-operated stations and
WBKB after a compromise formula

ber and

AFTBA

to create a

for

the

the transcribed presentation with
a simple, sincerely moving plea for
such supplications.
Jaco.

jre

Continued from page 21

between “Circus” and on Colgate going along for another
“Omnibus” is also projected into season. It’s still too early to tell
the station level, since in some on that score (the client has sevmarkets dual-affiliates
have to eral more months in which to make
choose between the two airers^ up its mind) but from all accounts
CBS is luring some outlets away NBC has already made some overon the basis of the Alistair Cooke
prestige
and publicity.ABC’s pitch is that “Circus” has
the top ratings and runs on a 52-

names

audience

Family Rosary and family prayer
idea, made it realizable, capped

Fight

layout’s

“Church of the Air” featured via
CBS Sunday (21) a striking halfhour recorded presentation, with
top Hollywood personalities, of a
Christmas program on The Annunciation (the message of the angel

gest Hollywood

attack.

5-5:30 slot, gets a 9.2.

the work,
as presented by “The Greatest
Story Ever Told" thespers (all are
anonymous) stands out as first-rate
air drama.
Gros.

Gabriel to the Virgin Mary that
she was to be the mother of Jesus),
under the auspices of Father Patlike in football, rick Petyon’s Family Rosary Crushould be remedied or penalized, sade, in cooperation with the
say the antagonists, and the ball Catholic Daughters of America. A
fine script by Fred Niblo, Jr. (long
has been passed to the networks by
one of Father Peyton’s loyal colthe alleging factors, who believe laborators
in
the film capital),
that the wasted six minutes is splendid acting
by a cast in which
working like a time oiit in football. Ann Blyth and Jeff Chandler
Interest wanes to a point of disin- played the leading roles, simple
terest the hold, and reduces the devout recitation of Rosary prayers
hour to some 50 minutes of actual by Jimmy Durante, Irene Dunne,
Jeanne Cagney, Rita Johnson, Pat
entertainment.
Only suggestion to date is to O’Brien, William Lundigan, Bobby
scatter the commercials and inci- Driscoll, Gigi Perreault and Ri’dental intelligence concerning the cardo Montaban, singing by Bing
show that passed and the one com- Crosby and Marino Koshetz, and
a splendid musical score and acing up and habituate the setsider
companiment by an orchestra unto a new pattern of decentralized
der Harry Zimmerman, were comconnectives by making them less bined in an elevating,
instructive
“painless.” Like the pug who was and inspiring broadcast.
Father
getting clobbered and gasped, “hey, Peyton, Irish immigrant, whose unscatter your blows,” the admen swerving faith, in the days of his
want those little revenue-getters first radio program (over WABY,
spread over the hour instead of the Albany), that he would sometime
current practice of concentrated receive the assistance of the big-

NBC-TV’s “Zoo Parade” (Ken-LRation), which vies with “Omnibus” in the 4:30 segment) also outpulls the FF entry with a 10.7 in
the December Trendex. NBC-TV’s

WONE

EXITS MUTUAL,

PREFERS SOLOING

IT

He

said the

AM

NBC’s “American
Air” Sunday (21).
on “How Best Can
Along Together?”,

4

S

P
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Send for a copy

‘WHO’S

WHO

ON

Henry Greenfield,

M

WEVD, 117-119 West

New

York 34

I

mas”

and one
Christmas song.

charming

versity

under

Choir,

Indian

The Temple Uni-

Elaine mas

each

number with

sincerity.

Herm.

Continued from page
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Forum

of

Announcement

Israel.”

YMCA

‘Hospital Time’
hearsal
and performance,
stricken with a heart attack.

in

came first in Hebrew, then in
Arabic, French, English and Spanish,
advising that the program
would present part of a midnight
mass from the Church of the Annuhciat.ion at Nazareth, followed
by a Protestant service of carols
from the
in Jerusalem.
Kol Israel, the Israeli radio,
makes its facilities available to
Christian communities in all Israel.
The excerpts on Saturday’s
show were brief and sketchy, to
be sure, but they thrilled a listener
for the larger, picture they conveyed of religion and tolerance.

Brown’s direction, contributed a
Negro spiritual, “Mary Had a
Baby,” and backed Ives on a religious version of “Green Sleeves.”
Ives also handled the intrpes to

-

was

He

hopes he’ll be sufficiently advanced to resume in January, but
NBC-TV execs “aren’t so sure.”
Fred Allen’s also been a TV
casualty.
His Boston medico has
told him to lay off, although in
recent weeks Allen’s been bracing at the TV bit. He goes to Boston for another checkup next week
before deciding to reenter the

Bron.

WHO’S NEWS
With Chris Condon, Bill Porter
Producers-writ^rs: Condon, Porter
15 Mins.; Sun., 12:45 p.m.

& CO.
Worcester, Mass.
WTAG news staffers Chris

GIBBS

WTAG,

Con-

don and

Bill Porter have put together a neat 15-minute package
program sweepstakes.
that
profiles
the
personalities
Jackie Gleason, star of the Sat- who’ve appeared in the news dururday night CBS-TV 8 to 9 show, ing the preceding week. The brief
has practically been making the bios are sharply scripted and vividhospital his “between shows” home ly delivered by Condon and Porter..
on medic’s instructions to keep in Session could easily be extended
trim to offset the hazards of a another quarter-hour without hitting any lulls.
gruelling assignment.
On program caught profiles inButtons Felled Second Time Up
William
Red Buttons, one of the newer cluded
O’Dwyer,
Mrs. Ovetta Culp Hobby,
comic luminaries on TV, collapsed
newly appointed Federal Security
in his second time up
nervous Administrator; Mrs. Ivy
Priest,
exhaustion.
U. S. Treasurer designate: Clifford
CBS only recently inaugurated a H6od, new prez of U. S. Steel,
and
new policy “advising” all its ex- India’s Prime Minister Nehru. The
ecutive TV staff to undergo a Condon-Porter technique
traced
thorough periodic medico checkup their careers in a lively commen“for your own good and for the tary that made the show entertaingood of the company.” This is ex- ing as well as educational. Highpected to become standard prac- light was an old taping of Nehru’s
announcement of Ghandi’s death.
tice in all facets of TV.
Plugs for the investment house
Situation highlights anew TV’s
glaring weakness up till now in sponsor didn’t interfere.

Ambassador

—

P&G
----- Continued from page 21
firm will be one of a trio of bankrollers represented each week on
“FBI in Peace and War,” “Meet
Millie” and “Mr. Keen, Tracer of
Lost Persons.” Shows are aired.

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
nights

in

the 8 to 8:30

periods.

CBS

several weeks ago signed Brylcreem for another participation in
the plan and Anahist has been a
participant for

some

however,

outfit,

check

will still give

role to

fill.

Each

time. Latter
scheduled to
January, which
a third sponsor

is

off early In

CBS

.

under the
setup pays $14,500 gross per week.
of the sponsors

Americans Get
with the panel

also including Dr. Franklin Dunham, AM-TV chief of U.S. Office
of Education, and Roger W. Straus,
exec of the National Conference of

education, the
Fair Employment Practices Commission, religious education, legislation and similar related matters.
Frank Blair moderated the proJaco.
ceedings calmly.

TV Audience

Profitable

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER,

PENNA

Stamping Ground Jan. 2
Gen. David Sarnoff, who resumes
NBC board chairman following
resignations Niles Trammell, who
is becoming a Florida TV broadcaster, presides over his first meeting on Jan. 2. (Board meets the
first Friday of each month.)
It’s an old role for Gen, Sarnoff,
who chaired the NBC board during
Trammell’s regime as president of
the network.
as

Salt

former
'

Ives delivered such tunes as “I
Ships,” “I Wonder As
Wander,” “12 Days of Christ-

Saw Three

Discussion was

network was of discrimination,
of their time.

Sarnoff Back at Old

I

»

much

But certainly none could have illustrated the variety of the government’s programming, or been a
more striking example of the essential brotherhood of man, than
last Saturday’s (20) airer, “Christ-

hymns.

Sullivan's hospitalization necessitated some fast pinch-hit action.
What happened? Jackie Gleason
and Red Buttons, both of whom
have already come under the “TV
Casualty List” heading, were sent
the to the^ bat.

station

occupying too

try’s activity.

.Harold Fellows, National Assn,
& TV Broadcasters prez,
and TV are very definitely contributing to mutual understanding among Americans on
of Radio
said that

AM

tisers.”

scribed official airer of the Israeli

government, describing the coun-

“Theatre Guild on the Air” presented Charles Dickens’ “Pickwick failing to replenish its roster with
Papers” in a typical Christmas sea- fresh comics. On this score video,
sonal offering on NBC Sunday it’s- generally agreed, has been
night (21). The long and episodic more remiss than radio in the
classic was given an adroit adap- past. The continued demand of
tation
by Samuel Taylor who sponsors for the “tried and true”
pegged the 60-minute session on a has been one of the basic faults in
couple of humorous episodes, in- the reluctance of the networks to
cluding Mr. Pickwick’s involve- incubate the new talent school,
ment in a breach-of-ppomise suit. and what attempts have been made
In the holiday spirit, the program
exuded good cheer with excellent in this direction have been more
Anglicized performances by Alan or less half-hearted.
Pinpointing the current handWebb, Melville Cooper and Cyril
Ritchard in the main roles plus a ful of availabilities was CBS-TV’s
dilemma
of a week ago when Ed
solid supporting cast.
Herm.

Dayton, Dec. 23.
WONE, Dayton, Christians & Jews.
Before radio, 30 years ago, It
will sever its affiliation with Mutual on Feb. 1 and will then oper- was difficult for more than a few
people to go to different churches
ate as an 'independent station, anin different localities, Fellows said.
nounced Ronald B. Woodyard, sta- But today 98%
the people can
WONE will become listen to religiousofservices
tion head.
on radio
Dayton’s only station to operate and half the people can view them
without network ties.
on TV, he said. Dr. Dunham said
Woodyard said the station is that
and TV will be covering
dropping its affiliation so it “will the visit of Cardinal Spellman to
not be required to surrender large Korea and this will aid unity.
blocks of time to network adverGab also touched on questions

Radio

81

VISTAS OF ISRAEL

With Burl

Radio Followups
---

and thesping departments
made the program one of
the top exponents of religioso
and hard-fought in the history of themes. Sunday’s stanza marked
negotiations between the union and the sixth airing for the half-hour
Chi stations. Talks first got under- yarn which tells the ageless story
way Sept. 18 between stations and of the travels of Joseph, and Mary
union bargainers Ray Jones, Chi and the birth of Jesus in a manger
exec sec, and attorney Sanford in Bethlehem. It rates the repeats.
Although the story of the NativWolff.

WGN

alities.

gives

CHRISTMAS SONGS

TV

der the compromise,

continued from page 22

.

notification
talent. Untalent work-

—

Sam F. Hill,
sales staffer, is now

Lake City

KALL

Cleve.

NBC

Aides Resign

Only TV

Cleveland, Dec. 23.
Two junior executives have left
NBC here. Eugene R. Myers has
resigned as merchandising manager to accept a similar post for
the Edward Lamp Enterprises with
headquarters in Toledo. He will
also be regional sales representa-

station
rich

station

seen

—

in

in

— only
this

TV

large

Pennsylvania market area

Cl-o/r R.

McCollough,

Pres.

WTOD;
tive for Lamb
WICU-TV;
WTUN-TV; WIKK;
WMAC-TV, and WHOO.
stations

Al Henderson has resigned as
and press manager for

publicity

with KSL-TV’s sales department. WTAM-WNBK to become adminHe replaces Ralph Davison, Jr., istrative assistant in the public
who recently resigned to take over
department of Case Inas local sales mgr. for KGMB-TV, relations
stitute of Technology.
Honolulu.

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New York

Los Angeles

San Francisco

Chicago
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Longhair Disk Reviews

TravtJ tditer

and Disks

Jocks, Jukes

Richard Joseph

“Even Now”-“If but

Eddie Fisher:

Were Up To Me”

(Victor).

One

one

this

is

so far.

striking

side

strong

Casbah
*

another bylina place In the
forthcoming

pop

chances in the

*

*

j

this;

nisrlcfit

Mary Osborne Trio: “Twilight On
Love”
To
Trail”-“Easy
The
(M-G-M). Mary Osborne, backed by
a rhythm trio, impresses as a promising wax personality with these

Number

47th Anniversary
[

Concerto and
“Historic Scenes” (Columbia, LP
$5.45). Isaac Stern displays a lush*
cally the same Met cast, for as firm tone and high musicianship
sharply-defined a success, artisti- in the darkly-romantic, moody viocally as well as technically. Elea- lin work, supported ably by Sir
nor Steber, Richard Tucker, Blanche Thomas Beecham and the Royal
Thebom, Roberta Peters, Frank Philharmonic. Reverse, “Historic
Guarrera and Lorenzo Alvary are^ ^Scenes,” has Beecham leading hi®
soloists, with Fritz Stiedry batoning orch authoritatively in four short
and Met orch and chorus assist- lesser-known w orks, mostly pa si
ing. All are in fine form, for a toral in mood, and containing some
smoothly-cohesive performance.
first-rate Sibelius music.
Bron,
Liszt: “Todtentanz” and KimskyKorsakov: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra (M-G-M, $3). Another
Firms Sue Ohio
r

of

(
i

Pftf&IETY

Miss Osborne gives
“Twilight” a sensitive rendition
which could sell with the right of “Baia” for M-G-M ... on the
**How” (Capitol). “Strange” is a break. Her projection of “Easy To same label, Art Mooney has a fair
fair Latin-styled item and it will Love” also stands up under re- side in “Winter” (M-G-M)
Gordon MacRae does a bright
take Nat Cole’s power to give it peated spins.
Buddy Morrow Orch: “I Don’t revivalist-type side in “Straight ana
any stature at all. Cole might stir
Bobby
some noise with this although this Know”-“Hey Mrs. Jones” (Victor), Narrow” for Capitol . .
is not one of his better singing Buddy Morrow’s orch has an ex- Mar’s vocal of “So” for Derby is
jobs. “How” is a more likely tune cellent followup to his click “Grey- too uneven to impress.
Standout folk, western, blues,
and gets a better rendition. An hound” number in these sides.
rhythm, religioso, etc.: Carl Smith,
“My Lonely Heart’s Running Wild”
standards.

*

.

.

.

.

BMI

virtuoso display coupling, of different style. Liszt piece is powerful and moody, and gets a vigor-

mannish performance by Miss

ous,

Jacquinot, with Pliilharmonia sup-

The rarely-performed Rimsky work, Slavic, show and very
appealing, is as robustly played.
port.

Same

artists involved.

Schumann:

“Concert Allegro,”
Violin” and “Concerto for Cello” (Vox, $5.95). Three
little-recorded
works of Schumann
Pierce,
Webb
(Columbia) . .
“That’s Me Without You” (Decca) on one LP. The “Concert Allegro,”
a
somewhat
stolid
work for piano
Eddy Arnold, “Eddy’s Song”
.
Jess Willard. “Buy and orch, has an effective soloist in
(Victor)
.
Bohle.
Walter
The
violin piece, a
Me
Bottle of Beer” (Capitol)
... Hot Lips Page, “Ruby” (King) graceful thing in true romantic
“Fantasy for

.

Best Bet
EDDIE FISHER

If It

.

.

EVEN NOW

.

Victor

.

.

A

Were Up To Me

Hawkshaw Hawkins, “Tangled tradition, is well played by Aida
Jimmy Bryant, Stuck*. The cello concerto, full of
“Cornin’ On” (Capitol)
Chuck romantic lyricism, gets a vigorous,

.

.

.

Heart” (King)
the lyric, how- Both
with

artificial quality in

Tony Martin: “You’re So Danger-

Qtfiost of A Rose” (VicTony Martin is in effective
form on “You’re Too Dangerous,”

ous”-“The
tor).

another big ballad

in

a

groove

that's become all too familiar in
This
the last couple of years.

familiarity may militate against
this side’s'* climb to the top despite
Martin’s vocal impact. “Ghost of

A

Rose” has a pleasing melody
but the lyric is corny and Martin
dosen’t make it sound convincing.
June Christy: “I Was A Fool”*‘My Heart Belongs To Only You”
(Capitol). Putting June Christy, a
hep vocalist trained in the Stan
.

school, on a .hillbilly-styled
tune sounds like an interesting experiment that almost comes off.
Miss Christy makes “I Was
Fool”
into a listenable side but the hill-

Kenton

rhythm

sides

A

understand Miss
Christy’s tricky style. Miss Christy’s fans will probably .get some

ing. Solid stuff. Flip is
a straight ballad but more tasteful mood.
With too many weak spots for click
impact.
Platter Pointers
Johnny Long Orch: “The Light
of My Life”-“Whispers In The
Spike Jones has a broad satire
Dark” (Mercury). Johnny Long has of “I Went To Your Wedding,”
been absent from the hit lists for which may hit as a new type of
some time but could come back laughing record (Victor) .
Dick
with catching coupling. “Light of Thomas has a good cut of “A Stolen
My Light” is a bright side neatly Waltz” for Jubilee . . . Russ Morbounced by the orch and in choral gan has an okay cover of “Til I
group with sblo vocals by Barbara Waltz ‘Again With You” for Decca
Hammond and Rod Kinder. ReJoe Costa’s big pipes register
verse is another smoothly listen- strongly on one of his old M-G-M
able side due for spins.
sides, “Tonight You Belong To Me”
Tamara Hayes-Jackie Paris: “I
Beryl Booker’s tasteful key-

kicks. Flip

is

.

other

.

Louvin Bros.,
(M-G-M)
.

A

.

.

Dude

.

.

.

Martin,

.

.

Dayton, Dec. 23.
Operators of the Esquire Grill,
Dayton, have been named defendant in an infringement of copyright
suit filed recently in U. S. District
Court there, Finn is charged with
infringements of copyrights on four
songs owned by Hill and Range,
Weiss & Barry, and Duchess Music, all affiliated with Broadcast
Music, Inc.
The four songs are “Kiss of
Fire,” “Blacksmith Blues,” “Any
Time” and “Please, Mr. Sun.” The
petition asks that the firm be enjoined from infringement on copyrights and for damages of not less
than $250 per tune.

“On

Hill” (Mercury).

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
N.Y. Symph’s Mitropoulos

The top 30 songs of week ( more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,

Kayoed by Exhaustion

Director , Alphabetically

Dimitri Mitropoulos, musical director of the N. Y. Philharmonic,
has had to postpone his six-week
baton session with the symph
starting Jan. 8, due to illness.
Maestro collapsed from nervous'
exhaustion Dec. 9, two days after
his last stint with the orch, and
hrs been resting in a N. Y: hos-

guest-baton dates as

result of his illness.

12-18, 1952

.

Feist

Remick
Four Star

.

Robbins

*.

Snow Man
Glow-Worm

&R

Hill
E. B.
Mills

Frosty the

-

Me

Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa Claus.
Went to Your Wedding
It’s beginning to Look Like Christmas

St,
*

.

It a Secret
of Spain

Sam Fox

My

.

.*

.

BVC
St.

Paramount
Mills
... Miller

Burvan

Randy Smith
Young

Trying
Fall in

I

Love

White Christmas

Why

Nicholas

Feist

To See You

When

*

Gold
Leeds

Favorite Song
Little Candle.
Outside of Heaven
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
Santa Claus Is Cornin’ to Town
Silver Bells
Sleigh Ride
Thirty-Two Feet and Eight Little Tails

One

.

Louis

Plymouth
Acuff-R
Shapiro-B

Jambalaya

Keep
Lady

Marks

...Harman

I
I

April.

Symph

December
.

Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss

Meantime, batonist’s JanuaryFebruary chores will be taken over
by George Szell, Bruno Walter,
Vladimir Golschmann and Efrem
Kurtz.
He’s missed a couple of

of

—

Because You’re Mine 1“Becaus.e You’re Mine”
Christmas in Killamey
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes
Everything I Have Is Yours

He’ll

Dallas

listed.

Week

Survey

pital since.

.

.

from Mir-.

full-toned interpretation

.

Spot for Infringing

Love With God”

“I’ll

.

.

recently

slices

.

.

Miss You So”-“Chance of A Lifetime” (Victor), “I Miss You So”
has been launched on a revival
several

.

Fiesta Inks Touzet.
Rene Touzet, Latino orchster,
has been pacted to the recently
formed Fiesta Records, indie outboard style gets a fine workout fit operated by mtfsic pub Jose
on “Why Do I Lov#’ You” (Mer- M^rand.
Touzet currently is appearing at
cury)
Leroy Holmes orch has
sliced a highly listenable version the Pecos City club in Newark.
.

.

via

.

.

Tears” (Okeh)

Willis, “Salty

be out in another week,
when he heads south for a further
rest.
He’s been conducting in N.
Y. and elsewhere practically without interruption since October,
in a quieter, 1951.
Mitropoulos will be back
with the N. Y. Philharmonic’ in

won’t

billies

are colorful
considerable

jock appeal.
Frankie Lester handles the vocal
on “I Don’t Know” with drive and
the instrumental cut of “Hey Mrs.
Jones” also sustains momentum
throughout.
Henri Rene Orch: “Madalena”“Pretend” (Victor).
Henri Rene
dishes up two tasteful sides in an
instrumental groove that’s become
popular recently. “Madalena” has
a light Latin flavor with a catchingly repetitious theme. Reverse is
an equally attractive side featuring a zither solo.
Charlie Barnet Orch: “Fur Trapper’s Boogie”-“Wosie-Posie” (Mercury). Part of the Norman Gran/.’
series of disks under the Mercury
labelj these sides by Charlie Barnet’s orch display some typical big
band jazz pounds. “Fur Trapper’s
Boogie” is ’in the frantic vein with
a pounding boogie beat and a driving horn solo by Charlie Shavers
preceded hy some dirty sax blow-

ever, limits the impact of Cole’s
delivery.

Violin

Sibelius:

—

’

from Paris, also gives

assist

'

—

On My Way to the

among the most]
Tamara Hayes

dramatic attack blends neatly with
Jackie Paris’ simple style for a
topnotch cut. Miss Hayes’ strong
vocal of “Lifetime,” with a good

of the most consistent pushers of
wax in the business, Eddie Fisher
comes up with two more big-sounding sides that should maintain his
pace. “Even Now” is a pleasing
ballad with a good beat and Fisher
belts it out in his best commercial
style with a choral backing. It's
surefire for plenty of jock and juke
spins. Flip has a strictly conventional melody and lyric but it’s a
good showcase for Fisher’s pipes.
Hugo Winterhalter backs up with
usual fine taste.
Nat (King) Cole: “Strange”-

ko Dorner. The Pro Musica Orch
of Stuttgart, under Rolf Reinhardt
backs up on all three works.

Mozart: “Cos! Fan Tutte” (Columbia, 3 LP, $17.33). Charming
new version in English of the
Mozart light opera a Met Opera
hit in ’51 when staged by Alfred
Lunt here recorded with practi-

an imiHsiim place entiHad
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Berlin

Don’t You Believe

Me

Brandom

BVC
Winter Wonderland ...
Wish You Were Here *“Wish You Were Here” .... Chappell
Ridegway
You Belong to Me
Your Mother and Mine
Disney

—

.'.

.

.

Second Group

10 Best Sellers^on Coin-Machines
2.

WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
GLOW WORM (12)

*

J

SAW MOMMY

3.

I

4.

TRYING

SANTA

KISSIN’

(2)

Bee

........... Victor
Capitol

11

......

V vo! Lynn

YOURS

7.

DON’T LET THE STARS

<4).r
\

(2)

1

WENT TO YOUR WEDDIN
YOU BELONG TO ME (15)

I

(11)

.

.

:

Perry Como
P ‘d Fo'ey

(

London

4 »
^ •

Decca
Mercury
Columbia

.

o Stafford
Martin
'it* Fisher

.

«

.

.

.

.

.

* >

Sheldon

Lazy River
Nina Never Knew
Ruby and the Pearl
Second Star to the Right
Sleepytime Gal
Somewhere Along the Way

Peer

-

Victor

r

‘a.’i

Zong—

Shore .......

. .

.

Victor

....

P in Cornell
/a Stafford
rdclie Fisher
S '*.•' Whitman,
r.' rl le Fisher
Fr-'nkie Lainc

CHRISTMAS DAY

r

\

-

’/

•'

in parentheses indicate

number

oj

weeks song

i

.-s

-

.

.Imperial
Victor

.

.

Columbia
Decca

....
.

...

hen/ in the Tup

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Triple
.

4 -

A

Remick
Burvan

You”

Mine— i “Because

Went

I

to

.

.

You’re Mine”

-

.

.

,

Feist

Marks
Famous

.

Your Wedding

Louis
Acuff-R

St.

Jambalaya
*
Lover
Veradero
White Christmas

Famous

Why

Brandom

.

.

Meridian
Berlifi

Don’t You Believe Me
You Belong to Me

Ridegway

>

- ’

-

>

Capitol

.M-G-M

“Just for

:

;

Victor
.

i'uuUFord
lFigures

•

*

Heart and Soul
.

Kenny

P -'-Ford
Mooney
Pr-.i Howard

HEARTBREAK

1*

•<

Coral

BVC

Glow-Worm

-

M-G-M

Columbia

.

.....Village

Top 10 Son?s On TV
Because You're

Capitol

Mooney

United
Broadcast

*

*

rt

Famous
Miller

...

Little

<>

/

Jefferson

Disney

Frank

<•

<

+ BLUES IN ADVANCE

DeSylvaB&H
Famous
Simon

Till. I Waltz Agam With You
Two Other People

i f

...

Eastern

*•

Second Group
Johnny Standley

Bourne

S*vy Where You Are

Winter
Zing a

«

.Capitol

.

’

Pickwick
Hollis

Boomerang
Bye Bye Blues
Close Your Dreamy Eyes
Forgetting You
Heart and Soul
I’m Never Satisfied

T^umbalina

....

D'-a.i

V

.

•4
H.
<>

.......

Page

PiHii
T

/

LADY OF SPAIN

Decca
Cohnnbia

%

‘

toppers
Pearl Bailey

6.

9.

P-i'oly

JT

(10)

5.

10.

Jones

!

\

8.

M-G-M

MiLs Bros ...
[J'n nvj Boyd

+

#f Dec * 20

James

Jn-.i

*.

(8)

We8k

Blue Violins
Blues in Advance

< -

t

Capitol i

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Basin

Blues

Stout Hearted
There’ll

101

1

St.

Morris

Cheek to Cheek
I've Got Love to Keep

:

*

Berlin
Berlin

Me Warm

Men

Harms

Be Some Changes Made.

Filmusical.

'

*

M^rks

Legit musical.
*>

f

£
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FOR FRESH TAUNT

INDIES
New Times Mean Little in Film Scores
Due to Accent on Standards:
attributes 4
Songsrtiith
on standards in >
ihp heavy accent

’53

Hilliard

fine of

$

e

hit tunes.

w

According to Hilbeen

Un subtie
The worst
the business
a
one-lung

is

pitch

probably from
deejay
whose

“script” is reproduced verbatim.
This character (whose
identity is being preserved,
for the time being anyway, in
spirit of the season) is so
cheap that the following came
on a postcard a real 2c chis-

few months the majors have been
steadily eyeing indie output, and
as soon as the artists loom as a
disk noisemaker, 'move in with

eler.

an attractive pact.

thing

be buying people things. And
some guys are helping and I'm
helping them.
It’s
the old
story you know, you’ve been

good save it for a Broadway
pop push.
continually
are
writers
The
sauawking about the new Hollydeemphasizing
of
technique
wood
their new tunes for the*
their
Occasionally a new song
oldies.
in a pic that’s featuring
inserted
is
Hilliard rea flock of standards
it’s too difficult to buck
but
vealed,
Berlin, Youmans
a Kern, Rodgers,
unfamiliar entry.
or Porter with an
musical or a

—

“Would like to play your
tune, So-and-So, but there are
so many of them around. And
Xmas is coming and I want to

It’s become a bullish market for
the vocalists and most of them are
now limiting their pacts with the
indies to short term deals hoping
that one of their releases will
springboard them into a pact with
In other ina major company.
stances, the disk artist has shelled
out his own coin for a platter date

—

around!”

A new

the cleffers.

ters.

Page Gets

tune doesn’t

have chance in this setup, said Hilliard.

During the past couple of years
hepsters have accused the
Hollywood cleffers of sitting com-

50G Mercury Deal

in years
Believe Me.”

seller

with

trade

“Why

Another

Don’t

You

pace setter "for
M-G-M is Ginny Gibson who’d been
cutting nothing more than demo
records for the past couple of
years. Diskery nabbed her etching
of “You Blew Me A Kiss” and it

Chicago, Dec. 23.

on their bank accounts
and turning out shoddy material.
Hilliard discounts this reasoning

placently

platter

While most record companies are
abandoning the guarantee for their
Mercury Records
but said that the complex factors artists, last week
pacted another five-year termer
that go into pic makihg today is
Patti
Page, number one jumped into the diskery’s top five
the main factor in the nosedive of with
Miss
It’s become too femme seller on the label, which bracket within two weeks.
pix score tunes.
big an operation for a cooperative has a yearly surety clause. It’s re(Continued on page 34)
ported that the chirper will get a
effort between cleffers, directors,
producers and actors and the tune minimum of $50,000 per year. She
output suffers as a result.
Hilliard pointed to the operation

forthcoming
legituner,
Flagg” (he co-penned the
icore with Jule Styne) as a direct
contrast to his experience working
on the Warners’ lot on
“Stop
You’re Killing Me.” On the show,
of

the

"Hazel

Frosty

Snowman

Winter Wonderland.
Silver
•

Hill-R.
..

.B.V.C.

Famous

Bells

Santa Coming Town. .. .Feist
Here Comes Santa .... Remick

.

also gets the top rate of 5% for
the 16 sides she’ll cut in 1953.
In her first five years with the
Chicago diskery, she has sold more

RCA

Includes Kid Line In

Bluebird Low-Pricers

than 10,000,000 platters. Her bigRCA Victor will broaden its
gest hit was “Tennessee Waltz,”
which sold 3,000,000 alone. Miss low-priced Bluebird label series
Page will also do some albums, next year with inclusion of a kidisk
line. Juve platters' in the Bluebird
Hilliard said, everyone connected and for the first time will etch
series will probably sell for slightwith the production works together some sides for Childcraft, the kidly under 60c. although Victor execs
and the songs are given top consid- die division of Mercury.
have not yet decided the exact
eration as to spotting and rendiprice. Victor’s regular Little Niption.
On the stage the tune has a
CHASE NAMED URANIA V.P. per line sells from 85c to $1.
chance to create some impact, but
if 'Hollywood
The Bluebird kidisk releases will
Norman Chase, managing didoesn’t change its
filmusical making ways, a new pic rector* of Urania Records, longhair include a “Mighty Mouse” series,
tune will remain a minor factor in disk firm, has been appointed vee- based on a Paul Terry cartoon
the music biz market.
character,
standard
pee.
plus
juve
Formerly sales promotion man- works. Victor launched a Bluebird
ager for several disk magazines, classical line at a low price several
Chase joined Urania last February. months ago.
'American
‘

For Date-Jumping

Authors

ASCAP

jective of dissident
cleffers
will be to change radically the
Society's logging metho'ds by which
performances are calculated. Many
of the
writers in the lower

ASCAP

and middle ranks contend that the
current method tends to favor the
older writers with many standards
to their credit against the younger
writers with the current hits.

with

basis,

from

ASCAP

in recent years has

broadening

been

spot-checking

of

The

*

Suit is being closely watched by
the music industry since it can
end in a precedent-making decision
on date- jumping if no out-of-court
Previous
settlement, is made.
efforts to bring disk compames. to
book for similar practices have
ended in such no-decision settle-

ments.

network revenue, an<L hence the
latter gets the bigger^count.

Pubs Want Extended
Logging of

TV

Plugs

ToMeasnre Impact

Sheldon Music is also instituting
Decca in N.Y. Supreme
Court for alleged violation of its
rights under the common law copy-

tele plugs in
driving tunes into the bestselling

right prior to the application of
the U. S. Copyright Act.

ers campaigning for wider listings

suit against

Growing impact of

brackets has several major publish-

of tunes played on TV. Accurate
Reporting Service, org which compiles the tele plugs for the pubs,
Songwriter Jimmy
heads back to his native England currently is covering only tele
shows between 5 and 10 p.m. Pubs
Jan. 1 for an extended vacation.
now feel, however, that tele should
He’s now a U.S. resident.
be covered all day. ARS charts
radio plugs on the four major nets

Kennedy

to Visit

England

Kennedy

until 1 a.m.

Contactmen,
virtually
who’ve
been pushed into the music biz
background because of record and
disk jockey stress during the past
few years, point out the campaign
for all-day tele coverage indicates

Shaw Chorale to Lay Off

OUT SOON!

a renewed pub interest in their

plugging staff activities. Although
the pubs have not yet deemphasized their disk jockey contacting,
there’s been a steady reshuffling of
contact assignments with tele contacts assuming a bigger role.
In some instances pubs have
called a halt to deejay promotional
treks through areas where competition from, network TV has
forced the indie stations to shutter
in the evenings and pushed the
jockeys into morning and afternoon showcasing. Pubs claim that
the contactman would be of more
use to the firm in New York hitting the tele belt.

The

47th Anniversary

its

the indies.

-

"American

Album of Familiar
radio program, has
by the James A. Dav* or Rs
concert tour.
wm?
With full orchestra, chorus and
soloists, all under
direction of maestro Gustave
Haenschen, unit will
tour next fall for
at least 10 weeks.
Bureau has also signed pianist
an
me t erlin, and is starting to
J
nook ^
him for next season. The Davidson office has
also added the Columbus Boyschoir, of
Princeton,
to its roster for next year.
Robert Shaw Chorale, which
ncei’tized for five years under
tv? f°
avldson direction,
will lay off
ea 0n as Shaw wants
to take
ii r

estimating

indies are doing. Under pressure
of
criticism
from the ranks,

from 8 a.m.

Music,” vet
been signed

ASCAP

check what the other

this

dissident writers, however,
maintain that the Society has not
gone far enough in this direction.
They point out that ASCAP pays,
off only on live performances, and
since the. bulk of the indies program only disk shows, many performances are ignored. This has
been special handicap to hillbilly
writers, whether from Nashville or
setup.
New
York, whose works rarely get
Gale is asking for $25,000 dam- -network
shots but are prominently
ages although he has stated that
showcased in the backwoods areas
the monetary angle was secondary.
on
small radio outlets.
Gale says his primary aim in bringASCAP philosophy in accenting
ing suit against Decca is to establish once and for all that “a disk the network shots stems from the
company has no right to break a fact thai most of ACCAP’s revenue
release date by issuing » tune come from the big commercial
The income from the inwithout a license, thereby destroy- shows.
ing the exploitation schedule for- dies, particularly in the south and
west,
negligible
is
compared to the
mulated by the publisher.

As Concert Next Season;

dumber

Of

'

* sabbatical.

°^ ce also has Marw a 2j i
Truman definitely set for
SnnL
ert radio and
TV dates next
y eaJ
vi

payoff system for writers in the
Society of Composers,
& Publishers, the next obs

American

performance ratings. Independent
stations are logged on a spot check

.

Album’ to Tour

Having licked the long-standing
problem of getting an equitable

Under ASCAP’s current logging
procedure, the network programs
constitute the main base for the

Gale Sues Decca

Carrying through on his camcounting on it to attract major
diskery attention. The majors have paign to end the release-date jumpbeen steadily buying up masters on ing practice in the disk industry,
demonstration disks for release unMoe Gale, Sheldon Music head,
der their own banner.
Federal
Y.
filed
suit
in
N.
Top example of a disk company
week against Decca
digging into left field for a wax Court last
property is M-G-M Records latch- Records for the latter's alleged
release of “A
ing on to Joni James. Miss James unauthorized
by
had been recording for Sharp Rec- Stolen Waltz,” published
Sheldon. Gale charged that- D^ecca
ords, an indie Chicago firm, when
the release date by seven
jumped
M-G-M lured her over to its stable.
inflicted ecoThrush recently came through with weeks and thereby
nomic damages on his publishing
M-G-M-’s biggest

To make sure of the correct
address for the “loot,” a printed sticker of this dubious deejay’s show is appended, including his station’s call let-

Patti

Kissin’ Santa. Harman

Berlin
White Xmas
Rudolph Reindeer.St. Nicholas

taken, to raiding the indie labels to
bolster their roster.
In the past

New Hollywood technique of not
giving tunes sufficient display or
dubbing in soundtrack vocalists for
the pic’s star is also a sorespot with

Mommy

fresh

the pix toppers have
liard
it safe by digging
steadily playing
catalogs for song mainto standard
giving the brushoff to
terial and
in pic showcasing or
„ e w entries
promotion.
#
added,
The situation, Hilliard
cleffers to lose their
has caused pix
and
enthusiasm for film composing
general feeling on
has developed a
someof
think
you
if
that
Coast
the

Top Christmas Songs

The disk company scramble for
wax properties has mushroomed to such an extent that several major record companies have

in

ASCAP Reformers:

Wider Logging of Indie Stations

By MIKE GROSS

Payola

direct

Target (or

BUYING MASTERS

Bob Hilliard

past couple
eimiisicals over the
for the deffTears as the cause
film scores as the source

S3

son

*

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Forms closing shortly
Como Over 600,000
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j

n

cominS

&

llontl
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rent tnn
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finally

platter

?

RCA

But Stays With Monroe

shaken

by

lih
Victor’s curuler
* n " Don ’t Let The
ln Your Eyes.”

S
e has alr eady gone
over th°o «nAn
600,000 lliark and is still
Eathelina
momentum
despite the
accent n?

«

Ziggy Talent to Decca

Special exploitation advantages

Victor’s 'Stars’

^omo has

ei r y

hlf

*

S

tUneS ° Ver the

couple o£ ‘”eek
s

Copy and space
NEW YORK

3*

154 W. 46th

St.

reservations

HOLLYWOOD

29

4311 Yucca St.

may be

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

11

412 N. Michigan Ava.

LONDON, W.

C. t

9 St. Martin's Place

Trafalgar Ignore

Ziggy Talent, featured vocalist
and
instrumentalist
with
the
Vaughn Monroe orch, has been
pacted to a longterm deal by Decca
Records. Talent will head his own
orch for the Decca dates.
Talent will continue working
with the Monroe orch on its live
engagements but won’t cut any
sides with the orch since Monroe
is an RCA Victor ,papt,ee.
s
.

,...

...

.

.

.
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ASCAP Members

Alan

Limit Prez

Granz to Troupe Group

Whodunit Author

Hynd

macabre humor
in m funny pinct

sees

Job

Through Europe

W ho Knows What's
Funny?

3 Consec Terms

will stay overseas

an amusing byline piece
soon-due

&

in

Granz headed back to his Hollywood headquarters from N. Y. last
weekend after setting up the European trip.

the

47th Anniversary Number
•f

A

Col’s

P^RlSff

on presidential terms stemmed
from the deadlock, on the ASCAP
last spring over the reelection of Otto A. Harbach as prexy.

board

RCA

Columbia Pictures and

Vic-

Projected title of the pig is
Victor’s
Voice,”
Majter’s
“His
Danny Kaye’s album of the trademark. Jerry Wald for Col
Frank Loesser score from the and Marie Sachs for RCA have
Samuel Goldwyn pic, “Hans Chris- been the contacts.
Tentative plans call for the film
tian Andersen,” is shaping up as
with
the best Decca album-seller since to be done in Technicolor
scenes to he shot in Victor's
many
A1 Jolson’s “The Jolsort Story”
recording studios in New York,
(Col). In the four weeks since the Hollywood and London.
Talks bepic opened On Broadway at the tween the Columbia and Victor
spring
1953
aiming
a
at
are
execs
Criterion Theatre, Decca has sold
start on the production.
over 20,000 sets in New York, with
orders from other areas totalling

by the publisher memhers on the
board, a group of writers opposed
bis reclection in favor of “new
The proposal to limit
blood.”
Harbach. who had already served
two one-year terms, to another
term was accepted as a compromise
4

sides.

Under the new bylaws, in the
event ol' a failure to elect a president at the end of the third y^ar

tor.

the prexy’s office will remain
vacant until a new president is
elected. In the interim period, the
an additional 40,000.
first vice-prexy will take over the
Decca js awaiting full national
president's duties. Under the old
impact on the album, sales with the
agreement
setup, if there was no
over a new prexy, the incumbent pic’s release in other cities Thursprexy remained in office until an- day (25).
other choice was made.
Charles Sanford, musical director

of

NBC’s

“Your

Show

Chandler 1-Niter Trek
San Diego, Dec. 23.
Trianon Ballroom will test a new
concert policy here next week,
booking in Karen Chandler as a
headline attraction backed by a lo-

Disk Industry

*

*

*

another step in its institupromotional campaign for
the disk industry, the Record InAssn, of America is prepdustry
47th Anniversary Number
oing a test sales and market survey
to ascertain the longrange effect
on record sales from stepped-up
Plans for
sales of phonographs.
the survey currently are being
drawn up by the RIAA’s marketing
and promotional committees.
The committees are skedded to
Returns
Donald Novis
blueprint the sales campaign, promotional activities and market surMercury Records vey and to set the kickoff date of
Campaign is exDonald Novis, singing star of the the promotion.
on* of the many bylino features
the toon-duo

tional

On

wax market

1930s, will hit the

this

week with a long play platter via
the Mercury label.
Novis independently recorded 12
songs in Australia and Merc picked
up eight tunes for its LP package.
Remaining masters currently are
being peddled to other diskeries.

Own Diskery

new campaign

has organized his own disk company under the label of Cadence
Records.
Initial pactee for the company is
Julius La Rosa, who has appeared
on several Godfrey programs. Company’s initial release will be in
January.

of

Records under a term pact. SongKing
stress formerly waxed for
Records but has not been active
disks.
on
for the past year
Along with inking Miss Clooney,
Coral

picked

made

sides

up

several

indie-

which she made re-

cently.

Variety
M
£

O
«
K
3

parative sales rating for this

3

I
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C

w»

last

National
Rating

23,
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1

Federal Court.
Decision was rendered in an action brought against Mrs. Buddy
DeSvlva by the mother of Steven

3

4

4

illegitimate

5

10

PERRY COMO

.

instance of a clicko left field
a

major, for national distribution is
Johnnie Standley’s “It’s in the
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3
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7

DON CORNELL

.

8

•

16

6

13

10

•

9

•

13

12

(Victor)
.

7

.

.

•

4

.

•

5

9

12

8

9

,.

8

(Coral)
(Victor)

“Lady of Spain”

6

GENE~AUTRY
16A
1(\B

16C

.

.

.

.

8

16D 11

number

of times.

Anonymous Rap

A national exhib org exec, who
asked that his. name not be used
because of the position his outfit
had taken in the Government's
antitrust suit concerning the sale
of 16m films to TV, was equally
angry. “I haven’t bought a Republic picture in two years,” he declared. “It goes back to the time
they planned4 to sell Gene Autry
pictures to TV.” He added that it
was a good thing that Republic
pljiyed off “The Quiet Man” before
the television deal was disclosed.
The Allied Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Pennsylvania, with
headquarters in Pittsburgh, also
blasted Republic for the video
transaction, “Unfortunately,” the
org’s bulletin says,
“Mr. Yates
(prexy Herbert J.) has seen fit to
sell another large block of films
for exhibition on TV.
It is too
had that Mr. Yates feels it necessary to compete actively with the
industry that made Republic what
it is today. We all remember Steve
Broidy’s (prexy of Allied Artists)
swift action on' this matter when
protest was made to him by exhibitors. One wonders why Messrs.
Yates and Collins (Earl J., prez of
Hollywood TV Service, Rep’s wholly-owned subsld) apparently feel
.

5

“I”

EDDIE FISHER

it

turn out a new picture for $2,000?,”
circuit topper asked. Figure is
phased on the pcr-pic sum the film
outfit is receiving from WCBS-TV
for the latter to screen a film a

^

Tango”

MARIO LANZA

*

.

(Coral'

14B

Last year
sides by Kay Armen,
company pulled Sunny Gale
scored
away from Derby after she
0
with “Wheel of Fortune.

•

s

m

(Mercury)

PEARL BAILEY

•

the

2

Me You’re Mine”
BING CROSBY (Decca)

banner, the disk skyrocketed into
a country-wide bestseller topping
Cap’s sales lists. Another example
of the buyup of indie masters by
major diskeries is Decca’s purchase of two Ricky Hale sides from
Dana -Records. The -Hale coupling
was issued by Dana several weeks
ago and big music biz reaction got
Decca on the Hale bandwagon.
Decca execs now are waiting for reaction to the Hale sides released
und^f their banner. Platter hits
the market this week.
RCA Victor also has been prowling the indie for names to add to
Victor

5

2

“Tell

13

indie-cut

7

3

•

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
Went to Your Wedding”
SPIKE JONES~Tfactor>
“I Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa

14A

several

.

“I

“Becausp You’re Mine”

Last Week

.

White Christmas

10B

2

2

1

•

the Book”
(Columbia)
It a Secret”

7

to

5

_J.

M

STAFFORD

12B

on

I
5

(Capitol)

“Takes Two to

roster.

u

i

~
5
Y
i

(Coral)

9

their

1

8

Waltz Again With You”

GAYLORD
13

.

“G’ow Worm”

12A

latched

1

.

T

a iB

i

Continued from page 3

resentful at Republic “for taking
pictures away from the people who
made it possible for the studio to
make pictures.” If Republic didn’t
get film rentals from theatres,
where would it get the money to
produce pictures and accumulate
the backlog it’s now. selling to TV,

(Victor)

which initially was
released on the Magnolia label,
broke in the south * and midwest
before Capitol Records got wind of
In
it and bought up the master.
national release under the Cap

Book,” Platter,

.

“Don’t Let Stars in Your Eyes”
MILLS BROS. (Decca)

TERESA BREWER
6

Gibson and M-G-M currently are
negotiating a longterm pact.

o

as

Artist, Label, Title

Up

Exhibs Rear

AS®

,e

*>

JOHNNY STANDLEY

r.

£

!

*

I

I
3

of

Tentative plans call for each of
the cooperating manufacturers to
concentrate sales and merchandising activities in the test city for a
specific period.
Survey will be
made several months after the
sales drive of people who bought
phonographs during the test period.

5

.

1

Raid Indies

aI

~

Jimmy Boyd (Columbia)
“I Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa”
JONI JAMES (MGM)
“Why Don’t You Believe Me”

3

being picked up

nj

week.

Dec. 20

This Last
wk.
wk.

2

platter

*1
S2

§

Children of composers, as well
as their widows, are entitled to
share in the profits of copyrighted
tunes, under a precedental ruling
by Judge Ernest Tolin in L. A.

Indie

P
2

Week Ending

Judge .Rules Kids Also
Share in Royalties

An

s

some

will utilize

the techniques developed during
the Hartford* fete.
RIAA expects the survey to reveal motivation of the purchase of
a record player and records, and to
what extent newly purchased phonographs are used.
Other questions expected to be answered are
how often and what kind of records are purchased and does the
sale of an inexpensive record playing unit lead to the later sale of
better equipment and more disks
to the same Individuals.

mary

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
10 cities and , showing com-

other concert stands around the
country. She’ll get $750 guarantee
against 50% of the gross over $1,600 for the date.

„ „

ber.

!

will use the date as a break-in for

Continued from page 33

promotional effort last SeptemThe Hartford disk festival,
which ran a week, was an overall
plug for the disk industry in which
43 ,disk companies took part. The

tial

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

determine
will
(27)
Saturday
Whether the terpery will indulge in
occasional concerts or continue on
its straight dance policy.
Miss Chandler, whose “Hold Me,
Thrill ?.Ie, Kiss Me" platter on
Coral is now zooming nationally,

alleged
Ballantine,
child of DeSylva.

pected- to start rolling early next
Committees also will select
year.
a test city (200,000 to 500,000 population) for the survey. Hartford,
Conn., was the site of RIAA’s ini-

Coral Sets Betty Clooney

band.One-nighterskedded for

Los Angeles, Dec.

In

in

Betty Clooney, sister of RoseClooney, with whom she
Archie Bieyer, music director of used to he teamed up as the
the Arthur Godfrey shows on CBS, Clooney Sisters, is joining Coral

Bleyer Sets

Shows,” will baton the musical
background for Marguerite Piazza’s
forthcoming M-G-M Records album.

Coast Break-In For

Test Survey Of

Montana, France

Variety

Plans for making a filmusical
based on the operation of the disk
business' are being talked over by

For Decca on ‘Hans’ Pic

Although Harbach was supported

cal

Wald Mulls Picture

Based on Victor Records

Sock 20, 000-Album Sale

to Launch

six to eight

Weeks.

of the American Society of Composers, Authors
Publishers has voted by almost
3-1 in favor of an amendment to
the ASCAP contribution which
limits the service of any prexy to
three consecutive one-year terms.
two-thirds vote is necessary before any amendment can be passed.
The proposal to put a three-limit

The membership

by both

from

RIAA

hat a humorous Farit vignottt on

“Jazz At the Philharmonic” tours,
will take his troupe to Europe in
February for another Continental
concert swing. The “JATP” group

nntftltd

Curtiss

in Feb.

Granz, promoter of the

Norman

wayhtm,

i*

•m

Thomas Quinn

“Rudolph Reindeer”
PON^HOWARD (TrlpleA)

5

10

10

..

“Oh Happy Day”

MOLLY BEE (Capitol)
Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa”
KAREN CHANDfiERTCoral)

“I

“Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss

Me"

3

8

.

.

differently.”
•Since the films leased to

TV

WCBS-

included none pleased after

1948, question has
to the reason for

been raised

as
exhib interest
in learning thr titles. It’s figured
that some of the smaller theatre-

men might

be playing Rep product
second-run on the lower half of
dual bills and want to be certain
they don’t buy a picture that might
be showing the same night of the
week on their local TV channel.

•
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"Now, litcondescending manner:'
if you will be very
f,d chil-drun,
old San a Claus w,l.
lory good,
pH vou a nice story.
1
no terrific smashes
were
There
.records of
the Christmas
among
n
to compare with
days
*. l
nirt
Night" and "White
Crosby^ "Silent
” No novelty had the

some anonymous pop tunesmith

“Rudolph, the
“AU I
nod-Nosed Reindeer” or
is My Two
Christmas
Want lor
records
YuleUde
Front Teeth.” But
in wide variety.
sold well and

one,

^hr^lmas

of

fnimct ^either,

the late GilFor several years,
of the clevest
bert Girard, one
of his time, came
imitators
animal
a

each December with
"Santa Claus” record. He
impersonated the sounds of Santa s
noises of
animal friends 'and the
workshop.
his North Pole
Another clever comedian, Steve

r

thrnu di

remembered for his
Porter,
“Flanagan” sketches and as bariQuartet,
tone of the American
best

.

business with
could always do
“Christmas Morning at Clancy s.
doubled with
record,
Victor
His

Wooden. Wedding,” was

“Clancy’s

years, and Porter
a bestseller for
remade it after electric recording

came in.
Len Spencer, the first worldfamous recording artist and the
man who turned out the speech
records wrongly supposed to have
been made by President McKinley,
had his last session before the horn
for Edison’s 1914 Christmas season.
Spencer, a masterly writer of recorded sketches running from two
to four .minutes, came through with
“Uncle Fritz and the Children’s
Orchestra,” in which a group of
“children” (probably the regular
Edison hired hands using toy
rendered Chwatal’s
instuments)
“Christinas Symphony.” He died in
1914, when the record was just
going on sale.
In the earliest days of commercial recording, cylinders by church
chimes were big sellers. Technicians for Edison* Columbia and
other companies used to tug re-

committed an outrage called “Why
Don’t Santa Claus Go Next Door?”
recorded on cylinders by Byron G.
Harlan, who alternated between
being a brilliant blackface comic
and a singer of tearjerkers abeut
ill-treated tots. This specimen was
an inquiry from an innocent little

who

received

S#

Col Victor

Giniger

admits

•*

LP

Upbeat,

Disks Going Over Big

Hate Authors

/
i

Tokyo, Dee. 9.
Although both of Japan’s leading record companies, Nippon Columbia and Victor Company of
Japan, report greatly improved biz
in 1952, Col’s advance is the most
marked. The 1952 buildup of a
long play repertoire of 22 selec'

.

Best British Sheet Sellers
Week Ending Dec. 13)

,

1

!

one of the many byline pieces

j

|

!

(

In

Here

My

Heart .... Mellin
Me Chappell
Maurice
Robbins
Forget-Me-Not
Reine
Walkin’ to Missouri
.Dash

the forthcoming

I

in

You Belong

to

.

.

of Innisfree
Half as Much
Isle

47th Anniversary Number

1

of

.

.

Faith
Feet

1

Pft&IETY
;

To
A
Ella

great recording foursome, the Hayden Quartet, back in
1904 recorded “New Year’s at Old
Trinity,” in which baritone Sam
Rous tries to tell a story but is
interrupted by noises from Columbia U. students, one of them new-

Dash
Cinephonic
Chappell
Reine

Homing Waltz
Zing a Little Zong .... Maddox

My

Walkin’

Benefit the Blind

Baby

Victoria

.

Second 12

in 1953.

top-name jazz concert, starring
Fitzgerald,

Dizzy

Both companies are turninjGpbacb
a large part of ’52 profits into charging and improving their plants.
Quality of 78 rpm discs is back to

Somewhere Along Way Magna
I Went Wedding .... Victoria

Gillespie,

Sarah Vaughan, George Shearing
and Alan Dean, will be staged at
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Dec. 27 as a

first

tions* is mostly responsible for the
success of Columbia. Its 18c face
value-stock is now calling for 54c
on the stock exchange.
Victor, while showing a 2 c o increase in sales over 1951. was
slowed by its failure to get aboard
the LP bandwagon. However, Victor LPs will be on sale in Japan

.

Can Move

Up

Sugarbush

Name Jazz Concert

—

"Meet Mr. Callaghan
Blue Tango
My Love and Devotion

benefit for The Lighthouse, The
N.’Y. Assn, for the Blind.
Benefit was arranged by Robert
E. Simon, Carnegie Hall prexy,
who is also a Lighthouse exec.

Take My Heart
Auf Wiederseh’n

.

.

.

.

pre-war

Mellin

Because You’re Mine

Robbins
Hit Songs

•

Moon Malaya

.

.

.Macmelodics

ly

:

'

Scoreboard

1

OF
.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
i

Statistical

Coin Machines

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

for
‘

WEEK ENDING DECEMBER

IAI4
M UOIU

20

11,500

=

“Drum

,

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL
(Columbia)

2

f

Ever-popular Christmas offerings
in the old days, of course, were
Christmas hymns and oratorio numbers by stars such as Caruso, Mc-

3

3

JONI JAMES (MGM)'
MUXS BROS. (Decca)

4

5

PERRY COMO

I

Saw Mommy Kissin’
Santa Claus

Why Don’t You Believe Me
Glow Worm

7
'

Don’t Let the Stars Get

(Victor)

in Your Eyes
(You Belong to Me
(Jambalaya
(Keep it a Secret
Till I Waltz Again
Takes Two to Tango
I Went to Your Wedding

Cormack,

JO STAFFORD

.

(Columbia)

•

6
7

9

8

6

9

8

TERESA BREWER (Coral)
PEARL BAILEY (Coral)
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
HILLTOPPEBS (Dot)

VERA LYNN

10

they did a two-month tour. Another boogie, “Rhumba Boogie,” by
Hank Snow is number two on the
list. Krupa’s “Boogie” sold 38,100
copies,

Snow’s 24^300.

Victor Leads in Nip Disks

been the leader in
Japanese musi«
since the company began in 1926.
Total sales of Japanese classic and
Victor has

sales of records of

popular discs at Victor came to
in
1952 while Victor
western music came to 2,400,000
discs. At Columbia, only 350,000
platters of Japanese classic and pop
music were sold.
Victor has. plans to record moro
western artists in its studios here
as they come to the country for
concert tours. Alfred Cortot has already made several tapes here, including his version of the Liszt
3,300,000

'

towers.

Boogie,” recorded here by

Gene Krupa and his trio (Charley
Ventura and Teddy Powell)* when

TALENT
JIMMY BOYD

albums sold in 1952. Toppop field at Victor it'

seller in the

POSITIONS
This
Last
week. week.

leadstf

is Toscanini’s version of
Tchaikovsky's “P*athetique,” with

)

,

“September Sdhg”

r
in pop sales, with “Always Late,’
by Lefty Frizzell and “South of lha
Border,” by Gene Autry following,
Victor’s most popular western

classical

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines
and three ways in the case of tunes ( dislcs coin machines sheet music).

4

iS

j

as Published in the Current Issue

1

impersonating Dickens chavacrec or<i*d two double-faced
P'SCtcrs for Victor of scenes from
A Christmas Carol.” In -later
years Charles
Laughton, Ronald
J-oiman and others had gone in
recordings. Naturally,
•‘th,
The Night Before Christmas” has
ys
1 b* share of waxing*,
*i
kidisk; whose reigning high
8 Frank Luther, o
®?*
t courseIf
J
bl ©fer commercially now
ihnUu
1
1 was in
Dielectric days,
but* *!
lere wcrt
Plenty of geven,
ecords
especially for
thft vA
ihe
youngsters 23*to35 yeerg- ago.

I

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

lay in

Jt

but predicted this figura
be increased' by at least another 100,000 during the Christina*
and New Year’s buying. Biggest
seller in western music is the LP
Kostelanetz “Swan Lake.” Frank
sizes,

Sinatra’s

Reports of Distribution

!

always gave catalog
notice that they reserved “the right
to substitute on chimes records.”

william Sterling Battis, specialist

new, 7-inch presses.

;

Compiled from

companies

Gluck and SchumannHeink.
Medleys of Christmas
hymns played on the harp or
celesta had a big appeal for many
buyers, and descriptive, specialties
went well. Naturally, Cal Stewart,
the “Uncle Josh” rube specialist,
got into the act with “Christmas
Eve a t Punkin Center.” In 1916,

con-

will

cording

recording comic
Billy
Murray),
chimes specialist of “Old Trinity.”
One of the features of Victor’s
pre-elcetric catalog was a series of
performances
“Trinity
on- the
Chimes.”
However, the catalog
honestly admitted: “These are not
actual records of church bells, but
wonderfully natural reproductions
of them, made by very large and
specially constructed metal tubes.”
Apparently, Victor reasoned, since
the “tubes” sounded exactly like
chimes, it was easier to do a studio
job with them than to move ponderous machinery Into church

both

Columbia and Victor have booth
been marketing a three-speed player. Victor’s going on sale only recently, and both companies pi an
to introduce improved models in
’53. Columbia will enter into tho
manufacture of TV receivers, in
addition to phonographs, players,
and radios in accordance with a
recent
patent
agreement
with
RCA. For this new venture, capitalization will be doubled.
At the end of October, Columbia had sold 5,850,000 platters of
both

•

But a special effort was made to
an ample supply of Christmas numbers well in advance of
the holiday buying season. And as
late as 1921 Edison issued Diamond
Disks of “Christmas Carols” and
other appropriate numbers, rung
by William Murray ( not the vet

at

tion of the 45s is too costly, involving
retooling
of
complete
plant with installation of complete-

RCA

W.

standards

cerns. Both firms plan even greater
improvements in 1953, Columbia
with the installation of two LP
presses now being manufactured in
the U.S. and Victor with the introduction of an LP line. Introduc-

Dash
Maurice

I’m Yours
Faith

Toff
Mills
Fields

Snowflakes
Maddox
fangled hom-honkin* automobeels
Brunswick Jazz Label
running over a dog, and the perBrunswick Records is being resistent sound of the Trinity Chimes
as a jazz label by Coral
making with “Auld Lang Syne.” activated
Scott to
Records with a series of disks to
And, naturally, Qd Stewart had to be titled “Jazztime,
Pianist Walter Scott, now at the
U.S.A.” The
record “Uncle Josh’s New Year’s old Brunswick catalog is
Hayden
House
in Omaha, cut “St.
owned by
Pledge,” telling of how Josh swore Coral, a Decca subsid, which has Louis Blues”
and “The Glow
off cussing but broke his pledge been reissuing most of the oldies Worm” for RCA.
It’s his first
when he fell down the cellar stairs. on LP platters.
platter.

paraphernalia into the
belfries of New York churches and
catch the sound of the chimes. Because of the uncertain and hazardous nature of the recording, the

’52 Biz

Nippon Ride

in

33

one big publisher who frankly

i

all sorts of nice

Christmas gifts, as to why Santa
didn’t pay his respects to the poor
little boy next door.
New Year’s Recordings
The first of January has never
been the big recording bonanza
that Christmas was, and is, but
most prominent vocalists could and
can be counted on to warble “Aufd
Lang Syne” at one time or other.
There were “Trinity Chimes” solos
of “The Coming of the Year” and
“Lord, Dismiss Us With Thy Blessing” a combination of seeing the
New Year in and the Old Year out.

The

OnCHESTRAS-MSIC

VSStmTr

Oldtime Yule Platters

0

,

.

•

Trying*

Yours

(London)

“Second Hungarian
Rhapsody.”
Erna Berger, German coloratura
made some tapes during her November recital tour and Marian
Anderson and Helen Traubel ore
expected to visit the Victor studios
during their recital tours scheduled for early 1953. So far, these
records made in Japan, Including
the eight sides waxed by Krupa,
arc collectors’ items In the U.S. as
there are no arrangements for retailing them elsewhere than in

,

'

'

1

wl

'

iremZT 8lWby recording-star*,
Lewi^* U ^kfcuiscd. m* “Uncle^
ncl * Charlie” “Uriel*
S?.’

L

r

££Ue

synthnu

Japan;

TUNES
POSITIONS
Last
This
week. week.
1

3

E :'nwt

H**

uch farther
back, circa 1803.

publisher

TUNE

SAW MOMMY

KISSIN’

SANTA CLAUS

1

WHY

2.

GLOW WORM

4

4-

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

5

8

8
7

*
10

7

Harman

DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME

2

a

—

Uncle Ernie”
these
rrtjttm btlnt Lewi.

No

Brandon
Marks
Four Star

E. B.

WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN
YOU BELONG TO ME

St.

I

WHITE CHRISTMAS
TAKES TWO' TO TANGO
TRYING

new

recording companiesin 1952. Nippon
struggling
is
to get back
into the big time, currently nego-

were established
Polydor

%

•

Louis
Proser

Ridgeway
t
»

Berlin

Harman
Randy Smith

Deutsche Gramophon
of matrices from West
Germany. Nippon Polydor has acquired some mothers- from the
Swiss Elite company and is also-

tiating with
for a supply

releasing

&

small number of Rus-

sian pressing*. These Soviet items
were dubbed from-records offered
royalty-free by the Soviet Embassy
-

here;

Edward Truddeau has been
named merchandise manager for
Columbia Records’ pop- and folk deheadquartering in
Bridgeport factory.

partments-,
dLskery’ir

til#

OHCHRSTRAS-MIJSIC
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FOR A FAST GETAWAY

t

ao/«
8107

BOOTS BROWN

20/47—5110

BEST SELLING RCA

This Week's

Victor Records
Playing

78 rpm/45 rpm

Time

20/47 5067...
Spike Jones

DON'T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR
Perry

20/47 5064...

2:37/2:30

20/47 4953.

3:06/2:36

Como

LADY OF SPAIN/OUTSIDE OF HEAV

.

Eddie Fisher

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE/THE SONG

10/4? 3914...

3:30/3:30

20/47 5103...

;. 2:38/2:48

Mario Lama

A STOLEN WALTZ/TEARDROPS

ON

Sunny Gate

FANDANGO/BLUE VIOLINS

20/47 4997.
4997

2:56/3:28

.

Hugo Winterhalter

WISH YOU WERE HERE/THE HAND OF FATE

20/47 4830.

.

SIJ

20/47 5034

.

No. 2

20/47 5043

.

.

20/47 4841

.

.

.

2:37/2:19

Eddie Fisher

THE GAL

WHO INVENTED KISSIN'/A

FOOL

.

2:35/2:30
p

Hank Snow

JAM-BOWL LIAR/YOU BELONG TO ME

2:42/2. i 4

Homer & Jethro

EVERYTHING HAVE

IS

I

YOURS/HOLD ME

...

2:58/2:27

Eddie Fisher

EVEN

NOW/ IF IT WERE UP TO ME

...

20/47 5106...

. * * •

2:18/2:40

Eddie Fisher

20/47 4926

BLUES IN ADVANCE/BELLA MUSICA

.

.

...2:47/3:03

Dinah Shoro
10 / 4 ’ 3639..,
10/49
3639

3:30/3:55

11M
WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS TO ME ...

20/47 5038.

3.07/3:32

THE RED NOSED REINDEER

20/47 4315.

3:05/3:29

THE LORD'S PRAYER/GUARDIAN ANGELS
Mario Lanza

CHRISTMAS DAY/THAT'S
Eddie Fisher

MY TWO FRONT TEETH/RUDOLPH
Spike Jones

RCA
FIRST

IN

*

*

VICT0R
RECORDED

MUSIC

•HIS

MASTIRS VOlCl"

. .
.

vmreft

ORCHESTftAS-MUSIC
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Band Reviews
ERNIE RUDY ORCH
With Don Rogers^
*

piano, handled
orch's arranger.

(11)

by

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Meccia.

Bill

mmmmm

Hotel Peabody, Memphis
Featherstone orch is long on
Leader Ernie Rudy, Sammy Kaye’s vocal offerings, since leader warformer drummer man, has sur- bles a good baritone and has a
rounded himself with the care of background in this department datKaye’s orch, which includes the ing back to the days with the Art
arrangements of Charles Kassel crew. Virtually every numsolid
(Pump) Haendle as well as personal ber has
embellishments,
vocal
manager and flacker Roy Maxwell. Featherstone alternating w i t h
The entire contingent comprises blonde Dorrie Evans and working
four reeds, pair of trumpets and in trio and quartet backgrounds.
trombones, piano, bass-tuba and He calls up Ed Christy and Lou
drums.
Dell, trumpeters, to form the trio
Rudy’s crew was in top form with himself, and now and then in-,
when caught (5) and drew a salvo eludes songstress for a quartet.
of applause from a near SRO room Singing throughout is polished in
with their danceable music styling this crew. Miss Evans handles her
and sizzling music beat. They fea- share capably, at her best on the
ture a nightly floor jhow with all more popular and standard ditties,
talent shuttled from the band- but does nicely by rhythm numstand. The Rudy men open with a bers as well and works out on a
flashback of their Kaye days titled Latin at times.
Featherstone swings back to the
"The Ernie Rudy Story." The entire crew gives out in this splurge Chi area after the three-week stand
"
Quin
which also spotlights the Three here.

kaTSMurj r

Survey of
sales based

retail sheet music
on reports obtained

0

Music
DuMont

Music

Mus.

and avoirdupois circuits.
also comes up with a good
stunt in featuring a glee club led
by singer Don Rogers in "I've Got
laugh

JJ

^

23.

7

You Under My

Skin.” Rogers can
song ana has personality.
Rudy, who is better than par in
showmanship, hits with a winsome
waltz medley which ran like this:
"Girl of My Dreams,” "Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi,” and "Tennessee
sell a

Wheeling (W. Va.) Symphony Or-

'8

The band

also shows vergives out with a
sparkling production of "Jambalaya,” and bows by segueing into
a Dixieland treatment of the number which wows the rebels down
here.

Waltz.”

when

satility

it

Band

employs a
theme, "In Dreams.”

contagious
Matt.

Columbus, -Dec.

chestra for the last four years, has

been named conductor of the Columbus Little Symphony, effective

( 10 )

With Dorrie Evan*
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas

Music of

City’

young crew

this

patterned generally along lines pleasing to hotel and ballroom patrons,
with the Jimmy Featherstone style
leaning to the sweeter side and
fullness from the reeds. Instrumentation includes trombone, pair of
trumpets, tube, trio of reeds, piano
and drums-vibes. Leader calls for
good deal of specialty work on the
is

Daman Folk Dance Guest
Fred Berk will handle special
choreographic arrangements for the
Israel Folk Dance Festival, to be
sponsored by the Jewish National
Fund, at Hunter College Assembly Hall, N. Y., Jan. 4.
Shoshana Damari, Israeli folk
singer, has been signed as guest
artist, as well as the American
Square Dance Group, under direction of

Margot Mayo.
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1
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of Spain (Fox)
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Louis,
Minneapolis,
Philadelphia,

3

5
8

Nicholas)

(Hill-R)

Mi

A

•

(Berlin)

Snowman

2

10

Heart and Soul (Famous)

•

12

15
1

•

Till I Waltz Again (Proser)
Silver Bells (Famous)

•

•

Kissin’ Santa (Harman)

Rudolph, Reindeer

6

3

Glow Worm (Marks)
Because You Mine (Feist)
You Belong to Me (Ridgeway)
I Went To Your Wedding (Hill-R)

Frosty the

a
Q

New

Believe Me, (Brandom)

White Christmas

11

10B

will divide his duties between
Wheeling and Columbus the bal-

JIMMY FEATHERSTONE ORCH

a
1

10A

You

Mommy

2

9

immediately.
Mazer, a former apprentice conductor of the Pittsburgh Symphony,

ance of the season. His first con«cert here is Jan. 18.
He replaces George Hardesty, associate professor at Ohio State U's
college of music, who resigned because of press of academic duties.

Bros.
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M
a

and Publisher

«
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Louis

Schmitt

St.

Q
York,

©
Title

Don’t

11

Symph
Mazer as Head

Pacts

Jenkins

Chas.

<8

Dec. 20

This Last
wk.
wk.

Little

Henry Mazer, conductor

Week Ending

National

of the

Band
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M.D.S.
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Merry Men, and Chubby.

Silvers,
registers aplenty both in the

O

Co.

1

who

6

Supply

Co.

from leading stores in 10 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
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Sure Thing

Inside Orchestras—Music

Washington, Dec. 23.
Vladimir Horowitz is giving
a recital at Constitution Hall
here Jan. 20, Inauguration

Day. The pianist’s* manager,
David Libidins, was apparently
considerably concerned that
the arfist might get snafued
with his hotel arrangements
that night, even though the
reservation was solid, due to
influx of visitors for the inauguration.
To reassure him, local concert manager Patrick Hayes
called the hotel last week, insisted on paying the bill, although a month parly, got his
receipt, and s$nt it off to N. Y.

»

Army

officers returning from Korea report that the Chinese
Communists are pulling the World War II stunt of playing American
records aimed at the GIs in the front lines. Idea is part of the Commie psychological warfare program designed to get the American
soldiers homesick. Frank Sinatra disks are currently getting the most
plays from the Reds, and some U. S. soldiers have been complaining

V. S.

that the tunes are "too old.”

handles the late evening pop music
hours, "Music Till Midnight,” and
the following "Hill Billy Bandstand,” which gives him. fairly generous coverage of diskery.
Style
is in the casual commentary pattern, and generally makes for easy
listening.
Quin.

Disk jockey Review
FIRST FIVE
With Bob Sanders

KCMO,

Kansas City

4:15-6 p.m., Mon-thru-Frl.

German Disks To

After staff work and late hour
record spinning for several months,
Bob Sanders has recently been allocated a major spot on the
program lists, taking over the
afternoon disk jockey spot vacated
by departure of Jim Lantz to the

KCMO

Reenter Japan
Tokyo, Dec. 16.
The German. <ji.sk industry is reentering the Japanese market for
the first time since the war under
an agreement just reached between
Japanese and German interests.
Ernst Roediger, veepee of the
Deutsche Gramophon Co., Ltd., an-

nounced conclusion

of a provisional cOntract^under which his
firm’s former Japanese outlet, the
Nippon Polydor Sangyo, will he reorganized here .under the name of.
Shin Nippon Polydor, with a capital of $300,000;
(15)

T

addition

include, however, the new
seml-LP, "variable microgroove”
disks. Roediger said a repertory of
about 100 classical selections will
be available for release when production begins here. Meanwhile, it
is planned to import German-made
records for sale in Japan.
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Log Angeles, Dec. 23.
of Negro Musicians Local 767 will vote Jan. 9 on the
proposed merger with Local 47,
which ratified such a wedding at its

‘Pin

by

Villaa*

Members

'

If the
R *

Another

Negro Tooters
Vote on Merger in Jan*

annual election
•

Cornin'

Is

To Town

up-to-the-minute

L.A.’s

A

c

Fn.Ofit

will

hi* orchestra

HOLIDAY

Cli

five

records of the day as tabulated in
a survey of the six leading record
shops in town. Hit tunes are spread
over the show, winding with the
top tune, and between the others
are spaced pops of the day, old
faves, newest releases and others
on a spot-participating format. It’s
the station’s top-drawer platter session of the day.
Sanders is proving a very able
successor to Lantz, who enjoyed
considerable following for the

knowledge in the field, young
Sanders adds a fillip or two of his
?wn, such as hi* "medley of one”
equipment will also be installed by in
which he shows how two or
Deutsche Gramophon.
three artists or bands treat the
Roediger, who leaves tomorrow same tune.
(Wed.) for Germany, said output
Besides this show Sanders also
would’ be coiifined to 78 rpm In 10and 12-inch sizes at first. These

and

r-

Santa Claus

"First Five” is a late afternoon

show which highlights the top

Deutsche Gramophon will fur- many months he had it. His work
at the mike shows results of continuous research on records, bands
and vocalists and smacks of real
interest in what he is doing.
In

nish technical knowhow and matrixes of German recordings for
pressing in Japan.
The German
firm will also help to rebuild the
old Nippon Polydor plant, destroyed by $re bombs during the
war. Latest
German recording

K-

Coast.

cal vote

last

members
for

r««A

BS

week.

of the

merger

Negro

lo-

actual
merger will take place at a date
to be set by both locals.
also,
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In the

ASCAP

repertory there

is

avaiiable the greatest collection of Holiday
for

Wonderland

Songs

every type of use.
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The 3,000 members of ASCAP extend to
their friends'in
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the entertainment world
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»Disk Companies' Best

On

the Upbeat
ments

New York

.

Lenny Martin band

A1 Martino into the Erie Club,
Eileen age near Verona
Philadelphia, Jan. 1
Stan Getz
Barton opens at the Olympia, plays one-nighter at Savoy BallNat
(K? j) room tomorrow (Thurs.)
(Wed.)
TomMiami, today
Cole begins a three-week engage- my Carlyn band back into Bill
ment at the Tiffany Club, Los Green’s for over the holidays.
.

.

.

Angeles, Friday

.

.

.

De Franco began a two-week engagement at the Blue Note, PhilaEddie
delphia, Monday (22)

Dallas

.

.

.

.

.

.

3.

I

4.

WILLIE CLAUS
MEET MR. CALLAGHAN

.

.

.

.

.

4.

5.

Satchmo, B.G. Paired

starts a three-week-

er Dec. 21 at the Schroeder, Milwaukee, with Alex Alstone coming

Jan. 13 for two frames. Don Johnstone is set for two weeks Feb. 6
Gene Marshall, ofat the hotel
fice manager of General Artists
Corp., leaves the agency Jan. 15
for California. As yet, no replace.

2.

For Concert Tour

3.

Benny Goodman and Louis Armstrong are being paired for a concert tour to be routed by Joe
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp.
Lineup of surrounding talent .is
still

to

be

5 WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
HELLO BLUE BIRDS
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
ONE DREAM
TAKES TWO TO TANGO
LET THERE BE LOVE

4.

key agency has pacted Don Reid Inf! Music Institute
for Peabody, Memphis, Dec. 31
Officers
through Jan. 24 with Henry Busse
Names
due in Feb. 1 for two stanzas. JimThe International Music Instimy Featherstone fills the Feb. 16 tute, org which was founded last
through March 2 space with Ray May for exchange of musicians and
Pearl following the next day until musical info between countries of
April 1.
the United Nations, has named
Warney Ruhl in for a month at Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor of
the Claridge, .Memphis, starting the N.Y. Philharmonic, prez, and
Dec. 26 .Tommy Reed opens a Hans Rosenwald, former dean of

New

5.

.

four-week stand at the Jung, New the Chicago Musical College, exec
Red Saunders director and secretary of the board.
Orleans, Dec. 31.
celebrating 15th anni 'as musical
IMI is planning to shift its
director at the Club DeLisa
headquarters from Chi to New
Duke Ellington being nartied York in January.
around town in honor of 25 years
in the band field.
QaiiIIiavh ftuiTA ^Olll755^

dviiiuciu

Pittsburgh

uujo

2.

3.

4.

5.

Labor Day, and another around
the peak before-Christmas
audience, would be the ideal timeWhile I may find myself in
table.
the Easter, pre-Thanksgiving or
Xmas cycle of events, my plays will
not necessarily be seasonal.
On
the other hand, it may even be that
NBC will decide to do them all
next fall that’s up to them.”
[NBC plans the first for Marchnow,

Cornell

OH HAPPY DAY
YOUR MOTHER AND MINE

Lawrence Welk

—

April.]

What amused Sherwood most
were the calls from agencies, sponsors, admen, et al.
“all with the
same gripe, to Joe McConnell

Mills Bros.

AFTER ALL
Four Aces
JUST SQUEEZE ME ...
HEART AND SOUL
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES .... Red Foley
SALLY
Louis Armstrong
I LAUGHED AT LOVE
TAKES TWO TO TANGO
Ella Fitzgerald
TRYING
MY BONNIE LIES OVER THE OCEAN

—

.

(NBC prez), ‘Why, if it weren’t for
us where would the networks be?’

—and
know

band goes

MERCURY
WHY DON’T YOU

1.

BELIEVE ME

CONQUEST
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
CUBAN LOYE SONG

3.

IT’S

4.

5.

.

Patti

.

ww

B

.

.

1.

2.

.

a g gsBgg

3.

4.

5.

jpj

P

OPERATORS

DJ'S

DEALERS

Greetings

RCA

Frank M. Folsom and which McConnell consummated, was the

Eddy Howard

writer’s observation that “there is
that no man’s land, that wide area

Ralph Marterie

between the creative writer and
the network topper which seemingly must first be considered in TV,

WORTH ANY PRICE YOU PAY
KENTUCKY BABE

PRETEND
AFTER MIDNIGHT
I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
YOU BELONG TO ME

;

.

Pfftti

Page

as it was in radio, meaning the
agency and the sponsor.”
Folsom-McConnell agreed that playwrights
of
Sherwood’s stature
could cut right through all that
and come direct to the top and
«

WHY

DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME

d|j

De Franeo

P
P
m

Personal Mgt.

LENNY LEWIS
Record Promotion

UGE McKELVY

Dir.:
jY
4i,
aJV

Sr**

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

a

Therefore,

deal.

for the production rights to the

Art Mooney

first plays.)

Ginny Gibson

MILLb M( S/C
r

Perry

5.

m
m
/i£i

j

LADY OF SPAIN
OUTSIDE OF.HHAVEN
BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE
THE SONG THE ANGELS SING
A STOLEN WALTZ
TEARDROPS ON MY PILLOW
exhibition

a

Colgate Convention
Continued from page 22

Presents

WITERHAITBB
EXCITING

Como

MNOlTlONOf

Eddie Fisher

Mario Lanza

Sunny Gale

for

grocery

confabs.

Most of the showings are in hotel
ballrooms, but they
held in theatres.

Cartoonist

Capp

may

also

explains

be

or

Tht

P

.*i I J

; cf

S'i'n

EVERYTHING

I

»

HAVE

M-C.-M
IS

<

YOURS"

the

“Dragnet” show, a hilarious impact of the Colgate ads in comic
strip format and publisher Motley
whodunit tagged “Fishnet.”
gives a briefing on the magazine
All these excerpts are clicko. supplement
campaign. These secThey’ll entertain the soap-peddlers, tions round out the factual-yet-enprovide an excellent framework for tertaining presentation of the Cola “commercial” on the more down- gate ad strategy.
The film was produced by Les
to-earth business facets as expoundHarris, AM-TV head of the soap
ed by the local sales chieftains and
firm, and Bill Grathwahl, assistant
also imbue them with “go out and ad manager,
using facilities of
sell for a good product” spirit.
Filmways.
It projects showmanThis approach may offer compe- ship and TV savvy into business.
tition to

EVERYTHING
I

IS

HAVE

YOURS

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

such setups as Tele-SesTeleconferences,

which
si-

multaneous powwows. Latter, being live, have the advantage of permitting last-minute changes in the
convention show itself.
But the
film convention concept has good
values in getting polished performance and production, flexibility in
scheduling,
allowing
some key
execs to visit several local meetings
in person and residual uses such as

it

amuses Sherwood that after all the
squawks from the admen, they’ve
been quickest to woo McConnell

Art Mooney

KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS
WINTER
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

use cable-relay facilities to get

RECORDS

make

Joni James

2.

sions

MGM

Joni James

.

‘

of the

i

......

PURPLE SHADES
HAVE YOU HEARD
WISHING RING
WINTER
HEARTBREAK
LAZY RIVER
HONESTLY
YOU BLEW ME A KISS
TOO FAR BETWEEN KISSES

Spike Jones

4.

Buddy

the Sherwood-NBC

Gaylords

RCA VICTOR
1.
I SAW MOMMY

3.

Thanks

||

fall

£?ES

and

p

to

Sherwood’s

plays. (The important angle of the
deal, which the playwright first
broached casually to
prexy

Page

M-G-M

.

would

Robert Montgomery shows which
are of the pattern into whose one-

•

.

when

hour could

2.

into

immediately wanting

all

plays be available to them.” That
goes for Goodyear, Philco and the

'

^llUid

Southern Music has purchased
world rights to the Joe Davis
the William Penn Hotel’s Terrace the
Room for 10 days on Jan. 7. Bounce Music copyright, “Quizas, Quizas,
(“Perhaps, Perhaps, PerQuizas”
Raymond
with
formerly
Biringer,
Scott, has joined the Elliott trum- haps”).
Armstrong
Louis
pet section
The Latino standard was penned
and his All-Stars booked into by Cuban cleffer Osvaldo Farres
Vogue Terrace for week of Feb. 17 and Davis supplied the English
and Tommy Tucker orch plays lyric.
Frankie
there week of Jan. 20
Pell, just out of the Air Force, has
Roy Smeck, who used to baton
rejoined Hal Curtis outfit as fea-:
tured singer
A1 Powell, who Hawaiian music albums for Decca
used to play the trumpet for Brad Records, has rejoined the company
Hunt, is now doing his arrange- after a seven-year hiatus.
.

in March-April, another just after

.

.

.

three early in the year, and whenever NBC puts them on is up to
them. I rather imagine that one

Pearl Bailey

DECCA
GLOW WORM
1.

.

Elliott’s

“when I sit down to write!
who knows, I may grind out all
and. then

BE FAIR

•

set.

ment has been named ... McCon-

Baron

While he doesn’t go “on payhe has been makthe rounds of the top TVdrama shows; has studied techniques, absorbed all he can absorb,

Karen Chandler

Don

of scen-

ing

Teresa Brewer

i

minimum

utilized a

roll” until Jan. 1,

CORAL
TILL

it

ery and trappings.”
Sherwood sees TV as a sort of
iconoscope theatre-in - the - round,
where the movement of the words
in the play and the players mean
more than scenery.

.

3.

1.

.

tre

.

Chicago

.

Yogi Yorgesson

KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS. ... .Jimmy Boyd
THUMBELINA
Jo Stafford
KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART
Jo Stafford
JAMBALAYA
EARLY AUTUMN
James
Clooney-Harry
Rosemary
YOU’LL NEVER KNOW
THE CONTINENTAL
Johnnie Ray-Doris Day
MA SAYS PA SAYS
A FULL TIME JOB

2.

.

I

Russ Carlyle

Molly Bee

Les Paul-Mary Ford

COLUMBIA
1.
I SAW MOMMY

.

.

SANTA CLAUS

KISSIN’

playwright.
“As a matter of fact
TV is proving that already, because some top televised dramas
have been doing some truly marvelous work without scenery. From
the orthodox dramatist's viewpoint
I’d say that Thornton
Wilder’s
‘Our Town,’ is the ideal play for
TV. Even in the Broadway thea-

YINGLE BELLS

.

.

HOME

TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS AND HOLD ME
I YUST GO NUTS AT CHRISTMAS

5.

.

.

SAW MOMMY

Continued from page

Johnny Standley
Les Paul-Mary Ford

(2 Parts)

BABY’S COMING
LADY OF SPAIN

.

.

,

MY

.

Louann’s starts live-talent policy
Fisher gets the N. Y. Sunday News Jan, 1, with Bill Mayo quintet playRuss ing nightly. .Woody Herman orch
coloroto cover Jan. 4
Land! recuperating after a tonsilec- due for southwestern one-nighters
Bill Simon editing a in January .. Spike Jones set for
tomy
hpuse organ for Peer International stand Jan. 16 at Lake Worth CaRosetta Davis, former Duke sino, Fort Worth
Billy Eckstlne
.
Ellington orch vocalist, pacted by pacted for Jan. 30-31 at Pappy’s
Songstress Lydia Showland here
Baker Hotel’s
Shaw Artists
Trecse opened at the Monte Carlo, “Mural Room will follow -Patti Page
Hackensack, N. J., Monday (22)
(Jan. 2-16) with Dorothy Shay’s
Marvin Frank, E. B. Marks Music fortnight, opening Jan. 30, and EdSophie
publicist, hopping to Haiti on a gar Bergen on Feb. 13.
Georgia Tucker is set for a May 4 return
.
12-day song prowl
Gibbs into the Capitol Theatre, date.
N. Y., today (Wed.).
.

IT’S IN

Buddy

.

.

.

,

THE BOOK

1.

2.

.

.

.
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Sherwood

ARTIST

CAPITOL

just
started its fourth straight year of
weekend engagements at Anchor.

.

Sellers*,

F America's: Fastest
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AGVA Seeks Chi Membership Aid
In

Showdown

S

,

Tiff

Paris

Mugg

Morris Agency Gives Heave-Ho to

Art Buchwald

With Niteries

has

Split in

The William Morris Agency has

With 'That’ Whale

Sugar Ray, ‘Mommy’ Boyd

Up

Pa. Labor Bd. Sets Election

for Pitt Gardens

Pittsburgh, Dec. 23.
The Gardens, local sports arena
operated by John H. Harris, has
port the
booked in a big show headed by
fi8
in last Jimmy Boyd, 13-year-old kid sing5oVA topper planed
A
union would er whose "I Saw Mommy Kissing
k and S aid that
group and that mein- Santa Claus” is a current disk senfieht CCO
in the closed sation, and Sugar Ray Robinson
performed
hnrcNvho
Silver Frolics, Melody for a two-day stand next week. Laystrip spots—
out will play afternoon and evening
and Little Club—would be
These Tuesday (30) and a regular evening
the unfair list.
placed on
and New Year’s Eve midnight perownwhose
the ones
bistros were
formance (31).
wouldn’t pay the welfare asers
In addition to Robinson and
which the acts
sessment and from
However, they re- young Boyd, bill will include Charualked out.
when new union was lie Barnet’s orch, Gil Lamb and
turned
closed last week Mary Small. Quick booking of Robformed, but spots
for the holiday, inson erased negotiations which
probably
anyway,
were pending for the retired, unwas planned before the fracas

one of the many byline pieces

For Cafe Picketed 4 Yrs.

In

the soon-due

1IL

seek further defeated middleweight champ to
those turns, to be bring his^nitery act to the Vogue
action against
Terrace here for a week’s stand.
determined when the board meets
mete out punishment.
this week to
Irving doesn’t intend to meet
the Enterwith the cafe owners or
Latter
tainment Managers Assn.
broke off from Artists Representaover
week
squabble
last
Assn,
tives
for club dates,
as to payment of $1
the Chi group refusing to kick in
.680 ’52
One of the four spots
for the tab.
which. wouldn’t pay original $2.50
Dallas, Dec. 23.
levy, the playhouse in nearby CaluThe State Fair of Texas, for the
met City, is still operating.
fiscal year ending Nov. 15, showed
a net profit of $397,680, expo prez
R. L. Thornton revealed at the anEddie Luntz Heads
nual stockholders’ meeting. Year’s
Eddie Luntz was elected presi- gross was $1,228,060, with total exdent of the Associated Agents of penses $830,380.
America last week in New York,
Bulk of profit was made during
succeeding Syd E. Leipzig. Irving the fall expo’s run, Oct. 4-19, when
Barrett was named veepee; Harry $361,000 was netted.
Gate admisStone, treasurer; Jimmy Daley, sec- sions to fair’s activities in ’52 were
retary, and Harry Dell, sergeant $439,450, upping the ’51 take
by
at arms.
$93,970.
Healthy report on State
Named to the board of governors Fair Musicals, Inc., showed a boff
Dave Cohen, Sam Golden, $12,680 net profit for the past 12are
Juliet Heath, Sim Kerner, Eddie
week season, compared to a $24,Ross, Harry Rudder and Joe Zweig, 800 loss in ’51.
The *52 musicals
all holdovers. New members of the
were exempt from 20% amuseboard are Leipzig, Hal Edwards and. ments, tax, while last year’s season
Oscar Lloyd.
gave up $45,000 in Federal tax.
started.

Talent-Tax Snag,

Tex. State Fair s

Net

AAA

week by

its

Bill Miller,

asso-

Miller,

who

give

the

Oct. 31. Question to be settled

10%

cut.

*V

ciated with Murray Weinger in the
original operation during the lush
end-of-war period. Purchase price
was $450,000 and Miller has set
Jan. 20 for opening.

operates the Riviera,

is

O

Exits Chi

Lee, N.

MCA

outside

office

For many years after

its

full

MCA

in-

troduced this policy, the Morris
office continued to cooperate with
the indies, by spotting acts in cafes

where it held exclusives. Indies
generally were content to let them
book *n return for a 5% cut.
The office, with departure of
Dick Henry, who left last October
and went into business for himself,
has gradually weaned itself from
Today, it’s viroutside buying.
tually impossible for an outside
agent to spot an act through WM.
There’s been no formal announcement of new policy, but the individual salesmen have been told to
lay off outside

acts.

Morris office as well as others
have long held that it costs more
Chicago, Dec. 23.
than 5%, to operate, and have been
Danny Graham, head of the Chi- forced to clamp down on buying
cago act department for Music from others.

of the

events leading to current setup

is

Danny Graham

J., will change name
huge place to Bill Miller’s
Miami Beach Riviera. Chain of

Ft.

will not split commissions with
any booker, but when buying an
act from another agency, it will

Local 301 was chosen as the bargaining agent in an election by the
waitresses in 1948, and has continued to picket the spot after* alleged objections were raised by
management over union procedures.

takeover this

who was

Election will be held Dec. 30 at
the board’s office in the Finance
Bldg, here, and will be limited to
24 employees who were working

301 to represent them exclusively
in collective bargaining.

Miami Beach, Dec. 23.
Copa City came to full turn of
the wheel with

hith-

Morris office

the

whether the employees want Local

Miami

450G Miller Buy

AGVA may

Under system

office.

erto in effect,
The State Labor Relations Board bought acts from virtually all inhas ordered another employees' dies and split commissions with
Under the new system,
election in the four-year labor dis- them.
pute at the Anchorage, East River there will be no commission splits.
Drive spot which has been picketThe Morris plan is a variation of
ed by Local 301, Waiters & Wai- the one adopted by Music Corp.
tresses Union, since 1948.
of America some years ago. MCA

47 th Anniversary Number

In Copa,

except when a cafe owner specifically asks for an act belonging to

another

Philadelphia. Dec. 23.

11

as

but formally shelved policy of
buying ‘talent from other agents,
all

.

Pair

%

‘Sudden Blow’ to Indies

A Whale of a Time

Chicago, Dec. 23.
of Variety ArtAmerican Guild
A
against the
its first action
is s t0
and the
Owners
°f Cafe
C "C 6
Entertainers
„ unioi), Chicago
adIlatlUllax
national
Wlin
with
week
lact WCeK
t,
last
JS,
l
?SatWe secretary Jack toIrving
supmembers
n'd on AGVA
call n
drive
wcu«i C uuv,
its welfare
! i 0 union in iu»
.

VAUDEVILLE

rr

a

tangled one. First came the fire
which burned out the original
Copa-Cabana. The spot was rebuilt Corp. of America for the past 10
into the Norman Bel Geddes idea years, retires Jan. 27.
After a
in niteries, seating 650-700 in the
winter vacation, veteran booker
main room and 250-300 in the adjoining lounge. Financing was ar- will probably go into business for
ranged through stock sales, with himself.
Weinger and associates controlling
Previous to MCA, Graham was

New
indies,

procedure

many

of

is

a

whom

blow to the
have been

WM

voting power. Biggest backers (and associated with the Sam Roberts
mortgage-holders) were the Sam office. Most of his work will be operator when buying names is
Kaye group, he being the local taken over by Marvin Moss, with forced to provide for the surroundfinancing tycoon. Overhead on op- some accounts being handled by ing show from the agency that
eration, plus top budget for acts, Jim Brayley. Johnny Palmer, who supplies the topper. They do mannegated any big profits, unless the has been in the orch end, also- re- age to get a few acts on bills where
there’js no expensive headliner.
(Continued on page 42)
signed last week.
l

a

THE DANCING CABOTS STOP THE SHOW”
N.Y. DAILY

MIRROR

(Lee Mortimer)

"The

dancing

of

the

Cabots, she with the
tresses

down

golden
to her hips,

"Those Cabots would stop
a show in any era. They're
Their
exciting
to watch.
—
kind of Dances sell liquor."

wi

and the two young men who
toss her around, is a highlight of the revue."

-

v
l

a

\

V

-

-

—HERALD TRIBUNE

-WORLD-TELEGRAM
(Robert W. Danna),

(Hy Gardner),

Mi
filifili

dance

num-

—VARIETY

(Abel).

"Highlight
ber$."

"The

Cabots

the

stole

superb."

.

*

.

almost

show
were
—BILLBOARD.
•

.

•

Currently

m

VERSAILLES
New
ftfMm

mSm

IftiM

-

York

An acknowledgement with
NICK
and ARNOLD and GEORG1E

•.

thanks to the Messrs.

mm
mm

HALE.
V\ A**'

Exclusive

5%

on a
basis for years. The freezeout has
to
direct
go
indies
to
the
forced
the cafe owners for bookings. Howa
to
ever, that similarly leads
blind alley inasmuch as the nitery
doing business with

Management: HERBERT MARKS AGENCY, 152 54th

Street,

New York • Miami-— 600

Lincoln

Road

VAVBEWLLK
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Dailies Hit Springfield Cafe Tilth';

Agent Turned Talent Scout

Billy

D.A. Threatens to Vacate Licenses
declaring that
“interpretive”
the
nor’easter in a nightcap is
dancers were pandering to the lowresult
the
as
parts
brewing in these
and
audiences,
of
their
tastes
est
of local newspapers launching a selling “filth for a fee.” The Union
nitery
crusade against “filthy”
reporter
that
its'
went on to say
shows in western Massachusetts and had seen policemen in the audinorthern Connecticut. At the same
ences, but their presence “failed
threathas
office
D.A.’s
time, the
to dimmish the ardor of the gagened to lift some of the boite li- sters, with their tainted jokes.”
of
“merchants
censes unless the
It was charged that teenagers
mud” put more clothes on the girls
and launder the emcees’ material. were served beer, and that “sexual
and perverts were the
perversion
News
Simultaneously, the Daily
favorite topics of the jokesters.”
and the Morning Union sent out
District attorney Stephen Moynareporters on special assignments
ento o.o. a few of the spots which list han declared, that “questionable
“character dancers” for their late tertainment is a source of real conpolice
threatened
findings
and
cern
to
us,”
their
supper shows, and
action if licensing authorities fail
made page 1 for both sheets.
to drive out these “merchants of
Said the News: “Guests at sevmud.”
eral area dining and drinking esIf the licensing authorities do
tablishments have returned home
up their own house, the
ashamed and appalled at the high not clean

D.A. said, “then we will have to
degree of downright smut and lasvisit them with the state police,
civiousness incorporated into the
which might prove somewhat emesso-called ‘floor shows’ of these
barrassing to persons in the auditablishments.”
ence, if not to the performers.”
No names were used, but the
number of night spots in the area
covered by the stories is pretty limited. The story hit “shocking stories” by the emcees, and deplored
IN ‘BLUE ANGEL’
the fact that teenagers were in
Chicago, Dec. 23.
most of the audiences. The News
A1 Greenfield, formerly partner
reporter said that “some of the
nightclubs visited presented floor with Milt Schwartz, in the Bandshows in which good, clean fun box, Prevue and Capitol bistros,
was the order of the evening, but will start a new nitery here along
there were too many others which the lines of Blue Angel and other
exceeded the bounds of decency eastside New York intineries. He
taken over the northside
to an amazing extent,” and that has
Gotham, shuttered for two weeks,
these were in the minority.
off with Josh White,
and
tees
“Sex,
Union,
the
Headlined
Jeri Southern, and “Jane Dulo
obscenity, top attraction at many
Dec.
25.
Springnightclubs in vicinity of
While headliners may be in for
long stays, rest of the bill will be
changed,
probably
o ft t h 1 y.

CHICAGO BREAKS OUT

RASH

m

Gotham, which opened
went into bankruptcy

NEW LAWRENCE
hotel

—Pool—
Cock-

Deejay, Disk

Lounge— 400

Modern Kitchenette
and Sleep-

In

Apts,

ing Rooms (all with
Tub and Shower)
—Modern Appoint-

Lake and Park.

Lawrence

k

Jhleage 40,

Kenmore Avenues
llllnels

whose

may

TALENT CONTEST *
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prixet Professional

engagement
Dm Cbm at

Tlei

reason's Greetings

THE COLSTONS
•

’**

™

*

an interesting byline piece

in the

forthcoming

47th Anniversary Number
of

PSniETY

*

0

Currently

Conrad Hilton

Hotel,

Chicago

Personal Management:

DICK HENRY, 1733 Broadway,

New

room were heavily attended nightly Shirley Woolf. “CBS” then made
for both shows. With competition verbal deal with Kaye interests for
and other problems, it didn’t work takeover, with Martha Raye and
out, though show ideas were highly Norma Schuyler, owners of Five
O’clock Club, to head up the deal
However, they relinquished their

praised by attendees.

There was a series of partners
in the venture through the years,
beginning with Miller and winding
with mounting mortgage aches,

commitment

to Miller, who is coming in with solid backing. He’s
in
town now, lining up staff and dickering for acts with Sam Bramson—
plus .endless litigation leading to
nixing of reopening this season. also here of William Morris AgenForeclosure suit' followed by Sam cy and other top talent handlers
Kaye interests (nephew Ralph Res- Policy will be along lines of hi*3
J. Riviera.
nick), which bought spot’s lease for N.

—

$55,000 at public sale on a third

Cost of

York

initial

operation will run

mortgage of approximately $200,- over $80,000, according to those
which included Weinger’s concerned with rentals, mortgage
000,
interest and other debts. Hitch may
ground-leasehold.
Sands, Las Vegas, Makes
Reports that Columbia Broad- come via the U. S. Internal Revecasting System was interested in nue Dept., which filed a 1009c penCapital of Danny Thomas’ buying the property for TV studios alty tax assessment last week in
wound up with formation of a cor- Circuit Court against Kaye, Weing‘Act of God’ Laryngitis poration called “CBS” organized by er and S. L. Kramer,’ trading as
is a lien for
Ned Schuyler’s partner in Copa Copa City Co. Suit
Las Vegas, Dec. 23.
City for past two years, attorney withholding and social security
The headliner roster here was
taxes claimed by Government for
decimated considerably last week
last quarter of 1949 and first quarwhen three names topping floorter of 1950.
Also included are
shows were downed by illness.
cabaret taxes for period from DeMajor sufferer v^as Louis Prima
cember, ’49, through March, ’50
who was forced out of the El
department toppers here said
ECHELONS “T”
Rancho show by a mild heart atsuch liens are filed against reMaxine Andrews (Sisters),
tack.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
sponsible persons, ostensibly Kaye
the Sahara, was out with
at
Lew Wasserman, &usic Corp. of who has holdings in two top beach
laryngitis, while Danny Thomas America prexy, confirmed additions hostels, the Nautilus and the
new
while
afflicted
similarly
was
among other
to the agency’s upper echelons. Biltmore Terrace,
preeming the Sands.
George Stern was elected veepee financing ventures.
Thomas, however, managed to •of Revue Productions, an MCA proIt is expected however, that the
emcee the show. In his stead, one ducing subsidiary. Other veepees matter will be cleared, what with
of the most expensive nitery liner named at the election are Chuck Miller regarded as a
responsible
ups ever to gather at one time in Koren and Mike Levee, Jr. Alan and reputable cafe operator. His
any floorshovtr, Jimmy Durante & Miller and Mickey Rockford will biggest problem is booking of talEddie Jackson, Ritz Bros., Frankie serve on the board of directors.
ent, since the leading niteries here
Laine, Jane Powell, Ray Anthony
Larry Barnet, already a veepee, have set the top names and the act
and Denise Darcel, who were inhas been named a director of MCA stock is fast dwindling as bonifaces
vited to the opening festivities,
In Las Vegas continue to bid skyCoast regional direc- Artists, Ltd., and Herb Rosenthal high for entertainment.
substituted.
Managetor of the American Guild of Va- was elected a director of
America. Both subriety Artists, Eddie RiO, one of the ment Corp. of
invited guests at the Sands, gave sidiaries deal with management and
handling
talent.
of
the spot special dispensation per-

MCA ADDS NEW NAMES
TO UPPER

.

Billy

Wms.
For

A new

Quartet,

Pitt

HARBERS

Orch

NOW

Hockey Hypo

Pittsburgh, Dec. 23.
wrinkle to hockey will be

SPORTING CLUB
MONTI CARLO -MONACO

launched here next month when
Pittsburgh Hornets and the Providence, R. I., club meet at The
Gardens Jan. 7. Management has
Cape May, N. J., Dec. 23.
booked in an orch and the Billy
Jack Riggitano, nitery performer, Williams Quartet, latter from TV’s
was fined $1,000 last Wednesday “Show of Shows,” to entertain be<17) when he pleaded guilty to the fore the game and between pecharge of unlawful possession of riods.
marijuana. Riggitano was arrested
Hornets are owned by John H.
in Wildwood late in the summer,
Harris, who also operates The Gar
along with six other performers.
dens.
Once before, in the ’30s, he
Judge Harry Tenenbaum suspended a 364-day jail sentence and tried something else at a hockey
game,
a skating exhibition by Sonja
placed Riggitano on two. years’ proHenie. That was the spark which
bation.
was eventually to lead to the big
Eleven musicians and entertain- skating extravaganzas like “Ice
ers were, convicted as the result Capades,”
which Harris produces,
of Wildwood narcotic raids last
and “Ice Follies.”
*

Saranac Lake

initial entries indicate they
By Happy Beiiway
fyecome names in 1953. Unit,
Dec. 23.
Saranac Lake, N.
being booked by the William MorJoe (IATSE) McCarthy, former
ris office, probably will break in
Joe Sinhere,
^assisted
by
alumnus
at Las Vegas.
Lewis recently packaged the Ed- clair, John McDowell, Joe Dwyer
from
N.
IA
boys
Y., beat
and
other
ward Arnold “Diamond Jim Brady
punch by gifting
Revue” and the Jimmy McHugh Santa Claus to the member
of the
each and every
“Song Stars of Tomorrow.”
V. C. hospital staff and personnel.
It’s a yearly event with these backstage boys of Local 1.

St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

58 W. 44

Duplicate PrliH Awarded la

*

Recording Stars of 1953.”
Lewis has inked disk jockey suftimer.
Larry Finley to head the package,
which will feature upcoming male
and female platter possibilities

RESTAURANT AND BAR

*

New Nitery Package

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
After whipping together a pair
of
packages
built
around familiar
SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL names, Sammy Lewis has a new
RATES gimmick in the offing for
a unit
at 8h*rldan Road
LOngbcach 1-2100 slated to take to the road after
Jan. 1. Layout will feature “New

Grant's Riviera
1

Newcomers

3W

ments—Overlooking

a

last spring,
last week.

built.

tall

Continued from page 41

In

mitting the talent substitutions for
a $25 token payment to each perHe ruled that Thomas’'
Outside of Etta Moten, most of former.
the acts were aspiring young illness was “an act of God.” (See
separate story and review for furopera singers,
Jean Fardulli, who operated the ther details.)
Gotham and previously the defunct Opera Club, is moving back
to the latter and has tagged it the Philly Nitery Performer
Blue Angel.
Not: expected that
he’ll go on a name policy, looking
Fined on Reefer Charge
rather for local talent that can be

Chicago's

Restaurant

a nightmare

Honor Among

*

Talent-Tax Tangle

Grady

Prohibition nitery

with

field,”

A

Swimming

recalls

story
or
“exotic”

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 23.

w
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COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER

GLASON'S
rHI ORIGINAL

SHOW BIZ GAO fill
(The Service of the Stars)
35 ISSUES $25

First 13 Flits $7.00. All 35 issuas $25.00
Slnsly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
(Beginning with No. 1 No Skipping)
• 3 Bks. PARODIES par book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., aa. bk. $25 •

—

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(ralssua), $3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ovar a thousand

Ron Fletcher to Coast
* A«
vn Jitc Lapauco XI..JJL
juLuuuit:
Ron
doing

NO

C.O.D.'S

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54 St., New York 1 f Dept. V

Fletcher, who just finished
the choreography for the

new Roxy, N.

DALE

Clrcla 7-1130

show, goes
to the Coast Saturday (27) to confer with producer John Harris on
the dances and musical numbers
Fletcher is to stage for the new
“Ice Capades,” which goes into
rehearsal in March.
Fletcher will "be back In N. Y.
Jan. 2, to work on uie dances for
the next Tallulah Bankhead TV
show, Jan. 10. He also hoofs on
Tallu’s shows.
Y.,

ice

Henrietta Kochenour planed
back to Washington, D. C., after
a bedside chat and vacation with
Helene (WB) Baugh whose progress after surgery indicates gohome certainty in the near future.
Milford (IATSE) Brown, technician from Stude Theatre, HousAuction 500 Club, N.Y.
ton, hit bis first real good clinic
report while on observation.
Furnishings and equipment of
Jerry (Loew) Hornsby motored in the 500 Club,
N. Y., were sold at
from Newark, N. J., for annual auction
yesterday (Tues.).
Spot
checkup and o.o., the ex-Variety
closed several weeks ago after a
Clubite receiving an all-clear to
short
Operation on a strip policy.
stay at work.
For the greater part of its caSaranac Lake summer theatre
group planning an extra gala for reer, it was the Havana-Madrid.
the coming season. Among plays
they will offer are “Twelfth Night,”
,
“My Sister Eileen” and “The« Phil‘Ice Follies Twin-Ies*
adelphia Story," again at local Odd
New Haven, Deo. 23.
Fellows Hall.
Many troupers of the actors’
Team of Scotvold Twins was temcolony are making reservations to porarily split up when an appenattend the crowning of the king & dectomy hospitalized Joanne Scotqueen of the yearly Lake Placid void during stand of “Ice Follies”
Winter Carnival. This year Gloria at Arena here.
DeHaven and Don. Cornell are
Currently recuping at St. Raphskedded for the tiaras.
Grady V. Graham, former drive- ael’s Hospital, blade star Will rein
manager from Albermarle, join troupe in about a month.
N. C., on observation here for six Actual loss of playing time is minweeks, couldn’t take the cold imized somewhat by fact that “Folclimate so he is now curing in lies” knocked off for annual 10-day
Norwood, N. C.
Xmas vacation following close of
Write to 4hose who are ill.
‘
A
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WHEN

IN
It’s

BOSTON
the

HOTEL AVERY
Avery
Tilt

& Washington

Homt

Sts.

of S/iow Folk

VOCAL GROUP LEAD
impsrn*
F, straight ton*.
applicant Is attractive . and
can read music. Permanent position.

Rang* E or
that

tiv*

York phone LIGGETT 4-3361, or
Box Y 505, Variety, 154 W. 46th
New York 36, N. Y.
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At the end

of their biggest yeor

*

9J9UHI

^4

from the

DEEP RIVER BOYS
Jg£p_

JMIh
HK

—

just

CUBBY

CARTER

HARRY

CAM

VERNON

back from

FOURTH ANNUAL TOUR OF BR ITAIN AND EUROPE
FIFTH APPEARA NCE LONDON PALLADIUM
ROYAL COMMAND PERFORMANCE
Thanks to VAL PARNELL — CI5SIE WILLIAMS — LESLIE
H.M.V.

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

- New

MACDONNELL - NAT KALCHEIM

RECORDS
FOSTER'S

York

W.

T.

ED KIRKEBY
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Miami Beach Id Big Holiday

Start

Shermau
detail* the

For Hotel Cafes; Other Nitery Reviews
SOLLOWAY

By LAKY

that catches the eye, and
delivery that has been smoothed
Miami Beach, Dec. 23.
into a distinctive style, though at
Pre-holiday week marked begin- times tending to overdramatization,
ning of the rush for the hotel-cafe a fault easily eliminated.
group, with the one-show-nightly
Blending of tunes is intelligent
-members- winging -off-' and' -doing and makes for' steady dtid-f e-action
business though awaiting results build. Tees off with “Everything
come next 10 days, when the two- I’ve Got Belongs to You,” highly
show policy paraders (Saxony, effective version of “I’ve Got a
Casablanca, Biltmore Terrace) tee Man.” Wood switch brings Rouoff their presentations.
manian number done in English.
The one-show spots average 200- Odd style, which adds to impact,
250 seating capacity with a $2-2.50 is a sometimes semi-crouching apminimum. They figure that fee a proach to mike, and highlights her
lure., what with the bigger cafes balladings. “Lorelei” and “One For
expected to hit the $4.50-$5 tariff the Road” round out main portion.
for food or beverage. Typical of Encores with a wrapup rendition
the talent to be used by the “mid- of “Love For Sale” and “Stormy
dle three” was last week’s lineup Weather.” Had them all the way,
(though Sans Souci is adding to and could have stayed on longer.
budget for future acts such as

touch

SANS SOUCI

Reilly, etc., as

This hotel’s year 'round fave
with the nitery-minded, the Blue
ALGIERS HOTEL
Sails Room, keeps bringing them
This bizarre newie on the ocean- in, despite the added competish.
front scene is setting up a schedule Current is Bob Carroll, who is playof one and two-week dates. Doretta ing a return.
He’s a well-versed
Morrow preemed the room for first song salesman with a style someframe with Joyce Bryant current times reminiscent of Tony Martin,
on a fortnight deal. Spot seats 200, but a crowd pleaser on his own via
but with the biz being attracted, a straight delivery that wins male
they need shoehorns to squeeze the as well as the femme contingent,
overflow- wanting in. First Negro who go for his robust looks and
performer to work a hotel here, approach.
songstress is proving one of the
and
ballads
handles
Carroll
She
clicks of the early season.
rhythm numbers in equally capaworked these parts at the Five ble fashion. Displays phrasing
O’clock Clock sometime back and technique on the slow ones such as
with return shows improvement in “You Belong to Me,” “Because
grooming, a cleavage You’re Mine” and “That Old Feelall facets:
gown that startles, hairdo, a silver ing.” On the fast beats, there’s solid
handling of “Cheek to Cheek,” “I
follows:

ANDRINI BROTHERS
Europe's Foremost

Get a Kick Out of You,” and “WhoCares?”. In encore department, he
gets tableholders into participation
idea with “Sunny Side of the
Street” to garner top approval.

NAUTILUS HOTEL

Instrumentalist*

NOW

rear-

its Driftwood Room to bring
into the more attractive set of
spots for acts. Stage has been shifted to end -of area, with a sliding
platform from which talent can
it

.

PLAYING

BROWN HOTEL
Louisville,

has

ranged

THEIR 17th CENTURY

MANDOLIRA

downtownery

This

FEATURING

Soon

Turning the Stork
Club Into a

TV Studio

AAA
on* of the many interesting byline
.

.

.*!%»•

in.

.
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47th. Anniversary ISumher

which

of

P'Tvriety

neighboring inns.
La Vie it’s certain she
Operation Expansion
be seen to important advanEven so, some of the current
The Proser savvy (and generous advertising budget) will see owners will start expansion proto that.
grams. The Flamingo will make
What may seem strange is that sbme alterations to the casino and
Miss Waters eliminates talk in en- dining rooms and lobbies and the
tirety. Thus the work of her just- Thunderbird will start building 400
completed cycle goes by the board, more rooms on a tract where a
as if she prefers to stand on the racetrack was supposed to rise. The
equipment she now possesses, in- unfinished grandstand is still standstead of bringing her overall ating.
tainments into play. Thus there’s
The major possibility for Las
no overtone of her whammo contribution to “The Member of the Vegas is the increase in convention
Wedding” (legit and film, with an trade. By the end of next year,
award from the N. Y. Drama Critics operators on the Strip hope to
Circle for her performance), as have sufficient space to take care
well as previous engagements in of all confab trade. They envision
legit; not a word about her as a enough of this type tourist by playbestselling autobioger (“His Eye ing up the
entertainment and
Is on the Sparrow,” as told to
sports angles. Nearby Lake Mead
Charles Samuels), mere mention is reported to be a fisherman’s
of which would act not only as a
paradise.
plug (which she may not need) but
However, if they’re to get money
serve to fortify the aura about this
their nerve centres the casinos
to
great lady of song. And, of course,
they’ll have to play up the enterno peep from her on her succestainment
values. If they can’t get
sion of films.
If her 1952 act-devisers had by names, then they’ll have to build
.all the hotels have
’em.
Virtually
any chance' tempted her with these
choice tidbits, it's obvious Miss been playing units. The Flamingo
Waters spumed them. Her eye js is even set to embark on a legit
on the narrow, but not in the nega- idea with a traveling stock coiptive sense, since this is obviously pany offering various musicals.^
a different kind of performer one
Hollywoodite Units
who must kn^w that she has made
Another item that’s been exploitan enduring contribution to show
biz, a woman of unusually forceful ed lately is units built around a
character who will not compromise filmster. Mickey Rooney, Edward
herself professionally if that means Arnold and others have played
lending herself to hokum and glam here, and they’re casting around for
to which she cannot with good con- others.
time, and at

will
tage.

1

—

—

—

18 months. The Sahara was stuck
for a headliner and asked permission from the Flamingo to play
the Andrews Sisters.
Permission
was granted and the Sisters are
current there.
The Route 91 spots where the
major hotels are located are hit.
ting -a-top-stride- inH^shvessrOtcU;
narily there’s a lag at this time
of year, but the opening of the
Sands last Tuesday (16) gave the
area an added spurt and drew ca«
pacity business with some overflow
hitting neighboring hotels.
Those in charge of the hotels feel
that the most important thing is to
glamorize the entire area, and then
hope to get the visitors via talent.
The operators think that eventually
each spot will get some play from

each visitor no matter where he
bunks, but the majority of the play
will go to the spot that gets him
originally.
1

With own accompanist A1
supplement band
Pellegrini
to
hacking, he works tongue-in-cheek
Belong
to Me” and “Do
on “You
Not Forsake Me,” then a lampoon
build.

LOU IRWIN

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Jerry Lewis, finding crackdown
by American Guild of Variety Artists unfunny, will appeal to vaude
union’s national appeals panel on
recent ruling calling for $1,000 fine
plus year’s probation for cuffo
nitery appearance.
Understood Lewis doesn’t mind
the fine but objects to threat of
suspension if he violates probation.
Eddie Rio, AGVA Coast rep, with
Jack Irving and Jimmy Lyons, are

on panel.

The Wallendas have signed a
three-year representation pact with
the Lew 6c Leslie Grade Agency,
N.Y.

BOBBY
BAXTER
"Master of Mischief"
Just Concluded

LEW

routine a standout.
Torme spells out a fast “Sailin’
On the Henry Clay” for change of
pace £hd continued mitt build.
“You’re Drivin’ Me Crazy,” “Wish
You Were Here” and “At- the
County Fair” rotfnd out stint.
Bring-back by aud brings “PrettyEyed Baby,” with ringsider participation for a sock bowoff.
Gomez & Beatrice, house dance
duo, are working more smoothly
now, and with a broader appeal for
viewers. Gomez has cut down on
the talk between -routines, to add
to values of ballroomology which
includes the Latin and American
ideas done in smart, smooth tem*

BLACK
and
PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
tbs Least}
note In

A new

Clamor Comedy
Opening Jan. 5

HELLER’S

CAROUSEL
Pitt.

QERBER-WEISS

AGENCY
1097 Broadway, N.Y.

Club Dates

NAT DUNN

MARSHALL
Currently

pos. Freddy Calo orch is solid
show and customer terpery.

JLa

California

Waters
Cafe
her last
defunct Embassy.
Ethel

SAM ROSEY, MARK
LEDDY and HORACE
^

Mgt.:

MARK LEDDY

Van

Smith Trio; $5 minimum

New York

Thanks to

for

Vie cn Rose, N. V.

Ethel Waters, Carl Ravazza,

SAN FRANCISCO

years,

played a
in about seven
being the nowHaving built her

hasn’t

rep in cycles from Harlem (out of
Chester, Pa.) to Hollywood, this
year-end spotting at Monte Proser’s
La Vie en Rose represents still
another course in the career of the
singer-actress. It’s in many
comeback for lier on the

ways a
saloon

Merry Xmas and Happy New Year
Now

Bellevue Casino
-

Playing

-r-

Montreal, Can.

VALENTI and PIOLDI

EDWARD

LATIN QUARTER
Boston
Currently

,

on all the top singers doing his
theme, “Blue Moon,” with takeoffs
on Como, Eckstine, Daniels, Sinatra
and Ray. The mitting makes his

RILEY, 1560

Broadway,

New

York

1

AGVA Ukase on ‘Parole’

proach, plus a songalog that is carefully arranged for balance and

9165 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood 46, Calif*
Crestvlew 17131

BRANI

i

Jerry Lewis to Appeal

-

GREELEY

“

1

,

Under Personal Management

Personal Mgt.;

1

hotel operators \*v noting themselves for not embarking on a
building program of their own
years ago. Had they done this, they
say, the new hotels would not have
sprung up and the oldt.imers could
have had the situation under control, as far as competition for trade
aiTd- talent is- concerned;.
Currently there are blueprints
for nine new hotels, including a
is
nine-story hostelry,
feared most by the competition.
They feel that a building that tall
would be a blot on the landscape
and would mar the view from

work and be seen from all points. science descend.
Bonifaces are still cooperative
By the same thinking, she ap- when it comes to buying talent.
The “Velvet Fog” is gone. Rather, there’s a bright, easy working portions, adopting, for instance, a They still have a deal whereby the
comes up with rather “busy” and colorful affair hotel that last played the act will
songster who
a pleasant and want-to-please ap(Continued on page 45)
have 4irst call on him for the next

Kentucky

YEAMAN'S, Detroit
TOWN CASINO, Buffalo

JACKIE

Vegas Talent
Continued from page
«

S3
a

•

’Kenny Kent, Betty

Billingsley
background of

CLUB DATES TO

Heigh

Ho Silver—and Yellow Cabs

JAN. 4

to

Las Vegas, Dec.

23.

Airlines transported some 77 newspapermen, mag writers,
photogs, and newsreel cameramen from Hollywood, New York,
Chicago, San Francisco, Dallas and Houston, for the “official”
preem Tuesday (16) of tne Sands Hotel here. Filmsters were imported to give the spot its final touch of glamor.
The informal preem the day previous (15) was mainly for localites who were invited to glom.
Only the slot machines were
available for play and 10,000 Las Vegans gave .the machine handles
considerable exercise.
So that the newsies could gamble with ‘'Comparative mental ease,
each was given a leather bag containing $25 silver dollars. The
scribes, being an ethical bunch generally, dropped most of this at
the Sands tables, and some went into their pockets on their own,
fearing that the hotel would suffer a loss otherwise.
In addition to the coin outlay, each was given a card which entitled him not only to the courtesies of the house but to the rides
for the first two days in Yellow Cabs. There being few shopping
facilities in this area
the cards were widely used and savings
were considerable since cabs here have meters which go faster
than a roulette wheel.
However, the expensive publicity is expected to pay off handsomely.
The flackery headed by Bud Granoff, operating out of
New York, and A1 Freeman, on the scene, channeled the major
flow of publicity to the important financial arid film centres from
whence the Sands expects to attract most of its coin.
Co-Owner
Jake Freedman has a personal following of Texans that can. keep
the place going.
Moreover, it’s reported that some oil money went into this
$5^00,000 edifice.
The fuel boys are expected to pump back
enough money into this enterprise to make it pay off in short order.
Freedman stems from the Houston area, where he built one of
the most elaborate mansions.
Its high walls were patrolled by
armed guards and dogs and only the moneyed elite were- able to
get through the cordon.
Coin made there helped line up the
money that went into the Las Vegas showplace.
The layout is one of the most elaborate in Vegas.
According
to general manager Jack Entratter, the cost of running the casino
and dining rooms (talent extra) runs to $14,000 daily. Spot contains 200 rooms and if opening festivities are any indication, it’s
likely to have an SRO roster most of the year.
The Sands is geared for the tall money. Designers provided for
a small but elaborately equipped casino containing only one crap
table and one roulette wheel.
Golden Key room is designed to
accommodate the syndicate bettors. It’s the room to which Nick
the Greek will be rushed up to when he’s in town. Nick, one of
the best publicized gamblers in the country, was a constant visitor
at the opening days.
The influx of gamblers helped the spot get on its feet quickly.
House dropped a reputed $200,000 at the beginning, but recovered
completely by the following day and soon w’as on its way to paying
off.
Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn paid off completely in six months,
That’s how quick amortization sets in if spot is successful.
The living quarters of the hotel are set apart from the casino and
nitery.
Housing is in five separate buildings each named after a
racetrack. Maybe that’s to let the $2 bettor feel at home.
Oh, yes, there was a show quite a hunk of it (see separate
review).
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STOCKMAN HOTEL
Dir.t

N. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.
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New
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FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
presents

Now Appearing

MONTE CARLO
WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUAN1 AGENCY, PARIS

American Rep.
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"BEST

COMEDY

BITS"

Acts of Creative Comedy for TV,
Vodvll and Night Club Entertainers
Containing Monologues, Sketches A
Pantomlmicry.

S

A.

PRICE FIVE DOLLARS
VISK WRITING ENTERPRISES

GUY

Troy, N. Y.
(The Mlrthplace of Show Bi*)

12 Liberty Street

JACK DENTON
World's Greatest Comedian
(Present
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Excepted)
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Pfikidrr
away brocaded cloaks for peeps

her ample girth by the conventional gowning for one of her proup a sock windup. Reginald Bean’s
piano accomp is flawless. The star
acknowledges that. Miss Waters is
too wise a pro not to know that
area 1952, she must build an act to
match or approach her prestige.
In Carl Ravazza, the east side
heel-and-toe for warm response. cafe has a seasoned performer
whose
wide repertoire and style
Strane again lends his vocalistics
are made to order for eloscup
for descriptive value.
work. He’s particularly bright on
Ray Sinatra has 13 men on the the Calypso stuff, most of these in
stand, and all are capable musi- a recitative vein. richly.
.articulated
judging 'from excellent back- and largely "saris ’ accompaniment.
ground supplied.
Sinatra knows Though he shows obvious preferhow to wield a baton for soloists, ence for ditties and specials, he
and after several more shows will can also handle in clicko manner
have all cues arid passages love- such items as "Wish You Were
tai]ing for proper welded
'ow. Here” and "Ballin' the Jack.”
Another plug in this small setup
Walter Popp takes over the S. ‘inway during Thomas period, dou- is Ravazza’s free wheeling, personto-person
approach that finds an
bling as accomper and conductor
for careful and effective guidance. ideal trough, for instance, in his
sit-down handling of the tender
Future Copa Room extravaganJohnny Mercer lyric, "When the
zas will be insured of proper showWorld Was Young,” which he
casing because of special care moves along softly with fore and
given this preem. Lighting panel, aft whistling passages. In the saucy
presided over by Joseph Mall, will department, he gives the works to
bring forth increasing special ef- "Bessie,” the oversexed gal "who
fects as intricacies of various com- couldn’t help it,” but his gentle

Gamble and Gambol Spa

Ralph Strane tenorizes lyrics,
with Peggy Dietrich warbling second refrain of the Joan EdwardsLyn Dudy special score. Second
choreo is gold lame and russet affair in Spanish Gypsy stomps. Joy
Healy fronts with fine sample of

The Sands of Las Vegas,

Writ on

Is

Where a Preem Means Four Days
WILLARD

By BILL

.

Ihetop

by

Built

by Jimmy Durante, Ritz
Bros., Frankie Laine, Jane Powell,
Benise -Dareeiv Eddi'e Jackson, and'
Ray Anthony. All volunteered to

libbed

Las Vegas, Dec. 23.
Tiar&MF
cii^ocketmg' onto XBr
? j «c Vegas Strip of cushy hoSj Ve Sands bids fair to become
gambling spa of the coun-

help out the beleaguered Danny

an "act of God,” the top .acts combined to put on a show never before displayed in such free-wheeling fashion within nitery confines,
excepting for, perhaps, a benefit.
Thomas croaked the intros and
made a light apology for his condition, but serious when he stated:
"I hope the press doesn’t think this
is a fake.
This is no publicity
pre-holiday biz.
_„. 1U
v
stunt.” But, just the same, all the
Wilbur
of
advent
Not since
which preemed agents of the vast and varied pubClark’s Desert Inn
binations are utilized. Room itself
has such razzle-daz- licity media were iij the house with
in April, 1951,
Vegas preem. a solid phalanx of photogs rearing is one of the most flattering both
a
accorded
zle been
to
performer and guest in the
ringside
to
pop
the
unusual specDesert Inn opening coincided with
country.
Unique two-dimensional
tacle.
Kefauvor investigations, thus cashplastic
and wire wall murals deBy the turning of another 24
publicity wave
ing in on resultant
picting "Carnival in Rio,” conhours,
celebs,
VIPs,
and
most
of
directed toward gambling. Without
the Fourth Estaters had departed ceived by Tony Duquette, add to ina natural intro to its birth,
such
and the Sands settled down for the terior decor and Copa theme. SeatSands pulled out $50,000 from the
ing 385 and designed for either mrun,
a
vaults to stage a hunk of promoRise of Danny Thomas from a time or lavish big-scale producT.
tion surpassing palmy days of P.
tions, Entratter’s new domain is
per
week
chore
$50
the
at
5100
were
ingredients
All
Barnum.
Club in Chi to his present pinnacle certain to acquire an enviable reptossed into the flack salad, includmarked
by
upcoming
preem of utation quickly.
four openings in one and all covFollowing the 18-day booking of
"The Jazz Singer,” surrounds the
ered by reps of press, radio, TV
Copa Room with strange prescience Danny Thomas, Lena Horne is
and pix.
pacted for a two frame stay. Edith
he
as
unfolds
his
class
material.
Resident publicity head, A1 FreeSuccess is stamped upon his every Piaf takes over top marquee space
man, working closely with Bud
movement and inflection. His way following this period. Plans for
Granoff of the Gene Evans New
with people, who swear he can do spring and summer encompass
York office, cannily began to woo
no wrong, is completely disarming package revues, some built in ^few
citizens of Las Vegas by cartoon
York, a few on the Coast. Sands
and human.
ads stressing the "come as you are,
He is greeted upon entrance by will possibly be the first to upset
we’re not snooty” theme. Followusual
length of tenure grooved by
salute of applause, and after acing the first "dry run” opening
knowledging the tribute, launches other resort hotels on the Strip.
for Las Vegas, during which 10,000
To
alleviate
the current shortage
townspeople stormed the marble- his famous "Oath of Allegiance to of top name
talent, Entratter is
the Bosses.”
Around a cutie "I
planning
keep
to
his attractions in
Hate Nate” story, he weaves a powSniids,
for
at
least
six
weeks.
der puff jab at his spouse for her
Danny Thomas, Connie Russell
-

and

hospice is frankly
T-ntratter, the
ouforheavy loot as well as buck
Spot took the ebb-time of
nlav
Danny
for its preem, and with
lavishly
Thomas presiding over the
the Copa
mounted production
the bulk of
Room, is pulling in

S'

m

—

—

i

Las Vegas

Kenny Neumar 8c Ernie
Lou Wills, Jr., Ralph

(with

Preston ),

Peggy Dietrich, Walter
Copa Girls (10), Ray Sinatra Orch (14); no cover or minimum.
Strane,

Popp,

fronted bastions of the Sands and
rode handles of slot machines
the only gambling devices ready
for action Sunday (14)
word-ofmouth along the rialto was all in
favor of the new hospice.

—

tape-snipping took place

Official

next day (15), when officials of the
State of Nevada and local dignitaries mingled with Hollywood ce-

the rites, later became firstnighters for the preem floorshow.
Both dinner and late presentations in the nitery were jampacked
lebs in

with creme de creme of gambling
hierarchy, and special guests along
with local businessmen who had

helped build

and stock the Sands.
Shakedown shows lasted for almost
two hours in each case, but since
the casino was so filled with players, bosses didn’t mind the excess
time given over to Danny Thomas

&

Co.

During

the

and

roll

toss

of

cubes, whirl of the little white ball,
flip of cards, and
slamming of one-

arm bandits, some $200,000 went to
patrons in the first eight hours. By
the end of the third shift, or 24
hours from the first bet, house had
recovered 99% of the moola. Second day’s betting favored tables by
wide margin, thus establishing the
oands as one of the few establishments along the Rue de la Pay to
out an fi quickly.
The second day was set for press
preem. Given transportation via
airlines from all
parts off the country to Vegas,
wire service scribes,
columnist, mag reps, photogs, vaS
ame P la l,er sfrom Hollywood,
a °!J ^
ana
show* biz moguls descended upn this portion
of the town to ganer Freedman’s
palace of pleasure,
ey were partied,
dined, and
given a sock
show in the little nicm
a rooni Although sevf
al facets
of the Entratter produc" re stil in flux
that night
turn
P H in
L
nod
another
•

-

>

Thomas triumph.
said, was the

He -ve(f-uP. Tis
him?*anis
t-comedian

during the hecthat he overvocal chords, bringing
andular disturbance and a

tio

strain^ preem
on
sliehf

of

smooth?;'*

y

of a f
for a

ni?M
n
ht

ue

8dvipp

Thp

c.

Place

*50 oon
'

Angitis. Unable

V?-t£ ne

nuanp«i

he

the w.k.

his layout
V ic€ box » he

S upon

to

Thomas
because
hegged

his doctor’s

,'y as granted his respite.
s fourth “opening”
took

"il

°S Wednesday

substitute

(17),

a

show was ad

overspending affliction.
Parody,
"Getting to Be a Rabbit With Me,”
is in line with the satire having to
do with modern diet fetishism and
Gayelord Hauser in particular.
Saga in soap opera vein is ribtickling as he wails "Mamie Kockenlacher, Girl Kleptomaniac.”
Thomas flays armchair critics,
and parlor performers who steal
comedians’ best material, which
leads into bray of "Amateur Competition Blues.”
Slaps on black
drawling
Stetson
for
highspot
about the great west and all its
charms. Big seller Js his medley
from "The Jazz Singer.” In answer to clamoring, he begs off with
"We’re Strpng for Toledo.”
Connie Russell, after playing
arounji with routining for several
show's, finally hit upon okay exposition.
Copper-tressed thrush
eased away from passive opener,

,

’

at a cost of $5,500
Se PYeedman
master-minded by Jack
nno

—

—

'

for free. Okayed by Eddie Rio,
Mack Kufferman and AGVA’s western regional chief, as

This policy, if put into practice,
will receive the acid test during

summer months when Vegas jumps

j

with heavy tourist traffic and turnover is constant.
However, by
watching the calendar closely, proponents of the new longterm venture will be able to alternate shows
lasting many weeks, with fortnight
bookings, and take advantage of
pretty well established public tides
pouring into Vegas.

delivery

saves
#

it

Trau.

French Casino. X. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)
The French Casino, which
hitting

grosses

is

at the threshold of big
with its attempted name

of-towners. Naschat Martini, with
a bankroll derived from several
Paris cafes, is fast becoming one of
the. heaviest spenders on local cafe
scene.
He’s already gone for a
bundle and if given the right
he’ll

Reviews

La

—

The ballet-mime and the harmonica virtuoso are a real happy
coupling at the PieiTe’s Cotillion
Room, complimenting and supplementing each other. They work
with one another, intcrsplicing
their stuff in such manner as to
suggest a seasoned team where, in
actuality, they are solo workers.
Sa>...suave 4s the- -rapport -of Jterps
and mouth-organ, however, that it
would be a smart move to book

them

jointly in the hotel spots.

For Miss Jarnac this is not ennew, in former years she
worked in similar manner with a

tirely

vocalist. It’s better, however,
with the male vis-a-vis,
Sebastian’s
of
chiefly
because
ability also to handle lines as well
as his Hohner.
The petite ballet exponent is a
winsome waif, elfin in her man"cute”
ner without being too
about it, a lithe fluid personality
who contorts herself into some

femme

Sebastian doesn’t sacrifice his
virtuosity either. That action, via
interpretative movements, to the
As a
glib harmonicaist’s spiel.
this
for
pair they’re excellent
class room. Stanley Melba, who

emcees and is the general^ entrepreneur of the Cotillion Room has
a good booking in the pair.
Per usual, he handles the proceedings well, musically included, with

now made

policy, appears to-be exciting some
notice from natives as well as out-

breaks

John Sebastian, Dorothy Jar nac:
Melba and Chico-Relit
Orchs ; $1.50 and $2 cover.

Stanley

amazing posturings without being
from becoming grotesque. She plays it for comedy
and the impact is good all the way.

just another offbeat piece. In another chair-sitting stance, he rides
through a series of oldies as the
lights
dim.
Ravazza’s
patter
matches his winning ways.

be recouping some of

the Chico-Relli orch as
for the Latin terp sets.

alternate
Abel.

Hotel Ainl9aKRa«kr« L. A,
(COCOANUT GROVE)
Los Angeles, Dec. 17.
Jean Sablon, Margaret Sisters &
Bruno, Eddie Bergman Orch ( 16 )
$2, $1.50 cover.

it.

Spot

is

now

in a position

where

may hit at any time, but it won’t
be the result of the name who may*!
be playing there at a given date.
It will be an accumulation of Sugar
Ray Robinson, who started the policy,
Frank Sinatra, the current
John Arcesi or it may be as late
as Mickey
Rooney or Frankie
Laine, who are slated for February dates. The performer who will
be at the spot at that tiirie, will
most likely get the credit, but it
will be a glory that predecessors
should share.
However, the business has been
building.
A gag around town is
that, with names, Martini is losing
only $1,000 instead of the usual
Current attendance seems
$5,000.
it

—

the idea works, other hotels to indicate that this is somewhat
may follow suit.
Seven plush of an exaggeration. The spot is
niteries going full blast 52 weeks hitting some fine weekend figures.
and hiring acts practically in The party business seems to be on
wholesale quantities can put a the increase and there’s an aura
drain on the talent market quickly. of increased activity around there.
Arcesi, who achieved a degree
The Sands’ scheme should be a
boon to many new acts seeking of notoriety through a carefully
devised press agent-inspired stunt
work, and booking for longer span
w'herein a femme automatically
will make the western trek worthwent into a trance upon hearing his
while.
Further, the multi-wfeek rendition of "Lost in Your Love,”
pact will hasten the end of monopo- seems to .have the ability to make
"World on a String,” in favor of listic practices on the part of boni- out on the song circuit. At this
"Fancy Free,” revved up with faces wishing to grab and hold cer- point, his dwelling upon the fact
some kinetic terp flourishes by tain big name acts to 18-month "no- that dames go into a trance at
partners Kenny Neumar & Ernie contracts-elsewhere-on - the - Strip” hearing his tune is a distinct disPreston.
Gal has forceful stage ball and chain.
advantage.
It induces a lot of
presence with matching pipes, but
talking and derision, especially
among femmes, who start making
can soften down as in "Why Don’t
cracks to the effect that they’re
You Believe Me?” "-Again, with
still conscious.
males flanking, falls into songNight Club
Arcesi is a good singer.
His
choreo, "Who Couldn’t Dance With
Continued from page 44
pipes are well-groomed, he has
You?,” exiting afterward for cosa
highly
range
and
a
develgood
tume change as lads caper some
Vie on Rose, X. Y* oped sense of rhythmics. His reinterlude legw’ork.
preem (19). It citative with drum background of
Chirper emerges from behind at first show of her
could be by design, since her very "Noah” shows his ability to get
screen transformed from her prefirst numbers, "Taking a Chance the crowd at a top pitch.
His arvious Ernest Adler bouffant creaon Love” (rigged with some per- rangements are showmanly and his
tion to a sexy, sequined, panel- sonalized lyrics) and the "nobody’s projection is
good. Choice of numnice gams. business” followup (also with ethyl bers is also in the top vein.
skirt job revealing
around to "Mamie Is and Ethel interpolations), make
Slithers
Arcesi, who once worked as Don
beguiling
manner
play- significant reference to her avoirin
Mimi,”
D’Arcy, is currently waxing for
ing up to partners. Temperature dupois, age (life begins at 52) and Capitol where his "Lost in Your
and applause quotient rise for this other personifications. This is the Love” is his top effort. He comes
closest she gets to self-appraisal, on stage after an intro as the
bright exit piece.
Lou Wills, Jr., takes it away with but even these are mere gossamer. "trance singer” and cites "Lost” as
Rest of Miss Waters’ songbook the tune that puts the dames out
legmania,
but
followup
session of
no particular of their mind. After that, it pracacroflips bring in key results. First is hop and skip, with
on structure, but; the sales- tically becomes a Virtue for any
angle
preem viewing had Wills including
projection girl in the audience to remark that
weighty
manship and
a so-so impresh of Ray Bolger;
are never separated from the solid
however, he wisely tossed it out reputation. With alternating huski- she still retains her faculties. It’s
for direct segue from opening ness and tremolo, she operates, too much of a challenge.
David Greb (& Lober) is now in
quickie and gab bit utilizing back- with hardly any bridge to catch
specialty walkovers, her breath, on "Happiness Is a the production and provides furinto
flips
twirls and twists amid cleating Thing Called Joe” and "Sleepy ther dancing strength to a cast
from his recent musicomedy foray, Time Down South.” She starts that includes the excellent ballet
of Jane Laste, the singing of Harry
right in on her memorable "Stormy
"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn.”
Seguela
and
Wander,
Ten Copa Girls were chosen by Weather” with no preface, goes among others. Ginette
Highpoint of the
in
Sky”
"Cabin
the
with
and
along
Entratter from covey of 500 hopeshow
remains
Dominique,
the
pickout a genuine characfuls auditioned in Hollywood last then works
"Porgy,” which im- pocket, card manipulator and magmonth. Obviously picked for looks terization in
ico
who
creates
terrific
a
uproar
in
as the most sensitive she
and frames rather than ability to presses in her brief (30-minute) this spot.
deliVer§
become pundits of the pas-de- log at the intimery, where the
Martini, being foreign to New
bourre, luscious dolls do as they farthest customers can see her York customs, is still to learn that
were tutored by choreographer strong, lively mobile facial fea- a menu is one of the keystones in
Robert Gilbert, with at least two or turcs
enticing return trade.
The Caabove-average
possessing
three
The finish, "Sunny Side Of the sino’s culinary scorecard is below
knowhow. Sumptuous costuming Street,” is undoubtedly a purely par. The continuation of the name
adds to picture as they turn personal choice. It leaves a good parade and building up the cuithrough "Good Old Days,” receiv- feeling, but is not calculated to set sine should be the primary projrefuses to water down ect.
Jose.
ing appreciative mitts after tossing parently
If

Hotel Pierre, X. Y.

of

flesh.
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The Continental atmosphere preCocoanut Grove for holiday period with Jean Sablon headlining
and European acrodance
team of Margaret Sisters & Bruno

vails at

their U. S. bow in support.
Discounting the New Year’s Eve
hoopla, prospects are only mild for

making

the layout.

Stand is Sablon’s first in about
five years out here, and he doesn’t
show to best advantage. The far
reaches of the Grove aren’t suited
to his Gallic charm which needs a
more intime atmosphere to obtain
peak results. He works hard,
though, and wins a good portion
his
auditors,
especially the

of

femmes.
Although the voice leaves something to be desired, the Sablon insouciance wrings as' much as possible out of the familiars like "Le
Fiacre,” "C’est Si Bon,” "Symphonie” or "Pigalle.” Some get the
combination French-English treat-

ment and

benefit; "Pigalle” would
be better for at least one English
also
chorus. He
has an okay
French-lyriced "White Christmas”
and a hillbilly takeoff on "On Top
Smoky” that pays off
of Old
neatly.

Margaret Sisters & Bruno provide a spectacular opening to this
A typically European aero
act, some of their routining needs
to be adjusted' to American tastes,
but the necessary switches are
slight. Dance stuff is held to a
minimum, bulwark of turn being
the exciting rausclework of Bruno
who tosses both sisters through
the air with the greatest of ease,
and
together.
Finale,
singly
a low-flying airplane spin that has
the ringsiders ducking, is a breathtaking bowoff.
Eddie Bergman’s orch is in its
final week here and will be supplanted Dec. 24 by the Harry
James crew as the house tees a
name tooter policy to go with its
headline acts.
Kap.

layout.

Sugar Ray to Play

.

Sahara, L.V., in Jan.
Sugar Ray Robinson has been
signed for the Sahara, Las Vegas,
starting Jan. 27 on a booking by
Joe Glaser’s office.
Robinson, who retired last week
as middleweight champ, has played
two major nitery dates recently.
He worked the French Casino,
N. Y., and the Latin Quarter,
Boston.

Diners Club in Brit.
The Diners Club,

a system of
charge accounts applied to nite,restaurants, etc., has extended its coverage to the British Isles.
ies,

Arrangements recently comDleted

make

it possible to credit bills at
the Astor Club, Bagatelle, Dorchester Hotel, Grosvenor House,

Piccadilly,
all
London,
others.
Outfit has also lined

among

up the
Colony Club, Barbados, B.W.L
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LOS ANGELES
Ambassador

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK ENDING DECEMBER
Numerals

l«

W Hs, b.Jow

eonnecHo^with

'

SS
wu Mom

Loewi
Loews

Regal (P) 24
CITY
g ttp ltot "'(W" M—" 4-DLaafc .Washington
Cootie Williams Ore
Johnnie Ray
Swallows
Georgia Gibbs
Herb Lance
Ray Anthony Ore

...

Music
peter Gladke
Jack Drummond

Mandarins
Modernaires
Pat Patrick

Nip Nelson
Jansleys Dogs
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

Sym Ore

Palace (R) 24
Gilbert St Russell

Chet Clark
Ross Wysc Jr
June Mann

Ore
Bertice Reading

Stanley <W) 25
Billy Eckstlne

Evans Family
Dave Barry
Martin Sc Florem

Stumpy

4 Tunes

Teddy Hale

Asylum

of Horrors

BALTIMORE
James Moody Ore
Lc Roy Strange
Myers Sc Walker
5 Dyerettes
Baltomorians Ore

&

Joe Whltehous*

Terry Scanlon

BRISBANE
22

Sonya Corbeau

Dancers

Singers

St

Ballet

R Houston Sc D
Stewart
A J Powers
F Sc L Preston

Rlcliman Sc Jackson
Herbie Marks

Juno

Arrigonis

Dolairo

Billy Shakespearo

Conway

Terry Hall
Sc Boros
Derrick Rosalre
Betty Kayes Pekes

Bergman

CHELSEA

Royal (M) 22
Peter Brough
Archie Andrew*

Les Raynor Sc Betty
Roberts Bros
3 Live Bears
Harold Taylor

Carole

EAST HAM

Edward Victor

22

(I)

NOTTINGHAM

Peter Madden

Marcellis

Granada

Day

Sc

Ronald Chesney

22

Joe Stein
Louis Hayden

PORTSMOUTH

Ortons

Royal (Ml 22

Jills

Bob Grey

Hutch

Lcs Dounos

Kitty Bluett
Frasers Harm

Kandy

Carter Sc Doray
Mme Truzzi Pets
Metropolitan
Billy Russell

(I)

22

Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels
Alice Ghostley

G Wood-

Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Kirkwood Sc

Goodman
Mae Barnes
Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart
Haydocks
Copacabana

Jackie

Miles

Paul Sydell
Landre & Verna
M Durso Ore

Ray

Steele
Milt Page

Mimi Warren Trio
Chateau Madrid

Nicolas TJrcelay

Martinique
F Alonso Ore

Maya Ore
Los Panchos
Chez Zizl
Paul Vlllard
Blackie Jordann
Betty Norman

Embers
Barbara Carroll
French Casino

John Arecsi
Ginette

Wander

Jane Laste
Dominique
Les Chivers
Vincent Travers
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lando Ore

Sc

Eddie

Co
C Lane

Llzzet Sc Eddie

Bills

NEW YORK
Birdiant
Slim Gaillard
Blue Ansel
Charlotte Rae
Stan Freeman
Cheerleaders
Ellis Larkin 3
Bart Howard

&.

Sis

B Rhodes

Cabaret

Last Frontier
Phil Spltalny
Hour of Charm

Evelyn

El

Cortez

Joaquin Garay
Joanne Barton
Dancing Hayden*.
Cliff

Ferre

Dave Rodgers Oro

'

Viola

Sliver

Slipper

Hank Henry

Rose Marie
Louise

Woo Woo

Maxine

Beau Jesters
Hollywood Cover

Stevens

Robert

Hefei
Beatrice

Sc

Alda

Girls

El Rancho Vegas
“Windmill Revue”
Joanne Gilbert
Allan ic Ashton
Doodles ic Skeeter
Harry Mimmo
Bill

Damian

Rancho Girls
Ted Fio Rito Ore
El

Bill

Willard

Jo Ann Malone
George Redman Ore
Sands

Danny Thomas
Connee Russell
Lou Wills Jr
Copa Girls
Ray Sinatra Ore

HAVANA

Ryan

Preacher Rollo 9
Harbor Club
Joo Mooney
Helette- Rivolre
’

Paddock Club
Jackie Winston
Miss Memphis

Peggy Saunders
Ernie Bell Oro
Elo Parker
Patty Lee
Mac Fadden

Mae

Deuville

Vocalions 3

Johnny Pineapple
Revue

Mannto it Ethel
Danny Yates Ore
Harvey Grant

Montmartre
Pedro Vargas
Facundo Rivero
Roxana Martin

Sans Souci
Skippy
Olga Chavlano
Celia Cruz
Rocio Sc Antonio

CITY

Hotel Blltmore
Michael Kent Ore
Hotel Edison

Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Teddy Powell Ore
Sid Krofft

Joan Walden
Bobby Blake
Collin

•

& Leemans

Adrian Kolllm <rio
Hotel Pierre
Margaret Phelan
Stanley Melba Ore
Chico RclH Ore
Hotel Plaza
Victoria

Raye

it

Cordova
Naldi

Dick La Salle OreContinentals
Hotel Roosevelt

Jeanne Moore
Lou Collins

Models
Ore Ralph
Young

Pat Morrissey

Bobby Breen
Jackie King
Sans Souci

Hotel

Lenny Kent
June Graham
Frank Lynn
Sacasas Ore

Ann Herman Dcrs
.

Saxony Hotel
Los Chavales de
Epana
Pupl Campo Oro
Trfni Reyes
Tony Fernandez

Romero
Olman Oro

Julie

Val

Tano

&

Deo

Gloria

LeRoy

W. Germany TV

DeCastro Sisters
Line (30)
Jose Cortez Ore

Beachcomber
Danny Rogers
Rocky Graziano
Bubbles Darlene
Toni Bari
Nonna Parker
Delano Hotel
Melino Trio
Zina Reyes Dancers
Willie Hollander

LaRye
Leo Reisman Ore
L'Alglon

Continued from page

working out compensators so that the programs can be
received on European TV sets
which operate on a different “linecossity of

per-inch”

Emile Petti Ore

British

Jack Carter
Shore Club
Joni James
Guy. Lombardo Ore Rosalie it Stevo
Fansto Carbclo Ore Red Caps
Hotel St. Regis
Damlta Jo
Held
Haven Sc
Fernanda Monte!
Milt Shaw Ore

2

only barrier to operation of a British Continental telecast is the ne

Chuey Reyes Ore
Ciro's

12 Mins.

Bert Howell and Frank Radeliff

who

vets

recently

teamed. They have a good turn
although not strong enough to rale
the next-to-closing spot in the current Palace vaude Jay put.
Both have good pipes which they
showcase on such tunes as “Danny

'

better-thanhoofs
competently,
average in an acrobatic groove and
registers as an all-around performThe trumpeter has an okay
er.
voice for special material while the
pianist shows off a polished key-

vaude

are

Boy,” “Je Vous Aime Beacoup”
and “Qui, Marie,” Radeliff is espe-*
dally effective with his falsetto

register, which contrasts to his
basso speaking voice. The team’s
Efforts
efforts, however
nowever, are spotcomedy
ty and often strain for the laughs.
board style in his solo stint. The A better script plus their excellent
drummer also is spotlighted in vocalling would hike their appeal
some Krupa-styled skinbeating but considerably.
Herm,
this bit is played too long. The
bassist also is unusual with his
acrobatic highjinks in playing his O ’DUFFY BROS.
instrument while on his back.
Comedy
Open fast with the Dixieland 15 Mins.
number, “When The Saints Go Empress, Glasgow

Marching
strongly
takeoff
with “I

and

In,”

with

their

also

Bell

1

register
Sisters

on “Bermuda,” following
Can’t Get Started With
You” and “Pretty-Eyed Baby.”
Combo hits hard throughout and
tlVe unit fnr
n oftrootiva
t
aP UP a
Hern**
v a u dt n i te?les o r TV.

Garbed in jade green, Dave &
Joe O’Duffy are a couple of

tall

brothers from Belfast, who score
strongly in comedy. One is six-feetfour-inches tall, the other siX-feettwo. Added to height value, which
Provide, useful gimmick., they use
attractive lilting Ulster brogue in
spouting their leisurely-paced com-

I

1

I

DICK ALLEN TRIO

edy

Songs

lines.

Twain opens with “Enjoy Yourand close on the native song
note with “Green Glens of Antrim,” which rouses much nostalgic

15 Mins.
Mars Club, Paris
Instrumental and song trio has
Dick Allen on piano, Jimmy Gourley on electric guitar and Guy De
Fatto on bass. Allen and Gourley
are Americans who know the nitery circuit here, and De Fatto is
French.

self,”

memory among Irish-bred stubholders. Okay for general run of
vauderies.
Gord.

FREDDIE MARTELL
Songs

a

10 Mins.
Palace, N.Y.

Freddie Martell

young

a promising

is

vocalist in the belting school.

He has well-trained pipes and
shows considerable savvy in handling the mike to avoid those blasting sounds while showing lots of
power,

Martell’s vocal delivery has Polbut mars his routine with
corny hand gestures and some disContinued from page 1
lyricing being the keynote of these turbing facial contortions. A simpier approach would be more efand video during 1953 with Presi- renditions. Most of the words are fective. especially since his voice
of ordinary calibre and do not
cart easily carry the full weight of
dent-elect Eisenhower’s' inaugura- improve upon the old

Sorrento
*
tion Jan. 20.
Denny Desmond
Charles Sc Samara
CBS plans to give the event more
Ma-c Kahn
Alan Kole Ore
than five hours coverage in both
El Mambo
media, but how much of this will
Bobby Escoto Ore
Sc
Baro
Rogers
Music Box
wind up on the nation’s TV screens
Kopy Katz 3
Belle Barth
Jack Almeida 3
Don Ostro 3
will be determined by the amount
Vagabonds Club
Malayan Lounge
Vagabonds <4)
The Calypsoans
of film flown across the Atlantic.
Marla Neglia
Bob Morris Oro
Hal Winters
Both NBC and CBS plan to fly
Johnfna Hotel
D’Anionio
Carmen
Verna
over a number of their top correFrank Lin ale Ore
Jack Murphy
Five O'clock
spondents and cameramen from the
Tony Matas
Martha Raye
Randum
States, to join its regular staffers
Milt Ross
Leon E Eddie's
The Riviera s
operating out of London and Paris.
Babe Baker Revue
Ted Wells 4
Patti- Lane
Possibility exists that CBS might
Len Dawson Ore
Bill Gray
Colby's Cove
follow the plan it originated in
Kitty O'Kelly
Cannon ic Harmon
Kay Gayle
covering the United Nations sesElena
Estela
Nicholas Gfymes
sions last year in Paris by obtainLitlco Sc Mario
Brook Club
ing live TV -coverage of the coroMambalette5
Charlie Farrell
University 4
Versailles Hotel
nation and kinescoping it, then flyAtlantis Hotel
Nino Rinaldi 3
ing the kines back to this country.
Dave Apollon
Bar of Music
Plan will be discarded, however, in
Los Eapenotes
Bill Jordan
Bernard Weldman
David Elliot
favor of direct filming if it’s found
Ore
Guy Rennie
that the latter system is faster.
Nelly
Golette
Beth Challis
Latin Quarter
Harvey Bell
Both webs will be forced to rely
Gullda
Sherry-Frontena*
on BBC kines for some of the
Charlivel Trio
Chavez
coronation pageantry, since the
Jacques Donnet Ore Carma ic Yaki
Janine Grenet
British government has ruled that
Algiers Hotel
Charlee Ballet
Joyce Bryant
Lucicn. Bob Sc
only BBC cameras can lens certain
Tony & Rcnea
Astor
parts of the event.
Mai Malkin Ore
Nejla Ates
Mons Choppy
Lord Tarleton
Michael. Sclker

Astor

Hotel

Three Suns

FRANK RAB-

Palace, N.Y.

the current

Threesome is new and still has
few edges to rub off. Fresh offSerenata Espanolft
beat voices and good rhythming
Nancy St Rudy
Ray Carson
make this okay background for in
Troplcane
Tex Mex Trio
Chiqulta Sc Johnson timeries but there Is not enough
National Casino
Havana Cuban Boys Ana Gloria St
diversity and projection as yet to
Rolando
Marla Alba
make this rate a special act. They
Arnparo Garrldo
Marion Inclan St
Chucho Maldonado Miguel Angol Ortiz still do not have the ease and verTropicana Chorus
Rafael Bertrand
They do “The Trolley
satility.
Song” in French, with sound
effects, and a nice lilt for a good
opener, then they blend on “Tea
Coronation Pix
For Two.” “Bali-Hai” and a “Wizard of* Oz” "medley, with "special

Q

Monte Carte
Count Smith
Day ic Alva
Rafael Rumberos

5 Skyliners

Palace (I) 22
Radio Revellers
Eric James
Robertis 3

Donn Arden D
Carlton Hayes Ore

Vincents

BRITAIN
BLACKPOOL

Sisters

Shoremede

Jimmy Grlppo

Show Girls
Nudes (9)

Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin
Wim De Jong
Jacques Cartaux

Sheila

Martinique Hotel

Betty Prentice

Chribi

Lanier

Sa-Harem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore

»ayes
San Marine Hotel

Frolic Club
Kit hie McCoy

Julio St

Ray

Alice

Gilda Fontana

Dewey

Clltton

Don Baker Oro
Henry Taylor

Ames

Carl

Armand Perrcn
Fayes 3
Pat Gregory

Gene Nash
Lillian

Rendezvous
Ore

Lombardy

Norman Vaughan

Tivoli (T) 22

Corsoney Bros

(23)

Fats Noel

Ginger Marsh

Bouna

SYDNEY

Andy Mayo

Jack Durant
Rudy Cardenas
Felo St Bruno

Joe Harnell

Flash Lane
Camlle Stevens
Ann Mitchell

Prof Olgo
Renita Kramer

Dancing Boys
Adorables

?

&

Gomez

Rusty Marsh

Duke 3
Guy Nelson

Bert

Sisters

Carmen Miranda

Freddy Calo Ore

Don Charles Oro
Harem Club
Jimmy Day

Ladd

Botonds

4

Desert Inn

Louise Angel
Blue Drake
Delmonice
Jose it Aida
Marie Stowe
Carlos it Mellsa Ore Gaiety Girls

Cissy Trenholm

Singing Girls

Pansy the Horse

Jimmy Cavanaugh

Qulntones
Gaiety Club

(T)

Andrews

Herb Flemington
Flamingo Starlets
Bobby Page 4
Torrls Brand Ore

Jack Spoons

S Marlowe Lino
Tony Lopez Ore
Cork Club
Jo Thompson

St

Lucile Vanelli

Don Baker

Palmer Dancers

Lowe

Thunderblrd
Bert Lahr
“Flamingo Cav
1952”
Franclne White
Johnny O’Brien
Georgie Price
Kathryn Duffy D
Maxine Lewis
Alitchell A Petrillo Al Jahns Ore
Sahara
Don Corey

Mel Torme
Jan Murray

<4)

Dave Tyler Ore
Clover Club

Elder

NEVADA

Li. ida

Phil Brito

HIs Malostys
Daresco 3

IAS VEGAS,

m

are the standout item on the bill.
Formerly with the Louis Prima
organization, they are an instrumental Dixieland quintet which
combines okay music with surefire
comedy.
Leading member is the trombonplays horn well, sings
ist, who

'Flamingo

Sal Nobla

A1 Bernie

Jimmy

Eddie Oliver- OreJoe Castro Quartet

•

Janet

Nautilus

Myron Cohen

Montgomery

Mocambe

Edith Piaf

BHtmorec Hotel
Modernaires (3)

Bob Lea

Casablanca Hotel

Estelle

Bobby Ramos Ore

Clarence William
Wlval

Nov-EUtes (3)
Jeanne Gilbert

Lloyd Martin
Toni Lamond

(I)

'

Mae

Julio Sc

St Cece
Robinson
Dick Stabile Oro

Ben Lessy
Larry Greene Trio

MI AMI-MI AMI BEACH
Beachcombers
Eddie Snyder

Gene Baylos

9s

CLIFF
Songs-comedy

eight-act Palace layout, the Goofers

Bud

.

Checkers

Suzette

Palace

Village Vanguard
Robert Clary
Sylvia Syms
Charlotte Rae

Terry Swope

Mary Prlestman
Harry Moreny

Sc

Ava

Madris Thomas

Mara it Maurice
6 De PauSls
Rey Overbury Sc

Ray Muir

Panchlto Ore

Allison Hotel

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 22
Tommy Trinder

Salvatore Give Ore

Old Roumanian
Sadia Banks

Milton Bowser
Beige Beauts

Rev

Fifth

1

Shielos

Cabots

Hazel Webster

25

(I)

Ann

Harold Fonvllla

Olivet Miller
3 Chocolatcers
Butter Beans Sc
Susie
2 Earls

Flick

24

(P)

Howard

Conrad

CHICAGO
Chicago
Step Bros
4 Aces

St

Larry Steole Rev
Paul Bascomb Ore

23

(I)

No.

Bud McCreery
Bob Downey

Sc

Stoner

Jim Hawthorne

Helen Curtis
Art Waner Oro
Oliver Dcrs

Hallow
Dennis
Lou Parker
Buddy Rich

Berk

24 only

Royal
Ink Spots

I

Ann Card all

Bobby Ramsen
Argo St Fay
Paul Judson
Midge Minor

Capitol (L) 23

AURORA
Roxy (I) 22
Colorama
(P)

i

WASHINGTON

Jacquet Ore

Par

Eddla Davis

PITTSBURGH

24

Patricia Bright
Jean Bradley
Glenn Burris

Laon E Eddie’s

L Hampton

Sarah Vaughn
it

Enrique Vizcaina

Earle (W> 25

(P)

“More About
Love”

Camacho

Carlos

PHILA

Cinse Collies

Stump

|

Georgie Kaye
Francis Brunn

Sc

Yvonne Moray
Elsa & Waldo
Woodside Sis
Artie Dann
Paramount

[

MIAMI

Olympia (P) 24
Lewis Sc Van
Pitchmen
Eileen Barton

-

Town E Country

Patricia

23

(P)

12 Mins.
Palace, N. Y,
In the No. 5 slot

Jimmy Ames
Don Shcffey

Gray
Mooro

Acts

BERT HOWELL

(5)

Instrumental-comedy

Nancy Andrew*
Joe Graydon

Irving Fields

Arthur Ellen
Rhodes
Three Riffs
Pat Adair
Lila Terris
Art Waner Ore
La Via an Rosa
Danny Carroll
Phil Moore’s Flock Johnny Morris Ore
Nat “King” Cole
La Plaza 6
Van Smith 3
Twa Guitars
Slgl Ahern
El Chico
Ell Spivak
Perla Marini
DeLeon Sc Graclclla Misha Usdanoff
Kostya Poliansky
C & G Galvan
Versailles
Alvardo de la Citu

ANGELES

LOS

Paramount
Liberace

Rayney

....

THE GOOFERS

Hal Derwin Oro
Cafe Gala

Hoffman

Billy
Patti

New

Frakson

The Glenns

Clro'e

Be nuo Rubinyi
Eddie Bradford Ore
B Gray's Bandbox

Larry Marvin
Joa LaPorta Ora
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sharaten

Carol! Bros
Marcel Lobon
Dagenham Pipers
Warren, Latona is
Sparks

|

Joe Chisholm

aS

(I)

CarjcuyaL-Carpenler

Hotoi
Sc

Bruuo
Harry James Ore
Bar of Musla
Arthur Blade*
Marjorie Garretson
Bill

Sonny Sands

Sperling

Piroska

I

Julia

Sc

Hall

Patricia

Audrey

[Roger .Ray.

Strawberry Russell

Gary Morton
3 Rockets

Max

day ef shew

Wa

•

Ice

24

indicate epenlnp

f

YORK
NEW
-

Ice

J.

tn oarentheiei Indicates circuit. (FM> Fanchon Marco; (I) Independent;
5 <P> Paramount; (It) RICO; (*) Stoll; <T) Tlvell; <W) Warner;
, t#r R# *de
cwR)

i

h?)
«.»

111

Jean Sablon
Margaret Sis

basis

TV work

than the British
has a 405-line sys-

tem while West Germany and Hol-

Some more

ish

his turn.

diversity in offerings

and, above all, more straight instrumental numbers may givef this
trio a style and uniqueness it now
lacks. Allen, who does most of the
lead vocals, has an offbeat voice
that does not have the power for
projertion sans mike in big rooms,

He opens with “I’m Yours,” a
current click, and segues into a

Okay

ards or current hits, rather than
essaying the latter number.

for intimeries.

specialty number,
berry Street,” fo

Mosk.

SHOOTING MANSFIELDS

Italo lyric-

Hern.

(3)

Marksmanship
8 JMins.
Palace, N. Y.

THE

ST.

CLAIRS

(2)

The Shooting Mansfields have Dancing
been around for a long time but 8 Mins.
have not been documented in Palace, N.Y.
Variety’s New Acts files. It’s a
The St. Clairs are a goodlooking
topnotch turn for first, second or boy-girl hoofing team which
closing spots on any vaude bill.
needs more flash to have any im
The elder Mansfield works with pact. At present, their terping rou
his wife and daughter in a fast turn tine is too ’familiar.
featuring the family’s superlative
Best bit is the boy’s drumming
rifle handling. Each member takes stint on
a chair while dancing. It’s
a turn at shooting at small targets a change-of-pace, at least, from the
’

which break as a pellet

hits

them. conventional hoofing turn.

Piece de resistance is a- bit in which
the husband shoots at small glass

Herm.
|

framed around his wife’s face.
At show caught, there were no

balls

misses in about 150 shots.

Helliiiger Stories

Herm.

Continued from page

LINON
Rope-walking
12 Mins.

1

Glad Gottlieb, Hellinger’s widow.
Under terms of the contract, Hafner gets an exclusive on the prop-

Palaoe, N. Y.

Linon is an Englisli act with
fillip to his rope-walking erties for five years, with options
turn. Ilis chief prop is his tattered
for another five.
Late authorgarb which trips hini up while
_ ,
„
on a
executing his stunts. This is good Producers estate gets cut
for some laughs but Linon tends ro yaRy basis for all properties
deal
to drag out the clowning and mim- based on the stories, with the
M """ 1 escalator
ing portions longer than their calling for the usual
clauses.
worth.
Only in the latter couple of
with
Hafner,
in
partnership
minutes of his turn does Linon Stanley Halperin, has produced a
perform on the rope as expected. vidfilm series based on the “Kerry
He’s an undoubted expert and his
Drake” and “Dr. Rex Morgan”
flipping and bouncing earn a big
comic strips. Outfit has a studio
mitt.
Herm.

comedy

,

,

,

.

m
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have the 625-line system.
France uses an 819-line system.
CHICAGO
Negotiations to master this prob- RAVEL
Horace Diaz Ore
Hotel Statler
Hilton Hot'l Leo de Lyon
lem between the Dutch, German, Comedy
Woody Herman Ore Conrad
Adele Inge
Lulu Bates
Village Barn
French and British TV stations will 10 Mins.
Eric Waite
Zeb Carver
Bambl Linn St Rod start as soon as it is clear how Pavilion, Glasgow
Diana Grafton
Ted Huston Ore
Small,
wiry English musical
Alexander
Charles ic Luclll*
Miles Bell
large the German TV net will be.
Cavanaugh
clown offers act that has younger
Susanne Sc
Helen Curtis
Dennis Sc Darleno
McCaffrey
France is planning an intermis- stubholders laughing heartily, and
Bourbon ic Bain
Lillian
Byers
Bob de Voyc it
Waldorf'Astoita
sion-less telecast and in the eve- which seems certain for all juve
Yvonne Broder
Betty Lorraine
Jose Greco Dcrs
Philip Fraser
ning a repetition by means of TV occasions and for moppets’ TV.
Earl Barton
Alex Alston c Oro
Terry Taylor
Mlscha Borr Ore
Tom
Horgan St
He plays wide variety of musical
pix.
There are reported ..to be no
Dohald ToblD
Patricia Manning
Hotel Warwick
Georgs Zak
difficulties
here concerning the instruments, including xylophone,
Abbott Dcrs (6)
Jose Mellis Trio
Boulevar-dears (G)
Trio BassI
Lee Carroll
producing
from latter a surprise
transformation of the different line
Frankie Masters O
Hotel Sherry
N Brandwynne Ore
spring-up skeleton and a hat that
Edgswater Bsach
systems.
Palace (24-28)
Netherland
refuses
to
remain stationary. AsJames Svmington
Yraa Sumac
ROCKFORD
It is necessary to establish a
Pheby Sisters
Hugo Pencil Ore
Picrfc D’Angelo Sc
pects of comedy biz are many in
Hotel Tatt
Mel Hall
Ana
micro-wave chain between Lille cleverly-contrived turn that is
Vincent Lope/ Ore
Griff Williams Ore
Movleland Seals
and Lopik (Holland), also between standout in current pantomime at
Latin Quarter
Palmsr House
Hank Seaman
Lille and Hamburg.
Murphy Sisters
Noble Trio
Joe E. Hownrd
this No. 2 Scot vaudery.
Gord.
land

“Down On Mulsome

and winds up with “Tell Me
Tonight.” Martell would do better to showcase his pipes on standing,

-

space contract on the Hal Roach
Hollywood, where the Hellinger pix will be turned out.. Hafner said he’s budgeting the vidpix
at $25,000 per stanza and plans to
shoot for name actors and writers.
He’s stalling any budget-setting on
the feature film, which will be
lot in

grooved for theatrical release, unttil he gets a completed script.
Carmel Myers, onetime silent
j- i1

—

film actress and now wif6 of Paramount sales veepee A. W. Schwa lberg, also had an option on some

of the Hellinger short .stories for
She
a projected radio package.
permitted her option to drop, how,

ever, last Nov.

1.

m

;
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Roxy*
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HOUSE REVIEWS

PV&Rt&TT

for family trade.
In fact, while
most of the artists have been here
before, they have taken the pains
to change or enhance their turns,
or have gained polish since last
seen here.

47

in the color and sparkle of the
Palace, N. Y.
St. Clairs (2), Freddie Martell, props and costumes.
Slickest trick of all is illusion
Milton Douglas, Litton, The Goof
jl
Pix Industry
ers (5), Carla & Ferando Dancers given of girls, girls, girls. Actually,
dl
Bert Howell & Frank Rad- troupe consists of three gals and
Continued from page 4
three
and
freboys,
staging
but
cliff,
Shooting Mansfields
13);
Bill Lawrence hasn’t been here “
Cha
(2). Charley
Torpedo Alley ” (AA), reviewed quent change of costuming leave Ruling of the state's highest
f°%e. Us Oriol Joe , LaPlante
several years, due to a hitch in in
customers convinced they have tribunal is regarded of utmost imVariety Dec. 17, ’52.
vSu iff Bozo Ward,Belles & Blades the armed forces. In
addition to a
seen the “array” of cast touted in portance by
and industry atCollins, Roxy
good
voice, he has fine stage
Roxy
Orch;
Boucher
,
Film company is imnS) Boh
Current layout at the Palace the one-sheets. Mitt action for the torneys.
presence. Crooner gets off well
hyRay Porter;
,
topper
builds
slowly
but the mediately faced with another suit
hews
singers directed
to
conventional
lines. Standcos - with fastie “When Whippoorwills
hnrfinaraphy, Ron Fletcher
ard eight-act package has several whistles for the femme assistants involving similar claims. This one
"Stars & Stripes For Call” and then does a switch to high
spots intermixed with medi- and the copious display of cheese- concerns the heirs of Walter DonVari- “Why Don’t You Believe Me?”
cake are instantaneous.
(20th), reviewed
aldson, who are seeking damages
which has his fan club members ocre turns. But. as usual with the
*52,
Two best bets in the routine of for the portrayal of the late songPalace bills, the pace is fast and
ety Nou. 1£)»
yelping.
Novelty tune,
Goody there are enough
sleight-of-hand, card tricks and writer in Warners’ “I’ll See You in
entertainment
Goody,”
is
a
pleasing harkback,
values to please house’s regular razzle-dazzle are an audience gim- My Dreams.” Case, like the DonaWith the inauguration of its own but “Somewhere Along the
Way” clientele.
mick using a moppet and a rabbit, hue one, is filled with many legal
Roxy has become
glacial age, the
a* onlv permanent ice theatre is better fare for the bobbysox
Six of the eight turns are re- and a new, highpowered sawing- technicalities and has been shifting
set. Baritone ties up his session,
the-girl-in-two act. Former, at
It's an entertainment polaround
viewed
under
New
nicely
Acts,
including
from one court to another in Utah
with
“I
Get a Kick Out of
produced long stretches
some vets who have not been docu- show caught, shook the rafters ‘with on procedural claims. It’s slated
icy that has
You.”
laughs as a chubby seven-year-old
at the nearby Center
mented
in this file. These are the
of prosperity
Criss Cross has changed some
Wirtz
wrestled wits with Blackstone for for the state’s Court of Appeals,
Theatre, where Arthur M.
St. Clairs, Freddie
were niarqueed of his dummies for a more effec- the Goofers, Bert Martell, Linon, a live rabbit. The other stint, fi- but indications are that it will not
and Sonja Henie
Howell & Frank nale of show,
policy that tive ventro routine. Still an eyea
was
consists of a large come to trial until a final decision
It
producers.
Radcliff, and the Shooting Mansas
catcher is his life-size, Mae Westscaffold-type structure, a power is obtained on the Donahue case.
appealed to out-of-towners who
fields.
ish doll with the come-hither spiel.
unthe
saw,
Utah and Virginia are the only
see
to
and
a
supposedly
hypnotized
York
New
to
came
Of the remaining two turns, Mil- girl. As the saw buzzes through the states with legislation involving
He has a clever colored strob pupusual in entertainment.
pet which jangles around while ton Douglas, in the trey spot, blocks of wood planted on femme’s the right of privacy of the dead,
ice
its
with
Roxy
However, the
imitating Ink Spots in “If I Didn’t works over a fair comedy turn. body, screeches from the galleries and as such have been open terriThe vet emcee starts gag routine pay tribute to realism of the
and filih policy can appeal to a Care” for hefty laughs. His
best,
Blades displays
tories for suits of heirs seeking
wider audience.
slowly and maintains the same technique.
area. Madi- and real timely offering, is a lit- casual
damages for the depiction of relaare still unusual in this
pace throughout. His matle boy chirping “I Saw Mommy
This
kind
only
two
is
the
lineup
of
that
gets
Garden
tives in fictional pix.
Attorneys
son Square
terial is fair, much of it being obshould wow them in the .sticks, have especially singled out Utah
market hasn’t Kissing Santa Claus.” Number gets vious and stale.
a year and thus the
and is a natural for the juve trade. for instituting such suits.
It’s non-competi- a big mitt.
been saturated.
PreDouglas
works
with
a
femme It has the usual handicaps in a
Robert Maxwell converts the
tive with other houses and the opstooge in latter portion of his stint large, house of visibility for the viously the film companies were
portunity for getting top skating harp from a classical to popular for
content to reach out-of-courlj setone
of
those
familiar
romanticfiner and smaller stunts but, on
talent for the greater part of the instrument without loosing any ef- gagging
routines, He also does the whole, it bridges the gap across tlements rather than resorting to
year is tremendous. Yet the house fect. He’s also added a line of some minor
hoofing and singing the footlights effectively and to lengthy and expensive trials.
producers need not rely solely on chatter which is simple but pro- bits
for fair impact.
However, Warners, armed with a
fine results.
Lowe.
The jects well except for the corny
skaters for the stageshows.
One of the highlights of bill is
brief prepared by staff attorney
regulation acts can still ply their singing afterpiece, a takeoff on
the
Carla
&
Ferando
Morris
Dancers
“Zing
Ebenstein, decided to fight
the
preem
in
On
Roxy.
Goes
the
the
Strings
of My
trade at
the six spot. This troupe of three
the case when the Donahue heirs
show there were Les Oriol (2), Heart.”
men
and
three
women
have
an
exand
Bobby
(2)
Bros.
demanded
Gaudsmith
a $50,000 out-of-court
Maxwell sets a fast pace with
Latter two his opening samba and gets that citing flamenco routine which they
Whaling & Yvette.
settlement.
Ebenstein’s
brief
execute with
Continued from page 5 were slowed up by working on the. old
noted that under the Utah law no
piano
player
sound with Colorful garb "dash and grace.
frappe, while Les Oriol couldn’t “Spaghetti
Rag.”
The mood the overall eyealso contributes to personnel which must be kept busy. biographical work in fictional form
appeal for a sock
be affected since it a high-bar act. changes with
could be presented. He noted that
“Shangri-La,” his turn.
And, too, there’s no need to go
The idea seems basically sound own composition, which starts in
it would even hamper portrayals
Joe
Lombardi
batons the house into competition with local produ- of Washington, Lincoln and
even though the preem night's a longhair vein but ends in jazz
other
show wasn’t entirely successful. beat. For an encore he brings out orch in usual competent manner. cers.” The U exec cast doubt on the historical greats if contesting heirs
Herm.
There was a lot of extraneous stuff a small Irish harp and plucks out
instituted
suits.
The
Donahue
case
earning potential of some of the
Cohesion some oldies, “Alexander’s Ragthat should be cut out.
was won with the aid of testimony
films made abroad by American
and timing of various components time Band,” “Pretty Baby,” and
Olympia,
from noted educators, who pointed
companies with frozen assets.”
were off at times. Lacking also are “For Me and My Gal,” getting
Miami, Dec. 20.
out that “Silver Lining” was an
sufficient musical values. It seems him off strongly.
Reasoning is that while the for- authentic fictional portrayal of
Artie Auerbach (Mr. Kitzel),
the
that if an act would have done
Dolinoff & the Raya Sisters Divena, Asia Boys, Bob Ham- eign market is booming and ex- theatrical history
of the time.
some talking toward the latter part have added several new touches to mond's Birds, Lester Singers, Les panding, these gains aren’t necesof the bill, it would have been a their act with the “Wedding of Rhode House Orch
sarily translatable into dollars, and
; “Beware,- My
sensation.
the Painted Doll,” a good seasonal Lovely ” (RKO).
the distribs’ revenues from abroad
The Roxy chorus huddled to- curtain-raiser. Vivid Coloring of
may be severely affected by an
of
gether in the pit weren’t used the skit is impressive.
In the
Fair pre-Xmas show on tap, economic slump. Difficulty is pointenough to back the acts and it was “black magic” portion, part of the with most of layout setting well ed out in the gross earnings of at
Continued from page 3
evident that a vocal punctuation secret of the maneuvers is now with
stubholders.
Show-stealers least two companies, U and 20thof
the
continuous
der Academy rules, films must bepantomime given away, but on the other hand, are the Miami High School group, Fox.
would have provided greater vari- a new sense of mystery has been ’billed as the Lester Singers. Their
gin a regular commercial run in
Twentieth,
which will have
ety.
However, the major need is added, for while the customers choral work is clicko. They set the
this area before the end of the year
editing, which manager Dave Katz have a hint on how it’s done, they show off in
top tempo via work on chalked up an approximate $3,000,- in order to be eligible.
in conjunction with producer Ar- still can’t believe it until the finale. holiday
songs, with change of cos- 000 gain in the foreign market in
This week a total of 14 new films
thur Knorr can do handily.
Hoke ballet scene with impossible tume to purvey “Jinglebells” a 1952, will show a world-wide gross
equal to that of 1951, even though open in theatres in this area. Six
The circus motif of the preem positions still gets yocks. Zabe.
palmrouser.
its final earnings are expected to are features slated for regular relayout is capital for the kids on
Topliner Artie Auerbach garners
lease around this time. The other
Christmas vacation, but it was a
Casino, Toronto
healthy portion of giggles and he up. Figure reflects a drop in the
little too elementary for the inlaughs with his dialect stories. distrib’s domestic gross. U, which eight have been pushed in espeToronto, Dec. 19.
vited opening-night audience. The
cially for Academy Award considabroad,
is
is
ahead
by
$3,200,000
Works
his
“Mr.
Kitzel”
characSally Rand, Stone & Shine, Shaavo
various bits of business by the
Sherman, Chambers & Blair, Nor- terization for the Jack Benny due to have a world-wide gross of eration, either for the picture itself
clowns could be eliminated quite
or for performances of stars and
52
weeks
around
for
the
$64,000,000
stamp,
then
in
easy,
quiet
manner
man Summers , Henry Roddiger,
easily. These are the circus standManhattan Roqjcettes (12), Archie spins his tales for a crowd-pleas- of 1952, a drop from the $65,173,000 supporting players. These films, rebys such as the hair-growing magardless of their eventual Academy
ing
score.
U’s
final
during
1951.
chalked
up
|#Stone House Orch; “Scotland Yard
chine, firing of a rocket and others
Inspector ” (Cardinal).
In “added attraction” slot, Di- earnings report also is expected to Award status, are expected to form
that have been standard in the lithe
backbone of the 1953 releasing
vena
displays
her underwater show a slight increase in the 1952
brary of buffobnery.
They failed
schedule and it’s significant that
First time here in several sea- “ballet” idea. It’s mild stuff after net.
to make a dent here.
sons, Sally Rand has lost nothing the first few twists and turns and
Foreign revenue in 1952, includ- there has never been a year in
Another time-saver and tighten- of her marquee lure, juding from earns offish reaction.
ing funds blocked abroad and theo- which so many films were rushed
er would be elimination
of the an- daily lineups for her three-minute
Asia Boys almost walk off with retically remittable, ls expected to into competition in so short a penouncements by a Santa Claus, finale with the ostrich-feather fans
proceedings via their balancing total $170,000,000. Of this amount, riod in order to qualify for Award
banta s voice is offstage, and
there (not currently using the bubble work. It’s a gasp-bringing sequence
about $130,000,000 will actually be consideration.
was an occasion when the man
at balloons). With a 12-girl line in that keeps the mitts mounting to
Discounting the eight earmarked
remitted, the highest figure since
the mike
wasn’t talking.
The black strapless gowns split at the make for a sock canto.
.1946. Foreign earnings in 1951 were for award competition, and the 11
chai*acter just stood there knee, plus offstage male singing to
Bob
Hammond
his
birds
and
still
to set for distribution, HollyIncluding
blocked
$160,000,000,
WaS em^ arrassmen ^
a white fan ballet, Murray Little have played this house before and
around^
wood thus has an even 200 features
has given Miss Rand a terrific full- always to good effect. His direction funds.
ready
for the 1953 market. Metro
honors
went to Evelyn stage buildup, with the diminutive
r J°P
of the feathered flock and their
aader and Les Oriol.
leads the way in terms of backlog
Miss blonde over to wide-eyed sock
Handler, a vet on the freeze, re- customer response, complete with clowning makes for a nifty blend
at this time with a total of 30
into the holiday idea, with moppets
tains considerable
pictures awaiting national release;
savvy of what silent tribute to Miss Rand’s grace- in the aud joining their elders in
Payoff
len es W
Columbia is second with 27; and
A^ a PPlaud. This vet ful slow-motion gyrations and then the big mitting. Les Rhode and
Sfll
5
i
Continued from page 7
Paramount is third with 21. Siggfj ?! vskatI ?|. knocks Ofr a se- climaxed by a thunderous begoff house orch are okay on. the back- 1
b tterfl es like they were ovation.
nificantly, save for Republic’s nine
22
Lary.
writing
groundings.
earned
some
commenda^ and
i
wmds
U
and Lippert’s five, no releasing orP with the
Whole show is handsomely
i
tion.
f 016 occasion for
the
ice mounted and rich on pace and
ganization has less than 13 films
turns
Capitol,
Significant part from the point- currently available.
diversity from beginning to that
Dec.
20.
Washington,
rio
ha v e a sensational eye-filling flash finale. With offstage
of-view
of
film
the
companies
is
aerial a ?f
\,r
,
It is emphasized by tradesters
Blackstone’s Magic Revue (7),
Working
without nets, singing voice of Norman Summers,
that both of the latter are graduates
thk
y n
gll
show some ex- who later competently knits the Sam Jack Kaufman House Orch of television. As one of the story studying the release-availability
A ne
cellent° S
ct? ntS
?
the
Birds’*
“Something
For
schedules
(18);
that the films currently
of them has whole bill together as m.c., travthe Sri Si
9.
department exec put it: “TV to us listed are strictly Hollywood prod1
6 n g k y one leg While eller parts on a brisk hi-kick (20th).
the
J *?
i
is a showcase.
It gives us a pretty uct. The total does not include
Angles
from
the other routine by the girl line. Shaavo
anVSf
gimmicks and good idea of a writer’s calibre and British-made films which ^sortie of
gadgets,
Gals,
Bobby Whal- Sherman eases on for his fine imi2* I Yvi?E*
hour-long, his future potential.
mark
this
glitter
te ’ whlle showed by the
When so the companies pick up for distritations of Groucho Marx, Jolson, stepped-up Blackstone display of
frozen «nri
f ce manage
many people are at work dreaiming bution in this hemisphere.
t0 d0 well, Ed Wynn, and a wham takeoff on
No
Of fho /r0 Vold master, far from up ideas for shows, there must be
magico.
The
tlcul
'urists to Bar- Barry Fitzgerald singing “April
figures are Currently available in
hum i>i n/,esses
fJ
slowing up, brings a much brighter something in it for us, too.”
with
her
skating
this
category,
over
to
but
Sherman
indications
with
Showers,”
are
solo «hmw
and better paced show here this
well-executed hut top reception.
uic aiuuiua uenems irom umv AIWIJT VVUUU W1JLI nave CIIUU 5 U
not
year than last. Though his voice
daz ng assortment of
spins
»5
Chambers $c Blair, with brunet becomes increasingly hard to TV have been scant, they haven’t pictures of sufficient stature to corLeMac works
rapidly dnbfff
crimson gown, have no .catch, his sprightly pace all over given up hope. They believe tele- ral the necessary boxoffice retwlr s and winds up girl in
in fine chinl
difficulty scoring in their ballroom the big stage, his showmanly flair vision may eventually come up sponse.
Pe a PpJla use-wise,
Ensemhia
roller skates, with girl and his technique still make fine with hard-core ideas which can be
on
ballet
0
of the eight
mixed ^nnip^then stripping to briefies for dra- watching. Unfortunately, his mar- turned Into pix. And they aren't
es ls good Ron
Fletch- matic and dangerous spins with quee lure has faded far faster than
er hits «;nJ?I
worried about the use of such
0ment s in whlch the
ice choreo
neck and heel holds to another his art, and biz has been exceed- stories on the air spoiling them for
P
,
the Roxv’ sgS?fhy, makes ful1 use of ovation. Line girls close first half ingly dull, even for this time of
the screen.
Recent example was
stage. The ensemble danop
Continued from page 4
Those who come, however,
in co-ed costumes for a rapier ex- year.
and good nmv? Vemen * s kave grace change drill, complete with full- give close attention and plenty ap- “Never Wave At A WAC,” which
aus
was
actually
previewed “live” on where the pilot film would be shot
aluea
Michi’s
costumes fS?l l
disciplined preciation to every trick old or
very
and
fencing,
stage
°
TV, with Rosalind Russell, star of remains unsolved but. it’s thought
n
*
und^/ tho dlc eThe neon ligIlt“ foiling that scores on effect and new.
J 8
surface adds top showmanship.
lustre to
Sparked by glittering new cos- the pic, also heading the TV cast. likely that it would’ be photothe proceedings.
Jose.
format,
srfiooth
revue
Some time ago, 20th-Fox bought graphed at one of the major stuand
a
tumes
Stone Sc Shine open second half
with their face-slapping and clown- shov. moves swiftly with almost no an original TV play titled “The Re- dios. MPAA doesn’t eliminate th#
Chicago, Chi
ashas
Blackstone
spots.
dead
luctant Landlord” but acquisitions possibility of the entire series being mayhem to another terrific
Bin r 0 „. r ._ cl'Jcago. Dec. 19.
response on patter and song bur- sembled the best of his long rou- of that kind have been practically ing filmed by the network shown e, Cn
marked, as usual, with more nil. Additional reason for nixing ing it.
ert
Maxwell n v xSS cross, Rob- lesques. This leads into the Sally tine,
Raya Rand buildup, with line girls again and flashier props than any act of TV material Is the studios’ conAt any rate, it’s hoped that the
Orch; on and Henry Roddiger at the its kind around. When it’s a scarf- viction that the salvation of the program cost will be kept to a minorgan for Miss Rand’s boffo slow- appearing routine, there are more pic biz is in doing the things and imum. Once the pilot film has been
pieces
of
brighter
and
bigger
and
motion spins and maneuvers for
presenting the kind of entertai|i turned out,* plans call for the show
s mas
15
one -weeker which the customers have been cloth than any other magico act ment
^
a^pleasTn?
f
TV can’t offer.
sant fill-in,
to-be sold to a sponsor.
boasts. Much of appeal of act lies
McStay.
aimed

^

of

yn
’ST’S*;
"ff
Leth
Gaudsmith
Ohorne*
P
mT «RaW°
Mac,
—
Bobby Whaling
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‘Eden’ Loss

To

Pix,

PfisziETY
‘Horn in West/ ‘Colony*
Set ’53 Opening Dates

May Be Cut Down, If Sold

Due

to Special Author

Terms

!

„„fved

agreement with adaptorand original
s',, or Moss Hart
Edgar Mittelholzer may
novelist
of at- least
-recovery
- the
1

h

With State Fair of Texas
Dallas, Dec. 23

deficit.

State Fair of Texas board of directors has created a new post of
preceeds, instead of l0o%
veepee-asst. general manager for
would normally be theirs
played under 24 per- the expo and elected Charles R.

Se show
,f
Broadway
formances on

(it

drama that had a successful
season last summer, will open
1953 season June 26. It plans to
run through Sept. 7, according to
general manager William Hardy,
who’s taking over the Blue Ridge
Parkway attraction after two years
at the helm of the Roanoke Island
drama, “The Lost Colony.”
Richard Jordan, of Nags Head,
N.C., is the new general manager
of “The Lost Colony,” replacing
Hardy. “Colony” set June 27 as
opening date for next season s
production.
N.C.,

Union Denial Claims Coincidence

first

Meeker Gets New Post

In case of a
rights, the authors
of the film
only 60%
accept
to
acreed

Tthe
°'

ATPAM Inks Homer After Suit Threat;

its

i

of the

closed Meeker,

Jr.,

to the

new

Show on
Oklahoma
The

City,

“Mister

of Theatrical Prest, Agents & Managers followed a threat to take the

Dec. 23.
Roberts”

application to court.

Horner,

who was proposed

for

Auditorium, will use its membership by producers Gertrude
night off tomorrow (Wed.) to give Macy and Walter Starcke under the
an informal Christmas Eve variety union’s “new blood” clause, was
show at the Veterans Hospital hired as company manager of “I’ve
here.
Got Sixpence,” although his bid for
MeanCast members who will perforin admission was pending.
include understudy .Patricia Gutt- while, he was given a provisional
ridge, songs; Buck Kartalian and working permit for the John van
James Mack, comedy; Harry Snow', Druten show’s tryout engagements
songs; _ N. Schjnall, impersonations;, in New Haven and Philly without a

nicipal

position.

,

We

touring

Night Off

Its

company, which plays a Christmas
night performance at the local Mu-

!

to the

of the play.
about the result
believe that we
do not however,
by t’ cntics.
unfairly
were treated

Hosp

‘Roberts’ Co. in

20h

letter

Although a union representative
denies there was any significance
in the action, the recent admission
of Richard Horner into the Assn,

/

Now veepce-managing director of
.
backers last State Fair Musicals, Inc., a sepa- Brit. Equity Probing Its
in a
M. Hyman rate entity, Meeker in his new
Jck producers Joseph
Foreign Artists Policy
Hart, the latter a slot will assist James II. Stewart,
and Bernard
dramatist wrote exec veepee-general manager of
brother of the
the
Texas
fair,
badly
in
felt
the
we
year-round
Following Ferrer Mixup
‘•Needless to say,
after

49

Greensboro, N.C., Dec. 23..
“Horn in the West,” the Boone

o£ Eden” ln-+
Although "Climate
$99,551, a special
a loss of

^

—

LEGITIMATE

activities.

„

London, Dec. 26.
« /N
» I
1_
J
, *
Recent (Dec. 12) issue of the Alan Orne, harmonica; Mack and union manager.
Finally, the producers’ attorney,
Equity Newsletter spotlights the Val Palmer, comedy acrobatics;
notices could
Throe of the major
current controversy over the em- Michael King, husband of leading William Fitelson, wrote to the
'raves’ but the public
ployment of foreign artists in lady, Louise King, reading “The ATPAM that unless Homer was
be termed
this kind
Everhart, admitted, legal action would be
Robert
and
apparently did not want
Britain which reached its peak Raven,”
Fair Musicals’ governing board.
taken under the Taft-Hartley Law.
with the rejection of the applica- piano.
of a play*
Meeker will continue as man- tion for Jose Ferrer to star in an
The Leland Hayward produc- Neither lawyer nor producers ever
“We have no apologives to offer,
knew
we
way
every
aging director of the summer Old Vic production of “The Sea- tion, with Tod Andrews as star, is received an answer to the letter,
in
as we tried
success. musicals.
gull.” It is reported that British one nighting through this region. but just before the end of the
how to make this play a
play’s Philly engagement, Horner
Equity has indicated to American
We were, too, the major financial
spending
to
received a dead-pan notice from
addition
Equity its willingness to hold disinvestors, in
the union that he ’had been admitcussions on the policies of the two
approximately 18 months in prephazard of
ted.
organizations towards alien actors.
aration of the play—a
course
of
we
which
According t<? an ATPAM reprebusiness
(Council
U.
of
S.
Equity
voted
last
our
sentative, the timing in the situaweek to defer from Dec. 31 to next
accept.
tion was merely a coincidence. He
Feb. 15 application of new alien
The show, capitalized at $75,000
asserts that Horner’s application
restrictions pending a reply from
involved $54,plus $15,000 overcall,
was still under consideration when
tirout
the British union to the American
825 production cost, $31,744
“Sixpence”
played New Haven and
single
organization’s
discuss
the
offer
to
a
on
loss (including $17,959
Amusement ad rates of publica- that the union’s decision to admit
What may be the genesis of at problem.)
week In Washington, of which $3,- least a loose summer
steadily
area,
York
New
in
the
tions
operetta
probefore the receipt
him
was
reached
Gordon Sandison, Equity general
a
048 was for the cancellation of
duction organization occurred in secretary, suggests that the case of climbing in recent years, are about of Fitelson’s letter, but that final
second week), $10,979 operating
Following
boost.
another
get
to
New
Orleans
last
week when man- Ferrer has made them think hard
action
was held up until the
Y., plus
loss at the Martin Beck, N.
Times hike, rate union’s new agreement with the
pas- agers of the leading outdoor spots about their policy on foreign art- the recent N. Y.
$1,155 expense for the return
held their first meeting to discuss ists, but stresses that although this increases have been scheduled by League of N. Y, Theatres was
Engto
members
cast
four
sage of
mutual problems. It was empha- individual application aroused very the N. Y. Daily News, Cue Mag, signed.
land, $598 insurance and $250 reNewark Star-Ledger and Newark
sized that no permanent organizaSabinson Incident
(Continued on page 52)
serve contingencies.
News.
tion was contemplated, but it’s figUnder its recently revised con_
Regarding the show’s closing
next
ured
effective
such
a
development
may
ultijump,
The
News
tract with the League
of N. Y. The—
after a $19,364 gross and $1,374
A9 _
w
^m4
C a „
mately be in the cards.
March 1, ups the daily rate from atres, the ATPAM agrees to admit
profit for the final week on BroadUNIONS
$2.80 to $2.94 per agate line, with 10 managerial applicants in the
Those attending the confabs Dec.
way, the letter to the backers exthe Sunday rate going from $3.27 next three years under the “new
16-18 at the Roosevelt Hotel in the
plains, “We had $13,000 worth of
to $3.43 and the country edition blood” clause. The old setup called
parties booked for that week and delta city included Paul Beisman,
from 25c. to 26c.
year,
straight
For
the
second
of the St. Louis Municipal Opera;
for the admission of six ^applicants
it semed foolish for us to try to
legit craft unions are protesting
Cue boost, effective next April a year. Under both the old and
continue the run and dissipate Charles R. Meeker, Jr., of the State
Pudding 4, is from $2.35 to $2.50. Newark the new rules the union has the
whatever funds were remaining.” It Fair Auditorium. Dallas; William against the Harvard Hasty
because of its non-union op- Star-Ledger increases , Its rate, ef- privilege of refusing any specific
does not mention that business on Simon, of the Kansas City operet- Club
Broadway for the ensuing week ta group; Eleanor Pinkham, gen- erating setup. Plans are being fective March 1, from 55c to 65c applicants, and it frequently does
to
picket the collegiate daily and Sunday. Newark News, so.
made
and thereafter has been generally eral manager for Edwin Lester, of
San Francisco Civic Light drama group's annual show at the effective Feb. 1, goes from 7.05c
Instance of the latter occurred
declining, thus further justifying the
Opera; George Gans and Laurice Barbizon Plaza Hotel, N. Y., Satur- to 7.35c daily and 5.45c to 5.95c last year when the rejection of Lee
the decision to fold.
(27-28)
Tuesand
next
day-Sunday
Sunday.
Settle,
of
Louisville;
William
WySabinson precipitated a squabble
The letter notes that $18,000
(30-31).
The Times, effective Dec. 1, between the union and producer
additional financing (over the orig- metal, Pittsburgh, and Russell Lew- day-Wednesday
Although the Cambridge outfit hoisted its rates from $1.80 to $1.90 Herman Shumlin. In that case the
inal $75,000 and $15,000 overcall) is, Sacramento.
$2.30 Sun- League became involved, but after
was required. It reports, “This
Among the principal subjects of is reportedly willing to hire Assn, daily and from $2.20 to
-& Man- day, but is allowing contracts al- brief picketing of Shumlin’s prosum is, of course, in the nature of the palaver were Equity regula- of Theatrical Presfc Agents
at the duction of “Lace On Her Petticontinue
York
effect
to
the
New
in
members
for
gers
ready
a preferred loan and receives pref- tions and author royalties.
engagement and the rest of the old rates for duration of the con- coat,” the issue was compromised
erential treatment as a repayment
stageuse
union
refuses
to
tract.
tour, it
with Sabinson receiving permission
before the original investors are
Therefore, the Fact-Findhands.
to manage that show but not getconsidered.” It adds, “ApproximateLeisurely
ing Committee representing all the
ting into the union.
ly $9,000 remain^ after our obligaTREK
NIPPON
SZIGETI'S
the
Omaha,
23.
blacklisted
Dee.
has
unions
craft
tions were met.
for ATPAM
This money bePrincipal reason
Violinist Joseph Szigeti has been
Life is easier on the road than show, so APTAM members are forlongs to and will be distributed to
reluctance to admit new members,
set for a seven-week tour of Japan,
on Broadway, according to Cor- bidden to work for it.
either managerial or pressagent, is
the prior creditors.”
Last year, operating on a non- beginning March 1, by concert the serious unemployment in the
nelia Otis Skinner.
“I have more leisure on the union basis for the first time, the manager Herbert Barrett.
field.
An aggravating factor in the
Tour will include 22 concerts, in situation is that in the past, several
road,” she told reporters when she Hasty Pudding show reportedly
Equity Enacts
Policy
brought in her “Paris ’90” show earned a profit for the initial time all major cities, with nine skedded managerial candidates admitted
in Tokyo alone.
in the organization’s history.
recently.
have rarely if ever been subseBy Bellamy to Improve
quently employed, even by producers who in sponsoring their applications claimed they had unique
Relations With Press

-
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.

L. -Thornton, State Fair of
prez since 1945, was reelected, as were all present officers,
for the coming year. The 15 officials will also serve as the State
R.
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HASTY PUDDING STATUS

Road

The

New

qualifications.

In a new move to improve its
relations with the
press, Actors

Equity has put into effect a new
policy of reporting its activities.

The new setup was

OUT SOON!

recommended

by president Ralph Bellamy.
Hereafter, .instead of phone reports to the drama editors of New
York dailies late each Tuesday on
the highlights of that afternoon’s
council meeting, there will' be written releases covering the governing
body’s actions in more detail. However, the council reportedly turned

Got Sixpence,” which ran
stagehands’ union* stymie
preventing it from playing an extra
“I've
into a

47th Anniversary Number

-

the wardrobe "- attendants’ union.
Latter outfit tried to force the John

of

-

van Druten drama to hire a wardrobe mistress, but were brushed
off.
Fact that the play folded last
Saturday (20) may have forestalled

a

on the part
and the council with
union

affairs.

plan. Equity

As

a showdown.

offi-

and executives have reportedbeen given more latitude in disunion affairs and policies

cetts

ly

Wth

the press.
aPP r <>ving the expanded
P bllcity policy, last 1 week’s coun-

Form* doting thortly

Special exploitation advantages

1

f

jJ*

voted to postpone- xp-

new

alien restrictions
Dec< 31 until
Eeb. 15.
a
reply from
British
ty to the U.
S. union’s offer to
the * ntir * problem,

hamy
C

tur'ii

Usoat Advertising rate* prevail

O

Si e8
rv„?fi .?

cil

was. appointed
*°

°!nn lttec
]

r^ow

chairman
the struc-

operational setup q£
Equitv nt
a y
he*tre ’ in thc **>8 en C e 0 r,u
? Gateson,
Iar3orie
regular
hcad 01
Jr the
fv
-

group.
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~

benefit performance last Monday
night <22) at the Ethel Barrymore,
N. Y., stood off another pitch from

result of dissatisfaction
of Bellamy

Press coverage of
Port of the new

Cleaning Dilemma Of

Who’s to Handle Garments

and reporters in ad-

New procedure, was adopted as

Up

The

down Bellamy’s suggestion that the
Agenda for the meeting be avail*able to editors
vance.

‘Sixpence’ Foldo Clears

Copy and *pac*
N1W
m

YORK **
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it.

risirvationz

may ba
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**nt to any Vanity off/c*
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LONDON, W, 0
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Merita’* Pl««e*

Although the show’s four leading
players all had dressers or maids,
the wardrobe union claimed that
the latter were depriving its members of employment and that a
wardrobe attendant should be engaged.
The- union representative
also argued that dresser* -or maids
should be permitted to send, costumes out to be cleaned, but that
a- union attendant was the- only one
authorized to hand* the garments to
the- delivery man from the cleaner.
After consulting- with the League
of N.
Theatres, producer* Gertrude j\facy and Walter Straeke f**
fused the union demand*. Nothing
further wax beard of the matter.

.
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Children^ Honr

TIi©

Kim Hunter, Iris Mann, Katherine
Emmet, Robert Pastene. Staged by the
author; ^settings, HowaTd Bay; costumes,
Anna Hill Johnstone; associate producer,
Peter Glenn. At Coronet, N. Y., Dec. 18,
•
52 1
4.80 top ($8 opening).
„
^
Neal,

Albert Selden production of comedy in
three acts (four scenes) by John D. Hess.
Features Walter Matthau, Virginia Gilmore, Sandra Deel, Tony Blckley, Katharine Anderson, Brandon Peters. Directed

by Morton Da Costa; setting and lighting,
Eldon Elder; costumes. Noel Taylor. At

Martin Beck, N. Y., Dec. 17, '52; $4.80
top ($6 opening).
Delivery Man '
John Randolph
Edward.. Brian.
Michael Free
Carolyn King Buster Hart
Lois Fisher
Sandra Deel
Finney
Beatrice
Hammond
Mary
Mrs. Lily Mortar
Gilmore
Virginia
Alice
Hart
Evelyn Munn ........ Denise Alexander
..
Clay Flagg
Toni Hallaran Barry Green
Helen Burton
Walter Matthau
Janet Parker John Hart
Rosalie Wells
Brandon Peters
June Connolly Simon Blackwell
Janet
Rosemary Prinz, Sally
Sandee Preston Girl Scouts
Leslie
Jessup, Mary Grace Canfield
Iris Mann
Mary Tilford
Kim Hunter Lucille Blackwell. .. .Katherine Anderson
Karen Wright
Walter Klavun
Patricia Neal Buff Schneider
Martha Dobie
Tony Blckley
Dr. Joseph Cardin ...... Robert Pastene Richard Jones

theatre

Nancy. JElehn.

by

Likening the Theatre
to the Gospel

„

Sandra March

Peggy Rogers
Catherine

Backers of “I’ve Got Sixpence,” the Gertrude Macy-Walker Starcke
proudetion of John van Druten’s drama which folded last week after
a brief Broadway run, included Robert ChristenbSrry, manager of the
Astor Hotel, N. Y., and N. Y. State boxing commissioner, $4,800; theatreowner-producer Anthony B. Farrell, $2,400; the author’s business
manager, Carter Lodge, $1,200; Mrs. Edward Kook, wife of the CenJames
tury Lighting head, $,1200; producer Bea Lawrence, $1,200;
E. Strooclc, Brooks Costume president, $1,200; producer Louis J. Singer,
$I^Q0 -..Katharine .Cornell, $.1,200; lyricist Howard. Dietz, pub-ad vicepresident of Metro, $1,200; producer Tad Adoue, $600; Lynn Bowers,
Coast representative of Celebrity Service, $600; pressagent Gertrude
Bromberg, $600; Manning Gurian, manager of the same producers’
touring edition of van Druten’s “I Am a Camera,” $600; author’s agent

manifests deep compassion for the

The Grey-Eyed People
*

Inside Stuff

Rupert Hughes

Plays on Broadway
Kerjnlt Rlooragarden production of revival of drama in three acts (four sceneB)
by Lillian Heilman. Features Patricia

Wednesday, December 24, 1952

Pffia&rr

#

*

*

Tommy. Hart

t

an informative byline piece in the

soon-due

.

Agatha
Mrs. Amelia Tilford
Grocery Boy

. . .

Leora Thatcher
Katherine Emmet

Ted

Policeman

Woman

After 18 years, “The Children’s
Hour” remains not only taut and
exciting theatre, but has acquired
new quality of con-

a stimulating

is no laughing matapparently where “The
Grey-Eyed- People” goes wrong.
For in trying, to treat the subject
in facetious vein the play fails
both as drama And comedy. Despite

Blacklisting

temporary significance. Thus, what
tended to be a somewhat special,
if undeniably engrossing drama, is certain redeeming qualities
now more general and therefore poor boxoffice bet.

more personal

in

application

its

and emotional impact. In any case,
this Kermit Bloomgarden revival of
Lillian Heilman’s first playwriting
click seems headed for a successful run.

it is

a

The author, television scripter
John D. Hess, explains in a somewhat self-conscious passage that

the grey-eyed people are the tolerant, kindly idealitsts of the world.
In this case, such essentially pas-*
The 1934-35 drama is no longer sive souls can be driven to defend
merely the horrifying, though their individuality and freedom.
slightly remote, ^Jragedy of how
But by lacing this basically serious
two innocent women are engulfed yarn with quips and frivolous inmalignant cidents the play
and shattered by
forfeits dignity
child's lie that they nave an “un- and even plausibility.
natural” love for each other. “ChilThe
slow-starting
story is about
dren’s Hour” has become also a
shattering drama of the cancerous a young ad executive who lives in
suburban
New
York
with his wife
It
effect of calculated slander.
dramatizes passionately and uncom- and two small sons. When the reactionary
elements
of the compromisingly how truth can be overwhelmed and destroyed by the “big munity, led by the ad agency owner’s domineering wife, ban a local
lie.”

The revival seems in some ways
than Herman Shumlin’s
better
original production. It is particularly fortunate in its two principal
leads, Patricia Neal and Kim Hunter. As the more pathetic of the

Original Cast
Herman Shumlin production and

stag-

by Aline Bernstein and
At Maxine Elliott's Thea
tre, N. Y., Nov. 20, '34; $3.30 top.
Eugenia Rawls
Peggy Rogers
Aline McDermott
Mrs. LUy Mortar
Evelyn Munn
Elizabeth Seckel
Lynne Fisher
Helen Burton
ing,

scenery

Sointu' Syr Jala.

Jacqueline Rusllng

Lois Fisher

Barbara Leeds
Barbara Beals
Florence McGee
Katherine Emery
Anne Revere
Robert Keith

CatherineRosalie Wells

Mary

Tilford

Karen Wright
Martha Dobie
Dr, Joseph Cardin

Edmonia Nolley
Katherine Emmet
Jack Tyler
(Ran 691 performances)

Agatha
Mrs. Amelia Tilford
Grocery Boy

. .

performance by a puppeteer who is
‘on somebody’s list,” the young
adman becomes aroused. Altho’ugh
he loses his job in the process,
the hero has, at the curtain, apparently succeeded in enlisting the

support of at least some of the
residents who resent seeing people
pushed around.
Although the comedy is occasionally moderately
funny, the
levity tends to break the continuity
and cumulative dramatic force of
the play’s theme. So, instead of
making the basically serious play

Davis, $600; producer Elaine Perry, $600; co-producer Starcke,
$600; Theresa Helburn, co-director of the Theatre Guild, $600; actress
Barbara Winchester, $300; actor John Baragrey, $300, and co-producer
Miss Macy, $300. The production was capitalized at $60,000, with provision (not exercised) for 20% overcall.

P^RIETY

Tiller

ter. That’s

Monica McCall, $600; pressagent Sol Jadobson, $600; orchestra leader

Meyer

of

Jane Lloyd-Jancs
John Martone

Gordon Russell Gates

.

47th Anniversary Number

pronunciation more suited to old
Esdras.
Backers of “My Darlin’ Aida,” Robert L. Joseph’s production of
Of the supporting roles, William Charles Friedman’s .Americanized version of the Verdi opera, include
Haddock is standout as the Hobo, the producer himself, $15,625; John F. Waters, representing Lee ShuLloyd Richards brings humor and bert, who operates the Winter Garden, N. Y., where the show is playwarmth to the part of Carr, Mio’s ing, $15,000; Bfenjamin Abrams, board chairman of Emerson Radio,
standby, and Gay Edson as the
$5,000; Andrew Geoly, of Eaves Costume, which supplied the costumes,
first girl, and Jo Wolcott as the
$5,000; souvenir program agent Arthur Klar, $5,000; author-director
apple woman, are assets. LoUis
Friedman, $2,500; theatrical attorney Arnold Grant, $1,500; William P.
Tirendi and Alfred Ward as Trock’s
Mrs. Lawrence Weiner, wife
henchmen are more sophomoric Nolan, of the Nolan scenic studio, $1,000; Hans Spialek, who orchesthan sinister. Warren Harlan has of the theatrical ad agency owner, $1,000;
assistant U. S. attorney Roy M.
special
former
the
show,
trated
$1,000;
devised a useful convertible set for
Cohn, $1,000; Manie Sachs, of RCA Victor, $$1,000; Paul Vroom, the
both exterior and interior scenes.
show’s general manager and associate producer, $1,000; Clarence TayVene.
lor, the show’s company manager, $500 and Frank Satenstein, CBS-TV
producer, $500. The production is capitalized at $225,000, and the management last week notified the investors that it was exercising the proPlay Out of
vision for 10% overcall.

Town

Walter Winchell, pinch-reviewing for N, Y. Mirror critic Robert ColeThe Rising Holler
production of “Children’s
niiilflq tw oo““Hsan, reprinted his notice of the original
’

Theatre
three

'52

*

-

*

production of comedy in
scenes)
by Robin

I

(four

acts

Maugham. Features Patricia Barclay,
Edwin Whltner. Directed by Ramsey
Burch. Technical direction, James Pringle; costumes. Dale Clement. At Theatre
'52, Dallas,

Dec. 22,

'52; $2.50 top.

Hour” in covering Kermit Bloomgarden’s revival of. the Lillian Hellman drama last week at the Coronet, N. Y. The columnist and former
critic merely wrote a new lead reiterating his original rave and then
inserted in the old review brackets with the names of the present cast
and incidental comment, with a few concluding lines on the new pro-

James Hall
Judy Fowler ........ Mary Dell Roberts

Peter Fowler

Miss Hartley .,
Sylvia Baldock

Rosamund Fowler
Malcolm Baldock
Arthur Fowler
Bill Groves
Sir Thomas Ferguson
Mr. Ramsey
The M. I. 5

Man

Hilary Marsden
Col. Partridge

Postman

“Rising

ham’s

Heifer,”

duction.
Incidentally, Winchell’s rave review of “Two’s Company,” with superlative praise for star Bette Davis, was reprinted in full by producers
James Russo and Michael Ellis in a display ad in the drama section of
the N. Y. Times last Sunday (21). The columnist, who preceded Coleman as critic for the Mirror, began subbing (alternating with the
sheet’s nitery editor, Lee Mortimer, on the assignment) recently when
Coleman was ill. Coleman has been attending all openings since his
recovery, with Winchell also present at most and in several instances
Norman Howard taking over the reviewing stint.

Norma Winters

Evelyn Bettis
Patricia Barclay
Charles Olsen
Edwin Whltner
Charles Braswell
Dick Ewell
John Munson
Michael Dolan
Martha Bumpas
Rex Everhart

Robin

Maug-

stage effort, a farcein three acts, with the en-

first

comedy

/

Howard Dietz, Broadway lyricist and Metro ad-pub veepee whose
new English version of “La Boheme” will be preemed at the Met Opera

House Saturday (27), defends translations of w.k. opera works in an
tire Theatre ’52 company in the article in the current Saturday Review titled “Why Not Opera In Engpalatable, it creates a jarring Arena,
preemed Monday (22). lish?” Discussing the “hard core” of listeners professional singers,
effect that destroys tension and Work is smoothly done, under ex- conductors, regular opera subscribers and devotees
who prefer opera
cheapens what should be and, might pert direction of Ramsey Burch. in the original tongue it was written, Dietz says, “For myself, reprehave been a stirring work on an “Heifer” is in for three weeks.
senting the soft core who go to the opera occasionally, I am more apt
important subject.
English
author’s
dialog
and too like what I undestand than What I don’t. I do not appreciate the
Although Morton Da Costa’s humorous bits are only slightly in- musical setting of operatic dialog when I do not know the meaning
“busy” direction is somewhat dis- digenous, and there’s a consistent of the words that have been set to music . . . The critical audience will
tracting, Walter Matthau gives a sprinkling of laughs throughout. be doing a service if it approaches opera in English without antagosolid and persuasive performance Missing are yocks and bellies. nism.”
as the reluctantly militant hero, Margo
Jones’ troupe, however,
Dietz also confesses that “translating an opera literally is an assignwhile Virginia Gilmore is believ- wrings the best- from the well- ment more difficult than the most difficult of crossword puzzles.”
able as his 'excitable wife. Sandra written script for a pleasant eveDeel is properly decorative in the ning of stage fare.
“The Three Thieves,” comedy which will premiere at the Colonial
single-dimension role of a nympho
Single relay setting is an Engserial writer, Tony Bickley is quietPlayhouse in Albany Christmas night, is Victor Clement’s first play to
lish country house, where Arthur
ly expressive as the disspirited vicFowler, middleaged bank mana- be produced in the U. S., but he has written 16 that wbre presented in
tim of anti-heresy vigilantes, BranGermany. “The Three Thieves” had 200 performances in Berlin.
don Peters is acceptable as the ger and family man, awes the Clement will visit Albany for the opening. Alton Wilkes, who staged
weasling agency owner and Kath- household with his ability to rise the work last summer at his Lakes Region Playhouse in Gilford, N. H.,
Levitation
erine Anderson is skillfully exas- three feet in the air.
occurs after he’s had dreams of with Nils Asther and Reginald Owen in the principal roles, is directing
perating
as
his
witch-burning
Asther, onetime film leading man, is starred in the stock
glamor
girls. Daytime reminiscing it in Albany.
spouse.
Malcolm Atterbury and Ellen Hardies, co-operators of the
also brings a* rise from the family. tryout.
Eldon Elder’s suburban interior His two daughters want to com- Playhouse, will appear in the local production. Rehearsals were held
setting is suitably handsome but
mercialize on the phenomenon, through Sunday (14), the Playhouse company members then taking a
architecturally absurd, while his
while his wife becomes jealous. week’s pre-Christmas vacation. They will return Monday (22) to relighting is helpful and Noel TayPapa declines fame and fortune, sume rehearsals for the Dec. 24 bow-in.
lor’s costumes look appropriate.
and gets his final,
highest, rise

——

more

.

two school teachers who commits
suicide at the finale

when she can

no longer live with herself, Miss
Neal has a gaunt, low-pitched eloquence that admirably suggests
caged-animal desperation. Although
her early scenes tend to be some**
what tense, a flaw inherent in the
script, the actress builds

the per-

formance to an affecting climax.

As the quieter, better-balanced of
the victims, Miss Hunter gives an
expressively honest portrayal that
glows with inner conviction. Although her playing lacks expressive vocal range and tends to be-

come monotonous

»

in that regard,
the actress skillfully conveys the
but
Hobe.
sudden, agonizing realization of the
when his wife declares her undy(Closed Saturday night (20),
tragedy, and her subsequent numb
ing love forever. Both are in the
acceptance of her fiance’s inevi- after five performances)
air pit the curtain.
'

table desertion.

In the pivotal role of the diabolic
brat whose lying causes the disas-

Dick Ewell, as Sir Thomas Ferguson,

a standout in a bulVy
handling lengthy lines.
Whitner, as the father,
gives his usual competent performance and adds the believable
Wiutersct
levitation bit in a sock stage trick.
(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)
McGee made the part (at least in
As a Boy Scout leader, newcomer
Equity Library Theatre’s presenretrospect) such an evil monster
Rex Everhart earns the biggest
tation
of “Winterset” at the Lenox
in the original production, she is
laughs in a brief bit. Distaff memsufficiently believable to convince Hill Playhouse is moderately effec- bers Mary Dell Roberts, Evelyn
tive,
though
not inspired. Somehow
a doting grandma and venomous
Bettis and Martha Bumpas add
enough to hatch the fatal scheme. it lacks the combination of theatri- eye appeal, while Norma Winters
cal excitement and charged lyricism
Katherine Emmet, repeating her which make the
is effective as a superstitious cook.
play- a stage classic.
originiifi' characterization of the too
Costumes by Dale Clement are
Bert Conway’s direction is best modern
credulous grandmother, perhaps
and tasteful through many
in
supplying
minor
inventive changes.
lacks just a little of the precision
Bark.
she formerly brought to the part, touches, but he sacrifices the
significant
for
the
small,
and
loses
and Robert Pastene seems a bit
tentative as the doctor-fiance. Mary the powerful, overall mood of imGrainger in 50th Concert
Finney is excellent as the sanc- pending tragedy.
The production is fortunate in
timonious aunt who runs out on
the teachers at the critical moment. its leads, both well played. Leo
Anni; Gets Aussie U. Honor
Of the various moppet students at Penn is the young and intense Mio
Percy Grainger, composer-pianthe girl’s boarding school, the per- who seeks revenge and finds love
formances tend to be either some- and death, and Mike Kellin brings ist, is celebrating his 50th anni as
out all the brooding evil of the a concert artist this season, with
what stilted or inconsequential.
Miss Heilman’s staging is possi- gangster Trock, although his accent an extensive tour of the U, S. and
bly not as firm as Shumlin^s origi- sometimes makes his lines unin- Caribbean.
nal, but Howard Bay’s schoolroom telligible,
Next season, Grainger will play
and drawing room settings combine
Marcia Marcus makes an appeal- in the
U. S. only during October
seeming authenticity with properly ing young Miriamne, while Joseph
and
November, then leave for his
ominous atmosphere.
Julian, as her brother Garth, is so
Ho oe.
strong that he never quite con- native Australia, where he’s to do
Loon Fleisher, pianist who won vinces as being conscience-ridden. 30 concerts, sponsored by the Austhe Queen Elisabeth of Belgium Carl Don is a dignified Esdras, the tralian Broadcasting Co. He’s also
International Music Competition rabbinical sage and father of the to attend formal opening of the
last summer, flew back from Eu- family. Only really jarring note is Grainger Music Collection, set up
rope for the first time since he won Rod Steiger’s Judge Gaunt, too at the U. of Melbourne in his
the prize, to spend Christmas with loud and uncontrolled in the mad honor. Pianist is under exclusive
his family in New York.
scenes, and with inflection and management of Albert Morini.

Mann

even unnervingly plausible. Although she
lacks the seeming strength and
ruthlessness with which Florence
ter, Iris

is quietly,

is'

role, ably

Edwin

In the working stage is a plan to have Sammy Schwartz, Sam
Levene’s understudy in “Guys and Dolls” on Broadway, play the role
of Nathan Detroit for one performance in his home town, Pittsburgh,
when the musical drops anchor there at the Nixon Theatre Jan. 12 for
a four-week engagement. There isn’t anything definite yet, however,
on the project, although it’ll likely go through and will probably take
place during the final stanza of the “Guys” run in Pitt, wh,en the publicity lift which would naturally result might be needed.
Schwartz
isn’t unacquainted with the part, having played it for 40 performances
or more in New York while Levene was either on vacation or sick.
Player was long a popular figure in Pittsburgh before going to New
York, having acted there in amateur productions and semi-pro shows
at the Playhouse.

“When a celebrated Hollywood star appears on the stage,” wrote
Brooks Atkinson in -the -N.- Yv-Times-^Hnday' (31 > in his—discussion- of
the Bette Davis revue, “Two’s Company,” “Broadway is suspected of
erecting barriers of malice against her. I hope this is not true. In
the current circumstances, which are not exactly cheqrful, Broadway
cannot afford to put up barriers against any stage talent. Ingrid Bergman, Madeleine Carroll, Rex Harrison, Lilljl Palmer, Henry Fonda and
several others who became famous on the screen have found Broadway
hospitable. And, of course, there are many stage actors Who have no
trouble in alternating between the two mediums.”
Relatively few of the backers of “Grey-Eyed People,” Albert Selden’a
production of the John D. Hess comedy which opened and closed on
last week, have show business backgrounds.
They include
Clayre Ribner, a professional play reader, $150; the author’s wife, $500;
television producer Richard Krolik, $500; actor Donald McKee, $1,500;
the producer, $4,100; his wife, $3,000, and the secretary for the pro*
duction, Mary McGovern, representing an undisclosed individual,
$24,000. The venture was capitalized at $75,000.

Broadway

Sidelight to

Ben

Victor’s production of his original two-act revue,

“Merry-Go-Round,” at the Amato Opera Theatre, N. Y., Dec. 30-Jan. 4,
is that some 600 Columbia U. students contributed between $2 and $5

each to raise the $2,500 necessary production expenses. Victor, an
undiscovered composer and lyricist, manages ft luncheonette off the
college campus, patronized by Columbians.

ly—Wariav. December 24, 1952

pmnsrf
Bali

di B.O. Weathering Yule Slump;
‘Girl’

$19,000

:

Pincers

of

tlieir sixth

and

,,

I

-

Estimates for Last Week
“Country Girl,” Blackstone (3d
w k) $4.20; 1.535) (Robert Young,

‘Okla.’

Bucks Pre-Xmas

For

i

$19 000. aided by some
Harris (7th
"Gigi
1

000'

<

Guild buys.
wk) ($4.40;
Audrey Hepburn). Almost

$12,400.

OK $27,400

Gross

Sharp

Dane Clark, Nancy Kelley).

Switches to Sundays reg-

For 3 Coast Stands
Stockton, Cal., Dec. 23.

Not

even

the

;

last,

Bali”

concluded

Bette Sellout $45,300 First Week;

final performance
(17) at the 3,252-

Wednesday

51

B’way Takes Pre-Xmas Shellacking;

For 6

4
Chicago, Dec. 23.
boxoffice weathrhicago legit
better
Tropicana’ Negro Ballet
slump
the Yuletide
the past 10 years.
iZt anv time in conventions
Readies Two-Month Tour
figis
Unusually large
....‘'Tropicana,”. -Negro ballet starfaeton
a possible
”
up
winding
ring Talley Beatty, former partner
®Don Juan in Hell
four with two performances of Katherine
Dunham, is set for anSundav-Monday nights (14-15) at other tour in January
and FebruHouse, grossed alSlip Civic Opera
ary
under
Albert
The
stand
Morini managels! $13,300 for the
Charles Boyer, ment.
including
company,
Hardwicke
Group has just returned from
Vincent Price, Cedric
Moorehead, broke up Europe, where it appeared
and Agnes
in
Italy,
France and Scandinavian
hG
strong for Jan- countries,
ilail orders are
as well as in Israel. Connear
and
present
mrv crop of both
tract for Israel called for only one
With the excepfuture hookings.
Gilbert & Sul- week, but the company had to stay
tion of the Chartock
opens the same over for four weeks to sellout
livan Co., which
are scheduled for houses.
Jlav no matinees
Christmas. “Constant Wife” starts
Dec. 26 at the Sela month’s run

S

Dancers $42,000
in San Francisco
San Francisco, Dec. 23.

‘Banana’ $29,000,

—

LEGITIMATE

Opera House, chalking up a
husky $42,000 for the stay. House
was sealed to $4.80.
Troupe laid off after its Frisco
run, to resume Saturday (27) in
seat

,

|

;

1

Phoenix.

*

‘Children’ $10,400 (6),
murder on -Broadway .last, Near
week. Except for a few of the ab- 500).
It was-

•

1

‘PeoW Flops

--$6,200 (previous ..\veck„. $8,-

solid sellouts, all shows
“Mrs. McTliing,” 48th St. (37th
were crimped as attendance hit a wk)
(C-$4.80;
(Helen
$22,927)
seasonal bottom at the climax of Ilaycs).
Over $10,900 (previous
the traditional pre - Christmas W’eck, $14,700); closing
Jan. 10, to

solutely

“Wagon’ $20,900,

slump.

1hne.’34y2 GPhiy
Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
Although the Christmas shopping
spree cut into boxoffice take, “Call
Me Madam” got off to a fast start
at the Forrest; and “John Brown’s
Body” clocked up two sold-out
nights in the
of Music.

town a
Christmas night (25) opening at
the Locust.
Next attraction in
prospect ,is “The Fifth Season,”
skedded for the Shubert Monday
gives

Darlin* Aida,” Winter Gar-

den (8th wk) <0-$7.20-,S6.60; 1,519;
$51,881). Almost $26,000 (previous
w'cek, $29,000).

“New Faces,” Roy ale (32d wk) <R1,035; $30,600). About $18,000
(previous week, $24,000).
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (51st wk)
Company.”
(MC-$6.60; 1.160; $39,602) (VivienOf the week’s openings. “Two’s Jic Segal, Harold Lang). Over $25,Company” drew the standee limit 200 (previous week, $32,300).
at all performances (it was sold out
“Seven Year Itch,” Fulton (5th
in advance for theatre parties); wk) (C-$4.80; 1.063; $23,228). Went
“Grey-Eyed People” was panned clean at all performancis again,
and closed Saturday night (20), and for over $23,800 (previous week,
“Children’s Hour” drew’ a five-to- $23,800).
two break in the notices and is a
‘‘South Pacific,” Majestic <192d
prospect for a run.
lwk) <MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
Besides Giey-Ejed_ People. la. I Wright,
George Britton).
Nearly
week’s closings included 1 \ Le^ UOl $22,600
coo
(previous week, $31,500).
(i
u
$6;

;

;

:

(29).

|

Estimates for Last

competition

“My

new

r

Academy

3,000-scat

“Be Your Age”

tour.

for a number of
lows, the ripe
chestnut about shooting deer in the
theatres became a grim joke again,
particularly at the sparse matinees.
Only three shows failed to have
an empty seat at any performances.
They w ere “Dial ‘M’ for Murder,”
“Seven Year Itch” and “Two’s

With grosses
show’s reaching

Week

of
“Summer and Smoke,” Academy
ularly Jan. 4, dropping Wednesday Christmas
shopping could quite Foyer (5th
wk) (350; $3.25). Slip- Sixpence” and
matinees.
crimp
“Oklahoma”
last
ping
week.
In
nne
$2,100.
17,”
Erianger (17th wk)
e
“Stalaff
repertory troupe
ipe from Paris. Fu- ,, „,T
“Call Me Madam,” Forrest (1st ture
eight-performance
split
of
($4.40; f.334'. Ekeing by with $12,- an
scheduled shutterings include (10th wk) (D-$G-$4.80; 1,082; $25,055)
wk)
(1,760;
three
$4.55)
(Shirley Booth). Just missed
resuming
stands, the perennial Theatre
(Elaine Stritch- “Millionairess,”
i27>;
000. Show exits Jan. 3,
Saturday
Guild production drew a total of Kent Smith). Musical with Ameri- “Mrs. McThing,” Jan. 10, and $22,000 (previous week, $23,600).
its tour.
“Top Banana,” Great Northern $27,400. Dates included three eve- can Theatre Society-Theatre Guild “Male Animal.” Feb. 7.
“Time Out for Ginger,” Lyceum
and a matinee Monday- subscription as backlog looks solid
(3d
wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845)
(4th wk) ($6; 2,100) (Phil Silvers). nings
Estimates for Last Week
Wednesday (15-17) at the Memorial for four-week stand. Considering
(Melvyn Douglas).
Almost $29,000.
Over $12,000
D
Drama),
Keys
C
(Comedy),
Auditorium,
Richmond. Cal.; a time of year, a hefty $34,500.
(previous
week, $15,000).
“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
one-nighter Thursday (18) at the
“Two’s
Company.”
Alvin
(1st wk)
MC
(Musical
MD
(MusiComedy),
(2d wk) (1,870; $4.55) (Burl Ives).
'PACIFIC'S’ $50,200 SETS Community, Berkeley, and two Musical
(R-$7.20;
1.331;
$47,167)
(Bette
was expected to build cal Drama), O (Operetta).
evenings and a matinee FridayDavi<d.
Initial
stanza
drew
over
Other parenthetic designations
second week, but disappointed.
Saturday (19-20)
•

1

'

,

(

:

!

SAN ANTONIO RECORD
San Antonio, Dec.

23.
“South Pacific” set a new local
legit b.o. record last week at the

at the College of

the Pacific Auditorium here.
Rodgers-Hammerstein musical is
at the Geary, San Francisco, this

week.

Municipal Auditorium here, grossing nearly $50,200 for the eightperformance stand.
Although the Rodgers-Hammerstein musical, with Janet Blair and
Webb Tilton starred, didn’t sell
out the 6,000-seat
(3,800 downhouse, it topped all prestairs)
draws for touring Jegits
vious

Bloomington, Ind., Dec. 23.
Katharine Cornell, playing a
half-week string of four perform-

here.

ances,

CORNELL-'WIFE’ $13,300

FOR 4

IN 2

up

rolled

a

STANDS

neat

Up

A

will

For

Week

in Cleveland

Cleveland, Dec. 23.

Am

refer,

Massey). Concert-theatre presentation played two nights. Philadelphia
Forum subscription held down first

evening receipts.
Fancy $16,000.
Signed for return visit of three
nights next November.

‘DOLLS’

HEFTY $36,600

TORONTO WEEK

Toronto, Dec. 23.
Playing a return engagement in
less than a year, “Guys and Dolls”
racked up a very big $36,600 at the
Royal Alexandra here, with the
1,525-seatcr scaled at $5.50 top with
-

tax.

All nights w’ent clean to turn-

away

biz,

but

Xmas

shopping

severely dented Wednesday-Saturday mats.
This slack, however, will be
equalized in heavy advance sale for
the second w’eek’s Friday-Saturday
mats, with Boxing Day (26) already
sold out afternoon and night.

New

(

—

—

•

•

—

1

i

—
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’

48111

Street

’

°15^° UP

Shu-

berf °Jan
rU
le
B^k Ian 23 (ArthUr MiUer play) ’
B{
n ° ^lea * re se *» week of
J«n ?o"

tree, Frank J.
tree, dir.

—Paul

CrabHale, prods.; Crab-

“Mid-Summer”

(D)

Detroit, Dec. 23.

“Anonymous Lover,” with Betty

>

!

?

Century,

ists

Judd

division.

dent (2d wk) (C-$3.60; 300; $7,000)
“Bernardine.” Playhouse (10th (Josephine Hull).
About $2,000
wk) (C-$4.80: 999; $21,500). About (previous week,
$2,900 for. Jir.*.», four
$8,500 (previous week, $12,700'.
performances); laying off last Mon“Children’s Hour,” Coronet (1st day
night (22) througlr tomorrow
$28,378'.
(D - $4.80;
wk)
1,027;
night (Thurs.).

“Wish You Were H;rc,” Imperial
r 6lh wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $52,Times; Winchell, Mirror; Hawkins, 080).
Almost
$4 6,000
(previous
World-Telegram & Sun; McClain. week,
$51,000).
Watts.
Journal- American;
Post'
and tw’o pans (Chapman, News;
Kerr. Herald Tribune); drew $10.400 for first four performances and Power-Anderson-Mapsey
two previews.
“Deep Blue Sea.” Morosco (7tli-i $46,000 in ‘John Brown’
wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 912; $26,000) (Mari

!

!

.

j

j

Over $20,500
Sullavan).
In 6-Performance
(previous week, $24,000).
“Dial ‘M’ for Murder,” Plymouth
“John Brown’s Body,” the Paul
(8th wk) (D-$4.30; 1,063; $30,495) Gregory “reading” presentation of
(Maurice Evans). Went clean at all Stephen Vincent Bend’s poem,
performances, but party eommis- grossed a smash total of $46,400
sions limited the take to $30,000 last week in a six-performance
jspread of five bookings. String in(previous week, $29,800).
“Evening: With Beatrice Lillie,” eluded $7,300 for a one-nighter

gai'et

Fonda.

Week

J

!

i

j

i

j

;

Booth (12th wk) (R-$6; 900; $24,- Monday H5> at Keiths, White
Reginald Plains, N. Y.; $6,600 for another
(Beatrice Lillie.
Gardiner). Solid except for a lew single performance Tuesday (16)
empty seats at the Saturday mat- at BushneM Auditorium. Hartford;
!

184)

1

more for
Wednesday (17) at
$8,100

inee, but standees took the gross
to $24,200 (previous week, $24,600).
“Fourposter,” Golden <C-$4.80;
769; $19,195). Laid off last week;

a

a
one-nighter
Keith’s, Boston;

smashing $17,600 for two eve-

nings

Thursda.v-Friday

(18-19)

at

reopened Monday night (22) with the Academy of Music, Ph Jly, and
Sylvia Sidney and Romney Brent $6,800 for a one-nighter Saturday
5

as

succeeding

stars,

Betty

(20)

Field

at

the

Academy

Music,

of

Brooklyn.
and Burgess Meredith.
French Repertory, Ziegfeld (6th
Show, starring Tyrone Power.
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,628; $38,750) (Made- Judith Anderson and Raymond
leine Renaud, Jean-Louis Barrault). Massey, is currently laying off, but
Final week drew nearly $21,000 reopens Jan. 2 at the Playhouse,
(previous week, $22,000); closed Wilmington.
Saturday night (209 after 45 per-

formances.

“Grey-Eyed People,” Beck (1st ‘Be!!,
wk)
$28,000).
<C-$4.80; Ht214;

Book’ Good S14.700

Opened

In Three-Split Stanza

Wednesday

last

(17)

to

unanimously adverse reviews; first
five performances and a preview
drew $4,000; closed Saturday night
(20) after five regular performances, at a loss of about $57,000.
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th St. (109th
wk) " (MC-$6.60;
$43,904).
1,319;
Nearly $33,000 (previous week,

Rochester, Dec. 23.

-$38,600^.-

“I’ve Got Sixpence,” Barrymore
(3d wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,060; $28,000) (Edmond O’Brien, Vivcca Lindfors).

[
!

Over $15,000 (previous week.

closed
$16,700);
Saturday night
(20) after 23 performances, at a
loss of about $60,000.

“King and

I,” St.

James

(91st

wk)

(MC-$7.20;
$51,717)
1,571;
(Yuli
Brynncr). Over $38,500 (previous

!

week, $47,800).
“Male Animal,” Music Box (34th
wk) C-$4.80; 1.012; $25,903) (Buddy Ebson, Nancy Coleman, Robert

Prescomr.W

•'‘Lover

“Wonderful Town” (MC)—Rob- Garrett and Larry Parks, grossed
Theatre last
ert Fryer, prod.; George Abbott, $9,000 at the Cass
M SUmmer ” no theatre set dir.;
week. House is dark until Jan. 5,
Rosalind Russell, star.
Jnn 22’
reopening with Van Heflin in “The
” Hellinger, Feb. 5.
Lois Marshall, soprano winner Shrike.”
Shubert, which was dark last
me ’” no theatre set, week of the Naumburg Foundation
of Fob
presenting
currently
is
9
award, signed with Columbia Art- week,
10 1
“Point
Of No Return” with Henry
down's Body,”
Mgt.. in its Judson, O Neill &
Feb

and parly commissions reduc-

ing the take.
“Whistler’s Grandmother,” Presi-

exclusive of tax.

(

„

“Picnio” (D)—Joshua Logan-Theatre Guild, prod.; Logan, dir.

at all
list

I

IN 1ST

a Camera,”
tD-$4.20; 1,758)

14

getting the standee limit
performances, but with press

$45,300,

top prices:

Opened last Thursday night (18)
to five favorable notices (Atkinson,

)

Jan

to

!

“Shrike” ran into one of the
Curran (2d
wk)
(Julie Har- season’s deadest weeks at the
ris)
$19,300
(previous
week, Hanna but did fair biz, helped ‘Return’ Only $20,800 In
$24,000
by excellent notices for both
“Strike a Match,” Alcazar (2d Van Heflin and the Pulitzer prize
Seasonal Pitt Slump
wk) (CD) ($3.60; 1,157) (Eva Ga- play.
Neglected by majority of
bor, Pat O’Brien, Richard Egan). Christmas
Pittsburgh, Dec. 23.
shoppers, it caught a
Stepped up a bit to $9,500 (previ- passable $18,900 at $4.35 top in
The week before Christmas hurt
ous week, $9,000).
Henry
“Point of No ReFonda’s
eight performances at the 1,500turn” plenty at the Nixon. Although
seater.
drew
ecstaiic
notices,
it
show
Cut Prices Bring $12,800
Current is “Anonymous Lover,”
with Larry Parks and Betty Gar- couldn’t buck the shopping exciteFor ‘Ladies’ in
and
the
party
rounds,
and
ment
Haven rett, to be followed Dec. 29 by
“Guys and Dolls” on return two- wound up disappointingly at just
New Haven, Dec. 23.
over $20,800, at $4.95 top.
Half a loaf proved to be a lot weeker.
Nixon currently has “Good Nite
belter than none at the Shubert
Ladies” for a return stretch of two
last week when the house brought
weeks, then gets “The Fourposter”
in “Good Nite Ladies” for a full
Shows in Rehearsal
Jan. 5. followed by four weeks of
week (15-20) at cut prices. Flood.Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), “Guys and Dolls.”
ing the community with half-price
(Revue),
(Comedy-Drama),
R
CD
eomeon stubs, stunt paid off subMC Musical Comedy), MD (Musistantially, including several sellout
‘Roberts’ Gloomy $9,800
cal Drama), O (Operetta).
performances.
Eight-show ’total,
wi h $3.60 tops selling
In One-Nighter String
at $1.80,
Elliott,
(D)
James
W.
“Bat”
Pulled an okay $12,800.
Hutchinson, Kans., Dec. 23.
Ihis week has preem of ‘‘Fifth prod.; Jonathan Seymour, dir.
playing
a
Roberts,”
“Mister
BloomKermit
<D)
“Crucible”
Season” (Menasha Skulnik-Richard
prod.; Jed Harris, dir.; string of one-nighters, drew a sour
10lf) opening Xmas, night (25- garden,
r
97)
Walter Hampden, $9,800 gross last week. Dates inKennedy,
Arthur
--Nest- week- gets revival•££);
Fails,
Tdudeditre'Cofrre
The Bat.” due for New Year’s Eve
“Dial ‘M* for Murder” (D) (2d S. D., Monday (15); Orpheum,
break] n (31-3).
Co.) James P. Sherwood, prod.; Sioux City, la., Tuesday (16); City
Intruder” is set for Jan.
o
Evans, Emmett Rogers, Auditorium, St. Joseph, Mo., WedMusical version of “My Sis- Maurice
nesday (17); Memorial Hall, Indedirs.; Richard Greene, star.
en ” llas
PTeem here
i.
Flagg”
“Hazel
(MC)—Jule Styne, pendence, Kans., Thursday (18);
"eek of Jan. 19.
Anthony B. Farrell, prods.^ David Memorial Hall, Joplin, Friday (19)
Alexander, dir.; Helen Gallagher, and the Convention Hall here Saturday (20).
Scheduled B’way Openings Thomas Mitchell, Benay Venuta,
production,
Hayward
Leland
John Howard, stars.
Leonard Key, starring Tod Andrews, is one“Josephine” (C)
this week, with a
again
nighting
‘Tifth Season,” Corf,
David
prods.;
Luther Greene,
Jan. 13.
layoff tomorrow night (Wed.).
*° Ur A W
Pressman, dir.
“I

respectively,

“John Brown’s Body,” Academy number of seats, capacity gross and
Music <3,000; .$4.40) (Tyrone stars. Price includes 20% amusePower, Judith Anderson, Raymond ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,
of

$13,300

gross in two stands last week in
her revival of “Constant Wife.”
‘Camera’ $19,300, Frisco;
Star played the Murat, Indianapolis, Monday-Tuesday (15-16) and
latch’ Steps
to $9,500 the Indiana U. Theatre here Wednesday <17), then laid off the balSan Francisco, • Dec. 23.—-- ance of the week.
“Oklahoma” returned to the
Show reopens Friday night (26)
Geary Sunday night (21) to relight at the Selvvyn, Chicago, for a fourthe house for a three-week run. week stand.
The Alcazar went dark Sunday
night, following the final performance of “Strike
Match.” House ‘Shrike’ Modest $18,900

reopen with “On Borrowed
Time” Dec. 29, with Victor Moore
and Beulah Bondi.
Estimates for Last Week

Fair $20,900.

1

“Bell, Book and Candle,” with
Joan Bennett and Zachary Scott
as stars, grossed a reasonably good
$14,700 in an eight-performance
string over three engagements last
week.
John van Druten comedy
pulled- $5.900- in- two •rnghts and a
matinee Monday-Tuesda: (15-16)
at the Paramount, Toledo; added
$3,100 in two evenings WednesdayThursday (17-18) at tie Colonial,
Akron, and finaled with $5,700 in
two evenings and a matinee Friday-Saturday (19-20) at the Auditorium here.
Shepard Traube production is
laying off this week.
*

Slack $9 400
“In 12th
«
Session

Affairs’

.

at L.A.

“'"Los Angefes. Dee. 23.
week, $13,300); closing Fqb. 7, to!
Town’s only legiter, the Carthay
tour.
Circle, took a yuletide drubbing
“Millionairess,”
Shubert (10th. last week, the gross falling below
wk) iC-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,000) the operating level for the first
(Katharine Hepburn). Almost $36,- time. Tenant, “Affairs of State,”
500 (previous week, $39,600); clos- registered only $9,400 for its 12th
ing limited engagement Saturday session at the house.
(27).
It will hold through Jan. 24, to
“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (94th wk) be replaced next day by “Life With
C-$4.80;
920;
$21,586)
(Donald Mother,” second in Henry Duffy’s
Cook, Barry Nelson, Janet Riley). new season of plays.

—
—

;
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tory. Naturally, top acting

Call

Glasgow, Dec.

19.

Jack Hylton production of musical in
acts, with music and lyrics by Irving
Berlin, book by Upward Lindsay and
Russel Crouse. Stars Noele Gordon, Frank
Leighton: features Johnnie Eager, Anthony Pendrell, June Powell. Dances and
musical numbers staged by George Car-scenery,
den, -assisted- by
and castumes, Raoul Pene de Bois: lighting, Alec Shanks: musical director. Jack
Ansell; technical adviser, George Ramon.
Staged by Tommy Hayes, from the London production by Richard Bird. At King s
Theatre, Glasgow, Dec. 15, '52.
Noele Gordon
Mrs. Sally Adams
Charles Carter
Secretary of State
Supreme Court Justice. .Darrell Richards
Billy Tasker
Congressman Wilkins
Robert Ginns
Henry Gibson
Johnnie Eager
Kenneth Gibson
Ernest Borrow
Senator Gallagher
Cynthia Priest
Sccretarv
Darrell Richards
Butler
Peter Elliot
Senator Brockbank
Frank Leighton
Cosmo Constantine
Pemberton Maxwell. .. .Anthony Pendrell

two

.

.*

John Money
Graham Suter

Clerk

Hugo Tantinnin

honors

of which Bernhard is hilarious
as the lawyer. Walter and Miss
the latter in the part of a
Rainer,
fair scene in the gay European
Cinderella secretary, also deliver
state.
fine,
genuinely
funny portrayals.
paced
and
well
Production,
backed by Jack Ansell’s -orch, Miss Kruck is not only an eyeful,
but
also
talented
and versatile
a
in
worthwhile
run
seems set for a
ocations as yet untapped by this actress who is worth wutching for
eventual
pic
possibilities,
Two sets
Cord.
ate^? U. S. musical.
by Paul Wettstein are adequate.
'

ilpittsiiiiis'lo

•

Be Seen

-

Mezo.

•

London, Dec. 17.
Hylton presentation of comedythriller in three acts by Howard Lindsay
and Russel Crouse. Stars Diana Dors.
Directed
by Richard Bird. At Her

Legit Followup

Mejesty’s, London, Dec. 16, *52; $2.15 top.

Jody Revere
.... Dickie

Benjamin Goodman

.

.

.

“Anonymous

Lover”

Diana Dors
Henderson, Jr.

James Dyrenforth

Dr. Charles Gresham .... Philip Vickers
Dr. Chester Delapp
Mark Baker

Charles Hill
Robert Clark
Patrolman Miller
Charles Farrell
Fred Fleming ............ Cyril Conway
Tony Mlnettl
George Margo
Morris Rosenberg
Loti Jacobi
Hideo Hayakawa
Charles Wade
Valeska Chauvel ........ Terese Dupnien

Keith Lee
June Powell
Roy Lauderdale
Court Chamberlain
Siddons
.Alethia
Sophie.
.
Duchess
Grand
Robert Ginns
Grand Duke Otto
June Leighton,
Principal Dancers..
Roy Taylor
Darrell Richards,
Ocarina Players
John Mo ley
Sebastian Sebastian
Princess Maria

Paris to Piccadilly
(PRINCE OF WALES. LONDON)
London, Dec.

Norman Wisdom, who

16.

starred in
version of the Folies
Bergere revue, has ankled the cast
o fulfill a pantomime engagement,
and his place has been filled by
our newcomers. The entire production, in consequence, has undergone a remodeling process, but
its basic flavor remains unchanged
and it retains the familiar Parisian
his

latest

On 10-Week

—(Larry

Hanna,
Parks, Betty Garrett)
Cleve. (22-27); Davidson, Milwaukee
(?9-3).

“Bat” (ZaSu

Pitts, Lucille WatHaven (31-3).

son)—-Shubert, New
.“Be Your Age” Locust, Philly

—

(25-3).

Fall Season;

Volunteer Selling Aids

<,

Ottawa, Dec. 23.
After dropping $20,000 in its 35 *
last year the Canadian
Repertory Theatre sneaked into
the black on the final night per-

week season

“Bell, Boot* and Candle” (Joan formance of its 10-week pre-Xmas
Royal season this year, playing Samuel
Bennett, Zachary Scott)
Taylor's adaptation of the French
Alexandra, Toronto (29-3).
Forrest, farce “Nina.”
“Call Me Madam”
Philly (22-3),
Volunteer selling of 1,100 “mem“Constant Wife” (Katharine Cor- berships,'’ granting price-cut on
nell, Robert Flemyng, John Emery) best seats, and early-season sucSelwyn, Chi (22-3).
cess of T. S. Eliot’s “Cocktail
“Country Girl” (Robert Young, Party,” helped greatly.
’

*

Jack

Can. Repertory in Black

(Dec. 22 -Jan. 3)

ists,

|

Waldo Walton

Current Road Shows

are carried away by the protagon-

Plays Abroad
Me Madam

.

Wednesday, December 24, 1952

—
—

.

—

Dane Clark, Nancy

Kelly) BlackJohn Atkinson, new business
Chi (22-3).
manager, is doing the John Giel“Dial *M’ for Murder” (Richard gud part in Christopher Fry's
Greene) Wilbur, Boston (26-3 >.
“Lady’s Not for Burning,” open“Fifth Season” (Richard Whorf, ing Dec. 26 for 11 performances.
Menasha Skulnick) Shubert, New' Pamela Brown role is being taken
Haven (25-27); Walnut, Philly by English guest actress Patricia
stone,

—

—

With a string of hits in town,
including “Call Me Madam,” Jack
(29-3).
Hylton can presumably afford to
Tandy,
(Jessica
“Fourposter”
ake the occasional risk. He’s done
Hume Croriyn) Cox, Cincy (29-3).
it with this latest Broadway importation and has taken all rea“Gigi”
(Audrey Hepburn)
sonable precautions to safeguard
Harris, Chi (22-3).
his investment, by housing
in a ook?
Sullivan (Chartock)
Gilbert
New version of the U.S. success first-class theatre and by it
assemNewcomers to the production Shubert, Chi (25-3).
is a replica of the current London bling an attractive cast. Even so,
are David Hughes, Archie Robbins,
Ladies” Nixon, Pitt
Nite
“Good
Coliseum production, and stars it remains a chancy proposition.
Eddie Vitch , and Leslie 'Randall. (22-3).
The indecisive character of this Between them
Scot-bom Noele Gordon as Amerthey bring their
“Guy* and Dolls” Royal AlexHoward Lindsay - Russel Crouse own brand of humor and entertain- andra, Toronto (22-27); Hanna,
ica’s ambassador to the imaginary
comedy thriller, in which there is ment, and make no attempt to Cleve (29-3).
state of Lichtenburg. Her perform- a negligible
amount of incident emulate the pantomime style of
A Camera” (Julie Harris)
“I
ance, full of verve, comedy and and hardly any suspense, mainly their predecessor.
Hughes is a —Curran, S. F. (22-3).
exuberance, is strident but a stand- accounts for the play’s question- vocalist with a conventional, senti“Intruder” (Eddie Dowling, Marout, and on her shoulders falls the able prospects. Once the^main sit- mental style who makes a frank garet O’Brien)
Shubert, Wash.
uation has been established, the pitch to the gallery trade and suc- (22-3).
big onus of the show.
“John Brown's Body” (Tyrone
Stubholders here, already sati- writers have concentrated on a ceeds within these limitations. His
ated with “Annie,” “Oklahoma” comedy buildup which only par- act would be improved if he could Power, Judith Anderson, Raymond
Playhouse, Wilmington
and “Carousel,” might have been tially comes off.’ And much of the forget some of his obviously Massey)
expected to find few new triumphs incidental action, such as the drum- studied affectations, which are (2-3).
ming and jive sessions and the neither becoming nor original.
“Love of Four Colonels” (Rex
in another zippy U.S. musical, but
Since he first hit London a year Harrison, Lilli Palmer) Colonial,
opening night refuted such a running gag about a pornographic
book, takes on a suspicious look of or so ago, Robbins has made a Boston (25-3).
theory. Show is here for a sevenpadding.
name
for himself as a slick comic
“Maid in the Ozarks” (Bert
week tuneup prior to touring
There is apparently nothing new via a series of cabaret, TV and Wheeler)
Erlanger, Buffalo (27Britain, and is warmly acclaimed.
in the basic idea of a man being vaudeville dates.
His reputation 31); Shea’s, Bradford, Pa. (1); ErAt preera show caught, produc- found dead, allegedly from natural will be enhanced by his current
langer, Buffal? (2-3).
tion went with a fast pace, the causes, and then being discovered
contribution to the show, in which
“Midsummer”
New Parsons,
terping and chorus work being top- with a carving knife in his back.
patter is Hartford (31-3).
forceful
strong,
his
flight. Near finale, however, things Who would want
to murder a adroitly angled to garner steady
Roberts”
“Mister
(Tod
Andrews)
weren’t so happy, some of the corpse? That line, particularly as
laughs. Vitch, who last played the
Forum, Wichita (22); Convention
scenery coming unstuck in the expounded by Lou Jacobi, gamers
in the original Folies Hall, Enid, Okla. (23); Municipal
End
West
shifting, with result that audience plenty of laughs. His lisping
detec- Bergere show, comes back to score
added to their already happy mood tive is one of the brighter spots of another clicko hit with his two Aud., Oklahoma City (25); Robinson Aud., Little Rock (26-27); Muby laughing at sight of scene-shift- the production.
Since his nicipal Aud., Shreveport, La. (28);
>antomime sketches.
ers scampering into wings. First
ast visit, he’s added -subtle new City Aud., Jackson, Miss. (29); City
Diana
Dors
makes
a
personal
hit
night faults were slight, neverthewith her, lively, vital style. Provoc- bits of business to his dining-out Aud., Vicksburg, Miss. (30); Civic,
less, and cast took heavy curtain
ative
blonde looked convinced and drunk sequences, and their ap- New Orleans (31-3).
calls.
that she could justify a good West peal In consequence has been en“Oklahoma”— Geary, S. F. (22-3).
Miss Gordon has a brash, breezy End part. Dickie Henderson, Jr., hanced.
<
“Paint Your Wagon” (Burl Ives)
manner and an infectious sense of gives full play to the role of the
The fourth newcomer, Randall, —Shubert, Philly (22-27); Shubert,
the ludicrous which fits her for the hepcat who happens to be manager recently returned from TV engageBoston (29-3).
happy- of the apartment house in which ments in New York, endeavors to
role of Mrs. Sally Adams.
“Paris '90” (Cornelia Otis Skinlooking brunet, she rushes through the death occurred. James Dyren- capture
some of the Wisdom ner) Blltmore, L. A. (25-3).
the show with the zest of a tornado, forth, as the attorney; Philip Vick- pathos in one of the sketches but
“Point of No Return” (Henry
using an assumed American accent ers, as the guilty doctor, And Mark comes out best with his impres- Fonda)—Shubert, Detroit (22-3).
to good effect. Star was last seen Baker, as the visiting
medico, are sions in a subsequent solo spot.
“Shrike” (Van Heflin)
Cox,
here as the comical Meg Brockie at the top of a competent
obvious talent but Cincy (22-27); Victory, Dayton (29cast. Artist displays
in “Brigadoon,” and this new per- Richard Bird has directed
to
in lively the act needs more cohesion
Hartman, Columbus (1-3).
formance enhances her rep here. fashion and George Ramon’s apart- stand up to accepted West End 31);
“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
Frank Leighton, Australian-born ment sotting is attractively de- standards.
Webb Tilton)
Waco U., Waco
actor, has subtle charm and a suit- ligned,
The production has T>een run- (22-23); Rogers Aud., Ft. Worth
Myro.
ably restrained approach as the
ning as a constant profit-earner (24-27); City Aud., Houston (29-3).
romantic
Constantine,
since last April, but is now begin“Stalag 17”—Erlanger, Chi (22-3).
Prime Minister of the mythical
ning to show some signs of wear
“Strike A Match” (Pat O’Brien,
Zurich, Dec. 9.
European state. Parts of the juveIt appears to have lost some of its Eva Gabor, Richard Egan)
AmeriRudolf Bernhard production of comedy
nile leads are neatly acted and .in three acts by Wilhelm
efficiency and vitality in the inter- can, St. Louis (27-3).
Lichtenberg.
sung by dainty June Powell and Directed by Willem Holsboer. Sets, Paul vening months, although there Is
“Top
Banana” (Phil Silvers)
ettsteln. At Bernhard Theatre, Zurich, no doubt that it will continue to
danceband singer Johnnie Eager. (W
Great Northern, Chi (22-3).
'52.
draw' crowds for months to come.
Former is a tuneful standout in the Nov, 27,
first act number, “The Ocarina.”
This new comedy, first produced Mini Gerrard, Paul Mattel, the
Four
The Irving Berlin melodies are here by comedian Rudolf Bernhard Three Barbour Bros., the
Marlowe,
richly applauded, particularly “It’s in his own small-size theatre, is a Hurricanes, Medlock &
Patterson
&
Brit. Equity
and
Scruggs
a Lovely Day Today,” “The Best lightweight affair. It is unpreten Baby
their
Thing for You Would Be Me” and tious entertainment without any Jackson continue to make
Continued from page 49
Myro.
contributions.
strong
“Something to Dance About.” Miss literary ambitions,- but skillfully
strong feelings, it was only one out
Gordon and Eager are called back tailored for Bernhard himself;
time and again for the song Rudolf Walter, another topnotch
of hundreds of application^ which
“You’re Just in Love,” highlight Swiss comedian, and two femmes,
are considered by the union every
scene with Cosmo Constantine in comedienne Margrit Rainer and
year.
attendance.
Helga Kruck, latter a tall, beautiIn a double-page spread on the
Continued from pag® 4S
Feature part players do sound fully-garbed
looker.
Its
U.S
Ferrer issue, Equity publicly rechores, especially Billy Tasker. chances are only slim.
a musician, leader or conductor.' veals for .the first time the results
Robert Ginns and Ernest Borrow
Story idea is an amusing one. A The refusal of -the local to enforce of the
secret meetings of its execu
as Congressmen. Anthony Pen- successful, middle-aged lawyer who
the law against all three classifi- tive, details of which were excludrell’s strait-laced Pemberton Max- is a bachelor and woman-hater, is
cations enumerated therein con- sively reported in Variety. The
Well also wins kudos, and June led to believe by his business partLeighton and Roy Taylor are a ner that one of his ancestors is stitutes a capricious and arbitrary story began, with a unanimous recouple of talented leading terpers the famous Giovanni Casanova interpretation which is completely jection of the application, and this
Comedy situations, tilting di- This producers a most radical contrary to the wording of the law was followed by a demand for re
vertingiy at American politics, are change of views and attitude with itself.” After pointing out that Ros- consideration, at which the «orig
uickly .^raspe<i-by-a-fogeiga audi- •him,- —-as he—T<ow-“-strains~ to trerj ^stock -is -not- 'Oa}y--^'UnioB -mem- f-kwd •deciricni 'was "gfttfOfsetf'byH-g
ence. There are many yocks as the worthy of his notorious ancestor, ber but the show’s conductor, Davis vote. Then came the outcry from
ambassador repeatedly calls up and turns into a lady-killer him adds, “all members playing in the the press, and a special council
“Harry” (President Truman) on the self.
orchestra are likewise in violation.” meeting reversed the vote, 7-5,
trans-Atlantic telephone and makes
Show isn’t much more than a
He concludes, “The refusal of but this was not regarded as
reference to the way the critics are pretext to display the talents of
final and a postal ballot ended
treating
his
singing
daughter, the four stars. Willem Holsboer the local and its officers to enforce with an
even vote of 17-17.
this bylaw in accordance with my
Margaret.
directed with skill, although he
The report analyzes the case for
Settings, varying from Washing- couldn’t do much to pep up a request constitutes non-feasance on
and
against
Ferrer’s appearance at
ton to the American Embassy in lagging third act. Performances your part. You are under legal obRuritanian
Lichtenburg, are
--- weU with the exception of a newcomer ligation to enforce this law to its the Old Vic. The Equity point of
,
mounted, mainly a merry-making in a minor pari, are all satisfac- full extent not only against con- view is explained by their comtractors and I again call on you ment that they would not oppose
his appearance in the West End,
to do so.”
but, thatlto ,r ega rd the -Qld-Vie-as
Davis demand ducked the issue a special case. It is a repertory
pending a decision by the interna- theatre subsidized by actors and
tional board on the whole issue. the state for the purpose of being
Sportin' Lift
The union’s letter declared that the a nursery for British acting.
The supporters of Ferrer argued
local has taken no action toward
enforcement “for reasons which that it would be a worthw hile exshould
periment
be
particularly
obvious
and a good experience
to
(11th Week), Stoll Thoatro, London
you.” After referring to the appeal for British, members of the cast to
“Played v/Hh flash, grac® end slnous synoopaplay
now
before
the international, it
with him. They point out that
tion."—THEATRE*
concluded, “In your appeal, you two foreign artists have played the
have challenged the validity of the Old Vie in the past and their presMgf.t BILL MITTLER, Ulf Broadway, New York
resolution in the first instance.”
ence has been a stimulus.

—

—

&

—
—
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Moore.

Max

Helpmann,

director-actor

(and brother of Robert Helpmann),
goes back to the Old Vic, leaving

CRT

with two others, Amelia Hall
and Sam Payne, who have wetnursed it since birth. Betty Leighonly player ever starred by
returns % for a month in
February.
ton,

CRT,

Am

.

—

—

—

—

—
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—

.
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Cosmo

Casanova 2d

—

—

.

Maestro

.

g
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Third Floor West
DRAMA DEPT.)

(YALE U.

New

Haven, Dec.

17.

Yale Drama Dept, production of drama
by Mary Anne
Directed
by Leo Lavandero;
Pryor.
in three acts (four scenes)

scenery, Warwick Brown; costumes, Richard G. Mason; lighting, Robert L. DrumAt University Theatre, New
heUer.
Haven, Dec. 10. '52.

Yale Drama Dept, has come up
with one of its better efforts in this
second major production of the
1952-’53 agenda.
It’s an interesting blend of good writing, staging,
acting and designing.
Carving a slice of life from a

crowded medical ward
author

hospital,

in a city
first-hand

gives
4

knowledge to her subject, being
herself a graduate nurse on the

New Haven Hospital. In
a tale that offers opportunity to
spill over from a tear-jerking angle, she has managed to keep that
element within bounds, at the same
time steering clear of a hackneyed
romantic happy ending for her central characters.
Story, which, incidentally, has
film possibilities, concerns a sober,
conscientious young medic. Dr.
Guy Barrett, and nurse Bonnie

staff of

Devon.

Barrett

approaches

work too impersonally and

his
fails to

regard his patients as human beings.
It’s Barrett’s theory that he

must treat these patients objectively and he carries this philosophy
into experimenting with a new
drug on a young man with a disThe
ease considered incurable.

man

dies, but in a

subsequent

at-

tempt on a young girl suffering
from the same rare disease, the
experiment

successful.

is

Bonnie’s affection wanes as she
contemplates what she considers
his lack

of

“human”

attitude to-

wards the episode and the whole
experience convinces Barrett that
his future lies in research rather
than in practice. Curtain finds the
doctor resigning from the ward
staff to go his research way alone
as Bonnie realizes, in time, that
their lives would never jell.

A

first-rate setting of a corner
of the ward utilizes lighting and
certain scrim-covered portions to
shift action interestingly to different playing areas, all within the
single set. It’s a cleverly designed
work that gives considerable boost
to fluid staging of the play.
Cast- is- -well-drilled-f-wdt-li -minor
roles matching the good performances of Robert G. Mhyrum as Barret, Christine Burke as Bonnie,
Sonya G. Goldman as Bonnie’s
nursing colleague, and Adrian
Sayre Harris as an interne.

—

Bone

.

'INTRUDER' $5,300, BALTO
Baltimore, Dec.

23.

Edwin Bronner’s “The Intruder’
starring Eddie Dowling and Margaret O’Brien, drew, mild response
at. Ford’s here
a mild $5*300,
.

-

Nothing else on the legit calendar here until Jan. 12, when “Call
Me Madam” essays a single week.
Carl Strohn, assistant producer
at the Showcase Theatre, Evanston, 111., will be assistant producer

to Phil Tyrell at

Ills

new

HoiijPlayhouse,
wood-by-Sea
wood, Fla. Equity arena theatre
starts season Jan. 15. Ro Sussman
will be- a resident player there.

^

—

a

a
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New
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York Horaftt-Trlbune Columnist

Calcutta Tourist Season

Hy Gardner

Continued from page 2

P

S. Crofts said, “Publishers have a
to publish stuff containing
they don’t like— besides,
there’s money in it”), the mechanics
of distribution, maintaining
prices* publicity, advertising critics (“Reviews don’t sell books’1 );
new fads cutting into reading (in
1896 it was the “bicycle craze demoralizing the equilibrium” of publishing) and royalties (Henry Holt
said,
“Royalties exceeding HKo
^are immoral”).
This is an enjoyable volume,
easy to read, warmly written, with
a wealth of anecdotal and factual
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Sardi, Ravel, Doug, Sr.
Evrei’s "The . Story of

ir-rn

D*”d
Tornme

Kern”

is

due, via Holt, in

Same pub

It’s

of 1 952
a bright byline piece

In

—

the

soon-due

47 th Anniversary Number
of

PfiniETY

by no means a de-

fiinitive history, but, as the author
(of the Smith College history de-

—

papers.

Bril.

Koop Heads

*

i

A

V

the wave of communul killings, and every major key was torn up and
a fair sprinkling of French, Ger- buried with Beethoven.
There are thousands of native
mans, Latinos and Scandinavians
who wear out the road between film houses but very few theatres
Delhi and Agra to look over the playing Hollywood or European pix.
Taj Mahal in the cool of India’s In Calcutta, biggest city in a popwinter.
It is Britain’s daughters ulous country, only a half dozen
houses act as showcases and lastwho make up the fishing fleet
label they have worn for decades run combined. Evening top prices
because of their yen for hooking for the dress circle is generally
the younger sons of big business rupees three annas eight (75c),
(British)
sentenced
to
Indian which is a lot of money in these
branch offices for being born parts. Bottom price is about one
rupee (21c). There are no grind
tardily.
are civilThis invasion is fair pickings for housese since the Indians
enough to like their comforts.
ized
the battalions of beggars, prostihundred patrons in a
tutes and their sales representa- To see a
is the norm.
tives who swarm the streets and house seating 1,000
Vadis,” playing
bazaars during the winter season Only Metro’s “Quo
advanced prices, has really done
to store up rupees for the barren at
summer months. The bazaars, better, but there are still seats to
trinket and gewgaw shops, the be had.
In line with the question and
street vendors and cabdrivers all
over whethcash in„on the influx. The few controversy in America
Hollywood pix are furthering the
niteries do alright too but, strange- er
U.
S. cause In the cold war, most
ly enough, no great boost of film
imports here
grosses is apparent. The flicker American celluloid
houses skimp along on their strictly would appear in a neutral role both
to contents and handling. Many
as
lackadaisical business. Maybe it’s
here
not so strange because tourists can pix on Korea have played
or the
see American pix anywhere, but without incident one way
Sometimes there is a
where else can you buy true Kash- other.
mir artwork thriftily manufactured jarring exception which knocks expensive Yank propaganda for a
in Calcutta’s suburban foundries?

A Humor History

bringing out partment) notes, it’s a chronicle of
an era in the trade. As such it
should be rewarding to the three
R’s readers, ’riters and rovalty-

is

FidSpalding’s^
violinist Albert
and a Lady, an hisdie a Sword
autobiograph(not
novel
fifll
by Richard
*and "Sardi
Gehman and Vincent # Sardi, Sr.
the spring: DougAlso via Holt in
4th Musketeer,
&s Fairbanks: The
and Letitia
hv Ralph Hancock
on “Maurice
biog
a
Fairbanks;
“NeiSeroif;
p-ivel” by Victor I.
man-Marcus, Texas!”, by Frank X.
“ProducTolbert; Charles Adams’
Television,”
ing and Directing for 4
?
Mickey
and two sports books: The

S?

material.

manner

Nat’i Press

Club

dressed in costume and funny
But it was riot until he appeared in an ordinary suit that he
"felt a warmth between himself
and the audience” which set him
on the road to his present career.
He first played the Palladium in
1932 and was also there in 1948

still

hats.

Theodore F. Koop, CBS direc- when Danny Kay„e was making his
tor of radio news and public af- first appearance. The competition
in Washington, was elected was regarded as a challenge and
president of the National Press one British newspaper headlined
Club last Friday (19). It was the their review “Which is better
first time in the club’s history that Kaye or Ray?”
a radio newsman was named to
The life-story of a comedian
head it.
who has the affection of a large
Others elected with him were British vaudeville and radio, audiMantle Story,” by Mantle and Ben
How to Hit, by Ernest B. Vaccaro, AP White ence shows how he has won his
Epstein, and
Johnny Mize and Murray Kauf- House
correspondent, vice-presi- way by hard work and dogged perdent; Staffan Andrews, of NANA, sistence.
man.
Myro.
secretary; George W. Combs. Baltimore Sun, treasurer, and Frank
Anecdotal Composers
CHATTER
Bernard Grun, musical adviser Kuest, Copley Newspapers, fmanLiza Wilson drew a two-year
compiling anec- ciaL secretary.
to Jack Hylton, is
contract as Hollywood editor of
all
composers
Koop,
of
ex-AP,
served
concerning
as
special
dotes
next year assistant to Byron Price, Federal the American Weekly.
nations, for publication
'
Ladies Home Journal upped to
Director of Censorship,
during
in London.
.
35c with the January issue which
Anthology is intended as a dic- World War IT.
hit
the stands yesterday (Tues.).
and
as
an
composers
of
tionary
Antonio Olinto in Hollywood to
easy history of music. Titled “MuMore Show Biz Books round
up film news for the Rio De
claimed
to
Tears,”
it’s’
Without
sic
Mervyn. LeRoy has authored “It
Globo and Cinelandia
be the first attempt at a world Takes More Than Talent,” a close- Janeiro
history of music and composers in up of what makes Hollywood tick, mag.
a series of humorous anecdotes.
Jim Morgan wrote an article
in collaboration with Alyce Canfield for May publication by Knopf. tagged “TV’s Part in the EducaPost-Wechsler Vs. Wlnehell
Irving Kolodin has written “The tion of the Future” for Parents
fairs

in-

in

brought by the N. Y.

the libel suits

editor, James A.
Post and its
Wechsler, against Walter Winchell,

and King Fea-

the Hearst Corp.
tures Syndicate.

seeks $750,000 and
seeks
They
$775,000,
claim that Winchell tried to spread
the impression through his column
and radio and television programs
that they are disloyal to the U. S.
and support the Communist Party.
Both Wechsler and the Post state
that they are anti-Communist and
charge Winchell with conducting a
“campaign of defamation.” Complaints were filed last week in
Manhattan Supreme Court. Wechsler-Post attorney is former Federal
Judge Simon H. Rifkind.

The

daily

Wechsler

Story of the Metropolitan Opera
(1883-1950)”, a 600-page treatise
due in March; ^when also Robert
Nathan’s two plays. “Jezebel’s Husband” and “The Sleeping Beauty,”
will
be published, also Knopf.
Same pub has Anatole Chujoy’s

The New York City Ballet” due in
April, and* Chujoy, with Winthrop
Palmer, has edited “The Dance

News Annual 1953” for June publication.
Norman Katkov’s story
Fanny Brice, “The Fabulous

of

Fanny,” which was first serialized
Ladies Home Journal will be
published in February when also
French composer Darius Milhaud’s
“Notes Without Music,” an autobiography, is also due. Just turned
N.Y. Philharmonic-Sym60, the
phony will honor him with a concert performance of his Chrlstophe

in

Colomb in the 1953 season. DonMilhaud’s
ald Evans translated
autobiography, edited by Rollo H.
Myers.
Also due for March Knopf publication is Eric Bentley’s “In Search
of Theater” and Roland Gelatt
$3,400 “Music-Makers,” profiles of such

Sutton’s Hegira
Horace Sutton, travel edior of
The Saturday
Review, returns
today (Wed) from a trip to Japan
with stopovers on the Coast and in
Hawaii.

Sutton
trip,

will conduct
a
“Footloose in the Fabulous
personalities as Beecham, Casals,
for 42 days beginning
Horowitz,
Gieseking,
Flagstad,

Pacific/’

next. April.

Japs Spurn ‘Chatterly*
The Tokyo Higher Court last
reversed a lower court decithat the Japanese translation
of Lady Chatterly’s
Lover,” by D.
u. Lawrence,
was not obscene, and
panese translator and the
?

v-eek

Ki^her
f

of the
selling

book were found
Pornographic

lit

oratifre°

9 ourt

re-

January decision of the

1
ft,®

completely

,^

Dlstrict Court, and fined
er Kyujiro Koyama $700
?!$ *
i
trans ator Seo Ita
$300. The
Tnni,
17 deci ion
after a trial
i

wSh

*

aroused nationwide contro-
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loop. Recently in The Statesman,
There was a time when Bombay leading Calcutta daily, one Ameriwas the main stamping ground for can pic was prominently advertised
visitors, and
Calcutta, which is by the dislrib as “the first author-
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court’s verit
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organized

that the do-gooders put the seven-

picture conditions In the U. S.
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pix released yearly, because

swing.

They are generally incredible link- the club life in
Calcutta rules the
ing of Indian mores and westernroost and almost all social and enboy-meets-girl amours. The western tertainment
activities center here.
end is for consumption in the thea- The British, when
they Were Lords
tre only since the Indian’s extra- of
Creation, erected some of the
cinema

(Dec. 22 -Jan. 4)

—

Lenox Hill
“Ah, Wilderness”
Playhouse, N. Y. (28-1).

attitude towards

Paul

S.

reviews

What Happened to
Th os e Big S tory
Deals?
*

*
one of the
in

many

*

editorial features

the upcoming

47th Anniversary Number
of

P^BzIETr

women

is

plushiest clubs cast of Suez. In
Kipling-land, the membership is
down, the deficits up, but the clubs
versa. On Calcutta’s streets, for in- with their
walled boundaries, solid
stance, it is common sight to see bars,
dance
floors,
swimming
men holding hands while walking, pools, tea rooms and tennis
courts
it being the alright sign of friendcontinue on— the last stronghold of
ship. Bitf an Indian wife walks be- the sahibs in
India.
hlnd h er hus band
-For Hm-wisiting'-lOTeilnel'nre.r
In short, Indians like escapism as white but non-British),
it is ..now
much as their western brethren, fairly easy to snag a temporary
Their films lean heavily on songs membership in most
of the excluand music, with the songs inter- sive clubs. There \yas a
time in the
spersed without any more rhyme halcyon days of the
British raj
or reason than an old-fashioned when the lesser
breed had no
operetta. The songs are a seasonal chance of crashing the
clubs exrage in every town, and since the cept as a tiffin-time gawker.
But
volume dial on radios here is prob- now the club lockers are wide open
ably nailed to the top decibel, you to any westerner with
the requisite
cJh hear the wail of Indian film rupees and the chance
acquaintsongs throughout the breadth and ance of one or two members for inlength of the land. It is as though troductory purposes*

strictly Asiatic in that the woman
belongs to the man but not vice

Nathan

‘

iu

J™

Bros.,

j

1

When Ted

Ray, one of Britain’s
It covers the foremost wisecracking comedians,
cSlden ARe
IT of American
publish- started on his career, it was as a
fag th«
His first agent inthe CiVU “dumb” act.
and Wortd
Var'T
sisted on billing him as an acroscrit s
the behind-the- batic violinist. He still plays the
scenes «M,?
*
t01
of tlie solution of violin, but the acrobatics are abcontracts
tv,
Practice of “trade
co&riesv”
efore the international
After a time, he recalls in his
copvrirrhf '^
Was Passed), the autobiog, “Raising the Laughs
Problems
Laurie, London; $1.5U>,
censorship
(Werner
and
treatment 01
Lidical writers (Frederick he decided to try patter and jokes
1

of

—

Ted Ray Autobiog
Dodci

exposition

.

Norifian W. Brown,
Daily Times, was
Philadelphia
would elected president of the group, and
Supreme Court.
George Smallsreed, Jr., of the Columbus Dispatch, was named first
Publishing Inside
vice-president. Others elected were
Julian Wilson, AP, Cleveland, second veepee. and Art Bean, Jr.,
Cambridge Jeffersonian, secretarytlie

announced

itative

But Bombay now is gangsterism in present-day Amerithrottled by Prohibition,
which ca.” This low-calibre ad then went
shows epidemic signs in this sub- on to say: “A picture of vice-, vicontinent. Hence the lush night- olence and corruption in 1,000*
clubs in India’s chief seaport are American cities!! Pulls no punches
no more, or else eke out a pittance about those who pull the strings in
on unspiked lime juice and horrible Gangland’s reign of terror.” This
imitations of American soda pop. is the sort of thing that presents a
So far Calcutta has been only light- cracked mirror of America to the
ly touched by the disease. It suffers Indians
who are, after all, polite
through dry Tuesdays, but the day enough to accept our Americans'
in left field.

day clamp on this city, darkness
Mag.
Cafes and Tourists
will descend on all India.
The
The niteries here are currently
Joan Reynolds’ “Model Girl,”,
whites will then have to hole up riding the wave of tourist spending.
book of her personal experiences,
behind their ornate ghettos the Nightclub entertainers, in the main,
will be published in the spring by
inevitable clubs.
hail from the British Isles, where
Prentice-Hall.
As it is now, one source of lucra- they have signed to make the regv'rr
1
St Louis
r.™,L for the
lhf ! iv « business, the dining-out spots, ular Far Eastern winter circuit.
Post editor, to St.
wedding of his son Pete, St. Loo have been mauled by the Hindu’s While their origin is British, they
Post-Dispatch reporter, on Jan. 3. reverence to the cow (“the cow is frequently lean heavily on any re-,
our mother”). Following a wave of known gained from the fact that
J. C. Long, of Kenridge Farms,
religious revivalism, Bengal state, they have played Broadway
boites.
Bethlehem, Pa., writing an article
of which Calcutta is the capital, last The biggest selling point is
a blurb
on left-handedness and genius,
wants names of show biz south- month slapped on a ban against touting an engagement in New
slaughtering cattle under 14 years York rather than the West End.
paws.
ag
® f c0 rs ®’ put an end
Currently holding forth in Le
V
Young & Rubicam agency will
,
^ief charcoal-broiled
steak, since Gourmet (Spence’s Hotel) are Pat
start syndicating a cuffo column,
anything
as
superannuated
as con- Victor, Pearl St. Claire and Roy
“How I Met My Husband,” in connection with NBC-TV’s Joan Davis firmation-age beef requires jaws of Dexter, all West End performers.
iron.
The butchers prompty re- Great Eastern Hotel ballroom has
starrer, “I Married Joan.”
Harold Baron, one-time feature fused all handjing of red meat and A1 Carthy (The Mechanical Man),
editor of “Today’s Women mag. there isn’t a steak to be had on Georgette & Ben-Chenni, and Macronay while Prince’s (Grand Hotel)
joined Redbook mag as articles either bank of the Ganges.
Foreign film biz in Calcutta and, is featuring Gloria Sc Jerry York
editor. He succeeds John F. Danby,
recently upped to executive editor. for that matter, In all India is not (Parisian dance team), Lyne et Cie
Arthur Mayer’s “Merely Colos- ing that a last-run exhib in Chilli- (Belgian comedians) and Freddie
sal,” subtitled “The Story of the cothe would pine over. Here is one Bamberger & Pam (British comMovies from the Long Chase to the place where you can’t blame tele- ics). American entertainers, being
Chaise Longue,” slated for publi- vision. You can’t even put the fin- more provincial or possibly more
cation by Simon Sc Schuster Feb. ger on the hundreds of Indian na- engaged, rarely make the Asiatic

se hing the

annAni
PPoal to the

An

and

.

architecturally far inferior, played

Richard Joseph, travel editor of the coolie who pays his four annas
Top daytime attraction is the
Landowska, Mitropoulos, Munch, Esquire, won tne $200 first prize (5c) to sit on the wooden benches Calcutta racetrack in its post-monOrmandy, Rubinstein, Szigeti, Tos- in the magazine division of Trans- or squat on the stone floor of the soon season.
canini, and Walter.
World Airlines* 15th annual con- native theatre would have no comLegit in Calcutta is virtually nil.
test for best air travel stories. prehension of the Occidental-lingo Uday Shanker, who has successTWA’s
on
junket
includes
Prize
product
‘Murder*
Hot
made
in America and Eu- fully toured the Continent and
Alan Hynd’s
Fifty copies of “Alan Hynd’s annual “quickie vacation” press rope. Thfe crux Is that since India America on several occasions with
Murder,” new brisk-selling collec- flight to Phoenix, Jan. 8-11.
won its independence four years his dance troupe, is having a mediHarold Baron named articles ago there has been an exodus of ocre run at the New Empire thetion of true murder cases by country’s top man in non-fiction crime editor of Redbook by Wade H. whites from the country. They had atre. While Shanker has received
field, have run afoul of censorship Nichols, editor, succeeding John B. been the true friend of Hollywood big ovations overseas, the Indians
in Nassau, Bahamas. Author has Danby, recently appointed execu- glamor here, and there is
none to are notorious for sitting on their
been persona non grata in Bahamas tive editor. Baron was formerly take their place. There are not hands, and the dancer has gotten
ever since his expose in True Mag with Today's Woman as feature enough English-speaking
natives
to very little overt reaction from the
some months ago on unsolved editor and previously was produc- begin to fill the theatres,
and the customers. There are no profesmurder there of multi-millionaire tion manager of newspaper adver- trend is
away
from
English in favor sional stage companies, either InSir Harry Oakes. Copies of the tising at R. H. Macy & Co.
dian or European, and the only
of Hindustani.
book said to be finding their way
ripple in the vacuum is the occaPix Do Big
to Nassau despite censorship, via
sional amateur dramatic group.
bootleg route.
.Indian films do a stout husiness..
Main fact* ter remember is that

convicted publisher
Ohio Press Photo? Group
book “in a
Ohio Press Photographers Assn,
had given the b° ok was recently organized to oppose
g aphlc character.” At that
u r
a proposed ban on taking pictures
111 ’11 $7 °°K° had in court rooms.
Requeued.
of the New

a
niPt{?i
a

writers,.. .critics

.

’

.

ABC and Gruen watches are
cluded among the defendants

.
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CHATTER

54

annual Northwest Builders Show
Paris
Auditorium, March 14-22.
“Holiday on Ice,” due at St. Paul
Katherine Dunham troupe into
Major Albert Warned vacationing Auditorium Jan. 2-6,. in newspaper
Palais de Challiot Jan. 5.
in Florida.
_
„
ads urges public to “be different
Art Buchwald and Irving Marx
The Ray Millands offHo Europe and give ice show tickets for
to St. Moritz for Xmas holidays.
Mary.
on the Queen
Christmas presents.”
Jack Warburg into Anatole LitJan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth
vak pic, “The Girl On The Via
in from Europe on the United
Flamina.”
States

Broadway

at
at

Miami Beach

Yves Allegret to Mexico to film
Jean-Paul Sartre story^. “Typhus,”
.&a*x SoUpwayL
Morton Downey set to open new with Michelle Morgan.
Maurice Dekobra to adapt “Dial
Hotel Biltmore Terrace.
for Murder” for Paris legit.
Ciro’s opens for season this week
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros,
John and Rene Arnaud engaged
sales v.p., to Coast for Beverly with Jack Carter and Joni James
three-month Belgium tour after
for
heading.
Singer”
Jazz
“The
of
preem
Hills
Swank dinery La Rue’s preemed present ABC show concludes.
Dec. 30.
Alfred Adam legit hit, “Many,”*
Lester Cowan to the Coast to its lush layout (18) with Leo Reiswill be made into a pix, with
supervise final shooting of “Main man’s orch featured.
Beachcomber tees off season Francois Perier in title role.
Street to Broadway,” slated for
Spyros Skouras, here on the last
with same policy as last year
Metro release.
Mel Ferrer due in from the Coast femme show with novelty acts. In lap of his globe-girdling, to hudwith 20th-Fox reps here before
dle
next Wednesday (31) before taking lineup opening Friday (26) will be
Graziano with comedian heading for U.S.
off Jan. 3 for French Morocco for Rocky
Feuillere off on a road
Edwige
Danny Rogers as partner.
role in Metro’s “Saadia.”
Mrs. Chico Marx, wife of the
Eileen Barton at Lord Tarleton tour with the legit show, “Liberty
playing Italy, EngSunday,”
A
Is
comedian, and Mrs. Conrad Veidt, for some sun prior to Olympia Thewidow of the actor, sailed on the atre date. Robert Q. Lewis, whoj land and Germany.
Isa
Miranda
to
do English comCaronia for a West Indies cruise. commutes between the Jacobs hosPeggy Lee back to the Coast for tel and Manhattan TV originations, edy, “Serpent of the Bells,” in lolegit
Gerard Sety
cal
production.
bally activities on behalf of War- set for two “What’s My Line?”
set for big support role.
ners’ “The Jazz Singer,” in which guesters.
Jean-Pierre
finishes up
Aiynont
Saxony Hotel unveils its new
she’s starred with Danny Thomas.
chore in “Koenisgberg,”
- ,
Col. Jock Lawrence, former p.r
Pagoda Room tomorrow (Thurs.). his _ film
,,
of
rehearsals
nd
then
into
goes
Eisen- Special preview show and dinner f
President-elect
to
aide
Mpa,fpr
T ,fp Anrf npnfh
hower, opened own public re- for press and local dignitaries held legiter, “Life And Death,” opposite
Flon.
Suzanne
lations office in Rockefeller Cen- yesterday (Tues.). Topping are Los
Max Qphuls signing Charles
ter.
Chavalds de Espana, Trini Reyes
Boyer, Danielle Darrieux and Vit
Van Johnson, accompanied by and Pupi Campo orch.
his next pic,
his wife and children, due in from
Show biz names who joined Pro- torio De Sica for
,” based on novel
the Coast tomorrow, (Thurs.). Met Amateur Four Ball tournament “Madame De
ro star is slated for a number of here this week included Mickey by Louise De Vilmorin. It will
radio appearances.
Rooney, Lew Ayres, Buddy Rogers, roll in March.
Geza Radvanyi starts on a four
Actress Merle Oberon, ballerina Lex Barker, Hoagy Carmichael,
Phyllis Olivia French and’ WV T
Sammy Kaye, Bob Steele, Johnny sketch film, “Our Daily Fear,” to
ICirkeby, manager of the Deep Weissmuller) publicist Ed Weiner be made in France, Italy, England
arid Germany after he winds curRiver Boys, in from Britain Sun- and hotelier Paul Grossinger.
rent “Strange Desire of Mr. Bard,”
day (21) on the Queen Mary.
with Michel Simon
N. Y. Post columnist Earl WilJose Ferrer interested in acquirson named chairman of special
Pittsburgh
ing rights to the new Andre Rousevents division of March of Dimes
By Hal V. Cohen
sin play based on John Erskine’s
and called huddle of show biz topDinty Moore and his family drove “Helen of Troy,” called “Helen,
pers last Friday (19) at Toots
down to Florida for holidays.
Ou La Joie De Vivre,” for use on
Shor’s to work-up a fund-raising
T. C. Jones back into Carnival Broadway next season.
blueprint.
Lounge for another indef stay.
Sandy Solo booked for a return
at Copa middle of next month.
Philadelphia

M-G British studio chief Ben
Go.ete. to Coast Monday...® ..for.

..

Jfcr.

confabs with production chief Dore
Schary.

.

M

.

,

.

.

,

be made by Toho Studios next
Film will be Fuji color, which

capacity for 12
Jon Hall planed to Miami.
feature tinters per year.
Hedy Lamarr in from the east.
Tokyo theatres cutting off neon
Ruth Miller divorced Robert
signs for 90 minutes daily to coopLamb.
erate with current power conserva'Clara Bow in a Culver City santion drive brought about by strikes
itarium.
in coal and electricity industries.
Yasuo Masumura, 28-year-old asDiana Lynn returned from Mev.
sistant director at Daiei Studios, ico City.
off to Rome with 20- month scholar*
Henry King to Fort Worth for
ship awarded by the Italian Ex- holidays.
perimental Center of CinematogWilbur McGaugh hospitalized
raphy.
_ _
Francoise Gergely, rep of Centre for surgery.
Aquanetta filed suit to divorce
National de la Cinematographic
and Syndicat Francais des Produc- Henry Clive.
Laraine Day sold her house in
teurs et Exporteurs, here to set up
smooth relations between French’* Santa Monica.

now has production

,

j

.

Australia
'

By

Eric Gdrrick
Queensland exhibitors setting
political plans to combat 16m free
shows.
Arnold Picker, United Artists
exec, due soon for first territory
looksee.
Dan Carroll, head of Birch, Carroll

&

Phil Richards has rejoined the
ice show at -An-

Jerry

&

Turk check

in at Carou-

Xmas Week for annual engagement.
Double-talker A1 Kelly in town
lining up after-dinner speaking

sel

stints.

Mt. Lebanon Players have set
Coyle film loop, back from
“Papa Is All” for February pro-

world tour.
Harry Seipej, 20th-Fox rep on
Hoyts’ circuit board, planes to U. S.
soon on biz-pleasure trip.
Roy Barmby, chief film buyer
with Greater Union Theatres, recovering from appendix removal.

ber, reopens Christmas Night with
Hirst circuit burley.

Charley Pinkney, i *tmer manager of Atlantic City's Club" Harlem, has taken over a North Philly
bar.

Lionel

50%

Hampton reported getting
week at Earle

of gross for

duction.

Theatre

Johnny Kirby flew home from
Hollywood to spend Christmas with

(Thurs.).
Bill
Gerson,

his folks.

beginning

tomorrow

owner

Pep’s

of

Musical

Bar, back after three
weeks of convalescing from opera-

•

Larry

Swartz has bought out
partner Jack Teitelbaum at Nite
Court
of Fun.
“Folies Bergere,” after a six
Mike Manos and his wife have
months’ run at Tivoli, Sydney,
preems in Brisbane Xmas for David gone to their Miami Beach home

tion in Florida.

-

,

I

arid

John Walsh, Fulton manager,
underwent an operation on his
*
back
last week.
He is spending Xmas with relatives
Comedian Ted Blake now reprein Melbourne.
senting
French
a
cordial
outfit in
Colin McLeod appointed publiciAllegheny County.
ty director for United Artists; reHenry
Manos
back
after
vacaplaces Norma Williams, who retioning for more than a year in
signed to go to London.
his
native
Greece.
ft is now figured that “South
Frank Wagner, Playhouse dance
Pacific” will run at His Majesty’s,
M?lbourne, until next June under director, holidaying with his folks
in St. Mary’s, W. Va.
the Williamson banner.
Craig Anderson will be the new
Edwin Styles, British comedian,
record distributor here
off to a solid start in “White Sheep M-G-M
after
first of the year.
MelFamily”
Princess,
at
of the
bc rne, for Garnet Carroll.
Greater Union Theatres spotting
Washington
paii-o “Mother Goose” into Capitol,
Sydney, morning-afternoon mats.
By Florence S. Lowe
Regular film plays at night.
The S. M. Charlock 'Gilbert &
British comedy, “Seagulls Over Sullivan troupe put on special Yule
“Annie Get shows at nearby vet hospitals.
Sorrento,”
follows
Your Gun” at Royal, Sydney, for
Harvard Hasty Pudding’s new
Williamson. “Gulls” is currently a show, “Strike While It’s Hot,” here
hit in New Zealand.
for a two days over past weekend
Prior to leaving this zone on conDornan Bros, and singer Mary
tinuance of his world tour, Spyros Mayo open 10-day run at Hotel
Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, said he Statler’s Embassy Room Christmas
was certain film attendance was on Day.
the increase in Australia and New
Edgar Bergen and troupe in
Zealand.
town for annual “Operation Santa
Claus” shows at Army and Navy
A1 Daff, Universal-International
prexy, planes in here this month.

Leon

San Francisco

hospitalized

Shamroy

virus infection.
Hal Roach in
weeks in N. Y.

By Ted Friend

laid

town

up

for

with

after three

Vido Musso into Blackhawk.
Arch Oboler to Detroit to open
Walter Hark into Strip Town.
“Bwana Devil.”
Leslie Caron holiday shopping.
Rod Cameron recovering from
HopMark
at
Neys
The Richard
ulcer operation.
kins.
.
Coleen Gray home from England
newsentertaining
Pat O’Brien
for the holidays.
boys at Palace Hotel.
Jules Gerlick recuperating after
Za Za Gabor visiting sister Eva abdominal surgery.
backstage at- “Strike A Match.”
Roy Rowland spending the holiForbidden City holiday show days in Sun Valley.
produced by Babe Pierce of Metro.
Lana Turner divorced Bob Top(Mom) Chung ping in Carson City.
Margaret
Dr.
seriously ill at Franklin Hospital.
Jesse L. Lasky in town after 10
Venetian
for
Ilona Massey inked
days of eastern touring.
Room of Fairmont Hotel by Sam
Phyllis Stanley applied for her
.

.

Rosey.

final citizenship papers.
Leopold Stokowski doing the
Katy Jurado to Mexico City
seven hills prior to symph-conduct- where her mother is ill.
ing chore.
Georgette
Windsor
divorced
Manuel Reachi in Mexico.

George Murphys celebrate their
26th wedding anni Dec. 26.
Bob Waterfield and Jane Russell
By Helen McGill Tubbs
adopted a boy two years old.
Martine Carol in from location
Sam Katz planed to Chicago to
in Viterbo on “Lucrezia Borgia.”
attend his mother’s funeral.
Rome opera season opened forRay Gilbert recuperating from
mally with “Simon Boccanegra.”
an impacted tooth operation.
Viviane Romance, arrived here
Anthony Capps establishing
to star in an Italian film at Titanus dance studio in Palm Springs.
Studios.
Vincent Price returned from
Anna Magnani to London for tourwith First Drama Quartet.
opening of “Volcano,” then going
Spike Jones preemed his new
on to Paris.
supermarket jn La Crescenta.
Gianni Maria Canle will play
Joseph Walsh in town for disopposite George Raft in Italo-made tribution huddles at Paramount.
Cairo Incident.”
George Seaton to Laguna to
The Errol Flynn picture, “Mas- work on the script of “The Country
ter of Don Juan,” has moved to Girl.”
Naples for location work.
Wladimir Lissim in from Europe
John Huston in from Kildare, or production confabs with Sol
Ireland, for huddles on his pic to Lesser.
be made here with Jennifer Jones.
Edgar Bergen commended by
Luchino Visconti is* preparing Gov. Warren for his “Operation
Chekhov’s “Three Sisters” for Santa Claus.”
opening at the Eliseo Christmas
William Dieterle in town after
week.
gandering locations for “Elephant
Violetta Elvin, of the Sadler s Walk” in Ceylon.
Wells Co., to Milan from London
Ivan Goff resigned from the
as prima ballerina of the La Scala Screen Writers Guild exec board
Opera Co.
because of illness.
Ipgrid Bergman joining husband,
Ann Blyth announced her engageRoberto Rossfellini, in Naples, ment to Dr. James McNulty,
where he is diretcing “Otello” brother of Dennis Day.
opera at San Carlo Opera.
Dore Schary to El Paso to discuss “Take the High Ground” with
Army brass at Fort Bliss.
Ida Koverman staged her ninth
Havana
annual Christmas for paraplegic
The National Casino reopened cases at Long Beach Veterans Hos-

Rome

By Glenn

Barnum & Bailey Circus begin- Hospital.
ning its mid-winter stand at the
Sports Palace.
Tropicana inaugurating its renovated patio with a gala show starring Chiquita & Johnson.
Charlie

C. Pullen

Jack Bobier and Harry Herbert
opening new nitery, Encore Room,
Friday (26).
A1 Serafini formed new orch for
opening of Lou Gruttadaurio’s new
Cucamonga Club Dec. 31.
Chick Chaiken orch tentatively
set to replace George Sterney’s

band when

it

leaves Zephyr

The

“Sun

Sun Dambae”

unit

home

in the Sans Souci
after four weeks in Las Vegas.
New Rodi Theatre showing second-run pix after “Quo Vadis”
failed to click because of $2 scale.
Tourist trade is expected to get
a boost when direct flights are begun shortly between Miami and
the resort town of Varadero.

back at

Room

later this season.

Betty Jane Watson & Jerry
Austen, a Mr. and Mrs. singing
team, doing double stanza at
Statler Terrace Room.
Annie Laurie Williams, New
York literary agent, handling Play
Houses’s new murder drama, “Left
Hook,” for its Cleveland authors,
Eleanor and Leo Bayer.

its

Chicago
Van

ill

at

Cook County

Hospital.

“Hollywood Ice Revue” in for
three weeks at Chicago Stadium.
Paul Marr, agent, bedded down
for several weeks at Grant Hospital.

Duke Ellington, currently at Blue
Note, celebrating 25th anni in orch
biz.

“One Summer of Happiness” has
U. S. preem at World beginning Dec. 27.
A1 Rosen in to take over as company manager from Joe Miller on
its

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves

Zorima topping Star burlesque “Country Girl.”.
Katharine Cornell in “Constant
week.
Charley Aaron headlining for Wife” starts a month’s stay at
Selwyn Dec. 26.
second inning at Clover.
this

Margaret O’Brien arrived here
By Richard H. Larsh
day before opening of “The IntrudMosfilm’s “Fall of Berlin” set
er” to highlight annual InternaWally Pikal orch into Schlief’s tional Children’s Party over NBC for roadshow in Tokyo and southern cities this month.
Little City.
radio and TV on Sunday (21).
“Snows of Kilimanjaro” (20th)
Roy King & “Komic Kings” in
set
for four-week roadshow in
th rd year at Magic Bar nitery.
Tokyo
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terand Osaka beginning Jan.
Dallas
14.
race holding over singer Carol
By Bill Barker
The labor union of Daiei StuBruce.
Tim Parker elected new prez of dios recently won a 13% raise.
Colony Club has'’ Bob Vincent
Current basic wage now jumps to
and his “New -Moods” for second Press Club.
Eill Doll in to drumbeat Hilde- $49 per month.
week.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace garde’s Jan. 19 Hotel Adolphus
R aymo.nd ...jSMoi,-3.-M£mthi*iin r
~
-for-'New
"[Trench violinist and modern com—to—feave
a
Arnh
I inn nr
fnr his
nic “Ra'ann
,,
Arch
Oboler in
in for
“Bwana poser, playing his own and other
Year’s Eve, hut no cover.
Club Capitol has exotic dancer Devil” Christmas Day opening at modern works in concert tour of
Jeri Dixon, acrodancing Gerick Melba.
Japan.
Danny Kaye revue added Rex
Twins and emcee Pat Henry.
Japanese classical dancer Hiroshi
St. Paul Flame has “niind-a-vi- Earner to Colton Bowl Week show Ono and his wife Yasuko Wanai
sion” Count Maurice, songstress in Slate Fair Aud.
departing on tour of India. Tour
“The
Rising
Heifer,”
Robin sponsored by Indian Education
Lola Ameche and emcee Duke
Maugham’s first play, at Theatre Ministry.
Norman.
“House of Bernarda Alba” set .’52 for three weeks.
Accordionist Pvt. Dick Coritino
Charles R. Meeker, Jr., State assigned to Korea where he will
for Jan. 20 as first of newly organ*
Musicals'
veepee-managing make 90-day tour entertaining
ized Minneapolis Civic Playhouse’s Fair
director, also elected to fill new frontline troops with Army’s 10th
four offerings,
Spike Jones & “Music Deprecia- post of v.p.-assistant general man- Special Services Co.
tion Revue” inked for nine days ager of State Fair of Texas.
Japan’s second color film will

Minneapolis

T r i - Opticon, three-dimensional
“Ice Cycles of 1953” plays Portfilm, lias its American debut at
land Arena starting Xmas Day.
Telenews
Christmas Day.
“Ice Cycles of 1953” to open at
Jimmy Boyd, juvenile singer of
Portland Arena tomorrow (Thurs.)
Charley Aaron and Golden Gate “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa
Girls (4) in at Clover Club for two Claus,” making the deejay rounds.
S. M. Charlock’s Gilbert & Sulliweeks
Walter Hoffman, Paramount field van company opens at the Shubert
a half week
man, in town for a couple of days Dec. 25 for three and
*
run,
then off to the Bay area.
Abbott & Costello in for world
Julie Harris in “I
A Cam

By Les Ree&

j

;

|

'

•

Brian

David

spinal surgery.

hospitals.

—

Japanese industry.

Chris Powell, leader of Five
Blue Flames now at Powelton Cafe,
exonerated on narcotics rap in
South Jersey courts.
DuMond’s Musical Bar, 600-seat
Northeast Philadelphia spot, reopens (29) featuring the Collegiates
and Frank Moore Four.
Mrs. Jeanne Harris has sold
Harris Tavern, with oldest cafe
license in the Locust St. nitery
Thursday (18).
sector, to Cookie Gable.
pital.
Pedro Vargas back at MontmarBob Hope, Tony Martin and
tre for the second time in two Marilyn Maxwell put on a Christmonths.
Cleveland
mas show at Long Beach Veterans’

for the winter.

N. Martin.

.

By Jerry Gaghan
The Troc, shuttered for Decern

George Arnold
kara.

.

Hollywood

year.

'

.

,

•

,

Am

.

preem of “Abbott and Costello
era.” set for fou-r-day-appear-ance a
Meet Captain Kidd” at United
Mayfair Theatre starting Jan. 7.
Walton &
O’Rourke.
Alfred Artists.
Maxie Rosenbloom spending a
Apaka, and Frederick & Tanya
a
held for a second week at Amato's few weeks here talking about
Mary Ward, advance for “I Am nitery along lines of Slapsie
A Camera,” in town to set up Maxie’s on the Coast.
„
Joe E. Howard, at the Palmer
opening at Mayfair Theatre Jan. 7.
is
Sears & Haymer, Unland Trio, House, collapsed last week and
suband Nelson Pickett Dancers (6) in in Passavant HospitaL Son is
at Amato’s for two weeks. Martells bing for him in the revue.
Sidney Blackmer due iri new
& Mignon set to follow.
start rehearsal in “ConnBetty Hutton
JLXULIVU hRUW
show penciled
ptrmiACU 111
in week to OCU1L
at
Evergreen’s
He takes over the nou
Paramount TheatreA try Girl.”
A
W
mv
O P.S
for late February as result of ert Young part when play leaves
Danny Kay’s scorching biz.
Jan. 10.
,

t

i

«

.

.

.
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I
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Decemher 24, 1952

visors Guild, died of a heart attack
Dec. 17 in Hollywood. He had
suffered a shock two weeks ago
when his daughter was killed in an

OBITUARIES

auto crash.':

Keep Me Warm,” is from old 20thFox filmusfcal, "On the Avenue,”
but the real sock revival spot will
Ike’s Inaugural
be assigned to “Alexander’s RagContinued from page 2
time Band,” much as Berlin did
with his “International Rag” inentertainers
outstanding
Other
terpolation into 20th’s “Call Me
will be added.
Madam.”
Show will be held in Uline’s
Incidentally, “White Christmas” Arena here, and fact that General
was not the picked hit of the 1942 and Mrs. Eisenhower will* not atCrosby-Astaire film, “Holiday Inn.” tend doesn’t seem to be hurting
Berlin and Paramount worked on either talent participation or the
“Be Careful, It’s My Heart” as the sale of tickets. An Inaugural complug song.
mittee official told a press conferIt wasn’t until Crosby recorded ence last week that Eisenhower
all the tunes from the film in al- would make no public appearances
bum. form for Decca that “White in Washington prior to his oathChristmas” stepped out. It rates taking on Jan. 20, and that he
about the No. 3 all-time bestseller wouldn’t attend either the variety
for Berlin. “God Bless America” show or the Inaugural concert.
is the No. 1 mor^ y-maker because
Leon Leonidoff K producer of the
of the extraordinary 8c royalty he Radio City Music Hall shows, will
assigned to that, since all proceeds supervise staging and lighting, and
go to the Boy Scouts and Girl Albert Johnson will work on the
Scouts Foundation of America. As sets and decoration.
Tickets for
a song, on its own, from sheet the big entertainment are scaled
sales,
recordings,
performances, from $3 to $20, including tax. Only
etc., it has now netted just over a small number of figures in show
$200,000 for the Scouts. “Alexan- biz and broadcasting are on the
der’s Ragtime Band,” dating back large committes for the various
41 years, Berlin thinks must have affairs.
>
‘

Edith Evelyn Lawton, owner of
Theatre Royal, '“Castleford, Yorks,
England, died in Pateley Bridge,

roWMAN

circuses and carnivals most of her
urnv’man 65, one-time life. While with the Ringling show
was listed as 583
later a booking her weight
and
vauclc^nutu
but she weighed 350 at
t years had op- pounds,
nt
PittSr time- of- her death..a.£ l
in
-schools
' hSticIb*
erat
died
Surviving
are
her husband,
u ond Beaver Falls, Pa.,
biu’gn ai
hear t attack after be- Owen Jensen, a circus tattoo artist,
ec
Pa.
Brighton,
sons
and
a
two
daughter.
P ‘r/ruken in New

Arrir c

r

1

'

•

went up on
show Bowman had or-

the curtain

Sore

Jll
fl

rbSn as

WILLIAM

he suffered the at-

nSled there

dead on
and was pronounced
Beaver Valley Hospital.
dancing
first
the
of
started one
Pittsburgh some 20
in
careers
successive
vr»nrs ago after
agency
stage and in the
the

on

business.

,

.

*

.

.

two broth-

by his wife,
Survived
.
. ...
..‘i.larc
sisters.
ers and two

j.

Surviving are his wife,
sons and two daughters.

pioneer filmite,
Bud
heart attack Dec. 16 in
died of a
Pollard spent
- Hollywood nitery.
wars in the pic industry as
Pollard, 65.

editor and difilm
*
^ r p dits ini n,
His' directional, credits

J. vnte
writer

actoi,

Ior

•

.

Wonderland,”

in
” “Tall

‘•Alice

^

n

:
of a
Ul U1
Dllrth
-B
^ in
^'^nrlem
Happened
nWlMtlC.
Terrific,

few years ago he

.

“it

“Voodoo
Times”

had been asso-

Memory

lit

Tan and

sS"

»

tl

ers

ond
x.
N
jn. Y

Actnr Pictures
Pictures,
with Astor

isas1T

pc Vim

.

i.

B.

Louis, died Dec. 12 in that city.

TUTTLE

Arthur Brewster Tuttle, 57, forRoy Hunt, 48, motion picture
mer treasurer of Radio Corp. of
America, died Dec. }6 in New York. exhibitor, died of a heart attack
Dec.
17 in Riverside, Cal.
He had been veepee-treasurer of
RCA Communications, Inc., befo^
Father,
79, of Melba Rodeghier,
he was elected treasurer of the
parent company in 1946. He retired of the dance team* of Cbnsolo &

Spence, Jr.
•

M
3

ARTHUR

indie.

Lou Harlow (Mrs. Frank Rowbottom), former actress, died Dec.
18 in Lake Parsippany, N.J. Her

m

of

Edith Tru*

three

HARRY WALTER LOSEE
husband survives.
Harry Walter Losee, 51, film
studio dance director, died Dec. 16
Father, 57, of Betty Bartley, acHollywood after a ^ng illness,
and father-in-law of Howard
A veteran on the motion picture tress,
Hoyt, agent, died Deo. 21 in New
lots, Losee directed dance routines
York.
for six years at 20th-Fox where he
handled choreography for Sonja
™
T«
Father,
of
Philadelphia’s
68,
Henie and other top names.
Predirector
Murray
vious to that he directed sequences WIP program
His
F
alre and Ginger Arnold, died there Dec. 11.
wife, son and daughter survive.
His parents and a brother surBrother of
Arthur
Kalbfell,
vive.
owner of the Pauline Theatre, St.

SPENCER CASE
f A
ciated

recently.

LUKS

painter.

bud pollard

rector
clucle
elude

D.

J. A. Prestwich, 78, pioneer inventor of kinematograph mechanisms, died in Manchester, England,

william D. Luks, 84, former
Frederick Charles Allen, 72,
vaude performer, died Dec. 15 in known in British show biz as
New York. He was a singing Squibs the Clown, died in Skegcomedian. After quitting vaude, he ness, England, Dec. 1.
became associated with a New York
charitable clinic as superintendant.
Mother, 71, of Paul, Frederick
jj e held the post 40 years, retiring and Walter Kohner, film writers
15 years ago. He was the brother and talent agents, died Dec. 15 at
0f
j a e Q eor g e g. Luks*. w.k.
her home in Los Angeles.
^

arrival at

1?
42

Yorkshire, recently.

•

,

of the

in 1949 after 28 years of service,
tw0
Surviving are his
sisters a “d

HARRY COHEN

rr

/

Harry Cohen, 52, film production
U QO
rvp Wpct
.Chaves
manager, died of cancer Dec. 15 in
Xh £**,or|»
Virgin ja s P*°™yer
Angeles. At the time of his
Los
V3
after
in Richwood, W. ya.,.Dec. 4
death h% was associated with the
g
a long
Paul F. Heard Co. For many years
a tumor operaUon last
be was with Metro in the shorts
. !?
which department and for a time funchad
Are
a
after
1921
in
he rebldtt
1

^

•

%SX
Holt,

dell

sur-

“ad remained Active in

the business,

which his son, Wen- Vive.
managed, until lsst
pwatjt

^

pq tittt cittt tr
Charles Bulotti, Jr , 41, KTTV

guesfof hemor at” bfg conJmunit?
***
ating WS
the‘industry

“ m

^

Holl^ood

He ’had teen

.

un-

a-week following

are another son, his conscious for
wife and a daughter.
Survlving

a

which he^ suf
fered head and body injuries.
of
Coast radio
veteran
a
He was

ATTfJTT^TTiq BRIDLE
joining KTTV He was first
Augustus Biddle, 83, drama, art before
later branched
music critic of the Toronto an announcer and
Survived by wife
production.
into
injuries
Dally Star! died Dec 21 of
and son *
suffered in a traffic accident in
He was associate editor
Toronto.
uttcump v pppr>iTQAK
of the Canadian Courier from 1908
20
and

|™ENE

became

1916 and later

to
t

1

its edi-

Eu

P"

and known aS Grandpappy
^pro^uce Lou i s
Jones, died in St. Louis Dec. 13.
directed a program of recorded
He
Toronto, and originated the Canaand
ditties for stations
until his retirement last
July to enter the investment busi1

Bddl e u^as the

f?rst to

,

WEW

WTMV
nGss.

His wife, mother, two
and two brothers survive.

HARRY MOSS

KATHERINE
Died Dec, 18,

1947

National Exhibition chorus in

and

in Hollywood.

She made world tour with varitroupes and had been costume
Mving are his wife, a daugh- ous
j
AC cfnii T for
f nr Marion Davies,
Davies. DunDundesigner
and two sons.
can Sisters, Trixie Friganza, among

e*

.

.

.

:

ter

.

others.

LEOCADIA ALBA
Leocadia Alba, 87, veteran Spandied in Madrid of heart

ish actress,

failure
5

BROOKS

K.

Keller Brooks, 79,
screen costumer for
more than 50 years, died Dec. 21

Katherine

stage

dian
1923

sisters

WILLIAM
William

E.

Edwin

ELMORE
•

Elmore,

52,

Dec. 12. Of an acting founder and leader of band billed
family, her whole adult life had
His Boys, died
as 3UIy Elmore
Been spent in the theatre.
She of a he art attack Dec. 20 in New
vas the sister of Irene Alba, an-

&

other w.k.

actress.

Her career started in

drama in which she continued unshe retired 19 years ago, later
losing her sight.

til

T.

JAMERSON

AUs. Pauline Thierry Jamerson,
yn Sbt, died Dec. 15 after an
1
,.
tl0I
in Washington.
Before
uuning \to playwriting

mu

E?
41.

.

0

she had
a musicomedy awticc.,
actress under
name of Polly Preyer.
,Tamoi'son co-authored three

niav

And
Be
My Love,”
in a Gale” and “Oh Mr.
ata?}
u
^oadowbrook.”
Vl ng aie ber
husband, two
snne
7
a
°ns
‘Fnvi’i

lei

and a sister

Daint
43

and

farf

DAINTY DOTTY
P ot:ty Dorothy
(

S

1

died or‘

Los

Jensen),

y 01 he K ‘“Sltog Bros.
w,
U im * Bailey
Circus,
l

lH ar
nttack
nicies. Slie
,

MARRIAGES

sold

Dec. 17 in
traveled with

MORRIS RICE

6,000,000 disks.

It

Lorraine Comer to Max Kitson,
Dec. 20, Gardner, Mass. Bride is
Riviera Lineup
with “Ice Capades”; groom is member of the Maxwells, an aero team.
Continued from page 2
Susan Flax to Richard A. Smith,
Dec. 21, Boston. Groom is veepee become very popular with comof Smith Management and son of panies anxious to have a provincial
Philip Smith, exhibitor and circuit workout before their Paris preems.
head.
The theatre also will house conIngrid Hult to Leonard Clair- certs by Malcuzinsky, Walter Rummont, Ensenada, Mexico, Dec. 20. mel, Cherkasski, Weyenberg, MarShe’s a Hollywood correspondent guerite Long, Mado Robin and
for Swedish ..publications; he’s a probably Lily Pons. Guest conduccameraman.
tors at the head of the Nice PhilPatricia Ward to William H. harmonic Orch are Paul Paray,
Mackenzie, Dec. 13, Columbus. Andre Cluytens and Albert Wolff.
Bride is actress; groom is a direc- Appearing on one night dance
tor of WTVN there.
gala stands are Yvette Chauvire,
Bernice Richmond to Martin Toumanova,
Lyane Dayde and
Feinstein, N.Y., Dec. 18/ Bride is Basil Sarabelle.
associate in Sol Hurok press deAt the seafront Palais de la
partment; groom is Hurok pubMediterranee, the theatre season
licity head and legit pressagent.
will consist mostly of plays which
Patti Keefe to Don White, Chihave proved themselves popular in
cago, Dec. 20. Bride is the daugh
Paris.
ter of the late Jim Keefe, theatriBallet will be presented here on
publicity
is
groom
cal pressagent;
head of the Conrad Hilton Hotel, a larger scale since the companies
of Marquis de Cuevas and Janine
Chicago.
UI is talking a profit-sharing Charrat, who are both doing seadeal with Lucille Ball and Desi sons at the Cannes Casino, will be
Arnaz as costars in “Policewoman.” loaned to the Palais de la MediSue Thompson to Dude Martin, terranee during their Cannes stint.
Las Vegas, Dec. 16. Bride is vocalAt Monte Carlo, the Casino theist with Martin’s band.
atre, which adjoins the gaming
saloons and which

is

On

1

song of -another Crosby-Fred Astaire picture, “Holiday Inn,” produced 10 years ago. Besides reuniting the team, Vera Ellen and
Rosemary Clooney will be featured.
“White Christmas” is angled for
Radio City Music Hall for the
Xmas ’53 booking.
Film’s book is by Norman Krasna.-to be produced by Robert Emmett Dolan: director not yet set.
Dolan was music arranger on “Holi-

the

hostesses-to-artists

sub-

committee for the Inaugural festival are Louella Parsons, Margaret
Ettinger and Mrs. George Marshall
(Corinne Griffith). On the hoststo-artists subcommittee is Walter
Compton, manager of WTTG, the

DuMont

usually lim-

ited to two performances a week,
will have new plays. In addition
all of the plays seen at the Palais
de la Mediterranee will do onenight stands in Monte Carlo.

Berlin-Bing-Par
Continued from page

and special distinguished
guests.
Gerald P. Price, manager
of Glen Echo Park, town’s suburban amusement park, is vice-chairman of the committee arranging
nors

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
When Irving Berlin checks in the official printed program.
Earl Gammons, CBS v.p. for
tiere for “White Christmas” he will
probably work chiefly in Palm Washington, is a member of the
Springs where he still has his pi- Inaugural Ball committee. Frank
ano parked at the Lone Palm M. Russell, NBC v.p. in WashingHotel. He figures to do his work ton, is on the Inaugural Ball comon the desert and come into Holly- mittee, as are Jerome Adams, D. C.
wood only on a limited schedule Metro exchange manager, and Paul
Schwarz, head of the local Musiuntil actual shooting.
cians Union.

television station here.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hinkle, son,
Cal., Dec. 14. Father is
a film stuntman.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Muniz, son,
San Antonio, Dec. 5. Father is assistant
booker at Clasa-Mohme
Film Exchange there.
Mr. and Mrs. Fernando Obledo,
son, San Antonio, Dec. 4. Father
is chief booker' at Azteca Film Exchange there.
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Haber, daughter, New York, Dec. 17.
Father is
contactman with Jack Gold Music.
Mr. and Mrs* Blackie Jordann,
son, New York, Dec. 17. Father is

Van Nuys,

a singer.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul BaduraSkoda,
son,
Vienna, Dec.
18.
Mother is musicologist; father is
concert pianist presently touring
the U. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Tyler McVev,
daughter, Van Nuys, Cal., Dec. 12.
Father is a screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Kerr,
son, Dec. 19, New York. Mother is
playwright Jean Kerr, father is
drama critic of the N. Y. Herald
Tribune and a legit author-director.
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Sitka, son,
Hollywood, Dec. 18. Father is an

The Salle Gamier, also housed
in the Casino, will have weekly
acior.
orchestral concerts with the Monte
Mr.
Carlo Grand Orchestra, led by
batoneers Otto Ackerman,
Andre Cluytens, Richard Blaureau, Jean Fournet, Efrem Kurtz,
with piano soloists Magda Tagliaferro, Henrietta Fa.ur.fi,. and., violinist Christian Ferras.
Most of the plays billed at the
Nice Palais de la Mediterranee.!
will also be seen at the Cannes
Municipal Casino.
guest

.

Inn.”
Elmore played niteries and pri- day
the
engagements around
Rewritten Huston Play
country.
Background history of ”White

Morris Rice, 67, fwmer vaude
comedian, died in Chicago Dec. 8.
As a member of the Rice Bros.,
~
WiU> active from 1904 to
he was
act, uc
act>
1950, starting off with the Western
Vaudeville circuit and later playi n g the Keith and other chains,
Survived by a brother.

some

Palms Springing

1887 in vate

musicals with the Loreto Prado
Co. In _
1901 she changed to straight

PAULINE

Melba, died in Chicago, Dec. 17,

most sales. But “White
Eric Johnston is listed on the
Christmas” has been selling 250,- Inaugural concert committee, with
000 sheets a year for the past 10 John S. Edwards, manager of the
On National Symphony Orchestra. Oryears since first published.
first time it sold 1,000,000 copies.
ville Crouch, Metro studio rep, is
Crosby’s platter is a Decca per- on the finance committee and comennial, and estimates are it has mittee for
the reception of govertotaled the

Christmas,” the film, is as interesting as the song, as detailed below
The present book is a salvage rewrite of an abortive play collabora-

H’wood Troupe
Continued from page 2

tion between Krasna and Berlin,

and Mrs. Philip Dunne,
daughter, Santa Monica, Dec. 17.
is the former Amanda Duff,
actress; father is a writer-producer
at 20th-Fox.

Mother

Mr. andMrs. Mel Turpff,

.daughr...

N.Y.rDec. 18. Father is plugger for the Music Publishers Holding Corp., grandfather is Lester
Sims, Big Three Music exec.
Mr. and Mrs. Clem Egolf, son.
New York, Dec. 5. Father is production manager of the Papermill
Playhouse, Millburn, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs." J. W. Riker, Jr.,
daughter, Providence, Dec.
15.

ter,

Mother is Bonnie Baken, actress.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Standard,

Chicago, Dec. 9. Father
On My Shoulder,” in- Gibson, Eddy Samuels, Yvette daughter,
is an NBC salesman there.
tended for the late Walter Huston. Vickers.
Mr.
and
Mrs. JPeter Robinson,
It was to have been more a play
Greenland-Newfoundland: Ray- son, Chicago, Dec. 16. Father is *
with songs, but the filmusical adap- mond Burr, Wanda Curtis, Don disk jockey at
there.
tation now calls for Berlin’s title Garner, Paul Garteiz, Eve Halpem,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Lieberman,
Widow, 80, of Morris Katz, one of song; four new numbers and 8 Flo Ann Hedley, Marilyn Hedley, daughter, Hollywood, Dec.
the founders of the Balaban & oldies to be picked out of 21 from Jack Iversen, Evelyn Russell, J. Father is a screen write}
Katz film circuit, and mother of the Berlin catalog. It may wind Esmond Burr, Don Chapman, Ann
Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Katz, chairman of the board up having 8-10 new numbers, and McCormack, Donna Roach.
daughter, Santa Me
of Stanley Kramer Productions, only four Berlin oldies, besides
Father
is a OTtb}
Caribbean; Lois Andrews, Ardied in Chicago Dec. 19.
Mr. and Mrs.
the title song. Among the new
BetBrunner,
Ernest
Brunner,
thur
Girl
Chases
a
Man
ter, Santa Monica/
titles are “A
Ray Howard Shandcll, sister of Until She Catches Him,” “What ty McNamara, Don Mallas, Jane is Coast head of
Willie -and Eugene Howard, died
With a General When Sandra Nash, Donna Williams, Pat Agency.
Do
You
Can
atheart
in N.Y. Dec. 19 after a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jt
He Stops Being a General?” and Williams, Arthur Anderson, Duke
tack.
“Count Your. Blessings Instead of Johnson, Sr., Lionel Johnson, Vi- son, Philadelphia, Dec,' 8. Mother
“Cannonball’
vian
Dub
-Marshall,
is
former TV actress Jean Zt«g*
Berlin
oldies
the
Among
Husband, 50, of Thelma Preece, Sheep.”
r**n
ler: father is WPT7,
“I’ve Got My Love to Taylor.
business agent of the Script Super- is receiving,
titled “Stars

WMAQ

1
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Make Strong Bid

command

music
to
from songwriters, are expected
make a determined bid to wrest
induscontrol back from the disk

Jimmy Boyd’s ‘Mommy’
In Record 2,200,000 Sale

Breaking all sales records for a
Christmas season, “I Saw
growth Mommy Kissing Santa Claus” 'hit
try. A slow but cumulative
marker for 12-year2,200,000
the
diskers
of grievance against the
at- old Jimmy Boyd’s Columbia etchhas provoked a “now or never”
also sold over
“Mommy”
ing.
titude among some major publish500,000 for RCA Victor via a Spike
ers who are projecting a manyJones cut, and the Molly Bee versided campaign against the wax
sion for Capitol brought the platworks.
,
ter total on the tune to over
widely
being
is
One tactic that
3,000,000.
discussed by publishers is direct
“Mommy” ran far ahead of the
entry into the disk biz via buy-ins
previous record-setting pace of
have
pubs
The
labels.
indie
to
the Red-Nosed Reindeer”
“Rudolph
the recent flock
taken a cue

.

single

,

from

hits made by indie diskeries,
and figure they can duplicate with
of

song savvy and comparatively
heavy bankrolls. Such a move, it’s
felt, would increase their bargaining power with the major diskers,
which have been brushing off many
of the top publishers’ tunes.
Chappell Music, one of the Tin
Pan Alley powerhouses, is already
interested in a partnership deal
with Jubilee Records. Although no
deal has been set, Chappell’s thinking in this situation is seen setting
a pattern for other major publishtheir

four years ago, when it sold 1,500,000 Gene Autry disks under the

Columbia

label.

NBC Finds Lotsa

&

Lewis Aiming

NBC-TV Telethon

For show biz, 1952 was a year of
dramatic transition. The old patterns of operation, already staggered by video’s spectacular impact
over the last several years, were
clicking no longer, and all facets
of the entertainment world., were
seeking new points of support.
The 1952 watchwords were ExThe
perimentation and Novelty.
results were Cinerama, tri-dimen-

A

Trio Ike Won’t Forget
On His Inauguration Day

Comics on Tarm,’
Sets TV Showcase

Jr.

iU s+i-fr

t

launches

its

M-G Finally Gives

* '»*>

.1* ic,i

own show,

still

untitled, on Sunday (4) at 5:30-5:45
p.m., spotlighting one comic and
one singer each week. Initialers
will he Artie Dann, currently at

TV Nod

to Toast'

In a move which may break open
the dikes for the film industry’s

•

.

•

'

Was Poison’

Like

•

^

In a surprise move, Joseph H.
McConnell has resigned as presi-

They Treated Me

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
full couperation with television in
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis the Palace, N. Y., and thrush the future, Metro, which had been
will emcee a 24-hour telethon in
Dolores Hawkins, who -stepped in the staunchest holdout against any
N. Y., early
next May for the for Georgia Gibbs at the Capitol, type of deal with TV, yesterday
N. Y. Cardiac Hospital and Muscu- N. Y., Monday (29).
(Tues.) agreed to permit columnistlar Dystrophy Association, and are
Gargan, son of the “Barrie Craig” emcee Ed Sullivan to screen a clip
?oing to try for more than $2,000,- star,
agrees that video greatly of its new “Above and Beyond”
000 in pledges.
Last year M&L needs fresh comedic blood and •film -on his -“Toast -of -tk-e-T-own”
feels ^HTaTplahs- such ais'NBC^s can show Jan. 11 via CBS-TV. In additual cash received amounting to help uncover and nurture the new
tion, M-G is picking up the tab to
about $700,000, in a 16Vfe-hour tele- funnymen. -It was for this reason
bring co-stars Robert Taylor and
thon for the same charity.
that one year ago NBC decided to Eleanor Parker from L.A. to N. Y.
p * anne d to have show on hold auditions on alternate Thurs- for personal appearances on the
N
T V as far west as Chicago, days in a studio seating about 400
show.
Jp’
with
a kine to be shown on the guests. The comedy showcases last
While 1952 was the year which
Coast a week later.
Idea of kine 40-45 minutes and to avoid having
saw most of the major Hollywood
js to show
it not for fund-rasing,
one clown follow another, the bufstudios moving gradually into TV’s
lrnai’ily * or entertainment.
foons are split up by other talent, \
T\/r?r
has
mabe their video stint be- such as singers. Gargan and other co-prosperity sphere, Metro
vociferous in its
fore leaving for a European trek, NBC execs case the hopefuls from consistently been
video,
with
business
refusal to do
which they will play the the clients booth.
it’s believed that its sudden form
don
alla
um and ^ hen v* s it
As for production aids, the tryfiii!
on the solid exex Ju
lbs in every capital on outs work on a lit stage and have reversal was based
^.
th?
ploitation payoffs it saw other film
C0ntlnent
TIl eir flack, Jack a pianist to work with and rehearse
KA^ o
on
toiler, precedes them to
page 16)
(Continued
(Continued on page 55)
Europe.
i

NBC to Prexy

dent of the National Broadcasting
Co. He becomes president of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet and Edward
Greenville, O., Dec. 30.
H. Little, incumbent prexy, moves
Ohio Republicans hope to use up to board chairman of C-P-P.
three elephants from Mills Bros.
Frank H. White, until recently
Circus, wintering in Greenville, in
Dwight D. Eisenhower's Jan. 20 in- president of Mutual Broadcasting
System, who was brought into NBC
auguration parade. If quarters for
by McConnell, at the behest of
the animals can be obtained in
Frank M. Folsom, presideht of the
Washington, a group of party leadRadio
Corp. of America, is slated to
ers will make the safari from here
become prez of NBC. The newly
to the capital with the pachyderms.
sional pix, super-epic Hollywood
created post of vice-chairman of
The circus has loaned' the eleproductions, “new sounds” in the
phants to the Greenville Chamber the board goes to Sylvester L. (Pat)
recording industry, Johnnie Ray
Weaver, now veepee in charge of
of Commerce, which is sponsoring
and a host of other offbeat stunts.
arrangements in cooperation with radio and television, with Weaver
It was the year, perhaps, in which
also moving into a new sphere of
Committee.
the
Ohio
Republican
Marilyn Monroe made the calendar
operational importance.
famous.
The McConnell resignation is
the more surprising in that he was
Coin-wise, show business in 1952
considered the No. 3 man in RCA,
found itself trapped in the paranext only to board chairman Gendox of solid grosses and low profits.
eral David Sarnoff and prexy FolRapidly mounting costs in all
som. It was expected that McConmedia made it increasingly tough
nell would be shifted this year
to come out ahead.
from NBC to executive veepee oL
While the overall take was fine
RCA, the parent company.
in many instances, particularly in
The sudden resignation means a
films and TV, very few show biz
slight
rewrite in the year-end
entrepreneurs could brag about the
I
board
meeting announcement this
amount of black ink on their books.
Friday
(2), and may also* necessiThat’s why the business welcomed
Arthur Godfrey strongly in- tate a closed-circuit apprising by
the offbeat boxoffice lures, most of timated, over CBS
on Friday (26), Folsom of McConnell’s decision to
(Continued on page 14)
that he was coolly received on his the NBC affiliates.
temporary return to NBC ChristAn attorney, McConnell was
mas Day for an appearance in “No. brought along by Folsom from an
1 Yuletide Square” over the latter’s RCA
Victor attorney, to chief
TV network. Explaining that he
(Continued on page 13)
had worked for NBC 20 years ago,
Godfrey reported he found many
I

CDP
In

CENTS

Colgate; Frank White as Successor

*

The economics are comparasimple since for about $2,
Comedy Development
NBC’s
000 a major publisher can cut a
Project, which marked its first anbrace of his tunes and then arlast week, has discovered
niversary
(Continued op page 55)
at least 15 potential TV comics,
“new faces who can click if given a
chance,” according to Bill .Gargan,
ers.

25

Godfrey Re NBC;

tively

Martin

PRICE

31, 1952

havtheir

out of
ing slipped completely
years,
hands in the last couple of
publishers, with an assist

.

Single copies, 35 cents.
act of March 3. 1879.

McConnell Resigns

To Wrest Control Back From Disk Biz
With the business

the

LOW PROFITS

1952 -BIG GROSSES,
Music Publishers to

$10.

New York, N. Y., under
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

INC.,

STAGE

MUSIC

•

•

faces on the job. “But looking
older,”
one
suggested
of
his
“No,” retorted Godfrey,
troupe.
“they will be the same for five
centuries.” The CBS star continued that he did not force his
presence on NBC; he went to the
studios because Charles E. Wilson,
General
president
of
Motors,

Develops U.S. Disk Sales
In

European Market

of the Armed
Forces Network in Europe is gradually developing a strong potential
market for U. S. disk -artists in Euasked him to appear on the show.
“I wanted to be friendly; they rope despite the language barrier,

The

operation

treated. me lj&e; 1. W55..P.QiSfiJCU”. .b?
referring particularly RCA Victor musical director, who
to the cast. Even a boy who had recently returned from a tour of
appeared on Godfrey’s CBS pro- Army bases overseas along with
gram gave him the freeze. “I’ll bet Pfc. Eddie Fisher, another Victor
they were told to do it,” Godfrey pactee.
Impact of the American disks,
concluded. The CBS studio audience applauded when he first men- via repeated Spins over AFN deejay
programs, is especially marked
tioned the NBC-TV date. He reported enjoying participation on among the younger generation, according
to Winterhalter.
The 12the matineer, before commenting
to-1 6-year-old age bracket in Geron the frigid cast reception.
”
It’s not exactly a secret either many especially has grown hep to
that
CBS prexy Frank Stan- U. S. musical styling with a conseton was anything but happy over quent upbeat in demand for XJ. S.
The operation of Radio
Godfrey’s decision to take the NBC- disks.
TV date, in view of a' supposed ex- Luxembourg, which also plays

—
.

commented

•

clusivity

on his

services.

(Continued on page 55*
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French Tip Their Mitts

Amus. Should

That Tipping Evil Hurts
But It’s Too Old a Custom

Of Hollywood Reds, House Reveals
A- number of-witnesses-rem ain
called in the probe of Hollywood
Reds, House Un-American Activi-

be

ties Committee disclosed Sunday
(28) in its annual report to Congress, thereby indicating that the
film industry probe will be con-

tinued in the

new Congress.

Hot Inti Scramble On
For Aga Khan Autobiog
London, Dec.

1

;

j

I

i

;

exposures.
All of the entertainment Industry was urged to maintain vigilance
against the possibility of further
Communist infiltration attempts.
Reminding that it first began to
Hollywood Reds in
investigate
1945, the House Committee points
out that by 1951 it was receiving
wide cooperation from the industry as a whole and from persons in
Report continues:
it.
“As a result the Committee ascertained that the Communist efforts to infiltrate this industry had
been a full-scale and carefully
planned operation and that the
Communist Party had been successful in recruiting individuals in
important and strategic position in
almost all phases of motion picture
.

>

!

!

;

1

cation rights. Torem is also the attorney for Aly Khan in the Rita
Hayworth domestic differences,
Understood that two American
Schupublishing houses, Simon
ster and Random House, are interested; also Hollywood. This will be
consummated in the States.

Names

listed previously.

of

the

The

Hollywood

the

to-

gether with the names of the witnesses in each instance.

RECORD B’WAY BIZ
FOR PICTURE HOUSES
Broadway

first-run

film

biz

is

soaring to a. record for Xmas week,
with an estimated total of $1,029,700 likely for 23 houses. It’s one'
of the all-time high grossing sesAside
sions for N. Y. deluxers.
from the launching of some 11 new
bills, many of them strong pix held
back for the Christmas season,
Broadway is favored thus far by
clear weather and no snow for the
holiday week. Even with the arrival of the coldest weather of the
year, tra'de continued surprisingly
well.
;

The

fact that

FOR LUCKY STRUCK
STARTING January 1st

N.Y. Critics Name
‘Noon’ Best in ’52

With United Artists walking off
with most of the awards, the N. Y.
Film Critics’ 18th annual voting
Hutton’s, N.Y., Rhubarb
Monday (29) resulted in “High
Noon” (UA) being picked as the
Almost Forced Morgan best pic of 1952. “African Queen”
(UA) placed second.
Sir Ralph Richardson, was named
Back Into
Studio
in
Henry Morgan, post-midnight the best actor for his work
“Breaking Through The Sound
“jabberjockey” on WMGM, N. Y.
Charles
(Rank-UA),
and
Barrier”
indie, was almost forced to move
Chaplin was runnerup for “Limehis spieling stint from “the new”
Shirley Booth was
light” (UA).
Hutton’s Restaurant (West 51 St) to
selected “best actress,” for “Come
the station’s studio as result of the
and
rhubarb which developed Monday Back, Little Sheba” (Par),
Katharine Hepburn placed second
(29) night.
Blowup came when Morgan for “African Queen.”
Fred Zinnemann won out over
asked the bartenders to keep the
noise Sown and allegedly was John Huston as the best director
threatened by one of the whiskey- of the year for “High Noon.” Husservers. Morgan said that during ton’s second spotting was given for
the post-midnight seshes he has- “African Queen.”
continualjy had to cope with a
The French film, “Forbidden
noisy bar. Eve Hunter (the “Ruby” Games” (Times), got the best
of the show who does the commer- foreign-pic choice while the Italcials),
an aide to Morgan, told ian-made “The White Line” (Lux)
placed second.
Date for the award-giving cerea drunk away from the mike on
monies has not yet been set.
previous occasions because of the
loose management of the room.
Harry Sheretsky, Hutton’s owner who also operates the Alibi and Ray Bolger to Preem
“the old” Hutton’s restaurants on
the eastside, is now in Florida. His
Riviera
Miller’s
two sons retire early, usually before broadcast time. Staff in charge
Miami
Jan. 20
in
Spot
seemingly feels that the customer’s always right
tight or otherBill Miller, who returned from
wise.
Miami Beach to New York over
Matter was solved by firing the
the weekend to buy talent for the
barkeep.
Florida edition of the Riviera, has
signed Ray Bolger to headline the

WMGM

others

hearings,

London Daily Mail

local

story accented that, in its rights>
for Great Britain, it will spotlight
the Aga Khan’s historical associations “from the reign of Queen
Victoria and Kaiser Wilhelm until
the present day.

Reports lists names of approximately 275 persons who were
named as Communists by witnesses
in

HORACE HEffiT

&

.

Keating.

al-

ready paid over $15,000 for the
first serial rights to the Aga Khan
autobiography, when and if it’s
written. His attorney, Charles Torem, of Coudert Bros., French attorneys, is currently in New York,
on a quickie flight from Paris, to
set a worldwide deal for the publi-

Committee lists 30 former Hollywood Communists who have testified before it and given it Valuable
information. Three of those named
appear in executive sessions and
their testimony has not yet been
They are Lloyd
made public.
Bridges, Leon Janney and Fred
have been

ort

30.

The London Daily Mail has
j

Committee said that its work to
date has sharply reduced the
amount of dues and. contributions
going into Communist coffers from
the picture industry, and that,
Communi sf propaganda would ha<fcj
worked its way to the screen if it
had not been for the committee’s

production

Paris, Dec. 23.

i

M

The tipping industry, bane of
the tourist and’ livelihood of many
Parisian workers, is coming under
close scrutiny by the French themWashington, Dec. 30
Film biz and other branches' of
selves. The “pourboire” is too inentertainment
should hold their
grained a part of the French habit
own at the boxoffice for the next
and Economic structure to sudden- three years (through
1955\ accordly wipe it out. Both employers and ing to Secretary of
Commerce
workers have their sights set on Charles Sawyer.
He released a
tips, and neither wants to give up voluminous report on “Markets After Defense Expansion” over the
the practice whether this unwitweekend. This Shows the expected
tingly puts a crimp in the number trend of business, even if
Government defense spending should fall
of tourists or not.
This has come up many times off sharply.
before here, but nothing was ever
Idea is that some of the new
done about it except to raise tip- types of civilian business are exping percentages. The old 10% is pected to expand sufficiently to
practically extinct now, with 12% take up the slack and give the
and 15% the normal and 18% and public enough income to keep up
20% not exceptionaL French prac- the entertainment spending rate.
ticality and thriftiness have some
In 1951, according to Federal
of them avoiding table service when statistics, the public
spent $l,«
drinking a simple glass of wine- to 200,000,000 at the film
boxoffice.
avoid what is to them an exorbiIf business remains level, the tickThey
tant tip on a cheap drink.
et-buying should be at the rate of
take it counterwise if possible. The
$1,300,000,000 in 1955, in terms of
American tips well, but usually
the 1951 dollar. Last year, public
not wisely. His overtipping makes
However, spent $1,300,000,000 for other comthe Frenchman fume.
mercial amusements. In terms of
they realize that they are fighting
the 1951 dollar, it is expected to
tradition and shrug their shoulspend about $1,400,000,000 during
ders and wait.
1955.
^Another thing which makes any
A substantial gain, dollarwise, is
thought of wiping out tipping difforecast in the purchase of radio
ficult is the habit by many hotels
and
TV receivers, pianos and
and restaurants of adding the
other musical instruments. If the
service into the check.
economic level holds firms, retail
So after searching their souls, sale of these instruments is exthe average Frenchman realizes
pected to hit the $3,000,000,000
that tipping must go on; so the
mark during 1955, reports SecreAmerican tourist will tip the tary Sawyer.
usherettes in the cinemas, theatres
Among the industries building
and in the rest rooms. In spite of
the service being added to the bill up rapidly is television. Says the
Commerce
study; television rein most hotels, he will usually tip
the chambermaid and bellhop for ceivers have become “the fastest
growing
consumer
household durservices rendered. After all this is
Report points out that
tradition but it _ should not be ables.”
abused. An American who meticu- “this industry accounted for nearly
lously tipped a 12% in a 12% res- two-fifths of the factory value of
taurant was sneered at by an shipments in 1951 for the houseimperious waiter who haughtily an- hold durables. The prospects for
nounced he did not accept charity. a continued high growth rate are
The American gave a French clearly indicated when it is reshrug of his shoulders and pocket- alized that the 108 television sending station^ now in operation serve
ed the money.
French point to the Milk Bars only about one-half of the nation’s

and few cafeterias which have population.
“The lifting of the TV station
been set up in France and function
without tipping.
However, the freeze by the Federal Communitourist knows it will take centuries cations Commission on April 14,
‘

.

to

—

TV, MUSIC INTERESTS IN

in the current session will include
both Xmas day and New Year’s
Eve in their week’s business, of
course, is swelling the total gross.
Upped scales and extra shows also
contributed to. the big total.

PIMLICO TRACK BUY

preem show there Jan.

20.

make

the tip obsolete.
It is
based on a millennium of noblesse
oblige and palm greasing.
They
will keep tipping and if they tip
deservedly it may bring things
back to normal. The Bureau of
Tourism, if it keeps an eye on any
exorbitant tipping demands, may
bring this so-called evil within
proper bounds and not impinge on
the time honored rakeoff of the
French public and tourist servants.

New

numerous houses

Hold Up in Next

Miller

plans to barter in the Manhattan
talent marts for at least another
to prepare
for the opening.
- Miller,
who recently took over
Copa City, which he rechristened
to coincide with the frame of his
Ft. Lee, N. J., o]5eration, is figured
to have a tough, time getting head-

week before going back

Baltimore, Dec. 30.
Television ana music interests
are prominent in the new owner-*
ship- of -Pimlico, race- track.- The. bistoric home of the Preakness each
spring changed hands last weekend for $ 2 213 000
line talent for his new spot. OrigiSydicate which bought the track nally, Murray Weinger, one of the
from the Maryland Jockey Club is Copa City operators, tied up sev-

‘Wind’ Finally Hits Vienna

As Front-Page Feature

1952, will clear the way for the
construction eventually of many

new stations which will ultimately
make television programs available
on a nationwide basis.”
Study shows further that the
volume of back-up requirements in the construction field is
for social and recreational facililargest

ties.

It

is

estimated

that

since

World War II and the
more recent freeze on amusement
1941,

due

to

construction, about $3,000,000,000
worth of such construction is
backed up and waiting to get
started.
Included are projects for
theatres, athletic

and

social clubs,

bowling alleys, billiard rooms,
dance halls; Indoor rinks, auuiVienna, Dec. 30.
Kurnitz in INLY.
toriums,
community houses, broadMetro’s Austrian preem of “Gone
casting studios, etc. National Proon Play Biz
With the Wind” was a formal dress
duction Authority estimated reScripter Harry Kurnitz returns
gala at Gartenbau Kino (650-seater) cently that about $250,000,000 of
to Berlin to wind up a thriller for
Carol Reed, English film producer- headed by Gary C. Boshamer, eral headliners which he took over under patronage of U. S. Ambas- this backlog would be undertaken
director,
which is on location South Carolina textile manufac- with him to Ciro’s, Miami Beach, sador Llewellyn Thompson. House, in 1953.
Kurnitz interrupted his turer, whose principal partners which he will front. Among the same one recently damaged
there.
by
stint for a U. S. quickie. He did are Ben and Herman Cohen, own- topper pacts that Weinger brought
rioters when 20th’s “Desert Fox”
(TV) here, and Mack with him to Ciro’s are for Jimmy
ers of
the screenplay.
Kumitz’s N. Y. visit is in con- Lesnick, head of a local music dis- Durante and Danny Thomas. Spe- was a Commie target, was specially
nection with the dramatization of tributing company. Dave Woods, cific dea ls on Du rante and Thom- decorated for the SRO occasion.
<l
HOUR’.
FILM
"'bis noveir The HeclTnlng Figure,”
as’arenT completed f or "a Giro's en- "“GWTW”" "fiT 'the 'most “eagerlywhich Chandler Cowles and Mar- pressagent for 16 years, is going gagement, but it’s known that if
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
awaited pic to play here since war’s
business.
advertising
into the
tin Gabel are producing/
Eddie Cantor has put through a
either comic decides to play the
end. Newspapers have editorialized request to NBC for the filming of
resort, he’ll be obligated to work
complaints that the film wasn’t his Colgate “Comedy Hour” shows
the Weinger spot exclusively.
12/31
the roWhile the late start puts Miller made available earlier. When Wolf- next season. He resumes in
Jan. 18, after
in a talent hole, he hopes to get a gang Wolf, local Metro rep, an- tation of comics on
a protracted lay off due to a
name lineup that will permit him nounced “GWTW’s” playdate,
It heart
Enclosed find check for $
attack, bmt will film his
to compete with the other Florida
made some front pages,, and ar- “Maxie the Taxi” skit.
cafes.
for
Please send
Cantor’s guests will be Dinah
rival of the German-dubbed print
yews
Shore and Joel Gray.
was legitimate news. Federal PresTo
Theodore Koerner, ChancelTaxi Rate’s Effect ident
(Please Print Name)
lor Leopold Figl and top cabinet
A major reason for Times
and diplomatic figures attended the George Sanders to
Street
Square traffic jamup of late
preem.
Filins in Italy
.
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the upped taxi rates.

Crix gave

Instead of being under-$l
each way, to and from theatre
or nitery, the fast meters now
spell out a $3-$4 taxi tab for
both ways, with result that
people who formerly parked
their cars uptown now drive
in and crowd the Broadway
streets and garages, -because
for the same fee as the cabs
they may just as well have
their own cars available.

“GWTW”

reception, according

it

only a fair
laurels for

Rome, Dec.
George Sanders will arrive

23.

early

excitement hut saying color work next year in Rome for two films
and some acting seemed old-fash- to be produced here. One will
ioned. Nevertheless, b.o. results in the lead in the operetta, “Daughter
the first week were complete SRO, of the Regiment.” It will be don
despite top ducat prices ever asked at Titanus Studios,’ with Mwh®*
here for a film 10 to 20 schillings Auclair, Carlo Croccolo and
x
(40c to 80c) against average tap of man star Hannelore Schroth. Gr°
20c, Metro office figures to play fredo Alessandxini will direct.
opposite
Gartenbau on a two-a-day sked for
The other film will be
several months before general re- Ingrid Bergman, which Rober

—

1

'

,

lease.

Rossellini will direct.

.
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RESOLUTION (AGAIN!): ‘BETTER PIX’
Offbeat-Tinged Pix

Can Recoup Pay Cuts

Before Execs

Twentieth-Fox stockholders willof $1 per share
ho paid dividends
any of the corporain 1953 before
execs are repnbursed for any

Arthur F. Driscoll

salaries
their reduced
which go into effect tomorrow (1),
Skouras dispresident Spyros P.

has an Illuminating piece on
present-day legalities
as applied to

tion’s

of

n art

As an
(TuesJ.
closed yesterday
economy measure, 87 of the 20th’s
will take 50%
too money-makers
oyer $500 per week.
cuts on salaries
Dividends are paid out of net profafter taxes.

its

.

.

.

Execs agreed to salary-slashing
past two years also but a
condition was that they'd recoup
via a split of
lost renumeration
corporate profits with the stockholders until their full salaries
were restored. As a result of this
setup, all of the top-money employees, in the final accounting,
collected their entire copensations.
Switch in the new year is that
the investors get paid off first.
That means a minimum quarterly
melon of 25c. on 20th’s 2, 769,"000
shares of common stock outstand-

Split

Veteran Theatrical Attorney

Hollywood, Dec.

tion.”

an Interesting

the new year.
Quantity-wise, there’s no question about the resolution being
kept. The trend toward fewer pictures
has been growing more
noticeable of late and the town’s
veterans keep insisting this is indicative of a definite trend toward
better-quality pix which will help
lure an ever more video-conscious
public out of the house and into
the nation’s theatres. As of Jan. 1,
for example, there will be a total
of 19 pix carrying the industry’s
shooting schedule over into 1953.
That’s three less than on the corresponding date last year. Moreover, the majors and the independents have listed only 23 pix
as definite starters in the next
four to six weeks as against 33
for the same period a year ago.
This slackened production, incidentally, is beginning to worry the
town’s employables since there’s
no telling how rapidly telefilm
(Continued on page 45)

*

editorial feature

In the

In the

ing.

Skouras returned to New York
Wednesday (24) after a 10week tour of 22 countries in Europe and the Far East. He told re-

47th Anniversary Number
of

I^Sriety
OUT NEXT WEEK
Distribs

Would

Study Savings

—

last

porters that a new pilot model of
the Eidophor color theatre-TV unit

In Foreign

Mkt

Formation of a U. S. distrib comwould be ready within six months
and that sets will go into produc- mittee to study the economics of
the foreign market, with a view to
tion for exhibs within a year.
It’s understood
that Swiss en- recommending possible industry
gineers, who developed Eidophor, savings in operations abroad, has
now are at work, at Skouras’ be- been informally discussed by the
hest, on possible development of a companies’ foreign managers and
tri-dimensional
apparatus which may be urged on the Motion Picwould work along the lines of ture Assn, of America as part of
Cinerama. Skouras conferred with its foreign division revamp.
Group would cover a wide field,
the engineers in Zurich.
As for his impressions of the for- ranging from overlapping activities
eign market, the 20th chief recom- to the possible consolidation of
mended that U. S. companies exert physical facilities abroad, and even
effort to encourage theatre build- the elimination of waste in film exing abroad since theatres, he said, ports.
Feeling is that such a comcan be a source of education and mittee could do a very effective job
culture plus entertainment. Con- if given the complete cooperation
cerning U. S. pic export he urged of all distribs, but that there is litthat all types of good-quality films tle hope for it to succeed unless
should be sent abroad, regardless within the
frame.
of theme, and not just product
Suggestion has been made that
which depicts the American people distrib reps getting together on
in a beneficial but unrealistic light. such an informal basis might tackle
On the home front, Skouras the job of straining exports to
stated 20th “would love to produce eliminate types of films that might
films for TV but the guilds take a run into censorship and other diffivery unreasonable attitude.”
He culties abroad. Need for some kind
said that if labor costs were less, of action is seen particularly Tn
the company would go into TV Asia, where the clamor against the
film-making and as a result em- import of U. S. westerns and gangployment would be increased and ster films continues.
studio overhead for all production
Most immediate difficulty is the
would be brought down.
distribs’
divergence in interest,
Salaries shelled out to stars are with no company apparently willmuch too high, he complained, in ing to accept an outside dictum
view of the b.o, downcurve.
against releasing any of its pix
abroad.
Foreign managers aren’t
unaware that the interest of the
CEas. Skouras Sees Bright
U. S. would be better served by
withholding certain films which
might give an erroneous impresFuture for Pictures
sion of conditions in this country,

Developments

Xmas Week
,

-

,

0na
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eran a

Theatre^ prexy named
^diophor, third-dimencinr,
an<l* lar 8e-screen
theatre televi«?«
n a means of
reviving businp(
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the film houses.
re ® nterin a new era,” he
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an Interesting editorial feature
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“Come Back
"Member of

47th Anniversary Number

“Limelight”
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“Main
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OUT NEXT WEEK

Sheba”

Little

(Par),

the Wedding” (Col),
(UA), the upcoming

St. to

Broadway” and

vari-

the planning
are several
pix with a Metropolitan Opera
background, including “The Girl
in Dark Glasses” (20th) and “Debut” (Col).
Exhib attitude towards such productions differs radically and is
conditioned by the theatre’s location and type of patronage.
In
New York, several circuit exhibs
consider it imperative that HoUywood keep turning out a certain
number of “prestige” pix which
appeal to big-city audiences and
(Continued on page 55)
others

still

in

Among them

stages.

.

Huston-Ferrer

Co-op

May

Lift

‘Moulin’ Pickets

.

‘Stars*

2d

y

Biz-

Booms; ‘Mermaid*

Trade Mark Registered

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

New Champ,

‘Flags*

Open Up News
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Usual Christmas week upbeat is finished on its key first-runs, are
accentuated this week by the long runner-up pix.
holiday weekend and the fact that
“Come Back, Little Sheba” (Par)
many theatres have stanzas which shapes as an outstanding new eninclude Xmas day and New Year’s try. It is near a new record at the
Eve. Result is a booming session N. Y. Victoria and smart in L. A.
in key cities covered by Variety. “The Star” (20th) also is enjoying
Some idea of the way biz soared a near-record Stanza in L. A. “Bad
is shown by the $1,516,000 grossed and Beautiful” (M-G) looks fancy
in L. A. “Hiawatha” (AA), also new,
by the top five films nationally.
“Million Dollar Mermaid” (M-G) is okay in Toronto, stout in Seatis the new boxoffice champ this tle and nice in N.~Y. *“Ruby Genweek. Uniformly fine to sock biz is try” (20th) is slick in Boston, solid
topped by the all-time high of in N. Y., but not so good in Denver.
$187,000 being registered at the “I Don’t Care Girl” (20th), n.s.g.
vast N. Y. Music Hall. “Stars and in Pitt, look9 good in St. Louis and
Stripes Forever” (20th) is second neat in Philly.
with virtually the same total coin.
“Happy Time” (Col) shapes hefty
“Against A11 Flags” (U) is cop- in Washington and brisk in Chi.
ping third money with a long string “Everything I Have Is Yours”
of sock to terrific sessions. It is (M-G), good in Providence, is oke
closely followed by “Road to Bali” in Washington. “Outpost in Ma(Par), in fourth place. “Hans' Chris- laya” (UA) is hep in Toronto.
tian Andersen” (RKO-Goldwyn) is
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA),
landing fifth position, although solid in Philly, looms fair in Frisco.
playing in only four theatres.
“8 Iron Men” (Col), due in next
“April in Paris” (WB), which also
at N. Y. Globe, shapes stout in Deis just starting out with only four

but this realization is balanced by
pressures to get the most out of

Seadler

9

You Can 1 Buy Cadillac

National Boxoffice Survey

the pic-

That was the promCharles P) Skouras at
p®
Christmas meeting of
es
oas L’ s northern and
fr
sm.th
uthern ^
California divisions.

of the opinion that

New

Los Angeles, Dec. 30.
the foreign market.
Kecent scientific developments
mean a bright future for
ture theatre.
e made b
y
i?
0

whom differ with the studios over
the extent of growth among “adult”
audiences. At the same time they
are not unmindful of the argument that the arty touch, if properly applied, can sell tickets to
both the regular customers while
attracting a portion of the carriage trade at the same time.
Among the films currently on
the scene which fall into this category are “Moulin Rouge” (UA),

A1 Lichtman
is

UA DOUBLED

Due To

Scientific

’

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
American Legion Commander
Lewis K. Gough disclosed yester- R. A. Wile Would Split
day (Mon.) there’s a posibility that
FOREIGN
the Legion’s objection to “Moulin
Mgr. Functions To
will be lifted following
GROSS IN ’52-PICKER Rouge”
“very encouraging” talks with diTrain
Blood
United
Artists
approximately rector John Huston plus actor Jose
doubled its foreign gross during Ferrer’s declaration against ComColumbus, O., Dec. 30.
fiscal 1952, which ended Nov. 1, munism.
A “radical solution” for the probArnold Picker, UA v.p. in charge
Gough said the Legion feels that lem of finding good managers for
of foreign distribution, disclosed in the attitudes of both Ferrer and key theatres is offered in the yearN. Y. yesterday (Tues.). He also Huston show progress. “They are end bulletin of Robert A. Wile, exreported that UA was ready to en- indicating the type of cooperation ecutive secretary of the Independter 16m distribution in Australia we asked for,” he said. “As long ent Theatre Owners of Ohio. The
and Brazil in 1953 and that the as they will go all the way with us shortage of young men to work
company was taking on a Philip- in fighting Communism, as they long hours, and on., weekends at
pine pic, “Gengis Khan,” for world- have indicated they will, we want relatively low pay as assistant man\
wide distribution.
agers, is a very real one. In order
to encourage them.”
Picker, who returned last week
Gough stated the Legion’s anti- to train new blood, Wile suggests
from a four-week trip to the Far Huston and Ferrer stand came be- the functions of the manager be
East, said that in New Zealand fore the latters’ wires and state- split in half.
The most responsible of the two
he had concluded a contract with ments on Communism. He dethe Amalgamated circuit for prac- clared: “That’s indicative of a gen- would work a regular business day
tically all of UA’s product. “Lime- eral trend in Hollywood which is merchandising the pictures, writlight” will have played in every encouraging to us. We feel there ing ads, making tieups, superinone of the 50-60 Amalgamated situ- is a necessity for continuing to be
(Continued on page 45)
alert and vigilant, particularly reations by mid-February.
Picker has appointed Ron Mi- garding picture made abroad in
chaels joint managing director for which Communist sympathizers are
(Continued on page 53)
(Continued on page 13)

MPAA

,

like

On ‘Adult’ Appeal

Flock of Hollywood pix with the
offbeat touch are a source of headache to many exhibs, many of

20th*Fox Dittributor

everybody else,
Hollywood appears to be determined to keep that resolution at
least for the first few weeks of

and Television
*

And

Exhibs

of

the film industry appears to be
“fewer pictures, better produc-

Tangles in Taxes
*

30.

The New Year’s resolution

Made in Hollywood

Chicago 11
612 No. Michigan Ave.

London
6
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Editor

No. 4

HAPPY NEW

YE/kR..

-

Fact that the film industry
spends considerable coin in newspapers should be brought to the

attention of editors and publishers
to get space for picture news, according to Si Seadler, Metro ad
While exec does not advise
chief.
using the situation as a bludgeon
or. threat to yank space if a film
doesn’t get a particular plug, Seadbusiness
good
it’s
feels
ler
to give newspaper readers Hollyand
films
of
and
news
glamor
wood
the film world.
'Decrying the hush-hush attitude
and that playdates currently, is a close troit. “Bloodhounds of Broadway”
undignified
it’s
that
someone might think that the pix sixth. “Blackbeard the Pirate” (20th) is sluggish in Buffalo. “Invaspace by (RKO) is capturing seventh, while sion, U.S.A.” (Col) looks hefty in
get
trying
to
industry is
Chi.
“Montana Belle” (RKO) is
insinuating a money angle, Sead- “Cousin Rachel” (20th), out for
fairish in Portland, Ore.
ler declared: “I don’t go along first time this session, is eighth.
“Flat Top” (AA) looks nice in
with that reasoning. We all know “The Clown” (M-G), also new, is
the facts of life.”
showing enough to take ninth. St. Louis. “Bwana Devil” (Indig),
in Frisco, is huge in PhiUy.
hot
that
M-G ad topper’s attitude is
“Limelight” (UA), “Abbott-Costel“Thunderbirds” (Rep) is okay in
when newspapers help stimulate lo Meet Capt. Kidd” (WB) and “The
attendance by publicity the effect Promoter” (U) round out the Gold- Cincinnati. “Lusty Men” (RKO) is
big in Toronto.
of their effort is far-reaching in a en Dozen in that sequence.
business way. If the public goes
“Pony Soldier” (20th) and “Pris- ( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
oner of Zenda” (M-G), now nearly
PoQes *8—9/)
(Continued on page 53)
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Decembers Top Ten

Salt

Lake City Judge Nixes Utah

For ‘Privacy’ Suits by Non-Residents
Use of the

state of

“Because of You” (U).
“Iron Mistress” (WB).

3.

“Prisoner Zenda” (M-G).

4.

“Bloodhounds” (20th).
“Plymouth Adv.” (M-G).

5.
10.
6.
7.

Utah as

litiga-*
invasion-of-pri-

territory for
vacy suits by non-residents was
disallowed in a sweeping ruling
handed down by a Utah District
Court judge in Salt Lake City last
week. Decision, hailed as a precedent-making victory for the film
industry, further stipulated that
factual or fictional portrayals of
deceased public figures in pix do
not constitute a use of the name,
portrait or picture of a person for
advertising purposes or for trade
within the meaning of Utah’s rightof-privacy statute.

tion

1.
2.

8.

Ohio Exhibitor Leader

9.

Robert A. Wile
doesn't see any pix downbeat
because of the fact driveins today provide

More

Playing the Celery
Circuit
*

47th Anniversary Number

.

At Jap Permits

Variety

is

censes. The six pix must be in release prior to March 31 if they are
to qualify.
Problem of the quota allocation
has been a difficult one from the

Exhib Laxity In
32 States in Org.

start, when the Japanese government reduced the U. S. total from

Vs. 20% Fed. Tax

tees,

63 during the second half of the
Settling their
fiscal year to 59.
squabble on who should take what
cut at least temporarily, the distribs agreed for each to take one
less pic, thus reducing the total
for the half-year to 53 and leaving
over the remaining six permits.
Distribs in Japan are now awaiting the government’s decision on
trading conditions for the fiscal
year of 1953-54, which starts April
1. There is little hop® that the
import quota will be abolished, but
the companies are optimistic that

state

commit-

Of IA’s Richard Walsh

theatremen have been inviting

Decision by film exchange emCongressmen to informal confabs on the trade’s downbeat eco- ployees to hold forthcoming negoIt’s underlined that re- tiations on an individual local level
nomics.
moval of the tax could prevent the is not regarded as a repudiation of
otherwise threatened closing of nu- International Alliance of Theatritheir

Foreign Investments

Washington, Dee. 30.
report on the foreign investments of U. S. picture companies
is being readied by Nathan D.
Golden, Department of Commerce
film topper. It is part of an allbusiness Survey made at the request of the Mutual Security

merous

theatres.

A
*

.

Bernie Smith Exits Par
After His ‘Rhapsody’

Goes to M-G for 210G

Agency, to determine what AmeriHollywood, Dec. 30.
can firms think of their foreign
investments
whether they plan
Bernie Smith, Paramount proto get out of the market, or to ex- ducer who persuaded the studio to
tencTTff thb" “fdfeign fieMv-etcv— •troy lhe'“OTigmfd- property forGolden, who refused to disclose “Rhapsody,” ankles studio Jan. 1
the results, visited various film after seeing story sold to Metro
companies and also Eastman Ko- for a price in excess of $210,000.
dak with a 20-page questionnaire.
Smith talked Paramount into
While the Government will event- buying the Henry Handel Richardually release the overall sum- son novel, “Maurice Guest,” for

—

maries,

mation

will not disclose inforinvolving any one com-

it

pany.

Meantime, Golden’s division with
the Commerce Department has
just been expanded to include optical goods and scientific instruments. Hereafter, he will be director of the Motion Pictures,
Scientific and Photographic Products Division.

%

Mono's Latin Upbeat
Latin American market continues to be a bright spot in his
company’s earnings picture, according to Norton V. Ritchey, prez
of Monogram International Corp.
Back at the hort&office after an
extended swing through the Caribbean area, he reported a “substantial gain” in Trinidad, Panama and
Mexico among other countries.

Rep's Sales Meets
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
First of a series of regional sales
meetings will be held on the Re-

Another facet

purchase Is
Metro’s bringing in, Charles Vidor
to direct.
He had been set to do
the film at Paramount but studio
was unable to get proper femme
star for lead. It will probably pay
to the

Report Warners
Undersold Their

a
Vidor.

$100,000

He made

commitment

his

own

Corp. of America is offering the
property as a package, including

Subsequent conclaves will be
held in. Chicago, and New Orleans. Wyler and Peck*

.

.

Although it started out on playin November, “Because of
You” (U) really asserted its
strength this month by forging
ahead to take over first place in
The Loretta Young
December.
starrer was eighth the previous
month and tipped its real stamina
in December by taking first place
twice in weekly ratings despite the
general
“Iron

lethargy.

b.o.

Mistress”

(WB),

which

end of November, captured second place. It
was one of the month’s heaviest
grossers in the first two weeks of
December but was far from active
The Warner brothers Harry, Al- after that. “Prisoner of Z&ida”
bert and Jack should have remonth ago, finished-

Theatre Control

—

—

(M-G) fifth a
their 24% conthird.
trolling interest in the Warner cirBroadway”
of
“Bloodhounds
cuit than they did, in the opinion
“Plymouth
(20th) took fourth.
of the current Wiesenberger In- Adventure”
(M-G), second one
vestment Report. Loop was sold week (including the Thanksgiving
several weeks ago to a syndicate
Day peak), finished fifth for the
headed by Si Fabian for $6,000,000. month. Pic was as disappointing at
“These properties,” the report the wickets as some <crix predicted
states, “have a book value of $55,it would be.
000,000 $11.10 per share, but the
was
(20th)
“Pony Soldier”
selling price of Messrs. Warners’
sixth while “Snows of ..Kilimanholdings was reported as $5.50 per jaro,” also from 20th, was seventh.
share. This appears odd because
Latter, winding up its first time
about a year ago the value was around key cities covered by
$15 per Variety, was mostly on extendedconsidered closer to
share . .
run. “Snovys” was first in NovemReport, which is distributed by
ber.
ceived

more for

—

Arthur Wiesenberger & Co., re“The Thief” (UA) copped eighth
Warners are required
burst of strength near the
from the via a
end of the month and a flock of adparent company’s production-disTop”
“Flat
bookings.
ditional
tribution wing by next March un(Continued on page 53)
der terms of the government divorcement decree. It's also noted
that “considerable progress” . was
made over the past two and a half David Loew Near Deal
calls that the

to divorce their theatres

years in liquidating the 400-theatre chain.

To

Sell

Telemeter Stock

Fabian.”

Walsh notes that among the exIn analyzing the film industry as
change locals there has always
a whole, the report asserts that
bfeen’ aTi honest difference of opin“mbtion jpicture shares have recention.
ly shown signs of market vigor folSome, Walsh points out, have al- lowing a long period of depressed
ways felt they could do better for prices probably a recognition of

L.

1

way by narrow margins.

—

the substantial asset values behind
most movie shares.
Film inventories of the majors someday will
be shown to TV audiences, and
over the longer term is the ‘hoped
for’

marriage with TV.”

topper asserts that only through
the trial of both methods can it be
determined which is better for the
majority.

MPEA

Studies

Yank

Participation at Cannes

Host 80 Vet Workers
At Zukor Luncheon

and

civic leaders.

Abbe Lane, Xavier Cugat’s band
singer (also Mrs. Cugat), signed a

term contract at U-I, with “Wings
the Hawk’* as her first picture.

of-

A. to N. y.

Irwin Allen

Dana Andrews
Ed Barison
William Bendix
Ben Cooper
Wendell Corey
Judy Garland
Ray Garner
David Golding

Edward Everett Horton
Phyllis Kirk

The IA

to

deal with

product.

dates

just got started at the

Question of participation in the
1953 Cannes Film Festival was discussed Monday (29) by the AmeriMetro, where Lawrence Weingar«
ten will produce “Rhapsody.”
can companies’ foreign managers
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
at a meeting in N. Y. but the topic
Elizabeth
Taylor, whom ParaEighty
of
the
oldest
Paramount
was
referred to the Motion Picture
mount tried to borrow for the role
of the wealthy American girl who employees in point of service will Export Assn, for further study!
be
special
guests
at the studio
enrolls in a European conservaThe original agreement provided
tory, will play "the part at Metro, luncheon celebrating Adolph Zu- for an annual international film
story being designed to include kor’s 80th birthday on Jan. 7. High- fete in Venice, with the Cannes
classical and semi-classical music. light will be the unveiling, in the event to be held on
alternating
Another property developed at Paramount commissary, of the years. Cannes festival went off in
Paramount by Smith, formerly the Zukor bust, which is being moved '52, but has been put on the calhere from the Paramount theatre
studio’s story editor, also up for
endar again for 1953. Distrib execs
sale.
This is “Babylon Revisited,” in N. Y.
want to look
Luncheon will be followed that a decision is into this situation. If
F. Scott Fitzgerald story originalmade to participate
night with an industry-wide dinly- owned by Lester Cowan and
they'll also take up the complaint
scripted by Julius and Philip Ep- ner at the Hollywood Palladium, that the Hollywood product wasn’t
stein.
William Wyler had agreed attended by film names, executives given a proper sendoff at Cannes
off

.'Generally considered- one of
worst boxoffice months of the year
December this year lived up to
this rating with a vengeance. Only
the hardiest pictures managed to
make much of a showing, few distributors risking the adverse period
and holding back much of their
strong product until the lucrative
Christmas period. Indicative of
how desultory the boxoffice was
prior to Xmas was the fact that
over 40 different pictures were
playing in ke^ cities covered by
Variety in a single week. This
reflected the desire of exhibitors
to switch bills and use fill-ins.
Most exhibs did that or held over

4*

Brokerage firm more or less
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
answers -its own query as to why
David Loew, one of the leading
the Fabian group got a bargain. It stockholders in the subscriptioncal Stage Employees- prexy Richard points out that “some 54 theatres TV system. Telemeter, is near a
F. Walsh. The upcoming pact talks along with other properties were deal to sell his stock to -one of the
mark the first time since 1946 that either sold, or are now in the proc- other controlling stockholders in
the negotiations will not be con- ess of being sold, and common the company.
stock capitalization was reduced,
ducted on a nationwide basis.
Loew owns about 20% of the
through tenders and repurchases* stock; Paramount has a half-inAccording to Walsh, the demofrom 7,295,000 shares to 4,950,000 terest; Carl Leserraan and his wife
cratic principle could not work out
shares.
unhampered ‘•'if a vote for or parently As time went on it ‘ap- own 25%, and Lehman Bros., N. Y.
became more difficult to hanking house, owns 7 1/2%.
against
nationwide
negotiations
sell theatres, and recently the deciLoew was unreachable on comwere regarded as a vote for or sion
was reached to pass control to ment regarding his unloading.
against the international prexy.

themselves on their own while
others have always taken the opposite view.
In addition, Walsh says
$40,000, then assigned Augustus the opinion of some has shifted
and Ruth Goetz to the screenplay. back and forth.
Metro bought the shooting script
The vote on many occasions,
along with the novel.
WalAh stresses, has gone either

to direct, Gregory Peck to star in
public lot Jan. 6-7, with Herbert J. “Babylon,” but studio then called
Yates and James R. Grainger pre- off the project. Understood Music
siding.

OUT NEXT WEEK

even though the companies* so far
have been unable to agree on a
formula for splitting up the li-

No

On

the

VSrEety

expected to make another try at
settling the problem of the six surplus permits in Japan early in 1953

OUT NEXT WEEK

As coordinated by

Golden Readies Report

in

of

Motion Picture Export Assn,

.

(Continued on page 53)
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decision binding and presents the
Some exhib laxity in the camcourt's official opinion.
paign to kill the Federal 20% adSignificance of the ruling, if up- missions tax has been evident in
held by the Utah Supreme Court, 32 states, according to field reports.
would prevent the use of the state Persons close to the drive related
for the instituting of suits where- this week that there were still
by heirs of deceased public figures some law-makers in that number of
seek damages for unauthorized areas who have yet to be contacted
portrayals of their relatives in by the theatremen.
Previous to the Donahue
films.
Theatre ops active In the tax
case, film companies made, out-of- push emphasized that time may be
court settlements rather than take running out. According to the prespart in costly court fights.
Utah ent timetable, they said, there are the government may at least rewas frequently employed as a suing about two more weeks in which to store the first half-year allocation
area since it is one of two states reach the balance of Congressmen to the full 65 licenses for American
(Virginia is the other) which has with the message on the need to pix. Dollar allocation for the current year totaled $6,000,000 for all
a statute relating to the right of wipe out the 20% levy.
film imports in all currencies, and
privacy of the dead.
Despite the lack of a complete there is little hope that the figure
However, the current ruling spe-~
job in two-thirds of the nation, will be boosted.
cifically states that “the distribuhowever, the campaign so far reption and exhibition of
“Look resents great organization by exhibs
for the Silver Lining,” and of other across the country. Point they
and similar-type films containing stress is that the majority of senar Local Xchange Talks
factual or fictional portrayals of
tors and representatives in every
deceased public figures such as state have been approached by exHeld
Repudiation
Jack Donahue, are protected by hibs.
the free speech and free press pro.

*

an amusing, byline feature

unauthorized portrayal of the late
dancer in “Look for the Silver

Lining.” Although WB had earlier
been awarded a jury verdict on the

a veteran of the after-dinner
damask wars reviews the

the

in

handed down last week by Judge
Hay Van Cott, Jr., specifically
ruled in favor of Warner Bros, in a
suit brought by the heirs of Jack
Donahue seeking damages for the

facts of the case, the judge’s decision clarified the law involved
and consequently established a pattern for similar suits which may be
instituted against other filmeries.
In a previous oral ruling from the
bench. Judge Van Cott had indicated that he would rule for Warners. The written order makes the

•

Gov. Harold G. Hoffman

“Flat Top” (AA).
“Sound Barrier” (UA).

New Stab Soon

an Informative editorial feature

Declaratory judgment, officially

.

occupational hazards In

*

*

*

Iron Mistress’ 2d, ‘Bloodhounds’ 3d

(20th).

“Kilimanjaro” (20tb ).
“The Thief” (UA).

MPEA to Make

Than Ever

Seats

“Pony Soldier”

‘Because You’ Tops In Lagging Dec.,

Viveca Lindfors
Sid Luft

Ed Lynn
Millard Mitchell

Roy Rowland
Jack M. Warner
Dave Wolper
Herbert

J.

Yates

N. Y. to L. A.
Walter Gould

Hy

Hollinger

Nat Holt
Billy Joyce

John van Druten

N* Y. to Europe
Ernie Anderson

George Crevanne
Marquis George de Cuevas
Jose Ferrer
Mel Ferrer

Arthur Kober
Joseph Kramm
Ilya Lopert

in *52.

Foreign managers also decided
to extend for 60 days the current
Belgian film deal, which runs out
Dec. 31. In the interim, talks for a
new agreement will proceed.

Europe to N. Y.
Eddie Fisher

Edward Kook
Luisa Ribacchi
Harold J* Rome

5

y,w1np>i<Iay,

December 31, 1952

PStRIETY

PICTURES

OVER MISLEADING ADS
On
the

nnOOOO
kill
would virtually
l8

$16,-

but also
the N. Y. film

Fox
sessment of two companies,
Movietone and Lopert Films. Auexamining
the
currently
ditors are
distribs, parbooks of several other
Bros,
Warner
ticularly Universal,
Only companies not

immediately affected by the tax are
Metro and Republic, which do not
New York
ship their negatives into

Edward

unlerstood that the distribs
are worried also over sudden interest by the N, Y. City Controller’s office in the 3% sales levy on
Several distribs apfilm rentals.
parently haven’t given the tax too
much attention and now face asThe sales
sessment on that coin.
tax on the negatives is retroactive
to 1949, but only part of it is figrate, and the rest
ured Jt the 3

G. Robinson

yearns for the pix hoods of yesteryear, observing that today it's all

Purely Mental
one of the many byline pieces

in

the

47th Anniversary Number
of

P^RIETY

at all.
It’s

%

2%

at

Tax on prints was the subject
of a lawyer conference in N. Y.
Hearing on. the
Monday (29).
Movietone assessment is scheduled
for Jan. 12, with the 20th newsreel
subsidiary determined to take the
case to court if city authorities
It’s part of the
don’t back down.
argument that the tax
distrib
would seriously discourage eastern
production and also would jeopardize the jobs of thousands employed
in the N. Y. labs.
Film industry’s fate is expected
(Continued on page 53)

RKO in

2d for

OUT NEXT WEEK

Coming Pix Eyed
Warily By Exhibs

On

Policy Issue

With

pre-release special handling of pix one of the main issues
styming setting up an arbitration
system,
exhibs
have
indicated
they’ll watch distrib policy in upcoming pix.
Specifically being
awaited is the terms to be set on
Warner Bros.’ “The Jazz Singer”

conceivably
be
special-handling

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
A minimum of 20 pix is planned
by RKO for 1953, C. J. Tevlin, veepee in charge of studio operations,
announced, which will “adequately fulfill the demands of our
distribution organization.”
Tevlin said production will start
in mid-January, adding that
RKO
will consider
any indie productions submitted.
Studio produced
only six pix in 1952 and has been
in the doldrums
for months as a
result of its tangled management
m wake of Howard Hughes’ sale of
has

film

advertising

placed
category,

in

the
exhibs

high-priced pix will serve as preventive measures. Exhib argument
has been that they could not go
on the integrity of the distribs and
that they require specific assurance that they will not be slapped
with advanced-price pix on a hitand-miss policy.
Lull in' the arbitration talks,
meanwhile, continues with neither
faction certain just what the other
wants. Exhibs stress that they still
haven’t received any assurance regarding the control of pre-release
pix or of high film rentals. Distribs, on the other hand, say they’re
not quite sure just what the dissident exhibs expect them to do.

Veteran INS Correspondent

stems

Bob Considine
gives a cioseup on

the practice of slanting the blurbs,
the admen note that the order
originates with the sales forces
when the latter are faced with with
task of peddling a pic with an obviously difficult-to-sell-therhe.

Faced with a film that lacks exploitable angles and containing a
story line not particularly popular
with mass audiences, the distrib
orgs note that its their job to adapt
the selling policy for the best results. It’s pointed out that a great
deal of the alleged misleading advertising and titles could be eliminated if there were a closer liaison
,betweeen sales and production departments.
Sales execs contend
they are in closer touch with exhibs
and as a result are better aware
of just what the public is buying.
They feel they should be consulted
more closely in the purchasing of
story properties.
Distrib reps argue that in spite
of past experience the studios frequently continue to turn out films
with themes that have formerly
failed to dent the b.o. In addition,
it’s claimed that not sufficient care

Flying to Korea

in

the

47th Anniversary Number
of

t^METY
OUT NEXT WEEK

Yanks In Final
Stages of Deal On

&

B&K

French Unfreeze
American distrib difficulties with
French fiscal authorities having

(Continued on page 53)

been finally straightened out over
the weekend, the companies have
now been informed that the deal

Maas Reports Heavier

for the sale of slightly more than
of
200,000,000 francs
($500,000)
their accrued coin is in the conclusion stage.

Soviet Pix Propaganda

Three banks, including the

Propelled at Asia Morgan

—

(

went

Coyne Defends

Co.,

Pix Moral Tone
Films’ unique role in endeavoring to appeal to universal tastes
and at the same time striving to
avoid
any immoral tone was
pointed up this week by Robert
W. Coyne, special counsel for the
Council of Motion Picture Organi-

into effect.

The $500,000 slice is substan- zations.
expects to make a reHollywood occasionally may not
port to
prexy Eric Johnston, tially less than had been originally
said the Russians were circulating anticipated, but other deals are in always be on the highest plane, he
“The Fall of Berlin,” a viciously negotiation, according to the Mo- said, but implied that the pic turnanti-U. S. film, in Asia. Pic was the tion Picture Assn, of America, out on the overall is acceptable and
only Russian import into Japan where various execs worked over- well above the level of novels so
this year. Number of Red propa- time during the weekend to ex- far as subject matter and treatment are concerned. He recalled
ganda films are being ballyhooed pedite the deal.
by the Russians in Indonesia and
Distribs are getting their money that only one of 10 books on a recent
bestseller list would have
Moscow drive to capture out at the rate of 400 francs to the
India.
public interest is particularly in- dollar.
There is an agreement been acceptable for picturization.
Coyne made the statements in
tense in India, according to Maas, among the companies not to make
answer to an editorial in the Ham(Continued on page 51)
(Continued on page 51)

MPAA

mond

his

.

Continued on page 53)

J. P.

are involved in the
Intensified Soviet propaganda in transaction which unthaws almost
Asia was reported Monday (29) in 11% of the amount the distribs
N. Y. by Irving Maas, Motion Pic- have stacked in their capital acTotal accumulated funds
ture Assn, of America field rep in count.
Amount inAsia, who returned home last week come to $4,500,tf00.
after a three-and-a-half month trip volved covers monies earned by
frozen,
the
Americans,
up to
but
in which he
covered Pakistan,
India, Indonesia, Japan, the Phil- June 31, 1952, when a new onelipines, Singapore, Bangkok and year Franco-American film pact

Hong Kong.
Maas, who

Rules

Three-judge unanimous decision
ruled that. the theatres had unfair
advantage over other houses and
that they must bid competitively
with nearby spots. In the original
decree, JP got first call on all product. In the Towne decision two
years ago, independent was given
the same privileges for Milwaukee.
As the aftermath of the JP decree. all the distributors had to
change their setups here to conform to the Jackson Park. Many
of them established elaborate zoning systems, which caused a great
deal of friction. While most of th«
firms aren’t anxious for bidding,
they feel that perhaps with it they
may be able to get better prices
from the Jackson Park and Towne.
In the days before the JP decision, picutres were block-sold td
the Balaban
Katz chain in th«
Loop, down through the neighborhood
houses, and then let
free to the indies.
However, the majors and their
allies haven’t won the main victory
they wish clearance. Under the
present system, no waiting time is
granted to defendants, unless pic-

with Ike
an Interesting byline piece

Ct.

Chicago, Dec. 30.
Chicago Federal District Appeals
Court last week gave the Towne,
Milwaukee, and Jackson Park, Chicago, the first real whacking pair
have had, and if the court is sustained will cause a real rupture in
the Jackson Park decree.

Customer resentment over “misleading”

from a lack of a coordination between the distribution and production forces at some companies, according to film admen. Defending

•

and Samuel Goldwyn’s RKO release, “Hans Christian Andersen.
Admitting that these pix could
contend that they may indicate the
future action of the pic companies.
They hope their blasts at recent

’53,

Announces

Tevlin

Advantage, Chi Appeals

CUSTOMERS

RILE

move, threatened for some
got under way with the as-

and 20 th-Fox.

IRRI Towne, Jackson Park Have Unfair

1

City

time

B

Negative Sales Tax

N. Y.4
negative
stands to

$20,000,000,

to

Rap

3%

east not only
distribs between

pped

rnst

to $20,000,000

3%

N.Y.

Decision to extend the
ntv sales tax to film
sh

Up

Face

Distribs

controlling
interest
to
the
Ralph Stolkin syndicate.
Mid- Jan wary starters- are “Arizona Territory,”
being produced

cized

(Ind.)

what

empjbas.i.s..

Tl

it

of

Times,

which

criti-

inferred as an over.js.ex.

ijj...

Hollywood

.

oy

product.
“Island
of
Desire,”
British-made United Artists release, was singled out by the paper

Edmund Grainger, and “Second
by Sam Wiesen-

uiance.” produced
tnal

and Irwin Allen.

Picket 1 1
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Coast Ozoners

In Projectionist Fight
Hollywood, Dec. 30.

^lekets

started

moving around
Pac *fi c Drive-in The•’
firm brought in
nrmnUm0
n P r °i ec Lionists t$ open
hnnc
guttered in fight with Movina ^
CtUre Operators Local
150,
lATS£
0 eis

air!?c

?

as

i

in

fi ghting
to put two men
hoSS\
1 whenever
an ozoner plays

^

first

conv'pn?
1

i

sa

m t requirement

nal,

-

as for
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Number

'

“““while being allowed
ea to
tn
operate.
Tr
of Pa cific’s refusal
to
three of its ozoners
are
fi a y- dati ng
7
with
four
’

convpntf

11

i

1

houses on Para-

fount’s
uut s “Rn^S
Road ?
to Bali.”

Arthm?T>
r

J.

ank

‘‘Woman

some

in

pre-release

® witch ed

M
Murder,M

ibutin g

which, he said, would be regarded
as of top moral cafibre by the
daily.
And speaking generally, he
drew attention to the Production
Code and the strict manner it’s
adhered to by the producers.
As for the unique nature of pix,
the COMPO exec stated: “The motion picture industry is without
companion as it faces its problems.
Its channels are broad.
It strives
to serve conglomerate tastes, and.
its finest efforts are bound to teave
a fringe of dissatisfaction In the
vast area of appetite and intellect
reflected in its audiences.”

Of

Kanin-Gordon Write

Muskomedy

for Co

Hollywood, Dec. 30,
Gatson Kanin and Ruth Gordor
have handed Columbia “A Nic<
Place to Visit,” an original comedy
with music, the first of & series oj
originals they’ve been signed to de
liver to the studio.
“Visit’\.has a tentative April
No cut assignments yet,

Title

1

,

I

h

start.

Rank Pic

Question » ?
ln
dates k’iv„'
Angies on
dist i

j

t Le atres \

already has
6 ch ai n on Central
Labor
Councii'c
f
Unfair
list Wllile fi ght
with
c ° n t inu es, union
reported 10 tn Jr
dle drive_ t ns
either signatured n
ew pacts wit h two-men
elausp rll
greed t0 terms and win
sign lh ftr «
tly
Pi acffd Vi°

The

for particular criticism.
Coyne listed a number of films
|

to

“Five

Columbia

is

Richard Greene and WilHan
“The Promise’
from Mildred Cram and Alfred A
Shiffrin purch&sed

Knopf for filming
Greene starring.

in Italy,

witl

#

son Vitaphone film hit; generally okay hut spotty uoxoffice prospects.

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
release of Louis F. Edcljnan production. Stars Danny Thomas,
Peggy Lee. Directed by Michael Curtiz.
Screenplay. Frank- Davis, Leonard Stern,
Lewis Meltzer, from play by = Samson
Rapbaelson; camera (Technicolor). Can
Guthrie; editor, Alan Crosland, Jr.; musi1 rlnz,
cal numbers staged by LeRoy
songs. Sammy Fain &
Richard Rodgers & Lorenz Hart. A1 Dubln
Lew
DeSylva.
B.
G.
Warren.
Harry
Brown & Ray Henderson. Cole30.Porter,
RunPcggj Lee. Trndeshown, Dec.
ning t'nic. 106 MINS.

Warner Bros,

&

Danny Thomas

.

,

Peggy Leo
Mildred Dunn <ck
Eduard Franz

Judy Lane
Mrs. Golding
Cantor Golding

.

.

.

Tom

McGurncv
....

Uncle Louie
George 'filter
Rabbi Roth
jnspnh
.........

Tully

Alex Gerry

Joslyn
„ AUyn Conlon

...

Warners rushed this remake Of
A1 Jolson’s 1927 Vitaphone film hit

for local Academy qualification excitement. New version is still senA
timental, sometimes overly so.
drama with songs importantly
Technicolor
beautiful
with
spotted
cloaking, it has names of Danny
Thomas and Peggy Lee to steer it
towards a generally okay reception,
although overall prospects are

Some

situations hold solid
outlook for this story of a son who
refuses to be a seventh-generation
cantor, and prefers to make his
spottv.

other spots,
returns will be more average.
Miss Lee, in her first feature
film lead, sparks the song offerings in sock style, and is okay in
the acting demands as a musical

mark

in

show

In-

biz.

comedy-record star who loves and
promotes the career of Thomas, a
cantor’s son. Latter

Is

excellent in

a sentimental part, making the most
of several genuine tearjerker se-

(.‘apt. Dion Lenbrldg*
Thomas Garvon.
Jane Wensley
Col. Lenbridgo
Herbert Bielenscn
Maj. Wensley
Maj. MacStreet

Capt.

Brig. General

Peter Lawford
Richard Greene
Janice Rule

Leo G. Carroll
John Abbott
Patrick Aherne

John Dodsworth
Herbert Deans
Hayden Rorke
John Lupton
B?rry Bernard
Charles Davis
Jack Raine
Richard Hale
Michael Pate
Skelton Knaggs

the picture moves sIow ly. It
has a modest b.o. potential.
“Rogue’s March” isn’t a particularly fitting title and tends to obscure the fact that this is one of
those pix about the traitor son,
who isn’t a traitor at all, going
off to the wars in India before the
turn of the century. There he sees
action galore, rescues his regiment
with feats of gallantry and wipes
out his disgrace in the eyes of his
r

of

ltaphaelson. Directed by Air.n
Crosland. Camera, Hal Mohr: capJack Jar mouth: scenario, AlA. Cohn. Opened at Warner's
New York, twice dal! /. Oct. 9. 1927.
Running time. Ct MtNS.
Jakic Habinowitz
Ai •< i»i Soil
(later .lack Robin)
May Mi- \ voy
Mary Dale
.

.

.

*

I

\

Undoubtedly the best thing
V it.-.phone has ever put on the

The combination

of the
heart interest story
and A1 Jolson singing “Kol
Niclre” in a synagog, while his
and two
dying,
is
father
“‘Mammy” lyrics as his mother
stands in the wings of the
theatre, and later as she sits
in the first row, carry abundant
power and appeal. Besides
the
the
of
which,
finish
“Mammy” melody is also the
end of the picture, with Jolson
supposedly on a stage and a
close up on the screen as his
voice pours through the am-

night Broadway

that finals was a whale
and resulted in a tumultuous

oval ion. Jolson. personally has

warmly

1

j'

year talk \v«s
on

;

u-

,

'

Sid*

"

’

.
Prince Czartoryskl
....
Prince r.ubccki
.

T.
S.

Wnjcicehowski
Wii wield

G.

,

. .
.

.

Pj«»lras,.klewicz

Pictraszkiewicz

....

j^Bwana

*.*.
. :

h

I>\il.‘’

V^ ur

Of
a?

'

Butryin
Smialowfcki
I.
J. Dus/ynski

.

" ;tn

developed b> Votereo-Techn ifllK-S
were introduced
Buszynski London, v

S.

J.

NovosiltsuV

Go Bj

?d at the

the intr
Brit air

num‘

Festival

and subsequently
of major European
grosses. With the

nf

in

a

i-nit-s

.

,

,

l

.

Stars Claude Hains,
Thalia ProducUons-Sol Lesser release,
And the
Marta Toren, Marius Goring and Anouk: farewc\# Warsaw concert.
by arrangement with Stereo-Techniques,
features Herbert Lom, Lucie Mannheim Etude Jp n A. minor seiwes as a pow- Ltd.
Previewed at Telenews, Chicago,
and Felix Aylmer. Directed, by Harold
for
background
musical
Running time, 4S MINS.
Dec.
23, '52.
Harold French; erfi:>
Screenplay,
French.
uncamera, Otto llellcr; music, Ben Frankel; ClreJPto’s “vision” during his
essful attempt to return to
color by Technicolor. At Gaumont, Ilaymarket. London. Running time, 10 MINS.
rsaw at the height of a snow- effects, as in Cinerama, but use the
Claude Rains
Kees Poplnga
orm. Another example is “Hulan- tri-optical process in a well-inMichael Nightingale J
Clerk
Felix Aydiner
Merkemans
a Chopin song written to lyrics tegrated fashion. After a quick exHerbert I.o*
Julius d'e Koster, Jr
by Stefan Witwicki, which is effec- planatory color description as to
Julius de Koster, Sr... Gibb McLaughlU'
oncoming shorts and
tively done at the elaborate New the other
Marius Go nfk,
Lucas
what is involved, there is a blackLucie Mannhv
Mrs. Popinga
Year’s Eve party.
Joan St. *’•
Frida. Popinga
and-white, eight-and-a-half-minute
There are some attempts at reel which further explains the
Robin A
Karl Popinga
Marta
Michele
action, especially at the New Year's system and has some wonderful
Michael
Train Conductor
party, when young patriots
Eve
eaax
?>
Jean
Train Official
J*.
shots of the London Zoo. It’s here
Ferd? #*Ia>n e force a detective to drink himself that the first real sense of depth is
Louis
under the table, and a fairly well achieved, with seals galloping and
R'.'*
Piainclothesman
insurrection
Erie //£°* lman staged mob scene as
Goin
splashing almost into the front
r
American Businessman. MacdM*#?.
breaks out in Warsaw. Plot strives
Mrs. Lucas
M&TP ;J Mackenzie to point up the fight for national seats.
However, the fullest success of
independence, but the revolt is not
the Spottiswoode invention is
A strong cast, pJc*v losing color clearly projected.
mal%e
the
in “Royal River,” done in
achieved
and an intriguing yam Afa
Czeslaw Woliejko makes a highly Technicolor. Technicolor on a flat
this new
jor selling qualities
While it effective Chopin. He gets a neat screen is an enhancement: here it

Shaftel Productions.

<

,

,

,

Anglo- Amertcan

“'fi

for/jfl;
from the cr^ifeinal Georges assist from Halina Czerny-Stefans- is a necessity. Flowers seem to
unbilled,
off-screen),
whose have a living quality, aided by the
Simenon story, this .4fkeeps to essen ka
She was sense of depth. The river bank
nain character pianoing is excellent.
tially
the same
winner
of an international Chopin seems to be an actual border of the
entire
plot
reabout whom tJr^

varies

i

volves. Pic has
tentialities for

lid boxoffice po-

the

home market

and is strong eiiE pugh to merit some
wide popular si owing in the U.S.
“Trains.” wV, bh was produced in

Raymond Stross.
l
association wi
marks the or', ftry of Josef Shaftel
fish
nlm production
into the Bn

field.

Joint!?

they have fashioned

n an off-the beatena picture vi
The script does not
track themt>keep to the expected
consistenP,
the skill of the artists
level but
cr some of the writing
glosses
The basic situation is
defects
handled while slick editadroitly
s the story forceful susing

of
course,
officer-father ’-who,
learns* ‘that -his son was innocent
all along.
If the story line sounds familiar,
it must be said that Leon Gordon,
who doubled in brass as producer
figure in the Simenon novand writer, has* done it up eleClaude Rains, loyal chief
gantly to hide its structural weakto a firm of Dutch merchants.
nesses.
Where the beginning of cJofJfk
jose world of honesty and integthe pic lurches along haphazardly
ty is shattered when he discovers
and amidst a maze of dialog, the
hat
his boss has been misapprosecond half takes place in rugged
priating the company’s money to
Indian mountain terrain where
keep
a French woman in luxury.
tribesman lurks behl*3^|
hostile
But this meek, dutiful servant,
every bush and bouldef.
who
all
his life had watched the
Cast, headed by Peter Law^pprd
sporting a discreet mustache, :)sjfer- trains go by to alluring capitals
like
Brussels
artd Paris, turns when
ff£L>co
forms above the script, w ith
G. Carroll particularly goosiafin a he discovers his boss is running off
with
firm’s
the
money. He takes
role
standard but always effeetk>*w
as Lawford’s father. Jani'/j^ Rule the cash himself and goes to Paris,
where
he
involved
is
in a scries of
*
re_
1
s
looks cute and her funcU^Ff
she implausible but exciting advenstricted pretty much to
tures
with
the
girl
who
was at the
femme
or
about
the
being just
e ir given root of the trouble.
in the pic. Richard Gree
The whole yarn naturally is fobott reglittle to do, and John
y in the cussed on the adventures of Rains,
isters as the Russian
with the major Parisian sequences
British War Ofiice.
nicntly up- developing Into an exciting cat and
Russian angle >coiv
dates the pneture stir- 0 it seems, mouse game with the police. The
the Czar’s intentiorj^ in the Vie- Dutch boss was killed in a fight,
torian era were r#9 better than and the clerk fears he may be unsuccessors, justly accused of murder. In any
itist
(hose of his Stalr^fl
issians foment event he aualifies for criminal proAt any rale, the ?
toes and Brit- ceedings because he has run off
unrest among the
d mit to quell with stolen money which the girl
ish troops are ca r
1 his occasions is anxious to lay hands on.
the disturbances,
’footage actually
Rains plays the main role of the
some very fine
chief clerk with quiet, dignified reshol in Iwlta.
Battle sequel tes have a stirring straint. He may not be ideally cast
resent both the but does well with the role. Marta
duality iijsd rt
isuai high point of Toren nlays the contrasting charcAHJotional and
tre director Allan acter of the unscrupulous woman
picture.
lie
n Paul Vuffel and who will stoD at nothing to get a
Davis, camera r.
tggioro have oul- "rip on money. She fills the part
editor Gene R
s. Scenes look realwith a vivid and believable cliaracclone Uwmselvf
sock impart, par- terization. Marius Goring gives a
isiic and hrv
!

mob

last

•'

B. Zajeski

,

Broadway

VUV. Mi.M

national vision’',
He's collected

in 1949.
Aleksandra screen.
comely blond, plays the
“Around Is Around” is a 10first love. Other roles
minute depiction of various geoare nicely played.
metrical figures dancing back and

competition
Slaska, a

composer’s
Ford’s

direction

is

excellent,

forth in brilliant color.

;

l

,

s
|

i

his scripting wavers at there
an unnatural quality,
is
Lensing by Jaroslaw Tuzar which becomes a little tiring,
and K. Chodura is topflight. Music, although the musical background
naturally a strong asset, is played conducted by Muir Mathiesou :>dds
by the Wiener Symphoniker and to the sprightly going-on.
Poznan Philharmonic.
Wear.
The last of the selection* is a
black-and-white ballet, which unhappily
points out that tri-dimen*
n<>2<ii

Zurich, Dec. 23.

*

|

.clonal

for

films

the

payoff

tep

should have color. Story of "The
Black Swan,” brilliantly terped by
I.uigi
Comenclni.
Screenplay.
Richard Beryl Grey and John Field of the
Schweizer, based on Johanna Spyri story:
Wells Ballet, palls by
camera, Emil Berna; music, Robert Blum; Sadler’s
editor, Hermann Haller.
comparison with the- Technicolor
With Heinrich Grctler, Elsbeth Sig- reels. With the rich trappings that
mund, Thomas Klameth, Willy Birgei,
envelope the ballet, this
Anita Mey, Theo Lingen, Isa Guenther, could
Carl Wery, Elsie Attenliofer, Fred Tan- could have beer, a sensation for
Praesens-Film
release
of
Praescns
<Lazar Werhsler) production. Directed by

Margrit Rainer. VValburga Gmucr,
Kubltzky,
Trautc Carlsen,
Max
Haufler, Armin Schweitzer.- Lore Reut-

ner,

dance-lovers.

Axel

mann. At Apollo, Zurich. Running time.
100 MINS.

est here.
Spyri, on

The

story

the marquee.

“Heidi” was first filmed in Hollywood by 20th-Fox in ?937 as a
Shirley Temple starrer. However,
this new version, the first one actually filmed in the story’s natural
locale, seems to top the previous
one in authenticity and naturalness.
Little Elsbeth Sigmund, a
new Swiss discovery, in. the title
role is a find. Although never be-

fore facing a camera, she displays

as

an unspoiled charm.
Other performances are equallysatisfactory. Top honors go to pop
ular Swiss character-player Heinrich Gretler as Heidi’s embittered
Another
and solitary grandpa.
child discovery, Thomas Klan&etn,
as Keidi’s playmate is also 8°°“*
Little Isa Guenther, one or
Guenther twins who starred in the
successful Gorman pic "Double

by Johanna

which the film is based,
being familiar to nearly everybody
in this country, the film was practically sold before it even started
shooting for Switzerland. As for
the U.S. market, the pic appears
to have okay chances although not
up to par, technically or artistically, to previous Praesens ventures
such as “The Last Chance.” “The
Search” and “Four in a Jeep.” A
handicap for America also is the
l^fact that there are no names for

Zabc.

a natural gift for acting as well

1n Swiss-German)
Because the first Praesens production in more than 18 months
'last one. "Four In a Jeep,” was
released here in April, 1951), this
has stirred up considerable inter1

j

1

However,

though

times.

'

rt ligious

perfect

Lester Matthews

This entry goes far afield to
accomplish very little. Although
parts of it are tailored for the action houses and are reminiscent of
such classics as “Gunga Din,” much

son

that the story was based
Jolson; now v4jh Jolson
ally doing it, the psyche

Kl

bandwagon, which
Cinerama and lurt’ ^/erupted

#

Richard
Star# Peter Lawford,
Janice Rule; feature# Leo G.
Carroll, John Abbott, Patrick Ahecne.
John Bodaworth, Herbert Deans, Hayden Rorke, John Lupton. Directed by AlScreenplay. Leon Gordon;
lan Davis.

tions.

play and doing ,big business.
the show first opened on

Czeslaw Woliejko

Frederic Chopin

audiences will take to easily,
American
South
the
but
market offers a chance
Italian Films Export. (I.F.E.)
is distributing in the U. S.

jump

to

is

<

MINS.

:

Greene,

fred

When

^

uunning time,

Stirling

m

tion.

Warner Bros, production und release. With Vitaphone synchronization. Stars A1 Jolson; features May
McAvoy and Warner Oland. Adapted
from play of the same title by S* m-

more

.

March

Vitaphone film:

been

:

Chicago. Dec v*
the latest p*\
on the three-dh

Sol Lesser

Who

(pxcerpts from the review
the late Sid Silverman
(Sid) of the original Jolson -

never

Reviewer added that direction and camerawork are good
but acting is only “so«sd
Though handled well, story
isn’t the kind which foreign

.

by

ferreted than at this premiere.
George Jessel originally did
the show and was supposed to
have done this picture. Jessel
is still out on the road in the

(POLISH)
Artkino release of Lodz Film Studios
Woliejko.
Czeslaw
Stars
Directed by AlexAleksandra Slaska.
ander Ford. Screenplay. Ford; camera,
Jaroslaw Tuzar. K. Chodura choreograproduction.

.

Thp Jazz Singer

first

YosiBBg Oiopssa

j

backing Miss Lee and Thomas on
“What Are New Yorkers Made
Medley of such oldies as
Of.”

plifiers.
To a

Tri-Opticon, In

by Harold French from his own
script. Camera work by Otto HelMyro.
ler is above standard,

4

Sean McClory
bers are only suggested, nearest McGinty
Otto Waldls
being the Carousel staging of Alex
Capt. Foster .............. Hugh French
‘“Special Day” and party-girl scene Lt. Col. Harvill
Leslie Denison

screen.

*

1

Miss Lee wallops “Lover” for
her top solo, as well as “Just One
She joins Prosecutor
of Those Things.”
Thomas on a reprised “This Is A Maj. Fallow
Jersey
Very Special Day,” and “Living Lt.
The Life I Love,” also used as a Sergeant
Opl. Blggc
fadeout tune, plus “Hear Music Gen. Woodberry
Now.” Although film is of show Emissary
Crane
biz background, production num
Fish

Warner Olmtrt
Cantor Kablnow! i
iiugenie Borrower
Sara Habinowitz
Otto Ledcrer
Mohh'i Yudfrlfir.n
Cantor Josef Rosenblatt By Him^cii"
Bobbie Gordon
Jakie *13 jitf*' s old)
Tti«-kcr
Richard
II'i.tv Lee
Nat Carr
....
Levi
William Deniai-c.-t
Bu<n<1
Billings
Anders Ramdolf
Wlintfs
Will WaSiing
Doctor

Grigio), Italian import scheduled to ppen Friday 2 > at the
Cinema Verdi, N. Y., was refrom
Variety
in
viewed
Genoa in the issu* of June 8,
Hawk appraised the
1949.
Giulio Manenti production as a
“routine whodunit dressed up
with music ... it makes fur
entertainokay lightweight
ment.”

.

Sol Lesser’s 3-D,

only rx small bit as a Paris streetFelix Aylmer, Herbert
walker.
Lom and Lucie Mannheim head an
imposing list of supporting playeis. Film is competently directed

the Grey
(L’Uomo dal Guanto

Man With

,

”

.

performance as the
French detective while Anouk has

.

routines. “South Pacific Islander,”
“Life of a Lobster” and “Man on

.

polished

th©

Glove

.

1 9:12

J. Kalisvcwski
M. Mochnacki
for
ticu’arly since up to then “Rogue’s J. Mar,nu*m wski
J. Nittweglowski
Z.I.obodzinski
Kaddnish service, indicating his March” has failed to be more than S. Goszezynski
jfe rest in three-dimensional laic,
Kicc/marowa },
Zusha
dead.
docuis
son
and
his
piece
a
.that
too, should do well.
feeling
It
a conversation
is
currently making its commeivial
Thomas "begins to rise in show biz mentary on life and gripes in a
when
Dafather
Titles
1890.
his
by
circa
English
'regiment
forgiven
debut in Chicago, with Lesser
and is
British
(I)i Polish;
holding U. S. distribution rights.
the letter feels death near, wiping vis’ direction at times fails to
Another film about Fredc
Scene
proceedings.
Lesser, incidentally, has two fullout pathos emphasis for a happy tighten the
Chopin, this is one of llie bes‘
ending.
length features in mind to follow,when Lawford is drummed out of Polish production made in
very
across
comes
being “The Runaway
regiment
the
first
the
Louis F. Edelman’s production is
Poland, it generally lacks
Chop- Train,” scheduled for shooting next
plushy, Michael Curtiz’s direction well and has emotional punch. ment, but it’s filled with t b>
regimental
the
by
played
month.
March
bo
ely
mixing heartwarming touches with
in compositions. It will
apTri-Opticon, like the Arch Obolor
the tearjerk flavor of the original band during the cashiering cere- limited to U. S. arty th
the pic
and “Bwana Devil,”
uses
It’s screen-scripted accept- mony is the one that gives
Polaroid
play.
st'
music
to
pealing
Projection, however, is
ably, but it’s still old-fashioned its obscure title. Alberto Colombo's foreign-language spot
glasses.
updated music is properly unobstrusive.
the
despite
sentiment
with standard theatre projectors,
Chopin,
ye;formative
The
Hift.
Technical work in lensing,
synchronized with a special rigging.
plot.
from 1825 to 183^ ff comprise the In addition, a special-size screen
and music direction are good.
A
background for * JF% picture.
Footage is ovtfrlong with too many Til e Mai*
with a metalized surface is reWfiiched little
tGl
lj
he
of his imp-/ fr °m *
Brog
J
climaxes.
quired. but the screen can also be
included.
TraSais
period in his lif ^are a Iso
"
for flat projection.
used
dls
dei Fo rd has
Director Alex'
(BRITISH—COLOR)
wajr
t ^ie
These shorts were not made
Rogue's
played inger
rings in the JChopm piano sessions, specifically to achieve spectacular
Anglo-American whodunit
aw'i Mr from stilted introduce
Routine semi - action feature
may do for some U.S. theatres.
with modest b.o. potential.
tion of con ^positions. Thus the ConTri-Optieon
Minor is dramatically
Eros Films release of a Raymond Stross certo in
Metro release of Leon Gordon produc- Production, in association with Josef injected ^as the key piece at his
(COLOR; BLACK & WHITE)

camera, Paul C. Votfel; editor. Gene
Prequences. as well as- giving top sell- Ruggiero: music, Alberto Colombo.
viewed in N. Y. Dec. 17, '52. Running
ing to his songs and three standard time.
*4 MINS.

Bus

“The
Glove”

a nitery stint, are well done, being
very effective scenes featuring a
lullaby and reprise for heart-tugs,
with Mildred Dunnock as his
Synagog sequences are
mother,
movingly used for chants and
“Kol Nidre,” and there’s also an
effective home Passover service.
Eduard Franz is the cantor expecting his son to follow in his
footsteps, but the updated plot has
Thomas returning from two years
in Korea with show, biz in mind.
He breaks with his father, and
goes to.New York for a precarious
career-launching with the help of
Miss Lee, already established. Miss
Dunnock and Alex Gerry, as Uncle Louis, both very good, keep up
the ties with home, until Thomas
gives up, and decides to follow his
father. However, the stage lure is
and the
great
too
cvehtually
heart-broken, reads tlje
father,

Harold
Hal
Justin Smith
Anitra Stevens

Phil Stevens’

Yvonne

.

Man WHIt
Cj!rcy

“Just To Be With You” and “Birth
Of The Blues,” used by Thomas in

Panny Thomas, Peggy Lee
In sentimental drama with
songs, remake of 1921 A1 Jol*»

Jerry Golding

The

“Four Leaf Clover,” “String Along
With You,” “Breezing Along,”

Jazz Singer

(COLOR—SONGS)

.
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Lotty,” turns in a moving portrajhelped
al as a paralyzed girl who is
to recovery by Heidi.
aver*
below
Technical credits are
em
age. Camera work as well as
continu
ing lack smoothness and
times
ity.
Special effects are at

°m

Pr

very clumsy while general
moo
tion values show signs of a
budget. Certain overlong seqyenc
could stand tightening.
nc *
guest-director Luigi Come
direction is not free of I’pugh-P
to
However, he is the first
lie
a
high praise for the subtle ^ mop*
trained and guided the two

,

i

j
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.
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pets.

Despite

1

technical

flaws,
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evert Praesens seems tO
one tills
real moneymaker in this
Mczo.
side of the Atlantic.
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Capitalization Set

Bp of 2 New

Stemming From

Cos.
„ts

Se

and theatre interWarner Bros, will dissolve
form
present corporation and

Universal Production Chief

William Goetz

with the ex"c new companies,
outfits

j

7
has his own lekar on

two new

oectatlon that the
J
bp organized under
of Delaware.
rf the state

the laws
When the

new firms are formed

two

it

Production Deals as

Is

new company

anticipated that each

the

authorized capital
shares of com«tock of 5,000,000
par value oL$5 a
the
at
stock
mon
Harry
recently,
Zre As agreed
Major Albert WarM Jack L. and
shares of stock
ner will sell their
to S. H.
the theatre company

St

47th Anniversary Number
of

plan of reorganization will be
9
mailed to stockholders on Jan.

Pfi&mfir
OUT NEXT WEEK

a proxy statement
meeting slated for
Feb. 17.
on
Wilmington
Reorganization setup will be subone anstantially the same as the
nounced Jan. 11, 1951, and subsequently approved by the stockholders on Feb. 20, 1951. However,
session in Febat the stockholders
ruary, 1952, the shareholders were
may have
plan
this
that
informed
light of new
to be scrapped in
industry
the
in
np d
developments
in Federal laws. Warners figured
advantage
take
it might be able to

together with
for the annual

WB’s

setup.

WB

proceed with the old
reorganization plan which is sim(Contlnued on page 13)
to

O’Brien. It’s understood, however,
that the circuit reps did take up
among themselves a scheme to
book and possibly build theatre
telecast attractions on their own
on a non-profit basis.

$7,229,000

Included in the operating profit
a sum of $878,000 from the sale
of capital assets, compared to $1,189.000 for the previous financial
stanza. Net profit is equivalent to
$1.46 per share on the 4,950,600
shares of common stock outstanding.
Net profit for the previous
year was equal to $1.67 per share
on 5,619,785 outstanding shares.
is

Berger

On
1953

.

Film rentals, theatre admissions,
sales, etc., after the elimination of
inter-company transactions amount-

to $112,422,000, as compared to
$116,909,000 for 1951.

ed

Financial report, issued yester-

pects.

day (Tues.), reveals that the loss
and damage claim from the two
Industry problems
fires at the Coast studio was settled
the ensuing year, but asserts “it
with the insurance companies subwill
take
more than wishful sequent
to Aug. 31, 1952, and
thinking” to solve them. He calls
for “determined, constructive ac- amounted to $4,515,690. The insurtion and plenty of it" on everyone ance carried, it reports, was based
on replacement costs rather than
in the business’s
part. He anticipates some really outstanding at(Continued on page 51)
see many
solved during

to

i

in

1953,

more of them

than in

any previous season; furfavorable
development of
theatre TV, and the

ther

large-screen

extension^ of

third-dimensional pictures. He’s also
encouraged by the
progress being made toward repeal of the Federal
admission tax.
Berger feels that exhibition will

?^ ec t ed * n 1953 by the “tough”
which distributors have
«£?• j
blindly created"
and which now

n

as taken the
form of a “creeping
the distributors’ new
must-percentage policy on 40% tc
p lct res He feels that this
y
l
1S
>
‘slowly but surely" clos,
n
6 doors of “several
thousand
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BUS STRIKE THREAT
Threat of a bus strike starting
at midnight tonight (Wed.) has
N. Y. theatremen plenty worried.
A stoppage in surface transportation may cause a heavy dent at

Brazil;

will

the

of

^

British

third-di-

That an appraisal of their position would be made was disclosed
in New York Monday (29) by Irving
Lesser and Seymour Poe of Producers Representatives, who ar*
supervising distribution of TriOpticon for Sol Lesser. Latter’*
Thalia Productions has exclusive
U. S. exhibition rights to* the process.

Screening at the Telenews consists of five shorts

—three
—

in color,

two black and white
and run*
about an hour. One subject is a

travelog while another briefie deal*
with a Sadler’s Wells ballet sequence. Seven-days’ gross following
the Christmas Day preem will top
$30,000, according to Irving Lesser.
At present, Tri-Opticon shapes
up as a package in which the films,
a metallized screen, a coupling device for Interlocking projector*
and polarized glasses are supplied
the exhibitor by the Lesser organization. It’s .envisaged that ultimateThe Spanish government has ly day-and-date showings may be
Picture Export held at 50 theatres.
notified Motion
Aside from the' Telenews and
Assn, member companies of its
plan to delay the implementation Pilgrim bookings, Lesser and Poe
revealed
that they have a commltdate of its new film accord with
(Continued on page 13)
the U. S. distribs from March 1,
1952, to Aug. 1. Company reps in
Madrid have told MPEA in N. Y.
they are inclined to accept the
in N.Y. Hearing
change with the understanding the
Madrid authorities will speed isJurisdiction Over
suance of import permits.
Shift is important since, if the
Brooklyn
Theatre Booth
starting date of the agreement is
Jurisdictional dispute between
March 1, all import permits would
have to be issued before March 1 two New York projectionist union*
of next year when a new pact will be aired before the National
would have to be negotiated. With Labor Relations Board beginning
the new Aug. 1 date, however, is- Monday (5). Hassle involves Local
suance of permits would stretch 306, International Alliance of Thewell into the spring of ’53. The atrical Stage Employees, and th*
current deal permits Importation Independent Motion Picture Maof 100 Hollywood pix, with 40 per- chine Operators.
mits going to Spanish importers.
Actually a complaint has been
Once the effective pact date is brought by the indie union against
settled, MPEA intends to take up exhib Herman Savage, operator of
with the Spanish government the the People’s Cinema, Brooklyn.
question of what should be done When Savage took over the leas*
with the licenses not used up by of the theatre, previously manned
the local distribs. MPEA’s posi- by Local 306 men, he installed the
indie boothmen, with whom he ha*
( Continued on page 16)
agreements in other Brooklyn the-

Spain Notifies

MPEA of Delay

In Pact’s Start

NLRB
On

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Total of 30 pictures will be
filmed on foreign soil by Hollywood producers during the first six
months of 1953, or more than twice
the number made In the corresponding period of this year.
Foreign program for January
consists oF “The Girl on the Via
Flaminia," to be produced by Anatole Litvak, in association with
Benagoss Productions, in Paris;
“All the Brothers Were Valiant,"
by Metro, in Jamaica; “Blowing
Wild," by Milton Sperling, in Mexico, and “Cocobolo," by Robert L.
Peters, in Peru.
February: Metro’s “Saadia" in
French Morocco; Paramount’s “Elephant Walk” in Ceylon; Columbia’s
“From Here to Eternity" in Hawaii;
Republic’s
“Follow Your
Star" in Italy; Edward and William
Nassour’s “Ring Around Saturn"
in
Mexico, and Wayne-Fellows’
“Island In the Sky" in Canada.

Pine-Thomas

In

J/&RIETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

HOLLYWOOD

March:

*

47th Anniversary Number

MOS. FOR

“Lost Treasure of the

*

an informative byline piece

Legion Raps 4 Pix
Four pictures from as many
studios this week were rated as
Class B (Morally Objectionable in
Part for All) by the National Legion of Decency.
Metro’s “The
Clown” and 20th-Fox’s “I Don’t
Care Girl” were rapped for “tending to justify divorce and remarriage," among other things.
“Mississippi Gambler" (U) drew
an objection from the Catholic reviewing organization for “presenting the marriage bond as dissolu-

film
in

Amazon"

Paramount “Wings Across

the Sea" in England; American
Pictures “Female of the Species"
in Spain; Warwick “The White

The IA union
atres he operates.
immediately installed a picket line,
resulting in Savage’s firing of th*
indies and replacing them with
Local 306 projectionists.
Indie outfit therefore filed an
unfair labor practice complaint
against Savage. The IA union, although not a party to the actual
complaint, is supporting Savage.
It claims jurisdiction over the theatre on the ground that its men
operated the booth prior to the
Savage takeover.

ble;
sympathetic
treatment
of Pakistan to Modify
duelling.” RKO’s “Never. Wave at
England, and Dudley a Wac” was said to “reflect the acFilm Import Duty
the b.o. since a sizable portion of Pictures “Round the World Week- ceptability of divorce" and contheatre audiences use buses to key
Pakistan government has tentatains “suggestive dialog.”
(Continued on page 13)
neighborhood as well as the Broadtively agreed to modify its import
way houses.
duty on foreign films to one-half
Although subway transportation
anna (lV4c) per foot, or a maximum of one anna (2V£c) per foot,
will be available, exhibs feel that
confirmed bus-riders will not shift
but the method with which this is
to be accomplished remains unto that mode of transportation.
certain, the companies have been
They note that older people prefer
informed by the Motion Picture
to sit home and watch television
Export Assn.
rather than undergo a walk up and
New pact was negotiated for
down subway stairs. In addition,
With the complete organization use the services of the various N. Y. MPEA recently by Irving Maas, its*
exhibs assert that parents who alof
Council
metropolitan
area
film
unions
Picture
unMotion
the
of
special
rep in Asia, during a visit
children
use
buses
to
low their
frown on permitting their offspring N. Y., consisting of 13 craft unions der established terms. The basic to Karachi, Pakistan imposed it
of
Alliance
agreement,
in
all
probability,
will
International
of the
duty of four annas (10c) per foot
to take unescorted subway rides.
Theatrical Stage Employees, outfit be broad, with details of pacts to on film imports last Oct. 22.
If
is setting in motion plans to begin be worked by each union on an in- the Pakistani honor the
present
Balab&n Clock* ‘Sheba* negotiations shortly with eastern dividual basis. Each local will sign agreement, the status quo will be
Barney Balaban, president of film producers. Council will seek a separate contract although joint restored.
Various Pakistani ministries are
Paramount, was spotted at the Vic- a basic agreement similar to the negotiations will be held for basic
currently discussing two alternatoria Theatre, N. Y., last Saturday one established by the Hollywood scales and conditions.
John J. Francavilla, IA interna- tives. Either there will be a duty
keeping a close watch on Film Council. Its dealings will be
(27)
film- tional rep and chairman of the film of a half-anna per foot on all forcommercial
mainly with
“Come B^ck* Little Sheba."
council, will- issue an invitation eign imports, or else a distrib will
The chief exec shuttled for sev- makers and vidpix producers.
formation
of
an shortly to the eastern film produ- have to pay a half-anna on films
the
Actually
eral hours between the boxoffiee
and inside the house, where he eastern film council is, to a large cers for a confab. Whether the pro- which do not exceed 500 to 550
watched audience reaction. He was extent, an IA organizing gimmick ducers will deal with the union as showings and an additional levy of
apparently satisfied. Biz was capac- whereby the show biz union hopes individuals or as an industry group 3V^ anna per foot on those that do
to get the eastern film industry to hasn’t been determined as yet.
get more than, 550 engagement*:
ity.

South”

in

N.Y. Film Council Maps Plans For

Negotiations With Eastern Prods.

3-D System Sans Glasses
Process

EXHIBS WORRIED BY

*

,

the

mensional film process, will be “reevaluated" following the current
demonstration of the technique at
the Telenews Theatre, Chicago, and
an engagement scheduled to start
Jan. 15 at the Pilgrim Theatre, Boston.

52-Weeks-a-Year Bis

FOREIGN PIX

IN

Minneapolis, Dec. 30.
Two local industry leaders, Harry
B. French, Minnesota Ajmus Co.
{United Paramount Theatres) president, and Bennie Berger, North
Central Allied-head, express guarded optimism and confidence regarding
exhibition’s
1953 pros-

tractions

office of
in rivalry with Theatre

Network Television.
Informal exhib committee met
at the New York office of its chairman, Robert O’Brien, United Paramount Theatres treasurer. Prime
topic of discussion was ways and
means of improving large-screens
TV pic quality. Group never got
into
any official talk on theatre TV programming, according to

3#

forthcoming
ruling
With no
defrom the Treasury Dept.

expects

own

Hyman

Pix Must Be
Encouraged as a

program booking

a

L.

reaffirms his pitch

Down $2, 198,11

pany without the necessity of discorporate
present
the
solving

French

ing

Edward

on Tri-Opticon

Production and sales policies for
Tri-Opticon,

UPT Voepoe

Fiscal Yr. Net;

Revenue Act of 1951, which
contained 8 ‘'spin-off" clavse. This
provision, it was pointed out, might
allow the formation of a new com-

Exhibition for

Fear of legal implications and
inability to agree on operational
details last week again blocked
realization of a long-nursed plan
of the circuits to keep theatre television “in the family” by establish-

Refusing to go into detail “because the situation is delicate,"
several
exhib
spokesmen later
voiced disappointment over the
continued lack of action.
They
had come to the powwow under the
impression that some definite action would be taken, and they
came away discouraged over the
prospects of any joint move;
Warner Bros, and its subsid com-j Circuits for some time have been
panies chalked up a net profit of unhappy with the terms asked of
$7,229,000 for the fiscal year ending
(Continued on page 45)
Aug. 31, 1952, as compared to $9,427.000 for the previous year, a
difference of $2,198,000. This year’s
profit was computed after .provision of $7,700,000 for Federal income taxes and $550,000 for contingent liabilities, as compared to
$9,427,000 for taxes and $700,000
for contingent liabilities for the fisti
cal year ending Aug., 1951.

of the

Express Optimism

*

In the

in

Harry French,

*

one of th* many editorial features

Fabian.
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PICTURE GROSSES
L.A. Climbs;

Hans’ Mighty

‘Paris’ Rig

Wednesday, December 31, 1952

W

$14,000, Pitt;

$40,000,
‘Clown’ 15G,

K.C. Perks; flags’ Flying at

746

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.

‘Rouge’ Hot 27G, ‘Sheba’ Smart 9G,

Wow

‘Star

Los Angeles, Dec.
First-run biz generally
Jiere this holiday

is

13G,

M

Holiday

Great 47G

30.

soaring

Broadway Grosses

week, particular-

ly at houses where New Year’s
Eve is included. Largest slice of
coin going to a single house is being taken by “Hans Christian Andersen,” with a mighty $40,000. It
has city’s top scale and benefit of
New Year’s Eve. “Moulin Rouge”
looks hot $27,000 in one theatre,
without Dec. 31 night trade'.
“The Star” is heading for nearrecord $13,000 at sure-seater Four
“Cousin Rachel” is rated
Star.
nifty $13,000. “Little Sheba,” smart
$9,000 and "Member of Wedding,
a fair $7,000, all in single sites
with upped scales.
“Road To Bali” is pacing regular-admission houses with fancy
$47,000 in two Ideations, and a
mighty $80,000 or better in total of
seven sites including three driveins where first two days were lost
via a projectionist’s strike. “Bad
and Beautiful” is rousing $29,000
in two houses, one a small-seater.
“Million Dollar Mermaid” is exspots.
$32,000 for two
cellent
“Blackbeard the Pirate” looks
good $30,000 in two spots, sans
New Year’s Eve.
Estimates for This Week

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$1,029,700
(Based on 23 theatres)
Last Year
$586,500
(Based on 20 theatres)
.

.

‘

all

over

Harris. However, “The Promoter”
is giving the Squirrel Hill its best
business in a year, and “Lure of
Wilderness” is doing much better
than expected at Fulton.
Estimates for Tills Week
Fulton (Shea) (3,300; 50-85)—
“Lure of Wilderness” (20th). Very
good $7,500, best here in weeks.

Last week, “Night Without Sleep”

“Toughest Man Arizona” (Rep), drab $3,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—
“I Don’$ Care Girl” (20th). Eva

26G

In Spotty Frisco

(3,300; 50-85)
“Clown” (M-G). Heavy exploitation campaign, with extra space in
all dailies, and a couple of affectionate reviews helping new Red
(Continued on page 40)

30.

some

Tirate’ Rousing

—

$14,500

Cincy

—

(Par) (2,646;

to Bali” (Par).
Sock $26,Last week, “Abbott Costello
Meet
Capt.
Kidd”
(WB)
and
“Abbott Costello Meet Capt.
Kidd” (WB). Dull $16,000. Last “Thundering Trail’.’ (Indie), $11,000
week, “Cattle Town” (WB), $11,St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 95-$1.20)
000
“Bwana Devil” (Indie) (2d wk).
United Artists, Vogue (UATC- Hot $25,000. Last week, sock $33,FWC) (2,100; 885; 70-$1.10)—“Bad 000
and Beautiful” (M-G). Fancy $29,Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; ,65000. Last week, in other units.
95)—“Against All Flags” <U) And
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC) “Yukon Gold” (Mono). Big $13,“Million 000 or near.
Last week, “Path(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)
Dollar Mermaid" (M-G). Solid $32,- finder” (Col) and “Yukon Gold”
000. Last week, with Four Star, (Mono), $7,000.

—

(2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)

000.

—

.

—

—

,

“The Promoter”

units.

New

record of great $6,500.

—

“Promoter” <U)

(7th

wk-8

days),

$2,900.

(FWC)

Ritz*

“Cousin

(1,370: 80-$1.50)—
(20th).
Nifty

Rachel”

$13,000 or over. Last week, with
Globe, “Snows Kilimanjaro” (20th)
(4th wk), $6,600.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 80r$1.50)
—“The Star” (20th). Near-record
$13,000 looms. Last week, in another unit.
Canon (ABC) (533; $1.20-$1.50)—
“Member of Wedding” (Col). Fair
$7,000. Last week, “Full House”
(20th) (14th wk), $1,200..

and 186

likely.

Estimates for This

Kimo (Dickinson)
—“Four
Poster”

Week

(504; 65-85
(Col). Great $3,000,

‘Bwana’ Terrif

'

Last week, “Never Take No Answer” (Indie), $1,000.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 50-75
“The Clown” (M-G). Good $13,000,
Last week, “Outpost in Malaya”
»

$40,000, Philly

(UA) and “Storm Over Tibet"
Philadelphia, Dec. 30.
Holiday hypo is producing some
12 new bills here this week and
erking first-run outlets. “Bwana
S>evil” ran away from the field
Christmas Day at the Aldine with
the week’s total likely to equal any
round this season at this house.
“Road To Bali,” “Breaking Sound
Barrier,” “Cousin Rachel,” “Limelight” and “Plymouth Adventure”
all broke fast. “Stars and Stripes”
looks okay at the Fox but more
“Million Dollar
was expected.
Mermaid” also is not quite up to
hopes at the Randolph although
nice. “I Don’t Care Girl” shapes
solid at

Goldman.

NG

$4,000 in 6 days.

:

Robert M. Weitman
yens for some of that good ole
showmanship and deplores

Hoiv Original Can

We Be?

—

(UA) and “Untamed
drab $2,500.

Women"

47 tk Anniversary

IS

tn the

umber

of

OUT NEXT WEEK

iUA),

Paramount (Tri-States) <1,900;
50-75)—“Road To Bali” (Par). Up
to expectations with socko $14,000.
Holds. Last week, “Meet Capt.
Kidd” (WB), fairish $5,000.

Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;
65-85)
“Cousin Rachel” (20lh>.
Big $13,000 looms. Will hold. Last
week, house dark.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

—

—

“Against All
Estimates for This Week
700; 1,217; 50-75)
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 99-$1.30)— Flags” (U) with “Rose Bowl Story”
“Bwana Devil” (Indie). Terrific (A A) added at Tower and Granada.
$4O,O0O or near. Last week, “Face Solid $15,000 or close. Last week
tb Face” (RKO), okay $9,500 in 10 “Steel Trap” (20th) bolstered with
days.
sneak preview of a new film each
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)
night to get acceptable $11,000.
(M-G).
Adventure”
“Plymouth
Vogue (Golden) (550; 65-85)
Trim $13,000. Last week, “Because “The Promoter” (U) (5th wk). PickYou’re Mine” (M-G) (10th wk), ing up to sock $2,400. Will go a
sixth. Last week, $1,800.
$4,500.

—

—

—

—

—

$5,000.

—

‘Andersen

Hub;

Wow $30,000,
Socko 40G,

‘Bali’

‘A&C’ 20G, ‘Ruby’ 15G
Boston, Dec.

Flock of newcomers

is

30.

brighten-

ing the boxoffice picture substantially this stanza, with biz perking
at majority of downtown majors.
“Road to Bali” at Met shapes boffo with “Hans Christian AnderAstor likewise sock.
sen”
at
“Blackbeard the Pirate" at Memorial looks big and “Ruby Gentry”
ditto at the Boston. “Abbott-Costello “Meet Capt. Kidd” at Para-

mount and Fenway is above average, but “The Clown” at Orpheum
“Limeis not strong.
Esquire and Mayflower
with hypoed prices.
and Stripes Forever” at

and-State
light”

shapes

at

fair

“Stars
Pilgrim looks fairly strong.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.50)—
“Hans Christian Andersen" <RKOGoldwyn). Pegged at top scale in
tow n and looks socko $30,000.

$13, 009

K ‘A&C

fony’ IK.
TALL

Paces Cincy;

r

7G, 2d

1

—

•

Harry

—

—

TV

—

an informative byline piece

(Col).

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)
“Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO) and
“Battles off Chief Pontiac” (Indie).
Slow $6,000. Last week, “The Ring”

—

Broadway Deluxe C ncma Showman

—

Last week, house was closed.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)
Boston (RKO) 3,000; 40-85)—
Mild
“Hurricane Smith” (Par).
$7,000. Last week, “Shores Tripoli" “Ruby Gentry” (20th) and “CapSlick $15,(20th) “Leave To Heaven" (20th) tive Women” (RKO).
“Two Lost
(reissues), $4,800.
week,
Last
000.
‘Stars’
Studio (Goldberg) (500; 65-99)— Worlds” (UA) and “Unknown Isl“Promoter” (U). Big $5,000 or and” (UA) (reissues), fair $7,000
near. Last week, second-runs.
Louisville, Dec. 30.
for 5 days,
...
Trans-Lux <T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)
Esquire (ATC) (1,000; 90-$1.25
Usual- Christmas week pickup in
Substantial
—“Breaking Sound Barrier" (UA). —“Limelight” (UA).
film biz is in evidence here this
‘FLAGS’
$12,000,
Solid $8,500. Last week, “Happy evening biz should wind with okay
session. Houses are strutting their Time” (Col) (7th wk), $3,000.
Last week, house shut$9,000.
World (G&S) (500; 85-$1.20)
INDPLS.; ‘CLOWN’ 15G stuff with top notch product, and
tered.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300;
wicket pace is lively. “Stars and “Limelight” (UA). Socko $9,000.
Indianapolis, Dec. 30.
<UAJ.
“Breaking Sound Barrier
A big holiday biz, aided by good Stripes Forever” at small-seater Last week, second-runs.
Opened Sunday (28). Last weeK,
weather, helped deluxers here to Kentucky is fine but standout is
big
wk),
(7th
“The Promoter” (U)
nice grosses this stanza despite “Against Ail Flags,” smash at the ‘Bali’ Lusty $17,000,
$4 200
slackening pace over the weekend. State. “Pony Soldier” at Rialto is
40-85)Seattle;
‘Hiawatha’
10G
Fenway (NET) (1,373;
“The Clown” is solid at Loew’s to fine as is holdover of “Meet Capt.
Kida
“ Abbott-Costello Meet Capt.
lead town.
“Against All Flags” Kidd” at Mary Anderson.
Seattle, Dec. 30.
(AA)*
Biz is perking here this round (WB) and “The Maverick
Estimates for This Week
at Circle shapes big while “Stars
40)
page
on
(Continued
despite
plenty
of
and Stripes Forever” at Indiana
holdovers.
“Road
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 54-75)
looks nice.
“Stars, Stripes Forever” (20th). To Bali” is standout with a smash
Estimates for This Week
Excellent $6,000 looms. Last week, session at Paramount. “Limelight”
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50- “Something for Birds” (20th) and looks only fair at Music Box.
Independent Exhibitor Leader
76)—“Against All Flags” (U) and “Ladies of Chorus” (Col), (reissue), “Against All Flags” looms big in
“The Raiders” (U). Big $12,000. $4,500.
second Music Hail round.
“HiaBrandt
Last week, “Steel Trap" (20th) and
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.200; watha” is sturdy at the Coliseum.
“Something For Birds” (20th), thin
Estimates
This
for
Week
bullish on
is
54-75)
“Abbott-Costello
Meet - Coliseum (Evergreen)
$6,500.
(1,829; 65Capt. Kidd” (WB) (2d wk). Proving
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
90)
“Hiawatha” (AA) and “No
Third Dimension and
popular on second session at big
“Stars, Stripes Forever”
(20th).
Holds Barred” (AA). Sturdy $10,Nice $12,000. Last week, “Battle $7,000. Initial stanza was $8,000.
000 or near.
Last week, “Ring"
Theatre
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; (UA) and “Tromba” (Lip),
Zone”
(AA)
and
“No Holds
$7,600.
54-75)— “Pony Soldier” (20th) and
*
*
*
Barred” (AA), $8,500.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
“Mr. Walkie Talkie” (Lip). Fine 65-90) “Stars, Stripes Forever"
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)
feature
editorial
many
$10,000
or
one
near. Last week “Hurri- (20th) and “Jungle Girl” (AA) (2d
of the
“The Clown” (M-G). Solid $15,000.
Last week, “Eight Iron Men” (Coll cane Smith” (Par) and “Turning wk). Good $8,000 after okay $8,in the
Point”
(Par),
$8,500.
and’ “Strange Fascination” (Col),
800 opener.
$7,500 in 6 days.
47th Anniversary Number
State (Loew’s) (3.000; 54-75)
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 85-90)
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; (?0-76)— “Blaz- “Against AJ1 Flags” (U). Indica“Zenda” (M-G) (2d wk).
Big
of
ing Forest” (Par) and “South Pa- tions are this one will be leading $8,500 after getting $9,500 opener.
cific Trail” (Rep). Fair $5,000. Last field this week. Sock $13,000 or
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65week, "Bodysnatchers” (RKO) and close. Last week, “Outpost Malaya” 90)— “Limelight” (UA). Fair $5,“Walked With Zombie” (RKO) (UA) and “Apache War Smoke” 000, and obviously disappointing.
(reissues), tepid $4,000,
(M-G), fair $7,000 in 5 days.
(Continued on page 40)

$1.50—“Hans Christian Andersen”
flags’ Lofty
$1.80)

—

cities,

theatres .)

—

.

(RKO). Mighty $40,000 or close.
Last week, nabe first-run.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.50)
“Come Back, Little Sheba” (Par).
Smart $9,000 or near. Last week,

at Fox-Midwest 4-theatre combo
“Four Poster” is great at little
Kimo. “Promoter” shapes smash
in fifth Vogue stanza. Fox Midwest
lights up the Orpheum for “My
Cousin Rachel,” with big round

$1,820,200

—

(M-G), with Liberace headClay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
ing stageshQW. Okay $30,000. Last “Beauty and Devil” (Indie).
Oke
week, with Holly wood Paramount. $2,100.
Last week, “Catherine
“Bwana Devil” (Indie) (4th wk), Great” (Indie) and “Henry Eighth”
$ 22 000
(Indie), 6 days, $1,700.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
—“Moulin Rouge” (UA). Hot $27,000. Last week, with L.A. unit.
(1,612;

Last Year
(Based on 21

-

$2,-

Moon”

Beverly Hills (WB)

,

Same Week

•

85-$l)—
house
Last week,

(370;
(U).

Los Angeles Paramount (UPT) “Quiet Man” (Rep) (7th wk),
95-$1.50)
(3,200;
“Sky Full of 200 with prices upped.

,

City Grosses

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross

Rachel' Big 13G

Kansas City, Dec. 30
Film houses here are meeting the
holiday season with stronger product, and climbing out of pre-Christmas doldrums. Most opened new
bills Dec. 24 or Christmas Dav
“Road To Bali” is sock at the Paramount, and will stay a second week
“Against All Flags” shapes solid

Estimated Total Gross
$3,313,800
This Week
(Based on 23 cities, 201 theatres, chiefly first runs includ-

•

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
“Flat Top” (AA) and “No Holds
65-95)
“Breaking Sound Barrier”
Barred” (AA), $23,000.
(UA).
Fair $7,000.
Last week,
Orphcum, Hollywood Paramount
(Metropolitan-F&M) (2,213; 1,430; “Invasion U.S.A.” (Col) (2d wk),
60-$1.10)— “Road to Bali” (Par). 6 days,, $4,600.
Stagedoor (A-R)
Smash $47,000. Last week, in other

14a

—

.

.

M

Me At Fair” and “The
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)
Stooge” at the Cap.
Great
“Cousin Rachel” (20th).
Estimates for This Week
$23,000. Last week, “Hour of 13”
Aibee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)— (M-G), $7,000.
“Million Dollar Mermaid”( (M-G).
Earle (WB) (2,700; 60-$1.10)
Fine $16,000. Last week, “Desper- “Apache War Smoke” (M-G) with
ate Search” (M-G), 5 days, $7,500. Lionel Hampton orch onstage. Fair
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)— $18,000. Last week, closed.
“Thunder in East” (Par) and New
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)— “Stars,
Good
Year’s Eve sneak of “The Stooge” Stripes Forever”
(20th).
(Par) at $1. Solid $11,000. Last $21,000.
Last w’eek, “Ivanhoe”
week, “Montana Belle” (RKO), (M-G) (11th wk), $7,500.
$9,000.
Gc'.dman (Goldman) (1,200; 50Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)— 99) “I Don’t Care Girl” (20th).
“Thunder birds” (Rep) and “Battles Neat $15,000. Last week, “Golden
of Pontiac” (Indie). Okay $7,000. Hawk” (Col), $7,500.
Last week, “Gunfighter” (20th) and
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
“Yellow Sky” (20th) (reissues), “Abbott-Costello Meet Capt. Kidd”
$4,500.
(WB) (2d wk). So-so $9,000. Last
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)— week, off $7,500.
“Stars and Stripes Forever” (20th)
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 75and New Year’s Eve sneak of "Meet $1.30)
Kilimanjaro”
“Snows
Me At Fair” (U) at $1. Sturdy $10,- (20th) (11th wk). Pushed to $9,000.
500.
Last week, “Something for Last week, trim $7,000.
Birds” (20th), $5,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)— 99)
“Million Dollar Mermaid”
“Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO). Stout (M-G). Good $20,000 but not up
Last week, “Invasion to hopes. Last week, “Pal Gus”
$14,500.
U.S.A.” (Col) and “Pathfinder” (20th) (2d wk), $7,700.
(Col), $10,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)
“Road to Bali” (Par). Nice $21,000.
Last week, “Montana Belle” (RKO),

“Meet

Downtown, Wiltern “Road

Hollywood,

(WB)

Key

dull $3,500.
Penn (Loew’s)

Holiday biz is spotty here, with
rain not especially helpful.
However, “Road to Bali” is doing
great at the Paramount. “Million
Dollar Mermaid” is rated husky at
Warfield while “Against All Flags”
shapes nice at Orpheum. “Blackbeard the Pirate” looms big in second round at Golden Gate.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 6595)
in
"Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO)
and Walt Disney Cartoon festival
(2d wk).
Big $ll,00d or near.
Cincinnati, Dec. 30.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,- Last week, strong
$13,000.
Film front is^ flashing festive fig752; 2,812; 60-$l. 10)—“Blackbeard
Fox (FWC)
65-95)— ures this .frame. “Million Dollar
(4,651;
(RKO) and “Maverick”
Pirate”
“Stars,
Stripes
Forever” (20th) Mermaid” in big Albee stacks up
(AA). Good $30,000. Last week,
“8 Iron Men” (Col) and “Pathfind- and “Never Take No for Answer” to get biggest coin but “Blackbeard
(Indie)
(reissue) (2d wk).
Fair Pirate” is comparatively as solid at
er” (Col) (2d wk), $12,500.
$10,500. Last week, hefty $15,000. Palace. “Thunder In East” at CapiLos Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,
tol and “Stars and Stripes Forever”
Warfield
65-95)
(Loew’s)
(2,656;
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,715;
“Million Dollar Mermaid” (M-G). at Keith’s loom as winners, latter
70-$1.10)—“Pony Soldier”
1,248;
being especially big. “ThunderHusky
Last
week,
$20,000.
“Apache
(20th). Light $23,000. Last week,
birds” shapes up okay at Grand.
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA) War Smoke” (M-G), 4 days, only Two houses are pulling sneaks on
$5,500.
and “My Pal Gus” (20th) (2d wk),
Year's Eve, Keith’s with
New
65-95)
Paramount
$12,400.

‘Bali’

and

Tanguay bio not in the running.
Lucky to get $6,500, NSH for this
time of year. Last week, “Grows
on Trees” (U) and “Raiders” (U),

‘

San Francisco, Dec.

biz

the way. Billy Eckstine stageshow
with “Hour of 13” at Stanley is
proving somewhat disappointing.
“I Don’t Care Girl” is just so-so at

(20th)

.

Bali’ Giant

perking

downtown with “The Clowft” at
Penn and “April in Paris” leading

9

—
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'ffwlncptlay,

ff

‘Mermaid’ Terrif 40G,
Chicago, Dec. 30.
first-runs are goChicago Loop
new year with a real
ing into the
all around,
product
PA. With top
extra
otai
hv dear weather and
de
are
wickets
the
Siekend.

g^wmpaHiUvely

the

is

which
606-seater,
$5,000 daily receipts
Jacked up
three-dimenTri-Opticon,
from
a

and

shorts

sional

headed for

is

“Bali’

Same

Film gross estimates- as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e. f
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,

little

000 on week.
.
€ ianl $30
g
‘‘April
The Chicago, with
backed strongly.by Four
and
v-n-is"
others,
t,n D Bros., an ice revue,

m

include the U. S. amusement
tax.

shapes lusty
and Stripes Forever"
So 000 at Palace. “Road to Bali"

‘Pirate

Stale-Lake looks sock $40,000.
“Against All Flags” at the Rooseheading for a rousing $30,Okav Si 0,500 looms for “In000
Grand. “Provasion. I*! S. A.” at

Powerful

It

$8,000 in Mpls.

velt is

moter” at Surf is sockeroo $10,000.
Lone holdover, at United Artists,
“Abbotl-Coslcllo Meet Capt. Kidd”
big $15,000 in second
is holding at
frame.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
—“April in Paris” (WB) plus Four
Aces and Four Step Bros, with ice
revue onstage. Heading for .great
Last week, “Because of
$75,000.
You” <U> and Bill Lawrence onstage $37,000.

illKO)

Grand

55-98)

(1,500;

—

“Invasion. U. S. A.” (Col) and “Red
Indie). Oke *t $10,
Planet Mars"
i

Road”

Last week. “Cairo

500.

$ 8 000
,

Tiger”

“Voodoo

and

die)

(In(Col),

.

(Indie)

Oriental

(3,400;

98)

—

Mermaid” (M-G).
Last week, “BreakSound Barrier” (UA) (3d wlc),
Dollar

“Million

Minneapolis,. Dec. 30.

With the public apparently having trouble recovering from its
buying spree or Christmas parties,
holiday week got off to a slow start,
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Washington, Dec. 30.
Expected holiday boom failed to
take shape here, although biz was
nicely up over preceding session’s
rock bottom low. The four-day
government workers’ holiday
proved to be bonanza for travel
agencies and department stores,
rather than the p*x biz. Week’s
takes, which reflect three days of
holiday and weekend scale, are
generally about average for nor,

mal sessions. One of bright exceptions to general disappointment
along main stein is “Stars and
Stripes Forever,” sock at Loew’s
Columbia. It did lion’s share of
Christmas night biz. “Prisoner of
Zenda” is holding up strongly in
second stanza at Loew’s Palace.
“Against All Flags” shapes fine at
Keith’s.

.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)
“Everything I Have Is Yours”
(M-G) phis vaude. Pleasant $18.000. but not up to holiday standards for this big house. Last week.
“Something for the Birds” (20th)
show onstage,
Blackstone
plus
$12,000.

(Loew’s) (1,174;
— Columbia
“Stars, Stripes Forever”

55-80)
(20th).

Socko $16,000 or near to top town
Last week, “Snows KiliSlays.
manjaro” (20th) (10th wk), okay
$4,000 for final

6 days

at

tilted

scale.

Sinners’

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85)
“Brandy for Parson” (Indie) (3d-

on p ag

(Continued on page 40)

<

(29)
$10,-

—

’

—

95-$1.50)
(592;
“No Time For
The Music Hall, with “Million Flowers.” (RKO); First week ending
today
(Wed.) looks to hit big
Dollar Mermaid” and annual Xmas

day, too.

and top-

&

close, at the State. “No Time For
Flowers” looks like big $9,000 at

Normandie. “Importance of
Being Earnest,” •with a giant $12,000, broke the house high at the
“Hiawatha,”
Baronet.
bandbox
another newcomer, looms nicely at
$7,500 for the reopened Bijou.
“Black Castle,” with vaudeville,
shapes up socko $30,000 in an
the

eight-day

week

at the Palace.

Christian Andersen” is
spurting ahead so strongly that it
registered close to opening-week
figures at both the Criterion and
Paris in the past stanza, the fifth.
Danny Kaye opus hit a giant $57,000 at the Criterion and a sockeroo
$24,700 at the Paris.
Estimates for This Week

“Hans

—

— —
—

believes

in

Big Penetration
Ballyhoo to Achieve
Big Grosses
*

*

an Interesting editorial feature
In

the

47th Anniversary

bandbox house at $12,000, terrific.
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90$2.80)
“This Is Cinerama” (Indie)
114th wk). The 13th session ended
last night (Tues.) was smash $46.-

—

a

Number

of

ySmETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

—

•

—

Charles Ehifeld

Last week, on re-

—

— —

last

j

Holds.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 75-$1.40)—
“Black Castle” (U) with 8 acts of
vaude. Heading for socko $30,000
for 8-day week, this bill having
opened on Xmas (Thurs.), a day
ahead of usual opening here. Last
week, “Torpedo Alley” (AA), with
vaude, fine $22,000 sans help of
Christmas, making it a six-day
week.

of the bigger sessions at the house
Paramount (Plar) (3,664; 80-$l.B0)
and best at the Par flagship in
“April in Paris” (WB) with Sarah
about a year.
“Come Back, Little Sheba” is Vaughan, Illinois Jacquet orch.
Stumpy toppacking the small Victoria and Four Tunes, Stump
came near the alltime house high ping stageshow (2d wk). initial
with a terrific $54,000 in first week session ended last night (Tues.)
landed great $108,000. I 11 ahead,
ended Monday (29).
“Against All Flags,” with Johnnie “Stop, You’re Killing Me” (WB)
Ray topping the stageshow, hit a plus Janis Paige, Jack Carter, Budhuge $120,000 or near in initial dy Morrow orch (2d wk). $47,000.
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)
session ended last night (Tues.).
“My Cousin Rachel” is heading for “Hans Christian Andersen” (RKOa smash $53,000 for first week at Goldwyn) (6th wk). Fifth stanza
(29)
pushed to
the Rivoli. “Ruby Gentry,” also ended Monday
new, looks to reach a solid $24,000 huge $24,700, which is a step ahead
of opening week here. Fourth week
at the Mayfair.
Pirate” is was big $14,000.
“Blackbeard the
Radio City Music Hall (Rockeclimbing to a great $42,000, or

Smash $18,500
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)
week’s $17,800.
“Limelight” (UA) (10th wk). CurOdeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)
rent round ending today (Wed.),
“Outpost in Malaya” (Rank). Hefty which takes, in New Year’s Eve,
Last week, “Bonzo To looks to hit smash $42,000 or close.
$15,000.
College” (U). $6,000.
Last week, $12,000. Stays on.
40-80)
(2,396;
(FP)
Shea’s
Beekman (R&B) (550; 85-$ 1.50)
“Abbott-Costello Meet Capt. Kidd” —“Under Red Sea” (RKO) (7th(WB) (2d wk). Oke $7,000. Last final wk). Sixth round ended Monweek, $9,000.
day (29) pushed to good $4,000
University (FP) (1,558; 40-80)
after $3,000 for fifth. “Castle in
Stout Air” (Indie) opens Friday (3).
“My Pal Gus” (20th).
Last week, “Snows Kili$11,000.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 90-$1.50)
manjaro” (20tli) (7th wk), $6,000.
“Hiawatha” (AA). First round
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)
ending today (Wed.) looks like nice
“Against All Flags” (U>. Wow $7,500, which is not big for a holiLast week, “Because of day week. Last week, house was
$17,000.
shuttered.
You’ ’(U) (4th wk), $6,300.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)
“Importance of Being Earnest”
Vetpee
2 0th Cenfi/ry-Fox
(U) (2d wk).
First week ended
Sunday (28) hit new high for this
(2d wk).

ping

$9,000.
issues*

stageshow and pageant, is registering an alltime high for the current
(4th) week ending today (Wed.).
The Hall seems assured of reaching
$187,000 or near, which tops the
old record by about $7,000.
“April in Paris,” with Sarah

Vaughan, Illinois Jacquet band and
Four Tunes heading stage bill,
wound up first week at the Paramount with a smash $108,000, one

“Flags’ Terrif

(Lip), $2,000.

—

,

business

—

—

*3 .000

(many

—

>.

wk). $7,500.
World Undie) t587; 98)—“
bummer Happiness” (Indie),
happiness at $8,000.
Last w
Dancers
„r
Bali”
Indie)
"
“ Kpirit
(Indie) (2d

—

Combination of clear weather Ninth frame ended Monday
the long holiday weekend night roared ahead to great

—

—

i

like

starting the

800 after very strong $7,200 for
eighth week. This just keeps rolling along, having done unusually
well through the pre-Xmas slump.
Globe (Brandt) ,(1,500; 50-$1.50)
Bobbysoxer” (RKO), $10,000.
Thousands of servicemen, home
“Pony Soldier” (20th) (2d wk).
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)— “Stars for year-end furloughs, and many Initial
holdover week-ending today
and Stripes” (20th) and “Yellow more out-of-town visitors helped (Wed.) of 6
days looks like fine
Sky” (20th) (2d wk). Good $12,000 swell ‘attendance as 11 new bills $13,600. First week was nice $16,after lusty $15,500 first stanza.
were .launched. 'Hotrsfcs, of course, 000, “8 Iron Men.” (Col) opens toLoew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
are being helped by having both morrow (Thurs.).
“The Clown” (M-G). Sock $20,000. Christmas Day and New Year’s Eve
Guild (Guild) (525; $1-$1.80)—
Last week, “Prisoner of Zenda” included in this stanza’s biz total.
“Leonardo da Vinci” (Indio (6th
(M-G) and “Last Train Bombay” Result is a long string of new rec- wk).
Current week ending today
ords. Even the coldest weather of
(Col) (2d wk), $10,000.
(Wed.) climbing to around $8,500
the year last Sunday (28). failed to
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)
after nice $6,500 for fifth stanza.
“Flat Top” (AA) and “Untamed hurt much.
Mayfair
(Brandt)
50(1,736;
Highest money total for any newFrontier” (U). Nice $11,000. Last
week, “Assignment in Paris” (Col) comer went to the Roxy with “Stars $1.50) “Ruby Gentry” (20th ». First
week
ending
today
(Wed.)
looks
to
Forever,”
and
Stripeswith,
the
and “Blazing Forest” (Par), mild
“Ice-Colorama” on stage. It hit a hit solid $24,000. Holds naturally.
$7,500.
In ahead, “Thief of Venice” (20th)
giant
in
the
first
week
$160,000
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
(3d wk), $8,000, with boost from
90
“The Promoter” (U). Great ended Monday (29) night, biggest preview
of “Gentry” on final day
Last week, “Run for Christmas week in the house’s
$4,000.
history. This combo smashed the of run.
Money” (U) (2d wk), $3,000.
Normandie (Normandie Theatres)
27-year-old
Roxy
high
for
Xmas
Shady Oak

—

“Million Dollar Mermaid” (M-G).
Boff $7,000. Last week, “Jungle”
(Lip) and “Mr. Walkie Talkie”

“RaeW 53G, ‘Ruby’ 24G
jammed

Square

establishments
75)—“I Don’t Care Girl”
closed from .Dec.* 24 until last
and “Stranger in Between” (U). Monday) is credited by veteran
Good $1,000. Last week, “Untamed managers with making this posFrontier” (U) and “Bachelor and sible.

Lyric (Par) (1.000; 50-76)— “Rose
Bowl Story” (AA) and “Feudin'
ing
.
$17,009,
Fools” (AA). Slow $4,500. Last
$9,000.
Palace (EiteD (2,500; 98)
“Stars week, “Son of Ali Baba” (U) and
Toronto, Dec. 30.
“Army Bound” (Mono), $4,600.
and Stripes Forever” (20th). BeatRadio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)
With that holiday shopping lull
ing up firm $30,000.
Last week,
Stripes Forever”
(20th) out of the way, town is jumping
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (4th- “Stars,
(2d wk). Held at okay $6,000. Last currently.
“Million Dollar Merwk>. $7,000.
week, mild $7,500.
maid,” in second round at Loew’s,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
RKO-Orpheum
40- and “Against All Flags” at the Up(RKO)
(2,800;
“Against All Flags” (U) and “The
76)
“Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO). town are running neck and neck.
Sockeroo $30,000.
Riders” <l
Hitting boxoffice jackpot’. Hefty Latter is terrific to give the
Last
week.
.“Hangman's Knot”
$8,000. Last week, “Cattle Town” Uptown
its
biggest session in
(Col)
and “Target Hong Kong”
(WB), $4,000.
many months. In third place is
(Col) (2d wk>, $7,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)— “Outpost in Malaya,” re-titled from
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)
“Pathfinder”- (Col) and “Target its release in Britain as “Planter’s
—"Hoad i.) Bali” (Par). Smash
Hong Kong” (Col). Lively $5,000.
$40,000.
I.-ist
week, “Snows Kili- Last week, “Park Row” (UA) and Wife,” with smash total. “My Pal
Gus” is a hefty newcomer.
manjaro” (20th) (8th wk), $7,000.
“Confidence Girl” (UA), $3,500.
Surf ill&l- Balaban) (685; 98)
Estimates for This Week
50-76)
State
(Par)
(2,200;
"The
Promoter”
(U).
Packed’ “Abbott- Costello Meet Capt. Kidd”
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, Mayhouses giving this bandbox house
(WB).' Surrounded by array of fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;
a great $10,000. Last week, “Cabicomedy shorts to attract kiddies 1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)—
net Dr. Caligari” (Indie) and “Last
and family trade. Fair $5,500 or Ride Man Down” (U) and “HiaLaugh” (Indie (reissues) (2d wk),
near. Last week, “Hiawatha” (AA), watha” (AA). Okay $13,000. Last
$3,000.
week, “Without Warning” (UA) and
$5,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55“Michael Strogoff” (Indie) OreWorld (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)
98>— "Abbott -Costello Meet Capt.
“Prisoner of .Zenda" (M-G>. Great issue), $9,000.
Kidd” (WB) and “Pathfinder” (Col)
Eglinton (FP) (1,080; 50-90)
week, “Angelo”
Last
$6,000.
•2d wk'.
Big $15,000. Last week, (Indie), $2,200.
“Tales of Hoffmann” (London).
$16,000,
Nice $6,500. Last week, “Hour of
Telencws dndie) (606; 98-$
13” (M-G), $5,500.
~-Tri-Oo(kon
•
(Lesser).
Se
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)
But ‘Stars’
Wash.
tional 1:30,01)0
is
sighted at
“Lusty Men” (RKO) (2d wk). Holdsmall-seal or.
Last week,
$9,500.
at big
Woods 'hNsancss) (1,073; 98
Sockeroo $16,000; Tlags’ ing
$ 12 000
‘Happy Time” (Col).
Bright
Loew’s (Loew) (2,748; 50-80)
000
Last week, “Pony Sold
Hep 9G, ‘A&C’ Oke 10G “Million Dollar Mermaid” (M-G)
(20th

Times

to giant $57,000, only a step beNew Year’s Eve hind record-breaking initial week
afternoon of Christ- of tli is run. Fourth week was fancy
mas Day, first-run business on $35,000.
Broadway
soaring
is
to
the
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
biggest Xmas week in its his“The Promoter” (U) (10th wk).

almost

and

Sock $40,000.

:

‘Sheba 54G,
With

tory.

Week

momentum as impact
of some boxoffice aces is felt. “Million Dollar Mermaid” shapes socko
(St. L. Amus.) (800;
Good
at Gopher. “Blackbeard the Pirate” 90)—“The Promoter” (U>.
looks hefty at Orpheum. Most offer- $9,000.
L$st week, “Browning
ings preemed day before Christmas Version” (U), $4,500.
which took in some slow days.
Shubert (Indie) (1.500; 60-75)
Disappointing
“Limelight” (UA).
Estimates for This Week
at $8,000.
Last week, house was
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76)
on
first-run.
“My Pal Gus” (20th) (3d wk). G6od not
$5,000. Last week, $5,500.
Gopher (Berger) (1,028; 50-76)
but gaining

Week

Estimates for This

‘Flags’-Ray 120G, ‘April -Stage 108G,

.

—

“Stars

$40,000.

tall

is

Mermaid."

B’way Terrif; ‘Stars’-Ice Show 169G,

Dec. 30.

St. Louis,

Bolstered by Xmas Day and
good weekend trade at mainstem
houses, business' is perking this
session. “The Clown” is soaring to
smash total at Loew’s, best showing at house in recent weeks. Entry
of Shubert as a first-run with
“Limelight” was not auspicious.
“The Promoter” shapes solid’ in
two spots while “Stars and Stripes”
looms good in second round at the
Fox.
“I Don’t Care Girl” also
looks nice at Ambassador.

*

looks terrific $75,000
Dollar
dental, with “Million

(

PICTURE CBOSSES

St Loo, ‘Promoter’ 13G

Estimates Are Net

/

T» -—

,n

‘Clown’ Sturdy $20,000,

Hnge 30G, Tri-Opticon Same,

‘Rags’

>

PS^RIETT

Taris’-V aude Giant 75G,
Chi Soars;

n

—

—

5

000 or near, aided by. extra sho\^s.
The 12th week was sock $38,000.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.50>
“Against All Flags” (U) with
Johnnie Ray, Georgia Gibbs, Ray
Anthony orch onstage (2d wk). Initial stanza ended last pight (Tues.)
wound up at huge $120,000 or close.
In ahead, “Because of You” (U)
13d wk), $13,000, to round out a
highly successful engagement.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.85)

—

— “Hans

Christian

(RKO-Goldwyn) (6th
ended Monday

session

(5,945; 80-$2.40)— “Million
Dollar Mermaid” (M-G) with annual Christmas stageshow (4th wk).
Soaring to colossal $187,000, new
alltime high for any week here.
This breaks the old record of “See
You in My Dreams” (WB), of $180,600, made over New Year’s weekfellers)

end 1951-52. Third week also wag
socko. Money for fourth week was
possible by adding an extra show
starting last Friday plus, of course,

usual New Year’s eve
Holds.
Rivoli
(UAT) (2,092;

“Cousin

Rachel”

(20th).

upbeat.

70-$2>—
Initial

week ending today (Wed.) is heading for a smash $53,000. In ahead,
“Snows of Kilimanjaro” (20th)
(14th wk), $8,000.
Roxy (20lh) (5,886;

80-$2.20)—

“Stars and Stripes Forever” (20th)
with “Ice-ColoFama” ice revue,
acts onstage (2d wk). First week
ended Monday (29), and not benefiting from New Year’s Eve, hit a
giant $160,000, biggest Xmas week
in house’s history. Broke Christmas day business record.
State (Loew’s) (3.450; 55-$ 1.50)—
“Blackbeard the Pirate” (RKO).
First stanza ending today (Wed.) is
heading for great $42,000 or near.
Holding.
In ahead, “Hangman’s
Knot” (Col) (2d wk-8 days), $10,000,

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
b e r of Wedding” (Col).
yesterday
(Tues.).
In
ahead, “Four Poster” (Col) (lllh
wk-6 days), okay $6,000 after $4,200 for 10th week of 7 days. Pic
enjoyed a nice run here.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-U (453;
$1.80-$2.40)
“Limelight” (UA)
(10th wk). Present session ending
today (Wed.) looks to climb to big
$8,600 after oke $4,500 for 9th
week. Nearing end of run.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L> (540; 90-

“M e m

Opened

—

$1.50)—“Full Hous.e” (20th) (11th
wk). Current round ending today
(Wed.) heading for fine $6,*200 after
$3,600 for 10th frame.
Victoria (City ,nv.)

(1,060;

70-

$1.80)— “Come Back, Little Sheba”
(Par) (2d wk). Initial week ended

(Tues.) was near-record
$54,000 or close, terrific ‘for this
small-capacity house.
In ahead,
Andersen” “Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA)
wk).
Fifth (7th wk-4 days), okay $6,000 to con(29) soared clude highly successful run.
last night
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Musicals

and Revivals Topping Paris

Fonteyn, Shearer Set

To

Rejoin Sadler’s Ballet

Shows

Legit; ‘Big Four’
Paris, Dec.

Year week

Christmas-New

S

nlays
cals

Still

Strong

Is

of the Pans
(•hanking
of new
season, with the flow
!,“!:« being outnumbered by musiface

the

London, Dec.

4*

123.

and more revivals.

a good
Theatre year got off to
a flock of new scripts
start with
scribes, most of them
Gallic
bv top

the hit class. Big four
ones remain
Jmong the straight
?lie came items as they were
triangle
Bernstein's
rvtobor. Henri
with pic
“Evangeline,"
drama.
Darneux and Raystars Danielle
an
mond Pellegrin to boost it, was
arrival, moving into Bern-

making

m

earlv

the Ambassastein’s own house,
stay there
dors, Oct. 1. Play will
of season.
for balance
of
"Companions
Achard’s
Marcel
Marjolaine," also bolstered by the
and
(Arletty
oresence of pic people
Bernard Blier), is doing well at the

‘Fourposter’
In

Tour Through

Living” and Marcel Duhamel’s
of Irwin Shaw’s "Genand
tle People.” retitled "Philippe
luck with both
struck
Jonas”
of

translation

—

crix

and paying customers.

New musicals include "It Was
Written in the Stars,” Marc-Gilbert
Sauvajon-Johnny Hess operetta, at
"Flowering
Paris;
de
Theatre
opPath.” Francis Lopez-scored
eretta with Georges Guetary, at
the ABC. and a minor matter, "I’ll
Sleep in Your Bed," musical comedv by Robert Chabrier, Pierre
Ferrary and Roger Xel, at the
Oscar

Ambigu.

Strauss’

"Three

with book by the late
Marchand and Albert Wilis getting a second showing

Waltzes.”

Leopold
lemctz.
the
at

Gaite-Lyrique. "Waltzes,"
1939 hit when Pierre Fresnay and
Yvonne Printemps played it, has
been lensed in France. Revival is
making nice money.
Revival list grows weekly. Giraudoux’s “Siegfried," 1928 opus,
is
at
the Comedie des
a, hit
Champs-Elysees, as is return of
Listen,
Sacha
Guitry’s
"Don’t
Ladies” at the Varietes, both having done three months of nifty biz
to dale.
More recent comebacks
are Ibsen's "Doll’s House," with
pic star Danielle Delorme, at the
redecorated plush house, Caumartin; Pirandello’s
"As You Desire
Me.” at Charles de Rochefort; Feydeau’s 1900 farce, "Flea in the

Jan.

2CL

"Ap-

Moira Shearer, also a lead, ballerina, who has been out of the
Turin, Dec. 23.
company because of recent mothThe Italian version of “Four- erhood, is
due back Feb. 7 in "Sym-

poster.” after presentations in Mi-

lan and Genoa, is how being seen
in Turin. After Turin, the Renzo
Ricci-Eva Magni troupe will go to
San Remo, Bologna and Florence
and, from February on, will be at
the Teatro Eliseo in Rome. Duo
has a winner in the Jan de Hartog
play, between fine direction by
Renzo Ricci and the artistic,
lively performance given by Ricci
and Miss Magni, as the couple.
Setting and costumes are a stylish
interpretation
of
the
various
epochs.

spring.

‘Deshonra/ Arg. Pic, Top

phonic Variations.”

By Admish Cuts
Mexico City, Dec.
Biz for

all

first-runs

30.

and most

subsequent and second-run houses
here recently hit a new low for

Mexico City. Exhibitors attribute
the slump to intensification of the
traditionally long Mexican Xmas
as well as the 20%-35% cut in admission prices that the city amusements supervision department recently ordered. Exhibs say biz is
2§°o below what it normally is for
tliis season of the year.

They reveal that the effects of
the admission cuts are manifesting

"Deshonra,"

incomplete,
Interamericana’s lostill

cal production, appears certain to

be top grosser for the year, with
$188,899 for eight weeks at the
Gran Rex Theatre. The French pic,
Manon,” appears to be second
with $172,270 in a 24-week run at
the 660-scat
seats 3.290.

Biarritz.

Gran Rex

er rates, the exhibitors complain.

"Greatest Show on Earth" (Par),
playing day-date at two top firstruns, the Cines Mexico and Mariscala, is the only film in town that
is currently doing any biz worth
noting. But even at that, "Show”
is grossing far less than did some
other so-called super epics down
here.

Exhibs, however, are not overly

when

aided by

IN

pointed out that native
It’s
pictures had the cards stacked in
their favor because of the government’s protectionist policy here.
This decree assured them of top
playing time and showing in the
best houses. Despite this, only a
handful of the local releases got
into the high-grossing class.

SCOT HIGHLANDS
Glasgow, Dec.

23.

.

*

-

.

-

Hence JZ"
,>e
DrovenimH

*

-

*

Monumental
grossing Franco-Italo "Le Petit
sire" (WB) and the Politeama's
Monde De Don Camillo" ("The
"Diplomatic Courrier” (20th). The
Little World of Don Camillo").
Imperio has "Anna" and the Eden

Unifrance
Cravenne,
Robert
Italian.
playing "Impor- prexy, Is handling all arrangec an He expected only tance of Being Earnest," while the ments for the film week and hopes
af ter ho
h a * hart
farther talks with Condes has the Mexican-made "The to be able tp have a French Film
ft “jil
11 A '
m N. Y.
Week in N. Y. early in the spring.
Great Magico."

U. s. distni
,

.

.

i

!

n

situation

for

films

as

top

1952

money-makers:
Metro: "King Solomon’s Mines,"
Gone With Wind” and "American
in Paris."

Paramount:

"For

Whom

Tolls,” "Place in Sun"
son and Delilah."

Bell

and "Sam-

Warner: "Only Valiant," "Dalr
as" and "Streetcar Named De-

"Guardie e Ladri," both

The Sao Jorge

is

Outlaw.”
Republic: "Sands of Iwo Jima”
and "Rio Grande.”
United Artists: "Carnegie Hall,”
‘Red River” and “High Noon.”
Allied Artists: "Dillinger,” "Massacre River” and "Red Light.”
Toho "Lives of Bengal Lancfer,”
Since You Went Away” and "Big
:

C

be will v

following

Walt Disney will start lensing
"The Highland Rogue," story of
Scot outlaw, Rob Roy MacGregor,
around Stirling and Loch Lomond
Alex Bryce, his
in next March.
second unit director, has been
scouting locations and characters. Carnival."

!-

Entertainment
has announced
U S next March.
lei
? Helieve that im-

the

DISNEY DOING ‘ROGUE’

cession set in even
a boxoffice tilt.

’

lere
J,
X e
\'

the last of the major sea-

sonal shows which are staged every
year at this time. Lavishly mounted, the pantomime has a classy
"Greatest Show on Earth" (Par),
dream sequence ballet as a high- following a major pre-selling camlight.
paign under ^Herman Flynn, Par’s
were impressed publicity chief, has smashed all
First-nighters
by Vanessa Lee, whose perform- house records at the Prince Edance as the principal boy is ex- ward, 1,389-seater here, as well as
also at the Kings in Melbourne.
"Whittington"
is
cellent.
fortified with a string comedy con"Quo Vadis’’ (M-G) is socko in
tingent headed by Sonnie Hale. Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and
Howard and Richard Brisbane, and may outgross "Gone
Frankie
Hearne.
With Wind” here. Both "Vadis"
and "Show" are playing at advanced admissions. Another smash
draw is* "Importance of Being
Oats Operas, Actioners
Earnest" (Rank), with "Snows of
Kilimanjaro" (20th) also in the top
Best '52 Nip Grossers
bracket
"Man in White Suit" (U) has
Barring Top Scale Pix
pulled solid biz here, with "Encore”
(Par) hitting 14 weeks in MelTokyo, Dec. 23.
bourne. The kiddies are going for
Oats operas and actioners were "Robin Hood”
(RKO) and "Jack
the top grossers among foreign and Beanstalk” ~
(WB).
"Because
films released in Japan during
You’re Mine” (M-G) looks okay for
With the exception of such solid biz.
952.
big films such as "Gone With

pessimistic. They see
a goodly sire."
analysis of pix grosses shows
comeback in trade around mid"Blood and Sand,”
20th-Fox:
that film biz totals soared in the
January, when the public again
Black Rose” and "Oklahoma Kid.”
second half or starting in May
becomes cinema-minded after the
Universal: "Ali Baba and 40
when a boost in admission scales three-week Yule attention to other
Thieves,” "Winchester '73” and
was allowed. This was possible forms of entertainment.
Meet Invisible
Abbott-Costello
despite a marked general biz reMan.”
cession the last half of the year.
RKO: "She Wore Yellow RibObviously, some pix were hurt by
bon,” "Treasure Island” and "The
being released after the trade re-

l

1

London, Dec. 30’.
Unveiling of "Dick Whittington"
at Val Parnell’s Palladium Dec. 23

An

MONTH

Boar? „k-U

Pantomime for London

23.

Terrific biz. is being done by key
pic houses here as the strongest
product lineup in a decade woos
patrons despite Yuletide summer
heat here.
The boxoffice' intake
should give Down Under showmen
their biggest Yulctide-New Year
season yet. Both U. S. and British
fare is proving there is nothing
wrong with the film business if the
product is good.

Salzburg Fete Settles

;

grosses for 1952

FEW

4

‘Whittington’ '52 Final

much sooner than they
had expected. They believed it
would have a bad long range effect,
not become apparent for sev'Joan/ ’Own’ 3d and 4th and
Wind" (M-G) and "For Whom
eral weeks. There is no compensaBell Tolls” (Par), the westerns
Buenos Aires, Dec. 23.
tion for the price paring in the
rated top biz-getters. Local reps of
Even with estimated film theatre form of more customers at the low foreign film distributors selected
themselves

Buenos Aires Grosser;

Week

,

May Outgross ‘Wind’
Sydney, Dec.

marked

Disney plans to recapture the
The third biggest 'grosser was grandeur of the Scottish High"Joan of Arc" (RKO), which did lands.
Pic likely will cost about $1,500,$154,882 in 24 weeks and 11 days
Ear.”
at
Montparnasse - Gaston at the Libertador.
"Our Very 000. Of this, 40?£ will be U. S.
Baty; Bourdet’s "Marriage," with
Own,"
also from RKO, was fourth dollars and the rest accumulated
Pierre Fresnay and Yvonne Prinin the top 12 grossing list for the funds in Great Britain. Scot playtemps. at the Michodiere; Sacha
year, with $135,677 in 21 weeks ers will be utilized as far as possiGuitry's “Mozart.” at the Marigny,
at the Trocadero. "All About Eve" ble. Richard Todd, trained in Scot
and T. S. Eliot’s "Murder in the
(20th) was fifth, having played 21 stock drama, will be Rob Roy.
Cathedral.” by the Theatre Naweeks at the Gran Rex, Luxor and
tional Populaire troupe at the PaBroadway.
lais tie Chaillot.
Set
Film
"Cyrano" (UA) was sixth with 18 French
weeks at the Capitol and $11)3,515.
For London Next Felr.
Others in the top 12 list, in order
New Protection Decree
of money taken in at key .first-runs,
Paris, Dec. 23.
were "Cinderella" (RKO), $102,695;
French Film week in London is
In Arg. Gives Native
"Hamlet" (U), $101,165; "Place in
roll Feb. 12 next year
Sun” (Par), $97,014; "Three Muske- scheduled to
Pix More Playing Time teers" (M-G), $95,795; "September at the Rialto Theatre. Run by UniAffair" (Par), $90,750; and "Adam’s france Film, Gallic government
Buenos -Aires, Dec. 23.
Final returns org to hypo French pix abroad, this
Latest protectionist decree for Rib” (M-G), $89,332.
"Las Aguas Bajan T*urbias” (Del
on
the local film biz
launch the cream of the
will
gives native prod
Carril) are not complete.
net an oven
French film crop to the English
greater break than beThere will
public and exhibitors.
fore.
It has been ruled that a local
be a different pic daily with three
U. S. PIX PLAYING
Pie will have
only to earn 60fo of
showings, two in the afternoon and
"bat a foreign film
grosses in order
a formal gala in the evening with
LISBON THIS
to be held
celebs invited.
over an extra week.
Dec.
23.
Lisbon,
T° further annoy
Pix on the list, now being subAmerican disfirst time in at least 30
the
For
mulorx in the face of this decree,
titled here, are Rene Clair’s "Les
years, Hollywood pix do hot domi° a )1H ars to be no
De Nuit," doing big biz
Belles
tangible re- nate Lisbon first-runs this month.
cm/
sms showing up from
Eric Jolm- One reason is that cinemas are here; Andre Cayatte’s controversial
S
Ml last month.
The Mo- prepping their biggest American against capital punishment, "Nous
tn?
uon tv
I id ure
Assn, of America films for Christmas, while another Sommes Tous Des Assassins" ("We
Jean Delanwai Riven Promises
that the is that the various films festivals Are All Murderers’’);
Tnhn
t n " C er
noy's "La Minute De Verite" stareii0 pact would be
give so much publicity to European
?
l
MorMichele
and
Gabin
Jean
lt
ring
in * ul1
But
Hms far films in the local press that importdistriuLs °l
aim ^ iey n °t e no softengan; Christian-Jaque’s "Fanfan La
imr i,.
ers and exhibitors are encouraged
Tulipe,” starring G.erard Philipe;
Ente rtainment Board’s
to buy them.
attitnri
°' vards granting
two Fernandel films, "La
release
American product includes the and
Permits
Table Aux Creves" and the big
"Streetcar Named De-

c^

Houses; ‘Vadis’

when she

dances in Frederick Ashton's
paritions.”

"Fourposter” is on its way to beand Jean Marsan's fluffy
tiny Wagram ing this season’s hit, and Ricci &
farce “Zoe,” at the
and Gabriel Arout's Magni are holding back on the proDlavhouse.
“Queen of Clubs," at the 300-seater duction of other American plays,
Saint-Oeorges, remain as solid as for which they have bought the
opening, which Italian rights, until late in the
they were after

—

Margot Fonteyn, lead ballerina

Garden

New Highs in 3 Aussie

30.

Italy

Antoine,

means capacity nightly.
Holiday arrivals are all musicals
of two
or revivals with exception
adaptations, both from the AmeriAndre Rousoin’s
can. These two
French if ving of the John Erskine
novel. “Private Life of Helen of
Troy.’’ retitled "Helen, or The Joy

‘Show’ Sets

of Sadler’s Wells Ballet, out of the
troupe this fall due to diphtheria,
will return to the company at Cov-

ent

Duo Sock

n

INTERNATIONAL

PSS&Srr

"Wonder

Daiei:

nese

War

Trail."
British

Bride”

Man,” "Japaand "Caribou

Commonwealth

Film

Row Over Opera

Preem;

Lothar Again Director
Vienna, Dec. 23.

The Salzburg Festival management has published titles and some
of the musical stars for the 1953
Festival. New production spotlight
will be on world preem of Gott-

ried vOn Einem’s opera, "The
Trial,” based on the novel and
play by Franz Kafka.
This indicates that differences between the
Fete direction and Einem over the
atter’s
sponsorship of Commie
writer and director Bert Brecht for
citizenship
have been
reconciled. EJinem was dropped for

Austrian

a while from the festival committee where he has been musical advisor for many years. Brecht, alhough granted Austrian nationality on
premise he would do
some work in Salzburg has made
no move to leave East Germany.
The 1953 lineup indicates that
rnst Lothar will retain the directorial reins on the open air
production of the traditional Reinbardt-Hoffmanstahl "Jedermann.”
Switch from Helena Thimig Reinhardt's direction in the 1952 season sparked a lively controversy.
But crix generally praised the Lothar re-staging as livelier and more
crowd pleasing than the older
*

"African Queen," "Where
No Vultures Fly” and "Happy Go
Lovely."
version.
Others included "Canadian PaOn the operatic side, in addition
"Pirates of Capri" and
cific,"
o "Trial," "Rosenkavalier," “Mar"Die Frau vop Stronhof,” all from riage of Figaro," "Don Juan" and
Corp.:

Eihai; "Bitter Rice,” "Tomorrow
Too Late” and "Germany, Year
Zero,” from Italifilm; "Arch of
Triumph,” "Somewhere in Europe”
and "Four in a Jeep,” from Obei;
and "Thieves of Bagdad,” "Tales
of Hoffmann," "Third Man," from

Towa

Eiga.

Swiss

"Cosi fan Tutte" are listed. Herbert Graf from the Met will stage
the "Don Juan" and Oskar Fritz
Schuh from Vienna State Opera
the new "Trial."

Dramatic
speare’s

list

"Julius

includes ShakeCaesar," staged

by Josef Gielen; the "Jedermann,”
with Oscar Homolka listed for two
roles; and one other production.
‘Ladies’ Makes Hit
Clemens Krauss, Wilhelm Furtwangler, Karl Bohm and Bruno
at Zurich Walter are principal batoners
In Its
named.
Zurich, Dec. 23.

Bow

Albert Pulmann production of
"Nicht zuhoeren, meine Damen”
"Don’t Listen, Ladies”), comedy by

Sacha Guitry, in German translation by Werner A. Schlippe, is a
hit here at the Theatre am Cen-

JAP GOVT. DECISION

ON IMPORTS DELAYED

Tokyo, Dec. 23.
Despite pressure from distribs
Staged for the first time in this and fexhibs, the Japanese Finance
country, play has enough charm Ministry will not announce its deplus many hilarious situations to cision on the general policy of film
click even without the Guitry per- imports for the coming fiscal year
sonality to dominate it.
until after the first of the year.
In the Theatre am Central per
Ministry
officials
have been
formance, Swiss actor Leopold studying transcripts of the public
Biberti is perhaps less all-dominant forum on the problem held Nov.
than Guitry, but manages his 19, but have announced that so
wordy part in grand fashion many problems exist they will be
marking this as one of his best unable tc hasten decision. Knotty
characterizations in a long time. He problems are: allocations of U. S.
Is supported by a weH-*chosen cast Indies and French and Italian pix
of players, of which only young among Japanese distribs, qualifidebutante Marlis Gerwlg has mo cations to determine licensing of
ments of uncertainty. Alice Lach newly established distribs and degives a sock performance as an termination of the extent to which
aging woman-about-town/ Erhard suggestions advanced at the forum
Siedel’s direction maintains a fast- should be incorporated into the
moving pace all through the play* official policy.
tral.
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The New Year brings
a wonderful surprise /
a screenful of
emotion in a funny,
touching, brilliant
«a2P

motion picture,
a truly great
attraction,

M-G-M’s

It

happens only occasionally that a picture conies to the screen so rich in

all

the values of

audience appeal, story, performance, humor, action, heart-throb, background that one
truthfully say: " Everything clicked!”

This

is

IS

BOX-OFFICE!

the story of a comic, once a Ziegfeld

which he has

Red

THIS

fallen

by the

faith

and love of

may

his

Skelton contributes to the Screen Hall of

star,

who

young

Fame a

is lifted

from the low

estate to

son.

masterful performance, a role that

ranges from hilarious to heart-breaking, a characterization which takes him from the
category of screen comedian to actor extraordinary.

history-making delineation, a youngster

And

though inspired by

as

named Tim Considine

this

delivers in his first screen

appearance a job that will zoom him to fame and stardom.
This picture- truly has everything.
appeal with uproarious fun;
understand that

THIS

IS

it is

It is

a great show to see and to hear. It combines heart

showmen who know and

a triumph of showmanship for

BOX-OFFICE!

M-G-M presents "THE CLOWN”

starring Red Skelton • Jane Greer • with Tim Considine • Screen
Play by Martin Rackin • From An- Adaptation, by Leonard .Praskins • Story by Frances Marion
^Directed by Robert 2. Leonard • Produced by William H. Wright
,

(A date

to

remember. Brotherhood Week's Silver Anniversary Feb. 15 22 1953 )
-

,

nn 11^0

ttViTn csday,
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PICTURES
Goodlaite,

Inside Stuff—Pictures
Theatre TV, three dimension films and mushrooming drive-in tlie*
exhibition into a “new era ,” in the opinion of Morton
s mav put
St- brokerage house of Dreyfus & Co.
In a letrinhiis of the Wall
“The potentialities
h,. distributed by the firm last week, he writes:
suggested
by
the
are
growth
of
television
motion
picture
nf theatre
equipped with a larg6 television screen.
theatres
1
"About four years ago, only one house was so equipped. Today over
about 60 cities with a total seating- capacity of about
100 houses in
target-screen TV compared with seven theatres in as many
22"i 000 have
Is it unreasonable to expect that in time record audiyear.
cities last
boxoffice receipts to see events of the calibre
ences will pay record
Turpin-Robinson fight ... or ‘Carmen’ at the Metropolitan Opera
of a
1

’”

House
Globus spotlights United Paramount Theatres, National Theatres and
RKO Theatres as three “low-priced” stocks “which should- participate
theatre era’.” He winds up his comments with the observain the ‘new
purpose of the letter is to “outline the possibility of new
tion that the
developments reversing the down trend of earnings that has plagued
generally since home television has become widespread.”
the industry

producer of “The Star,” closed a deal with the May
through which the department store outfit took out a full-page
newspapers plugging the Bette Davis starrer.
Angeles
Los
the
ad in
Two of the picture’s sequences were played in one of the May Co.
reciprocated
by taking space on the drama pages to
Friedlob
stores.
call attention to the store ad.
Bert Friedlob,

Co

Head

ABC
of

Chief,

Next Cinerama Pic by Fall of

London Tent

Co.

30 Foreign Pir
-

continued from page

7

-w

Special
rT r-

Ad

Directory

In N.Y. Dailies Clicks

end” in 36 countries, starting in

For Nabe Pic Theatres

England.

May and June Metro

In April,

Cinerama plans

Cincinnati.

H. Hunt, local exhibitor,
Chief Barker of Variety
Club Tent 3 here. He succeeds
Vance Schwartz who filled the office two terms, and now becomes a
trustee. Edward Salzberg and Richard Rosenfeld are assistant barkers;
Rex Carr, property master, and

Hoyes McGowan, doughguy.

country.

Tri-Opiicon

Back

Little

will

roll

late

Tri-Opticon three-dimensional
film process is minimized by
Irving Lesser and Seymour
Poe of Producers Representatives, who are supervising distribution of the pix.
They point out that trailers are run off on the screen
advising
the
patrons
that
glasses are not practical for
other uses. In addition, large
receptacles are posted in the
rear of theatres displaying the
legend
“Deposit spectacles
here.”
An attendant also
stands by.

—I

|

,

:

Tri-Opticon.

Vision

glasses

differ

that they’re of a
“permanent” type. NV’s are
disposable. To keep ’em sanitary, the Tri-Opticon spectacles are sterilized after every

Europe,
where T-0 has been widely
shown, lens loss lias averaged
In

only 2 rc.

by Lesser and Poe, reps have been
named to handle the films in re
gional territories. Max Roth, working out Chicago, is in charge oi
the midwest states, while Jack

-

1 SS n
readying “ You
a 5 ., fl.Q a ortefanrar'
a TLady
Ladv
as a costarrer

i 3 wu

William

and Marie leased from
at Metro.

outlet.

Hammerstcin

II

re-

his producer contract

New

Stereo Co.

Object of the company Is to provide
cameras,
equipment
and
technical assistance for American
producers who want to use the
Stereo-Cine three-dimensional proLesser owns the S-C license

cess.

Jesse A. Levinson, attorney repping Stereotechniques, Ltd., of
England, immediately notified Lesser that the name Stereo-Cine was
considered unfair competition to
S-T, which made the five 3-D shorts
Lesser is releasing in this country.
Levinson empltasized that Lesser
“has not at any time acquired the
U.S. rights to our process,” only
to release the five shorts.

McConnell Resigns
j

Continued from page
counsel, to

head

1

RCA

Victor accounts &
and ultimately
the post of president of NBC. This
was when Folsom himself had been

brought

spring. Thus, the cfostribs maintain,
exhibs are assured of a steady flow
of product in the future.
Although overall distribution of
Tri-Opticon pix will be supervised

'

UA

has only one film
“This Is Cinerama.”

in

performance.

;

elusive

it

now fV

the demonstration pic currently
enticing Gotham audiences, outfit feels it can run at least a year
on a two-a-day policy in selected
cities.
It believes that there is
no need, therefore, for a quickie

from those used for Natural

*

^

atres permanently and speciallyequipped for the showings. However, a mobile unit for drive-ins is
not out 'of the realm of possibility
among the long-range plans of the

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
film company, Stereo-Cine,
Inc., was organized here by Sol
Lesser and Raphael G. Wolff. Latter is an advertising and industrial
film executive.

make off with the special Polaroid glasses required by the

'

t

«

New

Specs as Souvenirs?

.

»

Although Cinerama had mulled

this

‘

'

up a

the possibility of mobile units to
exhibit Cinerama in different parts
of the country, it has decided not
to employ this approach for the
present,
Feeling is that the medium can best he displayed in the-

ready

Problem of souvenir hunters
and sundry others who might

'

n

and

finished

(

\i>
for

“Come

cumbent

to set

theatre
organization.
already contracted
for additional space at its Madison
Ave. headquarters.

Sheba.” However, this arrangement
depends upon whether the Lesser
outfit will have product available. followup nor .for mobile units to
View is
Meanwhile, Lesser and Poe point display the intial- film.
out that Sol Lesser has a program that houses which install the projection
process in the near future
of additional shorts in production
and is also readying a full-length will be able to run profitably until
feature in the Tri-Opticon process. the new production is r«ady in the
fall.
Initial feature is tagged “The Runaway Train.” Script is now being

,

eC

takirfe place.

Though

-

Victoria Theatre,
their demonstration following the run of the in-

UA Doubled

’

7

ment with the
N. Y„ to unveil

m

ZT

.till

company.

Continued front page

|

oS

Although indications were that
Chicago’s Palace Theatre would be
the first house outside of New
York to showcase the medium, a
deal for the theatre has not been
ompleted and negotiations are

Company has

readers offering a series of cash
prizes up to $500. Participants are
to send in their selections of the
three best films, actors and actresses of 1952.
Winners are to be determined by
the results of an Associated Press
poll of newspaper critics across the

™e

S

sion process in these areas early
There is no certainty yet
what the next pic will be.

in 1953.

fullscale

New York Journal-American this
week launched a contest among its

‘

-

rate of two a month.
to rent about 25 theMeanwhile, outfit is surveying sites in five major cities and
contemplates installing the 3-D illuatres.

immediate task being

A

1

dium at the
The plan is

Kaufman will .remain in
Gotham “almost permanently,” his

J-A’s Film Contest

;

.

it

Brooklyn,” formerly tagged “One Cooper.

Ror the Road.”

.

1

when

Company’s
greatest
current
Slowed Rep Production problem is to obtain the equipment necessary for the installaHollywood, Dec. 30.
Two westerns, two features and tions. Special devices needed for
one serial will be made at Repub- both the exhibition and produclic during the production lull in tion of Cinerama films require a
January, February and March, lengthy i lanufacturing technique.
caused by the studio’s heavy ^backWhile waiting for the equiplog.
ment to come through, outfit is
Serial is “Commando Cody, Sky organizing and expanding its exMarshal of the Universe,” starting hibition and production organizaJan. 5.
Rex Allen’s “Iron Moun- tions.
Joseph Kaufman, Cinertain Trail” and Rocky Lane’s “El ama’s exhibition topper, returned
Paso Stampede” start in February. to N. Y. from the Coast for the
March starters will be “Sea of Lost Xmas holidays after conferring
Ships” and “The Champ From with production chief Marian C.

Cincy Picks Herman Hunt

•

.

to have its next
ready in the fall of
expects to be opening theatres equipped for the me-

production

1953,

Others elected were Norman
Maybe for Col ‘Heat’
Harrington first assistant barker
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
and Tom O'Brien, M.P., second asJerry Wald, Columbia exec prosistant barker.
Max Thorpe w*as ducer, is reported considering Paul
named Doughguy, and Ben Henry, Muni, George Raft and Edward G.
new property master.
Robinson for the leads in “Big
Heat,” Robert Arthur production.
Memphis Aids Convalescents
Studio is understood to have paid
Memphis.
$40,000 for the story, which Sid
Memphis’ Variety Club Tent No. Boehm, on loanout from Para20 joined the Memphis Children’s mount,
is scripting for a March
Heart Assn, to raise $80,000 for a
start.
convalescent children home. Chief
Barker M. II. Brandon reported
that nearly $25,000 already has
been raised.
Heavy Backlog Cues

Special classified directory ads
Gillette -alt Lake City Barker
three New York newspapers
will produce four abroad, including in
have
Salt Lake City.
proven a boon to operators of
“King Arthur and the Round
Sam L. Gillette, Tooele and Salt
N. Y. neighborhood film theatres.
Table” in England; “Brigadoon” in
Lake
exhibitor,
named Chief
In some instances a nabe exhib is
and “Nina*,” untitled able to take advantage of the large- Barker of Tent 38 here; succeeds
Scotland,
Sam Zimpabist production in Italy. circula'tion mass dailies for as lit- William F. Gordon. Others elected
were Gifford Davison, first assistOthers projected during that per- tle as $5 per week. Before special
ant; Shirl Thayne, second assistant;
iod are Columbia’s “River of the deals were set with the Post, News
and Howard Pearson, secretary.
Sun” in Brazil; 20th-Fox’s “Assign- and Mirror, local theatres found it
ment in Stockholm” in Sweden; impossible to be represented in
Gratz Heads Rogers Hospital
Wayne-Fellows’ “Pagoda” In Peru; these tabloids because of the proSaranac Lake.
Frederick Brisson’s “It Happened hibitive ad rates when applied on
Charles Gratz, of Pittsburgh,
in Spain” in that country; John an individual basis.
Penna., appointed administrator of
“Beat the Devil” in
Huston’s
Special classified listing, origi- the Variety Clubs-Will Rogers MeGreece; Mike Frankovich’s “Fire nated by the Independent Theatre morial
Hospital here. He holds deOver Africa” in East Africa; the Owners Assn., was launched in the grees from
Pittsburgh U including
Danzigers’ “Queen’s Mark” in Eng- Post in April with some 60 N. Y.
those in hospital administration.
land. and King Bros.’ “Boy and the metropolitan area theatres particiA
naval vet, Gratz previously
Bull,” either in Spain or Mexico. pating. Listings have gone up as
held an administrative post at VanIn addition, stories still untitled high as 100 and have levelled off
derbilt U Hospital in Nashville.
will
be produced by Aspen in at about 85.
Advantage of the
France and England; Robert Still- special listing arrangement is that
Perlmutter Albany Barker
man in Brazil and Abtcon Produc- the exhibs can contract for special
Albany.
tions in England,
editions of the particular newspaJules Perlmutter, head of Perlpanics.
per only. For example, a listing in mutter Theatre Booking Service
the Post’s Bronx-Manhattan edition and exhibitor in Watervliet and
costs a theatre $16 per week, while Lake George, elected chief barker
an appearance in the Queens- of the Albany Variety Club.
Capitalizing
Other officers are first assistant,
Brooklyn section runs to $12.75.
The News runs the listing, on Leo Greenfield; second assistant,
; Continued from page 7
Alan
Iselin; secretary, George H.
Sundays only, advertising the theSchenck; doughguy, Aaron Winig.
ilar to the manner of-splitup folatres’ attractions for the entire
lowed by Paramount, 20th-Fox and week.
notation to clip and save
RKO. The proxy statement, to be the listing is taking hold, according N. England Tent Keeps Old Crew
Boston.
issued with the reorganization plan,
to exhibs participating in the venMembers of Variety Club of
will contain the names of proposed
ture. Type of advertising is opening New England reelected the entire
officers and directors of the two
new fields for the nabe exhib, en- slate at the annual election held
new companies. It’s fairly certain
abling him to get large circulations at club headquarters. Officers are
that Fgbian will be named prexy
at a low sectional rate. For ex- Walter Brown, Chief Barker; Max
of the new theatre company, with
ample, a listing in the Passaic- Levenson, first assistant; Philip
Harry Kalmine, present topper of
Bergen (New Jersey) edition of the Smith, second assistant; Louis
Warner theatres,
as
executive News, with a circulation of about Richmond, doughguy ..a: *1 Michael
veepee. The three Warners are
150,000, costs an exhib 4n the area Redstone, property master.
Certain to retain the offices in the
new picture company that they only $5 per week. Five dollars a
Kozloff Heads Las Vegas Tent
week will also buy an exhib a mencurrently hold in the combined
Las Vegas.
tion in the Nassau-Suffolk (Long
corporation,
with Harry M. as Island) edition. The Bronx-ManhatJake Kozloff elected Chief Barkprexy, Jack L. as executive veepee
er of Las Vegas variety Tent at a
rate
is $13, Brooklyn, $8.90,
tan
and Albert as treasurer.
general election held Dec. 14 at
and Queens, $6.90.
the Last Frontier Hotel.
Tiie new picture compan
The
Mirror,
with
listabout
55
Others named include Ernie
be known as Warner Broi
ings, runs the directory daily with ’Cragin, first assistant barker; Robtures. Inc., with the corpora
and
only
Bronx-Manhattan
Cannon, second assistant; Arch
a
ert
of die new theatre
compan
Queens-Brooklyn breakdown. Rates Loveland, doughguy; and Eddie
undetermined. It may conta
property master.
Fox,
reare $20.80 and $15.60 per week,
name of “Warned” b
spectively.
Bros.” will be eliminated.
Greenberger Cleve. Barker
Although it’s expected tha
Cleveland.
of the present
Henry Greenberger, veep of
Warner theati
sonnel will be dropped, a
Community Theatre circuit, re11
be integrated in th<
elected Chief Barker of Cleveland.
S'
Variety Club for second term at
*abian-Warner setup. Temp
tne new
its
last meeting. Jack Silverthorne
I
Continued from page 3
Fabian-controlled
was' nanied assistant barker and
company will lease space ir
He public relations director; Jerry
avy. building
Australia and New Zealand.
until the coi
will function with Walter Thorburn Wechsler, second assistant barker;
ecords of the
former p
as the other joint managing head. I. J. Schmertz, treasurer; and Leoncom
Pany
are com
enn®
In Indonesia, Where UA plans to ard Greenberger, secretary.
separated. This
process, ini
Pei sonnel
open its own offices,- Constantin
and insurance r
D. C. Tent Installs Jan. 7
Goldin takes over as the UA maneen soing on for
a
i.!)
Washington.
ager.
^
u n i<: Is complete
International Chief Barker Jack
newt!’
Picker declared he was imcompany will tt
Beresin and International Execupressed with the growth of pro- tive Director William McCraw will
o£ “• P
duction in Southeast Asia, and par- be on hand Jan. 7 for installation
ticularly in Singapore, where the of new officers'pf the local Variety
chan ge in the new
Shaw brothers are turning out pix Tent No. 11. New slate is headed
,n plan as
compared
:i '
V 1SSUed on&
for the entire area. “Gengis Khan,” by Victor J. Orsinger. local exhibiinv0lv
ti-anS
acquired by UA in an English-lan- tor and lawyer as Chief Barker.
0f assets The
plan
guage version, was produced, writ- Other officers are first assistant
for
tra nsferc
all
tre assets t0
and directed by Manuel Conde, barker, Gerald P. Price; second asten
the nev
tr
n
who also stars in it. UA will dub sistant barker, Jack Fruchtman;
.However, duri
master, Alvin Q, Ehrlich,
Past
d S C ln
film into Malay and Chinese property
the
received fre
and doughguy, Sarti Galanty.
sale of Ji
?
for wide release throughout South10atres was used
Jake Flax and
addition,
In
comb in. V (
contheatre
east Asia. Picker said
orporation with
Nathan D. Golden are delegates to
a
k
struction in the area was impres- the 1953 International Convention.
toward the PO
of ouKi
*‘\ n( hng stock
sive with five new houses, opening Jerry Adams, outgoing Chief Barkfor cap
tion
n
in Manila* alone in January. One er, will be sworn in as Internae These assei
be dlV
dn i?1 °d
of them, the- Globe, will be an ex* tional Canvassman.
between the tw<

WB

Maps 2-a-Mo. Theatre Openings

Muni, Raft, Robinson

elected

-

’53,

London.
D. J. (Jack) Goodlatte, managing
director of Associated British Cinemas, has been elected Chief Barker
of the London Tent of the Variety
Club at the first meeting of the
newly appointed crew.

Herman

4

13

of
finance,

over

from

Montgomery

Ward by Sarnoff as top exec of
Victor in Camden, eventually moving into the RCA presidency.
Niles Trammell, another NBC expresident, by coincidence, bowed
out as board chairman two weeks
ago ,to enter the TV field in Florida with John S. Knight and James

M. Cox Jr.
McConnell

is

making

a

cruise

with R. S. Reynolds, Jr. (Metal),

Thomas is guiding Far West re- next week to Bermuda. He is a
Yvonne De Carlo returns to her lease from his Los Angeles head- personal friend of the Reynolds
Thomas was formerly Metals president, which for a time
star
in “Devil’s quarters.
home lot, U-I, to
with Kroger Babb’s Hallmark Pro'

Canyon,”, a Frank Cleaver prpduction.

i

ductionS.

‘

’

‘

"

suspicioned he might affiliate with
that outfit.

pasimt
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As Hypos
By BOB STAHL

\

Exhibition end of the film industry received two potentially lucrative hypos during 1951. new de-

j

—

theatre television
various tridimensional

velopments

and

the

processes.

in

While both are

still

\

in

,

,

and so overcome the threat

—

*

Xr

|

j

course,

are 1952 innovations. A number
of aspiring Edisons have been flirting with the idea cf stereoscopic
films almost since the birth of the
Pete Smith, in fact,
industry.
turned out a series of tri-dimen-

llki

4>

i\

J>

J

I

^

1.

J»

•

«

1

J

'

u

j

•

sional two-reelers for Metro more
'than 10 years ago, which required
the ust of Polaroid lenses in much
the same way that they’re required for the new Natural Vision
process, utilized by Arch Oboler in
the “Bwana Devil” feature. Latter

i

1

currently racking up near-SRO
biz in the few situations where it’s
bowed in to date. Cinerama is a
later development in the tri-dimensional field but, with Louis B,
is

.

-V

'

»

.At

of

.

i

of home TV and other new competing forms of show biz.
Neither three-dimen§jonr.l pix

nor big-screen video,

.

,

their infancy, they indicated during
the last year that they can be the
prescriptions long sought by exhibs
to lure new patrons to their boxoffices

f
institm^
which were designed to give the mined to invite a n?w brand of fitbywi:
sponsors into the medium attracted takes in jiv.* *}fst throe v**.
customer a new experience.
.running
by
formulas
and
merchanlow-cost
let alone a dally basis, but what
each
dising values.
than the season
r?
such shows are to comprise hasn't
It was a good year
On the other hand, television
yet been determined.
Pictures’ Foreign Corn
zoomed into new prosperity. Every- in N. Y. end on the road,
Such theatre TV enthusiasts asbody and his cousin rushed in to pects for 1053 fcaually rosy.
20t)\-Fox proxy Spyros P. Fkour&s, May Surpass Domestic
Only flaw in the longhair p:.iu t
grab a TV station application, now
whose company is now rounding
Major U, S. film companies and that the FCC has lifted the freeze is the situation of sym^hon*
into final shape the mass producor.
independent producers over the and is dotting the nation’s spec- chestras around the country,
\-sinp
tion techniques for its Eidophor
past 12 months had greater reason trwm with UHF stations. The spon- costs, dwindling donor coin
.d dusystem of big-screen color, still be
For the, sor, if anything, is more TV
global-minded.
to be
* T happy ficulty in hiking nd.missior
lieve that bringing opening nights
have
foreign .market, which had been than ever as evidenced by the mil- created crises in various localities.
of Broadway plays, conceits, balproviding the film-makers with 110 ns in profits being racked up by
lets, etc., to theatres acr oss the
of their income, climbed to individual stations managements,
country will prove the ansver. This 25%
may be so. But the thorny union over* 40%, and the increase, may On the dubious spot at year’s end Vaude Pricing Operators
the point where the domestic werq, the profit sheets registered by
angles mus'i still be irored out, reach
take is outdistanced by coin fror:i the two major video networks
since the unions went along with
Into Legit, Longhair
abroad.
Gross business, overall, $,BC and CBS showing that, with
the “Carmen” telecast only on un
All that vaudeville had to sh'-jjv
of some filmerie?, TV programaning 'AAAAVA
—
and UUiAiau*OVi>
administrau
experimental basis. And wich many was, in the case
ex- tive costs running highdr and high- for itself, during the past year,
but
operating
~
—
than ever
—u
exhibs claiming that they need greater
M A« M
A
a
ttA C
A
*NA
/I Al«^
MAM A
a handful of houses regularly
SRO houses to turn a profit on any penses kept net profits at modest er, the economics of network TV was
using that form of erne dainment.
levels
were wv*A4
still to
be iresolved.
v»/
VUVJirvu,
With
II 1 VIA
theatre TV event, it also must be *Vf
Vaudfilmers couldn’t witnstand the
At
the
b.o., ticket sales reached business at an unprecedented high,
proved that such shows have sufcompetition of televi'dau, the narficient marquee attraction to turn superlative proportions for a few the two networks scarcely manrowing circle of attractions ?.nd the
(M-G) and aged to eke out a profit.
“Quo Vadis”
Rjra.
the trick.
increasingly higher prices being
Greatest Show” (Far) exceeded
TNT the Target
asked
of them.
records which had been established
•
y
Vaudeville tnlem n<ts been shiftSince At was Nathan L, Halpem’s in the peak-prosperity era of 1948- MUSIC $ fjeW M&Sten
ed
’47.
to
other fields. Today there is
TN'E> which carried ?.he programmore vaude ia videv and vi cafes
ming load for big-screen -video alBut the gap between the hit ftanaimM* I)iclr R 17
DiL
than in theatres, nitres that regmost exclusively during 1952, it product and the second-raters conIn the music biz, disks became ularly played sta#e*lio\\s haio been
was his company which bore the tinued to widen. “B” stuff was disbrunt of exhibitor complaints. But mal. Television, obviously, main- firmly established in 1952 as the forced to go iruo
fields, lo22.000.
day an operator finds that he's now
it’s equally true that Halparn’s out- tained its “villain” status, that is, undisputed king of Tin Pan Alley.
2.000.
While
playing
ether
legits,
fit is the only one now
phases
of
the
concert
killing
business
for
the
mediocre
music
attractions,
Operating
on a regular basis which is scroicing exhibs with eveiroi.
With
more than 100 permanent installations in theatres from N Y. to
L. A., it was Ha]lpem who con—
000 record machines in cir- retaining interest .n a Theatre,
.......
w,..*...’,
ceived and produced the Lees sales
ave the Medium a play in their culation, and an increase of about the process is genially paying off
000 more expected for the at the boxoffice.
me'£?t via his TeJe-Sessicm subsidbudgets.
iary; it was TNT which handled
A few -hundred more theatres next 12 months, the diskers are sitthe
‘Carmen” pickup, and it was TNT shuttered.
These were marginal ting pretty for a big year in 1953.
The publishing wing of the in- Miteries Did Well When
which handled the sports events operations which got by in precedtelecast to theatres during ih*» year. ing years but simply couldn’t keep dustry, meantime, failed to recover
its posj
position of leadership.
Balpern himself envisage
economic
Where They Got Top Names
ilemasds,
iu- i
it could
tore of fchttfctre TV in this way:
raft the
[Drive-ins confuted to mushroom,
and
T'to tiigi'/r-U'.h S-oxd kf’to Sfij own
..
virtually
dilute
demands to U'<- eomparatively well
“This Coming year should see more than making up numerically
during the past
/theatre TV take even more impor- for the. conventional spo^s which diskers, the publishers are now year. Cafes that, bad the head2in?.vs
dangling precarious!;
And exhibs
Sales of drew the patronage in
tant strides towards fts place as ® ceased operation.
most cases.
major part of the entertainment underway with a nation-wide cam- sheet music, ehe bread-arid -b;.! tier It was a .year which indicated that
of
the
publishers, the intermediate- sized
and business worlds. Already ex- paign to kill the 20% admissions commodity
cafes are
lagged
badly
during
1952 with- vuvjppAiie
hibitors have experienced profit- tax.
dropping uuu
out.
The
jwic luige-seiuers
large-seaters
v
A.iAn
u-t.
n ’“s ‘
the top hits
Introduction of Cinerama
Cinerama and
selling and the lntime rooms st>em
able attractions, and their attitudes
t0 ha
are definitely setting towards a the- Natural Vision w,a* seen portend- under oOO OOO copies. The 1,000.- the best chance of survival.
3 Ire TV installation in their future. ing a dynamic future of tri-dimen 000 copy-seller has now become
Tal entwlse, the prices of attracWith the development of color the- slow possibilities. But tfef^tremen’s part of another era.
tioias have held up despite sporadic
Salvation for the publishers duratre TV, proper and e&tewslve immediate concern stsll lleo to the
revolts by the bonifaoes.
In Las
ups uiwl dowiis At the ing the last year was the alifcime Vegas and elsewhere cafe operatransmission chaenels and the es- L.d'ay-tq-day
A
hirrVi
ma 7
J
1
at
high
melons distributed
by the tors attempted to get around the
tablishment of a modus operand! b.o.
performing societies. The Ameriwith the labor unions in the field,
problem of paucity of high-priced
can Society of Composers, Authors
it is possible that theatre TV
names by building their own units.
w\JA Radio’s Rating
and
Publishers came
to bitforge rapidly into a legging poting $15,000,090 in revenues in t*
tion in show business.”
CM
I

I

’

,

.

into the company after its ihipressive Broadway
preem during 1952, it looks headed
for a solid future.

Mayer having bought

(

j

for theatre TV, it has been
a going concern for more than five

As

As with three-dimenbig-screen video still has
experimental ground to cover
before it can be adopted on a regular basis by run-of-the-mill exhibs
across the country. But events during the last year particularly in
the field of off-hour presentations
and the first entertainment show
big-screened via the “Carmen”
presentation presage an equally
lucrative future for this new phase
o
of exhibition.
Neither the Lees Carpet Co
sales convention, which served to
inaugurate the use of theatre 7fV
in non-boxoffice hours, nor the
“Carmen” show were received with
unqualified praise by exhibitors
As far as tri- dimensional oto aw
screening the two presentations.
Number of 'them felt they were concerned, all signs poiw to a slow
er growth during 1653, with -conshortchanged on both shows, comtinued success for one»sto
plaining that the four-walls rental
showings, such as embodied in
deals set up for the Lees meet
Cinerama and Naturcl Vision’s
didn’t pay them the rent for their
“Bwana Devil.” Former, ©oening
theatres that they should have had,
on
Broadway e&tfy in October, has
and that the 50% rental terms they
been sold out at almost every perpaid for “Carmen” were too stiff. ^ MWvi a m a.a A — a a V
formance since then a.nd conceivIt’s pointed out, however, that exably could continue on ,x 4we-a-day
hibs have traditional!:' squawked
basis indefinitely. Bat the outfit's
about what they claim ire tvo-high
backers ale already predicting /&«
terms set by distributors. And
spread to at least 200 theatres
Variety’s roundup of gross takes
across the courdry. Necessity for
on the “Carmen” show underlined

years now.
sion,
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Television’s Zoom
The year 1952 saw network

1952 white Broadcast Kurts, toe.,
??. fWO.Ooe for the

distributed over

radio

|

TWer 5 TO?*
_

^^
. .

309TO,’
, .

„

slid putting up a herculean battle
AicAP
Must"' tor!
in its attempt to convince advertis- coin has
Ailhowsh the total revenue formecut the difference beers that 105,900,000 radio sets in tween
^
has remained more
meeting operating expenses!*
k
use in U. S. homes add up to a and folding.
\nt less cosxstant on Broadway in
lot of impact in moving products
The publisher’s .take ur,m disk*c^ » .4 years,
the — number - ot-piO"
y
off the shelves
but the sponsor although going
tip wi<h tne rising ductious has steadily dwindled and
tor at least the sponsor who sup- platter
sales, failed to make up for the average run has decreased. On
i
.11
1
4
a*
ported network radio in the past) the losses
in sheet music sales. the road, the total gross has concontinued to lend a deaf ear. A5L From a
1,000,000 disk-seller, the sistently declined, with the numhe knows 3s that, by year's end, pups only
get $10,000 with the ber of touring shows and length of
fihs Nielsen and the Hooper ratwriters, getting aridities.*
$10,000, tours sagging even mow;
ings had dwindled to a josjint where The
.Broadway, increasingly ruled by
paucity of coin from mechania 9 or h JO vms
hwss
sould cals has cued
publishers and the quick smash-or-iiop setup, had
costly new projection equipment j hope for.
And the major adver- writers to makethe
the fact that only one theatre ac'only
& handful of shows during
a
big
drive for remakes it probabfe thut such- expan- tiser has been used to sleeping
tually lost money on the event,
vision of the Copyright Act to
get 1952 4 hat won solid support of
sion will proceed siowi'
even with some (om/oriable 40 and 50 more
both
critics
royalties
and public. The list
Future
Coivi
See
from the diskers
though Mayer and procuccr Merton Booper-Rielsen ratings tucked mv
“Pal Joey,” “Male AniExhibs taking a second look at c cooper are talking feature pixlder hie piHow; As a resuU. radio and to get performance money includes
“
n °' v oxempt
(both
«MrS "
their “Carmen” earnings, in fact, utilizing the process.
°P'
finds itself going into >53 deter- e
[Thing”
,Zrs
[?hmg" and the more recent
^^e.
reccnt "Evesight plenty of new coin in their
sling with Beatrice Lillie.” “Dial
future from other entertainment
'M'
for
Year
and
Murder”
"'Seven
shows, particularly since many
Itch.”
Longhair Net Steady
customers witnessing the show had
Despite the .speetocuiaf success
never before been exposed to theof '-Wish You Were Here,/' it has
atre TV. Some squawks from exRut Grosses
become progressively difficult fur a
hibs came from theatres which had
Here is the way various branches of show hu-Mew shape# up
As for the longhair side, concert show to beat the critical rap, since
grossed upwards of $5,000 for the
mz nationally was 15% higher in higher admission prices Und the
in 1952:
single evening. Since Theatre Netgrosses than the previous year,
but higher living .scale) tends to make
work TV, which produced the show
F4LM5: Gross re venues held up strongly
foreign revIna eased costa of operation
kept the theatregomg public snore sefor big-screening, paid all charges
enues, with “>Quo Vadis” 0\T-G.)-*'Greatest Show on
(Far)
the net down to the same
lective and higher operating' casts
as '51
except for local ts?lephone loop
notable b.o. epics.
Jbut net profits generally were unimpressive
Group attractions beloed to swell’ make it tougher to keep a show
sonnections, these theatres emerged
and Hollywod brafotrust-grs were looking at Cinerama and trith ® ta ke Tor the big N. Y.
bureaus, running long enough to “find its
,
with a net take of dose to $2,500.
dimensional pix as <he salvation for the future.
^Po^tod attractions like the audience” in the ta ce of adverse
And, it’s pointed out, how many
S' ,
RADIO -TV: As ?ideo grew, so iadio v/aned.
&ci?Siers -ftcSls Theatre Ballet
execs wer*
that
It’s, generally felt
and notices.
theatres can show a net profit like
putting up a desperate battle to convince advertisers that radio
D
n<
s
aiding.
“Wish” is an exceptional case, a
;fF
that for a full we-k with regular
^Bitting
is oUii vgry much »iive.
Bu« video continued to grow, albeit with
<?f the
20%
toeak,
admissions
film fare, let alone for a single
barely pmcp-tible profits, and radio be^an searching for low-cost
lax on non-profit
The click of “Don Juan in Dell”
organisations
evening's presentation?
bankrolling fcrmuSss.
proved a windfall for such outfits and the top grosses being drawn by
y
On
fViA
TViT^X-s
in
A
.. n
_
•
As a newcomer to the business,
MUSIC: Disks still rolled as the hottest commodity in the biz
S
MetropoUtara
’John
Gpjfn
Brown’s Body” have opened
and
?t
theatre TV has numerous problems
N. Y. City Ballet, which retained up
and publishers
stm hit by the chronic slump in sheet and
of
interesting
possibilities
which must be ironed out. Chief
music sales. It was also another 12 months of cornball tune*- and
the com for themselves. This added “readings” in
the form of shows
among these are the still heavy
croonejs who socked, belted, moaned or cried in the “new sounds”
as much as $500,000 to the
Mct’s without scenery or costumes, but
price of equipment (RCA’s unit,
groove.
revenue. Situation was a little more it has yet to be proved tnat such
now the most widely-used, sells
LONGHAIR: Concert biz showed a 15% gross rise but the net
complicated with non-profit troupes offerings can succeed without mulfor $15,800, plus installation and
h d at
1 leve]s -. Ballet, including some exotic importations,
: (like
Ballet Theatre) on tour, play- tiple-star casts that the Idea can
!l ,
I.®?,
service charges) and the ever-presadded a fillip to ti e b o. take,
in# in commercial houses, where be generally used.
Arena Theent question of how to program
the Federal tax still obtained. But atre, another
VAUDE:
Nobody
was
talking
of
revival
a
method of bolding
of
vaude
in
1952 as
the medium. Both exhibs and theN
and
operators bfcgan shifting to fifiher fields, such as logit and concert
Chi, where Ballet down overhead and simplifying
atre TV entrepreneurs are conTheatre played a run in houses un- production, apparently has limited
attractions.
There was more vaude in video in 1952 than in thevinced that, while standout sports
der its own management, troupe possibilities for application.
atres.
an
exclusive
aired
on
basis
events
gained by the tax situation.
On the road, the most interesting
NITERIES:. Nightclubs held their own, with those spotting
via theatre TV can get the patrons
In N. Y. City proper, %hc Metro- developments
headliners enjoying strongest results. Salaries for names
of 1952 have probknocking down the doors, there
continued
politan Opera had its best year, ably been the program of the Coun*
their upward zoom.
aren’t enough of these to provide
boxoffice-wise, with indications for cil of the Living Theatre to. stimmore than 10 shows during a single
LEGIT: Broaavay shows continued to decline in number while
a still better season in ’53. Sub- ulate business by expanding local
year. Big-screen medium must look,
produ(
scriptions are at an all-time high; subscription lists
il
;^ n nsfw wen L upwards. As in past years, a show was
and the move of
consequently, to entertainment proeither a click or a duck, and it became increasingly
difficult to
opening-night take of $60,000 in theatre managers in key cities to
grams if it’s to operate on a weekly,
beat the critical top.
November set a new mark for the
(Continued on page 52)
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Amusement Stock Quotations

Jack ja.iistr'm resigned sales post
with Columbia, joining WB book-

4
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PICTOtttiS

16

*

Paramount Theatres) circuit theatres showed substantial gain this
Lewis Hanna, of Hanna Theatre
Publicist Allen Hodshire joined month over December, last year, Exchange, appointed zone manager
Harry
B.
exploitation
president
RKO
to
according
Brandt’s
Leon
here for Essanjay Films, Inc., and
French who attributes increase in will handle “Because of Eve in
staff.
top
of
number
a
to
play
part
large
sales
.
this territory.
Leon J. Bamberger, HKO
the
promotion chief to he one of bracket films ev en during
Matt Ray, Paramount shipper,
as
back after absence of several
siegers at convention of Allied weeks just before Christmas
exploitafollowing surgery.
Theatre Owners of Gulf States well as going all out in
Dnve espe- weeks
tion and advertising.
Jan. 13-14 in New Orleans.
Pal Gus,
My
cially paid off on
prrn
~
T
riamprl
Mmed
HKO,
Lcn Gi.ienberg, o
stars flnd Stripes Forever” and
!

r

\

j

i

j

1

.

TOLEDO

t,

e * c dILS ec on
|}
^ ^?n-»T\
of Federation of Jewish Philanthropies’ Amusement Division.
.

j

“Hiawatha” in Minneapolis,
vrftrr1hvP(J
„ Nordoye«|
Federal Judge G. H.
took under advisement pleas in
Sol and
suit
of
conspiracy
antitrust
Martin Lebedoff against major distributors and Minnesota Amus. Co.
Defendants’ counsel argued for rejudgment
'^'irtion
in
$125,000
T, "1
*c Nor.dby
.

1

.

I

}

PHILADELPHIA
T

•

r

Tf

I

enside. Pa.,
"

iv.,

r

|

Willie Isenhower, former theatre
manager, got one to "i0 years an
Ohio Penitentiary after pleading
guilty to a charge of embezzling
$2,161 from Manos Theatres, Inc,,
at Newcomer stow n. O.
Ralph St. John resigned as

Hall Theatre. Leafter serving 22 years

Town

o ashier at

i

’

justments.
!t4° banon, o.
that capacity.
Colonial Theatre, of Germant'vo film houses
town, sold by Stanley Warner Co. ou £ht to navt jw-o7 500>,
.....
SI
50,000.
Hines,
M.
Julia
to
America
of
f.
Iciaimvv.
Minneapolis and St. Paul RKO
acting for out-of-town investor.
LIXJJ
operations uni*»
Purchaser plans to demolish the Orpheums staged a special pre- two houses, port of1 u chair ©I
house and replace with modern Christmas showing of “Hans Chris- which Manos has in Oh' », had
tian Arfdersen” for underprivileged served the community nio-‘« than
store building.
Stanley Warner will vacate its children,
30 years.
Special one-day advance showoffice space in Earle Theatre Bldg.,
next spring and move to new quar- ing of “The Stooge” at advanced
Radio City
ters in Frankel Bldg., nearer Vine admissions set for
Dec. 31.
St. film colony.
Evergreen Theatres have obtained “Natural Vision.”
Jack H. Harris opening new disextribution company devoted
J. J. Parker Chain working on
ST.
CincFctnicL
clusively to nix with exploitation
Execs of Fanchon & Marco added
Metro’s* Allan Wieder here to
campaigns. First release is “Beinmates of old folks’ homes to bally “Prisoner of Zenda.”
cause of Eve.”
to
off
Managers
their
Evergreen
Xmas
party
distributed
and
Arch Oboler personally superannual biz session and
vised installation of Natural Vision gifts to the guests. More than Seattle for
underprivileged
5,000
kids
were
dinner.
„
Corp. equipment in Aldine for
Walter Hoffman
guests of management at a showParamount’s
showing of “Bwana Devil.”
ing of “Hans Christian Aderson” has set up a big campaign for
at the Fox.
“Road to Bali” soon to play ParkThe Lovington, Lovington, 111., er’s United Artists,
relighted by Art Diller, Decatur,
Evergreen’s Paramount has the
United Paramount’s Uptown and 111., former owner. Diller took over Betty Hutton unit penciled in for
the Volk Bros, independent Ter- house when he and Merill Fleming, February.
Tace and Riverview, playing first former operator could not agree
:
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High Low

100s
59

:
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( N.Y Stock Exchange)

'

.
ing department.
Harry Rachiele, who closed h:s
Blawnox theatre some time ago.
says he will reopen it if the boro
r
knocks off its 10 r amusement tax.
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MINNEAPOLIS

neighborhood runs of “Snows of on a new lease.
Kilimanjaro,” day and date, tilted
The Capitol, Fox Midwest 1,000admissions from 80c to 76c.
seater in Benton, 111., relighted
RKO acquired western hemiTwin Cities neighborhood and after facelifting.
sphere releasing rights to Julian
suburban houses followed usual
Lesser’s. “The Lost Hours,” myscustom of shuttering Christmas
tery film produced in England.
eve.
Harry Popkin taking over disLeRoy J. Miller, Universal
Jack Singer, former Calgary tribution of “Challenge of Wilderin
filmed
branch manager, and his sales staff boxing promoter, and his brother, ness,”
documentary
in Chicago for regional sales meet- Hy, Vancouver exhibitor, plan to Alaska by Frank Graham.
ing.
produce two historical-type westReno Wilk, drive-in circuit own- erns with Alberta and Montana
backgrounds, with shooting expecter, vacationing in California.
Max Roth, Chicago head of CapiTwenty-three year old son of ed to start this spring. Titles are
Frank Eisenberg, vet United Ar- “Custer’s Last Stand” and “Chief tol Films, appointed midwest disSitting Bull.”
tributor for Tri-Opticon, threetists salesman, in U. S. Veterans
Plans to build a $250,000 drive- dimensional film.
hospital receiving treatment for
in, motel, restaurant and service
Harry Ruda named manager of
polio.
station near Calgary announced by Shore Theatre, which is celebraf-.
Paramount branch’s Pep Club a group of businessmen here: Proweek.
utilized a portion of its treasury posed project is being protested ing its 25 anni this
Cola, Coalville, 111., shuttered
funds to buy toys for kiddies at by residents in the area.
Inef WPaIt
Phyllis Wheatley Negro settlement
oper-

LOS ANGELES

CALGARY, ALTA.

Cinecolor

..

.

6 for Zugsmith

Indie

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Total of six pictures, including
four in color, will be produced by
American Pictures during the coming year, compared with two In
1952. Total budget will be $3,500,000, according to Al Zugsmith,

Southern, Oak Park, 111.,
ated by Essaness circuit, closed last

week.

1

8

%

4-

.

Believe Detroit Fire

Covered Burglary
Detroit, Dec. 30.
Three-alarm fire at the United
Detroit Theatre’s nabe house, the
Regent, caused about $25,000 dam-

was empty when fire
began about 6 a.m.
Arson bureau believes fire was
prexy.
set to cover a burglary. While fireAnn Sheridan will star in the men battled for two hours to get
first. “Female of the Species,” to the blaze under control, the office
be filmed In Spain. Others are and candy counter were looted of
“Conquest and Desire,” “Space $240.
Girls,” “Occupied America,” “Sale
River” and “Girls of the South
age. Theatre

P-T’s A-Sub Pic

Pacific.”

New

CHICAGO

PITTSBURGH

34

.

.

.

•

1

—
—

5

..
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Coast Ozoner
Los Angeles, Dec.

30,

i

bouse.
After fortnight* session In University hospital, W. H. Workman,

Da

1
41 *

434
4
414
..
5
U. A Theatre",
634
Walt Disney
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
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Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)
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Bid

Over-the-Counter Securities
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Hugh Gruen,

operator of three
conventional film houses in sub-

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
New* atomic submarine will form
the basis for “High Voltage,” to
be produced by Pine-Thomas as
their third picture for Paramount
release in 1953. Filming starts In

urban Whittier, will make his bow August
Admiral Thoma 9
with
as an outdoor exhib in the Spring. Dykers slated to function as tech-

Gruen

building a 900-car drive- nical advisor.
Film, adapted from the William
tract he
Wister Haines novel, “High Tenrecently purchased.
sion,” will follow “Sangaree” and
“Lost Treasure of the Amazon” on
the P-T program.
in

is

on a 38-acre industrial

M4’s TV Nod

Carl Chieves leased Faihily The$250,000,000 Amus. Bldg.
atre in Mather, Pa., formerly oper1
i Continued from page
Washington, Dec. 30.
ated by Camillo Cionni, manager
Recreation construction will hit
Film Row exchange employees of Blue Moon Drive-In at WellsTristates* Manager Bill Miskell companies deriving from clips of
used profits from
about
all-industry burg.
$250,000,000
in 1953, accordback ton duty after joust with flu. their new and unreleased pix which
Yuletide party to buy Christmas
V. L. Wadkins, Manos circuit
Fox Intermountain chain moved Sullivan has screened on “Toast” ing to John L. Haynes, director of
baskets for needy families.
booker, retires as president of
the
National
Production
Authority’s
Gladson from Walsenburg, during the year. While its new
Minnesota Amus. Co. (United Latrobe, Pa., Chamber of Com- Lloyd
Colo., to take over Alliance, Neb., willingness to cooperate does not building materials division.
theatre in place of Ralph Roe, who mean that the studio plans to emGREAT
PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE was transferred to Nampo, Idaho. bark on vidfilm jaroduction or to
Larry Caplane, manager of RKO release any of its feature film backBrandeis Theatre, vacationing at log to TV, it does signify that the
home.
studio has eased
its ban against
Neb.,
Minden,
George Hall,
permitting its contract stars on TV.
Theatre owner, sponsoring free In
Independent
Library
addition, it’s
expected that
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
film shows for grade school kids
Metro will intensify its use of video
Rockefeller Center
on three Saturdays prior to Xmas.

Metro branch manager, now
cuperating at home.

re-

OMAHA

„

MOTION

PI VAR,

New York
—

Film

President says:

as an ad-publicity

^Oitr very survival. is
*

often dependent

upon lab service*

Pickman’s Coast Huddles

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
TV and film industries are giving
Jerry Pickman, Paramount’s ad- “Toast” most of the
credit for
pub v.p., will continue his stay here bringing the others in. Among the

from

Pathe has never

let

us

down.59

New York

until Jan. .10.

He’s working on new campaigns
with Teet Carle, studio publicity
chief.

When the lab work can make or break

Spain

a picture, don’t take chances. Specify

Continued from page- 7

Path6 because Pathe produces the
Mgfcst-quallty

work with best service

available anywhere.

medium.
With Metro now on the Sullivan
Warners remains the only
major studio holdout, and both the
roster,

tion is that unused permits should
revert to the Americans so as to
keep the total import figure to the
agreed 100 films.
Time snag finds MPEA in Paris
and the distribs’ local managers in
Madrid in disagreement over acceptance of the new date. Men on
the spot don’t object to a “trade’
of date against prompter permits,
and have informed the homeoffice

MPEA

majors, 20tli-Fox joined TV Jan.
21
via
Sullivan’s- special
origination
from
the
stage
of
the Broadway Roxy, with the
show keyed to the theatre’s
opening of “Stars and Stripes
Forever.” RKO came in indirectly
when
Sullivan
presented
his
(Samuel) “Goldwyn Story,” with
Goldwyn making his entire library
of past productions available to the

New

Both
3 5

MM

York and Hollywood Have
•

l6MM

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

•
is

C&.tpltte

COLOR
a subsidi.i.j

•

Path# Laboratory

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE

of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.

1, with “no equivocation acceptable.” Impression is
that, despite any protest the Spanish government will go ahead anyway with the Aug. 1 starting date

for the pact.

1

.1

“MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID
ESTHER WILLIAMS
WALTER P1DGE0N
Color by

•

TECHNICOLOR

and Tin Mute

Hitt's

Gcwt

VICTOR MATURE
'
*

DAVID BRIAN
An M-Q-M

PJeturo

Christmas St*c*

Shw

RAV

JfeYjNMKft,

'"iwreo#?

’

la
riAiw-auniw

-ZHSSSh.

HxiiMKoum

Mfvf*

show.

AUTHORITY ON EAST AFRICA-

That same stanza also served to
bring Paramount Into TV, since
one of the clips screened on the
show was from the Bob Hope starrer produced by Goldwyn, “Princess and the Pirate”— and with

familiar with localitks, p#opl«, axcluslv« tribes, remote parts, languages,
game, wishes to participate as an
adivsot to film producers in the planning of location films In East Africa.
Box V.1M9, Variety, 134 W. 4*th St.,
New York 34, N. Y.

—

Hope under
Par
had

contract to Paramount,
p*;exy Bai-ney Balaban’s okay
to be granted. Sullivan also

to this effect. Ted Smith,
'rep in Paris, however, has cabled during the year did business with
N. Y. to insist rigidly that the date* Republic, via c ips from “The Quiet

remain March

Theatres

Man,” and with Columbia, via a
TV “preem” of “Happy Time” before that film opened on Broadway. Linda Christian, featured in
“Time,” also did a personal on
“Toast” along with the

clips.
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REFRESHMENT,
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WALT

DISNEY’S

PETER

BLACKBIARD

PAN

TECHNICOLOR

THE PIRATE

SAMUEL 60LDWYN S

HOWARD HUGHES

TECHNICOLOR

HANS CHRISTIAN
ANDERSEN

Edmund Grainger

ANGEL

Production

ANDROCLES

TECHNICOLOR

AND

Howard Hughes presents

BEAUTIFUL BUT

Produced by Gabriel Pascal

SPLIT

DANGEROUS

WAVE
WAC

FACE

THE LION

Frederick Brisson presents

NEVER
AT A

presents

The Filmakers

MONTANA

THE
HITCH-HIKER

SECOND
Edmund Grainger
production

Mort Briskin'!

Huntington Hartford's

BELLE

FACE TO

TRUCOLOR

NO TIME

FACE
Rachel

l.

Carson's

BELOW THE
SAHARA

THE SEA
David

E.

Rose presents

SEA

Print

FOR FLOWERS

by TECHNICOLOR

AROUND US
Print

by TECHNICOLOR

DEVILS
TECHNICOLOR

General Sales Manager

''"'•L

THE NEW RKO RADIO PICTURES
Back BROTHERHOOD WEEK, Feb. 15-22
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TELEPIX REVIEWS
AMOS

ANDY

’N*

Producer: James Fonda

...

Director: Charles Barton
Supervisors:

Freeman

Charles

Gosden,
Corrcli, Sidney Van

Keuren
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.

BLATZ BREWING CO.

CBS-TV, from Hollywood
[Weintraub)
Yuletide season was marked very
appropriately last week <25) by

“Amos

’n’

Andy”

in their first tele-

vised Christmas show. Simple and
moving story, highlighted by an
Lord s
“The
of
Interpretation
Prayer” by Amos for his daughter, was in the best tradition of
this veteran offering and came
across with sock impaei.
Show also gave the CBS-TV audience its first glimpse of Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll,
originators of the vet “Amos ’n
Andy” characters. Pair appeared
briefly on films to deliver their
Christmas greetings and, even in
that short space Of time, made one
feel sorry that they aren’t seen
more often on TV.
As always, the program was in
fine taste and aptly caught the
spirit of the moment without gushing or over-sentimentality. “Amos
r

V

..

cops,

F

.

A

With Jeff Donnell, Todd Karns,
Karen Sharpe, Frank Ferguson,
others
Producer-director: Harve Foster
Writer: Jackson Stanley
30 Mins.; 8:30 pan. Thurs.

PACKARD MOTORS

KECA-TV, Hollywood
Maxon
(

As uninspiring as the script is
direction by Eddie Davis. Even the
technical credits are below par on
Daku.
this outing.

—

Columbus Luis A. Gallop, for- littling his own detecting. She is
merly associated with the Crosley always proddin' him to look for
Broadcasting Corp., in Cincinnati, the poison darts,, etc., which she
has been named director of client reads about with great relish in
service

_

WLW-C,

at

TV

Crosley

cast

went through

her fictional excursions into crime,
and 'he finally takes her along on
one of his cases.
Despite the girl, the cop and his
superior officer find the killer, but
to their consternation he matches
completely the description she
gave at the scene of the crime. Ohviously, it’s sheer coincidence, but

outlet here. The new department
will include publicity sales, promotion and merchandising.
!

,

in Production

!
'

still

as of Friday, Dec. 26;

KTTV

tell
on all

Studios. Hollywood

Second set of 13 in

•

-

<

>.

1

‘

.•

m

!

"

' ,,

religious experiences of all people
at Christmas time, became particularly evident.
Producer James Fonda as usually endowed the show with good
Spencer Williams as Andy
sets.
came through fine and so did Tim
Moore as the Kingfish and Jane
Adams as Ruby. Story had Williams playing Santa Claus in a department store to raise enough
money to buy little JPatty a speakSetting was good for
ing doll.
.quite a few laughs as was the
scene between Andy and the Kingfish where -the two discussed the

presents situation.

Show

is

intentionally slow-paced,

but it's difficult to understand why
all characters are required to speak
their lines so very deliberately.
This occasionally makes for stiffness.
“Amos 'n’ Andy” Christmas
stanza done in very fine taste, must
have been a prideful occasion- for
Gosden and Correll.
Hift.

THE RANGE RIDER
With Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones,
Leonard Penn, Anne Nagel
Producer: George Archainbaud
Director: Lou Grey
Writer: Lawrence Hazard
30 Mins.; Sun., 4:30 p.m.

Producers: Jack

General Manager: Harve Foster

General Service Studios, Hollywood
"OUR MISS BROOKS" half-hour comedy drama series now shooting for CBS
TV. General Foods sponsor.
Cast: Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Jane Morgan, Dick Crenna, Gloria McMillan, Bob.
Rockwell, Virginia Gordon.
Production Executive- Larry Bems
Director: A1 Lewis
Assistant director: Jim Paisley
Writers: A1 Lewis, Joo Quillan

DOUGFAIR CORPORATION
RKO Pathe: Culver City
18 of half-hour adventure series
"Terry and the Pirates" shooting. Canada
Dry sponsors.
Cast: John Baer, William Tracy. Gloria
First

Saunders.
Producer: Dougfalr Corporation
Associate producer: Warren Lewis
Directors: Lew Landers. Arthur Pierson

FAMILY FILMS TELEVISION
KTTV

Hollywood

Studios,

Twenty-six half hour religious dramatic
IS THE LIFE."
Forrest Taylor, Onslow Stevens,
N?n Boardman, Randy Stuart, Michael
HaU, David Kasday
Producer: Sam Hersb
Director: WUliam F Claxton

shows "THIS
Cast:

CHUCKLES CANDY
WJZ-TV, New York

Hurst & McDonald )
Rider” is a topflight
sagebrush vidpic series produced
(Henri,

“Range

FANTASY FEATURES,

INC.

315 W. 57th St., New York City
by Gene Autry’s Flying A Pictures
15 -minute
Shooting
entitled
and distributed by CBS-TV Film "BOBO THE HOBO AND series
HIS TRAVELSales. With 78 episodes already in ING TROUPE," musical puppet fairy tales

the oaters are being
various cities (with
Lagendorf bakeries having bought
several markets on the Coast) and
Chuckles picking up the tab in
New York. Series stars Jack
Mahoney, a stuntman who has doubled for several Hollywood he-men
and who does his own equestrian
tricks in this opuS. He makes an
appealing cowpoke law-enforcer.
An added lure for young viewers
is Dick Jones, who has been a film
thesper since, childhood and who
plays Rider’s youthful sidekick. Inithe

can,

screened

.

in

tialer

Sunday

boss

opera

(28)

yarn

was a traditional

—involving

out-

laws raiding gold shipments, Rider
tangling with the badmen, suspicion falling on Jones* ex-convict
father, etc. It was nicely handled,
with good production values, fisticuff action but not much shooting,
and
outdoors
leaping
mounts
scenes. Lensing and editing are up
to standard and direction maintains
a fast-moving pace.
Mahoney, who’s well over six
feet tall, cuts an attractive figure
in his buckskin outfit and with

(based on
Unger).

an

by

idea

original

Stella

Producer: Lorraine Lester
Associate producer: Samuel
Music: George Lessner

II.

by:-

Nat Norbert

Distributed by: Mahlon

•

.a

1

LINKLETTER

I, ?

Producer^U reckon lluwen Shan.

comedifes

A John W.

30.

Barbara

starring

now

INC.
half

shooting

Loveton Production
Britton and Richard

Denning.
Producer: Federal TV Corporation.
Director: Ralph Murphy.

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
Melrose, Hollywood
GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions
now shooting once a^veek for NBC.
DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring,
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer; I. Lindenbaum
8451

Directors*

"IT'S

Boh Dwan.

Be.rnie

A SMALL WORLD,"

Smith

starring Al
half-hour family-appeal programs. Now shooting.
Cast: Al Ganruway and others
Producer: Isidoi'c Lindenbaum

Gannaway

..-layer,

Jr.

1

‘

.

J

^
THLATRE
CHEVRON
„

;

(My Brother’s Wife)
With Marguerite Chapman, George

(

j

1

Nader, others
Producer: Revue Productions

KTLA, Hollywood
(BBD&O)

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

This murder mystery encompassseries i.f character
comedy
now shoo tin ;. Sponsored ing an eternal triangle passes the
by Blatz Beer for -CBS-T’
acid test by successfully keeping
Ca *L .£ om Moore, Spencer Williams. Alvin
Series of
Childross, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee, from the viewer the identity of
titled "WHAT'S ^?OUR TROUBLE?" with
Horace Stewart
“whodidit” until the finale. NormalDr. and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale.
Supervisors:
Freeman Gosden, Charles ly it’s fairly simple for any veteran
Producer: Paul F. Heard
Correll, Sidney Van Ifcuren
Director: Paul F. Heard
mystery fan to spot the culprit
Director:
Charles
Barto’i
Production supervisor: Harry Cohen
Production executive: James Fonda
early in the stage, but this one
succeeds
in pointing the finger at
PRODUCTIONS'
VERNON LEWIS
SCREEN GEMS
the wife of the murdered man, and
Lewis Sound Films, 71 W. 45tli St., N. Y.
1302 N. Gower, Hollywood
keeping
it there. It’s a particuarly
"NIGHT EDITOR" series of 15-minute
Now shooting the FORD THEATRE
weekly newspaper-localled dramas, star- series of 39 half-hour telepix.
satisfying half-hour for the dering Hal Burdick. Now shooting. Spon- Producer-director: -lules BMcken
votees of this field, and it’s been
sored by Kaiser-Frazer in five markets, via Assistant director: Eddie Seata
convincingly proved
are
there
Weintraub.
Producer: Vernon Lewis
•many
millions of them.
SHELDON REYNOLDS PROD.’S
Director: M. Baron
An investigator for the mayor
Post Parisien Studios, Paris
FOREIGN INTRIGUE series of half- of the city where the tale is local ed
THE McCADDEN CORP.
hour adventure films for presentation In is found slain, and records of his
General Service Studios: Hollywood
U. S. TV for various sponsors now shoot"THE BURNS AND AI.LEN SHOW" ing in Paris, starring Jerome Thor and probings are missing. The brother
oil the murderee,
now shooting series of half hour comedy Sydna Scott.
who is in love
Producer-director: Sheldon Reynolds
telepix. The Carnation Co. sponsor.
with the man’s wife, suspects she
George Burns and Grade AUen, Assoc. Producer: John Pcdovano
Fred Clark, Bea Benadaret, Harry Von Director of Photography: Bertii Palmgren killed him, and feels sure of it
Musical Director: Paul Durand
ZelL
when he finds her trying to disProducer: Ralph Levy
ppse of the murder gun. She deAssociate Producer: A1 Simon
SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
nies it, tells him to trust her, then
Director: Ralph Levy
Hal Ror.ch Studio.*;, Culver City
Writers: Paul Henning, Sid Dorfman, Hargives him the brother’s missing
“RACKET SQUAD" series now
F.

ANDY"

'N'
telepix

HEARD, INC.

Studios: Hollywood
13 quarter-hour teleplcs en*>

vey Helm, William Burns

:

shooting

.

records.

half-hour telepix.

Producer:

MARCH OF TIME

Roach,

JlaJ

Director: Jim Tinling

Jr.; Carroll

A gander at the records reveals
the investigator had dug up the
on a« corrupt crime syndicate
involving politocos and the underworld. The brother takes it to the

Case

369 Lexington Are., N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR"

seMitcliall,

ries of 26 half-hour pix. Thomas
narrator, with cast including Gene Lockhart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann
Burr and Olive Dcering.

MARK

Fred Stcphani.

VII

SWARTTZ-DONIGER PRODS.
MoMon

Webb

MERIDIAN PICTURES, INC.
Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood
' D lifv unurc
*•
Ul
ITT ^PLXYHOUSE
'SCHLITZ
OF STARS"
hour
each
I

week.
Producer: Meridian Pictures, Inc.
Associate producer: William Self

investi-

gator on his staff, appears to welcome the Revealing data. They go
to the girl’s home, and a fast-

Berman

Production manager: William Stephens

breaking

denouncement discloses
it’s the mayor who heads the crime
syndicate. Slain man’s brother wins
out in a gunfight to corral the
crooked mayor and his aide. Wife
then tells him his brother committed suicide, but she lied about
it, because she wanted to get records to the governor to expose the

TEEVEE COMPANY
vi-

Producer: TeeVce Company
Associate producer: Sherman Harris
Director: William Burke

series currently shooting 13 half
telepix. Different stars featured

crime ring.
Corf;™ Studios,
c, 4,
,7 ,,
Marguerite Chapman performs
General Service
Hollywood
"THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND well as the woman who married
HARRIET," half-hour comedy series now the wrong guy, and George Nader
shooting.
competently takes care of his role,

rvp
PRnnTTPTTnwo
VOLCANO
V
^C*
*

.

Cast: Ozzio Nelson, Harriet Hilliard Nelson, David Nelson, Ricky Nelson, Don

INC.

California Studios: Hollywood
Shqotlng series of 30-minute musical
tfiepixCast: Igor Gorin, Gail Manners, Fritz Feld,
Bob Jellison, Dick Reeves, Don Kelvin

Producer: George Lipton
Director: Duke Goldstone
Musical director: Michael Kuttner
Production manager: Jesse Corallo

PARSONNET TV FILM STUDIOS
iU3
•

IN C.

46-02 Fifth St., Long Island City, N. Y.
Casting: Mlghacl Meads,

that of the man investigating his
brother’s death, and in love with
his brother’s wife. Don Beddoe is
okay in a lesser part as the mayor
whose morals are straight as a

DeFore

_
.
Producers: Robert, Angus and Bill Lewis
Director: Ozzie Nelson
Writers; Bill Davenport, Don Nelson. Ben
Gers hman , Ozzio Nelson
.

j
1

pretzel,

ZTV
AV TV
4 ¥

Robert S. Finkel helms this with
a tight hand, and utilizes fully the
St., Hollywood
"BOSTON BLACKIE" series of meat ingredients in a good script
half-hour adventure telepix shoot in De- by Dwight Babcock, based on a
eember. Two in untitled series shoot In
story by Les Crutchfield. Technical
December.
credits are uniformly good.
Goneral casting for all pictures.
5255 Clinton

Two

-

Doniger,

California Studios, Hollywood
Thirteen 15-minute telepix of two
gnettes each shooting.
Casting: Sherman Harris

Producer: Mike Meshekoff

NEW HORIZONS,

Picture Center, Hollywood

"WARDEN DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN"
now shoe ting. mayor, who with another

Director: Walter Doniger

PRODUCTIONS

files.

Director: Jack

dirt

Series of 13 half-hour films

Paul Kelly stars.
Producers: Walter
Swartts

Producer: Marlon Parsonnet

in a series of 39

Exec chg. prod.: F. II. Fodor
Production manager: Glenn Miller

V.

!

KTTV

police

Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood
"MR. AND MRS. NORTH" series of

Guy

)

Jeff Donnell is highly satisfactory as the obnoxious know-it-all
who gets her killer and loses her
man. while Todd Karnes is equauy
good as the frustrated detective.
Karen Sharpe, as the gal who finally lands Karnes, has less to do
but is excellent. And Frank Fergvson is competent as the lieutenant.
Jackror Stanley’s leleplay, based
on a story by Jack Finney, conpood, crisp dialog ill
keeping wiu. .....
..il -iirv mnnrl
Technical credits are umzut,...,
Dak't.
cellent.

CHEVRON

"AMOS

Executive producer: Stanley Meyer
Production supervisor: Sam Ruman

situation

confi-

advise

1

Associate producer: Irvin Atkins

Walt Disney Studios, Burbank
shooting "Dragnet" series of halfhour telepix based on actual cases from

& Zuny Maud
Mohr Associates,

FEDERAL TELEFILM,

to

she’ll

Republic Studios, No. HolUwood
{Director: Robert S. Finkel
"BIFF BAKER, USA" serKs' of 30-mInWriter: Dwigrht Babcock
ute MVUAbiVAi
situation comedies LU4I
currently
tfmi.v Q1IUIM1
shooting.
Handy Stuart, Alan Hale,
30 Mins.; 9 p.m. Fri.
head cast,
Director: Richard Irving
STATIONS
Assistant director: Willard Sheldon

Now

Inc.

first

*

j

titled
vid.T>ix mii/i

Director: Hal Yates
Associate producer:

REVUE PRODUCTIONS

'

Evans

Lyrics: Alice Hammerstein
Author & director: Budd Fishel

hour

A

^.

Director:

Sponsored by the Independent Bakers
oi America.

Puppets

600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood
A

1n

PAUL

DESILU PRODUCTIONS

—

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.

series of half-hour

situation comedies currently shooting for
General Electric sponsor. Starring Joan
Davis & Jim Backus.
Producer: P. J. Wolfson
Associate Producer: A1 Simon
Director: Hal Walker.
Writers: Arthur Stander, Phil Sharp.

*

Gross and Philip N.

Director: E. A. Dupont.

General Service Studios, Hollywood

MARRIED JOAN"

J.

Krasne

JOAN DAVIS PRODUCTIONS
"I

b.f.

his

home.

i

r

her

homicides when
him
Shooting half-hour dramas for series en- they’re married. Twist ending, reFLYING A PRODUCTIONS
titled "The Doctor," sponsored by Procter
6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
married the
detective
vealing the
& Gamble. Features Warner Anderson.
Second series of 52 half-hour Gene Producer: Marion Parsonnet
lieutenant’s adoring daughter inAutry Western telepix shooting. Gene Production manager: Henry Spit*
about
adage
the
stead, boldfaces
Directors: Robert Aldrich, Peter Goiurey
Autry. Pat Buttram set leads.
the woman’s place being in the
"RANGE RIDER" shooting second se-

ARROW PRODUCTIONS

its

enough for the gal

dently

"RAMAR OP THH
half-hour jungle adventure telpace with the usual reliable per- JUNGLE"
epix series shooting. Jon HaU stars.
formances. Newcomer was 11-year Producers: Harry S. Rothschild, Leon
Fromkess
ries of 52 half-hour videolers. Jack Maold Patty Marie Ellis who played
PHILDAN TV
producer: Rudolph Flothow
honey, Dick Jones head cast.
Amos’ and Ruby’s daughter, Arba- Film
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood
Director: Paul Landres
Producer: Louis Gray
She’s a charming child
della.
Directors: Wallace Fox, Geo. Archainbaud
Series of 13 half-hour comedies "CAuho.e lac h. of affectation is a re- BARRY -ENR1G55TPRODU CTION S
New series of half-hour western dramas REER FOR CATHY" to begin 6hooting
entitled "DEATH VALLEY DAYS' now January. Patti Lee heads g^st.
lief.
On Location, N. Y.
Producer: Michael Phillips
Pnrton directed with a
"OH BABY" ^.1''- of IS five-minute tel- shooting.
Associate producer: Dan Hadzick
Darrell .McGowan
Producer:
Being sonscred by Meiut^n through
how a cpix. r.i-.-v
Christmas ioiki. ...i Director: Jo Graham
p.motor: Stuart McGowan
.T*Tencv.
'ERNEST HAYCOX THEATRE" series
r r v. Dan Enright
into something far oft the ”Ainu»
of half-hour telepix skeaded for January
Andy” track. Film came to a
s^art. Michael Phillips directs,
STAR PRODS.
CHER
l On.
JACK
FOUR
truly wonderful and deeply moving
Studios, Culver City
General Service Studios, Hollywood
"M't
climax when Alvin Childress told
fl- liraREID RAY TV PRODS.
"PRIVATE SECRETARY" series of half- mas starring Robert cum,
Patty Marie of the meaning of The hour comedies shooting. Ann Sothern ing.
Ford t»kwy,, St. Paul, Minn.
Assistant director: John Pommer
v
This was an al- vtsro.
Lord’s Prayer.
" r adveniure"
series now snoow..!:.
Producer: Jack Chertok
Production supervisor: Ruby Rosenberg
Producer: Saul Elkins
most classic bit. underscored by a Director: Christian Nyby
Director: Saul Elkins
choir singing in the background.
GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
Here, as always in the “Amos ’n’
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
AKO Pathe: Culver City
ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS
Andy” program, the great value
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
Hal Roach Studios, Culver Citv
shooting "BIO TOWN" series of
Now
"REBOUND" series of half-hour adult 26
of showing a Negro family living
"MY LITTLE MARGII " series of 30telepix sponsored by Lever
KnOTStarTi
Motor Car Briers.hour
dramas. Sponsored by Packard
normal lives in normal surround- Corp.
Patrick McVey and Jano Nigh minute situation comediei now »* ooting.
shooting.
Now
Producer:
Hal Roach, Jr.
set
leads.
ings, sharing in the emotional and Executive producer: Basil Grillo

Andy”

)

Tongue-in-cheek-treatment on the
subject of homicide is difficult to
achieve, but its attained in this
comedy, well executed under the
guidance of producer-director
Harve Foster. Narrative concerns
a sleuth’s g.f. \yho is a whodunit
fan, so much so she’s always be-

|

TV Films

Wouldn’t Be Fair)

(It

roles.

l

k

REBOUND

and tells them where he hid
choppy ending sees
the money.
the girl taken away by the gang at
end, and apparently the viewer
must decide for himself whether
or not she escapes.
There’s no merit to this stereotyped tale which has been written
much better many times before.
Drake, Irene Vernon as the girl,
and Forrest Taylor as the gang
chief perform routinely in stock

horsemanship. Jones is a val- together in hodgepodge manner.
uable adjunct, wearing a smart Jack Laird’s story is imitative of
double-breasted shirt. The clothes many another underworld yarn,
trademarks are important as part but it falls by the wayside early,
of a licensed-merchandise opera- with cliches falling from mouths
“Rider” should do well in of the crooks a9 rapidly as snow in
tion.
both the juve and adult action mar- Iowa this time of the year.
Bril.
ket.
Tom Drake is the guy who won’ttell where the coin’s hidden. That,
plus the fact he has a good-and-honTHE UNEXPECTED
est g.f., is about all that’s estab(Bright Boy)
With Tom Drake, Irene Vernon, lished the first 15 minutes. Then
the head of the gang decides on
others
new strategy, releases Drake so he
Director: Eddie Davis
will go to the gal, and lead them to
Writer: Jack Laird
the treasure. First, he gets to the
30 Mins.: 8 p.m. Wed.
girl and convinces her Drake is no
IRONRITE IRONER
good, bringing her into the plan.
KECA-TV, Hollywood
Drake does go to the girl, won’t
“Bright Boy” is a tired and uninteresting trek into the under- tell her where the money is. Gang’s
world. A confusing tale of the at- waiting outside, and she goes out
tempt by a gang of thieves to pry and tells them she knows where
loose the secret from another thief the loot is: meanwhile Drake makes_
of where he cached loot heisted his getaway. Seems the girl loved
from a bank, it’s virtually devoid the heel all along and is helping
of sympathetic characters and put him. Drake- is gunned down by the
slick

Childress, Spencer Williams, Tim Moore, others

With Alvin

’

in

j

Directors:

Eddie

Davis.

Sobcy

Martin,

I

Daku

-

?

:
;
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VIDEO WEDDING CLOSER
Dept/s

State

TV

Branch Releasing

THEY CAN Republic Gets More Raps On

250 Pix for Global Video Spread
collaboration be-|
Closer working
Inthe State Department's

tween

Motion Picture ServTelevision
and the expanding
been
Development Branch has
some 250 of the
established with
ternational

film section’s

pix

available for

stations
video
production
specifically to keep the TV
to

distribution

future

and

abroad
tailored

headed by Jack
earmarked for consider-

branch,
is

Gaines,

limited expansion,
the gradual spread of
international
the
on
television
including
scene where 21 countries,
Detelecasting.
Russia, now are
operatbeen
has
far
so
partment
but has been
ing on a shoestring
the
allotted a $165,000 budget for
Figure is sub1953-54 fiscal year.
Ject’to'revision on the basis t>£ Congressional hearings,
Function of the international TV
division, created by Richard Hubfilms
ble in mid-1951, is to acquire
and -or kinescopes, edit them and
place them with foreign TV stations vhich as a rule are hard up
for program material anyway. The
department’s only regular show at
able

to

Trench and Cullen have finished
26 of the quizzers and have them
out now for national sales. Association of the two began here years
ago when Trench was peddling
time for
and Cullen was
a local kid eager to get into radio.
He landed his first job on local
indie station through Trench’s in-

WWSW

!

CHRISTENSEN EXITS
Howard Christensen, head
York

of

office

believe that television and motion
pictures are sister arts and that
each has a constructive contribution to make to each other.”

Loan for TV Pix

The production-distribution end
pursued this approach from several

In what appears the0 largest deal

directions,
maintaining
all
the
while that there was no question
of actually merging its interests
with those of TV. (1) Several large
Paramount and
studios, notably
moment is “Industry on
this
Columbia, activated their TV subthe National
parade.” sponsored
sidiaries to engage in the producManufacturers,
of
Association
tion of TV pix, while United Artists
which has been shown widely on
hastened to join them in a manner
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
1) S. TV.
suited to its oven pattern of operaIn a firm crackdown on telepix
largely
on
tions; (2) distribs kept assessing
Future plans depend
bemg shot abroad, the
s Film the potential value of the old films
the budget and are governed by
TV board of the Information Conncl is mapping a consumer boy- In their vaults but, with the excep’
"***
im
~?
recom- C ott of -all products of sponsors of, tion of Republic, made no move to
low-cost productive..
-v.
memto
,.
v
, n cash in on them; (3) there was a
overseas, chairman
Purpose would n *
a ,„ arfl n/wf of the
ti,o potential.
smne n.'ct reels.
general awareness
1 VQTi
«c vot. romnletelv unrealized
whether the latter are
ts.
b. .0
value of
v here they can be placed,
user'
Brewer stated the only exception nrometion and exploitation 'oTTorS
etv
A number of the film shows
w >u'io bo patterned after success- to the strong policy against over- nlavdates

WCBS-TV

for a reported

and

two

of

member

its

optimism about 1953.

“If

On Foreip Vidpix

telecasters by

AFL

Television,

|

sales plus TV sales are
Motion Pictures for
greater than theatre sales only,
which Fox also product will go to TV. When a
as theatre

who

distributor

heads.

,

sells to

i

,

Tv^^-^Jn.^forthe

..

ful

..

—

...

America radio pro- seas video production

of

Voice

!

is

..

where the

requirements of the story are abso-

grams'.

Development of the

TV

branch,

lutely essential to the telepix being shot in a foreign locale.
•

part of the Field Program
He conceded the crackdown on
Services Division under Robert A.
vidpix is much stricter than that
Bauer, is handicapped by the fact
on motion pictures shot overseas,
that there are only about 24,000,000
and explained, “Motion pictures
foreign viewers of whom a good
are made for the international marportion live in England, Gaines
ket TV pictures are not.
They
said.
There should be 25 countries are made
for the U. S., sponsored
on the air with TV by the end of
by advertisers asking American
1953.
Target areas at this point workers
to buy American goods.
Include Italy, France, Venezuela,
That is why we may go to the AFL,

tt’iith is

—

Germany and Japan.
Special events coverage of the
TV section has been limited so far,
partly on account of a pronounced
with private
broadcasting interests, Eventually,
desire not to conflict

believes the department
have its own camera crews to
shoot footage of special interest to
viewers abroad -a ho'll be fed the
local angle.
Nows film activity
highlights so faT have been Queenj
Juliana’s U. S. visit and President
Truman’s tour of the renovated
White House.
Preparatory to going into actual
program
TV
production,
the
branch has sent out queries to stations abroad,
suggestion various
Program ideas and asking for specific reaction
as to their potential

Gaines
will

acceptability.

!

’

P

Fox and Zittau negotiated the declares.
T akin £ a satirical viewpoint, the
Harry Watkins, Ray Anp *
dersen and Herbert^.'^\d«^iat 1 Allied Caravan of Iowa and NeAs for the exhibs, 1952 marked ^ cr three repping the bank's
these days where
the first year when they learned amusement .ndustries division. Mo- showmen take oTrotfa-4*bc^
that theatres and TV could live tion Pictures for Tele has the
drive school buses, selPTn-"
side-by-side and survive
quite largest
and peddle electronic
pix surance
feature
catalog
of
comfortably in the resultant bat- among all TV distribs. Most of J Potato peelers door to door, it is a
tle
for the audience. Like the the product now on hand, however, 1 situation bespeaking the critical
producer-distribs, they developed a i re ady has been extensively used s ^ a ^ e °f sma ll town show business.
Take heart, boys! You are not the
something of a split personality by TV stations.
*

(

T
s.

;

loalr-ivtir*

\

1

1

’

-

-

—

—

•

J

Where

TV Film

Council

Ziv’s ‘Favorite Story’

took
too
that

40-Market Spread
“Favorite Story,” Ziv TV’s new-

—

the group’s annual election
yesterday (30) at the
«otel Warwick,
N. Y. Duo’s elecon was assured,
since others comfor
those
had
posts
dropped out of the
balloting.

ffi*

puncheon

FTC

meiR bers

fnr a
e V secre twy
nin e i? i

a d

also

and

memb ers.

balloted
treasurer,

Outgoing

orpyJ Mel
Gold was slated t6 brief
rS
0n the current Screen
at

J^

'

8

Action Ul1

L

*i

con bneicial?
.

strike against

producers.

TV

package, starring Adolphe Menbeen sold in over

the

Rep

at last fall’s AFL convention con- dium, it too has yet to prove its
practice of shooting mettle even though several 1952
such telepictures overseas simply fightcasts were eminently successGrant Production Exec
to escape paying American labor ful.
TV-pix production, In which at
rp‘
scales.
flVoerw* Piv
IX
X or Woss-lvrasne
He said the union will not con- the start of the year only Universal
Dec. 23.
Hollywood,
interested,
actively
spurtappeared
sider the fact a company has, frozen
Marshall Grant, teevee producfunds abroad as sufficient excuse ed during 1952 with two important
to shoot telepixrthere.
Brewer in- newcomers to the ranks. Eyeing the tion exec for Ruthrauff & Ryan,
dicated this reference was to Para- increasingly profitaole activities of becomes production exec for Grossmount Television, a subsid of Par- indie producers, Columbia activat- Krasne on all the teleplc firm’s
amount Pictures, which has sked- ed Its Screen Gems outfit and an- production starting Jan. 1.
ded a series of 39 half-hour vidpix nounced an ambitious production
Former Universal proauucr was
program involving 36 half-hour pix
AnerrAVrn
a also
a ma
o r AtMT
nn/1
in England.
and
eastern
story
onetime
The union leader said that in the to be sponsored by the Ford Motor talent head for U and production
extent
of
Columbia’s
plans
normal scheme of things vidpix Co. The
assistant to Edward Small.
was indicated by the revelation that
should be shot In this country.
It has set aside $3,000,000 for unspecified television activities, but
there appears no doubt that the
Kraike to Screen Gems
Denny to Par
company intends to put Screen
Prod.
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
map
for good.
on
the
Gems
Charles E. Denny, Jr., has
Michel Kraike ha* signed as
The blockbuster came when Parjoined the staff of Paramount
Television Productions, it’s an- amount, an old hand at the TV Screen Gems producer, checking
nounced by Paul Raibourn, prez game and a pioneer in theatre TV, onto the Columbia lot to begin
annouqced that it too was set to working for Col'* subsid. Kraike,
of the Par Pictures subsid.
films and that it alunder contract to U-I for several
Denny, whose first assignment produce TV
ready had lined up 39 half-hour years, more recently with Edward
will be in L. A., will survey the
to be made in conjunction Small, will work on the Ford tele
reelers
social and economic aspects of lowith Edward J. and Harry Lee film program.
as compared with national
cal,
first of the pix rolls
The
This brings to three the number
_
_
programming. He’s a former NBC Danziger.
Jan.
5 under the supervision of 0 f gG producers, others being
account exec, and not related to
(Continued on page 27)
Jules Bricken- and Irving Starr.
NBC exec veepee Charles R. Denny.

demning the

TV

.

,

*

l

;

.
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In

1

film

.

.

scription television, the effects of

.

.

we

.

Brewer emphasized the current which they can not yet gauge. As
action and investigation is imple- for theatre TV, the exhibs’ most
mentation of resolutions adopted practical tiein with the video me-

.

on some outside activities,
That just goes to show
are all in the same boat in
industry. But they still want

.

‘The Quiet Man.’ This itf
Christmas season, so forgive
and forget. Let’s keep on buying
40 markets and will set a sales their pictures. They must need the
.”
record for the outfit, according to revenue desperately
sales v.p. M. J. Rifkin.
Drewry’s, Ltd., midwest brewery,
has added Indianapolis to the lineup of five stations it had previously
Sells
bought, Rifkin said. Other sales include: Lone Star Beer for Ft.
Worth, Dallas, Houston and Austin,
Tex.; Turns has added St. Louis;
Cott Eeverages for New Haven and
Springfield; and U. S. Metal ProdHollywood, Dec. 30.
ucts, for Washington, D. C.
Second deal within a week of
est

m

,

bucks from outside
Republic Pictures just

this
to sell

jou. has already

I

Prexy and veepee, respectively, of
the National
Television Film Coun*

a

filthy
activities.

r

Archie Mayers, prez of Unity
TV, and Sally Perle,
of the Mesal
Organization, were elected as new

(o

few

j

Mayers Prexy Of

who apparently need

augment the old income with

only ones

the studios believe they can
effectively serve both TV and the
theatres, without harming either,
exhibs now hue to the line that
their screens and those of video

sets have little more in common
which we know will support us, than the fact tnat moving images
and even
certain segments of
are presented on them.
the CIO, seeking a boycott against
Fractured But Not Fatal
products of advertisers of these
Exhibs now are reassured that,
telepix made overseas.”
Brewer said IATSE is now inves- while TV hurts, it’ll never put them
And
tigating Paramount’s contemplated out of business altogether.
production of vidpix in Europe, from this attitude springs their
and is also probing Dougfair’s more tolerant approach to studio
shoot of a series
London, as production activities in the TV
well as others. The union has al- field. However, they still roar in
ready placed Tableau-China Smith defiance of the distributor who lets
Productions on its unfair list for his films go on the air, and they
shooting some of its Dan Duryea distrust all experiments with sub-

telefilms in Mexico.

finds

,

Ve

.

TV

Coin will be used for buying up that the revenue from his theatre
additional films for TV handling customers drops further than his
-r....
fV, a
Fox COm- TV gain, then he will stop selling
and expansion of the
TV. It’s that simple,” the bulletin
aRies distribution facilities.

j

:

is

Inc.,

’

m

TV

competition to the theatres, and
the opinion polls say predominantly that it is, then every new source
of motion picture theatre type
product is going to intensify that
competition
Admittedly not as
good product, but still product
that you will have to charge for
that the patron can get at home
for free,” the bulletin notes.
Pointing out that it is not blasting companies that use their facilities to make pix exclusively for
video, the Indiana outfit says that
it’s a matter of arithmetic as to

of its kind with TV interests,
Bankers Trust Co. of New York
has entered a" loan agreement for
$1,525,000 with Western Television
Corp., headed by Matthew J. Fox,
and board chairman,
president
and Henry Zittau, treasurer. Out- how fast other companies will sell
theatrical films to TV. “As long
fit acquires pix for distribution to

Plans Crackdown

-

outfits

condemning
issuing
statements
the action. Wilbur Snaper, prexy
of National Allied, declared that
“it certainly can harm the industry
as a whole.”
Snaper asserted that Allied
viewed Republic’s move with regret. “One of the most important
factors in the sales equation is good
will,” he said, “and with one move
Republic may very well have destroyed that factor.”
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana declared in its latest bulletin
that the action tempered any great

New

Artists

Matty Fox’s Bank

Cullen has been cut into the
“Professor Yes ‘N’ No” setup with
percentage
a
of the gross.

W

104 pix to

$200,000, with Allied States Assn,

of the

film syndication dept, of the

General

Re-

week

against the film company’s sale of

GAC SYNDICATION

Corp. resigned yesterday (Tues.) to
be effective Jan. 24.
Before joining GAC, Christensen
was in the band personal management field and, helmed such orchs
as Jimmy Dorsey, Jan Garber, Ted
And while this in no way reflect- Weems and Dick Jurgens. At one
ed a complete breakdown of the time he was associated with Muscompetitive barriers between TV Art Agency.
and the picture business, developments during the year did serve
to bring the two media considerably closer together. A s Paramount’s Paul Raibourn put it: “We

2:

still

if

geared

at

public were forthcoming this

of

SPONSOR

WDTV

mind.

angle in

pr

now

bashful under the watchful
exhibitor guardians, but
showing signs of budding aggression, the producer-distributors in
PITT
1052 began to warm up to telePittsburgh, Dec. 30.
New audience participation quiz- vision and in several instances ventured
considerably
beyond the
zer, “Professor Yes ‘N’ No,” filmed
independently in New York by hand-holding stage. In the same
degree
to
which
the
theatres
Alan Trench, salesman here for
WCAE, and featuring Bill Cullen, dropped their numbing fear of TV
and
began to toy with large-screen
has been sold to Crosleydiere and
video; the producer-distribs boldwill get its first ride on
beginning Jan. 4. It’s set for a 13- ened'in their appraisal of TV as
week stretch Sunday afternoon, a source of badly needed additional
revenue.
30-2 -.45^’
eye

CBS-TV

Additional exhib blasts

Still

CULLEN FILM QUIZZER
GETS

ices

Sale of Pix Oldies to

LIVESIDE-BY-SIDE

LA.

for

359G

blocks of old pictures was closed
last week with kttv and klacTV by Re P ub *ic Pictures subsidiary> Hollywood Television Service.
Sale follows close on the heels of
the transaction completed by Earl
Collins, prez of TV Service, for the
CBS tele station in N. Y.
Package of 119 pictures brought
close to $350,000. Deal calls for
multiple runs over the two stations
for a *period of two »
Th
<»*vwv
are ihe same films sold to CBS
with the exception of the 15 John
Wayne westerns, which went with
the block bought by the two sta'

_

.

tions.

Combination deal was made necessary because of the inability of
either station to stand the staggering cost.

Godfrey's Dot. P.A.
Detroit, Dec. 30.

Arthur Godfrey and his cast will
be in Detroit Jan. 24 to participate
in a benefit for the University of

Detroit Student Activity Building

Fund.
Godfrey came here last year for
the

same purpose.

)

!

TV Code Has Upped Necklines,

Still

Pose Problems

By BERT BRILLER
Necklines on TV have moved up

KDPN

But

Long Plugs, Beer Blurbs, Violence,
Race Carbons

Sale

Okayed

TV Conies to Hinterland; ’S3 to Find

Tex., Dec. 30.

Pampa,

The FCC has approved the sale
of KDPN here from Freedom
Newspapers, Inc., to Top O’ Texas

Town Stations Come

Small

Broadcasting Co., for $60,000.
Outlet operates full time on 1340
kilocycles with a power of 250

That pretty much sums up a key
Show, created by WCAU-TV proon the censorship front 10 gram chief Charles Vanda, will fealaunched
industry
the
after
ture
a direct pickup by WCAU-TV
months
It goes into
its code of standards last March 1. from the Philly zoo.
telecastthe
which
the Saturday 1 to 1:30 p. m. peThe hot scat on
ers found themselves a coup’e of riod, immediately following “Big
years hack has cooled off consider- Top,” also a WCAU-TV originaNo sponsor has yet been
ably since they combined, under tion.
aegis of the National Assn, of Itad'o inked. Originally, it was intended

Chicago, Dec. 30.
continues to build its
identity as the No. 1 Chi sports TV
n
station by grabbing off the righls-j
-Mciicusn, iviiss., nnci iNeenan* WiK,
w}
q
tn
seven weekly Bis
basketball games
games. IlltaobBell will
In many areas, the community stabankroll the scries, which starts
tion will replace the community
Jan. 12 with the Northwcsternantenna.
Illinois game*In most of the 15 stales, largely
Schedule includes four Illinois

WGN-TV

j

1

-’

1

f

WGN (& TV) Ends

I

;
i

In

Compromise

agricultural, where television
home games from Champaign and been non-existeht during th<?
three from Northwestern's Evans-

Chicago. Dec. 30.
With both sides claiming victorq, the week-old American Federation of TV & Radio ^Artists
and WGN-TV
strike against
here ended today (Tues.). Agreement on new two-year staff an-

has
long
freeze, stations will sprout.
In some, like in Colorado and Oregon, the first outlets have already

FCC

ton gym.

!

!

New Stations Get

!

New Hampshire and Vermont

’52

Authorization

Fmcb (& Klavan)
St*

In Sans

—

WNEW

’Em

Pulling

WGN

Rayburn

WGN

WNBC

WBKB

Washington, Dec.

MURROW, FATIGUED,
INTO SEATTLE HOSP

from 2.0 to 2.1, and WOR’s John
Edward R. Murrow, narrator and
Con- Gambling, who leads the roost in
co-producer of CBS-TV’s “See It
gressional sub-committee probing most periods when he’^ on, stayed Now,” was forced to stop off
for
red questions about ham- at 2.8 in both months. Overall sets- a few days’ rest at a Seattle
hospimeringhucKSrtn^^^ui^boxing and in-uje figure had a slight
dip, from tal this week en route back
'
to N. Y.
_
P a 0/
wrestling telecasts.
in the C-9’30 a.m. sp^n. from his two-week trip
UTJtolLb
to Korea.
T* o4,r
’"ts^feel changes o. L-*. .Murrow, who
Ratin
‘More Good Selling’
headed a contingent
_
of CBS correspondents and cameraEven where spenders are holding are statistically sig
Whatever changes take place, it’s nT?h~--ftkam-g a s pecial Christmas
their salespiels to time limi.s, it
gradual.
Developfigured,
will
commercially
be
sense
make
show in KomT ’ft)i^
doesn’t
is
to permit pitches that grate. As the ment of the old Rayburn & Finch suffering from fatigue and
position
was
a but is expected lo return to N. Y.
judges of the Sylvania Awards put team to a leading
matter of years. It’s anticipated in lime for Sunday night’s (4) ediit, “TV doesn’t need less selling; il
that if Rayburn is to make any in- tion of the show.
needs more good selling.”
The Congressional investigators roads, it will have to be at the
Special hour-long one-shot stantossed many queries at the indus- expense of stations other than za depicting how United Nations
try reps about cigaret, wine and WOR, since. Gambling, over 25 troops in Korea spent Christmas
beer ads. In the case of the pot- years, has built up a solid audience was aired on the CBS-TV web last
ables, some criticism seems to stem among older dialers. New element Sunday night (28). Web is flying
from drys who fear that seeing at- in the situation is Bobby Sher- kinescopes of the show back to
tractive j'oung women and fatherly wood’s disk stint and Charles F. Tokyo and Korea for the benefit
men quaff anything stronger than McCarthy’s newscasts which start- of GIs. giving them a chance to
Seven-Up is likely to corrupt young ed on WJZ Monday (29).
see themselves in action.
viewers. Industry leaders feci that
Rundown on the leaders is: 6
this is part of an attempt on the a.m., WNEW in first place, followed
part of drys to ban liquor advertis- by WOR in second; 6:15, WNEW
Names Hughes
ing in all media, including news- first, WOR and CBS tied for secpapers and mags. The next Con- ond; S;30, WOR first, WNEW and
To News Director Slot
gress is likely to renew efforts to WCBS tied for second; 6:45, WOR
John B. Hughes has been apcurb beer and wine commercials On first. WNEW second; 7:00, WOR
pointed news director of WOR-TV,
(news) first. WNEW second; 7:15,
( Continued on page 27
Y., a spot which had been filled
WOR first, WNEW second; 7:30, N.
WOR and WNEW tied; 7:45, WCBS until a few months ago by Dave
in. fight-

,

'

'

i

(

,

,

WOR-TY

,

Driscoll.

WOR second; 8:00,
first, WCBS (news)
Geo. McGovern In
WOR (“Dorothy &
“,:30,
WNEW
lied:
and
Diclv’)
WNEW first, WOR second; 8:45, no
change; 9:00, WOR (news) and WJZ
Switch to Esty ("Breakfast Club”) tied; 9:15, WJZ
first, WNEW second.
(news)

first,

(news)
second; 8:15,

since Dec.

WOR-TV

doing the p.m. news.

has beamed on Mutual web and
was news and special events director for Don Lee network.

AM

as 200

stations on the air in 1953,
majority in communities of
less than 100,000 population and
some in towns as small as 10,000.
In Texas, where more permits *19)
have been granted than in any
other state, only one new station
has been authorized for a large
The others have
city (Houston).
been issued for such communities
as Amarillo, Beaumont, Lubbock,
Wichita Falls, San Angelo, Waco,
Austin, El Paso, and Galveston.

The

arrival of television in the

hinterland should put the medium
Heretofore,
to its economic test.
with the exception of a handful of
large cities, the TV markets have
That television does not dis- b en of the one station variety.
courage new radio operations can The next year may provide a clue
be seen from an analysis of the
to the $64 question: how many
permits issued during 1952. This stations can a town support?
shows that permits were granted
It will be interesting to see
in the TV cities of Cincinnati.
whether the three stations which
Kansas C ity, San Antonio, Dallas, have been authorized in YoungsBirmingham, and Davenport. It town, O., can all make out;
or the
also shows that new i «uio stations
two in San Angelo, Tex., the two
are being constructed in a number iu
Monroe, La., the two in Yakireceived
of cities which have just
ma, Wash,, the four in the Scrantheir first TV authorizations, such ton-Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,
area, the
as Montgomery and Mobile in Ala- two in Roanoke,
Va., the two in
bama, Baton Rouge, La., and Lub- Fort Lauderdale, Fla., the three m
permits have
bock, Tex. Other
Austin, Texi, and the three in Tucbeen issued in many cities within son, Ariz.
reach of TV service.
Around 75 new stations are planConsidering the congestion in ning to he on the air by next
band, il seems remarkable spring.
the
Probably another 50 will
^
^
that frequencies have been found ....
get Into operation
by summer,
for 133 new stations. The answer when they do, real competition
appears in a breakdown of the W ill develop between TV stations
for the first time.
(Continued on page 27)
At the outset,
local
advertisers
doubtless
will
'embrace
But
the new medium.
linn
I
g ftCC
*s th e noviltv 'and cost) of buyPlDvf IvAl/fU l.lFriTTrr^
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dedi d lo

can

Vaui^^n^Meet ^“^the^eompet^oT

public

I

Your Match.” which bows out of
the 7 p.m. Sunday slot after the
Jan. 18 broadcast.

l r nri«iL

i
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" a > slcle

e stations

fal1

hv
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Show had been on a short-term
pact and was one of the web’s most
expensive
sustainers.
Originally

j

CBS-TV ‘Family’

launched as a summer filler, it
proved successful and it was kept
on in the important spot opposite
CBS’ Jack Benny. However, since
no bankroller was in the offing,
show powders. It’s a Jan Murray
package produced by Herb Moss,

Snags

1st Client

CBS-TV broke the sponsorship
week on “There’s One in
Every Family” via the same bankroller which bought the first spot
DeWitt’s ‘All for One’
on “Today,” the NBC-TV show on
Qktrc in
TV
f’RQ
Qlnfr which CBS has patterned its sales
Olay* Hi iJdl*
If owl formula for “Family.” Advertiser
CBS-TV is going ahead this is Clearisil, which signed on for a
week with the “All for One” single five-minute segment on a
vaudeo show to fill the temporary one-shot basis only for Jan. 19.
void in its Saturday night at 9 slot,
While it’s difficult to determine
which opened up when General how a sponsor can determine the
Foods decided to buy the Red But- sales effectiveness of a show on the
tons show originally scheduled for basis of a one-shot purchase. CBS
ice this

i

,

j

|

Ain’t Necessarily

So

says

Into

the William Esty agency as direc‘Broadway
Theatre’
tor of research in line with iho
Mennen products is buying into
agency’s expanded stake in v'^cu.
(N.Y.)
WOR-TV’s
“Broadway
TV
Previous research director at Esty
was Adolph Toiga, who swTrhed Theatre,” cross-th e-board repeat
performance
dramatic
series.
Menover to the Lennen & Newell
nen will take over the quarter segagenev.
McGovern played an important ment of the 90-minule show curroie in NBC’s revision of the AM- rently held by General Tire &
TV sales administrative setup am Rubber (parent company of WOR),
spearheaded the series of sa’p** darting in February.
over the past six
Other bankrolled on the show
clinics held
months in New York and Chicago are Cavalier cigarels, which has
which culminated in. this week’s half, and Piel’s beer, which has
the other quarter. Agency for Men
first annual sales convention of tin
nen is Kenyon. & Eckhardt.
web in Gotham.

Pat Ballard

TV

7

1,

He

It

lennen Buying

FM

There could be as many

new TV
the

I

Hughes has been with

WOR

George McGoveia, one of the
key .figures in NBC’s sales operation under veepee Jack Herbert, is
checking out of the hetwork to join

nels.

big year from the
new stations authorized (approximately 175) but there were still
more new radio outlets constructed
or in the process of construction. A
preliminary tabula i.ii of permits
issued by FCC during the year
stations
shows that 133 new
stawere authorized and 66
station
total
199
radio
tions, or a
of
authorizations.
These new authorizations bring
stations in the
the total of
United States to over 2*500 and the
total of FM outlets authorized to
over-- 650. Thus, there are approxistations
and
mately 3,150
in operation or under construction.

significant that the

,

competitive applications for chan-

30.

television’s
standpoint of

AM

de-

pends largely on the speed with
which the Commission can process

The year 1952 was

j

for prizes. Commercials may also ber. Rayburn was similarly up
be intrusive (even though coming slightly from the 1.7 rating Bob
within time limits) if they lack va- Elliott & Ray Goulding had had on
riety, are annoying in themselves WNBC, to 1.8. WCBS’ Jack Steror interrupt the action (as may oc- ling showed the same slight gain,

air.
Construction permits have been issued for others
in the still non-TV states of Arkansas. Mississippi, Kansas, Nevada, Idaho, South Carolina and
South Dakota. Whether television
comes next year to Montana,
Wyoming, North Dakota, Maine,

got on the

Radio Dead? 199

WGN

nouncer and talent contracts was
& TV Broadcasters, to face up to that Edward R. Murrow would nar- reached
yesterday *<Mon.)
late
.ow\ but that idea has
the problem of mounting beefs. To- rate the
after marathon bargaining sessions
cenbeen abandoned.
day the threat of Government
over the weekend.
sorship has paled following TV s
Walkout at indie radio station
promise to “clean house and police
WLS is expected to end momentarourselves.”
the union and -Chi
ily. now tha
areas
main
five
moment,
At the
Tribune stations have made their
problems:- <1>
continuing
offer
peace.
Talks
between WLS and
wine
and
plugs that pall; (2) beer
AF-TRA are on today. When a
commercials; (3) indecency; *4»
reached with the
settlement
is
racial stereotypes, and (5) violence.
indie it will end the union’s first
Regarding blurbs, the frequent
local
walkout
in
its 15-year history.
gripes are excessive length r p°agreement, to be formaltition and irritating copy. The code
ized
today,
was negotiated by
and the webs have strict time limFrank P. Schreiber,
manfor example, three minutes of
its
Ratings# in the local New York ager, and AFTRA national exec
pilch per half-hour. The skeins adsecretary
George
Heller
and
attormit that there have been some breakfast circuit, following the
ney Henry Jaffe. National union
excesses by sponsors who permit switch of Gene Rayburn from
as a single and execs were called in when talks
to
their messages to run over. In most
ss.ful
Gene Klavan moving in as Dee between station and local exec
cases the nets have been succc
secretary Ray Jones and attorney
in getting habitual offenders to re- Finch’s new partner on WNEW,
Sanford Wolff stalemated.
form, although there are a few who indicate that listening patterns
Jones and Wolff had negotiated
disrupted
the
happen
been
by
haven’t
plugs
overtime
still lot the
Researchers opine that pacts with Chi ABC, NBC and CBS
“accidentally." Pressure from the switch.
stations
and indie TV-er
to
tend
not
shop
morning
dialers
webs is expected to bring these
for entertainment but rather to just a few hours before the strike
chisclcrs into line shortly.
was
called
last Tuesday (23).
That won’t end all gripes, of stick with a format they like, but
At WGN, AFTRA lost out in its
course. Audiences may still feel “it’s still too eari> to forecast fuattempt
to
get newsmen included
that some blurbs are overlong, par- ture trends.”
within its jurisdiction.
This was
ticularly od. layouts where the
According to Pulse, Inc., data for
the major issue that precipitated
bankrollcr’s name is emblazoned on Monday-through-Friday, Klavan &
walkout.
a backdrop or on an emcee's or Finch were up slightly in the 6-9:30
In return for dropping the uewsa a.m. slot from Rayburn & Finch’s
new’seaster’s desk, or where
(Continued on page 28)
plethora of cuffo plugs are given 2.8 in November to 2.9 in Decem-

It’s

30.

I

facet

casts

Own

Television, now pretty much a
big city medium, will reach into
the great hinterland of America
in 1953. The small TV station will
come into 1its own. Towns likeC

WGN-TVs Hoop Scoop

AFTRA Strike At

Philadelphia’s WCAU-TV, which
at one time originated as many as
opinion
considered
fivo weekly shows for the CBS-TV
dropped. The
of the major network bluepcncilcrs. network, springs another one for
big
still
a network feed starting Jan. 10
how ever, ’is that there are
°
areas for improvement
with “Meet Me at the Zoo.”

cur through poor planning

Into

Washington, Dec.

watts.

Vanda’s Panda

to respectable levels and the temperature of the protesting public
comparable degree,
a
to
has,

Wednesday, December 81, 1952

P'Sstmff

kahio-tele vision

20

of

TV's

haves and have-nots

is hopeful that Clearisil will find
as
One.”
with
comic “Family” as* much to its liking
George DcWitt starring, was aired u found “Today.” After doing conon an experimental one-shot basis siclerable research on its accomine
last week
27) and scored an ac- plishmonts via the one-shot on
promptly
show,
Clearisil
ceptable rating. DcWitt will hold NBC

that period.

“All

for

:

i

‘

<

!

one of the many byline pieces
in

'

the

47 ih Anniversary Number
of

i

ymznsrr
!

OUT NEXT WEEK
-- -

1

*

down
week
"

the starring spot again this
(3),
'V, with
"aha the
ini; web
\\
U now
UUrV bookUUUA
ing his surrounding talent. There’s
a possibility
if
that
the show
catches on strongly enough, it may
”
get a permanent slotting.
Buttons takes over the Monday
night
at
MW
9:30
period
jJVAIWM
»**ft*»'
for
1 Jl
GF, reVIA’,
V
placing “Life With Luigi,” w hich
has been axed. He pi
proems in his
new. time slot next week i.5h

came

11

V.

JL

1

j
•

in for

a.

full series of spots.

ici- «»****J
“Family”
is an audience part
w
*
qA
pationer aired in the 11 to
Sat'
a.m. period Mondays through
urdays on CBS. Web has -broken
the show into five-minute segments
i
for sponsorship purposes ana
0
witching to advertisers
V Wi ViOV* u the opP ^*
seg3 r more
(unity to buy one or
or on a
bas
ments on a one-shot basis
7

!

j

i

j

i

#

full 52- week deal.

y^waday. Peccrabw

SI, 19S2

RABIO-TELEVISION

Pfi&mff

fl

GOES TO AN 0 £ 0 PARTY
Seven

Dp on Life-NBC 0&0

Series

Carleton Smith

NBC. STATIONS,

city-by-city credits in connection with the
The following are the
o&o stations (in addition to other
umbitious Life magazine-NBC

NBC

affiliates) “pictorial journalism” series scheduled to tee
shortly after the first of the year:
(Wednesday nights 10:30 to 11,
‘‘Life in Cleveland"—

nbC-TV
nff

anecial events.

Some

Supervised by Hamilton Shea, general manager
produced by Ed Wallace, director of news and
Life mag’s researcher reporter, Margaret Chute,

By GEORGE ROSEN
What is undoubtedly the most

publicity writer, will assist.
rieveland
“Life in Detroit” WWJ-TV (Wednesday nights 10:30 to 11, startTo
be
produced
by Walter Koste, with suFebruary).
ing date in
pervision by Mel Wissman, program director; William Walbridge,

—

—

—

—

WNBW

—

by Rolland Tooke and Ernie
Sample kinescope made on
being considered for sponsorship now. To be carried on

WPTZ.

—WNBQ

series currently being mapped, with
Chicago”
date and production personnel to be announced shortly.

“Life in
starting

year.

With the overall working title of
“Operations Americana,” the LifeNBC project is already in the final
blueprint stages under the combined supervision of Jim Gaines,
NBC’s veepee in charge of o. & o.
stations, and Richard Krolik, who
heads up the Life TV division.
The combined series will represent an investment of well over
$1,000,000, with each of the par-

It’ll be a one-minute spot,
which was filmed in advance,
with McConnell seated at his
desk in Radio City, N. Y. It’ll
be one of McConnell's last official acts, since he’s announcing his resignation from the
network on Friday (2).

TV

Feb. 15.
Supervised
Life in Philadelphia
Walling, directed by Elmer Jaspan.

Nov. 14,

programs.

NBC

with

—

—

the'
owned-and-operated
stations, will inaugurate a coast-tocoast series of locally-conceived

today, will become a reality shortly
after the first of the year when
Life magazine, in collaboration

manager, and Edwin Wheeler, general manager.
KNBH supervised by Don Norman and
“Life in Los Angeles”
Ham Nelson, produced by Dean Craig, directed by Doc Livingston.
Pierson.
Time, starting date, etc., to be
Frank
Life's reporter is
announced by KNBH, probably around Feb. 1.
supervised by Ted Cott, general
“Life in New York” WNBT
manager; produced by Steve Krantz. Life research staff to be assigned from Life New York office; starting dates, etc., to be announced by WNBT, probably around Feb. 1.
Supervised by Gene Juster and Ralph
“Life in Washington”
To start on Station
around
Burgin, program director.

ticipating

Hooper, Pulse’s Rating Service
Battle

Winds Up
‘

now entered the legal arena. The
fulse, Inc., moved in N. Y. Supreme Court and last week won a
temporary injunction restraining
2. E. Hooper, Inc., from circulatng a letter which Pulse contends
s

in N.Y. Courts

between the rating serv-4
which have been bloody, have

Battles

“unfair competition”

and “un-

rue.”

Dispute stems from a letter
which Hooper sent on Oct. 7 to
Coast stations and agencies, following a meeting he had with
about eight San Francisco agencies.
Letter reportedly alleged that the
agencies expressed a preference
for one rating service, Hooper’s.
Learning of the letter, Dr. Sidney
Reslow, head of Pulse, wrote those
oi the agencies which were at the
meeting and are Pulse subscribers,
and reportedly got answers from
four saying that they di# not express a preference for Hooper’s
ratings over Pulse.
It’s understood that Hooper has obtained
Statements backing him from three
bf the agencies.

Hooper told Variety Monday
(29), “The letter that is the subject
of the dispute stated nothing but
the truth and the whole truth. According to my attorney, that is a
complete defense to the charges.”

WILSON WYATT CHOSEN

WHAS ‘MAN OF YEAR’
Louisville, Dee. 30.

WHAS

in its 5th annual selec-

tion of Kentucky’s

man

of the year,

announced Sunday (28) that Wilson W. Wyatt had been chosen
from the men who make news in
Kentucky and southern Indiana.
Selection is made by WHAS radio and television news reporters
and editors on the basis of choosing the man who makes the greatest amount of constructive news of
national or international significance. Previous winners were VicePresident Alben W. Barkley in
1948; Sen. John Sherman Cooper in
1949; the GI in Korea in 1950; and

Gov.

Lawrence W. Wetherby

1951.

in

TV

stations

(thus

far

will

NBS

owned-and-operated division,

with

its

to

be resolved within the next
couple of weeks when Carleton E,
Smith will depart from the NElC
tent,

o.&o. hqs. in New York to head up
the network’s Washington opera-

five veepeeships will remain
with Smith retaining his
but permitting for a spread
of the chevrons, since three of them
will represent o.&o. station managerships (Ted Cott in New York,
Harry Kopf in Chicago and Smith
veepees
with
Washington),
in
Charles R. Denny and Jim Gaine*
staying on top of the overall admin-

The

.

istrative structure.

For Smith

NBC’s Mystery:

FCC for Educ’l TV

appropriate

civic affair

community

WNBW

and

hoopla.

Similarly,
in Washington
will do the “Life in Washington”
series (which may resolve itself
into the most ambitious of the
lot since the Governmental aspects
of the nation's capital will cut
across the whole pattern of Amerilife);

WNBT,

the web’s

Gotham

(Continued on pag- 28)

To Spook Series

lopoff of the post-midnight crossthe-board NBC-TV spook sagas,
even before they’ve had a chance
to hit the air. Inquiries as to the
fate of the contemplated network
series invariably brings forth the
info: “I don’t know; better ask

signment.

Smith was originally brought to
back in ’48 as Director
of Television. Later he was designated a veepee and shifted into
the No. 1 station relations job, but

New York

when Harry Bannister was brought

somebody else.” Everybody agrees
that there won’t be any mysterioso
shows in the five-nights-a-week
after-midnight time slots for which
they were intended, but there’s
some confusion as to why the whole
thing has been called off.
The web had blueprinted the series a couple months back with
the idea of recapturing the postmidnight segments from the affiliates for an extension of network
time, since research has established
that there’s a sizable TV audience
around in the early morning hours.
Albert McCleery, the network’s expert on the closeup technique of
production, was designated to produce-direct the series.
Last week it was definitely established that the whole thing’s off in
favor of “something else just what
we don’t knew.” Nobody even
seems to know where the order
came from.

in from Detroit last year to head
up the integrated station relations
division, Smith was shifted over
to the o.&o. branch of operation.

Minderman

Washington, Dec.

Of

Pectators locally,
0
be a S e nda is the Danny
NariwL
? 5
C
°tta fight from
p"^ aike
Coral G
s Coliseum and the big
?Jj»£
event

LaM

Orann*

SP

,

? rese ntation of the
game between Ala"

and S y rac use
on
.

York
*rea

•

New

Year’s

be cabled to

ansm ission back

'la {f
the

New

to this

southbound cable.

muwn f MH-wg

i

i

f jlu.-iOfiMa

i

to

field

liaison

officer

of

recently-

formed National Citizens CommitEducational Television.
has been with the
haying
since
1943,
spryed in executive positions under former* Chairman Wayne Coy
for

tee

Minderman

Commission

and James L. Fly.
During the early part of the
war, .Minderman was Information
Director of the Motion Picture Dlvision of the OWI. He worked on
several Ohio newspapers before entering the Government.
Minderman’s resignation cues a

-

FCC chairmanship with
new administration. Walker, a
Democrat, will doubtless be replaced by a Republican, either
from the present commission or
from the outside. However, Walker
may fill out his six-year term which
expires next June 30. An outsider
be brought in to replace Eua Democrat, who was
givefrrrfiSSLeii^i appointment sub-

change in
the

*

'

30.

assistant

Paul A. Walker, resigned yesterday (Mon.) to become

plication.”

Number

Minderman,

Earl

>

47th Anniversary

Exits

FCC Chairman

—

WEEK!

the

circumstances
re there is sufficient
appearance
,
Of possible
subtle shading to pei>
*yade the court to exercise reasonable discretion
in favor of the ap-

S

represents a return
base of operation,

As- in the case of all the other
participating cities, the series will

be preceded by a

beyond and broader than the ac-

Miami, Dec. 30.
nationwide television emf om
this
lush winterninvoi
i
comes tonight (Wedopenin S of the northtoun/
e First telecast will see
0r nge B owl parade, which
Sll k
?
vi wed hy some
500,000
f
BDeptnA

it

home

What’s Happened

•

8

his

to

|

v

WNBW

intact,

j

anaffv «

and

title,

„

TV Cable Tonight

(radio)

(TV).

by rulse/saia^lra^

&mi Preems On

WRC

tions,

though under considerably larger
auspices, in view of the TV expansion in that city and Washington’s
increased importance as an origination point. Present manager of
the Washington AM-TV stations is
Eugene Juster, who was named to
succeed Bill McAndrew when the
latter was moved into his key newsThere’s a mystery-within-a-mys- special events slot in New York.
tery atmosphere hovering over the Juster will be offered a new as-

evluence has been established
en
e * be Plaintiff to temporary
,^i
relief and added,
“It is shown sufficiently that the
letter may well
import the existence of a situation

In

and

vice-presidents

five

conflicting administrative duties, Is
on the January agenda at the network. Situation will, to a large ex-

5am atl Dickstein, in
F
grantmg ^!rfr-t^ffiporary li/w-p+ion

tualities.

‘Confusion’

clarification

there are seven) earmarking ’53
appropriations to pro rate the costs
Of the locally-produced shows and
assigning their top productiontechnical crews to the project. Life
magazine, with a $100,000 budgetary assist, will turn loose its
crack researchers in the various
cities, in addition to lending promotional and editorial support.
Giving impetus to the city-bycity TV visualization of its progress
will be the Cleveland inaugural of
that city’s series by Hamilton Shea,
general manager of the NBC-owned
WNBK. Shea will kick off the
“Life in Cleveland” series on Jan.
as a continuing Wednesday
14,
night 10:30 to 11 cycle designed to
show, in effect, why the people of
Cleveland live better today than
they did 50 years ago. As such it
will touch on all aspects of life in
Cleveland, accenting its growth as
a steel center, go into the schools,
the churches, the business, industrial, cultural and social aspects of
the community and its civic growth.
Civic Hoopla

Wilson Wyatt, former Mayor of
and former National
Housing Administrator, made his
mark this year as personal campaign manager for Illinois’ Gov.
Adlai Stevenson in the President- can
ial campaign.
Louisville

NBC.

toast

As

of the con«
fused setup abounding within th«

McConnell's Toast
personalize its
the nation tonight
(New Year’s Eve) when, at the
stroke of midnight, Joseph H.
McConnell, the network prexy,
will go on television (with a
simultaneous, radio pickup) to
thank American audiences for
their support in 1952 and to
rededicate NBC to “serving the
people anew” in the coming

ambitious and boldest attempt to
date to translate to the video
screens the social, economic and
cultural patterns of American life

newspaperwoman and

station

D.C.

O&O

Resolves

WNBK.

starting Jan. 14),
To be
of station.

ices,

Bach to

:

ject to Senatb-sCj^lu nation.
Citizens Committee^ "^-chair-

maned by Milton S.
prexy of Penn State

EisSfcl’G*

***.

Collefjfc^^bd

brother of the President-elect, anSf^
Marion B. Folsom, Eastman Kodak
treasurer, recently appointed Undersecretary of Treasury in the
Eisenhower Cabinet.

Kellogg Lops Off Smith
Kellogg’s which has done considerable manipulating of its radio
and TV sponsorship deals since
the account switched from Kenyon
& Eckhardt to the Leo Burnett
agency, this week decided to cancel
the Carl Smith show on CBS Radio.
Hillbilly singer is aired cross-theboard in the 3:45 to 3:50 p. m.
period.
Cereal firm checks off the show
after today’s broadcast (31).

t
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MUTUAL OF OMAHA CALLING

BOBLY SHERWOOD

VOICES AND EVENTS

With Kenneth Banghart, H. V. 70 Mins.;
Kaltenborn/W. W. Chaplin, Leon Director:

Bill

Stedmtn

Director-writer: Arthur Wakelee
d9 Mins.; Sun. (28), 7 p.m.

is

pinning

its

colors in the increasingly lucrative
(and increasingly competitive)

TRAVELERS INSURANCE

I

M»M

4

From

Skutt, other*

WJZ, New York
ABC’s Gotham key

Wednesday, December SI, 1952

*

#

With Freak Singlser, Dick McCann,
Dick Kallsen, Lou Pfeiffer; V. J.

Mon.-Frl., 8:30 a.m.

Participating

Pearson, Georre Hicks, Leif Eid,
others
Producer: Joseph O. Meyers

--n

n

i

4

Producer: Art? il* Feldman
60 Mins..; Thursday (25), Z p.m.

_

MHH

the Production Centres

MUTUAL OF OMAHA
MBS,

N. Y.

NEW YORK

CITY

For the third successive year, IN
.
.
.
morning radio steeplechase on an
Insurance outfit,
ex-rodeo rider, Bobby Sherwood, the aggressive
CBS correspondent Ned Calmer, now vacationing in N. Y, from his
(
appropriately
Omaha,
Sherwood’s
jockey.
of
its
wake-up
Mutual
as
year,
at
the
end of his leave to relieve
Paris
successive
in
goes
post
Rome,
to
regular
For the third
reunions
NBC’s news and special events de- stints (in different kinds of show) put on, a series of familypeople in regular Paris staffer Dnidd Sohoenbran for a short breather. When
partment wrapped up the top news on WNEW and WOR weren’t par- on Xmas Day, Unking
Schoenbrun returns from his vacation, Calmer will be reassigned to
since the States with their boys in Tokyo
headlines of the preceding year ticularly successful. However,
families Rome.
Sunday night (28) in a comprehen- .those efforts his regular appearan- or Korea. Servicemen’s
Fred Barr, WWRL program director, has set a month-long March
of
sections
teleall
NBC
from
Berle’s
Milton
on
brought
were"
Voices ances
sive, forcefully dramatic
lpdie with dramatic spots aired
and Events” one-shot. Show utilized series have shown the bandleader the i::ountry to N. Y., San Fran- of Dimes saturation campaign for the
their
built
to
have
talk
Max Hodge, playwright-producer, and Robert
and
to
times a day
Omaha,
advantage
seven
good
and
cisco
the edited tape-recording device to
Bill Stern will
innovated 8>y Fred W, Friendly up something of a following. He’s lads, who were brought to Tokyo M. EJlis have joined D. P. Brother, Detroit ad agency
handle play-by-play for the Cotton Bowl gridcast over NBC tomorrow
when he was an NBC news staffer also doing a 5:15-6 p.m. afternoon for the purpose. Frank Singiser
in N. Y.; Lou Pfeiffer in Frisco;
Edgar Kobak and his wife left town last week for a Carib(Thurs.)
(he’s now co-producer with Edward strip for the oulet.
Starting stanza Monday (29) was Dick McCann in Omaha, and Dick bean cruise, after which they’ll stop in Florida; due back Jan. 19
R. Murrow of CBS-TV’s “See It
Now”) and the hour underscored i a pleasing canter. His musical abil- KaUseii in Tokyo guided surprised, Ted Cott, WNBC general manager, named chairman of the radio diin•emphatically the vajue of tape in ity stands him in good stead, first delighted, voluble, abashed or
vision of the Easter Seal appeal for crippled children.
preserving for all time history as in selection of platters, which was articulate parents, wives, lovers,
Maggi McNellis will be featured on the cover of Cue mag Jan. 17
resymbolic
in
sons
and
husbands
eiirko, and second in his selfit was in the making.
WOR will salute the Nfew Year with a dancing party from li:30
unions, in fine keeping with Xmas
Since 1952 was the year of the accompaniment on piano, organ,
p.m.
tonight until 4 a.m., with 18 musical aggregations picked up
Day.
lib
Presidential elections, with the guitar, celeste, etc. The ad
There was an appealing, homey Bill Leonard marks his seventh anni on WCBS today (Wed.) with stafRepublicans sweeping back into vamps, arpeggios and chords add
fers
Martin
Weldon and Fred Freed appearing on the airer to rev iew
does
He
and cosmic quality to tile full-hour
power after their 20 lean years, a relaxed note to his gab.
heaviest play was given the na- a nice job on a quiet, intimate type airer that couldn't be denied or re- major local news stories of the seven years.
he
preem
to
the
An Omaha wife talked
sisted.
Primary of yocal., too. On AfTn
political events.
tion’s
h ..r.
cutie, her sergeant husband; a Fort Worth
attention, of eour&f, was centered l warbled Johnny Mercer’s
IN
.
«
«
s;i of parents s.joke with their
on the Adlai-vs.-R e batt/V in the “The Bathtub’s Run Over Again,
seaman .*im. A moth.t upbraided
ABC’s far west flagship, KECA, had more biz on the books last month
Nov. 4 blowoff but this was back- to good effect.
fehi’ug
the fey sense her wounded boy fox not
solidly by happenings
grounded
Sherwood exhibits
than any previous November in the station’s 30 years. And, adds Amos
. J
«
II
^
a
i
4
n —
mm
1
_
_
leading up to the actual election. of humor which is becoming a day- her he had won (he Silver Stay; Baron, manager, the months ahead look even brighter
Harry KopIke's final decision to become a time vogue. For the most part, his she had to learn of 11 elsewhere lan, who has a way with the wimmin on KNX’s “Meet the Missus;” can
registered bettesvthao A mother coached her tittle soc also talk the language of more weighty thinkers. He has prevailed on
candidate, Sen. Robert A. Taft's attempts
It wasi
pre-convention statement that the average. A bit that paid off had what to say to fcis dad.
Sam Hinton, curator of the Scripps museum down the coast, to do his
general was no threat to his aspira- him playing a corny banjo tune honest, unashamed sentiment. The folk singing on “Missus” one
Pages at KNX are happy
a month
of
some
of
tions and the early Est.es Kefauver which ABC owned-stations v.p, Ted stilted, brief speech
at the news that Clark George has been made eastern sales manager
lead in the Democratic campaign- Oberfelder allegedly wanted as the the participants, nervously inarticof
CBSrTV
spot
sales.
be
one
of
them
He
used
to
. Young & Rubichatter
idle
ing received their full play. Reprise theme, then a slick record which ulate; or trie verbose
cam press chief, Milt Samuel, should be up and around in another
of the Puerto Rican delegation’s he himself wanted, followed by the of others, was quite appealing.
two
weeks
now
that
ticker
the
again
Jeffrey Silver,
his
is
on
beat
by-play at the Demo convention gag of an overruling phone call
V. J. ftkutt, Mutual of Omaha
sounded as funny on second hear- from Oberfelder and back to the pre.z. spoke briefly with appropri- moppet actor, giving up radio for a stagfe try as juve lead in the upcoming
Broadway
comedy,
“We’re
Late,
Birds
the
Sweet
Sang”
Another
ing as it did the first time.
planking banjo piece.
Bron.
ate season’® sentiments.
Writers who worked the .script of “Beulah” fell into a nice windfall
Show also underscored the funny segment, had him playing,
organ,
piano,
when CBS decided to keep it going. Since the replay of old tapes last
charges and counter-charges of successively, the
and guitar, purportedly MILL WEAVER SPECIAL
September, they’ve divvied up $4,500, splitting $365 a week among
graft and dishonesty in the Truman celeste
Arthur Groghan sold his Santa Monica station KWOL to a
regime, climaxed by the dual res- situated in different corners of the With Bill Weaver; Bash Kenneii, them
syndicate but will keep his hand in as consultant. 'Station has
local
ignation one day last summer of studio, and doing snatches of a
Goerner
Bub
Bataan*
Herb
Herbert Brownell, Jr., chosen by tune punctuated with running foot- Director-Writer: Fede Worth.
been specializing in the foreign language and Negro dee jay programs.
President Truman to clean up steps. A couple of ideas didn’t jell, 120 Mins., Fridays, 6 p.m.
Washington, and Attorney-Gen. J. such as his using a thunder sound Participating
IN
• • e
Howard McGrath. Several of the effect to cue the “Watermelon KCBS, San SfranciAco
NBC commentators, incidentally, Time.”
Harry Kopf, Chi NBC bossman, spending the holidays under the
In three local breadcasting years,
seemed to overstep their bounds
Some of the humor was a little
Florida sun ... U of Chicago handed a $6,500 grant from the National
of impartiality and unprejudiced self-conscious and tradey, as big, affable, jovial Bill Weaver has
Assn, of Educational Broadcasters to produce a series of cultural gab
reporting on this score. While any though he were playing for the become one of the town’s dominant
shows to be aired via FMer WFMT
John Wieland has resigned his
actual pinpointing of their per- execs in the control booth rather air personalities foi two substantial
sonal beliefs is difficult in. view than the home dialers. However, reasons: (a) Ids ersy-going, unaf- veepee post at the Leo Burnett agency to become merchandising manager
for
Pure
Oil
Jack
Brickhouse,
WGN’s sports chief, assigned
were
of the uncontestible record of the his lead-ins to commercials
fected, convincing personality; <b)
voices and events, it did seem that topflight and showed good imagina- his long exposure- — lOVz hours a play-by-play duties on CBS’ airing of the Orange Bowl football game
tomorrow
(Thurs.)
Muntz
ordered
TV
has
gave
22 quarter-hour segments
Initialer
undue emphasis was placed on tion. Overall, the
week to public ear drums.
of Eddie Hubbard’s afternoon disk session on WENR. Same firm will
gome charges which have not yet promise of a bright entry once
(6 a.m.) he doe^ an
Week
days
Show,
groove.
bankroll
first
half
of Studs Terkel’s Sunday noon folk record show on
been proved true and on Ike s Sherwood finds his
Avowed intention of clearing up the incidentally, wraps around a Doji hour long soliloquy with news and WENR
State St. Council has signed for 15 stations breaks weekly
so-called mess.
Gardner newcast at 7 a.m. and weather reports, occasional records on WGN
Hallicrafters stepping up its sales arm adding M. Robert
he
Matinees
quips.
of
and
scads
NBC newsmen otherwise did Charles F. McCarthy at 7:30. Mc- returns for the “Bill Weaver Wilson as sales veep and Richard Graver as veepee and director of
their usual standout job in inter- Carthy, who shifted Monday (29)
Patt Smith and WENR deejay Pete Lucas married Xmas
Show,” (1:45 p.mj with a half marketing
preting,
analyzing
and tying to WJZ after 10 years doing news hour of full dress variety featur- eve
Metropolitan Life repacted Norm Barry’s 8:45 a.m. news for
together the show. Kenneth Bang- at WNBC, continues his pleasantlyanother year
WLS National Bam Dance headliners booked by Inand
singers
band
Ray
Hackett’s
ing
hart served as overall moderator, delivered roundup and “unofficial
ternational Harvester distribs for a series of p.a.’s through the midGene Merlino and Ellen Connor.
with H. V. Kaltenborn, W. W. McCarthy weather reports” in his
during
west
January
and February
Herald-American Sunday (28)
His latest addition is the twoChaplin, Leon Pearson. George new berth, which should add to
Bril.
hour “Bill Weaver Friday Night carried an eight-page ad layout on NBC-WMAQ shows and personaliHicks and Leif Eid following WJZ’s a.m, audience.
ties.
Section
was
prepared
Otto
by
Bremers,
assistant WMAQ-WNBQ
Special,” filled with the same 'easy
through. Show was bankrolled by
but effective chitchat, “name” and ad-promotion manager. Ed Schlesingcr, of the New York AFTRA ofTravelers
Insurance,
the
with
STREET average guests, Records and “live” fice, out to handle the union's press relations during the local strike
prexy of that company handling AN ANGEL ON FOURTH
Blackwell, Ed Kallay, music by folk singer Bash Kenaett against WLS, WGN and WGN-TV.
the commercials
personally via With Burt
Livingston Gilbert, Ben Ewing, and Pianist Herb Saman. They all
three messages to the public.
Mary Blanford
get in the act as does announcer IN
Stal,
.
.
.
PcodiweavWjRer: Bob E Herman
Bob Goerner.
Director: Bob Roth
E. H. Meeks w<»s named director of all promotional and publicity for
Personally groomed from the beKYLE MACDONNELL-DICK GOR- 15 Mins.; 6:15 p.m , Monday (22)
ginning by boss Arthur Hull. Ilnyes, WMAL-ABC radic and TV past week, replacing John Ghilain, former
DON SHOW
WAVE, Louisville
Weaver comes to all these assign- head of promotion, and Van DeVries, publicity topper, both of whom
Producer: Gordon
This was a well written and pro- ments with a basically solid pro- recently resigned.
Meeks comes to the Evening Star-owned station
30 Mins., Sun., 11:30 a.m.
duced Christmas story, with local duction job and his best foot for- from WTOP-CBS, where he was director of sales promotion. Warren
WOR, New York
This is just a i other of those setting, and based on dream by ward. His yawning eye-opener is Boorom has been upped to director of sales promotion, replacing
Ml. and Mrs g^b sessions which John William, mythical character, produced and written by Pat Mc- Meeks, at WTOP-CBS
“Ask Washington,” new NBC political qnesGuirk, his matinee stanzas by Dick tion-and-answer show, produced by Ted Ayres, moderated by Frank
have been steadily taking over
morning air time. It .tallows the who "could be "any local person. Brill and his nighttime opus by Blair, and with a cast of nine web news staffers acting on a rotating
standard format of oil such oper- Lead character has vision of an t Pede Worth.
Ad ibs run wild schedule, recently added New York and Chicago to its coverage, and
person of an ordinary through the three sh >ws, but there
irfiiwjs and it’s no better or worse angel, in
moved into the 11 a.m. slot., replacing the UN General Assembly
than iujy of its predecessors. In- man, who has been sent by the is always a tight script at hand Maxwell Anderson, ex of
WKRG, Mobile, and WDLF (now WJBS). Deformality is the keynote here and Lord to make a report on the cele- to keep the boys an i girls on the land, Fla.,
has been added to announcing staff of WRC and WNBW,
Louisville.
the Dick Gordons (Kyle MacDon- bration of Christmas in
entertainment beam.
NBC
radio-TV outlets here, tiler winning an audition contest over 27
Christspirit
of
and
meaning
True
neil) dish e\t with a capital "I.”
Along with the fun and frolic
.
Washington Television Circulation Committee’s
Gordon’s gab is mainly in mas was well pointed up in the Weaver has conducted eight suc- other .applicants
latest figures show a total of 418,147 TV receivers in the capital area
the show bh groove with an occa- story, and piece was ably scripted cessful blood bank
drives and an as of December, an increase
all
touch
of 12,740 over previous month
WTOPsional bow to literati stuff. They by Bob Elverman to
annual
“gifts for the old folks”
CBS continues to trail blaze in promotion tie-ins with local theatres
talk oV tCH'jr own show biz experi- strata of listeners, without stress- campaign.
He has brrcome a bril- with a new campaign
with “Stars and Stripes Forever” at Loew’s Coences
hot's going on in the en- ing any particular religious group. liant, informal
interviewer.
lumbia, with accent on the John Philip Sousa Washington Post march.
Story had the angel changing to
field in New York and
Billed as “the ia/,iest host on Station is
and ackxviev,'* of books they’ve rend. It’s ordinary street clothes,
controlled by Post
Frank Blair, NBC staffer, is permaakay chitchat and not roo heady companying the lead throughout the Coast,” he is CBS local coun- nent moderator for the Georgetown U Forum series over WTTG-Puterpart of Arthur Godfrey. And a
+
for Sunday morning listening,
i i|& <?t.y to see how local people
Mont.
Lnoit.
On the preem show Sunday <28) on.serve Christmas, visiting stores, good one.
the Gordons’ informality was* a bit ogling shop windows, visiting ofIN
.
.
.
too studied.
She seemed to be fice parties and the like, with the
playing the part of a naive Wife Angel observing that the Lord has
Bill O'Brien, former ASCAP manager here and now owner of radio
Radk) Felkwtips
ind he the all-knowing husband. been ?oo<i to the people of Louisstation WCNX in Middeltown, Conn., was recently elected to the State
An effortless easy-going manner ville. but They seem to have forLegislature there
Mrs. Mildred Johnson has resigned as traffic
could better be attained if thr-v gotten him, Angel was distressed
Highspot of Moi. he Oysher’s manager iit WDTV to await the stark and is being replaced by Shirley
acted move natural. It’s hard to by fnct (hat Christ, in whose hon- English-Yiddish
disk jockey show Gray
Harold Lund, boss of Channel 2, to Miami Beach for a holibelieve that a gal with Miss Mac- or Christmas is intended, was left on WLIB (N. Y.)
day (28) was day quickie
Toni has dropped the once-a-week quarter-hour of
Show the guest stint by Sur
Donneirs know-how and radio sav- out of the observance.
Motly Picon and Betty Carr and Art Brown on WDTV
Bill Bums’ “Guest to Ghost”
vy could be that naive or that he is closed on a triumphant theme, her husband Jacob ’<alicl?.
The
teeveer
New
Year’s
Eve will have an all-Post-Gazette panel consisting
the big K/iow-il-all “always with with recorded choir singing.
couple held the mike with Oysher of Bill
Block, publisher; Cy Hungerford, cartoonist; Veronica Volpc,
his nose in a book’’ as she said on
Speaking roles were well han- for about 20 minutes and the gab
food editor; Frank Hawkins, chief editorial writer; Ray Sprigle, star
the opening show. Gab was broken dled by station staffers, and echo was delightful
and
reporter and onetime Pulitzer Prize winner, and Harold V. Cohen,
up by a couple of pleasant Platter effects, and background music was Miss Picon told of herenlightening.
trips to the
spins.
Gros.
well chosen and nicely integrated. Korean
front
and Israel and drama critic and Pitt’s Variety mug*i , . Florence Sando and Arthur
Manson
have set the date— Jan. 20.
“Angel On Fourth Street” was though her descriptions were full
IT’S A SMALL WORLD
appropriate during the Christmas of poignance they n wer became
With Ruth Weir Miller
season to emphasize the true mean- maudlin.
IN
*
.
.
Director: Bonn Squires
ing of Christmas, and pointed up
Oysher mixed up the gabbing
25 Mins., Wed., 2:30 p.m.
Jerry Williams and Harry Smith leave WKDNT, Camden, to begin
strongly the important significance with couple of Miss Picor’s platWPTZ, Philadelphia
a deejay gab session for WIP, starting Jan. 5 . . Michael V. DiSalle.
of Dec. 25.
ters and wound the irterview sesh
Ruth Weir Miller, executive
recently named Economic Stabilizej for Truman Administration, will
Production moved smoothly un- warbling a lively Yiddish tune
director of World Affairs Council,
with
Miss Picon. Kalich added in- guest on “Junior Press Conference, over ABC-TV, Sunday, Jan 4 .*.
der direction of Bob Elverman,
slants pews to the housewives’
He terest with a rundown of heir fu- Bill Stern will be the commentator for the Saturday night fights which
Viewpoint in this quarter-hour seg- who scripted and produced.
will be telecast locally, from WFIL-TV for the ABC net
WFLN
ture plans.
nvnt of news analysis. Because had skilled assistance from Bob
Roth and Bob Kay, in the techni*
Rest of the show, bler.ding of (local FM outlet) has signed Arthur Cohn, musical authority and di; whence,
Mrs. Miller has a cal
direction and narration.
A Yiddish and Americ in platters, rector of Settlement Music School, to a 52-week contract to act as disk
teif*Jrtn.y to get neighborly and standout
jockey for, longhair record program, Saturdays (3-5 p.m.). Program
leaf in the WAVE public v; r.s expertly bundled by Oysher.
toJinued on page 29)
ten- ice book.
Wietf.
Gros.
(Continued
page 29)

NBC, from N. Y.
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MOP-UP FOR MOPPET SHOWS
St.

Nick Needs a

New Format

Study Indicates U.S. Economy Can

FEWER SPONSOR

Hollv-liappy network and local TV programmers, doing a doubleXmas span, are privately wondering just
ke on the just demised
will hold up under the concentrated
how long Santa Claus Nielsen
jolly gent seems committed to each December.
the
exposure
video
With practically every national and hometown bankroller determined to get a free ride on the bearded guy’s sleigh this holii

such a crescendo that many conscidav season, the jingle bells hit
agency thinkers are beginning to
entious program managers and
spread a bit too thin. But what
been
hasn’t
thing
good
a
if
ry
wor

admittedly a tough problem.
No advertiser, be he a member of the big time set such as
Lever Bros, or General Motors, or a Windy City car leader with
film wants to appear a Scrooge by failure to observe
a local feature
Nevertheless, the cumulative impact of
the Yule time amenities.
the constant variations on the Xmas theme spanning the week of
“greetings”
piled on top of the network
local
TV
the
with
25.
Dec.
spectaculars, reached such a pitch this year as to cause some worry
satiation.
*
about audience
Except for a few isolated examples, there waif not too much
evidence, it’s felt, to support the charges of the hyper-sensitive
that video’s Christmas contributions tended to over-commcrcialize
It’s just felt by some that the holiday was over-sat-'
the holiday.
urated with the TV Christmas spirit, too much of which ran along
familiar and hackneyed lines. In short, it’s the guy who next year
comes up with a new format for St. Nick that’ll win the kudos,
either along the cable or locally.
Exceptions to the standard Xmas formula are noted such as
NBC-TV’s “Amahl and the Night Visitors” and Edward R. Murrow’s
do about

to

is

it,

Christmas report from Korea via CBS-TV.
On the debit side were those bankrollers who took more time
to announce they were foregoing the usual commercials in honor
of the season than their regular blurbs consumed.

Children’s
shows
losing
fire
in the video spectrum, with

RCA Prexy

ground
a

number

moppet

off

stfinzas

Frank M. Folsom

being

dropped. It’s not that the kid layouts are weak ratingwise, but
rather that they are finding fewer
sponsors. The casualties, for the
most part, are the juve strips, with
Saturday and Sunday entries doing

reappraises the electronic age

Marked Expansion
Television

to

of

trimmed from

“Captain Video.”

&

Pfi&mfY

Nonsense”). .WCBS-TV.

TIT Ol

Gotham, lopped “Time for
Beany” and “Laugh Time” and is

Samoff Bullish on

’53;

Cites

Transistor as Electronic
Gen. David -Sarnoff, RCA
chairman, declared in his
annual year-end .statement .this
week that the new pint-sized transistor can be as important a factor
in the continued expansion of electronics as was the electron tube.
While refraining from predicting

Wonder

Brig.

G.

board

of any Buck
Rogcrs-lype devices via the transistor, he declared that their applications in both the military and commercial fields “appear endless.”

development

the

Sounding

a

note

of

W. (Johnny)
Johnstone
harks back

NBC:

Circa’ 26-’30
( Beginning of an Era)

AAA
I

att

informative editorial feature

optimism

with the start of the new year, Gen.
SarnolT traced the developments in

in

the

47 tk Anniversary Number

TV. phonographs and records during the last year. Citing
TV’s growth during 1952,
with
video-equipped homes increasing
from 15.000,000 to almost 21,000,radio,

of

PftRIETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

000, he cited the two most significant steps in the medium's progress
as (he licensing of
stations,

frequency channels. “An indication
of what may be expected is found
in the plans of the
Service

RCA

Co. to open 34 additional branches
in 1953.” he said.
also noted the
growth of new
broadcasting
services in foreign countries,

CBS-TV to Toss
Color Issue Back

TV

RCA

chief also pointed to the insale of radio receivers,
which he said were enhanced during the year by technical
refinements and attractive designs. As
for (he
recording industry, he
noted that there are now 26,000,000
record-players in the country, as

In

Gotta Have

Ma

Watching

On

the networks there has been
a slight decline in Nielsen ratings
for the juveniles. Five westerns a

year ago averaged 28.0; today five
westerns average 25.3. Thirteen
other kid shows on the skeins in
’51 averaged 15.5. Last month nine
once-weekly shows averaged 14,5
and three strips hit 18.0. Overall,
the small dip in ratings would be
more than compensated for by the
fact that

growth of set circulation

Lap of FCC

NBC, CBS Shows
Toronto, Dec. 30.

An agreement whereby NBC
and CBS teevee programs will be

still

pitching for an early

week

try’s

*

(

putting these into more homes.
argued by some sponsors
that although the kids are watching as much as ever, they can’t attribute sales to their pitches for sponsorship returns because of the
from Buffalo just
minors. They reason that in the competition
early days of TV, Mom was in the across Lake Ontario.
living room with the younger set.
On the new NBC-CBS arrangebut today she lets the receiver ment, CBC will select programs of
baby-sit.
Thus, it’s argued, the the two American networks but
kiddie bankroller Is reaching only these must fit into the general
non-buyers. These sponsors add. pattern of nationalized Canadian

that “its chief

upsurge across the
bcin S reflected in the
as lhe number of statim,°
S
^‘“‘Bzing in the field incri, S
^ rl '°wth of
sponsor interest
in «i \
S*
nu,s c * s evidenced by the
laiiiw*i
lnK
the
Network

rS

s

1

*;’-

fl °

!

,

(

(

.

‘

to

ni.!
1

>w

^

WQXR

ulrs -) and appointment
<Tues.) by the Good Mu‘
C,< aSters
°f
first salcs
Wanui";‘.
Vesi rday
yeste
r*.,

(

i

slat !•»>

«

W6 *> based on
’

‘he

New York

the

Times, is
l0 'vt b of the
Rural Radio
Netui»H
vv uch
been in exIstenfi. \
lor ltwo and a
half years,
'Continued on page 27)
i

*

ABC

Beltone Hearing Aid Co., which
a couple of weeks ago dropped the

night Gabriel Heatter Mutual gabfest, is switiching over to
ABC. Firm, which uses a mail pull
on its radio shows, has bought
“Life Begins at 80” on ABC Jon.
14 for a test one-time shot. If the
trial pays off Beltone is expected
stay with the show.
Agency is Olian & Bronner.

Monday

“disposal

American

income”

cluded.

To newspapers “the question of
financial adjustment to TV is serious.” the authors point out.
The
study showed, however, that newspapers now get roughly one-third
of all money spent for advertising
and that since 1929 they “have experienced no severe fluctuations in
the share received.”
“It
appears reasonable to assume,” the report continues, “that
newspapers and magazines will suffer less erosion, in the event a
sharp competitive situation develops, than the other media, including direct mail, business papers,
farm papers, outdoor and miscellaneous advertising forms.”
But, the authors report, radio
and TV are “media which cancel
each other out.”
No matter which way the economy turns, declare the authors,
“TV will grow faster than the rate
of disposable income or of other

Kaufman’s Rap On
‘Silent Night’
CBS - TV

Quip

programming

execs

were mulling late yesterday (Tues.)
replacement for George S. Kaufman as permanent panelist on its

a

Sunday night “This Is* Show Business.” Kaufman was fired off the
show after the net and its sponsor,
American Tobacco, were flooded
with squawks from viewers when
real will get the NBC-CBS servKaufman, on the Dec. 21 stanza,
ice via kinescope until microwave
quipped: “Let’s make this one proCBS Radio Expanding
facilities are available some three
gram on which no one sings ‘Silent
months hence.
Night’.”
will
be
three
weeks
Forthcoming
Musical Show to Hour
Top CBS exec, meanwhile, detaken up by CBC in deciding what
programs will be in- nied that the web was responsible
As ‘Chameleon’ Fades American
cluded in the Canadian teevee for Kaufman’s Custer, declaring
CBS Radio this week decided to hookup, plus decision of Canadian that it was following orders issued
jettison another of its long-running sponsors on their personal pro- by the tobacco firm and BBD&O,
its agency. Irving Mansfield, show’s
house packages, cancelling “Mr. gram choice.
producer, Is in Florida this week*
Chameleon” after the broadcast of
Program had previously been
Feb. 2. Show had been bankrolled
slated to leave its Sunday night
for a time last season by General
period early in February to be
Foods but the web has been unable Luckies Nixes All-Star
replaced by an Ann Sothern vidfilm
to line up a sponsor for it this

objective

18-Station Lineup

’61

has gone for advertising, according to the report.
“During the period of greatest
TV growth, business allocations of
money to advertising will be in
line with past patterns,” it’s con-

1

CBS reiterates
year.
‘Hit Parade’ Proposal
is that the important addCBS will return partially to the
On the basis that the radio “Hit
ed dimension of color be brought
Friday night musical programming Parade” format has more or less
to the TV viewing public at the
Web it spotlighted last season after established itself as a permanent
earliest possible moment.”
“Chameleon” exits, bringing in a entry on the network kilocycles,
also followed up its repeated assernew show tilled “Music in the Air,” NBC has been making some unsuc( Continued on page 29)
currently a Thursday night half- cessful overtures to Lucky Strike
hour show, for the 9 to 10 period and its agency, BBD&O, to restarting the following week (Feb. vitalize the program, using top netShow 9). Show will fill the 9 to 9:30 peri- work stars, rather than axe the proBeltone Tests
od now occupied by “Chameleon.” gram.
Luckies, having already
Chicago, Dec. 30.
TV,

by

available for the Toronto areas
was completed tonight by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., thus
ending a four months’ deadlock
on controversial revenue split.
With the establishment of stateoperated TV in
Canada four
months ago, the two American
networks had asked CBC to turn
in 70 °c of the Canadian advertising sponsor’s tariff. This was Refused by CBC. Canadian government TV spokesmen will not offi- media until it reaches maturity,”
The authors find one stumbling
cially divulge the new terms but
block in TV’s way.
“Should a
it’s understood that it will be a
sharp competitive situation devel50-50 revenue split.
op,” they say, “TV’s high cost per
Meanwhile Toronto area TV viewer may
retard its growth.”
viewers have been putting up with
local talent shows plus some DuMont programs but wish such big
sponsors as Ford and Westinghouse dropping out here on poll

however, that when a premium- TV.
pitch is made, the small fry will
The chosen American programs
badger parents into getting the will be carried on the Toronto TV
adoption of color television, .indisetup within three weeks, these via
(Continued on page 29)
cated in a year-end statement this
a microwave Buffalo relay. Mont-

CBS,

that it may toss the indusperennial hot potato back into
the lap of th~ FCC during 1953.
compared with 8,000,000 in 1946.
Be also pointed to the increased Network spokesmen averred that
under conditions as they exist touse of TV for. education
and indus- day, there is nothing that CBS can
usos averrin g that “it may
u'd
do to get color TV rolling, adding
well be that the
volume of business that the FCC owes it to the public
niat can be
developed in industrial either to force industry adoption
iv and electronics
as well' as TV of CBS’ field sequential system
Conti: :ed on pag. 27)
(the only one commercially okayed
to date) or throw it out in favor
of some other system now in the
works.
Reviewing the history of color

WQXR Network’s

of bankrollers for participations in
old-celluloid vehicles, but few peddlers of children’s products on the
prowl for shows. WJZ-TV, ABC’s
N. Y. key, once had its “Saddle
Club” strip run 90 minutes; today
its moppet-slanted
strip sked is
limited to “Rootie Kazootie,” which
so far has only one segment of the
five sold, in addition to the Saturday edition.

It’s

He

creased

m. strip.
Explanation by program directors is simple: there’s a waiting list

%

5 p.

is

new

by the lifting of the FCC
and opening up ultra-high

permitted
freeze,

TV

putting feature films into the 4:30-

A
lerms Un

T

Stations

Minneapolis, Dec. 30.
A study by a Minneapolis communications economics team has
led to the conclusion that the
American economy probably will
support 1,200 TV stations by 1961
and that the expanding video industry likely will absorb radio’s
normal growth, but, at the same
time, not seriously affect newspapers and magazines’ income.
Prepared by J. Edward Gerald,
University of Minnesota journalism
professor, and George N. Ecklund,
Augsburg College economics teacher, the study’s results have just
been published in the current Journalism Quarterly.
For the past several years almost three cents of every dollar
of

Canada Resolves

also in

Gen.

:

OUT NEXT WEEK

WNBT,

N. Y., dropped “Rootie Kazootie”
cross-the-board (with sponsor, Coke,
replacing it with a “family” show.

“Sense

the

in

47th Anniversary Number

a halfhour cross-the-board to a auartorhour, is now a once-weekly program. WABD, N. Y., which once
had two hours of kid strips, is now

down

.

an informative editorial feature

Bob

Dixon’s
Double C Ranch,” “Magic Cottage.”
“Lucky Pup,” “Whistling Wizard”
and “Ranger Joe.” Kukla, Fran &
Ollie,” first

in

A

which have
merry-go-round
Magination,” “Space
airers

TV

are “Mr. I.
Cadet,”
“Sheriff

In

1953 and sees

well.

Among the
fallen off the

TV

Support 1209

FDR KID

Strunsky Back to CBS
Robert Strunsky is returning to
CBS and will move into the 20th
floor corporate level of CBS, Inc.

was

identified with
CBS some time back. His return
is scheduled for official announce-

Strunsky”

ment next week.

cancelled out in favor of the new
Horace Heidt program going on
CBS Radio, says it’s no dice.
NBC plan was to get its roster
of top personalities, including Bob
Hope,
Dinah
Shore,
Jimmy
Durante, etc., to tape in advance
the top numbers of the week, tieing them together for an “All Star
Hit Parade” program entry.
NBC’s still hot about the idea.
•

with the web currently trying to interest other clients in it
for a move to a different time
series,

slot.

Folsom’s Izaak Walton

RCA

president Frank M. Folsom

flies to

Los Angeles next Wednes-

day

He’ll take a week-long
trip in waters off Lower

(7).

fishing

California and on returning to L.A.
will

NBC

confer

with John K.
veepee oh the Coast.

West,

Accompanying him on the fishing trip will be Jack McGuire,
banker, Dick O’Connor, Magn&vox
Corp. topper, Charles Hobbs, topper of Hale Bros., San Francisco
store with which Folsom was previously
connected,
and Oliver
Fields, oilman.

)
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NO. 1 YULETIDE SQUARE
With Thomas Mitchell, Robert

pzasnsff
With Gene Lockhart, Marla Talland orch,
chief, David Rose

Lowe

Tanaquil LeClerq, Writer: Pearson
Jacques d’Ainboise, Sharkey the 15 Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Helpmann,
Seal,

Peg Leg Bates, Ted and

CARTER PRODUCTS

Flo Vallett, The Dassies, Manuel DuMont, from New York
( Ted
Bates)
and Marita Viera’s Tippy and
Drew Pearson, the ABC radio
Cobina; Arthur Godfrey, narrar
tor; Victor Young, music direc- gabber who had also been doing
a tele series on ABC-TV, has been
tor
Leon Leoni- shifted by his sponsor to the DuProducer-director:
Mont web. He’s now berthed in a
doff
7:30 p.m. Wednesday slot, which
TV director: Frank Burns
Script: Leonidoff, Joseph Schrank the bankroller feels will be more
Choreographer: George Balanchine productive ratingwise than the old
Lyricist: Albert Stillman
11 p.m. Sunday niche on ABC-TV.
60 Mins.; Thurs. (25), 4 p.m.
In this slot, however, he’s bucking
GENERAL MOTORS
the Doug Edwards newstrip on
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
CBS-TV and also has the indirect
( Kudner )
competition
John Cameron
of
The only major thing wrong with Swayze who follows immediately
General Motors’ Christmas Day at 7:45 via NBC-TV. Latter spielsponsorship of “No. 1 Yuletide ers offer stiff opposition, since
Square” is that when the hour* their cross-the-board status makes
was finished there was nothing to them more habit-forming than a
look forward to but a reprise on once-weekly entry.
Dec. 25, 1953. Considering that in
Initial DuMont canter
wasn't
its one-shot grooving “Yule Sq.” typical of Pearson’s style, since it
emerged as a classic of its type, a was tailored to the Yuletide mood.
whole year may seem longer than “Let’s cut out the scandals for to365 days, as in the case of Me- nightj>” Pearson said.
In lieu of
•

notti’s 1951-beamed Nativity opera,
“Amahl and the Night Visitors,”
which was repeated by NBC-TV on
Xmas Day with equally wondrous

results.

From

front to back and in be-

Jacques

d’Amboise

(as

girl

others
Director:
45 Mins.;

$

Morrow’s Korea: The “New Journalism

Bob Banner
Wed, (24), 10 p.m.

What General Saraoff once prophesied as being “the trfie function of television, the important news event, even a battlefront
brought Into the parlor”—in an exclusive interview in Variety
some three years ago was fulfilled, paradoxically, by the competiEdward R. Murrow,
tive network, CBS, this past Sunday (28).
Fred W. Friendly (who stayed home to produce), and a corps of 16
commentators and telephotographers aid that on “See It Now,”
in an extended houivlofng program, under Alcoa sponsorship, and
for once the stock announcements by the Aluminum Corp. of
America “as a public service” took on genuine meaning.
Murrow
Co. brought the Korean war into the living room.
By underplaying, because the almost phlegmatic reportorial job
All the frustration,
best told the story, the impact was socko.
heartbreak, fatalism, heroism and patriotism “ours not to reason
why, ours but to do or die,” etc. was brought into sharp focus
in a manner that was compelling, heart-tugging, throat-catching.
The entire panorama of all the given situations in the drama
book were photographed and telecast to America. Fundamentally,
the very thing for which the Korean “police action” is still with
us—freedom of thought and freedom of expression was projected
into the hearts and hearths of American homes as they heard frank
and honest and uninhibited opinions voiced that this is a hopeless war, or “a bunch of nonsense,” or a war of attrition, a stalemate war, or an inconclusive war.
American GIs, a French battalion, an Ethiopian corps and a
The opinions
British Commonwealth division were interviewed.
were varied. Perhaps most expressive was the English-speaking
LeSueur
spoke
bilingualLarry
Frenchman from Brittany to whom
The Breton’s shrug of shoulder and graphic facial expression
ly.
spoke more than the words he uttered, although he accented that “we
French, too, love liberty,” and he gave voice to “stopping the
Rooshian here” before it spreads further.
Murrow, Bill Downs, LeSueur, Bob Pierpont and the others did
a capital job in' shifting from Heartbreak Ridge and No Man’s
Land, to Seoul, to a hospital ship receiving its wounded by helicopter, to barracks with GIs singing “Rotation Blues” and dreaming of pinup girls and home, to closeups of GIs extending season’s
greetings to their kin at home with little thought of themselves,
to the matter-of-fact heroics of the nurses, to the Ethiopians’ brand
of field hockey (in a relaxed moment), to psychological warfare as
South Korean femmes croon and cajole whilst propaganda leaflets
are unloosed over the Commie lines, to the countless other reflexes
that came over the iconoscope.
A British officer observed “this is a queer sort of war we’re
fighting here; casual patrols by day but the real war starts at
It is that.
night.”
The plane spotters; the
jet pilots (“the
F-86 boys”) and their boxscore of how many MIGs downed; the
Xmas carols and the chaplains’ services; the Xmas presents and
Xmas mail in contrast to the mail for the
POWs which, it is
suspected, never gets beyond the neutral tent (“it is suspected that

PABST

—

CBS-TV, from N. Y.
(Warwick & Legler
In one of the neatest switches
of the holiday season, Pabst Beer

subbed a semi-longhair Christmas
Eve musicale on CBS-TV to reits regularly-scheduled Wedfights, obviously on
theory that a boxing match
hardly tied in with the Yuletide
spirit. (Brewery, however, is airing a fight tonight (Wed.) for its
New Year’s Eve offering.) As the
many Christmas shows aired last
week go, this one was okay, presenting an affable melange of music, dance and sentiment nicely attuned to the holiday. Produced and
directed in a lowkey atmosphere,
here was nothing sock about it
but it made for pleasant viewing.
With Gene Lockhart as a subdued emcee, the show was keyed
to a Christmas card motif, bringing some of the cards alive via
super-impositions of live actors
over the Currier & Ives .and other
prints. Technically, this part of the
shofr came off well. Idea of blacking out the performers behind
Lockhart and then fading them
slowly into the picture as he was
faded out helped the Christmas
card illusion.
Carols and other
Yuletide tunes, of course, got the

&

place

nesday night

—

the

—

—

exposes, a major segment was devoted to Christmases in the White
House.
It was a pictorial essay,
using old prints and photos of former occupants, and including some
good anecdotal and human interest
material. He opened with a radio
telephonic interview with an Air
Force GI stationed at a Greenland
base and near Santa Claus’ North
Airman reported that
Pole HQ.
the weather had warmed up, from
15 degrees below zero to zero, and major play.

tween, GM, via the Kudner agency,
had the benefit of production and
talent elements, plus scripting and
technical facets, that were nothing
if not inspired and bespoke arduous preparation.
In one of his
rare video outings, Radio City Mu
sic Hall’s Leon Leonidoff welded
that St. Nick had been observed
together a truly superb “legend for
heading south.
Christmas” which, via. its familiar
Pearson is more effective as a
theme of a boy enamored of a
mannequin in the town of Any- radio newsman than on TV, where
his manner seems taut and nervwhere’s toy shop window, went on
He should cultivate a more
ous.
to its boy-ldves-live-girl finale after
relaxed approach. As for his copy,
a series of delightful vignettes.
In setting up the story in collab with the ever-reliable Joseph
Schrank, Leonidoff interspersed it
with topflight “topical” acts plus
the choreo rigging by George Balanchine. Latter, culled from the
N. Y. City Ballet, came forward
with the group’s Tanaquil LeClerq,

Maria Tallchief, leading ballerina
of the N. Y. City Ballet Co., reg
istered solidly in her brace of numbers, giving them a classical twist
but still injecting sufficient personality to please the lowbrow
viewers.
Lockhart handled his

have to get inside stuff, stress
hard news and the background of
the news, to differentiate himself
from the Edwards-Swayze newsreel

chores exceedingly well and gave
a pleasant reading of the Nativity
passage from the Bible as his solo
venture. David Rose and a 40-piece
Bril.
opposition.
orch backed the show solidly and
also scored with their straight muWHAT’S NEW?
sical
offerings.
Neatly-directed
choral group, including several regWith Wayne Griffin
Producers: William Sprague, Grif- ulars of the Fred Waring show,
handled the vocal chores capably.
fin
Director: Grover ‘J. Allen
Pabst gave its audience a special
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.; 1 p.m.
Christmas treat by eliminating
Sustaining
those noisy “What’ll You- have?”
WENR-TV, Chicago
plugs for this one-shot, keeping
With the other stations running its commercials as subdued as the
in their news during the lunch show.
stal.
hour, WENR-TV is counterpointing with this half-hour comprehenROCKING
CHAIR
STORIES
sive wrapup at 1 p.m. Session is
hosted by Wayne Griffin who With Charles John Stevenson, Beulah Hagadorn
works in an easy-to-take informa
5 Mins.; Thurs., 8:55 a.m,
manner.
SCHENECTADY
SAVINGS
Griffin oh stanza viewed (24) led
off with a runthrough of the spot WRGB, Schenectady
Charles
John
with
Stevenson, the
which
supplemented
news
was.
some Telenews film footage, much “Chanticleer” of WGY’s earlyof which was beamed the previous morning programming, comes over
for a five-minute joke
night oh Doug Edwards’ CBS-TV to
news show. The local weather pic- and pun-telling telecast Thursdays,
ture was given attention with the after Dave Garroway signs off “Tostandard wall map filled with the day” on NBC. Suspended and shirtusual meteorojogic hieroglyphics sleeved, the smalltown editor rocks
Segment was rounded out by Tele- in a chair as he spins mildly humorous tales in a hard, twangy
news feature stories.
All in all, it was a complete voice,
roundup of national, internationa
Stevenson’s integration with the
and local happenings and should sponsor is sure and sharp. Beulah
more than satisfy the news-hungry Hagadorn handles a mid-way comDave.
daytime viewers.
mercial.
Jaco.

UN

he’ll

and

Helpmann as Papa
them with talking
Whenever the con-

boy) and Robert

Claus (all of
parts. as well).
proper seemed on the
tinuity
verge of sagging, Leonidoff con

gested the screen with such sturdy
act specials as Sharkey the Seal,
baton twirling Valletts, the
acrobatic Dassies, the dynamic
dancing of Peg Leg Bates, and the
engaging antics of those two monkeys, Tippy and Cobina, trained
by Manuel and Marita Viera
In the presence of this surefire
array, originating from the net’s
Center Theatre, Victor Young ba
toned the orch and chorus with
considerable vim, and the lyrics of
Albert Stillman, the Music Hall’s
“poet laureate,” shone through the
whole “ with incisive brightness
Cast as the mayor of the town
Thomas Mitchell was ideal in the
role of general conferencier. The
one offish^contribution was that by
Arthur Godfrey who, in the one
show switch to NBC, was occasionally guilty of poor timing and appeared to be recruited on the basis
He seemed
of his billing value.
the least endowed as a make-believer in an hour shot through with
high spirit and seasonal shenani-

the

WRGB

.
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Tele Follow-Up

gans.

Another element that would call
for fixing on repeat was the poor

»+ M M M
4

Comment

vocal synchronization (as for inLeave it to Jack Benny to stock of Miss Flapsaddle during a terp
stance in the faked singing by Miss
LeClerq).
Otherwise, here was a his Lucky Striker with surprise with Stewart in which she also
Of which his fourth sea- managed to boff over her particuelements
Yule romp that elevated TV’s stature.
After the drama-music-bal- sonal excursion last Sunday (28) lar nasal version of “You Belong
might be set down to Me” that will not threaten the
CBS-TV
on
let had run its route, GM’s employees chorus was cut in on film as a new high in such cuties. supremacy of one Patti Page save
there could in the comedic department, It’s ob
marquees
For
the
with a brief non-plug speech by
hardly have been a more potent vious that Miss Berner’s preem
the company prexy.
Trau.
choice than Jimmy Stewart in his will not stop there.
Benny’s other phone figment,
TV coming-out, along with his wife,
LEE SULLIVAN
double-duty vid and Bea Benadaret, as Gertrude GearWith Patty Rowe and Heinie Mack Gloria, in her While
the scripting shift, supplied another fillip in the
thesp preem.
Bill
Prentice, anat piano.
team (Sam Perrin, George Balzer, dese-dems-dose vein. Incidentally,
nouncer
John, Tackaberry) the nitery setting was a model of
Producer: Herman Spero, Bob Bur- Milt Josefsberg,
and producer-director' Ralph Levy realistic opulence which tipped off
ton
cannily avoided giving the sweet possibilities inherent in show’s
Director: Betty Cope
patootie couple an all-out exercise origination (a first) from CBS Tele10 Mins.; 6:59 p.m. Tuesday-thruas a tandem, what they were called vision City. Credit to designed RobFri.
upon to do in the comedy situation ert T. Lee on this. Mahlon MerROGERS JEWELRY STORES
setup they did with genuine charm, rick’s music was in his usual shipWEWS, Cleveland
savvy timing -and becoming mod- shape groove.
Trau.

UN

burnt immediately”); the personal timetables each GI has indelibly impressed on his mind’s eye as to the number of days,
weeks or months before “rotated” out all these factors came
through like a jet projectile in its impact on the at-homers.
This Murrow show will have historic significance and influence
in the future thinking of America in relation to Korea. Presidentelect Eisenhower flew to Korea to “see for himself;” CBS’ crew did
likewise. What Ike saw is still a State secret. What Murrow &
Co. saw the American people saw. A highly skilled professional
reporter, under patriotic auspices of a riclj and powerful network,
went to see and report so that the American public can “See It
Now.” This is an historic chapter in the new American journalism.
it is

—

Abel.

MUTUAL OF OMAHA CALLING TOP NEWS FILMS OF
I

esty.

But beyond this pair's plussing
tenor and pleasant personality 'to of the program was the TV entry
Benny’s longtime phone switchof
captivate a 6:50 p.m. audience four
nights a week. Besides his singing board character in his radio skein,
and chatter (through interviews none other than the Mabel Flapwith guest stars) Sullivan teams up saddle enactment by Sara Berner.
Patty Rowe for nice closing singing Backed by careful preparation eviof commercial on diamond rings. dent in every move, the gal’s
Rowe, an attractive, eyeful, spiels Brooklynese pitch and ditto antics

and

straight commercial well.

malapropisms

overemphasize shadows, thus killing the effectiveness of trick lighting sequence. Director Betty Cope
who coordinates the 10-minute
stanza; Mike Syroid, audio; John
Smith, lights; Heinie Mack, piano,
and announcer Bill Prentice help
'
ng
round out easy-to-take e”
1

5

pitch.

Mark.

produced

a

off amid the
cafe in the Beverly Hills Hotel as per New Year’s
*
Eve ’51 continuity.
Idea here was to construct a
succession of embarrassing situations in the din^dance pairing of
Benny-Berner with the staid, correct Stewarts. Ail four brought off
the idea cliclco especially and including the u* and at ’em tactics

Producers Herman SperQ and series of howls
Bob Burton have a tendency to plushery of the

set

V. J. Scott, others

Producer:

Ad

Schneider

Directors: Jack Mills, Jack Dillon,

—

Martin Hoade

60 Mins. Thurs., 3 p.m. (one shot)

MUTUAL OF OMAHA
NBC, from N.
wood,

Y., Chicago, Holly-

Omaha
(Bozell

& Jacobs

Mutual of Omaha insurance company contributed to the Christmas
spirit by permitting the country at
large to listen in on conversations
between GIs stationed all over the
and
globe with their families

Bob Considine, the International News., Service writer whopresides over another show for the
friends.

same company, emceed this affair
from New York, with Clifton Utley in Chicago, James Wallington,
Hollywood,
and
Ray
Clarke,
Omaha, performing similar service
from those cities.
This, kind of show isn’t essentially entertainment. The conversations between members of the
family are forced and stilted qnd
highly self conscious, knowing that
the world-at-large

is

listening in.

There was no warmth in most of
the talks.
Generally, the soldier speaking
to his family sounded as if he’d
been briefed on what to say, and
the families were similarly under
wraps.
There were several occasions when the flow of gab seemed

to fall short, and Considine had
to put too much stress on the
emceeing in order to pick it up.
These kinds of conversations are
‘Amahl and the Night Visitors,” at their maximum value when carthe Gian-Carlo Menotti opera espe- ried out in the home.
There was one mother who broke
cially commissioned by NBC’s Television Opera Theatre, was given down and wept at the sound of her
its third production on the web son’s voice. It seemed in bad taste
Christmas Day, and again im- to subject these intimate scenes to
pressed as meriting the almost public viewing.
Aside from this
classic fame it has drawn since its point, this kind of show transfirst
outing on Christmas Eve, forms the average viewer into a
1951. Cast was the same as on the peeping-tom.
Again, how many
two previous performances with times should a viewer be subjected
the exception of Bill Mclver, 10- to “Hello-h o w-a re *y o u-I’m-fineyear-old soprano who replaced take-care-of-yourself,” and all the
Chet Allen in the Amahl role. other forms of greetings that are
Story of the crippled and poverty- essential parts of conversations of
stricken shepherd boy who enter- this kind.
tained the three kings on their way
Technically, the program went
to visit Christ in his manger, the off well. The GI was photographed
presentation
was sensitive and in advance and radio-telephones
poignant and replete with a full carried out the gab of which both

(Continued on page 26)

1952

With Bob Considine, Clifton Utley, With John Cameron Swayze
James Wallington, Ray Clarke, Producer: Francis McCall

SHOW

(Clifford & Thomas)
Lee Sullivan, who charmed
Broadway audiences, uses his nice

!

Wednesday, December 31, 1952

CHRISTMAS EVE MUSICALE

IREl
PEARSON
DREW

David
Director:
dree

)

1

parts were heard.

Jose .

30 Mins.; Sun. (28), 5:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
Recapitulating NBC-TV’s cover-

age of news during 1952, this show
offered a compilation of the year’s
outstanding video newsreel clips.
TV’s repertorial job on a global
scale was undoubtedly standout in
1952 but this stanza had a routine
flavor and failed to point up
video’s unique role in giving world
news an immediacy not possible in
other media.
It’s
probable, of
course, that the clips shown on this
end-of-the-year program had more
impact when they were current but
on Sunday (28), they were little
more impressive than last month’s
newspaper.

As commentator, John Cameron
Swayze was not in good form. He
flubbed his lines with disturbing
consistency and, at one point, miscued so completely that he began
talking about a Chicago knifewielder while a picture of President-elect Dwighf D. Eisenhower
was on the screen. Cameron was
unable to save the situation with
an ad lib apology and plunged
on ahead \vithout an explanation
for the mistake.
The clips themselves were too
abbreviated to mean much. There
were momentary glimpses of jet
planes, atqmic explosions, the Koje
prison camp and the war in Indochina and slightly longer reprises
of the political campaign with a
closing shot of the French freighter
which split off the coast of

Lebanon.

Hcrm.

WHY
With John Reed King, Bill Cullen,
Frank Fox, Lydia Vogel, Clara
Crockett
Producer: Bill Cullen
Director: Roger Shope
30 Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m.
Sustaining

WJZ-TV, N. Y.

,

Tf7

“Why,” a new quizzer on WJZTV, represents some sort of nadir.
Not because of the central idea,
which is not much worse than
most quiz shows, but because oi
one of the most uninteresting
panels ever assembled, “Why, a
John Reed King package produced
by Bill Cullen, attempted to get
everyday people who might easily
(Continued on page 26)
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likeable newcomer, who was the
central character in a sketch in

come off; what cried out for imaginative
treatment, was flubbed.
which an operation is televised. Session was a sharp disappointAlthough an old idea, Carson made ment.
Jose.
it pay off laughwise,
Program came up with what
might have been an intriguing se-

Tele Followups
Continued from page 24

make to the fun,
for a near-perfect Yuletide offer- some bit.
round of Christmas

spirit to

ing.

As replacement
Allen, Mclver,

young

for the

member

a

of

the

though his lyrics were smothered
by the orchestra once or twice, he
created full sympathy as the youngster

who

the

spotted

Star

of

Bethlehem and was cured in one
of the first miracles attendant to
Christ. "-Rosemary Kuhlmann, reprising her role of Amahl's mother,
achieved fine dramatic effects with
both her acting and singing, with
her intense protrayal contrasting
well with young Mclver’s more
naive job. William Aiken, Leon
Lishner and Andrew McKinley,
brought the three kings cleverly to
life, and their voices harmonized
well on Menotti’s melodic passages.
Francis Monachino scored as their
servant, and Mary Hinkson, Glen
Tetley and John Butler again displayed their socko terping talents
as the dancing shepherds.
Productionwise, the show was
staged almost exactly as its first
two performances, which was all
that was necessary. As produced

by Samuel
by Menotti,

Chotzinoff and staged
the opera demonstrated

again what a fine

be

for

medium TV can

works written

specifically

a chucklealso registered
baby-sitting sketch

Blue

a
(playing opposite two preciocious
boys, and hit paydirt with a pseudo-Charlie Chajolin tramp bit for
his finale. This was played against
a replica of the Rockefeller Plaza,
N. Y., ice rink (making for a neat
switch since the show originated
from the Coast) and gave Blue a
chance to shine with a sliding
dance routine.
Peggy Lee, also guesting on the
show, socked across a brace of
numbers', demonstrating once again
that her looks and personality rate
her among the better TV vocalists.
Harris, for his part,, did justice to
‘his offerings but four numbers in
a row were just too much to take.
Donald O’Connor appeared in a
surprise opening to introduce Blue.
in

solidly

Columbus Boychoir of Princeton,
N. J., was fine in both the vocal
and thesping departments. Al-

emerged as

it

Musical backing by A1 Goodman
and his orch, and the dance numbers were standout.

Stal.

Walter O’Keefe, subbing for the
ailing George Jessel gave an excellent account of himself on the

NBC-TV Saturday Night

“All Star
format as

Using the same
the Jessel session, O’Keefe proved
that he can be an affable toastmaster, even though that province
somehow seems to be Jessel’s special domain
O’Keefe proved to be
an entertaining and literate performer for that session and provided a good novelty note by workRevue.”

.

Camera direction was
for it.
handled capably by Kirk Browning,
and Thomas Schippers conducted
the orch.

cried out, for instance, for Some-

thing like a shot of Faulkner reading the paean to the spirit which
was his Stockholm acceptance
speech.
Shots from the forthcoming Walt
Disney cartoon pic, “Peter Pan,”
and an inside on the way cartoon
films are sketched out and put together, were only mildly effective.
Comedy playlet with Michael RedAlistair Cooke
grave was okay.
handled his emcee chores in
labored fashion.
Bron.

TV Audience

LANCASTER. PENNA
station
i

c

h

station
-

seen

Tele Reviews

•

WGALTV
r

Unhatched that it is hiking the spot rates on
but two several of its participating
shows

ballet,

effective Jan. 15.
Boost is the result of increased circulation built
by the show and also of the high

ratings they have achieved, making
for a lower cost-per-thousand payoff for advertisers.

Rate increase applies to the sta“Late Matinee,” for which a
participating spot will henceforth
go for $300, as against the $200
formerly charged; the Margaret
Arlen show, being hiked to $250
from $200, and the new 1 to 1:30
p. m. strip, currently occupied by
films but which will soon have a
live studio show, which has been
upped to $250 per spot from its
former $200 rate. On the station’s
“6 O’clock Report,” rates per fiveminute segment are now $525 for
an order of one or two, as compared with the previous $450; $500
per segment for three or four, as
compared with $425, and $475 for
an order of five or six, as compared with $400.
tion’s

Rates on the station’s other
shows remain the same. In addi-

WCBS-TV is retaining its “12
plan,” under which advertisers buying 12 or more spots per week
during daytime hours receive an
approximate ‘45% discount.

tion,

terping.

exclusive with

Only TV

“Ballet of the

Chickens” was no

figures of fowls scaring each other.

anything but impressive. Sequence

Marley and Harry Townes and
Valerie Cossart as Mr. and Mrs.,
O’Keefe
the
contributed
to
Cratchitt.
sketch department with an amusCommercials for Kraft, trimmed
ing bit on football spies with
for the occasion, were topflight.
Stal.
staunch support from the surBril.
rounding cast. O’Keefe also added
Ben Blue wrapped up 1952 for to the general gaiety by a disCarson, who launched
Mindy
NBC-TV’s “Comedy Hour” Sunday course on insurance policies, which her own TV series last night
some mundane material
night (28) with one of the better made
(Tues.) via NBC’s “Club Embassy”
shows he’s done for the web. Show seem fairly funny.
show, made her video bow as a draO’Keefe
an
exceedingly matic actress the preceding night
got
had its draggy spots (as in overdoMajor item was on CBS-TV’s “Studio One.” While
ing the Phil Harris guesting with strong support.
four consecutive numbers), but Frankie Laine, a top performer offering no threats to the more
these undoubtedly were the fault who puts across his vigorous song established actresses, she more
He than held her own in a winsome
of the producer or director and not style to always fine returns.
Ht- personally was aided by Margaret Whiting, Manhattan fairy tale about a young
of Blue’s doing.
scored in each skit and also im- who is similarly in the top vocal gal singer from the midwest out
Both contributed some to win fame and fortune in New
pressed, per usual, with his terp- "echelons.
ing ability, both of the legit and potent moments on this display.
York’s penthouse settings. Story,
zany types.
Show had a strong supporting titled “Young Man Adam” and
Blue’s biggest skit was a takeoff comedy accent, foremost of which deftly adapted by David Lemay
on the Hollywood spy thrillers. By was the effort by Buster Keaton, from an original story by Mary
one of those strange coincidences one of the top pantomimists of the Orr, purported to depict the inner
that sometime seem- almost pre- day. Keaton, paired with his wife, workings of the agency and TV
planned, Sid Caesar had done al- gave a demonstration on how to business and, though much of it
most an identical skit the preced- put an inebriated spouse to bed. was incredible, it served nicely as
ing evening on his “Show of It was as ingenious and clever a a pleasant backdrop for Miss CarShows,” which tended to take the demonstration as seen on the son’s thesping and vocal talents,
edge off the Colgate routine. But series. Another good comedy mo- making for a solid hour of light
with Hedy Lamarr present to add ment was by Johnny Carson, a entertainment.
Apparently realizing that some
of the climax scenes would be a
little hard to take, Lemay worked
over Miss Orr’s original to give
the show almost a tongue-in-check
effect. Thus, when Miss Carson
finally got her big chance by filling in at an all-star benefit for the
musicomedy star, who was tricked

Profitable

boards.

when he made a moving speech to
a high school graduating class on
the menace of fear to our freeDisjointed, planted, trite
doms.
scenes of Faulkner chatting with
cronies, exchanging banalities, was

Basically, the fault lay in uninspired direction and pedestrian
thesping. Scrooge, played by Malcolm Keen, didn’t convince until
his final transformation, and many
other characters missed the Dickens charm. The Cratchitts didn’t
register with the pathos and appeal they should have had. Technically the lensing was topnotch,
with excellent use of superimposition
for the three Christmas
There was a large cast
ghosts.
and a boys’ choir, but the entire
offering failed to generate the
spirit of fellowship and charity
which has endeared the “Carol” to
Melville Cooper was
generations.
particularly good as the Ghost of
Christmas Present. Other featured
players were Noel Leslie as Christ-

WCBS-TV

quence, in that portion having
maestro Leopold Stokowski conduct an art gallery tour to the
Underlining the current boom
music of Moussorgsky’s “Pictures
Sequence al- era being enjoyed by most local
at an Exhibition.”
lowed for pictorial 'description of TV stations, WCBS-TV, the CBS
the various musical segments, but video web’s N. Y. flagship, this
here imagination went by the week notified agencies and clients

“Catacombs” was a vague modern
dance; “Baba-Yaga” a weird cartoon combination. There were no
shots of an orchestra, or of Stoky
conducting one. The maestro, however, was his exotic, impressive
self explaining the “Pictures.”
While the pilfering was called for
Filmed portion of Nobel prizeby Dickens, the original did not
make the characters repulsive. winning novelist William Faulkner
Business of the man pulling a in his native Oxford, Miss., haunts
knife
on the cleaning woman was embarrassingly gauche for a
wasn’t in keeping' with the overall long 10 or 15 minutes, until the
very few moments at the close,
theme.

This
provided a peg for comedy that
could not otherwise have come
about.
There was even one occasion when he did a cute bit of mas Past, Richard Purdy as Jacob
ing with his leg in a cast.

Opera has been sponsored each
time by Hallmark Cards (second
Sarah
outing was last Easter).
Churchill, program hostess of Hallmark’s weekly “Hallmark Theatre,”
introduced and closed the show
and her pleasant personality gave
the presentation an added fillip.

Dickens’ classic “A Christmas
Carol” was given an undistinguished presentation on NBC-TV’s
“Kraft Television Theatre” Wednesday (24). This version lacked
the appeal of the Lionel Barrymore radio perennial, the Charles
Laughton-narrated record album
or last year’s half-hour televersion
with Sir Ralph Richardson starred.
Productionwise it was a slick
entry, with good sets.
The script
by Robert Howard Lindsay was
fine, except in one lapse. That was
the incident of Scrooge’s seeing
himself dead while two citizens
steal the deceased’s possessions.

Hiked Rates For

<n

in

—

only

this

TV

larg.;-

Pennsylvania market aioo

into being stuck In a stalled elevator, her agency exec-angel told
her, “Go on and do it just like
they do in the movie musicals.”
Script also featured some adult,
brisk dialog which went a long way
to removing the onus of the rather
weak story.

M
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Share In

Continued from page 24

Bristol-Myers Biz
be t^e neighbor around the corner, but the idea didn’t jell.
Young & Rubicam, which hasn’1
The two femmes, and a man, had a cut of Bristol-Myers billings
latter-a chicken-plucker in a Bronx for some time now, slides back
into
poultry store, produced the most the drug firm
in January as pro*
inane conversation heard on many
ducer of the Ken Murray show foi
a show.
The line of gab was freDoherty,
Clifford
&
quently embarrassing and certainly CBS-TV.
Shenfield, which now handles the
produced no edification.
entire
B-M
account,
hasn't
a
large
Central idea of the show is to
determine the reason a course of enough operation on the Coast to
action described in a query was handle production for Murray, so
taken.
The situation is generally has invited Y&R to join forces on
frivolous, and could lead to humor- a split-billing setup.
Nothing approachous answers.
Murray is moving into the Suning humor was obtained on this
day night 9:30 to 10 slot on an
stanza.
King and Cullen were co-quiz- alternating basis with a new Alan
masters.
They were both needed Young show, both replacing B-M’s
to get the show out of the fire. “Break the Bank” now holding
down that period. CBS, together
But even they couldn’t succeed.
with DC&S, will handle producJose.
tion on the Young stanzas. Y&R,
HAIL THE CHAMP
besides
producing the Murray
With Howard Roberts, Angel Casey show, will also handle, promotion
Producer: Sheldon Kaplan
and publicity.
Director: Grover J. Allen

Writer: Bill Adams
30 Mins.; Sat.; 10:30 a.m.

AMEND CANDY

ABC-TV, from Chicago
(Henri, Hurst & McDonald)

A previous ABC-TV entry, “Hail
the Champ” has been reprised by
the Amend candy firm for alternate week sharing with the “Sky
King” vidpix. It’s a noisy audience
participationer which on the initialer (27) had the studio kids in a
constant uproar. Reaction of the
home viewers was likely, less violent
although the show has enough stuff
to hang onto the overflow from the
just-ahead “Space Patrol.”
Half-hour is Qapably hosted by
Howard Roberts with a pert assist

— CKLW’s

Mary Morga
of McCall magazine
awards for outstandin
service to her community in th
Detroit

jsa winner

1

Mike’

field of radio.

Producer
Fletcher
a rk1 e
rounded up a standout cast to help
Miss Carson over the thesping
hurdles. Alex Nicol, recently under from Angel Casey who also works
contract to Universal, scored solidly the plugs. Format has teams of
as the tall, handsome boyfriend youngsters competing for the givewho overnight became a top talent away swag via various sorts of conagent under angeling of the agency tests. The races ran along slapstick
biggie’s neglected frau. Elspeth lines that paid off in chuckles
Eric almost walked away with the rather than competitive exciteacting honors in the latter role, ment. Winners of the qualifying
and Dan Tobin turned in a fine round vied for the big prizes by
job as her husband. Audrey Chris- scampering through an obstacle
tie, as the catty musicomedy star, course.
It was
all
harmless if
als 9 registered. Miss Carson’s vo- slightly boisterous fun.
calizing, per usual, was tops, even
Grover J, Allen’s lensers did a
though she was loaded down with neat job capturing the hurley bura group of tunes which shouldn’t ley. Blurbs were effectively showhave been wished on her.
cased for good impact.
Dave.
Markle backed the show with
lush-looking production mountings
St.
Louis Elmer
L.
Donze,
and Paul Nickell’s direction was owner of KSGM, St. Fenevieve,
good as ever.
Mo., and former owner of an ozonStal.

Eileen

BARTON

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL and
U.S. COAST GUARD SHOW
EVERY SUNDAY. ARC. RADIO
Guesting January 2

HIT

PARADE RADIO

CORAL RECORDS

Dir.:

MCA

—

'

Perryville,

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New

York

Los Angele*

San Francisco

Chicago

—

HI*,

has asked

CBS-TV’s “Omnibus” hit a rut the FCC for the green light to
Sunday (28), ifr an hour and operate a TV station on Channel
a half that was only moderately in- 14 at Festus,
Mo. The TV station
teresting when it wasn’t downright would
operate
through station
arty or pretentious.
What- held KJCF, Testus, owned by Donze’s
high pre-program promise, didn’t brother, Donald
M. Donze.

DANCERS OF DISTINCTION

NEUE FISHERY JERRY R055
Mc.rs gi -.cn» Assoc cfci
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NBC-TV

last
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York
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Is

affected

Wedding Closer

Pix-Video

Continued from page

the

While there’s noth- Autry westerns to the eager
Burt Balaban.

in company plan- audience. The distribs are making
an important part
studios said to continuous efforts to gear their proning with several
investing their fro- motional 'efforts to take the best
be interested in
made abroad possible advantage of television,
pix
TV
in
zen assets
but costs are a deterring factor.
U. S. consumption.
for

IT

A

TV Tag
newcomers

Eyes

to the

For one, most exhibs will not
and can not pay the ante at their

For another,
by no local TV stations.
they find it impossible to gel
means least, is UA. With George “cream” time which is
bought up'
Shupert at the helm, UA’s televifield,

but

far in advance by regular adverdepartment plans to duplicate
for theatrical product tisers. Then there’s the problem

sion

U\

miniaturization,

policies

too of studio contract stars who
bv investing heavily in indie pix can’t appear on TV in any
form
with a TV tag. Universal is still and, last but not
least, there is
mulling the status of its United the question
of adequate booking
so
which
setup,
Films
World
methods, with the distribs already
Continued from page 23
far has turned out one pilot series realizing that
extensive use of TV
but has several others In the blue- will require
saturation openings 18
outlets carrying
muprint stages. Alfred E. Daff, U’s
which may radically alter the re- sical programs and news sumexec v.p., says his company is in leasing
pattern.
maries. They’ve had the option of
to
be
ready
wants
but
hurry
no
commercials and
Where TV has been used widely, fading out
when the market is.
despite the high cost, the results inserting public service announceAlthough the idea of its selling
have justified the expense, accord- ments. Starting Jan. 1, they will
old pix to TV is hardly new. Reing to the distribs. “King Kong” be grouped and offered for sale as
public garnered headlines late in
was the outstanding example of a network.
the year when it concluded an
what
TV can do for the right type
The N. Y. station’s programs will
agreement with WCBS-TV, N. Y.,
of pic in 1952. Other films too re- be carried on most of the 18 staunder which the latter acquired
turned higher grosses Svhen plug- tions from 6:30-11:06 p.m. daily
rights to show 104 of the studio's
ged yla TV.
number of studios, and from 3-11:06 p.m. on Sundays.
old films, paying about $200,000
led by Universal, have made spe- Many affiliates will also pick up
for the right to screen them sevcial trailers available to stations WQXR’s daytime shows when they
eral times in the metropolitan area.
for free.
did it on “Bend of the don’t have local originations. InWhat happens to Republic as a re- River”
and again on “A World in cluded in the web are 14 N. Y. stasult. and the extent to which irate
His
Arms”
with excellent results. tions, and supplementary stations
exhibs react to the transaction, unj

WQXR

WQXR

FM

WQXR

A

U

doubtedly will cue the attitude of
several other studios. Most distribs
can use the coin, but either feel
they’d ruin their business by selling out to TV, or are inclined to
take a wait-and-see attitude, reasoning that the market is almost
bound to get better before It gets
worse.
In addition, of course, there are
various other problems, including
the thorny one of insistent union
and guild demands for a cut in the
TV profits and the possibility of
law-suit like the one which hit Republic when it first attempted to

peddle

its

Roy Rogers and Gene

In
Miami, Wometco’s Mitchell In Pennsylvania and Connecticut.
Wolfson, who runs his own TV stais also one of the leadtion, said his business was up, and
ing forces (along with WFNL,
he attributed it largely to the TV Philly) in Good Music Broadcasters.
plugging of his attractions.
This is not a network as such but
Recognition of TV’s worth both represents .13 outlets in key U. S.
in promotion and as a medium for markets, enabling bankrollers to
promoting better public relations buy into longhair shows on a nacame with the revelation that the tional basis. First sales manager
company prexies had discussed an is John E. Arens, who is resignall-industry TV show, to be pro- ing as sales director of WFAS,
duced by the Motion Picture Assn, White Plains, N. Y. He’ll headof America and to be patterned quarter at WQXR. although main
after the BBC’s successful "Current sales offices are in Philly.
Releases” format.
Eric Johnston
was formed
November,
would be m.c. and an attempt 1951. with 10 members. There are
would be made to find a sponsor. no lines linking the 13 outlets,
With Hollywood glamor on hand, but advertisers can select any prothe
thinks It would have gram on the stations they choose,
no trouble finding a backer.
or a series on one station may be

WQXR

m

GMB

MPAA

II

I

If!

i f i

1

1

11

1

1

1

1

taped for others. Besides WQXR,
the only stations which are affiliated with both GMB and the

II

KALAMAZOO

Radio Dead?

WQXR

network are WBIB, New
Haven, and WDRC-FM, Hartford.

Continued from page 20

types of permits granted, which
shows that 100 of the 133 new AM
stations authorized are for daytime
operation. This means that although
fulltime frequencies were not available broadcasters were so anxious
to get into
they were willing
to take channels that can be used
only until sunset

AM

THIN

ATLANTA
AS A TV

AM

Incidentally, the growth in
stations has^ carried with it a cor-

TV Code

simplification

Continued from page 20
and refinement of all instruments
to which it can be applied.”
the air a move which would dis- in the committee’s report: “It was
Citing such new developments criminate against broadcasters, in observed by several witnesses that
as a tiny personal radio, a tube- view of the print-media being able
the tastes of the American people
less auto radio and a TV set using to Carry ads for hard liquor. With
are so diversified that no general
all transistors with the exception this
threat hanging over their rules can be formulated and enof the picture tube, Gen. Sarnoff heads, the chains are eyeing all forced by a few members of the
said the transistor also qualifies for copy for potables carefully.
broadcasting industry for the puruse in portable instruments. “For
pose of eliminating bad taste withFew Squawks on Costuming
example,” he said, “portable phodoing great harm to radio and
While costuming, or the lack of out
nographs for use at the beach and
TV
as a medium of free expression
in other locations where electric it, was the biggest source of com- and communication.” It Is stressed
current is not available have had plaints a year ago, today it is pro- that this recognition of the wide
to depend upon mechanical repro- ducing few protests. Continuity ac- variation
morals and
in
tastes,
duction of sound. Now the tran- ceptance personnel have been at- manners should stop forces wantsistor makes it possible for a good tending rehearsals of all shows in ing to place TV in a strait jacket.
quality spring-driven, battery-op- which a question of decolletage (or
Although the
Summing up:
erated phonograph to provide elec- general decorum) might arise. Di- threat
of Government censorship
tronic sound reproduction in any rectors are studying lighting and
lias lessened and public protest has
camera angles to avoid anatomical
location.”
indusdisplays that might shock certain become less trenchant, the
segments of the populace. Scripts try must continue to raise its
The code underlines that
are carefully checked for blue ma- sights.
TV is “accountable to the Ameriterial or situations that may be

—

TV

on it, it is understood stations.
The peculiarities of television itportion of the series
that a major
self at this time prevent the film
Europe, probably
would be shot in
biz from taking full advantage of
Paramount coin. The what is by now recognized to be
with frozen
play a potent force for selling the pix
overseas angle is beginning to
ing official

of the
Last
J
ipy production

LANDON IN SUPPORT
OF AB-PT MERGE

played with lewd overtones. Al- can public for respect for tli«
though the dictates of good taste special needs of children, for commay occasionally be breached de- munity responsibility, for the advancement of education and culspite these safeguards, the lapses
ture” as well as for decency and
are the exception rather than the
decorum, and that viewers “should
rule.
be encouraged” to make known
Regarding blood and thunder, their criticisms and suggestions.
there still are frequent murders,
fights and shootings. However, the
gore and sadism in the individual
scenes have been trimmed.
The Toffee and—’ Newest
private eye fells the villain with
one or two haymakers, or a bludgIn Promotion Gimmicks
eoning takes place off camera. The
To promote its new Bobby Sherstress on force is not a particuwood breakfast show and Charles
larly happy situation, from a far.

(241,832 Sets
Against 215,000!)

cent

AM licensing suggests that the

F.

sighted parent’s point of view, but
the amount of overt mayhem has
been reduced to a level which gets
by.
In this connection, the webs
have been helped by the development of the “hot kine,” permitting
a mysterioso beamed in New York
at 9:30 p.m. to be shown at 9:30
p.m. on the Coast, rather than live
at 6:30 p.m. Pacific time, when
more youngsters are in the audi-

ABC

monopoly

promotion topper Mitchell

DeGroot wrapped up an extensive
promotion for the Gotham

key’s’

new

early morning lineup, includplugs and Interviews on all
local WJZ shows, window displays
and newspaper ads. A novel technique is the use of singing announcements touting Sherwood,
each done in the manner of jingles
of sponsors on the Sherwood show.
Thus the spots are not only a plug
for Sherwood but also a plus for
the bankraller, since they give his
tune additional play.

ing

Church’s Veepee Status
Cincinnati, Dec. 30.

Promotion
of
Kenneth
W.
Church, national sales manager of

WKRC stations, to vice-president of
Radio Cincinnati, Inc., in charga
of all sales, was voted by the directors.

treatment of minorities.
Tho House committee on AM-TV
programming did not recommend

He came' from KMOX,

Louis, in 1941

and was

sales

St.

man-

ager until 1945 when he 'became
general manager of WCKY and

any Government blue-penciling and
concluded that industry self-reguWashington, Dec. 20.
lation is the best way to eliminate
Alf Landon, ex-Governor of Kan- undesirable programs and plugs.
sas and once a Republican Presi- However, it took a non-committal
dential candidate, has written to stance on the operation of the code
FCC Chairman Paul Walker favor- and called for a continuing study
ing the ABC-United Paramount by the next Congress thus hoping
Theatres merger. Landon wrote as to keep a whip over TV.
a broadcaster who owns WREN,
The industry welcomed one idea.
Topeka, an ABC affiliate, and
and
other stations in Liberal
Leavenworth, Kan., with a TV application in for Topeka.
He wrote that he has a personal
far as the

(N. Y.)

buyers.

ence.

—

WJZ

McCarthy newscast,

on Monday (29) sent coffee and
doughnuts to 500 agency time-

Racial and religious stereotypes
are coming in for a careful appraisal, the telecasters having acknowledged that the varying aspects of race, creed, color and national origin should be presented
with dignity, fairness and objectivity.
The public has become more
sensitive to insulting portrayals of
minority groups; some scenes from
old films, which would have been
protested by only a few a decade
or two ago are now deemed totally
unacceptable.
Stations and networks are deleting such scenes
from the old celluloid. There is
also a growing movement to develop a positive approach to the

responding increase in the proportion of daytimers which now accounts for about one-fourth of the
total. FCC financial statistics have
shown that the daytimers have
been doing surprisingly well in the
face of TV expansion. The preponderance of daytime permits in re- interest in the merger and that as

MAMET!

27

by dampness. These quali-

together with its very small
offer great opportunities for

ties,

size,

19

RADIO-TELETISXON

rugged, shock-resistant and un-

moved

to WIBC, Indianapolis, in
1948, as general manager. Church
in July. 1951.

rejoined

WKRC

Hulbert Taft, Jr., executive veepee, advanced George A. Wilson to
director of engineering of WKRC
stations; Hugh J. LaCrosse to chief
engineer of the TV operation, and
WUford H. Kennedy to chief engineer of vhe

AM

and

FM

stations.

issue is con-

combination of daytime radio and cerned “it seems to me that if the
nighttime TV may provide the fu- merger is. not approved it will
of
ture pattern of profitable broadcast reduce competition” instead

fostering competition. “The answer to the monopoly issue,” he
The possibility that FM and TV added, “lies in the regulation by
Tele- may become the broadcast pattern
C. B. S.
the commission of the networks.”
vision Outlet for Kala- of the future does not seenr-to-be He noted that he would not have
borne out by recent trends in radio injected his opinion into the dis-

WKZO-TV

(Official

operations.

Basic

mazoo-Grand Rapids)

station permits. While there were
stations authorized last
year, this number was just about
dropouts. Actually,
offset by
stations (about
there are fewer

reaches 28 rich coun- 66 new
ties in Michigan and
Northern Indiana
in
which Videodex re-

—

WKZO-TV

ports that
delivers 93.4%

TV homes than

7

more

FM

FM

cussion except that Republican Senators Charles E. Tobey (N.H.) and
William Langer (N.D.) had already

done

so.

FM
Oral argument on the Para620> on the air. now than there mount package hearings will be
were a year ago and despite effUTts held before the full commission
to promote sale of sets the pros- Monday (5).
pects for FM, except in a few
areas,

appear

far' from bright.

Station

Rheingold’s

“B*’! Get all the facts!

Gen. Sarnoff

New Year Eve

N.Y. Saturation Pickup

.Rheingold beer has bought an
unusual six-station New Year’s Eve
in education will one day be larger saturation for New York City tothan the volume now being done night from 11:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.,
in the field of TV entertainment.” featuring the Guy Lombardo orch,
Terming the transistor a “master with David Ross as announcer.
Outlets are WCBS, WNBC, WJZ
key in the continuing expansion of
electronics,” Gen. Sarnoff described (which are network keys) and three
and WMGM.
them as harnessing and_controlling indies, WMCA,
electrons in solids much the same Show will feature hit tubes of
way that the tube does with elec- 1932-52, plus Lombardo’s selection
trons in a vacuum. “The transistor,” of the “first hit” of ’53, “John,
he said, “has no heated filament, John, John.” Producer-director will
requires no warm-up period and, be Tom McDonnell, ^Agency
usei very little power. Further, it Foote, Cone & Belding.
Continued from page 23

WKZO-TV
fetzer broadcasting
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Birth of a

TV Baby

25-Watt Station To

That baby whose Caesarean
birth was shown on NBC-TV’s
special “March of Medicine”

Television Chatter

New York

KTLA

&

Tony Ford has been signed by
Walt Framer's Spotlight Promotions to head a new talent bureau

Cass

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

'

markets, it was seen in 5,0^0,000 'homes. On the Dasis of
an approximate 2.3 viewers
per home, the buoy’s birth was
witnessed bv more than 22,-

.

.

.

flagship, will do the “Life in New
The smallest radio station in the
York series (with its execution to city was dedicated at Herman Kieencompass the tempo and excite- fer Hospital where it will serve
1,000 patients
ment of the world's largest city); The miniatureand staff members
station’s 25-watt
WNBQ in Chicago will do the “Life power, strong enough to carry
only
in Chicago” story, and KNBH, the two blocks, was first used to
allow

ARB

.

being established by the organizar
tion. He was formerly with Music
Ronald DawCorp. of America
son set for a feature role oh DuMont’s “Plainclothesman” Sunday
Werner Michel, at one time “Time for Beany” moves iron)
(4)
with CBS and with the Kenyon & 6:30 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. time slot;
Eckhardfc agency, has joined the Roberts Linn show debuts this
DuMont web as assistant to pro- week; “It’s Magic’ and “Your
gram chief Jim Caddigsn. He'll Town” expand to half hour shows;
supervise production on the web’s “Roller Derby” (filmed) begins
shows ... In a series of program this* week, and “*5tav Theatre,” rechanges slated to start Jan. 2,; runs of te'lepix, proems Jan. 2. m

network’s

patients to hear dedication proceedings. The station, known as
was donated by the DeNBC
troit Tuberculosis /aid Health Sofiliates elsewhere are already com- ciety at a cost of $3,500.
mitting funds and time segments to
In addition to recordings, educaparticipate in lecally-produced and
tion programs and talks by staff
conceived programs of a similar
members, patients will put on amanature. Thus WWJ-TV in Detroit
teur shows. Major network prolias already blueprinted its plans
grams which come on tl\e air too
for a “Life in Detroit” series, and
late at night for patients to hear
WPTZ in Philadelphia has tenta- will be rebroadcast from a tape
tively agreed on a Quaker City TV
recorder.

|

j
'

major program reshuffling announced by KTLA v.p, Klaus

|

a 2 p.m. teeoff; “Ra.\nbow Theatre,” feature film series, gees from
4 to 5; “Shenanigans,” Bob Quigley's moppet show, remains in the
5 to 6 slot, and “Six O'clock Playhouse, also a feature film show,
Arthur J.
goes from 6 to 7

Landsberg, idea being to strengthen mghttime programming.

j

hoard Ted

its

.

.

H

bfcard back at WGNTV as assistant to g.m. . Frank
Schreiber after a 13-month hitch as
a captain in the Army reserves
Frank Reynolds subbing, for Irv
Kupcinet on his nightly
.

.

WBKB
American Telephone & Telegraph
show while the columnist and famhas added York, Pa„ and Atlantic
Florida
the
holidays
ily spend
in
.

j

City to the interconnected TV network. Both cities launched UHF
Sheldon
channels last week
Stark, “Big Story” pcripter, has a
legit play, “Time of Storm,” optioned for London production.
,

.Mages Sports Stores set to
sponsor Sunday afternoon telecasts
of the indoor soccer game from the
Chicago Ave. Armory on WGN-TV
with Jack Brickhouse calling the
.

.

.

.

plays
Lee Blivins, manager of
Klings’ Hollywood branch, in for
.

.

.

home

San Francisco

conferences

office
telecast the

.

.

.

WBKB

Christmas Mass from
John Cameron Swayze and fami- the Holy Name Cathedral for the
three-day Christmas stay

ly in for
at the Mark.

He made

.

.

staffers include
sociate director;

.

.

.

gram

.

.

.

assistant,

Chi NBC-TV
David Parker, asJoan Murphy, proand Byron Didlo,

studio engineer. .Duffy-Mott Co.,
spot booked the Charles Laughton
vidpix series on WENR-TV to start
Jan. 7
Sportscaster Tom Duggan
handed a new five-year pact by
.

.

.

.

.

year... New

fifth

local films

A! Williams’ “Copwhile here
per Kitchen” show returned (29)
Singer Jack Y/ashto KGO-TV r
burn, back from Army service, did
on Marjorie
his TV premiere
Yours”
“Exclusively
Trumbull's
Evangeline Baker to
show
launch new hour long, daily KGOTV matinee show, aided by Fred
Jorgensen and Bill Guyman
Del Courtney reached and passed
2,000 man hours before the KPIX

WNBQ

which he announced on his

show last week to offset a column
report that he’s on the way out.
Ted Liss scripting the live seg-

.

.

KGO-TV beamed the ments of WBKB “Murder Before
cameras
Christmas Midnight Mass from St. Midnight” feature film series
Admiral reports nearly 20% of the
Mary's Cathedral; KRON-TV teleradio-TV sets are produced in the
cast services from Grace Cathedral
Chi sraa
Chi Chrysler Dealers
Bill Hollenbeck added lusty
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

weeks.

Hollywood
Battery

Co.

of

Santa Ana will bankroll a special
New Year’s day “Call the Conch”
program on KECA-TV
Knudsen's Creamery angeling “Head.

.

.

.

the Catholic

The’KOOSIIR
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line Report,” cross-the-board nsws
strip on KHJ-TV, beginning u sn.
.
5, with Lyle Bond as reporter
ciggies
Life
renewed
“Frosty
Frolics” and “Western Varieties”

v-j-

WGN-TV 's Monday

Page” 'for another 1.3
Jack Brsekhouse and Chi
Tribune sports ed Arch Ward work
the show... Film footage of Xmas
scenes on Chi’s Skid Row used on
NBC-TV’s “Today” were lensed by
a Kling Studio crew directed by
TV veep Fred Nilea Chi Motor
Club has renewed Lee Schooler’s
“Press Conference” on WGN-TV
for another lap
.WBKB ’newscaster Ulmer Turner received an
“outstanding service” plaque from

by adding a fourth camera

Nic-L-Silver

.

stayi-a# with
night ‘'Sport

life to local “live” basketball tele-

casts

.

.

A

+•*

War

stations in a er who puts all his eggs in one
of other cities showcased sponsor's basket were emphasized
to bring home to the this week by the case of Jim
ing financial backing to Chi’s edu- American families the strides made Kay,
who does a five-mini
Out “Sports of the Night”
cational station, a move is under in public school education.
of that Series, which brought ku- day through Saturday o tijfv
*SSway to raise the coin needed to dos and
practically
every cita- TV, key CBS-TV outlet
'V. Y.
launch and operate the outlet by
tion in the award-giving books, the Dunhill cigarets had bankjftf*' fed all
public subscription. Plans are still
stations gained immeasurably in six shows each week
decided
pretty much in the talk stage with
their knowledge of video tech- this week to pull out,
saving Mcthe masterminders of the project
niques (particularly on remotes), Kay sitting high andjfjpvy without a
studying the legal possibilities of
thus assuring some seasoned TV single sponsor.
setting up a non-profit corporation
treatment
in
the
forthcoming
Sports reportejjF fjad a slightly
to secure the coin through the sale
“Operations Americana” project.
better break.,
i-ver, on his fiveof shares.
In all instances the live presenta- minute segiAo*^ of WCBS-TV’s
Projected campaign is an outtions in the various cities will be “Six O’Cloclg# >\«port.” When Dungrowth of the slow progress being
made by the various Windy City filmed for future use, to permit hill served/*; &fce that it was also
NBC to correlate its outstanding checking cMt? tiiat show on Mondays
educational institutions in their
features for full network presenta- and
vjudays, the station immejoint effort to get the non-pro station/for possible theatrical release diately#
the time to Kalsertion under way. The educators, all
as a re-edited feature’ attraction,
Frazejp^. darting Jan. 12. K-F presclaiming financial troubles of their
and/or for channelling into educa- entl^%3iikrolk« the show on Fridays
own, have thus far been reluctant
tional or other exhibition purposes.
Vhich leaves Tuesday, Thursto get together w'ith definite fund
While primarily designed as puband Saturday still open.
pledges.
lic service features,
the
city-by*
Fact that the educational comcity series will be available for
mittee has so far failed to line up
local sponsorship.
Hiatus
the necessary backing to make a
formal application for the Channel
“Tales of Tomorrow” is taking a
11 reserved for education and that
two-week hiatus on ABC-TV on
the FCC has hinted at a June,
Jan. 2 and Jan. 9, following termiStrike
1953, deadline for such applicanation of the cycle for Masland
tions has prompted the new fund
Continued from pa.se
Carpets, one of the alternating
raising blueprint.
sponsors, which did not renew,
Even if the public fund raising caster point, union w
vBpUlft- “TOT” will return
on Jan. 16 wita
---- would
>0 slicing
rro3v°ct faBs to get off the ground tien that there
the
other
alternating
sponsor,
number
cl
<?GN
because
and Jacquet Kreisler, picking up the
the
legal
reification
\
znnotiffc.
involved, it’s backers feel they wiR
HS during tab one week and the web sustainat least succeed in stirring up some
ing the George Foley package the
„
tatl e n ag rced tjjfT.
public interest in the situation.
Spit ./
^ ro.roactivity
Also, it may serv* to step up the ifoact -i; Hirshon-GarNov. 1 foy adi$
jiJF'LPn?
•.ill
s an, Dlc. *?
activities of the educators,
J if,.;.) axc-'iv. jnru i'rom Jan. 23for TV.
RovoAfc
.
failed Jutie 12.
VV^yvar-cld
video show
in its requeJK
v>heck&<? rues
is adding a radio edi tion tomorrow
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) at
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Prepped as T? Show
New TV variety show designed
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Dangers befalling a

New York and TV

With angels proving shy on lend-

»

Vets.

McKaye’s Kayo
TV perform-

WNBT
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The entire project is the outgrowth of the recent success of
the Life magazine-inspired “In Our
Schools,” series which
in

Ch sea g®

Daly, formerly with the Geyer
agency, has joined the DuMont
sales staff as an account exec
.

series.

j

Robert

.

WHKH,

&

000,000.

cross-theSteele daytimer back to

moving

is

&

o. in Hollywood- will
in Los Angeles” series.
The series won’t he confined to
the five o.
o. cities, for
afo.

do the “Life

j

WPIX

Serve Hospital Patients
Detroit, Dec. 30.

into a nationwide TV audience of almost 12,000.000, according to
a special American Research
Bureau study just compiled.
gave the show a 34
rating. Aired in 37 NBC video

Johansing is
bankrolling KECA-TV coverage of
L. A. Open Golf Tournament Jan.
4-5 ..
About $52,000 was pledged
for Milk Fund telethon sponsored
by Saints and Sinners on KHJ-TV,
with nut for talent about $8,000 on
24-hour show
ABC auditor
Betty Wilcox in hospital for major
surgery
KTLA's top-rated
.
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were

about Jan. 20. tain full
f local
schedules by draftGeorgif Jessel, ing non-union and
supervisor / personnel for air duty.
“Cliff Johnmorning
feed
to Mutual, conked out and
“Down
You Go,” which WSN-TV
feeds
to
DuMont Friday nights, vyas
Raft et
aired from New York last
week, by“lie uripun” will mark the first passing
Chi outlet.
non-gidpaway .show packaged by
Frame#- who has concentrated to
d*ite mr. such programs as “Strike It
Dallas
Douglas Bennett has
Payoff” and “Double
Rich#
11
Publicity director at
thing,” He and Stevens, how- WFAA. He
or
replaces Harry L. K.oewill earmark $5,000 out of mgsberg, who exited
ev
radio promoweek’s budget to turn over to
eai
0 enter clothin
2 biz.
TTPTn announcer
parity designated by the Jea- xvKLD
a
Jay Hogan has
'ed performer that week.
U ed t0 „“ evv s director at
KRLD
KKLD-TV
Tv
Big p Jamboree,”
are talkinj#,
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luturdoyg,
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weekiykRLD

hi”billy airer,

is sot
Columbus Gene Myers, former
llte Video shots
manager for WTAM and on KRLD-J.V.
f ?des
Sunday
WNBK.-Tvr NBC outlets in CJeve- show, sponsored hv Better oatune
Li vine:
and, has been mamed merchandis*. Inc., will use
1
three emcees Jack
Iir4J manager for WTVN, the Edn
on
Sht
*idaR
and
“Big
§yZ, i-Y
i wai'fl Lamb
,
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station here.

—
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FOR RENT
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-with

in

4e*n Shepherd, Sat. (2-5)
Robert Resnikoff,
5!^or of electra#** c research at the David Sarnoff Research Center,
the role of Dr. Vladimir Zworykin (28) on
stayed
jJk
N.
Princeton,
program honoring the scientist credited
wfiL’s •'WithWR >ur Gates”
iconocscope and the photo-electric cell
the devejf f^Mnent of the
.

.

.

.

vjth

WPW
(29)
all

pr

t

^

—

t

M
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with local labor and industry. Contest is open to
atrial workers in Greater Philadelphia area to underscore
v,m
groan’s role in nation's progress. Winner gets two weeks all/w.. operation

«?
_

«JT*itse Miami-Havana vacation, TV console, luggage, clothing, etc.
jack Saunders, Pittsburgh Courier columnist, is starting a Sunday
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Cynthia Parker, formerly WNBK, now the pianist at Joe Moskowitz’s
Ken Coleman,
sportsnew Parisianne Room at the Zephyr
caster, emcee on the “Quizdown” spelling bee from 11 to 11:30 a.m.
With Esther Mullm on vacation, Meg Zahart is
Saturday on
“Ladies Day” stint
Lee Sullivan, WEWS-WERE
doing the
song star, collected over 500 gifts for orphans attending the Press
newsmen Charles Day and Jack
Club’s Christmas party . .
Dooley were honored for their “Unwanted First” traffic program by
Stan Anderson, radio-TV editor,
.
the Ohio State Safety Council .
.

WNBK
WGAR

.

.

Moppet Shows
three

firsts in

nual

TV

Look magazine's
Look’s

citations.

an-

1,400,000 letters nationally in its
for President” pitch. Ray
Forrest, on the outlet’s “Children’s

sell.

third

A

contrasting point of view

“Howdy

is

annual “bests” are announced in that of Bernard Karlen, agency for
the mag’s Jan. 13 issue, out this Castro Convertibles, which reports
dozens of cases where Junior forced
week.
“Shows” won for being “the the folks into purchasing the sofabed.
There’s even one instance
best variety program,” and Max
Liebman was accoladed as “the where a bov burned his bed in order
to get a Castro. Karlen, who’s
best director and -producer” for
expanding his use of spots in
his work on “Shows.”
and around yputh shows, stresses
The citations, in 12 categories, that long-range impact is also imfound NBC winning seven awards. portant and that many adults toCBS, six; ABC, one, and DuMont, day buy products because of loyalty
one.
to
shows, such as Rudy Vallee
The other winners: be c come- and “Cliquot Club Eskimos,” they
dian or comedy team, Lucille Ball followed as youngsters.
and Desi Arnaz (“I Love Lucy,”
Main reason for the demise of
CBS); best dramatic program, the “uncle” strips appears to be
“Robert Montgomery Presents,” the limited number of spenders
NBC; “best public affairs program, who want to reach kids only and
the Presidential conventions on who have the coin for TV. On the
ABC, CBS, NEfC and DuMont; best other hand, the late afternoon and
quiz or panel program, “What’s early evening periods
are deemed
My Line?” CBS; best sports pro- “too valuable for kids” and stations
gram, Blue Ribbon bouts, CBS; are inserting family, or adult viewbest m.c., John Daly, pn “What’s ing into these slots, shifting juve
My Line?”; best educational pro- shows to the weekend mornings
gram, Zoo Parade, NBC; best news or afternoons.
program, “See It Now,” with EdPoses Lotsa Problems
ward R. Murrow; best children’s
program, “Kukla, Fran & Gllie,”
Kids programs are “just as efNBC.
fective as ever when they have the
Votes were cast by network right appeal and the right product,”
execs, producers, ..and others in- opines Dick Pack, program direcvolved in. TV programming.
tor of WNBT. He points out that

Theatre,” drew 22,000 requests
with a one-time offer of a rubber
ball. This month a 9:45 a. m. Sunday beaming of a solitary bid for
inquiries by a pet shop inspired
1,152 phone calls even though the
phone number wasn’t given, Pack

—

.

WTAM

.

Horn

&

Hardart Automats
have found the veteran “Children’s

reports.

—

Hour” a continuing success

story,

WNBT

exec says.
In view of video’s great hold on
young minds, shifting trends in kid
programs poses some interesting
problems.
While there may be
some valid commercial reason for
scrapping some shows for the tots
and teens, some industry leaders
feel, the trend could get out of
hand. They believe that it adds up
to good programming balance, and
commercial sense too, to earmark
good weekday slots for the elementary and nursery school trade.

i,

.

.

29

For the second straight year
Continued from page 23
NBC’s “Your Show of Shows” took
boxtops, proving their ability to NBC-TV’s “Howdy Doody” pulled

AM

.

\nnouncer George Ruge back at the mike after two weeks in Mt.
KNBC Boss Lloyd Yoder umpired the Shrine EastZion Hospital
He played in two of the classics 1926-1927
KYA
.
West game.
moved its announcers and engineers from the Fairmont Hotel to its
transmitter
(22)
Sponsor
Point
.
gifted
Henry
Schact,
Candelstick
KNBC farm reporter, with expenses paid Rose Bowl trip because of
Bob Letts resigned from KNBC news staff
promotion .
his excellent
His “California Commentary” show replaced
publicity.
to join PG&E
by “California News Roundup,” voiced by Joe Gillespie, written by
Nelson,
Jr., resigned from KLX Sales, joined Paul
A1
Bill Greer
Stanley Co. . . . Norman Kramer, KCBS producer, won Association
of Catholic Newsmen citation for his local “United Crusade” series
Mel Venter’s “Breakfast Gang” to beam from Biggs, Butte County,
California, Jan. 23 and 24.
.

1

HAIHO-TBLEVISION

From thefrroducfion Centres
Continued from page
KYW’s successful AM disk symphony procompetiti m
go

will

1

I

|

Akron
er

—Allen

Simmons, own-

T.

28-year-old

of

radio

station,

WADC,

Akron, has applied for
permission to build a second television station in Akron. Radio station WAKR already has been granted a license for a TV station, now

under construction.

.

.

.

.

WGAR
.

back at work after a hospitalization siege
Mel
producing the new “Bowlers’ Jackpot” ovej* WNBK
with Sammy Levine as emcee and Tom Manning doing the interviews
during the hour-loDg Saturday afternoon show at 4
Comedian Garry
Moore is rumored as the emcee for the coming Cleveland Area Heart
Fund show over WEWS sponsored by the newspaper and radio perCleveland Press,

Tenncnbaum

.

.

.

is

.

.

Never put a

.

sonnel.

WLW-TELEVISION
Radio Reviews

can do for YOU##*

Continued from page 22

—

ous products’ and services Denny
has demonstrated the ability to
sell a variety
are supplemented
with spiels about weekend Barn
dances and guest stars appearing
there.
“Dedications” of numbers
on Attorney General McGran- are offered on a big scale.
Denny
possesses a homey perwho had just .received award

Thus, in
even a bit patronizing.
reporting on the Eisenhower-MacArthur-Truman impasse, she points,
out: “They get sore at each other*
the way men do.” National figures’
are tied up in local angle with report
ery,

WLW

—

sonality

from La Salle College.

and a

Is radio's most famous merchandising
»
promotion organization.
and
15.

Now, to WLW-Televlslon, comes, this same
know-how . • experience • « * vigor « . But
.

style of entertain-

Expanded

Through her connection with the ment appealing to many, especially
World Affairs Council, Mrs. Miller in small towns and rural sections.
access

JO...

and

’

TV

clergyman from Evanston,
and a correspondent for Pittsburgh Courier just returned from

with a

WLW-Tele vision -Albers Shopper Stopper Plan.
WLW-Television-Kroger’* “POP” (Polnt-of-Purchase)

%.

Color Issue

t.

Plan.

111.,

Continued from page 23

plained the
program (Gandhi-style) now being
compatible (so that existing receivpracticed by 10,000,000 colored in
ers can. receive color transmissions
South Africa against the white
no major changes), despite the
with
minority of 2,500,000 ip control.
fact that the CBS system, as it
Session is spotted between cooking tips and a fashion show, and stood when the FQC gave it the
should furnish an insight into cur- greenlight in 1951, was non-comrent affairs for the homemaker patible. Taking an indirect slap at
who will take time out to listen. RCA, itsjlongtime foe in the color
and other manufacturers
Mrs. Miller projects a personable field,
warmth and can convey informa- which have fought the CBS system,
tion without being didactic.
the web added:
“CBS genuinely hopes that the
industry committees and groups
working on such a compatible
now
BAR NONE CORRAL
system will be^successful in their
With Dave Denny, Anna IV
and will press forward to
efforts
Thopias
obtain approval of its standards in
3 Hrs. Mon.-thru-Sat.
of .the uncertainty
Because
1953.
Participating
and conflicting claims, the 'public
WPTR, Albany
Dave Denny is a phenomer
is not now receiving this important
Capital District radio.
new development of color TV even
Broad
ing for three
though the FCC has approved field
hours- daily in n
mg, afternoon and evening
sequential color standards.
mentvS—-from the Denny Bar:
“The manufacturing industry,
e A
an y-Saratoga Road,
broadcasters and the FCC owe the
a
Anna
Marie Thomas (Mrs. De;
public the obligation of promptly
p5,esen ^ s a country show i
considering whether it still remains
r
odox fashion that has w
UJ?
true, as CBS believes on the basis
wide,**lloyal audience
and nume
of information currently available
sponsors, as well as one that
to it, that the present field sequensometimes provoked criticisr
tial system is the only practical,
ar a industry
circles.
An an
;
workable and inexpensive color
man
on the 50,000-watt sta
system or whether this approved
d°cs things in his own
system is to be. replaced by a com-,
S et s results, -albeit his n
patable system which must be
^j^UHdoubtedly irritate ce
equally practical, workable and inar N° ne Corral is
expensive. All elements in the Ina meai
in?
^rehearsed
program
dustry and in Government should
vjhLx.
the unexpected can
strive promptly to resolve this
h PPe ?’ A pet d
°2 waI
question so that all can go forward
abon(- ?i
* le
uinir or ,_ barn occasionally
in vigorous efforts under whichbarking; a' horse
Pffg.
ever system' prevails.
ln mi ^ e ran
&e
once;
D
fanc
“It Is devoutly to- be hoped that
p ear out of nowhere,
io
S.
important, issue be resolved as
this
air
him
or
ThnSU s: s
soon as possible in 1953 so. that
P° nsor s chitchat
thp T/?,
color broadcasting will once again
e
The ^ a ^ er inters)
tran«?Si?
i
I )ed
be made available to provide the
usic with vocal
or 5uf !
ultimate in education, entertainstring e t0 guitar and
ment and informaton to viewers
panlment and
v E> plu
S.
in their Homes.”
Commercials for
.

WLW-Televislon-Eavey’s Supermarket “POP” Plan.
WLW-Television Gray Drug Chain “POP” Plan.
WLW-Televlsion-Gallaher Drug Chain “POP” Plan.
All-inclusive promotion campaigns.

S.

Negro newsman ex- tion that it believes it “extremely
mass non-resistance desirable” that such a system be

that country.

WLW-Telcvision Client Service Department . . . with
and distinct services ... all at work

yes, 20-complete

for you!

‘

‘

the

It’*

Jaco.

to interesting guests
distinguished
visitors.
On
program
caught
discussed
she
acute problem
in South Africa

has

on what

ceiling

4.

K.
(5.

7.

Newspaper advertisements.

D.

On-the-air promotions.
Cab Covers.
Car Cards.

X0.

Newsstand Posters.
Newstruck Posters.
Retail Trade mailings.

11.
12.

13.

16.

Jobber, broker, wholesale trade Mailings.
Specialty publicity releases.
Tie-in with national promotions,

17.

Promotion

18.

Client rating service.
Client follow-up reports;
Client television’ market research department.

14.
'

19.
#0.’

‘

fcorisultatiori service.

The. Client Service Department is your Creative assault unit
in the WLW-Teltvision coverage are* < « . doing for your
product everything . . . from holding dealer meetings to JetSocketing your sales charts with point-of-purchase action!

4

,

.

Fluuhg your

advertising dollar* ••many fold!
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and Disks

Jocks, Jukes

PjSrIETY Scoreboard

By MIKE GROSS
Johnnie Ray: “I’m Gonna Walk good melody and a fine lyric. Rates
and Talk With My Lord' ’-“The spins. “Oh Happy Day” gets an inTouch of God’s Hand” (Columbia). teresting Knights’ arrangement but
“I’m Gonna Walk and Talk With it’s too late to catch Don Howard’s
My Lord" looks like Johnnie Ray’s clicko slice on the Triple A label.

Guy Mitchell:

back to the hit brackets.
a revival shout nujnber that
excellently suits Ray’s frantic styling. The Buddy Cole Quartet and
the Four Lads add to the spirit.
Ray stajs in the religioso groove
on the Columbia reverse for okay
ticket

1

‘

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

I

“Pretty Little

Black-Eyed Susie” - “She Wears
Red Feathers” (Columbia). Although Guy Mitchell has come up
with another cute coupling, whether the Mitchell fans will continue

It’s

OF
.

*

-

I

.

.

n

il

1
,

-

:

Compiled from

i

to accept the similar styling of his

Coin Machines

It’s

than recent disks

slower styled

mate but the Ray emotion is
nicely showcased, and it, too, could
pay off.
The Four Knights: “A Million

is

a

sides are bright
the pseudo-folk

Its

.

Tears”-“Oh, Happy Day” (Capitol).
harmony, technique of the
Four Knights gets' a sock display
on tills coupling. Group’s handling of “A Million Tears” shows
them off in top form and gives the
side a mid-hit potential. “Tears,”

a sentimental' ballad item with a
dash of country Savoring, has a

WEEK ENDING DECEMBER

moot point. The
and gay and in

TALENT

POSITIONS
This
week.

Last
week.

\

•

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs

week

of

(

more

in case of ties

,

ARTIST AND LABEL
JONI JAMES (MGM)

Why Don’t You Believe Me

JIMMY BOYD

I

TUNE

(Columbia)

Saw Mommy Kissin’
Santa Claus

MILLS BHOS.

based on

'*

27

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength oj the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines
)
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

which

groove

'

Mitchell belts out with plenty of
charm and bounce. It’ll be a neckand-neck race between “BlackEyed Susie” and “Red Feathers”
for top spins. The zestful humor
in “Red Feathers.” however, may
get it the disk jockey nod. Mitch
Miller supplies an attractive support with predominant horns.
Dinah Washington: “I Cried For
(Continued on page 35)

The

Sheet Music

Retail

for

The Touch of God

Columbia

results.

Retail Disks

as Published in the Current Issue

WALK AND TALK WITH GOD

JOHNNIE RAY

Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Best Bets
i

Statistical

j

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Ir.c., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed.

Glow Worm

(Decca)

PERRY COMO

Don’t Let the Stars Get

(Victor)-.

;

Survey

Week

December

of

in

19-25, 1952

—

Because You’re Mine t“Because You’re Mine”.
Christmas Chopsticks
Christmas in Killamey
Christmas Is a Time
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes
Everyhting I Have Is Yours

.

JO STAFFORD
.

.

(Columbia)

Remick
Midway
Four-Star
Robbins

& R

I

MARIO LANZA (Victor)
TERESA BREWER (Coral)

Because You’re Mine
Till I Waltz Again

Hill

Marks
Famous

EDDIE FISHER

Harman

HILLTOPPERS

It’s

Beginning

to

Went to Your Wedding

of

<

'
/

(Dot)

Heaven

Hold Me
Trying

Shrpiro-B

Duet
Gold

Favorite Song

Night Before Christmas Song
Nina- Never Knew

One Little Candle.
Open Up Your Heart

TUNES

Nicholas
Jefferson
St.

:

i

Leeds
I.ongridge

*

Outside of Heaven
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer

POSITIONS
This
wr"k.

Last

St.

WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
SAW MOMMY KISSIN’ SANTA CLAUS
GLOW WORM

Nicholas

Feist

Disney

,

Me

Harman
Marks
Four Star

E. B.

Chaooell

I

Harman

Feist

Shapiro
St. Louis
Proser
.......

WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
I WALTZ AGAIN
TAKES TWO TO TANGO

Berlin

TILL

Brandom
Bregman-V-C
Ridegway

..

publisher
Brandon

.

Pandy-S

Mills

Tango

*

.'

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES
BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE
KEEP IT A SECRET

Paramount

Trying
Two Other People
White Christmas
Why Don’t You Believe
Winter Wonderland
You Belong to Me

tune

we°k.

*

F^ogmcn-rV-C
'

Town

Santa Claus' Is Cornin’ 1o
Second Star to the Right
Silver Bells
Sleigh Ride
Takes Two to

(Victor)

'

Plymouth

Look Like Christmas

Keep It a Secret
Merry Christmas

My

Jambalaya
(Keep it a Secret

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

Heart and Soul
Kissin’ Santa Claus

Your Eyes

You Belong to Me

<{

Regent

Snow Man
Glow-Worm

Saw Mommy

f

Feist

Frosty the

I

~

.

Harman

WHITE CHRISTMAS

.Berlin

Second Group

Bye Bye Blues

I

Went

to

f

Bourne
Smith-F

*

Everything’s Beautiful
Give Me Your Lips

Week of

Harms

Your Wedding

Si.

I’m Never Satisfied

Simon

Jambalaya
Lady of Spain
Look Out the Window

Fox

H

Aeuff-R

Joni James
Mills

Choice

Famous

Lover

My

Baby’s Coming Home
Ruby and the Pearl

Roxbuvy

.

{

Famous

Sleepytime Gal
Tell Me You’re Mine
That’s What Christmas Means to Me
Thirty-two Feet and Eight Litt’e -Tr^s
>

Water Can’t Quench the Fire of Love
We Wish You a Merry Christmas

Miller
Canri

Chappell

Remick
Marks

(11)

Top 10 Songs On TV
You’re Mine” .... Feist
I Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa Claus
'Harman
It’s Beginning to Look Lijte’ Christmas
Plymouth
Rudolph tlife Red-Nosed Reindeer
’...St. Nicholas
Santa Claus Is Coming to Town
Feist
Sleigh Ride
Mills
Stars and Stripes Forever
Hill & R
White Christmas
Berlin
Don’t
You
Believe
Why
Me
Brandom
Winter Wonderland
Bregman-V-C

.

1

.

.

.

.

Page

Patti

HOLD ME

Toyland
>

Filmusical.

* Legit musical.

Snow.

.

.Victor

.

Columbia
.

Capitol

.Mercury
.Columbia
Capitol

,

Coral

.

.

Page

MY FAVORITE SONG

Morris
Morris

.

Hilltoppers

Marks
Witmark

.Columbia
.

.

Victor

Victor
. .

.

.

..London
Decca
.Mercury

in parentheses indicate

number

ol

weeks song has been

in the

Coral

..Columbia
.Columbia
.Mercury
.
Dot
.

.

Capitol

Paul-Ford
LFigures

.Capitol

..Mercury

............

Jo Stafford
Laine & Stafford
Gaylords

Remick

.

.

Eddie Fisher
Eddie Fisher
Vera Lynn
;
Bing Crosby .......
Georgia Gibbs

YOURS
WHITE XMAS

Lawrence Welk

It

.

7,

Jo Stafford
Paul-Ford

.

By the Light of the
Christmas Song
Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers

.M-G-M

Second Group

— ‘"“Bec.ause

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Silv’ry Moon

.

Victor
.

(

TRYING

.

Jimmy Boyd

(

8.

.

Molly Bee

Mil’er

Goday

.

-{

Patti

Whisp’ring Serenade

Because You’re Mine

Perry Como"
Snike Jones

Jo Stafford
Dean Martin ....
Teresa Brewer
Hilltoppers
Pearl Bailey
Don Cornell

Folkways

.

Bros

Finburgh

Winter
Yours

.

Dec. 27

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

Louis

Top

10]

yr»Ane sday,

December 31, 1952
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BANK ON STARS FOR ’53 GETAWAY
The Boys Are Moving East
Hollywood’s regent accent on standards in its filmusicals, with a
concomitant decline in the studio demand for new tunes, is cueing
Y. migration of songwriters. Many of the pix-mindan L. A. to N.
moving hack to New York to be nearer the center
ed cleffers are
disk-making operations.
and
publishing
of
Among those moving or planning to move to N. Y. shortly are
Robin and Johnny Burke. Frank Loesser also
Leo
Arlen,
Harold
more time in the east and several other Hollywood
is spending
to be considering similar moves.
understood
writers are
‘
Meantime, Tommy Connor, the British writer of “I Saw Mommy
Kissing Santa Claus,” has moved to New York from London. Connor, incidentally, wrote “The Homing Waltz,” one of Britain’s current bestsellers.

Flaggers Surprised That

R DISKERS
IN JAN.

SPLASH

MPCE Maps

New Pub Pact Without Payola Cause
+

The record companies are moving into the 1953 wax sweepstakes
in high gear. After a couple of

were

Rank-and-file pluggers

prised to learn this

week

sur-

that the

Col Signs Vale
Music Publishers Contact EmMitch Miller, Columbia Records plpoyees Union is proposing a new
has
chief,
artists
& repertoire
contract to publishers without inpolicy the diskeries are unleashing signed a new male singer, Jerry
cluding
a
specific
anti-payola
powerhouse packages to start the Vale.
clause.
Such a clause was includVale is a novice on Wax, having
new platter season rolling.
worked before only in small New ed in all previous MPCE-publisher
Columbia Records, which paced York cafes. Miller is planning re- contracts and the pluggers can’t
the field in 1952, is hitting the
lease of Vale’s initial sides early figure why their union leaders have
market early with a flock of top renext year.
dropped the payola question.
leases out this week. Included in
weeks of following the hold-back

1

Demands

Disker

for ‘Exclusives’

Col’s

Find Pubs

Wary

of Tunes Buried

The demand

of diskers for ‘’exclusives” has resulted in the burial
past
of countless tunes over the
year, and publishers have now become extremely wary of giving
repertoire
numbers to the artists
staffers on the vague promise that
they will be cut. From the publishof these
ers’ viewpoint, too many
tunes have wound up in the a&r
forgotten.
files completely
Publishers are currently timing
their a&r contracting to take place

&

about a

week before recording

ses-

with the various artists. In
that way, the tunes will still be hot
chances of their being
the
and
brushed off for an offbeat number
that’s “breaking in Kokomo” will

’53

Irving Fields to King
Irving Fields Trio, former RCA
Victor pactee, has been inked to a
term pact by King Records.

Combo

goes into the

Town

Ca-

sino, Buffalo, Jan. 5.

SPA in Crackdown

getting

panicked

On Pnb Group

In

Violations of Pact

by hypos from

The Songwriters Protective Assn,
predicament further is planning to crack down early

the field.

Publishers’

points up their antagonism to the
pattern of exclusives. If the pubs

in January

on a group of publish-^
ers who have failed to live up to
hadn’t given a promise to one diskthe requirements of the basic SPA
er to hold off on showing the tune
around, they might have obtained contract. The chief targets of the
a couple of other records which SPA drive will be a handful of
could have started

some

action.

As publishers
who

they have had to wait six
months for the a&r chief to make
mind and then discover that
his
up
the tune was put in the can’t-use
it

is,

file.

Publishers now feel that an hon“no” is the best thing they can

est

from the a&r men nowadays.
The latter, however, too frequently
come up with a definite maybe,
hold on to a number for future use
and then drop it in a last-minute
switch. The publishers point out
that the diskers have nothing to
lose in taking an exclusive and
they don’t seem to care whether
or not the pub or the songwriter
of a particular tune gets hurt by
their eventual brushoff or their
giving the tune to some minor
get

artist.

Too

Many Longhair Disks

Being Released Today, Sez

Vox Prez; Prices Holding
The longhair recording biz belongs either to the very large manufacturer, or to the small and specialized ones, according to George
H. Mendelssohn, prez of Vox Productions.
The medium-sized platter maker, he says, has no chance

to exist.
There are
in the classical field
find that’s

128 companies
now,, he adds,

too many.

Some, Men-

delssohn feels, will drop away.
"is firm claims to be the oldest
indie in the business
(eight years),
.

specializing

in choral music (oraand masses), early 16th to
century music, etc.
It also
issues 19th century
French light
arios

loth

opera disks.
ere are

J[

too many longhair
being released today, says
.Mendelssohn.
They’re just being
°n the market. “You have
30 complete operas released
now, vhe adds;
“who’ll buy them?”
x
? p/ e2 doesn’t see a crack comg * n the price structure, as other
urces predict.
He claims it’s out
/ he ^f^ion to cut prices. He
KPf
0S lbility of th
e classical repertn?J?
L
bei ng use<i U
P in the P res "
ent
u ,
re loases, but isn’t worrieri
Pjatters

?
“Nntkf/

what Vox will do next.

1

Phon™

a f
.

0f
i

*

Potential of the

medium has been

^ontinued on page 34)

ex-

failed to sign the

agreement which SPA drew
up with the Music Publishers Protective Assn, in an effort to clarify

special

disputed

points

in

the

old

SPA

contract.

SPA leaders and lawyers are
Insisting on the right to audit the
publishers’ books and will take all
possible legal steps to enforce their
Many pubs have conceded the audit right to SPA but have
contested how far back the checkup should go. This has been the
crux of disputes with some pubs
and the latter will likely be the
first to feel the impact of SPA’s
position.

crackdown.

issue

are

Smaller Firms

output.

Capitol’s initial ’53 release will
feature Nat (King) Cole, Kay Starr,
Ella Mae Morse and its two hot
orch properties Ray Anthony and
Billy May. Decca will open up the
new year with Gordon Jenkins-

Louis Armstrong,

sions

be greatly reduced. Many promising tunes have been knocked off
recording dates due to a&r men

end-of-the-year

such standout stablers as Johnnie
Ray, Guy Mitchell, Tony Bennett
and Toni Arden. At RCA Victor,
disks by Eddie Fisher, Spike Jones
and Eddie Arnold will tee off their

Guy Lombardo,

the Four Aces and a newcomer to
the Decca stable, Bob Craig. Bette
McLaurin and the McGuire Sisters,
recent additions to the Coral Stable, wil kick off the ’53 season for
that label.

M-G-M has skedded Billy EckTommy Edwards, Tony Alamo, Art Mooney and Acquaviva releases for early January and Mercury will open up with its big guns
Patti Page and Eddy Howard.

See ‘Inequity’ In

BMI

Subsidies

Alleged inequities in the Broadcast Music, Inc./ subsidy system is

When the MPCE was organized
about 10 years ago, one of its chief
talking points for recognition by
the major publishing firms was its
firm stand against the payola technique. Where the publishers didn’t
have the manpower to police the
industry, the
stepped into
the picture aijd declared that it
would enforce the payola prohibition.
It was a crusade with which
most of the publishers were willing
•
to go along.

MPCE

Even though the payola has not
been wiped out and the checkbook

taken new
forms. with the disk jockeys and
the disk companies, many pluggers
among these pubs has been on the believe that the MPCE should still
increase, but the BMI pubs feel place the payola in the forefront

stirring

smaller

squawks

BMI

pubs.

among

several

tactic of plugging has

Dissatisfaction

helpless to correct the situation because of BMI’s setup.

of industry evils. They point out
that extension of the payola would
flock of dissident pubs are make the pluggers’ jobs superclaiming the BMI is doling out its fluous.
guarantee coin on a “personality”
While dropping the payola quesrather than a “performance” basis. tion from the contract, the
They claim instances of pubs is understood to be asking for a
who’ve been receiving an annual pension plan and increased sever-*
guarantee of $50,000 or more rack- ance pay. The contactmen’s union
Publishers Tying
ing up less performances than pubs will probably meet with the pubwho've been receiving as little as lishers in- January to hammer out
With Business Firms
$7,000.
an agreement.
Big sore spot with these lowFor Marketing Ideas guarantee
pubs is that the big
In the current scramble to break bracket boys have virtually easy
Fletcher Henderson Dies
through the hit bracket, music pub- sledding when it edmes to getting
lishers are increasingly on the their tunes on wax. With the guarIn
lookout for new marketing angles antee coin to throw around, the top At 54; Important
to hypo their product. In the past subsidy pubs have been able to
week two pubs have lined up pro- work out deals with record com- ‘Swing Era,’
motional tieups with a perfumery panies (accepting lower guarantees;
Fletcher Henderson, veteran Neand a cosmetic firm to kick' off etc.) and shell out more coin on
gro jazzman and one of the creatheir songs right after the first of song exploitation and promotion.
tors of the “swing era” of the
the year. The Tin Pan Alleyites
Under present BMI setup pubs 1930s, died of a stroke in his Harclaim that the record company are given annual minimum guaranlem home Monday (29) at the age
doors open easier if a prearranged tees, but if the .pub fails to show
of 54.
Henderson had been paratieup with a commercial outfit is much action during the course of
lyzed on his left side for the past
used as a selling point. Writers the year, BMI reduces the next
two years as a result of a cerebral
also are eyeing the business field year’s guarantee.
BMI measures hemorrhage suffered while playing
for tune ideas.
the pubs’ potency by the number Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y., two
Top example of a pub-commer- of performances and disk activity. years ago.
cial firm alliance is promotion set
Henderson made his most imup by Veronique Music and the
Warinj
n* orch booked for

stine,

The

MPCE

Up

Cog

Goodman Orch

Fred
portant mark on American pop
Sardeau Perfume Co. Veronique Feb. 22 one-mghter at Municipal music as arranger for the Benny
(Continued on page 34)
Auditorium, San Antonio.
Goodman band during the 1930s.
When hL own band broke up in
1933, he joined the then incubating Goodman orch and supplied it
with the book of hardhitting, freearrangeinstrumental
swinging
ments that catapulted the Good-

man

orch to

b.o. heights.

Henderson organized another
band of his own in 1934 and played
the Roseland, N. Y., until 1939. He
again joined Goodman in that year
and played piano in the band when
Jess Stacey left.

Born in Cuthbert, Ga., Henderson was a graduate of Atlanta U.
into the music business
as a song demonstrator for the
publishing firm of Pace & Handy
in New York during the early

He broke

1920s.

When

the firm split, Hen-

derson joined the Black Swan Recording .Co. as manager. In this
spot he^yras the first to record
Ethel Waters. Henderson also organized his own recording band,
the Black Swan Troubadours, and
cut numerous disks for his own
company as well as Victor, Brunswick, Vocalion and other labels of
that period.

In 1924 Henderson formed his
regular band and played the

first

Club Alabam in Harlem.

moved over

He

to the Roseland,

later

where

he palyed for 17 years off and on.
He last played the Roseland in
Henderson
1941.
After
1941
worked with small combos until his
first stroke ^n 1900.
Henderson was also a composer
of several jazz numbers, including

“Whipping It. Up” and
South Camp Meeting.”
Survived by a sister.
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GOING STRONG S’S
78

DON'T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR
EYES/LIES

Perry

EVEN NOW/IF
Kddie Fisher

TEARDROPS

WALTZ

Como

IT

20-5064

NEVER
Spike

Jones

20-5101

FATE

'l

SAW MOMMY

SONG

Homer O

,

i
f,

b

t-

(47-4830)*

I
f

BELONG TO
20-5043

Jethro

Wade Ray

THE GAL

20-5091

(47-5043)*

1
I

(47-5091)*

1
I

I

*45

rpm

GALE

Is

MY

taking the country by

and her

latest

RCA

STOLEN WALTX/TEARPILLOW. This Cafe ga|

seems a sure bet for the New Year. In
personal appoarances she has shown th#
sensational qualities which are the trade*
mark of a top-flight star.
(or maybe it’s every
may hoar people Comabout the present state of the

Occasionally

other day), you

music business. Well,

we happen

to think

that a year which has given RCA Victor
a singer like Sunny Gale, a year which
has established Eddie Fisher as a major
name In the recording field, a year which

Como

disking

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR
EYES zooming toward the million mark.
Is a year which proves that the musle
business is In good shape. And we’d like
to wish everybody a Happy New Year.
of

\

APRIL IN PORTUGAL/PENNY WHISTLE
20-5052 (47-5052)*
BLUES Freddy Martin

(47-4997)*

is

Sunny,

has ended with the Perry

WHO

Hank

Is

DROPS ON

plain

I

INVENTED KISSIN7A
FOOL
SUCH AS
(47-5034)*
Snow
20-5034

(47-5067)*

storm

Victor disking
*7

THE THINGS I MIGHT HAVE BEEN/IT'S
ALL YOUR FAULT

CONDEMNED WITHOUT TRIAL/EDDYrS
SONG Eddy Arnold
20-5108 (47-5108)*
EANDANGO/BLUE
violins
Hugo Winterhalter
20-4997

20-4830-

The Gale who

45

(47-5107)*

ME #2

THE

(49-3914)*

CLAUS/WINTER

20-5067

78

20-5110^(47-5110)*

KISSING SANTA

Spike Jones

NEW YEAR
i

WEDDING/I'LL

Eddie Fisher

%
gj

December 27.

WORK THERE ANY
MORE
20-5107

J AM-BO WL-LI AR/ y OU

(47-4953)*

Mario Lanxa .10-3914

sales

BLOCKBrown
BUSTER/SHORN'IN BREAD
Boots

(57-5105)*

iady
of spain/outside of heaven
Eddie Fisher
20-4953
BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE/THE

actual

week ending

WISH YOU WERE HERE/THE HAND OF

1

PILLOW/STOLEN

Sunny Cole

ANqELS SING

WENT TO YOUR

I

WERE 20-5106
UP TO(47-5106)*
ME

ON MY

45

|

(47-5064)*

on

Based

reports for

I
A

cat. nos.
i

NEW RELEASES

THIS WEEK'S
POPULAR

1

78

|

45

20-5116

ME SHARE YOUR NAME

(47-5116)*

Ted Tyle and

DON'T

TWO

KNOW

Buddy Morrow and

his Orch.

45

hts

20-5109

Orch

EDDIES

MISS

Hayes and Jackie Paris

.

.

.20-5118

his Orch.

.20-5115

(47-5109)*

”

The Beaver Valley Sweethearts

(47-5115)*

Grandpa Jones

Johnnie Lee Willie

Hank Snow and The

.20-5021

Jordanalres

(47-5021)*

COMING UP
Ralph Flanagan

•

20-5095— (47-5095)*
Disk Jockeys Pick, Billboard, Decem-

ber 27th.

_°*

%

N

,\s^v

A\\Vv A

^*^"

s

""

s

V v"

June Valll

..

.20-5017—

Operators Pick, Billboard,
27th.

Arnold

WWsX ftiHVFs

W*.

S“’

,

20-5113

(47-5113)*

20-5114

(47-5114)*

December

rpm

20-5121

(47-5121)*

cat. no$.

VV'

V »»«*s

\vv$li

A SHOULDER TO
WEEP ON
-(47-5017)*

CONDEMNED WITHOUT TRIAL/EDDY’S SONG

tdrfl*

*45
'

•\w»>

(47-5112)*

WOMAN

Rosalie Allen

L.

HOT TODDY

20-5112

ME SHARE YOUR 'NAME

HARD HEARTED
"WELL DONE"
(47-5119)*

(You

MY BONNET

SACRED

PRETEND
20-5119

451

LET ME BE
BEES IN

LET

H<nrl Rene and his Orch.',

|

OLD RATTLER'S SON
DEAR OLD SUNNY SOUTH BY THE SEA

(47-5118)*

madalena

|

Pay for What You Get)
HOW'S THE WORLD TREATIN' YOU

POLKA

Lawrence Duchow and

(47-5117)*

78

COUNTRY-WESTERN

YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR

POLISHA—Mazurka
.*0-5117

,

YOU SO
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
Tamara
I

I

GREEN MEADOW POLKA
RAIN RAIN POLKA

HEY, MRS. JONES
I

78

WINDOW
GO 'WAY FROM MY 20-5120
(47-5120)*
Damita Jo

YOU'RE SO DANGEROUS
THE GHOST OF A ROSE
Tony Martin

LET

Release #53-1
Ships Coast to Coastr Jan. 2

RCA
FIRST

IN

VICTOR
RECORDED

MUSIC

WJWISU* !«*«•'

vv

V

!
1

»
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PfittliPTf

Fred Astaire

Whitley Control

Of

Keith,

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS

control of Keith, Prowse, the British firm of ticket brokers and mu-

A

publishers.

sic

of 60,000

total

ordinary stock shares with a par
value of $168,000 have been purchased for $256,000, The shares
were previously privately owned.
Associated with Whitley in the

which were first
given in Variety last June, are
S.
Bates, a former diFrederick
sector of Od.eon Theatres and Sid nc A, Xewion, partner in a firm
of London lawyers. The buy was
financed bv Sif Denys Lowson, former Lord Mayor of London.
The original offer by Whitley and
his associates was for a flat rate
details

deal,

PRmFty

23.

After negotiations lasting more
than eight months, a deal has been
concluded by Clifford Whitley foi

of

.

and

c

Week Ending

;

;

p
o
K
•o

National
Rating

Dec. 27
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JIMMY BOYD

f

Columbia)

Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa”
JONI JAMES (MGM)
M Why Don’t You Believe Me”

U1
\

PERRY COMO

\
’

3A

i

3B

1

2

“Don’t Let Stars in Your Eyes”

4

MILLS BROS. (Decca)
“Glow Worm”
TERESA BREWER (Coral)

4

10

publishing “Suspicion,” tag of

10

perfume manufactured by Sardeau. “Suspicion” was penned by
Norman Greene who also cut it for
M-G-M Records. Promotional campaign which is being worked out
between Sardeau, Veroriique and
a

10A

M-G-M

distributors will include
of sample perfume
bottles to the disk jockeys around
the country. The perfumery also is

sending

8

Xmas Festival
JOHNNY' STANDLEY

12A

6

“It’s

12B

9

“I

17

4

8

9

x

16

6

14

10

3

14

6

12

(Capitol)

3

12
4

10

(Dot)

10

“Trying”

14B

LAWRENCE WELK
Conquest

16B

.

9
-

.

6

•

“PEARL BAILEY Coral)
“Takes Two to Tango”

9

(

12

18
19

16

20

16

“Rudolph Reindeer”

DON HOWARD

.

10

9

9

8

Mario Lanza

ALBUMS

CHRISTMAS IN THE

JAZZ CONCERT

AIR

Benny Goodman

Waller Schumann

Goodman

[

Victor
7015
7015
7015

LM

v

NEW

5
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WISH YOU WERE

FACES OP
1952

Sway

Capitol

HERK

Cat!

WDM
DM

opens Jan. 1 at The Chateau, new
Fred Waring’s troupe
nitery
plays the State Fair Auditorium in
Roy
a Feb. 23 one-nighter
Rogers brings his show to the expo
spot April 22.
.

On

the Upbeat

.

.

.

New York

.

.

Eileen Barton opens at the Coral
Club, Washington, Jan. 5 ..Billy
Pittsburgh
orch set for spring edition of
“Biggest Show of ’53” concert tour
Billy Catizone’s combo set again
Bill Kenny’s Ink Spots into the
the music at Variety Club’s anTown & Country Club, Brooklyn. for
nual New Year’s Eve party. .saxSavannah Churchill opens man AI Fremont leaving
Jan. 9
Hy Edat the Off Beat Club, Omaha, to.

(Thurs.)

.

.

band at Copa and Nelson
Gene Ammons wards
Armstrong will return to his old
chair
Bob Scott into the Colo-

orch into the Earle Theatre, Philadelphia, Friday (2) .. Bob
MoGrew’s society orch at the Casa
Marina Hotel, Key West, for the
Bullmoosc Jack.winter season
son orch into the New Show Bar.
Louis, Jan.

St.

Ella

.

nial

Inn for a fortnight
Al Marorch will continue to play
.

5

nightly policy until spring. .Vagabonds signed for return to the
Vogue Terrace entire month of

June.
a

for

new

Art Barnes has organized

.

quintet.

a

Chicago

.

.

.

weekend dancing only at Horizon Room.
Spot’s dropping its

for

.

Dallas
Mae Morse pacted
.

.

sico’s

week at Abe’s Colony Club, opening Feb. 17
Emil Gray orch

Cast

OC-1008

Victor

WOC-1008
LOC-1008

LOC-1007

001007
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trial

during

in

is

expected to

N. Y.

Supreme

January.

Earlier
slander suit against Waring was
dismissed by the U. S. Court of
Appeals Dec. 4.
In his damage actiofa, in which
he is repped by attorney William
J. Rapp, Moore claims he submitted
considerable broadcast material to
Waring who used it hut never paid
for it. Moore asserts that ASCAP
files
contain many performance

Waring on maby Moore and copythe latter’s name.

.

.

.

•

T.

abuses.
The H
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“BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE"

because

V0 URE
_MINE
.EO

P

E
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credits listed for
terial written

righted in

Waring’s position is that, like
other members of his orchestra,
Moore submitted material and
ideas; that some of these were used

.

.

"A Surd Cur e

for the •/ueef"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“MY PHILOSOPHY”
(Just Whistle Along!)
Introduced on Horizon label, featuring
loria Craig with the Kenny B\^rt
Candtelitere

Says leading Welt Coast
KSFO:

“I LIKE IT!
Ju*t r.I.tu.H,

I

«l{

Wally King

LIKE IT!”

and proving a n«w songl

MABEL BUGH MINSON
PUB. CO., BMI
2294 44th Av«.

San Frandico

America's Fastest

.

.

TOM

to

music
*

.

.

w

come
Court

still keeping in the
field,” he says.
Unfair competition from so m«
recording companies, who don’t
pay for recordings, who acquire
foreign tapes mysteriously, or who
don’t pay fair rates to artists, does
disturb him. He feels the association of recording manufacturers
should take steps to eliminate such

plored, while

.

.

'

Waring’s ensemble,

.

.

Published by
Marks

Av * nu#

The $25,000 damage action
against Fred Waring, brought by
Glen Moore, a former member of

has a repeat two-weeker at the
Irene Higgenbottom, rhythm &
Blue Note Jan. 16
Fats Piclion
goes into the Keyboard, Detroit, blues composer, will head the
Jan. 6 for a month
Johnny r. & b. department of Chick KarLane changed his Dixieland stand dale’s recently formed music firm,
to the Famous Tap and Danny Kardale Music.
Alvin has brought his Dixielanders
into the Loop at thie Town Casino
Ronald Bros, return to Cairo
Club New Year’s Eve for an indefinite run
Ray Pearl goes
7
into 0h Henry Ballroom for fiveweek stand Dec. 31
Don Johnston inked for two w'eeks at the
Schroeder, Milwaukee, Feb. 6
Towne Room, Milwaukee, is dropping
entertainment
temporarily
after Jan. 12
Buddy Charles
got his
release
from Mercury
Records last week.
.

(Quiereme Mucho)
records

See Jan. Trial of 25G
Suit Vs. Fred Waring

and that he was compensated for
Johnny Palmer switched from them. Waring’s attorneys, Edward
Music Corp. of America to General C. Raftery and
Milton M. RosenArtists Corp., where he’ll be in the
bloom, hold that Moore voiced no
cocktail unit department
Betty complaint
until he was dismissed
McGuire and the Bclltones are set
from Waring’s group at a much
for two weeks at Old Heilderberg,
Jan. 6
George Shearing’s group later date.
.

Broadcast Music. Inc.

drawing Impreshes. of the
sesh by David Stone Martin and
an Index of the tunes and disks
on which they can be found.
Gros.

(

Bway

Victor

180

•

u

sock photos of the recording sesh
line

Continued from page 31
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3

BECAUSE YOUR
MINE

FIVE TOP

morrow

i

from such well-remembered legit
ar J filmusicals as “The Band“The Gay Divorcee,”
wagon,”
“Roberta,” “Top Hat,” “Swingtime,” “Blue Skies” and others.
Platters have been attractively
packaged in an album that includes notes by Astaire and Granz,.

Longhair Disks

.

V,™

plenty projection” styling. Set includes 34 songs, six instrumentals
and five ad lib dances to the combo’s jamming. Numbers are culled

8

1

.

Another

classic items

all

from the pens of Irving Berlin,
George Gershswin, Jerome Kern,
Cole Porter, Arthur Schwartz, Vincent Youmans and Con Conrad,
and Astaire belts then* out in his
but
familiar “not much voice

(Triple A)

May

•

caling.

Happy Day”

“Oil

t

,

Service.

to-

intelligence,
with
care,
taste and with an eye to the modThe numbers,
idiom.
jazz
ern
which are all associated with Astaire’s show biz history, date back
to the 1920s but they have been
successfully updated with an arresting treatment by a fine combo
(Flip ‘Phillips, sax; Charlie ShavTrumpet; Oscar Peterson,
ers,
piano; Barney ICessel. guitar; Ray
Brown, bass; and Alvin Stoller,
drums), which blends easily with
Astaire easy-going jazz-styled vo-

5

.

Col Names Wheeler

Program

moot point.
The package has been put

gether

GENE AUTRY

copies to distribute among its dealers. Kardaie currently is lining up
record dates on the tunC. Brown-,
incidentally, is repped on Broadway with some special song material in the legit revue, “New
Faces of 1952.”

William D. Wheeler has been appointed Coast sales chief of Columbia Records’ transcription and custom records department.
He’ll
headquarter in Hollywood.
Wheeler was formerly with
WMGM's Syndicated Transcription

•a

by Gion Mill and Paul Nodler,

(Roman)

“Oh Happy Day”
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

16A 16

.

The tunes are
19

6

the Book”

HILLTOPPERS

22

6

8

SPIKE JONES (Victor)
Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
Yon Belong To Me

14A

prepping an extensive ad campaign
which will display posters announcing the song and the platter in all
stores where the perfume is sold.
Similar tieup also was consummated between Chick Kardale
Music and Revlon. Kardale s publishing “Fire and Ice,” song adapted by M'ke Brown from Revlon’s
recent ad campaign. Revlon has
agreed to work with Kardale in
hypoing the song in its ad budget
as well as buying up 250,000 sheet

4

is
counting on
nostalgia in his $50-per-set production of “The Astaire Story” (a
package of four 12-inch long play
platters) for Mercury Records. The
set is loaded with standard melodies that have been closely associated with Fred Astair
and for
those who have been in Astaire’s
corner through his years in legit
and films this album is a musthave. Whether there are enough
Astaire admirers around to make
this hefty wax showcase payoff is

(Victor)

10B

ill

36

7

.

8

60

4

“Because You’re Mine”.
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Tell Me You’re Mine”.
BING CROSBY (Decca)
“White Christmas”
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“I Went to Y o ur Wedding”
LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

31

60

5

10

Waltz Again With You”
JO STAFFORD (Columbia*
“Kec^ It a Secret”

6

82
73

3

“Till I

more.

4

(Victor

3

12

the
the

wa
C

bC

week.

last

3
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00

o

o
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MARIO LANZA

is

s
44
C£

10 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

payment of 25 shillings for each
pound share. Under the final arrangement they have paid substan-

Continued from page
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Norman Granz
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Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports oh
tained from leading stores in

•

tially

Story'

At $50, Shapes Up As

Show Biz Panorama

Prowse

London, Dec.

.
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„Disk Companies’ Best
::

CAPITOL

;;

1.

*

THE BOOR
BYE BYE BLUES
MAMMY’S boogie
IT’S IN

2

::

;;

Les Paul-Mary Ford

;;

LADY of SPAIN
Les Paul-Mary Ford
MEET MR.. CALLAGHAN
take me in your arms and hold me
Gisele MacKensie
DON’T LET THE STARS
MY FAVORITE SONG

i
" 4
;;
*’

5
!!

Survey of
sales based

-

2.

;;

”

3.

;;
;•

4.

5.

\\

*

Jo Stafford

’

Jo Stafford

National

Day

Doris

Jo Stafford

•’

2.

;;

°

S.

!!

“

Don’t

::

Don’t Let the Stars (Meridian)

Karen Chandler

-

Because Your Mine (Feist)
You Belong To Me (Ridgeway)

s.

4.

3.

Lawrence Welk f
^
::

•

1.

3.

::

4.

I!

;;

5.

ME YOU’RE MINE

Ralph Marterie

1.

;;

2.

3.
V.

4.

\

5.

V.

1.

-

o

HAVE YOU HEARD
wishing ring
YOU WIN AGAIN
SINNER OR SAINT

Joni James
.

;;

Tommy Edwards -

,

H;

Joni James

PURPLE SHADES
WINTER
HEARTBREAK
YOU BLEW ME A KISS
TOO FAR BETWEEN KISSES

Art Mooney

Gmny

3.

;;

4.

;;
-

3.

::

-

Gibson

^

Como

V,

Eddie Fisher

;;
V,

-

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES.
-

.Perry

'

EVEN NOW

WERE UP TO ME
A STOLEN WALTZ
teardrops on my pillow
LADY OF SPAIN
outside of heaven
IF IT

;;

-

V.

lies
2.

«»

o

RCA victor

-

'

l\

Sunny Gale
;;

Eddie Fisher

«

Mario Lanza

-•

10

10

w

2

2

_4

1

3

5

1

6

3"

10

1
*9

1

1

4
8

4

11

7

12

15'

13A 14
13B 10
13C
.

.

Went

to

Your Wedding

5

S

“
5
3

•

4

2

3

10

“5

7

~

•

'V

4

.

4

8

2

9

(Hill-R)

Silver Bells (Famous)

2

White Chri stmas (Berlin
Outside of- H eav en (B.V.C.)
Lady of Spain iFox)
Till iTWaltz AgalnTProser)
Yours (Marks)
)

^

:

6

T~

!
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Orch Uses Gift
Gimmick to Raise Coin

Maurice

Tune probably has more meaning
Paul Weston and the
in the pic.
Norman LubofT Choir do what they

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending Dec.
Here

concert for businessmen
sponsors is the latest fund-raising
gimmick employed by the Philadel T
phia Orchestra to counter-act that
’'gift”

My

in

You Belong
Isle

Me.

to

Much

under Eugene Ormandy’s direction, netted $16,500 for the or-

Faith
Feet

chestra fund.

...

JESSE

Dash

can to help out.

...... .Dash

Can Move.

Up

Cinephonic
Chappell
Reine

Sugarbush

Homing Waltz
Zing a Little Zong
Walkin' My Baby

by

20)

Mellin
.Chappell

Forget-Me-Not
Walkin’ to Missouri

Concert given Sunday afternoon
(28).

IPs Music

.

of Innisfree

Half as

annual deficit.

Heart

Longhair Disk Reviews

My

Love and Devotion Fields.
Dash
Take My Heart
Maurice
Auf Wiederseh’n
•

.

.'

HEAD

.

I’m Yours

.*

.

.

..... Mellin

.

Because You’re Mine

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN

Moon Malaya
„

+ 4 U

Snowflakes
4 V
* h * « *.4

Robbins

-Hit Songs

Faith

*1+

.

.

the

to

theatre, but is
stantial

work

an interesting, eubnevertheless.

The

N Y

Philharmonic under Dimitri
,
Mitropoulos gives It a fine reading.
Bron.
,

!

11390
K 11390

fidelity under despotism, is given an impressive perGrandeur and
here.
formance
poignancy of the music is realized
job.
well-recorded
well-suhg,
a
in
Hilde Konetzni, Torsten Half, Irmgard Seefried and Paul Schoeffler
are first-rate soloists, with Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra and Vienna St^te Opera Chorus assisting,
all under Karl Boehm’s careful di-

78

45

RPM
RPM

moving story of

.

SLEEPY

Morton

*

a little
J
sombre and draggy
away from the

MGM

$17.85).

Somewhere Along Way Magna
Victoria
I Went Wedding
Toff
Meet Mr. Callaghan
Mills
Blue Tango

Program Today Yesterday's

*

7

HAVE YOuTwiSHING
HEARD
RING

Beethoven: “Fidelio” (Vox, 3 LP,
Beethoven’s seldom-heard,
opera, a static but enfdtional and

Victoria

here.
P rn]?Tnc y n “ score,
Vu
T h® at e work, is

,

JONI JAMES

Maddox

Second 12

GREER

i

£ en€

tees will find difficult to take. The
reverse is a slight rhythm number
that has little imagination In lyric

.Robbins
Reine

^

Philadelphia, Dec. 30.

well on its own as concert piece,
with its varied jazz melodies,
sharp rhythms, lyric passages and
general wit and style. There’s also
a snappy vocal prolog, “Big Stuff,”
sung by Billie Holiday. Bernstein
himself leads th« Ballet Theatre
Orchestra in an exhilarating peritem.
of the
Tony Bennett: “Congratulations formance °£
Ql6 work.
Gottschalk-Kay: “Cakewalk” and
Tn Someone”-“Take Me”
Mu" (Colum(PoinmTo
“Congratulations To Somebia).
one” could be one of the first
strong ballad entries in the 1953
wax sweepstakes to make some
noise. Tony Bennett’s smooth projection of the slick lyric is one of
The
his best jobs in some time.
neat melodic beat is expertly handled by the Percy Faith orch.
“Take Me,” on thp other hand,
Jails into the bigrvoiced groove
that seems to be on the way out.
Chances for this side to break
through are slim.
Dick Brown: “Five Wives”“Ready, Willing and Able” (King).
Mediocre material has, for the
most part, kept Dick Brown from
emerging as a hot wax property.
This release is a case in point.
Brown shows an ingratiating wax
personality and good set of pipes
but he’s hampered on both sides
>by the so-sb quality of the tunes.
"Five Wives” is a folksy-styled entry which even the cornball devo-

or melody.
Doris Day: “I Know A Place”“That’s What Makes Paris Paree”
(Columbia). A couple of Vernon
Duke-Sammy Cahn tunes from the
filmusical, “April in Paris,” have
little chance to get off the ground
even though Doris Day’s top piping style is apparent on both sides.
“I Know A Place” Is a routine
ballad item, slow and sentimental,
Novelty
but it’s easy to forget.
on the reverse tagged “That’s What
Makes Paris Paree” is a cumbersome-blending of words and music.

::

BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE
THE SONG THE ANGELS SING

Philly

A

S

7

new life to the standard “I Cried
For You.” Miss Washington knows
her
way around a lyric and her
o
rhythm attack demands repeat
::
plays. “Gamblers Blues” is pegged
- strictly for the blues market where
“
it'll probably be a smash jukebox

Damone

Vic

,

-

.

>*

“
Eddy Howard -

WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME

<k

«!

.

•

*

'

M-G-M
y
-

.....Gaylords

AMOR

-

*<

Page

Patti

CUBAN LOVE SONG
PRETEND
*
AFTER MIDNIGHT
IT’S WORTH ANY PRICE YOU PAY
KENTUCKY BABE
SUGAR

;;

’

BELIEVE ME

conquest
TELL

2.

*’

-

>

mercury
WHY DON’T YOU

::
«

,

!

I

'

-

X

<

::

::

I

• >

2.

”

.

Kissin* Santa (Harman)

r-.-

;;

-

<D

AFTER ALL
;;
r
,nn, .nr
TT-r.-r,
Gould: “Fall River Legend” (CoFour Aces
JUST SQUEEZE ME
lumbia, $5,45). The Louis Moreau
_
_
heart and soul
;;
Gottschalk tunes which Hershey
ahH
IhL’ACa
ViioI/^
IaaLp
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES .... Red Foley
Kay arranged for the new N. Y.
JOCKSy• JUKGS dllU UloKO
sally
City Ballet
mmstrel-dance hit,
::
Contlnyed
from
pag*
30
mu
“Cakewalk,” make up a sparkling,
LOVE
Armstrong
Louis
AT
I LAUGHED
"
TAKES TWO TO TANGO
You” - “Gamblers Blues" (Mer- $3.35). Leonard Bernstein's music rahmoS^tegiltog^spedflElla Fitzgerald
TRYING
cury).
Dinah Washington’s force- for this ballet, biggest hit in the i y when as gaily played as the
MY BONNIE LIES OVER THE OCEAN
ful rhythm & blues styling brings modern ballet world, stands up Philadelphia Orchestra under Eu-

;;
-

I

;;

Mills Bros

.

Keep It A Secret (Shapiro)
Rudolph, Reindeer (St. Nicholas)

;;

decca
GLOW WORM
l.

......

Glow Dorm (Marks)

Pearl Bailey

OH HAPPY DAY
YOUR MOTHER AND MINE

5.

You Believe Me (Brandom)

Mommy

Cornell

>>

O

C

5

and Pub lisher

1

Don

»

w

•»

H
Title

1

BE FAIR
\\

i

Teresa Brewer

I

I

4.

Dec. 27

This Last
wk.
wk.

}

CORAL
WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
HELLO BLUE BIRDS
HOLD ME. THRILL ME, KISS ME
ONE DREAM
TAKES TWO TO TANGO
LET THERE BE LOVE

f

%

V.

Rosemary Clooney

Week Ending

Rating

:>

"

«

L TILL

o

"
"

>

-

CO

S

;;

KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART
JAMBALAYA
early autumn
MR. TAP TOE
YOUR BROTHER AND MINE
YOU BELONG TO ME
PRETTY BOY
HALF AS MUCH
POOR WHIP-POOR WILL

l.

<

retail sheet music
on reports obtained

from leading stores in 9 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

o

COLUMBIA
;;

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

ARTIST
Johnny Standley
Les Paul-Mary Ford ”

...

MY BABY’S COMING HOME

3

Sellers^.

.

(2 Parts)
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P^SiSff

.Macmelodies

Kill'll & *
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rection.

Bernstein: “Fancy Free” (Decca,
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SAN ANTONIO SPOT

Harringay

Grew

Big

$600

GETS LIQUOR BD. OKAY

Hit in London Preem
London, Dec. 30.
San Antonio, Dec. 30.
Arnold’s
Harringay Circus
Tom
The plushy Club Sevenoaks,
is rated the best of the year folowned and operated by Col. B. F. lowing its preem here last week.
Chadwick, has been given a clean Show’s fetching routines were
bill of health by the Texas Liquor augmented by a flock of new acts.
Control Board.. Several weeks ago Among the latter are Krone’s Sea
tigers,
a raid was made on,the nitery by Lions as well as Rolf Knies’
lions and elephants.
liquor control agents, who
Other new turns included Les
stated they were going to file a Roceys, French acrobats; Udo Helrecommendation that the spot’s tanos, equilibrists; Tell Reigen, 40beverage license be revoked.
foot pole balancer; Great Ibarras,
Based upon publicity the inci- Mexican acrobats, and trapezist
dent received the decision was Pinito del Oro. They were outmade not to file the recommenda- standing on the whole, providing
local

tion.

thrills, skill

Fine Dallas Cafe

Vaude, Cafe Dates

and comedy.

LAS VEGAS, 1SI ICER
IN BYPASS OF NAMES

Op

for Assaulting

Chicago

Las Vegas, Dec. 30.
Las Vegas will get its first ice
show with the booking of “Calendar Capers” set for the Desert Inn

AGVA

Organizer
Black Orchid, formerly the Gotham, which was due to reopen
Dallas, Dec. 30.
Christmas Day, relights -Dec. 30
Joe Bonds, operator of the Sky
with Josh White, Jerl Southern,
With Mindy Club here, was fined $600 by the
and Jane Dnlo .
branch executive commitDallas
expected
Carson bowing out for
TV show, Jean Carroll takes her tee of the American Guild of VaPalmer
Bonds was nicked
riety Artists.
place
as headliner at
House Jan. 29 with Mary Kaye & for assaulting AGVA rep Vincent
comLee during an argument which
Naldl and Gregory Strong
Sonny Gale has arose over a $700 salary check
pleting the bill
been set for Jan. 9 show at the given by Bonds to singer Danielle
Dave Branower has Lamar.
Chicago
gone to California for several
When the check subsequently
Denise Darccl and
months
bounced, Lee not only asked that
Nanci Crompton pacted for revue
it be made good, but that Bonds
at Edgewater Beach Jan* 23.
.

.

.

.

the

install a

tank

Frank Sennes,
Desert Inn’s booker, set the show

for

occasion.

after viewing it at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
leer marks another attempt by
Las Vegas nitery entrepreneurs to

.

.

.

.

.

Hotel will

Jan. 13.

.

bypass name talent where possible.
Desert Inn has pacted several
other units during the year.
post a $2,500 bond to cover Sarnia
Blader will have 25 skaters. Deal
Latter opened is now on to buy Arnold
Gamal’s salary.
Shoda to
Christmas Eve. The two provi- head the., cast. Others in the
linesions have been complied with.
up will include Adele Inge, Eric
Bonds was given the alternative Waite, Diana Grafton, the Cavaof paying the fine by Jan. 1 or naughs, Ferguson C. Colby, Yvonne
going on the union’s unfair list. Broders and a line. It’s reportedly
He’s expected to settle before dead- a $10,000 package.

.

MARQUEE LURE

line time.

ENCHANTRESS”*

COMEDY MATERIAL
Unusual’ in Talent

For All Branches af Theatricals

FUN-MASTER

G*ASON'S
THE ORIGINAL SHOW

Being Set by Waldorf

T^T\\rER,

BIZ GAG fill
(The Service ot the Stare)
35 ISSUES S25

The Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., is
gradually achieving what Claude C.
Philippe and other execs of the ace
Hilton hostelry wanted in the form
of name talent—the unusual. Lady
Patachou (the “Lady” part of it is
a French first name, not a title)
opens Jan. 7, succeeding the incumbent Jose Greco Dancers, who resume their concert tour.
On Feb. 4 Anne Jeffreys, the
musicomedy star, and Robert Sterling,
ex-Hollywood player now
doing TV in the east, make their
nitery debut, also at the Waldorf’s
Empire Room. (In private life they
are Mr.
Mrs.)
On April 28, following her extended European runs (at the Casi-

HER SEXELLENCY

First 13 Files $7.00. All 35 Issues S25.0B
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
(Beginning with No. 1 No Skipping)

—

• 3 Bks. PARODIES per book S10 *
S25 «
• MINSTREL BUDGET
a 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. $25 e

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(ralssue), $3.00

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OP GAOS, $300. Worth ever a thousand

NO

BILLY
100

C.O.D.'S

6LASON

W. 54 St., New York It

Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

&

no de Paris, Paris, and later in London), Mary Meade marks her U. S.
cafe debut at the Waldorf. She is
an American songstress, but longtime resident abroad. Her songsmith-husband, Ted Grouya, accompanies her. She breaks in first at
the Palmer House, Chicago.
The Waldorf is bringing back Los
Chavales de Espana (The Kids from
Spain), versatile instrumental and
concert 11-man group who clicked
for over two months last summer

featuring

SHAVO SHERMAN

*

whom Variety says, "Fiito imitation* *
wham eomndy ... over to top rocoptlon.'

of

•

BB

THE

HOLLYWOOD

STARLETS

atop the Starlight Roof. This year,
they open the Roof's summer season on June 3. Band hasn’t been
set yet.
They have, meantime,
signed with RCA Victor.
Nat Brandwynne orch succeeds
Alex Alstone with the advent of
Patachou next week.

most beautiful and talented
group of girls over seen in those parts."
Palm Springs •

"By far

ill*

Currently

HOLIDAY

In

Latest

Comedy

Material

for MC’*, Mftiltlini, EnterUlnars, ete. Send fer eur
Uteit iirlei Hit e( fr**t

ORIGINAL
(•a,

ri I

naifllei.

men*-

pared led,

sleds,

Written by show
aapmen. Or send
"f 10 fer $00 werth at above.
Meney back if net aatUfled.
eto.

Mikity,
I

biz

tep

LAUEHS UMLIMIT2D
IH W.

41

St.,

N.

Y„
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JU 1*0372

Miami Btach...IKs

THEATRE
NEW YORK
In

*

PfatilETY
.

Whole show
on pace and

RESTAURANT

IN

.

was never

DELICATESSEN

CORNED BEEF SANDWICH

is

* EARL WILSON
"Sally

•

FOR THi GREATEST

handsomely mounted and rich
diversity from beginning to that
flash finale."
McStay

eye-filling

The

FLORIDIAN

Rand has lost nothing of her marquee
judging from daily lineups for her. . .
The diminutive blonde over to wide-eyed
sock customer response. Climaxed by a thunderous begoff ovation.
"Sally
Sure,

New York If'*

TOWN I

OPEN DAILY UNTIL
end especially for a snack
"I

*THE READER'S DIGEST

(it

"At a rate of 10,000 every evening they
bought tickets and went in to see her. The
dance is beautiful, and Sally herself, only
a lovely clean-cut face above the slowly moving ostrich plumes,

is

comedy,

NAME DRAW.

FRANK TAYLOR
New York

little

girls,

sex appeal,

novelty, ' plus a
We carry our own

musical accompanist, a complete
line of publicity and advertising
material, including 24 sheets and
[umbo window cards, plus a personally autographed photo for
every customer ... all this and ME
and the FANS for $3500. per

a new enchantress."

East 63rd Street,

has beautiful

youth,

For Bookings

153%

designed this tight pretty

package at a price that Nite Clubs
and Theatre Operators can afford

STRONG

By PHIL

week."
21, N. Y.

Sally

0

Telephone: TI S-7011
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December 31, 1952

& Mrs. Adams

B’way Eve Shy on Mr.
Bat See Final Rush;

r

’51

Eileen O’Dare

Tabs All Over

,

!

!

\r
.

fll

Eve
about the same

tnv

e

reservations

.Year’s

as last year,

Pitt Stanley Dates Ella,

are mourning.
New York bonlfaces

,

:

Ink Spots for Feb.

there are a lot of injuries which provides a hopeful
indication that a last-minute rush
sell out the
onighl (Wed.) will
was the case
available space, as

However,

j

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.
Stanley Theatre,
deluxer,
which goes in for occasional flesh
and currently has a show starring
Billy Eckstine, has booked in anlast year.
Nitorv operators feel that going other package for week of Feb. 6
is
It’ll be headed by Ella
becoming
night
big
Fitzgerald
ouj on Hie
Increase of home and the Ink Spots.
stylish.
less
parties has cut into nitery revenue
House during year just ending
where only those that has had a total of only four
to the point
presenhaven't been invited out hit the tations, and plans to continue same

WB

Back

In

U.S. After Paris Tolies’
A'WUy' for more than two years
in London and Paris, latterly
at

cafes.

agencies confirm this
the
report
that
with
there’s a heavier pickup on clubeve.
for
the
Some
bookings
date
doing as many as.
acts will be
three dates that night. Orch bookings are similarly heavy.
expected that several
It’s also
minor cafes will shutter after toThe only spot that has fornight.
Talent

|
,
1

policy in '53, booking them in only
on a spot basis.
Rival Penn, a Loew operation,
does the same thing. Penn, however, has had a couple of more
units than the Stanley in last 12
months.

closing is
mally announced its
Alan Gale’s Celebrity Club. Gale
will open his Miami Beach spot
Jan. 19, and will use the interGale’s
vening time to vacation.
N. Y. business has been very big.
been
reported
to
have
averagHe’s
$18,000
ing between $15,000 to
weekly for one show nightly. This
the second straight fall that
is
that Gale has operated in New
York before opening in Florida.

Chi Tariffs Status

Quo

Chicago, Dec. 30.
Prices at hotel supper rooms
and niteries for
Year's Eve
will remain at last year’s level.
In contrast to last year, most spots
hadn’t sold out last weekend, but
operators
were optimistic that
last-minute customers would jam

New

Non Union Bands

May Work Hub LQ
Boston, Dec. 30.
Unless an agreement between the
Latin Quarter and local musicians’
union is reached before the end of
this week the spot will become the
first nitery here to drop union
bands and install a local non-union
group. As it stands now, the nonunion band is skedded to take over
next Sunday (4).
Hassle between the two factions
is result of LQ requesting reclasof spot from AA to
several weeks ago, but to date the
lowered scale has not been okayed
by music union’s board of directors.
Spot is lone nitery included in top
bracket with such popular spots as
the 1,000-capacity Blinstrub’s and
Steuben’s in class A.

A

sification

rooms again.
range from $6.10 at the
Congress Hotel to $15.25 at the
swank Ambassador East, EdgeIf union band is yanked it will
water Beach Hotel, Palmer House,
throw 18 musicians out of work
Conrad Hilton, and Chez Paree,
here, including the Kalis and Zarde
latter reopening
their

Prices

tonight (Tues.)
(Continued on page 38)

Bros,

groups,

combos

and

a

1

V

couple

in cocktail lounges.

A a.

/? !•

Steel Pier’s

fVv f

''f

of

father.

Miss O’Dare is on the Ed Sullivan “Toast of the Town” show next

Sunday

(Jan. 4),

and

is

also

up for

a lead in the Cole Por(er-Abe Burrows legit musical, “Can-Can,”

Sully, Stark,

Out

MCA Shakeup

In

Practices But Offers ‘Beoefk Day’
Atlantic

Doc’s Order Delays Return

Of Donna Atwood4o
The

week.
Replacing Sully will be Howard
Diner, former head of the MCA
Boston office. Bruce Kent, who had
been assisting Diner in the Boston
office, is new head of the Hub
branch.

John H. Harris) to “Ice
Capades” has been deferred for
several weeks on the advice of her
doctor. Miss Atwood, who had another baby couple of months ago,
had intended to go back into icer
in Boston right after Christmas,
following the show’s annual holiday layoff, but won’t try it now
(Mrs.

until late in January.

The

came

exitings

shortly before New York band-act department toppers are slated to leave
for Hollywood for the semi-annual

meeting. Representing New York
nt that confab will be Johnny Dugan, head of the band-act division
in N. Y., and Harry Romm, head
of the theatre department.

Larry

Barnett,

national

who

is

band and

now

in
charge of
act operations,
York, will be

New

in

MCA

in the
entourage heading
west. The only advance word on
the powwow is that matters of
policy-will be discussed. The parley is slated to start Jan. 8 and
the N. Y. contingent will fly out

Jan.

6.

f

n

Philly LC’s

it is unavoidable, based on
the American Guild of Variety Artattitude toward both
indicated
lists’
performers and acts in the past.
The unfortunate result of a new
union may be a blessing in disguise
because it may bring AGVA to a
realization of its true job and true
obligations.
These are simple.

They are:
That AGVA’s position is to create the maximum possible amount
of work for its members; and must
consider their welfare first and
foremost.

Lush

But (and

this

,

selves.

After

all,

in

most com-

1st Qtr.

Roster

by the members. In reality the
insurance plan is a minor issue.
should have long ago named
a committee, composed of both acts
Latin
and operators, to study the insurlocal niteries, has sparked the en- ance problem and come up
with a
tire
after-dark sector here by satisfactory solution.
AGVA has chosen to ignore the
clocking its most successful firstinterests of the performers and the
half of the season since the war
operators; has issued threat after
years. Owners Dave Dushoff and threat;
and called strike after
Dallas Gerson threaten to continue strike; and has even violated state
For what? Simto leave the rubber band off the insurance laws.
ply for the greed and selfishness
bankroll for 1953.
of some directors who feel there is
Among the acts set for dates at
a gold mine at the end of the inthe Casino are Zero Mostel, Jan. 5;
Jerry Lester, Jan. 12; Jean Car- surance rainbow.
It is time that the cards were
roll, Jan. 22; Frankie Laine, Jan.
laid on the table. The real welfare
29; Peter Lind Hayes & Mary
of acts lies in continued work at
Healy, Feb. 5, and Johnnie Ray,
[Continued on page 38)
March 5.

AGVA

Philadelphia, Dec. 30.
Casino, flagship, of the

'

;i

’’it

"/TTfv

WONDERFUL WEEKS

EMPIRE ROOM, PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO
in

ME FIR! EL ABBOTT'S PRODUCTION

“HOLD EVERYTHING”
-

Cl

MERRIEL ABBOTT AND HER WONDERFUL STAFF AS WELL AS THE MEMBERS OF THE "FOURTH ESTATE

VARIETY:

• . • "Delightful xany satire * . . Gets
yocks and applause all the way."

BILLBOARD: . . "Easily wins a top spot in
tire show with his fast clean musical
.

comedy."

OPENING JAN.

CHARLIE DAWN, Chicago Herald American:
Zany • . • comedy chief ... a man
•
of many voices and whacky ideas
.

evokes' further hilarity by
and whistling simultaneously.
make a lot of fun."

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS:
"A

leading laugh raiser."

humming
. .

.

does

2nd, 1953

BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
Newport, Ky.

Direction

impor-

panies today, Blue Cross, Blue
Shield, and the like are paid for

AT THE

MANY THANKS TO

is

AGVA

tant )
must never lose sight
of the welfare and interest of operators because without prosperous
operators of clubs, theatres, etc.,
the welfare of all acts is sacrificed.
The main cause of contention in
the last two years has been AGVA’s
dogged stubborness about an insurance plan that is confusing and undesirable.
Surely we all feel that
a group of insurance coverage for
acts is desirable and advisable, but
most show people feel (and this includes the acts) that this insurance
should be met by the acts them-

Just Concluded

12

City.

Editor, Variety:
The strike in Chicago is thoroughly regrettable, but by the same

leer token

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.
return of Donna Atwood

Decision to postpone her reentry
In a reshuffling of Music Corp.
of America personnel, Joe Sully, for a while came after Miss Atwho serviced the major cafes for wood found herself tiring quickly
following rehearsals she had been
the firm, has quit the post.
He holding here at The Gardens with
had been with
for the past
Bobby Specht, her costar, during
12 years, having come over from
the William Morris Agency where his vacation from “Capades.” She
he was assistant to Paul Small. has been out of the icer since right
Howard Stark of MCA’s theatre after start of its Hollywood run
department, also exited the firm. last spring.
Another agent in the band-act
sectov is slated to go within the

| ,

»• «*
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AGVA

Hamid Questions

MCA

.

ii

.

the Folies Bergere as featured
dancer, Eileen O’Dare got off the
SS U.S. in time to visit her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Osthoff, in Pittsburgh, for the 92d
birthday celebration of her grand-

.

finding

«

VAUDEmLE

Pj&IETY

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

A

»

VAVDGVHJLE

38

over his establishment free of
charge for a day for this purpose.
As an operator of the Steel Pier in
Atlantic City, I hereby offer the
use of Steel Pier at no cost of any

Hamid Questions AGVA
Continued from page

37

s

AGVA

AGVA

AGVA

When

George A. Hamid,

Jr.,

no wonder that AGVA, as it did
the Hamjd-Morton Circus in
Philadelphia, calls strikes without
so much as consulting the acts inIt is no wonder that the
volved.
acts ignored the strike call; nor is
any wonder that
calls
it
such strikes over trivialities!
Its
jittery management continues to
create tempests in its little teapot
fear that someone will look
inside and find the pot has no tea
at all! It has cost our organization
many anguished hours and thous-

is

to

THE CHORDS

AGVA

Instrumentalists without Instruments
.

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

Dir.:

Club* Date Bookings by

HARRY GREBEN

NAT DUNN

|

203 N. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.

B’way
New York

1650
|

ands of dollars to uncover and

DANCE ACT

es-

tablish ‘’the foregoing facts.

SENSATIONAL

Bob

Hope's

recent

advertise-

ments were undoubtedly well meaning.
But, knowing of Mr. Hope’s
heavy schedule, he probably hasn’t
had the time to examine AGVA’s

*

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

Unfortunately, many
organizations today are headed, in
name, by men of high character
but are actually run by an entirely
different group.
Mr. Hope speaks of* the many

problems.

WESTERLY
and

GAIL
135

benefits at

CONTACT DIRECT:
33rd Street, New York

E.

which

AGVA

members

perform. He is interested, and so
are we, in the welfare of all performers. We urge that AGVA run

City

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
presents

a series of benefit performances
for its own welfare fund.
What
organization is better fitted to do
this?
We imagine that any operator in the country will gladly- turn

Grant’s Riviera
W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
*
*

Now

59

TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS

Appearing

MONTE CARLO
WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAKOUANI AGENCY PARIS-

Juletide Greetings to All

Award**

My

In

th* Ca«« «t

Tlet

Friends

BOBBY JULE
"

Juggler Whose 2 Hands Do the

Work

of 6"

OPENING

PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO
DECEMBER 31st - FOR 4 WEEKS
Thanks to Miss Merriel Abbott
Just Concluded 2 Wonderful

Weeks

AT THE JEFFERSON HOTEL
ST.

Holyoke Arena

JACK KALCHEI
Str««t,'New York

JUdsoit 6-5574-5

NEUE

Management Associates

4

announced that celebrants who
have overindulged will not be per-

cle Willie

mitted to drive cars.

Club

mastering a slight setback.
Alice Farley of Metro and recently on TV in "Man Against
Crime,” planed in for the general

WHEN

la

MEDiTERRANEI

DALE

and

LEW

BLACK
and
RAT

DUNDEE
{ Beauty

and

the Least)

A new

not# In

Glamor Comady
Op«nlng Jan. 5

HELLER'S

JACKIE

CAROUSEL
Pitt.

^
QERBER-WEIS*
AGENCY
1697 Broadway.N.Y.

Club Dat*i

NAT DUNN

JACK DENTON
World's Greatest Comedian
(Present

Company

Exempted)

BOSTON

IN

VOCAL GROUP LEAD
Ranga E or

ImperaF, straight tona.
that applicant is attractive and
can read music*' Permanent position.
New York phone LIGGETT 4-3361, or
write Box V 905, Variety, 154 W. 46th

period,

being her second trip here as
she graduated here in 1944.
Charles Hillyer, Paramount Florida Coast Theatres, received his

HOTEL AVERY
\

Avery

The

real observation clinic report

lc

•

Washington

Home

of

tive

Sts,

Show

Folk

St.,

New

York 36, N. Y.

to work.
this

year at

the V. C. Hospital
spi
has patients and
hospital 'staff
going all-out to
make it a real gala. Charles Gratz,
business administrator of the hospital, and the “We the Patients”
committee consisting of Patricia
Payne, chairman; Shirley Houff
and Kenneth Derby are leaving no
stone unturned to get the best entertainment for the blowout.
A double carnation to the
Frenette Bros. Beverage Co. of
Tupper Lake, N. Y., for stopping
off regularly and leaving cokes for
the^shut-in gang.
Gloria Davis, National Screen
Service, N. Y., back from Gotham
after a 10-day furlough out of the

To All

My

Friends

SEASON’S GREETINGS

JAY SEILER
Presently Posing for

°

MONROE PICTURES

san.

Henry Evans will spend his 10day allowance in the Bronx and
hello the gang at the N. Y. Warner office.
Never in the history of the Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Hospital
.has such an elaborate Christmas
celebration been handed to the patients.
It started on the eve; a

EVERS

and

DOLOREZ

Just^Completed 20 Weeks of Hofels t Theafer$ t
Night Clubs , Banquets and Fairs
OPIN1N* JAN,

SIGNED FOR

Bernes

Bimbo’s 365 Club

A

San Francisco
4 WHKS

Cerruthers

the Saranac Lake Boys Glee
Write to those who are ill.

On

Their

18

s

1951 SEASON
OF FAIRS FOR

O*

•

ijpr»PU«

vVfctMr** o

b

FISHER*” JERRY
1

—JACK

* • »

*>

*

VAUGHAN— PEGGIE GATES
4 * 111 *

i
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««*«%*•>

f

Sky

Nice, Franca

It'S ftIB

,

this

and may soon go back
Christmas Eve party

orch.

tariff is

NOW
PALAIS da

mignon supper included.
The Brighton offers for $6 Pedro
By Happy Benway
Albani and Joe Stern orch plus a
Saranac Lake, Dec. 30.
champagne breakfast. Eitz CarlThe V. C. executive department ton cards midnight supper and enwill play host and every patient
tertainment for $6, Seaside bills
will receive a suitable gift. Eddie
Vogt will act as Santa Claus with $3 for Surf ’n’ Sand Room while
Shelburne
plan* an open house in
music furnished by Joe Boland &
Musicats orch. Featured will be lounge with no minimum or cover.
Harvey (Lee) Goodwin, Thomas
Hamn and Bob Smith of the MelloDalian $1.80 to $15
Larks, and a buffet lunch will wind
Dallas, Dec. 30.
up the shindig.
Bistro patrons will find tariffs
Leo Mantel of the main office here ranging from $1.80 to $15 on
staff
of Randforce Theatres in New Year’s five. Studio Lounge
from Brooklyn for the observation has the $1.80 charge with favors
series.
and free setups Included.
Max Rosenthal, Randforce TheUpper bracket $15 is Cipango
atres, left the ambulatory gang for
tab. Danny Deane orch will play
another routine of observation.
Ditto Peggy (Roxy) McCarthy, who

rest

Louanns’

HARBERS

Saranac Lake

and observation

bill at $6.

$3.

A.C. Mostly Less
Atlantic City, Dec. •30.
Nightclubs and hotels here spotting acts to attract the New Year’s
crowds are charging less in majority of cases with others at last
year’s levels. Where the top has
been up to $15 per, this year the
ing, officials of Holyoke police and highest is $10 with between $5 and
fire departments, state police and $10 the popular figure.
state
building
inspectors
conAt Paul (Skinny) D’Amato’s 500
ferred with Jack and Ralph Kane,
cafe, about only night spot featurArena operators, with result that ing top entertainment, $7.50 is the
plans were being worked out to set
tariff and A1 Martino is returning.
attendance limit for Sunday shows.
In support will be Ben Yost’s singKane brothers came here from ers, Barbe Evans and other acts.
Norfolk, Va., last spring to take Martino was a big draw over the
over Arena operation, and made July 4 weekend here.
expensive remodeling prior to reBob O’Neill returns after a
opening, Damage is so extensive, month’s vacation to Ricky’s Hiadoubt exists that Arena will re- leah, only other nitery making a
open.
Last attraction to play it play for the crowds. Tariff Is $2.
prior to fire was Lionel Hampton
On the boardwalk, Claridge’s fee
orch, Dec. 21.
is $10 for dancing, gifts and breakfast plus a few floor acts. Lanny
Ross is the attraction at the Traymore, also with $10 tag and a filet

o.o.

and Jimmy Palmer
Gamal heads the

Sarnia

#2 Show

DANCERS OF DISTINCTION

4

*

37

for dancing with Margaret Phelan

.

fully decorated Yuletide tree stood
in the lounge room of the hospital
spreading its holiday cheer. Under it were hundreds of gifts that
were handed out by Don Blair,
deejay and announcer of WNBZ,
who acted as Santa Claus. This
was followed by carol

"LOUIS

Personal Representative

HO W. 46th

from page

for

Fire Destroys

first
Duplicate Prlzai

American Rep.

A

Engagement

Prize: Professional

shutdown

after three-week
decorating.

is

RESTAURANT AND BAR
1

Year’s Eve

ss Continued

heading^ show.
between, the Drake will
Baker Hotel’s Mural Room and
In
charge $12.50 and the Blackstone the Hotel Adolphus Century Room
the
for
Room
will have the same price, $12. Carrelights the Mayfair
same tariff. At the Sherman there ole Richards and Hal Pruden are
are six rooms, with the top price, at the Baker. “Holly-Daze” ice reCollege Inn. La Salle vue produced by Dorothy Franey
$12, at
Hotel’s tab is $10.98 and the But- and music by Herman Waldman
the Ambassador West, are at the Century. Abe’s Colony
tery
at
Hi addition, ballrooms Club tap will be $6, with Nil!
$10.68.
throughout the city will have open Tieber orch, Reta Hay. and Gene
Springfield, Mass., Dec. 30.
house with admission from $1.50 & Earl Coo, dance team.
The Valley Arena, nitery ,in to $3.
Pappy’s Showland gets $5, with
nearby Holyoke, came under offiAs an added precaution the the show including Howard & Wanhas da Bell, Wynters & Angeline,
cial notice of the state fire mar- police commissioner’s office
UnVice-President.

later
not a strike at all, but a coalition
they do they become panicky. That in restraint of trade, subject to
skeleton is this: AGVA has been prosecution by law. This accounts
thwarted from all directions in its for AGVA’s fruitless pursuit of the
effort to establish a false employer- “employer?employee”
status
de- shal’s office last week (21), when
employee relationship between the spite the wish of the vast majority charges of overcrowding and fire
buyers and talent, and the talent of acts to remain independent con- hazards were made. The problem
-settled itself five days later (26)
Many state governments tractors.
itself.
when, in the early hours, the Arena
have specifically ruled that the acts
It is no wonder that a “union”
burned to the ground with an estiare independent contractors and in
such as tins lives in internal strife, mated loss of $100,000.
virtually all others the law is such
loses sight of its real purpose and
Fire was so severe, six firemen
exists only- so long as the closet
door is closed on its skeleton. It were injured and 20 overcome by
smoke
in blaze which took 10 hours
is no wonder that AGVA continualto subdue.
ly fails to acquire worthwhile and
After allegations of overcrowdforward-looking management.
It
it.

New

kind.

The constant that the independent contractor
salaries.
decent
bickering and confusion within the relationship is a foregone conclumanagement of AGVA constantly sion. What does this mean? It
clouds the true welfare of the acts means that AGVA is not a union
among a series of small “issues” at all! It is a trade association. As
until the true welfare is lost from such it is liable to full regulation
by the Sherman Antitrust law and
their sight.
$
is obliged to conduct its business
More Questions
along the very restricted rules of
Bedo this?
Why does
any trade organization.
has an enormous skelcause
If it were brought to test a
eton in its closet and sooner or “strike” by
would become
its officers realize
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Season's Groutings
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COlumbm
* **
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HAL BRAUDIS
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kiltie

White

Good at N. Y. Cap

Rains

Via Gayety Relighting

But Par Not Crying Either—
of th« Capitol
The grosses

and the stageshow, the Capitol would

have gone considerably below its
Theatres, subject of
take. Hay unit gets a split over
the trade, indicate $110,000 on the first
week and
Broadway houses did well $100,000 on the second stanza.
that both
buying department Georgia Gibbs was out of
Cap’s
S the talent
The
week.
holiday,
show Monday (29) but returned
inring the
Johnnie Ray out of yesterday (Tues.).
Paramount let
show commitment
rhristmas
The Roxy with its ice show and
C
of the fact that with “Stars and Stripes Forever” <20th)
fhere beiause
for
asked
extras
and
is slated to score $160,000 for its
El $25,000
percentage pic- first week and
L ? ,mit and the
Radio City Music
was getting at that Hall during the school holiday is
J r/that house
$140,000 weekly figured to hit an alltime
need
would
?t
high with
fime
Cap then grabbed up $187,000.
to clear. The
first stage show
The Palace with regular eightthe unit for its
half.
act vaude bill and “Black Castle”
i year and a
The Cap will score $120,000 for (U) will do $30,000.
Flags"
All
“Against
with
week
Paramount

in

1

m

the

with

Paramount,
U) on screen.
headed by
Ktaeeshow
Vaiiehan and Illinois Jacquet orch
in Paris" (WB), will
rlus ‘'April
both houses feel
do $108,000. Thus
well with the moves
that they did

Lanny

Sarah

they

Toledo’s Second Burley

made.

It's

felt

Ross’ Concert

Lanny Ross

will give a recital
semi-classical songs

of classical and
at Town Hall, N. Y., Jan. 18.
It’s his first New York concert
appearance in 16 years.

that without

Toledo, Dec. 30.
Toledo again has -two burlesque
houses, probably the only midwest
city of its size that can make such
a statement. The Gayety, dark
since fall when income and admission tax troubles caught up with
Jack Rubens, its former operator,
was reopened Friday 26) by Victor Lewis, who leased the house
for one year from Abe Goodman,
local bakery operator. Goodman acquired the property and mortgage
at a Federal auction to satisfy tax
liens against Rubens.
Lewis is a concessionaire and
also has been in the booking business in various Ohio cities during
the past 15 years. He said he would
operate the Gayety on a stock
policy. Ray Kolb is producer and*
stage manager. Initial offering featured Sonny Dare, Lenora d’Gama,
Joyce Angel, Lucille Martin and
comedians Bert ‘Barry, Harry RoL
lins and Ray Kolb.
Other hurley house here is Town
Hall, part of the Jack Kane opera<

tion.

The Fabulous French

S9

AGVA Threatens to Blanket Chicago
With

‘Unfair’

Tag as Cafes Hold Fast

individually. The cafemen.are reChicago, Dec. 30.
requests for parleys to
The American Guild of Variety ferring all
Chicago
organization, the
their
Artists is considering a move to
Cafe Owners Assn.
put the entire city of Chicago on
Just what steps AGVA will take
Certain
the union’s unfair list.
areas such as theatres and some prior to putting the city on the
cafes and most hotels will be ex- unfair list has not been decided.
empted from the ban, if enacted. Blueprints have been made to file
Move was being considered by the unfair labor charges against the
union’s national executive board, nitery ops, get cooperation of the
American Federation of Labor afIt is
at N. Y. meet Monday <29>.
considered so important that the filiates and to widen the unfair list.
entire national board will be polled
AGVA is having a difficult time
before any action is taken.
getting pickets to parade in front
of
the “unfair” cafes.
hold
to
The board also voted
national board meeting for three
days, starting Feb. 2. However, acCasino de Paris for Holland
tion on Chicago matter will be put
The Hague, Dec. 23.
to the attention of the board via

The Scheveningen Casino has
The Chicago situation is proving been sold to A. G. van Tol, ow ner
considerably more difficult than of The Hague’s big Metropole theoriginally anticipated. Primary rea- atre. Van Tol plans to open the

wire.

T

is that the, Chi nitery owners
are refusing to deal with the union

son

place

April

1

as

Casino

the

Paris.

COMEDIAN and PICKPOCKET !

Currently

STARRING and HELD OVER

FRENCH CASINO
New York
•

BN First

American Engagement

and HELD OVER for 8

WEEKS

after

MONTHS!
LEE

WALTER WINCHELL

MORTIMER

New York Daily Mirror

New York Daily Minor
"DOMINIQUE, The most
veiled in years
tainer

.

•

•

A

and a sure bet

refreshing personality un-

sensational
for

all

around enter-

American stardom/

"JDOMINIQUE

.

.

.

a talented pickpocket

act ... a big personality/

. . *

first class

1

1

VARIETY
EARL WILSON
New York Post

"Highpoint of the show remains

"TODAY'S BRAVO

« . .

The sensational DOMINIQUE/

1

The greatest strength of

A

youngster

who

creates

HY GARDNER
"I

York Tribune

never laughed so much in

tremendous act/

my

life •«.«

What a

1

Personal Management:

TONY AZZI, 465 West

51st Street#

•

«

his turn lies in his thievery-

an expert pickpocket who works swiftly and
• « a .

New

DOMINIQUE

New

York

a

terrific

expertly

uproar/

1

de

——

—
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Gloria Brooks

Bobby Jewel
Emil Coleman Ore

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK ENDING DECEMBER
Numerals

««"*<*'%Xr

*'

lu!lTrp| S' w«S
<FM) Fanehon Marco?

«•«»

iL*LoZ VS Mosw*V>^

™

(1)

Tlvolto

*’’

Dcrs

8W

Hotel

De Marios 2
Tong Bros

Sc

Hal Derwin Or#
Cafe Gala

Bruno
Harry James Ore
Bar of Music
Arthur Blake
Mariorle Garretson

Independent;
<W> Warnar?

CHICAGO

CITY

Johnnie Ray
Georgia Gibbs
Ray Anthony Ore
Gary Morton
3 Rockets
Music Hall (1) 1
Peter Gladke
Jack Drummond

Warren, Latona
Sparks

MIAMI

Park Sheraton
Milt Herth Trio
Town A Country
Joyce Bryant
Bob Melvin

Brandon

Sc

<W> 2

Earle

Gene Ammons Ore
Willie

Joe Termini
Tien Tsi Lip Tp
Helene Vernon 3
Capt Shaw & Bobby
Patsy Abott
Berk & Hallow

Dusty Fletcher

Eddy Heywood 3

R

Teddy Hale
111

(4)

Mae

Sc

Lillian

Roth

Wim De

MELBOURNE
(T) 29
Tommy Trinder

Nov-Elites (3)
Joanne Gilbert

Jong

Jim Gerald
Harry Moreny
Gloria Dawn
Toni Lamond

Terry Scanlon

Babs Mackinnon
Joe Lee
George Pearson
Lloyd Martin
Elizabeth Kent
Guus Brox & Myrna
FTank Cleary

His Ma{estys (T) 29
Daresco 3

Paulis
Tivoli Ballet

Norman Vaughan

SYDNEY
Tivoli

(T)

Ames

Carl

,

Betty Prentice

Fayes 3
Pat Gregory

Alice

Ann

Ray

Show Girls
Nudes
Boy D Sc Singers

Chribl

Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin

Ballet

Henry Taylor

Mae

Sc

Martinique Hotel

Jimmy Grippo
m

Cynthia Sc Gladys
Metropolitan (I) 29
Joe Stein
Louis Hayden
Max Carole

BLACKPOOL
Palaec

(I)

29

Gerry Brereton
George Martin
Alaine Diagora
3 Jills
4 Nardics

Jimmy

(I)

Five

Belle

Henny Youngman
The Rivieras
Ted Wells 4
Len Dawson Ore

29

Randum

Edward Victor

Leon Sk Eddie's
Babe Baker Revue

•

Royal (M) 29

Max

Miller

MacDonald

Sc

’

HAM

Mundy

Sc

Earle

Cavaliers

Martin Crosbie

Sonny Farrar
Rene Dyraott
Dubsky 3

Arthur Worsley
Morlano 3

Eddie Giiertln
Sandra Barton

Sc

Bills
3

Atlantis HoteL
Dave Apollon
Los Espenotes
Bernard Weidman

Carma

Versailles Hotel

Cabaret

Club

Ore

Nino Rinaldi 3
Bar of Musle
Bill Jordan
David Elliot
Guy Rennie
Beth Challls
Harvey Bell

Sc

Yaki

Janine Grenet
Charlee Ballet
Lucien,

Bob

Mons Choppy
Models
Ralph Young
Gloria

to

Troplcan*
Chiqulta Sc Johnson
Ana Gloria Sc

Rolando

Amparo Garrido
Miguel Angel Ortiz
Tropicana Chorus

—

Mermaid”
Dollar*
“Million
(M-G). Fine $10,000, and holding.
Last week, on reissues.

85)

Denham
Road

(Cockrill). (1,750; 50-85)

to Bali” (Par),

Sock $15,000.

Last week, “Blazing Forest” (Par),
$7,500.

50-85)
Forever” (20th)
“Stars,
and “Toughest Man Arizona” (Rep).
Nice $18,000. Last week, “Flat

Denver

(Fox)
Stripes

Fancy With 8G Top”

(AA)

(2,525;

LeRoy

DeCastro Sisters
Chavec
Jacques Donnet Ore Line (30)
Jose Cortez Ore
Algiers Hotel

CITY

Norman Paris
Julius Monk

,

.

,

— “Stars,

Forever”
Stripes
$15,000. Last Week,
and
“Black
“Shores Tripoli” (20th)
(reissues),
good
(20th)
Swan”
$8,500.
70-95)
(Balaban)
Adams
(1,700;
95)

Good

(20th).

.

—

Mermaid”
Dollar
“Million
Last week,
(M-G). Fast $17,000.
“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (11th wk), $4,000/

BOSTON

and “Feudin' Fools”

30.

week, “Hangman’s Knot”
Last
poor $9,000.
(Col) and .“Dancing with Crime”
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50- (Indie), pleasing $14,000.
85)
“Abbott-Costello Meet Capt.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40Kidd” (WB) and “Mother Wore
Tights” (20th). Good $12,000 or 85)—“Road to Bali!’ (Par) and
near. Last week, “It Grows On “Blazing Forest”. (Par). Boffo $40,(Col),

.

—

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 20-70) Trees” (U), fair $10,000.
All Flags’* (U) and
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)—
(AA). Trim $R,000 or over.
“Fargo”
Blrdtanv
Beachcomber
Flags” (U) and “MaveThe Foursome
Last week, “The Fighter” (UA) and “Against All
Danny Rogers
Bill Davis
Hal
Murray
(AA). Fairish $7,000 or near.
rick”
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Rocky Grazlano
Spcrle Karas
“Without Warning” (UA). $5,000.
Tony St Renea
Pat Carroll
Blue Angel
Last week, “With Song in Heart”
Bubbles Darlene
Mai
Malkin
Ore
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20- (20th) and “Broken Arrow” (20th),
Bob Downey
Charlotte Rae
Toni Bari
Lord Tarleton
Harold FonvJUe
Norma Parker
Stan Freeman
70)
“Million Dollar Mermaid” (M$5,500.
Michael Selker Ore Maxie Furman &
Hazel Webster
Jo Hurt
G). Fine $11,000. Last week, “BatJeanne Moore
Old Roumanian
Ellis Larkin 3
Alma
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-90)
tle Zone” (AA) and “Rose Bowl
Lou Collins
Sadie Banks
Harold Cooke
Val Deval
“Great Expectations” (Indie). Poor
Sonny
Sands
Pat
Morrissey
Story” (AA), $6,000.
Bart Howard
Ann Dedon „
Carolyn Carpenter
Herman Chittison 3 Grisha Sc Brona
Bon Solr
$1,200. Last week, on reissues.
25-76)—
State
(Goldberg)
(865;
Larry Marvin
Irene Williams
Jimmie Daniels
Wally Wanger Girls “Grows On Trees” (U) and “PennyWebber (Fox) (750; 50-85)—
Joe LaPortc Oro
Sans Souci Hotel
Alice Ghostley
Delano Hotel
D'Aquila Ore
Lenny Kent
whistle Blues” (M-G). Oka/ $4,500. “Against All Flags” (U) and “MaveG Wood
Melino Trio
Hotel Astor
June Graham
Norene Tate
Zina Reyes Dancers Last week, “Devil Makes Three” rick” (AA). Oke $3,000. Last week,
Three Suns
Frank Lynn
Garland Wilson
Willie Hollander
(M-G) and “Varieties on Parade” “With Song in Heart” (20th) and
Hotel Blltmore
Sacasas Ore
Kirkwood Sc
La Rye
Michael Kent Oro
(M-G), $3,000.
Ann Herman Dcrs
Goodman
Leo Relsman Ore
“Broken Arrow” (20th), $2,500.
Hotel Edison
Saxony Hotel
Mae Barnes
L'AIglon
World (Patrick) (382; 60-90)—
Jerome
Ore
Henry
Chavales
de
Los
Copacabana
Chuey Reyes Ore
Hotel
New
Yorker
Epana
“Miss Julie” (Indie), Fine $1,200.
Jackie Miles
Emile Petti- Ore
Teddy
Powell Oro
Pupi Campo Oro
Billy Daniels
Clro's
Holding.
Last week, on reissues.
Sid Krofft
Trfni Reyes
Landre & Verna
Jack Carter
(Continued from page 8)
Joan Walden
Irene Hilda
M Durso Oro
Joni James
Bobby Blake
Jeanne Pierre
Ray Steele
Caps
Red
Last week, “Iron Mistress” (WB)
Collin Sc Leemans
Myrns
Milt Page
Damita Jo
and “Cruise of Zaca” (WB) (4th
Mimi Warren Trio Adrian Rolllm rrio Bernie Mayerson
Blltmore-Terrace
(Continued from page 8)
Hotel Pierre
Ore
Chateau Madrid
Harry Richman
wk), $2,700.
John
Sebastian
Urcelay
Julie
Romero
Nicolas
Arthur Warren Ore
Dorothy
Jarnca
Val Olman Oro
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,283; 65- Skelton starrer to good $15,000 or
Martinique
Lombardy Hotel
Stanley.
Melba
O 170 Tano & Dee
F Alonso Ore
Pedro Ore
90)—“Against All Flags” (U) (2d over. Last week, “Outpost in MaChico Relli Ore
Maya Ore
Enrlca St NoVello
(UA). and
Short Club
“Apache War
wk). Big $8,000 in 6 days. First laya”
Hotel Plaza
Los Panchos
Henry Taylor
Rosalie Sc Steve
Smoke” (M-G), slow $8,000.
Victoria Cordova
Embers
week was $7,800.
Jewel
Box
Fansto
Carbelo
Ore
Raye & Naldi
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
Barbara Carroll
Gus
Van
&
Held
Haven
Dick La Salle Oro
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 65- “Promoter” (U). Nabe house celFrench Casino
Johnny Morrlso'n
Nautilus Hotel
Continentals
Johg Arcesi
90) r— “Abbott-Costello Jin
Meet ebrating its first anni as art site
The Powers (2)
Jan Murray
Hotel Roosevelt
Ginette Wander
Gomez * Beatrice Ray Walker
Capt.
Kidd” (WB). Mild $7,000 in with another Alec Guinness picGuy
Lombardo
Ore
Jane Laste
Dolly Edwards
Freddy Calo Ore
St,
Hotel
Regis
8
days.
Last
week,
“Raiders”
(U) ture.
Dominique
Alice Strickland
Joe Harnell
His “Lavender Hill Mob”
Milt Shaw Ore
Les Chlvers
‘and “Black Castle” (U), $5,000.
Singapore
Don ‘Doc Whyte
(U) launched that policy here. New
Horace Diaz Oro
Vincent Travers
Jerry
Sherman
Grant
On.
Harvey
Hotel Statler
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 75- Guinness pic is new high at $5,000
Hotel Ambassador
Charlie Spivak Ore
Jules Lande Ore
$1 )—“Operation Secret” (WB) (2d for this policy to top “Mob.” Last
Village Barn
La Vie en Rose
CHICAGO
run).
Ella Mae Morse and revue week, “Blithe Spirit” (Indie), $2,Zeb Carver
Ethel Waters
Ted Huston Ore
Carl Ravazza
onstage. Good $9,000. Last week, 200
Bill Jordan
Black Orchid
Miles Bell
Van Smith 3
Herman Maricich
Josh White
“Way
of
Gaucho” (20th) and
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 85-$1.10)—
Helen Curtis
El Chico
Dick Peterson
Jeri Southern
Harrison & P Muller Jane Dulo
“Something for Birds” (20th), split “Hour of 13” (M-G) and Billy EckPerla Marini
Dick Salter
Waldorf- Astoi la
DeLeon & Graclella
Pares
Dennis Sc Darlene
Chez
week
with
“Salerno
Beachhead”
stine
onstage. Rather disappointJose Greco Dcrs
C Sc G Galvan
Buddy Rust
Joe E Lewis
(Indie) and “Fighting Sullivans” ing since Eckstine, hometown: boy
Alvardo de la Cruz Alex Alstone Oro
Ollie Clark
Elisa Rhodes
Mischa Borr Ore
(Indie) (2d runs), fair $4,400 at is making his first theatre appearCarlos Camacho
Sc Ashour Boulevar-Dears (8)
Lucienne
Hotel V/arwIck
Enrique Vlzcaina
Frankie Masters
Johnny Martin
45-70c scale.
ance here. WB deluxer doesn’t figJose Mells Trio
Leon A Eddie's
Ore
Chez Adorables (8)
Lee Carroll
Eddie Davis
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; ure to get over $26,000, good but
Brian Farhon Ore
Edgewater Beach
Hotel Sherry
Bobby Ramsen
below hopes. Last week, “Cattle
65-90)
Bali”
(Par)
and
“Road
to
Yma
Hilton
Hot'l
Sumac
Conrad
Netherland
Fay
Argo &
Pierre D’Angelo Sc
Jeanne Sook St
James Symington
“Beware My Lovely” (RKO). Ter Town” (WB), dismal $4,500,
Paul Judson
Ana
Teddy Roman
Hugo Pedcll Ore
Midge Minor
rific $17,000 in 6 days, and resumWarner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
Griff
Williants
Colstons
(2)
Ore
Hotel Taft
Helen Curtis
ing run after New Year’s Eve “April in Paris” (WB). Big $14,000
Palmer House
Michael Carrington
Vincent Lopez Oro
Art Waner Ore
Les Compagnons de showing of “Stooge” (Par).
Ken Bailey
Latin Quarter
Last or better. Holds. Last week, “BeOliver Dcrs
la Chanson (9)
Deadenders
Mlnevitch Rasacls
Le Ruban Bleu
Chandra Kaly D (3) week, “Pal Gus” (20th) and “Ma- ware My Lovely” (RKO) and “TemJack Rose
Murphy Sisters
Bibi Osterwald
verick” (AA) (2d Wk), $4,000.
Honey Bros (2)
bo” (RKO)’, $3,500;
Margaret Naylor
Audrey Sperling
Marshall Izen

NEW YORK

—

wk-4 days),
“With Song in Heart” (20th) and of London” (Indie) (2d
$5,000.
“Broken Arrow” (20th), $5,000.
United
Artists
(UA)
(1,900; 7050Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200;

Rudy

“Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO) and
“Target Hong Kong” (RKO). Fair
$4,500, helped by kid matinees FriLast week,
day and Saturday.
“Montana Belle” (RKO) and “Beware My Lively” (RKO), $3,000.

Sc

Astor
Nejla Ates

Sherry-Frontenac

Denver, Dec. 30.

Ball” is packing the
Denham for a sock session, and
holds. “Million Dollar Mermaid”
looms nice, and also stays at
Broadway. “Abbott-Costello Meet
Capt. Kidd” shapes good at Paramount while “Stars and Stripes
Forever” looks fine in two spots.
“Against All Flags” is only fairly
good in three houses.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—
“Against All Flags” (U) and “Maverick” (AA), day-date with Tabor,
Webber. Fair $6,000. Last week,

“Road

Fine $25,000. Last week,
mild $16,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)
“Road to Bali” (Par) and
Gold“It Grows oh Trees” (U),
Last week, “Belined $28,000.
cause of You” (U) and “Horizon's
West” (U) (2d wk), oke $9,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95)—
Men” (Col) and
“Eight
Iron
Strong
“Golden Hawk” (Col).
Last week, “Black
$20,000.
Castle” (U) and “The Raiders” (U),
$ 10 000
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
Tre(Indie).
“Bwana Devil”
mendous $34,000. Last week, “Cry,
Beloved Country” (M-G) and “Pool
wk).

22G

(AA), $15,000.
(Continued from page 8)
50-85)— Neat $5,000. Last week, “Cattle
(Fox)
Esquire
(742;
weather has been a raal
• The
(20th) Town”
Stripes Forever”
“Train
of
help, and so biz is hefty this week. “Stars,
(WB)
and
“Against All Flags” shapes sturdy and “Toughest Man Arizona” (Rep), Events” (Indie), $3,500.
at the Omaha while “Million Dol- Fine $4,000. Last week, “Flat Top”
Mayflower (ATC) (685; 74-$1.25)
lar Mermaid” is setting a torrid (AA) and “Feudin’ Fools” (AA),
—“Limelight” (UA). Below hopes
pace at Orpheum. “It Grows on $3,000.
Last week, second-run.
at $8;000.
.Trees” looks okay at State but
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—
Memorial (RWO) (3,000; 40-85)
“Blackbeard the Pirate” is only- “Ruby Gentry” (20th) and. “Cap—“Blackbeard
Pirate” (RKO) and
fair at the Brandeis.
tive Women” (RKO). NSG $10,5Q0.
Yellow Sky”
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Assignment Paris” “Bride Comes to
shapes up.
Big
$24,000
(RKO).
(Col) and “Target Hong Kong”
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-76)

Nelly Golette
Latin Quarter
Guilds
Charlivel Trio

Aeres O'Reilly
Ralph Gilbert
Don Charles Ore

Thelma

Sc

Omaha, Dec.

Charlie Farrell
University 4
Mickey Roselle
I

Pat Clayton
I.Juan Luis Sc
Eleanor
Perry Bruce

Helga Barry
Roy Stevens

Granada (1) 29
Hungaria Tp

Brook

Kitty O'Kelly

Graham

‘Flags’

Harmon

Sc

Elena
Nicholas Grymes

Harold Taylor

PORTSMOUTH

Hllyd Marionettes
Douglas Maynard
Edita & Her Dogs
Curzon 3
Dick Emery

Cannon

Nancy

‘Mermaid’ Nice $11,000,

Cove

Colby's

Sans. Souci

Skippy
Olga Chavlano
Celia Cruz
Rocio Sc Antonio

OK Weather Ups Omaha;

.O'clock

Martha Raye

Madden
Les Raynor & Betty Verna
Jack Murphy
Roberts Bros

Donald Peers
David Nixon
Tommy Burke Co

EAST

Tony Mata*

Ronald Chesney

CHELSEA
Palace

3 Live Bears

Royal (M) 29
Peter Brough
Archie Andrews

Elliott

Rafael Rumberos

Peter

•

NOTTINGHAM

Len Martin
Beryl & Bobo

Ethel

Music Box
Barth
*
Don Ostro 3
Malayan Lounge
The Calypsoans
Bob Morris Ore
Johnlna Hotel

Marcellis

Joan Hinde

Manolo
Danny Yates Ore
Monte Carlo
Leonard Young
Gallab Dancers
St

Sc

Marc Kahn

Lombardy
Don Baker Oro
Julio

BRITAIN

HAVANA

Montmartre
Pedro Vargas
Samara Facundo Rivero Q
Roxana Martin
Alan Kole Ore
Serenata Espanola
El Mambo
Ray Carson
Bobby Escoto Ore Tex Mex Trio
Baro Sc Rogers
National Casino
Bobby Collazo 5
Havana Cuban Boys
Freddy Calo Ore
Maria Alba
Vagabonds Club
Marion Inclan Sc
Vagabonds (4)
Chucho Maldonado
Maria Neglla
Rafael Bertrand
Denny Desmond
Phyllis Ponn
Frank Linale Ore

Ginger Marsh

.

.

Sorrento

Charles

Denver; ‘Stars’ Big

Slipper

Sliver

Milt Ross

Mitchell

Great at $15,000,

Hank Henry

Revue

Flash Lane
Camile Steven*

Sonya Corbeau

2*

Armand Perren

Jimmy Ray

Wong

Woo Woo Stevens
Jean Devlyn Girls
Beau Jesters
El Rancho Vegas
Hollywood Cover
Girls
"Windmill Revue"
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Sophie Tucker
Peggy Ryan Sc Ray Bill Willard
Jo Ann Malone
McDonald
Doodles Sc Skeeter. George Redman Ore
Sands
El Rancho Girls
Danny Thomas
Al Gayle Ore
Connee Russell
Thunderblrd
Lou Wills Jr
Mills Bros
Mickey Shaughnessy Copa Girls
Ray Sinatra Ore
A Robbins

Preacher Rollo 5
Harbor Club
Joe Mooney
Helene Rivoire
Paddock Club

Rusty Marsh

‘Bali’

Criers
Earl Nickel

Dolores Frazzlnl

Jackie Winston
Miss Memphis
Detmonlco
Peggy Saunders
Jose Sc Aida
Carlos St Melisa Ore Ernie Bell Ore
Flo Parker
Frolic Club
Patty Lee
Kathie McCoy
Mac Faddcn
Don Charles Ore
Deuvllle
Harem Club
Vocalions 3
Jimmy Day
Johnny Pineapple

Bouna

Boy Singers

Don Cortez Tune

>

Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 50-95)
—“Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO) and
“Tarzan's Savage Fury” (RKO) (2d

Cortez

El

Jeanne Gayle

Juan Gerrero
Jerry Antes

Mary Peck

BotOnds
Bert Duke 3
Guy Nelson
Prof Olgo
Renlta Kramer

De

Jose

Shoremede

Thompson
Townsmen (4)

Ladd

Sc

Los Barrancos
Eddie Garcon

Ryan

Gaiety Girls

[Jo

BRISBANE
Lowe

Abbe Lane

.

Trenholm

Cissy

Qulntones
Gaiety Club

Marie Stowe

Al Bemle
S Marlowe Line
Tony Lopta Oro
Joy Skylar
Cork Club

Jacques Carta ux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whitehouse

Sa-Harem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore

Frontier

Xavier Cugat Ore

Louise Angel
Blue Drake

Clover Club

AUSTRALIA

Last

Palmer Dancers
Sheila

Maya Ore

*53

Carlton Hayes Ore

Phil Brito

Myron Cohen

“Pitfall” (UA)
(UA) (reissues).

Singing Stars of

Dick Stabile Ore

—

Boh Lee

Casablanca Hotel

Sc Clymers
Frances Langford

Tivoli

Don Reynolds

Sal Noble

Alllsen Hotel

Lorette

2*

(I)

Ice Colorania

Novotones
San Marine Hotel

Wlvel

Guitars

Beachcombers
Eddie Snyder
Julio

i

Leon Navarre

Jacquet Ore

Roxy

Marimba Coeds

Rich 28G,

3 Tones

Shields

Cabots

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Griffith

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 31
P Sidell & Spotty

Stumpy

4 Tunes

Ann

Slgi
Eli Spivak

Finch

Bill

3

R

Sc

Jim Hawthorne

Ahem

ROCKFORD

Palace (I) 2*4
Doris King

Paramount (P) 31
Sarah Vaughn
Sc

Two

Big Maybelle

fill

Stump

Johnny Morris
La Plaza 6

‘Bali’

‘Bwana’ 34G, ‘Stars’ 15G

v>

Cardall

Salvatore Gloe Ore
Panchlto Ore
Village Vanguard
Robert Clary
Sylvia Sym*
Ore Phil Leeds
Clarence William

Danny Carroll

Peg Leg Bates

Palace (R) 1

Ann

N & M Mann

Mabon

Sym Ore

Bright

Jean Bradley
Glenn Burris

Pat Adair
Art Wauer Ore

PHILADELPHIA

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

Rhodes

Tex

Condos

Versailles

Patricia

Patricia

$17,000,

(2d wk), $1,500.
(Loew's) (1,300; 55-85)—

Big

and “Whistlestop”
Ordinary $4,500.
Detroit, Dec. 30.
Fagan
“Fearless
week,
Downtown exhibitors received a
Last
Billy Gray
Or*
Ramos
Bobby
(M-G), satisfactory $4,500 in 6 fine Christmas present from DePatti Moore
Mocambo
Ben Lessy
days.
troit film patrons in the form of
Edith Plaf
Larry Greene Trio
And the continuEddie Oliver Ore
Blltmore Hotel
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-85)— turnaway biz.
Joe Castro Quartet “Against All Flags” (U).
Brisk ing SRO order during week is
Paul Gilbert
spelling a big upbeat this session.
>$14,000. Last week “Loan Shark
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
(RKO) and “It Grows on Trees “Bwana Devil” at Madison is
leader with a tremendous total at
(U), $6,000 in 6 days.
Johnny OBrien
Flamingo
Boys
Normandie
“Road to Bali”
this small-seater.
Tony Martin
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)
Christina Carson
Alan King
is sturdy at the Michigan. “Black(M-G).
Mermaid”
Dollar
“Million
Kathryn Duffy D
Haydocks
Pirate”
is
perking to a
Ai Jahns Ore
Smooth $15,500. Last week, “Out- beard the
Hal Borne
Herb Flemlngton
Sahara
post in Malaya” (UA), $7,500 in 6 fine second round at the Fox. “MilFlamingo Starlets
Andrews Sisters
Mermaid”
looks fancy
lion Dollar
days.
Torris Brand Ore
Pansy the Horse
Adams. “Stars and Stripes
’Andy Mayo
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-85) at the
Desert Inn (23)
Forever” is rated good at the
Carsony Bros
Carmen Miranda
“K.
C. Confidential” (UA). Okay
Gene Nash
Jack Durant
week “Horizons United Artists. “Eight Iron Men”
Last
$8,500.
Gilda Fontana
Rudy .Cardenas
Lillian Lanier
West” (U) and “Bonzo Goes to. Col- looks strong at the Palms.
Felo Sc Bruno
Dewey Sisters
Donn Arden D
Estimates for This Week
lege” (U-I), $3,000 in 6 days.

“More About
Love”

Sc

Olympia (P) 31
Harold Barnes
Cleopatria Co
Ritter
Charlie Carlisle

Rayney
Nip Nelson
Jahsleys Dogs

to

Marcel Lebon
Dagenham Pipers

Rev

Ice

Patricia

ft

Caroli Bros

Del Booms; ‘Mermaid’

(Indie)

Ohio

Jimmy McHugh's

Eddie Bradford Ore
B Gray's Bandbox

Misha Usdanoff
Kostya Poliansky

Piroska

(P) 2

Chicago
Step Bros
4 Aces

Red”

Clro'*

Hoffman
Benno Rubinyl

Capitol (L) 31

CLEVELAND
(Continued from page 9)
Neat $4,000. Last week, “Sky Is

Nancy Andrew*
Joe Graydon
Jimmy Ames.
Don Sheffey

Bill

NEW YORK

(4)

Pancho Ore

tos angelb
Ambassador
Jean Sablon
Margaret Si*

31

,

,

circuit.

oArtnthMt* indicates

in

»

,»

B

Madelyn Wallace

Vina Gardens
Joey Bishop

—“Against

—

—

...

1

SEATTLE

PITTSBURGH

Last week, “Cleo000 looms.
patra” (Par) (reissue), dull $10,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
“The Clown” (M-G). Disappointing $18,000.
Last week, “Everything I Have Is Yours” (M-G) and
“Target Hong Kong” (Col), $19,000 for 10 days.

—

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
—“Abbott - Costello Meet Capt.
Kidd” (WB) and “The Maverick'
Last week
Nice $15,000.
(AA).
“Cattle Town” (WB) and “Train of
1

Events”. (Indie). Slender $9,500.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,900; 60-95)—
(20th).
“Stars, Stripes Forever”
Fine $15,000 or near. Last week,
second-run.
State
(Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“The Clown” (M-G). Below hopes
Last week, “Everyat $10,000.
thing I Have Is Yours” (M-G) and
“Target Hong Kong” (Col), $10,000
for 10 days.

'

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page

-

.

.

i

—

’

final

wk).

Oke

$3,500

week’s $3,000.
Keith’s

(RKO)

(1,939;

9)

after

last

50-85)—'

“Against All Flags” (U). Nice
Last week, “Invasion U.S.A.
_A _
(Col), same.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)--^
“Prisoner Zenda” (M-G) (2d wkN
Solid $14,000 for second consecutive week.
*iv
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 50-$lJ

000,

,

.

—“Breaking Sound Barrier

(UA)

Rallied to stout $4,000 after $3,200 last week.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 50-80)—
“Meet Capt. Kidd” (WB). Okay
Last week, “Cleopatra
$10,000.
(5th-final wk).

(Par) (reissue), $7,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 60-$D-“Happy Time” (Col) (6th wk). Sky
rocketed to hefty $5,000 after $2,
760 last week. Stays on.

1952

nesday* DccciubCT 31;

NIGIIT

PfiftlETY

‘Bitterly

Competitive Season Safe Bet

Freddy Calo orch is adept as ever
on the showbacks and the dance

replacing lines to laugh effect in
delineating characters he’s known.
Adds up to a sound and funny

’round

shows.

As Miami Niteries Unspool for Yule;
Comics Exploit ‘Copenhagen Switch’
B y LARY SOIAOWAY

*

Ajtes with mid-section gyrations session.
plussed by a baby-faced approach
Lillian Roth is added attraction.
Miami Beach, Dec. 30.
that keeps the males eyes moving-* Return
of
the songstress who
mio'q ?s the holiday week that
the Mons.
Choppy modeling (on clicked in the ihid-30’s was marked
of what will def- Hve femme torsos, mostly
Looks and
backs) with a welcome sign.
ma 9 beginning
prove the most bitterly com- stimulating the gasps; the wham personality are as potent as in
season in the history of work on line's split to finale, a those years.
Though the Voice
ietit
The
tbc Can-Can, with balance may have lost a bit on the high
JR, ever-expanding resort.
record-break- of the fillies making the
Iniidftv reason found
pretty pic- ranges, she does well by her spehotel
for
fighting
ture
to frame; production duties cial arrangements such as teeoff,
ing throngs
hotels, motels well
handled
by
Inace despite new
goodlooking "Roth On Parade”; On a tryst with
Sd apartments available UP and Raiph Young and loose-limbed an anxious guy; then straights
Eadie Was A Lady.” Back for anSmvn the beachfront from Miami Gloria LeRoy, who reminds of a
Lauderdale. With them, young Charlotte Greenwood; the other* special on a frustrated mag
ff Ft
JJme the predicted fight for the twist on Apache dance ideas by model, then reprises song parade
cafe-minded patronage by the hig- Lucienne, Bob & Astor with the she’s been associated with and for
of which raised gal making with the flipoffs
her hotels, all
and another encore, ballading of "Don’t
budgets for attractions to compete roughhouse
on the males; the Take Your Love From Me.” As
niteries.
Charlivels, who practically steal set up, she could add more of
with the straight
the show with their acros worked same, the delivery and handling
Last week saw some 19 preems
of a torcher being her standout.
ranging from intimeries to the big into instrumental-tap-weavings
With all the tourists con- that keep the pace to a show-stop;
Maya orch background okay and
soots
the
DeCastro
spreadout
wasn’t
a
Sisters,
the
who
never
keep
the floor filled in the danoe
centrated,
problem, majority of the glitter looked so good as here. The Cu- department.
bano senoritas set up their standspots filling up nightly. Only bigCIRO’S
ard singing act for healthy mitts.
cerv not open is former Copa City,
Adagio work of Carma & Yaki
This is one of the entries in the
due to be relighted Jan. 20 by Bill
Miller, who Is changing name to marks another plus for the pro- big-name
run, with such toppers
Miami Beach Riviera. What with duction, as do vocals by Janine
as Martin & Lewis and Jimmy Dutalent-booking problems he’ll go Grenet and costuming of Wittoprante reportedly set for the seasemi-names
and
of
policy
Elcue. Only lack is comedy injecin for
son. Layout on tap is a well-versed
big ones if any are available. All tion. Joe E. Lewis is booked for a
February date, but for coming one, though a bit heavy on the muthis with the town shut down tight
sical
side.
on any gambling, though one can weeks, a comedy idea to break up
Three-act setup has wax. click
lay a bet on a nag (sneak basis) if the steady run of dance and song
not in the mood for a trip to the in all variations would add to im- Joni James opening the show. It’s
pact. Jose Cortez orch handles the a tough spot, and for a thrush who
track. As for casinos, they’re out,
with sheriff, county and state law difficult
musical assignment in hasn’t worked the better cafes, she
stacks up as a fundamentally sound
pounce
down.
ready
to
enforcers
top manner.
performer. Routines are arranged
Despite wails that the reform
for
good change of pace, with conCLOVER
CLUB
Idea would hurt biz, the sun-seekcentration on the flit pops.
For
ers are here, though, not the bigThis mainland,' year ’round at- handling
of oldie, she’s effective
spend types who formerly flocked traction is in good seasonal shape,
in “Birth Of The Blues” and winds
to the pastel-painted strip of hotels. thanks to booking policy of owner
into encore hands with her latest
Of the preems, v the division Jack Goldman, who doesn’t spare M-G-M etching
of "Have You
among hotels and nightclubs was the money for bis 450-seater. Heard?” Back
for obvious songpronounced in the sense that late- Works on dinner-beverage, mini- spin of her
bestselling “Why Don’t
goers managed to make a good mum of $2.50 with up to $4.50 for
You Believe Me?”
many of the spots. All racked up supper or beverage. He’s up with
The Redcaps (5) and Damita Jo
wild grosses. What happens after a solid lineup following current
New Year’s is a moot question. As show, in Johnnie Ray, Lena Horne, follow. Though room is smaller
than
Copa city where they made
currently constituted, these werfe Peter Lind Hayes * Mary Healy,
first
impact with pub-crawlers
the big clicks of the holiday week: Billy Gray with Patti Moore- &
hereabouts,
they garner same big
Ben Lessy, and Tony Martin
SAXONY HOTEL
paged for a three-day date. Cur- reaction. Have added a new bariMust now be classed with the rently he’s taken big chance in tone to the group' who sells "Old
biggest clubs.
Swankery features booking youthful Coast click Jo- Man River” for added effect.
two rooms, the Pagoda (450-seater) anne Gilbert and looks to grab Damito Jo is the sparker for wham
and the Veranda (250-300).
The the crowds here in ensuing days winding, with her vocalistics. Does
two, "I Went to Your Wedding”
first time in years in any entertainvia word-of-mouth.
and “Sugar Foot Rag,” for expert
ment setup, there is a cover charge
Miss Gilbert reminds of an Eliza- interpretation
of a ballad and a
<$3), as well as the beverage minbeth Taylor in looks and a Lena jump tune
to keep them happy.
imum $2.50, $3).
Horne in some phases of her de- Lampoon on “Cry”
by quintet is
Show idea Is a class one to fit livery, but who, on her own, imstrong encore.
the Franklin Hughes decor, with
presses as not far from top ratJack Carter is a regular at the
Los Chavales de Espana (11) in- ing, be it for pictures,
video or
stalled as prime attraction for a
the class cafe circuit. The staging bigger local bistros ana, per usual,
minimum 13 weeks. Plenty of loot of her cleverly arranged tunes is his fast-funnery wins them though
it takes him some five minutes to
has been laid out for the rebuild intelligent, and
lit carefully. The
jyith concentration
on stage and rewrites (by dad, Ray Gilbert) on get them used to his staccato
lighting that makes for sound
pro- lyrics are of sock vein and de- tempo. Hard-working comic offers
duction presentation.
livery shows evidence of months up original gaggery on motif for
The "Kids From Spain” add up of work to achieve a vet approach new hotels here, on his bosses, and
as one of the real
that
wins them from initial num- blends in some yock-filled stories.
class acts. Their
Twists lyrics from “Top Banana”
ani t and solo work
is carefully ber, “She Shall Have Music,”
which he played as
staged and always paced
Bespangled pedal-pusher and for Phil Silvers; Las replacement
for steady
Vegas gamreaction; Mixture of
instrumental tight, cleavaged blouse add to bling and the
current fave gag
rod votahsties ^ shrewdly
detailed. Immediate aud impresh. Balance with comics, the
Copenhagen
heFact that theirs is
a blending of of stint has headliner change of to-she operation. Adds
his talent
French and
Spanish does' not pace, and is aud-rouser. After on dialects, via
cockney a Texan
ffect through unfamiliar- socking over a set of tunes, she
F,
in Rome, Venetian gondoliers and
«j. Rather, they
belt best with returns
in shorts to reveal a winds into
vocals a la Perry Como,
e ® already
understood by the snappy chassis in windup, “Love,” Nelson Eddy, Frankie Laine,
!?
Rosesteady cafegoers
in the key cities. perhaps the only number that mary
Clooney.
Tops with lamAddition of Trini Rayes and her doesn’t
fit
her personality or poon* on TV commercials
as
done
a me CO terp
youthful looks, being the type of by Pinza, Menashe
s is a sound phase of
Skulnik, Maxie
ta Q
^
11 11
Sbe s appeared here tune more befitting an older Rosen bloom, Lauritz Melchior and
kSa? 111^
niteries but never looked songstress. In sum, the throaty- Billy Daniels for demanded return.
jr set off her heel-and-toe voiced teenager is marked for the Obliges with series of impreshes
a
heights.
et ln more
and army routine into "Sound Off”
colorful style,
?3S
a ues corne from return
A1 Bernie in the comedy slot special on Hollywood types. Offs
nf Pnlf- ^
l
^
am
steady
laughs.
sets
series
of
up
who
with ideas on Joe E. Lewis, Berle,
P°«
wasfeatured
\H«i El
0rctl in this hotel in its Mixes his off-trail waggery in that Thomas, Martin & Lewis and Duinanpur
oi
1
year ** e s a hit more easy, deliberate style for plenty of rante for a walloping bowdff.
snhrino ? n
;
though
more effective via howls. Adds to potency with his
Dave Tyler orch, shifted
(ho
down -. Backs the show straight vocalistics such as “I from Copa along with rest of here
regin
Ce ni ann r w i*h
his musickers Can’t Give You Anything But ular staff here, cuts the proceed\vhn n-,
f
ad appeal on Love.” Closes with show biz greats ings in an apt manner.
with the Jolson impresh good for
S tIle lobby
NAUTILUS HOTEL
tbe new Veran- sock returns and begoff.
da Pnn v,
*
'formerly the ShelJ-INov-Elites (in their. 50th week
Upped budget for this downSiar)
!
^aturmg
Continental en- here) wham with their instru- townery’s Driftwood Room has
tertiinni
n with Irene Hilda
top- mental biz on guitar, bass and ac- also upped biz plenty. Big draw
Pinrf
! continuous
rn l*
S a
show idea.
cordion, vocalistics and inipreshes,
is
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hugest

product

Ke

(in

Quarter
and

size

nitery run. of"
ie ne ldea ln per ‘
sonnel
? ?
1 maJority of
the talent
Well vpt’ci
l
d! °h their stinto and the
30-odd u«
lne plenty
attractive for
the cham
agl
Sp °t has inCited iS11 a(}?.^Pe«( ltl0 P to
normal run
of sDeriai
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by Natalie Kamaalte s
lt>a *
of
Gallic
^
g,*° n blended
with in-krnatiS?
to make
for an^vt r/r gredients
lng and colorful twohour
pv?,'!
eam thp- p.d f aR ? I i 2a that should
m
Island ca fe another
dollar-hpoin
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FIVE O’CLOCK CLUB
With all the openings and the
melange of attractions offered
around these parts, Martha ~Raye,

who runs her Five O’Clock year

—with

10 days off every six

weeks for her TV commitments
has rounded out her lineup to
bolster her steady appeal. On tap
with her is Henny Youngman who
in recent engagements has been
playing the hotel runs. Youngman
comes in with a load of new material and has changed his style to
the point -where, from standup,
straight one liners, his delivery has
now become more relaxed, with
tempo slowed for the laugh gains.
Ungainly dances around the mike
break his sallies on "Sally” with
music from “Laura.” Works in

work on Lone Ranger

-
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Hotel $tatlci* 9 L. A*
(TERRACE ROOM)’
Los Angeles, Dec. 20.
Victor Borge, Ruth Costello
Dega,
Eddie O’Neal Orch
Igor
(12); $2 cover

&

.

This niche in the town’s newest
and certainly most modern hotel
seems to be building its basic clientele from the oil company execs
whose offices are in the vicinity,
Pasadenans and the more conservative brand of L. A. boite-prowler.
This cross-section is something
of a toss salad, but it certainly
isn’t
Hollyvvood-hepster or hiphip-hoorayer in character.
It’s
even more subdued than the Cocoanut Grove patronage and to be
effective In this site the talent is
going to have to be carefully

chosen. On this bill it is.
zingy series of lines on local afVictor Borge’s non-sequitur patfairs,
a
Copenhagen rag that’s
different, his girlfriend, wife and ter woven in and around his toying
with
Debussy, Grieg and Chopin
other rib-tcklers to score handily.
at the keyboard was aptiy aimed
Miss Raye can do no wrong in
at
the
capacity turnout which
her room. She blends her clowning
expertly with work into straight greeted his opening. The holiday
spirits were high and so were the
ballading and torchers, utilizing
that Chaplinesque quality to. keep quotients of laughs he drew with
hearers alert for a quick switch his droll, offhand comments. For
from the buffonery into rapt at- this booking he knew that a few
mild jibes at the outgoing Demotention for tl\e straight.
cratic Administration would top
Comes back for her standard bit anything
else
in this room. Borge,
with the Ted Wills quartet in
in stretching his routine 50 min“Glory of the Sword.” The group,
utes, was on a good quarter-hour
incidentally, is one of the best of
too long, but the management probits kind around. Handsome, and
expert vocal training, they work in ably will take care of that, for it’s
operatic and pop medleys to top too long a lull in table-servicing.
At show caught, a group of Wisreturns.
The Rivieras tee off the comedy consin invaders, here for the Rose
sector with their twist on Apache Bowl game,, started a flurry of
dancers with the femme belting heckling and Borge topped the
the guy around, winding into air- badgering Badgers so devastatingly
plane spin that gets them yocking. they must have felt like jumping
Len Dawson orch is among the into one of their 10,000 lakes.
Kicking off the show was 15
large group of excellent showbands
working the area.
minutes of Ruth Costello $c Igor

—

SANS SOUCI HOTEL
The most consistent hotel-run

Dega dancing which supplied the
movement and color Borge’s act

After a ballroom whirl repatron-puller through the year, this plete with the required number of
hotel’s Blue Sails Room had a set lifts, the pace picks up with a
group of acts who’ve proved their pashy prancing to "Blues in the
worth and who are booked back Night.” Routine would have been
regularly. Typical is Lenny Kent even more punchier had the lead
with June Gardner in support. trumpet in the orch not been flat
Kent packs the room whenever he in handling key passages of the
plays, and the same faces r^lnm
backgrounding.
He's always set with a group of
Team’s windup is a 10th Ave.
observations
on
•; >i.
localise
tramp - and - toughie trot
(N. Y.)
gathers in the giggles and adds
which whisks pair off to plenty
toppers such as a Las Vegas story
palm-pats. This is a hard-working
for the bellringers. Has to come
compensates in originalback with his “Texan” and the act which
newer Billy Daniels takeoff with ity and verve what it .occasionally,
in genuine hoofing ability.
lacks
the encore demand doubling when
Eddie O’Neal’s band, between
he adds his double-talk synopsis of
shows, dishes up what seems to be
the show.
the
sort of <lansapation sought in
Miss Gardner is a trim-looking
soprano who did well here some this Statler standards cleffed by
Youmans,
Gershwin, Friml, Romweeks ago and has been brought
back for a doubling chore between berg, Donaldson and Berlin, all of
vintage.
In fillpre-Pearl
Harbor
hotel’s
dinner-room (where she
works with strolling strings) and ing the floor with two-step shufO’Neal
seems
to
have
though,
flers,
the cafe. Spells out three tunes
“Wish You Were Here,” classic; the prescription. And his arrangeexpected,
are
be
ments,
could
as
"Granada,” and "With a Song in
My Heart” for hearty reception. paced alternately by fiddle, accorBert.
tenor
sax.
and
dion
Sacasas orch remains one of the
better musical units around. Ann
Herman dancers satisfy the LatinHotel Xieollel* Mpls.
tempo yenners.
lacks.
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(MINN. TERRACE)

London

Bagatelle,
June

Sc

Swingtet,
Band; $5

London, Dec. 24.
Julie, Arnold Bailey
Santiago Lopez Latin

minimum

.

These are traditionally lean
times for West End niteries and
most cafe operators prefer to take
the line of least resistance so far
as talent is concerned. With business generally below par, there’s
an obvious reluctance to hand out
big paychecks to artists in the
hope that they’ll draw the extra
biz, and consequently there is a
reliance o:; acts that are just
strong enough to fill the cabaret
spots.

The booking
this

smart

of

June

Mayfair

&

cafe

falls into this category.

Julie at
clearly

Their box-

office
value is negligible
and
their act follows a conventional
pattern, but it won’t offend the

this week
Jan Murray, one of
the most improved laughmakers customers who are around.
TV lampoons.
These two girls' have a simple
around. Not that he was weak in
Handsome line as staged by previous dates in this town’s cafes; style, adequate voices and genial
But they suffer
Selma Marlowe sets up zing rou- rather, it’s the ease and assurance, personalities.
tines with fast-paced opener and plus new and topical lines that from inadequacy of material, with
Latino idea for the mia-spot. Joy make for that description. He kept lyrics.’ that lack the punch and
Skylar is featured and proves a a jammed room howling with local wit demanded by cafe patrons.
lithe production soloist. Tony Lo- gags, plus utilization of ringsiders They try to Infuse some life to the
pez orch is solid on the back- such as a gabby gal and a young- routine, but their numbers don’t
ster attending with his parents. stand up to the strain.
Original
groundings.
Kept working them into act, for tuhes like "Don’t Mention Wives
CASABLANCA HOTEL
mounting giggles and laughs. Rou- to the'Sultan” and “We Want To
Working on its established two- tine on spouse and her frailties Travel” don’t have the verve and
additional mirth. Re- rhythm to merit particular attena-night policy, with vet maitre d’ make for
tion.
It is obviously a stopgap
Albert Berryman handling dining counts his standard "Laugh, Clown
which
shows plenty bf work booking to tide the cafe over the
Laugh”
this
tradition,
better
the
matters in
difficult
period.
line-insertions
and
pieces
new
hostel’s management is going in on
of business for the hypo that
The Arnold Bailey aggregation
for comedy topliners plussed by a
the mitt into begoff pro- do their usual first-class backmounts
songstress.
portions.
grounding job and the Santiago
Myron Cohen, who packed Club
Gomez Sc Beatrice prove their Lopez Latin band provide the alMorocco here last year, is repeatand
ternative rhythm terping music.
insert
ballroomology
a
new
ing. The ex- silk salesman has himMyro.
tremendqqs Allowing local? routine to- spark their aud returns.

plus comedy
leading into

Latin quarter

CLUB REVIEWS

and they’re coming in for both
The raconteur doesn't let
them down, spinning his dialect'
stories on New York’s garment centre types, tales of his mother, and
some topical lines that get howls
with his version of the Copenhagen transformation.
Guy has
built his mugging, with head-work

ly

Minneapolis, Dec. 24.
Ca-ol Bruce Cecil Golly Orch
(9; rdth Mildred Stanley; $2.50
,

minimum.
Carol Bruce returns for a second
time but in a different room to the
city where, during her first visit,
she met the man who became her
husband. So that the present ocundoubtedly has added
casion
significance.

Opening with a recital of “what
when a singer hits the
road,” the attractive and tastefully
garbed songstress sticks mainly to
her vocal chores, confining most
of her patter to brief and simple
intros to her numbers. She hews
to selections which set off her
throaty thrushing to best advantage
and that permit her to., embellish
occurs

her warbling with dramatic fervor
and warmth. She shows marked
ability to establish audience rapport.

Miss Bruce’s melodic
caught took her

show

stroll

at-

through

"Why

Don’t, You Believe Me” and
a succession of other clickos. The
perennial “Bewitched” from “Pal
Joey” comes off with special amusing lyrics necessitated by Boston
censorship. “It’s Just the Gypsy
in My Soul” involves a ringside
table excursion. An impression of
a lonely gal in a barroom is torchy,
while a spoof, of “After the Ball,”
describing party guests getting too
far out of line, has comedic overtones. After several bring-backs,
the chirper hits the finale jackpot
with a boff "Bill” which won her
acclaim on Broadway revival of
"Show Boat.”
Cecil Golly and his musicians
and singer Mildred Stanley contribute
generously to
patrons*
pleasure by socKo tunes for dansapation and in backing up Miss
Bruce.
Rees.
.
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El Rancho, Las Vegas
„

should make this go here in spite
of shakey nitery picture here of

Las Vegas, Dec. 24.
Sophie Tucker ( with Ted Sha-

piro); Peggy

late.

Callaway starts proceedings with

Ryan & Ray McDon-

Doodles & Skeeter, El Rancho piping of little known psycho-roGirls (8)/Al Gayle Orch (10); no mantic ballads that go hand-inglove with atmosphere of boite. He
cover or minimum.
is personable and looks good with
his low-timbred larynxing.
Continuing his idea of encasing
Muriel Gaines is more the soacts within “Windmill Revue,” pro- phisticated gal. Her relaxed manducer Tom Douglas contrives a ne* and geniality quickly get aud
special setting and buildup for as she swings into a goQd log of
Sophie Tucker. Not that this par- Calypso and deftly-lyriced numticular headliner needs any sort of bers that titillate. Well heard are
hypoing, but the Douglas scheme “Tick-Tick” in Calypso and “The
is to provide class accoutrements Great Indoors” and “New York,
for any and all performers stop- New York,” for a well-mitted turn.
ping, over at El Rancho Vegas.
Roger Starr, young stateside
Taking on a nostalgia kick from medical student, lends a pleasing
La Tucker’s roundelays, entire aura of Americana with good rencasement is begun by couple view- ditions of little-known folk songs.
ing TV in living- room, then takes Self-accomped on guitar, he has
flashback route into yore. Progress- good pipes and he interps satising via tape and several panto- factorily “The Fox” and “Tumbling
mimes of show biz greats, scenes Weeds.” Background pianoing is
rapidly segue into the big moment nicely handled by Roger Le Sourd
Mask.
Of Miss Tucker’s arrival and sub- and Al Heller.
sequent socko session.
ald,

’

Her entrance js the traditional
one.
Landscape overflowing with
orchids to accomper Ted Shapiro,
and stands glittering in a Florence
Lustig creation as first special,

Vine Gardens, Chi

•

“How Can
*

I

Ever Grow Old?”

Chicago, Dec. 23.
Bishop,
Gloria
Brooks,
Madelyn Wallace Dancers .(4),

Joey

,

Pancho Orch (4); $2.50 minimum.

is

throated. Chatter woven throughout between the two is cheerful
and chiding on Shapiro’s side. The

About four years ago a thin,
deadpan performer came into this
near north side spot and racked up
a sock 48-week run, which catapulted him into the ranks of top
young comedians/ Joey Bishop has
returned to this bistro, which has
been ill for the past four months,

necessary spice, always included in
any occasion where Miss Tucker is
present, enhances her turn. What
would, she be like without reference to her “red hot mama” trade-

mark?

fication, lately, just to help
old boss, Jimmy Pappas, who

Kids modern youngsters’ tepid
recourses to action, and offers to
become a tutor in '‘Sophie Tucker
School for Red Hot Mamas.” With
laughs still echoing from this banter, turns serioso with “Life Is a
Wonderful Thing,'” schmaltzy and
a bit overdrawn with dramatic fervor, but good for pin-drop attention.
Sparks great set of “old
songs aren’t old at all,” by revivaling “Four Leaf Clover,” “After

his

had

been ill for the paost four months.
That Bishop is still a potent draw
is evidenced by the fact that the
Tuesday opening
two days before Christmas) was packed when
all the other niteries were in the
(

doldrums.

Bishop uses the smalh room to
top returns, working closely with
ringsiders, musicians, waiters, and
various and sundry who wander in
and out of the kitchen. He has a
socko soliloquy, .which he interjects
into his bits, addressing the mirrors
bordering one side of the stage.
Surprisingly enough, with the exception of his* short Bette Davis
takeoff, his material is all new

You’ve Gone,” “Nobody Loves a
Fat Girl,” then springs her latest
recording carbon ricky-ticked in
Reisenweber rhythm,- “I Wanna

Say Hello/’ and boffo “Some of
These Days.” Tosses “Sophie Tucker For President” buttons around

Wednesday, December 31

PSssiiifr
Mocamlio, Hollywood

Gallagher as other cop pays

okay.
Hollywood, Dec. 25.
With all the immense backlog of
Eddie Oliver sketches at his disposal, Lahr
could revamp his entire nitery idea.
He has the basis for a solid packThis is Edith Piaf's first appear- age, and with his name could easily
ance on the Coast, but she’ll be become a great draw throughout
back as often as she chooses. She the cafe circuit. He can pull out
made a terrific impression here the chestnuts, warm them over, or
Tuesday night (23), when’ she was drop in special satires in topical
the solo entertainer at a private vein. Providing the whole works
Rouge” in carefully mounted casing, Lahr s
“Moulin
post-premiere
party given by the pic’s producers, parcel should lure everywhere.
solidly
at
scored
just
as
then
and
Diminutive chirp Francine White
her official opening Xmas Eve.
does not click with her coyly manThe Gallic singer makes a lasting nered round of tunes. Big-eyfcd
impression with a voice, style and brunet measures minus with a spedelivery that reflect the best of cial, “Send Me a Man, Oh Lord/’
the best dramatic character vocal- and over-pitches “Nothing Doing
ists of recent memory.
Ricardo.”
Her ringside cruise
Miss Piaf is Fanny Brice singing while piping “I've Got a Crush On
“My Man” * she’s Libby Holman You” fails to bring up interest for
she is closing sally, with resultant mitts
singing “Moanin' Low”
being more polite than hearty.
Ethel Waters singing the blues .
singing*“Bill.”
She was replaced after a few nights
Helen
Morgan
she's
She’s all of them wrapped up in by thrush Jane Harvey.
coiffed,
frowzily
dowdily
dressed,
a
Patti Ross takes over prime ^secflat-shoed, not-too-well-shaped tiny tion with exhibit of contortion-, but
person who yej manages to hold wastes many moments in aimless
and electrify and mesmerize her terps before settling down to unaudience.
limbering her gams and spine for
Miss Piaf here is a solitary figure a good display. By working on the
in front of the bandstand scrim, floor, and with some fancy tricks
•behind which is placed her special at that, tall, leggy looker loses imaccomp of accordion, piano- and pact. Should set up her act atop
chorus of five (three girls, two riser or table in order to receive
men), plus Eddie Oliver’s orch. best kudosing for batch of difficult
Wearing her traditional black jacknives.

Edith

Plaf (7),
Orch (6) $2 cover.
;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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ornamented

street dress
only by a crucifix pendant, Miss
Piaf delivers her songs of love with
a wide set stance that gives a

jersey

momentary impression

and Eva Tanguay. Background

trademark,

“La

accustomed

Douglas' pacing.

to

producer
Will.

Frincoss Rooiri 9 Paris

Bruno orch, dressed in flashy
gondolier outfits, give out with
Muriel Gaines, Roger Callaway, plenty of carioca tunes, Italo folkRoger Starr, Roger Le Sourd, Al ies and even sashay into can-can
rhythms when they have the
Heller; $1 minimum.
crowd jumping. Opening night
Muriel Gaines and Roger Gal- crowd liked the dancing, and
luway,
American singers, have main Bruno appeal is the endurtaken over this snug room in the ance of the outfit, which plays
downstairs portion of sprawling for a solid two hours in a frenw.k. eatery, Club De Paris, bap- zied manner.
They all sing and
tized it the Princess Room, and Bruno is a good showman in the
are giving it a U. S. semblance. Italo manner of uninhibitedness
Lus’ room is well lit, intime and aj he sways, pipes and even apand fine for after-theatre spot or plauds aud after the dance, Wordfor evening out with warm wel- of-mouth should be good.
come of Miss Haines and CallaMouloudji brings his wistful
way an asset. Drinks ire reason- Existentialist songs, for good efable at $1 for beer and $”.50 for fect, into tips atmosphere as he
champagne.
changes pace with sock dramatic
Meals are served from kitchen deliveries of the doleful Left
of Club De Paris which is con- Bank ballads. Strange monicker
sidered one of top cuisines in of club stems from Lombroso’s
Paris.
Miss Gaines and Callaway geographical insistence that the
run cafe on percentage basis. Champs Elysees is akin to Sixth
Both have played the circuit here Ave. in N. Y., as the latitude lies.
and following plus word-of-mouth
MosK
Paris, Dec. 22.

1

Hal

'

J.

11

C ivuu-uu magic

is

expected

to
work wonders for top New Year’s
post-holiday trade— and it

and

He brings ’em in by the
droves and seems to satisfy with
his ballading
or at least he satis,
fies to point of having to beg

-will.

—

off

Very few performers can match

the Tony Martin presence on
a
nitery floor.
As he sings, the
moods flow easily and persuasively, encompassing old and
yountr
within a charmed spell, and bringing into oneness all the varied
types that fill up such places as
a

Las Vegas gambling spa. From
lively “Toot Toot Tootsie GoS?bye” until clowning terp sesh with
comedian Alan King some 45 minutes later, he jampacks span with
w.k.'s associated with his name
Also sprinkles with specials, abetted by the knowing hands of Hal

Borne who sits close by as accomper-maestro.
Alan King has distinction of being called back into the Flamingo
following absence of only a fort-

Comedian made

night.

a big hit

and,

Vie

post-Christmas span.
Lahr’s masterful approach

comedy

is

to

hampered somewhat by

choice of material used for his enAttempting to -get the sophisto try into the nitery circuit. Other
crowd back to an intimery on the than the classic “Song of the
Champs Elysees. Charles Lombroso Woodsman,” turn does not show
has taken over the ex-L’Aiglon, re- off best of the vet headliner's pofurbished it and floated in the tential.
Bruno orch (he’s known as “The
Lahr chooses the w.k. “Station
Groaning Gondolier” from Italy)
and topped it off with rising House” mayhem scene as closer,
but
£ould establish the typical
young chanter Mouloudji. Re-done
plus
room had a big opening, with Lahr mugging and business
flavor
of entire turn as opening
cafe set and show biz lights out in
riot. Instead, the only moderately
droves. Not as svelte as L’Elephant Blanc, the Montparnasse funny “Sawsie Dusties” bit from
his “Two On the Aisle” is transnitery that is now the place to be
seen, this has an even chance of planted into new and vastly different surroundings with talky and
catching on.

is

supplied by modem recordings
transplanted on tape and streamed
through room's speaker system,
A1 Gayle is -newcomer to El
Rancho bandstand held for so
many months by Ted Fio Rito. He
has improved since last week’s induction where the footers picked
up measures in the midst of going
show—a difficult and thankless
However, the Gayle crew
task.
will give okay backing as it be-

comes

Paris, Dec. 22.
Orch (7);

Bruno
minimum.

Haydock,

in “Station House” scene.
Vince & Gloria Haydock warm
Normandie Boys add harmonies to
up forepart of shindig with unison
en same portions of show.
tapwork,
a tribute to parents’ earRose,” plus “Jezebel,” “Autumn
Dansations are planted through- ly vaude hoofing ventures,
and
Leaves'* and “A Hymn to Love,” out for special
terps, stepping into catch orbs and plenty of
palm
are among her mohe familiar offer- amusing
legwork during “Station poundings during seated taps on
ings. She also does “L’Accordeon- House”
as burley chicks and Harem special riser.
iste,” plus a song for the lovers of houris.
Holdover finale, “Alabama
Paris; a dramatic piece about a Jubilee,”
Flamingo Starlets flounce around
is bright spot, with Chrislost
girl who loves a sailor who* is
tina
Carson and Betty Turner in opening choreo involving much
at sea; a plea to St. Peter to permit strutting
waving
of
hands,
and satisfy,
for top plaudits.
her to enter the gates of heaven;
gleams from bald-pated set durAl Jahns orch maintains usual ing michjvay round with cleavage
and a “number about the French
Will.
Legion in Morocco. She alternates steady pace throughout.
in otherwise sparse costumes durher songs between the entirely
ing “Bumbleboogie” bounce. Herb
English
with
those
Gallic and
Flemington exercises his tonsils efFairmont
Hotel,
S.
F*
lyrics, and while she’s much more
fectively during Starlets’ chores,
(VENETIAN ROOM)
effective with the French, her Engand Torris Brand orch puts all
San Francisco, Dec. 23.
lish delivery is plenty okay too.
measures in the groove for most
Will
Singer’s accompaniment is su- , J}ona Massey, Bill Clifford Orch capable showbacks.
(11); $2 cover.
perb, both from her own musicians
and chorus and the exceptional
Ilona Massey has plenty, of looks
Bimbo’s 365 Club, S.F.
blending by Eddie Oliver and his
and a floor presence which comSan Francisco, Dec. 27.
crew. A Mocambo regular, Oliver’s
mands attention.
Her choice* of
Jdy Marshall, Tito Valdez &
bunch, per usual, also do a tip-top
numbers,
too,
is
adroit,
emphasizLouisa, Toni LaRue, Dorothy Dorjob playing for the customers’
ing as they do the Continental
Scho.
ben Dancers (10), Derle Knox
hoofology.

Her

.

Mouloudji,

Tony Martin, Alan King, Vince
Gloria

Herb Flemington, FlamingoBorne
Starlets (8), Toms Brand Orch naT.
no cover or minimum.

pressive hands and gestures.

Doodles solo, and earlier, he draws offering two pleasant seasonal
upon Julian Eltinge for “By the numbers. Pancho and his group
back the show strongly with the
Sea” fling with El Rancho Girls.
Although the idea of running a leader breaking up terrifically
gang of people on to impersonate during Bishop’s stint, a fact which the inept mounting of overall proget off duction, so unlike the usual presfamous names of footlights is okay, enables the comedian to Zabe.
entations in this teepee whenever
device is wearing after fourth some dandy cracks.
new converts come into the fold.
moitfhing,- mimicking lass has finAs a result, biz is way off and only
Girls
ished her turn. El Rancho
Sixleme Avenue, Paris due
for pickup over weekends and
are given task of synchronizing ac$2.50

&

during revue, “Stars in Your Eyes”
Using
similar
material,
Johnny O’Brien has the job of smashes over for this stanza
as
all intros, but does not provide
well. He has built himself a solid
proper buildup to the Lahr en- niche here, and by
succeeding in
trances. Debut of such a name into the Flamingo
Room, where many
new medium deserves better fan- of the mighty have
fallen, the road
fare.
Elsewhere O’Brien warbles to Las Vegas will lead directly
to
with Kathryn Duffy Dansations this haven for his
future bookings.

amour

pitch.

If these, assets

were Orch (10); $2 minimum.

fused with an equally adroit proffering of tunes, gauged to dovetail
her restricted vocal range, this

femme would have

a marketable

seance which would have strong
appeal for the plushy boites that
appreciate name value combined
with eye value.
Unfortunately, Miss Massey has
not fortified herself with musical
arrangements which play up and
Somewhere along the line, Bert underplay in proper proportion.
Lahr’s debut as nitery performer When grooving her lower register
hit a snag. Fault can be traced to tones, she scores with impaqt, at

tions to illuminate Lillian Russell.
Fritzi Scheff, Anna Held, Hazel
Dawn, Fanny Brice, Nora Bayes

I952

of clumThis is quickly dissipated,
voice and
arresting
her
however, by
her amazingly graceful and ex- and
siness.

while chanting lyrics, prior to applause-shaking announcement of and timely. But most of his yocks
her golden anni in showbiz two com from berating his boss, the
years hence. Pitch for charity and patrons, and mainly himself.
Bishop is fast on the ad libs,
sale of records in lobby winds up
her set via ‘'Some of These Days” “taking advantage” of the customers
to kid them and at the
theme and tremendous ovation.
Peggy Ryan & Ray McDonald same time trying to get them to
settle
down
somewhat. There is
make delightful use of their terps
in run-on, then go period with a feeling of complete informality
during
his
hour-long
stint that adds
“Old Soft Shoe” and “Lancashire
Yocks are forthcoming up to hefty applause,
Clog.”
Gloria
Brooks,
pert-looking
when femme flaunts fantastic flapThundcrbird, Las Vegas
per costume, and both keep cus- bjonde with a fine chassis, scores
with
her
renditions
of rhythm
Las Vegas, Dec. 22.
tomers’ mitts warm with lively
tunes, the best, in a Dixieland
“Charleston” caper for big exit.
Bert Lahr, Francine White, Patti
beat,
being
“Red
Mama,”
but
Hot
Doodles & Skeeter reenact early
Ross, Bob Gallagher, Irene Allerie,
team of Savoy & Brennan during the males prefer “I- Didn’t Know Johnny O’Brien, Normandie Boys
the Gun Was Loaded, ”a racuous
Kathryn Duffy Dansations
all-star parade, exercising their
(3),
unusual knack of record panto- song.
(7), Al Johns Orch (12); no cover
Madelyn Wallace’s line fits the or
minimum.
miming via terps. “DaV in Private
Life of A Secretary” is a funny small stage well, with the quartet

,

,

off

static

situation

resulting.

seems to be afraid

Lahr

moments reminding
but when climbing

of Dietrich;
to the upper
part of the scale, she runs into
hurdles which she doesn’t quite
clear.
This is a job for a competent arranger who knows how to
keep a performer in clover and
out of the brambles.

This is a smooth-running opus
that paces along without highlighting any particular specialty or
building beyond standard entertainment appeal. It’s commercial
and at points colorful, but not
quite on a par with some of the
better melanges that have turned

up at this spot. Looking at each
item separately, they are adequate
segments, but wrapped as a package the compote misses coming off
as supper-shelf merchandise.

The
miss

gals and specialties don’t
by much. In fact, femme

is eye-copping, but tempo
understated and music doesn’t
quite whip up the accustomed
degree of gaiety. This is not fault
of Derle Knox's sheaf but rather
a by-product of a cute rather than
Miss Massey’s best bet is Miss Contagious impact.
Massey and not into tunes which
Toni LaRue, a pert eye-appeal
would be a challenge to voices
damsel, turns in a flashy xylophone
which have less of a problem rid- outine, which at the opener caught
ing the octaves. In fact, given the
ppeared one item longer than
material which would come natulecessary but which drew ample
rally to her, she would have a sul:udos for her deftness at the woodtry appeal of possibly even surdle.
prising impact.
Tito Valdez & Louisa are plenty
Her choice of text is good. Her 0 look at and get around with
Opener, “What
Is
This Thing' heir terping with appeal if not
Called Love?,” which segues into
onviction. This is a case of a
“Jealousy” and back again,* is an
ouple of sexily endowed performeffective starter; and her mixture
rs who offer routines which&are
of foreign and domestic items
n the subdued side. Notwlthbuild as they go along. “Cheri, I
tanding, the team gets its portion
Love You,” “Vien, Vien, Nor du
f appreciation but it's mostly beAlein” (in German) and “Love for
ause they look that way rather
Sate” are all solid. Likewise her
han dance that way. They are
encores, “Pale Yellow Roses” (in
elling the wrong thing, which is
Hungarian) “Tres Palabras” (in
egrettable, since the product they
Spanish) and “Perhaps,” which is
lave on their shelves but done
combined with “Iboyak” (in Hunurvey is a scarce commodity.
garian) are strong in appeal and in.
The comedy of Jay Marshall is
themselves carry a big part nf the
ubtle, sotb» voce and solid, but

to exploit the
three-sided vantage points of this
nitery for his usual riotous effects.
Remains seated most of the way,
thus losing profile viewers. He has
a great straight man for this scene,
Bob Gallagher, who plies knowhow with rapid gab interchange. load.
There is no quibbling about the
This is Miss Massey’s first hotel
Lahr “Song of the Woodsman” as date since her Blackstone Hotel
a classic for both theatre and nitery. (Chicago) stanza three years ago.
The comedic positive of this is ac- It underlines the fact that if she
cented to the full, including all has ambitions in the bistro belt
phases of action which can be seen she has a job on her hands to adefrom all parts of the room. Yocks quately supplement the considerroll in full and plenty.
able pitch which nature has en“Station
House” from “Bur- dowed her with some man-made
lesque” utilizes cast and Kathryn contrivances, chiefly professional
Duffy Dansations, Johnny O’Brien, arrangements, which will highlight
Normandie Boys, Francine White her efforts in her own vocal back(later replaced in this bit by Gayle yard.
Given that, there is no reaRobbins) and stripper role by son why she cannot slice herself a
whistle-bait Irene Allerie.
Lahr piece of the salon business in the
bounces some cuties back and plushier sectors.
forth with the oomphy chick for
Music by Clifford’s troupe is oke
good yocks. ''Blackout punch with for both show and hopping. Ted.

rigging
is

,

Leeds mood and moment for apreciation.
Also it comes along
iradually rather than bops out
Ath a splash, this means tne
inner table clatter is inclined to
mpede its momentum unless a nep

urnout is at hand. In Qu all/“r
jar
owever, Marshall’s material is
bove standard stuff and P r ° v °f,f a
tempo
increasing
he laughs with
His banter
s it goes along.
.

mooth
:nows

And n
sprightly.
into
to build a snicker

and

how

spasm.
Production items by Dorothy
an
)orben troupe, both of pomes
all-stems,

is

nusic by Derle
iptoelng.

superior. Likewise
Knox. for show a

Tei
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Reno
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Keno, Dec. 27.
Tyrrell

Alice

Mickey Rooney,
Yukic Share iv 7
» Dick Winslow,
Starlets, Bill
Marvels, Riverside
cover or mintno
Orch;
Hcathcock
tjiujti.

not

It’S

to

congruous

exactly

Mickey Rooney . cracking
hear
marriages and his allihout
aboa his
;
Andy Hardy fans still exy
cute, dumb inim5?ct the*' same
aback slightly..
rpnce and are taken
c
the real Rooney
— -nV.f
w«‘“ up to
Most warm
mosi nf 4-Vip
.But rrmcf
short time.
in a

kids in the
their heads

8

nvpr
conThe package show .which
in the DUiing out
everything
tains
and aero, is duiu
orch, chorus
a
around Rooney except ior

when

a

it s

Ert 8«"»tcr

y’
Kogers
ana Mrs.
Rollrslnd®
Mra Cassidy.
Cassid?*’
Andy Mayo’s novelty Pansy the
Horse adds a special touch to the
Yule idea. Dorothy Bruce is voluptuous brunet rmgmistress, leading
the gallumphing Pansy into laugh
provoking antics. Equine display is
enacted beneath costume folds t>y
Mr. and Mrs. Mayo, with funny
terp finish and bow.
Carsony Bros, hit a broadside
wallop with their balancing unlike
any act of kind viewed here before,
From Vienna, and having made
only unc
one stop
aiuy at the
me i^nase
Chase in ou
St.
Loo
Vegas, lads show prowess of strength and agility in some

new

bricks.

Bead.,

(MARINE-’

ROOM)

CM

Chicago, Dec. 26.
with Moises VivanD'Angelo & Ana, Grift

Yma Sumac
co; Pierre

Williams Orch (11); $1.55 cover.

within his packet, paying particular attention, however, to presentation of Mrs. Cugat, or Abbe
Lane.
Her spot, which falls at
close of the bombastic 55 minutes,
is highlighted by sultry sexiness.

'

Thrush is sporting copper-toned
Suhiac, billed here as a tint in her tresses, a change from
Peruvian princess, is making her brunet as specified by new XJ-I
initial Windy City nitery visit with contract, and the hue is quite beShe reveals a gorgeous
this holiday-spanning engagement coming.
at the Far North hostelry. Flanked frame with shimmering gold gown
around
poured
her magnetic collecby the suave D’Angelo & Ana
dance team and backed by the tion of curves. Vocalistically, the
aren’t quite the
throaty
deep,
pipes
Griff Williams orch, Miss Sumac’s
unique
amyuc luuiii-uuiave
multi-octave warbling
w tuu i iujj match for her looks, but she makes
everything
for okay
most
of
rounds out a better-than-average the
bill that should add weight to the impression.
Marine Room’s traditional holiday
Los Barrancos wind up a fury
pull,
of Cuban terps, mainly mambos.
Miss Sumac and Moises Vivancp, Pair stop show and have to leg
who triples as her accompanist, another fast deal before tablers
mentor and husband, have trim- a re satisfied. Eddie Garcon nodules
med the thrush’s turn with expert his ventro period
with splinter
P
showmanship to extract full values Chico ChTco andhand doll, Chifrom the picturesque Peruvian quita highspot being clever foursongalog. Gal nicely overflows her ^ay voicing where telephone conoff-the-shoulder gown and strength- TerUiin is guised
.

Yma

m

.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

PSlSIETY

Central figure of trio

works with twin brothers showing

fV

rJ

Hotel Jefferson, St. L.
(BOULEVARD ROOM)
St. Louis, Dec. 26.
Joy Lane, Johnnie Bachemin ,
Bernadette Phelan Dancers (3),

w

»

*

^

A

ion, is dishing out No. 1 stuff at
this top spot in the downtown sector, and teeoff after Christmas Day
was surprisingly good. All acts
draw hefty palmpounding for their

biz

efforts.

In the top spot, Joy Lane, an
eye-filler with titian hair set off
with a silver lame bodice and a
pink tu.le tiered bouffant grown
decorated with tiny red roses, finds

plenty of competish from Johnnie
Bachemin, a lad who is as versatile as any entertainer to visit this

room

Miss Lane has a new and clever
novelty during her thrushing routine using a tape recorder in the
wings to supplement her natural
voice. Many of the customers were
under the impression she does a
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Andrews
Sisters
Andy “Love to Go Around the Island.”
(3),
Mayo’s
Pansy
""
w.wv
— Horse (2) with
— the
start
r, •
fails to
never taua
tv svan.
Durant ucvci
Jack jL/uictiii.
odfR.
vorothy Bruce; Carsony Bros. (3),
yocks going from outset, and maingene Nash, Lillian Lr Nier, Gilda tains his lead until walkoff.
In
De wev Sisters (3), Donna sp ite of using stuff from files, he
nayooid,
Wally
Wechsler,
Sa- has such a unique style of belting
m ancer®’ Cce D aV idson over his stock of eligible jokes,
o£S MnT
(10,; no cover
minimum.^ that house rocks
Pra tfalls bring
gasps, and the silly, no-tag Lorre
,
SnreaH .,-11
a
n8 in ^
mend
® us & Greenstreet bit for windup seals
prodiif>fimf f^
fv.
i, ^9j
production
for the
VAAV
holidays,
A«Vi4VtUJ
Sa- h q c G c S i on for neak mitts.
Of
^
hara s miMav
efyJrtflir aIaam nil
i
a
outlay is strictly
class all
Rudy Cardenas Is whirlwind of
the way with the Andrews Sisters
opens the shebang
He
juggler,
a
J 6
be SUIhptuous splurge. Biz
manf
mP J
will
be tops and into capacity as ;i th ?rrrif and KhSking
Ipulation of rubber balls, metal
tne three-frame tour whisks
past cups, sticks and tophats. Aero
New Year’s.
whirling ball
Patti, La Verne and Maxine have work on floors while
on mouthpiece is especially effec
a well-defined niche
,,

m

'

•

Gilbert
vju.w»-n, is a recruit from light
opera and makes the transition a
pleasant one. His stand-up wit is
sharp and his impressionistic humor volatile. He throws in a littie hoofing and singing to flex his

.

versatility and it all comes eff wUh
The De
a nice, friendly touch.

.

.

.

<

s

1

,

5?

•

in Vegas, yet
never overplay- their good fortune
oy turning out the
same song etchjngs with each return.
This trip,
tri
comes up with a socko
?,
deal called
“Poodle Cut,” in~which
J-VidXine
Maxine carripsj
carries mil
out a tnv TTran/ili
Poodle for nice effect
AAnother
song sDlach i. m.j.k «e
Bo" gie/’ revved^up
into insistent
toe-tapping beats bv eals’ oininu
“
S de s
Ka ™Pf‘
St^Pande
5
r d ” aTr
.

W

tive.

Felo & Bruno form two-piano
team, in bonging out principally
Pair seem to
Cubano rhythms.
stretch out their stay into repetidifferent
onuw uuiwvuv
llIdlHUUS. ..Show
of mambos.
tion
UUIl UJL
approach to keyboard teaming with
Latin terp inserts during music

teS*

plenty
h
P
f'Mambo SaTOy^aWng the efght
n
WO
of- flas h
blfck
tato
loo&’pourld
vocaliz[nrthat^ wWp s up te1?if
big mfftc r’r.nf-vw.il
traiuaf
ariH
nlnir
creations
P
a three-wav *twan^n^
chick.
each
of
showing best parts
d
ing ‘Fcudfn
6 choreo preAnther Latin-flavored
F) tin "
s£
Other
,
Ml« Miranda and is terped
v ania Polka*” *“Whv* T?n Thev’rUve in^livelv fashion ’Don Reynolds
e G e
Solos to Pattli” nii?St2?
T «
handles the lyrics to°aIl producVerne and Maxin’e AUiiUWing
and brings warmth
Sliowlng Jrau.1
Pat^5 tiimo lien
ri
•<T
'

•

‘

Donn Arden Dancers add

I

Marios skim over the floor with
a 6 lle ease and fanc ^ footwork.
P/muvin
lifTia onH graceninVmr ie»
araPDis hlhc and
member
Femme m
'

21 1061

:;"

P

^eirp^cismusplnsand

“

war of their own
The Tongs start a ‘.‘I
with all manner of gymnastic balancing, even skull-to-skull, SiamHelm.
ese fashion.

_

Last Frontier, Las Vi.gas
Las Vegas, Dec. 28.
Xavier Cugat Orch (16), Abbe
Lane, Eddie Garcon,J Los ~Barran
cos, Jose Wong, Juan Gerrero,
Jerry Antes, Dolores Frazzini, Jean
^evlyn Girls (12); no couer or
.

minimum.

The

Room

>

?

Blossom Time’* andthe
oompieTe WUh’

'b’ie

Son To Be

Dancer”

in

an ac-

ceptable manner. After pounding
out his own interp of “St. Louis
Blues,” he dishes out another fine
tap.

The Phelan trio are an adagiogroup with tiny gal tossed
around like a rag doll by her stalwart partners. It’s one of the best
acro

room

acts of its kind to visit this

and the customers reward them appropriately.
Hal Havrid's footers'
keep the pace at a nice tempo.
Sahu.

Latin Quarter, Boston
Boston, Dec. 29.
Jack E. Leonard, Betty George,
Shirley

Line
Kalis
(3);

Hayward,

(8),

Peter

Donn
Hanley,

Orch (8), Zarde
$2 minimum.

Arden
Henry
Orch

Bros.

This is the first time the overstuffed comic, Jack E. Leonard,
has played the Latin Quarter in a
couple of years.
As a result of
popularity garnered via his many
TV shots, he should give the spot
a strong shot in the arm over the
holidays. As usual, he grabs plenty
of yocks insulting the customers,
bandboys and owner of the nitery,
and while some of his chatter appears to
be “kidding on the
square” the audience loves it. Guy
is

trigger-fast

when heckled and

at opening show only a couple of
the more uninhibited customers
attempted, unsuccessfully, to goad
him into verbal jousting.
Zany
does about 30 minutes in stint including his w.k. trademarks, twirling his panama, a bit of vocalizing
and some hoofing to score down
*
the line.
Balance of layout Is also staunch
.

'

My

A

Ottawa Date

&

stock company vauder with two
shows daily and three hours ^of
9

&

film.

“neatly

fil lets

A

‘

netting off to lively start with
songs, gets them aboard in fine-plicl^ acroterpster Shirley Haystint of handstands and
ward’s
they
style. But where it counts,
with balancing tricks enhanced by nifty
step into their second number
" unt'h gams.
<<r>ooIn
1
«
Qf
r-oofBetty George, eye-filling
with
a rollicking “Basin Street,”
action from feet-stamping to hand- Greek-American songstress held
over
from
previous bill, is also
clapping.
“You’ll Never Walk Alone” is socko, teeing off with “How ’Ja
Like
to
Love
Me” wrapped up in
a
here
as
hieh i y unusua i stuc k in
ser ^ ous well-done production. It trick lyrics. Thrush handles such
diversified
types
of songs as Laas
winds
begins as a solo and
tino-slanted
“Papaya,” a ballad
ahv.
mh rC
AlthOU^n
1 1
dll 6 l*
l
^‘ 'Q ; nlimbers, it Stacks for bemoaning a lost love affair,
re
good
ood returns. Back in proper pace “Mamie is Mimi,” a Greek lament,
«
“Dry Bones’ gets southern fried and her sprightly “Always True in
Fashion” with plenty of savvy.
promotion and “Sweet Georgia
Mills Bros, treatDonn Arden’s girls prance
Brown” ditto.
ment of “Lazy River” is encore through three nifty production
coupled with a cute knee' bend numbers, one of which in Dixiedemonstration of a calliope.
land idiom, is especially solid,
Mercer Bros, start at half speed grabbing salvos at finale. Spot’s
with a crazy-leg dance but catch new male vocalist, Peter Hanley
fire with a “stuttering routine” turns in some neat baritoning and
containing some fresh odds and Henry Kalis orch backstops oke.
said Zarde Bros, trio fill lulls. E lie.
“
ends that even Lucius Beebe
he hadn’t heard before. Gimmick
the
only
which
is
razzberry
js
a
way the. stuttering can be brought Blackstone’s
to a halt. This, tossed in at the
Ottawa, Dec. 30.
#
stuttering highpoints, gets some
Blackstone the Magician will
good results, especially with the open New Year’s Day at the Frannaming of the Presidents of the cais Theatre here for a week. Bookwell until
United States which goes
_
ing marks the second phase of this
they get hung up on Roosevelt- house’s attempt to revive vaude
Roosevelt-Roosevelt and—razzberry
here. First try was with a French

rustic walls of the Ramona
still sprouting Xmas decor
Latin sound of Xavier
the
echo
Cugat's exemplary ensemble as
hard pressed
d-’DpuglasJs
Maitre
to seat the multitudes Waiting for —you know who.
will
in all likeCo.
Cugie
Sonny Arthurs, a brother
Sis
tables.
lihood do right well for Jake Koz- sister dance duo, start serious and
of
24 polish up with some reserved and
loff’s domain during his stay
Acs ire
hlah-fvna comedy
AnrrW
burlesque stephigh-type
punctuated occa^
i
sup- .Cugat In his leisurely fashion ping.-sfapstick is
Closer CadtonWyes^h^lves^hie
2
Mark.
aero.
good
acts
with
various
slbhally
go<
destinies
-of
the
guides
WiU.

^

together with a clicko assortment
of new and rapid-fire tap steps
tosses in some warbling that scores
solidly.
In tails, tophat and cane,
he starts with his tap routine, then
sits at a baby grand, does a novelty
ditty, “My Mother Didn't Raise Her

pegged as a medley of

crewmen.

er

ty,

_

.

-

Her two new
As Me,” a noveland “I’m The Wife Of The Life
Of The- Party,” together with
“Mine,” “Mr. Sun,” “Mike” and
My Little Echo,” are rewarded
with big mitts, For the “Mr. Sun”
entry Miss Lane is bathed from the
waist up in a pink spotlight that
enhances ther efforts.
Bachemin has an infectious personality, is a lulu on the 88 and

ventriloquial act.
ditties, “As Easily

Reno

New

only a step

femme.

,

™re

And

this season.

behind are the Bernadette Dancers,
two husky males and a petite

KSyM^lntoTO

,

$1-$1.50

(7);

layout of newcomers, with the
of shapely lookers on vaca-

ine

,

Se

Orch

cover.

-

m
^^medv

Havrid

Hal

.

miraculous ease as he goes into
one-finger stand on champagne
bottle; headstand on two bottles
time
a parody,
narndv’ placed neck to neck; handstand on
with a
off iith
blasts
ca ne with one of the freres wrapped
Rooney
Yo U
ar und his torso. Three elevate
with first into
pegi
comedv begins
? one-hand cane balance
you, and cqmeay
and
3
S
U
three-high
forward
stable* sliver from his coat.
fh
g
"
stage
Wong, as Cugie's Chinese
yrtie Sharen blunders on
?h
TrTnffn ^r „• “Sal yoke ^wttVeffecUve if sTight valet runs
few ideas
his gag during forepart
wfe
lv cool salesmanshiD
as a lost customer with a
BesidesMhe
* th
better,
at
are
of show until chance comes to do a
about the act, which
Sa- Williams’ band making with the wt
He bringg rustle of i aught er
A TV bit with Tyrrell & Jollyland as theme, entire
that
s ecial
of
R
Winslow and Sharen throwing cues soloists, combine
trio
comprised oi
two nancr
hand* and mitts for impresh setup
of xwo
°. compnsea
for Xmas flavor own in
w
its highs and lows.
“native
in Rnnnev
has us
Soots
opots,
imc
Kooney iia:»
to
terped with rare feeling Crooning drummers and a French horn toot- BCKsune,
tune
Spanish
chant of
Best Rooney display is conven- a i u u a by
Entr’acte breather is filled by tongue
Lillian La Nier dis- ler
He s a burlesque pa ^ c b es Donna
Novel manner is good adjunct to
tion hall theme.
Raybold as the 'Gholita who comes on foi* a quickie
B
packet.
P
sen0t
native
dance
for
hep
counterpointtolterpl
ra ther than Joke/
Juan Guerrero is new male
SUte. touching the various "dollf”
e
added to band, who
ffiss Sumac's somewhat esoteric melodist
Ted Mack Ind in “Drag- int<> «fe. Ariand Lecrone leads the collection
o£ native festive and re- pleases with tenor warbling of
Dresden dolls in precise minuet;
Set”' laughs depend on material.
bgmus
song
He is added onto
hits
the
peak
with
the
“Granada.”
toy
soldiers
go
through paces,
wWch holds fairly well through Oriental trio
number run off to a subtle opening session of orch’s brassy
shimmers in gold
main body of the bits, but lhvarivivanc
ivanco
guitar
It’s
background.
marked by- “Brazil”
blandishments
lame;
Gene
Nash
grabs
kudos with
on its endings,
flat
ablv falls
by
an amazing display of VQcal gym- as
followed
display,
first
is his jack-in-the-box leaps; Spanish
with Sharen
“Cooking School’’
T7i
K ’>
..
a._
a
_
na stirs and the
thr canary
ranarv exits
rvits with “Mambo
“R/romKrt No.
Mn
Flvnamir group
Urnnn
5.”
nastics
Dynamic
doll
Gilda
Fontana
makes fine imfunny with the two trying to ex
toot,
puts action-plus into every
with heel-and-toe; and very * ar 6 e applause.
plain a recipe in thick Italian ac- pression
Pierre D’Angelo & Ana answers with guy and gal shaking maracas
Dewey Sisters as Raggedy Ann &
cents.
Andy
catch spirit of limp dolls with ^ be °P en ing bell with a fetching a nd beating claves while skidding
impressions
his
out
trots
Rooney
ter P routine that clicks with each ar ound in hip-tossing terps in front
excellent aero work.
of Edward G. Robinson, Jimmy
Their waltz numbers 0f
0 f umt
U nit.
McSa-Harem Dancers ring up cur- variation.
Stewart, Clark Gable, Clem Me...
S "ciallv weil received and
Jean Devlyn Girls get into spirit
Carthy, Lionel Barrymore, Vaughn tam with candy cane idea, forma- thev leave
natron? ohSinHSv en
le
No- tions for kicks plus taps atop boxes
Latin mood
Monroe and Jimmy Durante
®Ku P?hp?r
of
°P enin S AfroWhirls
body pays much attention to the wrapped as Xmas packages receiv- pS? is
Cuban sortie. Jerry Antes chants
comDliment
11
1 to Miss
M1
material but they appreciate the , in g extra kudos. Gene Nash warand duets with Dolores Frazzini
rpiJtPrSJS?
mimicry.
His Durante bles his set of original lyrics prior
flawless
prance atop huge drum cenwild
Griff Williams
And
his
1
the whole gang deLater,
by
^
,
.
v
r v
lads^nlav^Bood^how
filf the tre
-y.
play a good show and fill
lads
.
chatTyrrell & Winslow do two of Miss La Nier.into sound of mambo shak
scends
floor with terpers between times,
their standard novelty numbers
in 8*
.Cee Davidson often hits below
Dave.
,
giving Miss Tyrrell a chance at par in terp sections, but elsewhere
Cugat makes a neat segue from
impersonations in a talent scout batons
orchestra
okay.
Wally
songspot into theme,
Lane
Abbe
scene, and both a crack at clown- Wechsler has command
Biltmore Hotel, L.A.
of music
“My Shawl,” which cues certain
(BILTMORE BOWL)
Andrews Sisters’
call for principals to terp the
niiv and 88s durin g
They were the first to play
°
side.
f ornv
in
y
24.
Los
Angeles,
Dec.
and for patrons to try
rhumba
the Riverside after the historic
Paul Gilbert, the De Marios, their luck with his heady rhythms
flood of 1950.
Will.
Desert
Inn, Las Vegas Tong Bros., Dorothy Dorben’s
In talent scout routine. Miss TyrAdorables (10), Hal Derwin Orch
Las Vegas, Dbc. 24.
rell tries to impress studio scout
Golden,
Carmen Miranda with Bando da (12), Gene Bari Trio, Bill Woods;
with impreshes of Judy Garland
and Lena Horne, both top’s. Gim- Lua 4; Jack Durant Rudy Car- $1-$1.50 cover.
Reno, Dec. 24.
mick is finally getting the part by denas, Felo & Bruno, Don ReyDay, Dawn, & Dusk, Mercer
being herself.
nolds, Donn Arden Dancers (8),
Out-of-towners are having a ball Bros.,
and Sonny Arthurs,
Sis
_
Joe Faber Golden
Young
Sterling
Girls,
The Seven
Marvels have had bad Carlton Hayes Orch (11); no cov- at the Bowl and_ what
...
41
^
has spread on the floor for them is Orch; no cover or minimum
luck in this spot from the very be- cr or minimum.
grooved for their holiday spirits.
ginning. First show saw one of the
girls bounced clear to the ceiling
Steppirife up tempo for holiday With the village alive and crawlj n the second of its new oneon the springboard, requiring medi- trade, Desert Inn sets up a sure ing with visitors to the Rose Bowl wee k shows, the New Golden may
cal treatment. /Thd small stage and bid with Carmen Miranda topping game and the festival of flowers have hit the proper combo for suclow ceiling (for this type of act) a solid hour of extra-fine fare.
along Pasadena’s Colorado avenoo, cessful winter biz. Instituted by
also caused twisting of an ankle
Flashing an even more glitter- the layout that Faber tagged Hollywood booker Milton Deutsch
and almost spilled some of the rou- ing costume topped by famed “Frolics of ’53” has all the sparCO mbat the Renotorious slack
tines on ringsiders.
By second trademark headpiece, Miss Miranda kling elements of a revusical.
winter season, the idea may make
night, act had been pared down to
and
show
captivates with Latin wiles and
It’s a headline-happy
up in its frequent changes where
five
and real high-flying stuff
wares, also some versions of pop a tossup between Paul Gilbert, a it fails with star marquees. Now
eliminated.
Act still contains
his
’making
that local niteries must depend
tunes, and specials.
Backed by fresh young comic
planty of thrills.
Their flips and
western bow, and the De Marios, great part on local trade, the
twists are breathtaking. Team also the insistent beats of Bando da
teams
dancing
Golden can expect two visits from
Lua foursome, takes it away with one of the slickest
does sensational stacking.
“Souse America,” before tossing on the bistro time, for the harvest the native nitelifers, to' one ea 9h
Starlets are not particularly imthe competish, which still
the
Either
could
carry
for
fruit to ringsiders. Touch of Latin of plaudits.
V
S
W
uic« changes shows every two weeks.
For uuvcujr
novelty there
uuuug solo.
sow. rw
top
iujj billing
boii Blues”
uiues
iniro before
neiore “Piano
nano Roll
-*
J
FoD?ng to
"niH r^w’ intro
run also adds just
one-frame
This
trio
of
Chi
Bros.,
a
tickles for laughs, with succession are the Tong
hand”
gt
C
nese who could balance a shimmy that much more potential to the
Closer i? n b aut ^n5 up to tb r of faves causing palms to unlimber,
scene,
winter
Reno
overall
feast
needle,
and
to
Business of stepping out of plat- dancer on a
j
?
standard
as they gracefully
Day, Dawn, and Dusk headline
f orm s h oes an d taking off head- the eyes on, the Adorables of Dora ^
Intermezzo
rhythm singMn
filmy
white
The
policy.
new
pupils
this
make
the
Dorben
receives othy
included
I1LAUUC r, and iclcivcs
s tin .4
pj ece i s ailll
-n/r.-.i-.n..
xi._
in arm.
gowns with huge fans.
Mark.
Musica ly, there are the ers and ahouters click in arm
Specials high- dance.
extra attention.
race music
and
revival
waving
Derwin
lighting the Miranda melange in- songs and music of Hal
numbers _which work up the
Sahara, Las Vegas
elude “Delicado,” “In the Bayou,” a highly popular fixture here, and
San Fernando valley,
of Gene Bari’s crowds.
5 "
Las Vegas, Dec. 23.
lvfamhn ivo.
No o,
and surprise
sumrise the Latin tempos
ana
Mampo
**
California
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Continuous policy will prevail
during the Blackstone date with
a top of 75c.
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with one of the fastest moving
Katz flagJohnnie Ray, Georgia Gibbs hour shows Balaban &
Sarah Vaughan, Illinois
show- Gary Morton, 3 Rockets, Ray An• ship has seen in a long time. In Orch (16), Teddy Hale, Jaconet
4 Tunes
acts,
opening
the
two
addition
to
belt
man, was strictly a saloon
Dallas, Dec. 25.
thony Orch (17) with Tommy
Stump
& Stumpy; “April In Paris”
headliners
name before a local TV show cre(4), Marcy both of which could be
(WB), reviewed in Variety Non
Danny Kaye t with Sammy Pra- ated a new crop of afficionados. Mercer & Skyliners Flags
rebill,
the
ice
”
most
any
other
on
(U)
Miller; “Against All
29, ’52.
yer, The Tokay er Troupe (6), CalThey’ve literally stormed his oneVariety Nov. 26, '52. vue has a real professional gloss
gary Bros. (2), Fran Warren,' The night concerts in this area and reviewed in
about it, enhanced by strong
(with
Rawer
Rex
Holiday bill at the Paramount is
Dunhills (3),
Combined with
while this bill probably won’t hit
something about an scenic effects.
There’s
Eileen Marsh), Peiro Bros. (2), such SRO results, both the house
musical, these two a strong blending of song, torn
this time of year that pro- Technicolor
opening
comedy. The all-Negro layOrch
(15).
and
'Hyman Chaminsky
and package should emerge from vides a grand spirit for both sides weeks should be extra brisk at the
out exerts plenty of energy in makthe stand with a profit. Liberace of the footlights.
The customers windows.
ing
this
one of the liveliest sesFour Step Bros, is the best curHoliday package offered by State is getting $12,500 against an in- are in a holiday mood and they
tain-raiser house has seen in many sions the house has had in some
Fair of Tertas for the third annual volved percentage of the gross; out ake everything avidly.
and
time
good competish for the
In this atmosphere,. the Capitol moons. Sepia quartet let fly from other potent bills on
eight-day Cotton Bowl Week cele- of his end he’s paying the Modernthe street.
bration is strictly from Santa aires $3,500; the Mandarins, $1,- Theatre rejoined the stageshow the beginning with some extra
Headliner Sarah Vaughan, who
Claus. Departing from the 1950-51 000, and emcee-comic Pat Patrick houses with its one-timer of a fancy terpology that gets the audiorch.
plays
the
Par
the
House
pays
about
first
from
the
twice a year
show built around Johnnie Ray. ence’s attention
legit fare, as it did at the fall expo $750.
Pianist occupies final half-hour Originally slated for the nearby downbeat and brings on a raft of is the big lure here and she doesn’t
run, Oct. 4*19, with the smash
parallelling
routining
disappoint.
of
layout,
Thrush
Running
continuous
has
applause.
developed
Paramount, that house chose to
Martin & Lewis revue, the Texas
run- pass up the headliner during this splits and back flips seem almost plenty of stage savvy and that, addfair group has crystal-balled an- his usual concert efforts and
other bellringer with the Danny ning the scale from symphony to Yule period because of the fact ordinary as the men challenge each ed to her expert piping style,
Kaye show. With Kaye and six swing. He punctuates it with an hat his $25,000 price tag plus the other. Group are forced to bow makes for a sock turn. In eschewing intricate, highly stylized arace acts in a 155-minute sock stage occasional vocal solo, as on. “Sep- higher costs of a percentage pic- off.
Throughout, he ure made it too much of a gamtember Song.”
Four Aces, youthful song group, rangements for the simple vocal
bill, variety fans get a $1.20 to
that
personality
toothy
the
“exudes
pattern,
she has widened her apare
riding on top of the record
ble.
But this move puts the Cap
$4.80 scale bargain for their inhas made him a potent telefactor n position to chalk up a record. heap at present and after belting peal to include the squares as well
flated dough.
hereabouts.
It may not be good It will do over 40 shows this week out “Brazil,” they score with latest as the hepsters.
Songalog is a
Canny comic uses 85 minutes pianistics, but it’s plenty salable.
and did eight shows on Saturday hit, “Heart and Soul.” Al Alberts nicely-rounded affair w hich inafter intermission trying to prove
Modernaires steal their half Of
The crew members will be sparks group with his large voice, cludes a neat mixture of ballad
a statement, “If you’re laboring he show, devoting a good part of 27).
and rhythm items. Scores all the
under the delusion that you’re en- heir stint to reprising their old- working, with plenty of overtime with trio weaving behind him. way with ‘<Ooh,
They follow with “Should I?” but
What You’re Dojoying yourself, let me say here time disclicks with the Glenn Mil- lot the salaried performers.
finale
ing To Me,” “Tenderly,” “Mean
of
holiday
the
natural
“My
Hero”
is
from
slowAside
a
hear
to
likes
and now that nobody
Thus their “Juke Box gaiety prevailing in most every paced tune, especially for closer. To Me” and “Sinner or Saint.”
er band.
me entertain better than met” Saturday Night” is worked into Broadway
theatre, Johnnie r Ray Except that it gives the lead a
Illinois
Jacquet’s orch (three
Only with this did he err; his fans takeoffs of such acts as Don Corwere slow to leave after the nell, Four Aces, Les Paul & Mary and a prime retinue ojfTafeni 'ffrd- chance to belt out a few high ones, rhythm, seven brass and six reed
ratings.
it could be replaced with a more including
that
hits
top
vide
a
show
natty
'.he
In
maestro) gets an
staging.
lengthy, lush
It’s all
Ford, and Johnnie Ray.
Ray is backed by the Ray Anthony effective pop.
opener and mid-show display only
slacks arid sport coat, the kinetic good.
Gibbs,
Gary
Morton
Truly
Georgia
band,
McGee
production
measand
wins
pulls
out
each
time.
and
routine
“Birth of the
Kaye ignores
Mandarins, Chinese aero team,
It’s a session ures up to any of the previous Blues” opener shows
off crew’s
for display all familiar bits in a provide a potent opener with some and Three Rockets.
and
headline
variety
bladers
with
balance,
seen
here.
Besides
June
top
gibberinstrumental
chatter,
of
styling
while the
running session
fast,* flashy tumble and handstand
double-talk, imitations and stuff climaxed by a leap through a value and the payoff is in the Arnold, star of the half-hour por- midway item, “The Blues Part 2,”
ish,
ap- tion, who gets a hefty mitt for gives, Jacquet a chance
to get off
terp turns. He divides the audi- hoop studded with blazing knives. super-brackets boxoffice and
her
plausewise.
neat
solo work, there are four some wild sax licks.
It’s a freence into three groups to partici- Comic-emcee Pat Patrick is on
Ray, who hit the jackpot with other acts, plus the production netic piece that keeps aud bouncpate in a gypsy singsong involving briefly, recapping his Ercil Twing
“Little numbers. All of it is tightly wov- ing.
pig noises and assorted sounds. He character, but his material draws his Columbia platterings of
intones a “sad-happy” spiritual, only mild titters, being better suit- White Cloud That Cried” and en together with some bright voTeddy Hale’s slick terping sets
Cry,” became firmly ensconced as caling by attractive Lida Da Valle
“Dem Bones Shall Rise Again,” ed to the cafe circuit he's recently The
the pace for rest of show in
Weeper. The gags that sprang and by Bob Howard,
However, off spot. Hale’s heel-and-toe teeconvulses fans with falsetto voic- been essaying.
Kap.
imscale
about
him
on
a
national
up
highlight
of leer is the Three
ing of “Begin the Beguine” in a
seem to have helped his cause con- Sailors, whose knockdown antics presh of* “Begin the Beguine” is a
ribbing of baritones.
Capitol,
siderably.
Here he is, without a have the crowd roaring. Pratfalls, classic piece of stepping and his
After sock comic miming of a
'
single record riding the top lists, coupled with flinging of water- later cleat work, sans orch backWashington, Dec. 27.
flamenco dancer, Kaye joins two
Buddy Rich, Lew Parker, Stoner and he’s still drawing tremendous- filled buckets, has the crowd guf- ing, is a surefire mitt winner.
of the Dunhills in a slick precision 8c Dennis, Bert & Hallow; “Every ly in all parts of the country. fawing.
The Four Tunes, male combo,
tap bit. Near ovation causes Kaye thing I Have Is Yours” (M-G).
His personal escapades apparently
Ruth Harrison & Lar Kossi are follow with three numbers that
to scream at the laughing crowd,
aren’t causing any disfavor with almost as strong with male doing win easily because of their styl“Stop that racket!” In a form reThe kids are some excellent overhead lifts and ized harmony attack. “Marie,” “I
Current lineup is distinguished the bobby-soxers.
versal he slyly confides will “tickle
for only one feature. It may well jumping out of. their sweaters at neck spins as well as neck and toe Went To Your Wedding” and “Cool
your risibilities,” he mouths a
Many remain holds. Femme is luscious looker. Water” keeps ’em lively and aplocal vaude history as every performance.
go
down
in
mortaLagony speech in double-talk the show that teed off the inevi- all day.
Gloria Oakley is fine in a ballet preciative. Addition of some zany
that doubles ’em up,
Ray becomes emotional at every type routine done behind a scrim sounds to latter number sends
table succession of Christine (JorA serious bit has Kaye reclining genson) gags. Otherwise, it has lit performance and is at his peak in and Preston Lee also gets a brisk them off big.
on the stage apron, smoking a ciga tie claim to distinction, or even to that groove. He gives a wild show mitt for a solo. Whole company
Stump & Stumpy are in top
One get together forc a flash ending.
ret and insisting there’s no invisl being suitable holiday fare for the with flamboyant gestures.
form with their zany impreshes,
ble curtain between show people family trade typical of the Capitol. thing is evident about this guy
'
terps
and all-around slapstickery.
Zabe.
and the crowd, that there has to
It’s all excellently timed and runs
Headliner Lew Parker digs deep when working in a theatre. His
be an emotional interchange be- into his TV experience and back- song selections try to give the imat
a
delightful
madcap pace.
Empire, Glasgow
tween act and audience. He remi ground for a varied but very un pression that lie’s for God and
Gros.
nisces with a Harry Lauder song even routine of gags, tunes and mother.
Tunes include “White
Glasgow, Dec. 16.
his
parents,
he
bit, replete with Scotch burr and skits,
Cloud”
fave
of
(a
“Robinson Crusoe” ice panto-"
aforementioned
including
Empress.
Glasgow
After
shouting
stick.
gnarled
Christine” jab. His is a brittle, says), a hymn and a spiritual. Juve mime, produced by Gerald Palmer,
Glasgow.' Dec. 24.
“Minnie the Moocher” with lyrical smart-alecky kind of act, and he screeches reach their peak when with Valerie Moon, Evan Kina,
Johnny Victory, Margo Henderdouble-talk, Kaye queries: “I’m scores neatly in spots. His come- his body is in extra-added motion. Margaret
Thomson, Jan Tors,
crazy, ain’t I? Yeah but you paid on, a succession of fast gags, with
Ray combines the primitive, George Stevens, Ronnie Wells, Pat- son 8c Sam Kemp, Grade Clark &
Colin Murray, George 'Cormack &
to get in here!” Tapers off repris- a slick bit on saloon video, gets emotional display of the hillbilly rick O’Donnell, Topper
Martyn, Irene Sharp,
Nicky Kidd, Desmond
ing oldie tunes, 1913’s “Ballin’ the him off to fine start. He loses with the natural showmanship of Gladys Ives & Ron French,
Roy Carroll 8c Jean
Jack,” 1914’s “I’ll Change Your ground, however, with an overlong one who knows instinctively how Brookes 8c Leslie Jameson,
Davis, Ian RichardCyclo son Hector
Name to Mine” and adds softshoe- takeoff on the “private eye” kind to reach his audience.
Nicol, Betty Nolan,
Bros. (2), Vi 8c Victor Mileham,
Denis Clancy, Ronnie Coburn Sc
Georgia Gibbs is a surefire per- John Wright’s Marionets,
ing to “I Love You, That’s One of TV thriller, which promises well
Thing I Know.” Kaye belts over at the beginning but proves to be former on this occasion. Although lers, Empire House Orch 5 Fel- Moxon Girls (10). •'
under
his w.k. “Dinah” and fills requests
not a product of recordings, her Gordon Ritchie, Frederick
a dud sans punch. There’s a disGomwith “Anatole,” “On the Riviera” sertation on the “heart” theme in cause, was helped considerably by mer’s Singing Buccaneers.
Winter vaude layout at this citybefore drawing yocks with his current pop tunes, with Perry her Mercury etching of “Kiss of
centre spot is of so-so quality, not
sesh,
“Candy Como takeoff as springboard.
oatune
Fire.”
hilarious
She too hits a peak mit
clicking as it should despite strong
Novelty acts, all of sound qual- number of top-rate acts. Dubious
Confessing “I hope this
Kisses.”
Parker winds up \vith another ting for her top tunes, “Birth of ity. add
to pleasing aspect of this nature of comedy sketches worked
the Blues,” part of whieh is done
trailer isn’t in vain,” comic winds
TV
turn, this time a reproduction
Christmas
production, which has by comedian Johnny Victory is to
with medley of tunes from pic, of his “Mr. Bickerson” character- in a kidding sort of Harry Richman
style,
and
the
inevitable strong eye-catching appeal and blame for lowering standard of a
“Hans Christian Andersen,” for
ization with an offstage femme as
“Kiss.” .The mob is with her al- much attraction for juve stubhold- bill
b or, off.
which should have every
sistant taking the Frances Langers.
Eye and ear are well satis- promise.
Supporting acts, sans emcee, add ford role of the nagging frau. Does ways.
Gary Morton has some good sec- fied as the artists glide over the
Victory is youngish performer
top variety fills for 70 minutes. okay with latter and walks off to
tions of his act and some of it is ice, with show punctuated by live- with plenty zest but
In deuce spot. Tokayer Troupe nice mitt action.
a low guttural
ly vaude turns.
voice which croaks gags rather
draws heavy mitting and gasps in
Buddy Rich, who shares mar highly familiar. On show caught,
Topper Martyn’s skill in juggling than articulates. He has a certain
Six young quee billing 'with Parker, garners Morton made the mistake of geta springboard act.
ting
familiar
too
with
the
moppets
with a series of tiled hats is a degree of talent and could use it
Danes thrill with somersaulting top enthusiasm of the bill with his
and backflips. Calgary Bros., with drumming virtuosity. Act, at show in the first few rows. They didn’t standout This apart, he proves to better effect than on a string
pul' caught, turned out to be mere let him forget their presence and worthwhile performer on skates of vulgar innuendoes and comedy
their slow-motion routine,
his performance consequently suf- and in blacked-up
consistent yocks in panto work.
character ;as scenes which involve getting into
teaser, with Rich going through his
fered. Otherwise, he impresses as Crusoe’s Man
Friday. -He exists 'to bed with distaff members of the
Fran Warren, neatly stacked in paces for a fast and skillful four a capable
comic who can get along good mitting.
show.
Double entendres bring
gown or five minutes, then dashing off- in most situations. _
net-over-taffeta
straDless,
easily sells her polished piping stage without even an acknowledgVaude turns are sufficiently j ocks from a very few but vociferThe
Three
Rockets, a Negro
ous members of audience at this
with “Almost Like Being in Love,” ment of the thunderous mitting
group, give a tasteful dance per- numerous to stop any flagging in cosmopolitan
sexy me-to-you version of “You that acclaimed him. ''There could
house where bellyCyclo Bros, are two
formance. Their best moments are interest.
laff comedy takes a trick against
Belong to Me,” “Over the Rain- of course, have been some reason hit when precisioning
and they youngsters with several novelty the subtler variety.
bow,” and nulls palm praise sock for the quick powder at this one earn a handsome hand.
bicycles and unicycles, one maLayout
ing over “Birth of the Blues.”
show, but if it’s standard practice
pop crooner Nicky
Ray Anthony is one of the mod- chine having only a skate for Kidd, favehas
The Dunhills engage in leg- for the highly touted “glamor boy’ ern
here with vaudegoers,
maestros still on the rise. His front glide. They show above-avpurring
hoofing
individual
top
mania and
out new and old melodies
of the drums, the customers are
music is colorful, tasteful and erage dexterity in their ice-cycles. the
bits to a good score for each certainly not getting their money’s
while he attends to his own
Tors, solo performer on ice,
He’s top trumpeter on
youngster.
Rex Ramer’s vocal worth. What there is of act is dramatic.
ivories.
He has warm, friendly
own. His batoning reaches a mystifies stubholders with a Siamiming of various musical instru- right up. the alley of those who his
manner
and exits to fine mitting.
crest
with
rendition
of mese Skating Twins act, having
ments is neat novelty. His aide like their music loud and rhyth- “Slaughter on his
Margo Henderson & Sam Kemp,
10th Avenue,” ar- costume so rigged up that appearpert Eileen Marsh, adds fresh mic, but there should be more.
rangement of which carries cli- ance is gained of two midget per- youthful musical duo, feature the
comic fillips and solos “Only a
Stoner & Dennis have a comedy maxes.
It’s
one of the better formers gliding across stage in ciaviol in bright act into which
Rose,” all well received.
much, rehearsal has gone. Twain
singing routine based on their mar readings of this Richard Rodgers clever terping.
Opening Peiro Bros, contribute ital woes and bliss. There’s more
have wide range of versatility, and
work by a pop outfit. "The vocal
Adagio burlesque on ice of Miss Henderson offers a clever
sock juggling, some hat-and-stick of the former in their ditties, and
group, including Tommy Mercer & Gladys Ives
& Ron French is an- line in takeoffs on Phil Harris,
turns and inject humorous bits not all of their situation tunes
Skyliners (4) and Marcy Miller, do other bright
offering, plus the un- Gracie Fields, Robert Wilson, each
that get the fans off their hands click. However, this is -something
“Glow Worm” nicely.
usual
fooling
early.
on trampoline of singing “A-round the Corner.”
different in singing teams, and deManager Harry Greenman preSalvos go to Hyman Charnin
serves A for effort, albeit results pared this house effectively and Roy Brookes 8c Leslie Jameson,
Clark & Murray, man-and-wife
one
member
sky’s orch for flawless backing o
somersaulting
with comedy duo, offer Scottish comedy
are spotty. Tee off with a fas
despite the fact that Capitol has
acts.
Bark.
number that may well be tabbed, been away from stagers for a year skates still on. Slack wire act of in skillful fashion, basing comedy
“You Make Me Mad.” This is an and a half, all went smoothly. the Five Fellers (four men, one situash on real-life cameos. They
Paramount, L. A.
effective
scene-setter,
and gets Greenman provided an excellent femme) is also daringly contrived score especially in sketch as a
above ice, with several thrills.
across okay. It's at this point that setting and a good light plot.
Los Angeles. Dec. 25.
married couple so overwhelmed
Liberace, accompanied by George the initial “Christine” gag comes
beau ty of luminous by housing shortage that they have
Jose.
off
misses
or rather,
fire.
Liberace and Columbia Recording
ballet
Howan underwater scene, the to live in separate parts of town
Orch (16); Modernaires (5), Pat ever, the patter is incidental, and
vaude turns give genuine variety and see each other home. It
Chicago, Chi
Patrick, Mandarins (4); “Sky Full team’s skill with their special singto a worthwhile show. Since some rouses continual yocks.
ing material offsets their lack of it
(M-G).
of the skaters don’t sing, a group
of Moon
Chicago, Dec. 26.
Vocalism of George Cormack &
with straight comedy. “The Story
4 Steps, 4 Aces, Truly McGee of chirping buccaneers is stationed Irene
recently-formed
Sharp,
In its constant search for head- of the Life of Husband and Wife” Ice Revue with June Arnold, 3 in the orch pit to take over from double act, and of Denis Clancy
line talent for its spasmodic vaude follows, and windup,
Sailors, Ruth Harrison & Lar Kos - several non-vocal principals.
is pleasing in effect, and terping
layouts, the L. A. Paramount has
Berk & Hallow, pert young terp si, Gloria Oakley, Preston Lee,
Comedy side is not of top class, comes from Desmond Carroll in
come up with a Yule package that team, return to their native soil Line ( 8 ) Lida Da Valle & Bob but weak link here is somewhat partnership with Jean Davis. Cosshould prove pleasantly acceptable with a smooth round to tap steps. Howard, Louis Basil Orch; “April compensated for by general pace tumes and sets could be of more
at the boxofffee.
Simultaneously, There's_ a dash of novelty
(WB).
and color of rest of layout. Show distinctive quality, coin obvious y
^ in rou- in Paris
It will offer an indication of the i tine, and plenty of pep "and hep
is in for six weeks’ stint over fes- having been spared in production
ticket-selling capabilities of an at- technique. Walk off to warm reAs a fitting closer for the year tive period and looks set for details. Ten May Moxon chorines
traction skyrocketed into promi- action.
Gord
Lowe,
producer Nate Platt has come up brisk b.o.
dance 'fafeatly/
GortL'
<at least reslonally)

State Fair Aud.,
(DANNY KAYE REVUE)
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FalacPi N. V.
Chet Clark,
& Russell, June
Albert
Mann
^
na
ir
&
floss
W^oray? Elsa & Waldo,
rir

Vvorfh<>' Sisters (3), Artie Dann,
W° od ? %lUes Jo Lombardi House
l

Blkck ^le
gX^hcVARIETYOct.
in
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^
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Palace lineup is
balmiddlin’, but it’s nicely
.
fal
well in the
and should fare
ced ana
an ^d
There s a strong
Comedy and all turns are
current
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youngsters, who constisegment of the
an important
rhristmas week trade.
C
caught, top reception
At show
Cinse’s Collies,
ms garnered by
New
S e Woodside Sisters (both Artie
and
Moray
Yvonne
Acts)
young
a personable
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1

Michael Rose presentation with
Sally Rand, Shavo Sherman, Billy
Davis, Robert Monte, Phil Raskin
Orch, Line (10); “ Night Raiders ”

(Mono),
Michael

Rose,

My

“That’s

retags

He

Nose.

Me

comedic vein are
June Mann, with
from
much of the humor coming
with her
contrasted
squatness
his
knotsome
into
tallness. They get
positions as he tries
ted contorted
the adagio, and earn
to teach her
* Also in the
Ross Wyse, Jr.

&

good mitting.

to
ease the Holiday Theatre into a
burlesque policy, has extended his
bankroll to a large degree by
bringing in Sally Rand.
Rose
closed the house a couple of weeks
ago and returned to activity on

Christmas Day.
Miss Rand has been a headliner
since she startled the midwest with
her fan manipulations at the Chicago World's Fair in 1932,
She
last appeared in. New York in a
Broadway cafe about five years
Stanley, Pitt
ago.
Coming here after a Hong
Pittsburgh, Dec. 26.
absence and during one of the best
Billy Eckstine, Dave Barry
4 weeks of the year, her name
Evans, Martin & Florenz, Maurice should mean a session of business
Spitalny House Orch ; “ Hour of at this stand.
13” (M-G).
Unfortunately, Miss Rand is surrounded by a sub-par display durThis is Billy Eckstine’s first thea- ing
which time virtually every
tre date in his hometown since he
principle of showmanship is violeft here, a little-known singer,
lated.
It’s one of the most poorly
before World War II, The Stanley staged
shows seen here in some
booking marks quite a homecoming time, and flirts with
the prospect
and the week has taken on the of giving burlesque or near-buraspect of a civic celebration as lesque
a bad name among those
well, with the Leondi>Club sponJust being initiated into that form
soring a series of events that will of entertainment.
keep “Mr. B.” busier offstage than
In the first place, the customers
on.
who came to see Miss Rand have
No question about Eckstine’s to wait around for more than 90
stature these days, and he solidifies minutes of stageshow and possibly
at the
deluxer besides •spark- a film, for only five minutes of the
ing an all-around* okay show that star.
And then she works on a
has something for everybody over virtually darkened area with a
the holidays. Headliner sees to it momentary flash of pink light at
that his repertoire has at least a the end. The introduction of light
couple of items for every kind of reveals that Miss Rand is working
taste, which is smart showmanship, under wraps
That
a lot of ’em.
and he smacks over “Everything I may be okay with the censors, but
Have Is Yours,” “Song of Songs,” very bad for any word-of-mouth
“Because You’re Mine” and whams that the show might get. Her fan
home his “I Like It Here” in fine dance is artistic, well done and she
style for a finish.
makes a curtain speech at the end
Whole session is a mop-up for of the show.
Eckstine, and his easygoing style,
One of the cardinal sins comgracious manner and full-blown mitted by the producer is the
pipes have them with him all the heavy concentration on no-talent.
way. This is one instance where Most of the time is allotted to the
the Chamber of Commerce doesn’t 10 line girls who, leave, us face it,
have to steam it up for a local.
do not undress enough to compenShow opens with first-rate pup- sate for their lack of song and
pet act of Martin & Florenz, who dance knowledge.
They provide
score heaviest when their wooden some very long stagewaits.
'

/

,

.

,

Laugh motif is carried out in
Waldo.
dance format by Elsa &
an ungainly pair, gal
They’re
dressed and postured a la ostrich
Juxtaand partner in misfit tux.

position of their awkward mannerisms and the smooth ballroomology
they attempt makes amusing satire

WB

.

.

her height.
Russell, who open the
Gilbert
bill, are a pleasant tap duo. Youth

&

pleases with a Latin-American .turn
atop a “drum” and they team up
well in their light-footed finale.

Chet Clark, young harmonica virtuoso discovered by Arthur Godgrey, clicks with “Jealousy,” Enes-

“Rumanian Rhapsody No. 1”

and winds solidly with a hot blues
item which he accompanies with
topflight
windjammer gestures.
He’s given fine backing by Jo
bardi’s house orch, which also does
well for the other acts.
Bril.

Lom-

IV. V.
Louis Armstrong & All Stars (6)
with Velma Middleton; Sy Oliver

are Jimmy Durante and
The talent hit of the show is
Dagmar, and the Four Evans put Shavo Sherman, a vauder from
sparks to layout with classy* hoof- years back, who shows an awareing. Father-son, mother-daughter ness of how to work a theatre.

quartet are a natural for the Xmas Much of his material is reminisfamily trade and they bang out a cent of that discarded by Henny
sock session individually and col- Youngman years ago, but he gives
lectively.

Dave

it

Barry

m.c.’s

easily

whams

impersonations

and

(12), Leslie Uggams
Mantan & Harris, Kit Kats (2 ) “I Was
a Shoplifter” (17-1).

anecdotal

sketches, and his Louella Parsons
takeoff, hospital routine and other
bits put him in clover.
Biz indicates that Eckstine’s going to turn the trick for Stanley
Cohen.
in spades.

The Apollo resumed stageshows
after a two-week hiatus and installed Louis
Armstrong as the
headliner to
catch the holiday
trade.
House hasn’t had as potent
a draw in quite some time.
The
Satch is one of the most affable
figures in

firmament who

the jazz

has

shown his boxoffice ability in
all parts of the
world.
Recently
urned from a European and

Worth African
tour,
proved^ that his kind

Armstrong
of music

knows^no language barriers.
It’s
readily understood and appreciated

Olympia, Miami
Eileen

Lewis &

some

twists of his

own

that pro-

and duce a series of sustained yocks.
He winds up with impressions that

across his own spot with
plenty to spare. He has some classy

Apollo,

Orch

Miami, Dec. 27.
Barton, Georgie Kaye,
Van, Francis Brunn, The

Pitchmen, Les Rhode House Orch;
'Flat Top ” (Mono).
Best layout to play tfiis house
since recent return of stagers
should -make Florida State Theatres’ bookers happy via aud receipts and reception for acts.
Topliner is Eileen Barton, whose
shout and forthright stylings on
the current pops ring the mittmeter all the way. Standouts are
her standard “If I Knew You Were
Coming I’d’ve Baked a Cake,” a
solid takeoff on the Johnnie Ray
edition of “Cry” and the “I’m Just

score handily.
Otherwise the talent is so-so.
Ventriloquist Billy Davis has some
good ideas but doesn’t work them
out properly. Singer Robert Monte
works two spots, the last of which
could be eliminated quite easily.
His voice is good for the production work here but doesn’t hold up
on the solo portions.

There

isn’t

is

backed

wk. figures as Cozy Cole, drums;
wjarty Napoleon, piano;
Trummy
£oung, trombone;
Arvel Shaw,
hass, and Bob
McCracken, clarinet,
s a combo that
if
produces one of
us " es t brands of jazz here!
abouts.
Armstrong’s gravel vocals
exceedingly entertaining and
the house
hits a fever pitch when
by Velma Middleton in
“t u

New
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Acts

DANY DAUBERSON
Songs
25 Mins.

Moulin Rouge, Paris
Big voice, boff body make this
run by the exhibs chantoosey both ear and eye-filling

Main

obstacle to a theatre

TV

booking office
themselves is fear of a conspiracy before she gets into the heart of
charge.
While the circuits didn’t her solid repertoire of pash songs,
seem to be too concerned about haunting ballads and Paris street
this at the start, they are now much chanties. Statuesque with a clingmore sensitive to the possibility of ing sequin dress, and supple use of
action against them on that basis. arms and torso for verse punctuaAt last week’s meet, the circuits* tion make this gal a standout.
Voice is husky....a.nd has a big
again indicated that they are in
agreement on the general principle range, with throb and timbre arof unified action, but repeated that resting and delineating the nuit’s
a problem Which must be ances in the well-lyriced songs.
tackled by the legal minds before Formerly a staple in intimeries
around town, she projects well to
it can be dealt with on a practical
all

parts

of

this

immense

nitery

This is essentially the same
and rates big palming. Has to beg
approach they have taken at prior off.
meetings of the group.
She starts well in a lower key
Conspiracy charge, while dis- of Gallic love songs with “Les
counted by some who point out Amours
and
“Guole
Perdus”
that programs booked by any exhib D’Ange” (Angel Puss), and keeps
setup would be available to all belting them across with “Tu Voucomers, is taken seriously by oth- lais,” “Melancholic” and the pulFinishes with a
ers, particularly by UPT. which has sating “Padam.”
Weaththe merger application with the well-articulated “Stormy
American Broadcasting Co. pend- er,” in English, to which she gives
the
full
passion
measure
and
of
ing and wants nothing to interfere with a favorable decision. the blues.
Gal looks like a fine bet for
There is apprehension, too, lest the
issue be raised at the theatre TV Stateside plush intimers on looks,
hearings before the Federal Com- pipes and personality. Good Engmunications
Commission
next lish knowledge would serve her in
good stead for special spotting in
spring.
Mosk.
musicals.
basis.

CINSE’S COLLIES
Dogs

R. A. Wile
Continued from page

8 Mins.
3

tending the cleaning of the house
and seeing that it is supplied with
articles for its smooth running. He

Palace, N. Y.

Group, which has played fairs
and circuses, consists of six collies
Dogs
handled by three femmes.
are fairly

well

trained,

but lack

would leave at 6 p. m.
the precision and cuteness of some
At that hour the other half of similar acts. Nevertheless, it apthe management team would take peals to kids.
Dogs sit on individual stands,
over.
He is the house manager.
He would see that the lights are circle the ring in schoolhorse fashturned on, supervise ticket sales ion, jump through hoops and catch
and collections, seating of patrons quoits on their necks". Best bits
collies hitched up to a
and candy sales. Meanwhile, he are two
sulky in which one of the women
would be learning the job of the rides, and a merry-go-round device
day man.
in which two dogs sit while a third
Wile thinks the night job would turns the carousel.
Two of the
attract schoolteachers, bank clerks, girls add a touch of showmanship
municipal employees or students, with some simple juggl’ng and
and states that the combined sal- cartwheels.
Troupe is best suited for outaries are not more than any circuit
would pay a manager and assist- doors dates but is also okay for
rno -net— slanted
TV
vaude
and
ant.
Easier hours and the chance
for opportunity, he believes, offer
better recruitment possibilities.

stints.

“There may be some circuit general managers,” Wile candidly admitted, “who will be willing to
shoot us for making such a radical suggestion, but it does seem to
offer at least a partial panacea for

WOODSIDE SISTERS

the

management problem.”

enough surrounding

talent to hold up as a forepart, and
that fact causes a lot of departures

even before the headliner comes

‘Better Pix’

on.

Bril.

<3)

Songs
11 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

Three blonde lookers, Mary, Alice
and Jane Woodside, make a pleasant vocal unit. They open with a
warm handling of “Across Tomorrow Mountain” and follow with the
contrasting “Take Me Out to the
Ball Game.” Latter is spiced with
a distaff takeoff on diamond acsuch as the gals playing
pitcher and catcher going into a

tions,

Miss Rand. is undoubtedly pull-

Continued from page

ing in the business and deservedly
She gives her act an aura of
so.

3

work will fill the void. Adding to huddle, after which the hurier
She works smoothly and the gloom at the moment is the powders her nose. They also do
artistry.
Had fact that six of the 19 currently well by pop ballads and a Dixielives up to headline stature.
land iteml
the surrounding show been up to grinding, are not shooting here in
Some staging polish will help
her level, the Holiday would be a town.
Jose.

great buy.

9
the trio, which has played radio in
industry, however, appears Youngstown, O.
They have pocutback in actual tentials for TV, vaude and less
Bril.
.orthwhile pretentious niteries.
production can be a
thing. Some studios have definitely announced that they’ll make
FRED ILES
fewer pictures in 1953, pointing to Aero
accumulated backlogs as proof that 8 Mins.
they’ll have enough product to Moulin Rouge, Paris
satisfy exhibitor demands.
In this
Fred lies is an agile balancing
category are Paramount and Re- aero who is a sure crowd-arrester
public. Others have made no such with the precision, daring ar.d good
announcements, but studies of use of props, making this an aero
their property schedules indicate filler that should be welcome in
that they, too, will cut back.
any n|tery or variety program.

The

to feel that the

Chains Disagree
|

Continued from page

the theatres by

7

z

TNT, headed by

Wild About Harry” oldie.
Halpern, at this point is
Georgie Kaye was a regular here Nathan L.
by such through the years before vaude the only outfit booking theatrical
houses.
was taken off the boards last TV attractions for film particuHe’s as effective as ever Feeling among the latter,
spring.
recent
the
of
wake
the
in
larly
emon
approach
the'
easy
with his
cee chores and, in own spot, the “Carmen” telecast, is that it’s diffishow
a
on
profit
a
show
to
sequence
cult
new
build on new gags, a
that makes for yocks based on a unless the theatre is practically
his
and
gimmick
memory course”
sold out.
funny psychoanalyst routine.
Impression prevails, too, that
The Pitchmen are also familiars exhibs could be better in obtaining
musical
zany
work
their
and
here
on a more regular basis
s
programs
De sire.” Armstrong’s
lJL j
ideas to steady stubholder satis- and that they would be in a better
d 0 music is along
easily as,iT?J
5
Francis
aero
Juggler
and
faction.
ated
position to gauge the value of any
His musical pat4 nes
tpr!ll
Brunn has them gasping and mitt- one attraction than any outside
ai
sl m Ply embroidered, and
in ?£•
this £
Harlem house, he registers ing for the best reception this type agency. Still very much in the tena maximum
of act has had since stage shows
response.
stage is talk of the theatres
Another vet act for tative
l
ul dil
is
a returned.
themselves building the type of
show Sha ? ? g Armstrong
so rates and Sets at- Olympia' regulars is the Lewis &
show that would appeal.
tenant!
n ?i
way The support- Van tandem. Duo knock off their
pointed out, for instance,
ine hi
It’s
b d ls that of
hoofery in fast and zingy fashion
Sy
Oliver,
himseff o ?
while the “Carmen” program
arra lger wbo a l so bas a with their heel and toe work build- that
Pleadna
u
i
artistic success, technical
an
aS g ^rand
Les was
of music.
Oliver ing fast pace and palms.
hac n?
quality of the pickup wasn’t up to
«*° so. un der wraps by Rhode house orch is okay on showconfining u
Lari/.
In part this was due to the
par.
h
major spot t0 mus * c backs.
of th*

Jn all situations.

Armstrong

sustaining basis.
They got away
from that concept when Halpern
quit the S. H. Fabian circuit and
went into biz for himself. Since
then, on a number of occasions,
theatres have indicated their displeasure over the TNT terms, but
in the long run always went along
for lack of an alternative.

—

they master a
technique in which
even a walk wins giggles. However,
despite their technical proficiency
the act dwells overlong on the
particularly the
angle,
freakish
screwed-up grimaces.
Miss Moray, 42-inch-tall chanteuse, socks over her numbers. She
scores handily with “Sunny Side of
the Street” and other tunes, her
voice reminding of Nellie Lutcher.
She’s a polished performer, plays
audience slickly with a
to the
approach and has
naughty-girl
gdod material, although it leans a
bit too heavily on gags based on figures
since

—especially
slow-motion

co’s

-attempting

,

effective bit in ‘There
Jlso has an
Happy’’
Make
Are Hands That
of “Smiles”), with ap(a rewrite
gestures.
propriate

a

DOUSE REVIEWS

pfitelEFt

the late Ben Carter, and his current partner formerly operated as
Harris & Radcliffe. This turn does
an excellent job here. They’re on
for almost a half-hour and do a
huge variety including the unfinished-sentence routine which is
the mainstay of their act.
The dance interlude is by the
Kit Kats (2), who hit it off well
with this assemblage.
They’re
hard workers and have a fast
stride.
Other act on the session is
Leslie Uggams, a cute youngster
with a good line of impressions.
She tops off her performance with
a mime of Ted Lewis. Her singing voice is fair, but on personality
she hits a strong score with the
crowd.
Jose.

,

,

-

,
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e Cbristmas
sefi son,
banri d,
h ° ws a tendency
let

to
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86,

but the

want to

Dayton’s Blue Angel

prew comprises

five
Dayton, O., Dec. 30.
quar e t
reeds and three
t
rhvthnf
Blue Angel, Dayton’s newest
and the arrangements
show
nitery? opened last week on the
balance of all sections
site of the former Mecca Theatre.
lat adds up
to top tonal
quafity
Zimmer Ablon, operator of spotv
Mecca after
sector, the major bought the shuttered
event
antan & Harris, a com- the building, which housed Ablon s
binatinn 5J
over for
0 members of
taken
Bar,
was
Swing
two standafds aUs
a/!,
Mantan was once with county '-needs.
brass

o

’

^

-

lies uses a prop clock atop which
he does his^iep balancing routines.
He puts down a pipe and a board
across this to balance on the narrow ledge for top mitting. Then
hq does this one better by using
two slim canes to balance on the
The indications are, however, that edge of the precariously rocking
board. Act is fast and supple, and
the figure will not remain conmakes for a real crowd-pleaser.
stant. Long-range predictions genTopper is balancing on one finger
erally are fallible, but production
on the base of a silver cup. Rates
men around town privately figure top mitting.
IWosk.

is expected to
to a 20% drop in production, at least for the first six
months of the year. Whether. this
figure will carry over for the entire 12-month period can’t be determined for several months yet.

Overall slackening

amount

1953 will see about 10%
fewer films made than in 1952.
There are, of course, no yardsticks by which to measure the
added quality that the town talks
It’s known,
Met’s. refusal to permit backlight- about so hopefully.
ing on the set so as not to spoil the however, that most of the majors
If
customers.
“important”
projects
have
several
regular
the
for
show
done for theatre TV alone, this con- on their books and various inderemedied.
been
have
pendents
announced
films
have
dition could
Cost factor is still predominant that could fall into that category.
At the Little dr nothing will be done
in the exhibs’ reasoning.
\fery start they had in mind book- about these, however, until after
ing their own shows through their the March deadline for the asown office which they visualized as sessment of California’s property
being run on a non-profit but self- tax, since producers try not to
that

have valuable property around at
that point. Thus, these next nine
weeks probably will see only the
start of the moderate feature and
programmer pix, witn the big push
starting with the advent, of spring.
By that time, too, it’s hoped
that there will be some crystallization of production plans in the
third-dimensional
various
new
systems, a confirmation of all necessary color commitments and a
greenlight for steady local production.

'

.
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Paramount Story

Kennedy Named Negotiator on Equity

ak ox-drama

offer to negotiate the alien questhe Actors Equity council
t

named John Kennedy, former

first

vice-president, as its representative
at discussions to begin in London
in mid-January* Alfred Harding
was appointed alternate in case
the talks continue beyond the deadline for Kennedy’s summer stint as;
stager of the St. Louis Muny Opera.

Civic Concert

Preps

*

j

32d Anni Meeting

in N.Y.

*

&

*

an Interesting editorial feature
In

Civic Concert Service, affiliate
Artists
of National Concert
Corp., is prepping its 32d annual
conference, to be held in Gotham,
at the N. Y. Athletic Club, Jan.
7-17. About 700 persons, including
artists, managers, sales .reps and

the

47th Anniversary

Number

of

pfemETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

local music managers, are expected
Although Actors Equity has de- to attend. O. O. Bottorff, prez of
ferred application of its stiffened both NCAC and Civic, will preside,
new alien rules from tomorrow with E. L. Cometet, Civic veepee,
(Thurs.) until next Feb. 15, the assisting.
union has made no definite plans
Civic, original and oldest orfor negotiations with British Equity ganized audience movement, will
on the entire question. Until an wind the 10-day sessions with a
answer is received from the British party at the Rainbow Room, pai;t
group, no specific preparations for of which will be broadcast nationMelbourne, Dec. 23.
the confab can be made. Equity’s wide by Mutual from 5:30 to 6
bid for a general confab was sent p.m. Ezio Pinza, Roberta Peters,
Blast
by a visiting English
some weeks ago, and unofficial re- •’Jan Peerce and John Charles actress-singer, about conditions in
port from London is that the Brit- Thomas will sing on the show, Aussie productions of American
ish organization has sent an ac- with Bottorff listed to speak.
legit musicals, has stirred a fuss
ceptance, but none has been reMeanin local show biz circles.
ceived in New York.
while, the performer who kicked
up the row is en route back to
The U. S. union has proposed Dietz-Mankiewicz
London. She made her controverthat the conferences be held either
sial statements to newspapermen
in London or here, whichever is
‘Boheme’
Pull
Off
Snappy
prior to sailing.
just
preferable to British Equity. The
The player, Joy Turpin, asserted
American organization is willing to
Liven
Metop
Stage
that Aussie talent is generally
send a representative abroad or to
receive a British spokesman or delHollywood’s contributions, for a brushed off in favor of visiting
egation here. Pending some kind second time, have helped- give the British and American players. A
of agreement on the question, how- Metropolitan Opera a success. As native actor may occasionally get
ever, the American organization is with the Howard Dietz - Garson a chance in one show, but is then
stalling any action on the alien Kanin
1950
on usually relegated to the chorus.
collaboration
Native performers are also usually'
question.
Strauss’ “Fledermaus,” a frqsh ’52
Survey recently conducted by the combine of Dietz, as librettist, and underpaid, she declared, although
U. S. outfit brought 1,080 replies Joe Mankiewicz, as stager, have boxoffice prices are higher than
to a questionnaire, representing made a right good new show oqt of in London.
Miss Turpin, who appeared in
about 18% of the membership. Of Puccini’s “La Boheme.” It made' a
those indicating a choice, 589 fav- memorable aftertioon out of last “Kiss Me, Kate” here under J. C.
Williamson management, asserted
ored additional alien restrictions, Saturday’s (27) premiere.
that “she co\ild also have played
491 did not. The union’s proposed
In Dietz’s version the first time
new rule requiring that at least “Boheme” has been sung in English the title part in the current Aussie
of “Annie Get Your Gun,”
60% of all casts be resident actors, at the Met the story comes much tour that
Williamson had cast Evie
passed last summer but held in more alive, with added flavor, hu- but
Hayes
in the role in order to cut
abeyance pending discussions with mor, tenderness and fuller comcosts
for
the show. Explaining that
the British group, was favored 418 prehension. Libretto isn’t highthe “Annie” assignment is a relato 105.
grade poetry, by any means, but tively easy one, the British actress
The idea of an admissions board it’s serviceable. The new version is
with representatives from all the- addicted to too much pat rhyming, remarked, “It’s not hard to put
on sloppy clothes and be funny.”
atrical ^fields was opposed 201 to
in almost musical comedy or GilWilliamson managing director
and a board representing bert & Sullivan fashion. More free
184,
Frank Tait indignantly disputed
Equity alone was^ewdorsed 251 to verse would have sufficed:
But Miss Turpin’s charges, asserting
157.
The board, in combination overall, it’s a commendable translathat the firm does not discriminate
with the 60-40 ratio, was approved tion.
against Aussie artists. He declared
278 to 133. A proposal that all alien
performer pay here is equal to
the
“that
As
for
contribution
of
actors be replaced by residents
Mankie- that in any other country and
after a show had run a specified distinguished regisseur,
challenged Miss Turpin to reveal
Times
wicz,”
as
the
Y.‘
referred
N.
time was turned down 237 to 192.
to him editorially Saturday, his her London and Aussie salaries.
Mutual Cards Idea
The possibility of mutual recog- staging gets rid of the usual Met
nition of cards between U. S. and posturing and ridiculous, exag- Americana Stage-Dance
British Equity with a view toward gerated clowning, for a great imgradual elimination of existing re- provement. Childish caperings of
Troupes Set to Compete
strictions was favored 820 to 155: the adult Bohemians in the first
proposal to open up the British and fourth acts are toned down;
the
fun
forced,
more
natuis
less
U.S. Tour Next Season
especially
theatre to U. S. players,
i

Claim Aussie Stuff

To Native Talent
.

Duo

.

Up

To

.

—

—

,

A

for the training of younger actors
in stock and repertory, was okayed

ral.

Lovely romantic moments, as
meeting of Mimi and

in the first

Rodolfo; strong emotional bits, as
On the overall question of with the assorted quartet of lovers
in the third act, or as in the final
restrictions,
alien
54.54%
further
were in favor, 45.46% were op- dying scene, are artistically realposed, with some of the latter ized. The story of the ill-starred

868 to

90.

group expressing a preference for
specific methods of restriction if
any should be adopted. On that
basis, the

Equity council reportedly

(Continued on page 49)

Kirstein

Winner

Award

SHOWS LOSS OF

CHECK

Tribune dance

$66,237

Chujoy, editor of Dance News, and
critic; Aiiatole
•

“The Gambler,” recent Thomas Martha

Hammond-Wa: ne

On

Interesting

situation

of

/

“Be Your Age,” the Alexander H. Cohen-Joseph KipnessMorris K. Bauer production of the Reginald Denham and Mary Orr
(Mrs. Denham) comedy, include Cohen $6,000; Kipness, $6,500; Mrs.
Bacjkers of

Morris K.

Bauer, wife of the attorney-producer, $8,000; producer
Rita Allen, $1,000; souvenir program agent Arthur Klar, $1,000;
orchestra leader Meyer Davis, $1,000; Mrs. Edward Kook, wife of the
Century Lighting exec, $1,000; Saul Lancourt, of Leblang’s ticket agency and manager of the 48th Street Theatre, N. Y., where the show will
play, $5,000; television producer Max Liebman, $1,000; theatrical attorney Jesse Moss, $500, and theatrical accountant J. S. Seidman,
The production is capitalized at $50,000, with provision for
$1,000.

20%

overcall.

Reduced sptece being given to legit news in the weekday issues of
the N. Y. Times is on instructions from managing editor Turner Cattlege. Although all editorial departments have reportedly been ordered
to shorte’n copy the policy is understood to apply particularly to legit,
;
which was felt to be going overboard on space. Since the cut-down
order of about three weeks ago the daily legit notes have been running about two-thirds of a column in comparison with former column
or column and a half. Sam Zolotow usually writes the piece Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, with Louis Calta doing it Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday.

Legit Bits
Producer Richard Aldrich is American Shakespeare Festival
spending New Year’s Day as- house Foundation is. planning a Shakeguest of legit investor and finan- speare company to play next sumcier Julius Fleischmann in Cincin- mer in a tent at' or near Fairfield,
nati
Schedule of shows for the Conn. Plans also include the forlegit season opening Feb. 4 at the mation of three “Evening with Will
N. Y. City Center includes revivals Shakespeare” troupes with a nuof
“Love’s Labor Lost,” “Mis- cleus from the company that realliance” and “Merchant of Venice” cently gave a performance at HartJoseph Buloff has withdrawn ford. Mary Hunter will be profrom the cast of “Wonderful ducer for the Foundation
Merle
Town,” the musical version of “My Debusky is associate to pressagent
Max Allentuck Jim Proctor for “Crucible,” the
Sister Eileen”
will be company manager of “Em- new Arthur Miller play.
Actress Jane White has been apRobert
peror’s
Clothes,”
the
Wliitehead-Plywrights Co. produc- pointed head of the drama departtion of the new George Tabori play ment of the Henry Street SettleAlan Schneider,
Eddie Kook, Century Lighting ment, N. Y.
head, back from European vaca- resident director of the Arena
Stage,
Washington,
has started
Guthrie McClintic to Chition
cago this week to check the per- classes in acting for tJio~company
Deadline
for
inclusion
in the
formance of “Constant Wife,”
Katharine Cornell revival which next issue of Players’ Guide is
Feb.
5
Bruce
Becker
rehas
he staged.
signed as business
and
Sunday Jan. 11 will be an All- production assistant manager
for Joshua
Robbins Njght at City Center, Logan.
N. Y., with the N. Y. City Ballet
Lou Snyder, of the N.Y. Metrofeaturing four of Jerome Robbins
politan Opera press staff, upped to
“Interplay,” “The Cage,”
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

Hill, director of the Juilliard School of Music dance depart-

Harriss production of the Alfred Drake-Edward ment. This is the second time the
Eager adaptation of Ugo Betti's award has been made, last year’s
Italian drama, represented a loss winner being Zachary Solov, choreof
the
Metropolitan
cf $66,237, according to the final ographer
accounting. That included $31,- Opera.
643 production cost, $11,154 preview cost and $23,440 operating
JAMAICAN'S SOLO
loss on the three-week run.
Vinette Carroll, Jamaican acThe project was financed at cess, will give a one-woman dra$40,000,' and according to the ac- matic show at Theatre De Lys,
countants statement there are N. Y., Jan. 7.
loans payable amounting to $26,686
Femme is being presented by the
and a balance of $449 to be used special attractions division of Co-

SHOW

for insurance and office expenses. lumbia Lecture Bureau.

.

New Work

.

.

.

.

ballets,

secretary of

the National Council
“Age of Anxiety” and “Pied Piper.” of the Metropolitan.
Bob Ackarfc
Producers Gertrude Macy, Ker- added to the Met
press staff in his
two mit Bloomgarden and Leonard place.

Groups

Wing Program

American Theatre Wing

.

-

is initi-

ating five new work groups in its
N. Y. Professional Training Program this winter.- All advanced
courses, they will comprise a work

group for the musical stage, headed by John and Clytie Mundy and
Mary Hunter; a TV workshop, under the direction of Carl Beier;
speech in motion, under Marion
Rich and Lucy Venable; a directorplaywright-actor lab,
with Lee
Strasbferg
and Ted Apstein in

.

Hammond
Of

.

who

recently took over as subs for
Elliott Nugent, Martha Scott and
Robert Preston as leads in “Male
Animal,” will remain with the revival

indefinitely
Milton Baron,
general manager for producer Jose
Ferrer, made a quick trip to Pittsburgh last week on personal business
Esther Ralston, Meg Mun.

.

Backing

will be asso-

ciated with Kermit
in the production of

Bloomgarden

“Where Late
the Sweet Birds Sang,” the Irving
Ravetch play to be staged by

Daniel Mann. He is understood to
bringing in $12,000 of. the
show’s $60,000 financing.
Hammond recently co-produced
“The Gambler” with Wayne Harriss and last season presented the
Olivia de Havilland revival of
“Candida.”

be

Fabray Back to B’way
Unless
Nanette
completed

M-G

Gets 2d Pic
who

Fabray,
Jher

recently

film,

first

tract,

picture

in

the

next

four

weeks.

Miss Fabray has just completed
a year’s pact with Metro.

.

.

dy, Edith

60G

Thomas Hammond

Fender
Buddy Ebson,
Coleman and Lawrence Fletcher, other
.

Brings in 12G

‘Birds’

“The
Bandwagon,” under a Metro conreturns to Broadway shortly
to resume her musicomedy career,
Nancy unless Metro can come up with an-

the President, N.Y., will next
present “Mimosa Hill,” by Robert
.

to

.

.

at

Added

.

.

Americana theatre-dance troupes Sillman, as well as William Hawcompeting on tour with each other kins, drama critic of the N. Y.
next season, for the first time, has World-Telegram & Sun, and Milton Weintraub, secretary-treasurer
cropped up with pacting by Columof the Assn, of Theatrical Press
bia Artists Mgt. of a unit, “AmerAgents & Managers, will discuss
ican Album,” for ’53-’54. Troupe of
“Are High Costs Destroying the
20 dancers, singers and musicians American Theatre”
at the ANTA
will portray scenes from
early Playhouse, N.Y., Jan. 8
Sidney
Americana in dance, song and Blackmer takes over Jan. 12 as
story. Tour* handled by Columbia’s male lead in the touring “Country
Coppicus, Schang & Brown divi- Girl,” succeeding Robert Young,
sion, will start next October.
who is withdrawing to return to
Mary Hunter will stage the over- his home on the Coast... Bob L.
all production, with Jerome Rob- Roberts will be associated with
bins supplying dances, Paul Green Leonard Key and Luther Greene
writing the sketches and Baldwin in the production of “Josephine,”
Bergersen collecting and arranging for which Irving Cooper will be
George Ross
the folk music. Troupe will be com- general manager;
pressagent; Robert F. Simon stage
peting with the Agnes de Mille
manager and Robert Radnitz asDance Theatre, group of 18 which sistant.
Sol Hurok is readying for next seaGlenn Jordan will return as
son, to do folk dftnees staged by stager
of Pat Hurley’s St. PetersMiss de Mille, some taken from burg Operetta, opening its
new
her Broadway musical hits. This season Jan. 6 with “Carousel”...
troupe will also include singers and Anthony Parella, producer of the
musicians.
current “Whistler’s Grandmother,”

Five

.

.

.

.

Name

takes the attitude that the memOf ’52 Capezio
bership generally wants stiffer
alien rules, so the governing body
Lincoln Kirstein, managing diis said to favor such a policy.
rector of City Center of Music &
There was apparently no partic- Drama, N. Y., has been named winular significance to the fact that ner of the Capezio Award for ’52.
the council acted last week, with Award is made annually to focus
negotiations With British Equity attention on meritorious work in
imminent, to publicize a warning the U. S. dance field, and carries a
from the U. S. Immigration Bureau citation and $500 prize. Kirstein,
against alien players taking em- who is general director of the N. Y.
ployment other than that for Vidiich City Ballet, too, and won the award
.they have contract On arrival. Al- for that activity, was cited “for his
though the letter reiterating the leadership and labors in establishlaw was “received bj^the union last ment of the ballet as a force in the
March, the alien committee had artistic life of America.”
never brought it to council attenFormal award will be made Jan.
tion until last week.
12 3[t a luncheon at the Waldorf,
N, Y7 Award committee consisted
of John Martin, N. Y. Times dance
‘GAMBLER’
critic;. Walter Terry, N. Y. Herald

FINAL

Editorial describing an actor’s feeling toward performance on
the
stage appears in the current (January) issue of Equity, official publication of Actors Equity. It reads in part; “For the great majority of
the
western world, Christmas is a holiday.
day to stay home from work
and school, to celebate with gifts, with green boughs and holly, a dav
of days for children, the best day of the year.
“But for the actor, Christmas Is a day of work. Often there is an
extra matinee. The show Is the same as yesterday’s and tomorrow’s
Backstage there may be a party, an exchange of gifts among the cast
But no gift for the actor is ever more valued than the privilege of playing his part before a receptive, live audience.
For him, every such
day is Christmas. For him, no day, that he is not working, has much
of the joy of Christmas, even If it appears on the calendar as Dec. 25
“When an actor receives a wish for a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Yfear, it means the continuing opportunity to use his gift, to let
the light <of his talent shine before an audience of living people.”
Issue also has an unusual amount of copy, including the annual employment survey conducted by the union, plus several articles and a)
new feature containing news notes from the casts of current shows/

A

Broadway Legit Vs.
the West End

noon
tion,

Inside Stuff-Legit

critic)

has den* ail Intensive
survey of

Alien Question; London Tafts Soon

.

tditor

John Byram
(himeoff

Acting quickly yesterday after(Tues.), after receiving an acceptance from British Equity of its

.
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Atwater'and Magda Gab-

or will play the leads in a revival
of “The Women” at the Hilltop
Theatre-in-the-Round at the Sheraton Belvedere Hotel, Baltimore.
Arthur Lesser announces plans
to
bring the “Folles Bergere”
from Paris for Broadway presenta-

Basque Troupe

in Return

“Euzkadai.” Basque attraction of
dancers and musicians
which played a 15-week tour of the
U. S. this season under Albert Morini management, has been booked
for a return tour starting in January 1954.
Group starts a tour of South
America in late January, ’53,.
singers,

charge, and an acting work group,
under Miss Hunter.
Terms will run 16 weeks, 10 of tion
sometime next March, intact
Richard Dycr-Beiinet giving his
preparation and six of staging, re- with
the French physical produc- only Town Hall, N. Y. recital this
hearsals and practical experiment. tion
and cast, including stars, season, Jan. 10, under auspices ol
Five-courser will open Jan. 20.
chorus girls and showgirls-. .The S. Hurok.
.

'

.

1
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Home Profits As VeD As Costs Higher
In U.S.-British ‘Pacific’ Analogy
produc-}
operating costs in Engtion
uu
“ and•
tt
<2
illustrated
is
S.
U.
Dallas
land and the
of “South Paanew in the case
”
Costs are lower in Englific
contrast between

legit

Aid in Itch’ Smasho
Herman Lewin, formerly at the
46th Street Theatre, N. Y., is the
new treasurer of the Fulton, succeeding George M. Cohan.
The
latter, a nephew of the late legit

whom

star for

Group Gets Rights
17’

March

approximately* show, beginning March 3, accordBroadway ing to announcement by Betty
Blanchard,
theatre’s
managing
edition.
director.
Official release was obThe total gross for the British tained
last
week,
in
line
with proNov.
opening,
1,
company from its
June 28, was ducer Jose Ferrer’s policy of re1951 through last
leasing
amateur
rights
in territory
and the operating exS 56 L 691
the current touring show has alpenses were $349,117, leaving an
ready played or probably won’t
operating profit of $212,574 and a
Play.
net profit (after repaying producFirst play of the group, “Ring
In other
tion cost) of $120,492.
Round
the Moon,” is set for Jan.
West End troupe
the
words,
an average of $16,520, had 27 opening.
to

compared
082
original
$200,000 for the

he was named, was

recently upped from the assistant
treasurer post, but resigned due to
ill

To

‘Stalag
for
but profits are greater in the
acDallas, Dec. 30.
n s According to a recent
London
the
The
New
Playhouse here will
imint’ant’s statement,
production of the musical cost $92,- present “Stalag 17” as its second
land’

health.

Robert Burke continues assistant treasurer at the Fulton, with
Catherine Low and Camille Lo
Porto as extra assistants to help
handle the smash business for
“Seven Year Itch,” current at the
house.

Choate Takes Over

,

grossed
average expenses of $10,268 and
earned an average operating profit
of $6,252 a week.

Film Industry Support

New York

edition grossed a
steady $50,800 a week for the first
and netted as
run,
its
of
years
two
much as $13,500 a week. For a
recent week, with a gross of $38,Broadway troupe paid
105, the
$10,504 as the theatre share, had
expense (includcompany
$23,446
ing $8,510 cast payroll) and earned

The

Pitched

Up

for Pasadena

Playhouse

in

New Year

Hollywood, Dec.

Campaign

30.

gaining headway
here for an official industry expression of support in terms of
For the same week cash rather than goodwill for the
$4,066 profit.
Pasadena Playhouse, which is bethe touring edition, playing Wiching pressed harder daily by the
ita, grossed $60,609, paid $15,152 as
rising
cost of operation. Drive thus
share,
had
theatre
$27,069 company expense (including $8,615 far is on an informal basis but
some
planned,
formal pitch is exand netted $18,388
cast payroll)
pected to be worked out early in
for the stanza.
the New Year by filmites conOf the $120,492 profit on the cerned with
the plight of the PasaBritish production through June
dena training ground.
$8, the U. S. management’s 35%
Long recognized as the largest
share for leasing the rights came
single source of talent for the film
to $42,172, less $262 foreign exchange and remittance charges. industry, the Playhouse has been
increasing headaches of
After legal and sundry expenses, having
particularly
since
it
has
the net profit received came to late,
$41,109.
Since then, for the 17- branched out into training personnel
for
television
both
in
front
week period ended last Oct. 25,
It’s
the profit on the British company of and behind the cameras.
was $103,lfi3 additional, of which emphasized that the Playhouse is
the 35% U. S. share was $36,104. in no immediate danger of going
As of Oct. 25, the two U. S. under; the trend, however, is too
productions of ttfe Rodgers-Ham- steadily toward the wrong side of
merstein musical had earned $3.- the ledger to be comfortable.
Unofficial suggesions for aid
404,741 profit.
which may be., formalized in the
near future include establishment
of
a
Motion Picture Industry
30 Nat’l Theatre Groups
scholarship. There has been spasmodic talk over the years of establishing scholarships at the PlaySet to Huddle in Cincy
house. Following the death of
Gen! Industry Problems Laird Cregar, 20th-Fox, to whom
the actor was under contract, disCincinnati, Dec. 30.
cussed such a fellowship in his
A resolution adopted at the First name. It never got beyond the disNational
Theatre
Assembly in cussion stage, but the framework
Janauary, 1951, called by ANTA’ of the
idea could be readily
asked for a second meeting outside adapted.
New York. ANTA has called a
Playhouse spokesmen, aware of
ttcond for January 1-3 at the Neth- the unofficial drive to recruit
crland-Plaza
Hotel,
Cincinnati, funds, make it plain that the instiihis was prompted by
the meet- tution itself is not soliciting funds.
Jng of the American Educational Privately,
however, they admit
Theatre Assn, there this month. that something will have to be
Thirty national associations,
fh- done in the near future.
C
in
AETA Equity, ATPAM,
tA ici l
JAibE,
Stock Managers Assn., National Theatre Conference,
Chorus
Equity Arena Guild, U.S. National
Commission for UNESCO and the
•

On

is

—

—

‘Gigi’

Road Mgt.

Business management of the
touring “Gigi,” the Anita Loos
dramatize' ion of a Colette story,
has been taken over by Edward
Choate. Gilbert Miller, who had decided to close the show in Chicago,
continues as producer, however,
and there will be no changes in personnel or policy. The comedy, with

Audrey Hepburn as star, is currently playing an extended run at
the Harris, Chicago. It is touring
on Theatre Guild-Amencan Theatre Society subscription.

a New York, producer
is serving
the latter capacity for Elaine
Perry’s
production
of
“Touchstone,” William MacDowell Stucky
play which went into rehearsal this

Choate,

and general manager,

in

•

Society,

regions are en+
titled
to six delegates each, as
against two for the
organizations.
Relegates at large will include
Eoyd Smith of Yale, Roger L.
Mevens of Detroit and New York,
Clarence Derwent, Benjamin Kaye,
c. Robert Kase
of Delaware, Jack
Morrison of UCLA, Dorman Richaidson of Toledo,
Sawyer Falk of
la
se an ^ Michaela O’Harra of
*if -ipT^
1

Drama tists’ Committee,

aubjects on the agenda for. the
meeting include the
uniformity of
Government policy regarding re01
amuse
ttient tax, securL°*
rights to plays and royalty conssions on same,
establishment of
gional resident professional theI0n of regional councils
0 ANTA as well
as matters deal1 re 8i° na
i boundaries.,
i
ti
ine five
sessions will be chaired
Ee n
Miller of the National
?
Tk
Societ y> the local chair21?"’ William Halstead of AETA,
Sawyer Faik of NTC,
Warren Caro
* he
Council of the Living The-

w.*

a

dent of

Clarence Derwent, presi-

ANTA. Taking

part in the
ns wil1 be Elliot Norton
e S
®°ston Post, Willard Swire
i
.Mary Morris, Louis
* rv * n S
Strouse, Barclay
ussl

n
nr

i

’

1

dnr

m

h
AT

of

NTC Rosamond
’

Gil-

French of the
John Wray Young of
deport and others.

Siain

gu r

Eept.,

•
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of Associate Production Deals

On B way

as Financing Gets Tighter
+

Growing rash of associate production deals on Broadway this
indicates that legit financseason
Porterfield as Lead In
ing
becoming progressively
is
Immediately following
tighter.
Barter ‘Virginian’ Tour the Republican victory in the recent Presidential election, there
Abingdon, Va., Dec. 30.
Robert
Porterfield,
founder- were reports in managerial circles
manager of Barter Theatre, will as- that investment coin seemed more
sume the title role of “The Vir- plentiful.
ginian,” when show goes on tour.
Of the 21 current BroadwayTour starts Jan. 12 in Harlan, Ky„ shows, nine involve associate proplays throughout the South Atlan- ducer setups or co-producer comtic, East
Central and Southwest binations for the present venture.
Central states with solid bookings, In the case of incoming or inand returns to home base here preparation productions, the ratio
April 24.
runs about three .associate deals
New stage adaptation of the o one straight producer setup.
Owen Wister tale was made last The situation has become so
summer by Margaret Perry and marked, in fact, that it’s now genpresented during the season at the erally assumed that anyone with
playhouse here.
access to substantial investment
Two other Barter touring com- money can have associate producer
panies have wound up their tours status with almost any show exand will go into home base after cept those of about a half-dozen
the Christmas holidays to rehearse top managements.
“Virginian.”
The “Late ChristoIn general, anyone bringing In
pher Bean” company played its fall
sizable share of the backing for
engagements in the east; the “Mernew show gets, if not co-prochant of Venice” outfit went cross- ducer status and billing, at least
country to finish its tour in Berke- associate producer listing and a
ley, Cal.
pro-rata share, of the producer’s
share of the profits, according to
the amount he has raised in relaThus,
tion to the total capital.
See ‘Swan’ B’way Revival
someone bringing $20,000 of an
of
quarter
a
venture
gets
$80,000
In Fall, With A. Hepburn
the producer’s share, or 12 J/£% of
the total profits.
.

As

Star, Ferrer Directing

Profit

it is obvious that producers are
giving up their share of shows only
under absolute necessity. The fact
that an abnormal number of an-

productions have been
delayed or abandoned this season
(Continued on page 50)

nounced

NEW PACT

GET

$2.40

hour to

$2.57Vfc.

minimum remains

Base three-hour
at $10.50.

New

terms were agreed upon by George
Wilmot, Erlanger manager, and
Shubert Theatres, represented by

Herb

Ries.

Also covered with new pacts are
more than 20 other houses, arenas
and auditoriums.

Billie

Burke Back To

Boards With ‘Mother’
Hollywood, Dec,

30.
to the stage
for the first time in five years Jan.
12, opening the fourth season of

Billie

Burke returns

the Sombrero Playhouse, Phoenix,
with “Life With Mother.”
After break-in there, show moves
into the Carthay Circle, Los AnCarl Benton Reid
geles, Jan. 25.
plays the father.

Margin

Sincei the margin of profit in
legit "'production has been progressively reduced by rising costs,

STAGEHANDS

will

ANTA

Rash

week. He is also partnered with
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
pressagent George Ross In a schedFerenc Molnar’s “The Swan,”
uled Broadway production next fall
which brought prominence to Basil
of
“Murder Mistaken,” Janet Rathbone and Eva LeGallienne in
Green’s
current
London melo- 1923-24, .may be revived on Broaddrama.
way next fall by Gilbert Miller,
with Audrey Hepburn in the femme
lead and Jose Ferrer directing. On
CHI LEGIT
Ferrer’s more immediate schedule
is a tentative stint to repeat his
staging of “Fourposter” in London
RAISE IN
late this spring during the Coro-.
Chicago, Dec. 30.
Chicago legit stagehands signed nation, with Jessica Tandy and
a new contract last week, raising Hume Cronyn in the costarring
playing on
their' base pay from
per roles they’re currently

*

National Thespian
send delegates.

47

Fulton B.O. Staff Gets

Dallas Station

Owner

Planning Legit

tour.

Show

Ferrer, here for the preem of
the Jqhn Huston picture*, “Moulin
Based on ‘Dr. IQ’ Airer
Rouge,” leaves Thursday (1) for
Dallas, Dec. 30.
Chicago to discuss the “Swan”
Plans have been announced her<j
proposition "with Miss Hepburn,
who’s there as star of the touring for a stage play to make its local
“Gigi.” The actress is under con- debut In March and then going on
tract for the latter comedy for the lo Broadway by late spring or early
balance of this season and has a summer. It will be a murder mysParamount film commitment for tery ^hich will be solved by turnnext summer, but is available for ing the theatre into a “Dr. IQ”
show and giving the patrons an opnext fall.
portunity to win prizes.

Following his confab with.Miss
Hepburn, Ferrer goes to New York

fer conferences with Saint Subber,

j

Lee
owner

Segall, owner of KIXL and
of “Dr. IQ,” is the impresa-

Rita Allen and Archie Thompson rio. He’s announced formation here
on their scheduled production of of a $100,000 corporation to handle
“My Three Angels,” which Bella the prpject.
Two local writers are at work
and Sam Spewack have adapted
from Albert Husson’s Parisian hit, on the play itself. The plot outline
“Cuisine des Anges.” Ferrer is to calls for the first two acts to be
played in a radio station and the
°
(Continued on page 49)
last using the whole theatre for h
the “Dr. IQ” show. The murderer
will be planted in the audience and
trapped by an “IQ” question.
Titles for the play under consideration are “IQ in Murder” or “I
Have a Lady, Doctor.” Questions

OUT NEXT WEEK!
The

’

would be changed for each show,
for the last act, with the patrons
In position to win money. This
would be patterned after the “Dr.
IQ” series, which for 13 years
played in most of the country’s
large theatres.
Segall announced that he would
like to build the show here, utilizing Peter Wolf on scenery and
George Schafer on stage direction.
The cast would come from New

York.

47th Anniversary

Number
Of

'

Equity Council

Removes

Gag on Own Gabbing
As part of its new liberalized
policy of press relations, the council of Actors Equity has voted to
permit its members to discuss'
with rank and file members or the
press what has taken place at council sessions. The new rule applies
only to completed actions, not matters still pending.
Decision to permit councillors to
reveal actions and policies of the
group is a reversal of former polIt was recommended by president Ralph Bellamy, as was the
authority to the union’s executives
to deal more frankly with the
press.
Another similar move recommended by the president is the
issuance of written news releases
following each 'council meeting.

icy.

'

!
,
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content were not Suited to central
staging. Actually, this script (and
there is nothing to indicate that
this is not La Mure’s original script
despite the absence of his name
or any writer’s name, from the
in six seasons of local stock presencredits) isn’t suited to much of
tation, and the third act is reasonanything.
ably amusing.
The music, it appears, is merely
The first act, on opening night,
incidental
so incidental that there
seemed weak, static and unpromisare only about 16 bars heard all
ing. A fine performance by Asther,
evening.
The
script, including the
not
whose Continental charm has
that precedes each of tho
been duplicated on an Albany stage narration
appears
nine
scenes,
to represent
lifted
in recent years, significantly
an effort on La Mure’s part to save
the show. Vet film star will imlarge
passages
his
of
original
rhecompletely
prove, too, after, he
always a serious mistake in
captures the feel of the legitimate. toric,
the
transition
to
stage.*
Hungarian
Victor Clement, a
Only one of the nine scenes
who has written 15 plays produced achieves
any real dramatic impact
in Europe, turned out “The Three
La Mure unfolds the story of
as
Thieves" in this country, Francis
mis-shapen
master of the- canthe
comedy,
stage
Swann, author of the
the ease and
“Out of the Fiying Pan," collab- vas who ofshunned
his own society to eke
frivolity
which
in
fantasy
orated. They tell a
a
painter.
fame
as
Bulk of the
out
two concepts of morality are con- plot deals with his tortured
inwith
conventional,
the
trasted:
Marie
volvement
wth
Charlet,
the
amoral protagonists contributing
harlot whom he saves from the
manof
betterment
nothing to the
kind^and the unconventional, with police. Play (unlike the picture
carries through to his death)
an international swindler playing a which
ends when he ends the affair and
fairy god father to the innocent
there is the promise that he will
deserving.
and
down to serious work. Only
A suave, magnetic, multi-aliased buckle
really impressive scene, however,
crook and his French secretary cois the one in which Lautrfec seeks
thief slip into the house of a busithe hand of a childhood friend and
ness mogul with senatorial aspiralearns that even she regards him
tions, and. through a forged letter
themselves with revulsion.
of introduction, get
Constance Dowling turns in an
accepted as temporary guests. The
impressive performance as Marie,
swindler goes to work on the cheatgiving
the play its best moments.
ing tycoon; bluffs him into admitUnfortunately, however, Gene Reyting deceit of a niece in a radiois not up to the demands of
nolds
active oil well deal and to fathering
role of Lautrec, although phyan illegitimate child; obtains return the
sically he’s of the right stature and
of the signed agreement for the
the makeup creates a startling reformer; and collects $1,000, through
semblance to the dwarf of Montcard trickery, to help a maid trymartre. His playing, however, has
ing to get her displaced-pcrson
a monotonous quality through conhusband into the United States. He stant striving for under emphasis.
also charms the nabob’s wife into a
Remainder of the cast is generally
confession of infidelity with the
competent but no more, and the
district
attorney. The latter is
direction by Richard Doggier does
about to arrest the two jailbirds,
nothing to bring out any hidden
reconsiders and agrees to provide
talent extras.
Kap.
an escort to the Mexican border as

than in today’s era of high production costs and smash of flop standards. The second act is probably
the funniest of any seen in the
tryouts produced by the Atterburys

to determine whether this
property was farce or comedy.”
As presented here at the Locust
St. Theatre before a large, obviaudiously. enthusiastic holiday

was

Town

Plays Out of
Love of Four Colonels

The

Fifth Season

ence, “Be Your Age” was performed strictly as farce'. Time alone
will tell whether management’s
decision was wise, but certainly as
played the show won more -con-

Boston, Dec. 25.
New Havqn, Dec. 25.
it Myers proGeorge Kondolf presentation of Kondolf
duction o£ comedy in two acts (four and Sherman S. Krellberg production of
scenes) by Peter tJstinov. Stars Rex Har- comedy In three acts (six scenes) by
rison, Lilli Palmer J Directed by Harrison, Svlvla Regan. Stars Menashn Skulnik,
Set s and Costumes by Rolf Gerard. Pro- Richard Whorf; features John Griggs.
duction supervised by Lawrence Langner Augusta Roeland, Nila Talbot, Norman
and Theresa Helbum. At Colonial, Boston, Rose, Lois Wheeler* Directed by Gregory
Dec. 25, '52; $4.20 top.
Ratoff; scenery and lighting, Sam Leve;
Col. Aime Frcppot
George Voskovcc costume supervision, Edythe Gilfond; speCol. Alexander Ikonenko Stefan Schnabel cial paintings, Carl Malouf. At Shubert,
Mayor of Herzogenberg. .Reginald Mason New Haven, Dec. 25, '52; $3.60 top.
The Man
Rex Harrison Ruby D. Prince
Michael Gorrin
Donovan
Leueer MacGrath Shelley
Nlta Talbot
Theatre Guild, Aldrich

.

seasons.
inevitable that “Be Your
It’s
Age" will be compared to “Time
Out for Ginger," which had a tryout at the same house in October,
since both deal with phases of

. .

.

Beauty

Lilli

Palmer

Lorraine

Mrs. Rlnder-Sparrow .....
Rita Vale
Ms** Brcitenspiegel .... Alice Buchanan
Mme. Frappot
Paula Delielly

Ferelli

.

McKay
.

.

Janlnc Manatis
Norman Rose

*

—

sistent laughs (ranging all the way
from chuckles to guffaws) than any
footlight piece seen here in several

,

Menasha Skulnik
Richard Whorf
Johnny Goodwin
Helen Wagner Frances Goodwin ...... Augusta Roeland
Mme. Ikonenko
Dick Kallmnn adolescence and problems posed
Marty Goodwin
Miriam Oppenheim ........ Lois Wheeler for adults by the unpredictable
If Its sum were as brilliant as Dolores
Dorian Leigh antics of teenagers. This Mary OrrMidge Ware
its parts, “The Love of Four Colo- Redhead Model
Denham collaboration
Nancy WUdcv Reginald
Blonde Model
nels" would wow a play-hungry Miles
John Griggs may not have any one scene as
Lewis
Broadway, but it just doesn't add
“Ginger”
in
hilarious
as
that
up. That it will have plenty of supA certain amount of Broadway wherein Melvyn Douglas described
porters among tfrose with a taste interest will be generated in this his daughter's prowess as a footfor intellectual fantasy is true new comedy due to Menasha Skul- ball player on the high school
enough, yet everything points only nik’s English-speaking debut. Also, team, but “Be Your Age” is more
to a moderate success, despite its garment industry followers will consistently amusing and maincurrent hit status in London,
find a measure of entertainment in tains a tempo of breakneck farce
It’s early apparent in this elabthis brief mirror of their profes- seldom achieved these days.
orate and often funny think-piece sion. Beyond these factors, it’s
There are no dull moments in
that Peter Ustinov's flair for the doubtful if the play will create
comic and the intellectual is very much of a stir among run-of-the- this one; its running time is now
perfect
(first-night curtain at 11
advanced. It is also quickly ap- mill ducat buyers, unless there is
parent that his own background as a radical stepping up of its comedy sharp) and cast and overall production are strictly okay. If some of
an actor has given him a shrewd, content.
the material might be classed as
faultless instinct for the spoken
-‘‘Fifth Season” is another one of
word in ^ terms of its actability. He those theatrical productions with com, it’s still definitely superior
goes wrong here, however, on two which a play-catcher can’t find too corn, and there’s not much left for
the producers to do, save possibly
specific counts, each difficult to
fault, nor can he find too sharpen the show, directoriaily, in
remedy; One is that he has much to
shout about. This status spots of the first act, and certainly
crammed so many dialectic ups and much
automatically places the work on
downs into it that it proves to be the fence, with, in this case, indi- to temper one or two of the more
boisterous, high-pitched interludes.
a brainy grab-bag, and the other is
cations of toppling over on the “no Otherwise “Be Your Age" must
that he has mistaken the discusdice" side due to stringent require- stand and fall as what it is—pure
sion of those ideas for action when
ments for entry onto the current farce and should be sold as that,
it is, in point of fact, largely static.
Broadway hit roster.
with no reservations and no apoloHis theme or one of them, at
Play unfolds a bit of laughter, a
any rate— is the old one. of the bit' of sentiment, a display of nice gies. There was surely no doubt
about the sincerity of ,tlie firstschizoid conflict within everyone
femme finery, some competent actbetween the forces of good and ing and a moderately entertaining night audience’s friendliness even
unbridled enthusiasm here.
evil, in this case man's love vs. his
possible
Its
overall production.
Two of the members of the SepHist for women. Four colonels, an
Waterloo lies in that word “mod- tember strawhat production ConEnglishman, Frenchman, Russian
the curtain falls.
erately."
rad
Nagel and Loring Smith have
and American, occupying a sort of
It is all fantastically improbable,
Script concerns partners Good- been (very wisely) retained. Nagel
four-men-in-a-jeep
but the first-night audience acsituation
.as win and Pincus, who have gone off
is suave, debonair and agreeable
military commanders in a remote
comedy. Sothe deep end establishing an ex- as an aging but attractive Lothario cepted and liked the
German village, are baffled by pensive garment business, with not
phisticated and sexy, though not
but it is Smith who actually steals
their inability to clear a path to a
“Thieves” has
a buyer in sight. Through the con- the honors as the harassed wid- too offensively so,
mysterious castle. There then ap- niving of Lorraine McKay, one of
some amusing scenes, bright lines
pears (in the virtuoso personality their models, an important chain ower, father of three teenage and chuckling bits. The cast walked
daughters, one .of whom is set on through laughs, on occasion; the
of Rex Harrison) the eternal spirit
inis
Store owner, Miles Lewis,
marrying the wolfish middleaged
of evil who takes them to the cSs-'
gauged
veigled into the picture and ends intellectual portrayed by Nagel. timing was not always
tie where the sleeping .beauty lies,
up by ordering enough merchan- Smith, a veteran and able trouper, properly; the shading was off, and
mot, however, before the eternal
develindistinctness
moments
of
dise to put the firm on its feet. has never been better and if he
spirit of good (Leueen MacGrath)
Subsequent situation iinds Good- overdoes one or two scenes, it oped. Wilkes, former U. of Conputs in an appearance too.
sensitive
teacher,
did
a
necticut
win apeing Lewis to the extent of still cannot be denied that he gets
Infatuated with the idea of being playing around
with model Lor- his laughs every time. He is not directing job.
able .to awaken the sleeping beauty,
Astber, handsome and charmraine, unknown to his wife and
each colonel is given his oppor- son. Developments get Goodwin only immensely amusing but also ingly mature, sustained charactermanages to present the father of a ization and mood quite well. His
tunity to try in an episode demonbehind the eight-ball following a most sympathetic figure.
strating his inmost dream of self*
Swedish accent turned thick in
Miami trip with Lorraine and ‘by
Hildy Parks, now playing the
expression. Each fails, in his own
the time- the whole mess' is unrav- daughter .who practically insists on spots, though not out of place in
way through the intervention of elled, Pincus has managed to bring
Frankly n Fox
the story spun.
throwing herself into Nagel’s all- played the business leader authorithe spirit of good, and the play
husband and wife together again,
ends when two of the men decide he leads the movement to throw too-willing arms, is both attractive tatively and vigorously, but not
and capable, and Dean Harens does
to return to their wives, while the
Lewis and his account out the door, a neat job as the young student of with a great deal of subtlety. Malother two remain behind in futile
aqd lie -himself acquires a fiancee her own age, who finally wins her colm Atterbury scored in one of
pursuit of their dreams.
the fattest parts yet to come his
in the person of a mild-mannered
Interwoven with all this is a, refugee who had come to work for away from Nagel. Nancy Cushman; way: the raisin-chewing, cynical
as the -girls' aunt, Lee Remick as a
lengthy portrayal of the contrastwith
equipped
secretary-crook,
them.
younger sister and Martha Randall
ing national characterization of the
papers and paraphernalia for every
Skulnik’s assignment as Pincus
men, their conflicting political and finds him tackling a brand new as a predatory secretary also rate situatiop.
a bow.
social ideas, their conceptions of
Ellen Hardies, an intelligent
technique, and to his credit it must
Ralph Alswang’s setting is asthe perfect woman, their romantic
artist, contributed a generally conbe recorded that he does ah okay
methods, their ambitions, insecuri- job of it. Completely shedding the suredly better than average and vincing, if sometimes broad, charDenham’s
direction,
save
for
the
ties and frustrations. It makes for
buffoon approach of his Yiddish afore - mentionel over - exuberance acterization of the aging, flighty
a great deal of good talk, but in
wife. The other roles are not too
efforts, he plays this one straight of one or two of Smith's scenes,
is
the end this talk radiates out into
in an efficient manner. To a cer- hangup. In fact, from this corner, meaty, Dalton Dearborn's bouncy
so many directions that the auditain extent, this factor will come as the whole show, if taken for what juvenile perhaps being the longest.
ence is overcome in confusion and
Single set, with modern furnisomewhat of a letdown to fans it is straight farce is hangup. If
uncertainly as to the meaning of
ture, looked brightly attractive.
whom he has been used to rolling examined for subtlety or messages
it all. Indeed, many will come to
Jaco.
in the aisles. Richard Whorf, as
well that would be something
suspect that the- author's intenGoodwin, has the task of turning else again.
Waters.
tions are little more than misan okay guy into a minor heel but
chievous.
Monftnnrt re
reverting to form a play’s end. He
Nonetheless, there are some exTlae
Thieves
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
does well by the role.
tremely amusing lines and some
George
Boroff and J. M. Alkow proAlbany, Dec. 26.
John Griggs has sufficient blusscenes of powerful comic impact,
Malcolm Atterbury ancl Ellen Hardies duction of drama (with Incidental music)
ter for the Lewis part, Janine production
in
three
acts
(nine
scenes). Based on the
of comedy in three acts (five
in
particular
the Englishman’s Manatis is
attractive and capable scenes) by Victor Clement and Francis book. “Moulin Rouge," by Pierre La
scene at the castle done in Shakeas Lorraine. Other good featured Swann. Stars Nils Asther. Directed by Mure. but. otherwise uncredited. Directed
spearean verse and the Russian’s
Alton Wilkes; setting, Willard Stone. At by Richard Doggier. Set designed by Ted
support is given by Nita Talbot, Colonial
Playhouse, Albany, Dec. 25, Gllien and Sam Kennedy. Songs by La
done a la Chekhov. The Ameri- bookkeeperrmodel;
Mure, Jimmy McHugh and Harold AdamAugusta Roecan’s scene, on the other hand,
Eleanor Harvey son. At Circle Theatre, Hollywood, Dec.
land, Goodwin’s wife; Lois Wheeler,
though a legitimate spoof, is someDorothy Taylor
Ellen Hardies 26. '52; $4.C0 top.
the fiancee, and Norman Rose, de- Clifford Taylor
Robert Carle
Franklyn Fox Anquetln
how uncomfortable. The acting, signer. Dick Kallman fits as the Rickey
*
Ted Gilien
Taylor
Malcolm Atterbury, Jr. Gauzl
especially by Rex Harrison and
Joseph Dante
Bruce Lockwood
Paul Anderson Racliou
son.
Lilli
Ann Simpson
Donald Elson
Palmer (as the sleeping
Malanic York Vincent Van Gogh
Writing has an authentic ring to Dennis
Alan Friedman
Taylor
Dalton Dearborn Pierre
beauty), encompasses every variety
Tommy Edwards
it and staging shows evidence of Jean Gabriel
Nils Asther Student
a
of style and is done to perfection,
r rancois Bard
Ed Bryant.
Malcomb Atterbury Gendarme
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec
though one often gets the idea that skilled guidance.
Setting offers a good combinaGene Reynolds
Harrison staged the play expressly
“The Three Thieves" grabbed a Madame' LoutfeT.". ,
tion of a lush office area, plus
Llzz Slifer
for his and his wife’s (Miss Paltine
...
Evelyn Scott
model’s dressing room. Costumes, sizeable laugh loot from a small Leon
Comtcsse de Toulouse-Lautrec
mer’s) special benefit. The supwhile not elaborate, draw a nice audience at the Christmas Night
Ernestine Barrier
porting principals, Leueen Macpremiere here, but doubt remains Pere Tanguy
Danny Craig
Bone.
Grath, George Voskovec, Stefan response.
whether it could gamer boxoffice Comte de Toulouse-Lautrec
Stephen Roberts
Schnabel, Larry Gates and Robert
favor is tougher N.Y. Stager Alton Jeanette
Delores llosc
Cootes are first-class, too, with speWilkes, who also did its first Amer- La Gouluc
% Cynthia Dagarht
cial mention for Schnabel's portrait
ican presentation at his Lakes Singer
Eleanor Adler
Philadelphia, Dec. 25.
of he Russian.
Roxanne Arlen
Alexander II. Cohen and Joseph Kip- Region Playhouse in Gilford, N.Ifr, Yvette
Ernest
Alex Freeman
The production is visually hand- ness production (in association with Mor- last summer, after the comedy had Denise de. Frontenac ... Eva
Kubenstcin
K. Bauer) of comedy in three acts
some and appropriate and the ris
Constance Dowling
a 100-performance run in Berlin, Marie Chariot
(five scenes) by Mary Ofr and Reginald
Patou
costumes are bright and ingenious. Denham. Features
Phil Van Zaiult
Conrad Nagel, Lorlng and Reginald Owen, who
Chariot
Valerie’Vornon
Could the play sustain the charm Smith, Hlldy Parks. Directed by Denham. in it at Gilford with Nilsappeared Rose
Philip Sudano
Asther, Bebert
Setting by Ralph Alswang; costumes.
of its central movements and close Jocelyn,
At Locust St. Theatre, Phila- believe that rewriting, recasting
without presenting the wives at all delphia, Dec. 25, '52; $3.90 top.
and tightening will make the play
Confusion
is
the
keynote
of this
(for they destroy everything), it Lois Holly,
Lee Remick
Grace Rcndcl
Nancy Cushman ready for New York by* spring. script, which revolves around incicould wow. But as it stands, it Bob
Foley
Dean llnren •They entertain hopes of a road tour dents in the life of Henri de Toudoesn’t seem slated to make real Potter Erickson
Peter Pell —possibly opening in California
louse-Lautrec. Script originally was
contact with the American audi- Archibald Holly .......... Loring Smith polishing
the production before the writterf' by Pierre La Mure, from
Gwendolyn Holly \V.
7T.
Hlldy Parks
ence, which likes a little more than Eliot
Spurgeon
Conrad Nagel N.Y. debut.
his own best-selling novel “Moulin
good talk.
Abigail
Elie.
Elizabeth Bust!A pleasant evening in the thea- Rouge," and it bore that title.
Beatrix Bond
La
Martha Randall
Holly
Ann Hillary tre is the most than can be ex- Mure also referred to it as a musiDon Gillis, producer of the NBC Vujkl
Blnky Bulterworth
Tom Temocsl pected, regardless of changes. The cal. After a series of rehearsal hasSymphony broadcasts, will have the
theme, a variation of the Robin sles, the author withdrew all rights
premiere performance of his latest
When “Be Your Age" had its Hood legend, is not original; the to the title
and the use of his name
composition, “Star Spangled Sytn- strawhat preem at Skowhegan, Me.. treatment is hardly
unique; the and the presentation rights anyphony," given by the San Antonio last September, the Variety nnigg's situations not particularly fresh.
where but in this tiny Hollywood
Symphony, under Arthur Fiedler, favorable review suggested that Ten or 15 years ago, the play’s New showcase. He
contended ho hadn’t
in San Antonio, Jan. 10.
the “creators’ principal problem York prospepts would be brighter realized that the
play’s mood and
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Dial

Boston, Dec. 26.

Alan Napier, Faith Brook, Ralph Clanton.
Mark Roberts. Directed by Reginald Denham; scenery, Peter Larkin; costumes.
Noel Taylor. At Wilbur. Boston. Dec. 29,
'52;
$3.60 top ($4.20 Friday, —Saturday
nights).

•Margot

Lesgatc
Inspector

as the inscrutable inspector and
by Ralph Clanton, whose portrait
of the murderer is remarkably well

done.
Faith Brook conveys a fine interpretation of the tennis player’s
unfaithful wife once the plot thickens (she hardly suggests at the outset that she really could ever have
strayed off the reservation), and
Mark Roberts, though he speaks
his lines very well as the American TV whodunit writer, sometimes seems a little edgy and overintense (a fact doubtless induced
by the first-ni^ht situation).
All in all this production, which
has the same overall production
and directorial finesse of the

Broadway show,
Can hardly
everywhere,

.<

is

any

if

first-class

is

and

to do strong biz
Boston’s reception
Elie.

Shows
CD

MC
cal

in Rehearsal
C (Comedy), D (Drama),

(Comedy-Drama) R (Revue),
(Musical Comedy),
(MusiO (Operetta).
,

MD

Drama),

a

He Your Ago

“Crucible” (D)—Kermit Bloomgarden. prod.; Jed Harris, dir.;

Arthur Kennedy, Walter Hampden stars.
“Hazel Flagg" (MO—Jule Styne,
Anthony B. Farrell, prods.; David
Alexander, dir.; Helen Gallagher,

.

Thomas

!

Benay Venula,

Mitchell,

John Howard,

^

|

fail

criterion.

Keys:

a.

;

;

onetime tennis

plausibility as the

hero and ruthlessness of purpose
he plots every step in the proxy
murder of his wife. He looks very
well, carries himself very well and
manages very adroitly to convey
the combination of alertness and
casualness the character requires.
He is ably seconded by Alan Napier

-

-J

•;

as

.

!

.'

Road company of tln^sock seller,'
with Richard Greene in the lead,
is well up to the task of keeping
“Dial" as high on the list of current favorites as. the New York
production.
Greene, first time here on the
legit stage, offers a neat blend of

.

;

Hubbard

Thompson

Three

.

Mark Roberts
Richard Greene
Ralph Clanton
Alan Napier
Bruce Jewell

Tony Wendice

1

.

Faith Brook

Max

—

.

J

Jamcj P. Sherwood production of Frederick Knott melodrama In three acts (six
scenes). Stars Richard Greene; features

—

.

for Murder
M Company)

(2d

)

—

?

stars.

—
—

“Josephine" (C)
Leonard Key,
Luther Greene,
David
prods.;
Pressman, dir.
“Maggie” (MC) Franklin Gilbert, John Fearnley, prods.; Michael Gordon, dir.; Betty Paul,
Keith Andes, Irene BoTdoni, stars.
“Picnic” (D) Joshua Logan-Theatre Guild, prod.; Logan, air.
“Touchstone” (D) Elaine Perry,
prod.; Hale McKeen, dir.
Rob“Wonderful Town”

—

—

(MO—

ert
dir.;

Fryer,

prod.;

Geprge Abbott,

Rosalind Russell,

star.

‘

Wednesday, December 31, 1952

Pre-Xmas

Usual

LEGITIMATE
‘Anonymous Lover’ $8,200

Lull in Chicago;

In

‘Banana’ Light $26,200, ‘Girl’ $13,400

Week

Holiday Pickup Halts B’way Skid;

at Cleveland

Cleveland, Dec. 30.
Larry Parks and Betty Garrett,
“Anonymous Lover,” grossed
around $8,200 at $3.70 top for eight
performances at the 1,500-seat
Hanna last week.
“Guys and Dolls” returned to the

Nearly All Shows Zoom; ‘Wish’ 48^G,

in

Chicago,' Dec. 30.

4

While legit grosses picked up
the week
Christmas night, rest of
was brutal Howbefore Thursday
week, with
p£er prospects for this
excellent.
New’ Year’s Eve, are

‘Ladies’

Okay

$10,000

In Pittsburgh Return Hanna Monday
Pittsburgh, Dec, 30.

Madam” starts an un"Call
at the Shulimited engagement
and ‘‘Dial ‘M’ For
20
Jan.
bert
like
stay at the
Murder” begins a
“Point of No ReHarris Jan. 25.

Me

First of a two-week return engagement of “Good Nite, Ladies”
at Nixon was all right, with take
missing $10,000, and more than
half of that coming in the final
Erlanger three performances. The ordinarily
turn” comes into the
weeks.
four
for
only
bad three nights before Xmas manbut
26,
.Tan
aged to account for around $1,000
Estimates For Last Week
“Constant Wife,” Selwyn ($4.40; each on the low-price two-for-ones,
Ex- and the weekend jacked the Jules
(Katharine Cornell).
1 000)
cellent $9,400 for four perform- Pfeiffer show into the winner’s
circle.

an

“Country Girl,” Blackstone (4th
($4.20; 1,535) (Robert Young,
Dane Clark and Nancy Kelly).
Moderate $13,400.
"Gigi,” Harris (8th wk) ($4.40;
1,000) (Audrey Hepburn). Not bad

W k)

^Gilbert Sc Sullivan, Shubert ($4;
2 100) (Martyn Green). With seven
shows, light $14,000.
“Stalag 17/’ Erlanger (18th wk)
up slightly
($4 40; 1.334). Picking

Closes Saturday (3).
“Top Banana,” Great Northern

with $12,600.

(4th wk) ($6; 1,500) (Phil Silvers).
Light $26,200 this week, but mail
orders good.

SMASH $38,200
2D TORONTO WEEK

‘DOLLS’
IN

Toronto, Dec. 30,
On a fortnight's return Toronto,
engagement this season, “Guys and
Dolls” racked up a smash $74,800.
On its second week, despite the
Xmas holiday bite, the musical
grossed a
prisingly

$38,200, this sur-

f errific

topping

the

previous

hefty

(29) for a

Bette $4l,6(IO, ‘Children

two-week

‘Madam’

r

$4,21,

‘ROBERTS’

FOR
4 MIDWEST STANDS

D

MD

MC

was lighter than expected.
With Allan Jones dropping out
of the lead male role during the
Toronto date, the Sky Masterson
part was played by Charles Frederick for four final Toronto performances.
Frederick was here
for a previous week’s researsals.
Troupe goes into the Hanna, Cleveland, for the current fortnight.

14^G 1st Wk.

most $24,600, a new high for the,
After a dreary first
stint.
through Christmas, attendance at run (previous week, $23,800); $6
off
New Year’s Eve.
took
Broadway legiters finally
“South Pacific,” Majestic (193d
last Friday night (26) to rescue a
Alwk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Marbusiness.
staggering week of
though receipts Saturday night tha Wright, George Britton). Over
$38,400,
(27) w ere below expectations, with $33,600 (previous week, $22,600);
various shows failing to go clean, $6 top New Year’s Eve.
“Time of the Cuckoo,” Empire
the week’s grosses were generally
better than for the previous (11th wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1,082; $25,‘Age’
Philly much
stanza.
056) (Shirley Booth). Over $22,000
With upped scales for the New (previous week, $22,000); $6 New
Philadelphia, Dec. 30.
Year’s Eve performance tonight Year’s Eve.
“Call Me Madam” continued to (Wed.) and the holiday trade jam“Time Out for Ginger,” Lyceum
get heavy piay with steady box- ming midtown streets, business (4th wk) (C-'$4.80; 995; $22,845)
(Melvyn Douglas), Nearly $16,000
office call, but other offerings suf- this week, traditionally- the top for
the season, is expected to take a (previous week, $12,000); $6 New
four nights

“Ladies” looks to top opening
figures on the holdover, with big
advance sale for the special holiday performances. Nixon gets its fered in the Christmas Week despectacular jump (New Year’s Eve
next subscription play, “The Four“Paint
Your Wagon” top prices for the various shows
poster,” on Monday <5) and then pression,
gets four weeks of “Guys and never got rolling and “Be Your are indicated in the gross sumAge,” comedy which preemed at mary below).
Dolls,” first of them also under
Locust
Christmas
night,
was
subscription.
As usual, next week’s grosses
thumbsed-down by local crix.
Attendare due to sag sharply.
Estimates for Last Week
ance ^..should bounce back after
“Summer and Smoke,” Academy that, however, and maintain a
$15,200
6 Foyer (6th wk) (350; $3.25).
healthy level through Washing“Call Me Madam,” Forrest (2d ton’s Birthday and intg Lent.
IN
wk) (1,760; $4.55) (Elaine StritchLast week’s only closing was
Kent Smith). Musical topped first the limited-engagement “MillionLittle Rock, Dec. 30.
week’s take handily, despite pre- airess.” The only scheduled exits
“Mister Roberts.” with Tod An- Christmas slough.
Expected to are “Mrs. McThing,” Jan. 10, and
drews starring, grossed a total of clean up this sesh, with New Year’s “Male Animal,” Feb. 7.
$15,200 last week in a six-perform- Eve extra tariff, juast week, solid
(Drama),
Keys: C (Comedy),
ance spread of four stands. Thomas $38,400.
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
“Be Your Age,” Locust (1st wk)
(Musi(Musical Comedy),
Heggen- Joshua Logan hit drew (1,580; $3.90) (Conrad Nagel). Com$3,300 for a one-nighter Monday edy disappointed and bad reviews cal Drama), O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations
(22) at the Forum, Wichita; added failed to help. Poor
$4,200 for four
refer, respectively, to top prices;
$1,600 for another single showing performances and a preview. Tuesday night (23) at the Conven“Paint Your Wagon/’ Shubert number of seats, capacity gross and
tion Hall, Enid, Okla.; omitted (3d wk) (Burl Ives). Vehicle con- stars. Price includes 20% amuseWednesday night (Christmas Eve); tinued downward skid during last ment tax, but grosses are ;net: i.e.,
picked up $5,200 for a matinee and week of run; drab $18,900.
exclusive of tax.
evening Thursday (25) at the Mu“Bcrnardine,” Playhouse (11th
nicipal Auditorium, Oklahoma City,
wk) (C-$4.80; 999; $21,500). Almost
and wound up with $5,100 for two TACIFIC’
week, $8,500); $6
$13,200
$37,500 top New(previous
evenings Friday-Saturday (26-27)
Year's Eve.
at the Robinson Auditorium here.
“Children’s Hour,” Coronet (2d

$36,600, with the
Royal Alexandra, 1,525-seater,
scaled at a heavy $5.50 top with
Last four performances, Fritax.
Leland Hayward production is
day and Saturday matinees and- dividing this week between
Shrevenights, went clean to turnaway port,
La.; Jackson and Vicksburg,
business, plus a" good Xmas eve. Miss.,
and New Orleans.
Biz was off Xmas night, but drop
week’s

49

OKAY

IN

2-WAY TEXAS SPLIT

Fort Worth, Dec. 30.
“South Pacific” did healthy but
not sensational business last week,
for a $37,500 total in a split be-

“Two’s Company,” Alvin (2d wk)
(R-$7.20;
Davis).

1,331;

Over

(Bette
$47,167)
(previous
$41,600
New Year’s

week, $45,300); $9.60

Eve.
“Whistler’s Grandmother,” President (3d wk) (C-$3.60; 300; $7,000)
(Josephine Hull). JLaid off first part
of week, reopening Thursday night
(25) and grossing almost $1,500 for
four performances (previous week,
$2,000); $6 New Year’s Eve.
“Wish You Were Here,” Imperial
(27th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $52,Nearly $48,500 (previous
080).
week, $46,000); $9.60 New Year’s
Eve.

‘Love’ $15,500 (4),

Hob

Dial’ $5,400,

Boston, Dec. 30.

Following .a three-week hiatus,
legit bounced back last weekend
Near- with “Love of Four Colonels,” at
ly $14,500 (previous week, $10,400 the Colonial, and “Dial *M’ For
for first four performances and Murder,” at the Wilbur, proving
two previews); $6 New Year’s Eve, strong boxoffice lure.
Two newcomers this week (29)
“Deep Blue Sea,” Morosco (8th
$26,000) are returnees; “Bagels and Yox”
(D-$6-$4.80;
912;
wk)
(Margaret Sullavan). Laid off last in for a week <at the Majestic and
Wednesday (24), but grossed $13,- “Paint Your Wagon” in for two-

wk) (D-$4.80;

1,027; $28,378).

tween Waco and here. The Rodgers-Hammerstein musical drew
$8,000 in two performances Monday-Tuesday night (22-23) at the 100 for the six-performance week
Continued from page 46
Waco U. Auditorium, and added (previous week, $20,500); $7.20
New Year’s Eve.
lovers is now most poignant, ap- $29,500 for four evenings and two
“Dial *M’ for Murder,” Plymmatinees Wednesday-Saturday (24pealing and believable.
27) at the Will Rogers Auditorium outh (9th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,062; $30,With 'only
Strong Gerard Assist
495) (Maurice Evans).
here.
Show is playing Houston all this one small party, the gross went
Another strong asset are the sets
for the
high
over $30,800, a new
and costumes of Rolf Gerard, a vast week.
run (previous week, $30,000); $7.20
‘Camera’ Slips to $13', 900; improvement over previous producNew Year’s" Eve.
tions. They create mood and at“Evening With Beatrice Lillie,”
mosphere of a 10th century Bohe- ‘Fifth Season’ $8,000
Booth (13th wk) (R-$6; 900; $24,‘Okla’ Okay 2!0G, Frisco mian Paris that are striking.
184) (Beatrice Lillie, Reginald GarSan Francisco, Dec. 30.
Haven diner). Nearly $23,900 (previous
In Four at
A first-rate cast carried the show
“On Borrowed Time.” with Vic- off Saturday, avoiding the mistakes
New Haven, Dec. 30. • week, $24,200); $9.60 New Year’j^
tor Moore, Leo G. Carroll and
Preem of “The Fifth’ Season” at
Beulah Bondi, opened last night of miscasting in the earlier “Flederfourposter,” Golden (1st wk)
maus,” when two of the principals, Shubert last week ((25-27) pulled
(Mon.) at the Alcazar.
(Sylvia Sidforeign-born,
performspoiled
the
evening biz, for a so-so es- (C-$4.80; 769; $19,195)
fair
“Affairs Of State,” with Marsha
Almost
Romney Brent).
ney,
Hunt and Otto Kruger, will open ance with their thick accents. Here timated $8,000 on four perform$9,500 (previous week, laid off); $6
an
American-born
in
cast
sang,
the
top.
ances
$3.60
at
at the Geary Jan. 26.
Year’s' Eve,
New
main, distinctly, although at times,
Estimates for Last Week
Current is break-in of “The Bat”
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th St. (110th
“I 4 m A Camera,” Curran (2d for some reasons, the words were revival (31-3). Next week gets two
$43,904). Hit
wk) (D-$4.20; 1,758) (Julie Harris). lost. They also brought dramatic days of “Bagels and Yox” (6-7) and wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319;
$37,800 (previous week, $33,000);
Slipped to $13,900 (previous week, conviction
performance, three days of “The Intruder” (8to the
Eve.
Year’s
New
$9.60
a hefty $23,000).
especally in the sensitive portrayal 10). Following a week of final re“King and I,” St. James (92d wk)
“Oklahoma,” Geary (1st wk) of Nadine Conner as the frail Mimi. hearsals (12-17), “Wonderful Town”
(Yul
$51,717)
1,571;
(MC-$7.20;
(M-$4.20; 1,550). An okay $20,000.
She looked the role, and played it (Rosalind Russell) plays a full Brynner). Over $46,900 (previous
stanza Jan. 19-24. “Bell, Book and week, $38,500); $9.60 New Year’s
affectingly.
Candle” (Zachary Scott, Joan Ben- Eve.
Ballet Theatre $20,400
Vocally, the cast was admirable. nett) gets three days (Jan. 29-31).
“Male Animal,” Music Box (35th
For Three in Baltimore Miss Conner sang well, her voice
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $25,903). Nearperhaps being a little too small,
Ballet Theatre resumed its sealy $14,100 (previous week, $9,000);
son’s tour with three performances but nevertheless being sweet, sure
$6 New Year’s Eve.
last weekend in Baltimore, for a and appealing. Richard Tucker sang
‘Swan’
Shubert (11th
See
“Millionairess,”
feelingly as Rodolfo, his rendition
sock capacity $20,400 take.
wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,000)
Continued from page 47
Omitted
.__Tr° u P e is playing a full week in of the first-act “I’ll hold your hand”
Hepburn).
(Katharine
Washington currently, appearing aria being the opera’s highspot.
stage the comedy, which is slated show last Thursday (25); grossed
at th6 Capitol Theatre instead of Robert
Merrill, as Marcello, in
six-perthe
nearly $28,900 for
mid-February rehearsals.
at Constitution Hall,
many ways was the cast standout, forFerrer planes Sunday (4) to Lon- formance week (previous week,
as formerly.
arintelligible,
intelligent,
an
for
limited engagedon to take over from author Jo- $36,500); closed
tistic performance, vocally and drament Saturday night (27) after 84
Scheduled B’way Openings matically. Patrice Munsel, as the seph Schramm on direction of performances.
Shrike,” which opens a try“The
“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (95th
coquettish Musetta, was a charmout Jan. 19 at Brighton and is due
“Fifth Season,” Cort, Jan. 13.
ing actress and sang her famous
wk) <C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donin the West End three weeks later,
Cook, Barry Nelson, Janet RiJerome
ald
spirit.
Your
and
Age,” 48th Street, waltz with dash
t
,
with Sam Wanamaker as star. JU& *ley. Almost $9,200 (previous week,
Jan.
14.
Hines and Clifford Harvuot com“Love of Four Colonels,” Shu- pleted the quartet of Bohemians, then returns to New York for the $6,200; $6 New Year’s Eve.
“Angels” assignment.
bert, Jan. 15.
“Mrs. McThing,” 48th St. (38th
Hines being particularly affecting
The . London presentation of wk) (C-$4.80; 925; $22,927) (Helen
“Crucible” (Arthur Miller play),
aria about his befourth-act
his
in
Beck, Jan. 23.
“Fourposter” depends on the will- Hayes). Nearly $16,500 (previous
loved overcoat.
ingness of the Cronyns to take on week, $10,900); $6 New Year’s
no theatre set, week of
t
Jan.
Albert Erede conducted the per- the added stint with the Jan de Eve; closing Jan. 10, to tour.
19.
drapulling
effect,
fine
to
formance
comedy after they wind up
Hartog
“My Darlin’ Aida,” Winter Garja^^'Summcr,” no theatre set,
matic and vocal, as well as indi- their current tour in Boston late den (9th wk) (O-$7? 2Q-$6.60; 1,519;
“Hazel Flagg, ” Hellinger, Feb. 5. vidual and group, elements togeth- in March. The stars have indicated $51,881).
Almost $27,000 (previ61 1 * 116 ’” n0i theatre set week er with sensitivity and skill.
$9.60 New
$26,000);
interest in the project, but final ous week,
of Feb ?)
Bron.
Eve
acceptance depends on terms and
J
n Browns Body,” Century,
Faces,”
Royal
e
(33d wk)
“New
The
West
element,
etc.
time
the
Fcb °l4
End engagement would be done by (R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). Nearly $24,approached
(previous
week,
600
Detroit
the Playwrights Go., in association
‘Return’ $17,600,
'SHRIKE' $16,200, CINCY
with Stanley French, who produced $18,000); $8.40 New Year's Eve.
Detroit, Dec. 30.
“Pal Joey/’ Broadhurst (52d wk)
Cincinnati, Dec. 30.
the original version of the tworeturned
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602) (Vivi 7
“Point of No Return”
eflin in “The Shrike” deccharacter play there in the fall of
*f
last week.
Shubert
enne
Segal, Harold Lang). Almost
at
the
$17,600
*»300-seat Cox last week
Michael Denison and
ui«i i-.
$33,200 (previous week, -$25,200);
Henry Fonda starrer remains for 1950, with
1
$<*.31 t0P- Drtnla’s
?' 20 0
Dulcie Gray.
mu f"fiht
^
stanza.
Year’s Eve.
$9.60
New
another
houses were Wednesday
m
Incidentally, the Cronyns would
matinee and night
“Seven Year Itch/’ Fulton (6th
The Cass, which is currently presumably have no labor permit
and Christmas
wk)
fort($6-$4.80;
1,063; $23,228). With
a
5 with

Dielz

v

Year’s Eve.

weejeer at the Shubert.
* Estimates For Last Week
“Dial ’M’ For Murder,” Wilbur
Mon.-thru-ThUrs.,
$3.60
Opened Friday
$4.20 weekends).
(26) and pulled $5,400 for three
performances.
“Love of Four Colonels,” ColoOpened Christnial (4.20; 1,500;.
mas night and nabbed nifty $15,Cur500 for four performances.
rent week shapes clean.
(1,200;

New

,

•

SKINNER $6,100 IN

4;

‘AFFAIRS' $10,200, L.A.
Los Angeles, Dec. 30.
Prospects brightened here this

week with Christmas shopping out
of the way and the town beset by
tourists, including many in town
for the annual Rose Bowl game.
Last week, “Affairs of State” hit
$10,200 for its 13th frame at the

Carthay Circle. Production eliminated the Christmas Eve performance. Cornelia Otis Skinner drew
a pleasant $6,100 for the first three
days (four shows) of her 10-day
stand in “Paris ’90” at the Billopening Christmas
mere,,! after
nigKtr

-

•

'

‘Intruder’ Thin

$13,000

In 1st Washington

Week

Washington, Dec. 30.

“The Intruder,”
new Margaret O’Brien and Eddie
Dowling starrerj drew a thin $13,000 at the Shubert Theatre. Poor
reviews combined with the usual
Christmas week slump to beat
First

week

of

down

the boxoffice take.
National Theatre was "dark for
the second straight week last week.
It reopened last night (Mon.) to a
strong advance sale for Ballet
Theatre.

NX City Ballet $35,200;
Slavenska Troupe $15,000

>

,

Use
vve(!k

«

has

-

-

“Fourposter”

this

dark, relights- Jan.
night of “The Shrike,”
.

Yan

Heflin.

starring

The N. Y. City Ballet, in its
week at City Center, N. Y.,
week, racked up a respectable

eighth
last

gross of $35,200, omitting a

Xmas

Eve performance and skedding a
Friday matinee instead.
The Slavenska-Franklin Ballet,
in its third week at the Century,
N. Y., dipped to $15;0OG. Troupe
winds there Jan. 3, to open its win-

The
ter tour lii Philly Ffeb. 9.
Japan deal has been pacted, with
a native Brit- the upped weekend scale now be- troupe opening in Tokyo May 15,
on and her husband is a Canadian. coming effective, the show hit al- IIfor an eight-week Nipponese stay.
difficulties,,

as she

is

.

Wednesday, December 31, 1952

LEGITIMATE

so

good graces for the purpose of
stealing diamond necklaces and

Plays Abroad

slitting

Legit Followups

her throat.

To begin with, the play hasn’t
the mark of heavy melodrama and
break down. First National bought seems to 'be light comedy, but
Charles
the screen rights in 1927 and made
coagulation occurs when the exLondon, Dec. 20.
version with Alexander
musical
Alec Rea and E. P. Clift presentation a silent
Warners now lover, a mad, drunken IfmpToydirecting.
ol comedy In three acts by Alan Melville, Korda
genius, shows up" seeking
d’Edouard
Enfants
"Les
adapted from
the book and has announced
owns
on,
Jackson.
From
then
butler.
ment
as
a
Frederick
by Marc-Gilbert and
remake.
StarA Yvonne Arnaud; with Charles Cold- &
one suspects the worst and expecComedy deals with the post-Tro- tations
er. Directed by Murray Macdonald. At
fulfilled.
are
8'ew Theatre, London, Dec. 18, *52; $2.15 jan war life of Helen and her famMiss Popesco tries hard to give
top.
Yvonne Arnaud ily, and commences with the return the lead role lift and humor, and
Denise
Charles Goldner of Menelaus and Helen to Sparta
Jan Letzaresco
Noel Howlett at the war’s finish and their efforts appears to advantage in a handEdward
Paul Hansard
some wardrobe. Hendi Guisol is
Walter
Michael Allan to forget the recent unpleasant- good as the butler-composer-lover
Bruno
Mary Holland ness. Both are occupied in arrangMartine
and
so is Renee Devillers as his
Marsh
Garry
Sir Michael Anstruther
marriage of their daughter,
Gerard Heinz ing the
parlor-maid wife. Star performDominique Lecler
Beatrice Varley Hermione, to Orestes, when news
Martha
ance
is that of Robert Vattier as
Brenda Belth arrives that Orestes’ mother has
Luclcnne
Jean-Pierre
that the resigned, foolish older man
his father and
urn
Billie Hill murdered
who
is wasting time and money in
Madame Duchemin
Orestes has murdered his mother silly sugar-daddy romance. Jean
Said to have started life as a in revenge.
Danet registers as a sleazy medico
Hermione, however, will not be
comlittle
ghortstory, this pleasant
and rest of company is well cast.
goes away to marry
edy was staged as a pl&y in Paris, put off and
Costumes and single set are right
against her parents’ adthen adapte4 by Alan Melville for Orestes
in evoking the period, but “Luck”
deare
Menelaus
and
Helen
London consumption. It is a per- vice.
is pretty old, sluggish stuff. Cospressed for a few moments but just
tume melodramas might still draw
fect vehicle for Yvonne Arnaud,
then Telemacus, son of Ulysses,
for whom no better part has yet
at the b.o., but this one is dated.
shows up and installs himself as
without
saucy
Curt
•been written. It is
eyes
making
Starts
He
house-guest.
giving offense, and the star glories
at Helen behind Menelaus’ back
in every line and gesture. Its sucthe
sugwith
finishes
play
the
and
cess here is assured and it might
that there will be more Opera, Film Excerpts
stand a fair chance on Broadway. gestion
Helen’s part in the
(Tallulah Bankhead has the U. S. infidenity on
near-future.
Highlight Hurok Dinner
rights and is considering a return
writing is tops in
Roussin
The
to legit in the play next season.
A concert version of “Don Giocontinental sophistication
smooth,
Ed.)
and the Paris audiences eat it up. vanni” and highlights from the
impishly
Arnaud* sails
Miss
He has managed an explanation of 20th-Fox film biog of Sol Hurok,
through the role of a famous novel- the plot with dexterity, having old “Tonight We Sing,” will be feawith three illicitly acquired servant Eteoneus open the play tures of the dinner concert in
ist
children. They all imagine that the with a confidential speech to the honor of impresario Hurok, which
portrait of “dear Charles” over the customers. Last scene Is acted out will be presented by the Amerimantel represents their deceased in pantomime, with Eteoneus mak- can Fund for Israel Institutions at
* parent.
When the elder boy and ing some conclusive remarks.
the Waldorf, N. Y., Jan. 8.
girl announce their engagements
Sophie Desmarets is a nifty
Ezio Pinza, Roberta Peters and
to the son and daughter of an in- Helen, bringing humor and grace
Peerce, will take part in “GioJan
fluential family, Mamma takes a to the role. Pierre Dux, who has
deep breath, gathers her flock to the longest- assignment, gets all vanni,” with the Philadelphia
under Leonard BernOrchestra
her ample ,bosom and announces yocks possible as the good-natured,
she was never married and that cheated husband, Menelaus, a fa- stein assisting. Tamara Toumando a ballet solo.
also
will
ova
the trio had different fathers.
vorite and'*traditional character of
To conform to convention in view French drama. Louis Ducreux
of the dual betrothal, the mother makes the most of Eteoneus, aged Break-In of ‘Picnic’
decides she should take a husband, family retainer and sort of stage
Skedded for Columbus
and summons her ex-lovers on a manager of the comedy’s activities.
visit. She is still attractive to theih, Anna Gayle makes a pert HerColumbus, Dec. 30.
after 20 years, and each is anxious mione and Jean Gabriel, registers
“Picnic,” new William Inge play,
to wed her. She had originally in the brief, wordless bit as Tele- will be brought to Columbus for
walked out on them, instead of vice macus.
its final rehearsal and break-in,
versa. One is a serious English
Set of the royal palace by Wak- opening Jan. 15. Company is due
diplomat, another a temperamen- hevitch has high polish of comedy
here Jan. 12 for dress rehearsals.
tal Polish musician, the third a itself, and costumes by Karinska
Ralph Meeker and Janice Rule
French crook. Unable to choose have swank appeal. Ducreux’s difor herself, the woman leaves it to rection shows understanding of are starred and Eileen Heckart and
her children, who select their own “Helen’s” main flaw lack of ac- Peggy Conklin hold down supportparent. When this deadlock is tion and avoids any holdup in ing roles. For Miss Heckart, this
reached, the problem is solved by movement. “Helen” is a solid sell- will mark her first appearance as
the future mother-in-law revealing out with heavy advance sale.
a professional in her home town.
Curt
that she too has never been marShe left here more than 10 years
ried. Madame novelist then decides
ago and has been active on the
she will retain her single state and
New York stage and in radio and
remain a respectable “widow.”
television ever since.

On Borrowed Time

Dear

;

,

To

—

-

—

—

.

Miss Arnaud’s performance gj.ves
and humor to every line of the
She’s
basically funny situation.
ably abetted by Charles Goldner

Le Bonhenr Des
Mediants

life

as

Pole.

highly-strung

the

The

other lovers are well contrasted

(THE

LUCK OF THE BAD)

Paris, Dec. 20.
Jacques Truchot production of drama
Stars
in three acts by Jacques Deval.
Elvire Popesco, Renee Devillers, Henri
Guisol.
Robert Vattier. Directed by
Deval.
Set by Denis Martin; costumes,

and the three offspring are likeable, natural youngsters. Beatrice Pierre Cardin. At Bouffes-Parlsiens TheVarley contributes a good charac- atre, Paris, Dec. 9, '52; $3 top.
Coralie Azaklan
Elvire Popesco
ter study of a. much-tried domestic, Fanny Rigaud .®.
Joelle >s:
Janin
and Murray Macdonald rates bows Flrmin
.Philippe Keller son
Jerome
.Philippe Jaijvier
Clem.
for the play’s direction.
.

‘

Anals Massoubre
France tte VeriiUlat
Countess de Bolenes
Yvonni-Hebert
Dr. Walter Floya
Jean Danet
Pauline Marlotte
Renee Devillers
Valentine Marlotte
Henri Guisol
.

Helene,
<

On La

Jole

Do Vivre

(HELEN,

“Helen,” the Andre RoussinMadeleine Gray adaptation of the
John Erskine bestseller of 25 years
ago, “Private Life of Helen o
Troy,” is a Paris smash despite

Book serves

critical groans.

Roussin as a nice springboard for
tion,

gab. There

is little

but as Roussin has a

ac-

gift for

making talk entertaining, all is
well and “Helen” doesn’t lag or

courtesan,

killer

whom

is

brilliant understatement and complete identification with the character role, brought him a warm

Pull.

Current Road Shows
(Dec. 29-Jan. 10)

“Anonymous

Lover”

Parks, Betty Garrett)

Milwaukee

(Larry
— Davidson,

Louis and Cleveland and two
in Boston Rrior to its N.Y,
opening, tentatively scheduled tor
Feb. 18 or 19.

Rash
Continued from page 47

because of financing difficulty is
further evidence of this* situation.
Of the current Broadway shows,
those with associate producer or
temporary co-producer status include “Children's Hour,” “Deep
Blue Sea,” “Moon Is Blue,” “My
Darlin’ Aida,” “Pal Joey,” “Seven
Year Itch,” “Time of the Cuckoo,”
“Time Out for Ginger” and “Twin’s

Company.”

Among the incoming or in-preparation productions with such status
are “Be Your Age,” “Intruder,”
“Love of Four Colonels,” “Hazel
Flagg,”
“Josephine,”
“Maggie,
“Midsummer,”
“Camino
Real,”
“Emperor’s Clothes,” “Carnival,”

Thaatre, London

Mgt.: BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway,

Now

“Room Service” and
Late the Sweet Birds
Sang.”
In a few instances, the associate
producer has apparently acquired
that ppsitipn through holding the
rights to the script, or for some
other reason other than access to
investment coin.
But generally
the associate deals and even coproducer combinations are strictly
financial arrangements.

“Picnic,”

heights of virtuosity"—-QUEEN

(5-10).

“Bat” (ZaSu Pitts, Lucille WatShubert, New Haven (31-3);
son)
Locust, Philly (5-lOh
“Be! Your Age” Locust, Philly

—

—

(29-3);

Shubert, Wash.

(5-10).

Book and Candle”

“Bell,

(Joan
Bennett, Zachary Scott)
Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (29-3); Grand,
London, Ont. (5-6); Erlanger, Buf-

—

falo (7-10).

“Borrowed Time” (Victor Moore)
Alcazar, S. F. (5-10).
reaction opening night
“Call Me Madam”
Forrest,
(29) that" was sustained throughout Philly (29-10).
There wasn’t a
his performance.
Wife”
“Constant
(Katharine
Corand Gramps

—

—

moment when Moore

nell, Robert Flemyng, John Emery)
were not one and the same person.
Selftyn, Chi (29-10).
Young Stoll ery’s. portrayal was
“Country Girl” (Robert Young,
Direction by
equally convincing.
Dane
Clark, Nancy Kelly) BlackDemetrios VTlan was effective in
stone, Chi (29-10).
Ted.
all phases.
“Dial ‘M' for Murder” (Richard
Greene) Wilbur, Boston (29-10).
Pal Joey

—

—

•

(BROADHURST, N. Y.)
When Helen Gallagher left

—

“Fifth Season” (Richard Whorf,

Menasha Skulnick)
the
Philly (29-10).

cast for the title role assignment
in the forthcoming musical, “Hazel

Flagg,” the “Pal Joey” management got a payoff replacement in
Nancy Walker. For in the role of
Gladys Bumps, the nitery doll

— Walnut,

“Fourposter”
(Jessica
Tandy,
Hume Cronyn) Cox, Cincy (29-3);
Nixon/ Pitt (5-10).
“Gigi” (Audrey Hepburn) Harris, Chi (29-10).

—

—

—

—

—

Am

—

—

York

Guvs and Bolls
(HANNA, CLEVE.)
Cleveland, Dec. 30.
Dice-shooters continue to roll out
musical naturals in the touring
“Guys and Dolls” company which
Charles Fredericks joined at the
Hanna Monday (29), taking over
the role of Sky Masterson from
Allan Jones with generally satisfactory effect.
Fredericks had several uneasy
moments at the first-night midway

Boston

(29-10).

“Maid

the Ozarks” (Bert
Buffalo (29Bradford, Pa. (1); Erlanger, Buffalo (2-3); Royal Alexandra, Toronto (5-10).
Parsons, Hart“Midsummer”
ford (31-3); Plymouth, Boston (5in

Wheeler)

—Erlanger,

31); Shea’s,

—

>

10 ).

“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
Aud., Little Rock (2627); Municipal Aud., Shreveport,
La. (28); City Aud., Jackson, Miss.
Aud., Vicksburg, Miss.
;. City
mark, when he momentarily lost
Civic, New Orleans (31-4);
the rapid-fire rhythm of the role Aud., Mobile (5); Albany, Albany,
as big-stake gambler.
Cuban nit- Ga. (6); WHVA, Richmond (8-10).
ery scenes nearly threw him off
“Oklahoma”
Geary, S. F.
and he had to sweat it out to catch (29-10).
up with the others.
“Paint Your Wagon” (Burl Ives)
Shubert, Boston (29-10).
Although using hands woodenly
“Paris '90” (Cornelia Otis Skinat times, he catches the racy, sardonic feeljng of the part admir- ner) Biltmore, L. A. (29-3); San
ably, putting in some light touches Diego (5-6); Civic Aud., Pasadena
of his own. His baritone pipes are (7); Aud., San Bernardino (8); Loagreeably mellow enough to do full bero, Santa Barbara (9-10).
justice to the Frank Loesser song
“Point of No Return” (Henry
hits, while chasing Jeanne Ball, Fonda)
Shubert, Detroit (29-3);
the mission girl.
After getting Hartman, Columbus (5-10).
rid of a bit of extra poundage and
“Shrike”— (Van Heflin)—'Victory,
operetta gestures, Fredericks will Dayton (29-31); Hartman, Columbe plenty okay.
bus (1-3); Cass, Detroit (5-10).
Mike Mazurki, recent addition to
“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
the national troupe, socks across Webb Tilton) City Aud., Houston
broad comedy as Big Julie from (29-3); Civic, New Orleans (5-10).
Chicago, a trifle better than Slap“Stalag 17” Erlanger, Chi (29sie Maxie Rosenbloom last did in 3); American, St. Louis (5-10).
the part here.
“Strike a Match” (Pat O’Brien,
Pamela Britton again does a far- Eva Gabor, Richard Egan) Amercical runaway in the brightly- ican, St. Louis (29-3); Music Hall,
keyed caricature of the marriage- Houston (6-8); Texas, San Antonio
hungry Miss Adelaide, laying down (9-10).
the show’s best ditties with uner“Top Banana” (Phil Silvers)
ring sharpness.
Julie Oshins as Great Northern, Chi (29-10).

—Robinson
;

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

CURTAIN TIME WITH NANCY"

NANCY KENYON

Management Assoc. otes

.

Lyceum, Minn.

(29-3);

audience

St.

“Where

"PORGY AND BESS"
Stoll

a

elevate the vehicle to hit stature,
with the supporting artists, including Leo G. Carroll as Mr. Brinks
and Beulah Bondi as Granny scoring with trenchant performances.
Melinda Markey, Russell Hicks,
Kay Hammond, Thayer Roberts,
Michael Jeffrey and Larry Barton
all handle their chores with infectious feeling and understandThis is an exceptional offering.
ing of a worthwhile play.
Moore is notable in his role as
„he beloved old man who confounds death in the defense of his
His pinpoint timing,
grandchild.

weeks

a cos-

Sportin' Lift

(12th Wtek),

It is

remarkably undated revival.
Moreover, superb performances
by Victor Moore as Gramps and
David John Stollery as Pud again

—

Jewel-thief
she loves, and a ro-

mantic, musical composer whom
she destroys. Story belongs back
in the period of crinoline costumes
and seems at times to be a revival
of some lesser Sardou opus. Written as a vehicle for Elvire Popesco,
it is more a show-piece for supportcomedian Robert Vattier who, as
a vain, pompous Napoleon III
chamberlain, steals the evening.
N.Y. legit chances are meagre.
Play deals with Coralie j\zakian,
1850-1860 era mistress, a watereddown version of Zola’s Nana, and a
femme who ruins a,ll men who
come in contact with her. She is
murdered as the final' curtain falls
by the only man she ever loved, a
jewel burglar disguised as a British medico who has gotten. into her

—reached now

looses the tear ducts.

.

*

the

CAB CALLOWAY

“

still

operator,
Mis.s. JBall_ shows--&-ten4eney-to
slur high notes in the Havana
tipsy scene, hut looks fetching
Technically and talent-wise, this
edition usually maintains satisfying
standards,
which should climb
higher after Fredericks gets several performances under his belt

—

“Cusine des Anges,” “Mile High,”

Now

rowed Time” at the Alcazar has
not lost an iota of its charm and
poignancy in the 15 years since it
first saw the light of day on Broad-*
way. It still holds its audience,

v

Gilbert & Sullivan (Chartock)
who’d do anything for a quick Shubert, Chi (29-10).
buck, Miss Walker gives the part
“Good Nite Ladies” Nixon, Pitt
the kind of humor and vitality
Wheeling, W. Va.
more akin, to June Havoc’s charac- (29-3); Virginia,
Canton
Memorial Aud.,
(4-7);
terization (in the original 1940 pro(8-10).
Gallagher’s.
duction) than was Miss
Hanna,
Clev«
Dolls”
“Guys
and
unfortunate that she’ll be
It’s
(29-10).
forced to exit the part within the
Camera”
(Julie
Harris)
a
“I
next couple of months due to
Curran, S. F. (29-3); Mayfair,
forthcoming motherhood, as her
performance gives the production Portland (7-10).
“Intruder”
(Eddie Dowling, Marspark.
a distinctive
O’Brien) Shubert,
garet
Wash.
Miss Walker eschews her famil- (29-3); Parsons, Hartford (5-7);
iar mugging and buffonery style
Shubert, N. H. (8-10).
in the development of the part.
“John Brown's Bo(iy” (Tyronj
Her laugh lines as well as her Power, Judith Anderson, Raymonc
delivered
are
chores
Co-producer Joshua Logan, Inge, warbling
Playhouse, Wilmington
Massey)
Jo Meilziner, who designed the smartly. Her “terping” in “The (2-3); Mosque, Newark
Con(4);
set, and Armina Marshall, repre- Flower Garden of My Heart” num- stitution
Hall, Wash. (5); Lyric,
and she adds
senting the other co-producer, the ber is a yock winner
Baltimore (6); Municipal Aud., Nor«
Terrific
'“That
to
plenty
zest
of
(29)
Theatre Guild will be here for the
folk
Mosque, Richmond (8):
(7);
(30)
premiere. The Mielziner-designed Rainbow.”
U. of N. Carolina Aud. Chapel Hill
Production, which is rounding (9-10).
single, by the way, is so huge it
will require two baggage cars to out its first year, remains exuber“Josephine”
Playhouse, Wilant, with stars Vivienne Segal and
carry it.
mington (8-10).
»
After a three-day run here, Harold Lang continuing in socko
“Love of Four Colonels” (Rex
Gros.
groove.
Harrison, Lilli Palmer)—Colonial.
“Picnic” will play a week each in

tume meller about a Second Empire

,

San Francisco, Dec. 304
TTie'-RiciTarn -Krakeur-^attd—Randolph Hale production of “On Bor-

.

Jacques Deval’s latest

Paris, Dec. 18.
Andre Brule production of comedy in
three acts by Andre Roussin and Made
leine Gray, adapted from the John Ers
jdne novel, "The Private Life of Helen of
Troy." Stars Sophie Desmarets, Pierre
frux, Louis Ducreux. Directed by Du*
creaux. Set by Wakhevitch, costumes,
Karinska. At Madeleine Theatre, Paris,
Dec. 15, '52; $3 top.
Louis Ducreux
Eteoneus
Pierre Dux
Melelas
Sophie Desmarets
Helene
Anna Gayle
Hermoine
Jean Gabriel
Telemacus
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IIc ”™s aThow, but not a chow as most people understand chows,
to vac
was an old -fashioned chow, with a collie kind of face, not one of
ivftn
1 thc ncw breed with
leonine heads out of which all kindness and culpuhlkhim?
OtliPr nTvfmntinnc'iti
tui e have been bred.
He was a laughing, lively, playful fellow, and I
clude Waliis E Howe To v S for
Ms tail wagged so eons-lantly that even though only six
fft
weeks
old
he
had
worn
a track across his back.
to
c i rcu i a ti on
V d
and Joseph
He was so tiny we called him Mr. Boodles, just, to build up his ego.
Mann to production
This was an honor that eluded him but it wasn’t lost on the rest of us.
Frances Stephens’
World Annual (London),” covering The original Boodles was a dog of your dreams. He, too, came into
the June ’51-May ’52 period, is due our lives as a brown puppy that could easily have been mistaken for
from Macmillan presses in Febru- a live teddy bear.
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of his latest effort, Always Young
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We got him at a time when all you had to do in California was to
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f
looking io
jooKing
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agent naa
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We were
He
grew
up to be the best mannered dog in the world.
W«
growing new lawns. Once, and only once, was he bawled out for
||. 4 .
walking on them. He hopped back to the walks and never trespassed
nl33S
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the grass again.
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_
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paKe
"" Contin,,ed from P
He never barked, even when strangers came to the house. If at
stopped to admire the view, he barked once to let them
due to the neutralist attitude of*
know that ca smg the joint had better not figure in their viewfinder,
the government
0nce the c to ildp cn locked him in a garage. We couldn’t find him
The MPAA reo who’s underHe never barked or whined He simply chewed newsst00d t0 be slated to head the for 24 bours
t0 ease hls bun e er P a,ns
11 took him two days to get over the
PAA's Asia, department -in the
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By Frank

Hollywood.
sented last week by Burnet Herxhey, velcran foreign correspondThis being the time when Christmas gifts begin to lose their glamor
c’nt, to Yeshiva U., N. Y.
and still require bread-and-butter letters, 1 get to thinking of a pup
Kurt Hellmor has resigned as an I gave myself one time. I was assured he would work up into a fine dog
editor of Aufbau, N. Y. German-* act. He never got me as far as Fala got FDR, or that puppy got Nixon
language weekly, to open his own on TV, but he certainly left his mark on the Scully circus.
library agency, specializing in
.Wo^had come out of the funeral parlor where F. Scott Fitzgerald
selling. European book and .play
was lying, and the memory of it so depressed us we went out hunting
1 ?8hts in the U. S., and U. S. rights
a pup for the junior members of the Scully circus as a sort of sublisimilarly in Europe.
mation.
Morton Sontheimer named proz
We took the pup out to friends in San Fernando Valley, figuring it
ot the Society of Magazine Writers might be
But the
a good place to hide the toy till Christmas eve.
for
1953. at a recent election mistress of that Jallicular household further depressed us by not
1
V
cvcn knowing who F. Scott Fitzgerald was. So we took our brown
I WvUi™
Miiw
Wilh 3 n ° Xt "
barkCd a " d "' agged ilS ta “’ a "d Wd
Code"’ treasurer, and ’Caroline

g
chocolate ice cream soda, but neglects to mention the transcendent
fact about the star, that she is gen-
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The Ifershey Collection
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“Great Stars” would be a more
honored by citizens of Galesburg, worthwhile book.
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Following
III,, where he was born.
this will be a dinner in New York,
Definitive Stevenson
and possibly one in Washington.
Random House will publish the
definitive
compilation of major
.
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weekly of the Albany Dioin an editorial (26), urged
support of such clubs as the Catholic Book Club, Spiritual Book. Associates. Pro Parvulis Book Club
aociates.
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This Is a Vicc-Prcz?
After that we tried an Knglish setter. A beautiful bum.
Everybody’s fnend.
We picked him up as much as 20 miles from home,
lhen one day he didn’t come back, and we said good riddance,
We wcnt toaek to chows. Mr. Boodles looked like a ringer for the
late Boodles. He was, if anything, a livelier pup. He had a wonderful
Chiistma^day, with children, a flreplaee, a Christmas tree and a garaaid

'

Shortly after

New
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Year’s he began to cough and act feverish.
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and Thomas More Book Club.
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Dones.
Setad'tone"
straightened out his little sweater and wrapped him against
the cold
an old bathrobe of one of the children. One of the kids
suggested that we reopen the bathrobe to put his tail up. This we
did, and then they gently lowered' him into hls little grave' and covered him without.making a sound.
Some hours later we were driving across the Mordngo Valley and
the wind was blowing. One of the little girls said it was sort of nice
we had left Mr. Boodles to watch the place because that way he would
always be there when we came back.
So whenever we left for Hollywood after that they would wave back
to his grave and say, “Goodbye, Mr. Boodles.
We’ll be back soon.”

J*uru
1

m

i

"
-

-k

hing

So they petted him and wept at the sight of him lying there in the sun,
wrapped up in an old Norwegian sweater. He turned over on his side,
coughed once and died.
grave for him. It was right next to Surveyor’s Stake
We du 6 a
No. 164. non Smoke Tree Village, 29 Palms. Cai. But before we buried

"
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Remember

on the way, cough several times and then go on his way.
Kgj
Then one morning one of his little guardians let him- out into the^
sunlight. It was a brisk, beautiful January morning. But he couldn’t ^
get to the mesquite bush, and he couldn’t get his tail up. Little Mama
rushed out and picked him up. She reported ever so quietly to a

T

:

to

He was modest as well as well-mannered and would drag his weary
little body 100 feet into the desert and go behind a mesquite bush to
show how house-broken he really was. Often he would stop for rest

j
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Eaton, associate edi-

friends are actors-hoth 10 years, has
male and female, I mean lance. Shell still be a conti lbu
—not good and bad
An actor is* ting" ed, however.
never really bad* he's iust badlv
Playwright Mary Chase, author
3
?
X love them all”
of “IVirs. McThing” “Bcrnardine”
b
n( er lhe circ
nmstances then, and “Harvey,” will
“r\!
l
f ^
Oreat
Stars of the American t Eleanor Hams, on assignment for
"‘age” i s naturally a
mag.
Cosmopolitan
sort of fan- f
T
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‘Discovery/ Pocket Books ne\v
approach to^ the celebrated
Pi fiyers of
Broadway Its indulgent periodical anthology of original
ub s e
l
ds to give un- writing, wnl J e
^ooks
Pi
Bo
Pocket
uantea importance to some in the standaid
John W.
jelalively minor
are
Editors
figures and thus, format.
hc^t
Species
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copies ln ltaeg.months.

out in large
chunks rather than small amounts.
esthetic
CHATTER
\
July 1
since
earnings
Current
crage” club or guild selection are
Grady Johnson writing a profile are re mittable at the rale of $120,“designedly mediocre” it said
*
of Lucille Ball for Coronet mag. qoo a month at the official rate of
Stella Roach and Gwen Littleton exc hange.
Another $120,000 a
‘Almanac’ Promotion
Minneapolis Star
Tribune has Morrison joined the editorial staff nion ^ b goes j n t 0 the capital acbought 1.000 copies of the new of Globe Photos, Inc.
from which it can be
count,
Arthur. Marx article on Metro even f ua n y transferred.
Doubleday book, ‘‘Poor Cedric’s
Total of

umiar^'rMdef^The
ethical nnrm^af the “nv-

stuff,

tried 1o lake the ordeal in good humor, and he tried to keep his
up.
But the fur his wagging tail had worn off the middle of his
back began to grow again, and that was a bad sign. lie found it almost
deals for any part of the impossible to keep his tail up and cough things up at the same time,
is based on the
ed
x-emcMuber that from his second day on that hillside home
g u be
?^ Se
anxie i-y n °t to disturb the abovc Hollywood tliat he was a house-brokon puppy and mustn’t forget
tail
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Continued from page 5
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For two .wecks our little mama nursed Mr. Boodles like a baby. She
gave him honey and creosote and wrapped him
jn old Norwegian
sweater her first-born had outgrown. Two to six weeks is supposed
to be the run of this dog disease, but Mr. Boodles’ bug was made of

1
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t7 99Q AfiA Mot
$7,229,000 Net
Continued from page

the depreciated book value of the
property. Company notes that the
insurance claims were for a substantial greater amount than the
book value of the properties. It
notes that final determination of
the assets to be .replaced and treatment for income tax purposes of
the excess of the insurance proceeds have not yet been determined. As a result, it says that no

7

7

,

,,

f

d

-

M

,

portion of the excess has been refleeted in the net profit for the
year,
t Declaring that the Operating resuits of the company for the quarter ending Nov. 29, 1952, are not
notes that it
yet available.
expects the profit will be considerably less than the $4,170,000
earned for the same quarter last
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year,
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1952— Big

Grosses^

Low

Continued from page

promote more touring shows
Investing in road pMduelion'

Wednesday, December 31, 1952

able season and the legitimate
presently is enjoying a greater
degree of prosperity here than for

Profits

14

by and the situation in general can
<

b"e BbTTed'^dbv’fi t5'

a“smtlS^Yift-rras

many years. Moreover, if such
entertainment as wrestling and
sports like U. of Minnesota football
and professional basketball may be
ntciuucu Ttr ore siiwvv 'tsuaiiv
category the situation stacks up as
far from hopeless. They’ve all done
very well and continue to thrive.

permanent /actor, the CLT already been defined elesewhere
campaign is obviously limited by numerous times, viz.: when a house
the number and quality of touring has a good film, it does biz; when
Then, too, theatre bars here have
shows available. The latter clearly a house has a good film, it does
depends on the supply of suitable biz; when it doesn’t, it doesn’t... been rolling along on all cyclinders

As

•

‘

a

scripts.
On that, basis, neither period.
looks too promising as a long-range
TV has had its innings here durprospect.
ing ’52 and has steadily increased
its following. Indications that the
medium is still in the novelty stage
Chicago Exhibitors
for many citizens is pointed up by
fact that, while some of the inthe
In State of Optimism
creased sales merely mean the” acChicago, Dec. 30.
quisition of a more modern set by
.Chicago exhibitors are in a state an established fan, by far the maof restrained optimism, just hoping jority of the sales represent firstthat 1953 will hold up to the last time buys. This increased activity
six months of 1952. Last half of has had the obvious effect of put*52 seems to have stemmed the tide ting the brakes on other types of
of closing theatres and falling entertainment, meanwhile upping
receipts. While there aren’t any the stock of local WNHC-TV. Of
new theatres opening or scheduled interest is the fact that when a loin the near future, the flood of cal transportation company applied
shutterings seems to have ceased, for a boost in fares, it claimed that
at least for the moment.
video kept people home instead of
Chicago October tax receipts coming to town for entertainment,
showed an increase over a year thus creating a loss of transportaago, and the November report was tion revenue that required replaceoff only half of 1% from 1951, the ment via increased fares.
smallest rate of decline in the past
Spotty is the 1952 word for local
four years. In addition, most of legit also. Shubert, with its nationthe theatre large-screen TV efforts wide reputation for incubating new
have been successful. All in all it’s ones, has encountered a situation
been good so far.
of shopping similar to the pix
While the summer’s usual dol- problem. No longed do ducat-purdrums and reports of the political chasers flock to everything that
conventions were expected to hit comes along. They tfait for tlje
and the fact that
the boxoffice extra heavy this year, good ones
most owners were surprised at the there haven’t been too many of
’51light punch they had to take. Of those for the last half of the
course, Chicago Theatre, with the ’52' season and the first half of the
’52-’53 season means that biz has
town’s lone vaudeville offerings,
swept up again. In addition, there been teetering on. a see-saw all
were several long-run attractions, year. House records have been es“Greatest Show on Earth” settling tablished in both directions. Year,
17-week record at the Palace and as a whole, can be rated only fair,
“Quo Vadis” at the Oriental doing with not a single smash hit preeming here.
10 weeks.
.

.

.

.

since they started turning to strippers and exotic dancers for their
entertainment pieces-de-resistance.
On the other hand, burlesque, as
usual, is hanging on by the skin
of its teeth, the one local theatre,
the Alvin, devoted to this form of
amusement, having the toughest
kind of sledding, particularly during the period preceding its closing
for the preholiday term. And, returning to sports, American Association league baseball had a dismal season.
Neighborhood and suburban film
theatres are in the worst shape, but
the situation isn’t too healthy
downtown, either. Since TV’s advent three years ago, four Twin
Cities downtown theatres, two each
in Minneapolis and St. Paul, and
14 neighborhood and suburban
houses have given up the ghost.
Industry leaders believe that Minneapolis eventually will have to do
with at least one and possibly two
or three fewer downtown theatres.
Also, it’s a known fact that many

more neighborhood and suburban
houses are in a bad way. But three
independent neighborhood and suburban theatres with a “fine arts”
policy are doing relatively well.
At

least, their grosses occasionally

range from $1,200 to $2,000 a week,
which is much more than the average competitor is able to chalk up.
They play foreign pictures almost
entirely,

many

of

them

first-runs.

In surveying the drive-in theatre

and legitimate scenes, consideration, of course, must be given to

the fact that their seasons are brief.
The ozoners arp lucky, if they are
able to .^operate a totaf of five
months a year. The Lyceum, local
home of legit, has had only eight
shows so far this season, and there,
are no bookings _definitely in prospect for the rest of the season.
of vacant pews.
Summer, on the whole, was stag- But the eight all racked up splendid
nant from a b.o. angle. Pop Con- grosses, giving the house its best
cert series was nothing to write season in many years.
home about from a black ink view.

Name bands and vaude called it
Pace kept up this fall with attractions showing little sign, of a a day after a couple of abortive
letup over the .summer. Many of trys, but “Ice Capades” and “Folthe attractions were upped-priced lies” found profit in their annual
releases, and also several of the stopovers. The “Olsen & JohnsonLoop film houses boosted their ad*- Skating Vanities” played to a host
Attendance-wise it hasn’t
hurt any as yet. Nabes have been
doing fairly well, with about 12
houses relighting after closing during the hot weather.
There continues to be an increase
in the number of houses using
foreign product. At present, almost
24 rely almost exclusively on foreign films, mainly British. In addition, there is acceptance by about
00% of the rest cf the houses for
top import product.
Drive-ins have been doing very
well here, although not up to sock
results of 1951, but weather and
politics onvteevee hit them a little
harder than the regular theatres.
However, several stayed open until
Thanksgiving. Ozoners here can
play day-and-date with the Chi
first-runs, and most of them double
mission.

.

.

•

their pix.

Theatre

teevee

had a healthy

year, except for the Paramount in
Gary, in the midst a national steel
strike. However, none of the houses
televised football this year, leaving only boxing as the main fare.
Vaudeville, once the mainstay of
many houses, is now limited just
to the Chibago Theatre^ which has
been doing well since the beginning
of summer with name lures.

1952 Spotty at B.O.

For

New Haven Amus.
New

Haven, Dec. 30.
In retrospect, the year 1952
shapes up as a spotty one for this
moderate-sized show biz center.
There are probably few cities of
comparable population that house
such a wide variety of potential
diversion under a single sky-piece.
In addition to obvious film fare,

which gets pretty thorough coverage not only via standard houses
but also by drive-ins, community
has a comprehensive entertainment menu that includes the country’s GrajJe-A legit at the Shubert;
local

ana network

television

via

WNHC-TV;

top blade shows like
“Ice Follies” and “Ice Capades” at
the Arena; bigtiine concert series
at Yale’s Woolsey Hall; a lively

summer amusement park

in Savin
strawhats within an
pop concerts in Yale
hour’s
Bowl; occasional vaude and name
bands; a variety 6f nite spots; etc.
With such an extensive list* attempting to lure the spender’s dollar, it isn’t surprising to note that
the dollar has been spread pretty
thin 'over the amusement industry
as a whole hereabouts for the 12

Rock;

^^Sjnths

five
ride;

of 1952.
jpix have had their ins and outs,

/

point;
egg in

Ringling-Barnum
its

one-day

laid

an

stand;
indifferent

Rock park rang up an

Once Used
Te Buy Anything Once

Savin Springfield

—

ing Dec. 27, due to switching in of legit. This may or may
not he
bookings and closing of pieces so, but the fact is that summer
skedded for local showing. “Gen- impresarios are showing almoU

tlemen Prefer Blondes” and “Jane” uniformly comfortable margins
of
both closed before reaching St. profit in their operations and
there
and “Top Banana” and is no question that many are at“Paint Your Wagon” were diverted tending the barns who are unacfrom
fle nse —relights- customed to >v i sit4ag leg Kia i n
Loiiis;
—Tberegular season.
Dec. 27 with “Strike A Match.”
As for pictures, the situation reWhen pieces have been available
here biz has been good. “Call Me mains spotty but hopeful. While
Madam,” in a two-week stand at everyone agrees that despite a noan upped scale, grossed $70,000; table dropoff of interest at the box“I Am A Camera” raked in $21,- office, there is nothing the matter
000, and “Bagels and Yox” grabbed with film biz that good pictures
won’t cure. One operator to higha swell $21,000 in one week.
The Ansell Bros.’ midtown Em- light his claim that good pictures
press, with a $2.50 top prevailing alone are what are needed, points
through the season, an increase of to the fact that last August, dur50c over last season, has a policy ing the hottest spell of the sumof bringing visiting stars to its res- mer, “Quo Vadis” (M-G), at inident stock cast, and grosses have creased admission prices, broke
ranged from $8,000 to $18,000. Vis- the 25-year boxoffice record of his
Top pictures do
iting players are working on a per- sub-run house.
centage scale whereas last season bumper business hereabouts, but
there
just
doesn’t
seem to be
they received a flat guarantee. The
Ansells, owners of a chain of pic enough of them available to keep
Louis,

—

— —

-

End

-

‘

-

houses, lost $34,000 in their first
legit venture.
Biz at the pix houses, after a
terrible summer slump, has’ picked

the public activating the turnstiles.
The 10 drive-ins operating in the
local area during the past summer
all did from fair to excellent busi-

up and films such as “Ivanhoe,”
etc., even at upped scale, have registered fine grosses. This is a conservative town and natives follow
the state slogan “show me” before
buying. Exhibs attribute the falling off of biz, reported to be from
15% to 20% down from last year,
to the inroads of seven ozoners in

ness,

and there is bold talk
some entering the lists shortly

of
for

earlier availabilities.

In the nightclub

field, the town
studded with minor spots, all
advertising hectically and all appearing to be doing business. At

is

the top of the~heap, the Town Casino, followed closely by the Chez
the immediate St. Louis area and Ami, and with McVan’s only a cut
TV. There are more than 450,000 below, are all outstanding operavideo sets in St. Louis and sur- tions.
The strong and ever-present
rounding territory.
Name bands are being constant- threat of the demise of flesh enly booked into the Casa Loma, ‘a tertainment highlights the potent
widely patronized
ballroom in fact that a score of concerts, readSouth St. Louis, with the admish ings, personal appearances and the
being upped on occasions. And like at the chi-chi Kleinhans Musmaller bistros also provided less- sic Hall play to sellout business.
As far as Buffalo is concerned, it
er names for dansapators.
The three largest niteries, Bou- appears that the mere announcelevard Room, downtown, and the ment of a bevy 0 " star names inGfiase Club and Town and Country toning some high-powered poem or
in the west end are clearing the play in person, or of a group of
nut and just recently the manage- be-bop performers in for an evement of the Boulevard Room cut ning of uninhibited musical sendthe
four-week
engagement of ing, is sufficient to jam the 2,500floorshows to a fortnight, the same seater.
policy that prevails at the Chase.
’

The Boulevard Room

also brought
its line of sik lookers and this
constitutes the only line in a local
nitery. Jukebox biz is good as the
music boxes are to be found in al-

Bridgeport; Quiet

most every public

unemployment is lowest in
and Chamber of Commerce

back

spot.

The Grand, a Hirsh unit, is the
sole burlesque house, and since the
closing of the Jefferson Barracks,
south of St. Louis, as an Army
training center, biz has not been

season despite occasional
too good.
Springfield, Mass.,' Dec. 30.
and the general response
This was a town which once
to strawhat fare was lukewarm.
^
would buy anything, from the What’s Happening In
Nite spot action simmered down
Cherry Sisters to the Boston Symto weekend biz, and not a sensaphony. Today it’s a town that is
Buffalo
Shouldn’t
. .
tional lot of that either.
shopping carefully, and buying litBuffalo, Dec. 30.
All in all, amusement purveyors
tle.
Somewhere, O. Henry, after obare not too sorry to see ’52 fold
City is focal point of area known' serving that nothing ever
happened
up its tent as they cross their finas “Greater Springfield,1* with po- in places like Nashville
or Buffalo^
gers for the new upcoming 1953
tential draw of 500,000, but neith- proceeds to spin
a
yarn
of romance
session.
er pix, legit, nor longhair draw under the magnolias in
Nashville.anything like what they need to The story concludes
ith the auof ’52 Finds
sustain themselves.
thor raising his literary eyebrows
Pix and legit have fared the and inquiring, “I wonder what’s
Mpls. Amus. Lagging worst.
One film house, the Broad- happening in Buffalo?”
Minneapolis, Dec. 30.
way, property of Western Mass.
Well, if the inquiry relates to
End of 1952 finds the local en- Theatres, hasn’t opened doors all
tertainment industry, and particu- season. It is also fixed up for legit. show business, what's happening
in Buffalo, with" very few exceplarly film exhibition and the better Second-runs have cut out weekday
tions, shouldn’t happen to a duck
supper clubs, still A sundering in matinees; first-runs shrug and say
more or less doldrums. Its sad “we’re getting our share,” which in a drought. And speaking of
droughts, in undisputed first place
plight continues to be blamed meafts there isn’t enough to go
on the roster is the legit theatre,
principally on TV, but with a full around. Open-airs have cut into
which is currently dragging out as
realization that a part has been pix biz downtown, where houses
dismal a season as the town has
played by such other adverse fac- now have to rely largely upon
seen in its long history. The ranks
tors as general economic conditions what they can get when former are
of legit theatre-goers have tapered
resulting in reduced entertainment shut, despite air-conditioning and
off to niearly zero because of the
purchasing power, continuous other attractions.
dearth of road attractions and the
emergence of more competition, in
Two-week run for pix used to be reluctance of some touring
manaddition to video, for the enter- ordinary. Now it seldom happens,
agements to play the town any
tainment dollar, and high theatre- except in case of “Quiet Man,” and
longer. From. August to date eight
going and supper club costs, in- big Technicolor musicals, largely
legit shows have stopped off here,
cluding transportation, parking and at Loew’s Poli. Video is obviously
mostly ’for four-day engagements.
baby sitting.
hitting hard, with some reports as With
the exception of “Mr.- RobThere is no diminution in fears high as sale of 1,000 sets a week erts”
and “Constant Wife,” they
anent the future, despite a bolder in area. New, local station, WWLP,
would have probably done better
front and a surface optimism in headed by William L. Putnam, is
to have stayed in bed.
some quarters, and the uncertainty to go into operation, soon on 5-to“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
confronting the industry seems no midnight basis.
with a pallid road cast, did fairly
less than it was 12 months ago,
Legit very spotty. Good b.o. for well, but, the
rousing “Paint Your
according to such comparatively bright, classy hits such as “Gentle- Wagon”
fell flat on its face, while
optimistic leaders as Harry B. men Prefer Blonaes,” but n.g. for tidbits
like “Anonymous Lover”
French and Bennie Berger, Min- Gilbert & Sullivan; medium for are something
for the birds. Eight
nesota Amus. Co. (United Para- Cornelia Otis Skinner. 1,500-seat indifferently
received
three
or
mount Theatres circuit), president Court Square is meeting competi- four-night legit
shows in five
and North Central Allied head, tion from Municipal Auditorium, months are all
Buffalo has been
respectively. There is a hope that hired by outside promoters for able to^
attract so far this season,
Cinerama and third-dimension pix First Drama Quartet, Elsa Lan- and this in
town which once
may help to effect a boxoffice chester, et al., and 3,000-seat West supported twoa legitimate
revival.
Also,
the anticipated Springfield Coliseum, for Martin each with 40 attractions atheatres,
season.
elimination of the 20% admission [and Lewis, and ice shows.
Except for the macabre comment
tax, the improvement in screen
that Buffalo has degenerated into
product and the increasingly fewer St. Loo Legit
an indifferent four-day stand (splitHardest
theatres in consequence of shutterting the rest of
week with Rochings, along with the wearing off
Hit of the Amus. ester and withthemany
top .attracof TV’s novelty and the sameness
St. Louis, Dec. 30.
tions avoiding both because unand inferiority of much video fare,
Show biz has been limping along willing to make the 'split), further
may reverse the present downward in St. Louis since the teeoff of the comment on
the condition of legititrend.
1952-53 season, with the American mate drama hereabouts
is superWhile the picture generally is theatre, the No. 1 legit house of fluous.
dark, drive-in theatres here and the towq, being hardest hit. SlnceJ
-rjtpgie observers seem to think
throughout the territory have, for the late opening (Oct. 13) the house that the rash
of strawhats in the
the most part, had another profit- has been dark for five weeks, end- locality augurs
well for the -future

ov.erall
flurries;

-

Despite Big Payrolls
Bridgeport, Dec. 30.

,

For a defense boomtown where
-years
statis-

evidence high payrolls, savings
and store-spending, Bridgeport has
tics

been remarkably quiet on the show
front.

Legit bookings at the Klein Memorial Auditorium have been practically nil, and the only offering
this season, Joan Blondell in “A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn,” owas a
disappointment.
First-run film houses report a
slight increase over '51, with support of outstanding attractions,
even at boosted scale, indicating
public readiness to pay for such

product.

One

main

of

stems, the

Loew-Poli Globe, has cut ‘to weekend operation. Several nabes are
dark, and as a whole the nabes
have been complaining. Bridgeport’s

only

art

theatre,

the

Art

Cinema, now in second year
policy, is not doing as well as

of
in

first.

Ritz Ballroom, state’s No. 1 allyear dancery, reports names on upgrade. Biggest draw of season has
been the Eckstine-Shearing-BasieEllington all-starrer, which pulled
2,300 at $2.40 top, and Ralph Flanagan was second with 2,000. At
Pleasure Beach, summer resort,

May was the season’s topper.
Brideport, a TV-addicted city
within the radius of New York
channels as well as WNHC-TV,

Billy

New

Haven, will have its own teleChannel 43 UHF, early in

caster,

new year.
WICC, the

the

600-kc.

broadcaster

hoping the new TV will
UHF on the air in New
England, has had its best local biz
year of the decade since the station was taken over from Tom
O’Neil by Phil Merijyman and as-

which
be the

is

first

sociates,

who shut down WLIZ

in

making the move.

Upward Trend In
Ottawa Show

‘

An upward

Biz

Ottawa, Dec. 30.
trend in business

conditions generally, plus better
product, has resulted in noticeably
upped show business in the Ottawa

area, Ottawa’s show biz is mainy
filmers, and both chain and indit
houses report a good year.
Famous Players-Canadian Corp.
houses have had better boxoffice

than last year, and 20th Century
un*
report
generally
Theatres
proved biz. 20th’s key house, tne
Elgin, benefited

from several long

(Continued on .page

.53)

y-wwlav. December

SI, 1952

PariEt?

53

amusement park, chalked up a ban- ment
ner year.

1952-Big Grosses, Low
Continued from page

“The Quiet two years now with a house orch
notably
t levers
1
h.° d ?-\?
Elg in’s sister ] .find change of acts. every twe
jfrh 10 week*
(operated weeks. They have veered into some
Elgin
Little
P^p^thT
h0U
theatres, in one building of the better names and have done
(Ui’al
d
or combined consistently good biz.
The Tony
« e ther separate
as
®Jr{ has kept to an art policy DiPardo Orch is in its second year
fi
with it. Odeon, here.
okay
done
^ hhas
Otherwise, for night spots the
largest major Miner,
!Sv’s second
one reporting no im- town defends on the Hotel Muehlef tte only
bach, with its Terrace Grill and
biz increase.
oortant
V
Theatre, travelling bands; the Hotel PresiRepertory
Canadian
C
its fourth dent and its Drum Room, with topplaying
company
fit0 ck
Playhouse, has notch small comboes and occasionl«on in La Salle
season than last, and al acts, and some deluxe dinner
had a better
music) spots.
selec- (with
Phil and
Sieves reason is a better
and institution of a Charles Maggio operated their estion of plays
tablished Southern Mansion for
customgiving
policy
subscription
for $5. CRT, the early part of the year with
's five $1.25 seats
prices from 60c to name acts, but this fall and winter
u-hich scales
had biggest week of its ex- have gone along with a house orch
$ 125
"The Cocktail Party” and have omitted the acts.
istence with
A single burlesque house, the
November.
in
Folly, has operated regularly durOrchestra biz is down a little.
ing
the season over the past few
in
but
Decrease wasn’t in bookings
is general, to cut years on a five-day week, about
the trend, which
the
only outpost in the theatre
Some groups that
size of bands.
14 men are down world for live talent here.
used to use 12 to
Music fares somewhat better,
There are seven bands
to six now.
spots here, hotels and the Pla-Mor Ballroom bringing in
on contract
the top bands, usually for one
niteries.
okay this nighters on Saturday. Some bigNiteries have done
name units also have played the
business up over last
Y ear with
Fairmount Club increased Auditorium to satisfactory grosses.
Jear’
type of
capacity and booked better
show to get greater returns. Ga-

—

Club upped

its

promotion

year and plugged all angles of
theatre-restaurant biz which, with
better-type acts, got more satisfied
customers, hence better biz, in
spite of road construction in autumn between city and club,
Ottawa gets only sporadic telefrom’ Montreal,
vision reception
and some U.S. points, so TV had
no effect whatever on local show

this

Niteries

O.,

Moonlite

bands, was up

Edward

Lone Amus.
in ’52 in Phoenix

years.
sales

Dec. 30.

Boxoffice here has been spotty
generally.
Legit could be graded
from fair to good, with only “Call
Me Madam” doing top business,
"Paint Your Wagon” did well, but
Cornelia
Otis
Skinner’s
"Paris
90” sketches hit a bad date

Both distribs and

Disiribs

Face

Own

u

B&K

have

peti-

tioned for extended playing time,
which has been granted rather
liberally in the past year, but in
each case Federal Jud^e Michael
Igoe, in whose court jurisdiction
for the decree lay, has refused
waiting time. If and when defendants can crack that block, they will
have accomplished their wishes for
major reform of the decision.
Tom McConnell, attorney for
both the Jackson Park and Towne,
has announced that he will carry
the case to the United States
Supreme Court.

u-ifhHo

SAn
h-

w

South Pacific,” "Guys and
and “9 al1 Me Madam,’* but
S 0me dismal
days, too, such

,.

i

rl

tronage and talent buys, notably on
Kentucky side of the Ohio
River, where the Kefauver quivers
are still felt.
)
Legitimate theatre is off about
15% so far this season. Vaudeville
is a complete blanjc, the big RKO
Albee, only house with such fare
in recent years, being sans flesh
for months and with no bookings

had a spasmodic year the

ness

at Noon,”
tnn ,Pj 5
an< others.
Most

"Rose Tatattractions
the ban;n er of the Fox
® St Clrcuit
in
its deluxe Ornhfn
u
bu t the season was inter- in sight.
n0t €n° Ugh attraC ‘
Burlesque is holding its own at
tions
avauabfe.
the Gayety, Jack Kane circuit link,
Ud
almost
nil
for
the
with
a $1 top for 29 performances
veS* A
w itb Pa tti Page and weekly on probable 36-week season.
Clvdo IcCoy
did moderate biz in
Garden is recovering
Cincinnati
a \VP
1n
the Midland Theatre, from financial reverses. The 12,whii! S, 1 c,
'
his all girl 000-seater had swell returns on
crew
insh in a Vvoek last "Ice Follies,” is doing big on icefall in thp i\r
.
skating and has more basketball
e
ld i]
whIc h talent gets and show bookings than last season.
*ome p
ni?v
a ls ni?
ghtclubs and hotel*, Hockey team, Mohawks, in Intertown i!
h J.
a Angularly astute national League, is drawing only
spot in ?!?
C d
s Res taurant.
With fairish. Sports and outdoor amusea dowriYm
yloc
atI °n and no affilia- ments attracted more customers last
tion whh
h
hote1
the three Eddy year.
’
bl’other&
.
,
8 Bo
have operated
Coney Island, Cincy’s populai
'

J

J

.
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Husfon-Ferrer
Continued from page
involved.

As

for

3

Huston and Fer-

we think people should
they are being cooperative.”
rer,

know

.

Flock of Good Newles
A long string of new, strong pictures was being launched as December ended. "Million Dollar
currently in
( M-G )
fourth weefe at Radio City Music
shapes up as a winner.
Hall,
"Hans Christian Andersen” (RKOGoldwyn ) also looms as potenti-

Mermaid”

,

weeks
San Francfe^ "The Savage”
was uneven most of the
month. "Outpost in Malaya” (UA)
was mainly slow or dull.
"Hangman’s Knot” (Col) cam*
houses, also had several’ big

in

(Par)

many sluggish-tosessions to rate high. "Mon"
tana Belle” (RKO), a fairly fresh
entry, was spotty. "Operation Secret” (WB) added some sizable
coin to the money it rang up in
November as fourth place winner.
through with too
fair

"The Promoter” (U) continued
good to sock, pic being in its 10th
great week at N. Y. Fine Arts.
"K.C. Confidential” (UA) racked
up some good to fast sessions early
in the month. "Steel Trap” (20th),
which had a few smart stanzas,
which
others
turned up with
ranged from slow to poor.
regis(Rep)
"Thunderbirds”
some good to solid totals.
"Yankee Buccaneer” (U) added

tered

Gough, disclosed for the first
time that the Legion has a fivepoint standard to be met by suspect personalities but stressed "we

several profitable playdates while

"Quiet Man” (Rep),
completed the bulk of
first-runs,

can’t clear people, but when we are
satisfied with facts we will calll^essions
them to attention of people; we
will let them know they have met
the test which we have established.”
Five points are: (1) denounce

managed

which
its

has

principal
stout

some

Nixes ‘Privacy’ Suits

Continued from page 4
and absolutely repudiate all past
Communist Party or front connec- visions of the Utah State and U. S.
tions; (2) appear before the House Constitutions,” and that the Utah

committee, make full public ex- right-of-privacy statute is not apposure of all past Communist Party plicable to pix containing por**
or front activities, identifying all trayals of deceased public figures.
those responsible for their own
Judge Van Cott further stated
seduction from the path of true

Americanism and

loyalty;

(3)

join

that the rights

and

liabilities of the

such patriotic organizations and Donahue heirs must be determined
otherwise support such organiza- by the law of the locale where the

tions’ publications and movements
as are actively, intelligently combatting Communism, and demonstrate by contributions of both
time and effort that they are now
willing to fight as hard and as
loyally on the side of America as
they had in past on side of enemies
of this country; (4) make public
declaration of condemnation of
the picture is finally released.
Soviet imperialism, aggression
Although there are many instances against world peace and amity; (5)
of title manipulations and ad- solemn public declaration of asvertising switches, a good example surance against joining or supportof the process is a couple of base- ing any Communist Party fronts
ball pictures released during the in the future by first investigating
past year. Both were fictional biogs and checking on all appeals to join
of noted pitchers. Warner Bros.’ or support organizations of movestory of Grover ‘Cleveland Alex- ments of this type.
ander was released under the title
Gough has a meeting scheduled
of "The Winning Team” after ex- with Eric Johnston Office reps to
periments with such titles as "Al- discuss further elimination of any
exander the Great” and "The Big suspected industry workers but
20th-Fox’s tribute to the talks have been postponed at
Leaguer.”
Dizzy Dean ended up as "The Pride least until after the holidays.
of St. Louis” after consideration
of "The Dizzy Dean Story.” AtFerrer’s N.Y. Stopover
Jose Ferrer, on the Coast for the
tempts were made in the bally for
the
sports
play
down
preem of "Moulin Rouge,” will
both films to
angle and build up the romantic stop stop over in New York en
route to London Sunday (4).
aspects.
Thinking of the sales forces was
Actor is due in London Monday
that baseball pix, with a few rare (5) to supervise rehearsals of "The
exceptions, are notoriously poof Shrike,” last season’s Broadway
grossers, and, if sold as such, ap- legit hit in which he starred. It’s
peal to a predominantly male audi- •scheduled to open shortly in the
ence. View of the distrib depart- British capital.

Ads

high at tin^s.

in that order.

Towne, Jax Park

.

ro<ie

Zone” lAA), "Everything I Have
(M-G), "Pal Gus”
Yours”
Is
(20th) and "Happy Time” (Col),

’

.

It:

4

ninth while
“RnnnH Rarripr” HJA) was only
a step behind in 10th spot.
Runnerup films were. "Battle
to

It was at the urging of the
department that U adopted
showings at
popular-appeal
type pix, con- ally sock based on its
Phoenix, Dec. 30.
two N. Y. theatres where it’s still
Show biz elements here enjoyed centrating on sex-spiced action and smash in sixth stanzas. Danny
anything but a banner year in 1952, cornball yarns. Both categories ap- Kaye starrer is going out into keys
lone exception being the nitery pear to have captured the fancy only gradually, with no blanket
trade, which reported hefty in- of the mass audience both in the bookings planned.
crease:; cf from 20 to 25% over U. S. and abroad.
"Against All Flags” (U) teed off
1951.
great in two keys the week before
Fiim houses slipped last year’s
Christmas and is being rated a
grosses, and the town's only prostrong grosser. "Stars and ’Stripes
fessional legit house, the SomForever” (20th) started off smash
brero PI /house, also took it on
Continued from page 5
at the N. Y~. Roxy. "Blackbeard the
the chin. Conversely, tlje Phoenix
Pirate” (RKO), also new, is faring
week-run
two
ure fails to play out
Little Theatre did okay.
well on initial playdates. "AbbottUpbeat biz among the niteries downtown. For those minor re- Costello Meet Capt. Kidd” (WB)
leases, 10 days clearance can be
is attributed to the plethora of conWith the exception of looms okay,, with Xmas week bookventions that hit the town this obtained.
one-week engagements at the Chi- ings figured to help. "Bwana
year, with hotels also getting in
third-dimensional
releases fall in Devil” (Indie),
on the boom. The visiting firemen cago Theatre, such
done sock on its launchexploitation or "B” class. Other pic, has
invariably make the rounds of the the
in
its first two cities. "Come
ings
that pictures must go directly
night spots but pass up theatres. than
teed
played first Back, Little Sheba” (Par)
Legit and film houses depend upon into the nabes unless
off socko in N. Y.
in other than a B&K or RKO
local support for subsistence, and
another’
In
Paris”
(WB),
"April
indie
Loop
house. This gives the
it fell short of the mark in 1952.
operator an advantage in buying late-in-month newcomer, started
solidly. "Limelight” (UA), now in
the major pix.
10th sessions at two N. Y.
its

•

to °’

Continued front page

(AA) pushed up

its

(Thanksgiving),
and
weather
Continued from page 5
biz scene.
crimped the American Savoyards
here.
The
Slavenska-Franklin to set an important precedent
Ballet, on the other hand, came since the city is uiidertsood to be
Kansas City Spotty;
planning similar assessments also
through neatly.
Drought a Big Factor Pix had
their ups and downs, on' the television networks and adKansas City, Dec. 30.
with this city pretty generally re- vertising agencies striking prints
Looking over the local show biz flecting the rest of the country, in N, Y,
Sales tax would be imposed_nn~
scenes, activity for the year would i.e., top-drawer product drew the
have to be tagged as spotty. Nearly crowds while the run-of-the-mill this basis.: Where the contract prohad its ups and items served to keep things going vides for the producer to deliver
every branch
some branches sharper profitably.
downs,
"Quiet Man,” “Ivan- the negative to the distrib, the city
than others.
hoe” and some spectaculars were would collect 3% of the producer’s
for
be
the
word
Where
would
Steady
held over for a good return. The share of the world’-gross.
the contract does not specify desome, particularly radio and pic- World, city’s only art house,
hag
Five principle radio sta- developed quite a following. Some livery of negative, a 3% compentures.
tions
here have plugged right pictures, such as "The Promoter,” sating use tax would be imposed’
along, and all have had a good which
got quick showing after on the negative cost. Distribs hold
year.
Most expect 1953 to hold N. Y. premiere, were held as long that either basis -is illegal and unthe pace.
as three weeks.
Only In neigh- enforceable.
Reason for the Lopert Films asA newsworthy event in' radio was borhood houses has television
the opening in
Kansas City of taken its toll of the crowds but essment isn’t clear since none of
KPRS as one of the few all-Negro just how deeply the cut is, no one the other indie distribs has been
notified.
Lopert, whose product
owned and operated radio stations has been able to figure.
in the country.
It was bought by
Concert biz is up over last year, is mostly British, imports the negative only and makes his black-andTwin Cities Advertising Agency although it nowhere
approaches
white prints in N. Y.
and moved here from Olathe, Kans. the number of
The Fox
dates played in the
Movietone assessment was $100,Another new station has been an- years right after the war.
000?
is
understood
It
that
the Uninounced for Kansas City, but is
Deshler-Wallick Hotel has re*
not yet under way.
turned to name-performer policy versal assessment will come to approximately $2,000,000 on the basis
Picture biz held its own when for its Ionian Room after
a layoff.
the attraction was there, despite
Hildegarde did excellent business, of the sales tax alone. Technicolor
weather, television and many other Dagmar cost them
money and Rudy pix are not affected since there is
no lab in N. Y. equipped to handle
distractions.
But it was too far Vallee did profitable biz.
Techni prints.
and few between ^attractions.
Immediate distrib reaction is
The weather made its inroads
that, if the tax goes through, they
into show
biz,
particularly film Pix Hold
in Cincy,
would transfer their printing ophouses.
The area was plagued by
two drought periods, one in early
Cafes Off, Ditto Legit erations to Coast labs. This, however, still leaves the accumulated
summer, another in the fall, makCincinnati, Dec. 30.
ing these reasons shaky for
Cincy boxscore on 1952 show biz tax coin over the past three years
the
unsettled.
With the city trying
outstate houses.
It was somewhat branches has more ups than downs,
hard to raise additional revenue,
reflected in city biz, where thea- pointing to
a general climb over ’51.
distribs
expect a hard fight on
tres had a
good run in early fall, Winners were led by records, with the
out tapered off later
when effects dealers chorusing claims for a the tax matter.
6 l0ng diy Spel * began to be best-ever year, and. included sheet
felt
music sales and dance band draws.
Essentially an agricultural econPix trade at “least held its own,
omy, the area basically
Misleading
benefited though eight more nabes folded.
*rom the biggest wheat
crop in his- This came in face of continued
Continued from page 5
tory and a
sturdy corn crop, which climb of TV installations, now figke t the income brackets up ured at 400,000 sets and within 10% Is given to the selection of titles,
?
«na made
recovery quick when the of the area’s saturation point. resulting in frequent changes, at
11011868 lia d something to Nightclubs slumped in number, pa- the urging of the sales force, before
offer^

‘Because You’

L.

Up

Columbus B.O. Spotty;
‘Madam’ Topped Legit
Columbus,

biz,

1

,

tineau

Its

name

on dance

52'

—

that pix With definite limit-

Garden, ed audience appeal should not be
8% made. It’s for that reason that the
Schott, baseball yams, although vaguely
president and general manager, re- alluded to as such, were played up
ported.
Stan Kenton and Billy for broader acceptance, with the
May were biggest tuggers. Addi- love interest obviously inserted to
Hons of Johnnie Ray and Four Aces share the f enable customers.
for separate weeks brought reThe sports-angled pix, according
wards.
to the film peddlers, are just one
Kentucky spots still dominate aspect of the problem. They conGreater Cincy’s night life. Closing tend that there' are dozens of other
of Lookout House via liquor license examples of pictures which, if sold
cancellation leaves Beverly Hills straight, would prove duds. Much
as standout. Latter has a talent of the doubt, they argue, could be
budget of from $4,000 to $10,000 eliminated if they were consulted
weekly, varied by names. Latin prior actual production.
Quarter puts out $2,500 to $3,000
Close consultation between sales
weekly for bands and acts.
'hnd production at Universal has
been cited for that company’s upbeat performances during recent
playing

Profits

— —

is

sustained
injury
and
damage, if any, to their feelings
He said that
and sensibilities.
since they were residents of California, "the rights and liabilities
of the parties are to be determined
under the laws of that state.” He
pointed out that under the law of
plaintiffs

California the Donahue
family
had no right of action or right to
relief of any kind, and said,, in effect, that non-residents could not
expect to walk into Utah and collect

damages

in that state.

Beadier
Continued from page*

3

to films, Seadler reasons, it passes

stores

and shops which use the

newspapers*

advertising columns.
these biz establishments lose the
passerby trade, they might fold, >
resulting in a loss of advertising /
income for the newspapers, Seadler V

If

explains.

‘

“Newspapers inevitably get benefits,” he notes.
“There are many

\
,

reasons why films help trade. Let^
not be timid about mentioning ttiat
sordid thing, money, in relation to
sensible appeals to newspapers for
[help to our business.
It helps
them, too.”
•

M

CHATTER
American pix dominate the screens

Broadway
Keith Andes, costar of RKO’s
“Blackbeard the Pirate,” here to
bally pic.

Mel Ferrer
route

—Metro's

to

in today (Wed*) en*
French Morocco for

and

concert

presario Jay Lurie in
trip to

book

in Barcelona. “Distant Drums” (U)
at
is
the Tivoli, “Cinderella”
(RKO), at the Astoria and Christina, “Show Boat” (M-G), at Fantaslo and Paris, “Viva Zapata!”
(20th), at Femina and “Samson and

legit

town on

imbiz

Miami Beach

attractions,

Hy

•

(BarJ.-al.Jth e_CoJiseunu,

Del a h
i.l

~ ^saadrar

Duluth

Hollinger (Ho ll) to the Coast
for his wedding in Hollywood Sun-

By Lary Soloway
Denny Desmond into Vagabonds

day (4) to Gina Collens.
Club show.
Eddie Cantor's Xmas card inMrs. Gilda (Brohr) Dahlberg orcludes a capsule medical report: ganizing ANTA unit locally.
blood pressure, 140/80; pulse, 76.
Robert Q. Lewis dickering with
manager Biltmore Terrace for season date.
Continental
Loew’s
David Lewis to the Coast on vacaGoodman Ace at Roney Plaza for
tion after the first of the year, fol- some sun and talks with Milton
lowing b.o. huddles.
Berle.
(Jess) "and Bob
Jesse Gross
Milton Berle, manager Irving
Chandler (Chan) mustered out of Gray and wife, &andy, at Saxony

•

home

the service, return to the
fice editorial staff of

of-

Variety next

week.

for holidays.

Guy Lombardo being paged by
new Biltmore Terrace Hotel for a

Pianist Paul Badura-Skoda being February date.
cocktailed by Westminster RecordJan Murray, a click at Nautilus'
ing Co. at Barbizon Plaza Jan. 7 Driftwood Room, dated for Casaon occasion of first N. Y. appear- blanca’s Club Morocco later In
winter.
Composer Oscar Straus* Xmas
Fernande
French
chantoosey
card from Zurich shows a street Montel passing through here on
sign in a corner of his native Bad- way to date at Sans Souci Casino.
“Oscar Havana, Jan. 2.
reading
Austria,
Ischl,
Straus Kai” (for quay).
Show biz colony additions at
St. Lord Tarleton are the Jack. Carto
detoured
Hildegarde
Petersburg, Fla., to visit her ailing ters, the Irving Mansfields (Jacmother before shifting to St. Louis queline Susann).
where she opened the New Year’s
“Happy Go Luckshen,” Murray
Eve run at the Chase Hotel.
Rumsey Yiddish-American producArthur Kober flying to Rome tion, opens tonight (Wed.) at Plaza
this weekend on a holiday, thence Theatre on South Beach.
to London. His tunesmith collaboHerb Pickman, Warner Bros.,
Wonderful press and promotion rep, here for
“Having
on
rator
Time,” Harold J. Rome, just re- preem of “Jazz Singer” at Beach
turned from abroad.
and Paramount Theatres.
William Murray, longtime U. S.
Felix Young preemed his swank
p.a. for Italian Film Export in L’Aiglpn in Surfside to the blackRome, back after a number of tie crowd last week. Spot cost
years living abroad, to headquarter over $250;000 to build. Orchs feain N. Y. and write. He has several tured are Emile Petti and Chuy
Reyes.
plays making the rounds.
Ellin and Irving Berlin celebrating their 28th anniversary next
week (Jan. 7) with their daughters
Minneapolis
Linda and Mary Ellin (Mrs. MarBy Les Rees
vin Barrett), and the latter’s husCharles Washburn in ahead Of
band, at the Hotel San Domina, “Anonymous Lover.”
Italy.
Tourmina, Sicily,*
Chuck Eddy orch for Prom Ball-*
Georges Cravanne, French pub- room New Year’s Eve.
now in N.Y. on his first
lic, st,
Scenic artist Herb Gahagen in
quickie visit to the U.S. He’s vi§it- from New York for holidays.
ing here with Pierre Galante, feaReopening of Alvin (burlesque)
ture writer on Paris-Soir, and re- set back to yesterday (Tues.).
turns to France Saturday (3). GalVentriloquist^pianist Norm Dyante returns to Paris next month. gon playing ..Colony Club return.
Barbara Warner, daughter of the
Day Dreamers and Patty Wing
Jack L. Warners, was given a lav- into Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terish debutante fete at the St. Regis race.
Roof Saturday (27), with guests inCivic Playhouse, new local thecluding the Duke and Duchess of atre group, launching season of
Windsor, international society, and four plays with “House of BerBroadway and Hollywood person- narda Alba.”
*

‘

o

..

alities.

Donna Atwood, took off for Holly'
wood right after Christmas.
Hollywood
Paris
Sylvia Karlton home for first
“HisGallic
pic
H<
Phil Reed into
time since her marriage to a Navy
days'of^rest?
toire De Brigands,”
lieutenant to play some cafe dates.
Gaines into Princess
Muriel
n
er Med SUit to
Lois & Ray McDonald have
Room of Club de Paris.
John
Hodfak
at
show
ice
joined George Arnold
Erich von Stroheim near com- Ankara for last two weeks of its
Mrs
;
Y^.Erank
Jreemaa,
pletion on “House of - C-riiae-” -pie-.—
suit for divorce.
run.
Thornton Wilder due back from
today
in
gets
Oboler
Arch
John
Sutherland in from W,Y
Switzerland for two-week visit
Nrv
(Wed.) for a week of promoting his for the holidays.
here.
“Bwana Devil,” opening at WarA1 Zimbalist vacationing for a
New Casino De Paris revue will ner
Jan. 8.
a
week in Palm SpHngs.
be topped by U.S. singer June
Singer Ernestine Mercer in off
Richmond.
Lauritz Melchior will sing at the
the road to spend holidays with
Jean Cocteau finishing his first her husband, Gus Mitchell, local Eisenhower inauguration.
here called, “The Red tavern owner.
telepic
Grantland Rice in from N. Y for
Light Is .On.”
Virginia Gannon, daughter of the Rose Bowl festivities.
Peter Ustinov here for confab Paul Gannon, “Ice Follies” tenor,
Mishel' S. Green looking things
on possible adaptation of “Love of playing a role in “Three Men on
over in Caracas, Venezuela.
Four Colonels.”
a Horse’-’ at Playhouse.
Pirandello’s “As You Desire Me”
Virginia and Gale Gordon
to
Charles de
at
revival
getting
Borrego Springs for a week
Rochefort playhouse.
Huntz Hall and Gabriel Dell to
George Reich joining Roland
Canada on a two-month tour
By Helen McGill Tubbs
Petit ballet troupe which opens at
Betta St. John in from England
Virginia Belmont signed for two to resume film work at Metro,
the Empire in March.
A1 Lewin, back from confabs in Italian pix.
Vince Barnett injured about the
Irving Berlin and his family are head and face in motor crash.
Hollywood, readying his “Saadia”
pic for shooting in Africa.
at the Excelsior:
Jean Sablon goes to Bueno?
of
dramatization
Supervielle’s
Yasha Horenstein will conduct Aires in March to make a pic
“Robinson,” concerts on Radio RAI.
Crusoe,
Robinson
Jane Russell bedded for ChristIsaac Stern here for one concert mas with a recurrence of
which was a quick Paris flop, getvirus
ting London offers.
at the Arentina Theatre.
Spencer Tracy goes to Europe
“Cairo Incident,” starring George Jan. 24 for a three-week
Quentin Foster rewriting his
holiday
musical here “Dance Lit’l David,” Raft, has started shooting this
Tyrone Power ahd Linda ChrisStudios.
the

—

Reno

*

Rome

and

also

polishing

off

a

ballet

“Blood of Melpomene.”

New Film Aid Law

will not be
voted on until 1953 due to extension of investigations into present
plight of film producers here.

Mary Meade, American

singer-

actress, getting a featured role in
a new Gallic color pic “La Nuit
Est
Nous” (“The Night IS Ours”).

A

Rene Clement and Pierre Bost
England where they will set

off to

shooting sked for their FrancqEnglish coproduction pic tentative“The Wedding Ring.”
“Typhus,” Jean-Paul Sartre
script, that is to be shot in Mexico
by Yves Allegret and to star Michele Morgan, has had its tag
changed to “Les Orguelleux” (“The
Proud Ones”).
Francois.
Perrier
and Marie
Daems-into rehearsals of “Fournoster,”
which replaces Pierre

ly titled,

'

Fresnay-Yvonne Printemps revival
of Bourdet’s “Marriage” at Michodiere early in February.

Portland. Ore.
By Ray Feves
“Ice Cycles of 1953” going into

second week at Portland Arena.
Biz looks brisk at all entertainspots for New Year’s Eve.
hike in prices.
Julie Harris in' “I
a Camera” to open four-day run at Mayfair Theatre Jap. 7.

ment

1

No

Am

week

tian to

at the

pital after

Palatine
at
Charlotte and her guitar opened
Blue Room of the Ostaria
dell’Orso for an indefinite run.
Pedro Armendariz, filming a picture here, will be joined by his
wife and family for a few weeks.
David Selznick went to N. Y. to
spend Christmas. Jennifer Jones
will go to Switzerland to be with
her children there.

dents in low ceiling of Riverside.
Lucius Beebe and Charles Clegg
off to San Francisco for a pre-holiday spree and check of current
shows.
Advertising exec Roy Powers of
local \Vilson Agency takes over as

manager

in

Mert

Wertheimer’s

Riverside Theatre Restaurant.
Louis Jordan & Co. skedded for
New Golden New Year’s show.
This will be only two-weeker during winter* under Golden’s new

one-week

policy.

Howard

Hughes

sent

private

Jimmy McHugh

plane to pick up

By Hans Hohn
Sears & Haymer, Uhland Trio,
Paul Flame reopened under
Cocteau’s “Orphee” passed its
after being shut- and Nelson Picket Dancers (6) at
50th performance at the Kiki.
tered because of liquor sale to Amato’s Supper Club.
CCC started shooting its 14th
Evergreen Theatre manAll
minor and again has floorshow
agers back at their desks after a film, “Uncle From America,” with
policy.
Hans
Moser taking the lead. Carl
meeting
annual
at.
Seattle
ofLyceum has “Anonymous Lover,” big
Boese is directing.
“I
a Camera” and
“The fice.
U.
S. pix running at the GI
Bay
William
Duggan
off
to
the
Shrike” set for January, latter two
to be Theatre Guild subscription Area and then Gotham to line up houses include “Full House” (20th),
“Hurricane
Smith” (Par), “Big
musical
his
some
more
shows
for
offerings.
booking office. Has nothing sched- Sky” (RKO) and “Devil Makes
uled after “Guys and Dolls” at Three” (M-G).
A new American community
Auditorium in early spring.
Cleveland
showplace has been constructed on
By Glenn C. Pullen
Clay Allee which will be opened
Vogue Room has Joe E. Lewis
Jan. 18. Special Services is sponPhiladelphia
inked for two-week return date
soring a contest to name the 750Jan. 8.
seat theatre.
By Jerry Gaghan
Mel Torme getting $3,000 for 10
The Catholic Film Commission
Arthur Davey, has left Plink,
days at Moe’s Main Street Club, Plank & Plunk combo to rejoin has issued its best 10 list. “Deand pulling big.
cision Before Dawn” (20th) was
Red Caps.
Town’s sole burley stand, the
best pic, followed by “DeArm and Zant, drummer with rated
Roxy, closed for redecoration with Johnnie
tective Story” (Par), “Red Skies of
Austin’s orch, has switched
Montana” (20th) and the French
no reopening date. set.
to Ernie Ventura’s combo.
By a last-minute booking, Jim
Marquez Sisters, trio of Cuban film, “Don Camrllo and Peppone.”
Hendy got Grand Ole Opry troupe chirpers,
booked back into Emfor his Arena New Year’s Eve and
bassy Club for holiday show.
came off okay.
Tokyo
Catalina Show Bar, big North
Hamish Menzies, £>cotch singing Philly spot, is
Toho plans to establish a N. Y.
putting emphasis on
pianist, and Eddie Ryan’s newly
dance
in new entertainment policy. office to expedite exports of its
formed orch preemed Jack Bobier’s
Kay Justice, band chirper cur- films.
Encore Room last week.
Crown Prince Akihito
Wally Brown with Eileen Todd, rently at Lou’s Moravian Bar, will of Italian ambassador to was guest
Japan and
open her own restaurant in Clifton

final

.

.

Princeton’s

Barcelona

Penn

By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Djina and Yoska at the Rio

U.’s

one week.

nitery.

Rene Clement’s
terdits,”
night.

at

the

pic,

“Jeux Infor one

Astoria

Charlie
Wyma at Emporium
nitery after 30-day run ' at the
Pasapoga, Madrid.

The Poliorama new musical
show is “La copla puso bandera,”
staring. Angelita Font.

Juan Carcelle, circus proprietor,
gave a dinner to the poor in Madrid after the performance recently.
Lyricist Adolfo Torrado and maestro Ernesto. Rosillp at the Borras
Theatre with new snow, “The Ambitious.” It stars Gema del Rio.

American

pix

on

Barcelona

screens include “Across the Wide
Missouri,” (M-G) “Mark of Renegade” (U) and “Place in Sun” (Par),
still
at the Coliseum; “Retreat
Hell” (WB) and '“Mark of Rene-

•

'

gade” (U).
During the Christmas holidays,

one-nighter at Academy of Music.
Club and
Bertice
Redding,
winner
of
all within
Earle’s “Stars of Tomorrow” contest, received Negro Elks’ musical
scholarship award during Lionel
Hampton show yesterday (Tues.).

Triangle

Mask

& Wig—

Chicago

“Stalag 17” closes 18-week run
at Erlanger Jan. 3.
Pittsburgh
Actor Horace McMahon in with
his wife for holidays.
By Hal V. Cohen
Eddie Silverman off for winter
Sol Heller operated on for a gall
vacation in Palm Springs.
bladder condition.
John Balaban left for La Quinta,
Terry Wayne of Miriam Sage
Cal., for month’s vacation.
Dancers retiring to get married.
Sam Katz in for funeral of his
Helen Richards in town beating
mother, who died last week.
drums for “John Brown’s Body.”
minsKy s Drougnt Pack burle;
Dave Wagner, Carousel headafter three-week film hiatus.
waiter, and his wife vacationing in
Showcase Theatre doing “G
Miami.
Big Doorstep” for next two w*
Elizabeth Birbari, Playhouse cosMrs. Irving Becker planed i
tumer, visiting her folks in Monjoin her husband, company r
mouth, 111,
ager of “Gigi.”
Comedian Jackie Bright planed
Pearl Bailey in while new hi
out. for Florida to spend holidays
fills date at the Blue Note
with parents.
Duke Ellington.
Danny Neumans celebrated their
Tommy Gries talking to ex]
23d wedding anni and Max.Klecktors about his upcoming produc
ners their 16th.
“Donovan’s Brain.”
Johnny Harris and his 'wife,
*

.

at

home.

Tony Quiiin building

six houses
ateliers for

specially designed as
painters.
Vic Damone in town briefly to
discuss his film career with Joe

erly Hills.

Robert P. Myer, former counsel
NBC in New York, has moved
Hollywood where he’s joined
the law firm of Lillick, Geary &
McHose as partner in charge of
the Coast office.
for
to

4

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

TV not likely to be extended to
North-East Scotland for Coronation.

Alistair McHarg, Scot singer, off
to entertain U. S. troops in Ger-

many.
Harry Gordon, Scot comic, turn-*
ing disk jockey on radio New
Year’s Eve.

“Robinson Crusoe on Ice”

in as

Christmas attraction at Empire
vaudery, Glasgow.
Jimmy Gilbert scripting lyrics
for Citizens’ Theatre Christmas re-

vue, “Glaikit Spell.”
Juan & Avril Grant, musical
duo, set for cabaret at Piccadilly
Club, Glasgow, Feb. 9.
Vidpic made of Eisenhower's
apartment at Culzean Castle, Ayrshire, for the U. S. markets.
with
“Scrooge,”
pic
British
president of Italifilm at special Alastair Sim, in to Cosmo, Glasshowing of “Miracle in Milan.”
gow, as Christmas week film.
in Daiei Studio’s first tinter, a biopic about one of Japan’s early
military leaders.

Herbert Wise, Vienna-born megger, inked as
ductions
at

new

director of pro-

Dundee

Repertory

Theatre.

Lex McLean, Scot comic, inked
Edward Ugast, Far Eastern man- for comedy lead at Metropole Theager for 20th-Fox, back in Japan atre, Glasgow, for summer of 1953,
for qne-month stay after accom- replacing Logan Family, long-time
panying company prexy Spyros P. toppers here. Latter move out on,
Skouras

on a tour of southeast British tour.

Asia.

Ted

formerly with
National Broadcasting Co., due
Washington
here for six-month stay as TV diBy Florence S. Lowe
rector
for
Japan Broadcasting
The Eric Johnstons spending the
Corp. which expects to begin teleholidays in their Spokane, Wash.,
casting in February.
Allegretti,

hoirie.

Omaha
By Glenn Trump

,

Cantoosey Billie Holiday a click
in her one-week run at Blue Mirror nitery.
„
Hank Fort, hillbilly nitery sing.

Pierce & Rae and Carl DeBord er and songwriter, currently callorch comprise bill at Plains Bar. ing the capital home.
Organist Steve Stephani in third
Met star Jan Peerce tees off tne
month at White Horse Inn, Regis ’53 phase of American U. concert
Hotel.
series, with Patrick Hayes manMai Hansen of
named aging, Jan. 18.
,
n/r „
prexy of National Assn, of Radio
Attorney General and Mrs. MCFarm Directors.
Granery backstage visitors tor
DowEx-Lincoln basketball star Jack Margaret O’Brien and Eddie
Hyland play-by-playing Nebraska ling at Shubert Theatre preem 01
home games for KOLN, Lincoln; “The .Intruder.’!

WOW

.

t

0

a holiday
to the hos-

spending Christmas

.

show dancer, and cycling Villenaves
Riverside Christmas Eve so kicked off 1953 for Statler’s Ter- Heights, Pa.
at
Leo Fuchs and Eli Mintz head
group could be back in Hollywood race Room in new revue.
Machiko Kyo and Kazuo Hasefor Yule.
Public Music Hall bombarded by cast of Yiddish-American produc- gawa, “Rashomon”
stars, to appear
three college shows—Michigan U„ tion slated for New Year’s Eve in
and “song stars” after

Mexico City for

Red Skelton returned

Pasternak.
Sidney Franklin taking a year’s
leave qf absence from his producer,
chores at Metro.
India
Jack Shaindlin in from N.Y. to
As a result of the cancellation look over his fimtusic company’s
of open general license, nearly 12 Hollywood office.
Indian pictures have been blocked
Joel McCrea back from England
with Customs Authorities of Pak- with no intention of taking advantage of 18-month tax deal.
istan.
Increased drain on dollar reMotion Picture Relief Fund sold
serves in getting color films proc- more than 98,000 Christmas cards
essed abroad is prompting the gov- this year, netting about $12,000.
ernment of India to consider stopRobert H, Cobb plans a new
ping color processing abroad.
$750,000 Park La Brea Brown DerSir Alexander Korda due here by on property hear the new CBS
in mid- January in connection with TV City.
Elsa Lanchester returned to the
production of “Taj Mahal.” Bishu
Sen, Associate Producer, is arriv- Turnabout Theatre after 10 days
the road with “Her Private
ing. early to arrange preliminaries. on
Sharp decline in the collection Music Hall.”
Edgar Bergen and his “Operaof the entertainment tax-is -reported in Madras state. Receipts fell tion Santa Claus” distributed more
from $1,450,000 to $1,280,000 in than 50,000 gifts to winded vetthe period froip April 1 to Sept. 30 erans in 30 hospitals.
Jack Benny, Jane Wyman, Roy
this year compared with same peRogers and Dale Evans helped
riod in 1951.
Santa Claus to hand out gifts to
250 children at Christmas party
staged by the Friars Club in BevBerlin

•

Shaw follows Mickey
Wini
Rooney into Riverside, Jan. 8.
Seven Marvels, aero team, cut
down to five from first-night acci-

.

W

t

.

new management

Am

“

*

St.

Eddie McCaffrey insists on not
giving his cut a cut his surgery
Eddie is
was major, not minor.
circulation manager of Variety,
just out of St. Luke’s hosp following a siege, and recuping in
Atlantic City; “but I’ll be back in
time for the Anniversary Number.”

.
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vet
Fiotcher Henderson, 54,

Ne-

composer-arranger-bandinNew York Dee. 29.
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LYN HARDING
Lyn Harding,

veteran British

85,

Dec. 26 in London For
actor, died
that Harding
half of the 51 years

“‘David Llewellyn Harding) was

0 firrns

*

York

A nderson
MPwn since
1942.

w—

no ouli
tary. He was president of the Edmonton Theatre Assn., and a director t>f the Alberta ^heatre Assn.
Surviving are his wife, his father, two sisters, and a brother, Clarence, who has been active with
the chain since 1920 and is a diw

died Dec 22 in

’

rector.

BERNARDINO MOLINARI

BROWN

C. (BUSTER)
C. (Buster) Brown, 74,
stagehand at the Municipal Thea-

5? r ? st Park playhouse
.

Louis theatres since 1901,
5.
died Dec. 19 in St. Louis. He was
°ne of
old est members of the
St. Louis Theatrical Brotherhood,
Local 6.
His wife and daughter survive.

.

.

"Motor

.

Madness”

frith

George

circuit, survives.

Kraemer and Blanche Sloan around
World War 1. He later toured with
CARSON F. PETERSON
Walthour & the Princeton Sisters
Carson F. Peterson, 30, Toledo
(Florence, his wife, and Marvel nitery
entertainer, who had been
McGovern, wife of Tom (IATSE) booked foe the Latin Quarter, New
McGovern. The act played a series York, when he became ill last May,
of musicals at the Hippodrome,
died Dec.. 23 in Kingsbridge Vetre tired from show biz erans Hospital, New York.
x,
He
»the early 1930s to open a tavern studied with the American
Theatre
2?th his brother, the late Bobby
Wing and had appeared on TV.
walthour, a foremost six-day bike
His mother and two sisters surnder.
•

•

a

Surviving are three brothers and
Jimmy, former national
champion and six-day bike

®°n,
cycling
rider.

PAUL BREISACH

? ^

,

IRVING COOPER
Irving Cooper, 74, veteran theaDec. 23 in New
York. At the turn of the century
he was a member of a vaude act,
Empire City Quartet. He also had
a part in the financing of early pix.
For the past 15 years he had been
in the photo engraving biz.
His wife, two sons and a daughter survive.

SIDNEY D. WEISBAUM
Sidney D. Weisbaum, 65, veteran
exhibitor and motion picture distributor, died Dec. 25, in Hanford,
Cal. He was president of SunnyTheatres, Inc., operating
film houses in the San Francisco
peninsula area.
Surviving are his wife, daughter

Mount

and mother.

BIRGER W. PETERSON

N.Y., and the late Julius “Dude”
Harris, Broadway boxoffice treasurer, died Dec. 26 in New York.

?NOLD ENTWISLE

isle 58 veteran
?^yor
d ed
-

»

’

‘

‘

fc

'i

Danny

long illness.

operator of a
musicians’ booking agency, died in
Chicago, Dec. 27.

NBC

Estelle Lutz, 60,

Father, 78, of Joe. Tucker, sportscaster at WWSW, Pittsburgh, died
in that city Dec. 24.

1

Writers Too

NBC

In this way
is alsi helping
to develop new yocksmiths, Gargan
said. Most of „the, comedians trying

out are amateurs or pros who have
had small club dates, and are between 28-35 years old. Turning a
Charles J. LaBclle, 79, veteran young comic over to established
musician, died in Manchester, N.H., writers, aged 45-50, would only re$ec. 23.
sult in “loading him with old, hoary

Gargan

jokes,”

believes.

Thus

he’s

Mother, 78, of Adele Buffington, trying to foster some youthful
screen writer, died Dec. 23 in Los Goodman Aces
to be teamed up
Angeles.
with the would-be Berles.

Of the more than 100 prospective
Florence Pendleton, veteran aczanies he’s auditioned, Gargan said,
died Dec. 23 in New York.
he’s found many who have excellent delivery and expression and
that “inner thing, the determination that one won’t be satisfied
Priscilla Smith to John Kerr,
unless he’s making people laugh.”
Dec. 28, Milton, Mass. Groom is a
Among
'those who’ve graduated
featured player in “Bernardine,”
from
this school are Bill Dana and
at the Playhouse, N.Y.
tress,

MARRIAGES

Cara Williams to John Barrymore, Jr., Las Vegas, Dec. 23.
Both are thesps.
Florence Persson to Ray Gilbert,
Las Vegas, Dec. 21. He’s a song-

Gene Wood, two foriher NBC page
boys, who auditioned for him with
their own material just one year
ago. They’ve had many club dates
since and are currently working in

writer.

Canada.

Shirley Stevenson Plowe to WilSt. Moritz, ‘Switzerland,
Dec. 23. Bride is a former showgirl and a niece of Harold Lund,
general manager of
in
Pittsburgh; groom is of the May
department stores family.
Ann Rubel to Don Roth, Chicago, Dec. 28.
Bride was traffic
manager of United Television Programs; groom .is owner of the

the duo.

bur May,

WDTV

NBC-TV

has an option on

The important thing about developing new comics, Gargan stresses,
is the need for an exhibition. “They
have to be seen and heard,” he underlines, “and given good material.
Even established comics are no better than their material. And for
that reason, veteran comics are invited to try out any new scripts

Blackhawk Restaurant in Chi.
on our showcases.”
p Patt Smith to Peter Lucus, Chi-

cago, Dec.

Bride

24.

Chicago

is

TV

actress; groom is disk jockey
there.
Sallie Vresky to Martin Waldman, Los Angeles, Dec. 24. He’s

WENR

at

member

a

ad

of the

staff.

Paula Leake to Henry Oliver,

groom

is

an

actor

there.

BIRTHS
and—Mrs. Jerome

Danzig,
son, Dec. 19, N,Y. Father is producer of the “Crime Syndicated”

Mr.

on CBS; mother is
former tennis champion Sarah Paltelevision series
frey.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

—

Music Publishers
Continued from page

Ed

Hutshing,

.daughter, Santa Monica, Dec. 24.
‘Father is a former~DAiLY Variety
staffer Child is granddaughter of
Howard Bretherton, screen director.
x

aetor.

a!
|

1

Daily Variety

Dec. 29, Washington. Bride is boxoffice manager of the Arena Stage,

Washington;

-

range for limited distribution. If
the song creates some noise, the
pub can always get his original
cutting investment back by selling
the master to a major label.
On the legislative front, both
the pubs and songwriters will fight
in 1953 for an exclusive licensing
feature in the Copyright Act in
place of the compulsory licensing
provision now in operation. Under
the exclusive licensing setup, a pub
could make special deals with the
diskers and demand a voice in the
treatment of his tunes and the
selection of the artists.
For many publishers, revision of
the Copyright Act in this direction
is the most realistic method of
restoring their control over the
music business. Now the pubs have
to go hat in hand to the diskers
begging for a record, but with exclusive licensing, the publisher
would have the upper hand if he
had the material.
Publishers also believe that a
higher royalty rate must accom-/;*
pany any exclusive licensing ar-\J^

^

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Corwin,
22, rangement.
Hollywood, Dec.
With revenues from
daughter,
mother
is actress Katherine Locke; sheet music falling off alarmingly,
Other survivors are two grandthe pubs believe they rate more
children, Joseph Harris, company father is a screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Kaplan, than the 2c on records, half of
manager of “Bernardine,” and
Thomas Harris, film exploitation daughter, Hollywood, Dec. 24. which they must share with the
Father
is a Variety and -a Daily writers. With the right to place a
man.
Variety staffer.
song exclusively with one disker,
the latter would be in a position
Joseph Daikeler, 51, Germanborn TV panelist, author and pubto pay a higher royalty since there
lisher of books on salesmanship,
would be no competition on a recOffbeat Pix
died Dec. 27 in Bryn Mawr, Pa.
ord version of the exclusive tune.
He was author of “The Salesman
from
page
Continued
3 ssssa
from Nazareth” and a panel member of the weekly TV program, stand a good chance of attracting
“The Big Idea,” over WCAU-TV, the “lost” audience through their
Forces
Philadelphia, for which he also distinct approach.
Continued from page 1 -acted as merchandising consultant.
Others, and particularly the in- j
Wife and three children survive.
dies, are openly in favor of Holly- American platters, has also helped
wood dropping all arty pretenses this trend.
pianist,
BeryLwJfcubinstein, 54,
and sticking to the business of
Winterhalter, together with Fishthe
of
director
composer and
turning out b.o. pix along tried and er’s manager, Milton Blackstone,
Cleveland Institute of Music, died
into
no
excursions
lines
with
true
discussed
the problem of popularHis
opera,
Dec. 29 in Cleveland.
“The Sleeping Beauty,” was world experimental fields. -They point izing U. S. disks in France with
offbeat
film
while
the
that
out
the French reps of RCA Victor,
premiered in New York in 1938.
stands a fine chance at favorable Peter Dejongh and Geoffrey CapT. Bath Glasson, 79, pianist- critical reception, this in no way stick. American platters get hardcomposer, died Dec. 26 in New guarantees its drawing power out- ly any distribution in France, and
York. He was the founder of the of-town or necessarily in key. cities top platters in the U. S. sell little
Music School of the Hebrew Edu- either.
more than 200 copies there. The
Studios take the tack that they language barrier is the chief probcational Society. His wife and
are always out tp make pix that lem, but Winterhalter and Blackdaughter survive.

^

Armed

bring in the coin, but that stone pitched up the possibility of
they must continue turning out getting wider coverage of pop instrumentals in France.

will

Father, 74, of Peter Geiger,
of the Bank of America’s
motion picture department, died in

member

films with different and novel
slants in order to give exhibs as
New York Dec. 26.
varied a choice of product as possible.
Producers’ approach also
Son (infant) of Mr. and Mrs. keeps
in mind the foreign market;
in Chicago

Birger W. Peterson, 50, former
pianist with the Rudy Vallee orch,
Ca- died Dec. 19 in Bangor, Me. He
*
tn Edmon* also played organ in various theaton
James Ameche died
23 ', He was a son tres in Portland, Me.
•Ul ri“',
lsle>
founder
ot the
'?
Surviving are a son and two Dec. 25. Father is a Chicago radioEntwish*
G m iai
TV actor.
?’ and had been in daughters.
theatre KS1 CC
1918
He was
namea £‘L
l
e a? ™ ana ger and suAlsa Stevens Brite, 59, leader of
T
KATHERINE ANDERSON
vvisor oi
,? w l
Lntwisle Theatres last
eastern a western band which played in and
Anderson,
Katherine

A rn ^

nadian

\

vive.

trical agent, died

Paul Breisach, 56, permanent
conductor of the San Francisco
upera Assn, and former conductor
the Metropolitan Opera Co.,
died Dec. 26 in New
York. Breisach
debuted in the U. S. in 1940 conducting "Aida” for
the Chicago
Oper a Co.
He joined the staff
t
the following year.
a ff
t e r leaving
the Met in 1946, he
„.l 11
n,
r® } to Frisco Opera. In 1947 he
onducted the American premiere
enj al ln Britten’s
Opera, “The
nar7
c ?
«ape
° f Lucretia,” at the Ziegfeld
e a e N. Y.
He
also
had conCf d
0r the Charles Wagner
On f?r a r
iL
C
the Miami °P era Guild
imf
xV
n
?J,he N ew York City Opera Co.
"he and a son survive.

Mrs. Margaret C. Jacobs, 64,
mother of comedian
Thomas, died Dec. 27 in Toledo
after a

Continued from page

with. But more important than nroduction, Gargan saysf is material.
If the neophytes don’t have bits
of their own, the network will buy
some and give it to them. If the
newcomer’s own stuff has possibilities,
will get a more experienced writer to punch it up.

vives.

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Frazen,
25.
Dec.
daughter,* Hollywood,
Father is a TV director.
Quinn,
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
daughter, Santa Monica, Dec, 26.
Mother is former film actress
Father is an
treasurer of the Ziegfeld Theatre, Katherine DeMille.

.

j

wife,
sur-

Eight other
and sons and one daughter survive.

Bernardino Molinari, 72, Italian
composer-conductor, died Dec. 25
in Rome. Molinari achieved promFRANK TRESSELT
inence in 1912 when Arturo ToscaFrank Tresselt, 57, head of 20thnini engaged him to perform at the
joined in 1903»
Colon Opera House, Buenos Aires. Fox s music legal department, died
appearmany
made
Harding
Dec. 28 in Los Angeles. Tresselt
in He came to the U. S. in 1928 as
ances in the U. S. beginning
had been with the studio’s musical
ion He also acted in Hollywood guest conductor of the New York department for
the last 24 years.
Philharmonic
Orchestra
and in the
On the U. S. stage he apfilms
Before going to Hollywood, Tres’30s conducted the Philadelphia
peared in “Macbeth” and “Ou« of and
selt was associated with Florenz
San
Francisco
Orchestras as
others.
In Lonthe Sea,” among
Ziegfeld as musical assistant.
as Bill well as a series of concerts for the
don he played such roles
” Captain NBC Symphony.
Sikes in “Oliver Twist
Molinari led the Palestine SymJACK KELLY
in
Svengali
Pan,”
“Peter
Hook in
phony in 1947 and 1948 and in the
Jack Kelly, 54, retired New York
“Trilby.”
latter year also conducted at the ticket broker and father of
which
he
in
apactress
films
the
Among
fall symphony season at La Scala, Nancy Kelly and actor
Jack Kelly,
peared were “Mutiny on the Elsi- Milan.
died
of
heart
a
attack
Lived
Dec.
Who
Man
28 in
“The
nore,”
Burbank, Cal.
Again,” “The Triumph of Sherlock
JACOB
E. TARSCHES
Wife,
another
son,
and
a
Constant
daugh“The
and
Holmes”
Jacob “ E. Tarsches, 62, former ter survive. Miss Kelly currently
Nvmph ” His last stage part was partner of the late Christopher
in Chicago with “Country Girl.”
Chin Chow”
in a revival of “Chu
kBuckley in the first two Albany
in London in 1941.
theatres operated by the latter,
JAMES ROTH
died in Albany Dec. 23. Tarsches
aloysius b. Griffith
James Roth, RKO Theatres’
and Buckley operated the Clinton
operating department executive,
Aloysius B. Griffith, 92, retired Square
and
Leland
in
1922. After
died Dec; 28 in Mineola, N.Y. He
vandevillian and employee of the leaving
the theatre business, he dehad been with RKO Theatres since
U. S. Patent Office, died in Wash- veloped as
a crack billiard player
1929.
ington Dec. 25. Known in vaude and
toured the country. In recent
Surviving are his wife, a son
as "Griffo,” he specialized in imita- years
he had run a newsstand in and
a daughter.
tions and also did a ventriloquial
the Ritz Theatre Building, Albany.
turn and tap dailcing.
Wife, daughter, three sisters
As recently as 1941, he was and
a brother survive.
LE ROY MILLER
connected with the Walt Disney
LeRoy Miller, 39, disk jockey or
in Hollywood,'" producing
studio
WFIL,
BEN
Philadelphia,
JACKSEN
died Dec. 21
sound effects for Disney characters.
Ben Jacksen, 62, motion picture in Lancaster. He had been with
Griffith, who retired from Governpioneer,
WFIL
died
for
of
the
a
heart
last
attack
years.
Dec.
Be15
ment service about 20 years ago,
25 in Hollywood. An early associate fore coming to Philly he had beer
was given an annual leave of
of William Fox, he became studio with radio stations in Williamsport
absence from the Patent Office so
and production manager on the old and Allentown, Pa., after breaking
that he could do stage work.
Fox lot when it was situated as in at WKJC, Lancaster.
His hobby was collecting' old
Sunset and^Western in 1921. Six
Wife and two children survive.
theatrical programs, of which he
years
later he became head of the
been
more
than
had
2,000, includstudio’s
music
department and
AARON MATHIAS
ing that of Ford’s Theatre in Washremained at that post until 1932.
Aaron Mathias, former manager
ington the night President Lincoln
He was also an executive of Fox of the Ritz and Broadway Theatres,
was assassinated.
Movietone.
Newburgh, N. Y., died Dec. 23 in
His wife and son survive.
Newburgh.
He also had been
JAMES H. (DINTY) MOORE
assistant manager of the Academy
James H. (Dinty) Moore, 83,
WILLIAM H. CAPRON
of Music there.
w.k. in show biz via his Dinty
William H. Capron, 81, violinistWife and a sister survive.
Moore’s Restaurant (N, Y.) in the
orch leader, died Dec. 26 in Needlegit area, died Dec. 25 in New
ham,
Mass.
He
was
violinist
in
a
ANGIE LITZ
York.
Moore ran the restaurant
the Colonial Theatre, Boston, and
Angie Litz, 44, nitery comedian,
with the assistance of his wife,
the
Old
Boston
Museum
orch,
and
died
of
heart attack Dec. 26 in
a
Anna, for 38 years.
It’s undein 1905 was concertmaster of the Oklahoma City.
cided yet who’ll take over the
Boston Festival Orchestra. From
Litz
was
stricken as he premanagement.
1905 to 1921 he was musical di- pared to lead a Christmas night
Moore opened his first restaurect#? of the Hollis Theatre and show at the Jamboree
Club there.
rant in 1908 at Broadway ind 37th
from 1921 to 1930 of the Tremont
St and moved, into his present lo- Theatre.
BERT GATES
cation on West 46th St. in 1912.
A
son and a daughter survive.
Bert Gates, 69, early film pionSpot is a fave show biz landmark.
eer, died in Aberdeen, Scotland,
Cartoonist
George McManus
WILLIAM C. SMALLEYDec. 18.
tagged him Dinty and used a carWilliam C. Smalley, 63, presiBefore soundtrack pix, he* gave
toon character by that name in his
dent of Smalley Theatres, died in
“Bringing Up
Moore Cooperstown, N.Y., Dec. 28. He “talking films” to audiences, stand-’
Father.”
ing behind the screen with his wife
adopted the name soon after.
opened his first pic house in Mount and speaking the various parts.
Surviving in addition to. his wife Upt n, N.Y., doubling as a projec9
are a son and three daughters.
tionist. Later he took over a theaMother, 93, of Charles Harris,
tre' in Cooperstown, where he esgeneral manager for legit producer
JAMES WALTHOUR, SR.
tablished headquarters in 1921. He
James Walthour, Sr.,* 65, vaude owned 12 houses at the time of George Abbott; Maurice ((Bucky)
Harris, exploitation man for Unicyclist, died Dec. 20 4n New York.
death.
versal-International; Lewis Harris,
He appeared in an act tagged
His wife, Hazel, treasurer of the

he acted in Shakeon the stage
under
spearean plays. He worked
of Sir Herbert
the management
he
company
whose
Tree,
Beerbohm

NBC’s Comedy

Horst Caspar, 39, German actor,

had been witn died Dec. 27 in Berlin. His
She previously actress Antje Wfeissgerber,

u
nad
been in the education denart-

Frank

in that city.

New

"mwnnsrts: Schimer.

FRANK

about San Antonio, died Dec. 24

One company

The French pop market

recently considered

the Broadway legiter,
“Time Out For Ginger,” but nixed

acquiring
the

$eal because

it

thought the

theme wouldn’t appeal abroad.

1

is

se-

verely limited in general, due to
the absence of jukeboxes and disk
jockeys.
No jukes operate in
France because of the exclusive
use of paper money and, hence,
tunes fail to get the repeated ana
concentrated plugging needed to
stimulate big sales.
.
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BUT WHAT A WONDERFUL “OLD” YEAR ITS BEEN'
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Our

sincere thanks

and appreciation

to Merrle!

Abbott Jonie Taps,

3*.
{}>!
i

Herman Hover, Beldon Katleman and our many

friends for

making

>

this the

%

.

S

•

most successful year in pur career*
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